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FABIOLA;
OR

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
PART FIRST PEACE.
CHAPTER
THE CHRISTIAN

we will enter in with our friend, or " shadow," as he would
have been anciently called. Passing through the porch, on
the pavement of which we read, with
pleasure, in Mosaic, the

I.

HOtTSE.

on an afternoon in September of the year 302, that we invite our reader t< accompany us through the streets of Rome.
The sun has declined, and is about two hours from his setting
the day is cloudless, and its heat has cooled, so that multitudes
are issuing from their houses, and making their way towards
gardens on one side, or Sallust's on the other, to enjoy
their evening walk, and learn the news of the day.
But the part of the city to which we wish to conduct our
friendly reader is that known by the name of the Campus MarIt comprised the flat alluvial plain between the seven
tins.
hills of older Rome and the Tiber.
Before the close of the
republican period, this field, once left bare for the athletic and
warlike exercises of the people, had begun to be encroached
upon by public buildings.
Pompey had erected in it his
theatre soon after, Agrippa raised the Pantheon and its adBut gradually it became occupied by private
joining baths.
is

IT

>

;

i-'

;

dwellings while the Mils, in the early empire the aristocratic
portion of the city, were seized upon for greater edifices. Thus
the Palatine, after Nero's fire, became almost too small for the
imperial residence and its adjoining Circus Maximus. The Es;

quiline was usurped by Titus's baths, built on the ruins of the
Golden House, the Aventine by Caracalla's and at the period
of which we write, the Emperor Dioclesian was covering the
;

sufficient for many lordly dwellings, by the erection of
his Thermae* on the Quirinal, not far from Sallust's garden
just

alluded

to.

The

particular spot in the Canfpns Martins to which we will
direct our steps, is one whose situation is so
definite, that we
i-urately describe it to any one acquainted with the topo-

graphy of ancient or modern Rome.

In republican times there

a large square space in the
Campus Martius, surrounded
boarding, and divided into pens, in which the Comitia, or

wn.-,

by

greeting SALVE, or WELCOME, we find ourselves in the atrium,
or first court of the house, surrounded
by a portico or colonnade.*

meeting of the tribes of the people, were held, for giving their
This was called the Septa, or Ovile, from its resemblance to a sheepfold. Augustus carried out a
plan, described

votes.

by Cicero in a letter to Atticus,t of transforming this homely
contrivance into a magnificent and solid structure.
The

Septa
was a splendid portico of
1000 by 500 feet, supported by columns and adorned w>h
paintings. Its ruins are clearly traceable and it occupied the
space now covered by the Doria and Verospi palaces (running
thus along the present Corso), the Roman
College, the Church
Jiii in, as it

was thenceforth

called,

;

of St. Ignatius, and the
Oratory of the Caravita.

The house

to which we invite our reader is
exactly opposite,
east side of this edifice,
including in its area, the present church of St.
Marcellus, whence it extended back towards

and on the

the foot of the Quirinal hill. It is thus found to
cover, as noble
Roman houses did, a considerable extent of
ground. From the
Hitsido it presents but a blank and dead
appearance. The
walls are plain, without architectural
ornament, not high, and
In the middle of one side of this
scarcely broken by windows.
angle is a door, in anils, that is, merely relieved
by u
tympanum or triangular cornice, resting on two half columns
"
Using our privilege aa artiste of fiction, " of invisible
ubiquity,
tJ-.ib. iv.

up. 16.

In the centre of the marble pavement a softly warbling jet
brought by the Claudian aqueduct from the
Tusculan hills, springs into the air, now higher, now lower,
and falls into an elevated basin of red marble, over the sides of
which it flows in downy waves and before reaching its lower
and wider recipient, scatters a gentle shower on the rare and
of pure water,

;

brilliant flowers placed in elegant vases aroun'd.
Under the
portico we see furniture disposed, of a rich and sometimes rare
character couches inlaid with ivory, and even silver tables
;

;

of oriental woods, bearing candelabra,
lamps, and other household implements of bronze or silver delicately chased
busts,
vases, tripods, and objects of mere art. On the walls are paintings evidently of a former period, still, however, retaining all
their brightness of color and freshness of execution. These are
;

separated by niches with statues, representing, indeed, like the
pictures, mythological and historical subjects ; but we cannot
help observing, that nothing meets the eye which could offend
the most delicate mind. Here and there an
empty niche, or
a covered painting, proves that this is not the result of accident.

As outside the columns, the coving roof leaves a large square
opening in the centre, called the impluvium, there is drawn
across it a curtain, or veil of dark canvas, which
keeps out the
sun and rain. An artificial twilight therefore alone enables us
to see all that we have described but it
gives greater effect to
what is beyond.
Through an arch, opposite to the one
whereby we have entered, we catch a glimpse of on inner and
still richer court,
paved with variegated marbles, and adorned
with bright gilding. The veil of the
opening above, which,
however, here is closed with thick glass or talc (lapis specularis), has been partly withdrawn, and admits a bright but
softened ray from the evening sun on to the
place, where we
see, for the first time, that we are in no enchanted hall, but in
an inhabited house.
Beside a table, just outside the columns of Phrygian
marble,
sits a matron not beyond the middle of
life, whose features,
noble yet mild, show traces of having passed through sorrow
at some earlier period.
But a powerful influence has subdued
the recollection of it, or blended it with a sweeter
thought and
the two always come together, and have long dwelt united in
her heart.
The simplicity of her appearance strangely contrasts with the richness of all around her
her hair, streaked
with silver, is left uncovered, and unconcealed
by any artifice
her robes are of the plainest color and texture, without embroidery, except the purple ribbon sewed on, and called the
and not
Kci/nirntuin, which denotes the state of widowhood
a jewel or precious ornament, of which the Roman ladies
were so lavish, is to be seen updn her person. The only
thing
approaching to this is a slight gold cord or chain round her
neck, from which apparently hangs some object, carefully
concealed within the upper hem of her dress.
At the time that we discover her she is busily engaged
*
The Pompeian Court in the Crystal Palace will have familiarized many
;

;

;

;

;

readers with tbe foime of an ancient house.
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and scarcely breathed.
you answer, my
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:med, "did

''And what,"

fur
"I told him gently tli-i! !'< w.,r. quite mistaken
never had I consciously done anything that could givi
to him or any of my school-fellows; nor did I ever dream
;

Aud as to what yen
claiming superiority over them.
propose,' I added, 'you know, Corvinns, that I have always
refused to indulge in personal combats, which, beginning
in a cool trial of skill, end in an angry strife, hatred, and wish
for revenge. How much less could I think of entering on them
now, when you avow that you are anxious to begin them with
'

of

those evil feelings which are usually their bad end ?" Our
schoolmates had now formed a circle around us ; and I clearly

saw that they were all against me, for they had hoped to enjoy
some of the delights of their cruel games I therefore cheerfully added, 'And now, my comrades, good-bye, and may all
;

happiness attend you. I part from you, as I have lived with
Not so,' replied Corvinus, now purple in the
you, in peace.'
"
face with fury ' but.
The boy's countenance became crimsoned, his voice quivered,
his body trembled, and, half choked, he sobbed out, "I cannot
go on ; I dare not tell the rest!"
"I entreat you, for .God's sake, and for the love you bear
your father's memory," said the mother, placing her hand
"
upon her son's head, conceal nothing from me. I shall never
if
have
rest
again
you tell me not all. What further said or
did Corvinus ?"
The boy recovered himself by a moment's pause and a silent
prayer, and then proceeded :
'
" Not so!' exclaimed
not so do you depart, cowCorvinus,
*
an
You have concealed your
of
head!
ass's
ardly worshipper
abode from us, but I will find you out till then bear this
token of my determined purpose to be revenged !' So saying
'

'

;

'

;

he dealt me a furious blow upon the face, which made me
reel and stagger, while a shout of savage delight broke forth
from the boys around us."
He burst into tears, which relieved him, and then went on.
'

Oh, how I

felt

my

blood boil at that moment!

how my

heart seemed bursting within me ; and a voice appeared to
whisper in my ear scornfully the name of 'coward!' It surely
was an evil spirit. I felt that I was strong enough my rising

anger made

and

me

so

to seize

my unjust assailant by

the throat,

cast him gasping

on the ground. I heard already the shout
of applause that would have hailed my victory and turned the
It was the hardest straggle of my life ;
never were flesh and blood so strong within me. O God may
"
they never be again so tremendously powerful
"And what did you do, then, my darling boy?" gasped forth
the trembling matron.
He replied, " My good angel conquered the demon at my
I thought of my blessed Lord in the house of Caiphas,
Bide.
surrounded by scomngenemies, and struck ignominiously on
the cheek, yet meek and forgiving. Could I wish to be otherwise ? f I stretched forth my hand to Corvinus, and said,
'
May God forgive you, as I freely and fully do and may he
bless you abundantly.' Cassianus came up at that moment,

tables against him.

!

!

;

having seen

all

dispersed.

I

from a distance, and the youthful crowd, quickly
entreated him, by our common faith, now

acknowledged between us, not to pursue Corvinus for what he
had done; and I obtained his promise.
And now, sweet
mother," murmured the boy, in soft, gentle accent*, into his
parent's bosom, "do you not think I may call this a happy
day?"

mi:

3

lighted the la.".ips placed on marble and bronze eandeliairn,
and quietly retired, A bright light beamed upon the unconscious
group of mother and sou, as they remainni
unswi-n -il
silent after
the
matron Lucina hu-.l
holy

Pancratius's

last

question

only

by

kissing

his

gl

was not merely a maternal emotion that was
agitating her bosom; it was not even the happy
mother who, having trained her child to certain \wAi and di'licult principles, sees them put to their hardest te.st, ami n-ilily
stand it. Neither was it the joy
having for her son one, in
brow.

It

i

<>!'

her estimation, so heroically virtuous at such an ago; for
surely, with much greater justice than the mother of tin;
Gracchi showed her boys to the astonished matrons of republican Home as her only jewels, could that, Chris:
have boasted to the Church of the son she had brought up.
But to her this was an hour of still deeper, or Khali we say,
sublimer feeling. It was a period looked forward to anxiously
for years
a moment prayed for with all the fervor of a mother's supplication.
Many a pious parent has devcted her infant
sou from the cradle to the holiest and noblest state that earth
possesses has prayed and longed to see him grow up to bo,
first a spotless Levite, and then a holy priest at the altar; and
has watched eagerly each growing inclination, and tried gently
to bend the tender thought towards the sanctuary of the Lord
of Hosts.
And if this was an only child, as Samuel was to
Anna, that dedication of all that is dear to her keenest affection, may justly be considered as an act of maternal heroism.
What then must be said of ancient matrons Felicitas, Symphorosa, or the unnamed mother of the Maccabees who gave
up or offered their children, not one, but ninny, yea all, to be
victims whole-burnt, rather than priests, to God ?
It was some such thought as this which filled the heart of
Lucina in that hour; while with closed eyes she raised it high
;

;

;

and prayed for strength. She felt as though called
to make a generous sacrifice of what was dearest to her on
earth; and though she had long foreseen it and desired it, it
was not without a maternal throe that its merit could be gained.
And what was passing in that boy's mind, as he too remained
silent and abstracted ?
Not any thought of a high destiny
to heaven,

awaiting him. No vision of a venerable Basilica, eagerly visited 1600 years later by the sacred antiquary and the devout
pilgrim, and giving his name, which it shall bear, to the neigh*
No anticipation of a church in his
boring gate of Home.
honor to rise in faithful ages on the banks of the distant

Thames, which, even

after desecration, should be loved and
eagerly sought as their last resting-place, by hearts faithful
No forethought of a silver canopy or
still to his dear Home, t
clborium, weighing 287 Ibs., to be placed over the porphyry
urn that should contain his ashes, by Pope Honorius I. J No
idea that his name would be enrolled in every martyrology, his
picture, crowned with rays, hung over many altars, as the boy-

martyr of the early Church. He was only the simple-hearted
Christian youth, who looked upon it as a matter of course that
he must always obey God's lav/ and His Gospel and only felt
happy that he had that day performed his duty, when it
under circumstances of more than usual trial. There was no
otherwise there
pride, no self-admiration in the reflection
would have been no heroism in his act.
\Vhrn he raised again his eyes, after his calm reverie of
peaceful thoughts, in the new light which brightly filled the
hall, they met his mother's countenance gazing anew upon hinij
radiant with a majesty and tenderness such as he never recollected to have seen before. It was a look almost of inspiration;
her face was as that of a vision; her eyes what he would havw
angel's to be.
Silently, and almost unknowingly
he had changed his position, and was kneeling before her and
well he might; for was she not to him as a guardian spirit, who
had shielded him ever from evil or might he not well see in
her the living saint whose virtues had been his model from
;

;

i
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THE DEDICATION.
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;
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and saw him

She gazed upon it fondly, and hissed it fervently and her
And
gushing tears fell upon it, and moistened it once more.
thus liquefied again, its color glowed bright and warm, as if it
;

the martyr's heart.

The holy matron put

it

to her son's quivering lips,

and

He venerated the,
sanctifying touch.
sacred relic with the deepest emotions of a Christian and a son;
and felt as if his father's spirit had descended into him, and
were empurpled with

it-ius.
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Lord has
and to prove stirred to its depths the full vessel of his heart, that its waters
The whole family thus seemed
that thoii has put off the tilings of a child, and must be treated might be ready freely to flow.
Lucina replaced her treasure in the
orth as a man for thou canst think and speak, yea, and to him once more united.
L
shrine, and hung it round the neck of her son, saying: "When
" How dost thou
next it is moistened, may it be from a nobler stream than that
mean, dear mother."
" What tliou hast tola n:,. ,,f
But heaven thought
thy d.rlamation this morning," which gushes from a weak woman's eyes !"
was anointed, and the future
ehc replied, " proves to me how full thy heart must have been not so and the future combatant
thou art too sincere and hon- martyr was consecrated, by the blood of his father mingled with
of noble and
of

vciful

th-.

uorth
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it

nil;

;

;

generous thoughts

;

have written, niul fervently expressed, that it was a glorious duty to die for the faith, if thou hadst not believed it, and

est to

his mother's tears.

it"

"And

the boy.
truly I do believe and feel it," interrupted
" What
greater happiness can a Christian desire on earth ?"
"
Yes, my child, thou sayest most truly," continued Liicina.

should not have been satisfied with words. What followed
afterwards has proved to me that thou canst bear intrepidly and
but what I know it must have been
.ily, not merely pain,
harder for thy young patrician blood to stand, the stinging Ignominy of a disgraceful blow, and the scornful
eg of an unpitying multitude. Nay more; thou

CHAPTER

hast proved thyself strong enough to forgive and to pray for
This day thou hast trodden the higher paths of
"tiemy.
tia mountain, with the cross npon thy shoulders; one step more,
and thou wilt plant it on its summit. Thou hast proved thyself

the genuine son of the martyr Quintiuus.
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treasure which

:

had amassed immense wealth. His house was larger and
It cou'
more splendid than the one we have just visited.
a third large peristyle, or coiirt, surrounded by immense apartments and besides possessing many treasures of European art,
it abounded with the rarest productions of the East.
Carpets
from Persia were laid on the ground, silks from China,
colored stuffs from Babylon, and gold embroidery from Indiaand Phrygia covered the furniture while curious works in
ivory and in metals, scattered about, were attributed to the inhabitants of the islands beyond the Indian ocean, of monstrous
form and fabulous descent.
Fabius himself, the owner of all tnis treasure and of large
estates, was a true specimen of an easy-going Roman, who was
i

;

In fact, he never
determined thoroughly to enjoy this life.
dreamt of any other.
Believing in nothing, yet worshipping,
as a matter of course, on all proper occasions, whatever deity
have its turn, he passed for a man as good as Ids
neighbors and no one had a right to exact more. The. ,u
part of his day was passed at one or other of the great
1

1

>

;

which, besides the purposes implied in their name, com[
in their many adjuncts the equivalents of clubs.
KHUS,
There he
gambling-houses, tennis-courts, and gymnasiums.
took his bath, gossiped, read, and whiled away Ms hom
sauntered for a time into the Forum to hear some orator speakocnte pleading, or into one of the many public
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"It is his blood," replied the youth, "wliirh yet remains
I know ho must
flowing in my veins, and in
like what he held in his own, may be poured

"Enough

WHILE

taking place, a very different ono presented itself in a
house, situated in the valley between the Quirinal and the EsIt was that of Fabius, a man of the eqm
quiline hills.
order, whose family, by farming the revenues of Asiatic prov-

;

him ?"

"Mother, mother dearest, sweetest mother !" broke out the
panting yonth ; "could I be his genuine son, and not wish to
ide him? Though I never enjoyed the happiness of
r
before my mind?
ng him, has not
Has he not been the very pride, of my thoughts ? When each
he solemn commemoration has been made of him, as of ono
blood
of the white-robed army that sun
he washed his garments, how have my heart and my ilesh exulted
how have I prayed to him, in the warmth of
!_'lory; and
that he would obtain for me, not fame, not distinclot wealth, not earthly joy, but what he valued more than

may be
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THE HEATHEN HOUSEHOLD.

I

among the many

parasites

on the look-out

re.

he was a kind mid indulgent master.
His house
for him bv an abundance of slaves
and aa

wu3 well keut

:

Till-:
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trouble was what most he dreaded, so long as every thing waa
comfortable, handsome, itnd well-served about him, he let things
go on quietly, under the direction of his free.!
It is not, however, so much to him that wo wish to introduce
our reader, as to another inmate of his house, the sharer of its
splendid luxury, and the sole heiress of his wealth. This is his

daughter, who, according to Roman usage, bears the father's
name, softened, however, into the diminutive Fabiola. *. As we
have done before, we will conduct the reader at once into her
apartment. A marble staircase leads to it from the second
court, over the sides of which extends a suite of rooms, opening

upon a terrace, refreshed and adorned by a graceful fountain, and
covered with a profusion of the rarest exotic plants. In these
chambers is concentrated whatever is most exquisite and curious,
in native and foreign art.

A

refined taste directing

ample

means, and peculiar opportunities, has evidently presided over
the collection and arrangement of all around. At this moment,
and we disthe hour of the evening repast is approaching
cover the mistress of this dainty abode engaged in preparing
herself, to appear with becoming splendor.
She is reclining on a couch of Athenian workmanship, inlaid
with silver, in a room of Cyzicene form that is, having glass
windows to the ground, and so opening on to the flowery
terrace.
Against the wall opposite to her hangs a mirror of
on
polished silver, sufficient to reflect a whole standing figure
a porphyry-table beside it is a collection of the innumerable
rare cosmetics and perfumes, of which the Roman ladies had
become so fond, and on which they lavished immense sums, t
On another, of Indian sandal-wood, was a rich display of jewels
and trinkets in their precious caskets, from which to select for
;

;

;

the day's use.
It is by no means our intention, nor our gift, to describe
we wish more to deal with minds. We
persons or features
will, therefore, content ourselves with saying, that Fabiola,
now at the age of twenty, was not considered inferior in appearance to other ladies of her rank, age, and fortune, and had
many aspirants for her hand. But she was a contrast to
her father in temper and in character.
Proud, haughty, imperious, and irritable, she ruled like an empress all that surrounded her, with one or two exceptions, and exacted humblo
;

CA TM'OMIiS.

Till'

5

year vre are supposed to visit Rome is not as remote from
the better periods of Roman art, for example, that of the
Antonines, as our age is from that of Cellini, Rnffaole, or
Doimtello. Yet in how many Italian palaces are
served works by these great artists, fully prized,

still

pre-

though no

longer imitated?
Ho, 110 doubt, it was with the housesbelonging to the old and wealthy families of Rome.
We find, then, Fabiola reclining on her couch, holding
in her left hand a silver mirror with a handle, and in the other a
strange instrument for BO fair a hand. It is a sharp-pointed
stiletto, with a delicately carved ivory handle, and a gold ring, to
hold it by. This was the favorite weapon with which Roman
ladies punished their slaves, or vented their passion on
them,
upon suffering the least annoyance, or when irritated by pettish
anger. Three female slaves are now engaged about their mistress.
to different races, and have been purchased at
high
merely on account of their appearance, but for some
rare accomplishment they are supposed to possess.
One is a
black not of the degraded negro stock, but from one of those
races, such as the Abyssinians and Numidians, in whom the

They belong
prices, not

;

features are as regular as in the Asiatic people. She is
supposed to have great skill in herbs, and their cosmetic and healing properties, perhaps also in more dangerous uses in com-

and possibly poisons. She is
merely
national designation as Afra.
Greek comes
selected
for
her
taste
in
next,
dress, and for the elegance and
purity of her accent ; she is therefore called Graia. The name
which the third bears, Syra, tells us that she comes from Asia :

pounding

philtres, charms,

known by her

A

and she is distinguished for her exquisite embroidery, and for
her assiduous diligence. She is quiet, silent, but
completely
engaged with the duties which now devolve upon her. The
other two are garrulous, light, and make great pretence about
any little thing they do. Every moment they address the most
extravagant flattery to their young mistress, or try to promote
the suit of one or other of the profligate candidates for her
hand, who has best or last bribed them.

"

How delighted I should be, most noble mistress," said the
black slave, "if I could only be in the triclinium* this
evening
as you enter in, to observe the brilliant effect of this new
stibiumf on your guests

It has cost

!

me many trials before

I

homage from all that approached her. An only child, whose could obtain it so perfect I am sure nothing like it has been
mother had died in giving her birth, she had been nursed and ever seen in Rome."
"As for nie," interrupted the wily Greek, "I should not
brought up in indulgence by her careless, good-natured father
she had been provided with the best masters, had been adorned presume to aspire to so high an honor. I should be satisfied to
:

;

with every accomplishment, and allowed to gratify
every extravagant wish. She had never known what it was to deny
herself a desire.

look from outside the door, and see the magnificent effect of
this wonderful silk tunic, which came with the last remittance
of gold from Asia.
Nothing can equal its beauty ; nor, I

Having been left so much to herself, she had read much,
and especially in profounder books. She had thus become
a complete philosopher of the refined, that is, the infidel and
intellectual, epicureanism, which had been long fashionable hi
Borne. Of Christianity she knew nothing, except that she
understood it to be something very low, material, and vulgar.
She despised it, in fact, too much to think of inquiring into it.
And as to paganism, with its gods, its vices, its fables, and its
idolatry, she merely scorned it, though outwardly she followed
it.
In fact, she believed in nothing beyond the present life,
and thought of nothing except its refined enjoyment. But her

add, is its arrangement, the result of
the materials."

she loathed the
very pride threw a shield over her virtue
ness of heathen society, as she despised the frivolous
youths who paid her jealously exacted attention, for she found
amusement hi their follies.
She was considered cold and
selfish, but ehe was morally irreproachable.
;

I

If at the beginning we seem to indulge in
long descriptions,
trust that our reader will believe that
they are requisite,

wo

him

to put

ut the

hi possession of the state of material and social
period of our narrative and will make this the

may

"And

my study,

you, Syra," interposed the mistress,

unworthy

of

with a con-

temptuous smile, "what would you desire ? and what have you
to praise of your own doing ?"
"
Nothing to desire, noble lady, but that you may be ever
nothing to praise of my own doing, for I am not conscious of having done more than my duty," was the modest and
sincere reply.*

happy

;

It did not please the haughty lady, who
said, "Methinks,
slave, that you are not over given to praise.
One seldom hears
"
a soft word from your mouth.

" And what worth would it be
from me," answered Syra;
"from a poor servant to a noble dame, accustomed to hear it
all day long from elegant and
polished lips ? Do you believe
it when you hear it from them f
Do you not despise it when
you receive it from us t"
A look of spite was darted at her from her two companions.
Fabiola too was angry
sentiment in a slave

a;

what she thought a reproof.

A

lofty

;

;

more

And should he be tempted to think that we
things as over splendid and refined for an age of
in arts and good tni;N-, we beg to remind
him, that the

intelligible.
lie

e
*

1 >F

t

Th milk

with

o;

ir-

of GOO assoe per day

;

j.

was required

"Have you yet to learn then," she answered haughtily,
"that you are mine, and have been bought
by me at a high
I have as good s
price, that you might serve me as 7 please ?
right to the service of your tongue as of your arms
end if it
please me to be praised, and flattered, and sung to,
do

to furnish Popprea,

Nero* wif>

by you,

The

(lining-hall.

t Black

antimony atwlied on the

ejolidB,

l-'MUOl.A
it

ron

shall,

whether

like

;/"

it

or not.

A new

idea, inure. 1.

y will but that of her mistress, wlien
IhT

V

tlie handmaid, ealinly, but with dignity,
belongs to you.
All this you have
time, health, vigor, body, ami breath.
life,
bought with your gold, and it has become your property. But
I still hold as my own what no
h can purchase,
no chains of slavery fetter, no limit of life contain."
" And
pray what is that?"
"A soul!"
" A soul !" re-echoed the astonished
Fabiola, who had never
before heard a slave claim ownershi'Mif sairh a property. " And
pray, let me ask you, what you mean by the word ?"
"I cannot speak philosophical sentences," answered the ser" but I mean that inward
vant,
living consciousness within me,
which makes me feel to have an existence with, and among,
better things than surround me, which shrinks sensitively from

"True," replied

"my

life

t

>

destruction, and instinctively from what is allied to it, as disease is to death. And therefore it abhors all flattery, and it

detests a

lie.

While I possess that unseen gift, and die it cannot,

either is impossible to me.

"

The other two could understand but little of all this so they
stood in stupid amazement at the presumption of their com;

Fabiola too was startled; but her pride soon rose
again, and she spoke with visible impatience.
" Where did
has taught you to
you learn all this folly?

panion.

Who

manner? For my part I have studied for
and have come to the conclusion, that all ideas of

prate in

this

many

years,
spiritual existences are the

dreams of poets, or sophists ; and
as such I despise them. Do you, an ignorant, uneducated slave
pretend to know better than your mistress ? Or do you really
fancy that when, after death, your corpse will be thrown on
the heap of slaves .who have drunk themselves, or have been

,

OR

one so lowly and so insignificant as I. But if I must answer
-she pans.
simple truth to your antli
from her mistress bade
!g; but an imperior.
utiniie
"then I put it to your own judgment, w'
a poor slave, who holds an unqi;
>f
possessing within her a spiritual and living intelligence, whose

measure of existence
dwelling is above the
Di'ity,

immortality, whose only true pi
whose only rightful prototype is the,
can hold herself inferior in moral dignity, or lower in
is

skies,

KS of thought than one who, however gifted, own
she claims no higher destiny, recognizes in herself no sublimer
end than what awaits (lie pretty irrational songsters that
bent without hope of liberty against the gilded bars of that

cage."*
Fabi'V!a's eyes flashed with fury
she felt herself for the first
time in her life, rebuked, humbled by a slave. She grasped
the style in her right hand, and made an almost blind thrust
;

at the unflinching handmaid.
Syra instinetively put forward
her arm to save her person, and received the point, which,
aimed upwards from the couch, inflicted a deeper gash than
she had ever before suffered. The tears started into her eyes
through the smart of the wound, from which the blood gushed
in a stream.
Fabiola was in a moment ashamed of her cruel,
though unintentional act, and felt still more humbled before
her servants.
"Go, go," she said to Syra, who wns stanching the blood
with her handkerchief, " go to Euphrosyne, and have the
wound dressed. I did not mean to hurt you so grievously.
But stay a moment, I must make you some compensation."
Then, after turning over her trinkets on the table, she con" Take this
ring ; and you need not return here again
tinued,

this evening."

Fabiola's conscience was quite satisfied she had made what
she considered ample atonement for the injury she had inflicted,
on the shape of a costly present to a menial dependant.. And
on the following Sunday, in the titlet of St. Pastor, not far
from her house, among the alms collected for the po<
found a valuable emerald ring, which the good priest Polycarp
thought must have been the offering of some very rich Roman
;

scourged to death, to be burnt in one ignominious pile, and
when the mingled ashes have been buried in a common pit, you
mil survive as a conscious being, and have still a life of joy
*nd freedom to be lived ?"
" Non omnis
moriar,'* as one of your poets says," replied
lady but which He who watched, with beaming eye, the almsmodestly, but with a fervent look that astonished her mistress,
coffers of Jerusalem, and noted the widow's niite, aJone saw
the foreign slave
I
I
to
intend
survive
all
"yes,
hope, nay,
And more yet ; I believe and know that out of that char- dropped into the chest, by the bandaged arm of a foreign
this.
female slave.
nel-pit which you have so vividly described, there is a hand that
will pick out each charred fragment of my frame.
And there
is a power that will call to reckoning the four winds of heaven,
and make each give back every grain of my dust that it has
CHAPTEB V.
scattered
and I shall be built lip once more in this my body,
not as yours, or any one's bondswoman, but free, and joyful,
THE VISIT.
and glorious, loving forever and beloved. This certain hope is
DURING the latter part of the dialogue just recorded, and the
laid up in my bosom, "t
" What wild visions of an eastern
fancy are these, unfitting catastrophe which closed it, there took place an apparition in
you for every duty ? You must be cured of them. In what Fabiola's room, which, if seen by her, would probably have
school did you learn all this nonsense? I never read of it in cut short the one, acd prevented the other. The interior chambers in a Borne house were more frequently divided by curtains
any Greek or Latin author."
" In one
belonging to my own land, a school in which there across their entrances, than by doors; and thus it w-.
is no distinction known or admitted between Greek or barbarian,
especially during such an excited scene as had just taken
"
This was the case now; and when
freeman or slave.
place, to enter unobserved.
she was almost start
leave
the
to
turned
room,
Syra
"What!" exclaimed, with strong excitement, the haughty
in bright relief before the deep crimson
lady, "without waiting even for that future ideal existence ing standing,
a figure, which she immediately recognized, but
after death ; already, even now, you presume to claim equality door-curtain,
with me? Nay, who knows, perhaps superiority over me. which we must briefly describe.
It was that of a lady, or rather a child not more than
Come, tell me at once, and without daring to equivocate or distwelve
or thirteen years old, dressed in pure and sp< it-less
guise, if you do so or not?" And she sat up in an attitude of
without a single ornament about her person. In her co).
At
word
of
the
calm
her
eager expectation.
every
reply
agitaseen united the simplicity of childhood with the,
tion increased, and violent passions seemed to contend within ance might be
There not merely dwelt in her
intelligence of a mnturer age.
her, as Syra said
that dove-like innocence which
" Most noble
eyes
mistress, far superior are you to me in place,
but often there beamed from them rather an intensity of pure
and power, and learning, and genius, and in all that enriches
affection, as though they were looking beyond nil surrounding
in
and embellishes life and
every grace of form and lineament,
rested upon one, unseen by all else, but to her
<, and
and in every charm of act and speech, higli are you raised
*
nm envious thoughts, from
See the noble answer of Evalplstuft, an in;;
above all rivalry, and far r
jud^e >i tha
'

;

;

;

:

,

:

1

;

Acts of

Not

all

of

me

will die.

t

Job

xii. 27.

St. -TU

i

is.

t ''Thy eyes an: those of ilovcH."
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Church.
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Her forehead was the very day

really present, and exquisitely dear.
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Till-:

by

.

yi

nthful-

a kindly sinilo played about the lips, a:
with guileyoutliful features, varied their sensitive xpression
.

m

ouo feeling to tin
her
es her warm and tender heart received it. Those \\lio kn<>
believed that she never thought of herself, but wan divided
and affection
entirely between kindness to those about her,
for her unseen love.
When Syra saw this beautiful vision, like that of an angel,
But the child took her
before her, she paused for a moment.
hand, and reverently kissed it, saying; "I h:'\
me in the small chamber near the entrance, when I go

a slave in all that
iu

est cousin,

I

will

you grant me

"Any in
"Then

you most ad-

truthfulness, and

save you from a repetition of your

in

p.iin.

heroic

Will

my request?"
my power,"

me to purchase Syra I
not like to see her about ymi."
"You are mistaken, Agnes. I will master pride for
and own, that I shall now esteem her, pci-l ;.ps almost admire
her.
It hi a new feeling in me towards one in her station."
" But I
think, Fabiola, I could make her sappier than she
think that

it is

is

that

you

her name.

will

allow

You will

is."

"No doubt, dear Agnes yon have the power of making
and as Fabiola saw her, a crimson blush every body happy about you.
I never saw snch a household
mantled in her cheek for she feared the child had been witness as yours. You seem to carry out in practice that st
With a cold wave of her osophy which Syra alluded to, in which there itt no distinction
of her undignified burst of passion.
hand she dismissed her slaves, and then greeted her kinswoman, of freedmen and slave.
Everybody in your house is always
We have said that smiling, and cheerfully anxious to discharge his duty. And
for such she was, with cordial affection.
Fabiola's temper made a few exceptions in its haughty exer- there seems to be no one who thinks of commanding.
Come,
cise.
One of these was her old nurse and i'reodwoman Eupliro- tell me your secret." (Agnes smiled.) "I suspect, you little
and whose only magician, that in that mysterious chamber, which you will
syue, who directed all her private hoiisehold
creed was, that Fabiola was the most perfect of beings, the never open for me, you keep your charms and potions by which
If you were a
wisest, most accomplished, most admirable lady in Home. you make everybody and everything love you.
Another was her young visitor, whom she loved, and ever Christian, and were exposed in the amphitheatre, I am sure
treated with gentlest affection, and whose society she always the very leopards would crouch and nestle at your feet.
But
coveted.
why do you look so serious, child ? You know I am only jok" This is
said the softened ing.
Mnd of
dear
out,"

;

She then advanced

;

;

;

Agnes,"

you,

really

Agnes seemed absorbed; and bent forward that keen and
we have mentioned, as though she saw before her, nay, as if she heard speaking to her, some one
to
to
and
I
was
anxious
have
some
one
with
whom
dine,
people
I could have the excuse of a duty to converse.
Yet I own I delicately beloved. It passed away, and she gaily said, "Well,
It is Ful- well, Fabiola, stranger things have come to pass
have some curiosity about one of our new guests.
and, at any
vius, of whose grace, wealth, and accomplishments I hear so rate, if aught so dreadful had to happen, Syra would just be
much though nobody seems to know who or what he is, or the sort of person one would like to see near one so you really
must let me have her. "
whence he has sprung up. "
"
"
"For heaven's sake, Agnes, do not take my words so seriMy dear Fabiola," replied Agnes, you know I am always
I assure you they were spoken in jest. I have too
ously.
happy to visit you, and my kind parents willingly allow me
high
an opinion of your good sense to believe such a
therefore, make no apologies about that."
calamity pos"And so you have come to me as usual," said the other play- sible.' But as to Syra's devotedness, you are right. When last
summer you were away, and I was so dangerously ill of confully, "in your own snow-white dress,without jewel or ornament,
You always seem to me to tagious fever, it required the lash to make the other slaves apas if you were every day a bride.
be celebrating one eternal espousal. But, good heavens what proach me while that poor thing would hardly leave me, but
Or are you aware that there is, watched by me, and nursed me day and night, and I really
is this?
Are you hurt?
believe greatly promoted my recovery."
right on the bosom of your tunic, a Targe red spot it looks like
"And did you not love her for this ?"
If so let rn<> change your dress at once."
blood.
" Not for the
"Love her! Love a slave, child! Of course, I took care
woild, Fabiola it is the jewel, the only ornaIt is blood, and that of a to reward her generously
ment I mean to we;,r this evening.
though I cannot make out what
The others tell me she has
slave but nobler in my eyes, and more generous than flows in she does with what I give her.
nothing put by, and she certainly spends nothing on heryour veins or mine."
self.
Nay, I have even heard that she foolishly shares her
The whole truth flashed upon Fabiola's mind.
Agnes had
What a
seen all and humbled almost to sickening, she said somewhat daily allowance of food with a blind beggar-girl.
to be sure !"
pettishly, "Do you then wish to exhibit proof to all the world strange fancy,
"Dearest Fabiola," exclaimed Agnes, "she must be mine
of my hastiness of temper, in over-chastising a forward slave ?"
Name your price, and let me
I only wish to preserve for You promised me my request.
"No, dear cousin, far from it.
Fabiola, "to come at
day. But the fact is,

my sudden request, to join our
my father has called in one or

table to-

two new

tender look which

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

!

a lesson of fortitude and of elevation of mind, learnt
such as few patrician philosophers can teach us."
"What a strange idea? Indeed, Agnes, I have often
thought that you make too much of that class of people. After
all, what are tli
f

from a

slave,

"Human beings as much as

ourselves, endowed with the same
ami the same organization. Thus far
you will admit, at any rate, to go no higher, Then they form
and if God, from whom comes our
;ily
part of tin
life, is thereby our Father, He is theirs as much, and conse-

reason,

tin

ing,

take her

home

this evening."

"Well, be it so, you most irresistible of petitioners. But
we will not bargain together. Send some one to-morrow, to
see my father's steward, and all will be right.
And now, this
great piece of business being settled between us, let us go down
to our guests."
" But
you have forgotten to put on your jewels."
" Never mind them
I will do without them for once. I feel
no taste for them to-day. "
;

;

quently they are our brethren."

"

A slave my broth;
The gods forbid it
p, Agnes?
They are our property and oar goods and I have no notion of

CHAPTER VL

their being allowed to move, to act, to think, or to feel, except
as it suits ti
-s, orisf<.
vantage."

THE BANQtTET.

!

;

i
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i,

ooni

i,"

UK
honorable not to

i

;1

Agnes, with

let

i-ffl.

feel,

and

to

b

I

You

tones,

"do not
and

are too candid

be ready to acknowledge, that

to-

THEY

found, on descending,

hall below.

to share,

It

was

all

the guests assembled in a

,,,-t which
they were going
but the usual meal of a rich
house, where prepara^

n.

-

;

tion for a tableful of friends

was always

We

mailo.

will

OK

almost effeminate in look, dressed with most elaborate
elegance,
with brilliant,
rings on every tinker, and jewels in his

therefore content ourselves with saying that everything was
elegant and exquisite in arrangement and material and we
will confine ourselves entirely to such incidents as may throw

his speech,
overstrained in

a

natured and obliging,

;

light

upon our

story.

When

the two ladies entered the exedra or hall, Fabius, after
"
saluting his daughter, exclaimed
Why, my child, you
:

have come down, though late, still scarcely fittingly arranged
You have forgotten your usual trinkete."
Fabiola was confused. She knew not what answer to make
she was ashamed of her weakness about her angry display
and still more of what she now thought a silly way of punishing herself for it.
Agnes stepped in to the rescue, and blush" It is
ingly said
my fault, cousin Fabius, both that she is
I detained her with
late, and that she is so plainly dressed.
my gossip and no doubt she wishes to keep me in counten.
1

:

;

:

;

ance by the simplicity of her attire. "
"
"You, dear Agnes, replied the father, ".are privileged to
do as you please. But, seriously speaking, I must say that,
even with you, this may have answered while you were a mere

now that you are marriageable*, you must begin to
make a little more display, and try to win the affections of some
handsome and eligible youth.
A beautiful necklace, for
instance, such as you have plenty of at home, would not make
child

;

less attractive.
But you are not attending to me.
come, I dare say you have some one already in view."

you

During most

of

Come,

which was meant to be

this address,

thoroughly good-natured, as it was perfectly worldly,
Agnes appeared in one of her abstracted moods, her bewitched looks, as Fabiola called them, transfixed, in a smiling
ecstasy, as if attending to some one else, but never losing the
thread of the discourse, nor saying anything out of place. She
therefore at once answered Fabius "Oh, yes, most certainly,
one who has already pledged me to him by his betrothal-ring,
and has adorned me with immense jewels, "t
"Keally!" asked Fabius, "with what?"

<

I

in

\\i

1

his

way

he.

Why," answered Agnes, with

a look of glowing earnestness,
and in tones of artless simplicity, " he has girded my hand and
neck with precious gems, and has set in my ears rings of
"

peerless pearls.

J

"Goodness! who can it be? Come, Agnes, some day you
must tell me your secret. Your first love, no doubt may
it last long and make you happy !"
"Forever!" was her reply, as she turned to join Fabiola, and
enter with her into the dining-room. It was well she had
not overheard this dialogue, or she would have been hurt
to the quick, at tliinking that Agnes had concealed the most
important thought of her age, as she would have considered it,
from her most loving friend. But while Agnes was defending
her, she had turned away from her father, and had been attendOne was a heavy, thick-necked
ing to the other guests.
1

:

Boman

sophist, or dealer in universal knowledge, named Calpurnius ; another, Proculus, a mere lover of good fare, often at
the house. Two more remain, deserving further notice. The

them, evidently a favorite with both Fabiola and Agnes,
was a tribune, a high officer of the imperial or praetorian guard.
Though not above thirty years of age, he had already distinguished himself by his valor, and enjoyed the highest favors
with the emperors Dioclesian in the East, and Maximian
He was free from all affectation in
Herculius in Borne.
manner or dress, though handsome in person; and though
most engaging in conversation, he manifestly scorned the
In short,
foolish topics which generally occupied society.
he was a perfect specimen of a noble-hearted youth, full of
honor and generous thoughts strong and brave, without a
first of

slightly foreign

H.

y of manners, lint apparently goodin a, short time quietly p

had

into the

v

,,f

Home.

This was,

i:

to his having been seen at the imperial court, and
lie bad arrived in
partly to the fascination of his manner,

owing partly

Borne accompanied by a single elderly attendant, evi
deeply attached to him whether slave, freedman, or friend,
nobody well knew. They spoke together always in a strange
tongue, and the swarthy features, keen tiery eye, and unamiable expression of the domestic, inspired a certain degree of
fear in his dependants
for Fulvius had taken an apartment in
what was called an insula, or house let out in parts, had
furnished it luxuriously, and had peopled it with a suiV
bachelor's establishment of slaves.
Profusion rather than
abundance distinguished all his domestic arrangements and,
in the corrupted and degraded circle of pagan Koine, the
obscurity of his history, and the suddenness of his apparition,
were soon forgotten in the evidence of his riches and the charm
of his loose conversation.
A shrewd observer of charhowever, would soon notice a wandering restlessness of
and an eagerness of listening attention for all sights and sounds
around him, which betrayed an insatiable curiosity; and, in
moments of forgetfulness, a dark scowl, under his knit brows,
from his flashing eyes, and a curling of the upper lip, which
inspired a feeling of mistrust, and gave an idea that his
;

;

;

exterior softness only clothed a character of feline malignity.
The guests were soon at table and as ladies sat, while men
;

reclined on couches during the repast, Fabioln nnd Agnes
were together on one side, the two younger guests last described were opposite, and the master, with his two elder

:

"

.1

friends in the middle

if

these terms can be used to describe

round table OIK
unencumbered by the sty ma,* or semi-circular

their position about three parts of a

being

left

;

couch, for the convenience of serving. And we may ob
in passing, that a table-cloth, a luxury unknown in the times
of Horace, was now in ordinary use.
When the first claims of hunger or the palate had been satconversation grew more general.
to-day of the baths?" asked Calpurnius; "I
have no leisure myself to look after such trifles."
"Very interesting news indeed," answered Proculus. "It
seems quite certain that orders have been received from the divine Dioclesian to finish his Thermae in three years."
isfied,

"What news

" I looked in at the works
"Impossible!" exclaimed Fabius.
toSallust's
the other day, on my way
gardens, and found them
in the last year. There is an immense deal
advanced
little
very
of heavy work to be done, such as carving marbles and shaping
columns."

" but I know that orders have
"True," interposed Fulvius
been sent to all parts, to forward hither all prisoners, and all
the mines in Spain, Sardinia, and even
persons condemned to
to come and labor at
Chersonesus, who can possibly be spared,
the Thermse. A few thousand Christians, thus set to the work,
:

will soon finish it."

"And why Christians better than

other criminals?" asked,

with some curiosity, Fabiola.
"
Why, really," said Fulvius, with his most winning
" I can
it
but the fact is so. A
hardly give a reason for
so condemned, I would engage to pick out a
fifty workmen
;

;

single Christian."

"

"Indeed !" exclaimed several at once
pray how ?"
"
naturally do not love
"Ordinary convicts," answered he,
their work, and they require '.lie lash at every step to compel
particle of pride or display in him.
them to perform it; and when the overseer's eye is off
Quite a contrast to him was the last guest, already ft'luded to them no work is done. And moreover, they are of course rude,
by Fabiola, the new star of society, Fulvius. Young, and sottish, quarrelsome and querulous. But the Christians, when
condemned to these public works, seem, on tue contrary, to be
Twelve wan the age for marriage, according to the Roman law.
I have seen young
cheerful and obedient.
uaa
BUbarrhavit
et
innuensis
ndet
"Annulo
monllibus
ornavit
t
me,
me."
glad and are always
in Asia, whose hands had never before
Offlc* of St. A gnu.
patricians BO engaged
t"Deifarun menm et collum meum einiit lapidibus pretlotta, tndidlt
;

;

uribuB meto iajMtim&bilea margaritaj."

So called from

ite

resemblance to

tlio letter

C, the old

form of X.

curia u

<

'.\TACOMJIS.

the words of Cicero

handled a pickaxe, and -whose weak shfiuMors had never borne
a weight, yet working hard, ami ;is happy, \r> :ill appearance,
as when at home.
Of course, for all that, the overseers apply
the lash and the stick veiy freely to them, and most justly
because it is the will of the divine emperors that their lot
should be made as hard as possible but still they never com-

but what

'
:

Magnificent are these games, no doubt

(1.

man torn by a most powerful beaHt, or u noble
i am not ashamed of a;
pierced through by a
with the greatest of Roman orators."
" Then shall
we never see you in the amphitheatre, Sebastian?" asked Fulvius, with :i bland but
taunting tone.
"If you do," the soldier replied,
"depend upon it, it will
be on the side of the
not on that of the brut
ble

;

;

plain."

"I cannot say

that I admire this sort of justice," replied Fa" but what a
I am most
strange raco they must be
curious to know what can be the motive or cause of this stubiola;

rur:

<>!'

defenceless,

I

would destroy them."

pidity, or unnatural insensibility, in these Christians?"
Proculus replied, with a facetious look :
Calpurnius here

" Sebastian is
right," exclaimed F&biola, clapping her hands,
" and I close
the discussion by my
applause. I

no doubt can tell us; for he is a philosopher, and I hear
could declaim for an hour on any topic, from the Alps to an ant-

minded sentiments."

liea

nl Sebastian

speak except on the side of generous and high-

Fulvius bit his

liill."

lip in silence,

and

all

rose to depart.

Calpurnius, thus challenged, and thinking himself highly
"The Christians,"
complimented, solemnly gave mouth:
said he, " are a foreign sect, the founder of which flourished
CHAPTER "VTL
many years ago in Chaldea. His doctrines were brought to
Home at the time of Vespasian by two brothers named Peter
RICH.
and Paul.
Some maintain that these were the same twin
DUBWO the latter part of the conversation just recorded, Fabrothers as the Jews call Moses and Aaron, the second of whom
sold his birthright to his brother for a kid, the skin of which bius had been quite abstracted, speculating upon his conversahe wanted to make chirothecce* of. But this identity I do not tion with Agnes. How quietly she had kept her secret
self
But who could this favored person be, who hud 6
admit, as it is recorded in the mystical books of the Jews that
won her heart ? He thought over many, but could find no anthe second of these brothers, seeing the other's victims
give
swer.
The gift of rich jewels particularly perplexed him. He
better omens of the birds than his own, slew
him, as our Eomulus did Remus, but with the jaw-bone of an ass ; for which he knew no young Roman nobleman likely to possess them and
was hung by King Mardochaeus of Macedon, upon a gibbet
sauntering, as he did, every day into the great shops, he waa
fifty
sure to have heard if any such
cubits high, at the suit of their sister Judith.
costly order had
Peter
However,
and Paul coming, as I said, to Koine, the former was discovered Suddenly the bright idea flashed through his mind that Fulvius, who daily exhibited new and splendid gems, brought from
to be a fugitive slave of Pontius Pilate, and was crucified
by his
abroad, could be the only person able to make her such
master's orders on the Janiculum.
Their
of

BOOK AND

i

!

:

;

1

.

whom

pre-

they had many, made the cross their symbol and adore it, and
they think it the greatest honor to suffer stripes, and even
ignominious death as the best means of being like their teachers
and, as they fancy, of going to them in a place somewhere

sents.
He, moreover, noticed such occasional looks darted
towards his cousin by the handsome foreigner, as left him no
doubt that he was deeply enamored of her ; and if
Agnes did
not seem conscious of the admiration, this, of
course, was part
of the plan.
Once convinced of this important conclusion, he
determined to favor the wishes of the two, and astonish his
daughter one day by the sagacity he had displayed
But we must leave our nobler guests for more humble scenes
and follow Syra from the time that she left her
young mistress's
apartment. When she presented herself to Euphrosyne, the
good-natured nurse was shocked at the cruel wound, and
uttered an exclamation of pity. But
immediately recognizing
in it the work of Fabiola, she was divided between two con"Poor thing !" she said, as she went on first
tending feelings.
washing, then closing and dressing, the gash " it is a dreadful
cut
What did you do to deserve it ? How it must have hurt
But how wicked you must have been to
you, my poor girl
It is a savage wormd,
bring it upon yourself
yet inflicted by

followers,

among

the clouds, "t

This lucid explanation of the origin of
Christianity was listened to with admiration by all except two. The
3-oung officer
gave a piteous look toward Agnes, which seemed to say,
" Shall I answer
the goose, or shall I laugh outright?" But
she put her fingers on her lips, and smiled
imploringly for

silence.

"Well, then, the upshot of it is," observed Proeulus, " that
the ThermsB will be finished soon, and we shall have
glorious
Is it not said, Fulvius, that the divine Dioclesian will
sport.
himself come to the dedication ?"
"

and so

It is quite certain;

1

;

!

be splendid festivals
and glorious games. But we shall not have to wait so
long ;
already, for other purposes, have orders been sent to Numidia
the gentlest of creatures
for an unlimited supply of lions and
(You must be faint from loss of
leopards to be ready beblood take this cordial to support you) and no doubt she
fore winter." Then
turning round sharp to his neighbors, he
"
" A brave sol- found herself obliged to strike.
sa.id, bending a keen eye upon his countenance
" No
dier like you, Sebastian, must be
doubt," said Syra, amused, "it was all my fault I had
delighted with the noble
will there

!

!

!

;

:

:

:

spectacles of the amphitheatre, especially when directed
against
the enemies of the august
emperors, and of the republic."
The officer raised himself upon his couch, looked on his interrogator with an unmoved, majestic countenance, and an-

swered calmly
"
I

no business
"

my

mistress.

"

!O

Argue with her .'argue
ye gods! who ever
before of a slave arguing with a noble mistress, and Mich a
learned one
Why, Calpuruius himself would be afraid of
i

!

with her. No wonder, indeed, she was so
agitated, as not to know that she was hurting yon.
But tills
must be concealed it must not be known that
you have been
so wrong.
Have you no scarf or nice veil that v.-e could throw
disputing

:

should not deserve the title which
Fulvius,
yon gave me
could I contemplate with pleasure, in cold
blood, the struggle*
if it deserve the name, between a brute beast and a
helpless
child or woman, for such are the spectacles which
you call noble.
I
will
draw
No,
my sword willingly against any enemy of
the princes or the state but I would as
readily draw it against
the lion or the leopard that should
rush, even by imperial order, against the innocent and defenceless." Fulvius was starting up, luit Sebastian placed his strong hand upon his
arm,
and continued: "Hear me out. I am not the first
Roman,
nor the noblest, who has thought thus before me.
Remember
;

;

round the arm, as if for ornament? All the
others, I know,
have plenty given or bought but you never seem to core
for
"
these pretty things. Let us look.
She went into the maid-slaves' dormitory, which was within
;

her room, opened Syra's c.apsa or box, and after
turning over
in vain its scanty contents, she drew forth from the
bottom a

square kerchief of richest
even adorned with pearls.
"

tut
Lie Jloute

to argue with

Peregrin!.

M:'Kiii'i''>" n.imi.ii.

homt Imbeeninn i

trafcbvti-'ucrjtur?"

i

MI

:

stuff,
:

magnificently embroidered, and
!,,,]
deeply

Bed q

.

titr,

am

i

imuulm-a

o^tu

,-

Hum

10

:

;

Olt

not to be obliged to wear this most disproportioi

martial tread of Sebastian

and hastily he

;

ng and
J!ut

rved.

;

(

fro'" 6

iLiiphn
iiiul

the rich scarf wn:

iiuuled arm.

Tliis operation peri'ormed,

Syra pioetvded to the little parlor
be porter's room, where the higher slaves con <l see
irieuds.
She held iu her hand a basket covered with a
napkin. The moment she entered the door, a light step came
It was that of a girl of
ting across the room to meet her.
about sixteen or seventeen, dressed in the poorest atti;
neat, who threw her arms round Syra's neck with
bright countenance and such hearty glee that a bystander
hardly have supposed that her sightless eyes had never
'tunned with the outer world.
D

1

" Sit
down, dear Citcilia," said Syra, with a most affectionate
and leading her to a seat ; " to-day I have brought you a
>UB feast

How

"

How

so

:

?

you

will fare

sumptuously."

I think I do every day."

Xo, but to-day my mistress has kindly sent me out a dainty
dish from her table, and I have brought it here for you."

kind of her yet how much kinder of you, my sister
But why have you not partaken of it yourself ? It was meant
"
for you, and not for me.
"
to tell the
it is a
treat to me to see
!

;

Why,

truth,

He

Pale, sick,

you

greater

enjoy anything than to enjoy it myself."
Xo, dear Syra, no it must not be. God has wished me
to be poor, and I must try to do His will.
I could no more
think of eating the food than I could of wearing the dress, of
the rich, so long us I can obtain that of the poor. I love to
'

;

v.ithyou your pittimutnin*, which I know is given me
in charity by one poor like myself. I procure for you the merit
of al'j
you give me tha consolation of feeling that
I am, before God, still only a poor blind thing.
I think
,.11 love me better
thus, than if feeding on luxurious
I would rather be with Lazarus at the gate, than with
Dives at the table."
" How much better and
wiser you are than I, my good
child
It shall be as you wish.
I will give the dish to my
companions, and, in the meantime, here I set before you your
usual humble fare."
!

"Thanks, thanks, dear sister I will await your return."
Syra went to the maids' apartment, and put before her jeal;

companions the silver dish. As their mistress
showed them this little kindness, it did not' much.
But the poor servant was weak enough to be
surprise them.
d of appearing before her comrades with the rich scarf
her arm.
She took it off before she entered then, not
ut greedy

nally

;

Euphrosyne, replaced it, as well as she could with
She was in the court below, return,nd, on comi.ig out.
iilind friend, when she saw one of the noble guests
of her mistiv.^s's table alone, and, with a mortified look, crossing towards the door, and she stepped behind a column to
It was
ble, and not uncommon, rudeness.
Fulvius and no sooner did she, unseen, catch a glimpse of
'lease

shook as

upon

through t!i
the door, and rushed

I

"
"

i.

his horror, he found

it

spots of fr

which had
drunken man, to
,

reeled, like a
to his
lodgings.

and staggering, he went into his chamber,

pulsing roughly the

ivanees of his

.

si

.

I

re-

only

beckoned

to his faithful domestic to follow
him, an,!
signed to him to bar the door. A lamp was burning bi
by the table, on which Fulvius threw the embroidei
silence, and pointed to the stains of blood. Tliat dark man said
nothing; but his swarthy countenance was blanched, while his
master's was ashy and livid.
" It is the
same, no doubt," at length spoke the attendant,
in their foreign tongue
"but she is certainly dead."
" Art thou
quite sure, Eurotas ?" asked the master, with the
keenest of his hawk's looks.
"As sure as man can be of what he has not seen himself.
e didst thou find this ?
And whence this blood ?"
"I will tell thee all to-morrow lam too sick to-night. As
;

;

which were liquid when I found it, I know not
whence they came, unless they are warnings of vengeance a vengeance themselves, deep as the Furies could meditate,
fierce as they can launch.
That blood has not been shed
now."
"
Tut, tut this is no time for dreams or fancies. Did anyone see thee pick the the thing up ?"
" No
one, I am sure."
" Then we are safe better in
our hands than in others.
A
good night's rest will give us better counsel."
"True, Eurotas; but do thou sleep this night in my
chamber."
Both threw themselves on their couches Fulvius on a lich
bed, Eurotas on a lowly pallet from which, raised upon his
elbow, with dark but earnest eye, he long watched, by the
lamp's light, the troubled slumbers of the youth at once his
devoted guardian and his evil genius. Fulvius tossed about,
and moaned in his sleep, for his dreams were gloomy and heavy.
First he sees before him a beautiful city in a distant land, with a
to those stains,

!

;

:

;

river of crystal flowing

through it.
Upon it is a galley weighing anchor, with a figure on deck waving towards him, in fareThe scene changes ; the ship is in
well, an embroidered scarf.
the midst of the sea, battling with a furious storm, while ou the
summit of the mast the same scarf streams out, like a pennant,
unruffled and uncrumpled by the breeze.
The 'vessel is now
dashed upon a rock, and all with a dreadful shriek are buried
in the deep.
But the topmast stands above the billows, with
its calm and brilliant flag; till, amidst the sea-birds that shriek
around, a form with a torch in her hand, and black flapping
wings, flies by, snatches it from the staff, and with a look of
stern anger displays it, as in her flight she pauses before liiin.
He reads upon it, written in fiery letters, NEMESIS.*
But it is time to return to our other acquaintance in the
house of Fabius.

;

for a moment as nailed to the spot.
Her
her bosom, then quivered as if about to
one another, a shiver
her frame, while perspiration started on her brow.
like the bird's before the
'".'.i
hand to her breast, made upon it the
11.
She fled in an instant,
and had hardly stepped noiselessly behind a
he stairs, wheu FuMus, with down-cast
ii which
she had stood. He started
before him. He
3 iag

him than she stood
i^.iinst

b

'

,

if

by a sudden

effort,

re

upon him

iieh

.;:( I
i

At

up
last

;

but dre
he hi
i

on

was

he did not heed, but which

upon the

object,

and that
.aching, he

:!,

After Syra had heard the door close on Fnlvius, she paused
compose herself, offered up a secret prayer, and returned to
She had finished her frugal meal, an
her blind friend.
to

waiting patiently the slave's return.
Syra then coi
her daily duties of kindness and hospitality she brought
water, washed her hands and feet, in obedience to Christ iau
practice, and combed and dressed her hair, as if the poor
creature had been her own child.
Indeed, though not much
older, her look was so tender as she hung over her poor friend,
her tones were so soft, her whole action so motherly, that one
would have thought it was a parent ministering to h: r
daughter, rather than a slave serving a beggar. And this
;

gar too looked so happy, spoke so cheerily, and said such
beautiful tilings, that Syra lingered over her work to listen to
her and gaze on her.
It was at this moment (hat Agnes cam" for her appointed interview, and Fubiola
'ipanying her to the door.
i

But when Agnes

and caught a sight of
softly raised the curtain
Beckoned to Fabiola to look

Tho blind girl v.
mce by her gesture.
Ions of wile
on one siil:'
vohm'-e
The heart of Fabiola was touched she h:ul never Lma
mid

In".

1

And how

jealously does she pnnrd in herself

"<!o on,

WU

snob a thing as disinterested lovt; on
fween strangers; as to charity, it was a word unknown to
o or Bome. She retreated quietly, with a tear iu he,

Agnes as she took leave
that girl, as you know, proved to me this
afternoon that a slave may have a head she has now shown mo
I was amazed, when, a few hours
that she may have a heart.
to

iid

"I must

:

retire

;

;

1 think, now, I
asked me if I did not love a slave.
xrald almost love Syra. I half regret that I have agreed to
"
part with her.
As she went back into the court, Agnes entered the room,
ind laughing, said,
"
Thin is
So, Csecilia, I have found out your secret at last.
he 1'i-iend whose food you have always said was so much better
"\\
than mine, that you would never eat at my house.
Inner is not better, at any rate I agree that you have fallen
.'ii

with a better hostess."
don't say so, sweet Lady Agnes," answered the
" It is the dinner indeed that is better. You have
blind girl
v of opportunities for exercising charity
but a poor
iu

"Oh,

;

;

.in

,

only do so by finding some some one still poorer and
That thought makes her food by far the
me.
"

helpless, like
st.

" and I am not
"
sorry to
Well, you are right," said Agnes,
It
have you present, to hear the good news I bring to Syra.
Fabiola has allowed me to become
will iiiiike i/nu happy too.
your mistress, Syra, and to take you wiMi me. To-morrow you

and a dear sifter to me."
clapped her hands with joy, and throwing her arms
How happy
round Syra's neck, exclaimed : "Oh, how good.
you will now be, dear Syra !"
But Syra was deeply troubled, and replied with faltering
" Oh
voice,
good and gentle lady, you have been kind indeed,
But pardon me if I enlo think so much about one like me.
treat you to remain as I am ; I assure you, dear Ceecilia, I am
shall

be

free,

Cuecilia

for

.,f

vir-

s,

all

God

"And do

;

that there

!'

tues, wlliel;

"It

it.

"i"

my prayer

(1;.
It; it is my chief thought and
the occupation of my life,. I will try to win her by
<'o. by assiduity, even by
have held to-day. And when all is exhausted, I havo one resource more."
"What is that ?" both asked.
"To give my life for her conversion. I know that a
slave like me has few
of martyrdom.
Still, a

aim

is

it is

;

I:

ution is said to be approaching, mid perhaps
disdain such humble victims.
But be thu

it

will

for her soul is placed in His hands.
And oh, <!.
of ladies," she exclaimed, falling on her knees ami
Agnes's hand with tears, "do not come in thus
"
prize.
life

i

my

"You have conquered, sister Syrn. (oh neve"Remain at your post; sn<
must triumph. It is too sublime

'1

!

lady)," said Agnes.
ed, generous virtue

homely a sphere as

"And
gravity,

I,

for

my household.

my part,"

me

for so

"

subjoined Csecilia, with a look of arch

"say that she has said one very wicked thing, and told

a great story, this evening."

"What is that, my pet ?" asked Syra,
"Why, you said that I was wiser and

laugh

i

better than you, be-

cause I declined eating some trumpery delicacy, which would
have gratified my palate for a few minutes, at the expense of an
act of greediness ; while you have given up lib
the free exercise of your religion, and have offered to give up
life itself, for the salvation of one who is your tyrant and tormentor. Oh, fie how could you tell me such a th
i

!

The servant now announced

that Agnes's litter was

TV

one who could have seen the
the noble lady, the slave, and th"
gar, would have justly exclaimed, as people had often done beone another 1"
fore, "See how these Christians love

at the door; and any
farewell of the three

:

happy here."
"But why wish to

quite

stay ?" asked Agnes.
"Because," rejoined Syra, "it is most perfect to abide with
I own this is
find, in the state wherein we have been called.*
not the oue in which I was born
I have been brought to it by
-."
A burst of tears interrupted her for a moment, and
then she went on.
"But so much the more clear is it to me,
that God has willed me to serve Him in this condition.
How
can I wish to leave it ?"
"Well, then," said Agnes, still more eagerly, "we can easily
manage it. I will not free you, and you shall be my bondwoman. That will be just the same."
"No, no," said Syra, smiling, "that will never do. Our great
'Servants, be subject to your
Apostle's instructions to us are
'H with all fear, not only to the good and gentle, but also
to the froward. "t I am far from saying that my mistress is one
of these; but you, noble Lady Agnes, are too good and gentle
Where would be my cross, if I lived with you ? You
for me.
do not know how proud and headstrong I am by nature; and I
should fear for myself, if I had not some pain and humilia-

CHAPTER VHI.
THE FIRST DAY'S CONCLUSION.

;

:

tion."

we

IF

fairly off,

the door, and see Agnes
linger a little time about
and listen to the merry conversation between her and

her to allow herself t<
Csecilia, ha which Agnes asks
as it has grown dark,
panied home by one of her attendants,
and the girl is amused at the lady's forget fulness that d
that on this very account
night are the same to her, and
the appointed guide to thread the mazes of the o
familiar to her as the streets of Rome, which she walks in
if thus we
pass a little time before
safety at all hours
>

;

how the mistress within fares
we shall find the house turned

aftei

re-entering, to inquire

the day's adventures,

i

about in
Slaves, with lamps and torches, are running
for something or other that is
every direction, looking
Euphrosyno
every possible and impossible place.
in d
it must be found ; till at last the search is given up
turvy.

1.

i

solution of the
probably have antici:
herself to have her wound
had
Svra
presented
mystery.
the scarf which had
re-dressed, according to orders, and
was no longer there. She could give no ac<ir
further than that she had taken it off, and put it o;<
(one it, and she
'.veil as Euphro
Tlu> reader will

was almost overcome; but she was more eager than
ever to possess such a treasure of virtue, and said, "I see,
Syra, that no motive addressed to your own interest can move
yon, I must therefore use a more selfish plea. I want to have
you with me, that I may improve by your advice and ex
you will not refuse such a request."
"
And therereplied the slave, "you can never be.
will appeal to yourself from your request.
You know
Livelier.
What a noble soul, and what a
splendid intellect she possesses What groat qualities and high
es

>

,

,

!

<,

1

Cor.

if

vii. Ui.

they only reflected the light of
t

1 Pet.

ii.

11.

I

i

Indeed, sin
for she scorned to tell a lie.
The kind-hearte-l old nurse was muel
till now.
loss,

which she considered must be heav.

as she probably reserved that object for the pure
And Syra too was sorry, but for reas, .us which she
,.

could not have

made

Kuphrosyue had

the good hi
the servants iute

all

-end.
:

and manj

12

OR

;

even searched, to

Syrti's great

pain and confusion; and then

only

fell

towards

me

ice,

when- Syr: had been.

\YIio

i

1'nr

:i

moment Could have

of sus

'!e

valuable or not? The old
inclusion, that the scarf had
,

Then Syra's

of purloining

do"

She did not

seemed

to steal over

conversation, and all that had resulted from

it,

again through her mind it was painful to her, yet she
could not help dwelling on it; and she felt ns if that day were
a dims in her life. Her pride had been humbled by a
and her mind softened, she knew not how. Had her eyes been
;

y by eoine
the black slave
;

who she knew could not bear Syra, hud been using some
For she believed the Moor to be opened
annoy the poor girl.

obliged to let her go out aloue at
night, under pretence of gathering herbs at full inoon for
if plucked at any other time, they -would not
3
virtues to procure deadly poisons Euphrosyne
led, but in reality to join in the hideous orgies of
lisnif with others of her race, or to hold interviews -with
It -was not till all
Buch as consulted her imaginary art.
was given up, and Syra found herself alone, that on niore
coolly recollecting the incidents of the day, she remeinl iered
the pause in Fulvius's walk across the court, at the very spot
where she had stood, and his hurried steps, after this, to the
door.
The conviction then flashed on her uiiud, that she must
oi'ten

;

have dropped her kerchief, and that he must have picked it up.
That he should have passed it with indifference she believed
She was confident, therefore, that it was now
impossible.
After attempting to speculate on the possiin his possession.
ble consequences of this misadventure, end coming to no satisv conclusion, she determined to commit the matter
entirely to God, and sought that repose which a good conscience-was sure to render balmy and sweet.
Fabiola, on parting with Agnes, retired to her apartment;
and after the usual services had been rendered to her by
her other two servants and Euphrosyne, she dismissed them
with a gentler manner than ever she had shown before. As
to recline upon the couch
1 retired, she went
soon
where lirst we found her when, to her disgust, she discovered
lying on it the style with which she had wounded Syra. She
opened a chest, and threw it in with horror ; nor did she ever
such weapon.
took up the volume which she had last laid down, and
which had greatly amused her but it was quite insipid,
cmed most frivolous to her. She laid it down again, and
mrsc to her thoughts on all that had happened. It
struck her first what a wonderful child her cousin Agnes was,
how unselfish, how pure, how simple how sensible, too, and
She determined to be her protector, her elder
in all things.
She had observed, too, as well as her
father, the frequent looks which Fulvius had fixed upon her
not, indeed, those libertine looks which she herself had often
with scorn, but designing, cunning glances, such as she
it betrayed
some scheme or art, of -which Agnes might
She resolved to frustrate it, whatever
le the victim.
;

;

;

;

:

;

i

icholy

i

spell to

.flier's

il

her owji soul.

1

<

being

as others pretend to

but a

hour ; and had she been able to look up above
she would have seen a soft cloud like incense, bat
tinged with a rich carnation, rising from the bedside if a
ing slave (prayer and willing sacrifice of life breathed upwards
together), which, when it struck the crystal footstool of a
in that

this world,

<

mercy-seat in heaven, fell down again as a dew of gentlest
grace upon her arid heart.
She could not indeed see this ; yet it was no less true and
wearied, at length she sought repose. But she too had a disShe saw a bright spot as in a delicious garden,
tressing dream.
richly illuminated by a light like noon-day, but inexpressibly
soft
while all around was dark. Beautiful flowers formed the
;

;

sward, plants covered with richest bloom grew festooned from
In the
tree to tree, on each of which glowed golden fruit.

midst of this space she saw the poor blind girl, with her look
of happiness on her cheerful countenance,
seated on the
ground ; while on one side, Agnes, with her sweetest simple
looks, and on the other, Syra, with her quiet patient smile,
hung over her and caressed her. Fabiola felt an irresistible
desire to be with them it seemed to her that they were enjoying some felicity which she had never known or witnessed ;
and she thought they even beckoned her to join them. She
ran forward to do so, when to her horror she found a wide, and
;

black, and deep ravine, at the bottom of which roared a torrent
between herself and them. By degrees its waters rose, till they
reached the upper margin of the dyke, and there flowed, though
so deep, yet sparkling and brilliant, and most refreshing.
Oh,
for courage to plunge into this stream, through which alone the
gorge could be crossed, and land in safety on the other side
and still they beckoned, urging her on to try it. But as she
was standing on the brink, clasping her hands in despair,
Calpurnius seemed to emerge from the dark air around, with a
on which -were
stretched
thick
out,
heavy curtain
worked all sorts of monstrous and hideous chimeras, most
curiously running into, and underwoveii with, each other;
and this dark veil grew and grew, till it shut out the beautiful
She felt disconsolate, till she &
vision from her sight.
!

see a bright genius (as she called him), in who:-,
tures she fancied she traced a spiritualized resemblance to Sebastian, and whom she had noticed standing sorrowful at a distance, now approach her, and, smiling on her, fan her i
to

face with his gold and purple
a calm, and refreshing sleep.

whig ; when she

lost

her vision ia

arrived at exactly the opposite conclusion to
She made up her mind to prevent

about him.

any access to Agnes, at least at her house;
CHAPTEB IX.
and then bl.imed herself for having brought one so young into
her
father's
which
at
of-en
met
table,
company
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s she now found that her motives for doing BO had
ir, \v:is
Ifis)..
OP all the Koman hills, the most distinctly traceable oi<
ue.iiiiy at the same moment that
l-'ulvii
>uch, had come to the determination side is undoubtedly the Palatine.
Angus
o inside Fabius's door, and to for his residence, successive emperors followed hi
in, ii poBM.
but gradually transformed his modest residence into a /
very invitation from him.
with
which covered the entire hill. Nero, not satisfied with
had
her
caught,
r;
the affectation <>' IMS manner, and the cunning
us, destroyed the neighborhood by lire, and tin
.
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:

,

'Uiould noth'-ip

of hi,

MS

ing

"How

:nu to herself.

ever u foolish

from all the other
word escapes his lips,
it

absteniioi:

:,

.

\

T 'ii

an,

at

I

cheerful eye.

the

nnieli a'oout.

table'.;

Oh

the imperial residence to the neighboring Esquiline,
the two hills
taking in the whole space now occupied
bv the Coliseum. Vespasian threw down thai
ouse,"
uitiful
of which the magnificent vaults remain, o
built the amphitheatre
and
puiutii:
1

i

different

'

How

him with the frank tended

i'ellow that &<

"\Vi.

Sehasliiin.

i

how
if

he

i,

other edifices, -with

Way,

e,

-

tibule, ilic visitor

ite materials.

Th

palace

Ai
arch of Titus.
found himself in

plan of which cau be distinctly traced.

a vescourt,

Tuniiiiy

fi

the

THI<:
left side, IIP entered into an immonso
find consecrated to Adonis by Uomitiau,

the

shrubs

cur ttcit

square space, nvi
and plauied with

<>!'

mi':
power even

By

keeping
you would enter into sets of chambers, constructed by Alexander Severus in. honor of his mother,
MamnuBa, whose name they bore. They looked out o]
to the Coalian hill, just at the angle of it, which abuts upon the
later triumphal arch of Constautiue, and the i'oiinlain
the Meta tiudaiw.* Here was the apartment occupied by Seto

the

bastian as a tribune, or superior officer of the imperial guard.
most modestly furnished, as became
His household was limited to a

It consisted of a few rooms,
a soldier and a Christian.

couple of freedmen, and a venerable matron, who had been his
nurse, and loved him as a child. They were Christians, as were
all the men in his cohort
partly by conversion, but chiefly by
;

new

after the scenes described in the last

chapter, that Sebastian, a couple of hours after dork, ascended
the steps of the vestibule just described, in company with another youth, of whom we have already spoken. Pancratius ad-

mired and loved Sebastian with the sort of affection that
an ardent young officer may be supposed to bear towards an
older and gallant soldier, who receives him into his friendship.
But it was not as to a soldier of Caesar, but as to a champion of
Christ, that the civilian

boy looked up to the young tribune,
whose generosity, noble-mindedness and valor were enshrouded
in such a gentle, simple bearing, and were accompanied by
such prudence and considerateness, as gave confidence and encouragement to all that dealt with him. And Sebastian loved
Pancratius no loss, on account of his single-hearted ardor, and
the innocence and candor of his mind. But he well saw the
dangers to which his youthful warmth and impetuosity might
lead him and he encouraged him to keep close to himself, that
he might guide and perhaps sometimes restrain him.
As they were entering the palace, that part of which Sebastian's cohort guarded, he said to his companion,
"Every time
that I enter here, it strikes me how kind an act of Divine
Providence it was, to plant almost at the very gate of Ciesar's
palace, the arch which commemorates at once the downfall of the
first great system that was antagonistic to
Christianity, and the
completion of the greatest prophecy of the Gospel the destruction of Jerusalem by the Bomau power, f I cannot but believe
that another arch will one day arise to commemorate no less
a victory over the second enemy of our religion, the heathen
Koman empire itself."
" What do
you contemplate the overthrow of this vast em;

!

means

pire, as the

of establishing

?"

Christianity
" God forbid
I would shed the last drop of my blood, as I
shed my first, to maintain it. And depend upon it, when the
empire is converted, it will not be by such gradual growth as we
now witness, but by some means .so unhuman, so divine, as we
shall never, in our most sanguine longings, forecast; but all
will exclaim
This is the change of the right hand of the
!

'

:

Most High

"

!'

doubt; but your idea of a Christian triumphal arch
supposes an earthly instrument where do you imagine this to
;

lie?"

"Why, Pancratius, my thoughts, I own, turn towards the
family of one of the Augusti, as showing a slight germ of better
thoughts I mean Constantius Chlorus."
"But, Sebastian, how many of even our learned and good
men will say, nay do say, if you speak thus to them, that similar hopes were entertained in the reigns of Alexander, Gordian,
or Aurelian; yet ended in disappointment. Why, they ask,
should we not expect the same results now ?"
:

"I know it too well, my dear Paneratius, and bitterly hwe
I often deplored those dark views which damp our energies
that lurking thought that
mil, and
;

-

" Th<
with marine,

that martyr's blood and virgin's prayer have no

*

glass,

t'fhe

>

It

'!."

it,

was

;i-

'.rick (whirl!

top of \vhic!
-asm on

Jroiii thf;

round

all

and hasten hours of

of

'Hind,

which was

lie

But opposite the door was

and leading

wimiu-A open to

a

i

the building.
The night looked BO bright through it that they
both instinctively walked across the room and stood upon tho
A lovely and splendid view pr
terrace.
The moon was high in the heavens, swimming in;
Italian moon does; a round, full
aflat surface,
.(,

baiiied all

round in

its

indeed the stars near
thicker and

more

own

itself,

brilliant

refulgent atni<. ,|,ii, re.
but they seemed to hay
:

clusters, hi to

into

-I'll

cased
a sheet of
,

like

of Titus,

uu wiu.;h aro represented Uio

spoils of the

.,.

i

It

coursed of heavenly things.
It is true, that below and around all was beautiful and grand.
The Coliseum, or Flavian amphitheatre, rose at one side, in
all its completeness
and the gentle murmur of the fonnlain,
while its waters glistened in a silvery column, bike the reilu.'iit
sea-wave gliding down a slanting rock, came soothingly on lie
ear.
On the other side, the lofty building called the Soptizonium of Severus, in front, towering above the Ccelian, then sumptuous baths of Caracalla reflected from their marble w:i
But nil
stately pillars the radiance of the autumn moon.
massive monuments of earthly glory rose unheeded before the
two Christian youths, as they stood silent the elder with his
;

t

!

;

right arm around his youthful companion's neck, and
011 his shoulder.
After a long pause, lit took up the thv
his last discourse, and said, ha a softer tone, " I was going to

show you, when we stepped out here, the very spot just
our feet, wherel have often fancied the triumphal arch, to which
I have alluded, would stand.* But who can think of such paltry things below, with the splendid vault above us, lighted up
so brilliantly, as if on purpose to draw upwards oar eyes and

heart ?"

"True, Sebastian and I have sometimes thought that, if the
under side of that firmainent up to which
however wretched and sinful, may look, be so beautiful and bright,
what must that upper side be, down upon which the eye of
boundless Glory deigns to glance ? I imagine it to be like a
richly-embroidered veil, through the texture of which a few
points of golden thread may be allowed to pass and these only
reach us. How transcendently royal must be that upper surface, on which tread the lightsome feet of angels, and of the
;

t

,,

;

made

perfect."
graceful thought, Pancratius, and no less true. It makes
the veil between us laborers here and the triumphal Church
above, thin and easily to be passed."
"And pardon me, Sebastian," said the youth, with the same
look up to his friend, as a few evenings before had met his

just

"A

mother's inspired gaze, "pardon me if, while you -n
upon a future arch to record the triumph of Christ
I see already before me, built and open, the arch through
which we, feeble as we are, may lead the Church speedily to
"
the triumph of glory, and ourselves to that of l>I>ss.
"
"Where, my dear boy, where do you mean ?
Pancratius pointed steadily with his hand towards the left,
"
and said
There, my noble Sebastian ; any of those open
arches of the Flavian amphitheatre, which lead to its
over which, not denser than the outstretched canvas which
shades our spectators, is that veil of which you spoke just now.
I

i.

:

,

But hark

!"

" That was a lion's roar from beneath the Coelian !" es"Wild beasts must has
Seliastiajv surprised.
rived at tlie i-inii-iniii.]- of the amphitheatre; for I know there
I

were none there yesterday."
"
Yi-3, hark!" continued Pancratius, not noticing the inter".These are the trumpet notes that, summon us;
riptiou.
"

I

if

was just such an evening as, years after, Monand Augustine enjoyed from a window at Ostia, as th.

the azure sky.
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OR

what seemed a plot
down, they could on
of

when Paneratius again

bro!

iv ill

.-;

your

We will not, ho,
the entire dialogue.
Of the slave w.
we have

son, as

"

Not immediately
and thoy will drop in one by
ible, come into my chamber, whore none
'

will

interrupt us."
ilie terrace, and entered the last room of
was ut the comer of the hill, exactly opposite the
fountain and was lighted only by the. rays of the moon,
through the open window on that side. The
soldier istood iieur this, and Panoratius sat
upon his small

Jt

it<\

;

military couch.

"What

Paneratius," said the officer,
to have my sage opinion ?"
I dare say," replied the youth, bashfully,
.!<-,
"for a bold find generous man like you but an important one
to an unskilful and weak boy like me."
is this

groat

affair,

;

"A good and virtuous one,

I

doubt not

;

do

let

me

hear

it

ance.
promise you <-.
liau
now don't think me foolish," pro"Well, t'
d Pnncrntius, hesitating and blushing at every word.
"You are aware I have a quantity ol
plate at home

lumber, you know, incur plain way of living; and my
dear motln
hing I can say, won't wear the lots of old>ned trinkets, which are lying locked up, and of no use to
anybody. I have no one to whom all this should descend. I
am, and shall be, the last of my race. You have often told me,
who in that case are a Christian's natural heirs, the widow
and the fatherless, the helpless and the indigent. Why should
wait my death, to have what by reversion is theirs ? And
if a persecution is coming, why run the risk of confiscation seizing them, or of plundering lictors stealing them, whenever
our lives are wanted, to the utter loss of our rightful
;

heirs ?"

Paucratius," said Sebastian, "I have listened without
remark to your noble suggestion. I wished you to
ill the merit of uttering it yourself.
Now, just tell me,
makes you doubt or hesitate about what I know you

offering a

do

to

'!"

to tell the truth, I feared it
sumptuous and impertinent in one of

might be highly premy age to offer to do what
people would be sure to imagine was something grand or generous while I assure you, dear Sebastian, it is no such tiling.
For I shall not miss these things a bit they are of no value to
me whatever. But they will be to the poor, especially in the
hard times coming."
" Of course Lucina consents?"
"
I would not touch a grain of
Oh, no fear about that
\

ly,

;

;

!

But why I require
gold-dust without her even wishing it.
I should never be able to
nee is principally this.
;>

ing

known

that I

presumed

to

do auything consid-

ered out of the way, especially in a boy. You understand me?
So I want you, and beg of you, to get the distribution made at
Rome other house and as from a say from one who needs
;

much

and de-

the prayers of the faithful, especially the poor,

remain unknown."
" I will serve
you with delight, my good and truly noble
h, did you not hear the Lady Fabiola's name just
?
There again, and with an epithet expressive of

sires to

no good

will."

coached the window
so close

versin.-

them
i

two voices were conunder them that the cornice between

ir
seeing
After

and a man.
-/lit,

to

aw
Tcrtullic

unknown

in the republic, and of imhad, from the reigu of Tilicrin-, gradually
absorbed almost all civil as well as miin
r V and
he
who held it often discharged the dut
umal judge
in Rome.
It required no lit !>
office,

perial creation,

I

post to the satisfaction of despotic and U)JM>:U->
sit all day in a
tribunal, surrounded with hideous

9,

,

of torture,

unmoved by the moans

ov

,s

To

implements
of old

youths, or women, on whom they were tried to direct a cool
interrogatory to one stretched upon the rack, and quhei
agony on one side, while the last sentence of beating to
with bullet-laden scourges was
being exc<

;

the

speakers,
evidently a
utes they walked out into

almost as bright as day.

"II

woman,"

re,
,'.,"

They considered

it

Afra.

said Sebastian

"

added Pancratius, "
their

duty to catch,

if

is

my

"
;

late

it

to sleep calmly after such
scenes,
their repetition, was not an

and rise with npj
occupation to which every n

of the bar could

;

"

I

wish

up and

;

"upon which you wish

smiling,

and

but, as the speakers walked

Only,

sai.l,

This

Prrotorium.

:

till

;

i

or n time,

"

;

is

school-

possible, the thread

be supposed to aspire.
Ten
brought from Sicily to fill the office, not because he was a
cruel, but because he was a cold-hearted man, not
of pity or partiality.
His tribunal, however, was
he could sit, while quite a boy, lor hours at his
early school
:

i

;

father's feet, thoroughly enjoying the

cruel spectacles

I

him, and angry when any one got off.
He grew up sottish,
coarse, and brutal ; and not yet arrived at in
bloated and freckled countenance and blear
one of which

eyes,
closed, announced him to be already a dissolute and
Without taste for anything
dissipated character.
ability for any learning, he united in himself a pertain amount
of animal courage and strength, and a considerable measure of

was half

low cunning. He had never experienced ia hiiuself a, generous
No one hod
feeling, and he had never curbed an evil passion.
ever offended him, whom he did not hate, and pursue with vengeance.
Two, above all, he had sworn never to forgive the
schoolmaster who had often chastised him for his sulky idleand the schoolfellow who had blessed him for his brutal
contumely. Justice and mercy, good and evil done to him,
were equally odious to hinn.
ness,

Tertullus had no fortune to give him, and he seemed to have
genius to make one. To become possessed of one, however, was all-important to his mind ; for wealth, as the means
little

of gratifying his desires, was
synonymous -with him to supremo
rich heiress, or rather her dower, seemed the
object
at which to aim.
Too awkward, shy, and stupid to make himself a way in society, he sought other
means, more kindred to

felicity.

A

his mind, for the attainment of his ambitious or avaricious deWTiat these means were, his conversation with the black
sires.
slave will best explain.

"

I have come to meet you. at the Meta Sudans
again, for the
fourth time, at this inconvenient hour.
What news have you
for

me

?"

"

None, except that after to-morrow my mistress starts for
her villa at Cajeta,* and of course I go with her. I shall want

more money to carry on my operations in your favor."
" More still
?
You have had all I received from my father
for mouths."

"
Why, do you know what Fabiola is ?"
"
Yes, to be sure, the richest match in Borne."
" The
haughty and cold-hearted Fabiola is not so easily to
be woe."
" But
yet you promised ma that your charms and potions
would secure me her acceptance, at any rate her fortune. What
expense can these things cause ?"
"
Very great indeed. The most precious ingredients are
And do you think I will go
requisite, and must be paid for.
such an hour as this ami ,1st the tombs of the Appian
ier my simples, without
I'oing properly rewarded ?
But how do you mean to second my efforts
I have told you
'i

this

would hasten

their success.
*(jt;i

"

nrt: <'!irncii

or

" Anil how can I ? You know I am not cut out by nature,
or fitted by accomplishments, to muke much impression
I would rather trust to the power of your
one's affections.
black art."
" Then let

ma

give

;

;

" What is that ?"
" Gold."
" And where am I to
get

that I seek."

it ? it is

slave smiled maliciously, and said
cannot you get it as Fulvius does ?"

The black

Why
"How does lie
"

By

15

"

Oomn, come, lie
you of
your money. But

rid
is

blood

get

it

:

Christian money.

let

ii

;

!

work.

to

I will

your hini

i

It

As he departed by the Sacred
Cai'itM.', the street between tl::
mils; then turned b:ie]:, iimlloo
" Fool to think that am
g .ing to try experiments for yon on
a person of .Fabiola's char;
She followed him at a ill:.;.: ice; lint, as Sebastian, to his
amazement, thought, turned into the vestibule of the 5.
He determined at once to put Fabiola on her gn.

tin

1

I

1

i::..

!

!

new plot
the country.

this

?"

nrp brought exprdssly to

'i'li"y

p

>

Hi

no
you one piece of advice if you have
heart
Fabiola's
can
which
gain
you
grace or gift by
"
Fortune, you mean."
"
depend upon it, there is one
They cannot be separated
that is irretJUble."
thing which you may bring with you

"

TIIH

but this could not be done

;

till

her return iroui

!"

" How do
you know it ?"
" I have made acquaintance with an old attendant that he
CHAPTER X.
makes up for it
has, who, if not as dark as I am in skin, fully
His language and mine are sufficiently allied for
in his heart.
OTHEK MEETINGS.
us to be able to converse. He has asked me many questions
he
would
about poisons, and pretended
purchase my liberty,
WITEX the two youths returned to the room by which they
and take me back home as his wife but I have something bet- had entered the apartment, they found the expected ooi
However, I got all that I assembled. A frugal repast was laid upon the table, priiter than that in prospect, I trust.
wanted out from him."
as a blind to any intruder who might happen unexpectedly to
" And what was that- ?"
The assembly was large and varied, contsi
enter.
"
Why, that Fulvius had discovered a great conspiracy and laity, men and women. The purpose of the
and from the wink of the old man's awful to concert proper measures, in consequence of s.
against Dioclesian
hatched it first and he had been had
This we must
eye, I understood he had
lately occurred in the palace.
sent with strong recommendations to Koine to be employed in plain.
the same line."
Sebastian, enjoying the unbounded confidence of th
" But I have no
ability either to make 6r to discover conperor, employed all his influence in propagating ti:
to punish them."
spiracies, though I may have
faith within the palace.
Numerous conversion
jiully
" One
way, however, is easy."
been made but shortly before this period there had
" What is that ?"
wholesale one effected, the particulars of which lire r( corded in
" In
my country there are large birds, which you may at. the genuine acts of this glorious soldier. In virtue of
tempt in vain to run down with the fleetest horses bat which^ laws many Christians were seized and brought to trial,
often ended in death. Two brothers, Marcus and 3!
if you look about for them quietly, are the iirst to betray themheads."
had been so accused, and were expectim; execution;
selves, for they only hide their
" What do
their friends, admitted to see them, implored them wit
you wish to represent by this ?"
" The Christians. Is there not going to be a persecution of to save their lives
by apostasy. They seemed to v.
them soon ?"
promised to deliberate. Sebastian heard of this, and rushed to
"Yes, and a most fierce one; such as has never been before." save them. He was too well known to be refused adrni'
" Then follow
my advice. Do not tire yourself with hunting and he entered into their gloomy prison like an am;
them down, and catching, after all, but menu prey keep your It consisted of a strong room in the house of the in
one or two good fat ones, half whose care they had been entrusted. The place of
eyes open and look about for
pounce upon them, get a good was generally left to that officer and here Tranqr
trying to conceal themselves
share of their confiscation, and come with one good handful to father of the two youths, had obtained a respite for
"
and, to
get two in return.
thirty days to try to shake their constancy
" Thank
thank
you I understand you. You are not efforts, Nicostratus, the magistrate, had placed them in c
you,
fond of these Christians, then ?"
Sebastian's was a bold and perilous
in his own house.
" Fond of them ? I hate the entire race. The spirits which Besides the two Christian
in the
captives, there
And place sixteen heathen prisoners there we.
the
I worship are the deadly enemies of their very name."
;

;

.

1

1

;

:

:

;

.

;

i

;

i

'

;

;

i

i

;

;

.f

;

she grinned horrible a ghastly smile as she proceeded: "I
suspect one of my fellow-servants is one. Oh, how I detest her I"
" What makes
you think it ?"
" In the first
place, she would not tell a lie for any thing,
and gets us all into dreadful scrapes by her absurd truthful-

ness.

"

"

Good what next ?"
"Then she cares not for money
!

having them offered."
" Better !"
"
And, moreover, she

who

or gifts

;

and so prevents our

is

"

word died

the last

in the ear of

:

I

panthers, leopards."

there

do you insult

well but what cared he ? If thr.
wn"_!:I thus be offered to God instead of two, so
all that lie dread.

thus ?"

;

The generic name for the wild beabtH
utberrf from the north,

of that

The room wmi

a

1-9

opi..u*tu to

the

briquet ing-hnll, but seldom opened in the

y

id

consec|i
entered only, as

in

roof; and Sebastian,

now darted

btut, but. le.ivi:.^
,

much

;

ray which

mo

it

the J'anti:euu,

light

;

what

it

a

o]

had
the

ood in the

thr.i..

the rest

and, as he moved, scat

little

by an

i

>!'

i

is
"

and

;

i

;

!

m

Claudius, and there was the magistrate, Nicostratus, with his
the compassionate wish
wife, Zoe, drawn thither by
Could Sebastian
the youths snatched from their fate.
that of tin's crowd not one would be found whom a siofficial duty, or a hope of pardon, or hatred of Chris;;
might impel to betray him if he avowed himself a Chiv
And did he not know that such a betrayal involved his

He knew

Corvinus,
replied
"
Well, indeed, I have to-day been out of the gate to meet
a caravan of your countryfolk coming in but you beat them all!"
" Indeed I" exclaimed Afra, with delight, " who were
"
Simply Africans,"* replied Corvinus, with a luugh, "lions,

" Wretch

unfortunate youthti weeping over tliem,
allure them from their threatened doom

of his rich
.-1,8

tl

of

brilliant

huoa
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into tho darkest rocossos of that gloom
while it beamed with
serene steadiness upon his uncovered head, and displayed his
by an emotion of tender grief, as he
looked upon the two vacillating confessors.
It was some
moments before he could give vent in words to the
;

moved all wept tho prisoners joined in tho tumult of theae
&6W affections; and SehastianH:i'.v himself surrounded by a
group of men and women smitten by grace, softened by its influences, and subdued by its power
yet all was lost if one re;

;

;

mained behind. He saw the danger, not to himself, but to the
i^e of his grief, till at length it broke forth hi
impas- Church, if a sudden discovery were made, and those souls flutsioned tones.
Some hung upon his arms
tering upon the confines of lite.
"
Holy and venerable brothers," he exclaimed, " who have some clasped his knees; some kissed his 1'eet, us though he had
borne witness to Christ who are imprisoned for Him whose been a spirit of peace, such as visited Peter in his dungeon at
limbs are marked by chains worn for His sake who have tasted Jerusalem.
Two alone had expressed no thought. Nicostratus was intorments with Him, I ought to fall at your feet and do yc >u
homage, and ask your prayers, instead of standing before you deed moved, but by no means conquered. His feelings were
as your exhortor, still less as your reprover.
Can this be true agitated, but hia convictions unshaken. His wife, Zoe, knelt
which I have heard, that while angels were putting the last before Sebastian with a beseeching look and outstretched arms,
flower to your crowns, you have bid them pause, and even but sho spoke not a word.
thought of telling them to unweave them, and scatter their
"Come, Sebastian," said the keeper of the records, for such
blossoms to the winds ?
Can I believe that you who have was Nicostratus's office "it is time for thee to depart. I canalready your feet on the threshold of paradise, are thinking not but admire the sincerity of belief, and the generosity of
of drawing them back, to tread once more the valley of exile heart, which can make thee act as thou hast
done, and which
and of tears?"
impel these young men to death but my duty is imperative,
The two youths hung down their heads and wept hi humble and must overweigh my private feelings."
;

;

;

;

;

;

confession of their weakness.
Sebastian proceeded
"You cannot meet the eye of a poor soldier like me, the
least of Christ's servants
how then will you stand the angry
glance of the Lord, whom you are about to deny before men
:

:

(but cannot in your hearts deny), on that terrible day, when
He, in return, will deny you before His angels ? When, instead of standing manfully before Him, like good and faithful
servants, as to-morrow ye might have done, you shall have to
come into His presence after having crawled through a few

more years

of infamy, disowned by the Church, despised by
enemies, and, what is worse, gnawed by an undying worm,
and victims of a sleepless remorse ?"
its

young man, whoever thou art,"
exclaimed Tranquillinus, the father of the youths. "Speak
"Cease

;

oh, in pity cease,

" And dost not thou

believe with the rest ?"

"No, Sebastian, I yield not so easily; I must have stronger
evidences than even thy virtue."
"Oh, speak to him then, thou !* said Sebastian to Zoe ;
"
speak, faithful wife; speak to thy husband's heart; for I am
mistaken indeed, if those looks of thine tell me not that thou
at least believest."

ZoS covered her face with her hands, and burst

into a passion

of tears.

"Thou
husband

;

hast touched her to the quick, Sebastian," said her
"knowest thou not that she is dumb ?"

"I knew

it

not, noble Nicostratus

;

for

when

last I

saw her

in Asia she could speak."

"For six years," replied the other, with a faltering voice,
"her once eloquent tongue has been paralyzed, and she has
not uttered a single word."
Sebastian was silent for a moment then suddenly he threw
out his arms, and stretched them forth, as the Christians always did in prayer, and raised his eyes to heaven then burst
forth hi these words
"O God Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the beginning of
"Wait in patience, my good old man," said Sebastian, with
the kindest look and accent, "and let me speak first with thy this work is Thine let its accomplishment be Thine alone.
sons.
They know what I mean, which thou canst not yet but Put forth Thy power, for it is needed ; intrust it for once to the
with God's grace, thou too shalt soon. Your father, indeed, is weakest and poorest of instruments. Let me, though most
of Thy victorious Cross, as that
right in saying that for his sake and your mother's you have unworthy, so wield the sword
been deliberating whether you should not prefer them to Him the spirits of darkness may fly before it, and Thy salvation may
Zoe look up once more to me."
who told you He that loveth father or mother more than Me, embrace us all
All were hushed in silence, when Sebastian, after a moment's
Y'ou cannot hope to purchase for these
is not worthy of Me.
your aged parents eternal life by your own loss of it. Will silent prayer, with his right hand made over her mouth the
you make them Christians by abandoning Christianity ? Will sign of the cross, saying "Zoe, speak dost thou believe ?"
" I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ," she
replied, in a clear
you make them soldiers of the Cross by deserting its standard ?
Will you teach them that its doctrines are more precious than and firm voice, and fell upon Sebastian's feet.
It was almost a shriek that Nicostratus uttered, as he threw
life, by preferring life to them ? Do you want to gain for them,
not the mortal life of the perishable body, but the eternal life himself on his knees, and bathed Sebastian's right hand with
not thus severely to my sons it was, I assure thee, to their
mother's tears and to my entreaties that they had begun to
yield, and not to the tortures which they have endured with
such fortitude. Why should they leave their wretched parents
to misery and sorrow ? Does thy religion command this, and
dost thou call it holy ?"
:

;

;

:

!

;

;

'

!

'

:

of the soul

Then hasten yourselves

to its acquisition throw
your Saviour the crowns you will receive,
and entreat for your parents' salvation."
"Enough, enough, Sebastian, we are resolved," cried out
together both the brothers.
"
"
Claudius, "said one,
put on me again the chains you have

down

?

off."

"Nicostratus," added the other, "give orders for the sentenca to bo carried out."
Yet neither Claudius nor Nicostratns moved.
"
"Farewell, dear father; adieu, dearest mother, they in turns

embracing their parents,
"No," replied the father, "we pnrt no more.

said,

Nicostrains,
uenla Christian with

Chmiui'tius that I am fn>
sous I will die with them for t: religion which can make
"
heroes thus of boys.
"Audi," continued tho mother, "will
not be separated from my husband and chili
The scene which followed bafilco description. All were

go

my

tt'll

tears.

;

at the feet of

i

:

;

!

The victory was complete. Every one was gamed and immediate steps were taken to prevent discovery. The person
responsible for the prisoners could take them where he wished ;
and Nicostratus transferred them all, with Tranquillinus and
Sebastian lost no
his wife, to the full liberty of his house.
tune in putting them under the care of the holy priest Polycarp,
It was a case so peculiar, and reof the title of St. Pastor.
such concealment, and the times were so threatening,
and all new irritations had so much to be avoided, that the instruction was hurried, and continued night and day; so that
;

',

baptism was quickly administered,
The ne-.v Christian flock was encouraged and consoled by a
fresh wonder.
Trnnquilliuus, who was suffering severely from
tho gout, was restored to instant and complete health by
ii.
Chromatius was the prefect of the city, to whom
Nicostratus was liable for his prisoners and this officer could
It wag indeed
not long conceal from him what had happened.
;

Tin

v

or
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after bidding affectionate farewell to his friends,
As they were
I'aucratius home.

'

a matter of

by

faith.

lift-

"r .tenth to

V.\~-\<<

a'l

:

Imt,

i,

.

of upright character, ami no! i'omi of
listened with interest to the account <u what

a

man

:

WilH

insisted

bion;

and

i-ked, "Sebastian, I do not
leaving the room, the lal
like that Torquatus.
I fear lie will give U.H trouble."
"To tell tho truth," answered the soldier, " 1 would rather
he were different ; but we must remember, that he ia a

hud "ecurred.

Tranquilliuu.s's cure, he was greatly
He was himself a victim to the same disease, and sufstruck.
fered agonies of pain.
"If," he said, "what you relate be

But when he beard

of

I can have personal experience of this -healing
will not resist its evidence."
I
certainly
power,
Sebastian was sent for. To have administered baptism withtrue,

and

if

ont faith preceding, as an experiment of its healing virtue, would
have been a superstition. Sebastian took another course, which
will be later described, and Chromatius completely recovered.

Ho

received baptism soon after, with his son Tiburtius.
was clearly impossible for him to continue in his office,
and he had accordingly resigned it to the emperor.
Tertulhis,
It

the father cf the hopeful Corvinus, and prefect of the Prsetoso the reader will
rium, had been named his successor
perceive that the events, just related from the Acts of St.
Sebastian, had occurred a little before our narrative begins ;
for, in an early chapter, we spoke of Corvinus's father as
;

already prefect of the city.

Let us now come down again to the evening, in which
Sebastian and Pancratius met most of the persons above enumerated in the officer's chamber.
Many of them resided in, or
about, the palace ; and besides them were present Oastulus,
who held a high situation at court,* and his wife Irene. Several previous meetings had been held, to decide upon some
plan for securing the completer instruction of the converts, and
for withdrawing from observation so many persons, whose
change of life and retirement from office would excite wonder
and inquiry. Sebastian had obtained permission from the
emperor for Chromatius to retire to a country-house in Campania and it had been arranged that a considerable number of
the neophytes should join him there, and, forming one household, should go on with religious instruction, and unite in
common offices of piety. The season was come when everybody retired to the country, and the emperor himself was
going to the coast of Naples, and thence would take a journey
in southern Italy.
It was therefore a favorable moment for
Indeed the Pope, we are
carrying out the preconcerted plan.
told, on the Sunday following this conversion, celebrated the
divine mysteries in the house of Nicostratus, and proposed this
withdrawal from the city.
;

At

this

meeting

all details

were arranged

;

a>

"*

different parties

upon

neophyte, and will improve in time, and by grace."
As they passed into the entrance-court of the palace, they
heard a Babel of uncouth sounds, with coarse laughter and
occasional yells, proceeding from the adjoining yard, in wl
were the quarters of the .\l;uiritani:in archers. A fire seemed
to be blazing in the midst of it, for the smoke and sparks rose
above the surrounding porticoes.
Sebastian accosted the sentinel in the court where they were,
and asked: "Friend, what is going on there among our

neighbors ?"
" who is their
" The black
priestess, and
slave," he replied,
who is betrothed to their captain, if she can purchase her
freedom, has come in for some midnight rites, and this horrid
turmoil takes place every time she comes."
"Indeed!" said Pancratius, " and can you tell me what is
the religion these Africans follow ?"
"I do not know, sir," replied the legionary, "unless they
"
be what are called Clmstians.
" What makes
think
so
?"
you
"
Why, I have heard that the Christians meet by night, and
sing detestable songs, and commit all sorts of crimes; and cook

and eat the flesh of a child murdered
what might seem to be going on here."

for the purpose*

just

night, comrade," said Sebastian; and then exclaimed,
were issuing from the vestibule, " Is it not strange,
Pancratius, that, in spite of all our efforts, we who are conscious that we worship the only One living God in spirit and

"Good

as they

truth,

by

sin,

who know what care we take to keep ourselves undeftled
and who would die rather than speak an unclean word,

should

yet, after

300 years, be confounded by the people with

the followers of the most degraded superstitions, and have our
worship ranked with the very idolatry, which above all things
"

How long, O Lord how long?'
" So
long," said Pain rat. us, pausing on the steps outside the
vestibule, and looking at the now-declining moon, "so long as
we shall continue to walk in this pale light, and until the Sun
of Justice shall rise upon our country in His beauty, and enrich
we abhor?

it

'

!

with His splendor.

like to see the

sun

Sebastitm, tell me,

whence do you best

rise ?"

were to start, in the course of the following days, by various
" The most
lovely sunrise I have ever seen," replied the
roads some direct by the Appian, some along the Latin,
fanciful question, "was
soldier, as if humoring his companion's
ethers round by Tibur and a mountain road, through Arpinum ;
from the top of the Latial mountain,! by the temple of Jupiter.
But all were to meet at the villa, not far from Capua. Through The sun rose behind the mountain, and projected its huge
the whole discussion of these somewhat tedious arrangements, shadow like a
pyramid over the plain, and far upon the sea ;
Torquatus, one of the former prisoners, converted by Sebas- then, as it rose higher, this lessened and withdrew ; and every
tian's visit, showed
himself forward, impatient and im- moment some new
object caught the light, first the galleys and
petuous. He found fault with every plan, seemed discontented skiffs upon the water, then the shore with its dancing waves ;
with the directions given him, spoke almost contemptuously of and
by degrees one white edifice after the other sparkled in
this flight from danger, as he called it; and boasted that,
the fresh beams, till at last majestic Rome itself, with its towfor his part, he was ready to go into the Forum on the morrow,
ering pinnacles, basked in the effulgence of day. It was a
and overthrow any altar, or confront any judge, as a Christian.
glorious sight, indeed such as could not have been wi.nessed
Everything was said and done to soothe, and even to cool him ; or imagined by those below."
and it was felt to be most important, that he should be taken
"Just what I should have expected, Sebastian," observed
" and so will it
with the rest into the country. He insisted, however, upon
be, when that more brilliant sun rises
Pancratius;
going his own way.
this
benighted country. How beautiful will it
fully upon
it was,
Only one more point remained to be decided
then be to behold the shades retiring, and each mowho should head the little colony, and direct its operations. ment one and another of the charms, as yot concealed, of
Here wa renewed a contest of love between the holy our
till
starting into light,
worship
holy faith and
each wishing to remain in the
priest Polycarp and Sebastian
imperial city itself shines forth a holy type of
Borne, and have the first chance of martyrdom. But now the the city o" God. Will they who live in those times see
difference was cut short by a letter brought in, from the Pope, these
Or, will they look
beatifies, and worthily value them ?
addressed to his " Beloved son Polycarp, priest of the title of onlv at the narrow
space around tbem, and hold their hands
St. Pastor," in which he commanded him to accompany the before their
I
eyes, to shade them frcrn the sudden glare ?
converts, and leave Sebastian to the arduous duty of encourag- know
dear Sebastian, but I hop? that you and I will look
;

:

;

not,

ing confessors, and p,
toouey; and the meeting broke up with a prayer of thanksgiving.
It in n.

-t

?!

le,

Thse

from where alone itcau be duly ap-

were tho popu!'
;>'u,

1

'irirtian
',

in;.

worthiy.
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predated, from a mountain higher than Jupiter's, bo he Albun
he Olympian. --i!\ve!!i:ig on that, holy mount, v
'

<

of life."*

\

OS

came completely a dead letter, but was a
the hands of a cruel or
bigi
:co, in the intervals between the

dmy

.on in

gi

y continued their walk

in

:,ik'!i.-

when they

:

h:ul

we

lirilliantly-

reached Lucina's Louse,

and hud affectionately bid one another good night, Paucratius
seemed to hesitate a moment, imd then paid
"
Sebastian, yon :;:iid something this evening, which I sLould
much like to have explained."
" What was it
?"
'When yon were contending with Polycarp, about going
:

into Campania, or remaining in Kome, you promised that if
you stayed you -would be most cautious, and not expose yourself to unnecessary risky
then you added, that there was one

'

find ni"

popular fury

Hence also we read of a bitter p
MI in one part of the empire, while other portions enjoyed complete
peace.
Perhaps a few examples of the various phases of persecution
tianity in local rulers.
ti

n

l>eii.'

will illustrate the real relations of the
primitiv
the State, bettor than mere description; and the

.dth

mon

reader can pass over this digression, or must have the
patience
what he is so familiar with, that it will seem

to hear repeated

;

commonplace.
Trajan was by no means one of the cruel emperors on the
contrary, he was habitually just and merciful.
Yet, though he
your longing ardor to give your life for Christ."
published no new edicts against the Christians, many noble
" And
why, Pancratius, do you desire so much to know this martyrs amongst them St. Ignatius, bishop of Ant inch, at
foolish thought of mine ?"
Borne, and St. Simeon at Jerusalem glorified their Lord in
"Because I own I arn really curious to learn what can be his
reign.
Indeed, when Pliny the younger consulted him on
the object, high enough to check you in your aspiration, after the manner in which he should
deal with Christians, who might
what I know you consider to be the very highest of a Christian's be
brought before him as governor of Bithynia, the emperor
aim."
gave him a rule which exhibits the lowest standard of jus!
" I am
sorry, my clear boy, that it is not in my power to tell that they were not to be sought out, but if
accused, they were
you now. But you shall know it sometime."
to be punished.
Adrian, who issued no decree of persecution,
" Do
you promise me ?"
gave a similar reply to a similar question from Serenius G
"
Yes, most solemnly. God bless you !"
anus, pro-consul of Asia. And under him, too, and even by his
own orders, cruel martyrdom was suffered by the
phorosa and her seven sons at Tibnr, or Tivoli. A beautiful
inscription found in the catacombs mentions Marius, a young
CHAPTEB XL
officer, who shed his blood for Christ under this emperor.*
Indeed, St. Justin Martyr, the great apologist of Ch'
A TALK WITH THE HEADER.
informs iis that he owed his conversion to the constancy of the
WE will take advantage of the holiday which Rome is enjoy- martyrs under this emperor.
In like manner, before the Emperor Septimus S
ing, sending out its inhabitants to the neighboring hills, or to
the whole line of sea-coast from Genoa to Psestum, for amuse- published his persecuting edicts, many Christians had sufV.
Such were the
s of
ment on land and water and, in a merely didactic way, en- torments and death.
Scillita in Africa, and SS. Perpetua and 1
>r to communicate to our reader some information, which
thivnv
on what we have
companions, the Acts of whose martyrdom, containing the d
written, and
purpose in your mind which -would effectually restrain you but
wheu that was accomplished, yoii would find it difficult to check
;

;

.

:

.

may

them

for

prepare

already

light
will follow.

what

From

the very compressed form in which the early history of
the Church is generally studied, and from the unchronological
arrangement of the saints' biographies, as we usually read
them, we may easily be led to an erroneous idea of the state of
This may happen in two differour first Christian ancestors.

ent ways.

Wo may come

of the first noble lady, twenty years of age, brought down by
herself to the eve of her death, form one of the most touching
and exquisitely beautiful documents preserved to us from the

ancient Church.
From these historical facts it will be evident that while there
was from time to time a more active, severe and general persecution of the Christian name all through the empire, there

were partial and

during the first three centusuffering uurespited, under active persecuthat the faithful worshipped in fear and trembling, and
tion
that bare existence, with
almost lived in the catacombs

and sometimes even a general
occurrence of this sort has secured
for us most interesting information, connected with our sub;
When the persecution of Severus had relaxed in other parts, it

scarcely an opportunity for outward development or inward
that religion could enorganization, none for splendor, was all
that, in fine, it was a period of conflict and of tribulation,

happened that Scapula, pro-consul

On the other
without an interval of peace and consolation.
hand, we may suppose, that those three centuries were divided
into epochs by ten distinct persecutions, some of longer and
some of shorter duration, but definitely separated from one antimes of complete rest.
other by
"id we desire to state
Either of these views la
-.million of the Christian Church, unmore accurately
der the various circumstances of that most pregnant portion of

when he was

ries the

to imagine, that

Church was

;

;

joy

;

her history.

When
her

final pacification

undi

of its

rigor

local cessations,

An

its rigor.

1

1

enforcement
n

nt' a.

milder ruler,

;

ough

>

be:

i

his crimes

;

reminding him of

many judgments which had

fallen cruel judges of the Christians in various parts of the
world. Yet such was the charity of these holy men, tha:

him they were

up earnest prayers

offering

for their

enemy's

re-

i-y!

He then goes on to inform him that he may very well fu!
duties without practising cruelty, by acting as other m-.i.
had done. For instance, Cineius Sovenis

tha

they should IT:
ed a Christian on the ground that
condemnation would encourage tumults.
lug one
ready to yield upon the application of slight torments, wo.
not press him further and expressed
such a
should have been brought before him.

or

still it ne-.

eub cuj

i

<

I

'

luctantium
C. 1.

be devoured by

Tertullian, the oldest Christian Latin writer, addressed a letter to him, in which
he bids him take warning from this visitation, and repent of

tells

UB

that,

.

streets

act of accusation, declared the title informal.

ous and tore
SIT.

in

'

relax

emannt."

Amrnimi

it

He had condemned,

seized with a severe illness.

:

tie

t

of Africa, prolonged

his province with unrelenting cruelty.
among others, Mavilus of Adrumetumto

i.wers

t

emperor was seldoi
might gradually

i

the

had broken loose upon the Church,

lion

(mi

suspension of

luminum

clai

;

"fni.,"

it

up.

Lib,
.'i

:,i-

Tin: c HI: in 'ii

OF TUP. CATACOMBS:

We thtto see bow much might depend upon tlie temper,
and perhaps the tendencies, of governors and judges, in the
enforcing even of imperial odiel:s of persecution. And St.
Ambrose tells na that some governors boasted that they had
brought back from their provinces their swords unstained with
blood (incrin'titoy ciwx).

We can also easily understand how, at any particular time, a
savage persecution might rage in Gaul, or Africa, or Asia,
while the main part of the Church was enjoying peace. But
Borne was undoubtedly the place most subject to frequent outbreaks of the hostile spirit; so that it might be considered
as the privilege of its pontiffs, during the first three centuries,
to bear the witness of blood to the faith which they taught. To
be elected Pope was equivalent to being promoted to martyrdom.

At the period of our narrative, the Church was in one of
those longer intervals of comparative peace, which gave opporFrom the death of Valerian, in
tunity for great development.
268, there had been no new formal persecution, though the
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heathen friends.

Nay, oases occurred where the nnaresl relawere kept in total
n\ this subject.
No lie, no
it with Christian
dissembling, no iie'ii
morality or Christum truth, was ever pel-milled to engffl
But every precaution compatible with cffl
secrecy.
uprightness was taken to conceal Christianity from the public
tives

i'

eye.*

However necessary this prudential course might be, to prevent any wanton persecution, its consequences fell often
The heiitlien world, the world of
ily upon those who held it.
power, of influence, and of state, the world which made laws
as best suited it, and executed them, the world that loved
earthly prosperity and hated faith, felt itself surrounded, filled,

oompenetrated by a mysterious system, which spread, no one
could see how, and exercised an influence derived no one
whence. Families were startled at finding a son or daughter
to hare embraced this new law, with which they wei
aware that they had been in contact, and which, in their
1

i

and popular views, they considered stupid, grovi
interval is glorified by many noble martyrdoms.
During such and anti-social. Hence the hatred of Christianity was pol i<M
periods, the Christians wero able to carry out their religious as well as religious
the system was considered as un-Boinan,
system with completeness, and even with splendor. The city as having an interest opposed to the extension and prosperity
was divided into districts or parishes, each having its title, or of the
empire, and as obeying an unseen and spiritual power.
church, served by priests, deacons, and inferior ministers. The The Christians were pronounced irrcligiosi in Ccesares, " dispoor were supported, the sick visited, catechumens instructed
Hence their
loyal to the emperors," and that was enough.
the Sacraments were administered, daily worship was practised,
security and peace depended much v.pon the state of popular
and the penitential canons were enforced by the clergy of each
when any demagogue or fanatic could succeed in
feeling
title
and collections were made for these purposes, and others
rousing this, neither their denial of the charges brought
connected with religious charity, and its consequence, hospi"
against them, nor their peaceful demeanor, nor the claims of
It is recorded, that in 250, during the pontificate
tality.
civilized life, could suffice to screen them from such measure of
of Cornelius, there were in Borne forty-six priests, a hundred
persecution as could be safely urged against them.
and fifty-four inferior ministers, who were supported by the
After these digressive remarks, we will resume, and unite
alms of the faithful, together with fifteen hundred poor. * This
again, the broken thread of our narrative.
fancies

i

I

t

;

;

;

;

number

titles,

of the priests pretty nearly corresponds to that of the
St. Optatus tells us there were in Borne.

which

Although the tombs of the martyrs in the catacombs contin.
be objects of devotion in these more peaceful intervals
and these asylums of the persecuted were kept in order and
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tied to

they did not then serve for the ordinary places of
The churches to which we have already alluded
were often public, large, and even splendid and heathens
used to be present at the sermons delivered in them, and such
portions of the liturgy as were open to catechumens. But
generally they were in private houses, probably made out
of the large halls, or triclinia, which the nobler mansions contained.
Thus we know that many of the titles in Borne were
Tertullian mentions Christian
originally of that character.
cemeteries under a name, and with circumstances, which show
that they were above ground, for he compares them to
"threshing-floors," which were necessarily exposed to the air.

THE WOLF AND THE FOX.

repair,

worship.

;

THE

had not been thrown away

hints of the African slave

upon the sordid mind

Her own hatred

of Corvinus.

of Chris-

from the circumstance, that a former mistress of
hers had become a Christian, and had manumitted all her other
slaves
but, feeling it wrong to turn so dangerous a character
as Afra, or rather Jubala (her proper name), upon the world,
tianity arose

;

had transferred her to another proprietor.
Corvinus had often seen Fulvius at the baths and other
places of public resort, had admired and envied him, for his
But with his unappearance, his dress, his conversation.
toward shyness, or moroseness, he could never have found
A custom of ancient Roman life will remove on objection courage to address him, had he not now discovered, that though
which may arise, as to how considerable multitudes could a more refined, he was not a less .profound, villain than himself.
assemble in these places, without attracting attention,' and Fulvius's wit and cleverness might supply the want of these
It was usual for what
consequently persecution.
may be qualities in his own sottish composition, while his own brute
called a levee to be held every morning by the rich, attended force, and unfeeling recklessness, might be valuable auxiliaries
by dependents, or clients, and messengers from their friends, to those higher gifts. He had the young stranger in his power,
Ho
either slaves or freedmen, some of whom were admitted into the by the discovery which he had made of his real character.
inner court, to the master's presence, while others only pre- determined, therefore, to make an effort, and enter into an alsented themselves, and were dismissed. Hundreds might thus liance with one who otherwise might prove a dangerouo rival.
It was about ten days after the meeting last described, that
go in and out of a great house, in addition to the crowd of
These covered
domestic slaves, tradespeople, and others who had access to it, Corvinus went to stroll in Pompey's gardens.
through the principal or the back entrance, and little or the space round his theatre, in the neighborhood of the present
Piazza Farnese. A conflagration in the reign of Carinus had
no notice would be taken of the circumstance.
There is another important phenomenon in the social life lately destroyed the scene, as it was called, of the edifice, and
The garof the early Christians, which one would hardly know how to Dioclesi;in had repaired it with great magnificence.
dens were distinguished from others by rows of plane-trees.
believe, were not evidence of it brought before us in the most
authentic Acts of the martyrs, and in ecclesiastical history. It which formed a delicious shade. Statues of wild beasts, fouu*
No
is, the concealment which they contrived to practise.
No domestic concealment surely could be more difficult than that of ^-ife'a
doubt can be entertained, that persons were moving in the religion from her husband. Yet Tertulliau supposes this ti ave been not
ft

!

highest society, were occupying conspicuous public situations,
were near the persons of the emperors, who were Christians ;
and yet were not suspected to bo such by their most intimate

uncommon.
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T\hlle
brooks, profusely adorned them.
Fulvius, and made
ring about, Corwii.i
tip to him.
'
What do you want with me?" nsfc'd the foreigner, with a
dress of Corvinus,
look of surprise and scorn at tb
'
.u-n out to your adwi
To have a talk with

Mas. and artificial

'!'

1

yon,

:

"
t

OR
Why.
the

/
The-

T get the ml van tare of
your eyes, find then I
B to tin)

tii:

"That
not

first,

sail

girl is blind," said

"Do you

Fulvins to*

se<

.

without, looking right or
is

"Wluit can you propose to mo, with the
mendations? No doubt at all 88 to

first,

of those recom-

'.

not the
blind

place so often sp

me

>:id."

walk,

and

:

ivnt from the meini
have no pretensions
Fulvius, lam a plain-spoke
even
but we are both of one trade, on the Arii
-.ance
They app.
your clovernr.
cheerful and not one asked me i'<>r
and both consequently- of one mind."
"It is very strange; and I should like to discover the
Fnlviua started, and deeply colored then said, with a con:'.di ?"
Tha
id job might, perhaps, be got out of it.
ti'inpluous air, "\Vhal. do you
"If you double your list," rejoined Corvinus, "to show me old patrician, you say, is very rich ?"
the fine rings on your delicate fingers, it is very well. But if
"Immensely!"
"
you mean to threaten by it, you may as well put your hand
Humph! How could one manage to get in ?"
It is more graceful."
into the folds of your topi.
"I have it! I will take oil' my shots, screw up one leg like
"Cut this matter sh< >rt, sir. Again I ask, what do you mean ?" a cripple, and join the next group of queer ones that come,
" that
"
you and go boldly in, doing as they do."
This, Fulvius," and he whispered into his ear,
" That will
are a spy and an informer."
hardly succeed depend upon it every one of
"
What right these people is known at the house."
Fulvius was staggered then rallying, paid,
"I am sure not, for several of them asked me if this was the
have you to make such an odious charge against me ?"
"Yon di.won rid " (with a strong emphasis) "a conspiracy house of the Lady Agnes."
" Of whom?" asked
in the East, and Dioclesian
Fulvius, with a start.
" It is the house of
"
Fulvius stopped him, and asked, "What is your name, and
Why do you look so ?" said Corvinus.
better
known
than
but
she
is
her parents
who are you ?"
they, as being a
1

-\

'

1

to

1

.

:

i

f

;

;

-

:

i

;

;

'

:

Corvinns, the son of Tertullus, prefect of the city,"
This seemed to account for all and Fulvius said, in subdued tones, "No more here I see friends coming. Meet me
(ho Patrician Street,* unlisguised at day-break to-morrow in

"I am

;

;

der the portico of the Baths of Novatus.

We

will

talk

more

at leisure."

Corvinus returned home, not ill-satisfied with his first attempt at diplomacy he procured a garment shabbier than his
>wu from one of his father's slaves, and was at the appointed
He had to wait a long time, a:id
>y the first dawn of day.
most lost patience, when he saw his new friend approach.
Fulvius was well wrapped up in a large over-coat, and wore
He thus saluted Corvinus,
iis hood over his face.
"Good morning, comrade I fear I have kept you waiting in
;

"
heiress, nearly as rich as her cousin Faliiola.
Fulvius paused for a moment ; a strong suspicion,

young

too
subtle and important to be communicated to this rude com-

He said, therefore, to
panion, Hashed through lias mind.
Corvinns.
"If you are sure these people are not familiar at the
I have met the lady before, and
house, try your plan.
will venture

by the

Thus we

front door.

shall have

B double

chance."

'

;

morning air, especially as you are thinly clad."
"I own," replied Corvinus, "that I should have been tired,
had I not been immensely amused and yet puzzled, by what I
have been observing."
-;ld

"What is that?"
"Why, from an early hour,

long, I suspect, before my coming, there have been arriving here from every side, and entering into that house, by the back door in the narrow street, the
rarest collection of miserable objects that you ever saw ; the
of
blind, the lame, the maimed, the decrepit, the deformed
front
door
several
the
while
persons
by
shape
every possible

"Do you know what I am

thinking, Fulvius?"

"

Something very bright, no doubt."
" That when
you and I join in any enterprise, we shall
always have two chances."
" What are
?"
they

"The

fox's

and the

when

wolf's,

.they conspire to rob a

fold."

Fulvius cast on him a look of disdain, which Corvinus
returned by a hideous leer ; and they separated for their respective posts.

CHAPTER
CHAEITY.

;

have catered, evidently of a different class."
"Whose dwelling is it, do you know ? It looks
"
house, but rather out of condition.

As we do not choose
a large old

"It belongs to a very rich, and, it is said, very miserly old
"
But look! there come some more.
bent
down
At that isfxnent a rcjy feeble man,
by age, was
.aching, supported by a young and cheerful girl, who
i'd most kindly to him as she supported him.

patrician.

!

"We are just there," she said to

him; "a few more

with

the

spiritual
inside.

wolf

mode

or
of

to enter the

house of Agnes, either

with

the

fox,

we

doing

so,

and

find

will

take

more

a

ourselves at once

The parents of Agnes represented noble lines of ancestry,
and her family was not one of recent conversion, but had for
As in heatli
several generations professed the faith.
was cherished the memory of ancestors who had w: a

m

tri r

steps,

or held high offices in the state, so in this, and other Chi

"

houses, was preserved with pious reverence and

;t."

affecl

how
"Thank you, my child,!' replied the poor old man
pride, the remembrance of those relations who had, in the
kind of you to come for me so early !"
hundred and fifty years or more, borne the palm of
"I knew," she said, "you would want help: and as I am the
or occupied the sublimer dignities of the Church. But,
;

last

i

i

most useless person about, I thought I would go and letch
you."

"I have always heard that blind people are selfish, and it
seems but natural; but you, Cieeilia, are certainly an exception."

" Xbt at

"

How

all

;

this is only

my way

of

showing selfishness."

do you mean ?"
Th

ennobled thus, and with a constant stream of blood
forth for Christ, accompanying the waving branches of the
never been hewn down, but had surfamily-tree, the stem had
but
vived repeated storms. This may appear surprising
when we reflect how many a soldier goes through a whole
i

;

*

t

Vicut Patricias.

J./o xxix. 35.

The place most noted

importunate beggari

ia

the

neighborhood of

Brne

for whining and

Tin:
campaign of frequent
<>r

fictions, nncl

does

21
a

in

wound;

how many
i

a family remains untainted throi
over
bo surprised if Provide!;
I

of the Church,

iu

hours

tu pass
the.

well

,

through old family SO
Mons, long unbroken chains of tradition, and BO enablii
" Unless the Lord of Hosts had left us
faithful to say:
seed,
we hud been as Sodom, and we should have been like to Gomorrha."*

by preserving

from childhood
1

to

run in and ont,

many

times a day, and

i

and joy on

This

i

it,

All the honors and the hopes of this family centred now in
whoso name is already known to our readers, Agnes, the
only child of that ancient house. Given to her parents e
had reached the very verge of hope that their line could be conone,

had been from infancy bk'st with such a sweetness
such a docility and intelligence of mind, and
such simplicity and innocence of character, that she had grown
to the
up the common object of love, and almost of
entire house, from her parents down to the lowest servant.
Yet nothing seemed to spoil, or warp, the compact virtuousness
of her nature
but her good qualities expanded, with a wellbalanced adjustment, which at the early age in which we find
She shared
her, had ripened into combined grace and wisdom.
all her parents' virtuous thoughts, and cared as little for the
world as they. She lived with them in a small portion of the
mansion, which was fitted up with elegance, though not with
and their establishment was adequate to all their
luxury
Here they received the few friends with whom they
tinued, she

of disposition,

i

,

;

in

w.i

iiile

for

which

it

WUR

0868 tlinmHi

tit.

t

situated,

and

m

it

or

.11
a narrow lane little
with such an establishment, the fortunes of the
inmates should find an easy application.
Wo heard Pancratius request Kebanfian to arrange for the
distribution of his plate and jewels among the poor, without its
being known to whom they belonged. He had not lost
as the
of the commission, and had fixed on the ];<
fittest for this purpose.
On the morning which we ha
scribed, the distribution had to take place ; other regions had
sent their poor, accompanied by their deacons ; while Sebastian, Pancratius, and oilier persons of higher rank had come
in through the front door, to assist in the division.
Some of
these had been seen to enter by Corvinus.

bark-door,

wonder

l'i

,

that,

CHAPTER
EXTREMES

XIV.

MEET.

;

.

though, as they did not entertain,
Fabiola was an occasional visitor,
though Agues preferred going to see her at her house ; and she
often expressed to her young friend her longing for the day,
when, meeting with a suitable match, she would re-embellish
and open all the splendid dwelling. For, notwithstanding the
:an law "on the inheritance of womea,"t now quite
preserved familiar relations
nor go out, these were few.

obsolete,

Agnes had

;

received,

from

collateral

sources,

large

personal additions to the family property.
In general, of course, the heathen world, who visited, attributed appearances to avarice, and calculated what immense
accunralations of wealth, the miserly parents must be putting
by ; and concluded, that all beyond the solid screen which
shut up the second court, was left to fall into decay and
ruin.
It

was not

so,

however.

The inner part

of the house, con-

and the garden, with a detached diuiugball, or triclinium, turned into a church, and the upper portion
of the house, accessible from those parts, were devoted to the
administration of that copious charity, which the church carof its life.
It was under the care and
ried on as
direction of the deacon Keparatus, and his exorcist Secuudus,
sisting of a large court,

:

appointed by the supreme Pontiff to take care of
the sick, poor, and strangers, in one of the seven regions into
which Pope Cajus, about five years before, had divided the
committing each region to one of the
city for this purpose
seven deacons of the Eoman Church.
officially

;

A GEOtrp of poor coming opportunely towards the door
enabled Corvinus to tack himself to them an admirable counHe k. pt
terfeit in all but the modesty of their deportment.
sufficiently close to them to hear that each of them, as he
entered in, pronounced the words, "Deo gratias" (" Thanks
be to God"). This was not merely a Christian, but a Catholic
pass-word ; for St. Augustine tells us that heretics ridiculed
Catholics for using it, on the ground that it was not a salutabut rather a reply but that Catholics employed it, because consecrated by pious usage. It is yet heard in Italy on
similar occasions.
Corvinus pronounced the mystic words, and was allowed to

tion,

;

Following the others closely, and copying their manners
and gestures, he found himself in the inner court of the honse,
which was already filled with the poor and infirm. The men
were ranged on one side, the women on the other. Under the
portico at the end were tables piled with costly plate, and near
them was another covered with brilliant jewelry. Two silver
and gold smiths were weighing and valuing most conscientiously
and beside them was the money which they
this property
would give, to be distributed amongst the poor in just proporpass.

;

tion.

Corvinus eyed all this with a gluttonous heart. He would
have given anytliing to get it all, and almost thought of making
a dash at something, and running out. But he saw at once the
and resolved to wait for a
folly or madness of such a course,
share, and in the meantime take note for Fulvius of all he saw.
He soon, however, became aware of the awkwardness of his
the poor were all mixed up together
present position. While
and moving about, he remained unnoticed. But he soon saw
several young men of peculiarly gentle manners, but active,

Kooms were set apart for lodging strangers who came from
a distance, recommended by other churches; and a frugal table
was provided for them. Upstairs were apartments for an
hospital for the bed-ridden, tlie decrepit, and the sick, under and evidently in authority, dressed in the garment known to
the care of the deaconesses, and such of the faithful as loved to him by the name of Dalmatic, from its Dalmatian origin that
It was here that the blind girl
assist in this work of charity.
the tunic, instead of the toga, a close-fitting
is, having over
had her cell, though she refused to take, her food, as we have shorter tunicle, with ample, but not over long or wide, si
The taliliiunn, or nmuiment-rooin, which the dress adopted and worn by the deacons, not only a!
seen, in the house.
generally stood detached in the middle of the passage between more solemn ministrations in church, but also when engaged
the inner courts, served as the office ond archives for transact- in the discharge of their secondary duties about the sick and
;

ing the business of this charitable establishment, and preserving all local documents, such as the acts of martyrs, procured
or compiled by one of the seven notaries, kept for that
of St. Clement L, who was attached to
-,e, by institution
that region,

A

door of communication allowed the household to assist
and Agnes had been accustomed
works of

In these
!>.
t
ih''li

i.

"v,

charity;

9.
,.-.

i..

r^j

ncqtip

miilieioni

furc-rel,"
'

'

>

that

no one

poor.

went on marshalling the attendants, each
evidently knowing those of his own district, and conducting
them to a peculiar spot within the porticoes. But as no one
recognized or claimed Corvinus for one of his poor, he was at
These

officers

length left alone in the middle of the court. Even his dull
mind could feel the anomalous situation into which he had
thrust himself. Here he was, the son of the prefect of the
to punish such violators of domestic
city, whose duty it was
of a nobleman's
righte, an intruder into the innermost parts

house, haying entered by a cheat, dressed like a beggar, and
h people, of course for some
lit least
L-ds the
nnhuvfiil, p
meditating uu escape luit lie saw it guarded by an old
laau named Diogenes and his two stout sons, who could
hardly
in their hot blood at this insolence,
though they only
showed it by scowling looks and repressive biting of their lips.
He saw that he was a subject of consultation among the young
deacons, who cast occasional glances towards him he imagined
that even the blind were
staring at him, and the decrepi;
to wield their crutches like battle-axes against him.
He had
only one consolation it was evident he was not known, and he
hoped to frame some excuse for getting out of the sciv
At length the Deacon Keparatus came up to him, and, thus
courteously accosted him
;

;

more if you attempt to molest anyone for it, we shall have
power to brim' y,,u to trial lit yuur own father's judg-

still
it

in our

.

"I

:

Friend, you probably do not belong to one of the regions
invited here to-day.
Where do you live ?"
"In the region of the Alta Semita."*

The answer gave the

not the ecclesiastical, division of
Home still Keparatus went on " The Alta Semita is in my
region, yet I do not remember to have seen you."
While he spoke these words, he was astonished to see the
stranger turn deadly pale, and totter as if about to fall, while
his eyes were fixed upon the door of communication with
the dwelling-house.
Keparatus looked in the same direction,
civil,

:

;

and saw Pancratius, just entered, and gathering some hasty information from Secundus. Corvinus's last hope was gone. He
stood the next moment confronted with the youth (who asked
Reparatus to retire), much in the same position as they had
hist met, only that, instead of a circle around him of applauders
and backers, he was hemmed in an all sides by a multitude who
Nor could
evidently looked with preference upon his rival.
Corvinus help observing the graceful development and manly
bearing, which a few weeks hod given his late school-mate. He
expected a volley of keen reproach, and, perhaps, such chastisement as he would himself have inflicted under similar circum-

What was

stances.

dressed

him

his

amazement when Pancratius thus ad-

in the mildest tone

Corvinus, are you really reduced to distress and lamed by
some accident ?" Or how have you left your father's house ?"
" Not
quite come to that yet, I hope," replied the bully, encouraged to insolence by the gentle address, "though, no

doubt, you would be heartily glad to see it."
"
By no means, I assure you I hold you no grudge. If,
and though it is not
therefore, you require relief, tell me
right that you should be here, I can take you into a private
chamber where you can receive it unknown."
" Then I will tell
you the truth I came in here merely
for a freak ; and I should be glad if you could get me quietly
;

;

:

out."

" Corvinus," said the
youth, with some sternness, "this is a
What would your father say, if I desired
serious offence.
these young men, who would instantly obey, to take you as you
are, barefoot, clothed as a slave, counterfeiting a cripple, into
the Forum before his tribunal, and publicly charge you with
what every Koman would resent, forcing your way into the
"
heart of a patrician's house.
" For the
gods' sakes, good Pancratius, do not inflict such

punishment."
You know, Cervinus, that your own father would be
obliged to act towards you the part of Junius Brutus, or forfeit
frightful
' '

his office."

" I entreat
you by all that you love, by all that you hold
sacred, not to dishonor me and mine so cruelly.
My father
and his house, not I, would be crushed and ruined forever.
I
will go on my knees and beg your pardon for my former injuries, if you will only be merciful."
"Hold, hold, Corvinus, I have told you that was long forgotBut hear me now. Every one but the blind around you
ten.
There will be n hundred
is a witness to this outrage.
'

<

"Xlic

it.

If ever, then,

?"

my

!

I

tinned

"I know

:

this person

coming here

his

;

is

quite a mis-

take."

The

spectators, who had taken the wretch's suppli"8 and tone for accompaniments to a tale of woe

"
Pancratius,
application for relief, joined in crying out,
you will not send him away fasting and unsuccored ?"
"Leave that tome," was the reply. The self-appointed
porters gave way before Pancratius, who led Corvinus, still
protending to limp, into the street, and dismissed him, say-

"
ing
Corvinus, we are now quits; only, take care of your
"
promise.
Fulvius, as we have seen, went to try his fortune by the front
door, He found it, according to Koman custom, unlocked ;
and, indeed, no one could have suspected the possibility of a
stranger entering at such an hour. Instead of a porter, he
found guarding the door only a simple-looking girl about twelve
or thirteen years of age, clad in a peasant's garment. No one
else was near, and he thought it an excellent opportunity to
Acverify the strong suspicion which had crossed his mind.
cordingly, he thus addressed the little portress
" What is
your name, child, and who are you ?"
"I am," she replied, " Emerentiaua, the Lady Agnes's foster
:

:

sister."

"Are you a Christian ?" he asked her sharply.
The poor little peasant opened her eyes in the amazement of
ignorance, and replied, "No, sir." It was impossible to resist

the evidence of her simplicity ; and Fulvius was satisfied
was mistaken. The fact was that she was the <la

that he

i

of a peasant

who had been Agnes's

nurse.

The mother had

and her kind sister had sent for the orphan daughter,
intending to have her instructed and baptized. She had only
arrived a day or two before, and was yet totally ignorant of
just died,

:

"

ces to prove

<

"
we want no such oaths here. Take
Hush, hush
arm and walk with me. " Then turning to the others,

;

"

Uoyou

do, indeed," replied
Lve in a whining tone.
"
to mortal soul
Never, as long as I live, will 1
"
that I came into this dreadful place.
I swear it by the

you speak

uppor part of the ymriual, leading

to

i

of this

assembly,
/'m.

Christianity.

Fulvius stood embarrassed what to do next.

made

Solitude

awkwardly situated as a crowd was making Corvinus.
He thought of retreating, but this would have destroyed all his
hopes he was going to advance, when he reflected that he
might commit himself unpleasantly. At this critical jnn<
whom should he see coming lightly across the court but the

him

feel as

;

all brig]
youthful mistress of the house, all joy, all spring,
and sunshine. As soon as she saw him, she stood as if to receive his errand, and he approached with his blandest smile
and most courtly gesture, and thus addressed her
" I have
anticipated the usual hour at which visitors come,
\

:

and I fear must appear an intruder, Lady Agnes ; but I was
impatient to subscribe myself as an humble client to your noble
house."
" Our
house," she replied, smiling, "boasts of no clients, nor
do we seek them ; for we have no pretensions to influence or
power."
" Pardon

me ; with such a ruler, it possesses the highest of
influences and the mightiest of powers, those which reign, without effort, over the heart as a most willing subject."
Incapable of imagining that such words could allude to herself,

"

she replied, with artless simplicity

Oh, how true are your words

:

The Lord

!

of

this

house

is

within it."
"But I," interposed Fulviiis, "allude to that softer and
r dominion, which graceful charms alone e
on those who from near behold
a very difAgnes looked as one entranced her ey;
over the affections of

all

1

;

ferent image before

them from

that of her wretched

flai

and with an impassioned glance towards heaven, she exclaimed
S

:

He whose

beauty sun and moon

in

their lofty Graua-

THE CHURCH OF
mont gaze on and admire,

to

Him

is

pledged

my

service

and

Till-:

CATACO.MJ1H.
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When
ily

he saw tli
behind Sebastian,

\vln-

,:t

the door, he rnn

d,

must be

hit*

F<

pupil's

ii(!W

Fulvius was confounded and perplexed. The inspired look, ally, and pounced upon hi
jiut
with.
He ;i<
;ituruus attitude, the music of the tlirilliug tones in which he had no commo
she ui
e words, their mysterious import, the si
though now helped by Fulvius, to throv
the whole scene, fastened him to the spot and sealed his down; till, despairing of KIII-CCHS in this way, he del
h'ps, tdU feeling that he was losing the most favorable opportun- from his girdle a small but deadly weapon, a steel ni;j
ity he could ever expect of opening his mind (affection it could finished Syrian make, and was raising it i>\
not be called) to her, he boldly said, "It is of you I am speak- Sebastian's head, when lie felt it wrenciied in a Irire. from his
ing; and I entreat you to believe my expression of sineerest hand, and himself twilled two or three thnea round, in an iron
admiration of you, and of unbounded attachment to you." As gripe, and flung flat in the middle of the street.
he uttered these words, he dropt on his knee and attempted to
"Iain afraid you have hurt the pour fellow, Quadratus,"
take her hand, but the maiden bounded back with a shudder, said Sebastian to liis eenluriou, who was coining up at that
moment to join his fellow-Christians, and was of most Hercuand turned away her burning countenance.
Fulvius started iu au instant to his feet ; for he saw Sebas- lean make and strength.
" He well deserves
tian, who was come to summon Agnes to the poor, impatient
it, tribune, for his cowardly assault," reof her absence, striding forwards towards him, with an air plied the other, as they re-entered the house.
The two foreigners, crest-fallen, slunk away from the scene
of indignation.
"
Sebastian," said Agnes to him, as he approached, "be not of their defeat ; and as they turned the corner, caught a glimpse
angry this gentleman has probably entered here by some of Corvinus, no longer limping, but running as fast as his legs
unintentional mistake, and no doubt will quiet.y retire." Say- would carry him, from his discomfiture at the back-door. However often they may have met afterwards, neither ever alluded
ing this, she withdrew.
Each knew that the other had
Sebastian, with his calm but energetic manner, now ad- to their feats of that morning.
"
dressed the intruder, who quailed beneath his look,
and they came both to the
Fulvius, incurred only failure and shame
what do you here ? what business has brought you ?"
conclusion, that there was one fold at least in Borne, which
" that
" I
having either fox or wolf would assail in vain.
suppose," answered he, regaining corn-age,
met the lady of the house at the same place with you, her
noble cousin's table, I have a right to wait upon her, ha common with other voluntary clients."
" But not at so unreasonable an hour as
this, I presume ?"
CHAPTER XV.
" The hour that is not unreasonable for a
young officer," re*
is not, I trust, so for a civilian."
CHA1UTY RBTUKNS.
torted Fulvius insolently,
Sehnstiau had to use all his power of self-control to check
WHEN cairn had been restored, after this twofold disturbhis indignation, as he replied,
"
but remember that ance, the work of the day went 'quietly on. Besides the distriFulvius, be not rash in what you say
two persons may be on a very different footing in a house. Yet bution of greater alms, such as was made by St. Lau,
not even the longest familiarity, still less a one dinner's ac- from the Church, it was by no means so uncommon in
for fortunes to be given away at once, by thos
quaintance, can authorize or justify the audacity of. your bear- ages,
wished to retire from the world.* Indeed we would naturally
ing towards the young mistress of this house, a few moments
expect to find, that the noble charity of the Apostolic Cl.mrh
ago."
at Jerusalem would not be a barren example to that of Home.
"
Oh, you ire jealous, I suppose, brave captain !" replied
But this extraordinary charity would be most naturally sir
"
his
refined
sarcastic
tone.
with
mowt
Fulvius,
Beport says
ed at periods when the Church was threatened with pi
that you are the acceptable, if not accepted, candidate for
and when Christians, who from position and cireum^
Fabiola's hand.
She is now in the country and, no doubt,
look forward to martyrdom, would, to use a 1
might
you wish to make sure for yourself of the fortune of one or the
clear their hearts and houses for action, by removing
phrase,
There is nothing like havother of Home's richest heiresses.
from both whatever could attach themselves to earth, and betwo
to
one's
bow."
ing
strings
come the spoil of the impious soldier, instead of having been
This coarse and bitter sarcasm wounded the noble officer's
made the inheritance of the poor, t
best feeling'! to the quick
and had he not long before disNor would the great principles be forgotten, of making the
ciplined himself to Qiristiau meekness, his blood would have
of good worku to shine before men, while the hand which
light
pr< ;\ ed too powerful f >r his reason.
filled the lamp, porired in its oil ha the secret, which only He
" It is not
good for either of us, Fulvius, that you remain
who seeth in secret, can penetrate. The plate and jewels of a
longer here. The courteous dismissal of the noble lady whom
noble family publicly valued, sold, and, in their price, distrihave
insulted
has
I
be
the
not
sufficed
must
ruder
you
;
grossly
buted to the poor, must have been a bright example of cl
executor ot her command." Saying this, he took the unbidden
which consoled the Church, animated the generous, shamed
arm
iu
his
and
conducted
him
to
the
guest's
powerful grasp,
touched the heart of the catechumen, and drew
door.
When ho had put him outside, still holding him fast, the avaricious,
and prayers from the lips of the poor. And yet the
"
blessings
lie added,
Go now, Fulvius, in peace ; and remember that
individual right hand that gave them remained closely shroudyou have this day made yourself amenable to the laws of the ed from the
scrutiny or consciousness of the left and the huirthy conduct. I will spare you.if you know how
and modesty of the noble giver remained concealed in
to keep your own counsel but it is well that you should know, mility
His bosom, into which these earthly treasures were laid up, to
that I am acquainted with your occupation in Home
and that
be returned with boundless accl eternal usury.
I hold this morning's insolence over your head, as a security
And such was the case in the instance before us. When all
that you follow it discreetly.
Now, again I say, go in peace." was
prepared, Dionysius the priest, who at the same tin;
But he had no sooner let go his grasp, than he felt himself
the physician to whom the care of the sick was committed, and
from behind by an unseen, but evidently an athletic,
who had succeeded Polycarp in the title of St. Pastor, made
It wasEurotas, from v. ii,,m Fulvius durst conceal
assailant.
his appearance, and seated in a chair at one end of the court,
the intended interview
nothing, and to whom he hs
thus addressed the assembly
with Corviims, that had followed and watched him.
From the
"Dear brethren, our merciful God has touched the heart of
and coarse character
black B]
i

i

I'

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

<

;

;

I

:

>:ed

i

nj

fit.

A

soli

Home

servo fldem."

trap.
Office

r.

corded of Nopotian, that on hts conversion he distributed
St. I'uuhiius ot Nola did the same.

all

his property it the poor.
1

"i'.tbia

lonw.v

impio

quod non
."&f. Aug.

militi

vie dare

eacerdoti, et

hoc

tollit

fiacus,

quod

IOLA
some charitable brother,
.-.ml

to

lie is

have compassion on his poorer

much worldly possession
know not; nor would I

himself of

Who

Christ's sake.
kno-\T.

strip

ho is I
some one who loves not to have his
'e-ik

mantling, and worthy in v

;

Jesto have a

np.'r/e

ofilieir

for

Hixur-

:

:

tr<

s of
;r

but prefers, like the blessed Laurence, that they should be borne up,
by the hands of Christ's poor, into the heavenly treasury.
"Accept, then, ns a sift from God, who has inspired this
and which
charity, lhe distribution which is about to be made,
may be a useful help, in the days of tribulation, whi
preparing for us. And as the only return which is desired
from you, join all in that familiar prayer, which we daily recite
for those who give, or do, us good."
During' this brief address, poor Pancratius knew not which
way to look. He had shrunk into a corner behind the assist-

whore rust consumes, and

;

in am', steal,

prajM

bright

;

rialpurp!
changing opal hue, scan-

iy

to it,

through a

al.

It is pleasant then to sit in a shady spot, on a hill-side, and
look ever and anon, from one's book, ovr
varyFor, as the breeze sweeps over tho olives
;ipe.
on the hill-side, and turns over t.ltei;
;t from

them

light aud shade, for tlieir t.v.
the sun shines, or the cloud

tint

>

;

yards,

<

rounded hollows between, the brilliant web of uustirring
vine-leaves displays a yellower or browner shade of its dei
jrreen.
Then, mingle with these the innumerable other colors
that tinge the picture, from tho d:irk
:he duller ilex,
in the

and Sebastian had compassionately stood before him,
making himself as large as possible. And his emotion did all the rich chestnut, the reddening orchard, the adust stubble,
but betray him, when the whole of that assembly knelt down, the melancholy pine to Italy what the palm-tree is to the
and with outstretched hands, uplif ted eyes, and fervent tone, East
towering above the box, and the arbutus, and
of villas, and these scattered all over the mountain, hill, and
cried out, as if with one voice,
"Retribuere dignare, Doinine, omnibus nobis bona faci- plain, with fountains leaping up, and cascades gliding down,
Amen."*
porticoes of glittering marble, statues of bronze and stone^
entibus, propter Nomen tuum, vitLiti ceternam.
The alms were then distributed, and they proved unexpect- painted fronts of rustic dwellings, with flowers in;
and a and patches of greensward; and you have a faint idea of the
edly large. Abundant food was also served out to all,
attractions which, for this month, as in our days, used to draw
cheerful banquet closed the edifying scene. It was yet early
indeed many partook not of food, as a still more delicious, and out the Roman patrician and knight, from what Horace
for them in the neigh- the clatter and smoke of Rome, to feast his eyes upon the
spiritual, feast was about to be prepared
ants,

I

:

calmer beauties of the country.

boring titular church.

And so, as the happy month approached, villas were seen
upon seeing her poor
old cripple safe home, and upon carrying for him his heavy open to let in air
and innumerable slaves were busy, dusting
canvas purse and chatted so cheerfully to him, that he was and scouring, trimming the hedges into fantastic shapes, clear
his poor
ing the canals for the artificial brooklets, and plucking up the
surprised when he found they had reached the door of
The vilticus or country steward
but clean lodging. His blind guide then thrust his purse into weeds from the gravel-walks.
his hand, and giving him a hurried good day, tripped away superintends all and with sharp word, or sharper lash, makes
most lightly, aud was soon lost to his sight. The bag seemed many suffer, that perhaps one only may enjoy.
At last the dusty roads become encumbered -with every
uncommonly full; so he counted carefully its contents, and
found, to his amazement, that he had a double portion. He species of vehicle, from the huge wain carrying furu
At the first opportunity, he slowly drawn by oxen, to the light chariot or gig, dashing on
tried again, and still it was so.
made inquiries from Reparatus, but could get no explanation. behind spirited barbs and as the best roads were narrow, and
If he had seen Crecilia, when she had turned the corner, laugh the drivers of other days were not more smooth-tongued than
some one a good trick, and those of ours, we may imagine what confusion and iioi:
outright, as if she had been playing
running as lightly as if she had nothing heavy about her, he squabbling filled the public ways. Nor was there a
might have discovered a solution of the problem of his wealth. one among these. Sabine, Tusculan, and Alban hills were all
studded over with splendid villas, or humbler cottages, such aa

When

all

was

over, Caacilia insisted

;

;

;

;

.

.

a Mrecenas or a Horace might respectively occupy even the
Campagna of Rome is covered with the ruins of immense
country residences ; while from the mouth of tho Tiber,
;

flat

CHAPTER XVL

the coast

THE MONTH OF OOTOBEB.
of October in Italy is certainly a glorious seahis heat, but not his Splendor;
he is less scorching, but not less bright. As he rises in the
morning, he dashes sparks of radiance over awakening nature,

THE month

son.

The sun has contracted

so on to

Nor were

these limits sufficient to satisfy the periodical
Rome. The borders of Benacus (now the
Lago Maggiore, north of Milan), Como, and the beautiful
banks of the Breuta, received their visitors not from neighbor-

for rustication in

upon entering his presence-chamber,
ing cities only, still less from wanderers of Germanic
gems and gold into the crowd; and the but rather from the inhabitants of the
imperial capital.
and the
their

as an Indian prince,
flings handfuls of

by Laurentum, Lanuvium, and Antium, and

Bajse, and other fashionable watering-places round
Vesuvius, a street of noble residences may be said to have run.

Cajeta,

mountains seem to stretch forth
woods to wave their lofty arms,

rocky heads,
in eagerness to cateh his
a cloudless sky,
royal largess. And after careering through
when he reaches his goal, and finds his bed spread with mol-

origin,

was to one of these " tendereyos of Italy, "as Pliny calls its
because forming its truest beauty, that Fabiol;
hastened, before the rush on the road, the day after her black
It was situated on the slope
slave's interview with Corvinus.
ten gold on the western sea, and canopied above with purple
of the hill which descends to the bay of Gaeta; and was
more brilliant
clouds, edged with burnished yet airy fringes,
remarkable, like her house, for the good taste which ai-r
than Ophir supplied to the couch of Solomon, he expands himthe most costly, though not luxurious, elements of comfortself into a huge disk of most benignant effulgence, as if to bid
From the terrace in front of the elegant villa, could be seen the
after
sends
but
soon
back,
disapfarewell to his past course
azure bay, embowered in the richest of shores, like a
from the world ho is visiting and calm
pearing, radiant messengers
mirror in HU embossed and enamelled frame, relieved by the
will soon come back, and gladden us
us
he
to
remind
cheering,
white sun-lit sails of yachts, galleys, pleasuro-boats, and
If less powerful, his ray is certainly richer and more
again.
of which rose the roaring laagh of
fishing-skiffs; from some
It has taken months to draw out of the sapless, shrivactive.
excursionists, from others the song or harp-notes of family
slender
then
crisp
tendrils,
elled vine-stem, first green leaves,
or the loud, sharp, and not over-refin-ad ditties of the
and last little clusters of hard sour berries and the growth parties,
various ploughmen of the deep. A gallery of lattice, covered
the
leaves
are
hu
now
But
slow.
has been
It

villas,!

;

;

provokingly

"

Be pleased

to render,
do unto us Kood Uiiugi."

O

LorO, eternal
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>nt
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1

a

!ly net
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it.

crystal

which

it

down
babbled sad fretted, till, rushing over it if
murmuring and chattering, in the most good-natured way
i',

fi

'"

:
'

ii>

would

'

imaginable, along the side of the trellis, into the sea. Two
:ous plane-trees oast their shade over this classic ground,
riuto's anil Cicero's over their
-sot' philoThe most beautiful (lowers and plants
sophical disquisition.
from distant climates had been taught to make this spot their
home, sheltered, as it was, equally from sultriness and from

apparently solid lu.
flight of virtuous da
moral truth, or a more piv;:
whom she had long admired proposed iu1!

frost.

thought, or superiori i.
of this in Syra's word:?, ideas,

<

i

-lie

gr;tnd

uthnrs

by any

of wit; nor did

and
and doctrines which she was reading nor,,
!y new
to her. But there seemed to be in her maid's m
latent
but infallible standard of truth, some master-]
ness.
His daughter was, therefore, mostly alone, and enjoyed ed equally every closed deposit of moral kuov,
a delicious solitude. Besides a well-furnished library, always attuned chord, which vibrated in unfailing
was just and right, but jnpgled in uiss;<
kept at the villa, chiefly containing work:? on agriculture or of a
Win*'
local interest, a stock of books, some old favorites, other lighter was wrong, vicious or even inaccurate.
she wanted to discover; it was more like an
productions of the season (of which she generally procured an
intuition, than anyearly copy at a high price), was brought every year from Rome, thing she had before witnessed. She was not yet in :i condition
together with a quantity of smaller familiar works of art, such to learn, that the meanest and least in the Kingdom of
itributed through new apartments, make them become a Heaven (and what lower than a slave?) was greater in spiritual
home. Most of her morning hours were spent in the cherished wisdom, intellectual light, and heavenly privi!e.^i 8, thai
*
retreat just described, with a book-casket at her side, from the Baptist Precursor.
It was on a delicious morning in October, that,
which she selected first one volume and then another. But any
reclining bj
the spring, the mistress and slave were occupied in
visitor calling upcm her this year would have been surprised to
reading
when the former, wearied by the heaviness of the volume, lookfind her almost always with a companion and that a slave
We may imagine how amazed she was when the day follow- ed for something lighter and newer and drawing out a manua dinner at her house, Agnes informed her that Syra had
script from her casket, said
"
Here is something, I
declined leaving her service, though tempted by a bribe of
Syra, put that stupid book down.
am
Still more astonished was she at learning that the
told, very amusing, and only just come out. It will
liberty.
"
to both of us.
reason was attachment to herself. She could feel no pleasura
The handmaid did as she was told, looked at the title of the
ble consciousness of having earned this affection by any acts of
She glanced over the fir
kindness, nor even by any decent gratitude for her servant's proposed volume, and blushed.
care of her in illness.
She saw that it was one
She was therefore at first inclined to lines, and her fears were confirmed.
think Syra a fool for her pains. But it would not do in her of those trashy works, which were freely allowed to circulate, as
It was true she had often read or heard of instances of St. Justin complained, though grossly immoral, and n:.
niind.
while every Christian writing was supfidelity and devotedness in slaves, even towards oppressive light of all virtue
masters ;* but these were always accounted as exceptions to the pressed, or as much as possible discountenanced.
She put
general rule and what were a few dozen cases, in as many down the book with a calm resolution, and said
"Do not, my good mistress, ask me to read to yon from
centuries, of love, compared with the daily ten thousand ones
of hatred around her ? Yet here was a clear and
It is fit neither for me to recite, nor for you to
palpable one that book.
at hand, and it struck her
She waited a time, and hear."
forcibly.
Fabiola was astonished.
watched her maid eagerly, to see if she could discover in her
She had never heard, or
conduct any airs, any symptoms of thinking she had done a thought, of such a thing as restraint put upon In
grand thing, and that her mistress must feel it. Not in the What in our days would be looked upon as unfit for co>
least.
Syra pursued all her duties with the same simple dili- perusal, formed part of current and fashionable literature.
gence, and never betrayed any signs of believing herself less a From Horace to Ausonius, all classical writers dAnd what rule of virtue could have made that reading
this.
slave than before.
Fabiola's heart softened more and more
seem indelicate, which only described by the pen a system of
and she now began to think that not quite so difficult
which,
in her conversation with Agnes, she had
morals, which the pencil and the chisel made hourly visi
pronounced impossible
to love a slave.
And she had also discovered a second evidence, every eye? Fabiola had no higher standard of right and wrong
than the system, under which she had been educated could give
that there wax such a thing in the world as disinterested
love,
her.
affection that asked for no return.
'What possible harm can it do either of us ?" she EM
Her conversation with her slave, after the memorable one
which we have recounted, had satisfied her that she had received smiling. " I have no doubt, there are plenty of foul crimi
a superior education.
She was too delicate to question her on wicked actions described in the book but it will not indii
to commit them.
her early history, especially as masters often had
And, in the meantime, it is amusing to read
young slaves
highly educated to enhance their value. But she soon discov- them of others."
"Would you yourself, for any consideration do them ?''
ered that she read Greek and Latin authors with ease and ele"Not for the world."
gance, and wrote well in both languages.
she
By degrees
her position, to the great annoyance of her com"Yet, as you hear them rend, their image must occupy your
as they amuse you, your thoughts must dwell
is
she ordered Euphrosyne to give her a
upon them
separate room, mind;
the greatest of comforts to the poor maid and she
pleasure."
employed with
"
What then ?"
ur herself as a
Still she could perCertainly.
secretary and reader.
" That
is foulness, that thought ie
ceive no change in her conduct, no
image
no
for
pride,
pretensions
" How is tint
the moment any work presented itself of the menial character
Does not wickedness reqn.'
po: ihle ?
formerly allotted to her, she never seemed to think of turning action, to have any existei:
"True, my mistress and what is the action of the mind, of
Fabius, for reasons which will be explained later, seldom
paid more than a flying visit for a couple of days to this villa ;
and even then it was generally on his way to some
of Roman fashion, -where he had, or pretended to have, busi-
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Such aa are given by Macrobius

in his Saturnalia, lib.

i.,

and by Valerius

Matt. lii. 11.
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call it
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the soul, but thought?

passion which

And whn*
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he does

in the next stream.

the
01 bulk, h

But,

like its ore-'iu.
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oiisibility of the final

fail.
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"I

understand you," said Fabiola. after a pause of some
" r>ut

There

i

i.

.

,

for the

you mainlaiu,

To whom?

ivell

i:

lit-

ia res-

ns the out-

second follow, there is joint
..isibility for both, to society, to the laws, to principles of
for painful results will ensue. But if
only the
d action exist, to whom can there be responsibility ? Who
?
Who can presume to judge it ? Who to control it ?"
act.

ward,

If the

i

"

!od," nnswei.

I

Aith simple earnestness,

Fabiola was disappointed.

some
down
so

striking principle, to
into what she

much

as she once hud d

She expected some new theory,
come out. Instead, they had sunk
s mere
superstition, though not
"
What, Syra, do you then

.Hid Juno, or perhaps Minerva, who
about the nio:
:d>le of the Olympian
family ? Do you
think they have anything to do with our affairs ?"
"Par indeed from it I loathe their very names, and I detest
iness which th. ir histories or fables symbolize on
earth.
No, I spoke not of gods and goddesses, but of one only
is

;

i."

would

or light

:',

in v

s V

3

arc

beautiful

always,

Syra, and,

if

most wonderful ;" ob^
her eyes were fixedly

true,

which

eon;
the fountain, OB though
she were testing the truth of Syra's v
"And they sound like the truth," she added; "for could
falsehood be more beautiful than truth ? But what an awful
.

been alone, has never had a wish to
has never held a single thought in secret, has
hidden the most foolish fancy of a proud or cliildish brain,
hat one has ncrcr

oneself,

from the observation of One that knows no imperfection. Terrible thought, that one is living, if you say true, under the
steady gaze of an Eye, of which the sun is but a shadow, for
he enters not the soul
It is enough to make one any evening
commit self-destruction, to get rid of the torturing watchfulness
Yet it sounds so true !''
!

!

Fabiola looked almost wild as she spoke these -words. The
pride of her pagan heart rose strong within her, and she
rebelled against the supposition that she could never again feel
alone with her own thoughts, or that any power should exist
which could control her inmost desires; imaginings, or caStill

prices.

the thought

came back

:

"Yet

it

seems so true

!"

Her generous intellect struggled against the writhing p:
"And what do you call Him, Syra, in your system?"
"He has no name but GOD and that only men have given like an eagle with a serpent more with eye, than with beak
Him, that they may speak of Him. It describes not His and talons, subduing the quailing foe. Afte^ a struggle, -visi;

;

nature, His origin, His attributes."
"And what are these?" asked the mistress, with

awakened

curiosity.

as light is

"Simple
,

His nature, one and the same every-

indivisible, undeniable, penetrating yet diffusive, ubi-

He

and unlimited.

us

He will

existed

before there was any

ending has ceased. Power,
and unerring judgment belong to
Him by His nature, and are as unlimited and unrestrained
as it.
He alone can create, He alone can preserve, and He
uing;

exist after all

love, justice too,

>rn,

alone can destroy.''
1'abiola had often read of the inspired looks which animated
or the priestess of an oracle
but she had never
.1,
sed them till now.
The slave's countenance glowed, her
-hone with a calm brilliancy, her frame was immovable,
the v
d from her lips, as if these were but the opening
;

ble in her countenance and gestures, a calm came over her.
She seemed for the first time to feel the presence of One greater

thnn herself, some one whom she feared, yet whom she would
wish to love. She bowed down her mind, she bent her intelligence to His feet and her heart too owned, for the first time,
that it had a Master, and a Lord.
Syra, with a calm intensity of feeling, silently watched the
workings of her mistress's mind. She knew how much depended on their issue, what a mighty step in her unconscious
;

pupil's religious progress was involved in the recognition of
the truth before her ; and she fervently prayed for this
grace.

At length Fabiola raised her head, which seemed to have been
bowed down in accompaniment to her mind, and with graceful
kindness said,

"

i

Syra, I

ics

ml,

"How

am

sure I have not yet reached the depths of your

&
made vocal by another's breath. Her knowledge you must have much more to teach me."
" But
and manner forcibly reminded Fabiola of that and a blush came to the poor handmaid's relief.)
to-day
i-ious look, which she had so often noticed
you have opened a new world, and a new life, to my thoughts.
and though in the child it was more tender and A sphere of virtue beyond the opinions and the judgments of

of a musical reed,

;

maid

in the

it

.-ore

:

earnest and oracular.

excitable an Eastern

I'uthuM'

(

;

temperament
she gazed upon her slave.

men, a consciousness of a controlling, an approving, and a re(Syra expressed approwarding Power too am I right ?"
bation,) "standing by. us when no other eye can
:

thought Fabiola, ae
\o wonder the East should be thought the land of poetry or encourage us a feeling that, were we shut up for ever in solittiou."
When she saw Syra relaxed from the tude, we should be ever the same, because that influence on us
it tension of her
mind, she quid, ia as light a tone as she must be so superior to that of any amount of human princould
"But, Syra, can you think, that a Being such plcs, in guiding us, and could not leave us such, if I underas you have des
conception of ancient stand your theory, is the position of moral elevation, in which
eh individual. To fall below it, even with an
ivith constantly watching the actions,
lions of creatures?"
outwardly virtuous life, is mere deceit, and positive wickedness" It is n
is not even choice.
I called Is this so ?"
"O
oc.
!ior to the sun to send his
Him light. Js
my dear mistress," exclaimed Syra, "how much
TV pebbles you can express all this than I !"
" You have never flattered me
in its
disclose, not only the
yet, Syra," replied Fabiola,
the
foul
that
but
harbors there; not only the smilingly; " do not begin now. But you have thrown anew
ii'ul,
from its rough sides not light upon other subjects, till to-day obscure to me. Tell me,
spark!
11 for a mi
now, was it not this you meant, when you once told me, that in
distinction between mis:
n fish that your view t!.
'

'

;

;

il

ii,

ir,

1

1

1

;

>

I'ing things,

which Keek
for

the

light

all this, to

hide and bury!

to

aiiuot

;

that as the distinction is only outward,
is not to be put in comparison with that

is,

cial, it

exists b

]

,.1-e

:

<t

inspareut

that

<

.id

hold

t:

the

would

it

i

sin-

from throwing

their \isi!>le

.

it

that possible

>d

y which lie

" It was

bodily a

..lie

one

<r

nmk '!"

ii
.,

my noble lady

;

though

;

Tin:

CHURCH

arn other considerations involved in the id

hardly interest

" And

you

forae

"

lie

1.

mistress,

;

s

m

of
tli

which

it

at

s-i

she

oat the beautiful theory.
ilikeabri
lamp in the midst of 8
up only a wilderness. What was the use of so much wasted
splendor V
The next morning had been fixed for one of those visits *
used to be annually paid to the country, thai,
.\v cs'

with an emotion quite new to her.
The poor inaid was overpowered. She, rose and threw h
on her knees before her mistress, and tried to seize her luind
but she prevented her, and, for the first time iu her life, Fabiola
threw herself upon a slave's neck, and wept.
;

Her passion of tears was long and tender. Her heart was
getting above her intellect and this can only be by itsi
ing softness. At length she grew calm and as she withdrew
l>er embrace she said

!

had retired

trate

;

a

:

" One
thing more, Syra dare one address, by worship, this
whom you have described to me? Is He not too great,

number

she heard

On

ChromutiuB.
io

and

his

of the converts

re;

all sorts of

in

villa

made

priest Polycarp, to complete tl;
cumstances, of course, Fabiola

:

too distant, for this ?"

of tlin city,

that after his conversion

1

;

1

freed

;

of our hearts pass directly into the divine abyss of His."

"

is there no
But," pursued Fabiola, somewhat timidly,
great act of acknowledgment, such as sacrifice is supposed to
be, whereby He may be formally recognized and adored ?"
Syra hesitated, for the conversation seemed to be trenching

It

t'ue

of visitors ui,

uents

;

all

Of

curious reports about OJXromatius's

His might, His kindness,
and His wisdom, we live and move and have our being. Hence,
one may address Him, not as far off, but as around us and within us, while we are in Him and He hears us not with ears, but
our words drop at once into Hia very bosom, and the desires
of the sun, so in the very splendor of

i

.

was said that he had a number
at his house
that he gave no

;

Campania,

>y

:

"Oh.no! far from it, noble lady," answered the servant.
" He is not distant from
any of us for as much as in the light

"

the

tViiiii

,.

1

Have you forgiven me that day, Syra ?" said the

i'ty,

to

'lit

replied the gentle servant

I pray !"

it,

it

nud an
allude to

!"

imposed, the watchfulness which
uii

'

stated that pj

"do not

no

no,

27

>//,'.v.

would

i

the

so monstrous. BO absurd, that pride
I>o you remember tiiat. S;

"Oh,

Tin:

at piv

when you

yet,

(>!'

,

;

his country slaves, but that many of
him ; that if numerous, the

ferred remaining with

ment seeemed very happy, though no

seen

he hod

that

I

pre-

\

boisterous;

frolicsome meetings seemed to be indulged iu.
All this stimulated Fabiola's curiosity, in addition to her wish to
<

pleasing duty of courtesy to a most kind f
hood and she longed to see, with her o\v:
to her to be a veiy Platonic, or, as we should say, U t
experiment.
In a light country carriage, with good horses. Fabiola si
i

;

ross the "]
upon mysterious and sacred ground, never opened by the early, and dashed gaily along tli
Church to profane foot.
She, however, answered in a simple Campania." An autumnal shower had laid the 'lust, u.ix!
and general affirmative.
ded with glistening gems the garlands of vine which boi
" And could not
I," still more humbly asked her mistress, the way, festooned, instead of hedges, from tree t"
" be so far instructed in
your school, as to be able to perform was not long before she reached the gentle acclivity, for
this sublimer act of homage ?"
could scarcely be called, covered with box, arbutus, an.
" I fear
one must needs obtain a Victim rels, relieved by tall tapering cypresses, amidst which shon
not, noble Fabiola
<

i;

i

the white walls of the large villa on the summit.
A cl
worthy of the Deity."
"
" A bull
Ah, yes to be sure," answered Fabiola.
may she perceived, had taken place, which at first she cou'd n
be good enough for Jupiter, or a goat for Bacchus but where actly define; but when she had passed through the
e found a sacrifice worthy of Him, whom
you have number of empty pedestals and niches reminded her, tli;
villa had entirely lost one of its most characteristic orna
brought me to know ?"
" It must indeed be one
the number of beautiful statues which stood grae
every way worthy of Him, spotless
in purity, matchless in greatness, unbounded in
acceptable- against the clipped evergreen hedges, and gave it the
now become quite an empty one, of Ad A'tatuaa.*
" And what can that
be, Syra ?'
Chromatius, whom she had last seen limping with gout.
hale old man, courteously received her, and inquired K
Only Himself."
Fabiola shrouded her face with her hands, and then
after her father, asking if the report were true that he w:i
looking
up earnestly into Syra's face, said to her
ing shortly to Asia. At this Fabiola seemed grieved auu m
I am sure that, after having so clearly described to me the ne d f r ne bad not mentioned his intention to her.
Ch
deep sense of responsibility, under arhieh you must habitually ti' tB hoped it might be a false alarm, and asked her to
u kept with the same
speak as well as act, you have a real meaning in this awful say- stroll about the grounds. She
"
care as ever, full of beautiful plants; but still much m;
ing, though I understand you not.
As surely as every word of mine is heard, as
^he 1<1 statues. At last they reached a grotto with a fountain,
every thought
"
of mine is seen, it is a truth which I have
in which formerly nymphs and sea-deities disported, but v.
spoken.
" I have not
She could contain
strength to carry the subject further at present' now presented a black unbroken surface.
herself no longer, and, turning to Chroraatius, she said
my mind has need of rest. "
"Why, what on earth have you been doing, Chromatius, to
send away all your statues, and destroy the p
;ire of
your handsome villa ? What induced you to do this ?"
CHAPTEE XVIL
"My dear young lady," answered the good-humored old
gentleman, "do not be so angry. Of what use were those figTHE CHSISTIAN COMMUNITY.
ures to any one ?"
"If you thought so," replied she, " others might not But
AFTER this conversation Fabiola retired and during the
tell
me, what have you done with them all ?"
rest of the day her mind was
alternately agitated and calm.
"Why, to tell you the truth, I have had them brought under
When she looked steadily on the grand view of moral life which
the hammer."
her mind had grasped, she found on unusual
tranquillity in its
" What and never let mo know
ion
she felt as if she had made
anything abont it ? You
of
a
discovery
great
know
there were several pieces I wouid most
the
of
which guided her into a new
in,
knowledge
gladly have pur"
chased.
gion, whence she could smile on the erroi
follies oi mankind. But wheu she considered the
*
"The Villa of
responsibility
or
!

!

i

"

:

i

t

;'

'

:

:

;

!

;

1

Statute,''

,...>

HI. A

and

ChromnlirtB laughed ouh-krht,

with thnt familiar

sniil,

ic

l>i MI-

me

my

c

:

lu.u

\viili

In r

i

!

If

you

!'

want a stray leg, or a hand minus a few fingers, perhaps I
iek up such a tiling for you.
But I cannot promise you
i.r a skull without a fracture."
>!a was ut.rriy amazed, as she exclaimed, "What an utWhat
ter liarbarian you have become, my wise old judge
shadow of reason can you give to justify so outrageous a proto

i

!

?"

and broken up

:h

Not only

covered.

gods and
.nashed, pulverized

'n

fje proved

ri;;M..

Rome

small

Chey we

runs away, far too
with ; i meant not the

ion

mier, but

"

"

fr.

:

your young

poor old

withheld

a child null

.1111

"

OH

;

le

;

and

:

v

.v

also one of the

most fervent

of Christi.

in glorious mart
to stay in
i

rs,

in the

re-

sou Tiburtius

w,

Rome, to encourge and assist
coming persecution, which his connection with
i

the palace, his great courage

ble

niui

him

to

He had

become, naturally, the great friend and frequent
companion of Sebastian and 1'ancratius.
After this little digression, we resume the conversation between Chromatius and Fabiola, who continued her last sendo.

tence, by adding,
see, as I have grown older, I have grown wiser
" But do
and I have conie to the conclusion that Mr. Jupiter and Mrs.
you know, Chromatius let us sit down in this
Juno are no more gods than you or I ; so I summarily got rid lovely spot, where I remember there was a beautiful Ba
that all sorts of strange reports are going round the country,
of them.'
"
and I, though neither old nor about your doings here ?"
Yes, that may be very well
" Dear me
But why not retain
What are they ? Do tell me."
wise, have been long of the same opinion.
"
uere works of art?"
Why, that you have a quantity of people living with you,
" Because
they had been set up here, not in that capacity, whom nobody knows that you see no company, go out nobut as divinities. They wore here as impostors, under false where, and lead quite a philosophical sort of life, forming a
pretences; and us you would turn out of your house, for an most Platonic republic."
intruder, any bust or image found among those of your ances"Highly nattered!" interrupted Chromatius, with a smile
and bow.
tors, but belonging to quite another family, so did I these precs to a higher connection with me, when I found it false.
"But that is not all," continued Fabiola. " They say you
Neither could I run a risk, of their being bought for the con- keep most unfashionable hours, have no amusements, and live
tinuance of the same imposture."
most abstemiously in fact, almost starve yourseh
" And
" But I
pray, my most righteous old friend, is it not an imhope they do us the justice to add that we pay our
"
j to continue calling your villa Ad Statuaa, after not a way?" observed Chromatius.
They don't say, do they, that
statue is left standing in it ?"
we have a long score run up at the baker's or grocer's ?"
"
"
Certainly," replied Chromatius, amused at her sharpness,
Oh, no !" replied Fabiola, laughing.
" ami
" How kind of them !"
will
all
see
that
have
I
about;
you
rejoined the good-humored old judge.
planted palm-trees
"
and, as soon as they show their heads above the evergreens,
They the whole public, I mean seem to take a wonderful
interest in our concerns.
the villa will take the title of Ad Palmas* instead."
But is it not strange, my dear young
" That will be a
pretty name," said Fabiola, who little lady, that so long as rny villa was on the free-and-easy system,
,; of appropriateness which it would
with as much loose talk, deep drinking, occasional sallies of
thought of the h
Contain.
She, of course, was not aware, thnt the villa was now youthful mirth, and troublesome freaks in the Etiirhborhood,
a training-school, in which many were being prepared, as as others I beg your pardon for alluding to suck tilings but,
'ITS or gladiators used to be, in separate institutions, for in fact, so long as I and my friends were neither temperate nor
the great combat of faith, martyrdom to death. They who had irreproachable, nobody gave himself the least trouble about us ?
entered in, and they who would go out, might equally say they But let a few people retire to live in quiet, be frugal, induswere on their way to pluck the conqueror's palm to be borne trious, entirely removed from public affairs, and never even
by them before God's judgment-seat, in token of their victory talk about politics or society, and at once there springs up a
over the world.
Many were the palm-branches shortly to be vulgar curiosity to know all about them, e
in third-rate statesmen to meddle with them and there must
gathered in that early Christian retreat.
But we must here give the history of the demolition of Chro- needs fly about flocks of false reports and foul
which forms a peculiar episode in the "Acts about their motives and manner of living.
Is not this a
matic

Why, you

!

1

;

!

;

;

.

.

1

;

;

;

.

phenomenon

ian."

When

Xicostratus informed him, as prefect of Borne, of the
e of his prisoners, and of the recovery of Tranquillinus
from gout by baptism, Chromatius, after making every inquiry
u th of the fact, sent for Sebastian, and proposed to
it; a Christian, as a means of
obtaining a cure of the same
''d not be; and another course
complaint. This of r
roposed, which would give him new and personal evidence
:>n insincere baptism.
of Christianity wJHi
Chroinaumber of idolatrous images
>:.

:

:

d by Sebastian, that, if he
would at once rebut he r
His
Bon Tiburtius,
nious, and protested that if the
suit did not follow, he would have Sebastian and
Polycarp thrown into a lila/.ing furnace not perhaps so diffi-

which he possessed and
would have them all
This was a
;

.

>.

I

.

:

.

'

;

cult a

In

'

111:1!

were broken

*'ios

<>'

;

w

'11

"ken
:

d.

J-!i:l

;

but Chro-

out for, and
ie.

':

in y

as those in the

" I:

:

*

" Al " or

''

;

;

my

good friend ?"

"We spend our time in the cultivation of our higher faculWe rise frightfully early I hardly daxe tell yon howties.
we then devote some hours to religious worship
which we occupy ourselves in a variety of ways; somr
some write, some labor in the gardens and I assure vou no
hired workmen ever toiled harder and better than these
spontaneous agriculturists. We meet at dill
sing beautiful songs together, all breathing virtue and purity,
and read most improving books, and re.
from eloquent teachers. Our meals are, indeed, very ten;
:!>les
but I ha.
we live
ul out
that
quite compatible with lentils, and th;
early

;

:

;

i

;

1;.

cheer does no!

"

:

Something has been

?"

" It
but how do you account for it ?"
is, indeed
" I can
only do so by that faculty of little minds, wliieh
mnkcs them always jealous of any aims higher than their own
so that, almost unconsciously, they depreciate whatever they
feel to be better than they dare aspire to."
" But what is
really your object and your mode of life here,

that

Why you
was quite

are
i

M

turned

.

But

i

.

*

tv tluj

Calais."

Jub.

it rnus'.
\ 11.

-

nil-:

ciirxcn

n/<<

system," remarked Fabioliv, with n knowing look.
"Hu you cunning thing!" answered the judge; "so you
really think that this may be a saving plan after all ? But it
won't be, for we have taken a most desperate resolution."
" And what on earth is that?" asked the
young lady.
"
Nothing less than this. We are determined that there
shall not be such a thing as a poor person within our reach ;
this winter we will endeavour to clothe all the nuked, ;md feed
the hungry, and attend all the sick about. All our economy
!

mil go

good old man placed befor
she wrote a fe-n
the paper, tied a
and impressed her wal, which
AIIM
bag, upon the wax.
she could better
<, when
nf the

not."

"How so?"
"Do not be

vellum,

know

h

HIM!

thin

tint

l.i

Mug

id

Clirnir

touching! v

should never

'it;

t.

very diilerent feeling

but

it

which
Must ho leave
<

li'-r
always remain thus ?
ignorance? Were that generous heart, and that

a

grovel on in the slime of bitter j
feeling and every thought in t'e:
finest fibres, across which truth might weave the richest
.1 him
It could not be; and yet ath"
from an avowal, which he felt would, at present, on
"
her fatally from any nearer approach lo the faith.
my child," he exclaimed, " may you be blessed a. h;
in ways which as yet you know not." He turned away his face
as he dropped her hand, and hastily withdrew.
Fabiola too was moved by the mystery, as well as the ti
lect, to

offended if I tell you; but already they have
hint that possibly you are Christians. But
this, 1 assure you, I have everywhere indignantly contra-

gone so

ink find a reed, and

After partaking of some slight
IXtd

;

wWi

.

for this."

"It is, indeed, a very generous, though very new, idea
in our times
and no doubt you will be well laughed at
for your pains, and abused ou all sides.
They will even
say worse of you than they do now, if it were possible ; but
it is

Tin: C

far as to

dicted."

Chromatius smiled, and

said,

"

Why

an indignant contradic-

rny dear child?"
"
Because, to be sure, I know you and Tiburtius, and Nicostratus, and that dear dumb Zoe, too well to admit, for a
moment, that you had adopted the compound of stupidity and
tion,

knavery called by that name."
"Let me ask you one question.

ness, of his

words

;

but was

startled, before rcaehii.

Have you taken the trouble to find her chariot stopped by Torquatus. She was
writings, by which you might know moment painfully struck by the contrast betwe;

at that

any Christian
what is really held and done by that despised body ?"
rather familiar, though respectful, manner of the y
"
and the mild gravity, mixed with cheerfulness, of th<Oh, not I, indeed I would not waste my time over them
I could not have patience to learn anything about them. I ex-prefect.
" but are
" Pardon this
scorn them too much, as enemies of all intellectual progress, as
you
interruption, madam," he said,
"
doubtful citizens, as credulous to the last degree, mid as anxious to have this letter quickly delivered
"
that it should reach my f
sanctioning every abominable crime, ever to give myself a
Certainly, I am most anxious
chance of nearer acquaintance with them. "
as speedily as possible."
"
" Then I fear I shall be hardly able to serve you.
I can
Well, dear Fabiola, I thought just the same about them
"
an.
once, but I have much altered my opinion of late.
only afford to travel on foot, or by chance
" This
is, indeed, strange
since, as prefect of the city, you ance, and I shall be some days on the road."
" Would it be tnl<
must have had to punish many of these wretched people for
Fabiola, hesitating, said
of reading

;

;

1

;

:

their constant transgression of the laws."

liberty,

A cloud came over the cheerful countenance of the old man,
and a tear stood in his eye. He thought of St. Paul, who hud
once persecuted the Church of God. Fabioia saw the change,
and was distressed. In the most affectionate manner, she said
" I have said
to him,
something very thoughtless, I fe;ir, or
stirred up recollections of what must be painful to your kind
heart.
Forgive me, dear Chromatius, and let us talk of something

One purpose

else.

of

my visit to you was,

to ask

if

you

knew

of anyone going immediately to Rome.
I have heard,
from several quarters of my father's projected journey, and I
am anxious to write to him*, lest he repeat what he did before

go without taking leave of me, to spare me j
"
" there is a
Yes," replied Chromatius,
young man starting
Come into the library, and write
early to-morrow morning.
your letter the bearer is probably there."
They returned to the house, and entered an apartment on
the ground floor, full of book-chests. At a table in the middle
of the room a young man was seated, transcribing a large
;

volume

;

which, on seeing a stranger enter, he closed and put

"

Torquatus," said Chromatius, addressing him, "this lady
desires to send a letter to her father in Rome."
" It will
always give me great pleasure," replied the young
man, "to serve the noble Fabiola or her illustrious father."
"What, do you know them?" asked the judge, rather

" I had the
honor, when very young, as my father had had
before me, to be employed by the noble Fabius in Asia. Illhealth compelled me to leave his service."
Several sheets of fine vellum, cut to a size, evidently for
some book, lay on the table. One of these the

transcription of

There wus no post in th
.',ch an exprc-BB or tind

"
"
By no means," answered Torquatus, rather eagerly,
can thereby better serve your noble i
Fabiola handed him a purse abundantly RU;
lit
for his journey, but for an ample recompens.
with smiling readiness, and disappeared by a side alley,

if

I

>.

in his manner which made a d
think he was fit company I'or her
pression ; she could not
>n, he
If Chromatius had witnessed tile
old friend.
of
in
that
to
likeness
a
clutching
seen
eager
have
Judas,
would
the purse. Fabiola, however, was not sorry to I
by a sum of money, once for all, any obligation

was something

1

.

contracted

by making him her messenger.

Hh"

to destroy it r.s useless, wlieu she pel
that the other side of the vellum wos written on a;.

out

memorandum

;

scribcr of the book, which she saw put by, had
its continuation on that sheet.
Only

had been written, and she proceeded to read them,
first time she perused the following words from a book un-

the

to her

:

"I
do g-'H'l to thei,
say to you, love yotir enemies
hate you, nuil pray for them tha.
that you may be the children of your Father who is
'od and th<
eth upon the just and the unjiif nn Indian pe;
.Y
may iina;;-'

:

;

;

surprised.

*

journey ?"

known

aside.

I should offer to defray the expenses

if

na wishing
eoruc-

opportunity.

to send letters Ixad to

has picked up
to

in

but wl-.r-i
decide whether h

'''<>

pellne'.:
:

on

r\r.ii..\
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1

perhaps bo laughed

i

at

No

?
ler'ti.

her very

'.V'

>Out

it

wmnds

it

;

No:

B.

mo by

her

it

of

!

is

She oven

better not.

for me, though they
The' sin

,ible

:

rest.

a new

did they delight

him? did

His eye

'

ot.

1

thoughts amidst these shifting
uuse him?

:-'s

Does

iilemUd paiadox?
I
Or rather I -will
very like one of her bciuitii'ul, but

myself no more on

will trouble

ing and

like lloei.s of bright-p;::
fluttering on a lake.

t-

ion.

hat looked

that dis!.u:o.

tl:

o'r

:.

noted them.

It

did they de-

had run on

far

beyond them, to the shady porticoes and noisy streets of the
The dusty garden and the artificial fountain, the marcapital.
ble bath and the painted vault, were morn beautiful in his
eyes
than fresh autumn vineyards,
]., uud
|

such harperplexity,
}ievo it pies to the winds, or to puzzle some
find it on the roadside. Ho Phorinio, stop

cause of
words.

one

So

who may

else,

my

il

:

!

the chariot, and pick
drop]

up

parchment which

that piece of

though in> had thought the sheet
It was replaced in Fabiola's bosom
flung out.
-eal upon licr heart
lor that heart was cairn and
!.

.

:

:

have

I

delibit

was

silent

home.

CHAPTER

azure sky. He did not, of course, for a moment turn his
thoughts towards its foul deeds and impious practices, its luxury,

its

debauchery,

its

its

profaneness,

nies, its treacheries, its in

dishonesties, its

<-.

Oh, no! what would

,es.

he, a Christian, have again to do with th.
his mind became abstracted, it saw, in a dark

;es,

nook

as

of a hall iu

the Thermae, a table, round which moody but eager gai:
were casting their knuckle-bone dice; mid lie felt a qui'.
creep over him of an excitement long suppress! d; but a pair of
mild eyes, like Polycarp's, loomed on him I.
d the
table and aroused him.
Then he caught himself, iu fancy,
seated at a maple board, with am'
set in the rim of a golden goblet, and discourse, uugir,
inebriety, going round with the cup; when the repri
tenance of Chromatius would seem placed op;
.

TEMPTATION.

VEST early next morning a mule and guide came to the
door of Chroma! ius's villa.
On it was packed a moderate
saddle-bags, the whole known property of Torquafriends were up to sue him off', and receive from
the kiss of peace ere he departed.
May it not prove
oi

p:.ir

Many

him

Gethseniam
Some whispered a kind, soft word
exhorting him to be faithful to the graces he had re-

of

t

in his ear,

!

aud lie earnestly, and probably sincerely, promised
he would. Others, knowing his poverty, put a little
into his hand, and entreated him to avoid his old
uts and acquaintances.
Polyearp, however, the director of
ommuuity, called him aside; and with fervent words, and
i

conjured him to correct the irregularities, slight
ig, which had appeared in his conduct,
lie levity which had manifested itself in his
bearing,
ivate more all Christian virtues.
Torquatus, also with
mused obedience, knelt down, kissed the good priest's
and obtained his blessing; then received from him letters
.dation for his journey, and a small sum for its
.

i

;1,

of

i

rate expc"

At length
t'.

all

was ready: the last farewell was spoken, the hint
ed; and Torquatus, mounted on his mule-,

his guide at its bridle, proceeded slowly along the straight
which led to the gate. Long after every one else had

;;io

i

the house, Chromatins was standing at the door,
\\ith a moist eye, after him. It was just such
lather kept fixed on his departing sou.
.

a

1 -i.

As the

with a scowl the approach of either.
He was, iu fact, returning only to the innocent enjoyn>
the imperial city, to its walks, its music, its paiutin
He forgot that all tin
uit the
nificence, its beauty.
ones to a living and panting mass of hui.;
whose passions they enkindled, whose evil desires they inflamed, wiioso ambition they fanned, whose resolutions they

and whose minds they enervated. Poor youth! he
thought he could walk through that fire, and not be scorched!
Poor moth! he imagined he could fly through that flame, and
have his wings unscathed!
It was in one of his abstracted moods that he
journeyed
through a narrow overhung defile, when suddenly he found
himself at its opening, with an inlet of the
him,
and in it one solitary and motionless skiff. The sight at once
melted,

brought to his memory a story of his childhood, true or false,
mattered not; but ho almost fancied its scene was before

it

him.

Once upon a time there was a bold young fisherman living
on the coast of southern Italy. One night, M
he found that his father and brothers would n<
>ut in
their tight and strong sn
ie determined, in
spite of
.

every remonstrance, to go alone in the little cockle-si:
to it.
It blew a gale, but he rode it out in Ids
tiny
buoyant bark, till the sun rose, warm and bright, upon a
Overcome bj
placid, glassy sea.
i

asleep; but, after some time, was aw:
at a distance.
He looked round, and

,

I

shouting

:;:.w the
was not on the high road, this modest quadru/t, the
crew of which were crying
their hands to inhad
been
to
hired
take
him
across
the
waving
pedal conveyance
country
to Fundi (now Fondi), as the nearest point where he could vite him back; but they made no eft'ort
There he was to find what means lie could for prose- could they want ? what could ti
Fabiola's purse, however, had set him and began to pull lustily toward them; but h:> v
iirney.
to find that the fishing-boat, toward which he had turn;
in that score.
prow of his skiff, appeared upon his qu;n-;.
he travelled was varied in its ben
uptimes it wound along the. banks of the Liris, gay with he righted his craft, it was on, the opposite siu
had been making a circle; but
s
rithin
Viil:'
no\v he was
wiilli d
with ning, in a spiral
commencing an
and a narrower one. A horrible
:d:
the wild
which v,

villa

;

',

:

i

i

.

,

;i

1

i

,

-

;

t

,;'

i

ilie

snow

1

;

i

rnind: ho throw

wH'n beside the path gurgled,

on, a tiny brook, that sei mcd to have worked it
bright conceit that it was a mountain torrent; so great
i

on,

and pro-

oars.

at a

his tunic,

madman

standing,

,

; ,

Then, in despair, he threw

he flung up his arms
!

*A win

at his

bit here

:

tho
in the

e

there, still round ho went.
in which he could see

IUS-

i,

and pulled like a

But thou

ing water.

hav

oil'

him en

fran! ie'illy;

ni ]

foamn ,,j

and n sea-bird

TllK V11UIHU1
was only a few times longer than itself; and ho
tl;it
down, anil shut his cars and ryes v, ill

OF

Tin: CATACO.MI1S.

c

the di;i1o"ii, which TTM I'omclliiii" to

186 in.

till lie felt the waters gurgling above him, and ho
was whirled down into the abyss.
"I wonder," Torquatus said to himself, "did any on
of what?
perish in this way? or is it a mere allej"
in this inannci- to spiritual
pel-will lie drawn on gradually
destruction? are my present thoughts, by any chance, an outer
circle, which has caught me, and
"Fundi!" exclaimed the muleteer, pointing to a town before them; and presently the mule was sliding along the broad

81
flii'-i

<

B

Ids breath,

>,

flags of its

pavement.
Torquatus looked over his letters, anil drew one out for the
town. He was taken to a little inn of the poorest class by his
guide,

who was paid handsomely, and

grumbling
quired the

retired swearing

and

He then inat the niggardliness of the traveller.
way to the house of Cassiamis, the schoolmaster,

id Nicnmetli;,

heard

it

from

burnt down

,nl

;

>
I

tl

" \Vhat
ever po

must

hi

lion

would

;rit

of

oe

l,y

and dcstr

tluni

rise against

ryexhibilii.

"To

be sure, as my
any wit in them, wmiid hide their
ners, when they are so coin
the most Immune princes.
.IJut as they do
'

not

but will build temples in public instead of skulking
used to do, 1 for
gain some notoriety, and profit, too, by
lanes, as they

>

<

and delivered his letter. He received as kind
he had arrived at home; joined his host in a frugal people down, and deslro. u
"
It is underWell, be it so but to come to the purpose.
meal, during which he learned the master's history.
A native of Fundi, he had started the school in Rome, with stood between us, that when we discover who
which we became acquainted at an early period of our history, among the rich, and not too powerful at first,
and had proved eminently successful. But finding a persecu- fair division. We will aid one another.
id und
tion imminent, and his Christianity discovered, he had dis- rough means I will keep my counsel as to nn'm-.
lin
posed of his school, and retired to his small native town, where shall reap all the profit from those whom he di
Is it
he was promised, after the vacation, the children of the prin- rig: it proportion from those who are shared between us.
In a fellow-Christian he saw nothing but a not so ?"
cipal inhabitants.
"Exactly."
brother; and as such he talked freely with him of his past adventures and his future prospects. A strange idea dashed
Fabius now stepped forward, with a hearty " How nre
through the mind of Torquatus, that some day that informa- Fulvius ? I have not seen you for an age cor
tion might be turned into money.
me to-day, I have friends engaged; and your friend, too,
It was still early when Torquatus took hia leave, and, Corviuus, I believe" (the gentleman alliii
pretending to have some business in the town, he would couth bow), "will a*
you, I ho;
not allow his host to accompany him. He bought himself
"Thank you," replied Fulvius; "but I fear I have an ensome more respectable apparel, went to the best inn, and order- gagement already."
ed a couple of horses, with a postilion to accompany him for,
"Xoi
Mil," said the good-natured Uni.dit
to fulfil Fabiola's commission, it was necessary to ride forward nobody left in the city with whom yon could
quick, change his horses at each relay, and travel through the self. But has my house the plague, that yon
He did so, till he reached Bovillse, on the skirts of the turod into it, since you dined there v
night.
Here he rested, changed his travelling suit, and relied with hhv; ? Or did you get struck b\
Albau hills.
rode on gaily between the lines of tombs, which brought him charm which has driven you away ?"
to the gates of that city, within whose walls there was more of
Fulvius turned pale, and drew away Fabius to one side,
good and more of evil contained, than in any province of the while he said "To tell the truth, BO
"I hope," answered Faoius, snme-.dia!
empire.
black witch has been playing no tricks w>ih you I
But, com.
ily she were out of my house.
good humor, "I really thought you were struck b,
CHAPTEB XIX.
charm that evening. I have my eyes open I s;nv how
heart was fixed on my little cousin A
found

come

!

it,

as

if

;

!

I

1

1

;

;

.

;

:

:

;

i

:

.

;

.

;

THE

FAL1/.

now

at once to the

ToHQTTATns,
elegantly attired, proceeded
house of Fabius, delivered, hia letter, answered all inquiries,
and accepted, without much pressing, an invitation to supper
that evening. He then went to seek a respectable lodging,
suited to the present state of his purse and easily found one.
Fabius, we have said, did not accompany his daughter into
The fact was, that
the country, and rarely visited her there.
he had no love for green fields or running brooks ; t.is tastes
were for the gossip aad free society of Koine.
During the
year, his daughter's presence was a restraint upon his K
but when she was gone, with her establishment, into Can.
his house presented scenes and entertained persons, that he
not have presumed to bri i:, i;i oontad with her.
:d deep drink
of profligate life SUIT'
;

Fulvius stared at him, with so
pause, replied "And if it was so, I saw
made up her mind, that no good slu.
:

"Say you

Then

so ?

i

that exp

me

But Fabiohi
again.
I \.
stands nothing of such mr.tters.
give up her books, and think of settling h.
I'.u:
of preventing others.
come; to

that

much

'

;

"Is

it

possible?

"Why,

lio\v

at:

can you

e

;

!.nowit?"
told

then, to tell

not fought so .shy

you

01

;

r

i

i

late hours,

followed his

Having

with gambling ami loose conversation, generally

sumptuous

eutert

very day."

"To you?"
"Yes, tome; those jewels of yours quite w.vj her
UK; as much.
Jou.

am

invited Torquatus to sup with him, he went forth in
He soon picked up a batch of

i

who were

ess for invitations.

loitering about his
But as he was

:

In-

you.''
;

v\hil,

known han-

.und a
ths of Titus, he saw two men in a sin:
After u moment's look,
'thcr.
temple earnestly coriv
be advan<-d town;-'!-; them but wait
V.aucc, for
;

ed

sure

understood

ins

search of guests to meet him.
'.auts,

.

i

i

think;'';

lay fortune and
Mie

;

r.

when
ad I

FABIOLA; OH
IT,

you

whatever Fabioln may think. But
Erom her now. She ami all her serher part of the house is closed, and we enter
or to the more enjoyable port of the establishwin

will

it,

yon have cotbiD

;

by

tli.

stared at Torquatus; mid a testy old gentleman was evidently
hesitating, whether he should not knock down Homebody or
Corvinus looked at the poor Christian
other, no matter whom.

with the sort of grin of delight, half

idiotic,

ith

hail'

which a countryman might gaze upon the vermin that he finds
"
will wait on you without fail," replied Fulvius.
"And in his trap in a morning Here was a man ready to hand, to
Oorvinus with y
put on the rack, or gridiron, whenever he pleased. But the
Fabius, as he turned away.
\Ve will not describe the banquet further than to say, that look of Fulvius was worth them all. If ever any microscopic
wines of rare exivlleucv flowed so plentifully, that almost all observer has had the opportunity of witnessing the expression
the :;;n st. ;<>t, more or less, heated and excited.
Fulvius, of the spider's features, when, after a long fast, it sees a fly,
IT, for one, kept himself cool.
plump with others' blood, approach its net, and keenly watches
news from the East cauie into discussion. The destruc- every stroke of its wing, and studies how it can best throw
tion of the church at Nicomedia had been followed by incen- the first thread round it, sure that then all that gorges it shall
diary tires in the imperial palace. Little doubt could exist be its own that we fancy would be the best image of his looks,
that the Emperor Galerius was their author
but he charged as certainly it is of his feelings. To get hold of a Christian,
them on the Christians and thus goaded on the reluctant mind ready to turn traitor, had long been his desire and study.
of Dioelesian to become their fiercest persecutor.
Every one Here, he was sure, was one, if he could only manage him.
n to see that, before many months were over, the imperial How did he know this ? Because he knew sufficient of Christo commence the work of destruction would reach liome,
tians to be convinced, that no genuine one would have allowed
and iiud in Maxiniian a ready executor.
himself either to drink to excess, or to boast of his readiness
The guests were generally inclined to gore the stricken deer; to court martyrdom.
iu iuvor of those whom popular clamor hunts
for
The company broke np every body slunk away from the
down, re<jui;\-s an amount of courage too heroic to be common. discovered Christian, as from one pest-stricken. He felt alone
Even the most liberal found reasons for Christians being ex- and depressed, when Fulvius, who had whispered a word to
One could not bear Corvinus, went upto him, and taking him by the hand said courcepted from all kind consideration.
their mysteriousness, another was vexed at their supposed pro- teously
"I fear, I spoke inconsiderately, in drawing out
gress this man thought them opposed to the real glory of the from you a declaration which may prove dangerous."
" I will
" I fear
excited
that considered them a foreign element, that ought to
I

<

I

;

,

;

;

;

I

.

,-

;

:

;

empire,
be eliminated from it. One thought their doctrine detestable,
another their practice infamous. During all this debate, if it
could be so called, where both sides came to the same conclusion, Fulvius, after having glanced from one to the other of the

had

a,

fixed his evil eye upon Torquatus.
silent ; but his countenance,

by turns, was
him
a
rash
which
Wine
had
flushed.
and
courage,
given
pale
some stroug principle restrained. Now he clenched his hand,
pressed it to his breast now he bit his lip. At one time he
crumbling the bread between his fingers at another, he

The youth was

;

;

k off,

unconsciously, a cup of wine.

" These Christians hate

us, and would destroy us all if they
Torquatus leaned forward, opened his lips,

could,' said one.

but remained

silent.

Destroy us, indeed Did they not burn Rome, under Nero ;
mid have they not just set fire to the palace in Asia, over the
emperor's head ?' asked a second. Torquatus rose upon his
coiich, stretched forth his hand, as if about to reply, but drew
!

'

back.

" But what is
infinitely worse is, their maintaining such antisocial doctrines, conniving at such frightful excesses, and deang themselves to the disgusting worship of an ass's head,"

Torquatus now fairly writhed and rising,
arm, when Fulvius, with a cool calculation of
time and words, added, in bitter sarcasm
"Ay, andmassacre
''*
a child, and devour his tlesli and blood, at every assembly.
The arm descended on the table, with a blow that made every
goblet and beaker dance and ring, as, in a choked voice, Tor.
"It is a lie a cursed lie !"
lus exclaimed
" How can
you know that ?" asked Fulvius, with his bland'd

a third.

;

h:;d lifted his

:

:

!

and look.
'," answered the other, with great excitement, "I
am myi-elf a Christian and ready to die for my faith !"
If the beautiful alabaster statue, with a bronze head, in the
the table, had fallen forward, and been smashed
larble pavement, it could not have caused a more fearful s'eiisatkm than this sudden announcement. All were startled
fur a moment.
Next, a long blank pause ensued, after which,
Fabius looked
,.
;;:in to show his feelings in his features.
h,_as if conscious that he had brought his

est tone,

;

:

i

company.
himself

thaii

:

"

Hush, hush!" broke in Fulvins, "the slaves may betray
you. Come with me to another chamber, where we can talk
quietly together."
So saying, he led him into an elegant room, where Fabius
had ordered goblets and flagons of the richest Falernian wine
to be brought, for such as, according to Roman fashion, liked

But only Cora,
oommissatio, or drinking-bout.
engaged by Fulvius, followed.
On a beautifully inlaid table were dice. Fulvius, after plying Torquatus with more liquor, negligently took them up,
and threw them playfully down, talking in the mean time on
" Dear me !" he
" what
indifferent subjects.
kept exclaiming,
It is well I am not playing with any one, or I should
throws
"
have been ruined. You try, Torquatus.
had
we
learnt
been
the ruin of Toras
before,
Gambling,
quatus for a transaction arising out of it he was in prison,
when Sebastian converted him. As he took the dice into his
hand, with no intention, as he thought, of playing, Fulvius
watched him, as a lynx might its prey. Torquatus's eye
flashed keenly, his lips quivered, his hand trembled.
Fulvius
at once recognized in all this, coupled with the poising of his
hand, the knowing cast of the wrist, and the sharp eye to the
value of the throw, the violence of a first temptation to resume
a renounced vice.
" I fear
you are not a better hand than I am at this stupid
"
but, I dare say, Corviuus
occupation," said he indifferently

to enjoy
viiius,

!

"

it

nothing," replied Torquatus, again
colors to the last."

my

stand to

himself.

Calpurnius puffed himself out,
by having a guest br"
posed to know more about Chrit-

ill-uxi d,

A young man

The Heathen notion

opened his mouth as he

of the Bleaeed Eucharist.

:

;

here will give you a chance,
low."

if

you

will stake

something very

" It must be
very low indeed, merely for recreation for I
"
have renounced gambling. Once, indeed but no matter.
"
" Come
said
whom Fulvius had
to
;

on,

Corvinus,

pressed

work by a look.
They began to throw

his

for the most trifling stakes, and Torquatus generally won. Fulvius made him drink still, from
time to time, and he became very talkative.
"
Corvinus, Corvinus," he sn.id at length, as if recollecting
" was not that the narae that Cassianus mentioned
?"
himself,
" Who ?" asked the
other, surprised.
" the
"
Yes, it was," continued Torquatus to himself,
Were you the person," he asked, lookbully, the big brute.
" who struck that nico Christian
boy Pauing up to Corviuus,

cratius ?"

Corvinus was on the point of bursting into a rage
vius checked him by a gesture, and said :

;

but Ful-

7V/ /V

CUVKGJ1 OF

" That Cassianus whom
i-boolyou ment.iouci!
master prsiy, whciv ilors In
This he knew his companion wixhoil to urccriuin and thus
he quieted him. Torquatus answer
" He
No
I won't turn traitor.
no, no
lives, let me see,
I am ready to be burnt, or tortured, or die for ruy faith ; but
I won't betray any one that I won't."
'.

I

;

;

;

;

" Let me take
your place, Corvinus," said Fulvius, who saw
He put forth
Torquatus's interest hi the game deepening.
sufficient skill to make his antagonist more careful, and more
He threw down a somewhat larger stake. Torquatus,
intent.

moment's pause of deliberation matched it. He won it.
Fulvius seemed vexed.
Torquatus threw back both sums.
Fulvius seemed to hesitate, but put down an equivalent, and
lost again.
The play was now silent each won and lost but
Fulvius had steadily the advantage and he was the more colafter a

:

;

;

lected of the two.

THI-:
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tians know what you have done, what you have said, what you
Imve been to-night, and you dare not face them. I have only
to let that bully that big brute,' as you called him, but who
is son of the prefect of the city, loose upon you, (and no one
elso can now restrain him after such provocation), and to-morrow you will be standing before his father's tribunal to die for
that religion which you have betrayed and disgraced.
Are you
ready now, any longer to reel and stagger aa a drunken gam'

bler, to represent

your Christianity before the judgment-seat

Forum ? "
The fallen man had

in the

not courage to follow the prodigal in repentance, as he had done in sin. Hope was dead in him; for
he had relapsed into his capital sin, and scarcely felt remorse.

He remained silent till Fulvius aroused him by asking, "Well,
have you made your choice; either to go at once to the Christians with to-night on your head, or to-morrow to the court ?
Which do you choose ? "
Torquatus raised his eyes to him, with a stolid look, and
faintly answered, "Neither."
"
Come, then, what will you do?" asked Fulvius, mastering
him with one of his falcon glances.

He thought he
Once Torquatus looked up, and started.
He rubsaw the good Polycarp behind his adversary's chair.
bed his eyes, and saw it was only Corvinus staring at him. All
his skill was now put forth.
Conscience had retreated faith
For the demon
"What you like," said Torquatus, "only neither of those
was wavering grace had already departed.
of covetousness, of rapine, of dishonesty, of recklessness, had things."
Fulvius sat down beside him and said, in a soft and soothing
come back, and brought with him seven spirits worse than himand as they en- voice, Now, Torquatus, listen to me; do as I tell you, and all
self, to that cleansed, but ill-guarded soul
is mended.
You shall have house, and food, and apparel, ay,
tered in, all that was holy, all that was good, departed.
At length, worked up, by repeated losses and draughts of and money to play with, if you will only do my bidding."
"And what is that?"
wine, into a phrenzy, after he had drawn frequently upon the
"Rise to-morrow, as usual; put on your Christian face; go
heavy purse which Fabiola had given him, he threw the purse
itself upon the table. Fulvius coolly opened it, emptied it, counted among your friends; act as if nothing had happened; but
Each answer all my questions, tell me every thing."
the money, and placed opposite an equal heap of gold.
;

;

'

;

"

prepared himself for a final throw. The fatal bones fell ; each
Fulvius drew the money
glanced silently upon their spots.
towards himself ; Torquatus fell upon the table, his head
Fulvius motioned Corburied and hidden within his arms.
vinus out of the room.
Torquatus beat the ground with his foot; then moaned, next
gnashed his teeth and growled; then put his ringer in his hair,

Torquatus groaned, "A traitor at hist
" Call it what
you will; that or death! Ay, death by inches,
I hear Corvinus pacing impatiently up and down the court.
Quick! which is it to be ?"
"Not death! Oh, no! any thing but that! "
Fulvius went out, and found his friend fuming with rage and
wine; he had hard work to pacify him. Corvinus had almost
and began to pull and tear it. A voice whispered in his ear, forgotten Cassianus hi fresher resentments; but all his former
"Are you a Christian?" Which of the seven spirits was it ? hatred had been rekindled, and he burnt for revenge. Fulvius
surely the worst.
promised to find out where he lived, and used this means to
"
" It is
you have disgraced secure the suspension of any violent and immediate measure.
hopeless," continued the voice;
Having sent Corvinus sulky and fretting home, he returned
your religion, and you have betrayed it, too."
to Torquatus, whom he wished to accompany, that he might
"No, no," groaned the despairing wretch.
"Yes; in your drunkenness you have told ns all: quite ascertain his lodgings. As soon as he had left the room, his
enough to make it impossible for you ever to return to those victim had arisen from his chair, and endeavoured, by walking"
you have betrayed."
up and down, to steady his senses and regain self-possession.
"
the tortured sinner. But it was in vain his head was swimming from his
Begone, begone," exclaimed piteously
inebriety,
"
"
and his subsequent excitement. The apartment seemed to
They will forgive me still. God
"Silence; utter not His name: you are degraded, perjured, turn round and round, and float up and down he was sick
hopelessly lost. You are a beggar; to-morrow you must beg too, and his heart was beating almost audibly. Shame, reyour bread. You are an outcast, a ruined prodigal and game- morse, self-contempt, hatred of his destroyers and of himself,
Who will look at you? will your Christian friends? the desolateness of the outcast, and the black despair of the
ster.
And nevertheless you arc a Christian; you will be torn to reprobate, rolled like dark billows through his soul, each
Unable to sustain himself longer
pieces by some cruel death for it; yet you will not be wor- coming hi turn uppermost.
shipped by them as one of their martyrs. You are a hypo- on his feet, he threw himself on his face upon a silken couch,
crite, Torquatus, and nothing more."
and buried his burning brow in his icy hands, and groaned.
"
" Who is it that is
he exclaimed, and And still all whirled round and round hJTn and a constant
tormenting me ?
looked up. Fulvius was standing with folded arms at his side. moaning sounded in his ears.
"And if all this be true, what is it to you? What have you to
Fulvius found him in this state, and touched his shoulder to
"
rouse him. Torquatus shuddered, and was convulsed ; then
say more to me ? he continued.
" Much more than
you think. You have betrayed yourself
exclaimed " Can this be Charybdis?"
"
I am master of your money
into my power completely.
" of
(and he showed him Fabiola's purse)
your character, of
fellow Chrislif e.
to
let
I
have
of
your
only
your
your peace,
!

;

;

)

:

FABIOLA; OR
hand and smiled; there was hardly a word rightly spelt, 01
a part of speech correct; indeed, here it is:

in

PART SECOXD CONFLICT.

DE BIANOBA
POLLECLA QVE ORDEV BENDET DE BIANOBA/
The other son was making a rough design, in which could be
riired by the whale, and Lazarus raised
distinguished 3
from the dead, both most conventionally drawn with charcoal
on a board; a sketch evidently for a more permanent painting
elsewhere.
Further, it was clear, that when the knock came In
the door, old Diogenes was busy fitting a new handle to an old
These varied occupations in one family might have
surprised a modern, but they did not at all the youthful visitor;
he well knew that the family belonged to the honorable
religious craft of the FOSSOBES, or excavators of the Christ
cemeteries. Indeed, Diogenes was the head, and director of
pick-axe.

that confraternity.

In conformity with the assertion of an

anonymous writer, contemporary with St. Jerome, some
modern antiquarians have considered the fonsor as forming a
lesser ecclesiastical order in the primitive Church, like the
lector, or reader. But although this opinion is untenable, it is

CHAPTER

I.

THE scenes through which we have hitherto led our reader
have been laid in one of those slippery truces, rather than
peace, which often intervened between persecution and persecution.
Already rumors of war have crossed our path, and
The roar of
its note of preparation has been distinctly heard.
the lions near the Amphitheatre, which startled but dismayed
not Sebastian, the reports from the East, the hints of Fulvius,
and the threats of Corvinus have brought us the same news,
that before long the horrors of persecution will re-appear, and
Christian blood will have to flow in a fuller and nobler stream
than had hitherto watered the Paradise of the New Law. The
Church, ever calmly provident, cannot neglect the many signs
of a threatened combat, nor the preparations necessary for
it. From the moment she earnestly begins to arm her-

meeting

we

self,

date the second period of our narrative.

mencement

It is the

com-

of conflict.

was towards the end of October that a young man, not unknown to us, closely muffled up in his cloak, for it was dark
and rather chill, might be seen threading his way through the
narrow alleys of the district called the Suburra; a region, the
extent and exact position of which is still under dispute, but
which lay in the immediate vicinity of the Forum. As vice is
unfortunately too often linked with poverty, the two found a
common asylum here. Pancratius did not seem much at home
in this part of the city, and made several wrong turns, till at
length he found the street he was in search of. Still, without
numbers on the doors, the house he wanted was an unsolved
It

problem; although not quite insoluble. He looked for the
neatest dwelling in the street; and being particularly struck
with the cleanliness and good order of one beyond the rest, he
It was opened by an old man,
boldly knocked at its door.
whose name has already appeared in our pages, Diogenes. He
was tall and broad-shouldered, as if accustomed to bear burHis
dens, which, however, had given him a stoop in his gait.
hair was a perfect silver, and hung down at the sides of a massive head; his features were strongly marked in deep melanwas
choly lines, and though the expression of his countenance
calm, it was solemnly sad. He looked like one who had lived
much among the dead, and was happiest in their company.
His two sons, Maniw and Sevems, fine athletic youths were
with him. The first was busy carving, or scratching rather, a
rude epitaph mi an old slab of marble, the reverse of which
fitill

bore traces of a he;

effaced
*

"

by

its

new

possessor.

Diogenes, the excavator.
October. From St. Sebastian's.

d>

Pancratius

i

Holiltt<.

rriptiim, rudely
er the work
yb before the

flrst

of

extremely probable that the duties of this office were in the
hands of persons appointed and recognized by ecclesiastical
The uniform system pursued in excavating, arauthority.
ranging and filling up of the numerous cemeteries round Borne,
a system, too, so complete from the beginning, as not to leave
positive signs of improvement or change as time went on, gives
ns reason to conclude that these wonderful and venerable
works were carried on under one direction, and probably by
some body associated for that purpose. It was not a cemetery
or necropolis company, which made a speculation of burying
the dead, but rather a pious and recognized confraternity,
which was associated for the purpose.
A series of interesting inscriptions, found in the cemetery of
St. Agnes, proves that this occupation was continued in particular families; grandfather, father, and sons, having carried it
on in the same place, t We can thus easily understand the
observable in the catagreat skill, and uniformity of
combs. But the fosaorc9 had evidently u higher office, or
even jurisdiction, in that underground world. Though the
Church provided space for the burial of all her children, it \\as
natural that some should niako some compensation for their
as the vicinity
place of sepulture, if chosen in si favorite spot, such
These sextons had the management of
of a martyr's tomb.
such transactions, which are often recorded hi the ancient

cemeteries.

The following

inscription

is

preserved in the

Capitol:

EMPTV LOCVM AB ARTEMISIVM VISOMVM HOC EST
ET PRAETIVM DATVM FOSSORI HILARO IDEST

FOL NOOD PRAESENTIA SEVERI FOSS ET LAVRENTI.
That

is

" This is the grave for two bodies, bought by Artemlsin*; and tie price was
In the pret>eue of
that is, puiB'jn
}
given to the Fossor Hilarin
bevorus the Fossor and Lau!jtiuH."

witness on the purchaser's
Possibly the last named was the
ud Severus on the seller's. However this may be, wo
trust we have laid before our readers all tliat is known about
the profession, as such, of Diogenes and his sons.

We

Pancratius amused at Majus's rude attempts in
next step was to address him.
" Do
you always execute these inscriptions yourself y"
" I
"
Oh, no," answered the artist, looking up and smiling,
a
to
better
who
cannot
afford
for
them
pay
do
poor people,
hand. This was a good woman who kept a shop in the
f, i. and
may suppose did not become rich, especially as
left

glyptic art; his

I

you

"

"

From New

Street.

Polleola

cemetery of CaUistus.
n by F. March! in
1844; a

work on which we

tThe number,

hi

who

barley in

New

Street."

Found in the

Architecture of Subterranean Chnttian Rome,

will Ireely

unfortunately,

sells

in

draw.

not inttiliitibie beinj? in Bipher.

////.'

c

<>!'

she was very honest. And yet a curious thought struck me as
"
I was carving her epitaph.
" Let me hear it, Majlis."
"It was, that pevhnjis some thousand years hence or more,
( 'liristiaus might read with reverences my scratches on the wall,
and hear of poor old Polleela and her barley-stall with interest,
while the inscription of not a single emperor, who persecuted
the Church would be read or even known."
"Well, I can hardly imagine that the superb mausoleums of
sovereigns will fall to utter decay, and yet the memory of a
market- wife descend to distant ages. But what is your reason
for thinking thus?"

"

Simply because I would sooner commit to the beeping of
memory of the pious poor than that of the wicked
And my rude record may possibly be read when tririch.
umphal arches have been demolished. It's dreadfully written
posterity the

though,

is it

not ?"

that; its simplicity is worth much fine writing.
that slab against the wall ?"
"
Ah, that is a beautiful inscription brought us to put up;
you will see the writer and engraver were different people. It

"Never mind

What

is

go to the cemetery at the Lady Agnes's villa, on the Nomentan way. I believe it is in memory of a most sweet child,
"
whose death is deeply felt by its virtuous parents. Pancratius
read
as
follows:
took a light to it, and
is to

THI:

How differently one would wish to treat a martyr's
body!"
"True, Diogenes; but a brave officer prefers the plain soldier's grave, on the field of battle, to the carved sarcophagus
on the Via Appia. But are such scenes as you describe com-

tomb. *

mon

in times of persecution?

"

"By no means uncommon, my good young master. lam
sure a pious youth like you must have visited, on his anniver"
sary, the tomb of Bestitutus in the cemetery of Hermes.
"Indeed I have, and often have I been almost jealous of his
"

Did you bury him?
early martyrdom.
"Yes; and his parents had a beautiful tomb made, the
arcosoliumoi his crypt, t
father and I made it of six

My

slabs of marble, hastily collected, and I engraved the inscription now beside it.
I think I carved better than Majus there,"

added the old man, now quite cheerful.
'That is not saying much for yourself, father," rejoined his
son no less smiling; "but here is the copy of the inscription
which you wrote," he added, drawing out a parchment from a

number of sheets.
"I remember it

perfectly," said Pancratius, glancing over

and reading it as follows, correcting the errors in orthography, but not those in grammar, as he read:
it,

AELIO FABIO RESTVTO
FILIO PIISSIMO PARI

N

TES FECERVNT QVIVI

AioNYciocRRmoc

XIT ANNI.S
VII

XVIII

MENS

INIRENE.

" To JElius Fabius Restitutus, their most
pious son, his parents erected
Who lived eighteen years and seven mouths. In peace."

(thi

tomb).

He continued: "What a glorious youth, to have confessed
Christ at such an age."
" No
doubt," replied the old man; "But I dare say you have
always thought that his body reposes alone in his sepulchre.
Anyone would think so from the inscription."
"
Is it otherwise?"
Certainly, I have always thought it so.
"Yes, noble Pancratius, he has a comrade younger than
As we were closing the tomb
himseif lying in the same bed.
of Bestitutus, the body of a boy not more than twelve or thirteen years old was brought to us. Oh, I shall never forget the
He had been hung over a fire, and his head, trunk, and
sight
limbs nearly to the knees, were burnt to the very bone ; and so
Poor
disfigured was he, that no feature could be recognized.
!

" The innocent
boy Dionysius lleth here among the
your holy prayers, the writer and the engraver."

saints.

Remember us in

little

what he must have suffered

!

But why should I

Well, we were pressed for time ; and we thought
pity him ?
the youth of eighteen would not grudge room for his fellowsoldier of twelve, but would own him for a younger brother; so
But we had no second
we laid him at ^Elius Fabius's feet.
phial of blood to put outside, that a second martyr might be
known to lie there ; for the fire had dried his blood up in his

driven into the top of the handle of his pick-axe, to keep it
fast in the iron; but every moment baffled by some defect in

" What a noble
If the first was older, the second was
boy
Wliat say you, Diogenes, don't you thiuk it
younger than I.
likely you may have to perform the same office for me one of
these days ?"
"Oh, no, I hope not," said the old digger, with a return of
his husky voice. "Do not, I entreat you, allude to such a posHow the
sibility.
Surely my own time must come sooner.
"
old trees are spared, indeed, and the young plants cut down.

his vision, which he removed by drawing the back of his
" What is the
brawny hand across his eyes.
matter, my good
"
"
old friend ?
said the youth kindly.
does this epitaph

Why

of

young Dionysius

"

feel

particularly affect

you?"

does not of itself; but it reminds me of so much that is
and suggests so much that may be about to come, that I

It

past,

veins, "f

!

almost faint to think of either."

"What are your painful thoughts, Diogenes?"
"Why, do you see, it is all simple enough to take

into one's

arms a good child
\

fellow,

"Dear, happy child!" continued Pancratius, when he had
" add
perused the inscription;
me, the reader, to the writer
and carver of thine epitaph, in thy holy prayers."
"Amen," answered the pious family.
But Pancratius, attracted by a certain husky sound in
Diogenes's voice, turned round, and saw the old man vigorously trying to cut off the end of a little wedge which he had

like Dionysius, wrapped in his cerecloth,
His parents
fragrant with spices, and lay him in his grave.
may weep, but his passage from sorrow to joy was easy and
sweet. It is a very different thing, and requires a heart as
"
hardened as mine by practice
(another stroke of the hand
across the eyes) " to gather up hastily the torn flesh and broken

limbs of such another youth, to wrap them hurriedly in their
winding sheet, then fold them into another sheet full of lime,

*
In the cemetery of St. Agnes, pieces cf lime have been found in tombs forming exact moulds of different parts of the body, with the impression of a finer
linen inside, and a coarser outside. As to spices and balsams, TertnUiau ob.
serves th *t " the Arabs and Sabseans well know that the Christians annually consame more for their dead than the heathen world did for its gods."

t

These terms

}

On

will be explained later.
the 22nd of April, 1823. this tomb was discovered unvlolated.
On being
r.prn.-d, the bones, white, bright, and polished asivory were found, corresponding to the framework of a youth of eighteen At his head was the phial of blood.
Witli his li-^d to Jiis fort was the skeleton of a boy, of twelve or thirteen, black
anil rharrcd chiefly at the head and upper parts, down to the middle of the
The two
thigh-bones, from which to the feet the bones gradually whitened.
l>ni (.(-. richly clothed, repose side by aide under the altar of the Jeeuita'
college
.

at:

\

is, that to-morrow at dawn, you must come to
mv mother's
hous,,,o ,rn,u g eabout l ,r , an;,,M,,,.,,uH.tenes,forourcoming
rouble
Our holy Pope w i,l be t,u,,, ,ith the priests of th!
tike, the regionary deacons, the notaries, whose number
hus been filled up, and you, the head
/o.v.sor, that all may act
in concert."
"I will not fail, Pancratius," replied Diogenes.
It

:

t

e h

1

"" f

'

,

""

bad'e

tl,,.

1^S*13E&

n^ghbori^d''''

poor an

"

ure.

and

k

*

CHAPTEK II

" And
now," added the youth, " I have a favor to aak ydu."
" A favor from
me ?" asked the old man surprised.
" Yes
you will have to begin your work immediately,! suppose.
Now, often as I have visited, for devotion, our sacred
cemeteries, I have never studied or examined them and this
"
I should like to do with
you, who know them so well.
Nothing would give me greater pleasure." answered Diogenes, somewhat flattered by the compliment, but still more
" After
pleased by this love for what he so much loved.
I
;

RESTVTV
YPO
CEVSIBI ET

VS.

'

have received

youths, recently baptized, desire much to become acquainted
with our cemeteries, wHch they do not
yet much know ; and
have asked me to initiate them there."

"

friends of yours will be always welcome.
their names, that we
may make no mistake ?"

Any

What

are

" One

is Tiburtius, the son of
Chromatius, the late prefect ;
the other is a young man named
Torquatus.'
Severus started a little, and said:
Are you quite sure about
Mm, Paucratius ?"

Diogenes rebuked him, saying, "That he comes to us in
company is security enough."
"I own," interposed the youth, "that I do not know as much
about him as about Tiburtius, who is
really a gallant, noble
Paucratius's

fellow.

Torquatus

formation about our
you fear, Severus ?"

is,

however, very anxious to obtain

affairs,

and seems in

all in-

interrupted Pancratius, laughing,

"do you

fre-

quent such fashionable resorts ?"
" Not
" but
exactly," replied the honest artist
you are not
perhaps aware that Cucuniio the capsariutf and his wife are
;

" Is

.

SVIS. FIDENTI

BVS

.

IN

.

DOMINO

n seems to

us as though we had neglected
one, whose charand thoughts opened this little
history, the pious Lucina.
He
were indeed of that quiet, unobtrusive
f ^^ues
nature,
which affords little scope for appearing on a
or
acter

public scene,
taking part in general affairs. Her house, besides being, or
rather containing, a title or parochial
church, was now honored
by being the residence of the supreme Pontiff. The approach
of a violent
persecution, in which the rulers of Christ's
spirit-

Uil kingdom were sure to be the first
sought out, as the ene}
mies of Caesar, rendered it
necessary to transfer the residence
of tu e Kuler of the
Church, from his
to a

ordinary dwelling,
securer asylum. For this purpose Lucina's house was chosen
;
and Jt con tinued to be so occupied, to her
great delight, in that
the following pontificate, when the wild beasts were ordered to be transferred to it, that Pope Marcellus
might feed
at

home.

This loathsome punishment soon caused his

death.

'

Christians

FECIT

.

What makes them

earnest.

Only a trifle, indeed. But as I was going early to the cemetery this morning, I turned into the Baths of Antoninus."*

"What!"

S.

my

instructions, I shall go at once to the cemeMeet me out of the Porta Capena, half an
tery of Callistus.
hour before mid-day, and we will go together. "
" But I shall not
be alone," continued Pancratius. "Two

ANTONI

M.

:

?

Lucina admitted, at forty, t into the order of
deaconesses,
found plenty of occupation in the duties of her office.
The
charge and surpervision of the women in the church, the care
of the sick and poor of her own sex, the
making, and keeping
in order of sacred vestments and linen for the
altar, and the instruotion of children and female converts
preparing for baptism, as well as the attending them at that sacred rite, belonged to the deaconesses, and gave sufficient occupation in addition to domestic offices.
In the exercise of both these classes

we find them next?"
and moreover they are making a tomb for
Its main object
themselves in the cemetery of Callistus and I had to show of duties, Lucina quietly passed her life.
seemed to be attained. Her son had offered himself to God
them Majus's inscription for it."
" Here it
and lived ready to shed his blood for the faith. To watch over
is," said the latter, exhibiting it, as follows
him, and pray for him, were her delight, rather than an addiit

possible? where shall

"Well, so

it is

;

:

;

:

tional

CVCVMIO ET VICTORIA
SE VIVOS FECERVNT

CAPSARARIVS
"

I

*

exclaimed Pancratius, amused at the blunders
" but we are
"
forgetting Torquatus.
" I was
entered the
said

Capital

!"

in the epitaph

" As

DE ANTONINIANAS.

;

building, then,"
Severus,
not a little surprised to find in one corner, ai; that early hour
this Torquatus in close conversation with the
present prefect's
sou, Corvinus, the pretended cripple, who thrust himself into
Agnes's house, you remember, when some charitable unknown
person (God bless him !) gave large alms to the poor there.
Not good company I thought, and at such an hour for a Christian."

"

True, Severus," returned Pancratius, blushing deeply
as yet in the faith, and
is young
probably his old
;

" but he
r
t

t

known

ay Caraccllu'H.

The person who had charge of the

bathera' clotheB,

"Cnoumioand

tomb) IV

'i

lished by

tutatai

\

the Autonine" (baths).
F. Marchi, who :i

(the

Fouinl

from eapsa,

chost'
...

cap-

urst

pub-

of i'rm-

employment.
Early in the morning of the appointed day, the meeting mentioned in our last chapter took place. It will be sufficient to
say,
that in it full instructions were given for increasing the collection
of alms, to be employed in enlarging the cemeteries and
burying
the dead, in succoring those driven to concealment by persecunourishing prisoners, and obtaining access to them,
ransoming or rescuing the bodies of martyrs. A
notary was named for each region, to collect their acts and reThe cardinals, or titular priests, record interesting events.
ceived instructions about the administration of sacraments,
particularly of the Holy Eucharist, during the persecution ;
and to each was intrusted one cemetery or more, in whose subterrraneau church he was to perform the sacred mysteries. The
holy Pontiff chose for himself that of Callistus, which made
Diogenes, its chief sexton, not a little, but innocently, proud.
The good old excavator seemed rather more cheery than
tion, in

and

finally in

" "
Marcus Antonius BcstitutuB made this subterranean for himself and hia
family, that trust in the Lord." Lately found in thr
and AcuilleUB. It is singular that in tun inscription of thejuartyr llpstitntns,
a
given in the last chapter, as in this, syllable should be omitted in the name,
one easily slurred in pronouncing it.

t Silly

was the

f "11 age,

but admission was civra sometimes at forty.

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
otherwise, under the exciting forebodings of a
cution.
No commanding officer of
<<
.

M

have given

orders more briskly, or more decidedly, for the dr.
a fortified city committed to his skill to guard, than ho issued
Ids to the subordinate
superintendents of the various cemeteries
Ilia

the Appian road ; and at nearly two miles from the gate,* they
entered by various ways (slipping round different tombs that
lined the road) into the same villa on the right hand.
Here

they found all the requisites for a descent into the subterranean cemeteries, such as candles, lanterns, and the instruments for procuring light.
Severus proposed that, as the
guides and the strangers were in equal number, they should
be divided into pairs and in the division he allotted Torquatus to himself. What his reason was we may easily con;

jecture.
It would

probably weary our readers to follow the whole conversation of the party.
Diogenes not only answered all questions put to him, but, from time to time, gave intelligent little
lectures, on such objects as he considered peculiarly attractive.

But we believe we shall better interest and inform our friends,
if we digest the whole matter of these into a more connected

And

besides, they will wish to know something of
the subsequent history of those wonderful excavations, into

which we have conducted our youthful pilgrims.

The history of the early Christian cemeteries, the Catacombs,
as they are commonly called, may be divided into three porfrom their beginning to the period of our narrative, or a
tions
:

few years later from this term to the eight century the*
down to our own time, when we have reason to hope that a new
epoch is being commenced.
We have generally avoided using the name of catacombs,
because it might mislead our readers into an idea that this was
;

;

either the original or a generic
It is not so, however

crypts.

name
:

of those

early Christian

Borne might be said to be

surrounded by a circumvallation of cemeteries, sixty or thereabouts in number, each of which was generally known by the

name of some saint or saints whose bodies reposed there.
Thus we have the cemeteries of SS. Kerens and Achilleus, of
St.

Agnes,

of

St.

Pancratius,

of

Prsetextatus,

Priseilla,

Sometimes these cemeteries were known by the
names of the places where they existed.! The cemetery of St.
Sebastian, which was called sometimes Ccemeteriiim ad Sanctam C<zciliam,\ and by other names, had among them that of
Ad Catacumbaa,^ The meaning of this word is completely
unknown though it may be attributed to the circumstance
of the relics of S8. Peter and Paul having been for a time
Hermes, &c.

;

buried there, in a crypt

term became the name
generalized,

till

we

existing near the cemetery.
This
of that particular
then was
still

cemetery,

whole system of these
the Catacombs.

familiarly call the

underground excavations

Their origin was, in the last century, a subject of controFollowing two or three vague and equivocal passages,
some learned writers pronounced the catacombs to have been
originally heathen .excavations, made to extract sand, for the
building of the city. These sand-pits were called arenaria,

versy.

and so occasionally are the Christian cemeteries. But a more
scientific and minute examination, particularly made
by the

accurate F. Marclii, has completely confuted this
theory. The
entrance to the catacombs was often, as can yet be seen, from
these sand-pits, which are themselves underground, and no
doubt were a convenient cover for the cemetery ; but several
circumstances prove that they were never used for Christian
burial, nor converted into Christian cemeteries.

Now
t

t
i

AJ

St. Sebastian's.

The

older Purta Capena was
nearly a mile within~tne

Ad Xymphat, Ad Ursum

it

of easiest possible
it

as

ample

to get the sand out of the ground will
may i>o to the surface will hav

as near us

;

Is

BI

as is consistent, wit

I

;

and

will

.

at his

pointing to mid-day,
as he issued from it with his sons, and found
already waiting
the three young men. They walked in parties of two along

narrative.

keep his excavation

and the supply of what he is seeking. And all this we find in
own house, the arenaria still abounding around Homo, lint the
assembly. The shadow combs are constructed on principles exactly contrary to all

round Borne, who met him by appointment
to learn the instructions of the
superior
of the sun-dial at the Porta Capeua was

The man who wishes

coming perse>n

pilcalum, inter duns lawros,

Ad Sexlum

The cemetery at St. Cioeilia's tomb.
Tonned apparently of a Greek preposition and a Latin verb.

Phil-

these.

The catacomb

dives at once, generally

by a

steep flight of

below .the stratum of loose and friable sand,* into that
whore it is indurated to the hardness of a tender, but consistent rock on the surface of which
every stroke of the pick-axe
is yet distinctly traceable.
When you have reached this depth
you are in the first story of the cemetery, for you descend
again by stairs, to the second and third below, all constructed
on the same principle.
A catacomb may be divided into three parts, its passages or
The passtreets, its chambers or squares, and its churches.
sages are long, narrow galleries, cut with tolerable regularity,
so that the roof and floor are at right angles with the sides,
often so narrow as scarcely to allow two persons to go abreast.
They sometimes run quite straight to a great length but
they are crossed by others, and these again by others, so as
to form a complete labyrinth, or net-work, of subterranean corridors.
To be lost among them would easily be fatal.
steps,

;

;

But these passages are not constructed, as the name would
imply, merely to lead to something else. They are themselves
the catacomb or cemetery.
Their walls, as well as the sides
of the staircases, are honeycombed with graves, that
is, with
rows of excavations, large and small, of sufficient length to admit a human body, from a child to a full-grown man, laid with
its side to the gallery.
Sometimes there are as many as fourteen, sometimes as few as three or four, of these rows, one
above the other. They are evidently so made to measure, that
probable the body was lying by the side of the grave,
while this was being dug.
When the corpse, wrapped up, as we heard from Diogenes,
was laid in its narrow cell, the front was hermetically closed
either by a marble slab or more frequently by several broad
tiles, put edgeways in a groove or mortice, cut for them in the
The inscription was cut upon
rock, and cemented all round.
the marble, or scratched in the wet mortar. Thousands of the
former sort have been collected, and may be seen in museums
and churches ; many of the latter have been copied and published but by far the greater number of tombs are
anonymous,
and have no record upon them. And now the reader
may
reasonably ask through what period does the interment in the
it is

;

catacombs range, and how are its limits determined. We will
try to content him, as briefly as possible.
There is no evidence of the Christians having ever buried

anywhere anteriorly to the construction of catacombs. Two
principles as old as Christianity regulate this mode of burial.
The first is, the manner of Christ's entombment. He was laid
in a grave in a cavern, wrapped up in linen, embalmed with
spices ; and a stone, sealed up, closed His sepulchre. As St.
Paul so often proposes Him for the model of our resurrection

and speaks of our being buried with Him in baptism, it was
natural for His disciples to wish to be buried after Hi^
example
so to be ready to rise with Him.
This lying in wait for resurrection was the second
thought
that guided the formation of these cemeteries.
Every expression connected with them alluded to the rising
The
again.

word

to

bury is unknown in Christian inscriptions. " Deposited

in peace," " the deposition of
," are the expressions used ;
that is, the dead are but left there for a time, till called for
again, as a pledge, or precious thing, intrusted to
but
faithful,

temporary, keeping. The very name of cemetery suggests that
it is only a place where many lie, as in a
dormitory, slumbering for a while, till dawn come, and Hie trumpet's sound awake
them. Hence the grave is only called "the place," or more
technically, "the small hornet," of the dead in Christ.
"

is, the red volcanic aud called putzoiana, BO
t Locus, loculus.
cement.

That

Roman

much

prized for making
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which are combined in the planning

These two

ideas,
catacombs, w<

<>f

<>!'

for expressing a prayer for the refreshment of the
fill up the pen-lions of the words wanting, from
departed.
the falling out of part of the plaster.

the

lastly,

Wo

r insertions into tin- Christian system,
more vivid in its earlier times. They

but must have been
custom of burning the dead
inspired abhorrence of the pagan
nor have we a hint that this mode was, at any time, adopted by
;

BEHE

Christians.

But ample proof

is to

be found in the catacombs themselves

The style of paintings, yet remaining,
of their early origin.
Their symbols, and
belongs to a period of still flourishing art.
the symbolical taste itself, are characteristic of a very ancient
For this peculiar taste declined as time went on.
period.
of ten thouAlthough inscriptions with dates nre rare, yet out
sand collected, and about to be published, by the learned and
three hundred are found
sagacious Cavalier De Bossi, about
from the early
bearing consular dates, through every period,
of the fourth century (A.D. 350).
middle
the
to
emperors
Another curious and interesting custom furnishes us with dates
on tombs. At the closing of the grave, the relations or friends,
and leave there, a
into its wet
would
to mark
plaster,

press

it,

even a shell or
cameo, or engraved gem, sometimes
the
find
again,
that
sepulchre
might
they
pebble probably
coin, a

;

was left. Many of these objects
especially where no inscription
continue to be found many have been long collected. But it
is not uncommon, where the coin, or, to speak scientifically,
;

the medal, has fallen from its place, to find a mould of it left,
distinct and clear in the cement, which equally gives its date.
This is sometimes of Domitian, or other early emperors.
with
It may be asked, wherefore this anxiety to rediscover
the tomb ? Besides motives of natural piety, there is
certainty

one constantly recorded on sepulchral inscriptions. In Engthe full date of a person's
land, if want of space prevented
death being given, we should prefer chronicling the year to the
No
It is more historical.
day of the month when it occurred.
one cares about remembering the day on which a person died
without the year but the year without the day is an important
Yet while so few ancient Christian inscriptions
recollection.
us the very
the
year of people's deaths, thousands give
supply
in the hopefulness of.
day of it, on which they died, whether
This is easily exbelievers or in the assurance of martyrs.
had to be
commemoration
annual
Of both classes,
;

plained.

and accurate know;
was recorded.
alone
it
Therefore
ledge of this was necessary.
In a cemetery close to the one in which we have left our

made on the very day

of their departure

three youths, with Diogenes and his sons*, were lately found
to both orders of the
inscriptions mingled together, belonging
"
Deposition of
dead. One in Greek, after mentioning the
1st of
or
the
Calends,
Augenda on the 13th day before
June.'y
adds this simple address
:

ZHCAIC ENfcb KAl
EPwTA YITEPHMwN
" Live in the Lord, and pray for ui."

Another fragment

is as

follows

....

:

IVN-

N.

IVIBAS-

PACE ET PETE
PRO NOBIS

IN

"...
This

is

Nonee of Jane

a third

.

.

.

Live in peace, and pray for us."

:

VICTORIA
ISSPIRITVS

REFRICERER

TVS

IN

" Victoria, be refrefbed, and may thy

tETl

BONO

spirit be in

enjoyment."

(good).

This last reminds, us of a most peculiar inscription found
scratched in the mortar beside a grave in the cemetery of
of Cullistus.
It is rePwetextatus, not many yards from that
-written with Greek letters
markable, first, for being in Latin,
;

then, for contain!:
"

.iony of the, divinity of
That of BS. Nerciw and Acuilleus.

our Lord

;

Tin-:

CHURCH OF

swelled out, by the additions of later ages.*
"f the l>ok hardly knows the importance
of these iiulii'iitiouB; for they have served to verify several
Another clnas of valuable
otherwise dubious cemeteries.
tyrology,

An

but before mentioning them we
will glance at the changes which this devotion produced in the
writers also
cemeteries.

comes

First,
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It is clear that pilgrims resorting to Borne would want a handto the cemeteries that they might kuow what
had to

now

ordin.

mi': CATACOMBS.

book
visit.

they

may have sought
iiu

account

but natural

that, on their return home, they
to edify their less fortunate neighbors
by
of what they had seen.
there

It is likewise

to our aid;

giving

commodious entrances, with easy staircases,

less fortunately for us than for their untravellod
neighThe first place, among
bors, several records of this character.
these, is held by catalogues compiled in the fourth century ; one,

were made; then walls were built to support the crumbling
in
galleries; and, from time to time, funnel-shaped apertures
the vaults were opened to admit light and air. Finally, basilicas or churches were erected over their entrances, generally
the
leading immediately to the principal tomb, then called
at
confession of the church. The pilgrim thus, on arriving
the holy city, visited each of these churches, a custom yet
to grope his
practised; descended below, and without having
to the
well-constructed
went
passages,
direct,
about,
by
way
principal martyr's shrine, and so on to others, perhaps equally
objects of reverence and devotion.
During this period, no tomb was allowed to be opened,
no body to be extracted. Through apertures made into the
grave, handkerchiefs or scarfs, called branded, were introduced, to touch the martyr's relics and these were carried to
No wonder
distant countries, to be held in equal reverence.
that St. Ambrose, St. Gaudentius, and other bishops, should
have found it so difficult to obtain bodies, or large relics of martyrs for their churches. Another sort of relics consisted of what
was called familiarly the oil of a martyr, that is, the oil, often
mixed with a balsam, which burned in a lamp beside his tomb.
Often a round stone pillar, three feet or so in height, and
scooped out at the top, stands beside a monument probably
.

exist,

Accordingly

no

Koman Pontiffs, the other of marAfter these comes throe distinct guides to the catacombs the more interesting because they take different rounds,
yet agree marvellously in their account.
of Uio places of sepulture of
1'

tyrs.

;

To show the value of these documents, and describe the
changes which took place in the catacombs during the si
period of their history, we will give a brief account of one discovery, in the cemetery where we have have left our little
party.
Among the rubbish near the entrance of a catacomb,
the name of which was yet doubtful, and which had been taken
for that of Pnetextatus, was found a fragment of a slab of marble which had been broken across
obliquely, from left to
right, with the following letters
:

;

\NELII

MARTYRIS

The young Cavalier de Bossi at once declared that this
was part of the sepulchral inscription of the
holy Pope
Cornelius that probably his tomb would be found
to hold the lamp, or serve for the distribution of its contents.
below,
a distinguished form
and that as the itineraries
St. Gregory the Great wrote to Queen Theodelinda, that he sent in
;

;

;

her a collection of the oils of the popes who were martyrs.
The list which accompanied them was copied by Mabillon in the
treasury of Monza, and republished by Euinart.t It exists
there yet, together with the very phials containing them, sealed

up in metal

tubes.

This jealousy of disturbing the saints, is displayed most
beautifully in an incident, related by St. Gregory of Tours.
Among the martyrs most honored in the ancient Koman Church
were St. Chrysanthus and Daria. Their tombs became so celebrated for cures, that their fellow-Christians built (that is excavated) over them a chamber, with a vault of beautiful workmanship, where crowds of worshippers assembled. This was
discovered by the heathens,, and the emperor closed them in,
walled up the entrance, and from above, probably through the
luminare, or ventilating shaft, showered down earth and stones,
and buried the congregation alive, as the two holy martyrs
had been before them. The place was unknown at the peace
of the Church, till discovered by Divine manifestation.
But
instead of being permitted to enter again into this hallowed
spot, pilgrims were merely allowed to look at it, through a window opened in the wall, so as to see not only, the tombs of the
martyrs, but also the bodies of those who had been buried
alive at their shrines.
And as the cruel massacre had taken
place while preparations were being made for oblation of the
holy Eucharist, there were still to be seen lying about, the
silver cruets in which the wine was brought for that
spotless
sacrifice. \

One or two
this:
"ill.

entries

from the old Kalendarium

Non. Mart. Lucii

Komanum

will illustrate

in CaUisti.

vt Id. Dec. Eutichiani
xiii.

in CaDisti.
Kal. Feb. Fabianl in Callisti, et Sebastian! ad Catacmnbau.

viii. Id.

Aug. Systiin

Callisti."

We have

extracted these entries of depositions in the cemetery of Callistus be.
cause, while ac'mlly writing this chapter, we have received news of the dis.
of
the tombs and lapidary inscriptions of every one of these Popes,
covery
together with those of St. Anthems, in one chapel of the newly-ascertained
cemetery of Calliatus, with an inscription iu verse by St. Damasus :
"Prid. Kul. Jun. Sylvestri in Priscillffi.
iv. Id. (Ang ) Laurentii in Tiburtina.
Ui. Kal. Dec. Saturnini in Thrasoniu."

Publlnhed by Buinart, Acta, torn. iii.
t Acta Martyr, torn. ill.
1 3. Cirotf
'J'nr, in. dp Gloria Mart. lib. i. c. 2fl. ap. March], p. Rl.
One would
apply St. Damasns's epigram on these martyrs to ibis uccurrrence, Cairn xxviii.

above

mentioned concurred in placing it in the
cemetery
of Callistus, this, and not the one at St.
Sebastian's, a few
hundred yards off, must claim the honor of that name. He
went further, and foretold that as these works
pronounced St.
Cyprian to be buried near Cornelius, there would be found
something at the tomb which would account for that idea for
it was known that his
body rested in Africa. It was not long
before every prediction was verified.
The great staircase discoveredj was found to lead at once to a wider space, carefully
secured by brick- work of the time of peace, and
provided with
On the left was a tomb, cut like
light and air from above.
;

others in the rock, without any exterior arch over it. It
was,
however, large and ample; and except one, very high above it,
there were no other graves below, or over, or at the sides. The
remaining portion of the slab was found within it ; the first
piece was brought from the Kircherian Museum, where it had

been deposited, and exactly
tomb, thus

fitted to it

;

and both covered the

:

MARTYRIS

Below, reaching from the lower edge of this stone to the ground
was a marble slab covered with an inscription, of which
only
the left-hand end remains, the rest being broken off and lost.
Above the tomb was another slab let into the sand-stone, of
which the right-hand end exists, and a few more fragments
have been recovered in the rubbish not enough to make out
the lines, but sufficient to show it was an
inscription in
.

;

verse,

by Pope Damasus. How is this authorship traceable ? Very
easily. Not only do we know that this holy pope, already mentioned, took pleasure in putting verses, which he loved to
but the number of inscripwrite, on the tombs of martyrs,
||

*

Published by Bncheriua in 1634.

t (Of)
J
5
I

The

.

.

nelius martyr.

crypt,

we believe, was discovered

before the stain.

Of Cornelius Martyr Bishop.
'ibex form the great bulk of his extant worts in

vertt.

FABIOLA;

(ill

tions of his yet extant exhibit a particular and very elegant mixed commission which he has appointed have done wonders'
form of letters, known among antiquarians by the name of With very limited means, they are going systematically to
"Damasiau." The fragments of this marble bear portions of work, finishing as they advance. Nothing is taken from the
but every thiug is restored,
spot where it is found
verses, in this character.
To proceed on the -wall, right of the tomb, and on the same as far as possible, to its original state.
Accurate tracin sacerdotal gar- ings are made of all the paintings, and plans of
plane, were painted two full-length figures
every part exments, with glories round their heads, evidently of Byzantine plored. To secure these good results, the Pope has, from ids
work of the seventh century. Down the wall, by the left side own resources, bought vineyards and fields, especially at Tor
some letters Maraucia, where the cemetery of SS. Nereus and Achilleus is
of each, letter below letter, were their names
situated
and we believe also over that of Callistus.
were effaced, which we supply in italics as follow
The
French emperor too has sent to Bx>me, artists, who have proSCI*
SCI* COR^ELI
duced a most magnificent work, perhaps somewhat overdone,
We here see how a foreigner, reading these two inscriptions, upon the catacombs a truly imperial undertaking.
It is time, however, for us to rejoin our party below, and
with the portraits, and knowing that the Church commemorates
finish our inspection of these marvellous cities of departed
the two martyrs on the same day, might easily be led to supat the saints, under the guidance of our friends the excavators.
that
were here
;

:

;

:

;

:

deposited together. Finally,
of the tomb, stands a truncated column, about
three feet high, concave at the top, as before described and
pose,
right

they

hand

;

as a confirmation of the use to which we said it might be put,
St. Gregory has, in his list of oils sent to the Lombard Queen,

"Oleum

S. Cornelii," the

oil of St.

CHAPTER

Cornelius.

WHAT DIOGENES DID TELL ABOUT THE CATACOMBS.

We

see then, how, during the second period, new ornaments, as well as greater conveniences, were added to the primBut we must not, on that
itive simple forms of the cemeteries.

IV.

account, imagine that

ALL that we have told our readers of the first period of the
history of subterranean Rome, as ecclesiastical antiquarians
love to call the catacombs, has no doubt been better re-

later

lated

we are in any danger of mistaking these
embellishments for the productions of the early ages. The
difference is so immense, that we might as easily blunder by
taking a Rubens for a Beato Angelico, as by considering a Byzantine figure to be a production of the two first centuries.

We come now to the third period of

these holy cemeteries,
When the Lombards, and

the sad one of their desolation.
later the Saracens, began to devastate the neighborhood of
Rome, and the catacombs were exposed to desecration, the
popes extracted the bodies of the most illustrious martyrs, and
This went on till the
placed them in the basilicas of the city.
eighth or ninth century ; when we still read of repairs made in
The catacombs
the cemeteries by the sovereign pontiffs.
ceased to be so much places of devotion and the churches,
which stood over their entrances, were destroyed, or fell to
decay. Only those remained which were fortified, and could
;

Paul on
the Ostian way, of St. Sebastian on the Appian, St. Laurence
on the Tiburtine, or in the Ager Veranus, St. Agnes on the
Nomentan road, St. Pancratius on the Aurelian, and, greatest
The first and last had sepaof all, St. Peter's on the Vatican.
and the traveller can still
rate burghs or cities round them
trace remains of strong walls round some of the others.

be defended.

Such are the extramural

basilicas of St.

;

Strange

it is,

however, that the young antiquarian,

whom we

have frequently named with honor, should have re-discovered
two of the basilicas over the entrance to the cemetery of Calthe one being a stable and bake-house,
listus, almost entire
the other a wine-store.
One is, most probably, that built by
The earth washed down,
Pope Damasus, so often mentioned.
through air-holes, the spoliation practised during ages, by persons entering from vineyards through unguarded entrances,
the mere wasting action of time and weather, have left us but a
wreck of the ancient catacombs. Still there is much to be thank;

ful for.

Enough remains

to verify the records left us in better

and these serve to guide us to the reconstruction of our
The present Pontiff has done more in a few years for
The
these sacred places, than has been effected in centuries.
times,
ruins.

*
(The picture) of St. Cornelius Pope, of Hi. Cyprian." On the other side, on
the other Bide, on a narrow wall projecting at a right angle, are two more similar
portraits; but only one name can be deciphered, that of St. Siitue, or, as he 10
there and elsewi, ere called, Suatus. On the paintings of the principal saints
may still be read, scratched in the mortar, in characters of the seventh century,
the name of visitors to the tomb. Those of two priests are thai

*LEO PRB
It

may be interesting

to

IOANNIS

PRR

add the entry in the Roman calendar

;

around him anxiously.
"I
" how
wonder," he said,
many turns we have passed by,
before leaving this main gallery ?"
" A
great many," answered Severus, drily.
" How
many do you think, ten or twenty ?"
" Full
for I never have counted them."
that, I fancy
Torquatus had, however, but wished to make sure. He con;

tinued,

"

still

pausing:

How do you

distinguish the right turn, then? Oh, what is
and he pretended to examine a small niche in the corner.
But Severus too kept a sharp look-out, and saw that he
was making a mark in the sand.
"
Come, come along," he said, '-or we shall lose sight of the
That little niche is to
rest, and not see which way they turn.
hold a lamp you will find one at each angle. As to ourselves,
we know every alley and turn here below, as you do those of
this ?"

;

the city above.

"

Torquatus was somewhat re-assured by this account of the
lamps those little earthen ones, evidently made on purpose
for the catacombs, of which so many are there found.
But not
content, he kept as good count as he could of the turns, as
they went; and now with one excuse, and now with another,
he constantly stopped, and scrutinised particular spots and
But Severus had a lynx's eye upon hitn and allowed
corners.
1

nothing to escape his attention.
At last they entered a doorway, and found themselves in a
square chamber, richly adorned with paintings.
"What do you call this?" asked Tiburtius.
" It is one of the
many crypts, or cubicula,* which abound
in our cemeteries," answered Diogenes; "sometimes they are
merely family sepultures, but generally they contain the tomb
of some martyr, on whose anniversary we meet here.
See that
tomb opposite us, which, though flush with the wall, is arched
over.
That becomes, On such an occasion, the altar whereon
the Divine mysteries are celebrated. You are of course aware
of the custom of so performing them."

two friends," interposed Pancratius, "sorenot have heard it; but I know it well. It
is surely one of the glorious privileges of martyrdom, to have
the Lord's sacred Body and precious Blood offered upon one's

"Perhaps

:

"xrilt Kal. Oct. OjDrianl Africa: Romse celebratur in Oalllsti." "Sept. 14.
(The deposition) of Cyprian in Africa: at Rome It is kept in (the cemetery) of

CMUltW."

by Diogenes to his youthful hearers, as, taper in hand,
they have been slowly walking through a long straight
gallery, crossed, indeed, by many others, but adhered to faithwith sundry pauses, and, of course, lectures, embodyfully
ing what we have put together in our prosaic second chapter.
At length Diogenes turned to the right, and Torquatus looked

my

oently baptised,

"

Chamber?.

may

THK

CllCncil

O/-'

of God.*
But let
ashee, and to repose thus under the very foot
us see well the paintings all over this crypt."
"It is oil account of thorn tli;it I brought you into this
It
to so many others in the cemetery.
in

chamber,
preference
is one of the most ancient, und coutuiiiH a most complete series
of pictures, from the remotest times down to some of my son's
"

doing.

"Well, then, Diogenes, explain them systematically to my
" I think I kuow most of
them, but
not all; and I shall be glad to hear you describe them."
"I am no scholar," replied the old mini, modestly, "but
when one has lived sixty years, man and boy, among things,
one gets to know them better than others, because one loves
them more. All here have been fully initiated, I suppose ?"
he added, with a pause.
'All," answered Tiburtius, "though not so fully instructed
as converts ordinarily are. Torquatus and myself have received
friends,'" said Paucratius.

the sacred Gift."

work painted over it, with grapes,
perhaps our true Vine, of which we are the
branches. There you see Orpheus sitting down, and playing sweet music, not only to his own flock, but to the wild
beasts of the desert, which stand charmed around him."
"Why, that is a heathen picture altogether," interrupted
Torquatus, with pettishness, and some sarcasm; "what has
of

trellis

to represent

do with Christianity ?"
" It is an
allegory, Torquatus," replied Pancratius, gently,
and a favorite one. The use of Gentile images, when in themYou see masks, for inselves harmless, has been permitted.
stance, and other pagan ornaments in this ceiling, and they belong generally to a very ancient period. And so our Lord
was represented under the symbol of Orpheus, to conceal His
sacred representation from Gentile blasphemy and sacrilege,
Look, now, in that arch you have a more recent representait

to

' '

;

tion of the

same

"

subject.

" I
see," said Torquatus, "a shepherd with a sheep over
his shoulders the Good Shepherd that I can understand ; I
remember the parable. "
"But why is this subject such a favorite one?" asked Tibur" I have observed it in other cemeteries."
tius
" If
you will look over the arcosolium,"} answered Severus,
"
you will see a fuller representation of the scene. But I think
we had better first continue what we have begun, and finish
the ceiling. You see that figure on the right ?"
"Yes," replied Tiburtius "it is that of a man apparently
Is that meant to
in a chest, with a dove flying towards him.
represent the Deluge ?"
" It
is," said Severus, "as the emblem of regeneration by
water and the Holy Spirit and of the salvation of the world.
Such is our beginning ; and here is our end Jonas thrown out
of the boat, and swallowed by the whale and then sitting in
enjoyment under his gourd. The resurrection with our Lord,
;

;

;

;

;

;

"
and eternal rest as its fruit.
" How natural is this

representation in such a place !" observed Pancratius, pointing to the other side ; " and here we
have another type of the same consoling doctrine."
" Sic veneraricr ossa

"

Prtidentiue, neyi nrefy iii. 43.
With her relics gathered here.
The altar o'er them placed revere,

Nor to us her soft eye clones,
Nor her gracious ear. "
"
martyr lies "beneath the feet of God

,

around it?"
"If you look at the
of the loaves and fishes.

left side,

The

come

to

pi.

you see the multipli<
you know the symbol

fish* is

of

Christ."

"Why so?" asked Torquatus, rather impatiently. Severus
turned to Pancratius, as the better scholar, to mis'
" There are two
opinions about its origin," said the v
" one finds the
meaning in the worditst-lf its
readily ;
forming the beginning of words, so as to mean 'Jesus
Son of God, Savior. 't Another puts it in the symbol
1

;

tl

that as fish are born and live in the water, so is the Cli c
born of water, and buried with Christ in it, by IK:;.
Hence as w'e came along, we saw the figure of a lisi<

tombs, or its name engraven on them. Now go on,
" Then the union of the bread and the fish in one
multiplication shows us how, in the Eucharist, Christ becomes the food
of all.
Opposite is Moses striking the rock, from which all
drank, and which is Christ, our drink as well as our food.

"Now, at last," said Torquatus, "we are come to the Good
Shepherd."
"
you see Him in the centre of
"Yes," continued Severus,
the arcosolium, in His simple tunic and leggings, with u sheep
wpon His shoulders, the recovered wanderer from the
Two more are standing at His sides; the truant ir.iii mi His
right, the gentle ewe upon His left: the penitent in
honor. On each side, too, you see a person evidently sent by
i

Him

Both ore leaning forward, and addr.
to preach.
sheep not of the fold. One on either side is apparently gi\ in^
no heed to their words, but browsing quietly on, while one is
turning up its eyes and head, looking and listening with
attention.
of

God,

Kain is falling copiously on them ; that is the grace
It is not difficult to interpret this pie

"But what makes

this

emblem such a

particular favorite ?"

again pressed Tiburtius.
"We consider this, and similar paintings, to belong chiefly
to the time, when the Novatian heresy so much plagued the

Church," answered Severus.
"And pray what heresy is that ?" asked Torquatus, car
he was losing time.
ly; for he thought
"It was, and indeed is, the heresy," answered Pancratius,
"that teaches, that there are sins which the Church h:is not
power to forgive; which are too great for God to pardon."
Pancratius was not aware of the effect of his words but
Severus, who never took off his eye from Torquatus, saw the
blood go and come violently in his countenance.
:

"Is that a heresy?" asked the traitor, confused.
"Surely a dreadful one," replied Pancratius, "to limit the
mercy and forgiveness of Him, who came to call not the just,
but sinners to repentance. The Catholic Church has always
held, that a sinner, however dark the dye, however huge the
mass, of his crimes, on truly repenting, may receive forgiveAnd.
ness, through the penitential remedy left in her hands.
The word

is

usually

given in Grvek, and Christ

is

familiarly

called the

St. Optatus (adv. Farm. lib. iii.) and St.
Augustine (de C. D. lib. xviii. c, 23).
SThis is Tertullian's explanation (de Raplismo, lib. ii. c. 2).
Hn the name cemetery ia another inferi'stiii;,' p:untin.'. 0:1 a table lie a' loaf
and a nub ; a priest is stre!chi"ghis hands over th^m ; and opposite is u

The priest is the same as, in a picture close by, is reprefigure in adoration
sented administering baptism. In another chamber just cleared out,
ancient decorations, such as masks, &c., and nshca bearing baskets of bread
and flasks of wine, on their back as they swim.
:i

is

in allusion to the Bea'

nee in the Blessed Eucharist.

> wall.

-

three Babylonian children in the, 1'iery fur
" w<i
may
"Well, now, I think," snid ToniuatiiH,
the arcosolium, and finish this room. What are these

.

Tho arched tombs were BO called. A homely illustration would be an arohod
walled up to the height of three feet. The paintings would be inaido,
'i

;

resent the resurrectic m of Lazarus.
Here look, is a touching
expression of the hope of our fathers in persecution

*

She beneath God'xfeet reposes,

t

;

l\Bvf, ichthus.
tThis is the true interpretation of

Carmine propitiata fovet."

idea that the

;

libet,

Ossibus altar et impositum;
Ilia Dei xita sub pedibus,
Prospicit hffic, populotque BUGS

The

" Where?" asked
" T HOC uolhi
Torqunttis, languidly
a figur
fant in a small temple
'it."
and anothei
"Exactly," mid Severn;; "tliatiw the w;;v

(

"Enough," resumed the excavator. "The ceiling is the
oldest part of the painting, as is natural; for that was done
when the crypt was excavated, whereas the walls were decoYou see the ceiling has a
rated, as tombs were hollowed out.
sort

Tllil <'.\T.\C<iMBS.

is th*t of St. Peter, as ho is represented to us in the
Un a class, bearing a picture of tUis sceue the person striking
his h vi 1. PE i'DVS
b<w
writto
over
rook
Kie

ITho typo of the figure

ccm^ifrr.*.s.

FMllOLA; OR
therefore, she has always so much loved this type of the Good
Shepherd, ready to run into the wilderness, to bring bock a

There we left Fabiola perplexed by some sentences
she had found.
io her like a letter I'rom
Tii
another world; she hardly knew of what.olmvarli T.
She
to li aru mure about them, but she
hardly durst inquire. Many
visitors called the next day, aud for several
days after, and she

called

it.

'

"But suppose,"
who hud become a

said Torquatus, evidently moved, "that one
Christian, and received the sacred Gift, were

away, and plunge into vice, and and" (his voice fal"almost betray his brethren, would not the Church reject such a one from hope ?"
"No, no," answered the youth; "these are the very crimes,
which the Novatians insult the Catholics for admitting to pardou. The Church is a mother, with her arms ever open to reembrace her erring children,"
to

f;tll
i

There was a tear trembling in Torquatus's eye his lips
quivered with the confession of his guilt, which ascended to
them for a moment ; but as if a black poisonous drop rose up
his throat with it and choked him, he changed in a moment to
a hard, obstinate look, bit his lip and said, with an effort at cool
ness, "It is certainly a consoling doctrine for those that need
;

it,"

moment of grace had been foraud that some despairing thought had quenched a flash
of hope, in that man's heart.
Diogenes aud Majus, who had
been absent, looking at a new place for opening a gallery near,
Severus alone observed that a

feited,

now

Torquatus addressed the old master-digger
have now seen the galleries and the chambers I am
anxious to visit the church in which we shall have to assemreturned.

:

"We

;

ble."

The unconscious excavator was going to lead the way,
the inexorable artist interposed.

when

think, father, it is too late for to-day you know we have
got our work to do. These young friends will excuse us, especially as they will see the church in good time, and in better
"
order also, as the holy Pontiff intends to officiate in it.
'

'I

;

They assented and when they arrived at the point where
they had turned off from the first straight gallery to visit the
ornamental chamber, Diogenes stopped the party, turned a
;

few steps along an opposite passage, and said
" If
you pursue this corridor, and turn to the right, you
come to the church. I have merely brought you here to show
you :m arcosolium, with a beautiful painting. You see here
the Virgin Mother holding her Divine Infant in her arms,
:

while the wise Easterns, here represented as four, though generally we only reckon three, are adoring Him."*
All admired the painting; but poor Severus was much chagrined at seeing how his good father had unwittingly supplied
the information desired by Torquatus, and had furnished him
with a sure clue to the desired turn, by calling his attention to
the tomb close round it, distinguishable by so remarkable a
their

company was departed he

he had
will give us

told all that

" That man
observed to his brother, remarking,
trouble yet: I strongly suspect him."
In a short time they had removed every mark which Tor-

quatus had made at the turnings. But this was no security
against his reckonings; and they determined to prepare for
changing the road, by blocldng up the present one and turning
For this purpose they had the sand of
off at another point.
new excavations brought to the ends of a gallery which crossed
the main avenue, where this was low, and left it heaped up
there, till the faithful could be instructed of the intended
change.

V.

ABOVE QBOUND.

*

days of company and visits, Fabiola produced her parchment,
and placed it before Syra. There passed over her countenance
an emotion not observable to her mistress; but she was perfectly calm, as she looked up from reading.
"That writing," said her mistress, " I got at Chromatius's
I cannot
villa, on the back of a note, probably by mistake.
drive it out of my mind, which is quite perplexed by it."
"Why should it be so, my noble lady ? Its sense seems plain

enough."
nat"Yes; and that very plainness gives me trouble.
ural feelings revolt against this sentiment: I fancy I ought to
despise a man who does not resent an injury, and return hatred

My

To forgive at most would be much; but to do good
in return for evil, seems to me an unnatural exaction from human nature. Now, while I feel all this, I am conscious that I
have been brought to esteem you, for conduct exactly the refor hatred.

verse of what I

"

am

naturally impelled to expect."

Oh, do not talk of me, my dear mistress; but look at the
simple principle; you honor it hi others, too. Do you despise,
or do you respect Aristides, for obliging a boorish enemy, by
writing, when asked, his own name, on the shell that voted his
banishment ? Do you, as a Roman lady, contemn, or honor,
the name of Coriolanus, for his generous forbearance to your
city?"
" I venerate
both, most truly, Syra; but then

you know those
were heroes, and not every-day men."
" And
why should we not all be heroes ?" asked Syra laughing.

recover our reader from his long subterranean excursion,
"
ist take him with us on another viail lo the
happy Camiv the blest," as an old write might have

ihere are

live in, if

we

were. It is very pleasant reading about the feats of such wonderful people; but one would be very sorry to see them performed by common men, every day."
"
Why so ?" pressed the servant.
"Why so? who would like to find a baby she was nursing,

playing with, or strangling, serpents in the cradle ? I should'
be very sorry to have a gentleman whom I invited to dinner,
telling me coolly he had that morning killed a minotaur, or
strangled a hydra; or to have a friend offering to send the Tiber
through my stables, to cleanse them. Preserve us f
generation of heroes, say I." And Fabiola laughed heartily at
the conceit. In the same good humor Syra continued
"But suppose we had the misfortune to live in a country
where such monsters existed, centaurs and minotaurs, hydras
and dragons. Would it not be better that common men should
be heroes enough to conquer them, than that we should have
to send off to the other side of the world for a Theseus or a HerIn fact, in that case, a man would be
cules, to destroy them ?
no more a hero if he fought them, than a lion-slayer is
my
?

:

CHAPTER

To

It was strange that, after all, when wisdom or
consolation was to be sought, the noble and haughty Roman
lady should turn instinctively to her Christian slave. And so
it was now.
The first moment they were alone, after several

comprehend.

"Bless me, child! what a world we should

picture.

When

thought of putting before some or other of them the
mysterious sentences, but she could not bring herself to do it.
A lady, whose life was like her own, philosophically correct,
and coldly virtuous, came; and they talked together over the
fashionable opinions of the day. She took out her vellum
page to puzzle her; but she shrank from submitting it to her:
it felt
profane to do so. A learned man, well read in all
branches of science and literature, paid her a long visit, aud
spoke very charmingly on the sublimer views of the older
schools.
She was tempted to consult him about her discovery;
but it seemed to contain something higher than he could
(il'ten

Reveritl

mm intuT ri^h

(f

we

ii

usually dated,

K-petmoMN of
in

th-'

<

thin ;y;uiimii,'.

mi-lery of EfereUS

and AhiU0tU.
f

il us

givn

ill

our

title-pago.

It is

found,
limp au-

representing our Lord

m

country."

"

Quite true, Syra; but I do not see the application of your

idea."

"It

is this:

my mind

anger, hatred, revenge, ambition, avarice, are to
as complete monsters, as serpents or dragons; aud

TV//:

curiu'ii

OF

they attack common men as ranch as great ones. Why should
not I try to be us able \i, conquer them aa Aristides, <ir !oriolauus, or Ciacinnatus ? Why leave it to h<;rues only, to do
what we can do as well ?"
" And do
you really hold this as a common moral principle ?
(

If BO, I fear

yon will soar too high."
"No, dear lady. You were startled when

I ventured to

maintain that inward and unseen virtue was aa necessary as
the outward and visible: I fear I must surprise you still
more."
" Go
on, and do not fear to tell me all."
"
Well, then, the principle of that system which I profess is

we must treat, and practise, as e very-day and comvirtue, nay, aa simple duty, whatever any other code, the

this: that

mon

?'///;

C

hunt thorn out, or down, with unrelenting assiduity. Tl
prefect* or governors of Sicily, luiiy, Spain,
In addition t<> ti
present, to receive their orders.
linen, philosophers, and orators, mixmg
old acquaintance Calpumius, had been in\i

whom

V<TO

.

v.

priests, who had come from different parts, to petition for
ier persecution, were commanded to attend.

The usual residence

of the emperors, as we have seen was
There was, however, another much esteem
hithem, which Maximian Hercules in particular preferred.

the Palatine.

I

ring the reign of Nero, the wealthy senator, i'lautiiiH Lateranus, was charged with conspiracy, and of course pu,
with death. His immense property was seized
by the em
and part of this was his house, described by Juvenal, and
other writers, as of unusual size and magnificence. It was
beautifully situated on the Coelion hill, and on the sou
of the city
so that from it was a view unequalled ev.-u in the

purest and sublimest that may be, considers heroic, and proof
of transcendent virtue."
"That is indeed a sublime standard to form, of moral elevaThe
tion; but mark the difference between the two cases.
hero is supported by the praises of the world: his act is recorded and transmitted to posterity, when he checks his pas-

vicinity of Koine.
Stretching across the wavy Campu^nn, hro
bestrided by colossal aqueducts, crossed bylines of muds, with
their fringes of marble tombs, and bespangled all over with

But who sees, cares for,
sions, and performs a sublime action.
or shall requite, the poor obscure wretch, who in humble

glittering villas, set like gems in the dark green
laurel and cypress, the eye reached, at evening, the

secrecy imitates his conduct ?"
Syra, with solemn, reverential look and gesture, raised her
" His
eyes and her right hand to heaven, and slowly said,
Fatiier, who is in heaven, who maketh His sun to rise on the
good and the bad, and raineth on the just and the unjust."
Fabiola paused for a time, overawed: then said affectionately

slope of hills on which, as on a couch, lay stretched luxuriously Alba and Tusculnm, with "their daughters," according to
oriental phrase, basking brightly in the setting sun.
The

and

;

j

craggy range of Sabine mountains on the left, and the golden
expanse of the sea on the right, of the beholder, closed in this
perfect landscape.

It would be attributing to Maximian a quality which he did
not possess, were we to give him credit for loving a residence
so admirably situated, through any taste for the beaut iiul.
The splendor of the buildings, which he had still further
gods have been thought to be, to attempt it; but the very idea adorned, or possibly the facility of running out of the city for
is worth a whole philosophy.
Can you lead me higher than the chase of boar and wolf, was the motive of this preference.
this ?"
A native of Sirmium, in Sclavonia, a reputed barbarian,
"
fore of the lowest extraction, a mere soldier of fortune, without
Oh, far! far higher still."
'And where at length would you leave me ?"
any education, endowed with little more than a brute strength,
" Where
"
which made his surname of Hercules most appropriate, he hud
your heart should tell you, that it had found peace.
been raised to the purple by his brother-barbarian, Diodes,
known as the emperor Dioclesian. Like him, covetous to
meanness, and spendthrift to recklessness, addicted to the same
CHAPTER VL
coarse vices and foul crimes, which a Christian pen refuses to
record, without restraint of any passion, without sense of
DELIBEBATIONS.
justice, or feeling of humanity, this monster had never ceased
The persecution had now been some time raging in the East to oppress, persecute, and slay whoever stood in his way. To
under Dioclesian and Galerius ; and the decree for enkindling him the coming persecution looked like an approaching
it throughout the West, had reached
Maximian, But it had does to a glutton, who requires the excitement of a surfeit, to
been resolved to make this a work, not of repression, but of relieve the monotony of daily excess. Gigantic in frame, with
extermination, of the Christian name. It had been determined the well-known features of his race, with the hair on his head
and face more yellow than red, shaggy and wild, like tufts of
to spare no one ; but cutting off the cliiefs of the
religion first,
with eyes restlessly rolling in a compound expression of
to descend down to the wholesale
butchery of the poorest straw,
It was necessary for this purpose to concert
classes.
profligacy, and ferocity, this almost last of Home's
suspicion,
measures,
that the various engines of destruction might work hi cruel tyrants struck terror in the heart of any beholder, except a
harmony that every possible instrument should be employed Christian. Is it wonderful that he hated the race and its name ?
In the large basilica, or hall, then, of the JEdes Lateranse,*
to secure completeness to the effort ; and also that the
majesty
of imperial command should add its grandeur and its terror, to Maximian met his motley council, in which secrecy was en
the crushing blow.
by penalty of death. In the semicircular apse at the upper
For this purpose, the emperor, though impatient to begin end of the hall, sat the emperor, on an ivory throne richly
and before him were arranged his obsequious
his work of blood, had yielded to the opinion of his
counsellors, adorned,
almost trembling advisers. A chosen body of guards kept the
that the edict should be kept concealed, till it could be
pubentrance and the officer in command, Sebastian, was leaning
lished simultaneously in every province, and
government, of
the West. The thundercloud, fraught with vengeance, would negligently against it on the inside, but carefully noted every
thus hai g for a tune, in painful mystery, over its intended vic- word that was spoken.
Little did the emperor think, that the hall in which he sat,
tims, and then burst suddenly upon them, discharging upon
and which he afterwards gave, with the contiguous palace, to
th(;ir heads its mingled elements, and its
fire, hail, snow, ice,
and boisterous blast."
Constantino, as part of the dowry of his daughter, F;>
It was in the month of
that Maximian Hercules would be transferred by him to the head of the religion h,

respectfully:

"Again, Syra, you have conquered

Your wisdom

is

consistent as

my philA virtue

sublime.
heroic, even when, unseen, you propose as the ordinary daily
virtue of every one.
Men must indeed become more than what

osophy.

it is

i

;

;

'

November,
convoked the meeting in which his plans had finally to be' ad- planning to extirpate, and become, retaining its nn<ne of the
To it were summoned the leading officers of his court, Lateran Basilica, the cathedral of Rome, "of all the churches
justed.
and of the state. The principal one, the prefect of the city, of the city and of the world the mother and chief."! LitUe
had brought with him his son, Corvinns, whom ho had pro- did he imagine, that on the spot whereon rested his throne,
posed to bo captain of a body of armed pursuivants, picked
The Lateran house or pajace.
out for their savageness and hatred of Christians
who should
t Iiuoriptioa on the front, and medals, of the Lateran Basilic*.
;

OR

FMtlul.A

44

raised a Chair whence commands shonld issue, to
worlds unknown to Roman sway, from an iniraortal race

would be

of sovereigns, spiritual

and temporal.

.;ted. liy

whom had

each of

Li

religious courtesy, to the priests
'1.
Here a river had overflowed
;

banks, and done much mischief to the neighboring plains
there an earthquake had thrown down part of a town ; on the
northern frontiers the barbarians threatened invasion ; at the
its

;

south, the plague was ravaging the pious population. In every
instance, the oracles had declared, that it was all owing to the
Christians, whoso toleration irritated the gods, and whose evil

charms brought calamity on the empire. Nay, some had afflicted
their votaries by openly proclaiming, that they would utter no
more, till the odious Nazarenes had been exterminated and
the great Delphic oracle had not hesitated to declare, "that the
;

government of the State, and equally powerful over
minds as this. Formerly, all acknowledged the emperor
as supreme iu religious, as in civil, rule.
Hence he bears still
the title of Poutifex Maxirnus. But these men have raised up
a divided power, and consequently bear but a divided loyalty.
of the

their

I hate, therefore, as a usurpation in

dotal

sway over

my subjects.

my dominions,

For

this sacer-

I declare that I

would

rather hear of a new rival starting up to my throne, than of
the election of one of these priests in Rome." *
This speech, delivered in a harsh grating voice, and with a

vulgar foreign accent, was received with immense applause ;
and plans were formed for the simultaneous publication of the
Edict through the West, and for its complete and exterminating
execution.

Then turning sharp upon Tertullus, the emperor said: "Preyou said you had some one to propose for superintending
whom made these arrangements, and for merciless dealings with these
his own long-winded oration during which Maximian gave un- traitors."
" He is
equivocal signs of weariness. But as the Emperors in the
here, sire, my son Corvinus." And Tertullus handed
East had held a similar meeting, he considered it his duty the
youthful candidate to the grim tyrant's footstool, where he
The usual calumnies were repeated, knelt. Maximian
to sit out the annoyance.
eyed him keenly, burst into a hideous laugh,
for the ten-thousandth time, to an applauding assembly the and said: "
I think he'll do.
I
Juft did not allow the gods to speak."
Next canie the philosophers and orators, each of

fect,

;

Upon my word,

;

murdering and eating infants, of committing foul
of
crimes,
worshipping martyrs' bodies, of adoring an ass's
head, and inconsistently enough of being unbelievers, and
serving no God. These tales were all most firmly believed
though probably their reciters knew perfectly well, they were
but good sound heathen lies, very useful in keeping up a horror
stories

of

had nc idea you had such an ugly

Why,

son.

prefect,

I should think he is

just the thing; every quality of a thorough-paced, unconscien"
tious scapegrace is stamped upon his features.

Then turning to Corvinus, who was scarlet with rage, terror
and shame, he said to him: "Mind you, sirrah, I must have
clean work of it; no hacking and hewing, no blundering. I
of Christianity.
pay up well, if I am well served; but I pay off well, too, if
But, at length, up rose the man, who was considered to have badly served. So now go; and remember, that if your back
most deeply studied the doctrines of the enemy, and best to can answer for a small fault, your head will for a greater. The
know their dangerous tactics. He WPS supposed to have read lictors' fasces contain an axe as well as rods."
their own books, and to be drawing up a confutation of their
The emperor rose to depart, when his eye caught Fulvius,
Indeed, so great was who had been summoned as a paid court spy, but who kept as
errors, which would fairly crush them.
his weight with his own side, that when he asserted that Chris- much in the background as possible.
"Ho, there my eastern
tians held any monstrous principle, had their supreme pontiff worthy," he called out to him; " draw nearer."
in person contradicted it, every one would have laughed at the
Fulvius obeyed with apparent cheerfulness, but with real
very idea, of taking his word for his own belief, against the reluctance much the same as if he had been invited to go
assertion of Calpurnius.
very near a tiger, the strength of whose chain he -was not quite
He struck up a different strain, and his learning quite aston- sure about. He had seen, from the beginning, that his coming
He had read the original books, he to Rome had not been acceptable to Maximian, though he
is'.ieu his fellow-sophists.
It was not merely that the tyrant
not only of the Christians themselves, but of their fore- knew not fully the cause.
who, having come into Egypt in the reign of had plenty of favorites of his own to enrich, and spies to pay,
s, the Jews
Ptolemy Philadelpims, to escape from a famine in their own without Dioclesian's sending him more from Asia, though this
through the arts of their leader, Josephus, bought up had its weight but it was more. He believed in his heart that
all the corn there, and sent it home.
Upon which Ptolemy Fulvius had been sent principally to act the spy upon himself,
>ued them, telling them, that as they had eaten up all and to report to Nicomedia the sayings and doings of his
should live on the straw, by making bricks with court. While, therefore, he was obliged to tolerate him, and
ii-n, they
Then Demetrius Phalerius, hear- even employ him, he mistrusted and disliked him, which
building a great city.
nn them of a great many curious histories of their ances- in him was equivalent to hating him. It was some compensahut up Moses and Aaron, their most learned men, in a tion, therefore, to Corviuus, when he heard his more polished
:

;

;

;

,

i

tower, having shaved half their beards, till they should write
Greek all their records. These rare books Calpurnius had

in

confederate publicly addressed, as rudely as himself, in the
following terms
" None of
your smooth, put-on looks for me, fellow. I want
:

nd he would build his argument entirely on them. This
uade war upon every king and people, that came in their deeds, not smirks. You came here as a famous plot-hunter, a
It was their principle, if they sort of stoat, to
id destroyed them all.
pull conspirators out of their nests, or suck
one to the sword and this was all be- their eggs for me. I have seen nothing of this so far and yet
city, to put every
cause they were under the government of their ambitious you have had plenty of money to set you up in business.
so that when a certain king Saul, called also Paul, These Christians will afford you plenty of game so make yourspared a poor captive monarch whose name was Agag, the self ready, and let us see what you can do. You know my
s ordered him to bo brought out and hewed in pin
ways you had better look sharp about yoti, therefore, or you
"
"
Now," continued he, these Christians are still under the may have to look at something very sharp before you. The
domination of the same priesthood, and are quite as ready to- property of the convicted will be divided between the accusers
day, under their direction, to overthrow the great Roman and the treasury unless I see particular reasons for taking the
empire, burn us all in the Forum, and even sacrilegiously whole to myself. Now jon may go."
heads of our divine emperors."
assail the sacred and
Most thought that these particular reasons would turn out to
A thrill of horror ran through the assembly at this fcoital. be very general.
It was soon hushed, as the emperor opened his mouth to
;

;

i

;

;

;

;

;

.

speak.

"

"
" For
my part," he said, I have another and stronger reaiK
for
son
They have dared
my
!>lish in the heart of the emj):,
rity, a
udeut
supreme r. 1
-

Thene are the very words of Deciua, on ttir eloctimi of St. Cornelius in
"Cum multo pat'entius audiret levari adversnin BO semuUim

of St. Peter:

cipem,
p. 09,

quam conetitui Itouja? DeifcacertloU'in."

fid.

JIaur.
i.a!

1

il

,S.

Cypi-.E]*.

Could there be a stronger prnnf

thiit,

umlrr

t]

jiowrc WES H^nxlblc ;ind oxU-raal, even to the exteut of

pri:

-

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.

CHAPTEE VIL

choice, a servant, a woman of rare moral perceptions, who has
propounded In
"It is not in any distant,
:ut I learnt thein; fi>
I sucked them in with my mother's milk; though, originally,
they doubtless ccine from the l'u.,t."
"They are certainly beautiful in the alistnrt," rem
Fabiola; "but death would overtake us before, we could half
carry them out, were we to make them our principles of con<

DARK DEATH.
A FEW

days after Fabiola returned from the country, Sebasit his duty to wait upon her, to communicate
so much of the dialogue between Corvinus and her black slave,
as he could without causing unnecessary suffering. We have already observed, that of the many noble youths whom Fubiola
had met hi her father's house, none had excited her admiration
tian considered

and respect except Sebastian. So frank, so generous, so brave,
yet so unboasting ; so mild, so kind in act and speech, so unselfish and so careful of others, blending so completely in one
character nobleness and simplicity, high wisdom and practical
sense, he seemed to her the most finished type of manly virtue,
one which would not easily suffer by time, nor weary by

fa-

duct."

"And how

better could death find us, though not t,v.<
doing oar duty, oven if not to its
part," resumed the lady, "I am of tin; old KpicMi-

us, than in thus

"For my

rean poet's mind. This world is a banquet, from which I shall
be ready to depart when I have Lad my fill ut conviva salur
and not till then. I wish to read life's book through, and close
it calmly only when I have finished its last
page."
Sebastian shook his head, smiling, and said, " The last page

book comes but in the middle of the volu
wherever 'death may happen to be written. But on the next
page begins the illuminated book of a new life without a last
of this world's

miliarity.

therefore, it was announced to her that the officer Sebastian wished to speak to her alone, in one of the halls below,

When,

'

her heart beat at the unusual tidings, and conjured up a thousand strange fancies, about the possible topics of his interview.
This agitation was not diminished, when, after apologizing for
his seeming intrusion, he remarked with a smile, that, well
knowing how sufficiently she was already annoyed by the many
candidates for her hand, he felt regret at the idea, that he was
going to add another, yet undeclared, to her list. If this ambiguous preface surprised, and perhaps elated her, she was
soon depressed again, upon being told, it was the vulgar and
stupid Corvinus. For her father, even, little as he knew how
to discriminate characters out of business, had seen enough of

page."
"I understand you," replied Fabiola, good humoredly; "yon
are a brave soldier, and you speak as such.
You must be
always prepared for death from a thousand casualties: tin: sel-

nothing of what related to the Christians in that dialogue. He
put her on her guard, and she promised to prevent the nightly
excursions of her necromancer slave. What Afra had engaged
to do, she did not for a moment believe it was ever her intention to attempt; neither did she fear arts which she utterly
Indeed Afra's last soliloquy seemed satisfactorily to
despised.
prove that she was only deceiving her victim. But she certainly felt indignant at having been bargained about by two
such vile characters, and having been represented as a grasp-

"And do you really mean, that death, BO contemplated,
would be welcomed by you ?"

dom

see

it

stealthily,

comes more mercifully, and
are musing on a more
front full sheaves of arrows from

approach suddenly;

it

You no doubt

upon the weak.

glorious fate, on receiving in
the enemy, and falling covered with honor. You look to the
soldier's funeral pile with trophies erected over it.
To you,
after death,

opens its bright page the book of glory."

"No, no, gentle lady," exclaimed Sebastian, emphatically.
him at his late banquet, to characterise him to his daughter by "I mean not so. I care not for glory, which can only be enthose epithets.
joyed by an anticipating fancy. I speak of vulgar death, as it
Sebastian, fearing rather the physical, than the moral, ac- may come to me in common with the poorest slave; consuming
tivity of Afra's drugs, thought it right to inform her of the me by slow burning fever, wasting me by long, lingering concompact between the two dabblers hi the black art, the princi- sumption, racking me by slowly eating ulcers; nay, if you
pal efficacy of which, however, seemed to consist in drawing please, by the still crueller inflictions of men's wrath. In any
money from the purse of a reluctant dupe. He of course said form let it come; it comes from a hand that I love."

ing, avaricious

woman, whose

price was gold.

"how very kind it is
put me on my guard; and I admire the
delicacy with which you have unfolded so disagreeable a matter, and the tenderness with which you have treated every one
"I

of

feel," she said at last to Sebastian,

you

to

come thus

to

concerned."

"I have

only done in this instance," replied the soldier,
"what I should have done for any human being save him, if
possible, from pain or danger."
"Your friends, I hope you mean," said Fabiola, smiling;
" otherwise I fear
your whole lif e would go in works of unrequited
"

benevolence.
"And so let

"

go; it could not be better spent."
are not in earnest, Sebastian.
If

it

"As joyful as is the epicure, when the doors of the banqueting-hall are thrown wide open, and he sees beyond them tha
brilliant lamps, the

with

glittering table,

and

its

delicious viands,

attendant ministers well-girt, and crowned with
as blithe as is the bride when the bridegroom is
its

:<

coming with rich

conduct her to her new homo, will
my exulting heart be, when death, under whatever form,
throws back the gates, iron on this side, but golden on the
And I care not
other, which lead to a new and p rennial life.
gifts, to

how grim the messenger may be, that proclaims the approach
Him who is celestially beautiful. "
"And who is He ?" asked Fabiola, eagerly. "Can He not

of

be seen, save through the fleshless ribs of death ?"
"No," replied Sebastian "for it is He who must reward us,
not only for our lives, but for our deaths also.
Happy
whose inmost hearts, which He has ever read, have been k
pure and innocent, as well as their deeds have been virtuous
For them is this bright vision of Him, whose true rewards 01
then begin."
;

!

How very like Syra's doctrines she thought. But before
she could speak again, to ask whence they came, a si
tered, stood on the threshold, and respectfully [
!

you saw one

Surely you
who had ever hated you, and sought your destruction, threatened with a calamity which would make him harmless, would
"
you stretch out your hand to save or succor him ?

"

Certainly I would. While God sends His sunshine and
His rain equally upon His enemies, as upon His friends, shall
weak man frame another rule of justice ? "
At these words Fabiola wondered; they were so like those of

her mysterious parchment, identical with the moral theories of
her slave.
"You have been in the East, I believe, Sebastian," she
asked him, rather abruptly, " was it there that you learnt these
For I have one near me, who is yet, by her own
principles':

"A courier, madam,

is

"1'ardon me, Sebastian
"
immediately.

just arrived
!"'

from

Baiie. "f

she exclaimed.

"Let him enter

The messenger came
ing

in, covered with dust, and jaded, havhorse at thu gai i; uud uJ'eivd her :.

left his tired

;

packet.

Her hand trembled

as she took

it

;

and while she was unloos-

bauds, she hesitatingly asktd,
"From my father?"

ening

its

*

"Ab

..

srllled

glKKL.''

1

t

A

faahionabje w;Ucriu^-rJuee :iear XaulM.

FABIOLA OR
;

"About him,
"pem-il
iuii

on

tit

least,"

ciiught

:\

her

bi

lii>

One

iiinl

rushed

over

r.

conch, nud delicately

a

was the messenger's ominous

tli.

iii

glance had told her

it,
.

reply.

shrieked, and 1V11.
the ground, liiid her

her in the hands of her handut the ery.
left

all.

Her

father

Fnbiola in a gloomy and
searching form.
l

'her father?

\Yhither was he gone

"What was beHad he melted

?

into unexistence, or

Had

l<i*

lit'.'

had he been crushed into annihilation ?
been searched through by that unseen
eye which

Had

lie

stood the proof of that scrutiny

which Sebastian and Syra had described ?
Then
Impossible
what had become of him?" She shuddered as she
thought,
dud put away the reflection from her mind.

was dead.

!

CHAPTER

Oh, for a ray from some unknown light, that would dart into
the grave, and show her what it was
Poetry had pretended
to enlighten it, and even
glorify it ; but had only, in truth, remained at the door, as a genius with
drooping head, and torch
reversed.
Science had stepped in, and come out
scared, with
tarnished wings, and lamp extinguished in the fcetid air for it had
I

DABKEB

STILL.

N Sebastian came into the court, he found a litttle
of domestics gathered round the courier, listening to the
dei.iils of their master's death.
crowd

only discovered a charnel-house. And philosophy had barely
had ventured to wander round and round, and peep in with dr<
s desired effect.
He called at his villa, and spent a and recoil, and then prate or babble and, shrugging its
few days with his daughter, on his way to Asia. He was more shoulders, own, that the problem was yet unsolved, the
mystery
than usually all'ertionate; and when they parted, both father still veiled. Oh, for something, or some one, better than all
and daughter seemed to have a melancholy foreboding that these, to remove the dismal perplexity
While these thoughts dwell like
they would meet no more. He soon, however, recovered his
gloomy night on the heart
of
at
where
a
Fabiola, her slave is enjoying the vision of light, clothed in
of
livers
spirits
Baiae,
party
good
anxiously awaited
him and where he considered himself obliged to stay, while mortal form, translucid and radiant, rising from the grave as
from an alembic, in which have remained the
Ming fitted up, and stored with the best wines
grosser qualiand provisions which Campania afforded, for his voyage. He ities of matter, without impairing the essence of its nature. Spiritualised and free, lovely and
indulged, however, his luxurious tastes to excess; and on comglorious, it springs from the very
hot-bed of corruption. And another, and another from hind and
it of a bath, after a
hearty supper, he was seized with a
He had left sea; from reeking cemetery, and from beneath consecrated altar
chill, and in four-and-twenty hours was a corpse.
his undivided wealth to his only child.
In fine, the body waa from the tangled thicket where solitary murder has been combeing embalmed when the courier started, and was to be mitted on the just, and from fields of ancient battle done by
Israel for God; like crystal fountains
brought by his galley to Ostia.
springing into the air, like
On hearing this sad tale, Sebastian was almost sorry that he brilliant signal-lights, darted from earth to heaven, till a host
had spoken as he had done of death; and left the house with of millions, side by side, repeoples creation with joyous and
mournful thoughts.
undying life. And how knows she this ? Because One, greater
Fabiola's first plunge into the dark abyss of grief was deep and better than poet, sage, or sophist, had made the trial
had
and dismal, down into unconsciousness. Then the buoyancy descended first into the dark couch of death, had blessed it, as He
had done the cradle, and made
of youth and mind bore her up again to the surface
infancy sacred rendering also
niul her
view of life, to the horizon, was as of a death a holy thing, and its place a sanctuary. He went into it
boundless ocean of black seething waves, on which floated in the darkest of evening, and He came forth from it in the
no living thing save herself. Her woe seemed utter and un- brightest of morning He was laid there wrapped in spices,
icil
and she closed her eyes with a shudder, and suffered and He rose again robed in His own fragrant iucorrnption.
herself to sink again into obliviousness,
till
once more And from that day the grave had ceased to be an object of
roused to wakefulness of mind. Again and again she was dread to the Christian soul for it continued what He had made
thus tossed up and down, between transient death and life, it, the furrow into which the seed of immortality must needs
while her attendants applied remedies to what they deemed a be cast.
The time was not come for speaking of these
-sion of alarming fits and convulsions.
At length she
things to Fabiola.
sat up, pale, staring, and tearless, gently pushing aside the She mourned still, as they must mourn who have no
hope.
at tried to administer restoratives to her.
In this state Day succeeded day in gloomy meditation on the mystery of
till
other cares mercifully roused her.
she reniaiued long
a stupor, fixed and deadly, seemed to death,
The corpse
have entranced her the pupils were almost insensible to the arrived, and such a funeral followed as Kome then seldom
and fears were whispered of her brain becoming op- witnessed. Processions by torch-light, in which the waxen
The physician, who had been called, uttered dis- effigies of ancestors were borne, and a huge funeral pile, built
of aromatic wood, and scented
I'urc'ibly into her ears the question:
"Fabiola, do up
by the richest spices of
you know that your father ifl dead?" She started, fell back, Arabia, ended in her gathering up a few haudfuls of charred
and a bursting flood of tears relieved her heart and head. She bones, which were deposited in an alabaster urn, and placed in
called for him amidst her sobs, and a niche of the family sepulchre, with the name inscribed of
if her father, and
said wild and incoherent, but affectionate things about, and to, their former owner.
s she seemed to think him still alive, then she
Calpurnius spoke the funeral oration in which,
him.
according
he was dead and so she wept and moaned, till to the fashionable ideas of the day, he contrasted the virtues
of
the
and
industrious
in
hospitable,
citizen with the false
ioli the turn of tears,
nursing her shattered mind and
morality
of those men called Christians, who fasted and
prayed all day,
and were stealthily insinuating their
watched
The
and
alone
her.
former
dangerous principles into
Euphrosyne
Syra
had,
tic to time, put in the commonplaces of heathen cousolaevery noble family, and spreading disloyalty and
immorality in
y class. Fabius, he could have no doubt, if there was
nl iviiiiiidi-d her too, how kind a master, how honest a
any
But the Christian sat future existence, whereon philosophers differed, was now bask:,>w loving a father he had been.
-ik gentle and soothing words to her
ing on a green bank in Elysium, and quaffing nectar. "And
in sili
IT with an active delicacy, which even oh 1" concluded the old whining hypocrite, who would have
What could she do more, unless it been sorry to exchange one goblet of Falernian for an amphora*
\Yliai
?
hope for else, than that a new grace was of that beverage, "oh! that the gods would hasten the day
pi-ay
I, his humble client, may join him in his
ike a flower, in this tribulation
that a bright angel
shady repose
and
sober
that
overshadowed
the
dark
cloud
in
banquets !" This noble sentiment gained immense
her
humbled
ding
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To tliis care succeeded another. Fubiola hod to apply her
vigorous mind to examine, and close her father's complicated
How often was she pained at the discovery of what to
affairs.
her seemed injustice, fraud, over-reaching and oppression, in
thn transactions of one whom the world had applauded as the

good

refection, lie

was led

47
to a gambling-hall in Thermae,

of course. Fulvii.
exacted a bond. By

,-y, lint

lost,

for every f;n

and

\

I

pletely subdued.

Their meetings were early and late; during tin- .lay ho wag
left free, lest he should lose his
most honest and liberal of public contractors
value, through bein
In a few weeks more, in the dark attire of a mourner, Fabiola by Christians. Corviuus hud determined (<>
went forth to visit her friends. The first of these was her ous dash at them, so soon a the edict should huv
He therefore exacted from Torquatus, as his share of tin
cousin Agnes.
where
pact, that the spy should study the principal
!

>

the Pontiff intended to officiate. This Torquatus HOOH ascertained and his visit to the cemetery of CalliHtus was in fullilment of his engagement. When that struggle between grace
and sin took place in his soul, which Sevenis noticed, it was
the image of Catulus and his hundred plagues, with ti
Fulvius and his hundred bonds, that turned the scale in favor
of perdition.
Corvinus, after receiving his report, and making
from it a rough chart of the cemetery, determined to assail it,
;

CHAPTER

IX.

THE FALSE BBOTHEB.

WE must take our reader back a few steps in the history of
Torquatus. On the morning after his fall, he found, on awakIt was the falconer, who, having
ing, Fulvius at his bed-side.
got hold of a good hawk, was come to tame him, and train him
to strike down the dove for him, in return for a well-fed slavery.
With all the coolness of a practised hand, he brought back to
his memory every circumstance of the preceding night's debauch, his utter ruin, and only means of escape. With unfeeling
precision he strengthened every thread of the last evening's

web, and added many more meshes to it.
The position of Torquatus was this if he made one step
towards Christianity, which Fulvius assured him would be
fruitless, he would be at once delivered to the judge, and
If he remained faithful to his
cruelly punished with death.
compact of treason, he should want for nothing.
"You are hot and feverish," at last concluded Fulvius "an
early walk, and fresh air, will do you good."
The poor wretch consented and they had hardly reached
the Forum, when Corvinus, as if by accident, met them. After
mutual salutations, he said " I am glad to have fallen in with
you I should like to take you, and show you my father's
:

early, the

very day after the publication of the decree.
Fulvius took another course. He determined to become acquainted, by sight, with the principal clergy and lending
Christians of Rome. Once possessed of this knowledge, h'
sure no disguise would conceal them from his piercing eyes
and he would easily pick them up, one by one. He therefore
:

upon Torquatus's taking him as his companion to the
great function that should collect many priests and deacons
round the Pope. He overruled every remonstrance, dis-j
insisted
first

every fear, and assured Torquatus that once in, by his password,
he should behave perfectly like any Christian. Torquatus soon
informed him that there would be an excellent opportunity at
the coming ordination in that very mouth of December.

;

;

CHAPTER X.

:

THE OKDINATION IN DECEMBER.

;

workshop."

"Workshop?" asked Torquatus with
"

WHOEVER has

surprise.

Yes, where he keeps his tools it has just been beautifully
fitted up.
Here it is, and that grim old foreman, Catulus, is
opening the doors."
;

They entered

into a spacious court with a shed round it,
with engines of torture of every form. Torquatus shrunk

filled

back.

"Come

in,

masters,

don't be afraid,

"

said the old execu-

read the history of the early Popes will have
fact, recorded almost invariably of
each, that he held certain ordinations in the mouth of December, wherein he created so many priests and deacons, and so
many bishops for different places. The first two orders were
conferred to supply clergy for the city the third was evidently
to furnish pastors for other dioceses.
In later times, the
ember-days in December, regulated by the festival of St. Lucy,
were those on which the Supreme Pontiff held his consistories,

become familiar with the

;

"There is no fire put on yet, and nobody will hurt
you, unless you happen to be a wicked Christian. It's for them in which he named his cardinal priests and deacons, and prewe have been polishing up of late."
conized, as it is called, the bishops of all parts of the world.
"Now, Catulus," said Corvinus, "tell this gentleman, who And, though this function is not now coincident with the
is a stranger, the use of these
pretty toys you have here."
periods of ordination, still it is continued essentially for the
Catulus, with good heart, showed him round his museum same purpose.
tioner.

of horrors, explaining everything with such hearty
good-will,
of jokes not quite fit for record, that in his enthu-

and no end

siasm he nearly gave Torquatus practical illustrations of what
he described, having once almost caught his ear in a pair of
sharp pincers, and another time brought down a mallet within
an inch of his teeth.
The rack, a large gridiron, an iron chair with a furnace in it
for heating it, large boilers for hot oil or scalding-water baths
;

ladles for melting lead, and pouring it neatly into the mouth
pincers, hooks and iron comba of varied shapes, for laying bare
;

the ribs

knobs

;

;
scorpions, or scourges, armed with iron or leaden
iron collars, manacles, and fetters of tho most torment-

ing make

in fine, swords "knives, and axes in tasteful varieties,
commented upon with true relish, uud an anticipation
much enjoyment in seeing them used on those hard-headed

were
of

;

all

and thick-skinned Christians.*
Torquatus was thoroughly broken down. He was taken to
the baths of Antoninus, where he caught the attention of old
Cucumio, the head of the wardrobe department, or capsarius,
and his wife Victoria, who had seen him at church. After a
<, and

Marcellinus, under whose pontificate our narrative is placed,
stated to have held two ordinations in this month that is, of
It was to one of these that we have
course, in different years.
is

alluded as about to take place.
Where was this solemn function to be performed, was Fulvius's first inquiry.
And we cannot but think that tho a
will be interesting to the Christian antiquary.
Nor can our
acquaintance with the ancient Roman Church be complete
without our knowing the favored spot where Pontiil
Pontiff preached, and celebrated the divine mysteries, and held
his councils, or those glorious ordinations which sent forth not
only bishops but martyrs to govern other chu
to a St. Laurence his diaconate, or to St. Novatus or St. Timotheus his priesthood. There, too, a Polycarp or Irenteus
visited the successor of St. Peter
and them-:
commission the apostles who converted our King Lucius to the
;

faith.

The house which the Roman Pontiffs inhabited, and the
church in which they officiated, till ('.
Icuce an
in the Lateran palace and basilic
of the illustrious line of martyr

FAJtIOLA

<>i;

:

guided by national or personal prepossession, we will follow
a learned living antiquarian, who, intent upon anotb
for our purall the- data
itally has put together

ther conclude, that the law was not retrospective, and that the
of tiie Popes was preserved at that church, where
it
had been first erected, though from time to time it might

described tho house of Agnes's parents as situated
This had
in the View Patfioius, or the Patrieiau street.
another name, for it was called the street of the Coruelii, >'/<.<
'I'lin/iii. because in it lived the illustrious family of that
name. The centurion whom St. Peter converted! belo'
this family: mid possibly to him the apostle owed his intro-

and used elsewhere.
in the Vicus Patricius, therefore, which existed
previous to the creation of titlrn, was not itself a title. It continued to be the episcopal, or rather the pontifical church of
Rome. The pontificate of St. Tins I., from 142 to 157, forms
an interesting period in its history, for two reasons.
church
First, that Pope, without altering the character of the
made a title;* and
itself, added to it an oratory which he

i-

led,

\V<

hiiv .'

-

u at Rome to the head of his house, Cornelius Pndena.
This senator married Claudia, a noble British lady ami it is
singular how the unchaste poet Martial vies with the purest
writers, when he sings the wedding-song of these two virtuous
;

The church

it his brother Pastor, it was called tho
the designation, for a long time, of the carThis shows that the church
dinalate attached to the church.

having- collated to
tiinln.1 J'astoris,

itself was more than a title.
the second
was in their house that St. Peter lived and his fellowSecondly, in this pontificate came to Rome, for
learned
friends
and
his
familiar
the
them
and
suffered
enumerates
apologist
St.
among
holy
time,
martyrdom,
Paul,
npostle,
" Eubulus and Pudens, and Linus and Claudia, and St. Justin.
as well
By comparing his writings with his Acts,t we
From that house, then, went come to some interesting conclusions respecting Christian worall the brethren salute thee." t

spouses.
It

;

:

forth the bishops, whom the Prince of the Apostles sent in
ev.'i-v direction, to propagate, and die for, the faith of Christ,

Pudens, the house became the property of
two sons and two daughters.
his children, or grandchildren,
;ter are better known, because they have found a place
i

of

iu the general calendar of the Church, and because they have
churches in
given their names to two of tho most illustrious
Rome those of St Praxedes and St. Pudentiana. It is the

" the most ancient church in
calls
latter, which Alban Butler
the Vicus Patricius and the
at
once
marks
the w.ivld," that
house of Pudens.

ship in times of persecution.
" Iu what
place do the Christians meet ?" he

" he disand that they should be consecrated; and secondly,
into
Rome
divided
parishes, to
tributed tiie lilies;" that is, he
"
The connecthe churches of which he gave the name of "title.
at
tion of these two acts will be apparent to anyone looking
had enjoyed an angelic
is xxviii.; where, after Jacob

while sleeping with a stone for his pillow, we are told
This is
is this place.
trembling he said, How terrible
that,
of
heaven.
And
the
and
gate
house
the
God,
of
no other than
and set
.
.
in the morning, took the stone
Jacob
i,

"

.

arising

^

it.'"i
i>'iriny oil on the top of
Church or oratory, where the sacred mysteries were celethe house of God ; and the
brated, was truly, to the Christian,
was
consecrated
in
by the pouring of oil
it,
altar, set up
law of Evaristus
iis is done to this
(for the whole
it

up

f.,r

a

title.,

dny

it,

monument.**

full force) ; and thus became a title
One
this narrative.
interesting facts are elicited from
an altar in
to that time there was only one church with

or

remains 'in

Two
i

ever been raised, that this was the
known by the name of St. Pudenand
afterwards,
yet,
church
one altar till then existing was not
the
that
Aiiother is,
altar used by St. Peter,
It was, iu fact, the wooden
transferred
till
by St. Sylvester to the
that
church,
pt in
We furit forms the high altar. ft
.silica, of which

Rome and no doubt has
;

.

"SoDra

Tautichissiino altare di legno, rinchiuso

nell'

altare papale," &o.

tli.i pap u :iltar of the most
aucii-nt wooden altar, encl.wod iu
1832.
basilica." By Monsig. D. Bartolim. Borne,

asked by the

meet

in one place?

judge.

"Do you think," he
"

replies,

"that we

all

and where
he held meetings with his disciples, he answered, "I have
lived till now near the house of a certain Martin, at the bath
It is not so.

But when interrogated where he

lived,

I have come to Rome for the second
as the Timotine.
other
know
do
I
nor
place but the one I have menany
time,
tioned." The Timotine or Timothean baths were part of the
house of the Pudens family, and are those at which we have
Novasaid that Fulvius and Corvinus met early one morning.
tus and Timotheus were the brothers of the holy virgins
Praxedes and Pudentiana and hence the baths were called
the Novatian and the Timotine, as they passed from one bro-

known

As in every other city, so in Rome, tho eucharistic sacrifice
was offered originally in one place by the bishop. And even
after more churches were erected, and the faithful met in them,
communion was brought to them from the one altar by the
deacons and distributed by the priests. It was Pope Evaristus, ther
the fourth successor of St. Peter, who multiplied the churches
of Home with circumstances peculiarly interesting.
This Pope, then, did two things. First, he enacted that
from thenceforward no altars should be erected except of stone,

is

;

to another.

St. Justin, therefore, lived

other in

on

knew no
The very claims

this spot, and, as he

Rome, attended divine worship there.

would suggest it. Now in his apology, describsaw it, he speaks
ing the Christian liturgy, of course such as he
of the officiating priest in terms that sufficiently describe the
him
bishop, or supreme pastor of the place ; not only by giving
a title applied to bishops in antiquity,! but by describing him
as the person who has the care of orphans and widows, and
succors the sick, the indigent, prisoners, strangers who come
as guests, who, "in one word, undertakes to provide for all in
want." This could be no other than the bishop or pope himof hospitality

self.

must further observe, that St. Pius is recorded to have
erected a fixed baptismal font in this church, another prerogative of the cathedral, transferred with the papal altar to the
Lateran. It is related that the holy Pope Stephen (A.D. 257)
and his family, with many
baptised the tribune Nemesius
here it was that the blessed
And
of
Pastor.
title
in the

We

others,

deacon Laurentius distributed the rich vessels of the church
to the poor.
In time this

the same

is

;

Pudentiana was, for the
cathedral of

But the place
the church of St.
three centuries, the humble

name has given way
and no doubt can
first

to another.

exist, that

Rome.

It was to this spot, therefore, that Torquatus unwillingly
consented to lead Fulvius, that he might witness the December

ordination.

We rind either in sepulchral inscriptions, in martyrologies,
or in ecclesiastical history, abundant traces of all the orders,

:

,,

Its ite is now occupied by the Caetanl chapel.
in Ruinart, i.
t Prefixed to the Maurist edition of his works, or
runt Paftaiun
see. Hcb. xiii. 17.
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Inscriptions

\\i

a handmaid of

LECTOR

OPAS

PAVPERVM

QVI

DEPOSIT
Of on Exorcist

IN

VIII-

TITVLI FASCICLE
XLVIMENSX KAL. MART-'

ANN.

VIXIT

PACE

MACEDONIVS
EXORCISTA DE

D-

KATOLICA-t

A

difference was, however, that one order was not
necessarily
passage, or step to another ; but persons remained, often for

There was not, therefore,
ife, in one of these lesser orders.
that frequent administration of these, nor
probably was it
publicly performed with the higher orders.

God and

in of only twt'l'.
Christ," was such by coiisecrutio.

God? Otlicrwi.se, the more tender her age, the less won
her state of maidenhood.
But although thin, the nubile age,
according to Koman law,
was the one at which such dedication to God was
permitted l>y
the Church, she reserved to a maturer
period that more solemn

AMICVS
VII-

t'

;>gi'

:

CINNAMIVS

4'J

that virginity could b
professed in the early Church, at
of twelve, he would
For
certainly Imv quoted it.*

<

)

Lector or reader, mid of ExToting example of each. Of a
<if

Wo
Lector

ctll'HCJl 01' Tin: <'.\T.\('u\u;.s.

when the veil of virginity was given by the bishop; generally on Easter Sunday. That first act
probably consisted of nothing more than
receiving from the hands of parents a plain durk dress.
But when any danger threatened, the
Church permitted the anticipation, by many
of thai
consecration,

years,

and fortified the spouses of Christ in their
holy purjv
by her more solemn blessing, t
A pi rsecution of the most strange character was on the
point
of breaking out, w.,ich would not
spare the most tender of the
flock
and
it was no wonder that
they, who in their hearts had
oratory, which was mainly occupied by the clergy, and the
candidates for orders. Among the latter were Marcus and betrothed themselves to the Lamb, as His chaste spouses for
Torqnatus, having the necessary pass-word, entered, accompanied by FulviuB, who soon showed himself expert in acting
as others did around liiin.
The assembly was not large. It
was held in a hall of the house, converted into a church or

riod,

;

Marcelh'nnus, the twin brothers, fellow-converts of Torquatus,

ever, should desire to

who received the deaconship, and their father Tranquillinus, longed naturally
who was ordained priest. Of these Fulvius impressed well in the palm, should

come toHis nuptial before
<

to bear the full-grown lily,
this be their portion.

death.

They

entwined round

Agnes had from her infancy chosen for herself this holiest
The superhuman wisdom which had ever exhibited itself in her words and
But on one, more than the rest, he fixed his piercing
actions, blending itself so gracefully
eye,
with the simplicity of an innocent and
guileless childhood, renstudying his every gesture, look, voice, and lineament
This was the Pontiff who performed the august rite. Mar- dered her ripe, beyond her years, for any measure of indulgence, which could be granted, to hearts that panted for their
cellinus had already governed the Church eix
years, and was
of a venerable old age.
His countenance, benign and mild, chaste bridal-hour. She eagerly seized on the claim that comscarcely seemed to betoken the possession of that nerve which ing danger gave her, to a more than usual relaxation of that
martyrdom required, and which he exhibited in his death for law, which prescribed a delay of more than ten years in the
Another postulant joined her in this
Christ. In those days every outward characteristic which could fulfilling of her desire.
petition.
have betrayed the chief shepherd to the wolves was
carefully
We may easily imagine that a holy friendship had been
avoided. The ordinary simple garb of respectable men was
worn. But there is no doubt that when officiating at the
growing between her and Syra, from the first interview which
altar,
we have described between them. This feeling had been ina distinctive robe, the forerunner of the ample
chasuble, of
spotless white, was cast over the ordinary garment.
To this creased by aU that Agnes had heard Fabiola say, in praise of
her favorite servant. From this, and from the slave s more
the bishop added a crown, or
infula, the origin of the later
modest reports, she was satisfied that the work to which she
mitre while in his hand he held the
crosier, emblem of his
had devoted herself, of her mistress's conversion, must be enpastoral office and authority.
On him who now stood facing the assembly, before the tirely left in her hands. It was evidently prospering, owing
to the prudence and grace with which it was conducted.
sacred altar of Peter, which was between him and the
In
peohis mind the features and
figure and still more did he take
note of the clergy, the most eminent of Rome, there assembled.
;

state.

;

Eastern spy steadied his keenest
He
glance.
scanned him minutely, measured, with his
eye, his height, defined the color of his hah: and
complexion, observed every turn
of his head, his walk, his
action, his tones, almost his breathing, till he said to himself, "If he stirs
as he
ple, J the

may

choose, that

man is my prize.

abroad, disguised
I know hia worth. "

And

her frequent visits to Fabiola, she contented herself with admiring and approving what her cousin related of Syra's conversations, but she carefully avoided every expression that
could raise suspicion of any collusion between them.
Syra as a dependant, and Agnes as a relation, had put on
mourning upon Fabiua's death; and hence no change of habit

would raise suspicion in his daughter's mind of their having
taken some secret, or some joint step. Thus far
they could
safely ask to be admitted at once to receive the solemn consecration to perpetual virginity.
Their petition was granted; bui
for obviqus reasons was kept carefully concealed.
It was onK
a day or two before the happy one of their spiritual
nuptials,
that Syra told it, as a great secret, to her blind friend.
"And so," said the latter, pretending to be displeased, " vou

CHAPTEE XL
PAVSA
BET PRAETIOSA
PRIE IVN

ANNORVM PVLLA
VIRGO XII
TANTVM_

want

ANCILLA DEI ET Xpl
FL VINCENTIO ET

to

keep

It

IF the learned Thomassinus had known this lately discovered
inscription, when he proved, with such abundance of learning;
title

of Fasciola" (now t-s

" the friend of the
Achilleus),
poor, who lived forty-six yearn, seven months aud
tight days. Interred in peace the tenth day before the caleiida of March."

From

St. Paul's.

;

In the great an
lay bffore tk
-fouly twelv

present

"

therefore,
"

i.r;int

lirst

i.t

Ju;

From

the cemetery of

call that

said Syra, soothingly, "don't be offended.
"
it

quite a secret.
I suppose, poor I

must not even bo

?

Oh, yes,

Csecilia, to

be sure you may; and see

can," replied Syra, laughing.
" Never mind about
the seeing.

be dressed

t " Macedonian, n exorcist of the Catholic Church."
SS. Thraio and Saturnii:^
arian way.

Do you

was necessary to keep

"And

of the

the good things to yourself.
"

"My dear child,"

FRAVITO. VC'CONSS

"Cinnamius Opas Lector

all

now ?

charitable,

.

But

tell

me,

all that

how

will

you

and

veil,

"

What have you

to fret ready ?
Syra gave her an exact description of the habit
their color und form.
?

you

faces the faithful.
,.;

(J >IW J/,,) F

_

a

M*
1717.)
"''-.'

Dtneiptina

;

circa Benejicia.

Par.

I.

lil
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"How

"

very interesting

1

she said.

VIOLA; OR

"And what have you

?"

The

1.

nrnuspj at her unwonted curiosity,
mutely the short ceremonial.
" Wo.l
now, one question more," resumed the blir.d girl.
" When and
where is all this to bo ? You said I might come,
o I must know the tiino aud p
Syra told her it would be at the. title of Pastor, at daybreak,
on the third day from that. "But what has uiadu you so in-

m

other,

quisitive, dearest ?

I never saw

you so

before.

I

am

afraid

you are becoming quite worldly."
'Never you mind," replied Crecilia, "if people choose to
have secrets for me, I do not nee why I should not have some
of my own."
at her affected pettishness, for she knew well
They emsimplicity of the poor child's heart.
braced affectionately aud parted. Cuecilia went straight to the
kind Lucina, for she was a favorite in every house. No sooner

Syra laughed

the

humble

was she admitted to that pious matron's presence, than she
flew to her, threw herself upon her bosom, and burst into tears.
Lucina suothed and caressed her, and soon composed her. In
a few minutes she was again bright and joyous, and evidently
deep in conspiracy with the cheerful lady about something
which delighted her. When she left she was all buoyant and
blithe, and went to the house of Agnes, iu the hospital of
which the good priest Dionysius lived. She found him at
home; and casting herself on her knees before him, talked so
fervently to him that he was moved to tears, and spoke kindly
and consolingly to her. The Te Deum had not yet been written; but something very like it rang in the blind girl's heart
as she went to her humble home.
The happy morning at length arrived, and before daybreak
the more solemn mysteries had been celebrated, and the body
of the faithful had dispersed.
Only those remained who had
to take part in the more private function, or who were specially
asked to witness it. These were Lucina and her son, the aged
parents of Agnes, and of course Sebastian. But Syra looked
in vain for her blind friend; she

had evidently

retired with the

crowd; and the gentle slave feared she might have hurt her
feelings by her reserve before their last interview.
The hall was still shrouded in the dusk of a winter's twia bright Delight, although the glowing east without foretold
cember day. On the altar burned perfumed tapers of large
dimensions, and round it were gold and silver lamps of great
value, throwing an atmosphere of mild radiance upon the sancIn the front of the altar was placed the chair no less
tuary.
venerable than

itself,

now enshrined

in

the Vatican, the chair

On this

was seated the venerable Pontiff, with staff
in hand and crown on head, and round him stood his ministers,
of Peter.

The bishop then addressed the young
ami affectionate words. He told them how
it was
to lead on earth the lives of angels, who neither marry nor give
in marriage, to tread the same chaste path to heaven which the
Incarnate V.
for His own Mother
and arrived there,
to be received into the pure ranks of that picked host, that follows the Lamb whithersoever He goeth. He expatiated on the
doctrine of St. Paul, writing to the Corinthians on the superiand he feelingly deority of virginity to every other state
scribed the happiness of having no love on earth but one,
which instead of fading, opens out into immortality, in heaven.
For bliss, he observed, is but the expanded flower which
Divine love bears on earth.
After this brief discourse, and an examination of the candi-

scarcely less worshipful than himself.
From the gloom of the chapel there

;

;

dates for this great honor, the holy Pontiff proceeded to bless
the different portions of their religious habits, by prayers
probably nearly identical with those now in use, and these were
put on them by their respective attendants. The new religious
laid their heads upon the altar, in token of their oblation of
But in the West, the hair was not cut, as it was in the
self.
East, but was always left long. A wreath of flowers was then
placed upon the head of each and though it was winter, the
well-guarded terrace of Fabiola had been made, to furnish
;

bright and fragrant blossoms.
All seemed ended ; and Agnes, kneeling at the foot of the
altar, was motionless in one of her radiant raptures, gazing fixedly upwards while Syra, near her, was bowed down, sunk
into the depths of her gentle humility, wondering how she
should have been found worthy of so much favor. So absorbed
were both in their thanksgiving, that they perceived not a
slight commotion through the assembly, as if something unex;

pected was occurring.
They were aroused by the bishop repeating the question:
"My daughter, what dost thou seek?" when, before they could
look round, each felt a hand seized, and heard the answer re"
turned in a voice dear to both:
Holy father, to receive the
veil of consecration to Jesus Christ, my only love on earth,
under the care of these two holy virgins, already His happy
spouses."

They were overwhelmed with joy and tenderness for it was
the poor blind CoBcilia. When she heard of the happiness that
awaited Syra, she had flown, ns we have seen, to the kind
Lucina, who soon consoled her, by suggesting to her the possiShe promised to furnish
bility of obtaining a similar grace.
all that was necessary
only C'aecilia insisted that her dress
should be coarse, as became a poor beggar-girl. The priest
Dionysius presented to the Pontiff, and obtained the grant of,
her prayer and as she wished to have her two friends for
sponsors, it was arranged that he should lead her up to the altar
;

;

;

after their consecration.

came

Csecilia,

however, kept her secret.

forth first the
Bound of sweet voices, like those of angels, chanting in soft
cadence a hymn which anticipated the sentiments soon after

The blessings were spoken, and the habit and veil put on
when they asked her if she had brought no wreath of flowers.
Timidly she drew from under her garment the crown she had

embodied in the

provided, a bare, thorny branch, twisted into a circle, and presented it, saying:
" I have no flowers to offer to
my bridegroom, neither did
He wear flowere for me. I am but a poor girl, and do you think
my Lord will ?>e offended if I ask Him to crown me, as he was

" Jean corona vlrginnm."*

into the light of the sanctuary the procession of already consecrated virgins, led by the priests and deacons who had charge of them. And in the midst of them

Then there emerged

appeared two, whose dazzling white garments shone the
These were the two new
brighter amidst their dark habits.
on either
postulants, who, as the rest defiled and formed a line
the foot of the
side, were conducted, each by two professed, to
altar, where they knelt at the Pontiff's feet. Their bridesmaids,
or sponsors, stood near to assist in the function.
Each as she came was asked solemnly what she desired, and
its duties,
expressed her wish to receive the veil, and practice
under the care of those chosen guides. For, although consecrated virgins had begun to live in community before this
to reside at home and persecution
period, yet many continued
Still there was a place in church,
interfered with enclosure.
boarded off for the consecrated virgins ; aud they often met
aud devot
apart, for particular instruction
;

" jesus the
virgin's crown," the h

;

pleased to be crowned Himself? And then, flower.-'
but my barren heart has provirtues in those who wear them
"
duced nothing better than these.
She saw not, with her blind eyes, how her two companions
snatched the wreaths from her hands to put on hers but a
and amidst moi
sign from the Pontiff checked them
led forth, all joyous, in her thorny crown emblem
was
she
eyes
of what the Clmrch has always taught, that the very queenship
of virtue is innocence crowned by penance.
;

;

;

;

'////;

mi:

<'iin;cn

CA

XII.

goes from Borne eastward, and between
deep ravine, beyond which, on the side
of the Nomeutan way lies a gracefully undulating ground.
Amidst this is situated a picturesque round temple, ami near

THE Noinentan road
and the Salarian

is
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;
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'-iug a finger, this

e.\j

it

instinctive dislike.

Fulvius cam-- near with u respectful, but freer air than usual,
as one already as;<iiri-d of his request.
" I have
" to renew to
come, Lady Agues," he said,
you tlm

;

the three, newly consecrated should repair, to spend the
day in retirement and tranquil joy. Few more such days,
perhaps, would ever be granted them.
We need not describe this rural residence, except to say that

now

expression of my sincere regard and I could not have chosen
a better day, for bi'ighter or fairer scarcely the summer sun
;

oould have bestowed."
"
and

everything in it breathed contentment and happiness. It was
one of those genial days which a Roman winter supplies. The
rugged Apennines were slightly powdered with snow ; the

Fair, indeed,
bright it has been to me," replied Agnes,
borne back in mind to the morning's scene " and no sun iu
my life has ever given me fairer it can only give me one more
;

ground was barely crisp, the atmosphere transparent, the sunshine glowing, and the heavens cloudless. A few greyish curls
of melting smoke from the cottages, and the leafless vines,
alone told that it was December. Everything seemed to know
and love the gentle mistress of tho place. The doves came and
perched upon her shoulder or her hand the lambs in the paddock frisked, and ran to her the moment she approached, and
took the green fragrant herbs which she brought them with
evident pleasure but none owned her kindly sway so much as
old Molossus, the enormous watchdog. Chained beside the
gate, so fierce was he that none but a few favorite domestics
durst go near him. But no sooner did Agnes appear than he
crouched down, and wagged Ms bushy tail, and whined, till he
he was let loose for now a child might approach him. He
never left his mistress's side he followed her like a lamb
and if she sat down, he would lie at her feet, looking into her
face, delighted to receive, on his huge head, the caresses of her

fair."

Fulvius was

flattered, as if the compliments was to his presand answered,
The day, no doubt you mean, of youi
"
espousals with one who may have won your heart.
" That is indeed
done," she replied, as if unconsciously;
" and this is his own
precious day."
"And was that wreathed veil upon your head, placed there
in anticipation of this happy hour?"
' '

ence,

;

;

"Yes it is the sign my beloved has placed upon my countenance, that I recognize no lover but himself."*
"And who is this happy being? I was not without
hopes, nor will I renounce them yet, that I have a place in
:

your thoughts, perhaps in your affections."
Agnes seemed scarcely to heed his words.

;

;

i-

the others brought her, while she suppressed,

Here was
it a truly beautiful basilica, dedicated to St. Agnes.
the \ ilia belonging to her, situated about a mile and a half
from the city and thither it had been arranged that the two,

;

There was no ap-

pearance of shyness or timidity in her looks or manner, no embarrassment even
:

slender hand.

*'

Spotless without, and innocent within,
She feared no danger, for the knew BO -iu."

day sometimes calm and quiet,
spoke together of the morning's
happiness, and of the happier morning of which it was a
pledge, above the liquid amber of their present skies sometimes cheerful and even merry, as the two took Caecilia to task
And she laughed cheerily,
for the trick she had played them.
as she always did, and told them she had a better trick in store
for them yet which was, that she would cut them out when
that next morning came, for she intended to be the first at it,
and not the last.
Fabiola had, in the meantime, come to the villa to pay her
first visit to Agnes after her calamity, and to thank her for her
sympathy. She walked forward, but stopped suddenly on her
coming near the spot where this happy group were assembled.
For when she beheld the two who could see the outward
brightness of heaven, hanging over her who seemed to hold all
its splendour within her soul, she saw at once, in the scene, the
Yet unwilling to intrude herself unverification of her dream.
expectedly upon them, and anxious to find Agues alone, and
Hot with her own slave and a poor blind girl, she turned away
before she was noticed, and walked towards a distant part of
It was, indeed, a peaceful
soft and tender, as the three

<

after

THE NOMBNTAN VILLA.
it

i

wished to see her on important business, imd
some importunity, was admitted by tin; port<-r.
He was direetf il I'luii.'^ u \...
i-nil of which she would
be found. The sun v
ami her companions hud
strolled to a distance
i-.nd who WHH
sitting alone in a bright
sunny spot, with old Molossus crouching at her feet. Tho
slightest approach to a growl from him, rare when he was with
look up t'niiii her work of tying together such
h.-r, n.iide
saiil

CHAPTER

r.

;

Her

childlike countenance remained bright, open, and guileher eyes mildly beaming, looked straight upon Fulvins's
face with an earnest simplicity, that made him almost quail before her.
She stood up now, with graceful dignity, as she reless

;

plied

;

;

1

the grounds. Still she could not help asking herself why she
could not be cheerful and happy as they ? Why was there a
;

:

" Milk and
honey exhaled from his lips, as the blood from
his stricken cheek impressed itself on mine." t
She is crazed, Fulvius was just beginning to think when
the inspired look of her countenance, and the clear brightness
of her eye, as she gazed forwards towards some object seen bv
herself alone, overawed and subdued him.
She recovered in
an instaut and again he took heart. He resolved at once to
pursue his demand.
"
"Madam," he said, you are trifling with one who sincerely
admires and loves you. I know from the best autliorih
the hi-nt authority that of a mutual friend departed, thV
have been pleased to think favorably of me. and to express
yourself not opposed to my urging my claims, to your hand.
I now, therefore, seriously and earnestly solicit it.
I may
abrupt and informal, but I am sincere and warm."
"Begone from me, food of conniption !" she said with calm
"for already a lover has secured my heart, for whom

;

gulf between them ?
But the day was not destined to finish without its clouds it
would be too blissful for earth. Besides Fabiola, another person had started from. Rome, to pay a less welcome visit to

;

,

;

alone 1 keep my troth, to whom I intrust myself with undivided
devotion one whose love is chaste, whose caresses pure, whose
brides never put off their virginal wreaths."!
;

Fulvius, who had dropped on his knee as he concluded his
Agnes. This was Fulvius, who had never forgotten the assur.it once, and had thus
drawn forth that severe rebuke,
ances of Fabius, that his fascinating address and brilliant orurrose, filled with spite and fury, at having been so completely
ments had turned the weak head of Agnes. He had waited till deluded. " Is it not
enough to be rejected," he said, "after
the first days of mourning were over, and he respected the
h.iviug been encouraged, but must insult be heaped ou me too
house in which he had once received such a rude reception, or
amepabu urn uiortiK. <|u ajam ab alio amatore pnovema s-.im."
suffered such a summary ejectment. Having ascertained
"
ijis' rue tola devotione cnnnoitto."
Qneni cmuauiiivero
.slio had goi." wifl.oul
that, fur ti.
;its, or
:.-ro munda sum c-uiu aceepero Virgo eum."
sidered it a
aits, to her suburban vil!:.
any in
m
ut uu liun
emu
'i

.

meaui,

ipportunity for pressing his suit.
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and mnst I be told
to-day?

"Who

"that dare
is

to

my face that

another has been before

Sebastian, I suppose, ajviis
are you '?" exclaimed an indignant
to nit

.

virtue

me was

\'

vinus

d
tlie

with Fabiola, who,
garden, thought

er

I

NUMEN IMPERATORUM

It wi;s

Empei
The last thing which he did wns

would now probably find her cousin eli:
:inil by herself.
She had come upon him suddenly, and had caught his last

to

in

command,
But to

to all (lie troops.
itking us" of
.

use.

turned round, and stood
having walked for sometime about

by the general

mid centurions,

,>nor

age?"
ffe

distributed

ines

lilm,

\

us unchallenged as his cour-

is

every night

throiif."

T with disdain, the mime of one

untarnished, whose

OR

;

:

it,

that

the cunning Corno Christian would
the "Divinity of the
it,

make

his rounds, giving

and most minutely
to the one whom h." had pi
to the edict.
This man
words.
had bi
for his post on account of his rude strength
Fulvius was abashed, and remained silent.
and huge bulk, and the peculiar ferocity of his looks and
"And who, diameter. Curviims gave him the most rigid instructions,
Fabiola, with n noble indignation, continued.
too, are you, who, not conk-lit with having once thrust your- how he was to spare nobody, but to prevent any one's interself into my kinswoman's house, to insult, her, presume now to ference with the sacred edict.
He repeated to him again and
intrude upon the privacy of her rural retreat ?"
again the watchword and left him, already half-stupid with
1

i

;

"And who

are you,'" retorted Fulvius, "who take upon
yourself to be imperious mistress in another's house ?"
"
"
who, by allowing my cousin to
One," replied the lady,

Kalinin or beer,* in the merest animal consciousness, that it
was his business, not an unpleasant one, to spear, or sabre,
some one or other before morning. The night was raw and

meet you

first at her table, and there discovering your designs gusty, with occasional sharp and slanting showers
and the
uponvan innocent child, feels herself bound in honor and duty Daciau wrapped himself in his cloak, and walked up and down,
"
to thwart, them, and to shield her from them.
occasionally taking a long pull at a tiask coucealed about him,
She took Agnes by the hand, and was leading her away and containing a liquor said to be distilled from the wild cherries
Molossus required what he never remembered to have received of the Thuringiau forests and in the intervals muddily medibefore, but what he took delightedly, a gentle little tap to tating, not on the wood or river, by which his young barbarians
keep him from more than growling when Fulvius, gnashing were at play, but how soon it would be time to cut the present
his teeth, muttered audibly
emperor's throat, and sack the city.
"
While all this was going on, old Diogenes and his hearty
Haughty Roman dame thou shalt bitterly rue this day
and hour. Thou shalt know and feel how Asia can revenge. " eons were in their poor house in the Suburra, not far off, making preparations for their frugal meal. They were interrupted
;

;

;

;

:

!

a gentle tap at the door, followed by the lifting of the h.tch,
and the entrance of the two young men, whom Diogenes at
once recognised and welcomed.
" Come
how good of you thus
in, my noble young masters
to honor my poor dwelling
I hardly dare offer you our plain

by

CHAPTER Xni.
THE EDICT,

;

f

The day being

at length arrived for its publication

!

in

Eome,

Corvinus fully felt the importance of the commission intrusted
to him, of affixing in its proper place in the Forum, the edict
of extermination against the Christians, or rather the sentence
of their very name.
News had been received from Nicodemia,

named George, had torn down a
and had manfully suffered death for his boldness.
Corvinus was determined that nothing of the sort should
happen in Home for he feared too seriously the consequences
he therefore took every preof such an occurrence to himself
caution in his power. The edict had been written in large
and
characters, upon sheets of parchment joined together
these were nailed to a board, firmly supported by a pillar,
against which it was hung, not far from the Puteal Libonis,
the magistrate's chair in the Forum. This, however, was not
done till the Forum was deserted, and night had set in. It was
thus intended that the edict should meet the eyes of the citizens early in the morning, and strike their ininds with more
tremendous effect.
To prevent the possibility of any nocturnal attempt to
that a brave Christian soldier,

similar decree,

;

;

;

precious document, Corvinus, with much the
was taken by the Jewish
precaution as
priests to prevent the Resurrection, obtained for a nightguard to the Forum, a company of the Pannoniau cohort,
destroy

the

same cunning

a body composed of soldiers belonging to the fiercest raec?s
of the North, Daoians, Pannonians, Sarrnatians, and Ger-

mans, whose uncouth features, savage aspect, matted sandy
hair, and bushy red moustaches, made them appear absolutely ferocious to Roman eyes. These men could nc:ircely speak
Latin, but were ruled by officers of their own countries, and
formed, in the decline of the empire, the n:;>st faithful bodyguard of the reigning tyrants, often their own fellow-countrymen for there was no excess too monstrous for them to commit, if duly commanded to execute it.
A number of these savages, ever rough and ready, we,
tributed so as to guard every avenue of lh" l-'ov:i:n, wilh strict
uid Atorders to pierce through, or hew dov.
;

tempt to pass

V.',.

Thb

fare

;

but

if

you

will partake

of

it

will indeed give us a

you

Christian love-feast."
'

Thank you most

kindly, father Diogenes," answered the
Quadratus, Sebastian's sinewy centurion
" Pancratius and I have come
But
expressly to sup with you.
not as yet we have some husmcs.i in this part of the town,
and after it, we shall be glad to eat something.
In the meantime, one of your youths can go out and cater for us.
Come,

elder of the two,

;

;

we must have something good

and I want you to cheer yourwith a moderate cup of generous wine."
Saying this he gave his purse to one. of the sons, with instructions to bring home some better provisions than he knew
the simple family usually enjoyed. They sat down
and Pancratius, by way of saying something, addressed the old man.
" Good
Diogenes, I have heard Sebastian say that you re
ber seeing the glorious Deacon Laurentius die for Christ. Tell
;

self

;

me

something about him."

" With
" It is now
pleasure," answered the old man.
nearly
since
it
and
as
I was older then
happened,*
forty-five years
than you are now, you may suppose I remember all quite disHe was indeed a beautiful youth to look at so mild
tinctly.
and sweet, so fair and graceful and his speech was so gentle,
:

;

so soft, especially when speaking to the poor.
How th.
loved him
I followed him every where
I stood by, as the
venerable Pontiff SixtuB was going to death, and Laurentius
!

;

met him, and so tenderly reproached him, just as a son n
a father, for not allowing him to be his companion in the sacrifice of himself, as he had ministered to him in the sacrifice of
our Lord's body and blood."
"
" Those were
splendid times, Diogenes, were they not ? interrupted the youth;
different race

"how

Are we

..tewe are
"

now

!

What

a

Quudratus ?
The rough soldier smiled at the generous sincerity of his
complaint, and bid Diogenes go on.
!

not,

oe

*
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THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
"Isn.v Lin, too, as he distributed the rich plate of the with boyish glee; "look here. 'DOMINI NOSTRI DiocwrnAwrs
Church to thi' poor. We have never had any thine; so Kp!endid KT MAXIMIANUS, nmcri, SENIOUES AuousTi.rATiti
since.
Then were golden lumps and candlesticks, censors, Toi;rii I.T
SAUUM,'* and so forth. Hereitgoes!" 'Ai
l>i->silver
thnist
of
it
into
the
immense
an
besides
bla/.iii'-; f'u'e, while the stalwart sons of
and
chalices
quantity
patens.*
In Keep it down, and drown its
down, aiid distributed to the blind, the lame and the genes threw a fav
"
There it frizzled, and writhed, and cracked, and
crackling.
indigent.
"But tell me," asked Pancratius, " how did he endure his shrunk, first one letter or word coming up, then another first
It must havebeeu frightful."
last dreadful torment?
an emperor's praise, nnd then on anti-Christian blasphemy ;
"I saw it all," answered the old fossor, " and it would have till all had subsided into a black ashy mass.
been intolerably frightful in another. He had been first, placed
And what else, or more, would those be in a few years who
on the Kick, and variously tormented, and he hod not utten d a had issued that proud document, when their corpses should
groan; when the judge ordered that horrid bed, or gridiron, to have been burnt on a pile of cedar-v/ood and spices, and their
be prepared and heated. To look at his tender flesh blistering handful of ashes be scraped together, hardly enough to fill a
and breaking over the fire, and deeply scored with red burning gilded urn ? And what also, in very few years more, would
gashes that cut to the bone where the iron bars wont across; to that heathenism be, which it was issued to keep alive, but a
see the steam, thick as from a cauldron, rise from his body, and dead letter at most, and as worthless a heap of extinguished
hear the fire hiss beneath him, as he melted away into it; and embers as lay on that hearth ? And the very empire which
every now and then to observe the tremulous quivering that these "unconquered" Augusti were bolstering up by cruelty
crept over the siuiV.ee of his skin, the living motion which the aud injustice, how in a few centuries would it resemble that
agony gave to each separate muscle, and the sharp spasmodic annihilated decree ? the monuments of its grandeur lying in
twitches which convulsed and gradually contracted his limbs; ashes, or in ruins, and proclaiming that there is no true Lord
and that
all this, I own, was the most harrowing spectacle I have ever but one stronger than Csasars, the Lord of lords
beheld in all my life. But to look into his countenance was to neither counsel nor strength of man shall prevail against Him.
His head was raised up from the burning body,
forget all this.
Something like this did Sebastian think, perhaps, as he
and stretched out as if fixed oil the contemplation of some gazed abstractedly on the expiring embers of the pompous and
most celestial vision, like that of his fellow-deacon Stephen. cruel edict which they had torn down, not for a wanton frolic,
His face glowed indeed with the heat below, and the perspira- but because it contained blasphemies against God and His hotion flowed down it; but the light from the fire shining upward, liest truths.
They knew that if they should be discovered,
and passing through his golden locks, created a glory round his ten-fold tortures would be their lot
but Christians in those
beautiful head and countenance, which made him look as if already days, when they contemplated and prepared for martyrdom,
And every feature, serene and sweet as ever, was made no calculation on that head. Death for Christ, whether
in heaven.
so impressed with an eager, longing look, accompanying the quick and easy, or lingering and painful, was the end for which
upward glancing of his eye, that you would willingly have they looked and like brave soldiers going to battle, they did
not speculate where a shaft or a sword might strike them,
changed places with him."
"That I would," again broke in Pancratius, "and as soon whether a death-blow would at once stun them out of existence,
I dare not think that I could stand what he or
as God pleases
they should have to writhe for hours upon the ground,
while I am
did; for he was indeed a noble and heroic Levite,
mutilated or pierced, to die by inches among the heaps of undear
heeded slain.
only a weak, imperfect boy. But do you not think,
to
Quadratus, that strength is given in that hour proportionate
Sebastian soon recovered, and had hardly the heart to reour trials, whatever they may be? You, I know, would stand prove the perpetrators of this deed. In truth, it had its ridicuany thing; for you are a fine stout soldier, accustomed to toil lous side, and he was inclined to laugh at the morrow's disand wounds. But as for me, I have only a willing heart to may.
for he saw Pancratius
This view he gladly took
"
Is that enough, think you ?
watched his looks with some trepidation, and his centurion
give.
'

(

1

!:

;

;

;

;

!

;

"Quite, quite, my dear boy," exclaimed the centurion, full
of emotion, and looking tenderly on the youth, who with glishis hands
tening eyes, having risen from his seat, had placed
" God will
the officer's shoulders.
give you strength, as

upon

has already given you courage. But we must not forget
our night's work. Wrap yourself well up in your cloak, and
It is a wet and bitbring your toga quite over your head; so
ter night.
Now, good Diogenes, put more wood on the fire,
and let us find supper ready on our return. We shall not be

He

!

long absent; and just leave the door ajar."
"
Go, go, my sons," said the old man, "and God speed you!
whatever you are about, I am sure it is something praise-

worthy."

Quadratus sturdily drew his chlamys, or military cloak,
around him. aud the two youths plunged into the dark lanes of
the Suburra, and took the direction of the Forum. While
they were absent the door was opened with the well-known
" thanks to
salutation of
God;" aud Sebastian entered, and
if
inquired anxiously
Diogenes had seen any thing of the two
young men; for he had got a hint of what they were going to
He was told they were expected hi a few moments.
do.
A quarter of an hour had scarcely elapsed, when hasty steps
were heard approaching; the door was pushed open and was as
quickly shut, and then fast barred, behind Quadratus and
Paucratius.

"Here
A bundle

it is,"

of

said the latter, producing, with a hearty laugh,

crumpled parchment.

"What?" asked nil eagerly.
"Why, the graud decree, of
iTu'leiithm, in hie

course," answered Pancratius,

bvum on

St.

Laurence

little disconcerted.
So, after a hearty laugh, they sat
cheerfully to their meal ; for it was not midnight, and
the hour for commencing the fast, preparatory to receiving the
Quadratus's object, besides,
Eucharist, was not arrived.

looked a

down
holy

if surprised, a
kindness, in this arrangement, was partly, that
reason for their being there might be apparent, partly to keep,
up the spirits of his younger companion and of Diogenes's
household, if alarmed at the bold deed just performed. But
there was no appearance of any such feeling. The conversa-

tion soon turned upon recollections of Diogenes's youth, and
the good old fervent times, as Pancratius would persist in callthem. Sebastian saw his friend home, and then took a

ing
round, to avoid the Forum hi seeking his own abode. If anyone had seen Pancratius that night, when alone in his chamber
to rest, he would have seen him every now
preparing 6> retire
and then almost laughing at some strange but pleasant adventure.

CHAPTER

XIV.

THE DISCOVERT.

AT the first dawn of morning, Corvimis was up; and. notwithstanding the gloominess of the day, proceeded straight to
the Forum. He found his outposts quite undisturbed, and
hastened to the principal object of his care. It would be use"
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Jess to
nttcm;>t describing; his astonishment, his rnge, his fury,
when lit' sun tin; lil:u:U l'.-ml, with only a few shreds of j>:uvh-

meut

the nulls; ami beside it standing, in unconli-l't, ro'.uul
scious stolidity, his Daciau sentinel.
lit would have darted at his throat like a
tiger, if he had
not seen, in the barbarian's twinkling eye, a sort of hyaana

'

yet there are proofs of the fellow's tale.
It is not every one
that feat
But pniy, sirrah, why
did you not give the
alarm, and rouse the other guards to pur-

who could have performed

suit ?"

1

But he broke out
Bqniut, which told him he had better not.
Btouce into a passionate exclamation:
"Sirrah! how has the edict disappeared ? Tell me directly!"
"Softly, softly, Herr Kornweiuer," answered the impertur" There it is as
bable Northern.
you left it in my charge."
"
"
fool
and look at
Where, you
The Dacian went

?

Come

it.

to his side, and for the first time confronted
after looking at it for some moments, exclaimed:

the board; and
"Well, is not that the board you hung up last night?"
"
Yes, you blockhead, but there was writing upon it, which
is gone.
That is what you had to guard."
"Why, look yon, captain, as to writing, you see I know
nothing, having never been a scholar; but as it was raining all
night, it may have been washed out."
"And as it was blowing, I suppose the parchment on which

was written was blown off ?"
" No
doubt, Herr Kornweiner; you are quite right."
"Come, sir, this is no joking matter. Tell me, at once, who
came here last night ?"
"
Why, two of them came."
"Two of what?"
it

Two wizards,

or goblins, or worse."

"

"

Exactly," interrupted Corvinus;

" and
why did you not do

it?"

"
Only because he wouldn't let me. I told him to be off, or
I should spear him, and drew back and stretched out my javebut I don't know how, he
lin; when in the quietest manner,
twisted it out of my hand, broke it over his knee, as if it had
been a mountebank's wooden sword, and dashed the ironheaded piece fast into the ground, where you see it, fifty yards
off."

not you rush on him with your sword, and disonce ? But where t your sword ? it is not in
your scabbard,"
The Dacian, with a stupid grin, pointed to the. roof of the
" There don't
you see it shinneighboring basilica, and said
Corvinus
looked, and
the
in
morning light?"
ing on the tiles,
an object, but
there indeed he saw what appeared like such

"Then why

patch him

in
Koruweiner,
bacause,
my counmen, but we do not propose to pursue hobgoblins. And secondly, what was the use ? I saw the
"
the board that you gave into
my care all safe and sound.
"
Stupid barbarian !" growled Corviuus, but well within
" This
his teeth ; then added
business will go hard with you;

we

will fight

any

living

:

you know
"
"

What
Why,

it is

a capital offence."

is ?"

to let a man come up and speak to you, without
giving the watchword."
"
Gently, captain, who says he did not give it ? I never

said so."

" But did he
though ? Then it could be no Christian."
" Oh
yes, he came up, and said quite plainly, 'Komen Im-

peratorum.'

"*

" What?" roared out
Corvinns.
" Nomen
Imperatorum.
" 'Nurnen
Imperatorum' was the watchword," shrieked the
enraged Boman.
' '

or Numen, it's all the same, I suppose. A letter
make any difference. You call me Armiuius, and I call
myself Hermann, and they mean the same. How should /
know your nice points of language ?"
Corvinus was enraged at himself for he saw how much better he would have gained his ends, by putting a sharp, intelli'

Nomen

can't

;

" None of that nonsense for me. " The Dacian's eye flashed
drunkenly again. "Well, tell me, Anninius, what sort of
people they were, and what they did."
"
Why, one of them was but a stripling, a boy, tall and thin;
who went round the pillar, and I suppose must have taken
away what you miss, while I was busy with the other."
" And what of him ? What was he like ?"
The soldier opened his mouth and eyes, and stared at Corvinus for some moments, then said, with a sort of stupid sol" What was he like ? Why, if he was not Thor himemnity,
I never felt such strength."
far from it.
self, he wasn't
" What did he do to show it ?"
" He came
up first, and began to chat quite friendly; asked
me if it was not very cold, and that sort of thing. At last, I
remembered that I had to run through any one that came near

me

Master

"First,

try,

at

gent praetorian on duty, instead of a sottish, savage foreigner.
"
"
Well," he said, in the worst of humors,
you will have to
answer to the emperor for all this ; and you know he is not ac"
customed to pass over offences.

" Look
you now, Herr Krummbeiner," returned the soldier,
with a look of sly stolidity ; " as to that, we are pretty well in
the same boat," (Corvinus turned pale, for he knew this waa
"And you must contrive something to save me, if you
true.)
want to save yourself. It was you the emperor made responthat board.

sible, for the what-d'ye-call-it ?

,'You are right, my friend I must make it out that a
strong body attacked you, and killed you at your post. So
shut yourself up in quarters for a few days, and you shall have
plenty of beer till the thing blows over."
The soldier went off and concealed himself. A few days, after, the dead body of a Dacian, evidently murdered, was
washed on the banks of the Tiber. It was supposed he had
fallen in some drunken row ; and no further trouble was taken
about it. The fact was indeed so but Corvinus could have given the best account of the transaction. Before, however, leaving the ill-omened spot in the Forum, he had carefully examined the ground, for any trace of the daring act ; when he
picked up, close under the place of the edict, a knife, which
he was sure he had seen at school, in pos session of one of his
;

:

companions. He treasured it up, as an implement of future
vengeance, and hastened to provide another copy of the decree.

:

he could hardly believe his own eyes.
"How did it get there, you stupid booby?" he asked,
The soldier twisted his moustache in an ominous way,
which made Corvinua ask again more civilly, and then he was
answered
" He, or
:

it,

whatever

it

was, then without any apparent

of my hand, and
by a sort of conjuring, whisked it out
a quoit a dozen
cast
as
I
could
as
see
where
easily
it,
you
up
effort,

CHAPTER XV.
EXFLAUATIONS.

from

fairly broken, crowds streamed,
curious to read the tremendous
the
into
Forum,
every side,
But when they found only a bare
edict BO long menaced,
Some admired tha
board, there was a universal uproar.
reckoned
so
cowardly others
generally
spirit of the Christians,
ridiculed
were indignant at the audacity of such an act some
were
others
the
angry
in
concerned
proclamation;
officials

When morning had

:

;

yarda."

And
walked

the

then ?"

"And then,

he and the boy, who came from round the

pillar,

off in the dark."

" What a strange

story

I"

muttered Corvinue to himself

that the expected sport of the day might be delayed.
wert
At an early hour the places of public fashionable resort
"The namo of Uie Kxaperor.

;

THE CHURCH OF
occupied with the same theme. In the great Antoniau
.1
over.
group of regular frequenters wen
Then
auras the lawyer, and I'mculua, and Fulvius,
and the philosopher Calpumius, who seemed very busy with
some miiniy volume*, anil several otliers.
"What a
S about the edict !" said one.
all

TJUJE

" we
"Then, again," resumed Calpurnius,

Thin-ruse u

what a treasonable outrage against the divine
answered Fulvius.
"How was it done ?" a^ked a third.
"Have you not heard," said Proculus, "that the Dacian
guard stationed nt the. Putciil, was found dead, with twentyseven poiguard wounds on him, nineteen of which would have
sufficed each by itself to cause death ?"
"No, that is quite a false report," interrupted Scaurus " it
was not done by violence, but entirely by witchcraft. Two
women came up to tlve soldier, who drove his lance at one, and
it passed clean through her, and stuck in the ground on the
othor side, without making any wound in her. He then hacked
at the other with his sword, but he might as well have shnck
at marble.
She then threw a pinch of powder upon him, and
he flew into the air, and was found, asleep and unhurt, this
morning, on the roof of the JEmilian basilica. A friend of
mine, who was out early, saw the ladder up, by which he hod
been brought down."
'Wonderful !" many exclaimed, "What extraordinary people these Christians must be !"
" I don't believe a word of
" There
it,!' observed Proculns.
is no such power in magic; and certainly I don't see why these
wretched men should possess it more than their betters. Come,
Calpumius," he continued, "put up that old book, and answer
these questions. I learnt more, one day after dinner, about these
Christians from you, than I had heard in all my life before.
What a wonderful memory you must have, to remember so accurately the genealogy and history of that barbarous people
Is what Scaurus has just told us, possible or not ?"
Calpurnius delivered himself, with great pompousness, as

"Say

rather,

emj)erors

!"

;

1

follows

:

K

CATACOMJJ&
Kane of them CO

all

know what a

>i.<,'ht,

in tearing
II

Hllp-

their tr

l

still further, and att<
ir sacred lives, they 1>
that they have only to go to one of those priests, own the crime,
!i for
pardon and, if he gives it, they consider themselves as perfectly guiltless. "
;

" Fearful

!"

joined in the chorus.

" Such a
"
doctrine," said Scaurns,

is

incompatible with the

A

man who thinks lie ean be pardoned
safety of the state.
another man of every crime, is capable of committing any."
" And

this

by

"

is the cause of
that, no doubt," observed Fulvius,
terrible edict against them.
After what Calpur-

new and

nius has told us about these desperate raen, nothing can be too
"
severe against them.

Fulvius had been keenly eyeing Sebastian, who had entered
during the conversation ; and now pointedly addressed him.
" And
you, no doubt, think so too, Sebastian do you not ?"
"I think," he calmly replied, "that if the Christians be
such as Calpurnius describes them, infamous sorcerers, they
deserve to be exterminated from the face of the earth.
But
even so, I would gladly give them one chance of escape. "
" And what is that ?"
sneeringly asked Fulvius.
" That no one should be allowed to
join in destroying them,
who could not prove himself freer from crime than they. I
would have no one rise his hand against them, who cannot
show that he has never been an adulterer, an extortioner, a deceiver, a drunkard, a bad husband, father or child, a profligate,
a thief. For with being one of these, no one charges the poor
;

Christians."*

Fulvius winced under the catalogue of vices, and still more
under the indignant, but serene glance of Sebastian.
But at
the word " thief." he
Had the soldier

seen him
fairly leapt.
the scarf in Fabius's house ? Be it so or not, the, dislike he had taken to Sebastian, at their first meeting, had
ripened into hatred at their second and hatred in that heart was
pick

up

;

no reason to suppose such a tiling impossible for only written in blood. He had only intensity now to add to
the power of magic lias no bounds. To prepare a powder that that feeling.
Sebastian went out and his thoughts got vent in familiar
would make a man fly in the air, it would be only necessary to
"How long, O Lord! how long? What
find some herbs in which air predominates more than the other words of prayer.
three elements.
Such for instance are pulse, or lentils, accord- hopes can we entertain of the conversion of this great empire,
so long as we find even honest and learned men
believing at
ing to Pythagoras. These, being gathered when the sun is in
once every calumny spoken against us treasuring up, from
Libra, the nature of which is to balance even heavy things in
age to age, every fable and fiction about us and refusing even
air, at the moment of conjunction with Mercury, a winged
to inquire into our doctrines, because
they have made up their
power as you know, and properly energised by certain mysterious words, by a skilful magician, then reduced to a powder in minds that they are false and contemptible ?
He spoke aloud, believing himself alone, when a sweet voice
a mortar made out of an aerolite, or stone that had flown up inanswered him at his side " Good youth, whoever thou art
to the sky, and come down again, would no doubt, when
rightly
It is that speakest thus, and methinks I know thy voice, remember
used, enable, or force, a person to fly up into the air.
tuat tile Son of Go<i 8 ave u ght to the dark
eye of the body, by
well-known, indeed, that the Thessalian witches go at pleasure
the
to
from
which
spreading thereon clay which, in man's hands, would only have
must
be
done
through
clouds,
place
place,
blinded the seeing. Let us be as dust beneath His feet, if we
by means of some such charm.
wish to become His means of enlightening the eyes of men's
"Then, as to the Christians you will remember, excellent
souls.
Let us be trampled on a little longer in patience perProculus, that in the account to which you have done me the
honor to allude, which was at the deified Fabius's table, if I haps even from our ashes may come out the spark to blaze. "
"Thank you, thank you, Cseciha," said Sebastian, "for
remember right, I mentioned that the sect came originally from
and kind rebuke. Whither tripping on so gaily on
Chaldaa, a country always famous for its occult arts. But we your just
have a most important evidence bearii g on this matter, record- this first day of danger ?"
" Do
you not know that I have been named guide of the
ed in history. It is quite certain, that here in Rome, a cejtain
of Callistus? I am going to take
possession.
Simon, who was sometimes called Simon Peter, and at other cemetery
Pray,
times Simon Magus, actually in public flew up high into the that I may be the first flower of this coming spring."
And she passed on singing blithely. But Sebastian begged
air but his charm having slipped out of his belt,' he fell and
broke both his legs for which reason he was
to be her to stay one moment.
"There

is

;

;

;

;

'

:

;

;

;

;

;

crucified with his
'

obliged

head downwards."

'Then are all Christians necessarily sorcerers ?" asked Scaurus.

CHAPTER

it is part of their superstition.
They believe
their priests to have most extraordinary power over nature.
Thus, for example, they think they can bathe the bodies of

"Necessarily;

XVI.

THE WOLF Df THE

AJ TEK the adventures of the night, our youths had not much
people in water, and their souls acquire thereby wonderful
gifts, ami superiority, should they be slaves, over their masters time for rest.
Long before daybreak, the Christians had to be
and tlie divine emperors themselves."
*
.set l.ucian'y address to the judge, upon
Ptolemeua's condemnation, In tlM
" Dreadful !" all cried out.
begtnmg of Ft. JoiUu's Second A)<o!c ^, >r in Kmnart, TOi. D. ISO
1

:

B

F.t/lIOf.A

up, and assemble at their several

T

BO as to disi

OR

;

make an inrond

privilege was, consequently, granted to the faitliful, at such
times of trouble, that of preserving the blessed Eucharist in

cemetery of Callistus on tho day
re3 them3s
advantage of the circumstauee 1,0 inaugurate, by solemn offices, the churches of the
ombs, which, after some yearn' disuse, had been put into
good repair and order by the/v.v.vo/ r.s-, ],. | l,,.,,u
repainted, and furnished with all requisites for divine worship.
But Corviuus, after getting over his first dismay, and having

their houses, :md communicating themselves privately in the
morning, "before taking othei food," as Tertullian expresses

as speedily as possible another, though not so grand, a copy
of the edict affixed, began better to see the dismal probabilities

it.t

from the wratli of his imperial mash<- would have to answer for the
loss.
He felt it necessary to do something that very day,
which might wipe off the disgrace he had incurred, before
again meeting the emperor's look. He determined to anticipate the attack on the cemetery, intended for the following

V..IS 1,.

li

titles,

i

plot, to
i-

.ii'ship li:ul to bei'in, from tl.
subterranean churohea of the eeiu:
inlimt,
i. be expected, that all would be able to travel -with
safety,
even on the Sunday, some miles beyond the gate.* A great
i

puliluMtion.

Tin-

to the

'

l(

of serious consequences,

The

faithful felt, not as

sheep going to the slaughter, not as
criminals preparing for execution, but as soldiers arming for
Their weapons, their food, their strength, their courfight.
age, were all to be found in their Lord's table. Even the lukewarm and the timid gathered tree}) spirit from the bread of life.
In churches, as yet may be seen in the cemeteries, were chuirs
placed for the penitentiaries, before whom the sinner knelt, and
confessed his sins, and received absolution. In moments like
tins, the penitential code was relaxed, and the terms of public
expiation shortened and the whole night had been occupied
by the zealous clergy in preparing their flocks for, to many,
;

communion on earth.
need not remind our readers, that the office then performed was essentially, and in many details, the same as they
daily witness at the Catholic altar. Not only was it considered,
as now, to be the Sacrifice of Our Lord's Body and Blood, not
only were the oblation, the consecration, the communion alike,
but many of the prayers were identical so that the Catholic
hearing them recited, and still more the priest reciting them, in
the same language as the Boman Church of the catacombs
epoke, may feel himself in active and living communion with
the martyrs who celebrated, and the martyrs who assisted at,
those sublime mysteries.
On the occasion which we are describing, when the time came
for giving the kiss of peace a genuine embrace of brotherly
love sobs could be heard, and bursts of tears for it was to
their last public

We

;

;

a parting salutation. Many a youth clung to his father's
neck, scarcely knowing whether that day might not sever them,
And
till they waved their palm-branches together in heaven.

many

ter.

The Daciau was

right

:

day.

He repaired, therefore, while it was still early, to the baths,
where Fulvius, ever jealously watchful over Torquatus, kept
him in expectation of Corvinus's coming to hold council with
him.
The worthy trio concerted their plans.
Corvinus,
guided by the reluctant apostate, at the head of a chosen band
of soldiers who were at his disposal, had to make an incursion
into the cemetery of Callistus, and drive, or drag, thence the
while Fulvius, remaining
clergy and principal Christians
outside with another companion, would intercept them and cut
off all retreat, securing the most important prizes, and especially the Pontiff and superior clergy, whom his visit to the ordination would enable him to recognize.
This was his plan.
" Let
" act the
fools," he said to himself,
parts of ferrets iu
"
the warren
I will be the sportsman outside.
In the meantime Victoria overheard sufficient to make her
very busy dusting and cleaning, in the retired room where
they were consulting, without appearing to listen. She told
all to Cucumio
and he, after much scratching of his head, hit
;

;

;

upon a notable plan

for conveying the discovered information

to the proper quarter.
Sebastian, after his early attendance on divine worship, unable, from his duties at the palace, to do more, had proceeded,

according to almost universal custom, to the baths, to invigor-

how would mothers press their daughters to their bosom, in ate his limbs by their healthy refreshment, and also to remove
the fervor of that new love, which fear of long separation en- from himself the suspicion, which his absence on that mornThen came the communion, more solemn than usual, ing might have excited. While he was thus engaged, the old
more devout, more hushed to stillness. "The Body of our capsararius, as he had had himself rattlingly called in his anteLord Jesus Christ," said the priest to each, as he offered him posthumous inscription, wrote on a slip of parchment all that
"
the sacred food.
Amen," replied the receiver, with thrilling his wife had heard of the intention of an immediate assault, and
accents of faith and love. Then extending in his hand an of getting possession of the holy Pontiffs person. This lie
kindled

!

cloth, he received in it a provision of
sufficient to last him till some future feast.

orarium, or white linen
the bread of

life,

fastened with a pin or needle to the inside of Sebastian's tunic,
of whioh he had charge, as he durst not speak to him in the

This was most carefully and reverently folded, and laid in the presence of others.
The officer, after his bath, went into the hall where the
bosom, wrapped up often in another and more precious poveror even placed in a gold locket. J It was now that, for the first events of the morning were being discussed, and where Fultime, poor Syra regretted the loss of her rich embroidered vius was waiting, till Corvinus should tell him that all was
ready.
Upon going out, disgusted, he felt himself, as he
scarf, which would long before have been given to the poor,
had she not studiously reserved it for such an occasion, and walked, pricked by something on the chest he examined his
It was written in about as
such a use. Nor had her mistress been able to prevail upon garments, and found the paper.
her to accept any objects of value, without a stipulation that elegant a latinity as Cucumio's epitaph but he made it out
she might dispose of them as she liked, that was in charitable sufficiently to consider it necessary for him to turn his steps
towards the Via Appia, instead of the Palatine, and convey the
gifts.
The various assemblies had broken up before the discovery important information to the Christians assembled in the cemeBut they may rather be said to have ad- tery.
of the violated edict.
The frequent meetings of TorHaving, however, found a fleeter and surer messenger than
journed to the cemeteries.
in the poor blind girl, who would not attract the same
heathen
two
in
with
his
confederates
the
baths
of
himself,
Caraquatus
calla had been narrowly watched by the capsarius and his wife, attention, he stopped her, gave her the note, after adding a
and Victoria had overheard the few words to it, with the pen and ink which he carried, and
as we have already remarked
bade her bear it, as speedily as possible, to its destination.
There was one crnvtery called ad seztiim i'hilippi, which is supposed to
hve been situated six miles from Rome but many were three miles from the But, in fact, he had hardly left the baths, when Fulviua received information that Corvinus and his troop were by that
heart of the city.
:

;

;

;

Ad Uxorem, lib., il. c. 6.
Wlien the Vatican cemetery was explored, in 1571, there wero found in tombs
two small square golden box's, with a rinj? at the top of the lid. These very aneient sacred vessels arc considered by Itottari to hrn c |;cnu used for cirryiug the
Blessed Eucharist round the neck (/(>>< Hvlilrrraimi, torn. i. fig. 11); and Pelt

i

liola

confirms this by

many arguments

ChriBtiancr Keel. I'olit'U, torn.

iii.

p. 20).

time hastening across the fields, so as to avoid suspicion, towards the appointed spot. He mounted his horse immediately,
and went along the high-road while the Christian soldier, in
a by-way, was instructing Inn blind messenger.
When we accompanied Diogenes and hi party through the
;

cnrncii OF run CATACOMBS.

TV//:

obnroh, becatacombs, we stopped Rliort of the sub!'
In
cause Severus would not let it be betrayed to Torquatus.
uni
now
was
assembled,
(intins
Christian congregation
trnoted on the principle oonunon to
]t
chief pastor.
all such excavations, for we can hardly call tin in <Mlilic.cn.
The reader r.vry imagine two of the i-niiifiiln or chambers,
which we hare before described, placed one on each side of a

AVe have thus
churches In:

wide entrangallery or ]i.s8iige, BO that their doors, or rather
be found
opposite one another. At the end of one will

tccture,
It was in

mi arcosolium or alinr-tomb: and the probable conjecture is
that in this division the men under charge of the ontiarii,*
and in the other the women, under the care of the <1:
This division of the sexes at divfeie worship
!>led.
was a matter of jealous discipline in t'.ie early Church.
Often these subterranean churches were not devoid of arThe walls, especially near the altar,
chitectural decoration.
were plastered anil painted, and half columns, with their banes
.

not ungracefully cut out of the sandstone, divided the different parts or ornamented the entrances. In one
the
instance, indeed in the chief basilica yet discovered in
without
chamber
of
there
is
a
altar,
any
Callistus,
cemetery
>>itals,

communicating with the church by means of a funnel-shaped
feet
opening, piercing the earthen wall, here some twelve
at
thick, and entering the chamber, which is at a lower level,
the height of five or six feet, in a slanting direction so that
all that was spoken in the church could be heard, yet nothing
that was done there could be seen, by those assembled in the
r.
This is very naturally supposed to have been the
;

place reserved for the class of public penitents called nndii-ntf.s
or hearers, and for the catechumens, not yet initiated by baptism.

which the Christians were assembled, when
Sebastian sent his message, was like the one discovered in the
cemeteryof St. Agnes. Each of the two divisions was double, that
halfis, consisted of two large chambers, slightly separated by
columns, in what we may call the
women's church, and by the flat pilasters in the men's, one of these surbasilica, in

faces having in it a small niche for
an image or lamp. But the most remarkable feature of this basilica is
a further prolongation of the structure, so as to give

This

is

a chancel or
about the size of
it

presbytery.
half each other division, from which

is
separated by two columns
against the wall, as well as by its
lesser height, after the manner of
modern chancels. For while each
portion of each division has first a
lofty-arched tomb in its wall, and
it

four or five tiers of graves above it,
the elevation of the chancel is not
much greater than that of those arAt the end
cosoiia or altar-tombs.
of the chancel, against the middle
of the wall, is a chair with back and
arms cut out of the solid stone, and
from each side proceeds a stone
bench, which thus occupies the end

and two sides
FLAK OF

SUBTERRANEAN

CHtmcfl IN THE Ck-METEUT
os ST. AONKK.
A Choi r, or chance), w th
episcopal chiiir (a) and benches
i

for the clergy (bb.)

B. Division tor liftmen, sepfrom ill'' choir by two
uii ;irch.
pillars, supporting
C Con id<T of the catacomb,
t

arai'-'l

-

affording

entrance to the

I).
.

MuM'm
a

tomb

in

of the chancel.

As

the table of the arched-tomb behind
the chair is higher than the back of
the throne, and as this is immovable, it is clear that the divine

been celemysteries could not have
brated upon it. A portable altar
must, therefore, have been placed
before the throne, in an isolated position in the middle of the sanctuary
:

i

Wit

cieiit basilicas in

for the

women,

it.

Each portion
by prfjf'f'Mun^ in

Is
t'i-

subdivided

and this, tradition
wooden a'

!!/ ord.r m

tells us,
icr.
llit

Cuuieh,

was the

n

orrnngenv

the

;

of the apse, the presbytery

or

The
hand, and the all
people.
ire the
Christians thus anticipated underground, or
principles which directed, the forms of ecoksiaBtioaJ
such a basilica,
faithful assembled, when Corvinus and his sat
the entrance of the cemetery.
This wan the

quatusknew, loading down by step* from u
ing, choked up with faggots.

(

h.ilf-riii.i

'!

immediately made their arrangements. Fulvius, wil
of ten or twelve men, lurked to guard th.
all who attempted to come out or go in.
Corvinus, \vi'
quatus and a smaller body of eight, prr;>ar.--d t'i
" I don't like this
underground work,
bearded legionary. "I am a soldier, and not ar
Bring me my man into the light of day, mid 1 will fig.
hand to hand, and foot to foot but I have no love for
stifled or poisoned, like vermin in a drain."
This speech found favor with the s ildiers. One said,
may be hundreds of these skulking Christians down thei
we are little more than half a dozen."
This is not the sort of work we receive our pay for.
.

;

'

'

ded another.
"It's their sorceries 1 care for," contiued a third, "

u.

their valor."

eloquence of Fulvius to screw uj>
assured them there was nothing to fear that
the cowardly Christians would run before them like hares, and
that they would find more gold and silver in the chn
Thus encouraged,
year's pay would give them.
groping down to the -bottom of the stairs. They oou
It required all the

He

resolution.

The

'

;

.

tinguish lamps at intervals, stretching into the gloomy
before them.
" listen to that voice !"
" Hush !" said
one,

.

From far away its accents came softened by distance but
they were the notes of a fresh youthful voice, that quailed not
with fear ; so clear, that the very words could be caught, as it
intoned the following verses
:

:

" Dominus illuminatio mea,

et salus mea quern timebo
*
" Dominus
protector vitse mese a quo trepidabo
Then came a full chorus of voices, singing, like th
;

?

''

'!

;

waters

many
"

:

ut edant
appropriant super me nocentes,
qui tribuiant me, iiiimici, ipsi iutirmati sunt et

Dum

meas

;

c
c

.

unt."t

A mixture of shame and anger seized on the assail:
heard these words of calm confidence and defiance,
voice again sang forth, but in apparently fainter accents
" Si consistant adversum me
nou tiuiebi
i

:

castra,

meum."t

"
"I
thought I knew that voice," muttered Corvinus.
out
of
a
thousand.
Itis
that
of
it
my bane, the
ought to know
cause of all hist night's curse and this day's trouble. It is
that of Pancratius, who pulled down the edict.
On, on, my
men any reward for him, dead or alive !"
"
"
let us light our torches,"
But, stop," said one,
"Hark!" said a second, while they were engaged in this
!

;

operation

;

hammering

"what

is

that strange noise, as if of scratch];
"
I have heard it for some time.

at a distance ?

added a third " the distant lights ha\
music has ceased. We are certainly
the
and
appeared,

"And look!"

;

i

i

ered."

"No danger,"

said Torqnatus. putting

on a bold:

"The Lord in my light and eulvution ; whom shall I iVur ? llii.- kcud i ihe
lif e : of whom shall I be afraid ?"
protector of my
" While the ricked draw nigh me, to oat mj- flh, my enemies that trouble
t
*

me have themselves
t"If armies in
ft. livi.

been

camp

v.

aUiiU btaud tu^etk

.uy luart shall not

fear,**

FAltTOLA; OH

58
he did not
'.vo

" That noise
only comes from those old moles,
busy preparing graves for the Chris-

feo]
'.'.id

shall

K.

At

apparition.

uis sous,

'ight

;

first

they thought they had crnight a glimpse

but

,[

was

it

tlie

glimmering

of

This was held steadily by an upright, immovable
which thus received its light upon itself. It was clothed
in a dark dress, so as to resemble one of those bronze B!
which have the head and extremities of white
marble, and
i.

Torquatus hud in

va'.n advised tlie troop not to
bring torches,
provide themselves with such lamps ;:H we see Diogenes
ying, in his picture, or waxen tapers, which he
had brought for Limself but the men swore they would not
go
down without plenty of light, and such means for it as could

o

;

put out by a draught of wind, or a stroke on the arm.
were soon obvious. As tlioy advanced, silently and
:<>ly, along the low narrow gallery, the resinous torches
crackled aud hissed with a fierce glare, which heated and anrhem while a volume of thick pitchy smoke from each
rolled downwards on to the bearers from the roof, hftlf stifled
them, aud made a dense atmosphere of cloud around them:

which effectually dimmed their light. Torqnatus kept
at the head of the party, counting every turning right and left,
as he had noted them though he found every mark which he
had made carefully removed. He was staggered and baulked,
when, after having counted little more than half the proper
number, he found the road completely blocked up.
The fact was, that keener eyes than he was aware of had been
on the look-out. Severus had never relaxed his watchfulness,
lined not to be surprised.
He was near the entrance to
netery below, when the soldiers reached it above and
forward at once to the place where the sand had been
near which his brother and sevpr:'p.-ired for closing the road
eral other stout workmen were stationed, in case of danger. In
a moment, with that silence and rapidity to which they were
1, they set to work lustily, shovelling the sand across the
v and low corridor from each side, while well-directed
\i
brought from the roof behind, huge flakes of
Behind this barrier
Sine, which closed up the opening.
ood, hardly suppressing a laugh as they heard their enemies through its loose separation. Their work it was which
an heard, and which had screened off the lights, and
ued the song.
Torquatus's perplexity was not diminished by the volley of
iiid imprecations, and the threats of violence which were
ved upon him, for a fool or a traitor. " Stay one mo" It is
I entreat you," he said.
possible I have mistaken
my reckoning. I know the right turn by a remarkable tomb a
rds within it
I will juat step into one or two of the last
corridors, and see."
With these words, he ran back to the next gallery on the left,
advanced a few paces, and totally disappeared.
.

;

;

startle one,

"

Who

when

can

it

first

be

?

seen

;

What

so like are they to living forms.
?" the men whispered to one

is it

another.

"
"
"

A

sorceress," replied one.
Tlie geniua loci,"* observed another.
spirit," suggested a third.

A

as they approached stealthily towards it,it did
notsppear conscious of their presence : " there was no speculation
Still,

in its eyes ;"

it remained unmoved aud unscared.
At length,
two got sufficiently near to seize the figure by its arms.
" Who are
you ?" asked Corvinus, in a rage.
"A
Christian," answered Csecilia, with her usual cheer-

ful gentleness.

"

Bring her along," he commanded
pay for our disappointment."

" some one

;

at least

shall

CHAPTER

XVTI.

;

run;

FIRST FLOWER.

;

;

;

Con/iA, already forewarned, had approached the cen
No sooner had she
by a different, but neighboring entrance.
descended than she snuffed the strong odor of the torches.
" This is none of our
incense, I know," she said to herself
" the
enemy is already within." She hastened therefore to
;

the place of assembly, and delivered Sebastian's note ; adding
It warned them to disperse and
also what she had observed.
seek the shelter of the inner and lower galleries and begged
of the Pontiff not to leave till he should send for him, as his
;

person was particularly sought for.
Pancratius urged the blind messenger to save herself too.
"
"
No," she replied,
my office is to watch the door, and guide
the faithful safe."
" But the
enemy may seize you."
" No matter," she answered
laughing

"
;

my being taken rcay

much worthier lives. Give me a lamp, Paucratius."
"
it," observed he, smiling.
Why, you cannot see by
"

save
'

True but others can.
"
They may be your enemies."
" Even so," she answered, " I do not wish to be taken in
Though his companions had followed him to the very month
the dark. If my Bridegroom come to rne in the night of this
It
of the gallery, they could not see how this happened.
cemetery, must He not find me with my lamp trimmed ?"
,-ed like witchcraft, in which they were quite ready to beOff she started, reached her post, and hearing no noise ex;

His light and himself seemed to have vanished at once,
that of quiet footsteps, she thought they were those of
have no more of this work," they said; "either cept
and held up her lamp to guide them.
frieads,
Torquatus is a traitor, or ho has been carried off by magic."
When the party came forth, with their only captive, Fulvius
in
the
close
almost
inflamed
heated
Worried,
atmosphere
by
was perfectly furious. It was worse than a total failure it
lights, begnmod, blinded, and choked by the pitchy
was ridiculous a poor mouse come out of the bowels of the
turned
back
and
crest-fallen
and
disheartened, they
smoke,
He rallied Corvinus till the wretch winced and foamed
earth.
since their road led straight to the entrance, they flung away
He
then suddenly he asked, "And where is Torquatus?"
their blazing torches into the side galleries, one here and one
the account of his sudden disappearance, told in as mraiy
heard
rid
of
tc
them.
When they looked
as they passed by,
get
ways as the Dacian guard's adventure but it annoyed him
is if a triumphal illumination was kindling up
He had no doubt whatever, in his own mind, that he
here of the gloomy corridor. From the mouths greatly.
been
had
duped
by his supposed victim, who had escaped into
TV
which turned the
various caverns cair
shall

:

;

;

:

light

':

dull sandstone into a bright, crimson

while the volumes of
smoko above, hung like amber clouds along the whole gallery,
aled tombs, receiving the unusual reflection on their yelcovered with golden or sillow tiles, or marble, all
*
It looked like a
atos, set in the red damask of the walls.
the
furies
of heathenism,
to
very
martyrdom, oy
ge paid
The torches which they had
on the first day of
to destroy, only served to shed brightness on monuof that virtue which had never failed to save the
;

'.

j

i'i

look,

and said

to"

her sternly, " Look at me, woman, and

hounds with drooping heads had

d the entrance, they recoiled before the sight of a singunu

tell

me

the truth."
" I must tell
you the truth without looking at yoTi, sir,''
answered the poor girl, with her cheerfullest smile and softest
" do
voice
you not see that I am blind ?"
" Blind !" all exclaimed at once, as
they crowded to look at
:

But over the features of Fulvius tin
possible emotion, just aa much as the wave that runs, pnr-

her.

eh.

before these foiled

If so, this captive
the unsearchable mazes of the cemetery.
would know, and he determined to question her. He stood
before her, therefore, putting on his most searching and awful

c-st

*

The^iuardian

g"riiu-< nf

th^

i

cnrrrn OF
sned by ft playful breeze, over the ripe meadow. A knowledge
had Hashed into his mind, n chic had fallen inio Ilia hand.
" It will be
" iW
ridiculous," he said,
twenty ;"!, tiers to
march through the city, guarding a blind ;.;u-I. Return
to your quarters, and I will nee you are well rewar.iej.
You,
Corvinus, take my horse, arid go before l<> your father, mid tell
him all. I will follow in a carriage with the captive."
"No treachery, Fulvius," he said, vexed and mortified.
" Miiid
you bring her. The day must not pass without a sac-

Tin: CATACOMBS.
poct, TnrtnlhiR,

moved with some compassion, and

poor, ignorant, blind
ily still, tlnii

i

i

would imagine, with him;
on any one who
It was as he had oalonlatad.
else was there, as the prefect thus kindly
as she

:ied

:

ies

:

"

What

is

>iw

li

v;ik the n

i

rifice."

"

r.o

<>tthat
.

any one

her

:

thy name, child ?"

'Coecilia."

Do

not fear," was the reply.
Fulvius, indeed, was pondering whether, having lost one
But the placid gentlespy, he should not try to make another.
f the
poor beggar perplexed him more than Hie boisterous zeal of the gamester, and her sightless orbs defied him

" It

a noble name hast thou it from
I am not noble except 1><
As I am blind, tli
poor, died for Christ.
is

me

ly

;

"No;

?"

;

called

me

Caeca,* and then, out of kindu

into Ccecilia."

" But
more than the restless roll of the toper's. (Still, the first thought
now, give np all this folly of the Christians, wh
that had struck him he could not yet pursue. When alone in a kept thee only poor and blind.
Honour the
carriage with her, he assumed a soothing tone and addressed divine emperors, and offer sacrifice ti
have riches, and fine clothes, and goi.
her.
He knew she hod not overheard the last dialogue.
phy"
poor girl," he said, "how long have you been blind?" sicians shall try to restore thee thy
My
" All
"You must have better motives to propose to me thnn
my life," she replied.
" What is
for the very tilings for which I most
d and Mis Divine
your history ? Whence do you come ?"
"I have no history. My parents were poor, and brought Son, are those which you would have me put away. "
" How dost thou mean ?"
me to Borne when I was four years old, as they came to pray,
" I thank God that I am
in discharge of a vow made in my early sickness, to the blessed
poor and meanly clad, and faro not
martyrs Chrysauthua and Daria. They left me in charge of a daintily because by all these things I am the more like
pious lame woman, at the door of the title of Fasciola, while Christ, my only Spouse."
"Foolish girl !" interrupted the judge, losing patience a
they went to their devotions. It was on that memorable day,
when many Christians were buried at their tomb, by earth and little; "hast thou lenrnt all these silly delusions already ? at
stones cast down upon them. My parents had the happiness least thou canst not thank thy God, that He has made thee
"
to be of the number.
sightless."
" And how have
" For
you lived since ?"
that, more than all the rest, I thank Him daily and
"God became my only Father then, and His Catholic hourly with all my heart."
" How so ? dost thou think it a
Church my mother. The one feeds the birds ox iie air, the
blessing never to have seen
other nurses the weaklings of the flock. I have never wanted the face of a human being, or the sun, or the earth ? What
for any thing since.
strange fancies ore these ?"
" But
"
you can walk about the streets freely, and without
They are not so, most noble sir. For in the midst of what
"
as
well
if
as
fear,
you saw.
you call darkness, I see a spot of what I must call li.a;ht, it
" How do
It is to me what tho
contrasts so strongly with all around.
you know that ?"
" I have seen
Do you remember very early one sun is to you, which I know to be local from the varying
you.
norning in the autumn, leading a poor lame man along the direction of its rays. And this object looks upon me as with u
Vicus Patricius ?"
countenance of intensest beauty, and smiles upon me ever.
She blushed and remained silent.
Could he have seen And I know it to be that of Him whom I love with unJ
tier put into the poor old man's
purse her own share of the alms? affection. I would not for the world have its splendor di
You have owned yourself a Christian ?" he asked negli- by a brighter sun, nor its wondrous loveliness confounded with
the diversities of others' features, nor my gaze on it dr>wn
gently.
"
I love Him too much, not to wish to
aside by earthly visions.
Oh, yes how could I deny it ?"
" Then that
Bee Him always alone."
meeting was a Christian meeting ?"
"
"
what else could it be ?"
Come, come let me have no more of this silly prattle.
Certainly
He wanted no more his suspicions were verified. Agnes, Obey the emperors at once, or I must try what a little pain
about whom Torquatus had been able or willing to tell him will do. That will soon tame thee."
" Pain ?" she echoed innocently.
nothing, was certainly a Christian. His game was mode. She
must yield, or he would be avenged.
"Yes, pain. Hast thou never felt it? hast thou never been
" Do
After a pause, looking at her
by any one in thy life ?"
steadfastly, 'he said,
you hurt
"
know whither you are going ?"
Oh, no Christians never hurt one another."
" Before the
The rack was standing, as usual, before him and he made
judge of earth, I suppose, who will send me to
a sign to Catulus to place her upon it. The executioner ;>
my" Spouse in heaven."
And so calmly ?" he asked in surprise for he could see no her bock on it by her arms and as she mode no resistance,
token from the soul to the countenance, but a smile.
she was easily laid extended on its wooden couch. The loops
" So
of the ever-ready ropes were in a moment passed roun
joyfully rather," was her brief reply.
Having got out all that he desired, he consigned his prisoner ancles, and arms drawn over the head. The poor sightless girl
to Corrinus at the gates of the /Emilian
not who did all this she knew not but it might be tho
basilica, and left her saw
It had been a cold and
who had been conversing with her. If ther
to her fate.
drizzling day, like the same person
preceding evening. The weather, and the incident of the been silence hitherto, men now held their very breath
and while the prefect Csecilia's lips moved in earnest prayer.
night, had kept down all enthusiasm
hod been compelled to sit in-doors, where no great crowds could
"Once more, before proceeding further, I call on thee to
collect, as hours had passed away without any arrest, trial, or sacrifice to the gods, and escape cruel torments," said the
tidings, most of the curious had left, and only a few more per- judge, with a sterner voice.
" Neither torments nor
death," firmly replied the victim tir-d
severing remained, past the hour of afternoon recreation, in the
I
public gardens. But just before the captive arrived, a fresh to the altar, "shall separate me from the love of Chris!
toot of spectators came in, and stood near one of the side-doors, can offer up no sacrifice but to the one living God and its
from which they could see alL
ready oblation is myself."
AM GomnuB had prepared his father for what he was to exBlind.
.
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i

i

;

'

!

!

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and be gave
prefect mrtrtc a sicrnal to the executioner,
wheels of the rack, round the wind:id whirl
wound and the limbs of the

The

'.

i

;

with a sudden jerk, which, though not
imtheil soekets, as a further turn
sulh'eed to inlliot an excruciating, or more
,i

would have done,

her frame, Far more griev,s this,
from the preparation and the cause of it being
inunseen, and from that additional suffering- which darkness
tiu-ts.
A quivering of her features, and a sudden paleness,
truly, a rack'n,;/ pain,

through

all

gave evidence of her torture.
"

Ha ha !" the judge exelaiined, "thou feelest that ? Come,
let it suffice
obey, and thou shalt be freed."
seemed to take no heed of his words, but gave vent to
" I thank
her feelings in prayer
Thee, O Lord Jesus Christ,
!

;

:

Thou

that

ha=.t

made me

the

suffer pain

first

time for

Thy

I have loved Thee in peace I have loved Thee in corntort
I have loved Thee in joy, and now in pain I love Thee
How much sweeter it is to be like Thee, stretched
-till more.
at the
upon Thy Cross, even than resting upon the hard couch

sake.

;

;

poor man's table !"
" Thou triflest with
me," exclaimed the judge, thoroughly
" and makest
We will try somelight of my lenity.
a.
lighted torch to her
Here, Catulus, apply
stronger.
.

sides."*

A thrill of disgust and horror ran through the assembly,
which could not help sympathizing with the poor blind creaA murmur of suppressed indignation broke out from
ture.

who, no iToubt

qi'ile

ree]e<i.

n^idontally, was advancing from
r eauglit hold of him, saying,

" You are not
hurt, I hope, Corvinus?"
"
Xo, no let me go, Quadratus, let me go,"
"Where are yon running to in such a hurry
you ?" asked his captor, still holding him fast.

He

it.

;

" Let me
loose, I say, or he will be gone."
" Who will be
gone?"
"
answered
"who
Corvinus,

Pancratius,"

my

just

?

can I help

now

insulted

father."

" Pancratius

!"'

said Quadratus, looking round, and

seeing

had got clear off " I do not see him." And he let
him go but it was too late. The youth was safe at Diogenes's
that he

;

;

in the Suburra.

While this scene was going on, the prefect, mortified, ordered Catulus to see the body thrown into the Tiber. But another
officer, muffled in his cloak, stepped aside and beckoned to
Catulus, who understood the sign, and stretched out his hand
to receive a purse held out to him.
" Out of the Porta
Capena, at Lucina's villa, an hour after
sunset," s^id Sebastian.
" It shall be delivered there
safe," said the executioner.
" Of what do
you think did the poor girl die ?" asked a spec-

from his companion, as they went out.
" Of
fright, I fancy," he replied.
" Of Christian'
modesty," interposed a stranger who passed
them.

tator

sides of the hall.

all

a crowd. A crimson glow of modesty rushed into her brow,
her face, neck, just before white as marble. The angry judge
checked the rising gush of feeling and all listened in Bias she spoke again, with warmer earnestness than
;

>i-e,

CHAPTER XVUL.

she was in the midst of

that
Csecilia, for the first time, learnt

:

KBTBIBUTION.

THE

prefect of the city went to give his report on the untoof the day, and do what was possible, to screen his
He found the emperor in the worst of moods.
worthless son.
Had Corviuus come in his way early in the day, nobody could

ward events

I have been ever true and
and Spouse
suffer
me
Let
pain and torture for Thee
faithful to Thee
have answered for his head. And now the result of the inroad
but spare contusion from human eyes. Let me come to Thee into the
cemetery had revived his anger, when Tertullus enternot covering my face with my hands in shame, when ed the audience -chamber. Sebastian contrived to be on
at once
guard.
"Where is your booby of a son?" was the first salutation
Another muttering of compassion was heard.
which the prefect received.
" do
" Catulus " shouted the baffled judge in fury
your
"Humbly waiting your divinity's pleasure outside, and
with
that
what are you about, fumbling all day
duty, sirrah
anxious to propitiate your godlike anger, for the tricks which

"

O my dear Lord

!

;

!

;

1

;

!

"

torch ?"

The executioner advanced, and stretched

hand

forth his

to

!

her robe, to withdraw it for tue torture but he drew back, and,
in softened accents,
turning to the prefect, exclaimed
;

" it is too lute. She is dead '!"
" Dead !" cried out Tertullus " dead with one turn of the
;

impossible !"
Catulus gave the rack a turn backwards, and the body remained motionless, Jt WHS true she had passed from the rack
countenance to her
to the throne, from the scowl of the judge's
embrace. Had she breathed out her pure
welcoming
Spouse's
1K sl B
me, in the incense of her prayer ? or had
y,' u l
to get back its blood, from the intensity
her heart been unable
blush
?"t
first
virginal
of that
a clear bold voice cried
Ln the stillness of it\ve and wonder,
"
the door
near
Impious tyrant, dost
the
from
group
out
hath more power over
blind
Christian
u
that
poor
thou not see,
than thou or thy cruel masters?"
life and death,
" What a third time in twenty-four hours wilt thou dare
This time thou shalt not escape."
to cross my path
were Corvinus's words, garnished with a furious imi

'.

;

.

i

)

:

!

'>.

These

.

b'iudly on, ho

struck

u;

side

tKer's

round the en-

M-oup. But as he ran
of herculean build,
'

.

fortune has played upon his zeal.
His
"Fortune !" exclaimed the tyrant; "fortune, indeed
own stupidity and cowardice; a pretty beginning, forsooth; but

he shall smart for it. Bring him in."
The wretch, whining and trembling, was introduced and
cast himself at the emperor's feet, from which he was spurned,
;

rolling, like a lashed hound, into the midst of the hall.
This set the imperial divinity a-laughing, and helped to mollify

and sent

his wrath.

"Come, sirrah! stand up," he said, '-and let me hear an
account of yourself. How did the edict disappear ?
Corvinus told a rambling tale, which occasionally amused
the emperor for he was rather taken with the trick. This was
;

a good symptom.
"
Well," he said at

" I will be merciful to
you. Lietors,
their axes forth, and felt their
edges. Corvinus again threw himself down, and exclaimed
Spare my life ; I have important information to furnish, if
I live."
"Who wants your worthless life 1" responded the gentle
"
Maximian.
Lietors, put aside your axes ; the rods are good
enough for him."

bind yoxir fasces."

last,

They drew

:

' '

In a moment his hands were seized and bound, his tunic wrs

and a shower of blows fell up:;::
stripped off his shoulders,
till ha roared aud
skill
with
delivered
well-regulated
them,
writhed, to the great enjoyment of his imperial master.
Smarting and humbled, he had to stand again before him.
;

rack was uwd fur
Uu, ixxlj diBtaiided for UK

The

11).-

Ul

ii

kt

C.

:1

n >>s

of

lire

was one of

"

il.iiinm.

of

fnui

loim.ul, au:l to keep

'I'i'.l

of vrnjer,

* i"

'

V'"<"i<t M.

Ciooilin, Si.

their deatUs

A^uu*.

lie.

being the

tion

Now, sir," said the latter, "what
you have to give ?"

is th<

ul informa-

Till'.

"That

I

know who

<HLURCIl
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perpetrated the outrage of last night, on

"Why,
whose

your imperial edict."
"Who was it?"

"I

were you not

<MI-I!

he

WIIB

your father's

inl

i

"A youth

named Pancratius, whose kuife I found under head of the family.
in life, the restoring
where the edict had been cut away."
" And
why have you not seized him and brought him to dour, from which my
brought

justice ?"

it

down.

my

fafher'a faithful

dopendn

U
.

:

-

lather's

\<

Thinking that your

my

father,

bi

ability fur this work, 1
day he has been almost within my grasp, for- I
to him upon certain-terms; one of wliieli was your ^uanli
have heard his voice but he has escaped me."
"Then let him not escape a third time, or you may have to and the exclusive forming of your mind. You know
have trained you, to care nothing about the means, so that our
take his place. But how do you know him, or his kiiifo?"
"He was my schoolfellow at the school of Caesiums, who great ends be carried."
turned out to be a Christian."
Fulvius, who had been riveted with nmnzrm nl vnd d.
"A Christian presume to teach my subjects, to make them tentioa on tl'id speaker, shrunk into hims< It v, ilh K!>;
enemies of their country, disloyal to their sovereigns, and cor>- this baring of both their hearts. The dark old man fixed his
I suppose it was he who taught that
temners of the goda
eyes more intently than ever, and went on.
" You remember the black and
young viper Paucratius to pull down our imperial edict. Do
complii-iiicd crime by which
we concentrated in your hands the divided remnant of family
you know where he is ?"
"
Yes, sire
Torquatus, who has abandoned the Christian wealth,"
superstition, has told me."
Fulvius covered his face with his hands and shuddered.
" And
pray who is this Torquatus ?"
said eutreatingly, " Oh, spare me that, Eurotas
for hi
"He is one who has been staying some time with Chromatiaa sake spare me !"
"
" I will
and a party of Christians in the country."
Well, then," resumed the other, unmoved as ever,
"
Why, this is worse and worse. Is the ex-prefect then, too, be brief. Remember, nephew, that he who does not
become a Christian ?"
from a brilliant future, to be gained by guilt, must not si} rink
"Yes, and lives with many others of that sect in Campania." from a past that prepared it by crime. For the future will one
" What
I shall not know whom to day be the past.
Let our compact, therefore, be straightforperfidy what treachery
trust next.
for there is an honesty even in sin.
Nature
Prefect, send some one immediately to arrest all ward and honest
these men, and the schoolmaster, and Torquatus."
has given you abundance of selfishness and cunning, and shn
"He is no longer a Christian," interposed the judge.
has given me boldness and remorselessness in directing and
"Well, what do I care?" replied the emperor peevishly; applying them. Our lot is cast by the same throw, we be" arrest as
"
many as you can, and spare no one, and make them come rioh, or die, together.
smart well do you understand me ? Now begone, all it is
his
heart, cursed the day he cnme to Rome or
Fulvius, in
time for my supper."
bound himself to his stem master, whose mysterious tie v.na
Corvinus went home and, in spite of medicinal applications, so much stronger than he had known before. But he felt himwas feverish, sore, and spiteful all night and next morning self spell-bound to him, and powerless as the kid in the lion's
begged his father to let him go on the expedition into Cam- paws. He retired to his couch with a Jienvier heart than ever
pania, that so he might retrieve his honour, gratify his revenge, for a dark, impending fate never failed to weigh upon his soul,
and escape the disgrace and sarcasm that was sure to be heaped every returning night.
on him by Roman society.
The reader will perhaps be curious to know, what has beWhen Fulvius had deposited his prisoner at the tribunal, he come of the third member of our worthy trio, t!
hastened home to recount his adventures, as usual, to Eurotas. Torquatus. When confused and bewildered, he ran to 1<
The old man listened with imperturbable sternness to the barren the tomb which was to guide him, it so happened, that, just
within the gallery which he entered, waa a neglected sta:
recital, and at last said, coldly,
"
cut in the sandstone, down to a lower story of the cemetery.
Very little profit from all this, Fulvius."
"No immediate profit, indeed but a good prospect in view, The steps had been worn round and smooth, and the <!
"
at least.
was precipitous. Torquatus, carrying his light before him,
and running heedlessly, fell headlong down the ojienin:
"How so?"
"
Why, the Lady Agnes is in my power. I have made sure, remained stunned and insensible at the bottom, till Ion;
He then revived and w:
at hist, that she is a Christian.
I can now necessarily either his companions had retired.
win her, or destroy her. In either case her property is mine. " confused that he knew not where he was. He ar
" Take the second
alternative," said the old man, with a keen about, till, consciousness completely returning, he r" it is the
but could not make out ho\v h
glow in his eye, but no change of face
shorter, and that he was in a catacomb,
It then struck him that he hud a supless troublesome way."
alone, and in the dark
" But
my honor is engaged I" cannot allow myself to be ply of tapers about him, and menus of lighting them,
spurned in the manner I told you.
ployed these, and was cheered by finding himself again in light.
" You have been
spurned, however and that calls for ven- But he had wandered from the staircase, of which, indeed, he
geance. You have no time to lose, remember, in foolery. Your recollected nothing, and went on, and on, entangling h;
funds are nearly exhausted, and nothing is coming in. You more inextricably in the subterranean labyrii
must strike a blow."
He felt sure that, before he had exhausted his strength
"
he should come to some outlet. But by
Surely, Eurotas, you would prefer my trying to get this or his tapers,
to feel serious alarm.
wealth by honorable," (Eurotas smiled at the idea coming degrees he began
One after aninto either of their minds) " rather than by foul means."
other of his lights were burnt out, and his vigor began to mil,
"Get it, get it any way, provided it be the surest and the for he had been fasting from early morning sud he
v he had wan
You know our compact. Either the family is himsi coming back to the same
speediest.
restored to wealth and splendor, or it ends in and with you. about apparently for hours. At first he had looked negligently
It shall never linger on in disgrace, that is, in poverty."
around him, and had
y read the inscriptions on the
"I
know, I know, without your every day reminding me of tombs. But at he grew fainter, and his hope of reii.
the bitter condition," said Fulvius, wringing his hands, and these solemn monuments of death began to speak to hiy
" Give me tune
writhing in all his body.
enough, and all will in a language that it could not refuse to hear, nor pretend to
be well."
misunderstand.
"Deposited in peace," was the inm.
"
"
and even the thousand
I give you time, till all in hopeless. Things do not look bright one
resting in Christ was another
at present.
But, Fulvius, it is time that I tell you who I am," nameless ones around them reposed in silent calm, each with

"Twice
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;
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the seal of the Church's motherly care stamped upon his place
nl within, the embalmed remains awaited the sniind

trumpet-notes, to awaken them to a happy resurreche, in a few more hours, would be dead like them
ia
lighting his last t:ipt-r, nnd hud sunk down upon a heap
:ild
but would he bo laid in peace, by pious hands, us
they > On the cold ground, alone, ho should die
uupitied,
igelio

And

;

;

urned, unknown.

and

There he should

rot,

and drop

to

in after years, his bones, east out from Chris
pulture, should be found, tradition might conjecture that
they were the accursed remains of an apostate lost in the
:

if,

And even

they might be cast out, as he was, from
the communion of that hallowed ground.
It was coming on fast
he could feel it ; his head reeled his
heart fluttered. The taper was getting too short for his
fingers,
and he placed it on a stone beside him. It might burn three
minutes longer but a drop filtering through the ceiling, fell
ry.

;

;

;

mid extinguished it. So covetous did he feel of those
minutes more of light, so jealous was he of that little
taper-end, as his last link with earth's joys, so anxious was lie
to have one more look at things without, lest he should be
forced to look at those within that he drew forth his flint and
steel, and laboured for a quarter of an hour to get a light from

upon

it,

" Those words are
not

for me.
^ht do at a martyr's
they cannot at a reprobate's buriiil."
The light increased it was like a dawn plowing into day it
entered the gallery and p;r
it, as in a
mirror, a vision too distinct to be unreal.
First, there came

entombment.

;

;

;

then four who carried bevirgins robed and holding lamps
tween them a form wrapped up in a white linen cloth, with a
;

crown

of thorns upon the head after
youthful acolyte
Tareisius bearing a censer steaming with perfumed smoke and,
after others of the clergy, the
1'ontill' himself at;

;

tended by Eeparatus, and another deae.u. Diogenes and bin
sons, with sorrowful countenances, nnd many others, among
whom he could distinguish Sebastian, closed the procession.
As many bore lamps or tapers, the figures seemed to move in
an unchanging atmosphere of mildest lights.

And

as they passed before him, they chanted the next verse

of the psalm.

"Quoniam Tn Domine

"

singulariter in spe constituisti me."
That," he exclaimed, rousing himself up, "that is for

me."
With

this thought he had sprung upon his knees
and by
an instinct of grace, words which he had before heard came
back to him like an echo words suited to the moment words
And which he felt that he iiiunt speak. He crept forward, faint and
tiiuLT, damped by the cold perspiration on his body.
in; had lighted his remnant of
candle, instead of profiting feeble, turned along the gallery through which the funeral proby its tlaiue to look around him, he fixed his eyes upon it with cession was passing, and followed it, unobserved, at a distance.
an idiotic stare, watching it burn down, as though it were the It entered a chamber and
lighted it up, so that a picture of the
charm which bound his life, and this must expire with it. And Good Shepherd looked
brightly down on him. But he would
soon the last spark gleamed smouldering like a glow-worm, on not
pass the threshold, where he stood striking his breast and
the red earth, and died.
praying for mercv.
Was he dead too ? he thought. Why not ? Darkness, comThe body had been laid upon the ground and other psalms
He was cut off for and hymns were sung, and prayers recited, all in that cheerful
plete and perpetual, had come upon him.
ever from consort with the living, his mouth would no more tone and
joyous mood of hopefulness, with which the Church
taste food, his ears never again hear a sound, his eyes behold has
always treated of death. At length it was placed in the
no light, or thing, again. He was associated with the dead, tomb prepared for it, under an arch. While this was
being
only his grave was much larger than theirs ; but, for all that, done, Torquatus drew nigh to one of the spectators, and whisit was as dark and lonely, and closed for ever.
What else is pered to him the que tion:
death ?
"Whose funeral is this?"
;

;

;

;

;

it

No,

could not be death as yet. Death had to be followed
But even this was coming. The worm
else.
to gnaw his conscience, and it grew apace to a

by something
was beginning

He tried to
viper's length, and twisted itself round his heart.
think of pleasant things, and they came before him ; the quiet
Chromatius and Polycarp, their kind words,
embrace. But from the beautiful vision darted a
withering Hash he had betrayed them he had told of them ;
to whom ? To Fulvius and Corvinus.
The fatal chord was
touched, like the tingling nerve of a tooth, that darts its agony
in the vida with

and

last

;

;

The drunken debauch, the
straight to the centre of the brain.
dishonest play, the base hypocrisy, the vile treachery, the
insincere apostasy, the remorseful sacrileges of the last days,
and the murderous attempt of that morning, now came dancing

demons hand

dark before him, shouting
laughing, jibing, weeping, moaning, gnashing their teeth and
sparks of fire flying before his eyes, from his enfeebled brain
to dart from glaring torches in their hands.
He sunk
down and covered his eyes.
"I
be dead, after all " he said to himself " for the inlike

in hand, in the

;

1

may

;

have nothing worse than this. "
His heart was too weak for rage it sunk within him in the
impotence of despair. His strength was ebbing fast, when he
he heard a distant sound. He put away the thought
but the wave of a remote harmony beat again upon his ear.
He raised himself up; it was becoming distinct. So sweet it
sounded, so like a chorus of angelic voices, but in another
" Who would have
sphere, that he said to himself,
thought
pit can

1

;

!

"It is the deposition," he answered, "of the blessed Csecilia,
a blind virgin, who thi morning feU into the hands of the sol''
diers, in this cerneteiy, and whose soul God took to Himself.
" Then I am her
murderer," he exclaimed, with a hollow
moan; and staggering forward to the holy bishop's feet, fell
It was some time before his feelings
prostrate Dsfore him.

when these came, they were the ones
he had resolved to utter:
"
Father, I have sinned before heaven, and against tliee,
and I am. not worthy to be called thy child."
The Pontiff raised him up kindly, and pressed him to his
" Welcome
bosom, saying,
back, my son, whoever thou art, to
Father's
house. But thou art weak and faint, and needest
thy
could find vent in words;

rest.

"

Some refreshment was immediately

procured. But Torqnahe had pubiicly avowed the whole of his
including the day's crimes; for it was still the evening of

tus would not rest
guilt,

till

the same day. All rejoiced at the prodigal's return, at the lost
sheep's recovery.
Agnes looked up to heaven from her last affectionate glance on the blind virgin's shroud, nnd thought that
she could almost see her seated at the feet of her Spouse, smiling,
with her eyes wide open, as she cast down it handful of flowers
on the head of the penitent, the first-fruits of her intercession
in heaven.

;

Heaven was so near

that

1

Judge

And

to try

to hell

!

Or

are they

accompanying expiation, shortened by

me ?"

glimmer of light appeared at the same disas the sounds and the words of the strain were
clearly
n:iw a f;iint

;

<1

'For Thou,

O

the.

intercession of confessors

Lord, singular, y hint placed

me

in

hope"

Pa.

that

i

is,

v. 10.

penitentiary syB'em of the earl.v Church will be better described in any
volume that embodies the antiquity ol the second period of ecciehia-sticAl history
that of The Church of the Goxil cax. It is we kumvu. especially from the writings

tThe

I

:

idipaum, dormiam et requiescam."*

;^ace, in

"In

Mi humble lodgDiogenes and his sons took charge of him.
ing was procured for him, in a Christian
;ir, that he
might not be within the reach of temptation, or c-i vengeance,
and he was enrolled in the class of penitents; where years of

iKace. iu

"
'

I:

of 8t. Cyprian, thit thusc who proved v:nat in persecution,
that
to public penance, obtain*1 *! R nhoi-trinur
thr,..l, >',
,

and were
IB,
,

BUI

an indulgence,
:

,

r

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
would prepare him
privileges he had forfeited.
future martyrs

CHAPTER

for full re-admission to the

XTX.

cs

lowed them now. Chromntius, wl.o wna not destined for thn
crown of martyrdom, though oby the Church,
with his son, on the llth of August, foaml shelter for n
-.cured from itn
in Fahiola's villa, for whir!
reason why; for he v
s, without her knowing the
In fine,
to remain in the neighborhood ft littl
the villa ail X/<ifuat> was left in charge of a few faithful servants, fully to be depended upon,
When the two messengers had given themselves and their
:

TWOFOUJ REVENGE.
SEBASTIAN'S visit to the cemetery had been not merely to
take thither for sepulture the relics of the first martyr, but
also to consult with Marcellinua about his safety. His life was
too valuable to the Church to be sacrificed BO early and Se;

knew how eagerly it was sought.
confirmed this, by communicating Fulvius'a
motive of his attendance at the December
bastian

Torquatus now
designs, and the
ordination.

The

horses a go(>d

rest,

they travelled, bv the same road us Tor-

had lately trodden, to Fiindi, where they put uj.
obscure inn out of the town, on the Roman road. PancratiiiH
soon found out his old master, who embraced him most
He told him his errand, and entreated him to fly,
tionately.
qiii'.tns

or at least conceal himself.

"No," said the good man, " it must not be. I am already
usual papal residence was no longer safe and a bold idea had
been adopted by the courageous soldier the- 'Protector of the old, and I am weary of my unprofitable profession. I and my
servant are the only two Christians in the town. The best
Christians," as his acts tell us he had been authoritatively
It was to lodge the Pontiff where no one could sus- families have, indeed, sent their children to my school, because
called.
be dreamt of, in the they knew it would be kept as moral as paganism will permit
pect him to be, and where no search could
the holy but I have not a friend among my scholars, by reason of this
very palace of the Csesars.* Efficiently disguised,
and
Sebastian
escorted
left
the
Quad- very strictness. And they want even the natural refinement of
and,
by
cemetery,
Bishop
Bx>man heathens. They are rude provincials; and I K
ratus, was safely housed in the apartments of Irene, a Christian lady of rank, who lived in a remote part of the Palatine, there are some among- the elder ones who would not scruple to
take my life, if they could do so with impunity."
in which her husband held a household office.
" What a wretched existence
"
indeed, Cassianus, you must be
My
Early next morning Sebastian was with Pancratius.
Have you made no impression on them ?"
dear boy," he said, "you must leave Rome instantly, and go leading
"Little or none, dear Pancratius. And how can T,
I have horses ready for you and Quadratus;
into Campania.
"
am obliged to make them read those dangerous books, full of
and there is no time to be lost.
"And why, Sebastian !" replied the youth, with sorrowful fables, which Roman and Greek literature contain ? No, I
"Have I done something wrong, or are have done little by my words perhaps my death may do more
face and tearful eye.
;

;

!

V

;

you doubtful

of

my

for them.

fortitude ?"

"

Pancratius found all expostulation vain, and would have almost joined him in his resolution to die only he had promised
Sebastian not to expose his life during the journey. He howmore necessary than now."
ever determined to remain about the town till he saw the end.
"Tell me why, good Sebastian, I pray."
Corvinus arrived with his men at the villa of Chromatius ;
"It must be a secret as yet."
and early in the morning, rushed suddenly through the gates,
"What, another secret ?"
"Call it the same, to be revealed at the same time. But I and to the house. He found it empty. He searched it th
can tell you what I want you to do, and that I think will satis- and through, but discovered neither a person, a book, nor a
lie
Corvinus has got orders to seize on Chrennatius and symbol of Christianity. He was confounded a
fy you.
all his community, yet young in the faith, as the wretched exlooked about and having found a servant working in the garample of Torquatus has shown us; and, what is worse, to put den, asked him where his master was.
" Master no tell slave where he go," was the
reply, in a
your old master Cassianus at Fundi to a cruel death. I want
you to hasten before his messenger (perhaps he may go him- latiuity corresponding to such a rude phraseology.
" You are
Which way did he and his comtrifling with me.
self), and put them on their guard."
Pancratius looked up brightly again; he saw that Sebastian panions go '?''
"
trusted him. "Your wish is enough for mo," said he, smiling;
Through yonder gate."
4
" And then ?"
'but I would go to the world's end, to save niy good Cassian"Look that way," answered the servant. "You see gate?
us, or any other fellow-Christian."
He was soon ready, took an affectionate leave of his moth- very well you see no more. Me work here, me see gate, me
"
er; and before Rome had fully shaken off sleep, he and Quad- see no mure.
"When did they go? at least you can answer that."
ratus, each with well-furnished saddle-bags on their powerful
"After the two come from Rome."
steeds, were trotting across the campagna of Rome, to reach
the less frequented, and safer, track of the Latin way.
"What two? Always two, it seems."
" One
Corvinus having resolved to keep the hostile expedition in
good youth, very handsome, sing so sweet The other
his own hands, as honorable, lucrative, and pleasant, it was
very big, very strong, oh, very. Hee that young tree pulled up
delayed a couple of days, both that he might feel more com- by the roots ? He do that as easy as me pull iny spado out of
fortable about his shoulders, and that he" might make proper the ground."
"The very two," exc'aimed Corvinus, thoroughly enn
preparations. He had a chariot hired, and engaged a body of
Numidian runners, who could ke; p up with a curriago at full "Again that dastardly boy has marred my plans and destroyed
He shall suffer well for it. "
speed. But he was thus two days behind our Christians, my hopes.
As soon as he was a little rested, he resumed his joi:
though he, of course, travelled by the shorter and more beaten Appiau road.
and delermiii! d to vent all his fury on his old master u
When Pancratius arrived at the Villa of Statues, he found
he whom he considered his evil genius shoulii
i,
the little community already excited, by the rumors which h:,d
He was enrf;i<.:vd durimr his j.
here before him.
reached it, of the edict's publication. He was welcomed most in plotting vengeance upon master and fellow-student; and lie
warmly by all; and Sebastian's letter of advice was received
lighted to find, that one at least was at l-'imdi, when ho
with deep respect. Prayer and deliberation succeeded its pi. r- arrived.
He showed the governor his order lor thMarcus and Mar- punishinent of Cassianuo, us a mot-t
but
usal, and various resolutions were taken.
that officer, a humane man, remarked that the r
cellianus, with their father Tranqnillinus, had already
"Neither, I assure you, but you have promised to be guided
by me in all things; and I never considered your obedience

;

1.

\

;

;

;

.,

i

;

;

Komeforthe

ordination.
This

la

Nieostratus, Zoo,

related in Uic Act

juiit

referred

n'nl
to.

others fol-

eded ordinary jurisdiction
vijiua

full

power

to

ivot.

in

the matter, and
him the assistance of

lie offered

u.a

FABTOLA; OR

C4

and other requisites; lint they were declined. Cor.dant supply of strength and cruelty,

r,

:.ird.

He

took, however, a public officer

liiin.

filled than Corvinus felt all the
disgrace and sliamo of Trhnt he
had dime; he feared it should be known to his father, who had
always esteemed Cassianus; he feared the anger of the parents,
whose children he had that day effectually demoralized, and

to little less than parricide.
He ordered his horses to
be harnessed, but was told that they must have some more
rest.
This increased his displeasure; remorse tormentopen liaiid and countenance to greet him, as a conspirator
lie state and a
A shout arose ed him, and he sat down to drink, and so drown care and pass
perfidious Christian.
from
mob; and by its tone, and by the look which time. At length he started on his journey, and after baiting
The road
Hi-omul, Oorvinus learnt there were many present like for an hour or two, pushed on through the night.
was heavy from continued rain, and ran along the side of the
hie
:ig bears' cubs with full-grown hyaaias' hearts
;ii them.
great canal which drains the Poutiue marshes, aud between t,vo
"
]>oys !" he shouted out, "do yon love yonr master, Cassia- rows of trees.
Corvinus had drunk again at his halt, and was her>ted with
nus ? He was once mine too, and I owe him many a grudge."
A yell of execration broke out from the benches.
The dragging pace of his jaded
wine, vexation, and remorse.
" Then I
have good news for you here" is permission from steeds provoked him, and he kept lashing them furiously on.
Divine Emperor Maximion, for you to do what you like to While they were thus excited, they heard the tramp of horses
"
him.
coming fast on behind, and dashed forward at an uncontrollable
A shower of books, writing-tablets, and other school missiles speed. The attendants were soon left at a distance, and the
w;ewith his frightened horses passed between the rees on to the narrow
who stood
against the

use -when filled with scholars;
'assianus, wild advanced with

1

(

I

i

:

,

;

unmoved,
master,
anus folded, before his persecutor. Then came a rush from all
KMes, with menacing attitudes of o brutal onslaught.
"Stop, stop," cried out Corvimis, "we must go more
systematically to work than this."
.id reverted in
thought to the recollection of his own
sweet school-boy days that time which most look back on
from hearts teeming with softer feelings, than the contemplation of present things can suggest.
He indulged in the reminiscence of that early season in which others find but the picture
of unselfish, joyous, happy hours
and he sought in the
;

;

what would most have gratified him then, that he
at bestow it as a boon on the hopeful youths around him.
But he coiild think of nothing that would have been such a
treat to him, as to pay back to his master every stroke of correction, and write in blood upon him every word of, reproach,
that he had received.
Delightful thought, now to be fulfilled!
It is far from our intention to harrow the feelings of our gentle readers, by descriptions of the cruel and fiendish torments
inflicted by the heathen persecutors on our Christian forefathers.
Few are more horrible, yet few better authenticated,
than the torture practised on the martyr Cassianus.
Placed,
bound, in the midst of his ferocious young tigers, he was left
recollection

to be the lingering victim of their feeble cruelty. Some, as the
istian poet Prudeutius tells us, cut their tasks upon him

with the steel points, used in engraving writing on wax-covered tablets others exercised the Ingenuity of a precocious bru;

inflicting every possible torment on his lacerated
Loss of blood, and acute pain, at length exhausted him;

by

tality,

body.

and he

fell

on the

floor,

without power to

A

rise.

shout of ex-

new

insults were inflicted, and the troop of
youthful demons broke loose, to tell the story of their sport at
their respective homes. To give Christians decent burial never
ultation followed,

entered into the minds of their persecutors and Corvinus, glutted his eyes with the spectacle of his vengeance,
and had urged on the first efforts at cruelty of his ready instruments, left the expiring man where he lay, to die unnoticed.
;

who had

His faithful servant, however, raised him up, and laid him on
his bed, and sent a token, as he had preconcerted, to Pancratius, who was soon at his side, while his companion looked
The youth was horriafter preparations for their departure.
fied at what he beheld, and at the recital of his old master's
exquisite torture, as he was edified by the account of his
For not a word of reproach had escaped him, and
patience.
prayer alone had occupied his thoughts and tongue.
uiuus recognized his dear pupil, smiled upon him,
Alter liupressed his hand in his own, but could not speak.
till morning, he placidly expired.
The last rites of
Christian sepulture were modestly paid to him on the spot, for
;:ise was his; anil I'ancrat.ins hurried from the BOene, \\Hli
y heart and a no slight rising of its indignation, against
.

artless

Mo was

savage

who had

'ich u tragedy.
mistaken, however.

devised and witnessed, without

No

sooner was his revenge ful-

path by the canal, and galloped forward, rocking the chariot
from side to side at a reckless rate. The horsemen i>
hearing the violent rush of hoofs and wheels, and the shout of
the followers, clapped spurs to their horses, and pushed galThey had passed the runners some way, when
lantly forward.
they heard a crash and a plunge. The wheel had struck the
trunk of a tree, the chariot hod turned over, and its halfdrunken driver had been tossed head over heels into the water.
In a moment Pancmtius was off his horse and by the siue of
the canal, together with his companion.
By the faint light of the rising moon, and by the sound of
his voice, the youth recognized Corvinus struggling in the
muddy stream. The side was not deep, but the high clayey

bunk was wet aud slimy, and every time he attempted to climb
his foot slipped, and he fell back into the deep water in the
middle. He was, in fact, already becoming benumbed and exhausted by his wintry bath.
" It would serve him
right to leave him there," muttered the
it,

rough centurion.
"
Hush, Quadratus how can you sny so ? give me hold of
yonr hand. So !" said the youth, leaning over the bank, and
seizing his enemy by his arm, just as he was relaxing his hold
on a withered shrub, and falling back fainting into the stream.
It would have been his last plunge.
They pulled him out and
laid him on the road, a pitiable figure for his
greatest foe.
They chafed his temples aud hands and he had begun to reTo their care they convive, when his attendants came up.
signed him, together with his purse, which had fallen from his
But Paucratius took
belt, as they drew him from the canal.
possession of his own pen-knife, which dropped out with it,
and which Corvinus carried about him. as evidence to convict
him of having cut down the edict. The servants pretended to
Corvinus, when he had regained consciousness, that they had
drawn him out of the water, but that his purse must have been
lost in it, and lay still buried in the deep mud.
They bore
!

;

him

to a neighboring cottage,

repaired

;

while the carriage was
being
and had a good carouse with his
money while he

slept.

Two acts of revenge had thus been accomplished in one day
the pagan and the Christian.

CHAPTEK XX.

.

THE PUBLIC WORKS.
IT, before the edict, the

Thermae of Diorlesian were
being

by the labor and sweat

of Christian
prisoners, it will
not appear surprising, that their number and their
sufferings
should have greatly increased, with the growing
of a
I

intensity

That emperor himself was expected
for the inauguration of his favorite building, and hands were
doubled on the work to expedite ito completion. Chains of

most

sr.vag.'

-m.

THI-:

each day from the, port of
oven from the Criinm, or <"
r mines; and
deportments of (he buildii

:

:

when
put

To

to

i:<l.'or

in

l.o

were

>

transport materials, to saw and cut stone and marble, to
:id to build up the walls, were the duties ;il-

juixt:

i.'^ious

accustomed

to

culprits,

such menial

toil.

on* was girt with wipes delivered round
be raised on the morrow. A number of

in their places,

:-ivc-(l

tnpp:

from

r.rr. \ro.\jjj\

of'

many of whom were men little
The only recompense which

they received for their labor, was that of the mules and oxen
which shared their occupation. Little better, if better, than
a stable to sleep in, food sufficient in quantity to keep up their
strength, clothing enough to guard them from the inclemency
of the season, this was all they had to expect. Fetters on their
ancles, heavy chains to prevent their escape, increased their

Catiy engaged in making final preparations.
ulus mi.I/ced Corvinus, and pointed, witli his thumb, to two
fine youths, who, stripped slave fashion to their waists, were
specimens of manly athletic forms.
'
I must have those two, Rabirius," said the willing pnr"
veyor to wild beasts
they will do charmingly. I ani sure
;

they are Christians, they work so cheerfully."
" I cannot
possibily spare them at present. They are worth
six men, or a pair of horses, at least, to me.
Wait till the
heavy work is over, and then they are at your service."
"What are their names, that I may toko a note of them ?

And mind, keep them up in good condition."
"
and task-masters, acceptable in proportion as they
They are called Largus and Smaragdus they are young
were unreasonable, watched every gang with lash or stick in men of excellent family, but work like plebeians, and will go
"
nand, ever ready to add pain to toil, whether it were to vent with you nothing loth.
"
their own wanton cruelty upon unresisting objects, or to please
shall
have
their
They
wish," said Corvinus, with great
tlieir crueller masters.
And so they had later.
glee.
As they went through the works, however, they picked ont
"But the Christians of Eome took peculiar care of these
Messed confessors, who were particularly venerated by them. a number of captives, for many of whom Rabirius made reTheir deacons visited them, by bribing their guards and sistance, but generally in vain. At length they came near
young men would boldly venture among them, and distribute one of those chambers which flanked the eastern side of the
more nourishing food, or warmer clothing to them, or give long arm of the hall. In one of them they saw a number of
them the means of conciliating their keepers, BO as to obtain convicts (if we must use the term) resting after their labor.
better treatment at their hands.
They would then also recom- The centre of the group was an old man, most venerable in apmend themselves to their prayers, as they kissed the chains pearance, with a long white beard streaming on his breast,
mild in aspect, gentle in word, cheerful hi his feeble acand the bruises, which these holy confessors bore for Christ.
This assemblage of men, convicted of serving faithfully their tion. It was the confessor Saturninus, now in his eightdivine Master, was useful for another purpose. Like the stew ieth year, yet loaded with two heavy chains. At each
in which the luxurious Lucullus kept his lampreys ready fat- side were the more youthful laborers, Cyriacus and Sisiutened for a banquet like the cages in which rare birds, the nius, of whom it is recorded, that, in addition to their own taskpens in which well-fed cattle, were preserved for the sacrifice, work, one on each side, they bore up his bonds. Indeed, we
or the feast of an imperial anniversary like the dens near the are told that their particular delight was, over and above
amphitheatre, in which ferocious beasts were fed for exhibition own assigned portion of toil, to help their weaker brethren,
at the public games
just so were the public works the pre- andperfoaai their work for them.* But their time was not
serves, from which at any time could be drawn the materials yet come for both of them, before their, crowns, were orBufferings

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

for a sanguinary hecatomb, or a gratification of the popular
appetite for cruel spectacles, on any occasion of festivity ;

public stores of food for those fierce animals, whenever the
Roman people wished to share in their savage propensities.
Such an occasion was now approaching. The persecution
Lad lingered. No person of note haQ yet been captured and
something more wholesale was expected. The people demanded
:

more sport

and an approach'ing imperial birthday justified
;
their gratification.
The wild beasts, which Sebastian and Pancratdua had heard, yet roared for their lawful prey. ChrintianO8 ad leo>,ei might seem to have been interpreted

by them,

as meaning "that the Christians of right belonged to them."
One afternoon, towards the end of December, Corviuus proceeded to the Baths of Dioclesian, accompanied by Catulus,

who had an

eye for proper combatants in the amphitheatre, such
as a good dealer would have for cattle at a fair.
He called for
Babirius, the superintendent of the convict department, and
said to him,

"

Eabirius, I

sufficient

am come by

number

of the

order of the emperor, to select a
wicked Christians under your charge,

dained deacons in the next pontificate.
Several other captives lay on the ground, about the old man's
feet, as he, seated on a block of marble, was talking to them,
with a sweet gravity, which riveted their attention, and seemed

make them forget their sufferings. What was he saying to
them ? Was he requiting Cyriacus for his extraordinary charcommemoration of it, a portion of
ity, by telling him, that, in
the immense pile which they were toiling to raise, would be
dedicated to God, under his invocation, become a title, and
Or was he
close its line of titulars by an illustrious name ?t
recounting another more glorious vision, how this small oratory was to be superseded and absorbed by a glorious temple
in honor of the Queen of Angels, which should comprise the
to

entire of the superb hall, with its vestibule, under the directing skill of the mightiest artistic genius that the world should
What more consoling thought could have been
ever st'O ?
vouchsafed to those poor oppressed captives, than that they
were not so much erecting baths for the luxury of a heathen
people, or the prodigality of a wicked emperor, as in truth
building up one of the stateliest churches in which the true
God is worshipped, and the Virgin Mother, who bore Him in-

for the honor of fighting in the amphitheatre, on occasion of the
coming festival."
carnate, is affectionately honored ?
"
" I have none to
From a distance Corvinus saw the group and pausing,
answered
the
I
Really,"
officer,
spare.
am obliged to finish the work in a given time, and I cannot do asked the superintendent the names of those who composed it.
He enumerated them readily then added, " You may as well
so, if I am left short of hands."
" I cannot
for he is not worth his keep, so
that old man, if you like
take
that
others will be got to replace those that
help
far as work goes."
are taken from you. You must show Catulus and
myself
"a
" Thank
pretty figure he would
you," replied Corvinus,
through your works, and let us choose what will suit us."
The
in
the
cut
people are not to be put off with
amphitheatre.
Rabirius, gruinbing at this unreasonable demand, submitted
nevertheless to it, and took them into a vast area, just vaulted
;izza, on iho church of Santa Maria dtgti Amjeii,, la hi* work on th
over.
It was entered by a circular vestibule lighted from Stations at Home.
cardinal of the citinct title of St. Cyriacus
fl'ln- 1m
formed ont ofparttof
above, like the Pantheon. This led into one of the shorter arms
thaoe lialhs, was Cardinal Beaibo.
of a cruciform hall of noble
dimensions, into which opened a
number of lesser, though still handsome, chambers. At ouch
Angelo. The noble and beautiful church of Sta. Maria degli Angeli WM
i'ini out of the central
hall and circular vestibule, described in th*
ngle of the hall, where the -arms intersected one anothor, a text. Tue floor was afterwans raided, and thus the
pillars were shortened, uiA
of
one
block
to
had
be
ereutud.
Two were
i.minished by several feet.
huge granite pillar
;

;

;

;

1

:
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decrepit old creatures,
tigor'a

paw

whom

killa oulriglit.

a single stroke of a bear's or
blood ilmvThey like to >

o! Bundling against wounds and blows, before
But there is one whom you
Conies to decide the contest.
His face is turned from us ; he has not the
ot named.
Who can it be ?"
prisoner's garb, nor any kind of fetter.
" I do not know his name," answered Kabirius " but he is
who spends much of his time among the cona fine

ing,

and plenty

;

youth,

victs,

work

relieves them, and even at times helps them in their
He pays, of course, well for being allowed all this ; so

" But it is
mine,
it is not our business to ask
questions."
for this
advanced
he
and
though," said Corvinus, sharply
The voice caught the stranger's ear, and he turned
;

purpose.

round

to look.

Corvinus sprang upon him with the eye and action of a wild
" Fetter
beast, seized him, and called out, with exultation,
not
thou
shalt
him instantly. This time at least, Pancratius,
escape."

CHAPTEB XXL
THE PRISON.
IP a modern Christian wishes really to know what his forefathers underwent for the faith, during three centuries of per-

form his mother and Sebastian

of

what had happened

;

and he

slipt his purse into his hand.

A

was not the place to which a poor
prison in ane
T fare
court
hoping
lu-se dunand lodging than he did at home. Two or
and a brief
-ig -better, still remain;
geons,
will give our
have
which
we
of
the
one
<l,
description
readers some idea of what confessorship cost, independent of

man might

;

;

i

;

martyrdom.
The Mamertine prison is composed of two square subterranean chambers, one below the other, with only one round aperture in the centre of each vault, through which alone light, air,
When the upper story
food, furniture, and men could pass.
was full, we may imagine how much of the two first could reach

No

other means of ventilation, drainage, or access,
walls, of large stone blocks, had, or rather
into them, for securing the prisoners ; but
fastened
have, rings
many used to be laid on the floor, with their feet fastened in
the stocks; and the ingenious cruelty of the persecutors often
increased the discomfort of the damp stone floor, by strewing
with broken potsherds this only bed allowed to the mangled

the lower.
could exist.

The

we
limbs, and welted backs, of the tortured Christians. Hence
have in Africa a company of martyrs, headed by 88. Satnrninus
and Dativus, who all perished through their sufferings in
And the acts of the Lyonese martyrs inform us, that
prison.
new-comers
expired in the jail, killed by its severities,
many
before their bodies had endured any torments
while, on the
;

we would not have him content himself with visiting
tortured that their
contrary, some who returned to it so eruelly
the catacombs, as we have tried to make him do. and thus
or other asmedical
without
any
recovery appeared hopeless,
learning what sort of life they were compelled to lead but we sistance, there regained their health.* At the same time the
would advise him to peruse those imperishable records, the Christians
bought access to these abodes of pain, but not of
Acts of the Martyrs, which will show him how they were made
sorrow, and furnished whatever could, under such circumto die.
We know of no writings so moving, so tender, so conrelieve the sufferings, and increase the comforts, temsecution,

;

stances,

audio hope, after
poral and spiritual, of these most cherished and venerated of
God's inspired words, as these venerable monuments. And if their brethren.
our reader, so advised, have not leisure sufficient to read much
Roman justice required at least the outward forms of trial
upon this subject, we would limit him willingly to one speci- and hence the Christian captives were led from their dungeons
men, the genuine Acts of SS. Perpetua and Felicitas. It is before the tribunal; where they were subjected to an interrogatrue that they will be best read by the scholar in their plain
have been preserved iu
tory, of which most precious examples
but we trust that some one will soon give us a the
African latinity
proconsular Acts of Martyrs, just as they were entered by
worthy English version of these, and some other similar, early the secretary or registrar of the court.
Christian documents. The ones which we have singled out are
When the Bishop of Lyons, Pothinus, now hi his ninetieth
" Who is the God of the Christians?" he rethe same as were known to St. Augustine, and cannot be read
year, was asked,
"
If the reader would compare the
emotion.
one
without
with
by any
simple dignity, If thou shalt be worthy, thou shalt
plied,
morbid sensibility, and the overstrained excitement, endeavoured know."t Sometimes the judge would enter into a discussion
to be produced by a modern French writer, in the imaginary with his
of it
though
prisoner, and necessarily get the worst
down to the immedi- the latter would seldom go further with him, than simply reitjournal of a culprit condemned to death,
ate approach of execution, with the unaffected pathos, and
Often, as in
erating his plain profession of the Christian faith.
charming truthfulness, which pervades the corresponding nar. the case of one Ptolomteus, beautifully recited by St. Justin,
rative of Vivia Perpetua, a delicate lady of twenty-one years of and in that of St. Perpetua, he was content to ask the simple
how much more
an affirmative reply,
age, he would not hesitate in concluding,
question, Art thou a Christian ? and upon
recitals of
to pronounce capital sentence.
natural, graceful, and interesting are the simple
soling,

and so ministering

of strength to faith

;

;

;

And when
of romance.
Christianity, than the boldest fictions
our minds are sad, or the petty persecutions of our tunes incline our feeble hearts to murmur, we cannot do better than

turn to that really golden, because truthful legend, or to the
of Vienne, or Lyons, or to the
history of the noble marty .i
nerve our courage, by the
Boany similar, still extant records, to

catechumens and
contemplation of what children and women,

unmurmuring, for Christ.
But we are wandering from our narrative. Pancratius, with
some twenty more, fettered, and chained together, were led
thus dragged
through the streets to prison. As they were
slaves, suffered,

were unmeralong, staggering and stumbling helplessly, they
aid any perwho
conduct*
Ihe
struck
guards
by
cifully
i kicks
sons near enoTigh to reach them, dealt them
without remorse. Those further off pelted them with stones
:

them with insulting ribaldry.* They
offal, and assailed
reached the Mamertine prison at last, and were thrust down
of both
into it, and found there already other victims,
The youth had just thru
awaiting their time of sacrifice.

or

be was being handcuffed,

to request

Bee the account of St. Potlunus.

proceeded
for it
Pancratius and his companion stood before the judge
wanted only three days to the munus, or games, at which they
were to " fight with wild beasts."
" What art thou?" he asked of one.
;

"I

am a Christian, by the help of God," was the rejoinder.
" And who art thou ?" said the prefect to Busticus.
"lam, indeed, a slave of Ciesars," answered the prisoner" but becoming a Christian, I have been freed by Christ Himand mercy, I have been made partaker
self; and by His grace
of the

Then

i.

p. 1*6.

see.

"

turning to a holy priest, Lucianiu, venerable for his

the judge thus addressed him: "Come,
years and his virtues,
themselves, and to the imperial
be, obedient to the gods
edicts."

" can Ire
answered the old man,
reprehended or
condemned who obeys the precepts of Jesus Christ our Sa'

No one,"

viour.
'

'

sort of learning and studies dost thou pursue ?"
I have endeavored to master every science, and have tried

What

cue of the captors toinJ:,i,n,i:l,

whom you

same hope as those

"

t

" Si

A'".

ub fuens,

cugin-'M-(H.''

Iu.

mi-:
every variety of

" Wretch
" The

I

'irniHy

do not

of Christianity;
the wandering of

cnrucn

:u!her,-><l t-> flu

<>!'

doctrines

Dp the altemal

a,

in those

psalms which the cin-um-

iih," that is

"ii

bead
of the intended victims wi
vdlii

being torn to pieces by,

The
them; and

liberty.

.od to see

i

the

Christians boldly took full u.ivanfagc of the permission to
flock to the prison, and commend themselves to the prayers of
the blessed confessors of Christ.
At evening they were led

trine."
is
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eve of
in that,

frc

learning?"
greatest; because I follow the Christians in right doc-

" And ^-hat

c.

who follow

].:

fa]

dost thou

!

Till-:

that doctrine?"

which we Christians piously hold, is to
Maker and Creator of all things visible forth, to enjoy what was called the free supper, that is, an
tnd invisible; and to confess the Lord Jesus Christ the Son of abundant, and even luxurious, public feast. The table was
surrounded by pagans, curious to watch the conduct and looks
.rod, anciently foretold by the prophets, who will come to judge
nankiud, and is the preacher and master of salvation, to those of the morrow's combatants. But they could discern neither
ho will learn well under Him. I indeed, as a mere man, am the bravado and boisterousness, nor the dejection and
too weak and insignificant to be able to utter any thing great ness, of ordinary culprits.
To the guests it was truly an
of His infinite Didt.t/: this office belongs to the prophets."*
agape, or love-feast; for they supped with calm joyi

"The

right doctrine,
relieve in one God. the

:

"Thou

methinks, a master of error to others, and de-

art,

Bervest to be

more severely punished than the

Lucianus be kept

in the

rest.

Let

this

nerve (stocks) with his feet stretched

And you two women, what

amidst cheerful conversation. Piuicratius, however, once or
twice, reproved the unfeeling curiosity, and rude remarks, of
the crowd, saying, "To-morrow is not sufficient for you, be-

names cause you love to look upon the objects of your future h.
To-day you are our friends; to-morrow our foes. But mark
Christian, who have no spouse but Christ.
My well our countenances, that you may know them again in the
name is Secunda," replied the one.
day of judgment." Many retired at this rebuke, and not a few
" And I am a widow, named
Rufina, professing the same were led by it to conversion."
But while the persecutors thus prepared a feast for the bodies
saving faith,' continued the other.
At length, after having put similar questions, and received of their victims, the Church, their mother, had been preparing
similar answers from all the others, except from one wretched a much more dainty banquet for the souls of her children.
man, who, to the grief of the rest, wavered and agreed to offer They had been constantly attended on by the deacons, parsacrifice, the prefect turned to Pancratius, and thus addressed ticularly Keparatus, who would gladly have joined their company.
"And now, insolent youth, who hast the audacity to But his duty forbade this at present. After, therefore, having
him.
to the fifth hole.t

are your

and condition ?"
" I am a

down

the edict of the divine emperors, even for thee there
be mercy, if yet thou wilt sacrifice to the gods. Show
thus at once thy piety and thy wisdom; for thou art yet but a
tear

shall

stripling."

Pancratius signed himself with the sign of the saving cross,
and calmly replied, "I am the servant of Christ. Him I acknowledge by my mouth, hold firm in my heart, incessantly
adore. This youth which you behold in me has the wisdom of
grey hairs, if it worship but one God. But your gods, with
those who adore them, are destined to eternal destruction."!
" Strike him on the mouth for his
blasphemy, and beat
him with rods," exclaimed the angry judge.
"I thank thee," replied meekly the noble youth, "that thus
I suffer some of the same punishment as was inflicted on my

Lord."

provided as well as possible for their temporal wants, he had
arranged with the pious priest Dionysius, who still dwelt in the
house of Agnes, to send, towards evening, sufficient portions of
the Bread of life to feed, early in the morning of their battle,
the champions of Christ. Although the deacons bore the consecrated elements from the principal church to others, where

they were only distributed by the titulars, the office of conveying them to the martyrs in prison, and even to the dying, was

committed

On this day, that the hostile
Rome were unusually excited by the commany Christian victims, it was a work of

to inferior ministers.

passions of heathen
ing slaughter of so

more than common danger to discharge this duty. For the
revelations of Torquatus had made it known that Fulvius had
carefully noted all the ministers of the sanctuary, and given a
Hence they
description of them to his numerous active spies.

The prefect then pronounced sentence in the usual form. could scarcely venture out by day, unless thoroughly disguisei
The sacred Bread was prepared, and the priest turned round
"Lucianus, Pancratius, Kusticus, and others, and the women
Secuuda and Kufina, who have all owned themselves Chris- from the altar on which it was placed, to see who would be its
Before any other could step forward, the young
tians, and refuse to obey the sacred emperor, or worship the safest bearer.
gods of Kome, we order to be exposed to wild beasts, in the acolyte Tarcisius knelt at his feet. With his hands extended
before him, ready to receive the sacred deposit, with a counFlavian amphitheatre."
The mob howled with delight and hatred, and accompanied tenance beautiful in its lovely innocence as an angel's, he
the confessors back to their prison with this rough music ; but seemed to entreat for preference, and even to claim it.
" Thou art too
young, my child," said the kind priest, filled
they were gradually overawed by the dignity of their gait, and
the shining calmness of their countenances. Some men asserted with admiration of the picture before him.
"
that they must have perfumed themselves, for they could perMy youth, holy father, will be my best protection. Oh!
do not refuse me this great honor." The tears stood in the
ceive a fragrant atmosphere surrounding their persons.
boy's eyes, and his cheeks glowed with a modest emotion, as
he spoke these words. He stretched forth his hands eagerly,
and his entreaty was so full of fervor and courage, that the plea
CHAPTER TXTT.
was irresistible. The priest took the Divine Mysteries, wrapped
up carefully in a linen cloth, then in an outer covering, and
||

THE VIATICUM.

A

TRUE contrast

and discord without, was the
scene within the prison. Peace, serenity, cheerfulness, and
joy reigned there and the rough stone walls and vaults reechoed to the chant of psalmody, in which Pancratius was precentor, and in which depth called out to depth; fur the prisoners in the lower dungeon responded to those above, and kept
to the fury

;

Acts of St. Justin,
1

This

is

liuinart, p.

mentioned as thu extn

me

* Ib. p. 66, Acts of St. Felicitas
I p. 220.
I

l'j.9.

possible extension.

and her eons.

Acts of St. Perpctaa, ic.

pp. 219 MX! 146, Acts of Ljoneeo Martym.

put them on his palms, saying:
"Remember, Tarcisius, what a treasure is intrusted to thy
feeble care. Avoid public places as thoti goest along; and remember that holy things must not be delivered to dogs, nor
Thou wilt keep safely God's sapearls be cast before swiue.
cred gifts?"

"I will die rather than betray them," answered the holy
youth, as he folded the heavenly trust in the bosom of his
tunic, and with cheerful reverence started on his journey.
There was a gravity be youd the usual expression of his years
stamped upon his countenance, as he tripped lightly along the
It. p.

ai.
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streets,

avoiding entlly the more public, and the too low,

other and another followed,

As he was approaching the door

of a large mansion, its mis-

a rich lady without children, saw him coming, and was
struck with his beauty and sweetness, as, with arms fol
his breast, he was hastening on.
"Stay one moment, dear
tress,

child," she said, putting herself in his way: "tell
name, and where do thy parents live, ?"

me

thy

"lam

Tarcisius, an orphan boy," he replied, looking up
" and I have no home save one which it
might be
smilingly;
"
displeasing to thes to hear.
" Then come into
my house and rest; I wish to speak to
thee.
Oh, that I had a child like thee!"
" Not
now, noble lady, not now. I have intrusted to me a
its

his breast, In

,

open his thrice-holy trust, when they fell themselves
pushed iihide, right arid left, by gome giant strength. Some
went reding to the further side of the square, others were spun
round and round, they knew not how, till they fell where they
were, and the rest retired before a tall, athletic officer, who was
the author of this overthrow.
He had no sooner cleared the
thnn he was on his knees, and with tears in his eyes,
raised up the bruised and fainting boy, as tenderly as a mother
could have done, and in most gentle tones asked him, " Are
to tear

1,

you much hurt, Tarcisius ?"
" Never mind
me, Quadratus," answered
smile;

take care of them.

performance."

covered with bruises, but with

ily on die
upon him, and were just seizing him

The m>

ground.

most solemn and sacred duty, and I must not tarry a moment eyes with a
in

till,

upon

thoroughfares.

" but I

am

"

opening his

he,

carrying the divine mysteries;

" Then
The soldier raised the boy in his arms with tenfold reverpromise to come to me to-merrow; this is my house."
"If I am alive, I will," answered the boy with a kindled ence, as if bearing, not only the sweet victim of a youthful saclook, which made him appear to her as a messenger from a rifice, a martyr's relics, but the very King and Lord of Martyrs,
higher sphere. She watched him a long time, and after some and the divine Victim of eternal salvation, The child's head
deliberation determined to follow him.
Soon, however, she leaned in confidence on the stout soldier's neck, but his arms
heard a tumult with horrid cries, which made her pause on her and hands never left their watchful custody of the confided
way, until they had ceased, when she went on again.
gift; and his gallant bearer felt no weight in the hallowed douIn the meantime, Tarcisius, with his thoughts fixed on bet- ble burden which he carried. No one stopped him, till a lady
ter things than her inheritance, hastened on, and shortly came met him and stared amazedly at him.
She drew nearer, and
into an open space, where boys, just escaped from school, were looked closer at what he carried.
"Is it possible?" she exclaimed with terror; "is that Tarcisius, whom I met a few mobeginning to play.
" We
jnst want one to make up the game; where shall we get ments ago, so fair and lovely ? Who can have done this ?"
"
him?" said their leader.
they have murdered him
"Madam," replied Quadratus.
"
whom
"here
comes
exclaimed
was
a
Christian."
Tarcisius,
because he
another;
Capital!"
I have not seen for an age. He used to be an excellent hand
The lady looked for an instant on the child's countenance.
at all sports.
Come Tarcisius," he added, stopping him by He opened his eyes upon her, smiled, dnd expired. From that
she hastened to be a Christian
seizing his arm, "whither so fast? take a part in our game, look came the light of faith
;

that's a

good fellow."

likewise.

"I
I am going on busican't, Petilius, now; I really can't.
ness of great importance."
"But yon shall," exclaimed the first speaker, a strong and
" I will have no
sulking,
bullying youth, laying hold of him.
when I want anything done. So come, join us at once."

"I

entreat you," said the poor

boy

feelingly,

"do

let

me

go-"

The venerable Dionysius could hardly see for weeping, as he
removed the child's hands, and took from his bosom unviolated,
the Holy of holies and he thought he looked more like an anthan he did when livgel now, sleeping the martyr's slumber,
ing scarcely an hour before. Quadratus himself bore him to
the cemetery of Callistus, where he was buried amidst the admiration of older believers and later the holy Pope Damasus
composed for him an epitaph, which no one can read, without
;

;

such thing," replied the other. "What is that you
seem to be carrying so carefully in your bosom ? A letter, I
for half an hour out
suppose; well, it will not addle by being
Give it to me, and I will put it by safe while we
of its nest.
at the sacred deposit in his breast.
play." And he snatched
"
Never, never," answered the child, looking up towarda

"No

concluding that the belief in the real presence of Our Lord's
Body in the B. Eucharist was the same then as now :
" Tarcisium sanctum Chrieti cacraraenta gerentem,
Cum male sana manus peteret vulgare profants
j

Ipse aniiuam potius voluit Uimittere cie-us
Prodere quam caiiibua rabidis coslestia membra."*

heaven.

He is mentioned hi the Roman martyrology, on the 15th of
"I will see it," insisted the other rudely; "I will know
in the cemetery of Callistus
what is this wonderful secret." And he commenced pulling August, as commemorated
time translated to the church of
in
due
relics
the
his
from
crowd
of
men
whence
were,
A
neighborhood
him roughly about.
as an old inscription d 'dares.
soon got round; and all asked eagerly what was the matter. St. Sylvester in Campo,
endowed with
News of this occurrence did not reach the prisoners till after
They saw a boy, who, with folded arms, seemed
and perhaps the alarm that they were to be deof
effort
one
resisted every
their feast
supernatural strength, as he
forward for
the
what
he
was
of
him
reveal
to
make
spiritual food to which they looked
and
stronger,
prived
much bigger
even
have
that
could
one
the
overcast,
was
no
have
to
effect.
only
strength,
Cuffs, pulls, blows, kicks seemed
bearing.
At this moment Sebasto retaliate: slightly, the serenity of their souls.
or
an
a
all
without
them
attempt
murmur,
bore
He
tian entered, and perceived at once that some unpleasant
but he unflinchingly kept his purpose.
" What is it ? what can it be ?" one began to ask the other; had arrived, and as quickly divined what it was for Quadrainformed him of all. He cheered up, therewhen Fulvius chanced to pass by, and joined the circle round tus had already
assured them that they should
of Christ
confessors
the
seen fore,
the combatants. He at once recognized Tarcisius, having
then whispered a few
of their coveted food
be
a
better-dressed
as
not
and
deprived
asked,
being
him at the Ordination;
who
flew out immediately
the
to
deacon,
as
he
words
Beparatus
man, the same question, he replied contemptuously,
;

;

;

;

;

turned on his heel, "What
bearing the mysteries."*

is it ?

Why

only a Christian ass,

Fulvius, while he scorned such unproHeathen
of his word.
fitable prey, knew well the effect
of the Christians revealed, :md
the
see
to
mysteries
curiosity,
a general de-ur.ml wa
to insult them, was aroused, and
"Never with life," was
to Tarcisius to yield up his charge..
a smith's fist nearly
from
blow
A
heavy
his only reply.
tunned him, while the bk-od flowed frm the wound. An-

with a look of bright intelligence.
the guards, had passed freely
Sebastian, being known to

This was enough.

"Christ's secret gifts, by goo<l Tarcisius borne,
The mob profanely bade hitn to di-play ;

He

rather gave bin owe limb* to be torn,
Christ's celestial to mad dogs betray."

Than

Carmen win.

m

JIarl',r,,lf,
Bee aT-o Bnronlns's notes to the
the Blessed Eucharist,

.

The words "(Chrism

tni/tleria,

LaO.n jjrovoro.

Iqu

ty,

ccelcnn*

supply one oJ Lho oaroal, bat
tbat result from identity of habitual thought iu an-iking, argument*
iceu.
more tiian from the u(. of Ui<U<;d or con
,

Atinwi vurUaa

in,

mi: CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
and ont
cure

liin

I'll

of,

the prison daily

cif

its inmiih'H.

;

and bad been indefatigable in
lie was come to take his last

Hut now

of his dearest friend, Paucratiua, who had longed for
They drew to one side, when the youth

this interview.

began

:

"
Well, Sebastian, do you remember when we heard tho
wild beasts roar, from your window, and looked at the many
piping arches of the ainpitheatre, as open for the Christian's
x

triumph?"
"

Yes, iny dear boy ; I remember that evening well, arid it
to me as your heart
anticipated then, the scenes that
<

I

await you to-morrow."

"

be one of the

appease the roaring fury of those deputies of huniau cruelty.
But now that the time is come, I con
hardly believe myself worthy of so immense an honor. What
c;m I have done, Sebastian, not indeed to deserve it, but to be
chosen out as the object of so great a grace ?"
first to

"You know,

Pancratius, that it is not he who willeth, nor
runneth, but God who hath mercy, that inaketh the

lie tluit

know
"
"

all.

Do yon remember well what

the secrets were?"
Eight well, indeed, for they have much perplexed me.
First on that night of the
meeting in your apartments, you
said there was one motive strong
enough to check your ardent
desire to die for Christ
and lately you refused to give me your
reason for despatching me hastily to
Campania, and joined
this secret to the other
how, I cannot conceive."
" Yet
they form but one. I had promised to watch over your
true welfare, Pancratius it was a
duty of friendship and love
that I had assumed.
I saw your eagerness after martyrdom
I knew the ardent temperament of
your youthful heart I
dreaded lest you should commit yourself
by some over-daring
action, which might tarnish, even as lightly as a breath does
;

:

:

I felt an inward assurance that I should

It did, in truth.

double promise to me, to tell me the secrets
you concealed
from me. This is your last opportunity; so, come, let me
"

election.
But tell me rather, how do you now feel about tomorrow's glorious destiny ? "
" To tell the
truth, it seems to me so magnificent, so far beyond my right to claim, that sometimes it appears more like a
vision than a certainty.
Does it not sound almost incredible
to you, that I, who this night am in a cold, dark, and dismal
prison, shall be, before another sun has set, listening to the

;

;

finely-tempered steel, the purity of your desire, or tip with a
I determined,
passing blight one single leaf of your palm.
therefore, to restrain my own earnest longings, till I had seen
you safe through danger. Was this right 2"
"
Oh, it was too kind of you, dear Sebastian it was nobly
;

kind.

But how

is this

connected with

my

journey?"
"If I had not sent you away, you would have been seized
for your boldly tearing down the edict, or
your rebuke of the
judge in his court. You would have been certainly condemned,
and would have suffered for Christ ; but your sentence would
have proclaimed a different, and a civil, offence, that of rebel-

lion against the emperors.
And moreover, my dear boy, you
harping of angelic lyres, walking in the procession of whiterobed Saints, inhaling the perfume of celestial incense, and would have been singled out for a triumph. You would have
drinking from the crystal waters of the stream of life ? Is it been pointed at by the very heathens with honor, aj a gallant and
not too like what one may read or hear about another, but daring youth you might have been disturbed, even in your
a
hardly dares to think is to be, in a few hours real of himself?" conflict, by transient cloud of pride at any rate, you would
"And nothing more than you have described, Pancratius?" have been spared that ignominy, which forms the distinctive
"
Oh, yes, far more far more than one can name without merit and the special glory, of dying for simply being a
presumption. That I, a boy just come out of school, who Christian."
"
have done nothing for Christ as yet, should be able to say,
Quite true, Sebastian," said Pancratius, with a blush.
" But when I saw
" taken in the
Sometime to-morrow, I shall see him face to face, and adore
you," continued the soldier,
Him, and shall receive from Him a palm and a crown, yea, performance of a generous act of charity towards the confesind an affectionate embrace,' I feel is so like a beautiful hope, sors of Christ when I saw you dragged through the streets,
4
chained to a
ibat it startles me to think, it will soon be that no
a common culprit; when I saw
longer. And
galley-slave^as
when I heard senyet, Sebastian," he continued fervently, seizing both his you pelted and hooted, like other believers
tence pronounced on you in common with the rest, because
friend's hands, " it is true
it is true !"
yon
are a Christian, and for nothing else, I felt that
"And more still, Paueratius."
my task was
"
ended ; I would not have raised a finger to save you."
Yes, Sebastian, more still, and more. To close one's eyes
" How like God's love has
yours been to me so wise, so
upon the face of men, and open them in full gaze on the face
of God
to shut them upon tea thousand countenances scow- generous, and so unsparing !" sobbed out Pancratius, as he
threw himself on the soldier's neck; then continued: " Promise
ling on you with hatred, coi. tempt, and fury, from every step
me
one thing more: that this day you will keep near me to the
of the amphitheatre, and unclose them
instantly upon that one
end, and will secure my last legacy to my mother."
sunlike intelligence, whose splendour would dazzle or
scorch,
"Even if it cost my life, I will not fail. We shall not be
did not its beams svffround, and
embrace, and welcome us to
dart them at once into the furnace of God's
parted long, Paucratius."
heart, and plunge
The deacon now gave notice that all was ready, for offering
into its burning ocean of
mercy and love without fear of dethe holy oblation in the dungeon itself. The two youths
struction
up
surely, Sebastian, it sounds like presumption in me
looked round, and Pancratius was indeed amazed. The holy
to say, that to-morrow
hush
the
watchman
from
the
nay,
capitol is proclaiming midnight that to-day, to-day, I shall priest Lucianus was laid stretched on the floor, with his limbs
painfully distended in the catasta or stocks, so that he could
enjoy all this !"
not rise. Upon his breast Keparatus had spread the three linen
Pancratius
!"
exclaimed
the
"Happy
soldier, "you anticicloths requisite for the altar on them was laid the unleavened
pate already by some hours the ruptures to come."
" And do
and the mingled chalice, which the deacon steadied with,
you know, dear Sebastian," continued the youth, bread,
his hand. The head of the aged priest was held up, as he read
" it looks to
as if unconscious of the
me so good
interruption,
and merciful in God, to grout me such a death. How much the accustomed prayers, and performed the prescribed ceremonies of the oblation and consecration. And then each one,
more willingly must one at my age face it, when it
puts an end
and with tears of gratitude, received
to all that is hateful on
earth, when it extinguishes but the approaching devoutly,
from his consecrated hand his share, that is, the whole of the
sight of hideous beasts and sinning men, scarcely less frightful
than they, and hushes only the fiendlike
of both
How mystical food.*
;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

:

!

;

yells

much more

!

trying would it be to part with the last tender look
of a mother like mine, and shut one's ears to the sweet
plaint
of her patient voice
True, I shall see her and hear her, for
the last time, as we have arranged,
to-day before my fight but
I know she will not unnerve me. "
!

:

A
he

te;ir
'

"

had made

into the affectionate boy's eye
guy tone.

its

way

id

said with a

But, Sebastian, you have not fulfilled your promise,

,-

but

M:u-vellous and beautiful instance of the power of adaptation
in God's Church! Fixed as are her laws, her ingenious love
finds means, through their very relaxation, to demonstrate their
;
nay, the very exception presents only a sublimer
Here was a minister of God, and a disapplication of them.

principles

penser of His mysteries,
Such a colcbratirm

your

tioch, is

who

for once

of the Divine Mysteries,

recorded in Uis AcU.

(See

Kmnarl,

was privileged to be,

by a

torn.

lii.

priest of this
p. 183, note.)

Dune

at

AJ>
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at ouce the
others, like Him whom he represented,
Tlio ChurcJi present'
Priest nnd tho Altar.
niiiKl bo offered only over the relics of martyr
--mitted to offer it
a
B

more than

singular
martyr, by
"
own body. Vrt living, he lay beiicatli the f eet of
the
heart panted under
God." The bosom stall headed, and
the Divine Mysteries, it is true but that was only part of the
action of the minister: while self was already dead, and the
There
sacrifice of life was, in all but act, completed in him.
was only Christ's life within and without the sanctuary of that
breast.* - Was ever viaticum for martyrs more worthily pre-

pared?

CHAPTER

cursed thee and loathed thee

;

and now

;

my

day

of vcn-

" M.
"this does not
'thinks,
replied Pancratins, smiling,
it lias been :ill on one side ; for / have
liki> a<>ombat.
none of thesu tilings towards thee."
"No? thinkest thou that I believe thee, when thou hast

look

bis

;

OK

gods

i

o\-(>r

;

loin ever as a viper

me?"
"Where

?

on

my

path, to bite

my heel, and overthrow

I again ask."

the Lady Agnes's
"Everywhere, I repeat. At school; in
house in the Forum in the cemetery in my father's own
court; at Chromatius's villa. Yes, everywhere."
"And nowhere else but where thou hast named? when thy
chariot was dashed furiously along the Appian way, did'st thou
not hear the tramp of horses' hoofs trying to overtake thee ?"
"Wretch 1" exclaimed the prefect's son, in a i'ury; and was
;

;

;

'.'

thy accursed steed which, purposely urged forward, frightened mine, and nearly caused my death ?"
"
last tune we shall
No, Corvinus, hear me calmly. It is the
a companion
with
was
I
travelling
quietly
speak together.
towards Rome, after having paid the last rites to our master
"
Cassianus (Corvinus winced, for he knew not this before),
it

THE FIGHT.

THE morning broke light and frosty and the sun, glittering
on the gilded ornaments of the temples and other public buildAnd the
in holiday splendor.
ings, seemed to array them
streets in their gayest atthe
into
forth
came
soon
people, too,
The various streams
richness.
tire, decked out with unusual
;

now better known
converge towards the Flavian amphitheatre,
his steps to
by the name of the Coliseum. Each one directs
the arch indicated by the number of his ticket, and thus the
that stream of life,
huge monster keeps sucking in by degrees
which soon animates and enlivens its. oval tiers over tiers of
human faces,
till its interior is tapestried all round with

" when I heard the clatter of a runaway chariot and then, inis well for thee that I
deed, I put spurs to my horse ; and it
did."
;

"How so?"

"Because I reached thee just in time: when thy strength
was nearly exhausted, and thy blood almost frozen by repeated
and when thy arm, already besteps,
plunges in the cold canal
and its walls seem to rock and wave to and fro, by the swaying numbed, had let go its last stay, and thou wast falling backof the living mass.
And, after this shall have been gorged wards for the last time into the water. I saw thee I knew
with blood, and inflamed with fury, it will melt once more, and thee, as I took hold of thee, insensible. I had in my grasp
rush out in a thick continuous flow through the many avenues the murderer of one most dear to me. Divine justice seemed
name of
between him
to have overtaken him there was only niy will
by which it entered, now bearing their fitting
Vomitoria ; for never did a more polluted stream of the dregs and his doom. It was my day of vengeance, and I fully gratiand pests of humanity issue from an unbecoming reservoir, fied it."
drank
"Ha and how, pray ?"
through ill-assorted channels, than the Roman mob,
on tie bank, and
with the blood of martyrs, gushing forth from the pores of the
"By drawing thee out, and laying thee
resumed its functions; and then consplendid amphitheatre.
chafing thee till thy heart
The emperor came to the games surrounded by his court, signing thee to thy servants, rescued from death."
with all the pomp and circumstance which befitted an imperial
"Thouliest?" screamed Corvinus; "my servants told me
to witness the cruel games, that
festival, keen as any of his subjects
they drew me out."
and to feed his eyes with a feast of carnage. His throne was
"And did they give thee my knife, together with thy leopon the eastern side of the amphitheatre, where a large space, ard skin purse, which I found on the ground, after I had
called thepulvinar, was reserved, and richly decorated for the dragged thee forth?"
It was a
canal.
imperial court.
"No; they said the purse was lost in the
Various sports succeeded one another and many a gladia- a leopard-skin purse, the gift of an African sorceress. What
tor killed, or wounded, had sprinkled the bright sand with eayest thou of the knife ?"
fiercer combats, began to
"That it is here, see it, still rusty with the water thy purse
blood, when the people, eager for
It is time,
wild
beasts.
look
the
and
the
Christians
for
roar
or
call,
I gave to thy slaves; my own knife I retained for myself
Dost thou believe me now ? Have I been always
therefore, for us to think of our captives.
at it again.
Before the citizens were astir, they had been removed from a viper on thy path ?"
the prison to a strong chamber called the spoliatorium, the
Too ungenerous to acknowledge that he had been conquered
and chains were removed. An in the straggle between them, Corvinus only felt himself withpress-room, where their fetters
as heathen priests and
his late schoolfellow, crumbled like a
attempt was made to dress them gaudily
ered, degraded, before
that as they had come clot of dust in his hands.
His very heart seemed to him to
priestesses but they resisted, urging
it was unfair to make them appear
the
to
and
felt
He
hung down his head, and
fight,
blush.
staggered,
sick,
spontaneously
He cursed the games, the emperor, the yelling
in a disguise which they abhorred. During the early part of sneaked away.
the day they remained thus together encouraging one another, rabble, the roaring beasts, his horses and chariot, his slaves,
and singing the Divine praises, in spite of the shouts which his father, himself every thing and every body except onedrowned their voices from time to time.
he could not, for his life, curse Pancratius.
While they were thus engaged, CorvinjiB entered, and, with
He had reached the door, when the youth called him back.
a look of insolent triumph, thus accosted Pancratius:
He tamed and looked at him with a glance of respect, almost
" Thanks to the
Pancratius put his hand on his arm,
gods, the day is come which I have long de- approaching to love.
There is
It has been a tiresome and tough struggle between us and said, "Corvinus, / have freely forgiven thee.
sired.
who should fall uppermost. I have won it."
One above who cannot forgive without repentance. Seek par"How sayest thou, Corvinus? when and how haw* con- don from Him. If not, I foretell to thee this day, that by
;

:

;

!

;

;

:

;

tended with thee ?
Thou hast haunted me in my
"Always: everywhere.
dreams thou hast danced before me like a meteor, and I have
Thou hast been my tormentor, my
tried in vain to grasp thee.
I have hated thee ; devoted thee to the infernal
evil
;

genius.

" I live now, not

I,

but Christ livetb in me."

(fal.

ii.

JO.

whatsoever death I die, thou too shalt one day perish."
Corvinus slunk away, and appeared no more that day, Ha
had gloated for
lost the sight on which his coarse imagination
for during months. When the holihad
he
which
longed
days,
was over, he was found by his father completely intoxi-

day

cated

:

it

was the only way he knew

of

drowning remorse.

THE CHUItVU OF THE CATACOMBS.
prisoners, the

As he was leaving the

'the gladiators, entered the room, and

or

lar.ittn,

-

ly

one, ano
ly embraced
or pit of the B
the
entered
arena,
They
to
hud
and
pass betw.n
opposite the imperial seat,
had the cart- of tlie wild beasts,
vcnatores, or huntsmen, who
a blow
each armed with a heavy whip, wherewith ho iullicted
on every one, as ho went by him. They were then brought
or the diforward, singly or in groups, as the people desired,
intended
the
prey
Sometimes
chose.
rectors of the spectacle
at
was placed on au elevated platform to be more conspicuous;

earth.

A furiotm trail, let loose upon
neck bent down, then
with hi
nut a
lid had struck hi:
iio dust around him,

mid not approach.

BUI.

.

couil,

on
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forward,

:IH thoiif/li

wnil, p.

bellov

-.-ly.

" Provoke
him, thou coward

!"

roared out,

still

louder, the

emperor.
Pancratius awoke as from a trance, and waving his arms, ran
towards his enemy;* but the savage brute, as if a lion had been
the enrushing on him, turned round, and ran away towards
into the
trance, where meeting his keeper, he tossed him high
A air. All were disconcerted except the brave youth, who had
another time he was tied up to posts to be more helplees.
and
a
in
resumed his attitude of prayer; when one of the crowd shouted
victim
female
net,
favorite sport was to bundle up a
wild cattle.* out: " Ho has a charm round his neck; he is a sorcerer 1" The
or
by
gored
be
tn
tossed,
her
rolled,
expose
mar- whole multitude re-echoed the cry, till the emperor, having
One encounter with a single wild beast often finished the
three or four were successive- commanded silence, called out to him, "Take that amulet from
while
course
occasionally
tyr's
a mortal wound. The con- thy neck, and cast it from thee, or it shall be done more roughly let loose, without their inflicting
further torment*, ly for thee."
fessor was then either remanded to prison for
"
that rang
the
where
gladiator's apthe
to
ium,
or taken back
Sire," replied the youth, with a musical voice,
spoliator
" it is no charm that
with despatching him.
sweetly through the hushed amphitheatre,
prentices amused themselves
But ve must content ourselves with following the last steps I wear, but a memorial of my father, who in this very place
'.

;

our youthful hero, Pancratius. As he was passing through
the corridor that led to the amphitheatre, he saw Sebastian
in her
standing on one side, with a lady closely enwrapped
bemantle, and veiled. He at once recognized her, stopped
it.
fore her, and taking her hand, affectionately kissed
hour."
me, dear mother," he said, "in this your promised
" and look
"
she
up
the
replied,
heavens,"
See, my child,
of

where Christ with His saints expecteth thee. Fight
faithful
the good fight, for thy soul's sake, and show thyself
Remember him too
and steadfast in thy Saviour's love.t
whose precious relic thou bearest round thy neck."
"Its price shall be doubled in thine eyes, my sweet mother,
ere many hours are over."
thither,

I now humbly make;
gloriously the same confession which
and man, I
Christian; and for love of Jesus Christ, God
this only legacy,
me
from
take
not
Do
life.
gladly give my
which I have bequeathed, richer than I received it, to another.
once more; it was a panther which gave him his crown;

made
I

am a

Try

perhaps it will bestow the same on me."
For an instant there was dead silence ; the multitude seemed
The graceful form of the gallant youth, his
softened, won.
now inspired countenance, the thrilling music of his voice, the

and his generous self-devotion to his
Pancratius
had wrought upon that cowardly herd
their mercy more
felt it, and his heart quailed before
than before their rage he had promised himself heaven that
"
into his eyes,
of this fooling," exclaimed
none
have
us
and
let
On, on,
day was he to be disappointed ? Tears started
as stretching forth his arms once more in the form of a cross,
the lanista, adding a stroke of his cane.
her he called
Lut-ioa retreated; while Sebastian pressed the hand of
aloud, in a tone that again vibrated through every
"
dearest boy; may
in his
intrepidity of his speech,

cause,

;

;

Bon.

and whispered

God

bless you!

a

Courage,

ear,

heart

I shall be close behind the emperor

give

;

me

!

i

got

that Sebastian was certainly a Christian.
Pancratius soon stood in the midst of the arena, the last of
He had been reserved, in hopes that the
the faithful baud.
shake his constancy; but the
lit of others' Bufferings might
He took his stand where he was
effect had been the reverse.
contrasted with the swarthy
placed, and his yet delicate frame
and brawny limbs of the executioners who surrounded him.
describe him
They now left him alone; and we cannot better
than Eusebius, an eye-witness, does a youth a few years

been weaving

older:

"Yon might have seen a tender youth, who had not yet entered his twentieth year, standing without fetters, with his
hands stretched forth in the form of a cross, and praying to
God most attentively, with a fixed and uutrembling heart not
nor swerving the
retiring from the place where he first stood,
and death in
bears
and
while
breathing
fury
leopards,
least,
their very snort, were just rushing on to tear his limbs in
I know not how, their jaws seemed seized
And
;

pieces.

To-day oh yes, to-day, most blessed Lord, is the appointed
has Thy power
day of Thy coming. Tarry not longer enough
been shown in me to them tliat believe not in Thee ; show now
Thy mercy to me who in Thee believe !"
" The
" The
panther !"
panther !" shouted out a voice.
" The
forth a hunthundered
!"
panther
responded twenty.
dred thousand, in a chorus like the roaring of an avalanche, t
A cage started up, as if by magic, from the midst of the sand,
and as it rose, its side fell down, and freed the captive of the
desert. { With one graceful bound the elegant savage gained
its liberty
and, though enraged by darkness, confinement,
and hunger, it seemed almost playful, as it leaped and turned
on the sand. At last
about, frisked and gambolled noiselessly
All its feline cunning and cruelty
it caught sight of its prey.
seemed to return, and to conspire together in animating the
cautious and treacherous movements of his velvet-clothed
frame. The whole amphitheatre was as silent as if it had been
a hermit's dell, while every eye was intent, watching the
:

look there, and

your blessing."
" Ha ha ha !" broke out a fiendish tone close behind him.
Was it a demon's laugh ? He looked behind, and caught only
a glimpse of a fluttering cloak rounding a pillar. Who could
it be ?
He guessed not. It, was Fulvius, who in those words
the last link in the chain of evidence, that he had long
had
last

:

"

yet,

;

;

Pancrabrute to its victim.
stealthy approaches of the sleek
tius was still standing in the same place, facing the emperor,
so absorbed in higher thoughts, as not to heed the
apparently

The panther had stolen round
of his enemy.
in the front
Crouchhim, as if disdaining to attack him except
one paw before another,
its
advancing
breast,
slowly
ing upon
and there it lay for some
it hud coined its measured distance,

movements

and closed by some divine and mysterious power, and they moments of breathless suspense. A deep snarling growl, an
drew altogether back."J
elastic spring through the air, and it was seen gathered up like
Such was the attitude, and such the privilege of our heroic a leech, with its hind feet on the chest, and its fangs and fora
saw one wild beast after claws on the throat o f the martyr.
youth. The mob were frantic, as they
another rare-ring madly round him, roaring and lashing its
He stood erect for a moment, brought his right hand to hia
,1 placed in a charmed circle,
sides with its tail, wlii
'

;

-
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month, and tasking Tip
him,

i

at Sebastian with a smile, directs! to
his arm, the lust salutation on his
i

and fell, The urtiM
Clumber of martyrdom

i.-ck had
4, and
once settled on
His blood softened, brightened, enriched, and blended inseparably with, that of his father, which Lucina had hung about his
seek. The mother's sacrifice had been accepted."

lips

ii

.

at

1

CHAPTEB XXTT.
THE

"

me with having
but poor return for your gracious
<'""ii>liberal subsidies.
But now I have found out
tin- 1'oiilesf of
plots, mid the basest of ingratitudes, in immediate contact with
your divine person."
" What
dost thou mean, booby?" asked impatiently the ty"
rant.
Speak at once, or I'll have the words pulled out of
"
throat
thy
by an iron hook.
Fulvius rose, and directing his hand, in accompaniment to
his words, said with a bitter blandness of tone : " Sebastian
Sire,

made, by

yonr divinity has often reproached

my

<1

!

1

a Christian."

is

The emperor started from his throne in fury.
" Thou
Thou shalt prove thy words,
liest, villain

CHBISTIAJf SOLDIER.

!

The body

young martyr was deposited in peace on the
Aurelian way, in the cemetery which soon bore his name, and
gaye it, as we have before observed, to the neighboring gate.
In times of peace, a basilica was raised over his tomb, and yet
of the

stands to perpetuate hie honor.
The persecution now increased

its fury,

and multiplied

its

shalt die such a piecemeal death as
"

or thon
no Christian dog ever en-

dured.
" I have
sufficient proof recorded here," he replied, producing a parchment, and offering it, kneeling.

M

The emperor was about to make angry answer, when, to
utter amazement, Sebastian, with unruffled looks and noble
mien, stood before him, and in the calmest accents said
"
I
a Christliege, I spare you all trouble of proof.
ian, and I glory in the name."

Many whose names have appeared in our pages,
am
My
community of Chromatius's villa, rapidly fell.
The first was Z6e, whose dumbness Sebastian had cured. She
As Maximian, a rude though clever soldier, without educawas surprised by a heathen rabble, praying at St. Peter's tomb,
and was hurried to trial, and hung with her head over a smoky tion, could hardly when calm express himself in decent Latin,
fire till she died.
Her husband, with three others of the same when he was in a passion his language was composed of broken
was
Tran- sentences, mingled with every vulgar and coarse epithet. In
party,
taken, repeatedly tortured, and beheaded.
and he poured out on Sebastian a torquillinus, the father of Marcus and Marcellianus, jealous of this state he was now
Zoe's crown, prayed openly at St. Paul's tomb, he was taken rent of abuse, in which he reproached him with every crime,
and summarily stoned to death. His twin sons suffered also a and called him by every opprobrious name, within his wellThe two crimes, however,
cruel death. The treachery of Torquatus, by his describing his stocked repertory of vituperation.
former companions, especially the gallant Tiburtius, who was on which he rung his loudest changes, were ingratitude and
He had nursed, he said, a viper in nis bosom, a
now beheaded,! greatly facilitated this wholesale destruction.
treachery.
Sebastian moved in the midst of this slaughter, not like a scorpion, an evil demon ; aud he only wondered he was still
builder who saw his work destroyed by a tempest, nor a shep- alive.
The Christian officer stood the volley, as intrepidly as ever
herd who beheld his flock borne off by marauders. He felt as a
general on the battle-field, who looked only to the victory ; he had borne the enemy's assault, on the field of battle.
daily victims.
especially the

:

;

counting every one as glorious who gave his life in its purchase,
and as ready to give his own should it prove to be the required
Every friend that fell before him was a bond less to
price.
earth, and a link more to heaven ; a care less below, a claim
more above. He sometimes sat lonely, or paused silently, on
the spots where he had conversed with Pancratius, recalling to
mind the buoyant cheerfulness, the graceful thoughts, and the
unconscious virtue of the amiable and comely youth. But he
never felt as if they were more separated, than when he sent
him on his expedition to Campania. He had redeemed his
pledge to him and now it was soon to be his own turn. He
;

knew

well he felt the grace of martyrdom swelling in hia
and in tranquil certainty he awaited its hour. His preparation was simple whatever he had of value he distributed to the poor and he settled his property, by sale, beyond
it

;

breast,

:

;

the reach of confiscation.

Fulvius had picked up his fair share of Christian spoils but,
on the whole, he had been disappointed. He had not been
obliged to ask for assistance from the emperor, whose presence
but he had put nothing by, he was not getting
he avoided
rich.
Every evening he had to bear the reproachful and scornful interrogatory of Eurotas on the day's success.
Now, however, he told his stern master for such he had become that
he was going to strike at higher game, the emperor's favorite officer, who must have made a large fortune in the service.
He had not long to wait for his opportunity. On the 9th of
January, a court was held, attended, of course, by all aspirFulvius was
ants for favors, or fearers of imperial wrath.
But after
there, and as usual, met with a cold reception.
bearing silently the muttered curses of the royal brute, he
boldly advanced, dropped on one knee and thus addressed him
;

;

:

Tne martyr Saturus, torn by a leopard, and about to dio, addressed the soldier Pudens. not yet a Christian, in words of exhortation ; then asked him for
the ring on hia finger, dipped it In hia own blood, and gavp it back, "leaving him
the inheritance of that pledge, and the memorial of his blood."
jp. liuinart.
VOL

i.

p.

m

tHe ii commemorated on the llth of August, with his father Chromatius, aj
has been already observed.

" Listen to
me, my royal master," he replied, "perhaps for
I have said that I am a Christian ; and iu this
the last time.
you have had the best pledge of your security."
"

How do you mean, ungrateful man ?"
that if you want a body-guard
Thus, noble emperor
around you of men who will spill their last drop of life's blood
for you, go to the prison and take the Christians from the stocks
on the floor, and from the fetter-rings on the walls; send to the
courts and bear away the mutilated confessors from the rack
"

:

and gridiron issue orders to the amphitheatres, and snatch
the mangled half that lives, from the jaws of tigers ; restore
them to such shape as yet they are capable of, put weapons
into their hands, and place them around you and in this
maimed and ill-favored host there will be more fidelity, more
;

;

loyalty, more daring for you, than all your Dacian and PanYou have taken half their blood from them,
nonian legions.
and they will give you willingly the other half."
"
"I
Folly and madness !" returned the sneering savage.
would sooner surround myself with wolves than with Christians.

Your treachery proves enough for me."
" And what would have prevented me at any time from actHave I not had access to
ing the traitor, if I had been one ?
your royal person by night as by day and have I proved a
traitor ?
No, emperor, none has ever been more faithful than
I to yon. But I have another, and a higher Lord to serve; one
who will judge us both; and His laws I must obey rather than
;

yours."

" And why have

To

you, like a coward, concealed your religion?
you have deserved !"

escape, perhaps, the bitter death

"

no more coward than traitor. No one better than
So long as I could do any
that I am neither.
knows
yourself
good to my brethren, I refused not to live amidst their earnaga
and my afflictions. But hope hail at last died withiu rae and
I thank Fulvius with all my heart, for having, by his accusaNo,

sire;

;

spared me the embarrassment of choice between seeking
death or enduring life."
" I will decide that
Death is your award
point for you.
tion,

:

Tin:

c,\ 7'.iro.w;,v.

and a slow lingering one it shall be.
But," he added, in a
lower tone, as if speaking to himself, " this must not g.
All must be done quietly at home, or treachery will njnvad.
Here, Quadratus, take your Christian tribune under arrest. Do
you hear, dolt ? Why do you not move ?"
" Because I too am a Christian !"
Another burst of fury, another storm of vile language, which
ended in the stout centurion's being ordered at once to execution.
But Sebastian was to be differently dealt with.
" Order
Hyphax to come hither," roared the tyrant. In a
few minutes, a tall, half-naked Numidian made his appearance.
A bow of immense length, a gaily-painted quiver of arrows, and
a short broad-sword, were at once the ornaments and weapons
of the captain of the African archers.
He stood erect before
the emperor, like a handsome bronze statue, with bright enam.

elled eyes.

"
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-riling one; ju

refined form of
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very mire ol' Ken.smiH
flective.
Sebastian would belong to

i

tin:

!

to reconcile to

her

how a man

intellect,

the

id re-

and d'H-

s,

pis" and loathe the superstitious and vices of the
Christians.
Such a hypothesis might be tenable ;

hard

li<

.ing in

sect,

commoner
but

was

it

like that noble

soldier could, any way, have belonged to that hated race. And
yet he was ready to die for their faith
As to Ziie and the
for she had only returned the
others, she had heard nothing
day before from a journey made into Campania, to arrange her
!

;

father's affairs.

"What a pity, she thought, that she had not talked more to
Sebastian on such subjects
But it was now too late to-morrow morning he would be no more. This second thought
with the sharp pang of a shaft shot into her heart. Sl.r felt as
if she
personally were about to suffer a loss, as if
!

;

Hyphax, I have a job for you to-morrow morning. It must
be well done, " said the emperor.
Perfectly, sire," replied the dusky chief, with a grin which fate were going to fall on some one closely bound to her
by
showed another set of enamels in his face.
some secret and mysterious tie.
" You see the
Her thoughts grew darker and sadder, as she dwelt on these
captain Sebastian?" The negro bowed assent.
" He turns out to be a Christian !"
She was suddeul-,
ideas, amidst the deepening gloom.
If Hyphax had been on his native
and had trodden sud- turbed by the entrance of a slave with a light. It was Alia,
39!!,
denly on a hooded asp or a scorpion's nest, he could not have the black servant, who came to prepare her mistressV
started more.
The thought of being so near a Christian to ing repast, which she wished to take alone. While
busy with
him who worshipped every abomination, believed overy ab- her arrangements, she said, " Have you heard the
madam ?"
surdity, practised every lewdness, committed any atrocity
Maximian proceeded, and Hyphax kept time to every mem"What news?"
ber of his sentences by a nod, and what he meant to be a smile;
"Only that Sebastian is going to be shot with arrows toit was hardly an earthly one.
morrow morning. What a pity he was such a hau
"You will take Sebastian to your quarters; and early to-mor- youth :"
row morning not this evening, mind, for I know that by this
"Be silent, Afra unless you have some information to give
time of day you are all drunk but to-morrow morning, when me on the
subject."
your hands are steady, you will tie him to a tree in the grove
"Oh, of course, my mistress; and my information is indeed
of Adonis, and you will slowly shoot him to death.
Do you know that he turns out to be one of
Slowly, very astonishing.
mind; none of your fine shots straight through the heart or the those wretched Christians ?"
" Hold
brain, but plenty of arrows, till he die exhausted by pain and
your peace, I pray you and do not prate any more
loss of blood.
Do you understand me ? Then take him off at about what you do not understand."
And mind, silence; or else "
once.
"Certainly not, if you so wish it; I suppose his fate is quite
;-

;

.

I

;

;

;

a matter of indifference to you,
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RESCUE.

IN spite of every attempt at concealment, the news was soon
spread among all connected with the court, that Sebastian had
been discovered to be a Christian, and was to be shot to death
on the morrow. But on none did the double intelligence make
such an impression as on Fabiola.
Sebastian a Christian

she said to herself; the noblest, purest, wisest of Kome's nobility a member of that vile, stupid
sect? Impossible
Yet, the fact seems certain.
Have I, then, been deceived ? Was he not that which he
seemed ? Was he a mean impostor, who affected virtue, but

was secretly a libertine ? Impossible, too
Yes, this was indeed impossible
She had certain proofs of it. He knew that
he might have had her hand and a fortune, for the asking; and
had acted most generously, and most delicately towards her.
He was what he seemed, that she was sure not gilded
but gold.
Then how account for this phenomenon, of a Christian being
all that was good, virtuous, amiable ?
One solution never occurred to Fabiola's mind, that he was
all this because he was a Christian.
She only saw the problem in another form; how could he be all that he was, in spite
!

!

of being a Christian ?

variously in her mind, in vain. Then it came
Perhaps, after all, good old Chromatius
was right, and Christianity may not be what I have fancied
and I ought to have inquired more about it. I am sure Sebastian never did the horrible things imputed to Christians.
Yet
it

to her thought thus.

;

etery body charges them with them.

It certainly is to me.

course that was all chance.
There was a significance in her words and tones, which did
not escape the quick ear and mind of Fabiola. She looked up,
for the first time, and fixed her eyes searchingly on her n

swarthy

face.

There was no emotion

in

flagon of wine upon the table, just as
At length the lady said to her:
"
Afra, what do you mean ?"

"

!

!

She turned

madam.

He won't be the first officer that my countrymen have shot.
Many they have killed, and some they have saved. But of
"

it
if

she was placing a
;
she had not spoken.

Oh, nothing, nothing. What can a poor slave know ?
what can she do ?"

Still

snore,

"

Come, come, you mearit, by your words, something that I
must know."
The slave came round the table, close to the couch on which
Fabiola rested, looked behind her, and around her, then whispered, "Do you want Sebastian's life saved?"
Fabiola almost leaped up, as she replied, "Certainly."
The servant put her finger to her Up, to enforce silence, and
said,

"
"

"It wiH cost dear."

Name your

price."

A hundred sestertia,*

and my liberty."
but what is my security for them ?"
"They shall be binding only, if twenty-four hours after the
execution, he is still alive."
"Agreed and what is yours?"

"I

accept your terms

;

;

" Your

word, lady."
"Go, Afra, lose not a moment."
"There is no hurry," quietly replied the slave, as sne completed, unflurried, the preparations for supper.
She then proceeded at once to the palace, and to the Mauritauian quarters, and went in directly to ti

FA /?/,/,.!
"THint dost them wrmt, TnVmln," he

"at

said,

this

:

nil

hour?

and the marble pavement was a
But after a few hours' repose, he
and now that all was hushed, he silently rose,

retiring early vu i*st;

:'

L

;

but I have important business with

:

and with o

"

Wllllt

about?"

is it

" A
at

lii in

door commanded. You would not think
it
to-morrow. See how soundly he
uot do BO bettor, if he were going to be mar-

his

whii-ii

:i:-t,

myself, and about thy prisoner."
there." said the barbarian, pointing across

lib nit

,

"Look
that A

.Id

ried instead."

" As thou and
"
not

Hypliax, intend to be the next day."
quite so fast; there are certain conditions to be

Come,

I.

fulfilled first."

"Well, what are they?"
"
First, thy manumission.

"That

secured."
ondly, a dowry, a

I cannot marry a slave."

is

good dowry, mind;

for I never

wanted

money more than now."
" That
"

is

HOT much

safe too.

faiuly not lesa than three
I bring thee six hundred."

" Excellent

thou

dost thou expect ?"
hundred pounds."*

ss ?

when; didst thou get all this cash? Whom hast
whom hast thou poisoned, my admirable
Why wait till after to-morrow ? Let it be to-mor!

if it

prisoner also."
"
Well, what has he tc do with our approaching nuptials ?"
great deal."

"A

"What now?"
" He must not die."
captain looked at her with a mixture of fury and stupidthe point of laying violent hands on her;
but she stood intrepid and unmoved before him, and seemed to
command him by the strong fascination of her eye, as one of

The

He seemed on

ity.

the serpents of their native land might do a vulture.

" thou
mightest as well
If thou hadst seen the emperor's
at once ask for my head.
ued his orders, thou wouldst have known he
"
will have no trilling with him here.
"1'shaw! pshaw! man; of course the prisoner will appear
dead, and will IK! reported as dead."
" And iH he
finally recover?"
" His fellow-Christians will take care to
keep him out of the
" Art madV" he at

last exclaimed;

way."

"Didst thou sny twenty-four hours alive?
made it twelve."

"
him
"

I wish thou

The
well, then; there is an end to our bargain.
Six hundred pounds
given only on this condition.
thrown away!" And she turned olf to go.
"Stay, stay!" said ityptrix, eagerly; the demon of covetous"Let us see. Why, my fellows will
>;t.
;;lf the money, in bribes and feasting."
"
1 h-:\v two hundred more in reserve for that."
Very
is

\Vcll,

'hou so, my ].
;y sorceress, my charming
But that will be too much for my scoundrels. We
to our marriageive them half, and add 'lie oilier hah
an'twe?"
Brttl'
" As it
pleases thee, provided the thing is done according to
.est

,

?

1'

my

in prison

in prayer.

engaged

It is not a cry, there-

ness of that perfect love, wliich sendeth out fear, an inward
assurance of that highest grace, which is incompatible with sin.
Nor in Sebastian was it a prayer for courage or strength;
for the opposite feeling, which could suggest
it, was unknown
to him.
It never entered into his mind to
doubt, that as he
had faced death intrepidly for his earthly sovereign on the batso he should

meet

it

joyfully for his heavenly Lord,

any place.
His prayer, then, till morning, was a gladsome hymn of glory
and honor to the King of kings, a joining with the seraph's
glowing eyes, and ever-shaking wings, in restless homage.

Then when the stars in the oright heavens caught his eyes,
he challenged them as wakeful sentinels like himself, to exchange the watchword of Divine praises; and as the night-wind
rustled in the leafless trees of the neighboring court of Adonis,

he bade

its wayward music compose itself, and its rude
harping upon the vibrating boughs form softer hymns, the only
ones that earth could utter in its winter night-hours.
Now burst on him the thrilling thought that the morning
hour approached, for the cock had crowed; and he would soon
hear those branches murmuring over to him the sharp whistle

of flying arrows, unerring in their aim.
And he offered himself gladly to their sharp tongues, hissing as the
serpent's to
drink his blood. He offered himself as an oblation for God's
He offered himhonor, and for the appeasing of His wrath.
self particularly for the afflicted Church, and
prayed that his
death might mitigate her sufferings.
And then his thoughts rose higher, from the earthly to the
celestial Church ; soaring like the eagle from the highest
pinnacle of the mountain-peak, towards the sun.
Clouds have
rolled away, and the blue embroidered veil of morning is rent
in twain, like the sanctuary's, and he sees quite into its revealed

depths

;

far, far

inwards, beyond senates of saints and legions

of angels, to what Stephen saw of inmost and intensest
glory.
And now his hymn was silent ; harmonies came to hi in, too

in its sparkling bounds, as it rippled along towards him, he
could see the countenance now of one, and then of another

happy friends who had gone before him as if they were
drinking, and bathing, and disporting, and plunging, and dissolving themselves in those living waters.
His countenance was glowing as with the very reflection of
of the

;

the vision, and the morning dawn just brightening (oh, what
a dawn that is !), caught his face as he stood up, with his arms
in a cross, opposite the east ; so that when Hyphax opened his
door and saw him, he could have crept across the court and

worshipped him on his face.
Sebastian awoke as from a trance and the chink of se
sounded in the mental ears of Hyphax; so he set s<
about earning them. He picked out of his troop of a hu;
five marksmen, who could split a flying arrow with a
one, called them into his room, told them their reward, concealing his own share, and arranged how the execution
be managed. As to the body, Chri;
;

then.

He

will h;

Sebastian, in the r.i
ble negotiations for

shall live twenty-four hours;
urns wedding."

ueouscious of these amiaLike Peter between two
guards, he was slumbering souadly by the wall of the court.
Fatigued with his day's work, he had eujoyed the rare
.;

for,

:

The Cardiual gave

the equivalent* iu Kentish uiunvv, an

more uucliuiblo.

;

they came to him requiring no return ; for they brought heaven into his soul; and what could he give back? It v.
a fountain of purest refreshment, more like gushing light than
water, flowing from the foot of the Lamb, and poured into his
Yet
heart, which could only be passive, and receive the gift.

1

proposal."

"It is a
and after that, we

*

mouths

fore, for the forgiveness of past sin; for there is a conscious-

sweet and perfect to brook the jarring of a terrestrial voice

Well, but I know that thou canst calculate close. Let
die in the twenty-fifth hour, for what I care."
It is impossible, Jubala, impossible; he is too important a

person."

"

tyr going to death, is seized, and made to bear him willing
company,* is as prepared for martyrdom as he who has passed

in

please thee."
" Be
quiet now, Hyphax; the money is all lawful gam; but
has its conditions, too. I said I came to speak about the

it

-

head,
gles his blood \iith that of the confessor, whom he had come tc
execute; 9r the friend, of unknown name, who salutes the mar-

tle-field,

robbed?

row, to-night,

up to prayer.
Tlif martyr's prayer is not a
preparation for death; for his is
is no
The soldier who suddenly
prc]
declares himself a Christian, bends down his
and nun-

;

\

;

Calloii

tbenco St. AJuuctus.
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offered a large additional sum for its delivery,
his own follower
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Every spendthrift hns sought her fortune
l>o

ax.

>me on the prinyou understand mo ?"
.lie

"Li

to repair his OTTO;

from?"

(Jorvinus, for this is our last interview; and
I rather like you as a hearty, unscrupulous, relentless, and un"
She drew him nearer and whispered: " I
feeling good hiiter.
.

know from

Kurotas, out of

whom

I

can wheedle anything, that

some splendid Christian prizes

.Fulvius has

in

view, one

Come this way into the shadow, and I will tell you
how surely you may intercept his treasure. Leave to him the
cool murder that will be
necessary, for it may be troublesome;
illy.

but step in between him and the spoil.
He would do it to you
any day."
She spoke to him for some minutes in a low and earnest tone;
and at the end, he broke out into the loud exclamation, "Ex!"
AVhat a word in such a mouth!
She checked him by a pull, and pointing to the building
t

opposite, exclaimed: "Hush! look there!"
How are the tables turned; or, rather, how has the world

gone round in a brief space! The last time these two wicked
beings were on the same spot, plotting bane to others, the window above was occupied by two virtuous youths, who, like two
spirits of good, were intent on unravelling their web of misrmmiug their dark approaches. They are gone
thence, the one sleeping in his tomb, the other slumbering on
the eve of execution.
Death looks to us like a holy power,
how much he prefers taking to his society the good,
than the evil. He snatches away the flower, and leaves
the weed its poisonous life, till it drops into mature decay.
:

But at the moment that they looked up, the window was
occupied by two other persons.
"That is Fulvius," said Corvinus, " who just came to the

sum towards

the expenses of his recovery

death

but she remained still, unnoticed, in the apartments
y him in the palace. Two daughters lived with her ;
and a marked difference in their behavior soon struck Fabiola,
as she became familiar with them.
One evidently thought
Sebastian's presence an intrusion, and seldom or never approached him. Her behavior to her mother was rude and
haughty, her ideas all belonged to the common world, she was
;

selfish, light, and forward, The other, who was the younger, was a
so gentle, docile, and affectionate ; BO
perfect contrast to her,
considerate about others, so devoted to her mother
so kind
and attentive to the poor patient. Irene herself was a type of
;

the Christian matron, in the middle class of life. Fabiola did
not find her intelligent or learned, or witty, or highly polished;
but she saw her always calm, active, sensible, and honest.
Then she was clearly warm-hearted, generous, deeply affectionThe pagan lady had never seen such
ate, and sweetly patient.
a household, so simple, frugal, and orderly. Nothing disturbed it, except the character of the elder sister. In a few
days it was ascertained that the daily visitor was not a Christbut this caused no change in their treatment of her.
ian
Then she in turn made a discovery, which mortified her that
the elder daughter was still a heathen. All that she saw
made a favorable impression on her, and softened the hard
crust of prejudice on her mind.
For the present, however, her
thoughts were all absorbed in Sebastian, whose recovery was
slow.
She formed plans with Irene for carrying him off to
her Campanian villa, wheie she would have leisure to confer
;

with him on religion.

Fulvius came aguin, at that moment, to the window with a
sword in his hand, carefully turning and examining the hilt in

Sebastian.

the bright moonlight.
He flung it down at last, exclaiming,
with an oath, "It is only brass, after all!"

Eurotas came with, to

appearance, a rich officer's belt,
" All false stones
Why I declare
ile of the effects are not worth fifty pounds.
You have
bat a poor job of this, Fulvius."
"Always reproaching me, Eurotas. And yet this miserable
lot me the life of one of the emperor's most favorite
.ainiued

it

all

carefully,

!

I

in

'

i.'l

r's."

" And no thanks
probably from your master

for it."

but after two days,
;

window."
" And the other is his evil
demon, Eurotas," added the
They both watched and listened from their dark nook.
.

;

when he was improving, she was courteously invited to enter
and for the first time in her life, she found herself consciously
in the bosom of a Christian
family.
Irene, we are told, was the widow of Castulaa, one of the
Chromatian band of converts. Her husband had just suffered

An insuperable

obstacle,

howew,

rose

to this project.
will not attempt to lead

We

onr reader into the feelings of
after
martyrdom, to have
prayed for it, to have suffered all its pangs, to have died
in it as far as human consciousness went, to have lost sight
of this world, and now to awaken in it again, no martyr,
man on probation, who
an
but
ordinary
wayfaring
a greater trial than
was
lose
salvation,
surely
might yet
martyrdom itself. It was to be like a man who, in the midst
of a stormy night, should try to cross an angry river, or tem-

To have yearned

after struggling for hours, and
pestuous arm of the sea, and,
having his skiff twirled round and round and all but upset,
should find himself relanded on the same side as he started
St. Paul sent back to earth and to
having heard the mysterious words -which
can utter. Yet no murmur escaped him, no
only one Intelligence
in silence the Divine Will, hoping tl
adored
He
regret.
him the merit of a double martyrdom.
purpose was only to give
For this second crown he so earnestly longed, that he rejected
and concealment.
every proposal for flight
" I have now," he generously said, "earned one privilege
This
of a martyr, that of speaking boldly to the persecutors.
Nurse, me,
I will use the first day that I can leave my bed.
be the sooner."
therefore, well, that it may

Eu- from.

Or,

it

was

like

Satan's buffets, after

Xext morning, the slaves who received the body of Sebastian
iy a swarthy female figure passing by them, and
" He is still alive."
vhinperiiig to them,
lust
.'ore, of carrying him out for burial, they bore
The early hour of the mom.ini to the jipurtment of Irene.
the
and
having
gone, the evening before,
emperor's
ing,
MU palace, facilitated this movement. Inwas sent for, and pronounced every wound
[y Dionysius
But
ije; not one arrow having touched a vital organ.
taken place to such a fearful extent, that he
if blood had
:ered weeks must elapse before the patient would be fit
to move.
t'our-and-twenty hours Afra assiduously called almost
i

every hour, to
ary term was

a

on was. When the probationshe conducted Fabiola to Irene's apartherself assurance that he breathed, though

CHAPTER XXVTI.
THE SECOND CBOWN.

linislu -I,

plot which the black slave betrayed to Corallusion has already been made, in the
which
to
one
was
from servitude was vinus,
lvm<re. The deed
He was
between Fulvius and his guardian.
'owry was paid, and the whole Palatine and conversation
the blind martyr's unsuspecting admisfrom
carouse
convinced
mad
and
hideous
rites
of
wit-Li
the
her
rung
he had now two
that Agues was a Christian, and he believed
nuptials.
nla inquired after Se]>anti-m with such tender solicitude, strings to his bow either he could terrify her into marriage
The livsl few with himself, or ho could destroy h. r, and obtain a gooU r.hare
a.
that Irene doubl
He was nerved for
times.
eeivintf intelligence at the of her wealth, by confiscation.
f infr ill i/i i.llf. litmil^ of K<>1 k.tut.iiLli'fi lionr^s:
lowm <>Hnintw l>v the taunts and exhortations of Kurotas bat,
of h<

TUB memorable

11

.

i

;

;

;

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
despairing of obtaining another interview, he wrote her a reBpectful, but pressing letter, descriptive of his disinl
attachment to her, and entreating her to accept his suit.
was but the faintest hint at the end, that duty mi;?] it C
him to take another course, if humble petition did n<>i. \-

To this

application he received a culm, well-bred, but unmistakable refusal; a stern, final, and hopeless :<;
But more, the letter stated in clear terms, that the writer was
already espoused to the spotless Lamb, and could admit from

no perishable being expressions

This

of personal attachment.

77

pies, find pmfaTied llisnltnrs, find rifled the inheritance of

]]'.

Fur

poor.

mi, thy
pri^e, (o'd hi.lh jndgi

nl

i

and thy

:,n

His wruth shall soon ov>
.(1

give EBB

Church an emperor
Khali

after

His

will

And thy

.

is whole world, tilltheend
while iiiou hast time, impious man; and
ess of (iod, in the name of Hun, the Crucified,
thou hast pc:
ill now."

''.v

of time.

l>e

ie peni tin c,
r,

whom

rebuff steeled his heart against pity ; bnt he determined to act
prudently.
In the meantime, Fabiola, seeing the determination of Senastian not to fly, conceived the romantic idea of saving him,

for soon recognizing Sebastinr, he felt as if standing in the
toe of the dead.
But quickly recovering himself and his

spite of himself,

passion, he exclaimed:

m

by extorting his pardon from the eftperor.
She did not know the depths of wickedness in man's
She thought that the tyrant might fume for a moment, but
that he would never condemn a man twice to death. Some pity
and mercy, she thought, must linger in his breast and her
earnest pleading and tears would extract them, as heat does
the hidden balsam from the hard wood. She accordingly sent
a petition for an audience and knowing the covetousness of
the man, presumed, as she said, to offer him a slight token of
her own and her late father's loyal attachment.
This was a
ring with jewels of rare beauty, and immense value. The
present was accepted but she was merely told to attend with
her memorial at the Palatine on the 20th, in common with
other petitioners, and wait for the emperor's descent by the
great staircase, on his way to sacrifice.
Uneucouraging as was
this answer, she resolved to risk any thing, and do her best.
The appointed day came and Fabiola, in her mourning
habits, worn both as a suppliant, and for her father's death,
took her stand in a row of far more wretched creatures than
;

;

;

;

herself, mothers, children, sisters, who held petitions for
mercy, for those dearest to them, now in dungeons or mines.
She felt the little hope she had entertained die -within her at

the sight of so much wretchedness, too much for it all to expect favor. But fainter grew its last spark, at every step that
the tyrant took down the marble stairs, though she saw her
brilliant ring sparkling on his coarse hand.
For on each step
he snatched a paper from some sorrowful suppliant, looked at

and either tore it up, or dashed
Only here and there, he handed one to his

it

scornfully,

it

on the ground.

secretary, a man
scarcely less imperious than himself.
It was now nearly Fabiola's turn; the emperor was only two
steps above her, and her heart beat violently, not from
;

man, but from anxiety about Sebastian's fate. She would have
Maximum was
prayed, had she known how, or to whom.
stretching out lu's hand to take a paper offered to him, when he
drew back, and turned round, on hearing his name most unceremoniously and peremptorily culled out. Fabiola looked up
too; for she

knew

the voice.

Deep silence was held while
The emperor seemed under the
"

and bring him before me
"
name).
Hyphax here
"
now.

Ho
1"

I

But

the

Moor had

to his quarters.

what's your
his father,)

"

these words were fully uttered.
influence of a paralyzing awe;

some of you, go round instantly
(ho did not like to pronounce his
Where is Hyphax ? I saw him just
!

at once recognized Sebastian, and run off
he is gone, I see; then here, you dolti

Ha

!

name?" (addressing Corvinus, who was attending
"go to the Numidian court, and summon Hyphax

here directly.

"

With a heavy heart Corvinus went on his errand. Hyphax
had told his tale, and put his men in order of defence. Only
one entrance at the end of the court was left open; and when
the messenger had reached it, he durst not advance. Fifty men
stood along each side of the space, with Hyphax and Jnbala on
the opposite end.
Silent and immovable, with their dark chests
and arms bare, each with his arrow fixed, and pointed to the
door, and the string ready drawn, they looked like an avenue
of basalt statues, leading to

an Egyptian temple.

said Corviuus, in a tremulous voice, "the emperor sends for you;"
" Tell his
majesty, respectfully, from me," replied the African, "that my men have sworn, that no man passes that thres':

Hyphax,"

hold, coming in, or going out, without re
trough his
breast or ids back, a hundred shafts into his heart; until the
emperor shall have sent us a token of forgiveness for every
offence."

Corvinus hastened back with this message, and the emperor
it with a laugh.
They were men with whom he could
Dot afford to quarrel; for he relied on them in battle, or insur" The
rection, for picking out the leaders.
cunning rascals !"
he exclaimed. "There, take that trinket to Hyphax's block
pnouse." And he gave him Fabiola's splendid ring. H>
>aek, delivered his gracious embassy, and threw the ring
In an instant every bow dropt, and every string reacross.
lax, d.
Jnbala, delighted, sprang forward and caught tin; ring.
A heavy blow from her husband's fist felled her tit the ground,
-vized
and was greeted with a shout of applause. The
the jewel and the woman rose, to fear that she had only exd one slavery for a worse.
llvphax screened himself behind the imperial command.
"
If," he said, "you had allowed us to send ah arrow through
As it was, we
his head or heart, all would have been straight.
received

i

;

Opposite to her, high in the white marble wall, she had
served an open window, corniced in yellow marble, which
gave
light to a back corridor leading to whore Irene's apartments
were. She now looked up, guided by the voice, and in the
dark panel of the window, a beautiful, but awful
<

.1

pictin

was Sebastian, wan and thin, who.with features almost
etherealized, calm and stern, as if no longer capable
seen. It

.

or strong emotion, stood there before them; his laeer.
and arms appearing amidst the loose drapery he had thrown
around him. For he had heard the familiar trtun
which told him of the emperor's approach, aud he had
risen,
and crept thus far, to greet him.*

are not responsible."

" At
any

rale, I will

time," said Maximiau.
here.

my work done properly this
you fellows with clubs come

myself see

Two

of

"

came from behind Sebasable to stand, was.
intrepid.
" I must not have
"Isow, my men," said the barbarian,
any
blood spilt on these stairs so you knock the life out of him
make clean work of it.
witii your cudgels
Madam, what ia
your petition?" stretching out his hand to Fabiola, whom he
She was horand so addressed mo
-'nl'y.
at the Bight before
liiiod a
d, and almost
" Hire I fear it is too late !"
her
d,
" \Yi
:''
looking at the paper. A flash came to his
" What You knew that Sebastian was
dd to her

Two

of his attendant executioners

tian, scarcely

;

i

;

"Maximian

he cried out, in a hollow bnt distinct
voice,
Who art thou, sirrah that makost so free with thine emname
?"
asked the tyrant, turning upon him.
peror's
"I am come as from the dead, to warn thee that the day of
wrath and vengeance is fast approaching. Thou hast
HP
blood of God's Saints upon the
!"

"

!

<

;

cast their holy bodies into the river, or
the dunghil is at the gates.
Thou hnst
'

lli-.n.r

th-.'m

pulled

down

hen ihe Acts ot St. SolMuliau.

away upon
'.

;

:

:

alive

"

!

.

Xo, Bin

Why did

the denial almost dry

np

FABTOLA; OR
in her throat ?

S"hr could not for

anything:

All

els.-.

!

"But.

her

(by day

l-'ahiola,

1

life

have snid she was

not fur

is

off.

'

replied the emperor,
it is too late ;

-W,

more

" I fear
returning her petition,
that blow must have been the
rein',

"

I feel faint, sire," said
she, respectfully

se-

I think

may I retire ?"
But, by the bye, I have to thank you for
the beautiful ring which you sent, and which I have
given to
Hyphax's wife," (lately her own slave !). " It will look more
brilliant on a black hand, then ever on mine.
Adieu and he
kissed his hand with a wicked smile, as if there wero no martyr's body near to witness against him.
He was right; a heavy
blow on the head had proved fatal
and Sebastian was safe
where he had so longed to be.
He bore with him a double
pakn, and received a twofold crown. Yet still, an ignominious
end before the world beaten to death without
ceremony, while
the emperor conversed. How much of
martyrdom is in its disWoe to us when we know that our sufferings earn us
grace
"

By

;

means.

all

!

;

;

I

honor

!

The

tyrant, seeing his work completed, ordered that Sebastian at least should not be cast into the Tiber nor on a

MLL

dung-

"Put

plenty of weights to his body," he added, "and
throw it into the Cloaca,* to rot there, and be the food of the
vermin. The Christians at least shall not have it." This was
done and the Saint's Acts inform us, that in the night he appeared to the holy matron Lucina, and directed her
where to find his sacred remains. She obeyed his
summons,
and they were buried with honor where now stands his basilica.
;

CHAPTEB XXVUL
THE

OBTTICAIi

DAT

days in the life of man and of mankind.
Not merely the days of Marathon, of Cannae, or of Lepanto, in
which a different result might have influenced the social or political fate of mankind. But it is probable that Columbus could

There are

look back

critical

day, but the precise hour, the decision of which secured to the world all that he taught and gave
it, and to himself the singular place which he holds among its

upon not only the

And

worthies.

has had his

little and insignificant as he
may be,
his day of choice, which has decided
his day of Providence, which altered his

each of us,

critical

day

;

hip late through life
position or his relation to others
;

his day of grace, when the
conquered the material. In whatever way it has been
every soul, like Jerusalem, has had its day.
And so with Fabiola, has not all been working up towards a
crisis ?
Emperor and slave, father and guest, the good and
the wicked, Christian and heathen, rich and poor; then life and
death, joy and sorrow, learning and simplicity, silence and
conversation, have they not all come as agents, pulling at her
mind in opposite ways, yet all directing her noble and generous, though haughty and impetuous, soul one way, as the
breeze and the rudder struggle against one another, only to determine the ship's single path ?
By what shall the resolution
of these contending forces be determined ? That rests not with
We have been enman; wisdom, not philosophy, can decide.
gaged with events commemorated on the 20th of January; let
the reader look, and see what comes on the following day in
his calendar, and he will agree it must be an important day in
our little narrative.
From the audience, Fabiola retired to the apartments of
Irene, where she found nothing but desolation and sorrow. She
sympathized fully with the grief around her, but she saw and
felt that there was a difference between her affliction and theirs,
was a buoyancy about them: there was almost an exultation breaking out through their distress; their clouds were sunlit and brightened at times.
Hers was a dead and sullen, a
dull and heavy gloom, as if she had sustained a hopeless loss.
Her search after Christianity, as associated with anything
;

spiritual

,

..;;

*

The

lii.-

lil.iw

ti>

wliifh culpriiH

\vi

.

-f

the legs of the crucified was considered an ictus gratiosii*.

great sewer of

Home.

;

volume of favorite works on Death, on Fortune, on Friendon Virtue; and every one of them seemed insipid, unsound, and insincere. She plunged into a deeper and a
melancholy, which lasted till towards evening, when she was
disturbed by a letter bring put into her hand.
The
slave, Graja, who brought it in, retired to the other end of the
room, alarmed and perplexed by what she had witnessed. For
her mistress had scarcely glanced over the note, than she
leapt
up wildjy from her seat, threw her hair into disorder with her
hands, which she pressed, as in agony, on her temples, stood
thus for a moment, looking up with' an unnatural stare in her
eyes, and then sank heavily down again on her chair with a
deep groan. Thus she remained for some minutes, holding
the letter in both her hands, with her arms relaxed,
apparently
after

ship,

unconscious.

"

Who brought this letter ?" she then asked,
"A soldier, madam," answered the maid.

quite collected.

" Ask him to come here."
While her errand was being delivered, she composed herself,
and gathered up her hair. As soon as the soldier appeared she
held this brief dialogue

:

" Whence do
you come ?"
"I am on guard at the Tulliau prison."
" Who
gave you the letter ?"

"The Lady Agnes herself."
" On what cause is the
poor child there ?"
" On the accusation of a man named
Fulvius,

ITS FIKST PART.

I

mniablo or intelligent; seemed at an end. Her desired teacher,
or informant, was gone.
When the er
,1
away
from the palace, ehe took
the widow and
if
her daughters but, some
way or other, she could not like the
:.ho loved her BJ
She sat alone at home, and tried to read; she took
up volume

their pain'"

for being a

Christian."

" For
nothing else ?"
" For
nothing, I am sure."
" Then we

shall soon set that

ness to the contrary.
this for

your trouble.

matter right.

Tell her I will

come

"

I can give witpresently; and take

The soldier retired, and Fabiola was left alone.
When
there was something to do, her mind was at once energetic
and

though afterwards the tenderness of
She
display itself the more painfully.
wrapped herself close up, proceeded alone to the prison, and
was at once conducted to the separate cell, which Agnes had
obtained, in consideration of her rank, backed by her parents'
concentrated,

womanhood might

handsome

largitions.

"What

is the meaning of this, Agues?" eagerly inquired
Fabiola, after a warm embrace.
"I was arrested a few hours ago, and brought hither."
" And is Fulvius fool
enough, as well as scoundrel, to trump
up an accusation against you, which five minutes will confute ?
I will go to Tertullus myself, and contradict his absurd charge. "

"What charge, dearest?"
"Why, that you are a Christian."
" And so I
am, thank God!" replied

Agnes, making on herthe sign of the cross.
The announcement did not strike Fabiola like a thunderbolt,
nor rouse her, nor stagger her, nor perplex her. Sebastian's
death had taken all edge or heaviness from it. She had found
that faith existing in what she had considered the type of
self

every manly virtue; she was not surprised to find it in her,
whom she had loved as the very model of womanly perfection.
The simple grandeur of that child's excellence, her guileless
innocence, and unexcepting kindness, she had almost worIt made Fabiola's dioiculties less, it brought her
shiped.
problem nearer to a solution, to find two such peerless beings
to be not mere chance-grown plants, but springing from the
same seed. She bowed her head in reverence for the child, and
asKed her, " How long have you been so?"
"All my life, dear Fabiola; I sucked the faith, as we say,
with my mother's milk."

" And
why did you conceal

it

from me?"

TJIK

CHURCH OF

Till'.

CATACOMBS.

Tfl

'Because I saw your violent prejudices against ns; how share nnd tlie, probability is, Hint the emperor will dwlaro be
Fur hi; hates Fulvius. But
you abhorred us as pnictisors of the most ridicnlouseu]
I per- if I propose an
abomination*.
.lo
plan, of
tions, as perpetrators of the moat odious
giving the property to the nearest relation, who worships
ceived how you contemned us as unintellechuil, lined...
not hear a
s, don't she ?"
uaphilosophical, and unreasonable. You would
word about us; and the only object of hatred to your generous
"Certainly, father."
" I thiuk he will
embrace it while I am sure there is no
mind waa the Christian name."
that
chance of making a free gift to me. The proposal from a
"True, dearest Agnes; yet I think that had I known
hated it.
would enrage him."
yon, or Sebastian, was a Christian, I could not have
" Then how
"
will you manage it, father ?"
I could have loved any thing in you.
" I will have an
" You think
fortee
imperial n-seript prepared during the
so, now, Fabiola; but you know not the
;

.

!

T

of universal prejudice, the weight of falsehood daily repeated.
noble minds, fine intellects, and loving hearts have
How

many

ready for signature

and I

will

proceed iinme<li;tt<
execution to the palace, magnify the unpopularity which is sure
;

n- how
they enslaved, and induced to believe all that we are not, to follow it, lay it all on Fulvius, and show 11
his granting the property to the next in the settlement of it,
something even worse than the worst of others!"
"
Well, Agnes, it is selfish in me to argue thus with you in will redound greatly to his credit and glory. Ho is as vain as
and rapacious ; and one vice must be made to fight
your present position. You will of course compel Fulvius to he is cruel
"
another.
a
that
are
Christian."
prove
you
"
"
Nothing could be better, my dear father I shall retire to
Oh, no! dear Fabiola; I have already confessed it, and inrest with an easy mind.
To-morrow will be the critical day of
tend to do so again publicly in the morning."
"In the morning! what, to-morrow?" asked Fabiola, my life. All my future depends upon whether I am accepted
or rejected."
shocked at the idea of anything so immediate.
" I
" that I could have
only wish," added Tertullus, rising,
"Yes, to-morrow. To prevent any clamor or disturbance
and
sounded
the
seen
this
about me (though I suspect few people will care much), I am
peerless hidy,
depths of her philosto be interrogated early, and summary proceedings will be ophy, before your final bargain was struck."
" Fear
she is well worthy of being your
Is not that good news, dear ?" asked Agnes eagerly,
taken.
not, father
And then putting on one of her daughter-in-law. Yes, to-morrow is indeed the turning-point
seizing her cousin's hands.
ecstatic looks, she exclaimed, "Behold, what I have long cov- of my fortunes."
Even Corvinus can have his critical day.
Why not Fabeted, I already see; what I have hoped for, I hold safe; to Him
alone I feel already associated in heaven, whom here on earth iola ?
Whilst this domestic interview was going on, a conference
I have loved with all devotedness.* Oh! is He not beautiful,
Fabiola; lovelier far than the angels who surround Him! How was taking place between Fulvius and his amiable uncle. The
sweet His smile! how mild His eye! how bland the whole ex- latter, entering late, found his nephew sitting sullen and
pression of His face! And that sweetest and most gracious lone in the house, and thus accosted him.
"Well, Fulvius, is she secured T'
Lady, who ever accompanies Him, our Queen and Mistress,
She is, uncle, as fast as bars and walls can make her but
who loves Him alone, how winningly doth she beckon me for"
ward to join her train! I come! I come! They are departed, her spirit is free and independent as ever.
"
steel
makes
mind
that
short
Never
return
for
me
work of spirit.
sharp
to-morrow; early, mind,
Fabiola; but they
early
Is her fate certain ? and are its consequences sure '{"
and we part no more. "
Fabiola felt her own heart swell and heave, as if a new eleWhy, if nothing else happens, the first is safe the second
still
to encounter imperial caprice.
But I own I
ment were entering in. She knew not what it was, but it has
seemed something better than a mere human emotion. She feel pain and remorse at sacrificing so young a life, and for an
;

;

'

:

:

'

;

had not heard the name

of 'Grace.
Agnes, however, saw the
favorable change in her spirit, and inwardly thanked God for
it.
She begged her cousin to return before dawn to her, for
their final farewell.

At

this

same time a consultation was being held

at the

house

of the prefect, between that worthy functionary and his worthier son.
The reader had better listen to it, to learn its purport.

insecure result."

"

Come Fulvius," said the old man sternly, looking as cold
"no softness, I 'hope, in
as a grey rock in the morning mist
this matter.
Do you remember what day is to-moi
"
"*
Yes, the twelfth before the calends ol February.
;

" The

critical

day always for you. It was on
"
you committed

this

day that

to g:iin another's wealth,

"

Peace, peace

!"

interrupted Fulvius in agony.

Why

you always remind me of every thing I most v
" Because of this
you wish to forget yon
swer from experience, how powerful is wealth in conquering must not bo. I must take you from every prei
ed by conscience, virtue, or even honor. It is folly
any resistance."
"And you will allow, too," rejoined Corvinus, "from the compassion for any one's life, who stands in the way
enumeration we have made, that among the competitors for fortune, after what you did to her."
" if the old sorceress was
"Certainly," said the magistrate,
I will anright in one thing, she ought to be iu the other.

Fabiola's hand, there has not been one who could not justly
after her fortune."

be rather called an aspirant

"Yourself included, my dear Ccrvinus."
Yes, so far but not if I succeed in offering her, with myelf the lady Agnes's great wealth."
" And in a manner
too, methinks, that will more easily gain
npon what I hear of her generous and lofty disposition. Giving her that wealth independent of conditions, and then O'!':Ting yourself to her, will put her under one of two obligations,
either to accept you as her husband, or throw you back the

"

;

fortune.

"

"

before.

I never saw the second alternative
you think there is no possibilty of securing it

Do

!

except through her ?"
" None whatever.
Fulvh"*, of course, will npply for his
*

'

Ecce

:

qu<,''!

',

quod

pp'T:

juacta

to

of

your

rage, and covered his e;
Eurotas roused him by
\Vcll
then, to-moiTow is another, and probably a final critical day
Let us calmly weigh its prospects. You will go to
for you.
the 'emperor, and ask for your rightful share in the c
Suppose it is granted ?"
property.
'I will sei! it as quick as possible, pay my debts, :i7iil retire
to sonic country where my
never been heard."
"
Suppose your claims lire rejected?"
.claimed Fulvius, racked by
"Impossible, impn
Llea
it in my right,
hardly earned. It cannot

Fulvius bit his

lip in silent

;

face with his hands.

;

i

;

Admirable, father

will

.-

nied me.

i

i

;

"

ietly,

my young

friend

iber ov.r proverb

there has been

:

'

many

you

?"

:i

full.

let

;

'From
A

'

us discuss the matter

<

the stirrup to the ft
njn>ae only that your rights
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" Then I fim a
mined man. I have no other prospect before
me, of retrieving my fortunes here. Still I munt, ily hence."
" Good and what do
you owe at Janus'* arch ?"*
"A good couple of hundred sestertia.t between principal
and compound interest at fifty per cent, to that unconscionable

prison are yet o^ou to me.
iinp.-riid Decrees,

you

shall

"Then have

:

Jew, Ephraim.
" On what

OR

;

to

my Lord

Fly with me and, in spite of the
be a Christian, and yet live."
;

I not clearly told you that I am already espoused
and Saviour Jesus Christ, and that to Him alone I

keep eternal faith?"
Persevere in it till to-morrow, and
"Folly and madness
that mny be awarded to you which
you fear more than death,
and which will drive this illusion for ever from your mind. "
" I fear
nothing for Christ. For know, that I have an angel
ever guarding me, who will not suffer his Master's handmaid to
suffer scorn.* But now, cease this
unworthy importunity, and
I

security ?"

" On
my sure expectation of this lady's estates."
" And if
you are disappointed, do you think he will

let

you

fly ?"

" Not if he knows
But we must be preit, most assuredly.
pared from this moment for any emergency; and that with the leave me the last privilege of the condemned solitude."
utmost secrecy."
Fulvius had been gradually losing patience, and could no
" Leave that to
me, Fulvius yon see how eventful the issue longer restrain his passion. Rejected again, baffled once more
of to-morrow may be to
you, or rather of to-day for morning by a child, this time with the sword hanging over her neck
A
is approaching. Life or death to
you hangs upon it it is the flame irrepressible broke out from the smouldering heat within
great day of your existence.
Courage then, or rather an inflex- him and, in an instant, the venomous ingredients that we have
ible determination, steel you to work out its
described as mingled in his heart, were distilled into one
destiny J"
black,
HATRED. With flashing look, and furious gessolitary drop,
;

;

!

;

;

ture,

CHAPTER XXIX.
THE SAME DAT:

ITS

SECOND PABT.

THE day is not yet dawning, and nevertheless we speak of
Gentle
having reached its second part. How may this be
reader, have we not led you to its first vespers, divided as they
are between Sebastian of yesterday, and Agnes of to-day ?
Have not the two sung them together, without jealousy, and
with fraternal impartiality, the one from the heaven which he
ascended in the morning, the other from the dungeon into
which she descended in the evening?
Glorious Church of
Christ great in the unclashing combination of thy unity,
stretching from heaven to beneath the earth, wherever exists
!

!

a prison-house of the just.
From his lodgings Fulvius went out into the night air, which

was

and

sharp, to cool his blood, and still his throbbing
about, almost without any purpose ;
but found himself imperceptibly drawing nearer and nearer to
crisp

He wandered

brows.

As he was literally without affection,
the Tullian prison.
what could be his attraction thither ? It was a strangely comfeeling, made up of as bitter ingredients as ever filled
the prisoner's cup.
There was gnawing remorse there was
baffled pride ; there was goading avarice
there was humbling
shame ; there was a terrible sense of the approaching consum-

pounded

;

;

It was true, he had been rejected,
villany.
scorned, baffled by a mere child, while her fortune was necessary for his rescue from beggary and death, so at least he

mation of his

yet he would'still rather have her hand than her
Her murder appeared revoltingly atrocious to him, unless absolutely inevitable.
So he would give her another chance.
He was now at the prison-gate, of which he possessed the

reasoned

;

head.

watchword. He pronounced it, entered and, at his desire,
was conducted to his victim's cell. She did not flutter, nor run
into a corner, like a bird into whose cage the hawk has found
entrance calm and intrepid, she stood before him.
"Respect me here, Fulvius, at least," she gently said; "I
havt bat few hours to live let them be spent in peace."
"Madam," he replied, "I have come to lengthen them, if
;

:

:

"
and, instead of peace, I offer happiness.
if
I
understand
the
time
is
for
this
"Surely, sir,
you,
past
sad vanity. Thus to address one whom you have delivered
"
over to death, is at best a mockery.

you

please, to years

;

"It is not so, gentle lady ; your fate is in your own hands ;
only your own obstinacy will give you over to death. I have
come to renew, once more, my offer, and with it that of life.
It is

your

last chance.

"

you that' I am a Christian and that
thousand lives rather than betray my faith '
" But now I ask
you no longer to do this. The gates of the
\-e

I would

I not before told

he broke forth:

"Wretched woman, I give thee one more opportunity of
rescuing thyself from destruction. Which wilt thou have, life

;

forfeit a

with me, or death ?"
" Death even
I will choose for her, rather than life with a
monster like thee !" exclaimed a voice just within the door.

"She shall have it," he rejoined, clenching his fist, and
darting a mad look at the new speaker; "and thou, too, if
again thou darest to fling thy baneful shadow across my path."
Fabiola was alone for the last time with Agnes. She had
been for some minutes unobserved watching the contest, between what would have appeared to her, had she been a
Christian, an angel of light and a spirit of darkness and truly
Agnes looked like the first, if human creature ever did. In
;

preparation for her coming festival of full espousals to the
Lamb, when she should sign her contract of everlasting love,
as He had done, in blood, she had thrown over the dark garments of her mourning, a white and spotless bridal robe. In
the midst of that dark prison, lighted by a solitary lamp, she

looked radiant and almost dazzling ; while her tempter, wrapped up in his dark cloak, crouching down to rush out of the low
door of the dungeon, looked like a black and vanquished
demon, plunging into an abyss beneath.
Then Fabiola looked into her countenance, and thought she
had never seen it half so sweet. No trace of anger, of fear, of

was there; no paleness, no flush, no alternations of hectic excitement and pallid depression. Her eyes
beamed with more than the usual mild intelligence her smile
was as placid and cheerful as it ever was, when they discoursed
Then there was a noble air about her, a greatness of
together.
look and manner, which Fabiola would have compared to that
mien and stateliness, and that ambrosial atmosphere by which,
flurry, or agitation,

;

in poetical mythology, a being of a higher sphere was recogIt was not inspiration, for it was passionless;
but it was such expression and manner, as her highest concep-

nized on earth, t

and intellect, combined in the soul, might be
supposed to stamp upon the outward form. Hence her feelings
passed beyond love into a higher range; they were more akin
tions of virtue

to reverence.

Agnes took one of her hands in each of her own, crossed
them upon her own calm bosom, and looking into her face with
a gaze of blandest earnestness, said
"
Fabiola, I have one dying request to make you. You have
never refused me any; I am sure you will not tins."
"Speak not thus tome, dearest Agues; you must not request;
:

you command me now."
" Then
promise me, that you

will immediately apply

your

to master the doctrines of Christianity.
I know you will
embrace them; and then you will no longer be to me what you

mind

are now."

''.

*

In or near the f,.rum stood several arches dedicated to Janus,
Imply by 111* nuue, near where usurers or inouey -lenders kept their
t

8,000.

and

called

psU.

"And what is
"Mecum euim

that?"
habeo eustodtm corporis mei, Aiigeluiu

'rtviary,

t " luctssu pat alt

De."

Th

Till:

CHV1H

11

UP THE CATACOMBS.

Dark, dark, d Rarest Fabiola. When I look upon you thus,
you a noblo intellect, a gen*
tionate heart, a
and a virtuous life. What o;!ii l)iii: win i:ui
and y>
':

I see in

<

,

'

'

(

'!

these splendid gifts! there lump's a cloud, to my e;
gloomy shadow, the shado of death. Drive it away, and all will
all

"I

feel it, dear Agnes
I feel it. Standing before you, I seem
be ns a black spot compared to your brightness. And how,
embracing Christianity, shall I become light like you?"
" You must
;mss, Fabiola, through the torrent that sunders

to

us" (Fabiola

"Wat
started, recollecting her dream).
refreshment shall flow over your body, and oil of gladness shall
embalm your

and the soul shall be washed clean as the,
driven snow, and the heart be softened as the babe's. From
that bath you will come forth a new creature, born again to a
new and immortal life."
"And shall I lose all that you have but just now prized in
flesh

;

me?" asked

Fabiola, somewhat downcast.
the gardener," answered the martyr, "selects some hardy and robust, but unprofitable plant, and on it engrafts but a
small shoot of one that is sweet and tender, and the flowers and
fruits of this belong to the first, and yet deprive it of no gracei

"As

no grandeur, no strength that it had before, so will the new life
you shall receive ennoble, elevate, and sanctify (you can scarcely understand this word), the valuable gifts of nature and education -which

you already

possess.

What

a glorious being

make you, Fabiola !"
a new world yon are leading me to, dear Agnes Oh,
that you were not leaving me outside of its'very threshold !"
"Hark!" exclaimed Agnes, in an ecstasy of joy. "They
You hear the measured tramp of the solcome, they come
diers in the gallery.
They are the bridesmen coming to summon me. But I see on high the white-robed bridesmaids borne
on the bright clouds of morning, and beckoning me forward.
Yes, my lamp is trimmed, and I go forth to meet the Bridegroom.
Farewell, Fabiola, weep not for me.
Oh, that I could make
Christianity will

"

What

!

!

as I do, the happiness of dying for Clirist
And now
I will speak a word to you which I never addressed to you beGod bless you !" And she made the sign of the Cross on
fore,

you

feel,

!

An embrace, convulsive on Fabiola's part,
Fabiola's forehead.
calm and tender on Agnes's, was their last earthly greeting.
The one hastened home,

filled

with a

new and generous pur-

pose; the other resigned herself to the shame stricken guard.
Over the first part of thd martyr's trials we cast a veil of si-

though ancient Fathers, wid the Church in her offices
dwell upon it, as doubling her crown.* Suffice it to say, that
her angel protected her from harm ;t and that the purity of
her presence converted a den of infamy into a holy and lovely
lence,

sanctuary.J It was still early in the morning when she stood
again before the tribunal of the prefect, in the Roman Forum;

unchanged and unscathed, without a blush upon her smiling
countenance, or a pang of sorrow in her innocent heart. Only
her unshorn hair, the symbol of virginity, which had been let
loose, flowed down, in golden waves, upon her snow-white
dress.

ion.
Already the almond-trees are hoary, not with frost, but
with blossoms; tin- e;irth is being loosened )
vines,
und cpriiiK
'.veiling buds, v.
luir.<t and rring for the signal from the southern
has just
The atmosp!
into a clo
I

'

.

that temperature that one loves, of a sun, ul
not heating, but softening, the slightly frosty

out of the Nornentan Gate, now the Porta Pia, towards the
church which bears our virgin-martyr's name, to see blessed
upon her altar the two lambs, from whose wool are made the
palliums sent by the Pope to the archbishops of his

commun-

"Duplex corona eet prtostiia martyri." Pruilentiux.
'
t
IngrMsa Agnes turpitudinis locum, Angelum Domini pneparatum invenThe Breviary.
It."
t The Church of St. Agnes In the Piazza Navona, one of the most beautiful
lu Rome.
"Cui posse eoli Cunctipotenn dcilit
Caatum vel ipsum reddore fornicem

1

the multitude.
One was a youth, enveloped in his toga, with
a slouching hat over his 6768, so that his features could not be

The

distinguished.

and

I

"Non

hair.

Kt.

Intorto crine caput conaptum."

Ambrose,
irt( t aregi.

lib.

i.

de Virgin,

hymn.

ill.

81.

c.

2.

Prudentiu*.
Her head not dressed with braided
Se Pnidentiua' description of St.

other was a lady of aristocratic mien, tall

such as one does not expect to meet on such an ocWrapped close about her, and so ample as to veil her

erect,

casion.

the beautiful ancient statue, known
of Modesty, t she had a scarf or

from head to

foot, like

among

by the name

artists

mantle of Indian workmanship, woven in richest pattern of
crimson, purple, and gold, a garment truly imperial, and less
suitable, than even female presence,, to this place of doom and
blood. A slave, or servant, of superior class attended her,
carefully veiled also, like her mistress. The lady's mind seemed
intent on one only object, as she stood immovable, leaning

with her elbow on a marble post.
"Why is she unfettered ?" asked the prefect angrily.
"She does not need it : she walks so readily," answered
Catulus; "and she is so young."
"But she is obstinate as the oldest. Put manacles on her
at once."

The executioner turned over a quantity

of such prison ornaand at length selected a
and placed them round
Agnes playfully, and with a smile, shook her

to Christian eyes really such
pair as light and small as he could find,

ments

her wrists.
hands, and they fell, like St Paul's viper, clattering at her
feetj
"
They are the smallest we have, sir," said the softened exe" one so
cutioner;
young ought to wear other bracelets."
"Silence, man!" rejoined the exasperated judge, who, turning to the prisoner, said, in a blander tone:
"
Agnes, I pity thy youth, thy station, and the bad educaI desire, if possible, to save thee.
tion thou hast received.
Think better while thou hast time. Renounce the false and
pernicious maxims of Christianity, obey the imperial edicts,

and
"

>

sacrifice to the

gods."
It is useless," she replied, "to tempt me longer.
My resolution is unalterable. I despise thy false divinities, and can,
only love and serve the one living God. Eternal Ruler, open
wide the heavenly gates, until lately closed to man. Blessed
Christ, call to Thee the soul that cleaveth unto Thee: victim
first to

Thee by

virginal consecration;
"

now

to

!

'

Thy Father by

\

martyrdom's immolation.

waste time, I see," said the impatient prefect, who saw
" Secreof compassion rising in the multitude.

symptoms

sentence.

tary, write the

We

condemn Agnes,

for

"

of the imperial edicts, to be punished by the sword.
what road, and at what mile-stone, shall the

"On

contempt

judgment

be executed ?"il asked the headsman.
" Let it be carried into effect at once," was the
reply.
Agnes raised for one moment her hands and eyes to heaven,
*

"Solvitur acris hyems, grata vice veris et Favoni."
t Pudicitia.

?

Hornet,

t St. Ambrose, ubi supra.
Sterne Rector, divide januas,

'

Cceli,

non Jjudicum o^t quod piavisero
Diguaris. almo vel pede tangere."

Nil

irons,

Such we

air.

have frequently experienced St. Agnes's day, together with
thousands, hastening to her shrine.
The judge was sittin
Forum, and a sufi
crowd formed a circle, round the charmed space, which few,
save Christians, loved to enter.
Among the spectators were
two whose appearance attracted general attci!
stood
opposite each other, at the ends of the M-miciirV formed by

"I

was a lovely morning. Many will remember it to have
been a beautiful day on its anniversary, as they have walked
It

81

obserratas terrigenis priua,
Christe, animain voca,
virgmaleui, turn Patris hoBtianv"

Ac to sequentem,

Cum

Prttientiue, jrpi oreQ. 14.

IThia was the usual practice, to behead out of the gate, at the second, thir4
or fourth mile-atone but it Is clear from Prudentius and other writers t&M
Agnes suffered at the place of trial, of which we have other

A

;

I

l-'MUOl.A;
then calmly knelt down. With her own hands she drew for:ml her silken hair over her head, an.
her neck to
the blow.' A pause ensued, for the executioner wus trembling
with emotion, and could not wield his sword, t As the child
knelt alone, in her white robe, with her head inclined, her
arms modestly crossed upon her bosom, and her amber locks
hanging almost to the ground, and veiling her features, she
might not unaptly have been compared to some rare plant, of
which the slender stalk, white as the lily, bent with the Inxuriancy of its golden blossom.
The judge angrily reproved the executioner for his hesitaThe man passed the
tion, and bid him at once do his duty.
back of his rough left hand across his eyes, as he raised his
eword. It was seen to flash for an instant in the air, and the
next moment, flower and stem were lying scarcely displaced
on the ground. It might have been taken for the prostration
of prayer, had not the white robe been in that minute dyed
into a rich crimson washed in the blood of the Lamb.
The man on the judge's right hand had looked with unflinching eye upon the stroke, and his lip curled in a wicked triumph
over the fallen. The lady opposite had turned away her head,
till the murmur, that follows a suppressed breath in a crowd,
told her all was over.
She then boldly advanced forward, unwound from round her person her splendid brocaded mantle,
and stretched it, as a pall, over the mangled body. A burst of
applause followed this graceful act of womanly feeling,! as
the lady stood, now in the garb of deepest mourning, before the
tribunal.

"

and

Sir," she said in a tone clear

distinct,

but

full of

emo-

"

grant me one petition. Let not the rude hands of your
servants again touch and profane the hallowed remains of her,
whom I have loved more than any thing on earth ; but let me
bear them hence to the sepulchre of her fathers ; for she was
tion,

noble as she was good."
Tertullus was manifestly

"Madam,
irritated, as he replied
Cawhoever you may be, your request cannot be granted,
tulus see that the body be cast, as usual, into the river, or
:

burnt."

"
" I entreat
by every
you, sir," the lady earnestly insisted,
claim which female virtue has upon you, by any tear which a
mother has shed over you, by every soothing word which a sister has ever spoken to you, in illness or sorrow ; by every
ministration of their gentle hands, I implore you to grant my
humble prayer. And if, when you return home this evening,
you will be met at the threshold by daughters, who will kiss
your hand, though stained with the blood of one, whom you
may feel proud if they resemble, be able to say to them, at
least, that this slightest tribute to the maidenly delicacy which
they prize, has not been refused."

Such common sympathy was manifested, that Tertullus
anxious to check

it,

asked her sharply

Pray, are you, too a Christian ?"
"
She hesitated for one instant, then replied,
No, sir, I am
not ; but I own that if any thing could make me one, it would
be what I have seen this day."
'

What do you mean

She pointed with n\\m seoru at Fulvius, who bounded for" She
ward, and exclaimed with fury
lies, foully and calumA
niously, sir.
,!y confessed herself & Christian."
" Bear with
me, sir," replied the hidy, with noble dignity,
" while I convict
him and look on his face for proof of what
I suy.
Didst thou not, Fulvius, early this morning, seek that
:

;

and deliberately tell, her (tor unseen,
she would but accept thy hand, not only
wouldst thou save her life, but, despising the imperial commands, secure her still remaining a Christian ?"
gentle child in her

I heard you) that

?"

that, to preserve the religion of the empire such
"
(her tears interrupted her
beings as she whom you have slain
" should have to die while monsters who disfor a moment)
;
the shape and name of man should have to live and

"Why,

grace

Oh, sir, you know not what you have blotted out
She was the purest, sweetest, holiest
from earth this day

flourish.

cell,

if

'Fulvius stood, pale as death
xtuod, as one does for a mois shot through the heart, or struck
by lightning.
He looked like a man on whom sentence is going to be pro:

ment who

nounced, not of death, but of eternal pillory, as the judge
addressed him saying
"
I
Fulvius, thy very look confirms this grievous charge.
could arraign thee on it, for thy head at once.
But take my
counsel, begone hence for ever.
Flee, and hide thyself after
such villainy, from the indignation of all just men, and from
the vengeance of the gods. Show not thy face again here, nor
in the Forum, nor in any public place of Borne.
If this lady
please, even now I will take her deposition against thee. Pray,
"
madam," he asked most respectfully,
may I have the honor
:

of

knowing your name

?"

" Fabiola." she
replied.
The judge was now all complacency, for he saw before him,
" I have often heard
he hoped, his future daughter-in-law.
of you, madam," he said, " and of your high accomplishments,
and exalted virtues. You are, moreover, nearly allied to thia
It is
victim of treachery, and have a right to claim her body.
This speech was interrupted at its beginat your disposal."
ning by a loud hiss and yell that accompanied Fulvius's deHe was pale with shame, terror, and rage.
parture.
Fabiola gracefully thanked the prefect, and beckoned to
The servant again made a signal to
Syra, who attended her.
some one else and presently four slaves appeared bearing a
Fabiola would allow no one but herself and Syra
lady's litter.
to raise the relics from the ground, place them on the litter,
" Bear this tri
and cover them with their precious pall.
to its own home," she said, and followed as mourner with her
maid. A little girl, all in tears, timidly asked if she might
" I am
" Who art thou ?" asked Fabiola.
poor
join them.
and Fabiola
the
child
her
;
foster-sister,"
replied
Emerentiana,
led her kindly by the hand.
The moment the body was removed, a crowd of Christiana,
children, men and women, Jhrew themselves forward, with
In vain did
sponges and linen cloths, to gather up the blood.
the guards fall on them, with whips, cudgels, and even with
sharper weapons, so that many mingled their own blood with
When a sovereign, at his coronation, or
that of the martyr.
;

entering his capital, throws, according to ancient cusof gold and silver coins among the crowd, he
handfuls
tom,
does not create a more eager competition for his scattered
treasures, than there was among those primitive Christians,
for what they valued more than gold or precious stones, the
his heart for his
ruby drops which a martyr had poured from
Lord. But all respected the prior claim of one and here it

on

:

"

<jJ{

first

;

was present,
that
to gather the blood of Agnes's testimony
in
hand,
phial
it might be appended, as a faithful seal, to the record of martyr-

was the deacon Beparatus, who,

at risk of life,

;

dom on

her tomb.

!

tiling I ever

knew upon

though yet a

child.

of womanhood,
it, the very flower
she might have lived yet, had she not
scorned the proffered hand of a vile adventurer ; who pursued
her with hts loathsome offers, into the seclusion of her villa,
into the sanctuary of her home, and even into the last retreat
of her dungeon. For this she died, that she would not endow
with her wealth, and ennoble by her alliance, that Asiatic spy."

And

Prudentius.
| St.

{

Bt. Eulalia lying in the

forum.

fall

Ut>i sup.

of

THB

snow shrouded thu the body

of

SAMT?.

DAT

C

ITS

TBOED PAST.

hastened at once to the palace fortunately, or
for martyrdom.
There he
unfortunately, for these candidates
met Corvinus, with the prepared rescript, elegantly engrossed
:

in uncial, that

Ambrose.

Pmdentiun mentions that a sudden

CHAPTEB XXX.

is,

large capital letters.

He had

the privilege

immediate admission into the imperial presence and, as a
matter of business, reported the death of Agnes, exaggerated
of

;

THE

rilL'lU'll

Till:

'.>/

h pnblio feeling likely to he caused by it, attri.nit.ed it all to
the folly ami iiLismaniii'vnii ,il oi Fulvius, whose worst guilt he
did not disclose, for fear of having to try him, and thus brintring out whut lie WHS now doi'i;.;
depreciated Hie value uf
;

'a property,
and ended by saying, that it would 1> a
.tcraet, unpopular
gracious net of clemency, ami one so
feelings, to bestow it upon her relative, who liy settlement was

He described Fabiola

her next heir.

as a

of

young lady

ex-

traordinary intellect and wonderful learning, who was most
.isly devoted to (lie worship of the gods, and daily offered

the genius of the emperors.
" I know
her," said Maximian, laughing, as if at tho recol" Poor
"ii of something
thing she sent me
very droll.
a'-l,< d
me for that wretched
splendid ring, an.
i

1

!

a

i

they had finished ciui";ellinv,immoderately, then continued
"
:i little inheritance will conso
Yes, yes, by alt means
no doubt, for the loss of that fellow. Let a rescript be made
tian's life, just as

And he laughed

I."

:

1

;

"

and I -will sign it.
Tertullus produced the one prepared, saying he had fully
relied on the emperor's magnanimous clemency ; and the imout,

barharion put a signature to it which would have disa schoolboy. The prefect at once consigned it to his son.
He
Scarcely had he left the palace, when Fulvitis entered.
had been home to put on a proper court attire, and removed
from his features, by the bath and the perfumer's art, the
traces of his morning's passion.
He felt a keen presentiment
that he should be disappointed.
Eurotas's cool discussion of
the preceding evening, had prepared him the cross of all his
1

;
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I hav
early so.
loss
but, with the

I

at

cAT

some

;

jewelH, furniture, and slaves,
I had in hand, we

tr;4ln

I have

most trusty

-itobio,

i

our
ho W'ill curry 0111
''wo oihei
travelling requisites on h;
ha\.- only one tiling more to get for our
for you ami me.
journey, and then I am ready to start."
as the

of

;

I

"
'ray what is that '{"
" The
I ordered it last night, but it will only be
poison.
ready at noon."
" What is that for ?" asked
Fulvius, with some alarm.
"
"lam
Surely you know," rejoined tha other, unmoved.
but onr barwilling to make one more trial any win TC else
gain is clear my father's family must not end in beggary. It
must be extinguished in honor."
Fulvius bit his lip, and said, "Well, be it as you like, lam
weary of life. Leave the house as soon as possible, for
Ephraim, and be with your horses at the third mile on tha
Latin gate soon after dusk. I will join you there. For I, too,
have an important matter to transact before I start."
" And what is that !" asked
Eurotas, with a rather keen
I

:

;

i

curiosity.

" I cannot tell even
you. But if I am not with you by
two hours after sunset, give me up, and save yourself without
me."
Eurotas fixed upon him his cold dark eye, with one of those
looks which ever read Fulvius through
to see if he could deBut his look
tect any lurking idea of escape from his gripe.
was cool and unusually open, and the old man asked no more.
While this dialogue was going on, Fulvius had been divesting
himself of his court garments, and attiring himself in a travelSo completely did he evidently prepare himself for
ling suit.
his journey, without necessity of returning home, that he even
;

and his multiplied disappointments that day, had
One woman, indeed,
strengthened his instinctive conviction.
.'d born to meet and bafne him whichever
way he turned ;
" thank the
" she cannot bo in
but,
gods," he thought,
my
way here. She has this morning blasted my character for ever
besides his sword, securing in his
took his weapons with him
she cannot claim my rightful reward
she has made me an
girdle, but concealed under his cloak, one of those curved dag"
;t
it is not in her power to make me a beggar.
This gers, of highest temper and most fatal form, which were
only
d his only ground of hope. Despair, indeed, urged him known in the East.
rd
and he determined to argue out his claims to the
at once to the Numidian
Eurotas
in the
is,

;

;

:

;

proceeded

;

confiscated property of Agnes, with the only competitor he
He might as well
'"ii'dfear, the rapacious emperor himself.
risk his life over it, for if he failed, he was utterly ruined.

After waiting some time, he entered the audience-hall, and adU the blandest smile that he could muster to the imfeet.

i

"

"

What want yon hero
he

Sire,"

replied,

?"

was his

first

" I have come

greeting.

humbly to pray your

roy-

being put into immediate possession of
are of the. Lady Agnes's property.
She has been conof being a Christian upon my accusation, and has just
suffered the merited penalty of all who disobey the imperial

al justice, to

order

my

i

i

(

edii

" That

is all quite right
but we have heard how stupidly
you mismanaged the whole business as usual, and have raised
murmurings and discontent in the people against us. So,
now, the sooner you quit our presence, palace, and city, the
better for yourself.
Do you understand ? We don't usually
;

give such warnings twice."

"I

will

obey instantly every intimation of the supreme

But I am almost

destitute.

Command what

of right is

will.

mine

tome, and I depart immediately."
" but
words," replied the tyrant,
go at once. As
to t! ie property which you demand with so much pertinacity,
annot have it. We have made over the whole of it, by an
irrevocable rescript, to an excellent and deserving person, the
Lady Fabiohi."
Fulvius did not speak another word but kissed the emperor's hand and slowly retired. He looked a ruined, broken man.
as he passed out of the
''!'h
me a beggar too." Wi
il, she has made
me, Eurotas, who read his answer in his nephew's

to be delivered over

"

Xo more

;

his calm;i.
'

J

see,"

"Yen;

lie

'

ui'vly

i

are vonr pivpantio

>

'

it is all

over."
.;

?"

quarters

who entered with two small
palace, and asked for Jubala
flasks of different sizes, and was just going to give some ex;

when her husband, half-drunk, half-furious, was
Been approaching. Eurotas had just time to conceal the flasks
in his belt, and slip a coin into her hand, when Hyphax came
up. His wife had mentioned to him the offers which Eurotas
had made to her before marriage, and had excited in his hot
African blood a jealousy that amounted to hatred. The savage rudely thrust his wife out of the apartment, and would have
picked a quarrel with the Syrian ; had not the latter, his purpose being accomplished, acted with forbearance, assured the
archer-chief that he should never more see him, and retired.
The reader
It is time, however, that we return to Fabiola.
is probably prepared to hear us say, that she returned home a
and yet it is not so. For what as yet did she know
Christian
In Sebastian and Agof Christianity, to be said to profess it ?
nes she had indeed willingly admired the virtue, unselfish,
generous, and more than earthly, which now she was ready to
She saw that it gave motives of actions,
attribute to that faith.
planations,

:

life, elevation of niiud, courage of conscience, and
determination of virtuous will, such as no other system of
And even if, as she now shrewdly susbelief ever bestowed.
pected, and intended in calmer moments to ascertain, the sub-

principles of

lime revelations of Syra, concerning an unseen sphere of virtue,
and its all-seeing Ruler, came from the same source, to what
did it all amount more than to a grand moral and intellectual
system, partly practical, partly speculative, as all codes of
philosophic teaching were ? This was a very different thing

She had as yet heard nothing of its real
and'essential doctrines, its fathomless, yet accessible depths of
mystery the awful, vast, and heaven-high structure of faith,
which the simplest soul may contain as a child's eye will take

from Christianity,
;

;

and counterpart of a mountain, though
She had never heard of a God, One in
the coequal Son
lor man.
She had

in the perfect reflection
a giant cannot scale it.

Trinity; of

i

FA

111

OLA

never been told of the marvellous history, of Redcmpti'rn by
God's sufferings and death. She had not heard of Nrt/.aivth,
or Bethlehem, or Calvary.
How could she call herself u Christian, or be one, in ignorance of all this.
How many names had to become familiar and sweet to her
which as yet were unknown, or barbarous Mary, Joseph,
Not to mention the sweetest of all,
Peter, Paul and John

OR

;

"

he gasped out in great confusion, " and my father
has obtained them for you. "
"That \\nsuiuiecessary," said Fabiola, "for they were settled on me long ago, and became mine thi'
she
laitcrnl, ami after a strong t-ffort at self-mastery, she continued
" the moment
they ceased to be another's
they did not fall
fiscated,

'

:

under confiscation."
Corviuus was dumb-founded at last he stumbled into someHis, whose name is balm to the wounded heart, or as honey
dropping from the broken honeycomb. And how much had thing meant for a humble petition to be admitted as an aspirshe yet to learn about the provision for salvation on earth, in ant after her hand, but understood by Fabiola to be a demand
the Church, in grace, in sacraments, iu prayer, in love, iu char- of recompense, for procurino; or bringing so important a docuWhat unexplored regions lay beyond the small ment. She assured him that every claim he might have ou her
ity to others
tract which she had explored
should be fully and honorably considered at a more favorable
No Fabiola returned home, exhausted almost by the pre- moment but as she was exceedingly wearied and unwell, she
ceding day and night, and the sad scenes of the morning, and must beg him to leave her at present. He did so quite elated,
retired to her own apartment, no longer perhaps even a philos- fancying that he had secured his prize.
She desired all her servants to
After he was gone, she hardly looked at the parchment,
opher, yet not a Christian.
keep away from the court which she occupied, that she might which he had left open on a small table by her couch, but sat
not be disturbed by the smallest noise and she forbade any musing on the sorrowful scenes she had witnessed, till it
one to have access to her.
There she sat in loneliness and wanted about an hour to sunset. Sometimes her rev. ries
silence, for several hours, too excited to obtain rest from turned to one point, sometimes to another of the late events
slumber. She mourned long over Agnes, as a mother might and, at last, she was dwelling on her being confronted with
over a child suddenly carried off. Yet, was there not a tinge Fulvius, that morning, in the Forum. Her memory vividly
of light upon the cloud that overshadowed her, more than
replaced the entire scene before her, and her mind gradually
when it hung over her father's bier ? Did it not seem to her worked itself into a state of painful excitement, which she at
an insult to reason, an outrage to humanity, to think that she length checked by saying aloud to herself "Thank heaven
had perished that she had been permitted to walk forward in I shall never behold that villain's face again."
her bright robe, and with her smiling countenance, and with
The words were scarcely out of her mouth, when she shaded
her joyous, simple heart, straight on into nothing
that she her
eyes with her hand, as she raised herself up on her couch,
had been allured by conscience, and justice, and purity, and and looked towards the door. Was it her overheated fancy
truth, on, on, till with arms outstretched, to embrace them, she which beguiled her, or did her wakeful eyes show her a reality?
stepped over a precipice, beneath which yawned annihila- Her ears decided the question, by these words which they
tion ? No. Agnes, she felt sure, was happy somehow, some- heard.
where ; r-r justice was a senseless word.
"Pray, madam, who is the man you honor by that gracious
" How
" that
she further
whom
!

;

!

!

;

;

;

:

!

;

;

;

strange,"
thought,
everyone
I have known endowed with superior excellence, men like Sebastian, women like Agnes, should turn out to have belonged
to the scorned race of Christians
morrow I will interrogate her. "

I

One only

remains, and to-

When she turned from these, and looked around upon the
heathen world, Fulvius, Tertullus, the Emperor, Calpurnius
nay, she shuddered as she surprised herself on the point of
mentioning her own father's name it sickened her to see the
contrast of baseness with nobleness, vice with virtue, stupidity
with wisdom, and the sensual with the spiritual.
Her mind
was thus being shaped into a mould, which some form of practical excellence must be found to fill, or it must be broken
her soul was craving as a parched soil, which heaven must
send its waters to refresh, or it must become an eternal desert.
Agnes, surely, well deserved the glory of gaining, by her
death, her kinswoman's conversion ; but was there not one,
more humble, who had established a prior claim ? One who
;

had given up freedom, and offered life, for this unselfish gain ?
While Fabiola was alone and desolate, she was disturbed by
the entrance of a stranger, introduced under the ominous
title of "A messenger from the emperor."
The porter had at
but upon being assured that he
first denied him admittance
bore an important embassy from the sovereign, he felt obliged
to inquire from the steward what to do when he was informed
that no one with such a claim could be refused entrance.
Fabiola was amazed, and her displeasure was somewhat mitigated, by the ridiculous appearance of the person deputed in
such a solemn character. It was Corvinus, who with clownish
grace approached her, and in a studied speech, evidently got
up very floridly, and intrusted to a bad memory, laid at her
feet an imperial rescript, and his own sincere affection, the
Lady Agues's estates, and his clumsy hand. Fabiola could not
at all comprehend the connection between the two combined
presents, and never imagined that the one was a bribe for the
So she desired him to return her humble thanks to the
other.
;

;

emperor

for his gracious act

;

adding,

"

Say that I am too

ill

and do him homage. "
" But these estates
you are aware, were forfeited and con-

to-day to present myself,

speech ?"
jL further
"You, Fulvius," she said, rising with dignity.
intruder still ; not only into the house, the villa, and the dungeon, but into the most secret apartments of a lady's residence ;
and what is worse, into the house of sorrow of one whom you
have bereaved.
Begone at once, or I will have you ignominiously expelled hence."

"

Sit

truder

yourself, lady," rejoined the into you ; but we have a reckon-

down and compose
"

;

this is

my last visit

ing to make together of some weight. As to crying out, or
bringing in help, you need not trouble yourself ; your orders
to your servants, to keep aloof, have been too well obeyed.
There is no one within call."
Fulvius found the way prepared unwittingly
It was true.
for upon presenting himself at the door,
for him by Corvinus
the porter, who had seen him twice dine at the house, told him
of the strict orders given, and assured him that he could not
;

be admitted unless he came from the emperor, for such were
his instructions.
That, Fulvius said was exactly liis case and
the porter, wondering that so many imperial messengers should
come in one day, let him pass. He begged that the door might
be left unfastened, in case the porter should not be at his post
when he retired for he was in a hurry, and should not like to
disturb the house, in such a state of grief! He added, that ho
the way to Fabiola's apartrequired no guide, for he knew
*
ment.
;

;

Fulvius seated himself opposite to the lady, and continued :
"You ought not to be offended, madam, with my unexpectamiable soliloedly coming upon you, and overhearing your
lesson I learnt from yourself in the
quies about myself; it is a
Tulliun prison. But I must begin my scores from an earlier
date.
When, for the first time, I was invited by your worthy
father to his table, I met one, whoso looks and words at once
now mention her name and
gained my affections, I need not

whose

sympathy returned them."
Fabiola exclaimed, "to allude to such a
false, that any such affection ever e*is*vd on

heart, with instinctive

"Insolent

man

!"

topic here; it is
"
either side.
"As to the Lady Agnrs,"

resumed Fulvius, "I have the best
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authority, that of your lamented parent, who more than once
encouraged me to persevere in my suit by assuring me that
his cousin had confided to him her reciprocating lnv. "
i'abiola was mortified
for she now remembered that this
was too true, from the hints which Fabins had given her, of

Dare you, in my own bouse, call
heavily for your temerity.
a thief?"
" I dare
and I tell you this is your day of reckoning, and
not mine. I have earned, even if by crime, it is nothing to you,
my full share of your cousin's confiscated property. I have

hi:<

earned

;

;

st-npid misunderstanding.
"I know well, that my dear father was under a delusion upon
the subject; but I, from whom that dear child concealed noth-

ing"
"Except her religion,"

interrupted Fulvius,

with bitter

irony.

"Peace !" Fabiola went on "that word sounds like blasphemy on your lips I knew that you were but an object of
loathing and abhorrence to her,"
;

"Yes, after you made me such. From that hour of our first
meeting, you became my bitter and unrelenting foe, in conspiracy with that treacherous officer, who has received his reward, and whom you had destined for the place I courted, liepress your indignation, lady, for I will be heard out you
undermined my character, you poisoned her feelings, and you
turned my love into necessary enmity. "

"Your love !" now broke in the indignant lady: "even if all
you have said were not basely false, what love could you
have for her f How could you appreciate her artless simplicthat

her genuine honesty, her rare understanding, her candid
innocence, any more than the wolf can value the lamb's gentleness, or the vulture the dove's gentleness ?
No, it was her
family connection, her nobility, that you grasped at, and
nothing more; I read it in the very flash of your eye, when
first it fixed itself, as a
basilisk's, upon her."
"It is false !" he rejoined
"had I obtained my request, had
I been thus worthily mated, I should have been found
equal to
ity,

;

me

;

it hardly,
by pangs and rendings of the heart, and soul,
by sleepless nights of struggles with fiends that have conquered ay, and with one at home that is sterner than they by
days and days of restless search for evidence, amidst the desolation of a proud, but degraded spirit.
Have I not a right to
;

;

enjoy it ?
"
Ay, call it what you will, call it my blood-money; and
the more infamous it is, the more base in
you to step in and
snatch it from me. It is like a rich man tearing the carrion
from the hound's jaws, after he has swollen his feet and rent
his skin in hunting it down. "
" I will not seek for
further epithets

your mind

deluded

by which

to call

you

;

some

vain dream," said FaShe
biola, with an earnestness not untinged with alarm.
felt she was in the presence of a madman, one in whom violent
passion, carried off by an unchecked, deeply-moved fancy, was
lashing itself up to that intensity of wicked excitement, which
constitutes a moral phrenzy when the very murderer thinks
"
himself a virtuous avenger.
Fulvius," she continued, with
studied calmness, and looking fully into his eyes, "I now entreat

you

is

to go.

in heaven's

If

name

by

you want money, you shall have it but
you destroy your reason by your
;

go, before

anger."

" What vain
fancy do you mean ?" asked Fulvius.
"
Why, that I should have ever dreamt about Agnes's wealth

or property on such a day, or should have taken any advantage
of her cruel death.

"

And

"

d&inestic, contented, and affectionate; as worthy
of possessing her as "
"As any one can be," struck in Fabiola, "who, in offering
his hand, expresses himself
equally ready, in three hours, to
espouse or to murder the object of his affection. And she prefers the latter, and he keeps his word.
Begone from
presence; you taint the very atmosphere in which you move."
" I will leave
when I have accomplished
and
will

so ; I have it from the emperor's mouth that
over to you. Will you pretend to make me believe, that this most generous and liberal prince ever parted
with a penny unsolicited, ay, or unbribed?"
" Of this I know
nothing. But I know, that I would rather
have died of want than petitioned for a farthing of such prop-

have

there

my position,

my

my task,

you

reason to rejoice when I do. You have then
purposely, and unprovoked, blighted and destroyed in me every
honorable purpose of life, withered my only
hope, cut me off
little

from rank, society, respectable ease, and domestic
happiness.
"That was not enough. After acting in that
character, with
which you summed up my condemnation, of a
and lisspy,

to

my

conversation,

you

this

morning threw

off all sense
of female
propriety, and stood forward prominently in the
i, to complete in public what
you had begun in private,

me the supreme tribunal, and through it the
and arouse an unjust popular outcry and
vengeance;
such as, but for a feeling stronger than
fear, which brings me
would make me now skulk, like a hunted
wolf, till I
against

or,

,

out of the nearest gate. "
"And, Fulvius, I tell you," interposed Fabiola, "that the
moment yon cross its threshold, the average of virtue will be
raised in this wicked city.
Again I bid you depart from myhouse, at least ; or at any rate I will withdraw from this offen-

could

steal

sive intrusion."

,

"We part not yet, lady," said Fulvius, whose countenance
had been growing every moment more flushed, as his
lips had
been becoming more deadly pale. He
rudely grasped her arm,
and pushed her back to her seat; " and
beware," he added,
" how
you attempt again either to escape or to bring aid your
first cry will be your last, cost me what it
may.
" You have made
me, then, an outcast, not only from society
but from Borne, an exile, a homeless wanderer on a friendless
earth was not that enough to satisfy
No
your vengence ?
you must needs rob me of my gold, of my rightfully, though
painfully earned wealth peace, reputation, my means of subice, all you have stolen from me, a youthful stranger,"
" Wicked and insolent
man !" exclaimed the now
;

;

;

;

Roman

indignant

ludy, reckless of consequences,

"you

shall

answer

yet

he has made

it is

it

erty !"

" Then would
you make me rather believe, that in this city
is any one so disinterested
as, undesired, to have peti-

tioned for you ?

No, no, Lady Fabiola, all this is too incredithat ?" And he pounced with eagerness on
the imperial rescript, which had remained unlocked at, since
Oorvinus had left it. The sensation to him was like that of
..Eneas when he saw Pallas's belt upon the
body of Turnus.
The fury, which seemed to have been subdued by his subtlety, as he had been reasoning to prove Fabiola guilty, flashed
up anew at the sight of this fatal document. He eyed it for a
minute, then broke out, gnashing his teeth with rage
"
Now, madam, I convict you of baseness, rapacity, and unnatural cruelty, far beyond anything you have dared to
charge
on me
Look at this rescript, beautifully engrossed, with its
golden letters and emblazoned margins; and presume to say
that it was prepared in fciie one hour that elapsed between
your
cousin's death, and the emperor's telling me that he had
signed
it ?
Nor do you pretend to know the generous friend who procured you the gift. Bah while Agnes was in prison at
latest;
while you were whining and moaning over her; while
you were
reproaching me for cruelty and treachery towards her, me, a
stranger and alien to her you, the gentle lady, the virtuous
ble.

But what

is

:

!

!

!

philosopher, the loving, fondling kinswoman, you, my stern reprover, were coolly plotting to take advantage of my crime, for
securing her property, and seeking out the elegant scribe, who
should gild your covetousness with his pencil, and
paint over
your treason to your own flesh and blood, with his

blushing

minium."*

^

"Cease, madman, cease!" exclaimed Fabiola, endeavoring
in vain to master his
in still
glaring eye. But he went
on,

wilder tone:

"

you

And
offer

when you have thus basely robbed me,
You have out-plotted me, and yon pity

then, forsooth,

me money.

Redpiint.

FABIOLA; OR
me

!

You have made me "oeggar, and then you offer me alms,
out. of my own wages, the wages that even hell allows
a.

^-alms

i!e

Fain

and

on earth

!"

with a maniac's gripe,

H r

:iin. luil

He went on:
this time did not let her go.
Now listen to the last words that I will speak, or

they

may

buck to me that unjustly
obtained property; it is not fair that I should have the guilt,
and yon its reward. Transfer it by your sign manual to me as
a free and loving gift, and I will depart. If not, you have
signed your own doom." A stern and menacing glance accombp the

last that

you

will hear,

CHAPTER XXXL

(rive
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THE great thoughts, which this occurrence would naturally
have suggested to the noble heart of Fabiola, were suppressed,
for a time, by the exigencies of the moment.
Her first care
panied these words.
Fabiola's haughty self rose again erect within her; her was to stanch the flowing blood with whatever was nearest at
Roman heart, unsubdued, stood firm. Danger only made her hiind. While she was engaged in this work, there was a genShe gathered her robe with matronly dignity around eral rusli of servants to her apartment. The stupid
fearless.
her, and replied:
begun to be uneasy at Fulvius's long stay (the reader has now
"
Fulvius, listen to rny words, though they should be the last heard his real name), when he saw him dash out of the door
that I may speak; as certainly they shall be the last that you like a maniac, and thought he perceived stains of blood upon his
shall hear from me.
garment. He immediately gave the alarm to the entire house" Surrender this
property to you ? I would give it willingly hold.
Fabiola by a gesture stopped the crowd at the door of her
to the first leper that I might meet in the street, but to you
never. Never shall you touch thing that belonged to that holy room, and desired only Euphrosyne and her Greek maid to
That touch would be enter. The latter, since the influence of the black slave had
maiden, be it a gem or be it a straw
Take gold of mine, if it please you; but any thing been removed, had attached herself most affectionately to
pollution.
that ever belonged to her, from me no treasures can ransom. Syra, as we must still call her, and had, with great, docility,
And one legacy I prize more than all her inheritance. You listened to her moral instructions. A slave was instantly deshave now offered me two alternatives, as last night you did her, patched for the physician who had always been sent for by
to yield to your demands, or die.
Agnes taught me which to Syra in illness, Dionysius, who, as we have already observed,
choose.
Once again, I say, depart."
lived in the house of Agnes.
"And leave you to possess what is mine? leave you to triIn the meantime, Fabiola had been overjoyed at finding the
umph over me, as one whom you have outwitted you houored blood cease to flow so rapidly, and still more at seeing her
and I disgraced you rich, and I penniless you happy, and I servant open her eyes upon her, though only for a moment.
I cannot save myself from what you She would not have exchanged for any wealth the sweet smile
wretched? No, never
have made me; but I can prevent your being what you have no which accompanied that look.
For this I have come here; this is my day of
In a few minutes the kind physician arrived. He carefully
right to be.
Now die!" While he was speaking these re- examined the wound, and pronounced favorably on it for the
Nemesis.*
proaches, he was slowly pushing her backwards with his left present. The blow, as aimed, would have gone straight to Fahand towards the couch from which she had risen; while his biola's heart. But her loving servant, in spite of prohibition,
right was tremblingly feeling for something in the folds of his had been hovering near her mistress during the whole day;
bosom.
never intruding, but anxious for any opportunity which might
As he finished his last word, he thrust her violently down offer, of seconding those good impressions of grace, which the
upon the couch, and seized her by the hair. She made no re- morning's scenes could not failed to have produced. While in
sistance, she uttered no cry; partly a fainting and sickening a neighboring room, she heard violent tones which were too
sensation came over her; partly a noble feeling of self-respect familiar to her ears; and hastened noiselessly round, and withchecked any unseemly exhibition of fear, before a scornful in the curtain which covered the door of Fabiola's own apartenemy. Just as she closed her eyes, she saw something like ment. She stood concealed in the dusk, on the very spot
lightning above her; she could not tell whether it was his glar- where Agnes had, a few months before, consoled her.
She had not been there long, when the last struggle coming eye or flashing steel.
In another moment she felt oppressed and suffocated, as if a menced. While the man was pushing her mistress backwards,
great weight had fallen upon her; and a hot stream was flowing she followed him close behind, and as he was lifting his arm,
over her bosom.
passed him, and threw her body over that of his victim. The
blow descended, but misdirected, through the shock she gave
A sweet voice full of tenderness sounded in her ears
his arm; and it fell upon her neck, where it inflicted a deep
"Cease, Orontius; I am thy sister Miriam !"
wound, checked, however, by encountering the collar-bone.
Fulvius, in accents choked with passion, replied
We need not say what it cost her to make this sacrifice. Not
"It is false; give me up my prey !"
A few words more were faintly spoken in a tongue unknown the dread of pain, nor the fear of death could for a moment have
to Fabiola; when she felt her hair released, heard the dagger deterred her: it was the horror of imprinting on her brother's
dashed to the ground, and Fulvius cry out bitterly, as he brow the mark of Cain, the making him doubly a fratricide,
which deeply anguished her. But she had offered her life for
rushed out of the room
her mistress. To have fought with the assassin, whose strength
"O Christ this is Thy Nemesis !"
Fabiola's strength was returning but she felt the weight and agility she knew, would have been useless; to try to alarm
upon her increase. She struggled, and released herself. An- the house before one fatal blow was struck was hopeless and
other body was lying in her place, apparently dead, and cov- nothing remained but to accomplish her immolation, by subStill she wished to
ered with blood.
stituting herself for the intended victim.
It was the faithful Syra, who had thrown herself between spare her brother the consummation of his crime, and in doher mistress's life and her brother's dagger.
ing so manifested to Fabiola their relationsliip and their real
names.
In his blind fury he refused her credit but the words, in
their native tongue, which said, "Remember my scarf which
you picked up here," brought back to his memory so terrible
a domestic tale, that had the earth opened a cavern in that uio}
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Revenge.

"
mil at the en[The tomb] of Dionysivs, I'i:
trance lo the crjrpt of St. Corneliun, in the cemetery of CaHistus.
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meat before his
his remorse

feet,
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he would have leaped into

it,

to

of

bury

Strange, too, it proved, that he should not have ever allowed
Eurotas to get possession of that family relic, but should, ever
'since he regained it, have kept it apart as a sacred thing and,
when ill else was being packed up, should have folded it up
and put it in his breast. And now, in the act of drawing out
his eastern dagger, he had plucked this out, too, and both were
found upon the floor.
Dionysius, immediately after dressing the wound; and administering proper restoratives, which brought back consciousness, desired the patient to be left perfectly quiet, to see as
few persons as possible, so as to prevent excitement, and to go
" I
on with the treatment which he prescribed until midnight.
will call," he added, " very early in the morning, when I must
"
see my patient alone.
He whispered a few words .in her ear,
which seemed to do her more good than all his medicines for
her countenance brightened into an angelic smile.

whose garment sends forth virtue

ready to receive
" With

and shame.
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Him

Are you

to cure alL

?"

my heart," she replied, clasping her hands " I
Him whom alone I have loved, in whom I have
whom my heart belou;

all

;

long to possess
believed, to

;

" Does
no anger or indignation exist in your soul against
him who has injured you ? does any pride or
vanity arise in
your mind at the thought of what you have done ? or are you
conscious of any other fault requiring humble confession and

1

absolution before receiving the sacred gift into
your breast ?"
" Full of
imperfection and sin I know myself to be, venerable father
but I am not conscious of
offence.

any knowing
have had no need to forgive him to whom
you allude
I love him too much for that, and would
willingly give my life
to save him.
And of what have I to be proud, a poor servant,
who have only obeyed my Lord's commands ?"
"
Invite, then, my child, this Lord fnto your house, that
coming He may heal you, and fill you with His grace."
Approaching the table, he took from it a particle of the
Fabiola had her placed in her own bed, and allotting to her
Blessed
Eucharist, in the form of unleavened bread, which,
herself
reserved
to
attendants the outward room,
exclusively
bein g dry, he moistened in water, and
placed within her lips.*
the privilege, as she deemed it, of nursing the servant, to
She closed them upon it, and remained for some time absorbed
feel grateful for
whom a few months before she could
;

I

;

;

hardly
having tended her in fever. She had informed the others
how the wound had been inflicted, concealing the relationship
between her assailant and her deliverer.

in contemplation.

And thus did holy Dionysius discharge his two-fold
physician and priest, attributed to him on his tomb.

Although herself exhausted and feverish, she would not
leave the bedside of the patient ; and when midnight was past
and no more remedies had to be administered, she sank to rest
upon a low couch close to the bed. And now what were her
thoughts, when in the dim light of a sick-room, she opened
her mind and heart to them? They were simple and earnest.
She saw at once the reality and truth of all that her servant

had ever spoken to her. When she last conversed with her,
*1UU
had illjthe
UUO principles
she llei*iV-l
Olid
heard with
W11HJ11
plllllJlUlCO which
delight, JUUU
wcllgllv,
ap-
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THE SACRIFICE ACCEPTED.

THROUGH the whole of that day the patient seemed
occupied
with deep, but most pleasing, thoughts.
Fabiola who never
.
.
,
^er
f r a few momei>ts to
give necessary directions,
f****
her countenance with a mixture of awe and
delight,
Appeared as if her servant s mind were removed from Bur-

t^

peared to her wholly beyond practice, beautiful theories,
When Miriam
which could not be brought to action.
had described
wherein no ap.
a sphere of
virtue,
objects, and conversing in a totally different sphere.
probation or reward of man was to be expected, but only
8m 1 e P ass d kke a su
across her features, now a
the approving eye of God, she had admired the idea, which
,
f
trembled
in her
or ^eam
flowed down her cheeks someeye,
she
had
mind
but
rebelled
;
powerfully seized her generous
^ar
tunes her pupils were raised and kept fixed on heaven for a
against its becoming the constraining rule of hourly conduct.
considerable time, while a blissful look of perfect and calm encast
had
under
which
she
herself
if
the
stroke
Yet,
proved fatal,
sat unvarying upon her
and
then, she would
as it might, easily have dcme, where would have been her joyment
turn round with an expression of infinite tenderness towards
reward ? What, then, could be her motive but that very
her mistress, and hold out her hand to be clasped in hers. And
theory, as it seemed, of responsibility to an unseen power ?
Fabiola could sit thus for hours in silence, which was as
"
yet
And when Miriam had discoursed of heroism in virtue as ,
t
r
,.
.,
prescribed feeling it an honor, and thinking it did her c-ood
,
i.,
...^ .._",
i.
i_.
,
being its ordinary standard, how chimerical the principle had i_
to be in contact with such a rare type of virtue.
il
Yet here, without preparation, without forethought,
At length, in the course of the day, after giving her
patient
.ut excitement, without glory,
nay, with marked desire some
" I think
nourishment, she said to her, smiling
you are
of concealment, this slave had performed a deed of self-sacrimuch better, Miriam, already. Your physician must have
From what could tnat result, but
!]<', heroic in every way.
some wonderful medicine."
from habitual heroism of virtue, ready at any hour to do what given you
"Indeed he has, my dearest mistress."
would ennoble for ever a soldier's name ? She was no dreamer,
Fabiola was evidently pained
and leaning over her, said
tin n, no theorist, but a serious, real practiser of all that she
"
Oh, do not, I entreat you, call me bv such a tiUp
softly
?
taught. Could this be a philosophy
Oh, no, it must be a T
MIhas to be
i
-t
i
ui i_
',
^
If* it
used, it should be by me towards vou
/
Rut
ut
:.,
religion the religion of Agues and of Sebastian, to whom she in
fnflf it
t is no
in ,_
frn
,--...
true
lor
wnat 1 intended has now hoon
,
,T
tact,
longer
\t
How she longed to conequal.
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Early in the morning, according to his promise, the physician returned, and found his patient much improved.
He desired to be left alone with her
when, having spread a linen
;

be made out, not as a freed-woman, but as an
ingeaua +

BUC h I know you are."
Miriam looked her thanks, for fear of further hurting Fab
iola's feelings; and they continued to be
happv together in
f or

and placed lighted tapers upon it, he silence.
drew from his bosom an embroidered scarf, and uncovered a
Towards evening Dionysius returned and found so weat a
golden box, the sacred contents of which she well knew. Apimprovement, that, ordering more nourishing food he Dermitproachmg her he said,
a little
conversation.
cloth

"

upon the

table,

as I promised you, I have now brought
you not merely the truest remedy of every ailment, bodily and
-i
i ii
1,1
TTT.
spiritual, but the very Physician Himself, who by His word

My dear child,
i

i

alone restorcth all things,* whose touch opens the eyes of the
blind and ears of the deaf, whose will cleanses lepers, the hem

Qm

^"I

quiet

must now,"

Kuaebim, in his account of Sorapion,
of administering Hoiy Communion to the
ne kindf

nio inntaiirat nnlvers*.

Tht Breviary.

t

es us

tliat thin

ittLont the

h

curTor ui

Persons fred fron slavery retained the

(likrrtus, liberta) of the person to
If they hart belonged originally to
v*rl,.)

m

said Fabiola, as soon as
they were alone

"

whom
a free

titlo of frtedman or
frtrdwom
they had belonged, as "Of Aancbu."
class, they wer- liberate
mo,,,

inycntm (well-born) and restored by emancip.tkm to

u

ttiat

clws.
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"

fulfil the first duty, which my heart has been burning to discharge, that of thanking you I wish I knew a stronger word
not for the life which you have saved me, but for the magnanimous sacrifice which you made for it and, let me add, the

unequalled example of heroic virtue, which aloue inspired it."
"After all, what have I done, but simple duty ? You had a
right to my life, for a much less cause than to save yours,"
answered Miriam.

OR

;

his

him

Lord
;

; that jnstio
that this very Lord

habit was found like

a,

man

!>le
'

had doomed, and pursued

took the form of a servant, and in
;'*

that

i

mockery, and shameful doaih, be;M:m> tlio
Crucified One,, as men here call him, and thereby rescued
man from his fate, and gave him part in His own riches and
all this is comprised in the words that I have
kingdom
stripes,

bufi'ets,

'

;

spoken.

" And
" No
doubt," responded Fabiola, "it appears so to you, who
yon have reached the right conclusion. Only God
have been trained to the doctrine which overpowered me, that could have performed so godlike an action, or have offered so
the most heroic acts ought to be considered by men as per- sublime an expiation."
Fabiola was again wrapped up in silent thought, till she
formances of ordinary duties.
"And thereby," rejoined Miriam, "they cease to be what timidly asked,
"And was it to this that you referred in Campania, when you
you have called them."

"No, no," exclaimed Fabiola, 'with enthusiasm; "do not
try to make me mean and vile to my own heart, by teaching me
to undervalue what I cannot but prize as an unrivalled not of
virtue. I have been reflecting on it, night and day, since I wit-

God

alone being a victim worthy of God ?"
but I further alluded to the continuation of that
sacrifice, even in our own days, by a marvellous dispensation
of an all-powerful love.
However, on this I must not yet

spoke of
" Yes

;

"

speak.
it; and my heart has been yearning to speak to you of
Fabiola resumed
"I every moment see, how all that you
it, and even yet I dare not, or I should oppress your weakness
with my overcharged feelings.
It was noble, it was grand, it have ever spoken to me coheres and fits together, like the parts
was beyond all reach of praise though I know you do not of one plant all springing one from another. I thought it bore
want it. I cannot see any way in which the sublinieness of the only the lovely flowers of an elegant theory you have shown
act could have been enhanced, or human virtue rise one step me in your conduct how these can ripen into sweet and solid
In the doctrine which you have just explained, I seem
fruit.
higher."
Miriam who was now raised to a reclining position, took Fab- to myself to find the noble stem from which all the others
iola's hand between both hers
and turning round towards branch forth even to that very fruit. For who would refuse
her, in a soft and mild but most earnest tone, thus addressed to do for another, what is much less than God has done for
him? But, Miriam, there is a deep and unseen root whence
her.
" Good and
Not springs all this, possibly dark beyond contemplation, deep
gentle lady, for one moment listen to me.
to depreciate what you are good enough to value, since it pains beyond reach, complex beyond man's power to unravel
yet
you to hear it, but to teach you how far we still are from what perhaps simple to a confiding mind. If, in my present igmight have been done, let me trace for you a parallel scene, norance, I can venture to speak, it should be vast enough to
but where all shall be reversed. Let it be a slave pardon me, occupy all nature, rich enough to fill creation with all that is
dear Fabiola, for another pang- I see it in your face, but it good and perfect in it, strong enough to bear the growth of
shall be the last yes, a slave brutish, ungrateful, rebellious your noble tree, till its summit reach above the stars, and its
to the most benign and generous of masters.
And let the branches to the ends of earth.
" I
stroke, not of an assassin, but of the minister of justice, impend
mean, your idea of that God, whom you made me fear,
over his head.
What would you call tiie act, how would you when you spoke to mo as a philosopher of Him, and taught me
but whom
characterize the virtue of that master, if out of pure love, and to know as the ever-present watchman and judge
that he might reclaim that wretched man, he should rush be- I am sure you will make me love when, as a Christian, you exneath the axe's blow, ay, and its preceding ignominious stripes, hibit Him to me, as the root and origin of such boundless tenand leave written in his will, that he made that slave heir to his derness and mercy.
" Without some
titles and his wealth, and desired him to be considered as his
deep mystery in His nature, as yet unknown
brother ?"
to me, I cannot fully apprehend that wonderful doctrine of
"O
Miriam, Miriam, you have drawn a picture too sublime man's purchase."
to be believed of man.
You have not eclipsed your own deed,
"Fabiola," responded Miriam, "more learned teachers, than
for I spoke of human, virtue. To act as you have now described
of one so gifted and so
I, should undertake the instruction
would require, if possible, that of a god !"
But will you believe me, if I attempt to give you some
acute.
Miriam pressed the folded hands to her bosom, fixed on Fab- explanation?"
" ONE
"
iola's wondering eyes a look of heavenly inspiration, aa she
Miriam," replied Fabiola, with strong emphasis,
sweetly and solemnly replied: "AND JESUS CHBIST, WHO DID WHO IS BEADY TO DIE FOB ANOTHEB, WILL CKKTAINLY NOT DEALL THIS I'OB MAN, WAS TKULY GOD."
CEIVE HIM."
" And
Fabiola covered her face with both her hands, and for a
now," rejoined the patient, smiling, "you have again
Miriam prayed earnestly in her own seized a great principle that of FAITH.
I will, therefore, be
long time was silent.
died
tranquil heart.
only the simple narrator of what Jesus Christ, who truly
"
Miriam, I thank you from my soul," at length Fabiola for us, has taught us. You will believe my word only as that
For of a faithful witness ; you will accept His, as that of an unersaid; "you have fulfilled your promise of guiding me.
some time I have only been fearing that you might not be a ring God."
Christian; but it could not be.
Fabiola bowed her head, and listened with reverential mind
" Now tell
me, are those awful, but sweet words, which you to her, in whom she had long honored a teacher of marvellous
but
just new uttered, which have sunk into my heart as deeply, as wisdom, which she drew from some unknown school
silently, and as irrevocably as a piece of gold dropt upon the whom now she almost worshipped as au angel, who could open
surface of the still ocean, goes down into its depths are those to her the flood-gates of the eternal ocean, whose waters are
words a mere part of the Christian system, or are they its essen- the unfathomable Wisdom, overflowing on earth.
tial principle ?"
Miriam expounded, in the simple terms of Catholic teaching,
"From a simple allegory, dear lady, your powerful mind the sublime doctrine of the Trinity then after relating the
has, in one bound, reached and grasped the master-key of our fall of man, unfolded the mystery of the Incarnation, giving,
wholo teaching the alembic of your refined understanding has in the very 'words of St. John, the history of the Eternal Word,
Often sh.
extracted, and condensed into one thought, the most vital and till He was made flesh, and dwelt among men.
You have distilled them interrupted by the expressions of admiration or assent which her
prominent doctrines of Christianity.
had given
into their very essence.
pupil uttered never by cavil or doubt. Philosophy
" That
man, God's creature and bondsman, rebelled against
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" Tn
the days of our

place to religion, captiousness to docility, incredulity to Mth.
But now a sadness seemed to linvo rnme over Fabiola'fl heart:
Miriam read it in her looks, and asked her its cause.
" I
"But all that yon
hardly dare tell you," she replied.

me

s',

us

is

acquahi!
of her

'ine to

as you,

life,

which

is

Him-

beconieth flesh
Who shall furnish it to Him? Khali
up the cast-off slough of a tainted humanity, or shall
a new manhood be created expressly for Him? Shall He take
self,

He

.

take

His place in a double genealogy, receiving thus into Himself
a twofold tide of corruption, and shall there be any one on
earth daring and high enough to call himself His father ?"
" but there shall bo one
"No," softly whispered Miriam;
and
humble
to
be worthy to call herholy enough,
enough,

woman who

.-..mid

bore

had sinned

pull-

Sho

abh-ir to sin.
.

own

heart, gl

love intensely,

' '

Hia power, the very breath of His life-giving

lived a

:

he

so beautiful, so divine, that it seems to
me necessarily to end here.
The WOKD (what a noble name !), that is, the expr.
of God's love, the exteruation of His wisdom, the evidence of

have related to
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M, and
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in
till
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and formore and

:,

to the fall<

till

;

she only thought how she
her love, so that it might
bring honor, however slight, to Him,
id shame, however
great, on herself.
"She, went int* the house of a rich
man, wlK-ro the usual
courtesies of hospitality had been denied it:
guest,
into the house of a
haughty man who spurned,
Mimpin;:

it

herself,

;

i

tion of his heart, the public sinner, she
supplied the attentions
which had been neglected to Him whom she loved and she
;

was scorned, as she expected, for her obtrusive sorrow."
self His mother
"How did she do this, Miriam ?"
" Almost 800
"She knelt at His feet as He sat at table; she poured out upyears before the Son of God came into the
world a prophet spoke, recorded his words, and deposited the on them a flood of tears; she wiped them with her luxurious
record of them in the hands of the Jews, Christ's inveterate hair, she kissed them fervently, and she anointed them with
enemies and his words were these
Behold, a virgin shall rich perfume."
conceive and bear a Son, and his name shall be called Eman"And what was the result ?"
"She was defended by Jesus against the carping gibes of Hia
uel,'t which hi the Hebrew language signifies 'God with us,"
that is with men.
host; she was told that she was forgiven on account of her
" This
prophecy was of course fulfilled hi the conception and love, and was dismissed with kindest comfort.
birth of God's Son on earth,"
"And what became of her?"
"And who was she?" asked Fabiola, with great reverence.
"When on Calvary He was crucified, two women were privi" One whose
very name is blessed by every one that truly leged to stand close to Him Mary the sinless, and Mary the
loves her Son.
Mary is the name by which you will know her: penitent: to show how unsullied and repentant love may -w.dk
Miriam, its original in her owu tongue, is the one by which I hand in hand, beside Him who said that He had come
honor her. Well, you may suppose, was she prepared for such not the just, but sinners to repentance.'"
No more was said that night. Miriam, fatigued with her
destiny by holiness and virtue not as cleansed, but as
ever dean not as purified, but as always pure: not freed, exertion, sank into a placid slumber.
Fabiola sat by her side,
but exempted, from sin. The tide of which you spoke, found tilled to her heart's brim with this tale of love. She pondered
before her the dam of an eternal decree, which could not over it again and again and she still saw more and more how
brook that the holiness of God should mingle with what every part of this wonderful system was consistent. For if
it could only redeem by keeping extraneous to itself.
Bright Miriam had been ready to die for her, in imitation of her
as the blood of Adam, when the breath of God sent it sparkling Saviour's love, so had she been as ready to forgive her, when
through his veins, pure as the flesh of Eve, while standing yet she had thoughtlessly injured her. Every Christian, she now
hi the mould of the Almighty hands, as they drew it from the felt, ought to be a copy, a
but
representative of his Master
side of the slumbering man, were the blood and the flesh, the one that slumbered so tranquilly beside her was
surely true
which the Spirit of God formed into the glorious humanity, to her model, and might well represent Him to her.
that Mary gave to Jesus.
When, after some time, Miriam awoke, she found her mis" And after this
glorious privilege granted to our sex are tress (for her patent of freedom was not yet completed)
you surprised that many, like your sweet Agnes, should have at her feet, over which she had sobbed herself to sleep. She
chosen this peerless virgin as the pattern of their lives should understood at once the full meaning and merit of this self hufind in her, whom God so elected, the model of every virtue
miliation; she did not stir, but thanked God with a full heart
and should, hi preference to allowing themselves to be yoked, that her sacrifice had been accepted.
even by the tenderest 'of ties, to the chariot-wheels of this
Fabiola, on awaking, crept back to her own conch, as she
"
w-. irld, seek to
fly upwards on wings of undivided love like hers?
thought, unobserved. A secret, sharp pang it had cost her to
After a pause and some reflection, Miriam proceeded briefly perform this act of self-abasement; but she had thoroughly
to detail the history of our Saviour's birth, Hia laborious
youth, humbled the pride of her heart. She felt for the first time
His active but suffering public life, and then His ignominious that her heart was Christian.
Passion. Often was the narrative interrupted by the tears and
sobs of the willing listener and ready learner.
At last the
time for rest had come, when Fabiola humbly asked
CHAPTEB XXXHL
"Are you too fatigued to answer onequestion more?"
"
No," was the cheerful reply.
" What
" can there be for one who canMIRIAM'S HISTOHY.
hope," said Fabiola,
not say she was ignorant, for she pretended to know everyTHE next morning, when Dionysius came, he found both,
thing nor that she neglected to learn, for she affected eagerness after every sort of knowledge but can only confess that patient and nurse so radiant and happy, that he congratulated
she scorned the true wisdom, and blasphemed its Giver for them both on having had a good night's rest. Both laughed
one who has scoffed at the very torments which proved the at the idea; but concurred in saying that it had been the hapDionysius was surprised, till Mirlove, and sneered at the death which was the ransoming, of piest night of their lives.
Him whom she has mocked at, as the 'Crucified?"
iam, taking the hand of Fabiola, said
A flood of tears stopped her speech.
"Venerable priest of God, I confide to your fatherly care
Miriam waited till their relieving flow had subsided into this catechumen, who desires to be fully instructed in the mysthat gentler dew ^hich softens the heart ; then in
of our holy faith, and to be regenerated with the waters
soothing teries
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tones addressed her as follows

of eternal salvation."

:

"What
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physician ?"

asked Fabiola, amazed, "are you more than a
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"T am, my child," the old man replied "unworthily I hold
likewise the higher office of a priest in God's Church."
'ugly knelt before him, ami kissed his
;

The

hand.
said

her

to

"Be

priest placed Lis right

himd upon her head, and

:

good courage, daughter; you are not the first of your
has brought into His holy Church, It is
now many years sineo I was culled ill here, under the guise of
a physician, liy a former servant now no more; but in reality it
was to baptize, a few hours before her death, the wife of Fuhouse,

of

whom God

bius."

exclaimed Fabiola.
"She died immediately
And did she die a Christian ?"
"Yes; mid I doubt not that her frpirit has been hovering
about your life by the side of the angel who guards you, guiding you unseen to this blessed hour. Ami, 1> -;'i.re the throne
of God, she has been unceasing in her supplications on your

"My

mother

after giving

me

!"

birth.

behalf."

Joy tenfold filled the breasts of the two friends and after
arrangements had been made with Diouysius for the nee,
instructions and preparations for Fabiola' s admission ti>
tism, she went up to the side of Miriam, and taking her hand,
said to her in a low, soft voice
"Miriam, may i from henceforth call you sister ?" A pressure of the hand was the only reply which she could give.
;

:

Hngly he permitted his daughter Miriam, -whose name
was Syrian, as the in
d to a rich family from
She
ci ;o of her new faith.
became, in addition to her hi-li mental cultivation, a model of
virtue, wimple and nin
;.i<l, we may obDowned for the- learnserve, in which the city nt
ing of its philosophers, some of whom were eminent as Christians.

A few years later, when the son had reached manhood, and
had abundantly unfolded his character, the mother died. Bofore her end, she had seen
symptoms of her husband's impending ruin
and, determined that her daughter should not be
dependent on his careless administration, nor on her sou's
ominous selfishness and ambition, she secured effectually, from
the covetousness of both, her own large fortune, which was
settled on her daughter.
She resisted every influence, and
:rt,
employed to induce her to release this property, or
allow it tomerge in the family resources, and be made available towards relieving their embarrassments. And on her
death-bed, among other solemn parental injunctions, she laid
this on her daughter's filial sense of
duty, that she never
would allow, after coming of age, any alteration in this ar;

rangement.
Matters grew worse and worse.

;

had been injudiciously disposed of

creditors pressed
:

;

property

when a mysterious person,
'

With their mistress, the old nurso, Euphroysne, and the called Eurotas, made his appearance in the family. No one
Greek slave, placed themselves, as we now say, under instruc- but its head seemed to know him and he evidently
Nor must we forget upon him as at once a blessing and a curse, the bearer both of
tion, to receive baptism on Easter-eve.
one who was already enrolled in the list of catechumens, and salvation and of ruin.
The reader is in possession of Eurctas's own revelations it
whom Fubiola had taken home with her and kept, EmerentiIt was her delight to make is sufficient to add, that being the elder brother, but conscious
ana, the foster-sister of Agnes.
herself useful, by being the ready messenger between the sick- tc.at his rough, morose, and sinister character did not fit him
for sustaining the position of head of the family and adminisroom and the rest of the house.
During her illness, as her strength improved, Miriam im- tering quietly a settled property, and having a haughty a nbiparted many particulars of her previous life to Fabiola; and tion to raise his house into a nobler rank, and increase even
as they will throw some light on our preceding narrative, we its riches, he took but a moderate sum of money as capital,
vanished for years, embarked in the desperate traffic of interior
will give her history in a continuous form.
Some years before our story commenced, there Lved in An- Asia, penetrated into China and India, and came back home
tioch a man who, though not of ancient family, was rich, and with a large fortune, and a collection of rare gems, which
moved in the highest circles of that most luxurious city. To helped his nephew's brief career, but misguided him to ruin in,
keep his position, he was obliged to indulge in great expense ; Rome.
and from want of strict, econou-y, he had gradually become
Eurotas, instead of a rich family, into which to pour superoppressed with debt. He was married to a lady of great vir- fluous wealth, found only a bankrupt house to save from ruin.
But his family pride prevailed and after many reproaches,
tue, who became a, Christian, at first secretly, and afterwards
continued so, with her husband's reluctant consent. In the and bitter quarrels with his brother, but concealed from all
meantime, their two children, a son and daughter, had re- else, he paid off his debts by the extinction of his own capital,
ceived their domestic education under her care. The for- and thus virtually became master of his brother's property,
mer, Orontius, so called from the favorite stream which wat- and of the entire family.
After a few years of weary life, the father sickened and died.
ered the city, was fifteen when his father first discovered his
He had learnt much from his mother of the On his death-bed, he told Orontius that he had nothing to
wife's religion,
doctrines of Christianity, and had been with her an attendant leave him, that all that he had lived on for some years, the
on Cliristian worship; and hence he possessed a dangerous very house over his head, belonged to his friend Eurotas,
whose relationship he did-not further explain, whom he must
knowledge, of which he afterwards made so fatal a use.
But he had not the least inclination to embrace the doctrines look up to entirely for support and guidance. The youth thus
or adopt the practices, of Christianity; nor would he hear of found himself while full of pride, ambition, and voluptuouspreparing for baptism. He was wilful and artful, with no love ness, in the hands of a cold-hearted, remorseless, and no less
for any restraint upon his passions, or for any strict morality. ambitious man, who soon prescribed as the basis of mutual
Ho looked forward to distinction in the world, and to his full confidence, absolute submission to his will, while he should
share in all its enjoyments. He had been, and continued to act in the capacity of an inferior, and the understood principle,
be, highly educated; and besides the Greek language, then that nothing was too great or too little, nothing too good or too
generally spoken at Antioch, he was acquainted with Latin, wicked to be done, to restore family position and wealth.
To stay at Antioch was impossible after the ruin which had
whicli he spoke readily and gracefully, as we have seen, though
with a slight foreign accent. In the family, the vernacular overtaken the house. With a good capital in hand, much
idiom was used with servants, and often in familiar conversa- might be done elsewhere. But now, even the sale of all left
tion.
Oroutius was not sorry when his father removed him would scarcely cover the liabilities discovered after the father's
from his mother's control, and insisted that he should cou- death. There was still untouched the sister's fortune and
To follow the dominant an
religion of the state. both agreed that this must be got from her.
Every artifice
As to the daughter, who was three years younger, he did not was tried, every persuasion employed, but she simply and firmly
it foolish and unmanly t"
d both in obedience to her mother's dying orders, and
so much care,
it
-e she had in view the establishment of -a house for conmuch trouble about religion; to
especially, or abandon that of the empire, was, he thought, a sign of weakness. secrated virgins, in which she intended to pass her days. She
But women being more imaginative, and more under the sway was now of legal age to dispose of her own property. She
of the feelings, might be indulged in any fancies of thi:
offered them every advantage that she could give them
pro;

1-

;

;

;

I

i

I

;

:

mi: nn-ucii or
upon In r
posed that for a time they should all lii
meaas. But this did not answer tlu'ir pui-poM- :m<l
e very other course had failed, Euro(:i
to hint, that oun
who stood so much in their way should be got rid of at any
:

////; r.r/'.ir//.v/;,y.
lu>r of

!

and
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where she
obtain admission into sou
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holy

w<.
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cost.

Orontius shuddered at the first proposal of the thought.
Eurotas familiarized him gradually with it, till shrinking
yet from the actual commission of fratricide he th
he had almost done something virtuous, as the brothers of

Joseph imagined they did, by adopting a slower and less sanguinary method of dealing with an obnoxious brother. Stratagem
and unseen violence, of which no law could take oo^iu/.am
and which no one would dare reveal, offered him the best
chance of success.
Among the privileges of Christians in the first ages, we have
already mentioned that of reserving the Blessed Eucharist at
home for domestic communion. We have described the way
in which it was enfolded in an orarium, or linen cloth, again
often preserved in a richer cover.
This precious gift was kept
in a chest (area) with a lid, as St. Cyprian has informed us.*
Orontius well knew knew this; and he was moreover aware that
its contents were more prized than silver and gold; that, as the
1

-,

which bore a sn.
vith means.

Dd

,

\V;>H

vei

Uutsheboii

-k

of

sup-

ly

what she had

Tor, as St.
brother S;itvniM, yet a <:<'
utis carried round their necks the Holy
King for a voyage.* We need not say that Miriam worn
irely, folded in the only thing of price she cured to take
from her father's house.
When the vessel was out at sea, instead of coasting towards
Joppe or any port on the coast, the captain stood straight out,

given proof of valuing,

Ambrose

in

u

.

relates of his

!

if making for some distant shore.
What his purpose was,
was difficult to conjecture but his few pasgen^<
alarmed, and a serious altercation ensued. This was cut short
by a sudden storm the vessel was carried at the mercy of the
winds for some days, and then dashed to pieces on a rocky
island near Cyprus.
Like Satyrus, Miriam attributed her
reaching the shore in safety to the precious burden which she
Fathers tell us, to drop negligently a crumb of the consecrated bore. She was almost the only survivor
at least she saw
bread was considered a crime;! and that the name of "pearl," no other person saved. Those, therefore, that did liwhich was given to the smallest fragment, J showed that it was on returning to Autioch, reported her death, together with that
so precious iu n Christian's eye, that he would part with all he of the remaining passengers and crew.
sod to rescue it from sacrilegious profanation.
She was picked up on the shore by men -who lived on such
The scarf richly embroidered with pearls, which has more spoil. Destitute and friendless, she was sold to a trader in
titan OUCH affected our narrative, was the outer covering in slaves, taken to Tarsus, on the mainland, and again sold to s
which Miriam's mother had preserved this treasure; and her person of high rank, who treated her with kindness.
After a short time, Fabius instructed one of his agents in
daughter valued it both as a dear inheritance, and as a consecrated object, for she continued its use.
Asia to procure a slave of polished manners and virtuous
One day, early iu the morning, she knelt before her ark; and character, if possible, at any price, to attend on his daughter
after fervent preparation by prayer, proceeded to open it.
To and Miriam, under the name of Syra, camelo bring salvation
her dismay she found it already unlocked, and her tr
to the house of Fabiola.
Like Mary Magdalen at the sepulchre, she wept bitgone
terly, because they had taken her Lord, and she knew not
where they had laid Him.
Like her, too, "as she was weeping she stooped down and looked" again into her ark, and
CHAPTER XXXIV.
found a paper, which in the confusion of the first glance she
had overlooked.
BKIGHT DEATH.
It informed her that what she sought was safe in her brother's hands, and might be ransomed.
She ran at once to him
IT was a few days after the occurrences related in our last
where he was closeted with .the dark man, in whose presence chapter but one, that Fabiola was told, that an old man in
she always trembled; threw herself on her knees before him, great anguish, real or pretended, desired to speak with her.
and entreated liim to restore what she valued more than all her On going down to him and asking him his name and business,
wealth.
He was on the point of yielding to her tears and sup- he replied
plications, when Eurotas fixed his stern eye upon him, overMy name, noble lady, is Ephraim and I have a large debt
awed him, then himself addressed her, saying
secured on the property of the late Lady Agnes, which I
"Miriam, we take you at your word. We wish to put the understand has uow passed into your hands and I am come,
the earnestness and reality of your faith to a sujficieut test. therefore, to claim it from you, for otherwise I am a ruined
Are you truly sincere in what you offer?"
man !"
" How is that
"I will surrender any thing, all I have, to rescue from propossible ?" asked Fabiola in amazement,

as

it

;

;

;

;

!

,

:

' '

;

:

;

"

fanation the

Holy of Holies."
"Then sign that paper," said Eurotas, with a sneer.
She took the pen in her hand, and after running her eye
over the document, signed it. It was a surrender of her entire
property to Eurotas. Orontius was furious when he saw himself overreached, by the man to whom he had suggested the
snare for his sister. But it was too late; he was only the i:;ster
in his unsparing gripe.
A more formal renunciation of her
rights was exacted from Miriam, with the formalities required
by the Koman law.
For a short time she was treated soothingly then hints be;

cannot believe that my cousin ever contracted debts.
" but
"
No, not she" rejoined the usurer, a little abashed
to
was
come
the
whom
to
a gentleman called Fulvius,
property
it."
sums
him
so
I
advanced
upon
confiscation
large
by
Her first impulse was to turn the man out of the house but
the thought of the sister came to her mind, and she civilly said
;

;

;

to

him

:

" Whatever debts Fulvius has contracted I will discharge
but with only legal interest, and without regard to usurious

;

contracts."

" But think of the risks
moderate in

"

"Cum arcam suam,

Domini sanctum fuit, manibus indignia to-.itasset ape-rare, igno inde surgente deterrita eat, no auderet attiugere." *' When
heatti,'
with umvortby hands, her Ghent, in which was the holy
(body) of our Lord, rho was deterred from daring to touch it, by nre rising up
from it." /
*
See Marteuiie, De antiquit Ecclesia! Ritibu*.
iu

qu

>.

;

So

pori

in

..

Ajjni m'irtjaritum ingoQB."
car. 'i">.

FVirtnnatua calls the Bletned Eucharist "Cor"The huge pearl of the body of the Lamb.''

"

my

Joan ni.

18.

madam.

my

Well," she answered,

settle all.

You

are running no risks

She gave instructions,
managed her affairs, to pay

I have been most

steward, and ie shall

now

at least.''
.'-mini

mm

who

on those conditions,
But she soon enwhich reduced it to one half the demand.
gaged him in a more laborious task, that of going through the
whole of her late father's accounts, and ascertaining every

Ill,

Ibt.

I ran,

rates, I assure you."
" call on

De

rnort* Satyri.

this

;
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case of injury or oppression, that restitution might be made.
And further, having ascertained thai C.n-vinus had really ohtain
igh hia father, by wbioh her
own lawful property was su\vd from confiscation, though she

refused ever to see him, she bestowed upon him such remuneration as would ensure him comfort through life.

These temporal matters being soon disposed of, she diution between the care of the patient and prepa-

One who hod looked down more

it.

carefully,

shading his eyes

from the lig]
hey pulled
iV.uu

ili

and threw down a voll
laughed very heartily as they went
that they had seen so:
low, and had amused the:

.

close at

r

below.

>

They

u

av.
r

supposed
noxious animal beg

When

1

it.

her Christian initiation.
To promote Miriam's
recovery, she removed her, with a small portion of her houseThe spring
hold, to a spot dear to both, the Nomentan villa.
had set in, and Miriam could have her couch brought to the
window, or, in the warmest port of the day, could even be carried down into the garden before the house, where, with Fabiola on one side and Emerentiana on the other, and poor
Molossns, who had lost all his spirit, at her feet, they would
talk of friends lost, and especially of her with whom every obAnd no sooner
ject around was associated in their memories.
was the name of Agnes mentioned, than her old faithful guard

others were, stirring she mentioned the occurFabiola went
rence, that the stones might be r
down herself with a few servants, for sho was jealous of
the custody of Agnes's tomb.
What was her distress at

would ptick up his ears and wag his tail, and look around him.
They would also frequently discourse on Christian subjects,
when Miriam would follow up, humbly and unpretendingly,
but with the warm glow which had first charmed Fabiola, the
instructions given by the holy Dionysius.
Thus, for instance, when he had been treating of the virtue
and meaning of the sign of the cross to be used in baptism,
" whether on the forehead
of believers, or over the water, by
which they were to be regenerated, or the oil with which, as
well as the chrism, they were anointed, or the sacrifice by
which they were fed ;"* Miriam explained to the catechumens
its more domestic and practical use, and exhorted them to
practise faithfully what all good Christians did, that is, to make this
"
in the course and at the
holy sign upon themselves already,
beginning of every -work, on coming in and going out, when
putting on their clothes, or sandals, when they washed, sat
down to table, lighted their lamp, lay down in bed, or sat on a

her

ration for

whatever conversation they should be engaged.''!
But it was observed with pain, by all but Fabiola, that the
patient, though the wound had healed, did not gain strength.
It is often the mother or the sister that is last to see th.- slow
chair, in

waste of illness, in child or sister. Love is so hopeful, and so
There was a hectic flush on her cheek, she was emaciated and weak, and a slight cough was heard from time to
time.
She lay long awake, and she desired to have her bed so
placed that from early dawn she could look out upon one spot
more fair to them all than the richest parterre.
blind

!

finding poor Emerentiana, gone down to pray at her fostersister's tomb, lying weltering in her blood, and perfectly dead.
It was discovered that, the ev
passing by some
Pagan orgies near the river, and being invited to join in them,

she had not only relused, but had reproached the partakers in
them with their wickedness, and with their cruelties to Christians.
They assailed her with stones, and grievously wounded

but she escaped from their fury into the villa. Feeling
and wounded, she crept unnoticed to the tomb of
Agnes, there to pray. She had been unable to move away when
some of her former assailants discovered her. Those brutal
Pagans had anticipated the ministry of the Church, and had
conferred upon her the baptism of blood. She was buried
near Agnes, and the modest peasant child received the honor of
annual commemoration among the Saints.
;

herself faint

Fabiola and her companions went through the usual coarse
of preparation, though abridged on account of the persecution.
By living at the very entrance into a cemetery, and one fur-

nished with such large churches, they were enabled to pass
through the three stages of catechumenship. First they were
hearers,* admitted to be present, while the lessons were read ;
then kneclers,\ who assisted at a portion of the liturgical prayers and lastly elect, or pclitionersl for baptism.
;

in this last class, they had to attend frequently in
T
church, but more particularly on the three Vv ednesdays followthe
and
the
last
the
ing
first,
fourth,
Sundays in Lent, on which
days the Roman Missal yet retains a second collect and lesson,
derived from this custom. Any one perusing the present rite
of baptism in the Catholic Church, especially that of adults,

Once

condensed into one office what used to be anciently distributed through a variety of functions.
On one day the renunciation of Satan was made, previous to its repetition just
before baptism on another the touching of the ears and nosThen were repeated
trils, or the Ephpheta, as it was called.
will see

;

exorcisms, and genuflections, and signings of crosses on the
had already received the forehead and body, breathings upon the candidate, and other
name of Agnes; for near its entrance had this holy martyr been mysterious rites. More solemn still was the unction, which
Her body rested in a cabiculurn or chamber, under was not confined to the head, but extended to the whole body.
buried.
The Creed was also faithfully learnt, and committed to meman arched tomb. Just above the entrance into this chamber,
and in the middle of the grounds, was an opening, surrounded ory. But the doctrine of the Blessed Eucharist was not imabove by a low parapet, concealed by shrubs, which gave light parted till after baptism.
and air to the room below. Towards this point Miriam loved
In these multiplied preparatory exercises the penitential
to look, as the nearest approach she could make, in her infirm time of Lent passed quickly and solemnly, till at last Easter-

There had long been
on this road; but from

in the villa

an entrance to the cemetery

this time it

health, to the sepulchre of one
and loved.

whom

she so

much

venerated

It does not fall to our lot to describe

Early one morning, beautiful and calm, for it wanted but a
few weeks to Easter, she was looking in that direction, when
she observed half-a-dozen young men, who on their way to angle in the neighboring Anio, were taking a short cut across the
villa, and so committing a trespass. They passed by this opening and one of them, having looked down, called the others.
" This is one of those

underground lurking-places of

thfl

Christians."

" One of their rabbit-holes into the
burrow."
" Let us
go in," said one.
'"Yes, and how shall we get up again?" asked a second.
This dialogue she could not hear, but she saw what followed
8t Aug.

Tract, ex rill, in Joan.

t Tortullian

(who

two hundred yenr after Christ, and
Corona MiM. e. 3.

Uvc'l carhci than

ollcst Latin ecclesiastical writer)

tie

eve arrived.

is

the

Church

the ceremonial of the

in the administration of the Sacraments.

The

liturgical

great developments after peace had been
gamed ; and much that belongs to outward forms and splendor
was incompatible with the bitter persecution which the Church

system received

its

was undergoing.
It is enough for us to have shown, how not only doctrines
and great sacred rites, but how even ceremonies and accessories
were the same in the three first centuries as now. If our example is thought worth following, some one will perhaps illus.
trate a brighter period than we have chosen.
The baptism of Fabiola and her household

cheer

it

but purely spiritual joy.

*

Audientes.

{

The* o

t

Genuflecteutea

.

t Electl

will be found, particularly In the

tion* of the

Our father.

The

titles

had nothing to
in the city were

and competenteg.
baptism of adults, joined with repeti-

THE CHURCH
and among them that of

all closed,

St.

Pastor with

its

<>!>'

papal

baptistery.

Early, therefore, on the morning of the auspicious clny, the
party crept round the- walls to tin opposite side of
following the Via PortnenBia, or road that lod to tho port at the
mouth of the Tiber, turned into a vineyard nenr Cassnr's
ry of Fontinnna, celegardens, and descended into tli
brated aa the resting-place of tho Fenian martyrs, SS. Abdon

Till:

CATACOMBS.

cnn do for us by intercession, I will pray to Agnes* and Sebastian, to interpose for me, and avert BO great a calamity.
" Do
in the
get well : I am sure there is not

ma

tho

1

I

]

;

warm

wr.illi.-r,

r.limate of

imdt!>.

Camby the

pania, will

"\SVwilIsi:
m.
spring, and talk over better things than

''}'"

Miriam shook her head, not mournfully, but cheerfully, aa
she replied

:

" Do not flatter
and Sennen.
God has spared me till I
yourself, dearest
The morning was spent in prayer and preparation, when should see this happy day. But f[iu hand is on me now for
towards evening the solemn office, which was to be protracted death, as it has been hitherto for life and I hail it with joy.
I know too well the number of my <1
through the night, commenced.
"I'll
let it not be so soon !" sobbed out Fabiola.
When the time for the administration of baptism arrived, it
was indeed but a dreary celebration that it introduced. Deep
"\otwhileyouhaveonyour white garment, dear sister,"
" I know
in the bowels of the earth the waters of a subterraneous stream answered Miriam.
you would wish to mourn forme ;
had been gathered into a square well or cistern, from four or but I would not rob yon of one hour of your mystic whiteness."
five feet deep.
They were clear, indeed, but cold mid !>!
Dionysius came, and saw a great change in his patient,
we may use the expression, in their subterranean bath, formed whom he had not visited for some time. It was as he had feared
out of the tufo, or volcanic rock. A long flight of steps led it might be. The insidious point of the dagger had curled round
down to this rude baptistery, a small ledge at the side sufficed the bone, and injured the pleura and phthisis had rapidly
He confirmed Miriam's most serious anticipations.
for the minister and the candidate, who was thrice immersed in set in.
Fabiola went to pray for resignation at the sepulchre of
the purifying waters.
The whole remains to this day, just as it was then, except Agnes she prayed long and fervently, and with many tears,
that over the water is now to be seen a painting of St. John then returned.
"
" God's will be
Sister," she said with firmness,
done, I
baptizing our Lord, added probably a century or two
entreat you, what would you have me do, after you are taken
later.
Immediately after Baptism followed Confirmation, and then from me !"
Miriam looked up to heaven, and answered, " Lay my body
the neophyte, or new-born child of the Church, after due inat
the feet of Agnes, and remain to watch over us, to pray to
of
his
to
the
table
struction, was admitted for the first time
and for me until a stranger shall arrive from the East, the
of
with
the
Bread
nourished
and
her,
angels.
Lord,
"
It was not till late on Easter-day that Fabiola returned to bearer of good tidings.
On the Sunday following, " Sunday of the white garments,''
her villa; and a long and silent embrace was her first greeting
of Miriam.
Both were so happy, so blissful, so fully repaid Dionysius celebrated, by special permission, the sacred mysfor all that they had been to one another for months, that no teries in Miriam's room, and administered to her the most holy
words could give expression to their feelings. Fabiola'a grand Communion, as her viaticum. This private celebration, as we
idea and absorbing pride, that day was, that now she had risen know from St. Augustine and others, was not a rare privilege, t
to the level of her former slave not in virtue, not in beauty of Afterwards, he anointed her with oil, accompanied by prayer,
character, not in greatness of mind, not in heavenly wisdom, the last Sacrament which the Church bestows.
Fabiola and the household who had attended these solemn
not in merit before God oh no; in all this she felt herself inBut as a child of God, as heiress to an rites, with tears and prayers, now descended into the crypt,
finitely her inferior.
eternal kingdom, as a living member of the body of Christ, as and after the divine offices returned to Miriam in their darker
admitted to a share in all His mercies, to all the price of His raiment.
" The hour is come." said
" Forshe, taking Fabiola'shnnd.
redemption, as a new creature in Him, she felt that she was
told her so.
she
if I have been wanting in duty to you, and in good
and
with
to
glee
me,
Miriam,
happy
give
equal
Never had she been so proud of splendid garment as she was example."
This was more than Fabiola could stand, and she burst into
of the white robe, which she had received as she came out of
Miriam soothed her, and said, " Put to my lips the
tears.
the font, and which she had to wear for eight days.
But a merciful Father knows how to blend our joys and sor- sign of salvation when I can speak no more and, good
rows, and sends us the latter when He has best prepared us for Dionysius, remember me at God's altar when I am departed."
He prayed at her side, and she replied, till at length her
them. In that warm embrace which we have mentioned, she
But her lips moved, and she pressed them
for the first time noticed the shortened breath, and heaving voice failed her.
She looked serene and joyful,
chest of her dear sister. She would not dwell upon it ir. her on the cross presented to her.
thoughts, but sent to beg Dionysius to come on the morrow. till at length raising her hand to her forehead, then bringing
That evening they all kept their Easter banquet together; and it to her breast, it fell dead there, in making the saving sign.
Fabiola felt happy to preside at Miriam's side over a table, at A smile passed -over her face, and she expired, as thousands of
which reclined or sat her own converted slaves, and those of Christ's children have expired since.
Fabiola mourned much over her but this time she mourned
Agnes's household, all of whom she had retained. She never
remembered having enjoyed so delightful a supper.
as they do who have hope.
Early next morning, Miriam called Fabiola to her side, and
* "
AgtKo gepu'chrum cat Romulea in domo,
with a fond, caressing manner, which she had never before dis;

;

!

;

;

;

:

;

!

;

;

played, said to her

Fortis pucllfie, martyris incli.aa.
Conspectu in ipso condita turrium
Bervat salute m vlrgo Qoiritum :

:

left
what will you do, when
sister,
"My
*
you ?"
Poor Fabiola was overpowered with grief. "Are yon then
going to leave me ? I had hoped we should live for ever as sisBut if you wish to leave Home, may I not
ters together.
accompany you, at least to nurse you, to serve you ?"
Miriam smiled, but a tear was in her eye, as taking her sisFabiola underter's hand, she pointed up towards heaven.
stood her, and said
"O, no, no, dearest sister. Pray to God,
who will refuse you nothing, that I may not lose you. It is
And now,
selfish, I know; but what can I do without you ?

I have

dpiu:

Necnon et tpsos protogit advenas,
Puroac fideli pectore Bupplicea."
Prudential.

" The tomb
Ji.

of

Agnes graces Romp,
maiden brave, a martyr great.

KeRtiug in sight of batioiied gate,
the virgin shields her home;

From harm
Nor
If

to the stranger help denies.

sought with pure aud faithful sighs."

:

too, that I

have learnt how much they who reign with Christ

t fit; Ambrose said mass In the huiw of a lady beyond the Tiber (Pnl1
Inus, In his Life, torn. ii. Oper. ed. Bened.) St. Augustine mentions a priest *
in a house supposed to be infested with evil tpirits. De Civ. D. lib
eaying

maw

xxii. 0,8,

M

F. \UH>1. A

Of!

;

tude of the poor Christians on this great change.

PART THIRD VICTORY.
CHAPTER

THE STRANGER FROM THE EAST.

WE

was

lika

has gone forth that the infection has ceased. For here, after
ten years of separation and concealment, when families could
Bcarcely meet in the cemeteries nearest them, many did not

I.

APPEAR to ourselves to be walking in

It

forth, and tearful though happy greeting, ot the
inhabitants of a city decimated by plague, when proclamation

ming

know who among

solitude.

One

by one those whose words and actions and thoughts have
hitherto accompanied and sustained us, have dropped off, and
But is all this unthe prospect around looks very dreary.
natural ?
We have been describing not an ordinary period of
peace and every-day life, but one of warfare, strife, and battle.
Is it unnatural that the bravest, the most heroic, should have
fallen thick around us ?
We have been reviving the memory

had fallen victims, or who
and then more courageous,
they ventured forth; soon the places of old assembly, which
children born in the last ten years had not seen, were cleansed,
or repaired, refitted and reconciled,* and opened to public und
friends or kinsfolk

might yet survive.

Timid

at first,

now

fear!' sa worship.
Constautine also ordered

that the holiest and purest should have been the earliest to be

all property, public or private, belonging to Christians and confiscated, to be restored; but with
the wise provision that the actual holders should be indemnified by the imperial treasury, f
The Church was soon in motion to bring out all the resources of her beautiful foru
institutions; and either the existing basilicas were converted to
her uses, or new ones were built on the most cherished spots of

crowned

Borne,

of the cruellest persecution which the Church ever suffered,
it was proposed to erect a column bearing the inscription
Is it strange
that the Christian name had been extinguished.

when

?

And

yet the Church-of Christ has still to sustain many years
of sharper persecution than we have described. A succession of
tyrants and oppressors kept up the fearful war upon her, without intermission, in one part of the world or another for twenty
years, even after Constautine had checked it wherever his power reached.
Dioclesian, Galerius, Maximinus, and Licinius in
the East, Maximiau and Maxcntius in the West, allowed no
rest to the Christians under their several dominions. Like one
of those rolling storms which go over half the world, visiting

various countries with their ravaging energy, while their
gloomy foreboding or sullen wake simultaneously overshadow

them all, so did this persecution wreak its fury first on one
country, then on another, destroying every thing Christian,
passing from Italy to Africa, from Upper Asia to Palestine,
Egypt, and then back to Armenia, while it left no place in
actual peace, but
entire empire.

hung

like a blighting storm-cloud over the

And

yet the Church increased, prospered, and defied this
Pontiff stepped after Pontiff at once upon the
sin.
councils
footstool of the papal throne and upon the scaffold
were held in the dark halla of the catacombs; bishops came to
Runic, at risk of their lives, to consult the successor of St.

world of

;

Peter; letters were exchanged between Churches far distant
and the supreme Ruler of Christendom, and between different
Churches, full of sympathy, encouragement and affection;
bishop succeeded bishop in his see, and ordained priests and
ministers to take the place of the fallen, and be a mark set upon
the bulwarks of the city for the enemy's aim; and the work of
Christ's imperishable kingdom went on without interruption,
and without fear of extinction.
Indeed it was in the midst of all these alarms and conflicts,
that the foundations were being laid of a mighty system,
The perdestined to produce stupendous effects in after ages.
secution drove many from the cities, into the deserts of Egypt,
where the monastic state grew up, so as to make "the wilderness rejoice and flourish like the lily, bud forth and blossom,
And so, when Dioclesian
and rejoice with joy and praise."*
had been degraded from the purple, and had died a peevish
destitute old man, and Galerius had been eaten up alive by
ulcers and worms, iiml had acknowledged, by public edict, the
failure of his attempts, and Maximian Herculeus had strangled
and Maxentius had perished in the Tiber, and Maxif,
minus had expired amidst tortures inflicted by Divine justice,
equal to any he had intlicted on Christians, his very eyes
having started from their sockets, and Licinius had been put
ih by Coustantine; the Spouse of Christ, whom they had
all conspired to destroy, stood young and bjiooming as ever,
about to cuter into her great career of universal diffusion and
!

rule.

It

was

writers

Let not the reader fear that we are going to lead him forward
into a long history.
This will belong to some one better qualified for the task of unfolding the grandeur and charms of free
and unfettered Christianity.
have only to show the laud
of promise from above, spread like an inviting paradise before

We

our

feet;

that

little

we are not the Josue that must lead others in. The
we have to add in this brief third part of our humble

barely what

is necessary for its eomp!
then suppose ourselves arrived at th, year 318, fifteen years after our last scene of death.
Time :i'.id pen.>:
laws have given security to the Christian religion, and the
Church is likewise more fully establishing her organization.

book,

is

We will

Many who on the return of peace had hung down their
having by some act of weak condescension escaped death, had
by this time expiated their fall by penance; and now and then
an aged stranger would be saluted reverently by the pass,
when they saw that his right eye had been burnt out, or his
I

hand mutilated; or when his halting gait show,
dons of the knee had been severed, in the late persecution,

If at this period our friendly reader will follow us out of the
<ly acgate, to the valley with which hi
quainted, he will find sad havoc among the beautiful trees and

Nomentan

flower-beds of Fabiola's villa.
Scaffold-poles are standing up
in place of the first; bricks, marbles and columns lie upon the
Constantia, the daughter of Constantino,

latter.

it,

we may imagine

Being now baptized, she was repayiii
pletely cured.
debt of gratitude by building over her tomb her beautiful
basilica.
Still the faithful had access to the crypt in which she
was buried; and great was the concourse of pilgrims that came
from

all

parts of the world.

One afternoon when Fabiola returned from the

city to her
spending the day in attending to the sick, in an hospital established in her own house, the fossor, who had charge
of the cemetery, met her with an air of great interest and no
villa, after

small excitement, and said:
"
Madam, I sincerely believe that the stranger from the East,

whom you

have so long expected,

is arrived."
ever treasured np the dying words of
" Where is he?"
Miriam, eagerly asked,
" He is
was the reply.
again,"
gone
"But how," she asked again,
The lady's countenance fell.

Fabiola,

uxv.

1.

'2.

who had

" do
you know it was he ?" The excavator replied
" In the course of the
morning I noticed, among the crowd,
a man not yet fifty, but worn by mortification and sorrow, to
premature old age. His hair was nearly grey, a"was his long
His Bress was eastern, nnd he wore the cloak which
beanl.
:

Xbe oeremouy employed
ib. II.

the joy and grati-

.<

See

after

<l<>s..-riatiuii.

K. lib.

Enst, 8.->me Governors, iveiwied with wholesale murders, adopted this
way of treating Qhristiaus toward the end of the persecution.

;v,i'u!

luaiah

had prayed

at St. Agnes's tomb, when not yet a Christian, to beg the cure
of a virulent ulcer, had been refreshed by a vision, and com-

in the year 313 that Constantino, having defeated
Even if ancient
full liberty to the Church.

had not described

for

Christ's sake. I

Tin:

77/ /<:
the

monks from that country usually do. When he came betomb of Agnes, he flung him;;.
up<m the pavement

fore the

11'

with such a passion of tears, such groans, such sobs, ns
all around to compassion.
Many approached him, and whispered, 'Brother, thou art in great distress; weep not so, the
saint is merciful."
Others said to him, ' We will all pray for
But he seemed to be 'beyond comfort.
I
thee, fear not.'
thought to myself, surely in the presence of so gentle and kind
a saint, none ought to be thus disconsolate or heart-broken,
except only one man."
" Go
"what did he next ?"
on, go on," broke in Fabiola
"After a long time," continued the fossor, "he arose, and
drawing from hia bosom a most beautiful and sparkling ring,
he laid it on her tomb. I thought I llud seen it before, many
;

"

years ago.

" And then ?"
"
He
Turning round he saw me, and recognized my dress.
approached me, and I could feel him trembling, as, without
Brother, knowest
looking in my face, he timidly asked me,
thou if there lie buried anywhere here about a maiden from
After
I pointed silently to the tomb.
Syria, called Miriam ?"
'

a pause of great pain to himself, so agitated now that his voice
Knowest thou, brother, of what
faltered, he asked me again,
'Thank God!" he
she died?' 'Of consumption," I replied.
ejaculated, with the sigh of relieved anguish, and fell prosHere too he moaned and cried for more
trate on the ground.
than an hour, then, approaching the tomb, affectionately kissed
'

cover, and retired."
It is he, Torquatus,

its

"
"

why

did

he

!"

warmly exclaimed Fabiola

;

?"

had once seen
But I am sure he

his face, I had not
will return again
courage to meet his eye.
for he went towards the city."
" Dear
" He must be
found," concluded Fabiola.
Miriam,
in
death
this
1"
thou hadst then,
consoling foresight
not, lady

;

"

thing, rather thun stain!

"Where

Pancratius stood, "interposed a third, more mali-

cious.

" Hold
your tongue," broke out the drunkard, with a
"Mention his name again, if you darn !" And
positive rage.
he raised his fist, and looked 1'iiriounly at the speaker.
"
Ay, because he told you how you were to die," shouted
"
the youngster, running away.
Heigh Heigh! a panther
hero for Corvinus !"
All ran away before the human beast, no
fury,
more than they would have done from the wild one of the d
He cursed them, and threw stones after them.
The pilgrim, from a short distance, watched the close of the
Corvinus moved slower
same
scene, then went on.
road, that which led towards the Lateran basilica, now the
Cathedral of Rome. Suddenly a sharp growl was heard, and
with it a piercing shriek. As they were passing by the Coliseum, near the dens of the wild beasts, which were prepared for
combats among themselves, on occasion of the emperor's visit,
Corvinus, impelled by the morbid curiosity natural to p<
who consider themselves victims of some fatality, com
with a particular object, approached the cage in which a splendid panther was kept. He went close to the bars, and provoked
I

1

:

the animal, by gestures and words saying: "Very likely, indeed, that you are to be the death of me! You ore very safe in
your den." In that instant, the enraged animal made a spring
at him, and through the wide bars of the den, caught hi
and throat hi its fangs, and inflicted a frightful lae
;

it is

you not detain him

" I durst

it would surely be
very natural," said one youth.
Ami \eryjust," added another.
"Oh, nevermind," said Corvinus, "they will always let (inn
off for turning Christian.
And, I am sure, I would turn any

"Why,
"

after I

;

wound.
The wretched man was picked up, and carried to his lodgThe stranger followed him, and found
ings, not far off.
mean, dirty, and uncomfortable in the extreme with only an
old and decrepit slave, apparently as sottish as his mas!
;

CHAPTER IL
THE STRANGEB IK BOMB.
*

EABLY next morning, the pilgrim was passing through the
of persons gathered round one
they were evidently teazing. He would have paid but
little attention to such a scene in a public thoroughfare, had
He therefore, drew
not his ear caught a name familiar to it.
In the centre was a man, younger than himself but if
nigh.
he looked older than he was, from being wan, and attenuated,
the other did so much more from being the very contrary. He
was bald and bloated, with a face swelled, and red, and covered

Forum, when he saw a group

whom

;

The stranger

who was long

in

coming

;

stanch the blood.
While he was so occupied, Corvinus fixed hia eyes upon him
with a look of one delirious, or demented.
" Do
you know me?" asked the pilgrim, soothingly.
" Know
you ? No yes. Let me see Ha! the fox! my fox!
Do you remember our hunting together those hateful Christians.
Where have you been all this time ? How many of them have

And he laughed outrageously.
"Peace, peace, Corvinus," replied the other. "You must
be very quiet, or there is no hope for you. Besides, I do not
wish you to allude to those times ; for I am myself now a Chris-

you caught ?"

"

with blotches and boils. A drunken cunning swam in his eye,
and his gait and tone were those of a man habitually intoxi-

tian.

His clothes were dirty, and his whole person neglected.
" won't
"Ay, ay, Corvinus," one youth was saying to him
you get your deserts, now ? Have you not heard that Constantine is coming this year to Rome, and don't you think the
Christians will have their turn about now ?"
" Not
they," answered the man we have described, "they
Lave not the pluck for it.
I remember we feared it, when
Constantine published his first edict, after the death of Maxentius, about liberty for the Christians, but next year he puts
us out of fear, by declaring all religions to be equally permit-

who have shed more

,

sent him out to procure a surgeon,
and, in the meantime, did his best to

attend him.

"You

a Christian?" broke out Corvinus savagely.
of their best blood than any man ?

"You

you been forgiven for all this? Or have you slept quietly upon
Have no furies lashed you at night? no phantoms h;;
it?
you? no viper sucked your heart? If BO, tell me how you
have got rid of them all, that I may do the same. If not,
will come, they will come
Vengeance and fury why should
they not have tormented you as much as me ?"
"Silence, Corvinus; I have suffered as you have. But I
have found the remedy, and will make it known to you, as soon
!

as the physician has seen you, for

!

he

is

approaching."

The doctor saw him, dressed the wound, but gave little hope
" That is all
very well, asageneral rule," interposed another, of recovery, especially in a patient whose very blood waa
determined further to plague him; " but is it not supposed tainted by intemperance.
that he is going to look up those who took nu active part in the
The stranger now resumed his seat beside him, and spoke of
late persecution, and have the lex talionis\ executed on them
the mercy of God, and His readiness to forgive the worst of
The unhappy
stripe for stripe, burning for burning, and wild beast for wild sinners; whereof he himself was a living proof.
ted."*

;

man seemed

beast?"

"

Who says

so?" asked Corvinns, turning pale.

to be in a sort of stupor; if he listened, not comAt length his kind instructor, havprehending what
louuded to him the fundamental mysteries of Christianity
in hope, rather than certainty, of being attended to, said
'And now, Corvinus, you will ask me how is forgiveness to
.

Kusebius, ubi tup.
The law of retaliation, such ax was prescribed also in the Mosaic law, " an
ye for au eye, a tooth for a tooth," Ao.
t

i

:

'
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be applied to one who believes all tins? It is by baptism, by
beiii-r l>oni again of water anil the Holy Ghost."
"What?" exclaimed the sick man, loathiugly.
"By being washed in the laver of re^em-niting water."
He was interrupted by a convulsive growl rather than "a
moan. "Water! water! no water for me! Take it away!

Oil

" I
thought, as much
good morning, air. I shall be happy
accommodate you at any time, at as reasonable rates as my
A great fool that for his
f:;!hrr Epliraim, now with Abraham.
his
Imustsav.
pardon," he added, when the
]>:iius,
;

to

'

stranger was out of hearing.
With a decided step and a brighter countenance than he had
yet displayed, he went straight to the villa on the Nomentan
way and after again paying his devotions in the crypt, but
with a lighter heart, he at once addressed the fossor, as if they

a strong spasm seized the patient's throat.
His attendant was alarmed, but sought to calm him. "Think
taken hence in your present
not," he said, "that you coca to be
"
water"
into
Torquatus, can I speak with the
to
be
and
(the sick man shuddered had never been parted
plunged
fever,
not
Fabiola
?"
few
a
drops suffice,
Lady
and moaned); "in clinical baptism,*
"
" come this
"
And ho showed him the water
way."
more than is in this pitcher.
Certainly," answered the other
and
writhed
the
of
the
At
in a small vessel.
it,
patient
Neither alluded, as they went along, to old times, nor to the
sight
foamed at the mouth, and was shaken by a violent convulsion. intermediate history of either. There seemed to be an underwas to be obliterThe sounds that proceeded from him resembled a howl from a
instinctive to
that all the

And

;

:

;

more than any utterance of human lips.
The pilgrim saw at once that hydrophobia, with all its horrible symptoms, had come upon the patient from the bite of the
the servant
enraged animal. It was with difficulty that he and
could hold him down at times. Occasionally he broke out into
violence against God and
frightful paroxysms of blasphemous
man. And then, when this subsided, he would go on moaning
wild beast

thus:

me! water! water! none for me!
and that is my portion. I am alit comes creeping
ready on fire, within, without! Look how
moment nearer and
up, all around me, it, advances every
"
And he b<-nt off the fancied flame with his hands on
nearer!
either side of his bed, and he blew at it around his head. Then
he would say, " Why
turning toward his sorrowful attendants,
don't you put it out ? you see it is already burning me."
Thus passed the dreary day, and thus came the dismal night,
when the fever increased, and with it the delirium, and the
At
violent accesses of fury, though the body was sinking.
in bed, and looking with halfhimself
raised
he
up
length
in a voice choked
straight before him, he exclaimed

"Water they want

to give

It is fire! fire! that I have,

past
both,
standing,
Fabiola
ated before men, as they hoped it was before God.
had remained at home that and the preceding day, in hopes of
the stranger's return. She was seated in the garden close to a

fountain,

when Torquatus, pointing

to her, retired.

visitor approach, and
an indescribable emotion thrilled through her, when she found
herself standing in his presence.
"
Madam," he said, in a tone of deep humility and earnest
" I should never have
presumed to present myself
simplicity,
before you, had not an obligation of justice, as well as many of

She

rose, as she

gratitude, obliged

saw the long-expected

me."

" is this the name
by which I
Orontius," she replied,
must address you ?" (he signified his assent) "you can hr.ve
"

no obligations toward me, except that which our great Apostle charges on us, that we love one another."
" I know
you feel so. And therefore I would not have pretended, unworthy as I am, to intrude upon you for any lower
motive than one of strict duty. I know what gratitude I owe
you for the kindness and affection lavished upon one now
dearer to me than any sister can be on earth, and how you disglazt-d eyes
charged towards her the offices of love which I had neglected."
" to be
with bitter rage:
" And
thereby sent her to me," interposed Fabiola,
"Away, Pancratius, begone! Thou hast glared on me long my angel of Life.
Orontius, that Joseph was sold
Remember,
it fast; it is going to
enough. Keep back thy panther! "Hold
his brethren, only that he might save his race."
-with a convulsive by"
And
Oh!
comes!
It
throat.
at
my
fly
You are too good, indeed, towards one so worthless," refrom off his throat, he plucked
grasp, as if pulling the beast
sumed the pilgrim ; " but I will not thank you for your kindaway the bandage from his wound. A gush of blood poured ness to another who has repaid you so richly. Only this mornover him, and he fell back a hkteous corpse upon the bed.
no claim
ing I have learnt your mercy to one who could have
His friend saw how unrepenting persecutors died.
upon you."
" I do not understand
you," observed Fabiola.

" Then I

CHAPTEB

JH.

THE next morning the pilgrim proceeded to discharge the
business which had been interfered with by the circumstances
He might have been first
related in the preceding chapter.
Been busily employed inquiring after some one, about the
Januses in the Forum. At length the person was found; and
the two walked toward a dirty little office under the Capitol, on
the ascent called the Clivus Asyli. Old musty books were
brought out, and searched column after column, till they came
" Consuls Dioclesian
Augustus, the eighth
to the date of the
the seventh time."t
Herculeus
Maxirnian
and
Augustus,
time,
Here they found sundry entries with reference to certain documents. A roll of mouldy parchments of that date was produced, docketed as referred to, and the number corresponding
The result of the
to the entries was drawn out and examined.

" It is the

seemed perfectly
first

time in

my

satisfactory to both parties.
the owner of the den,

life," said

" that

I ever knew a. person who had got clear off, come back,
Christian, I
after fifteen years, to inquire after his debts.
sir ?"

A

presume,
"

Certainly,

by God's mercy."

was administered
tho water on the head. See Bingham, book xl. o. 11.
by pouring or sprinkling
*

Clinical baptism, or that of persons confined to their bods,

t A. D. 303.

you

all plainly,"

rejoined Orontius.

"I

have now been for many years a member of one of those communities in Palestine, of men who live separated from the world

AT LAST.

investigation

will tell

in desert places, dividing their day, and even their night between singing the Divine praises, contemplation, and the labor
of their hands. Severe penance for past transgressions, fasting,
mourning, and prayer form the great duty of our penitential
Have you heard of such men here ?"
state.
" The fame of
holy Paul and Anthony is as great in the West
as in the East," replied the lady.
" It is with the greatest disciple of the latter that I have
and the consolation he
lived, supported by his great example,

has given me. But one thought troubled me, and prevented
my feeling complete assurance of safety, even after years of exBefore I left Rome I had contracted a heavy debt,
piation.
which must have been accumulating at a frightful rate of
Yet it was
amount.
interest, till it reached an overwhelming
an obligation deliberately contracted, and not to be justly
evaded. I was a poor cenobite,* barely living on the produce
of the few palm-leaf mats that I could weave, and the scanty
herbs that would grow in the sand. How could I discharge

my

obligations

?

"Only one means remained.

I could give myself

up to my

creditor as a slave, to labor for him and endure his blows and
scornful reproaches in patience, or to be sold by him for
In either case, I should have had
value, for I am yet strong.

my

Religious

who lived

in

community, or common

life,

were so

called.

THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.
my Saviour's example

to cheer

and support mo.

At any

rate,

that I hod in
"I went this moruingto the Forum, found my creditor's son,
examined his accounts, and found that you h:i
debt in full. I am, therefore, yoar bondsman, Lady Fubiola,
instead of the Jew's." And ho km It humbly ut her
eyes.
"Rise, rise," said Fabiola, turning away her
"You are no bondsman of mine, but a door brother in our

I should have given up

97

and took

lived in (he onves hard by,

They

in the

'

"T'u

fill

saw the

I

I

of

my

piety,

religion

(

de;

so that yielding to grace, I bewailed
''

i'U,l

",

"Orontius, I have a
sitting down with him, she said
great favor to ask from you. Give me some account of h>.w
you were brought to that life, which you have BO generously

dry food

in.

common Lord."
Then

th< ir refection
,uir

all

reei-ived bujil ism 'in

I

doubly brethren,
for I was born to eternal life,
ud to do now ?"
'!

:

Church

;

also,

But

on that day.

embraced."
my return. T
"I will obey yon as briefly as possible. I fled, ns you know,
-.-is. of
my journey. Th
one sorrowful night from Borne, accompanied by a luuu" and debt my second was to lay an offer!
his voice choked him.
You will reiii.'.jibe:-," he added, smiling, "that your
"I know, I know whom you mean Eurotas," interrupted father unintentionally deceived mo into the idea, that she covBuFool that I was
Fabiola.
'iaycd.
"The same, the curse of our house, the author of all mine,
ion, that she should ponfind my dear sister's, sufferings.
We had to charter a vessel
keeping so I brought it to
*t great expense from Brundusiom, whence we sailed for
have you means for your journey ?" asked the lady
yWe attempted commerce and various speculations, but timidly.
"
all failed.
There was manifestly a curse on all that we unAbundant," he replied, "in the charity of the faithful. I
to
and
wo
f
melted
;*!
Our mear.s
hnve
ik.
away,
lisbop of
but I will accept from
>me other country. We crossed over to Pahviine, and where sustenance tu'.l hulging
settled for a while at Gaza.
Very soon wo v.
up of water and a morsel of bread, in the name of a
but niy
distress; every body shunned us, we knew not why
disciple."
conscience told mo that the mark of Cain was on my brow."
They rose, and were advancing towards the house, v
woman rushed madly through the shrubs,
Orontins paused and wept fora time, then went on
"
"At length, when all was exhausted, and nothing re-nnined
Oh, save me dear mistress, sav
^claiming,
with
but
of
considerable
n
few
to
kill me !"
which,
but
price indeed,
jewels,
ling me,
the poor oreatnre, her formr.r
I knew not why, Eurotas would not part, he urged me to take
Fabiola recognized,
lor a furious
denouncing
Jubala, but her hair was grizzly and dishevelled, and her
For the first time in my life I whole aspect bespoke abject misery. She asked whom she
a was breaking ont.
One day meant.
rebelled against his commands, and refused to obey.
"
"
i-iiiJc out of the gates; we wandered far, till wo
long has ho bee'i
My husband," she replied
came to a delightful spot in the midst of the desert. It was a cruel, but to-day he i more brutal than utual.
Oh, save me
dell, covered with verdure, and shaded by palm-trees;
from
" but I
am ran down, issuing from a spring iu a rock
"
a little
fear,
l>ere is no danger here," replied the lady
In this rook we saw grottoes and
at the head of the valley.
have
not
seen
I
you for a
.Tubalu, you are far from happy.
caverns; but the place seemed uninhabited. Not a sound could
long time."
be heard but the bubbling of the water.
dear lady, why should I come to tell yon of all my
"No,
" \\ e sat down to
rest, when Eurotas addressed me in a fear- woes ?
Oh, why did I ever leave you and your h
The time wa's come, he told me, wheu we must T
ful speech.
ought to have been so happy ? I might then with you, and
both fulfil the dreadful resolution he had taken, that we mast
learnt to be
Graja, and good old departed Enphrosyne, have
not survive the ruiu of our family. Here we must both die;
Ch:
have
embraced
and
good myself,
"
the wild beasts would consume our bodies, and no one would
Tubala?"
What, have you
know the end of its last representatives,
"For a long time, lady, in my sorrows and remor
"So saying, he drew forth two small flasks of unequal sizes, have seen how happy Christians are, even those who have
handed me the larger one, and swallowed the contents of the as wicked as myself. And because I hinted this to niy hi:
mailer.
this morning, he has beaten me, and threatened
"I refused to talte it, and even reproached him for the difT rHut, thank God, I have been making myself
ence of our doses; but he replied that he was old, and I
with Christian doctrines, through the teaching of a friend."
" How
mud that they were proportioned to our respective stiv.
long has this bad treatment gone on, Jub.
I still refused, having no wish to die. But a sort of demoni- Orontius, who had heard of it from his uncle.
" since soon after
acal fury seemed to come over him; he seized me with a giant's
marriage, I told him
,ver," she replied,
sat on the ground, threw me on my back, and ex- of an oiler made to me previously, by a dark forer
as
I
grasp,
claiming, 'We must both perish together,' forcibly poured tha Enrotas.
Oh 1 he was, indeed, a w:
Connected with him, is ni
contents of the phial, without sparing rue a drop, down niy
:r.9 and remorseless villany.
throat.
most racking recollection."
'Iu an instant, I was unconscious; and remained so, till I
"How was that?" u*ked Orontius, with eager r
"
he nske
awoke in a cavern, and faintly called for drink. A venerable
Why, when he w.
one for any
old man, with a white beard, put a wooden bowl of water to for him two narcotic potions
my lips. 'Where is Eurotas ?' I asked. 'Is that your com- should he be taken prisoner. This was to be eert:,iuh
'He is another had to
I answered.
panion ?' inquired the old monk. 'Yea,'
suspend consciousness for a few hours only
this had
what
not
know
I
the
was
fatality
by
reply.
dead,'
should he require it for
all my heart, for having
" When he came for them, I was just going to explain t
happened; but I bless God with
i

;
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" That old

the small phial cont

him, that, contrary to up;

epai'

man was

Hilarion, a native of Gaza, who, having
in Egypt, had that
spent many years with the holy Anthony
to establish the cenobitie and eremitical life in
returned
'year*
his own country, and had already collected several disciples.
A.B.

m

fatally co:

'U,

and the largo one a
husband came ill at

and weaker dose. But my
and hi a fit of jealousy thrust
Confession of Blue in
b. iu cii. vi-.i. i U.

ii.

priviiUi

wo
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room.
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FABIOLA; OR THE CHURCH OF THE CATACOMBS.

mistake may have been committed, and that unintentional
death may have ensned. "
Fabiola and Orontius looked at one another in silence, wondering at the just dispensations of Providence ; when they were
aroused by a shriek from the woman. They were horrified at
seeing an arrow quivering in her bosom. As Fabiola supported her, Oroiitius, looking behind him, caught a glimpse of a
black face grinning hideously through the fence. In the next
moment a Numidian was seen flying away on his horse, with
his bow bent, Parthian-wise over his shoulder, ready for any
pursuer. The arrow had passed, unobserved, between Orontius

and the lady.

Fabiola saw this, and going up to him kindly and frankly,
her hand upon his arm, and mildly said to him :
"
Oroutius, there is that within, which may well make us both
blush deeply, but not therefore despond."
So saying she drew aside the curtain, and Orontius saw within
a crystal plate, the embroidered scarf so much connected with
I

and his sister's history. Upon it were lying two sharp
weapons, the points of both which were rusted with blood. In
one he recognized his own dagger the other appeared to
him like one of those instruments of female vengeance,
with which he knew heathen ladies punished their attendant

his own,

;

slaves.

" We have
"
"
Jubala," asked Fabiola, "dost thou wish to die a Christian ?"
both," said Fabiola,
unintentionally inflicted a
" Most
and
shed
the
blood
of
she
wound,
her, whom now we honor as a
earnestly,"
replied.
" Dost thou believe in One God in Three Persons ?"
sister in heaven.
But for my part, from the day when I did so,
"I
and gave her occasion to display her virtue, I date the dawn of
firmly believe in all the Christian Church teaches."
" And in Jesus
What say yon, Orontius ?"
Christ, who was born and died for our sins ?" grace upon my soul.
" That
I, likewise, from the instant that I so misused her,
"Yes, in all that you believe." The reply was more faint.
" Make
haste, make haste, Orontius, "cried Fabiola, pointing and led to her exhibition of such Christian heroism, began to
feel the hand of God upon me, that has led me to repentance
to the fountain.
He was already at its basin, filling full his two hands, and and forgiveness."
" It is thus
" The
ever," concluded Fabiola.
coming instantly, poured their contents on the head of the poor
example of our
Lord
has
made
the
of
as
she
exand
the
the
words
martyrs
African, pronouncing
baptism and,
example of the martyrs
leads us upwards to Him. Their blood softens our hearte His
pired, the water of regeneration mingled with her blood of exalone cleanses our souls. Theirs pleads for mercy His bepiation.
;

;

;

;

After this distressing, yet consoling, scene, they entered the
house, and instructed Torquatus about the burial to be given to
this doubly-baptized convert.
Orontius was struck with the simple neatness of the house,
so strongly contrasting with the luxurious splendor of Fabi-

former dwelling.
in a small inner room,
ola's

"

it.

May the

Church, in her days of peace and of victories,
never forget what she owes to the age of her martyrs. As for
us two, we are indebted to it for our spiritual lives. May
many, who will only read of it, draw from it the same mercy

But suddenly his attention was arrested, and grace !"
They knelt down, and prayed long together
by a splendid shrine or casket, set with

but with an embroidered curtain before it, so as to allow
only the frame of it to be seen. Approaching nearer, he read
inscribed on it,
" THE BLOOD OF THE ur.naaim MlBlAM, SHED BT CETTEli
HANDS!"
Orontius turned deadly pale ; then changed to a deep crimson ; and almost staggered.

jewels,

stows

silently before
the shrine.
They then parted, to meet no more.
After a few years, spent by Orontius 3n penitential fervor, a
green mound by the palms, in the little dell near Gaza, marked
the spot where he slept the sleep of the just.
And after manyyears of charity and holiness, Fabiola withdrew to rest in peace, in company with Agnes and Miriam,

THE AUSTRALIAN DUKE,
OB
THE NEW UTOPIA.
OHAPTEB

a somewhat hasty conclusion that
Yankee.

I.

OBANT.

my

friend in gray

must be a

while, the elder gentleman was engaged in folding hw
paper into the smallest possible compass, with the view of ultimately disposing of it in his coat pocket, observing, as Le did
"
so, that
they seemed to have got a good working majority,"
and the words at once unlocked our tongues and gave us a common subject of interest. It was the moment of a great political crisis
a once popular ministry had split to pi
eral election had just placed tho reins of power in the humls of
the Conservative party, and according to their respective views
men were everywhere startled or jubilant over the unexpected
i

was a bright morning,

in the early part of July, when I
a railway carriage that was whirling me
rapidly from the Great Babylon for the short three weeks' holiday which was all I could snatch from the law. I was about

IT found myself in

my old home at Oaklmm, whore my father
the post of steward and man of business to the noble
family who owned the Oakhani domain.
Oakham Park was the great place, par excellence, of the
to

spend them in

filled

country

;

its

tilings to see

princely mansion,
;

and few

Shahs or Czarowitches,

woods and gardens were

its

illustrious foreigners, in the

shape of

;

shifting of the scenes.

England without enjoying the hos"
They will have it all their own way for the present," I obIn early boyhood
pitality dispensed there in right royal style.
served "and released from more serious cares, Hnpirock can
a run with the Oakham foxhounds had ranked foremost among
take his own time at demolishing the Pope."
my home pleasures and the support of the great family's par"
" how
Yes," said the first speaker
long it will last remains
liamentary interest was about the first idea which had been
to be seen, but for a time we shall have a strong Tory Governto
me
in
later
the
duties
of
presented
life, among
left

;

;

;

graver years.

Ten years of busy life in London law-courts had, indeed,
somewhat dwarfed the importance of Oakham in my present
estimation and, moreover, changes had been at work by which
the influence once exercised by its owners in the country had
considerably diminished. The old ducal family had become
extinct, and the property had passed to a younger branch whose
presence was almost felt as an intrusion by those who remembered the days of "the old duke." Still, after the absence of
a year or two, during which I had generally contrived that
;

ment,"
" And what will
they do f" asked the Yankee (if such he
were,) in a tone of grave and genuine interest, which contrasted
not a little with the careless, off-hand manner of his companions.

"Do?

scanty holidays should be spent in a continental ramble,
the prospect of revisiting my boyhood's home was reawakening
the old associations ; and as I mused over past and present the

Well, I suppose they'll give the beer-shops a lift ;
it to them that they've got their innings.
Then there's Clause 26 safe for a year or two ; and I suppose
the farmers will get some sort of a sop, and promise of more.
Then we shall spend a lot of money, and have a jolly fight over
the Budget and there's talk about Law Keforrn ; I suppose
that is about our programme for the next session."

images of early days began to reassume their old proportions,
and to exert their former influence over my mind.
My companions in the carriage were three in number, of
whom two had established themselves in corner compartments,
and were absorbed in the study of their dailies. The third,

tion of the other's accuracy; "changes in government don't
come to much in England ; and no man when he is in power

my

you know they owe

;

"You are not serious ?"
"I am indeed."
"Yes," I observed, as he glanced towards me for confirma-

clad in a plain gray suit, had. nothing special to indicate his
rank, or call for observation but in a minute or so I found
myself involuntarily scanning him afresh, a proceeding I was
the better able to accomplish from the fact that his eyes, fixed

can really do what he talks about in opposition. The new men
will find it so, and they know it as well as we."
"It is incomprehensible," said the man in grey, speaking
rather to himself than to any of the party ; "what a contemp-

on the passing landscape, were never once turned towards me.
I could hardly say what there was to justify my glance of curious inspection, if it were not the stillness of his head, and the

ible system !"

;

The two politicians stared at him, and then at one another
was clear that he and they revolved in different mental orAs to the others, bits. Further conversation was, however cut short by the stoppassive, self-forgetfulness of his attitude.
they were of the ordinary class of English railway travellers. page of the train, the inevitable inspection of tickets, and the
Having painfully done his duty with the morning paper, the scrambling exit of the two travellers, whose places were not
younger of tlie two attempted to open conversation with his filled up, so that when the train once more started, the stranger
"
opposite neighbor by the remark that,
Mayflower seemed to and myself were left tete-a-tete.
"You are not familiar with our English politics ?" I began.
have made all the running," to which the elder replied by a
" The fact is that with us
parties differ rather in name than in
grunted affirmative which seemed to indicate that the animal
"
in question had not greatly consulted his interests
by her un- principle.
"
expected success. He did not seem of a conversational turn,
Principle !" he repeated, for the first time bending on me a
and the young man's next attempt was on the stranger in gray. pair of dark eyes, so singularly expressive that I involuntarily
"Country badly wants rain, sir," he said, as though com- started under their gaze, " Do you really think such a thing
menting on the attention which the other was bestowing on the exists ? And then such a want of power no strength, no firm
fields and dusty hedge-rows.
hold of anything."
"Does it, indeed ?" was the reply. "To me everything looks
"Well, I don't know," I replied; "law is power with ns.
BO green." Then, as by way of explanation "When you are We don't cling to this man or that, and we are uot
always raisused for half the year to see everything baked to brick-dust, ing barricades for ideas, but we
keep the laws."
" And who makes them ?" he
England looks like a huge cabbage-garden."
inquired.
" The
"May-be," returned the other,pointing to a well-timbered bit
people," I replied.
" The
of ground we were then just passing
"and yet I hardly know
people yes, that is to say that those who are to be
untry in Europe that could show cabbages out as those." governed govern is that a fair statement ?"
"Ah 1" was the reply, "perhaps so I know very little of
"Well, I suppose it is."
Europe."
"Well, then, I repeat, there is no power in that. The laws
The chance words fell on my ear, and I proceeded to draw won't d it, that is clear, it must be the work of individuals.'
;

it

:

;

;

;

;

THE
" What is he
"What is it that
iu

A r.STUAfJAX J)TKJ" OR

thinking of?" I asked myself, in surprise.
the laws won't do?
that has come over to the old country to
I

our ways and make capital out of abusing us."

id,

with a
"
h.

foiirti

consulting his Bradshaw.

sy

manner which put

"Perl

my

suspicions to
are near the Oak-

ol'

]
niaps you can tell nie if we
Station?"
" The next but
one," I replied. And I began to worder
what could be taking him thither. For be it known, dean-fader, that the Oakham Station was what one might call a private
one.
The parliamentary influence of the Dukes of Leven, the
old proprietors of the property, had succeeded in placing it in
the midst of their plantations at a convenient half-mile from
their own mansion, and a most inconvenient three miles from

the

bl;i

ham

the village which clustered outside their park gates. It was
rleil to, save liy guests of the great family, and occasional fanners journeying to and from market.
My companion was not of the latter class, and I began to speculate
whether he might not be of the former ; an illustrious some-

body, for

whom

UTOPIA.

native country but once since I could walk alone, and then only
"
in a j Hissing wiiy.

"And you find it beautiful?"
" Much moro than Unit: the wilderness

I should find the

Oakham

carriage waiting,

is

beautiful, but this

never give life, human life,
souls." And hivd towards the tapering spire of the
village church, whence came at that moment, the toll of the
bell.
"'And this Oakham family, has it much hold on
the neighborhood ?"
"
*'
not what the old dukes had, I fancy.
Pretty well," I said,
You see, there have been changes the Dukes of Leveu were
popular, but they broke up some years back, and the present
proprietors, the Earls of Bradford, a younger branch of the

has what the wiidcrnesn

inted ine.

By this time he Tru

THE XK\V

c;tu

1

;

same family, don't reside here much, though, of course, they
lead the county."
Ah you folk at home are always thinking of the county
and parliament ; I did not mean "that.
I was thinking of the
people, the tenantry ; there must be hundreds dependent on a
' '

!

place like this."

"Of bourse; I believe they are considered good landlords,
but you see now-a-days classes are so distinct, and the railways
take country gentlemen away so much from their own
ties of the kind to which you allude are almost things of the
]

and the porters at a white heat of civility.
Nothing of the sort, however, met our gaze as we descended past."
" More's the
" but hark is not
on the trim little platform, My father's dog-cart, with the
pity," he said, with a sigh
well-known face of Jem the gardener, prepared to take posses- that water, and falling water too have yon cascades in these
sion of my bag ami portmanteau, was the solitary equipage in parts ?"
"Not exactly a Niagara," laughing "but there is a fall on
view, and the gray traveller looked about him iu some perthis river, a stone-cast from here, if you care to exploi.
plexity.
" How far to Oakham ?" he
And so saying, I led the way through the thickets, pushing
inquired of the porter.
"
Park, sir, or village ?
Village, three miles and a half, sir ; aside the bushes, till we were able to look down into a
wooded glen, where the little stream which ran through the
Park, close at hand."
"
Oh, then, I can walk but what will happen to my port- park did its best to ape the manners of a waterfall.
Though
manteau ?"
the stream itself was in miniature, the height at which we
"Well, sir, you see, sir, bus don't meet this train, it don't, above it was considerable, and wishing to place my com]
leave it in the cloak-room, sir, and bus will call for it at in the best position for commanding the view, I WHS making my
sir
seven.
Where might you be going sir ?"
way over some jutting pieces of slippery rock, when he culled
"
me to stop in a somewhat peremptory manner. " All right," I
Well, I suppose, there's an inn of some sort?"
"
Oh, sure, sir, White Lion bus will take it there, sir, all replied but the words had scarcely passed my lips when I
A treacherous stone gave way under
right." And he was leaving the station when I caught his eye. found it was ail wrong.
"You'll have a dusty walk to the village by the road," I my foot, and but for a projecting branch, at which I caught, I
said
through the plantation it's barely two miles, and a should have been precipitated into the torrent. Even as I hung
Jem shall show you the way; or, I suspended, I was unable to regain my footing, as the
precious deal pleasauter.
sudden shock had twisted an ankle, and for the moment rensay, Jem, is my father at home ?"
"
No, sir, no one at home it's court day at Bradford, and dered me helpless. One steady step forward, a keen gl;
master couldn't put it off no how; but hell be back at seven." firm arm tlu-own around me, and with a prompt and skilful
"In that case," I said, throwing the reins into his hands, "I movement the stranger had lifted me from my position of peril
will walk part of the way with the gentleman, and you can take and placed me in safety on the bank.
Then those dark, e
his lugguge on with mine, and leave it at the White Lion." eyes once more met mine with a look of kind solicitude.
" You should have trusted an old
And in another minute, Jem and the dog cart were lost in a
bushranger Like me." he
cloud of dust, and I and my unknown companion had struck said; " I saw your footing was failing you. But you really are
into the pleasant shade of a thick fir plantation.
not able to stand and you came out of your way to do me a
"
" I am
"
truly grateful," he began
yet you are not altogeth- pleasure.
" it isn't
"
er the loser by the transaction.
After the dust and rattle of
Oh, it is nothing," I said
really a sprain, just a
that steam-monster this green twilight is something worth liv- twist, and I am close at home." For indeed my father's house
" he
So,
ing for.
continued, as we emerged from the trees on stood in the plantations overlooking the glen, and with the help
the brow of a green slope that overlooked a broad expanse of of my new friend's arm ten minutes' walk brought me to the
park scenery, terminating with a view of the lordly mansion, garden gate. There he took his leave, and we shook hands as
" this is Oakham 1"
though no longer strangers.
There was a softness, a melody in his tones that struck to my
"Perhaps," he said, taking a letter from his pocket-book,
heart. He stood the.te gazing on every feature in the scene with "you can confer a last favor on me by telling me where this is
mest interest, speaking now and then more to himself than to be delivered ?"
"
John Aubrey, Jlxf., Oakfiatn.
I glanced at the address
to me, whose presence he hardly seemed to notice.
Yes, I
understand it better now; beautiful indeed, most beautiful ; " My father !" I exclaimed ;'" I will give it to him myself on
his return, and as you now know my name, I may, perhaps/
this is England !"
" You are a
stranger, I perceive, to English scenery," I said; venture to ask that of my deliverer."
" travellers from America
"Deliverer is a huge word for so small a service," he regenerally find everything so small
" but
my name"is Grant. I shall venture to
compared to their own magnificent scale of natural beauty, that plied, smiling
"
call on Mr. Aubrey to-morrow.
it is difficult to get them to admire a home-scene like this.
"
I see what
In another moment he was gone, and turning to the house,
Probably, but I have never visited America.
Bet you on that idea," he continued, smiling, "it was that word I soon found myself in the midst of home greetings.
about Europe. But I am an Englishman born, though I have
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

' '

;

;

;

;

:

;

passed the best part of

my

life in

Australia, never visiting

my

!
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CHATTEU

OAKHAM AND

and

situation
:I1

;

IT.

ITS MASTERS.

us the steward'n house

The Grange,
wasa mml

for,

;/;

lit

Oakham was

Oakham surroundings were expected

the

called,

picturesque in
from the parsonage to the gainekeeMer'n cnt-

and the estate was remarkable

to

be in per-

ornamental
in the time of
his
had
filled
father
present
post
buildings.
My
the old family, whose memory ho venerated with something of
an old man's regret. My motlrer and only sister, the latter my

fect taste,

for its

by several years, completed the little family party, whose
members were now for a brief space reunited, and whom I will

junior

introduce to the reader as briefly as may be, for my story concerns my new friend rather than myself. It was a family of the
commonplace English middle-class, with nothing about it that
a novelist's utmost effort could push into the romantic.

My

mothvr was just what every man's mother is, or ought to be, nt
least to his individual heart, the best mother in the world. She
father's posihad many practical interests associated with

my

tion on the estate, and when, in addition to this, I odd that she
liked her garden and her poultry, and that she deliberately considered her husband to be the best man in the county, and her

sou the cleverest,

my

reader will have sufficient data wherewith
As to my sister Mary, she was a sensi-

to estimate her merits.
ble,

good-natured

girl of

two-and-tweuty.

Besides the usual

methods of getting through her mornings (and I have often
speculated on what those are with the majority of young ladies),
Mary had occupations of her own among the village people, and
was perfectly familiar with every old Betty in the neighborhood
who wanted a flannel petticoat. She was not a profound reader, neither was she Ritualistic, for both which facts I inwardly
blessed her but there were daily prayers at the parish church,
and before I came down to an eight o'clock breakfast I knew
that my sister had walked across the Park to the early morning
;

service.

That evening, as I sat in the midst of the little home circle, I
my adventures, and produced Mr. Grant's letter. My
father opened it and read it aloud
it ran as follows

told

:

;

" DEAB ME.
ACBBBY, My friend, Mr. Grant, the bearer of this, is making a
hort stay in England, and is desirous of seeing what he can of Oakham. I
shall esteem it a kindness if you will enable him to do so, and will show him any
" JOHN
attention. Faithfully yours,
RIPLEY."

John Ripley was the county member, and his

Sir

letter of

introduction at once set at rest 'the question of Grant's respectWho or what he might be we could not guess, but he
ability.

nu

rui:

.\r.\v

r/o/v.i.

with the names of each new Moral prodigy, whilst Grant, with
M silence.
unmoved features, luuked ami
When the gardens had been fully inspected, my father
proposed that, we should proceed to the house. I th
ted an expression of reluctance on the part of in;,
panioii, as though lie shrank from the examination of private
apartments in the absence of their owners.

"Is no one really at homey" he inquired: (hen gl;r
around him, "Whata waste of labor
Well, let us get tli
the business ;" and he followed my father into the
entrance hall, and up the grand staircase, adorned with
pictures, and statues, and Majolica vases filled with fragrant
Thence we passed through suites of softly -cm,
exotics.
apartments glittering with all that was most rare and delicate,
and finally into the great picture gallery, on the walls of which
!

portraits of the present family, mingled with those of the
elder ducal branch that had passed away.

hung

My father did the office of cicerone, and pointed out the first
founder of the family, a Lord Treasurer of the Caroline period,
and other worthies of civil and military renown, till he came
with a sigh to a finely-painted portrait, the beau-ideal of nu
English country gentleman as Lawrence alone could paint him.
"There is the old duke himself," he said, "and a
gentleman than he never rode to cover. And a great man, too,
he was in Parliament for in his father's lifetime he sat for the
county as Lord Carstairs, and when the Great Bill passed, it
;

was he that led the county gentlemen, and by his sole influence
caused them to grant the famous Carstairs clause. He could
carry anything and anybody with him, there was such a
power about him. But the crash came at last, and Oakham
never saw another duke within these walls."
"
Then, if I understand you, he left no son?" said Grant.
"No, that was not it," said my father; "but it's a sad
story," and as he spoke he sat down on a fauteuil in one of the
windows, and motioned us to do the same. "Ho had a SOD,
a fine young fellow who cut a figure at
Well do I remember, and all the county remembers
too, his coming of ago
why, it was here in this gallery that
the duke, standing on a dais, received the Mayor of Bradford,
and the county magistrates, and presented them his son, as a
king might present his heir-apparent to a nation. But all
he did was in that princely style no thought of expense.

young

Carstairs,

Oxford.

;

;

the queen paid him
house was newly furnished from
guess what that took out of the
stopped to calculate figures, not

Why, wheu

a three days'

visit here, the

garret to cellar

You may

!

But he never
was certainly no adventurer. The earl was in Scotland his
And when the Russian
he.
two sous yachting off the Isle of Wight there was, therefore, Emperor came over, and the people in London were on their
no difficulty in complying with the request that my friend mettle to give him a handsome reception, the old duke had
should thoroughly inspect the Oakham lions, and we agreed to him down here, and I fancy he puzzled him rarely. There
beat up his quarters on the morrow. Accordingly, at ten were over sixty guests sat down each day to dinner and when
o'clock, my father and I presented ourselves in the little parlor they went to the Bradford races, each gentleman was asked to
of the White Lion, where Grant received us with
simple choose his own equipage, barouche, or phaeton, green or claret
courtesy, and did not fail to satisfy himself as to the state of color, black or bay horse, or whatever he chose, and it was
my ankle before consenting to set out for the Park. It was the ready. Well, of course, I know it was reckless extravagance,
first time I had seen him uncovered, and I could not fail to be
but you see it was all of a piece with the duke's character so
struck by the broad forehead and well-set head which
imparted open-handed and munificent, I often warned him it could not
a dignity to features otherwise ordinary. My father's hearty last but he never would take alarm.
You find the money,
"
country manner seemed to please him, and we were soon under Aubrey,' he would say, and I'll spend it.'
;

year's rents.

;

;

'

;

'

the broad avenue which led to the mansion,
conversing with
little of the embarrassment of strangers.
I shall not detain the reader with a lengthened
description of
what may be found better set forth in the Oakham Guide Book.
The fountains and gardens, the forcing-houses, and pineries

"He

was popular," said Grant.
"Popular? I should rather think so! A kind word for
everyouo, and then such a noble presence. But the crash
came at last, as I said, and it fairly broke him. When at last
the creditors could be held off no longer, he looked into
and graperies grapes in every stage of development, so as to his affairs, and it was just ruin, bankruptcy, beggary. Young
keep up an uninterrupted supply from May to October, by Carstairs behaved splendidly consented to the entail being cut
means of cunning contrivances for regulating the artificial oft', and Oakham sold. The younger, that is the Bradford
heat flowers of dazzling hues and bizarre forms from Mexico branch of the Carstairs family, had raked together a lot of
and Brazil orchids from Ceylon, and the newest lilies trans- money with their coal mines and iron, and they bought it up
ported from the interior of Africa all these were displayed as the money paid most of the debts, not all, and Carstairs, noble
much to claim our wonder as our admiration. We passed fellow as lie was, made over the Irish estates he held from his
from hot-houses that bresl
of the tropics to mother into the hands of the creditors.
They ottered him oOO
cool conservatories with fountains playing upon marble floors.
if he would reside there and manage the property for
1'he head-gardener was in attendance, and made oar brain dizzy them, but his father's friends, wbo were then in power, got him
;

;

;

;

;

;
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an appointment in India, or something of the

sort,

and he

NEW

UTOPIA.

show you what remains to be seen out of doors and my
wife will be expecting you at dinner."
" Much
obliged," said Grant ; "but I ordered my dinner at
the Lion. "
" Then the
Lion may eat it," said my father. " Look here,
Hir
John
will
never forgive me if I leave a friend of hia to
sir,
will

;

preferred to go."
"And the old duke?"

" His
daughters took him to Baden you see they had a little
me nicy of their own and he died thorn two years after the
break-up at Oakham. Then Lady Harriet married an Austrian
count, and the elder sister followed her father; none ever
returned to England,"

Grant and I listened with interest the story was familiar
enough to me, but it seemed to gain a new Mud of pathos, as I
heard it in that gallery before the very portrait of the last Duke
of Leven.
Grant said nothing, but, stepping to the window,
looked out for a while in silence I thought it was to conceal
an emotion which few men care to exhibit to one another but
when at hist he spoke, his words struck me as harsh and
:

;

;

severe.

"It was right," he said. " It was just that
There was nothing to regret."

it

should be

so.

young sir," said my father, -'that is the view you
but the break-up of a great family can never be anything but a calamity in the land. That is how I see it and
Oakham, with all its modem finery, has never been the same

"Ah,

take of

well,

it,

;

place to

me

us,

;

motion that our new friend should make his stay among us. I
began to feel a singular liking for him. After the atmosphere
of London clubs and law-courts the contact with a roiud so
fresh and out-spoken, and so free from the shackles of conventionality, was inexpressibly agreeable.
"Yon are exceedingly good," he replied, "but my outfit is
much more in keeping with the Lion's Den than with Mrs.
"
Aubrey's drawing-room.
" Stuff and
" Mrs.
nonsense, man," said my father
Aubrey
is used to every variety of costume
it is a settled thing, then.
Jack will bring you home to dinner, and if Mr. Edwards would
"
favor us
;

;

"Most happy," said that gentleman; "and I shall hope by-and"
by to see Mr. Grant at the parsonage.
the
There
were a few parting bows, and we left the library. My
change
subject by proposing
great library, rich in its collection father's cob was waiting at the door to carry him to the farm,

since the change."

We left the gallery in
dened

be smoke-dried in the village tavern ; you must take up your
quarters with us while you stay at Oakham and, Jack, you
will see about his things being brought down to the Grange."
Jack was myself, and exceedingly willing I was to second the

silence, for

and I was glad

to

my

father's

words had sad-

we should look into the
ancient and modern literature,

that

for some of the Leven family but Grant detained him.
"Just sec here, Mr. Aubrey," he
had been antiquarians and book-collectors, and the Oakham said, whilst a certain look of perplexity appeared on his coun" I don't feel sure about this
MSS. had a European celebrity.
You see, you
business.
tenance,
A gentleman in clerical costume was standing at the window, know nothing about me. "
with whom, on our entrance, my father shook hands, introThe extreme simplicity of his words and manner, contrasting
" Our
I knew him well ; as it did with so many an evidence that the speaker was not an
vicar, Mr. Edwards."
ducing him as
he was a reading man, of whom people liked to say that he was ordinary man, had a singular charm about it, and my father
"I know that you saved Jack here from breaking hia
a "scholar and a gentleman." He was just then busy over a felt it.
laborious compilation on the Roman antiquities of the county, bones yesterday," he replied, " and that you are Sir John Kipand had the free run of the Oakham library, and a handsome ley's friend, and anything more you can tell us if you like after
dinner ;" and with a farewell gesture, my father cantered off,
salary as librarian.
Grant looked around him at the well-filled shelves " Five and Grant and I returned to the White Lion to arrange for his

of

:

thousand volumes,

I said.
"About that, exclusive of the manuscripts, and half as
many more again in the Bradford collection," replied the vicar.
And he pointed to the half-open door of an adjoining
isn't it so ?"

apartment.
"
" but it
Plenty of other men's thoughts here," said Grant ;
would bother me to have to use them."
"To each one his proper gift," replied the vicar, with a
courteous gesture, expressive of the least possible admixture of
conscious superiority.
"You are a man of action, no doubt,
but human thought has its own work to do, and books are its
chronicles."

"Well, give me a book that will make me think," responded
Grant " but what I find in your civilized society is, that you
make your books, or rather your newspapers and reviews,
think for you. As to books, no man that I have yet met
in England reads them.
He reads his Pall Mall or his
Saturday, and they do the work of literary and philosophic
digestion for him much as the Red Indian squaws chew the
meat for their lords and husbands."
"Then you think," I observed, "that the multiplication of
books has not been over-friendly to intellect ?"
"I have no pretensions to judge on the subject," he replied;
"but I am sure of this, that no one who had five thousand
volumes within reach of his arm-chair could ever guess what a
man i'eels in the bush, who has nothing but his Virgil and his
;

;

"The Bible!" I
Germans

ejaculated; "our men of culture, as the
would say, are beginning to say queer things about
"

that piece of literature.
"Precisely so," he replied, "and it proves my point, that
"
your culture is an enormous humbug.
father looked at his watch.
"I believe I must leave

My

you young gentlemen
**
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GRANT was

accordingly admitted into our unpretending fam-

and he seemed to like it. It did not take long to
make him at home, and I fancied that his manner grew less
abrupt, and his philosophic utterances less harsh and conscientious, as his heart expanded in the kindly atmosphere around
ily circle,

him.
Mr. Edwards kept his engagement, and our dinner passed
pleasantly enough. I could see by my mother's looks and
manner that she approved of my new acquaintance ; nor did
this surprise me, for he exhibited a marked respect in his manner towards her, not unmingled with a land of tenderness.
"
" How often I have
he said
pictured such a scene as this
from
the
as
we
window
on
to the
to me,
dining-room
emerged
lawn, still bright with an everlasting sunlight, and studded
with its beds of scarlet geraniums. "After the intolerable
affectation of those pineries and graperies, this little belt of
shrubbery and reasonable flower-garden is a positive refresh!

ment."

"Mary will feel flattered," I replied, as we approached my
who was loitering among the flower beds. " Mr. Grant

sister,

was extolling the superiority

Bible."

stutfl

transfer to the Grange.

of our garden over that of tha

Mary gave an incredulous

smile, but
Grant vehemently protested that he was in earnest;
"My mother will be in raptures at the news," said Mary,
" in her heart I know she considers her fuschias and

Earl of Bradford."

petunias
quite equal to Mr. Jones's orchids, only she don't daru to say
HO but with so judicious a critic as Mr. Grant to back her, I
;

fear for her humility."
**
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pleasure ground and the paddock beyond it, a man can take in
and make his own I daresay Miss Aubrey has raked every
border, aud my friend Jack has ere this climbed every tree
within its boundaries. Well, that makes you at home with
them all but imagine climbing any of Mr. Jones's Brazilian
;

;

"
evergreens, or pruning one of his vines
" I don't
would
desire to accomof
Bradford
the
Earl
suppose
plish either of those feats," said Mary "he is content to see
!

;

the grapes sent up for his London dinner-parties, and for the
rest to enjoy the reputation of having the finest collection of
tropical plants in England."
"Yes," said the vicar, who at that

moment joined us, "it
his coal-pits to some account. Wonderthese Bradford collieries are paying just now," he con-

must be owned he turns
ful

how

tinued, addressing my father
keep up the price of iron."

;

" Whereabouts are these said

Burely in this neighborhood

?

" and the strikes in the north
collieries ?

"

said Grant

;

" not

"

UTOPIA.

down on the Bradford

pot-houses, and put a stop to

all

these

villainies ?"

"Why, indeed," said Mary, gravely, "I have often asked
myself that question."
"
My dear Miss Aubrey," protested the vicar, " the cases are
totally different."

"

"Your plan is an original
Conceive our good bishop evangelizing the publics, and
bringing in the secular arm to aid him, in the person of Lord
'Bradford !"
" But
why not ?" persisted Grant.
" First and
" because the
foremost," I replied,
publicans are
stanch supporters of Church and State, and you couldn't expect
Really, Grant," I exclaimed,

one.

their lordships to extirpate their natural allies."
Mr. Edwards cleared his throat. " Isn't that rather a strong
dear Mr. John ? I suppose the licensed victualexpression,

my

none the worse for upholding our venerable constitu-

lers are

tion ?"

"Andhoiv do they uphold it ?" I said; "I haven't yet forMary; "you are not to suppose that our
county is all made up of pineries and graperies we produce a gotten the Bradford banners."
Mr. Edwards cleared his throat again, and was hesitating for
frightful amount of coal and iron not twelve miles from Oak"
a reply, when Grant demanded an explanation.
ham."
Oh," I said,
"And a strange contrast it is," said the vicar, "to get in " it was at the last general election. The Radicals had got up
here at the Oakham station, and find yourself in half an hour the cry for Unsectarian Schools,' whilst the other party went
in for
Sound Scriptural Education.
So what did they do
at Bradford."
but get banners inscribed in big gold letters, Beer and the
Grant looked inquiringly.
"Perhaps you have no coal districts in Australia," said Mary; Bible; our National Drink and our National Religion.'"*
" if
By this time, Mr. Edwards had recovered his presence of
so, such a place as Bradford would be a novelty to you.
"
Very improper, of course, and extremely bad taste,
Well, really, I wouldn't mind the ash-pits, if it were not for mind.
" but
to say the least," he said
the women and children."
you will remember the whole
the
was
disowned
Conservative Committee."
of
the
social
state of Bradford thing
This truly feminine epitome
by
"
"
did not greatly enlighten our visitor, and I hastened to aid his
Oh, I know that," I replied
but, notwithstanding their
" Bradford is a
" where men
of
the
I
work repudiation
banners, they would find it difficult after
place,"
said,
intelligence.
three days in the week, and get drunk the other four where that to lead a crusade against the beer-shops."
Whilst thus talking, we had sauntered to a spot commanding
the wages are paid on Saturday evening in the public-houses,
and spent before the men go to work again on Wednesday an extensive view over the surrounding country. In the dismorning; and where husbands usually kick their wives to tance rose the granite peaks of Leven Moor, divided from us by
a tract of undulating and highly-cultivated land, along which
death, and daughters as well as sons work in the coal-pits.
" there were
" Too
white puffs of smoke from time to time revealed the presence of
five kicking cases,
true," said my father
the Exborough and Bradford Railway.
only last sessions, and all connected with drunkenness."
" That is a famous
"And you tell me this new government of ours is going to
view," I observed; "it gives just what
"Oh,

yes," said

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

support the public-houses ?

"

said Grant.

do it, it's the licensed victuallers' interest that
"Bound
returned them."
"I'd see the licensed victuallers at Old Nick first," said
to

Grant.

"

my

harmonious pronunciation which marked him for an
" I take it that
legislation can never practically touch

Oxonian,

this question.

ligence

;

;

dear sir, you'd never get a majority."
"And this is the way you get your legislators," he cried,
with vehemence, " a fine promise for the legislation."
" I take
it, my dear sir," chimed in the vicar, with that dis-

Then,

tinct,

one always wants, both sides of a question."
" What
question ?" said Mary.
"
Well, everything there's the moor, which makes you long
for a free life in the wilderness, safe out of reach of beer and
Bradford and there's the express train to pull you back to

among

Increase of education, a spread of general intelour laborers and artisan classes will, in time, no

common sense and duty."
"Duty!" said Grant "it's

a wonderful word. Have you
;
ever thought, Miss Aubrey, what an odd time we should have
of it, if every one took to doing their duty ?"
odd?" said Mary. " I wish with all my heart we

"Why

did

"

it."

Well, but follow

it

up, and see what would come of

it,"

said Grant.

"
doubt, effect a change ; but we cannot make men moral by Act
Mary, who had no great capacity for following things up,"
of Parliament."
looked a little perplexed, so I came to her rescue. " What
"I fancy," I remarked, "that one can help them to be im- would come of it ?" I asked.
" A universal social
moral, and our legislation on this question undoubtedly tends
revolution," was the reply.
" I've a horror of the
"I
that way."
hope not," said poor Mary ;
very
"A curious fact was stated in the debates the other night," word."
"
"
said my father,
that in five dioceses in Ireland the
Grant smiled, but persisted that it would be so.
Just conpublichouses regularly closed on Sundays by the
there would be no crimes, and therefore no police ; no
voluntary determin- sider
ation of the people."
wars, and therefore no standing armies ; nothing to punish,
and so no prisons ; very little poverty, so probably no work"That is the influence of the Roman Catholic
priesthood,"
houses."
said Mr. Edwards " a totally different state of
from
things
any"I
beg to differ from yon in that view," said Mr. Edwards ;
thing among ourselves."
"
would exist if we were all saints to-morrow."
poverty
Grant rubbed his hands in a sort of ecstasy. "
Exactly what
" I didn't
say no poverty," said Grant, "but much less of it,
I always say," he exclaimed, "personal influence will effect
and quite of another kind. It would not be squalid, or degradwhat your favorite law will never bring about.
if
the
Now,
or abject poverty if the rich did their duty."
Irish bishops and parish
clergy can close the public-houses in ing,
" And what is
"
doing our duty ?" said Mary, because hadn't
Ireland on Sunday by their personal
influence, why don't your
we better do it instead of talking about it ?"
Lord Bradfords and your Bishops of
Exborough, and your excellent Vicars of Oakham (no
come
offence, Mr.
:

;

Edwards)

This incident actually occurred at the

late

General Election.
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"

" for
any
Exactly what I was going to say," I exclaimed
a
we must have precise definiresult of ouit,
;

practical
tion of iluty."
Mi-.

I

nish this definition.

if

conscience must prescribe its own line of duty."
"
that's a safe
Fidelity to conscience," said my father ; "yea,
about
it."
it
has
a
and
rule,
good English ring

Grant kept silence.
" With all
deference, my dear father," I said, "I don't think
Mr. Grant will smile if I go
it fully meets the requirement.
back to my old ground ; but we want a fixed law to direct our
Still

conscience."
" It is conscience which
supplies the law," said Edwards.
" What if
my conscience prompts me to shoot the Prime

Minister?" I inquired.
" That would be a false
conscience, of course," he replied,

" which no man would be

justified in following.

there's the difficulty; there

"

must be something or

somebody to tell me that it is false, and, if so, it is that something or somebody that gives me the rule of duty."
Edwards found himself in a difficulty, and was not unwilling
" It was Mr. Grant
to shift it on to the shoulders of another.
first started this elaborate discussion," he said, politely
perhaps he will give us his solution of the question ?"
"Yes, pray do," said Mary, "or we shall get no tea this

who
"

an effort, "one must hear mass, and I believe Bradford is *he
nearest Catholic church."
There was a moment of dead silence Mary looked grave, my
mother frightened, and it was my father nt last who came to the
" All
rescue.
right, Mr. Grant
yes, there's a Catholic chr.pel
;

he was naturally expected to fur"1 presume, "he said, "that each man's

awards looked as

"But

UTOPIA.

;

evening."
Grant looked a little confused. "It seems simple enough,"
he said, without raising his eyes from a rosebud which he
was deliberately picking to pieces; "I suppose there's the

Gospel."

"Quite BO," ejaculated Mr. Edwards, much relieved; "of
course, there's the Gospel."
"
But, dear me don't we follow the Gospel ?" said Mary.
!

;

there; you see we didn't know, weren't aware hem! I suppose there are a good many Catholics iu Australia ?"
By this tune Grant had recovered from his embarrassment,
and the simple dignity of the man made itself felt in his
answer " I am afraid I have startled you all by my announce:

ment

but I really couldn't help
know whom you were inviting."
" Pshaw
dear
cried
;

it.

I told you you did not

sir,"
my
my father ; "on these matters
every one suits himself, and Mr. Edwards will not mind showing you his church on Monday."
" I consider it an
engagement," said the vicar, in his most
Oxonian tone " and I trust Mr. Grant will not suppose that
our difference of sentiment on immaterial points is any obstacle
"
to our agreement in essentials.
" I am no
" and I should
said
controversialist,"
Grant,
really
!

;

"
your church for many reasons.
This was a happy way of escaping from a difficulty and the
vicar taking his leave, his departure was followed by another
interval of silence.
I saw that Grant was concealing a full
heart under an exterior of composure, and presently those earn" I
est eyes were raised, and turned upon us.
feel, Mr.
" as if I
he
ought not to
said, addressing my father,
Aubrey,"
be sitting here, enjoying your kind hospitality, without telling

like to see

;

Not that there is anyof myself or my history.
thing worth telling, "he continued, smiling, as he noticed a certain
" for
look of anxiety on my dear mother's countenance,
really
But
in
a
am
not
a
returned
convict.
I
admitting
stranger to
your family circle, you show me a confidence of which I feel I
you a word

am unworthy."

"
we do," replied Grant; " at least a
Nothing wrong, my boy, is there ?" said my father he
had
taken a great liking to Grant, and as he spoke his voice beof
about
the
on
the
for
exdeal
it.
How
Sermon
Mount,
good
it.
ample ? I can't at this moment call to mind any instance trayed
"
No, my dear sir but at Oakham this morning you chalamong my own acquaintance of people offering their left cheek
more about myself, and if you
when they've been struck on the right, or giving their cloak to lenged me to tell you something
"
"
still wish it, I will do so.
those who have taken away their coat.
" Shall we
"
go ?" said my mother, rising.
"Literal interpretations
began the vicar.
"
"
" Which if
My
By no means, dear madam," said Grant, laughing.
everybody followed there would be very little
after all is much like that of the needy knife-grinder but
story
for
us
work

"I'm not

so sure that

;

;

lawyers,"
" that
Precisely what I started with saying," cried Grant
if everyone simply did his duty, or, if you like it better, if
everyone followed the letter of the Gospel, the result would be

"

:

;

such as

he

down

to listen,

and Grant began hia

social revolution.

said,

are young, and have many very genersure ; but when you have lived a little

"you

ous feelings, I am
longer in this world of ours, you will find what a difference there
"
is between the theoretical and the practical.
It was nice of my father to say this, and sounded kind and
sensible but, as wo went in to tea, I felt that Grant had not
;

had

shall hear it."

We settled ourselves

this, for instance,

friend,"

you

story.

If every owner of a demesne like
did his duty according to this view, I take it
we should not have quite so many Bradfords."
My father laid his hand on his shoulder. " My dear young

a universal

it is,

his answer.

" You will see our
parish church to-morrow, Mr. Grant,"
said my dear mother, who presided at the tea-table ; " it is one
of the sights of

Oakham. "

CHAPTER IV.
GKANT'S STOBT

"

Mr

father belonged to what yon in England would call a
good family ; we don't know much of those distinctions in the
bush, but he was a gentleman by birth, a University man, and
He married hi his own rank of life, and
of good connections.

soon after the time of his marriage, family troubles obliged him
I don't need to say anything more about
to leave England.
these affairs just now, except that they had nothing to do with
character.
Bayard himself was not more unstained in reputation than my dear father.
" He went to India first of all, but could not stand the cli-

"Ah, hem!

yes," said Grant; "Mr. Edwards hag been so
but to-morrow I expect I shall go to Bradford."
"To-morrow to Bradford;" I exclaimed, setting down my

mate, and removed to Aiistralia. He had his wife's little fortune, about ten thousand pounds, and with it he bought a large
tract of land in Queensland, and stocked it with sheep. A very
untasted teacup cm its saucer.
different sort of place from Oakham, Miss Aubrey grassy hills
"Yes, I suppose the.ve's a ten o'clock train, isn't there?" he and valleys, no trees, open downs, and a good broad stream or
asked composedly.
There was
two, but none of your English woods or gardens.
'
Our morning service is at half-past ten," said Mary, in a only one thing to do, and that was to make wool and in a year
low tone, whilst Mr. Edwards contented himself with a signifi- or two he got on, took more land and more sheep, and made
cant silence.
more wool that was his business. When a man has a good
" Has
my description of Bradford proved so attractive that many thousand sheep to feed, he wants shepherds and then
there's the killing, and skinning, and packing the wool. So by
you cannot defer your visit till Monday ?" I inquired.
Poor Grant looked somewhat badgered, but he was incapable degrees he got a good many fellows into his employment, foi
of an evasion.
"Being Sunday," he said, with something of he paid them well, and was a kind master. The men respected

kind

;

!

;

;

THE AUSTRALIAN DUKE OR
More than
him, they knew ho could be bold as -well as kind.
once he eapUired a party of bushrangers, and saved his Block
and our rough settlers felt him to bo
.us
from
iliuii a good neighbor or a good, master
they gathered

\i:\V UTOPIA.

Till-:

just a few plain words, telling ns that what we had got to do iu
the world was to serve (!od and save our soul not to
Selves or

make

a lot of

,

;

round him as a protector.
" I have said that
my father was a University man, and
He had brought with him a fair
of
a
fine
scholar.
something
of books, and as time allowed him, he did his best to
I had
carry on my education, At twelve years old, I fancy
red about as much Latin and Greek as I should have
learnt in the same time at Hanow
and, besides that, I had
gained a good many morsels of useful knowledge, better acquired in the bush. But my father could only teach me what
he knew himself, and of some tilings he was ignorant. You see,
" I shouldn't
;

said Grant, addressing my mother,
anything that would give you pain, or seem, as it
were, bumptious, and for a fellow Like me to be talking about
such tilings would just be nonsense ; but still you know, it
isn't always piety and that sort of thing that a man gets at the

my dear lady,"
like to say

father never got into any awkward scrapes
at the classics, and a famous rower.
He spent as much money as became his rank, and a good deal
more than suited his father's pocket ; but as to religion, I

My

University.

;

he became a good hand

fancy he shared it with Socrates. His standard was honor to
speak the truth, because it was the truth ; to be brave, and
courteous, and just, and merciful, and to be all that because
nothing else was worthy of a gentleman. Of course I learnt
my catechism, my mother taught me that and she read me
all about Jacob
stories out of the Bible, in which I delighted
;

;

:

and the patriarchs, and the flocks of sheep it seemed just like
our own life in the bush, and I fancied every bushinan was an
;

Edouiite.

"

Well, one day, as we were sitting down to supper, there
word that old Mike, the shepherd, was dying, and that
Biddy, his wife, was at the door, and would not go till she had

seen the master.

My father got up

and went to

her.

"

Oh,

'
there's
wirrn, wirra, that I should see the day !' she said ;
Mike dyin', and askin' for the priest, and sorra a priest is there

within sixty miles, and him at Ballarat

"

A priest,

Biddy !' said my father
do your husband if he could see him ?
lie

'

!'
'

;

what good would he

More

to the

purpose

if

.'iinl

gel

money, but

to

keep out of

sin, unii

KiMver,

;

;

baby.
" After mass was over he went to

him

;

I don't

know how

it

came about, but Father Daly stayed two days longer, and
they had some longish talks together and a week or t\v
my father went down to Brisbane, and when he came back he
told us he was a Catholic.
" We soon saw the
change, though it did not come all at
As brave and true, and just as jever, but the pride was
once.
gone and after a bit he got a priest, a Spanish Benedictine,
to come and settle at Glenleven, as our place was called.
He
took charge of my education, and rode about looking up the
settlers, and every morning when he was with us, I served his
mass. Well, I've seen some of your fine churches, and they
get up all that sort of thing now in tremendous style, but St.
Peter's itself would never be to me what that Little wooden
barn was, which we called our chapel.
The mass, the daily
mass in the wilderness there, with a dozen or so of rough shepherds and cattle drivers only, kneeling there in the early mornI tell you it was the eave of
ing, all so still, so humble
Bethlehem
" Father Jerome did a
great work among the settlers. Gradually they got to love him and trust him, and he did what he
liked among them and my father too had a grip on them all
with all their free, unshackled ways they felt his power, and it
ruled them. Many of them till then hod lived Like dogs, and
he and Father Jerome just made men of them. It can be done,
all

;

'

!

;

;

sir," said Grant, lookiugly fixedly at me, "and there is only
one way of doing it. It was not law that made the change at
Glenleven, but two men with loving hearts, who Lived in the
fear of God, and spent themselves for their brethren.

"When

could see a doctor.'
" ' What
is

I"

very plain doetrin--.
Aubrey, and spoken in a strong Irish bi
from your friend Mr. Edward's genteel voice, that sonn
and
all the world like a flute-stop of an organ
1o fed you that Father Daly was a short, tliieK-set man, with a
But that is what lie told
face for all tie world like a potato.
and
us. and, my word, but it weut home to the fellows' hearts
as to my father, he laid hi s head on his arm, and sobbed Like a
(iod,

I was nineteen,

my

dear mother died, and my father
was some bother about

your hdnor ? Why he'd get the rites of
the Church, the cratur, and not be dyin' like a haythen or a

was obliged

Jew.'
" To

rope and brought me with him he did not stay in England, so
we just passed through, and crossed by Holyhead, and the
three months, which were all we stayed, were mostly spent in
the county Mayo. Before we sailed again, we came up to Dublin, and a thing happened to me there which I shall carry in

good

it,

My

priest

;

Father Daly said he would Like to
ride the country round, and see if there were any others who
might chance to want him. Well, it was wonderful the number he found who were, and would be, or ought to have been

when

it

was

all over,

'

he was bapfor three days, as poor Biddy said,
and marryin' and buryin" people for the bore Life,' and at
Mr. Grant,'
the end of the third day he came to my father.
he said, I've a great favor to ask of you, which I'm sure, for
Catholics

;

tizin'

'

'

these poor fellows' sake, you won't refuse.'
"
Anything in reason," said my father
wish for ?'
" '
Why, a barn, or a store, or a place of

'

'

;

what

is

it

you

some sort, where I
can say mass to-morrow morning.
"
Well, a barn was found, and Father Daly was at work
half the night knocking and hammering, tilL he had got up
what did for an altar. He had brought all he wanted with
poor enough it all was but next day lie said mass, and
all the settlors within twenty miles, Catholics and Protestants,
For it was seldom enough they got a good
were present at it.
word In )in priest or parson, and so, poor fellows, they cared
Just after the
for it when they got it ; and get it they did.
It was
Gospel Father Daly turned round and addressed us.
'

'

:

iiuiple

;

he came back

to

Eu-

;

make a long story short, Biddy so moved my father's
kind heart, that he sent off a man and horse to Ballarat to fetch a
priest, and the priest came in time to give poor Mike all he
wanted, so that he died Like a Christian.
"
as a matter of course
father entertained the
and,

to revisit Europe.
There
the Irish estates well, it don't matter

;

enough, nothing eloquent, nothing of fine preaching

;

memory

to

my

grave.

" There was a lad about

my own age, young Harry Gibson,
agreed to take out with him, and let Liim
learn sheep-farming. It was a Sunday afternoon, and we two
were coming home after a lougish walk, when we passed a Little chapel, the door was open.
'Come in here,' said Harry,
and may be you'll see the strangest sight in Dublin.
We entered an ugLy Little place enough, with an aisle divided off tho
whom my father had

'

'

whole length of the Church by iron bars, behind wliich some
old women were kneeling, They were not nuns, but, as I afterwards heard, single ladies who lived here by way of a home,
in St. Joseph's Ketreat as it was called.
" We knelt down and said our
prayers, and I was wondering

what Harry had brought me there to see, when there came, iu
from tho little sacristy a figure such as I had never seen
i

such as in this world I shall never see again. How shall I
describe him ? An old man, stooping and bent, in extreme old
age, in his black priest's cassock, so worn it v
bare but his face, his eyes all that was human hail gone out
;

them

the flesh, the body, and the pride of Life
destroyed, obliterated. Nothing left but the stamp
utterable meekness.
He walked feebly up to the
knelt there, such a worship in the bend of his head
of

;

a

little

he rose and returned

to the sacristy, and, as

all

of

gone,

a

alb

and

he passed
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us, those
soul.

meek eyes

fell

on

me and

me

penetrated

to the

paid

;

so set your

said that

"

NEW

you

UTOPIA.

mind

at ease about that.
It shall never be
money, and it didn't do the thing you

left tJie

I was still full of the thought of it all, -when the
sacristy wished.'
door opened again, and a little serving boy came up to me, aud
I think I still see the smile on his face, as he
squeezed my
whispered that the Father wanted to speak to me. I went in hand and whispered, Thank
you.'
"
wonder, and there he sat in an unbroken arm-chair, with a litSo I left Harry to do what he could at Glenleven, and as
tle kneeling-place beside
him, to which he motioned me. I soon as I could put things straight, and get the money togethcould not have resisted him if it had been to save my life, so I er, I
brought it to England. The debte are all paid off, thank
knelt and waited till he should speak. "
God, and they leave me about 4,000 to start with. You see,"
"
" I am not in a
he added,
My child,' he said, do you want to save your soul ?'
laughing,
way to stand much in need
"'I do indeed, Father.'
of Father
last warning."
Young's
"
"'Well then, you'll mind my words, will you?' I bowed
Really, Mr. Grant, it's a most beautiful story," said my
" and
for
heart
was
so
I
could
not
mother,
my" head,
my
quite a lesson."
beating
speak.
Grant
You must promise me three things: that you'll never miss
looked at her with his kind, sweet smile, then rose and
bade us all good night.
hearing Mass on Sundays, if you're within twelve miles of it
My father went to show him his room,
that you'll never drink a drop of spirits and here now, that and I was following, when Mary held me fast, and whispered,
" Don't
go I want to say something."
you'll guard your eyes,' and, as he said it, he put his hand
over my eyes, so, and as I felt the touch of those thin, wasted
"My dear Mary, I'm so awfully sleepy."
"I don't care one turn under the verandah."
Do you promise,
fingers, I knew it was the touch of a saint.
"What
a tyrant you are
?'
Well, here goes now what is it ?"
my" boy
! do indeed," I said ' I promise you all three things.'
"Jack," she said, half choking with emotion, " you see who
" 'Well
he is, don't you ?"
then, if you do,' he said, Til promise you some"See? Who? Grant?"
'I promise you,
thing' and he spoke slow and distinct,
And one thing more I have to say to
"Yes, Grant^-if you like to call him so ; /should call him
you'll gave your soul.
the Duke of Leven."
you, and don't forget my words If riches increase, set not
"Duke of fiddlesticks! Why, what are you dreaming of,
your heart on them ; and mind this word, too We must lay
down our lives for the brethren.' He laid his hand on my Mary ? The old Duke died at Baden, and his son at Carstairs
head and blessed me, and somehow or other I got back to my in India."
"Did you ever hear of his death ?" she asked.
place.
Harry took my arm, and we left the chapeL
" Who is he ?' was all I could
"No, I don't know that I did but this isn't he why he
say.
" A
would be old enough to be Grant's father."
saint,' was his reply, 'if there ever was one on this
"And was his father," she said. " Oh, Jack, that you
earth that was Father Henry Young.
His father at Oxford, and
"I had never before heard of that extraordinary man, but shouldn't see it, and you a lawyer
the debts, and then the estates in Ireland, and the name they
Harry told me many marvellous things about him; how at
of age he lived on bread and
never gave their land in Australia, Glenleven. Oh, Jack, don't you
'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

;

!

;

;

:

:

,

:

;

'

'

;

!

eighty years
vegetables,
slept on a softer bed than a bare board, and how, penniless as
he was, as to private means, thousands passed through his
hands; the alms entrusted to him, and administered with
The look and the words of such a man
inconceivable labor.
were not easily forgotten ; and so you see," continued Grant,
laughing, "you see how it is that I became a water-drinker,
and why, come what will, I must go to Bradford to-morrow."
" And I see how it
is," thought I to myself, "that Grant's
eyes are not precisely like the eyes of other men." But I said
nothing.
"Is that all?" said Mary.

"
" We went back to
Very nearly," replied Grant.
Australia,
and began the sheep-farming again. As I grew older, I often
went down to Brisbane and Sydney to do business for my father, and many's the time I thanked Father Young for his three
warnings. My father, meanwhile, was growing a prosperous
man, and people said he was saving money. But then came
the gold fever, and drew all our hands away his health too began to break and four years after our return from Ireland it
was all over. A day or two before the end something seemed
to trouble him.
Willie,' he said, I don't care to live for anything else, but I wish the debts had been paid.' Now, you
must know that, when he first left England, there had been
a good deal had been
debts, not his own, but his father's
paid, and for what remained they made a composition with
But the dream of my father's life had been to
their creditors.
pay them all back in full, and not till he had done that, he used
to say, could he feel himself a free man.
" How much is there at
Sydney ?' I asked.
"'70,000.'
"I started. I had no notion he had laid by so much. 'And
;

;

'

'

;

'

the debts?

"

1

;

'

'

Well,

it

?"

I did see

it sure enough, though it was
mortifying that she
had guessed it before me.
"Mary," I said, "you're a Solomon. Put you on a judge's
wig, and in your summing up you'd beat the Chief Justice
But what shall we do ? Must we tell my father ?"
The question was debated, but, as Mary said, we might be
wrong, ; and even if we were right, it did not seem the thing
If he did not want to be known as the
to force Grant's secret.
Duke of Leven, it was not for us to unveil him. At any rate
we resolved to say nothing at present, but to wait for what
might follow.
1

OHAPTEB V.
AH EVENTFUL DAT.

AT breakfast next morning came the letters, one for Grant,
sent on from London to the White Lion, and from the Lion to
the Grange, with the Australian postmark. Grant opened it,
read it with a flush on his cheek, then crushed it in his hand,
and read it again, and, finally, finished his breakfast in abAs soon as it was over, he Ktartei for Bradstracted silence.
ford ; and we, more at our leisure, made our wny to morning
service, where, I fear, the well-turned sentences of the Vicar's
sermon fell on very inattentive ears, so far as I was concerned,
for
thoughts were full of Grant and his story. Yes, he was

my

which he described was truly power he had a somewe had not it was the straight aim, the righteous
which
thing
of a soul that knew the worth of souls,
purpose, the strength
and to whom all else was nothing.
We walked home through the park. "I am sorry for Grant,"
"4,000 is little enough with which to begin
said my father
"
He'll have to go back to Australia.
life afresh.
right, that

;

;

;

'

Well, they're over 60,000 if you paid them out of that,
there wouldn't be much left for you, my boy.'
" '
But, then, the land ?'
" ' Worth
nothing now, with every fellow that can do a day's
work off to the diggings.

"

see

it

don't matter, father,' I said.

'

the debts shall be

papa?" said Mary.
"Why, my dear, what can a man do in England with

"Why so,

4,000

?"'

"It strikes me," I said, "that wherever Grant is, or whatever he has, he'll bo doing something. Take it altogether,
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most remarkable specimen Fve ever

he's the

set
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"And

Bradford!" ejaculated Grant, at last.
'My word!
out t)ic;i
it on thut hideous rubbish, and leuvu
By this time we were approaching home, nml could see Homo
one standing at the garden gate, as it seemed cm the watch fur the. souls of men to wink below
bru!*dity."
" ILwe a
HM.
It was Mr. Jones, the head gardener
I laid my hand on lii.s aria
and, an he adwneed
care, Grant," I said,
to meet us, I noticed he held a paper in his hand, and that his "
they are beyond our judgment."
manner indicated something was the matter.
"True," he said, and he lifted his hat; "but tell me what
" Have
you seen this, sir?" he said, addressing my father; you think ; must wealth always bring such blindness witli it ?"
" I fear it's too
It must have happened on Friday."
true.
"How? I don't understand."
"Seen what? What has happened ?"
"Well, you remember the Gospel?" (I fear I did not)
My father seized *he paper which Jones held out ; I read it '"How hardly shall they that hav;: rich,
i.'
As
with him looking over his shoulder :
"
though they could not. Can it, must it always bo so ?
"
Fatal Yacht Accident Five Lives Lost.
My dear Grant," I said, " these questions are beyond me ;
"We regret to have to chronicle a very melancholy accident anyhow, neither you nor I are just now in the way to test the
which took place yesterday off the coast of Kyde. The yacht, facts. "
'Water Lily,' belonging to Viscount Belmont, eldest son of the
Grant groaned, and handed me the Australian letter ho had
Earl of Bradford, came in collision with n steamer near the received the day before. " Read that," he said,
and you will
eyes

what a place! to tin
from such a den to spend

on."

;

:

'

Start Point, and instantly filled

and sank. Every exertion was
the steamer to render assistance to the
crew of the ' Water Lily ;' the master and two men were saved,

made by those on board

but Lord Belmont and his brother, the Hon. E. Carstairs,
together with the three remaining hands, were drowned, and
all efforts to recover the bodies have as
yet proved unavailing.
We understand the deceased gentlemen were the only surviving
sons of their noble father," &c., &c.
I saw and read no more.
father stood silent, stunned,
motionless.
At last the words came to his lips " Both
"
drowned ? Impossible
and their father
went into the house. Of the earl, Jones could tell ua
nothing. He was in Scotland, he believed, and it would take
tune for the news to reach him. But news travels fast in these

My

:

!

!

We

our days, and we were not long left in doubt how it fared with
the bereaved father.
There was a ring at the bell, and a buffcolored envelope was brought in by the servant. A
post-office
telegram from Belmout, the Scotch residence "From E. Scott,
House Steward, to Mr. John Aubrey, Oakham. 10 A. M. Bad
:

news from Kyde
denly.

An

;

yacht accident.

apoplectic

fit

And

;

still

Lord

B

it

sud-

am

thinking of."

It

was from his friend Harry

:

DEAII QBANT,
'You'll think
and haven't had time to

me

dead and buried, but I'm Just worked off my legs,
much less to write. I've stunning news for you.
You remember Bill, the native boy whom you saved from drowning? W<!1. bo
came in the other day, and told me ho had something he would ?how t<
but me or the master. What was it? I must come and see. So I went, to humor
him, and he took me to the glen. A huge boulder, as it seemed to be. concoalad
by some scrubby bushes, but with a yellow glitter, and what looked like rjuartz
We had it out, and got it down safe to liallarat,
in short, a monstrous nugget
It has made a precious noise, I can assure you. Old
2,106 ounces, value 8,376
Lyndsay, the Government surveyor, has been here, and examined the land, and
the end of it is that Gienleven is pronounced auriferous from one end to the
other. Now, what will you do? sell, let, or dig? Either way I suppose the
property must be about the best thing in the market. Lyndsay says what it contains must be reckoned by millions. Write your orders, or better sMl, come hack
and give them ; or si* months hence I wont answer for being an honest man in
spite of Father Young and hia warning. Faithfully yours,
cat,

.

1

!

'

'

"H. GIBSON."

"You

how

said Grant, as I returned the letter,
hardly knowing whether to congratulate or condole with him.
" Millions : and I have before me here a picture of what men

see

it is,"

at Bradford of what they do not do, and
heart, Jack, a terrible sense of what they might find
ought to do ; and I ask myself shall I do it ? Will gold be a
curse to me, as to them ? Will its touch poison, betray, deceive

do with millions, and

insensible."

then, in an hour, a second telegram
"Still insensible.
Mr. Wigram and

Doctors give no hope."

heard

see what I
Gibson

in

:

Lady Mary

sent

for.

my

his only daughter, married to a Scotch M.
me ? Shall I come to think money well spent on yachts and
and residing near Belmont. We saw that the curtain was betting-books, and the best table in all London, and leave
We sat and waited thousands of souls in my gold-diggings going to perdition.
closing heavily on the Oakham family.
what else could we do ? And when Grant returned from Brad- Munt that be so, I say ? and if not, how prevent it ? "
ford he found us thus, waiting for the final
"Grant," I said, "you overstrain your notions, you do intelegram.
It came at last, ere nightfall, and told us that all was over. In deed.
Money is a means a means of good as well as of evil."
less than eight-and-forty hours, the earl and his two sons had
"Just so," he said; "but how many men use it for good ?
been swept from life, and the younger, as well as the elder line And how dare I prophesy to myself that I shall do better than
of the Oakham family, as my father said, was now extinct.
the multitude?"
I watched Grant's countenance as he said it, but it
We walked home silently. There he took his leave of us all,
betrayed
"I
" that I had better and said a word of the happiness he had felt in our little homenothing.
think, Mr. Aubrey," he said,
be going. You will be having plenty of business here of one circle it had been but three days since I had met him in the
sort or another, and the family
coming, and I shall be an train, and we were parting like brothers. I accompanied him
intrusion.
I shall start for London by the
and when the carriage door was closed, and at
express train to the station,

Lady Mary was

P.,

;

:

;

to-morrow.

" So

"

last the train

best," said

of that terrible

Mr. Grant

?

Sunday; "but we shall see you here again,
all feel as
though we had known you from

We

"

boyhood.
Grant smiled. "Thank you, it is
very pleasant, but I too
have had my surprises to-day ; and I find I am wanted back at
Glenleven without delay. I shall
probably be leaving England
"

within a fortnight.
I felt inexpressibly sorry. But it could not be
helped. So
next day, after breakfast, I took his arm and led him for a last
turn in the park. My father had
gone up to the mansion to
prepare, alas for receiving the bodies, and give orders for the
great pageant of the funeral; and Grant and I sauntered
through the flower gardens that flaunted in the sunshine, and
passed those very hot-houses and pineries on which we had
been cutting our jokes the
day before, all now an empty,
miserable mockery.
!

moved

on, I felt

it

like a bereavement.

my father, who was crushed with the events
CHAPTER

VL

FRESH SURPRISES.

THE

Wigram, and Lady Mary, and
had assembled at Ookham
everything had been done with becoming solemnity, for, indeed
it was a solemn thing to lay them side by side, the father and
Then came
his two sons the last of the Earls of Bradford.
the opening of the will, Lord Duffield, a maternal uncl.
Sir John Bipley being the two executors. There were so many
thousands to Lady Mary, and legacies and bequests, and plenty
But as to Oakham and its plat.
of money to pay them.
furniture, and library, and the Bradford mines, mid
estates, they were all entailed, first on his el Jest, next
econd son and failing both of these, and their children (and
some

funerals were over. Mr.
other family connections

;

'

:

TJTE

10
nil

Mr.

\Vi|r
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the demesnes of the Into curl passed to the
hut was would bo a case for the lawwas disappointed but the will
editors know their business.
.

;

.

heir!"

le

i

Mr. Edwards.

"It

will

pedigree !"
''

it is

Not quite so long us you think," said Sir John; "I believe
not so very long since the heir of Oakham has been within

tlics.-

very

v

" Not Grant

"

XK\V

I'ToPfA.

I consulted my father, and he urged me to accept the offer.
There did not seein much chance of making my fortune by
English law, and so, to make a long story short, before Christ-

mas

I left England, whither, as things turned out, I did not
return for ten long years that were full of changes.
I have no intention, dear reader, of troubling yon with my

personal history during that eventful period. It was a busy
part of my life, and the duke was right in saying that I should
not regret it. My concern just now is to tell you my friend's

and my ten years in Queensland were
story, and not my own
but most certain," said Sir John; certainly not without their utility in advancing his interests. I
" William Grant
Carstairs, only son of Lord Carstairs, and won't bind myself to say to a shilling the sum which I sent over
grandson of the old Duke of Leven. His father never took the to England as the produce of his gold fields at Glenleven, but
ducal title, and even dropped that of Carstairs when he settled Harry Gibson had not been far wrong in calculating their value
in Australia
but I have uudisputable proof that Mr. Grant, at millions. If any one will bear in mind the 'fact (which
of Gleuleven, was really the man indeed it was well known in is a fact) that in those ten
years the produce of gold in this one
the colony, when I was governor.
Carstairs died about a year colony exceeded 104,000,000, they will easily understand what
Mid his son, this William Grant Carstairs, is really Duke must have been the value of a single property which extended
of Leven.
He came to England to pay off the last remnants of over some thousands of acres for when Lord Carstairs first
his grandfather's debts, and as he could not do this without settled in the colony, an enormous tract of sheep-feeding land
putting himself in communication with the Commission of could be bought for a comparative trifle.
Creditors, of which I am chairman, I became acquainted with
My own interests, of course, were not forgotten the duke's
"
terms were more than liberal and, when the whole estate had
his real name and history.
" Then
Mary was right," I muttered to myself, while Sir been finally disposed of, I was able to return to England a
John continued
wealthy man. One commission, entrusted to me by the duke,
" We shall
place the necessary evidence of these facts before spoke well for his heart it was the removal to England of his
the right tribunals, and, meanwhile, Mr. Grant must be com- parents' remains, which had been laid to rest in the little cemexclnimed

!

"Ay, not only

my

father

;

"no, not possible

!

;

possible,

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

nunicated with."

etery of Ballarat.

" He leaves
Yet I own there were some things in my home correspondence
England in a fortnight," said my father.
" He will do no such
"It will be a which gave me a secret anxiety. Much waa said in praise of
thing," said Sir John.
case for the lords, and he will, no doubt, have a subpoena to the new duke, of his generosity, his manly principles, his care
for his property and his tenants
but expressions were now
appear and give evidence."
there was no difficulty about the and then dropped which showed me he had the character of
It all happened as he said
proofs of identity, for there had never been any concealment of being eccentric. I was sorry for this, though not much surthe fact, and every one in Queensland knew well enough who prised in my brief intercourse with him in former years it was
" Grant of Gleuleven "
really was, and why he chose to drop impossible to deny that his originality looked in that direction.
the family name and ducal title. Then as to the heirship, that What did surprise me much more was that, judging by his own
was equally plain. There were but the two male branches of letters, far from despising money, he seemed to care for it a
the family, of both of which Grant was now the sole surviving good deal. He took his millions from Australia with a very
When all this had been sifted and proved, good grace, and made no objection to the proposals I submitentative.
and every legal form gone through which could be demanded ted, whereby a larger revenue could be raised from the propby the House of Peers or Doctor's Commons, then, and not till erty. And after all, I sometimes said to myself, this is but
Men theorize on gold and like to call it dirt, so long
then, did Grant consent to appear at Oakham, and receive from natural.
the executors of the late earl all that was necessary to constitute as their hands are clear of it but let them feel its magic touch
him its master. It took more than a year to constitute all this, and the dirt becomes marvelously pleasant. Leven desires to
and when at hist the day was fixed for the new duke to take get as much as he justly can from his property, and so do I,
And yet the sigh with which I closed
-sion, not Oakham only, but the entire county prepared and so does everybody.
I had my share of the law my meditations showed me that my imagination had painted
to give him a worthy reception.
"
business, and went down to assist my father in the heavy work the "Grant of former days as something higher and more unwhich the occasion brought on him. I shall not easily forget selfish in his aims than "everybody."
All the gentlemen of the county had assembled there, lords
it.
There was another thing that struck me as odd. A year or
and baronets but I need not give a list. There were triumphal two after I came to Gleneven I became a Catholic. I had never
arches and processions of school children, and the Exborough
but many
thought much of these subjects in early youth
Volunteers, and a dozen carriages to meet him at the station.
which Grant had said had gone home and the impresI remembered how at that same station he had stood alone a sions first received from him were deepened in Australia.
year before, looking in vain for some one to carry his bag to There, for the first time, I saw the Catholic religion at full work;
the White Lion I remembered that, as I saw him now step on I felt its
mastery of souls, its reality as a Divine power, and to
to the platform, and shake hands with the Marquis of Exbor- that
power I submitted. It was only natural for me to imagine
iind when I heard the loud cheers that greeted him. How that the Catholic Duke of Leven would have been leader of his
the bells rang out as the array of carriages drove through the
I had the English papers, Catholic
co-religionists in England.
What a bright gala day it was
The old family and Protestant, sent out to me pretty regularly, and after my
village
restored to Oakham, the old property given back to the eighth conversion I looked with some eagerness to see what part he
Duke of Leven.
took in parliamentary debates on questions affecting Catholio
But I don't intend to dwell on all this further. When the interests, education questions, workhouse questions, churchfuss of the grand reception was over, he sent for me to come to buildiug questions, and the rest, I looked for his name, and I
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

!

him.
"Aubrey," he said, "what is to be done about the
Australian business ? Hariy keeps on pressing for some one
out.
Can you find me anywhere an honest man with a
head, and
I

tli

I'll

<

'i

hesihi

I

shall

make

kingdom; I thought he would acqn

his fortune."

"

1

lu\l

name,

things for the poor and the labor!"
but if he did so, the papers, at any rate, had nothing to tell me
but I
about it. There is no den;, :n;f, it was a disupp.
in
gradually grew used to regard the whole subject as one
it

" Will
"
Mind, I don't
you go yourself? he said, at last.
nsk you to go; but if you decide on accepting the post, 1
"
e you will not regret it.
.

In my perhaps romantic imaginings
generally looked in vain.
about his probable course I had pictured him as the fouii'
benevolent institutions through the length and breadth of the

Till-:
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which the fancy of youth had cheated mo with its wonted delu.vho lias not
sions
and who is there who
to look back ut one thing or other as having been the slave of
;

his imagination

?

week or two in

my

parents

still

father's age had obliged him to give up
his post as steward into younger hands, the duke would not
>f his
leaving the Grange.
Mary had become the wife of
;

for

though iny

Charles Oswald, a small squire of the neighbourhood, and was
able to be a good deal of comfort to her father and mother,
and to find an ample sphere for all her capacities of usefulness.
In returning to Oakham, therefore, I was still returning
utill

home,
though I had formed no plans as to my own final settlement.
In London, I found plenty of old friends to welcome me, not,
perhaps, the less kindly from the fact that rumor had credited
me with having brought home an Australian fortune. Some of
those whom I had left just entering on their profession, had
fought their way to legal eminence, and some had earned their
silken gowns and a certain share of reputation.
Sir Clinton Edwards, the brother of our Oakham
vicar, was
now a judge, and at his table I met a group of men more or

world of politics and of letters.
The
many phases, some more, and some less pleasant to
come in contact with.
A London dinner-room, filled with reftned and intelligent people, who know
everything and everybody worth knowing, is, no doubt, a very agreeable sample of
polite society but mark well this truth, dear reader, it is still
the world, and anything higher and bettor than what savors of
the world, you must not look to extract from its conversation.
Sir Clinton had a fancy for well-mixed
variety in his company,
so on the present occasion I had the
good fortune to meet a
Solicitor-General, and a Home Secretary the editor of a popular philosophic review (whose
theology, by the way, was not
predominantly Christian), two men of science, and a county
member. Including our host and myself, we numbered
eight.
It is needless to say that our dinner was
For
irreproachable.
the passing moment I found myself a lion for the
gayest and
less distinguished in the

world has

;

;

;

wittiest circles so soon exhaust the sources of their
gaiety, that
any person who, for one half hour, can stimulate a new curiosi-

may

ty,

Till-:
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You know

lately.

n

UTOPIA.
tl:

;

;

duke's hobbies."
"And not merely /;//;/,
heard a good deal of

is

if

the mines

calculate for exactly that space of time

amount of popularity.
The conversation in such a

fair

on enjoying a

le."

"he's always at
Iculating boy to
something; you know it v.
number his hobbies; but the last thin
a the mini
really his ideas about ventilation are very creditable."
"You are speaking, I presume, of the Duke of Leven?" I in".lust so," replied

circle

as the forms in a
kaleidoscope.

was as graceful and varied

Home

politics,

the state of the

colonies, Hapirock's last pamphlet on the Council of
the Vicar of Oakham's long promised, and

Ephesus,

recently published^
Antiquities, the last cartoon in Punch, and the
University boat race, all passed in review, till for
sins I fell
into the hands of the philosophic
editor, who was, of course,
profoundly ignorant of the creed of his next door neighbor. He

work on Koinan

my

ntleioan,

t

quired.

"Ah, yen, you would have known him, of course,
going to Australia. Curious history his has been, certn
" He is
really an excellent fellow," said Sir Clinton, "but
not long for this world, I fear I never saw a man so alt
"
Well, he is a very good fellow, of course," said
member " but he carries things too far, to my mind."
" How so?" I ventured to ask.
"
Oh, I dont know exactly ; lives the life of a hermit, T\
in his position, is a mistake, and docs mischief
and then he's
always sporting some social view or other; setting
1

:

;

i

;

;

1

a

little

Catholic.

against the current.

One

"

thing,

you know,

he's u

"
Yes," observed the second man of science, who till now had
" it's a
Cuts a man of his
spoken but little,
great pity that.
so
He can't take his
standing
completely out of everything.
"

proper place in general society, parliament or anywhere.
"Well," began the editor, "of all the idiotic absurd;
can be guilty of, I should say that was the primest. I declare
it would justify a commission of lunacy."
"I'm afraid that's the real explanation of the whole thing,"

member, looking sagacious, and touching his
"there certainly is a touch in the top story."
"Touch or no touch," said Sir Clinton, " he has done wonders at Bradford. I know it by the results at the sessions."
"And may I ask ivhat he has done?" said the editor, with
the slightest possible tone of sarcasm.
"Changed the whole system of wages, shut up about twenty
said the county

forehead

;

public-houses, and, really, I don't
it, but they're not so brutalized

manor.

"

know how he has mai
by

half since he's

had the

if I am rightly informed (you'll correct me, of c;
in error), but I underxtoad he had brought over a lot
of German monks and built them a monastery."

"And

if

.

one of the

in

it?" snid the secretary; "I've

I

I returned, then, to England, spending a
London before going down to Onkham, where
lived

Oil

I

>

am

"Ah, yes/' said Sir Clinton, "that's at Glenleven, on the
moors, you know." Well, it's one of his crochets, and, perhaps, not the most sensible."
The secretary shook his head, and looked disgusted. "I
know this, we shall have to put a stop to all that sort of thing
some day," he said, "and the sooner the better, in my opinion."

Then the conversation, by an easy change, flowed into forwhich aimed, I will not say at
proving men to be well-developed monkeys, for I have never eign politics, and I was left to digest all I had heard, and form
found that writers of this particular class ever aim at
own conclusions. Was Leven really a little touched ? Was
proving my
anything whatsoever, but at throwing out pleasant theories of he unpopular? Or was he dying? Had his ten years of
the possible probability of their
being nothing better. The boundless means produced as their whole result an improved
of wages and mine ventilation, and the building of a
intellectual inferiority of the Australian
aborigines was the system
point on which I was subjected to cross-examination, and
monastery ? And did he fritter away his genius and his unevery
fact elicited was bagged
by my tormentor for future editorial doubted powers hi a quick succession of profitless hobbies ?
I should go down next day to Oakham and judge for
purposes. But the county member who sat opposite
myself.
charitably
was engaged on an

stepped in to

"I

article

my relief.

you what, Ford," he said, when he could get in a
"
word,
you needn't go to Australia to look for intellectual intell

nor for savages either, nor for that matter for
heathens you'll find the whole stock-in-trade
ready for inspection in a good many of our
manufacturing towns, only nobody
"
comes to inspect them.

feriority

no,

;

;

CHAPTER

Vil.

RETURNING HOME.

My first week at Oakham was given to my family. I had to
be introduced to my new brother-in-law, Oswald, who had
brought Mary over from Exdale manor, that we might all be
"Very true," said Sir Clinton "when I am Lord Chan- once more together. The duke had been called
away to
cellor, I shall introduce a bill for obliging all members of Parland, and, to tell the truth, I was not sorry to have tins
liament to spend one calendar month in a
colliery district, say opportunity for rectifying my ideas on the new order of
Bradford, for instance."
things before meeting him. My father praised him highly, for
The familiar name struck on my ear and raised a host of re- was he
not a Leven ? That single fact sufficed for him: nor
oollrctions.
would I have disturbed the simplicity of liis loyalty to tl
"Ah," said one of the men of science, " I've been down there uresentativfl of the old fn,milv Viv an mmli oa o /.n,.. L-i;,,^
ivr
;

TlIK
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for him. only regretting that he
Mr. Kdwnrds, us courteous and harinonit her
regrets, and suggested that the
reliuod and affectionate wife might have softened
ii.

influence

ol'

n

character which he humbly conwas out of tune with the century. His curate, the Bev.
Wilfrid Knowles, who happened to be present, said nothing,
but I thought he looked a good deal, and on inquiry, I found
that the curate hold more advanced views than the vicar, and
was supposed to have what Mrs. Edwards termed " monastic
iiing of Unit austerity of

tendencies."
little.
Oswald informed me the gencounty was that his politics were revolutionary but the solitary fact in support of this theory appeared to be that his first act on coming to Oakham had been
to lower his farmers' rents on condition that
they raised the rate

All this explained but

eral impression in the
;

of their laborer's wages.
Mary said it was all malice, and that
they did not understand him. She evidently was his warm
friend, and her husband declared that she did what she liked
with liim.

On
in

the third day after my arrrival, I strolled up to the park
company with Oswald, and could not help observing with a

surprise that the pineries and forcing-houses kept their
ground, and had even apparently received some additions. I
inquired for my old friend Jones, but found he had departed,
and that his place was filled by one of a younger generation.
"I half expected he would have made a clean sweep of all
"he used to inveigh against it all as though
this," I said
grapes in June had been one of the deadly sins."
"Ah!" said Oswald, " that was Mary's doing. She suggested to him that if he did not choose to grow grapes and apricots
for his own table, he would be doing a good work to
grow them
for other people, and that they would be like
gifts from paradise if he sent them to the hospitals.
So now every week they
tire packed
up and sent to the Exborough Infirmary, and the
County Hospital, and half a dozen other institutions, not to
speak of his own affair that he has founded at Bradford."
"
Keally that was a bright thought of old Mary's," I said;
" who would
ever have thought of her taking the command in
little

;

that style ?"

"Yes, and she gets her own perquisites, I believe," said Oswald, "with which she makes happy all the sick people of the
"

neighborhood.
"How about the orchids?" I asked, rather maliciously.
"
Oh, as to them, you had better ask Verney." And so saying, he led the way to a small enclosure where a young and intelligent-looking man was superintending the packing of various eases of fruit and flowers. I looked at the rich fruit, no
longer grown for show or luxury, and felt pleased to think of
" And the flowers ?" I
its altered destination.
asked, amazed
at the quantity which were being
delicately packed in cool
moss, about to be carried off to the station.
"To Bradford, sir, and Homchester," replied Verney, the
hi ail gardener " and one or two other missions.
Thursday will
be Corpus Christi, and they use a wonderful quantity of flowers."

" Hem!" I
" I see all about it what used to
thought
go
tli'^ dinner-table and the ball-room he sends
to the hospital
and the altar. Well, that is like old Grant ;" and it gave me a
;

;

to

of pleasure.
I soon found that Verney was a Catholic, as were several of
the men now employed about the place, and I heard from him
that a private chapel had been added to ihe house, which
1 for
the wants of the few Oakham Catholics. But a

glow

church had replaced the old and miserable erection
at Bradford
and there was a convent with nuns who worked
the schools and served the hospital
and, besides that, half the
town had been rebuilt, and the wretched dens which
formerly
abounded were replaced by model lodging-houses.
" The duke himself has a house at
Hradford," said Oswald,
spends a good deal of time there how he can endure it,
know, but he sees to nil manner of things himself, for
rl, you know, ho likes business."
iicent

;

;

;

!

o/t

"
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I suspect also, Oswald," said
I,

" that he has a
liking for

souls."

"

Well, I should have thought Bradford about the last place
have supplied him with that
commodity," said Oswald;
very queer style of souls he must find among the colliers,
and not the most responsive, for just now
they seem
to

"

greatly

disposed to stone him by way of expressing their gratitude."
How so ? Is he not popular ? "
"Not with all. You see, he attempts to limit their means
' '

of making beasts
true-born Britons.

of

themselves, and

resent

many

it

like

They've got a fellow named Degg to lead
them now, who possesses a tongue, and a quite remarkable
gift of slander, of which he gives the duke a weekly benefit in
a rascally penny paper, which he edits, and which he sells
by
thousands. It's a grand thing is our education movement it
;
enables each man now-a-days to read his Degg."

" Would
you
"

like to see the chapel, sir ? " said

Verney.

Immensely," I replied. And leaving his flowers in charge
of one of the men in attendance, he led the
way towards the
building. It had an appproach through the shrubberies aa
we^ as from tne house, for the convenience of the congregation
Verney, having found means of informing the chaplain of
my presence, left me in the hands of that gentleman, and re;

turns to his green-houses.

The Oakham chapel was small

in size, and my first impreswas rather devotional than magnificent.
Except in
the east window there was no painted
glass but through the
open casements came the sound of waving branches, and the
green and pleasant light which falls through summer foliage.
After a few minutes, I began to take in some of the details.
Though the chapel was Gothic in style, the architect had contrived to find places for several pictures, some of which struck
my eyes as familiar. I remarked it to the chaplain. "Pro"
bably," he replied,
you may remember them formerly in the
Bradford collection the Crucifixion which you see there used
to hang in the great dining-room. It had been a Spanish altarpiece, I think, and the duke said it was a sacrilege to put such
a painting over a gentleman's sideboard."
" And at the same time that he removed
it," whispered Os" he burned half a dozen Venuses and
wald,
Adonises, which
had been the gloiy of old Bradford's gallery a fact, I assure
yon and at Christie's they would have brought their thous-

sion of

it

;

;

:

;

ands."

The paintings had, in fact, been taken from various parts of
the ducal mansion all, with one exception, a singular picture,
painted, as the chaplain told me, by a young German artist,
under the duke's personal direction. It was a single figure,
representing a young man in poor and squalid attire, lying on
a bed of straw, and clasping a crucifix. The background wa
dark, and there were few or no pictorial adjuncts ; only in one
corner of the picture appeared something like a ladder or flight
of steps above the head of the principal figure.
All the beauty
of the painting was in that head
wasted, sweet, superhuman
in its expression, carrying me back to the description which
Grant had once given of old Father Henry Young's countenance, in which the pride of flesh and blood had all been des;

;

troyed and obliterated.
" What a
"
singular picture," said Oswald.

Who is

it ?

a

saint ?"

" It is St.
Alexis," replied the chaplain, and Oswald evidently
was not greatly the wiser. But I looked, and thought, and
looked again, and I fancied I had understood its meaning. The
noble youth who fled the world, who despised pleasure, and
held riches as a curse, the prince who chose in his own father's
house, to live unknown, and to die as a beggar, was, doubtless,
one whose story might have a deep attraction for a man made
rich against his will, and ever fighting with wealth and its
temptations.

We approached the altar,

and I perceived what had not struck
exceeding richness of all its fittings.
" That
tabernacle," said the chaplain, "is solid (/old : it was
made out of the first gold discovered at Gl'nlr\
ralia,

me

at first, the

!

'the great nugget,' as

it

was called; tho duke had

it

sent to

Tin-:
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England untouched, and resolved that the
gold-fields should furnish the t;i!>crnaele

of his

first fruits

of

DUKE on THE NEW
The

I.

lamps and candlesticks are likewise Australian gold, aud so are
the sacred vessels.

"

and the

last

fragment of

my

doubts and misgiving* vanished into thin air. " Oh, Grant,
Grant " I murmured, " what injiistico I have done you
The
world talks and judges, and comprehends nothing you are not
"
of its form and fashion
Aud as we turned to leave the
I
seemed
still
to
see before me the dying face of St.
chapel,
Alexis, and the golden tabernacle.
We walked home through the plantations, and Oswald was
!

!

;

!

>

and, for him, thoughtful.
your duke a man of business this morning," he
" but
said,
just now I could fancy him to be a poet."

try

Well, you have excited my curiosity, nnd K>me duy I shall
and see for myself," I replied ; " but it sounds, as you say,

uncommonly Utopian."

We reached

home, and for the

rest of the evening I listened,
Oswald's careless rattle ; but ray atteu!
confess, would of ten wander away to thoughts of the chapel
after a sort,

to
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called

"A poet

Why so?"
was a beautiful thought that about his gold;
"Well,
there was something about the whole thing that struck me as
I

it

poetical."

"I doubt

if

the duke was ever conscious of doing anything

particularly graceful ; but, undoubtedly, Faitk always has an
innate sense of beauty."

" That

Oswald " but I will tell
beyond
it
you why struck me. At Exborough Park, as you may be
aware, there is also what goes by the name of a chapel. The
Exborough people always sot you down to gold plate at dinner,
but the chapel looks like a dust-hole. Leven has abolished
the gold plate at Oakham, and the gentry hereabouts called it
one of his peculiarities but I suspect they would understand
is

a

me," said

little

;

;

-

and Utopia.

silent,

"I

13

I gather my
rneiidonsly long drive, and killing for the horses.
ideas of it chiefly from Kn<
like
to be received us a monk of course, under certain condii
"

I knelt before the tabernacle,

UTOPIA.

THE NEW DUKE.

ON the following Monday the Duke returned, and next day
I received a brief note from him, begging me to come up to the
Park, to dine and sleep, and begin the settlement of the Queensland business the following morning. I went up
accordingly,
was shown to my room, dressed and descended to the drawingroom, where for the best part of an hour I waited alone, but
Leven appeared not. As I afterwards ascertained, the hour
preceding dinner was the one hour in the day he claimed for
privacy, and no one then ever ventured to disturb him. At last
the door opened, and he stood before me. I grasped his
hand,
and looked into that face, the same, and yet so altered.
Aged
not by ten but twenty years ; no longer with the
rudvigorous,

dy bloom of five-and-twenty, but pale and transparent, and
sweet beyond expression. I stammered out something about

"waiting on his Grace," but at once he stopped me.
"I have
enough of that elsewhere," he said; "let you and me be always Grant and Aubrey."
We went into dinner. Remembering all I had heard of his
eremitical habits, I was curious what there might be to
notice,
and I noticed nothing. There was no gold plate,
certainly
but neither was there any affectation of extravagant
simplicity.
He talked of old times in Australia, and of Scotland, whence
them was likely to become Duchess of Leven. "
" Wouldn't
he had just returned, and of Homchester, where he had been
Lady Exborough have liked it !" said Oswald
inspecting some new engines for his mines.
Oswald was right ;
"but it was a dead failure. On that subject, as on many
others,
Leven is peculiar and I believe he confided to Mary that if he certainly had a liking for business.
After dinner we stepped out on the terrace. " How delicious
the siege lasted he should have to leave the country."
I laughed. " Then there was a siege ? And who relieved this is, after a week of Homchester how it reminds me of that
happy evening at the Grange, Jack, when you all made me so
it ?" I asked.
at home.
I couldn't say the feeling it gave me to see
"
I
believe
Lord
your
Oh,
Exborough stepped in and stopped mother with her
cap, and her crochet, and her sweet, motherly
proceedings and Lady Florinda herself took alarm when GlenIt reminded me of my own dear mother.
Do you
leven was founded, and the rumour spread that the duke was ways.
I often go and have a talk to the old
know,
lady, that I may
going to be a lay brother."
it's the most lovable
" What is Glenleven ?" I
just look at that cap of hers
"
thincr in
asked.
Everyone talks of it, and Oakham. "
no one tells me what or where it is. "
(No wonder, I thought, that she considers him faultless. )
"What, don't you know ? It is a large tract of country just
" You have been
"
on the outskirts of Exborough Moor, where Leven has transadding to the place since I was here, I said.
it

better

if

they looked at that altar."

" Yet the
Exboroughs are Catholics," I remarked.
"I should rather think so," said Oswald, "and immensely
proud of being of the old stock, and all that sort of thing. But
Lady Ex. goes in for London seasons to any extent, and the
"
Exborough girls are the fastest in the county.
"A report reached me in Australia," I said, "that one of

;

;

;

;

;

;

planted a community of Benedictines who fled from the tender
mercies of Beastmark. He has built them a grand
place, I believe ; I have not seen it, but by all accounts the church is a
second Cluny. They farm the land, and have all manner of
schools of art, carving and metal work ; then there are the

"Really, Grant, I never expected to see

"That was your

sister's affair;

new graperies."
woman for getting

trust a

what she has a mind for."
"And, then, the chapel?"
"Ah, yes, I couldn't always be going over to Bradford, as on
that eventful Sunday. You've seen it of course?"
granite works opened hard by, all which things give occupation
to Leven's colony of orphan boys and other select
"Yes, and St. Alexis."
characters,
He smiled. " That was poor Werner's painting; such a felout of whom he cherishes the design of creating a New
a true painter a man with a soul at the end of his
low, Jack
Utopia."
paint-brush it was wonderful."
I looked
;

;

;

inquiringly.

"I really cannot tell you much more about it," continued
" but I think his
small success at Bradford, or what
Oswald;
he considers as such, has convinced him that reformation of
society is somewhat a difficult undertaking unless you take
your society in the

cradle.

And he has

conceived the idea of a
Christian colony, not beyond the Rocky Mountains, or in the
wilds of Australia, but here in the heart of
England, to be

peopled by

men and women

elected from

of his

own bringing up, who

shall

penny newspapers, lie greatly given to plain
and wholly ignorant of the pot-hoi;'
"It sounds splendid but are you in earnest ?"
"Well. I tell vou. I have nevr;- Ki'eu the claco. It is a tre,

;

"So you burnt poor Adorns ?
"Who's been talking about all
bound.

that nonsense?
Mary, I'll be
Yes, I burnt him, and I'd burn him again if I had the

offer."

Goth you are, Grant "
"About as bad as St. Gregory, for he would
certainly have
dono the same. Look here, Jack yon send a fellow to
prison

"What

a

;

for a mouth, with hard labor, for selling
prints in a shop window that shock the eye of the respectable public ; and then the
respectable public votes thousands of the public money to han<j
Us of the national collections with abominations

much

THE A VSTRALIAN DUKE
"Well, but what about Werner
ern

? is

he an ancient or a mod-

'!"

?
Oh, I forgot you didn't know him well I think
lovod a follow better ; but, you see, my friends have all

"\\~erner
r

;

got a trick of leaving me."
"Is he dead, then," I asked, gently,
"I'.
world, Jack he has
;

THE NEW
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himself went into the street, and arrested a beggar.
The
others did the same, and they took the rogues to the government workshops, and offered them food and wages if they
would work, and the pillory if they would not. The next day
every beggar in Munich had surrendered, and the streets were

them."

>f

left

the
carried his heart

it; passed, as

UTOPIA.

"I

think I have heard that story before," I said; "and I
think, also, that the government workshops were abolished by
the next Elector, and the beggars returned to their former

into tin:, silent life.' He
ate would say,
and his pencil to Ulenleven."
"
He was silent. "People say
I began, then paused, for wicked ways."
I thought it might seem an impertinence.
"So much the worse for the Elector," said Leven, laughing
"I know what you mean," he said quickly. "Yes, I dreamt at my sequel to his story. "Anyhow, Kumford carried his
about it once, but they would not hear of it. They told me purpose his own way. That is what I like ; none of your mentruly that I had received my call, and that my sacrifice must be dicity acts, and spread of education."
" And
to remain in the world, and not to leave it."
yet, Leven, you might advance the good cause a preis
of
I
doubt
it
It
not
said.
"Could
?
cious deal in parliament ?"
course,"
"Why,
you
"
"
every one who has such means at his command.
Might I ? There are two opinions on that point," he said.
He sighed deeply.
Means enough, but so little comes of it. " "No, parliament, and committees, and public meetings, and
"Come now, Grant, what do you mean by that? Just look associations are all glorious things no doubt, but they're not
at Bradford."
my line they paralyze me. Let those who feel they can do
"Bradford !" he said "yes, indeed, I do look at it such an good that way do it, and I give them my blessing but I can
utter failure.
No, of course, I don't regret it, nor the time, only go one way to work, and that is straight ahead, and arrest
nor the plague of it, nor the money; and I don't mean that my beggar."
there's been nothing done; but, oh, the depths of iniquity
"Well, you must take me to your paradise some day, "I said.
" That I will we'll have a week there when all the
hidden away in places like that, and all England seething with
;
plaguing
He bent his head for a minute or two, and an business is over. There are red deer on the moora, and otters
them."
expression of great pain was on his brow when he once more in the river, if you have a taste that way, and it will be very
raised it.
But it passed in a moment, and again the sweet, jolly-"
calm look returned. "All right, Jack; one must do one's
Our conversation was interrupted by the sudden appearance
but one must do it, and then the scene of a third
best, and a sad mess the best is
party in the shape of a merry fair-haired
leave it with God."
" Cousin
boy, who came running down the terrace to inform
"And how about Glenleven? Is it true, Grant, that you are Leven" that coffee was waiting and as we turned to
obey the
trying to create a Garden of Eden there, with all due precauthe
and let him
the duke held him
' '

;

;

;

;

;

hand,
summons,
by
prattle
tions for shutting out the serpent?"
away of all he had been doing or wanting to do whilst Cousin
" If
you mean the ale-house, yes," he answered. "I suspect Leven was in Scotland.
At last, as we approached the end of
that is our English edition of the monster."
the terrace, the boy set off to announce our coming, and Leven
"What beer actually prohibited? My dear Grant, that will answered my look of inquiry. "Little Edward Wigram," he
!

never pay; the Anglo-Saxon animal cannot live without
" I believe he can't but I don't
;
go that length."

it."

said;

"you know Lady Mary

died a Catholic

curious, wasn't

and on her death-bed got her husband to promise that this
"What, then?"
child, at least, her youngest, should be brought up in the
He couldn't refuse her but when I heard it, I wrote
"Well, I try it this -way I engage the fellows to drink what faith.
You see, Aubrey, I
and begged him to trust the child to me.
they want at home at their own houses."
" Isn't there
" But how can
After me
have had the whole thing looked thoroughly into.
they get it to drink?" I asked.
"
there is no male heir. The entail ceases, and I am at full libersomething about licensed to be drunk on the premises ?'
He looked a little timid,*as although aware that he was con- ty to leave the property to whom I choose, or run through it
" I do it this
fessing to a hobby.
way, Jack they all have during my life, and leave it to nobody. The last is what I artheir rations.
Every man at work on the place has his proper dently desire to do, if I have but time. Still, I suppose, OakBut the ham, at any rate, must go to somebody, and so, the long and
allowance, and it is sent >n'm from the little tavern.
tavern is in my own hands, and the fellow who keeps it has no short of it is, I have adopted Edward, and he will have whatlicense to sell beer or spirits on the premises."
ever is left."
" Don't
" Does he know it?" I asked.
they evade your code of laws ?"
"
" Of course he does how else should I train him to feel his
but time alone can test it."
Well, on the whole, no
"
I
a
while
in
silence.
walked
and
down
for
We
know, responsibility ? And a fine little fellow he is, with the spirit of
up
"
my dear Aubrey," at last he said, that there's much to be said twenty sea-kings in him. I suppose it will have to be thrashed
Most men think me an ass, out of him some day but it's not bad raw material to begin
against it, as unreal, unpractical.
and I daresay they are in the right of it. But to secure even a with."
" do
you never intend to marry?"
month, a week of innocence is worth living for at least
"Grant," I said bluntly,
"
that is how I see it.
He shook his head. "You see," I continued, "what I mean
I felt touched at the humble, apologetic tone of the man -who is this you can't do half the good you might without that sort
was speaking of what the world styled his crotchet. " My dear of influence at Oakham to help you. And, then, family life
All I was thinking was, you know its beauty, you feel its charm."
." I said, "who can doubt it ?
r any private efforts can ever take the place of law and
"Yes," he answered rather huskily, "I don't doubt it, I
"
assure you, I don't but somehow its not my line.
public opinion."
"
" Yimr old
sure
are
are
about
it
but
Look here,
?
alright
you
"Yon were
Well,
you
stronghold !" he said, smiling.
I mean is this family life is not the world, it can be
what
Did
ever
see
law
and
Just
here.
the
man
for
order.
you
ways
There was an Elzear and a Delphina as well as an
sanctified.
unit Kumford?"
it ?

:

;

'

:

:

;

;

i

:

;

:

" The
stove-man," I replied; "of course. What of him?"
"Stives! that's all you know about him. He was Prime
i to
the Elector of Bavaria, and reformed everything.
B full of beggars, and no one knew how to get rid
>

tn.

Kumford (he was an American, you know,) got a

ady.
or BO of officers

lot

Then, on a fixed day, he agreed with a
and gentlemen to act with him, and he

Alexis."

he replied, "and a lovely thing it was, that
of Christian society ; I hardly think I know
anything finer. Bat, bless you Jack, where should I find a

"I know

old family

it,"

life

Delpluna now-a-days? and what on earth should I do with a
girl-of-the-period, arid, yet more emphatically, what would she
do with me ?"
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"

My dear Grant,

"Ab,

\-ii

nil

young Indies
i

i

are not of the

gossip

;

wall,

Hint I know,

shame on

"Then,

wlml.

my

reform, and
"No, I

we

c.iill

door Grant,

who

is

tell

you

more

tit

it's

'the Catholic body.'
it's

to

I

;'ii

rni-:

NEW

'.\lm>' ant."

;

and

"Yon

ji.ililic

but

it

cnn't

to

it.

iiid

What

i'

niul tliu

pivs-'iit,

r."

I

I should have had a soruplo of
;
those gods aii"

Jack

be a refer-

not that alone,

doomed

I

I

sold it?"
rx'irt ly,

calls for

10

.

T am!

a cry-

it's

"

UTOITA.

well, I dispersed a great lot of

cimM

I

i

which

anotn

on

/;

;it

be.
TS,
laid

of

H

tlie

union,

week tlic ilivini.:
down to form our new approach
and

in

in a

limi

well

Family life not the world, yoti say V \Vcll now, I'll just tell nnd
you thia it would br. the, world to me. As to your dinners assure
you, 1 never take a turn along that road without a thrill
and dances, your political careers, and your stars and garters,
"
of satisfaction.
and
neither
lean
nor
attract
renounce
abjure
they
me;
tempt
" i;
extreme' in your
ally, Grant, no wonder they call you
But if
the pomps and vanities, and feel it ft light sacrifice,
notions."
once I felt the home ties of which you speak, claiming r
Well, but listen the room, emptied out of all that villany,
Bive smiles and raptures high," they would turn to shackles.
we
turned into our museum. Come and see it." And he led the
a
i

:

'

'

' '

:

I'm strange follow, Jack,
Besides, there are other things.
but I can't help it. I don't think I'm hiirder about the heart
than other men yourself, Oswald, Werner, and a lot of others,
I love you all, and I love you tenderly; but it's quite a different
"
I could only press his hand, and
concern, I do assure you.
remain silent. "All right, Jack, you must taka rue as you find

way

to the late hall of statuary.

There were oases of stuffed birds and beasts, specimens of
marble and granite from his Glenleveu quarries; coal fossils
f "in Bradford, found and contributed
by his miners; crystals
from the Scottish mountains; and nuggets of gold from AustraMoreover, here and there were some of the Roman antime. Edward shall carry out all your plans by-and-by he'll lia.
make a rare Elzear, and your little niece, Mary, will be just quities, dug up in the camp hard by, which had first set in motion the brain of good old Edwards and there were all manthe right stuff for a Delphiua."
ners of curiosities, such as schoolboys prize, and which few but
Such was Grant, as I found him after our ten years' separaschoolboys are really found to appreciate wasps' nests, and
tion. As simple, as boyish, as unartincial as ever, but tenderer
birds' nests, and dried snakes in bottles.
of
tone
and
and gentler, with none of the old asperity
manner.
"No great varieties, you see, but all our own collection; even
As he said of his father, after his conversion, " the pride had
the boys bring their quota, and that series of bees' and wasps'
had
been
I
the
could
out
not
of
What
him."
process
gone
"
nests is a real curiosity.
guess, but the result was not to be mistaken.
"And you think it answers ? "
The windiug-up of our Queensland business was an affair of
" I know it does
every hour they give to this sort of thing
I gradtime, and until it was finished I remained at Oakham.
an hour stolen from the beer-shop and, besides, it cultivates
is
more
of
friend's
habits
came
to
understand
of
and
my
life,
ually
He was literally worn and makes them think. I have had a professor or two down
the more I saw the more I wondered.
down with the press of work and business. His two secretaries here to give some lectures to the society. I choose my
worked with him, and worked hard but the burden was on his sors myself, you know," he said, rather grimly; "and I can
The administration of a more than assure you they are not Darwins. Well, now, not very
life, and. it pressed heavily.
administration
for the glory of God but a few of those lads have been thinking to good purpose,
and
its
revenue,
princely
and the good of his fellow-men, was his daily care and his daily and form a class of instruction under Father Hubert.
;

i

;

;

:

;

;

;

i

cross.

Not

at

Oakham

alone, or at Bradford, or within his

own

county, and his own immediate circle, did Leven pour out his
labor and his substance. The great floods of his charity watered
the land through a thousand secret channels. I need not speak
of them here indeed, who cbuld reckon them ? for the trouble
which others take to be known and done justice to, he spent to
remain hidden. But I was witness to the amazing correspon;

dence so faithfully discharged, to the patient Investigation, day
after day, of fresh applications (not always the most becoming,
or the most reasonable), to the unalterable cheerfulness with
which he chained himself to his allotted tasks, and made it his
single thought "to give his life for his brethren."
At Oakham it was one of his favorite objects to draw the

"
" What does Edwards
say to that ?
"Oh, of course, he was rather savage about it at first, imd
Knowles has opened a course of lectures against Roman
but I suspect they begin to choke him in the
aggression
;

utterance.

"

" Will he ever come to his senses ? " I said "I
fancy there
a grain of wheat beneath the chaff in his case."
"
Possibly but it must have time to germinate. Yon will
'.

is

;

him probably at Exdale, where, Oswald tells me, he
expecting you to-morrow. I shall join you there in a
see

is

<

and then, if all goes well, we'll start for (
was arranged accordingly, and the next day, with
Edward for my companion, I set out for Exdale Manor.
of days

;

;

It

little

young men of the neighborhood, rich and poor, around him,
and make his house a centre. A little whimsical in all his ways
he conceived the notion of making the volunteer rifle corps, of
CHAPTER IX.
which he was colonel, an instrument of social reformation.
EXDALE
MANOR.
They had a portion of the park set apart for their exercises and
rifle practice, and on certain days he had them to
I informed my reader in a previous chapter that mv
dinner, and
family
on those occasions the dinner was always a great affair. Officers had no claim whatever to
figure in a romance, and that my sisami privates he had them all together. " It is no bad tiling the ter
Mary, in particular, had not the least pretension to
rifle uniform," he said; "it teaches the lads
Neither was her husband, Charles Os-nald,
self-respect and sidered a heroine.
courtesy." His house, with its galleries of art and library, his anything of a hero but he was an excellent fellow,
park, and his gardens were open to them on certain days, and marriage was a happy one.
Mary supplied the plain
1

'.

during part of the day on Sundays, and among the youths
he thus drew into his influence he formed alittle soei-tv.
" It cost me a
good deal of thought, what we should make our
bond of union," he said to me, " but at last I hit on natural

whom

"

history.

"What a fellow you are, Grant," I said; "how on earth
does that keep them together?"
"The simplest thing in the world," he replied "I started
kham museum. You remember the statuury hall of the
;

illection?"

"i
do, indeed

sense which served as ballast to her husband's anil
Their family consisted of three children, of whom the "
Mary," that Grant had spoken of, was the eldest. Alerin. her
young sister, was somewhat of that type which among bovs we
term a "sad pickle;" and Johnny, the son and heir, A\
in his cradle.
I's

The only other

figure in the home groin
Florence, of whom I coul.
introduction than that she had fine, el;.

unmarried

no more on a

first

sister,

stamped, however, with that joyless intcl'
ice of woman,
:iuiy mi tlio
dear i\iuder, for an intellectual countenance is a
muyn.

f<':'tin-es,

i'

a

good deal

in the

Adonis line."
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and the index of a truly magnificent gift bnt both the
gift and the countenance need something else to soften their
sharp edges, and that /omcthing seemed -wanting in Florence
object,

;

Oswald.

UTOPIA.

bnt in his last production entitled The Australian
J)ukc.,' he has passed the boundary line, and Leveu, at last,
"
has him fairly in his power, for he is bound to prosecute.
"What makes him so exceedingly savage with the duke ?" I
'

ment;

Exdale itself was a modest country-house, very different in inquired.
and dimensions from Oakharn but it had a charm which
"Oh," said Oswald, "he wanted to be returned member for
Oakham did not possess, it was filled to the brim with a genial, Bradford at the last election, and Leven was supposed to have
domestic atmosphere. Dear old Mary was regularly in her used his influence to save the borough from that disgrace.
She had
"Besides, which," added Knowles, "the Duke of Leven is a
glory, as mistress of a house, and head of a family.
the true genius of that particular calling she understood her Christian, and Mr. Degg has an angry aversion to everything
that savors of the faith."
husband's ways and wants, and also contrived to supply them
she made the most of a moderate income, and prevented his
"Beally," said Florence, "I think you are all rather hard on
was
that
he
ever
without
foolish
dreaming
things,
doing
poor Degg he writes extravagantly, as men of genius often do,
managed she took in girls from the village school, and trained and his sense of wrong and injustice is just like a fiery pasthem to bo good servants but no one was ever plagued with sion but he cares for the working classes, and can't always
"
their awkward ways whilst they were in course of training. control himself when he pleads their cause.
"
The house looked as if somebody was always putting it to
Degg cares
"Florry, don't talk nonsense," said her brother;
herself
about
and
fuss
was
no
there
and
as
I
care for the
Mary
for the working-classes just hi the same way
it,
rights,
yet
was never seen in a bustle. She was not a heroine, certainly, ducks and chickens in my poultry -yard, which I care for ex"
but I will maintain against all comers that she was the queen tremely, with a view to my ultimate advantage.
of wives and mothers.
"And what particular advantage do you think poor Degg will
After the deserted suites of state apartments, and long, silent get from taking part with the weak against the strong V" said
children's Florence.
galleries of Oakham, the sound of family talk and
" In the first
comprattle was a pleasant change, though the scene, by
place," said Oswald, "he enjoys the sweets of
"the Park," notoriety, and the pleasant sensation of putting down his betparison, was a homely one, for what they called
at Exdale, was little better than a paddock, and instead of ters
and if Hapirock should ever again undertake the tinkerelegant fallow deer there were to be seen in it only half a dozen ing of our glorious constitution, I suspect Mr. Degg calculates
cows and an old pony. The latter was already in possession of on floating into parliament on the tide of universal suffrage."
Master Edward, his claims being stoutly contested by Alexia,
"Well, so be it," said Florence, "worse men than he have
and as passively acknowledged and submitted to by little before now sat in parliament."
style

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

Mary.
"It's a miniature picture of human life," I observed, as
Oswald and I stood at the window and surveyed the group,
"
Mary representing ,ihe old school, and Alexia standing up for

the rights of man or rather of woman."
"In the present instance, Mary will be the winning horse,"
" I never
said Oswald ;
yet knew a woman who gained the day

by a war

of independence."

" I don't know about
that, Charley," said Florence, who had
meanwhile joined us at the window ; "I think I have heard of
one Judith."
" Under
I venture to remark, "Judith won the
correction,"

dear Florence," said Mary, in a tone of remonhe really is an infidel ?"
" I don't see what
right any one has to say so and, after all,
as the word is commonly used, it's a relative term, and means
simply people who don't believe exactly as much as we do ourselves.
I daresay Mr. Aubrey would consider our best Oxford

"But,

strance,

my

"

if

;

divines as hopeless infidels.

"

The blow was intended for Wilfrid, but he remained unscathed by it. "If Mr. Aubrey were to express such an opinion
" The Oxit would not be far from the truth," he observed.
ford of the present day is, unhappily, more than half infidel."
"Well, then, Mr. Knowles, on your own showing, poor Mr.
Degg no more deserves to be sent to Coventry on that account
than the most distinguished men of your own Alma Mater, so
you are bound to judge him mercifully."
"She can hold her own pretty well, can't she ?" said Oswald.
" Take some
champagne, Florry, and leave Degg to his doom.

day less by resistance than by address."
" if she had not known the art of
" Just
so," said Oswald
making herself agreeable, she would never have brought home
the head of Holofernes. And, see, it's just as I said it would
be Edward has vacated his seat in favor of Mary, and Alexia
"
is left to go on foot.
Capital lesson for you, Florry."
If there's justice in England, he'll soon be in limbo.
"A tame sort of conquest,', she replied, carelessly "she
" So
to
Glenleven
are
Knowles,
addressing
?".said
going
you
leta him lead the pony, as though she did not know how to
me, by way of changing the subject; "I suppose it's your first
hold the bridle. Alexia would have been half round the park visit ?"
by this time."
"Yes," I replied, "ever since I've been in England, I've been
I glanced at the speaker, and it seemed to me as though this
so continually hearing of Glenleven, that I'm glad at last to
to
her
one
that
the
little dialogue had given me
character,
key
satisfy my curiosity."
disdained to lean on the strength of another, and would far
"I spent a
"It s a wonderful place, certainly," he observed
suffer
than
submit.
rather
week there last Lent, and enjoyed it immensely."
We were summoned to dinner, the only other addition to our
"Really, Mr. Knowles? Wasn't it rather a schismatical piece
" at least
party being Wilfrid Knowles, who liked to be called "Father of
according to our
enjoyment ?" inquired Florence,
"
Wilfrid," and wore a Eoman collar. Between him and Flornotions.
Anglican
ence there seemed to exist a mutual interest based on con"No, indeed, Miss Oswald," said Knowles, who seemed to
scious antagonism he, stiff in his sense of sacerdotal superihave an unfailing command of temper "I, for one, deeply dein her audacious
of
;

:

;

;

;

;

ority, she,
revolt.

equally self-possessed

spirit

plore our

unhappy

"
separations.
to be considering

how -best to aim her weapFlorence seemed
" So
Degg had done for himself at last," said Oswald, when
on in retort, when I stepped in to rescue him from further
and
was
feelbeen
had
everybody
gone through,
preliminaries
"If you know Glenleveu," I said, "you are prob" it would
prolong my life if I thought I should badgering.
ing comfortable;
"
ably acquainted with Leven's friend, the young Geirnan
live to see that fellow get his deserts.
"Who is Degg, and what has he done to do for himself ? " I painter."
"Mr. Werner, you mean Brother Norbert, as he is now
inquired.
"I was
Jii;i

.

,^n

1,.,

:

as he calls them,

abusive as they are,

"

? yes, I know him vory well.
"Of course we all know Mr. Werner," said Mary; 'lie was
have only an amateur painter, you know in reality he was rather
"

yon of him the other day the editor of the
/, and the greatest good-for-naught in Exshire.

telling

called

;

n.n

imTKirtniit nersouace.

/f
TV/A'
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"How

a in.ui with his goniiis could go and bury it on the
said Florence
"It was nn awful muM-iiicc. "
"Wliat u girl you arc, with your cvcrlastiu;,' ,j, ,,hix" said
Oswald
'I believe women think
every man with a black beard
is a genius."

moors

!"

;

'

;

"I never thought you

one, Charley," said his incorrigible
" so I
sister
suppose you being fair accounts for it."
"
"
Indeed, I hope he is not," said Mary
geniuses seem to
me to be always doing or saying something they'd better have
;

;

left alone."

"One

of Mary's home thrusts," said Oswald; "how
d'ye
Florry ?"
" There's a
good deal of truth in the remark," said Wilfrid ;
"a
genius is an erratic thing at best much like a comet, as

like

it,

on

Y.
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as the last white peg was snapped
up by the inexorable for, she
resigned the board to the children, and graciously condew
" I have not
to allow me to sit beside her.
yet thanked you,"
she said, " for taking the part of
poor
genius. I really thought
'
Father Wilfrid (as they call him) would have condemned us
for life to the use of stable-lanterns. "
"
" if one had to
find one's way on a dark
Possibly," I said,
'

might have a trifling advantage over sky-rockets."
Yes, but one isn't always groping one's way in the dark."
"
Well, really, when you come back to civilized society after
ten years' absence, it's not much unlike what
find
night, they

"

you

people

doing."

"How so?"

everyone seems on the look-out for first principles
which one would have thought they had learned centuries ago
lantern is infinitely more to the purpose."
from their grandmothers."
"I
"I think I understand what you mean," said Florence,
suppose both comets and geniuses have their uses in our
" but it must be so when
system," I observed, "though everybody isn't sharp-sighted musingly
people begin to think for
to
discover
themselves
it."
enough
everyone can't exactly rest satisfied with his
Florence gave me a quick glance of inspection, as though grandmother's speculations. "
"
she might possibly some day or other find it worth her while to
No, but my complaint is, that these independent thinkers
"
to
me.
speak
pick everything to pieces, and leave it so.
" The worst of it
" That is to
"
said
is," said Oswald, "that so many of your
say,"
Florence,
they analyze, and how else
geniuses are just nothing but sky-rockets after all, and go out can they hope to get at truth?"
whilst you are staring at them."
"Those who analyze," I said, " should know how to reconsaid
"Well,"
Florence, "sky-rockets are beautiful, and struct, otherwise they are in the position of people who take
their watches to pieces, and cannot put them together again.
beauty is always of use I appeal to Mr. Aubrey."
It struck me that she said this as it were to test
me, and They would have done better to have trusted a watchmaker."
see what stuff I was made of.
"Your simile has the vice of all similes," she replied; "it
"To answer satisfactorily," I
I can trust my
replied, "I fear I must be a bore, and ask you what you mean seems to say something, and it says nothing.
watch with another to regulate, but not my independent conby beauty ?"
victions."
"Well, what do you mean by it?"
"
"But, my dear Miss Oswald, how many persons now-a-days
Suppose I were to call it the splendor of goodnesat"
"Ah that will do famously," she replied " if goodness is possess such a commodity ? All the people I know take their
beauty, then beauty is goodness so we conclude in favor of convictions second-hand, from the Times newspaper, or the
the sky-rockets."
Saturday Review, or maybe from the Western Censor. I
" Sad
sophistry, Miss Oswald," said Wilfrid Knowles, as he really hardly know one man who thinks for himself, unless it
rose to open the door for the ladies. But he soon followed be the Duke of Leven."
"
Yes, the duke is original, certainly," she replied "I don't
them, leaving Oswald and myself tete-a-tete.
Poor Oswald yawned as if relieved from a mental tension agree with him, of course but he is thoroughly in earnest, and
more or less irksome. " I suppose we must not grudge women I respect him immensely."
" And Father
the use of their tongues," he said, "
Wilfrid, is not he also somewhat of a doctor in
though they talk sad nonsense with them. I always -hold that what claws are to the Israel ?"
She looked disdainfully in the direction where he sat " In
lion, and a beak to the eagle, that her tongue is to a woman. "
his
own opinion, no doubt, but not in mine. I like the real
I should think old Mary's
a
tongue was peaceable member," I replied.
thing, Mr. Aubrey, whatever be its kind. Charley's champagne
"
Pretty well, though she can come out now and then with a was splendid but if he were to give us 'gooseberry with a
plain truth or two, as she did just now on the matter of genius. champagne ticket, I should call him an impostor." With that
she walked to the open window, where Wilfrid
I wish she could put some of her common sense into
presently
poor
joined her, and soon we heard them engaged afresh in a wordy
Florry."
"Your sister has a touch of the erratic gift herself, I should war.
" That's the
way she treats the impostor," said Oswald, who
suspect," I said, "and, if so, you must make allowances."
"
" A most
had
and
more
than
a
touch she is always at work on
Oh, yes,
caught her last words as he approached.
wonsome new bother. What ever can set women on such scents I derful thing is woman !"
don't understand ; and it's bad
This philosophic remark closed my study of character for
altogether, you know, and unthat evening, but when I retired to my room I could not
hinges her."
help
"People have a way now-a-days," I said, " of looking un- going over it all again, as a lawyer studies the points of his
"
brief.
She talks at random," I said to myself, " and half of
hinged and unhappy ; it's the fashion."
"No," said Oswald, "I don't call Florry happy; she's it is chaff. She thinks amazingly well of her own powers, and
always wanting a career of some sort, and can't settle down to has read a prodigious quantity of rubbish. She would have no
humdrum. Mary is the only person she really minds, and objection to be thought an infidel, because it would be jaunty
Mary gets Wilfrid Knowles here to meet her, because she hopes and defiant. If ever she becomes one, it will be the result of
if she is ever saved from
hell do Florry good but I think it's a mistake ; he
becoming one, it will
only rouses over-preaching
not be by the ministry of Father Wilfrid."
her love of contradiction. "
the correctnes s of this last conclusion, I was next
We talked about other things for a while, and then adjourned
day conflrmed "^d it; happened thus Exdale was in the
to the drawing-room, where we found Wilfrid and
parish of
Mary deep
in the discussion of parochial
Oakham, but possessed a church of its own, served by one of
affairs, and Florence at the further end of the room, playing a
game of fox-and-goose with tlle Oakham curates, and just now the thoughts of Mr. Knowles
Edward, while the two little girls looked on, Alexia acting as were busily engaged with plans for its restoration. The arcliir Buttermilk, was to meet him at
self-elected umpire.
I ventured to approach, and was greeted tect
Exdale, and had
with him drawings and elevations in
with the information that " Aunt Florence was
brought
all
her
great store, the
losing
inspection of which furnished the drawing-room party with on
geese !"
" I wish I
thought so," said Florence, with a sigh. Then, agreeable morning's occupation.
brilliant

and as unsubstantial.

For

practical ends,

"Why,

a stable-

;

;

;

I

;

;

;

;

:

'

;

;

;

;

^

.
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Screened by my newspaper, much edifying talk over sedilia
and holy water stoups fell upon my ear and I was wondering
n little about the exact utility of the last-named1 article iu a
;

-

Protestant church, when Florence joined in the conversation
and at once hit the blot. "The sedilia are to sit in, I presume," she said, "and will save the expense of chairs; but
what will you do with the holy water stoups ?"

" It

is

our wish," said Buttermilk, with professional unction,

"to reconstruct this beautiful little edifice, as it existed in the
fourteenth century, and to do that completely none eren of
these minor accessories should be omitted. "
" But

be holy water in them ?" inquired Florence,
one innocently desirous of information.
"Probably not," said Knowles, "but they will bear their
will there

in the tone of

witnesses."

"

Oh, I see," said Florence, gravely ; "holy water stoups ari
no holy water let us proceed."
The next drawing was produced it represented an elaborately carved tomb or sepulchre, to be erected on the north wall
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will help to restore
temper. Suppose you tell
garden, for if you begin here we shall be swallowed

my

it

in the

up

in tha

medkeval Maelstrom."
So to the garden we made our way, and finding a seat
adapted for story-telling, I began at the beginning, and r<
my friend's history and experiences as well as my memory
served me.
She listened, at first with curiosity only,
but soon with deeper interest ; and before I had concluded, the
tears which gathered in her
eyes had almost softened into

beauty her haughty features.
"Yes, that is real, if you like," she said. "That mass in
the barn listened to by a crowd of
shepherds and bush-rangers,
with the old priest standing up there in the midst, and
speaking out to them like a man and the others, astounded, cut to
;

the heart, conscience-stricken
have witnessed it ! "

!

What

a scene

1

One

longs to

" But what
made it real ? " I asked.
"The man was in earnest," she replied, "and so was his
audience. There was no affectation about mediasval vestments,
of the chancel.
or obsolete ceremonies; he spoke from his heart and
they
"
"How beautiful said Mary ; " but isn't it an odd place for listened with theirs, and that was all about it."
"
"
a monument
Then you don't think it was in any way explained by the
"It is not a monument, my dear Mrs. Oswald," said fact, then he spoke as one having authority, who had the truth
"
" but a
to give ?
Knowles,
sepulchre, such as was required for the
" The truth
"
she repeated in a tone, as though
and
authority
touching
significant ceremony anciently practised on
Easter morning," and he preceded to read from a glossary of the words conveyed no definite sense to her understanding.
"
Gothic art the description of an elaborate rite, " now wholly
Perhaps I don't quite catch your meaning; I cannot see how
one
man has any more authority to talk than another but if
obsolete."
"I was thinking it must be so," said Florence, who had he says bravely what he thinks strongly, it is truth to him and
listened attentively.
"I have often gone to the services in I listen with respect, whether the -words come from Pius IX.
"
Week
when
I've
been
abroad: the music is so beautiful ; or from Buddha.
Holy
but I never saw anything at all like what you have described."
Yes, that is the sort of thing we have to listen to now-a-dnys
"No," said Knowles (who, I suppose, overlooked me behind from our sisters and daughters. Of course they don't know
my newspaper), " it is one among many examples of the way what they are talking about, and not two of them would be able
in which the modern Koman Church has departed from the to tell you who Buddha was, or when he lived.
But what does
that matter ? It is the last new slang which they have picked
ancient practice."
"And which, no doubt, the modern English Church has up from the last periodical, and it sounds free and slashing
BO it is quite in harmony with that peculiar style of dress which
preserved with jealous veneration," said his tormentor.
" If she has not
preserved it, she will very probably revive finds favor in proportion as it is manly, j;
" That view of truth is rather
" If we continue at our
I observed
said Knowles.
:

;

!

!

!

!

;

;

;

present pace, the

it,"

self-destructive,"

;

" a dozen or two of those same
strong truths would soon reduce
English branch of the Church Catholic will ere long have the
each other to negations. "
most magnificent ritual in Western Christendom."
"After the fashion of Kilkenny cats," she replied. "I see
"I don't doubt it," said Florence, "and I tell yon what it
will then remind me of; a grand display of gold and silver what you are driving at.
Me. Knowles' favorite theory of
I have listened to it till I am
dishes with nothing to eat upon the table."
oft-jective truth, as he calls it
" Would
you like the display any the better," said Knowles, weary. No, no, Mr. Aubrey, it would never do for me you
"
must leave me at liberty to seek for truth wherever it blossoms,
"if the dishes were full of viands ?
"Perhaps not," said Florence, "except in this, that the like those bees there, that are gathering their honey from every
banquet would then be a reality ; whereas, in the present case, flower in the garden."
I felt reluctant to diminish the impression which Grant's
it is a cruel sham."
" Do not mistake
had made on her, by plunging her afresh into captious
story
Miss
said
with
me,
Oswald,"
Knowles,
great
"I
I could not help calling to mind her own
earnestness.
respect your love of what is real and honest ; argument though
I do indeed ; were we aiming at the revival of external cere- words the evening before, on the peculiar vice of similes. At
monies only, it would be as you say, a cruel sham ; but cere- that moment Mary approached, indicating the break-up of the
monial is not an empty shell ; in time it will bring back the Archfeological Committee Florence made room on the bench
beside her, and informed her sister-in-law, that I had been
realities."
"Never " said Florence, with a vehement emphasis, which "telling her all about the Duke of Leven."
"Ah!" said Mary, "how well I remember the evening he
made Mr. Buttermilk look up through his spectacles in some
alarm " never your realities are long ago dead and buried." told us that story; I could have listened till midnight. He's
"
" Are
I said as I caught her eye over my newspaper. BO changed since then: don't you think so, Jack?"
they?
"
"Yes," I said, "he is changed, but I think it is for the
Yes," she replied, leaving the group of archaeologists, and
coming over to my quarter of the apartment, "can you better."
" Better in what ?" asked Florence.
dispute it."
" he used-to have a
" I
" He's less harsh and
dogmatic," I said;
dispute the possibility of a reality ever dying, whatever
as
if
his
of
out
taken
be
to
it."
views,
prepared to run his head
blurting
way
pains may
bury
She remained silent ; and, as I looked at her, I too felt a against everybody's garden walL Time has softened his rough
;

;

;

;

!

;

I

kind of respect for that scorn of shams which was manifestly
"And other things besides time," said Mary; "he has had
genuine in her. I thought of the impression I had myself received long years ago, when Grant had told us the story of his his sorrows. "
" Indeed 1" I said. "I have heard nothing about them ; but
life, and how for the first tune it had opened my heart to a sense
of the realities of faith.
I suspect his wealth, after all, has been his chief trouble."
"
" An
May I tell you a story, Miss Oswald ?" I said.
original kind of sorrow, that, to which most person*
" I should like it of all
things," she replied ; "and perhaps it would resign themselves if the chance were given them."
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"

He is weighed down with
I assure you," I said.
to do the greatest poswishing
and,
i'oility,
aouut of good, the actual results are always falling short

is so,

his desires."

weakness. He's
"\\Y11," said Florence, "it is a noble
u of course most people that I know of are; but at
he's mistaken splendidly."
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phies of me, ho is perfectly welcome ; I shall neither bring him
into court, nor shall he bring me."
Oswald's disappointment was intense ; but something in the
duke's manner made it difficult for him to pursue the subject,
and he had to content himself with an expressive gesture whieli
if interpreted, might be understood as meaning either despair
at the eccentricity of his friend, or a fervent desire of impaling
the unhappy culprit.

During dinner, and the hour or two of conversation that followed, the duke was chiefly absorbed by Wilfrid Knowlos, who
talked to him about Glenleven. and religious rules, and the
practices of the Fathers in the Desert, till Florence could not
conceal her impatience, and even Oswald fidgetted. I thought
that Grant himself must be tired of it, but, if so, he did not
he appeared to be giving Wilfrid his
it in his manner
whole attention, and was always courteous and kind.
As soon as she found herself out of earshot, Florence gave
" Your duke should
vent to her indignation.
certainly be canonized," she said "he has done two heroic acts this day; he
patiently to Father Wilfrid for
pardoned Degg, and listened
"
the space of two hours.
" Oswald will never
forgive him the first achievement, nor
betray

;

;

you the second."
"Well, but are they not both rather of the supernatural
order?"

" as
"
yet, I confess, I do not underProbably," I replied :
stand his motives in the matter of Degg."
" If Mr. Knowles would but be
quiet for a minute, I would
make bold to inquire ; can't you create a diversion ?"
The diversion, however, was effected by the duke himself,
who, having succeeded in obtaining a short respite, took refuga
in an armchair beside us.
" So

"

it is really true, then," said Florence,
that Degg is
not to be delivered over to the tormentors ? I assure you.
Charley here was already preparing the faggots."
"I daresay he would have run a fair chance of burning in
that fourteenth century Mr. Knowles is so fond of," replied the

duke; "but we are happily fallen on days of toleration."
Florence paused and it was with the least possible amount
of timidity that she said at last: "Is it very impertinent? I
don't mean it so ; but may I ask your reasons ?"
" Eeasons for what ?"
" For not
punishing him. Was it generosity ?"
"
Well, I'm not very fond of revenge, or of law courts either.
I don't believe they're the best places in the world for fos;

tering charity."
'And was that all?"
'
No, not quite, perhaps," and it was his turn to hesitate.
"Well, Miss Oswald, I'll say to you what I could not say
just now to your brother, when he was at such a white heat of
frenzy. All circumstances considered, I should feel it shocking if Degg were to be held up to judgment for libelling me,
when for these many years past law court after law court has
declared it impossible to call him to account ior libelling my

Master."
" Your Master !"
ejaculated Florence.
" Yes
?"
;
why do you look so astonished
"
" I don't think I
exactly understand.
"Why, my dear Miss Oswald, it's what every one knows;
this poor creature has found it to his profit to put out week after
week the most offensive articles on religious matters. He has
not been content with assailing what he calls sacerdotalism in
all its branches ; he has attacked Christianity along the whole
the most sacred things and the most sacred persons. I
should not like to offend your ears by repeating the titles of
some of his things yet for all this blasphemy he has escaped

line,

;

scot-free

;

and

after that,

do yon suppose I would allow damasilly lies about my charac-

ges to be given against him for some
ter ?
is

It

would go against one's

instincts of faith

:

at least that

my feeling."

There was a long pause : Florence leant her head on her
hand, and seemed to be really thinking ; Grant took up a
book of photographs, and I sat by and watched the scene.
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which deeply interested me. At last she spoke: " Faith yes,
must be a wonderful tiling u wonderful motive-power for

it

;

those

"

who

"And
"

possess it.
don't you possess it."

No, and I suppose I never shall. Don't be shocked. It
must be a grand thing to believe as you do ; but to some minds,
even whilst they admire, it is simply impossible."
" Do
you mean deliberately to say that you believe nothing?"
said Grant, looking at her with those grave, penetrating eyes
that were so rarely turned to meet the gaze of another.
She
seemed almost to tremble under their power.
"No, not quite that but not what you would call believing."
"Let us come to particulars," said Grant, "for I don't
believe that you believe nothing. And if there is any one
;

thing you do believe, obey it, and it will lead you further."
"I don't understand," said Florence. " Please to explain
"

yourself.

"

in

Well, I will take the

first

element of faith

;

you believe

God ?"
" Of
course," she replied.
" And that He made
you ?"
She was silent.
You see there is no alternative.
'

you

He

are a bundle of fortuitous atoms, that

Florence still hesitated ; to say Yes, would, she well knew,
pledge her to fling to the owls and the bats a vast assortment of
scientific semi-infidel views she had been fond of ventilating
and yet to say No in plain English, and to such an interrogator, was more than she dared.
" Of course
"I
suppose I believe it," she said, at length.
;

so

little

of these matters.

"Well, never mind that

;

nay, more,

when Oswald rallied her on her uims
more brilliant to say by

taciturnity, she could find uotbiug
of answer than that it was so hot.

Plans for the day were brought under discussion, includ
Exdale Church, Mr. Knowles being desirous that
questions in debate about the restoration should be settled
the spot.
Maiy good-naturedly consented to accompany h
but Florence pleaded a previous engagement. She was pledg
she said, to escort Edward and the children on a fishing expi
a

visit to

and shortly after breakfast we saw them depart iu
pony-chaise, with a great array of baskets and fishing-re
Florence herself being the driver.
Oswald had challenged the duke and myself to a ride over
There was much to examine and talk about j
property.
posed improvements, the repairing of farms and rebuilding
tion,

cottages, on all which questions Grant was an authority,
displayed his accustomed clear head and knowledge of busini
It was late in the afternoon when we returned from our ri
and on reaching the house, we found that the fishing party 1
preceded us only by a few minutes, and were in the act of
Bcending from the pony-chaise.
" What a lather old Dobbin is in !" said Oswald.
"
have you been doing with him, Florry ?"
" Dobbin was
naughty, and ran away," said Mary.
" He wouldn't have
run," said Alexia, "if Aunt Florry had
given him the whip."
i

W

made you, or
have come together

either

of themselves."

we know

tradiction

"

you do believe it, that is enough
yon believe that He made you, body and soul for I suppose
you believe that you have a soul you don't think you are nothing but a body, a handful of dust, do you ?"
Again Florence leant her head on her hand, and the answer
was, as it were, torn from her
"No, I believe that I have a
:

;

:

;

:

BOUl."

"Naughty ponies deserve the whip,"

said Florence.

"Nj(

be quick or you'll be late for tea, and I shall get a scold
from the nursery authorities," and the two little girls dial
peared from the scene, Edward remaining behind to witn
the departure of the horses for the stable. Before she tun
into the house, Florence patted the old pony kindly, and mi
much of him. I looked at her, suad I thought she looked p
and agitated.
Grant drew Edward aside. "Has anything been wrong ?"

"Did old Dobbin really bolt ?"
"You see
"It was Florence made him," said Edward.
came home over the downs, and when we reached Baker's
(that's where the road turns sharp off from the cliff into
lane), a white donkey came out from the hedge, and start
him, and he shied, and backed to the edge. So Florence gi
liiiti a
sharp cut, and he set off on a gallop, and Lexy called
running away. He pulled up when he came to the hill, <
Florry turned round, and said 'That was a close shave, ]
ward ; were you frightened ?' And I was a little, you kni
said.

'.

'

"

"

Why?" said Grant, why do you believe it ?"
She looked at him steadily. " Because I feel it,'' she answered.
'"Dust thou

Waa

art, to dust returnest,'
not spoken of the soul."

"Well, that is, perhaps, not the very safest ground of faith,
but it will do for the present. Now, listen to me. These

:

but I told her I had said a 'Hail Mary' and an 'Angel of Ck
they are facts, living real>
that we might not go over the cliff, and we didn't."
views
intellectual
don't
as
them
hold
If you
ties.
merely, you
"I see," said Grant, and he said no more.
believe them ; but if you do believe them, you must obey
We all met in the drawing-room before dinner.
them."
"How pale you look, Florence," said Mary.
" How ?" said Florence. " How can I obey a fact ?"
"No wonder," said Oswald. "That very high-mettled sfe
"In this way," he replied "If there is a God, he must be
is reported to have bolted with her."
Dobbin,
Master
is
He
your
yes, you
worshipped. If He made you,
it
was only the childi-eu's nonsense," said Florer
don't like the word, I see you shrink from it, it makes you " "Oh,
Dobbin
gave a stretch or two just after we pasjd
that
He
is
true
for
less
the
is
not
;
your Master,
angry. But it
and Alexia liked to call it running away.
Baker's
Bit.
By
and holds you in His hand, and you must serve Him. And if
I wonder you don't get posts or something pui
Charley,
by,
as
immortal
an
a
have
soul,
you say you believe, you
soul,
"
you
there ; the road goes amazingly near the edge of the cliff.
must care for it as you care for nothing else and this taking
" That's where
" Of course it
said Oswald.
does,"
care of an immortal soul is a very serious business."
baker's cart went down, horse and all, so, at least, says
There was not another word spoken for several minutes ; at
Exdale tradition."
last Florence raised her head from her hand, and in a timid,
The
duke
nodded
"Well, I think you ought to prevent the butcher from fofl
"Thank
subdued tone, murmured,
you."
to excuse ing him," said Florence ; and there the matter dropped.
kindly to her, and she went away to the piano and
Florence had
Guests arrived, and we went to dinner.
her unusual silence, spent the rest of the evening singing
an
old
who
door
next
her
neighbor
gentleman
appeared tc
his
favorite
Oswald some of
songs.
prosy ; but she gave him her undivided attention, or
For all conversational purposes, however, she was
do so.
tinguished, and I was left to speculate whether this result
CIIAPTKB XL
due to the achievements of the duke or of Dobbin.
CAPITtrLATION.
During the rest of the evening, Grant had to receive and
THE next morning when we met at breakfast Florence was turn the attentions of the company invited to meet him.
She abstained alike from provoking he was one who never forgot, and he watched his opportui
silent and abstracted.
retort and audacious assertion, aud allowed Mr. Knowles to At a convenient moment, when the buzz was general, be ft
deal forth much edifying talk without so much as a single con- means to approach Florry, and address her without obnorva'
things are not intellectual views

;

:

;

;

;

;
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How beautiful I felt it and how
seemed to revel in the freedom and
the mountain air and the solitude, At an opening of the hills
Am
we came rather suddenly on the village, formed of well-built
cottages, not boasting of what Leven would ouce have called
the intolerable affectation of Oakham picturesqueness, but still
pleasant to the eye, and as he was careful to inform me, rejoicing in good ventilation and drainage. The houses and the
walls were all built of granite it was the
Was there really danger ?" he inquired.
cheapest material
"the left wheel must have been over; because close at hand, and it gave a grand, solid, and somewhat
Yes," she replied
ancient tone to the erections. Leven did not fail to point out
>n't know how much Edward saw, but I could see clear
to me, as we passed, the goodly structure, from which
n the cliff, two hundred feet to the bottom."
swung
A terrible moment," said the duke. " I have known such the sign of "the Leven Arm.}," the tavern, that is, where, as
"
"
he said, Nothing and nobody was licensed to be drunk on the
ay life; they condense into a second the sensations of years.
jnged at a chess-table -within ear-shot, I was able, while
sidering the next move of my queen, to catch their dialogue.
I right," said Grant, "in supposing that the drive toBaker's Bit, was not altogether pleasant ?"
, by
" Has Edward told
lie looked at him.
you ?" she said ;
" I don't want
Mary to hear about it ;
i, after a moment,
the pony backed ; it's a horrid place, we were all but fall-

to savor of the wilderness.

!

my companion

l'i

;

;

do, indeed," said Florence, "and they clear away
clouds." Then she was silent, but it was a silence that
tned to indicate that there was something more she half ded to say. Grant did not hurry her ; he held his tongue,

premises." A little out of the village, in a charming spot,
fenced about by beech-woods, and looking down the
valley,
was the Duke's house, a modest little cottage attached to a small

gave her time to gather up her courage and at last she
nd her voice, but it was a very husky one. "I remembered
r words; I shall never forget them. It is all confusion now,
they will lead me somewhere, I don't yet know where.
y this I want to say When I looked down that precipice,
It that He u<as my Master."
And I think that is check-mate," said my adversary, a mild
ng person, astonished at his own success; but in truth, my
had been rather in my ears than my eyes, and in my joy

to retire

They
iy

;

:

lorry's capitulation I lost

queen and

my

my

game,

I said; "some losses are areal victory."
and I daresay it was next day
e stared, as well he might
irted in Exdale that Mrs. Oswald's brother was more than
all right,"

it's

;

tie eccentric.

You

will let

me

you your revenge," he

replacing
but
pieces, whilst I continued to play the eaves-dropper
was little more to hear only the duke's parting words,
give

said,

;

;

ell,

that's all as

it

should be and
Edward's."
;

if

you remember

my

He

when he wanted

entered

it

and

rest

was his custom

it

solitude.

with the glee of a

man who

finds himself at

Two

sitting-rooms, and a couple of bedrooms, with one
for his attendant.
This was all. The furniture was plain and

home.

the bedrooms having the rural look of cottage neatness
and poverty. Of the sitting-rooms, one was a dining parlor,
solid,

the other his private study

;

it

looked into a

little

garden,

where grew some common flowers, stocks and wall-flowers, and
roses, and huge beds of mignonette, "my mother's favorite
flowers," as he said, the perfume from which was borne through
the open window. I looked around on the wall were one 01
two prints of devotion, in plain black frames, a book-case
tolerably well filled, and some plain, old-fashioned furniture.
" Now this is a
old
said Leven " we'll have
;

Paradise,
fellow,"
;
(no French cookery, you'll remember), and then go
down to the monastery.
I shared his happiness to have him here in this corner of
the world, .away from his letters and his cares, in the
fra-

dinner

first

;

free,

ds, don't forget little

How

farm-house, containing six rooms, to which

so ?"

At the edge of the precipice he prayed, and you were
d it was a lesson."
"I know what you mean; I
fes, yes," said Florence.

grant air of the mountains ; it was inexpressibly delightful ;
and no French cookery was ever done justice to as was that first
homely little dinner in Glenleven Hermitage.

We

;

"

rose from table,

and

sailed forth

on our road to the

monastery. He led the
had not taken two steps

way through the little garden, and we
when we came in view of the majestic
.d so the conversation ended.
pile through an opening in the trees, and as we stood to gaze at
ic next morning we left Exdale for a week at Glenleven.
it, the deep tone of its chiming bells came up from the
valley.
ard was left behind, Florence pledging herself that he
ght of

it

when ho

told me.

.

to no harm, and the riding and fishing should not
gether banish the Latin Grammar. Grant was silent for a
at last he said:
iile as we drove away
"You were right about that poor child, and I was wrong,

old

come

;

is always wrong in judging that people have no hearts,
eryone has one, only they can't always find it."
"I suspect Florry found hers at the edge of Baker's Bit."
le

laid.

"Yes, and she was a brave girl, too, to hold her tongue
aut that adventure for fear of frightening Mary.
Most
men would have jabbered about it for a fortnight."
"

The daughters of Eve do not certainly owe you much in the

" but
belief is that Florence
y
compliment," I said ;
to
rise
far above the average.
faith
She is a
ly needs the
3d way off yet, though."

my

of

"

;

them

" but she

We must

in the right way.
to say a lot of rosaries for her at Glenleven."
said

(

irant

;

is

CHATTER XH.
GLENLEVEN.
drivo of eighteen miles brought us to the outskirts of the
ors among which Leven had plauted his Christian colony,

i.

jm that gemi-mountainoufl district, topped with granite
and girded by its forests, more than one river took its
found its way through plains and valleys to the
It was a lonely, unenclosed, uninhabited
kfbexn Channel
trict, sufficiently far removed from cities and the hum of men
iks,

was built, like everything else at Glenleven, of granite, and
seemed extensive but what struck me most was the vast sizo
of the Abbey Church, and its roof of loftiest proportions.
"Aye, you'll see all about that presently," said Leven.
"I'll just tell you, to begin with, that the monks were their
own architects. I put in my word as to size, and so on, but
the grandeur is in their own design monks should best know
what monks require."
It

;

;

We reached the gates, and ringing at the door, were ushered
by a lay brother into the guest-room, which looked monastic
enough in the severity of its fittings. In a minute or two the
door opened, and two blackrobed figures entered one, to
whom Leven knelt for a blessing, and whom I guessed to be
the abbot, and another young man, whose expressive countenance beamed with pleasure, as he greeted his friend
I did
not need to be told it was Werner.
I hod never before been in the company of religions, and im;

;

agination helped impressions which under arijr circumstances
would have been powerful. The abbot, like most of the community, was German, and after a few minutes of pleasant, easy
talking, they told us that vespers were about to be sung, and

conducted

iis

to the church.

was transfixed. I had been prepared for
vastness, but not for such as this ; nor yet for the wonderftil
cruciform
religiousness of that stately severity.

As I

entered, I

A

building
the two transepts forming separate chapels under the two
great
towers, a nave supported on enormous granite pillars, and b( yond, a choir for the monks, separated from the nave by a light
low screen, and fitted with oaken stalls. Above rose arch
;

upon

TUE AUSTRALIAN DUKE OR THE
soar away into
arch, catching the evening rays, and seeming to
amazing heights of flickering light and shadow. Presently
there entered the long line of black-robed monks ; the stalls
were
and after a minute or two of silence, one clear voice
filled,

office ; and then an anthem was entoned, and then
burst forth the full joyous harmony of organ and choir.
What sounds those were to which, for the first time I listenwhole
ed, awaking in me a new sense, yet one to which my
It was the voice of the
nature
seemed
responsive.
the voice of the ancient mother. How the music

began the

NEW

nothing in particular.

!

!

the

stalls of

But

some hooded

kings, some bishops,
and
monks, in stone, habited like those of flesh
devotion of my own," he
beneath them. "

Some were

the religious.

"

"You weaj
" I sometimes
I
fancy it is no<aU right," replied.
little recreation."
too
and
with
out
cares,
many
yourself
he said "just look a.
"Well, this is recreation, anyhow,"
Let's go down to tl
the light behind those granite peaks
otters."
the
for
the
hour
it's
river,
just
;

1

CHAPTER XIEL

Church,

bade
it ceased at last, and then Leven touched me, and
look at the figures in niches which adorned the choir above

I meant

I said just now.
spin cobwebs out of what

" don't

yielded to the words and became their interpreter, translating
their sense from the ear to the heart, and from the heart to the
ear
How impossible it was to associate the memories of the
the pleadings of flesh and blood, to any of those tones
or
world,
to which I listened
It only lasted too short a time, and when
it ceased I found I had been weeping.

me

UTOPIA.

UTOPIA.
It

was about the fourth day

after

our establishment at Glen

a
leven that the postbag brought, among other contents,
from Exdale, and a newspaper forwarded by Oswald,
he was b
tossed me the paper, which I opened ; and whilst
a lengthy re
of
reading
the
had
I
with his letters,
gratification
" United Col
of a meeting of the
port in the Exshire Gazette,
had been held at Bradford, to hear the address

liers"

which

j

Redfever, and pas
The meeting, t
certain resolutions under their inspiration.
been most enthusiastic, and terminated with

the illustrious orators, Messrs.

Degg and

A
who sang
were told, had
" the
the two
in the course of which the
English saints, Oswald and Edmund, and
procession through the streets,
St.
Augustine dows of the Catholic Presbytery were smashed, and an
Edwards, kings of our race and our bishops,
burnt before
and St. Ethelwold and the good Odo, St. Dunstan, and the the
Duke, as "the Arch-enemy of Progress,"
blood,
said,

.

;

tl

;

two St. Thomases and dear old St. Bichard, of Chichester
Leven Institute.
and English Benedictines, too, St. Bede, St. Benedict, St. Aldhi
All this I proceeded to retail to Grant, as he finished
What a galaxy of saints, and what
to diminish his uppe
helm, and St. Wolstan
in
seem
it
did
nor
way
any
breakfast,
saints they were, yet who in England cares now to think of
" And these are the feUows on whose benefit you hay
tite.
;

;

!

them

We walked around the choir to the Lady Chapel, rich in marand delicately ornamented then passing back, the duke
off by gilded gates,
pointed out to me the two transepts, divided
bles,

;

the metal- work

of the Glenleven workshops.

'This northern transept," he said, "contains a treasure, the
shrine of an English saint, the brave Saxon king whose remains
It
of the county.
lay for many centuries in a ruined abbey
was to be had for money (the ruin, I mean), so I bought it.

the last ten years," I exclaimed,
spent the best part of

wonder Oswald has marked the column with such a note

dignation
" I am
the result shows there is wor
afraid, Jack, that
more."
ten
for
left
years
enough
"But n<r
of taking it, is it ?" I replied.
"That is

your way
?"
me, Grant, do you never feel discouraged
and the
commonest
the
it's
of
course,
"Discouraged?
shows you how li!'
something
of
temptations
pidest
We disinterred the sacred relics, and brought them here, and have succeeded in doing, and, therefore, you resolve to
to do more."
the
altar."
over
there
now they rest
by doing less, instead of trying
We knelt and prayed before the shrine of the glorious I remained silent.
and then rising, we passed to the southern transept.
"Now look here, Jack, you are thinking of those colliers,
martyr,

chapel dedicated?" I whispered. "To St.
the Church, and my own dear father's paof
titular
the
John,
tron ;" and then I perceived that this chapel contained two altar tombs, on which reposed carved figures with hands clasped
in prayer, and I guessed it all in a minute.
The church was the mausoleum of his parents, and it was here
he had laid them to rest, when he had caused the remains of
those he had loved so dearly to be sent back to their native
he saw that I understood it.
country. He did not speak, for
went up to the tombs ; one clad in ducal robes, with his
feet resting on his good dog, his grave, manly features carved
with exquisite care, and the hands joined upon the breast. The
tomb itself displayed no carving beyond the quatrefoiled panend the family arms ; but a brass fillet ran
els, and at one
round the upper surface, engraved with these words in old
" If
they had been mindful of the counEnglish characters
came
out, they had, doubtless, the time toreturn;
try whence they
Therebut now they desire a better, that is, a heavenly one.
God is not ashamed to be called their God, for He hath

To whom

is this

We

:

fore,

15 16.)
a
prepared for them city." (Heb.
I passed to the other tomb, and thought I recognized in the
features of her whose effigy reposed there, a
xi.

sweet, matronly
likeness to my friend ; then I read the inscription which bade
me pray for the soul of John William, Marquis of Caretairs,
Eleanor and kneeling together, Leven and I softand his
wife,

;

As we arose from our knees, I observed a brass plate let into the floor in front of the two monu"
ments.
My own resting-place," said Lcvcn, as I pointed to
"
Some day, perhaps not very far off, I shall be lying here
it.

ly recited a

Do

Profundis.

at their feet."

We left the church, but his
I looked at him earnestly.

words struck to my heart, and
" All
right, eld fellow," he said.

last

u

of

!"

tell

the streets
their public demonstration against me in
But what is the truth of the matter ? Degg
ford.

stl

ai

.

and

1

furnish*
Free Thought Committee distributed the drink, and
the poor felloe
the inflammatory speeches and the effigy, and
the excitement of burning it exactly as thes

enjoyed
have enjoyed a dog-fight.

If you say that they are deplorab:
does but show the burden that 1
and
it
I
agree ;
brutalized,
on those who have property, means, influence, and edu.
which those poor outcasts have not."
everything, in short,
"And what is to be the end of it?" I said; "because,
and I held up the paper, "I hold that tl
things stand here,"
are discouraging,"
"The end of it, Jack, is neither in your power nor in mine

"I think we may safely affirm that
foresee," said Grant.
nor at our b:
wolf will not lie down with the lamb in our day,
do
what com
not
should
we
no
reason
is
that
why
ding but
1

;

to

hand in that direction."
" Ten
years ago you thought very

differently

about

somaj

and it
these questions," I said, as I recalled the flashing eyes
iuvoluntari
and
former
of
Grant
the
of
years,
vid speech
them with the tones and looks of to-day, which spa

compared

in deepest resignation.
truly of a patience rooted
" At
" I
twenty-five
daresay I did," he replied.

it

seems

i

and make
easy thing to keep the commandments,
a little experien
do so too; but, bless your heart, Jack,
of
makes a man take a very different view of the meaning
all

the woi

word success."
"And what do you mean by success, then?" I asked.
back
'Ah that is a question," he replied, leaning

in

as though considering,
chnir, andlooking into space,
at it; sn
I love like a definition when one can get

nothing

1

-

-

/
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That is about
the power of persevering at a noble aim.
the thing, as I take it."
"
"
positively none t"
What, no results 1" I exclaimed,
" Who said so ?" he
could suppose such a
replied.
cnse as unflagging perseverance at a noble end that was not
is

"Who

crowned ? But how, or with what, is quite another question.
In certain cases probably with martyrdom that might not be
success in the world's estimation, but it would certainly be a
:

crown."
" You are
taking a very high flight, my dear Grant," I said
" and I will admit all its
but now to desiucontrovertibility
cend a mile or two, and to get on a lower level, arc we to look
;

no results in the commonplace sense of the word ?"
"I do not say so," he replied. "All I mean is that you must
not look for what is startling and pictorial. You must not look
for larger success than the Gospel."
"I imagined that the success of the Gospel had been exactly
for

of the character

you describe," I

said.

"Really? Do you mean to say that the impression left on
your mind after laying down one of those villainous newspapers is that the whole world is going the way of the Gospelof the beatitudes ? All I can say is it is not my idea of the
Gospel.
"I wish," I said, "you would clear up your idea a little at
present I can catch only half a view of it."
"Well," he replied, "the case seems a simple one enough.
There is a sense in which the success of the Gospel always disappoints us ; that is, when we expect it to regenerate the
world meaning by the world that evil thing which is the enemy of God, and never will be regenerated. The world reigns
;

UTOPIA.
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I can only say, with Florry, I shan't forget my lesson."
I shall not attempt <
reader a journal of our wn-k
at Glenleven; thon;.;]] tin' ,<!>, indeed., strddird to n fori
the happiest of my life. Oswald's description of the place had
been something of an exaggeration nevertheless, there was
enough of outline to make it very unlike any phase of the world
with which I hod hitherto boon familiar. Under the shadow of
the great monastery a small population had gathered, which
found occupation on the land, and in the various branches of
industry which had been opened by the monks. Hither Leven
self

;

:

had transferred

individuals, and occasionally families, whoso
suitability for the purpose he had in view, he felt reason to
trust ; and though he neither hoped for, nor attempted the

Utopian dream with which Oswald had credited him, yet he
had taken advantages of the circumstances under which the
little settlement had
sprung up, to establish regulations which
might restrain some, at least, of the worst social abuses, under
whose influences the moral atmosphere of so many an English
His success, partial as it was, was
village becomes infected.
sufficient to* impart to Glenleven what, by contrast, struck a
stranger as a distinctly Christian character. The early weekday mass was heard by many on their way to work; the streets
were not filled with ragged children, nor were the houses dens
of filth and disorder; the attractions of the ale-house were re-

and recreations of an innocent kind provided at suitable times. It was a costly experiment, as Leven owned, but
the results were sufficient to satisfy his heart, and he did not
look for more.
stricted,

In company with Werner, we inspected the schools and workshops of various kinds established by the monks, including
supreme in newspapers, parliaments, ministries, fashionable so- carving in wood and stone, and in these artistic pursuits Werner had gathered together some able pupils. The completion
ciety, and the like, and in all of them the Gospel is suffering a
of the church and monastery, according to the perfect plan, gave
But
take
defeat.
into
and
on
the
other
hourly
account,
daily
side, the number of graces which it is bringing all the while to ample scope for the employment of artistic genius.
"All this is education," said Leven, "and it gives the oppormillions of souls living and dying in every quarter of the globe;
and, as a matter of course its victories far outweigh its defeats, tunity of education. Werner, here, holds that a man must
only for the report of them, I believe, we shall have to wait un- know something about an angel before he can carve one, and
before he can paint the legend of. a saint he must have studied
til the day of judgment."
"That is a very solemn view of the matter," I replied ; and it, and prayed over it. I believe he gave a course of lectures
to his pupils on the nature of angels before he let them touch
it seems to require in any one who labors for the good of his
kind, an almost sublime degree of self-suppression and purity so much as the robe of one of those you saw iu the church."
"
" and
of intention."
Quite true," said Werner,
only common sense a
"Just so, Jack and as very few of such poor creatures as statue is a word, and, like a word, the image of a thought. Unwe are have anything sublime about us, you perceive how it is less a man possesses the thought, he cannot express it by the
;

:

;

we are

so tempted to talk of discouragement, if the
naughty
world does not at once turn its swords into ploughshares at the
voice of our eloquence. But now, see here, I have a
drop of
comfort for you, which should atone for many an effigy-burning read that :" and he handed mo a note sheet, which I

image."
"Well, some of these lads whom you see at work here," continued Leven, "were orphans brought up in various houses

and refuges up and down the country. They may or may not
succeed in becoming artists but can it be other than a benefit
guessed, as I glanced at the large childish text-hand, to be from to them to learn, in a practical way, with the help of their chisels,
little Edward.
It ran as follows
that there is a world of spirit as well as a world of matter ?"
;

;

:

"DEAB COCBIK LEVKN. Since you left us, I have had some famous rides Oswald look me to show him Baker's Bit, and he has had posts and chains
put up.
I think Florry must have told him. Sha hears me my Latin
grammar every day,
and my catechism. Two of the puppies are drowned. The other has got his
eyes open we mean to call him Toby Your affectionate cousin,
"EDWABC."
;

;

'P.S.
"

She has asked

them.

me

to write out those
prayers,

and I think she says

"Pretty well, is not ?" said Grant. "I suspect Toby is not
the only individual at Exdale who is
getting his eyes open. But
really is it not a fine thing to see the
of
and

Degg

apologist

Free Thought surrendering to Edward and the
chism ?' "
"Just what I should have expected," I said.

'

Penny Cate-

"Yes," I said, I can comprehend easily enough the possibility of these more cultivated pursuits expanding the intellect

and admitting spiritual ideas
the clodhoppers."

;

but

it is

more perplexing with

"Taking it for granted that by clodhoppers you intend to
signify the race of ploughmen and carters," said Leven, "I admit the fact as regards the intellect, and totally deny it as re"
gards the heart.

"Be

so good, then," I retorted, "as to explain your machin-

ery."
"It

is very simple," said Leven, "and consists of two
ports,
one positive and the other negative the positive is supplying
in
full
bishop
pontificals had tried to convert her, Florry would them with clean, attractive, humanized homes and the
have shown fight."
tive is the cutting off of the ale-house. Now, it must be frank"Well," said Grant, "this is just a case in point. There is a ly admitted, that the first of these desirable things can only ba
row in the streets of Bradford, and all the county newspapers attained through the instrumentality of a wife and, accordwill be full of it, and a great
many excellent persons will con- ingly, I grant that to effect anything practical for the amend
uole with me 011 the disappointment. But a
poor soul is rescued numt of your clodhoppers, it is essential to keep up a supply
from a far worse abyss than Baker's Bit, and no one wiU offer of tidy wives. I assure you the subject has
greatly exercised
will know of it
congratulations,
though me I belive that feminine slatterns have much to answer for

"If an arch-

:

i

;

;

;

;

at."

"ikyou," 1

s;i;d,

"I feel very

much

in

Toby's case my-

in the

Bum

total of social degradation.

ize in a pigstye,

and

if

no provision

is

No man
made

will spiritualin the building of

THE AUSTRALIAN DUKE OR THE
eottagp resiliences for giving a laboring man any corner to live
in which is not either a pigstye or a wash-house, he must perforce take refuge in the public-house."
" You have
got him on his specialty

now," said Werner.

"What I propose to do by my lectures to my artists, he would
effect among his ploughmen by model cottages and model
wives."

NEW

UTOPIA.

interior instincts which go beyond the knowledge we
acquire by
the senses, I seemed to understand that these three men knew
more of one another than appeared on the surface, and I wondered that I had never wondered before, who Werner was, and
what had been the history of that strong tie which had linked
him with my friend, before he entered the cloister. I resolved to
penetrate the mystery and as Leven and I took leave of our
;

" But

no little

how procure

the latter commodity ?" I inquired with

curiosity.

"I do not admit all to my
"Peace, man," said Leven.
secrets
I have correspondents among half the Rev. Mothers
in England, and you have not yet seen the Glenleven schools.
How long it will last it is hard to say but as yet neither
School Board nor inspectors have shown their faces at Glenleven, and we train up our boys and girls to become very tol;

;

erable Christians."
"Well," I said, "I really wonder at yon. After all your fine
talking about the supernatural, you profess to regenerate
society, or at any rate, the clodhopping portion of it, by no
higher machinery than well-ventilated cottages and smart
"

and bent our steps homeward, my thoughts were bnny
how best to approach the subject. My readers will probably
ere this have discovered that I am a poor diplomatist. I have
acted on mathematical principle that the shortest line between
two given points is a right line nor has my ingenuity ever hit
on any method of attack superior to a straightforward question.
So, as we sat together in the summer twilight, the hour when
it becomes so
easy to ask and answer questions from which we
would shrink under the sun of noon-day, I opened the trenches
with the sudden question " Who is Werner, Grant, and how
did you first know liirn ?"
Grant, for so I like to call him, appeared to brace himself to
hosts,

;

:

sustain the cross-examination with severe indifference.

"Werner is a German; his mother is Baroness Werner, a
Bavarian I made his acquaintance when I went out there for
" but for a
are
lawyer you
replied,
a month or two, the year after you left England. We got to be
Badly inaccurate in stating a case. Here are a set of men and
women who know their religion and their duties. I simply great friends he is an excellent fellow."
"I wonder what the abbot meant by what he said."
(acting as what you once called the secular arm') come in to
" About the
plain chant, you mean ?"
supply humanizing, and cut off brutalizing, influences. Then
"
I mean about Knowles and the sufferwe expose them to the action of all that can be done in the way
No, I don't mean.
of instruction, encouragement, personal kindness, and assistance ing."
"
in time of difficulty, and leave it to the grace of God to do the
Well, I suppose a fellow must suffer before he takes to
womankind.
"I
beg your pardon," he

;

;

'

rest."

we had

the workshops, and found our way
By
into the garden, where the abbot joined us.
For the first time
I was able to take in a general view of the pile of monastic
buildings, as yet unfinished, but in course of completion, which
extended before me."
this time

left

"Remember," said Leven, "that they had just raised in
home they left a pile as extensive, and created a work even

the

more fruitful. "
"Yes," said the abbot, "such would seem

to be the rule of
monastic life. What one age creates, another overthrows, and
so the seed is broadcast ; and we emerge from our ruins to
commence all over again. It is a perpetual exercise of the virtue of Hope."

"Well," I said, "we owe something to Bismarck; but for
his Falck Laws we should never have listened on English soil
to the chant as I heard it yesterday."
" that
" You must
know," said Leven,

you have made a convert of Mr. Aubrey; he came, an unbeliever in plain chant, and
departs under tke spell.

The abbot smiled. " I believe it possible that we shall make
as many converts by singing as by preaching," he said. "Your
friend Mr. Knowles for one."
" What ? does he come here to
gather ideas ?"
" The first time
" I don't know about
that," said Werner.
he came it was to disseminate some of his own. He was greatly

things in earnest."
"
Yes, but about others suffering for him.

*

"Well?"
"

Well, what did he

"How can I say?

mean?"

suppose he considered Anglicanism a kind
"
of demon that could be cast out only by prayer and fasting.
I

A pause.

" Has Werner ever had such a demon ?" I asked.
It was a
bow drawn at a venture, but it hit the mark. It was impossible
for Grant to conceal the deep emotion which my words called
forth, and I felt there was nothing left for it but to apologize
for unintentionally touching on a tender chord,
At last he said
as awkwardly as possible.

which I did

:

"1
know, Jack, you have often been puzzled at me, and perhaps, in your heart have thought many thoughts."
" What

thoughts ?"
Well, that I exaggerate, that I am taking a wrong bent
about it all, following a whimsical fancy ; and perhaps it has
come to you to conceive the possibility of there being a something to explain it all. Well, there is, or was in short, Wer"
ner's history is a chapter in my own.

"

"

My dear Grant,

tell it

I have no right to ask you, but can you

me?"

He smiled and, after a minute or two, settling himself so
that as he spoke his eyes could rest on the hills and the evening sky, and not on my countenance, he began.
;

distressed at the warming apparatus in the choir, and complained of our having no carvings of fox and geese under the Miserere

The abbot explained that the said
carvings were not always of the most edifying description, but
he said the mediaeval idea suffered by their omission."
seats, as in old cathedrals.

We all laughed heartily.
"Poor Knowles!"

said
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"I WENT

Leven

;

"he must

suffer before

he

abroad the year after you left England. You
know pretty well what I thought about things at that time. I
had thought a good deal about money and society, and one's
duty about such things, and how one could obey the Gospel,
obey it to the letter I mean but Jack, I had thought of these
things as a poor man, and not as a rich man. When the wealth
came, it was enormous. I felt the weight and the responsibilitried to fix my principles, and be true to them and
ty, and I
the shape they took was something in this way almsdeeds, en-

can be real. At present he plays with the truth as children do
with pretty pebbles, which they like because they shine and
please the eye. The day will come when he will need a rock to
stand on."
" he must suffer
"Yes," said the abbot,
or," he added, in a
low tone, which struck to my heart, "some one else must sufit is the only way :" and his glance rested, as he
fer for him
My eye followed his, but the countenance couragement of all undertakings to improve the laboring
spoke, on Werner.
of the young monk evinced no particular response to his words: classes, founding of religious works, creation of a great circlo
whilst on Leven's cheek I detected a faint flush
and as I be- of usefulness and edification, and myself in the ccntr< nf it.
lild it, I asked myself what it might indicate. By one of those Pictures even ef that family life we once talked of, sometimes
;

;

;

:

;

;

THE AUSTRALIAN DUKE OK THE
I had thought for myself all you have thought for
in.
me, that to have weight, influence, character, a man must be at
the head of a grand Christian household. Political greatness,
too came in, and a dozen other fancies you couldn't believe
how many. Occasionally, whilst all these things were singing
in my ears, a voice would whisper for a moment, that there was
another way, a better'way. Father Henry's words about riches,
and giving one's life for the brethren I can't describe it exactly, but it seemed like two things struggling in my heart
Usefulness and a great career, without 'much sacrifice, and
the passing call (temptation, as I tried to think it) to forsake

looked

and abandon everything.
"I went abroad with the express purpose of seeing for myself what Catholic life in Catholic countries was, to study the
reality of a Catholic

nobleman's household, in the country

where something of the great baronial influence still lingers
the Catholic States of Germany. Of course I had introductions and all that sort of thing, and it was so I first made acquaintance with Werner's family. His father holds a half a
dozen forests and provinces It was just what I wanted to see
his mother, the Baroness Werner, was a real old Christian a
sort of St. Elizabeth of Hungary a famous woman.
Just
what your mother would be, Jack, if she was a Catholic and a
German baroness. Franz Werner was her youngest son. A wo\aan's youngest son is pretty sure to be her idol, and if he is her
She loved him as only mothers love their
idol, he is her cross.
sons, and how could she help it? He was so gay, and gallant, aye,
you may smile, but ten years ago that pale shaven monk was the
handsomest fellow in all Bavaria. So clever, too, an artist, by
intuition, only he never cared to touch a brush save for half an
hour's idleness, and with a voice like an angel singing his own
songs to his own improvised music, and a poet (I'm a practical man myself, but I know what a charm it is to feel that gift
in others) and a rattling, merry bewitching companion, too
spoilt, of course, and equally, of course, with more than a
dash of selfishness but I could not help it, nor you couldn't,
nor any body it was impossible not to love him.
" He was the idol of his
mother, and her cross. He had
the faith, oh dear yes. Why, he volunteered into the Zouaves,
and fought like a hero at Castelfidardo was wounded there,
and wrote to his mother, in raptures at the privilege of shedding his blood for the good cause aye, and he meant it, too
but you know faith without works is dead, and in some respects
Franz was very much of a Lutheran. I need not tell you what
sort of scrapes his were
rather sad ones, some of them but,
then, he was so winning in his repentance, she always forgave
him and you could not but feel that had he been less charming, less engaging than he was, it would have been a happier
;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

thing for the poor boy.
'
It was about a year after I had returned to England that
I received a letter from the baroness, written in great grief.
Franz was at Florence, had been there for months he was well
received at court, in all the gay circles of the gayest of capi;

and though often recalled by his father, he continued to
linger and defer his return, and mako excuses ; in short they
felt there was something wrong.
Then she had privately inquired and the long and short of it was, he was taken in a
In certain circles abroad, just now, men fish for
crafty snare.

tals,

;

one another's souls to give them to the enemy. They use all
baits, and not a few are caught and delivered over to perdition,
The Marchese Zingari was just then a leading man among the
Italian Liberals.
It was a great object with his party to win
over German proselytes, and so swell their German connection.
Werner was worth the trouble of entrapping, and they played
the game with cunning skill. The Marchesa was a bewitching
woman, ten years his senior, and, on that very account, more
dangerous. It was also safe, what could the world find to say
against it ? There was art and music, and flattery and beauty.
An atmosphere too, such as even to us, dull Anglo-Saxons, is
a kind of new existence, but which, to a
poet like him, is inspiration, intoxication.
They took him on his weak side, fired
his imagination, and quietly sapped his moral strength, A little more, and
only a little more, would be wanted to plunge

him
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some fatal step which would for evpr destroy his selfand sense of honor, and which wouldildivcr liini up
bound and captive into the hands of those political Beelzebubs."
"
Strong language, Grant."
" Not a bit too
strong why, I'm diluting the horrible story
down to the strength which Christian onrs can bear to li:
but the thing goes on every day, in hundreds and thousands.
The mother wrote all this she had found it out she hesitated
to tell her husband, lest he should be betrayed into some
violent, indiscreet act, which would forever cut off the hope of
reclaiming the boy. So she wrote to me, to mo 'who loved him
would I not pity him, and if posso,' those were her words:
I read the words, and they burnt <1< -p
sible, try to save him?'
into

respect,

;

i

;

;

'

<

my

into

Did I not love him
I did not
Yes, indeed
ask why he was (and is) so dear to me but it was a
heart.

!

;

stop to
love ' passing the love of
woman.' I did not stop to think
what I should do, or could do to save him, but the next day I
started for Florence.
" It is a
good thing to finds one's self a duke sometimes,
;

Jack makes it wonderfully easy to get into places where one
has a mind to go. As Duke of Leven, I had no difficulty in
entering the charmed circle of Florence society. People were
glad to invite, and make much of the rich Inglese, and Werner
and I soon met face to face. Oh how his face was changed!
What a stamp of evil was there ? Not evil perfected, consummated past the hope of recall but I thought I saw the
claw of the enemy on him loss of grace, loss of peace, of innoYet I loved him as I ever did one cannot, somehow,
cence.
change. Of course he welcomed me but he was always too
;

!

;

;

;

to find time to give me a morning to myself.
When we
met, it was always in the company of others, the most charming people in the world, no doubt but what did I care for

busy

;

charming people, when what I wanted was his xoul ?
"At last, one evening it was in the gallery of the Pitti
Werner, I said,
palace I seized on him, and held him fast.
what are you about ? Where are you going ? Who are all
'

'

'

these people

among whom

I find

you

?'

"
People ? What people ?'
"
Why, these Zingari ?'
'" Who are
they ? Why, my friends.
for you ?' he said fiercely.
'

'

"'Friends!'

I said

bitterly.

Is not that enough

'I thought

I

was your

friend?'

"

'Well, and what of that? I really don't understand you,
don't keep me here ; I must be going,'
;
" ' You shall not
'You are deceived, bewitched,
go,' I said.
ensnared ; that Zingari is a scoundrel ; and as to the Mar-

Leven

'

chesa

"

Say one word more, and you will repent it,' he answered.
1 can forgive you your folly as regards myself, but I will hear
nothing that can touch the honor of a lady.
"I cannot repeat it all my passionate appeals, his fierce reAt last he tore himself away from me in anger, and
jection.
with a sick heart I left the gallery and the palace, and hardly
knowing what I did, I found myself in the street, and walked
on awhile, not caring whither I went my brain and heart in a
fever.
Yes, he was under a charm, a spell I could not reach
I saw an open
him, I could not save him. What misery
door before me, and entered it it was the Church of Sta. Maria
Novella such a change from the busy streets to find on<
in the dark, quiet church, only lighted by the lamps which
hung before every altar, and were reflected on the marble floor
1

'

'

;

!

;

;

as though in water. I knelt before the first altar I came to
and resting my fevered forehead on the marble balustrade, I
shed bitter tears. Why did I love him so, and what was it I
loved? His soul! that soul, the innate beauty of which had
;

been revealed to me at our first meeting. Clouded over, and
bospotted with many a stain, there it still was, a beautiful, n
glorious soul, most dear to God, most dear to my heart, and,
as I felt too surely, in the grasp of the Enemy.
"What could I do? With that one thought in my mind I
raised my eyes, and they fell on a figure.
If you know Italian
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churcues, you must remember a certain image, not uncommon
in some of them, representing our Lord crowned with thorns,
and with his hands bound, as Pilate presented Him to the
It is generally called Oesu Na.'-'<reno. Some of those
people.
figures are marvellously devotional, with soft, weary eyes that
look kindly and pitifully on the worshipper. Such was the one

on which I gazed. I met those Eyes, and they seemed

to fix on
speaking now as if in prayer
'
O Lord, what can I do ?' Now, Aubrey, I don't mean to say
that I saw or heard anything don't think it ; but in my heart
I did hear a word, and in that Face I saw the thing it meant :

mine.

I repeated

my words,

:

UTOPIA.

" Werner dead or
dying

Perhaps that was the answer

I

my prayer. Perhaps death would save him.
How was it with him ? I could not bear the

But

tc

his soul t

suspense

;

but

getting free as soon as I could from the crowd, I left the house

and drove straight
"It was all true.

to

Werner's lodgings.

The very evening we had parted he had

sickened of the terrible fever; far worse than typhus, a deadly
thing; every one had fled the house in terror, except his faithful German servant, who had got a couple of Sisters of Charity
to nurse

him

and so I found him

;

senseless, delirious,

and as

they told me, without hope of recovery. Had he seen a priest ?
Oh, yes, the parish priest had seen him, and anointed him ;
'Sacrifice.
How ? Then I that was all that could be done ; not a moment of reason for
All. 'What, all t
Sacrifice ? What ?
began to think, and as it were, to listen. I listened to the voice confession, and the end close at hand.
'
"I stayed by him that night; his incoherent words went to
You are not true to
within me, and this was what it said
clever
to
strike
a
balance
been
have
You
heart; I gathered little comfort from them, it was all such
my
seeking
yourself.
between God and the world to satisfy your conscience and wild talk, as though coming from a heart and brain that were
your high aspirations by doing good works, and to please your- ill at ease. And then even those words ceased, and there was
self by doing them in a way that should cost you as little as stupor, unconsciousness. They told me this was the last stage,
possible.
Hypocrite choose between God and mammon. Let and he would never rouse again. But he did. On the fourth
it be all God, or all mammon.
You want to make a great name, day, he opened his eyes, and murmured something I thought
to lead the Catholic body, to lead the country, to restore the he knew me, but could not be sure ; but anyhow, the crisis was
was alive weak and shattered to pieces, but all re,
prestige of your family, to be the Great Duke as well as the past, and he
New Duke. You think you are indifferent to things like these, and, as I thought, with reason unimpaired. That was all I
and you are not indifferent. You think the world has no hold could guess.
'

' '

:

!

;

is

but

this soul,
'
Sell all
all for all,

it is

"

and
Give
Sacrifice you must save it.
give to the poor,' give ALL. Wealth, reputation, ease, time,
pleasure, freedom, lay them all down, renounce them, abjure
them, and forever !'

Gradually he gained strength enough for me to move him
out to Fiesole. I took him to a villa there, hoping that the
sweet fresh air and quiet would restore him. And it did. He
gained strength, and was himself, and yet not like his former
self
so still and silent. As soon as he could speak coherently,
he asked for a priest, and saw him several times. I knew no

"I
hardly knew what it was, I felt myself so powerfully urged
to do, save that it was an absolute surrender of everything to
which I could cling on the side of nature if by such an act I
could win the soul that was hanging in such a terrible peril.

more, of course, except that afterwards, as I sat beside him, he
stretched out his hand and took mine, and squeezed it silently.
I wish I could see my mother I' Then
At last one day he said
I knew it was all right with him, and I telegraphed for the

on you, and
one remedy

its

hold

by day.
you would save

tightening day

is

Sacrifice.

And

if

by

heart answered for me : it accepted
hesitate,
sacrificed all ; and taking out the little brass crucifix,

Nor could I
all, it

which
never

There

my
left

my

father

had held on his death-bed, and which has

me, I promised, with

all

my soul,

the earnestness of

came a moment of profound interior
stillness I felt my offering had been accepted.
" I can tell
you but little of the next two days. I saw and
heard nothing of Werner but on the evening of the second
day I went to a reception at the English Embassy. It could
not be helped. Every English visitor of distinction was there,
and a good many foreigners. There was a great crowd and
as I was making my way among the uniforms and ladies' trains,
thinking in my soul what disgusting trash it all was, I saw
coming to meet me some familiar faces. There are some people,
On the top of
Jack, whom you are sure to meet everywhere.
the Eighi, at an English archery meeting, at the upper cataracts of the Nile, there they are, as sure as life, and to this
There she was, 'Lady Ex, 'on
class belong the Exboroughs.
the arm of Count Gallipot, the Hungarian Charge d'Afl'aires,
and Lady Florinda, under escort of Mr. Eustace de Something
"
or other, a young diplomat of rising expectations.
"I
are you sure of
say, Grant, you're getting rather fierce
the names ?"
"Well, if it wasn't Gallipot, it was something like it you
know what I mean. No help for it. We met, and then followed recognitions, and exclamations of surprise, and delight,
and regret that we hadn't met before, only the Exes had been
to the Baths of Carrara, for the last fortnight, and were only
'And had I heard
just back, and hadn't heard of my arrival.
Beppo, the new tenor.? Then I positively must, there was nothing like him. And oh how shockingly dreadful about poor
Mr. Werner, wasn't it ? Such a delightful person. Really,
I'm immensely sorry.' 'What about Werner ?' I said, choking.
to dive it all.

Then

there

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

:

baroness.

" And the
Zingaris, what

of

them

?"

"Oh!

the black fever kept them off," said Grant, rather
grimly. The baroness came, and Werner and she were like a
mother and her baby. I knew nothing of what passed in his

but I felt it was all right he was safe. My sacrifice had
been accepted.
"What was best to be done ?" He longed to get away from
the place, to forget all that had beset him there. I proposed
to take him with me to England, and his mother eagerly acsoul,

:

cepted the proposal, for she felt she could trust him in. ray
hands. So, by slow stages, we travelled home to Oakham, and
there he stayed. By degrees he regained health and vigor ;
not the old vigor or the old spirit ; something had gone out of
him a good deal of the animal, I think but it had left behind all his gifts of heart and mind, and imagination, deepened
and vivified with a new life and sense. I knew not (and only
imperfectly, and by degrees, did he let me know) all that had
passed in his soul during those seemingly unconscious hours.
It is an awful thing to hang over an
Once he said
abyss,
a
thread !'
single
by
suspended
" 'You were
very near the end," I said.
" 'The end
I was not thinking of that there 'uras another
abyss before that.'
'

:

!

;

"I saw what he was thinking of some tremendous false step
which he was hastening, when that blow from God struck
him down and saved him. And in his long stupor he had seen
and understood it all.
"So Werner and I were domesticated together at Oakhnm.
It was then I began to discover the true worth of the soul I
had saved a soul, Jack, as far above my own in worth and
beauty as those heavens are above the tree-tops. Most dear to
And now that it had waked to its true life,
God no wonder
'Haven't you heard ?' He's dead of the black fever so very what floods of tenderness, what flights of lofty beauty what H
It
sudden, too.' 'JDead /' 'Yes; didn't we hear Mr. Werner was power, a strength, a keenness of spiritual insight
mouth or two. It was then that he painted St. A
naV'said Lady Florinda.
'No, my dear, but I
think he was dying such a y>rat favorite of mine, you know ; and that \vr smashed the heathen deities.
"But there was a question for me to decide, and I could not
quite a lose he'll be at Florence,' and on they swept.
;

to

!

!

;

!

:

\.

'
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I had promised : how was I to
soemyway The idea that oftenest came

delay

it

makeover my whole possessions

fulfil?

before

to charitable

I did not

me was

to

and religious

with that, return to
purposes at a dash, retaining 5,000, and
The
life over again as William Grant.
and
begin
Australia,
behad
and
a
about
to
before,
come
monks had
year
England
Werner took a deep intheir settlement at Glenleven.

gun

terest in it all,

and his

art

was always

at their service

;

and

a fine fellow, Jack, and I determined to
him. He asked for time; nine days,
before
case
whole
the
put
had a novena of masses ; at its close he sent
which
liked the abbot,

who

is

they
during
for me, and I prepared to hear his decision as to my fate.
'No what I had thought of would not do ; there were other
and better ways than that of 'selling all.' He drew a plan and
showed me how I might retain the stewardship of this enorall the
mous'preperty, and administer it as a trust, retaining
the work and the responsibility, doing the best for the
souls aid bodies of others ; giving not my money alone, but
my life. 'You vowed away not merely possessions,' he said,
'but
freedom, time, ease, reputation. In Australia you

den,

life,

from
simply have shifted the heavy weight
once for all. What God designs for you is a
will never
sacrifice, and one which the world
yon externally as you are, bat demanding

will

your shoulders
more complete
guess,

leaving

every

moment

and every faculty of your entire being !'
"There is no ;need, my dear Aubrey, to say more about it,
than that I comprehended it all, and saw what was asked of
me. So it was settled."
"I see all about it, Grant I understand."
I took his hand.
" That
"Ah but you haven't seen it all just yet," he said.
do
to
cost
has
It
it, because, you see,
cost me nothing.
plenty
such a life grinds a fellow to powder. But it was not the sac;

!

rifice."

"What

was, then ?"

"Well, I'll tell you. We set to work, Werner and I. He
of my secret reashelped me in everything ; he knew nothing
me to it but he underons, or my vow, or what had moved
stood that I wanted to realize that word in the Gospel, and he
entered into the thought, and determined to help me in it. So,
for a year we worked together he was my second self ; so full
than my
of
better, truer, more practical thoughts
;

Oli

THE

NEW

UTOPIA.

His simplicity, and his off-hand school-boy talk had v.-ilr,] th<
always felt thai
sublimity of what lay benc.tth and though
he was a noble soul, unsoiled by the touch and breath of th(
world, I had accustomed myself to regard what I did not unda
I

;

stand as a sort of regrettable eccentricity,
and alone among the hills, or by the rocks by the river side, o;
sitting at the window of his little study looking out into hii
simple garden, that great loving soul revealed itself to me ii
truth ; always true to its one idea of serving God and man ii
the spirit of self-sacrifice, yet always seeking to conceal
do Us greatest deeds in the simplest fashion, and cloth,
andj
its noblest sentiments in the plainest words.
The last day came, and the last Mass, and the last Vesper
under that noble roof and the last grand tones of the chanl
carrying the words of Holy Writ home to the centre of in;
It was Sunday, the Fourth Sunday after Pentecost (foi
heart.
my dwelling on these h tie deads, dear reader, they are s
g
gven on my memory), and the Sunday Gospel was that wine
relates the story of the miraculous draught of fishes on th
"Duo in altum!" " Launch into the
Tiberian Lake.
Who has ever heard those words without their waking a sene
of dread, of hope, or of aspiration within his soul ?
When it was time to leave the church, Grant still lingered
I waited and watched, but I did not seek to hurry him, E
knelt before the high altar long and wistfully ; then paid
and last of all, entered tl
visit to the shrine of the Martyr
chapel in the opposite transept, and prayed beside the tombi
At last he rose and came away, and we left the church.
"Due in altum! What words!" he said. " They knew n<
why or where to launch into the deep such a bold, fearlei
word it sounds Such a call to trust in the dark !"
;

;

!

"

Now, Grant, what

are you thinking of ?"
know; only it seems to me as if every to-morro
was a great mystery, and every morning we have seed of cou

"I

don't

age to launch into its depths."
"I know the to-morrow that
disagreeable mystery
train for

London

is

;

to

is waiting for me is a vei
exchange Glenleven for the exprei

enough

to gain the merit of

martyrdom

"Well, why do you go ?"
" Because I
must; the inevitable, Grant, is a mighty master
"
shall travel together as far as Bradford, ai
we
Anyhow,
thoughts,
you shall spend one day with me there."
" To Bradford I" I exclaimed. "You don't mean to
own so full of ardor and unction, lifting up my heavy English
say y<
the day are
it at the mark.
and
Well,
Jack,
keeping
lumpishness,
going back to that place ?"
came when he told me he had something to say to me. I had
"Ah! you're thinking of the effigy; why, that was a foi
seen a something not a cloud, but a something on his brow. night ago, and they've forgotten all about it by this time ai
You can guess what it was. His call had come, and he must if they had not, it would only be a better reason for my shoi
leave me. I had nothing to say, for had I not promised ALL ? ing myself. I presume you would not wish me to leave ti
What right had I to say to God, 'not this,' 'everything but field to Degg ? But the fact is, I have business there whi<
and I thank God I did presses. I am to meet one of your London scientific friend
this !' You know I could not say that
He is coming down about the ventilatic
not. I gave him up, and he went away to Glenleven but that Professor Drybones.
was the real sacrifice."
affair, and I have to see if our plans on that matter can be pc
The simplicity of the words touched me, and I think there fected."
" He said some
was little more spoken between us that evening. I saw it all
very civil things about your notions on th
now clearly the grandeur of my friend's character, the com- head when I saw him in Edwards'."
:

;

;

;

:

;

the result of whim or
pleteness of his sacrifice ; it was not
of one act, an act by which he had
the
outcome
but
theory,
voluntarily given all all to save a soul ; and God had accepted
the gift. What more was yet to come ? what would be the end
of a

lif e

pulse

?

word which had given
That yet remained for me to see.

so true to the

it

the

first

im-

"Well, you shall judge for yourself; mice-ventilation w
always a hobby of mine own, and there ia fine scope for indul
ing it at Bradford."
The early train on Monday morning bore me away from t

and valleys of Glenleven, from the gray minster, and t
clear river bubbling among its rocks, and the granite peaks a:
quiet woods among which I had spent a fortnight so rich
bright and ennobling thoughts that it seemed to me as if
hills

had been out of the busy world for a twelvemonth. An ho
or two brought us to the smoke and ashpits of Bradford a
the spell was rudely broken. Grant twitted me a little on i
CHAPTEB XV.
pensive mood, and my reluctance to return to common life, a
DUO IN AiTUM.
took me to the house of his engineer, telling m it was an
THE day was drawing near for us to leave Glenleven, nd I cellent school for curing a man of day-dreame. He was o
beheld its approach with real regret. There was a charm of busy with plans and sections, and I could not but marvel at t
beauty, material and spiritual, which hung about the place, versatility of his mind, which could so easily turn from subje<
increased to my heart by the deeper knowledge and appreciation of profoundest interior interest to the practical dutiiils
which I had gained there of the real character of my friend. machinery and ventilation. He spoke like a man who und
;

t
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the
tnlldr.fr about, mid evidently enjoyed
u of doors, and double shafts, and weight of
ihere that sounded in my ears like a Shibboleth.
"
at last;
Drybones will be here to-morrow," said Grant,
and before he comes I shall have an examination of the Hen

what he was

i

id Chickens myself."

" The Hen and Chickens
"

Yes,

my dear

sir,

!"

we name our mines hereabouts, and

this

name, owing to the multitude
It was once concuttings proceeding from the main shaft.
derod the most dangerous mine of the district, but we have
ied this plan of double shaft ventilation, and have redeemed

articular

mine

rejoices in that

:

s
:

reputation.

we

I think

shall

teach

Drybones a thing

two."

UTOPIA.

and advancing to the spot, laid hands on a wild-looking boy,
to shun observation,
whojseemed
" Hallo whom have we here ? Who are
you, my lad?"
!

No

answer.

" Where are the

men on duty ?"
"I doant know."
" Are
they hi the shaft ?"
"Doant know, tell 'ee."
"Now, my lad, see here," said Grant.

"The

overseer will

be here in an hour, and if he finds no one here but you, and
you refuse to answer his questions, it will be the worse for you.
strong grasp ; "you'll stay where you are; and if you don't
want all the bones in your body broken when the overseer
conies, think better of it, and tell me where Jones and the other

" How far is it from here ?"
" About two
miles, and the horses are at the door so before fellow are at this moment."
The boy scratched his head, and fidgetted about in sore disburning to civilized life come and take your first lesson in
"
"
one engineering.
tress for a minute or so, and then came out the reply
Well,
"
to
road
he
the
and
on
rode
mounted
and
We
explained
I guess they're at the Feathers.
off,
" The Feathers "
e the system of ventilation which had been introduced into
"
ds particular mine, of which I retain only the general recolAye, the public. Jones is father to I, and he bid we wait.
ction that the air was admitted by one shaft and forced I be Tim Jones."
shafts
Grant gave a groan. The little public house on the road to
trough the mine, leaving it by another that these two
ere at a considerable distance one from the other, and that Bradford, rejoicing in the sign of the Prince of Wales' Feathers,
ie workings hi the mine were, furthermore, divided into difhad proved too strong in its attractions for the guardians of the
"
rent compartments, or
panels," as they were called, isolated Little Shaft. After a moment's silence he resumed hislnterrogale from another by certain strong doors, the object being, in tory.
See here, he said,
you'll just run off to the Feathers,
,se of an accident occurring in one of them, to prevent its exand tell your father the Duke of Leven is waiting for him here.
"
nding to the others. But the most important system of doors Now be sharp.
" Little
is at what he called the
And leaving hold of his collar, Tim darted off down the hill,
Shaft," hi a part of the mine
most often generated the bad and disappeared in the road.
iiich, for one cause or another,
" Isn't it
It was the business for one gang of men to open these
enough to break a man's heart ?" said Grant. "Turn
to
at
close
them
and
hours
at
>ors
certain
others, according
-where you will, do what you will, always confronted with the
he paced to and
ie part of the mine hi which the workings happened to be
country's evil genius, the curse of drink." And
to the system and regula- fro with an air of deep pre-occupation.
In a few minutes Tim
ting on and by a careful attention
ins he had devised, all accidents had now, for a considerable returned in company with a big man, who, judging by his apfor his sojourn at the Feathers.
ne, been prevented.
pearance, was not the better
" The shaft we are
going to inspect first of all, "he continued, jje surveyed the Duke with an air of stupid amazement, and in
the little one is a mile and a half away on reply to his questions gave an incoherent answer which too
is the great shaft
but Dymock, the engineer, tells me plainly betrayed the fact that the visit to the ale house had not
e other side of the hill
" Is
Grant turned to the boy.
at the men are at work on this side, and I am anxious to as- been a brief or passing one.
rtaiu if the whole thing is in order before Drybones begins this your father?"
;

:

'

'

'

!'

;

' '

' '

' '

;

;

;

to-morrow."

"Noa."
" Then where is he, and why didn't you bring him ?"
" Father's drunk." Yes, it waa
it a
Then came the fatal reply
professor, dear reader, and can only explain this much,
and doorkeeper was drunk,
at when a mine is ventilated by two shafts, one shaft so
the
guardian
responsible
Jones,
small amount of senss re.
necessarily longer and deeper than the other, and the weight his companion little better and the
the air column, therefore, heavier than at the shorter shaft, tained by the latter was of little purpose, for he was not the
of the shaft and by himself, even
lis causes the air to be forced in at the long shaft and out at
responsible man in charge
and entering pure and wholesome, the air tra- had he been sober, could not have been trusted to do the necese short one

s visitation

We reached what Grant had called

"the Great Shaft."

lam

:

;

;

;

;

through the mine, issuing forth at the further end clogged sary duty. After painful questioning we at last gathered the
The "Great Shaft," then, was the alarming fact, that the shaft had not been entered nor the vennoxious gases.
Grant inspected the mach- tilation doors attended to that morning that Jones, the only
ot where the air was forced in.
from the overseer in attend- man o f the two who understood the business, was past all efof
details
a
number
received
ery,
that one hundred and eighty men were f orts to recall him to consciousness, and that his comrade was
.ce, and was informed
The "Lit- capable only of working the machinery by which the bucket
tually at work on the northern side of the mine.
"
was on the southern side, and no miners were at was lowered into and raised out of the shaft. Of the doors and
Shaft
but a certain number of men were on duty management he knew nothing.
>rk on that side
Grant looked at his watch.
ere attending to the doors, for the purpose of ventilation.
The situation was serious
Grant proposed a walk to the Little Shaft, leaving our horses
How long were we coming from the Great Shaft ?"
" Three
ider the care of the overseer and we get out, climbing the
quarters of an hour or thereabouts,"
" And this fellow would get over the ground in half an hour.
moors of Glen11
(very different in its aspect from the heathy
the other side to a spot where a few Well, we must try what can be done." He tore a leaf from his
yen), and descending on
" The two men
with a telegraph pocket-book, and wrote the following words
teds, some machinery, and a signal house,
all the men out of the mine,
.mmunicaticg with the works at the other side, indicated the drunk doors unopened. Signal
to
here. "LEVEN.
to
see
at
once
us
a
things
in
of;
Send
gang
quest
cality we were
he gave it to
Folding it up, and directing it to the overseer,
But where were the men? Not one was visible. "In the
"
bade
him
ran
for his life with
and
with
half-a-crown,
the
a
said Grant,
boy,
laft I suppose
supposition quickly dispelled
" If
the it to the Great Shaft,
you are quick and faithful, you
! ap'proachiii" the mouth of the aperture, which displayed
when
sum
same
the
have
you return now lose no time,
and
shall
for
ready
descending it, prepared
,ry arrangements
at sight of the silver, and set off
no one, it was evident, had as yet gone down. Grant but be off." The boy grinned
Presently he caught at a round pace,
thoughtful, not to say perplexed.
I only imperfectly apprehended the state of things, but J
in one of the sheds,
ght of a shock of hair and a ragged jacket
Is

th

;

;

;

:

'

;

:

;

;

.

;

1
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saw that Orant kept an anxious look-out on the road to detect di'l flio truth, the wlioln
truth, break on mo and dpluge me \
first appearance of the relief party.
But half au hour anguish and I u
life l,;u[ In
mated by a death of sacrifice, and that in
passed, and no one yet appeared.
very deed and ti
" The
" and has made off.
boy is frightened," he said,
Well, he had given his life for his brethren.
there is only one other chanoe.
Here, you fellow," addressing
the man, who by this time was partially sobered, " can you
trust yourself to handle the winch, and lower the bucket ?"
"
CHAPTER XVL
Aye, sure, but who'll be going down ?"
" I
and in another moment
shall," said the Duke, firmly
THE END.
he had entered the bucket and seizing the chain, gave the
WE
carried
him
to Oakham.
He was so completely the
signal to lower away.
of his family that we should have been
" Grant !" I
" don't be so mad
perplexed as to wl
exclaimed,
why the fellows to commit the direction of affairs had it not
been for his se
what can you do ?"
will be here in a moment
Mr.
who
in my hands a sealed pa
" Leave
tary,
Dymock,
placed
I must see to those doors."
go, Jack, it's all right
which had been given into his keeping by the Duke the evei
" Is there
danger, then ?"
before he had last left Oakham. It was directed to
" To the hundred and
myself,
men
on
the other side of the
eighty
"
opened it, and found his will, drawn up and signed with
pit there is, if they are not out of the mine.
usual formalities, and a brief document declaring Sir Joh ]
" Let me
go"
" Stuff
What could you do ? You don't know a door ley, myself, and Oswald, his trustees and executors, and mj
sole guardian of Edward
Wigram, his heir.
from a donkey."
This sufficed to enable us to act and as we knew that he
" But
you ?"
fixed on Glenleven as the place of his interment, ir
" I could find
my way blindfolded. Why, Jack, I have already of what had
ligence
happened had already been sent to
planned the whole business ; I've been in and out here a dozen
"
monastery; and on our arrival at Oakham we found the ab'
times at least.
and some others of the monies waiting to receive
I implored, but all in vain ; he gave the signal, and the man Werner,
Werner and the other brethren gently and reverently
lowered the winch Grant nodded to me with his bright, frank,
pared him for his last rest, and then it was we came to fc
fearless look, " All right, Jack
say a Hail Mary," and he was that not
care nor toils alone had done the work of age, but
out of sight.
he, who had sacrificed his life to charity, had also been use
I tried to still my fears fears of what ?
After all, I knew
offer his body to God by the longer and more
lingering sacri
I paced up and down, whether for hours or minutes I
not.
of penance. There were the rough hair shirt, and the
could not tell. At last, looking towards the hill, I caught the
welcome sight of a dozen men descending the road towards the chain, and the sharp crucifix. I beheld it all, and then, w
I recalled the frank, joyous voice, and inartificial manne:
I waved my hat to urge them quicker, and in
shaft.
my im- marvelled at the power
of self-repression, the exquisite
set
to
out
meet
them.
We
were
patience
nearing together
with
which
he
had
hidden from curious eyes every
genuity
when there was a low sound, as it were, far beneath my feet,
of his higher gifts of sanctity.
a slight trembling of the earth, and a cry from the men.
I
Until afl was ready for his removal to Glenleven, we
" The Duke the Duke
!"
sprang forward, crying,
him in the little chapel, before the golden tabernacle,
" Where ?" said the
overseer, who led the party.
" In the shaft alone."
there, hour after hour, we watched beside him whilst tl
crowded in from all portions of the country round all whon
" Then God rest his soul I" he
"
exclaimed ;"
that was an
had served, and helped, and ministered to, young and
explosion."
Catholics and Protestants, gentle and simple, to look on h
and pray beside him, and take their last farewell.
We hastened to the shaft, and whilst some telegraphed for But there was one who came and would not go away
more aid, others prepared to clear the shaft and descend without knelt there like one who had been smitten to the heart v
loss of time.
something more than sorrow. It was Wilfrid Knowles, who
Before long the whole gang were on the
spot
for Leven's message to signal the men out of the mine had the closing scene of that beautiful life, received the light
faith in his soul, and awoke to reality.
The abbot's wo
cleared the workings and saved the men from the
danger. They
were all there, the hundred and eighty men he had so
regarding him had been an unconscious prophecy he
nobly
been won by the suffering, not of himself, but of another.
saved ; many of whom a short week before had been
burning
I shall only touch on the hist scene of all the gorgei
him in effigy. And as the rumor of the accident
spread, and
ceremonial which bore to his resting-place the last Duki
women and children came hurrying in
dismay to the pit's
month, loud were the expressions of joy and thankfulness to Leven, followed by half the country, by all his tenantry,
the colliers whom he had died to save, and who walked
find fathers, sons, husbands, all safe and
sound. But how was by
the long procession, praying for, and blessing their benefacl
it with Leven ?
I will say nothing of all that, and of the bitter tears we sh
An hour or two of work sufficed to answer that
question,
rhe shaft was cleared, and when the
as we laid him at the feet of his father, and felt that one 1
working party who had
out from among us who belonged to a higher sphere tl
volunteered to explore came to the
surface, they bore him with gone
them, and laid him on the grass, and in another moment I was men of a common mould.
We read his will and all were startled and amazed to f
kneeling beside him.
Yes, he was dead. Not a mark of exterior
that there was little left to dispose of. Oakham Park, an
injury. The breath
of the fire had not touched him.
A sweet smile on his face, a modest estate attached to it, were devised to Edward Wigra
smile of inexpressible peace, but life had been extinct at
least certain other lands and properties were left to be administe
an hour. The cause of his death was not the actual combus- in trust for the maintenance of
hospitals, schools, and ot
"
charitable institutions he had founded
tion, but what miners call the
but the vast wealth
after-damp," that is, the mixture of bad gases caused
by the explosion, and resulting in had once possessed had all but disappeared, and of his Aus)
suffocation.
lian millions there remained not a farthing.
They laid him in one of the sheds, and we telegraphed to
The news spread about, and gradually the truth came to
Glenleven and Oakham,
understood. The Duke, the greatest millionaire of Engla
I do not stop here to
speak of my own feelings, or those of had died worth comparatively nothing, because he had b
the men around me. Some sensations are not
keenly felt from steadily carrying out the purpose of his life to obey the prec
their very intensity.
This blow had come with a shock
which, of the Gospel "to sell all, and give to the poor, and fol
for the time, stunned me.
I could act, and speak,
and move, Christ." The truth, when known, produced a powerful
~
and give orders, but at first 1 could not think.
Only gradually preseion, especially anione his own vouuff men at Oukh
the

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;
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]
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:
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;

:

;
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followed the example of Knowles, and emThe domestic chapel soon became inwants of the Oakham congregation;
thus
the
aud gladly recognizing
given
opportunity
me of carrying out one of Leven's dearost wishes, I resolved, to
"dedicate a portion of my own wealth to the erection of a church.
I chose a spot close to that part of the plantation where,
years before, he had held me over the precipice and saved my

'mnny of

whom

the faith.
suiiicient for the
briKM

el

life.

There the new parish church of Oakham has arisen, dediWerner, who watched over

-cated to St. Alexis, and designed by
%very detail with loving eyes. It is

ory of
J

I

my monument to the memmy friend, and a thank-offering for that friendship which

number among the

choicest graces of a not

unhappy

life.

In the completion of this undertaking I have been not ft little
by the ardor of one whose story I have as yet left
incomplete. The Duke's death hastened the work which the
influence of his words and character had commenced in the
heart of Florence Oswald. She was received into the Church
within the same year, and my readers will not probably be
greatly astonished to hear that two years later she became my
wife.
She shares with me the care of my little ward, to whom,
assisted

as she often says, she owes, in no small degree, the gift of
And I think, if there be a desire in both our hearts, it is
BO to train him that in after years he may worthily fulfil the

faith.

trust committed to him,

" the Christian
family."

THE END.

aud

realize

oar dear Grant's ideal of

THE VISION
OP

OLD ANDREW THE WEAVER.
in one of the Midland
,
unassuming little village is B
counties of England, seldom visited by travelers, as
being out of the line of the greater thoroughfares, and possessing no feature of interest beyond the simple beauty of its fields
and orchards. At present it consists merely of a few detached
clusters of neatly thatched cottages, each seeming to repose

Each day Andrew saw his bread diminishing. He had generally had a bit for any beggar that strayed to his door, and
many a one had gone away blessing him for his charity; bat
now his cupboard was almost always empty, for his decreasing
employment, even with the help of the charity which he wa
fain to receive from others, barely furnished him with his daily
amid the foliage of a luxuriant mass of fruit trees: and grouped, meal. He foresaw that soon he must come upon the parish a
without any regard to order, around the lower slopes of a gen- galling thought at all times, and to all; for the pittance which
tle hill, from the tops of which the taper spire of its good old the law forces men to dole out, brings with it none of the symchurch soars high aloft, as if protecting, at once, and asserting pathies of charity to soothe the wounded feelings of him who
receives it.
But at this period, and for Andrew, it was still
its authority over the abodes of its children there below.
The size and beauty of this relic of times gone by, seems to more terrible. In their mistaken philanthropy, or their worldly
indicate that at one period a much more numerous and wealthy wisdom, the rulers of the hind had just changed the laws for
population must have been gathered around it than at present; the relief of the poor; and caused in every district those unand the same is evident from the extent of the churchyard, and sightly piles to be erected, now so conspicuous in the vicinity
the many grass-grown mounds scattered through the meadows, of every considerable town, and which are at once recognized
as the "Union Workhouses." One of these had, a short time
well known to be composed of the debris of masonry.
In fact, not so long since as that the existing generation had before, been finished for the district to which Andrew's village
had seen far better belonged; but it was at a long distance, and if he was to make
lost the tradition of its prosperity, B
days than it could hope for again. Ere the revolutions of use of its shelter he must leave not only his cottage but the
trade and the rapid perfection of machinery had concentrated very lanes and fields that were so dear to him, to go into fresh
manufactures in the large towns, a thriving fabric of linen and far less beautiful scenes, amid strangers. Then the neighcloth had furnished employment and happiness to its cottagers. borhood was full of surmises and reports about the misery of
And there was one yet remaining amongst them who could the new prison for as such it was universally regarded by
himself remember these better times, when from the church- those for whom it was professedly built. The village rung
crowned hill, from beneath the green lime trees that belted the with stories of the insults and hardships endured by some who
grave-yard, it was pleasant to look down on the fields around, had been forced to take up their abode in it. Doubtless there
here blooming with the azure blossom of the flax, there glisten- was considerable exaggeration in these rumors; still, in truth,
ing with the new-made cloth, spread forth in strips of dazzling there was much to startle a tottering old man in the prospect
whiteness, to bleach in the sun's rays; and to listen to the before him; and the addition, in this particular case, of a strict
shock of the loom and the rattle of the shuttle, and the gay and unbending board of guardians and a harsh master at the
Bongs that came forth from the wide-open door of every workhouse, left him but little hope of exemption or comfort.
But there was yet another thing that pressed still more
cottage.
Old Andrew, the weaver, could well recollect those days and heavily on the old man's mind. Andrew was a Catholic; and,
scenes; for, amidst that blithe 'and contented generation, he as far as conviction and a love for his religion went, he was a
had been the blithest. But he had seen the looms, one by one, sincere one. We cannot say that, in his earlier years, he had
grow idle; und his companions, one by one, go forth to seek shown himself a very pious one. The gaiety of youth, and his
their fortunes elsewhere; or, one by one, carried up the hill to own village accomplishments, had led him into much dissipatheir beds beneath the old lime trees, and now he was the sole tion of mind, and into many negligences which now he reBut he had always been punctual to bis Sunday
remaining relic of those so happy times.
gretted.
Yet he still clung to his loom, though year by year the im- duties; he had occasionally at least, nay, with tolerable reguportations of cheap machine-made linen kept diminishing the larity, approached the holy sacraments; and though thoughtdemand for his craft; he still tried to carol forth his old favor- less and hasty, and over fond of amusement, still he had not
ite ditties, though his voice was growing thin and rough with been an habitual drunkard or a libertine.
There were, however, many things that he looked back to
sge aye, and it must be said, with sorrow; and he loved to
tell of the days when he was the first among the boys at foot- with sorrow.
Now that age had taken away the wishes and
ball and the race, and the most admired, and the most favored, the powers of youth, the old lessons of his childhood came
too, at the dance on the green on the summer evenings; but back to his mind in a new light, and told him of the necessity
then, sometimes, the tear would steal down his cheeks whilst of preparing for another change, and of doing it by making
he was speaking, or he would break off suddenly in his tale, amends for the past. So it was now his delight to trndg, in
and hasten back to his once smiling but now desolate cottage, the morning, to the little chapel on the opposite side of the
and have a few words of
murmuring to himself, "It's all over now, it's all over now."
hill; both to assist at the Holy Mass,
And the villagers one and all knew old Andrew, and they consolation and advice from Father Peter: and at least once in
loved him, too; and they would stand for hours together to the month he approached what he now regarded as his viaticum
listen to his stories; and they wished with him that the
the bread sent from heaven, to conduct old men such as him
good
old times would come back again, but sighed with him,
thither.
j
too,
s they said, "There was no hope o' that." And it was
But the road to the workhouse lay just in the opposite directhey
had given him the name of Old Andrew, the weaver, for he was tion from that to the chapel; and he fnlt that if once he entered
in truth now the only one of the craft, where erst all had been its walls, he must give up all hopes of ever again assisting at
weavers.
the Holy Sacrifice. And though he knew that Father Peter
But the industry of even his loom had begun to Bag. Says would not fail to visit him, yet it must be seldom, and, perand days would pass by, whilst it was still; and these intervals haps, when he most wanted him, those at whose mercy he
of idleness kept growing more frequent and longer.
Even would be, would care little to send seven or eight miles for
when the old sound was heard in the cottage, it seemed languid him. Oh it was a bitter and a dreary thought; yet each day
and dull, and the shuttle flew lesa swiftly and less joyously. it grew upon him each day the necessity of taking the fatal
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step became more pressing. Andrew had not been sufficiently
schooled in the science <>f the cross to Ivar up against it like a
'hristian, and his hearl. was tilled with nmnnurhv
he almost cursed the mis-call, 'd t'h.'irity, which, to preserve a
i

inp.n from starving, dragged him
away from
worth preserving.

that

all

mude

life

At length his empty cupboard and empty table told him
was come; he must absolutely starve, or go into
the workhouse.
One hope alone remained; yet it was scarcely
a hope. "He would go and speak to Father Peter about it;
yet what could Father Peter do for liim ?"
It was in the afternoon of a sweet
day of June that he locked
his cottage door, and set off with the
support of his trusty
knotted stick, to go to the house of his old pastor. He had
good reason to go, for he had had no breakfast; and ho had
waited till all his neighbors had finished their dinner, hoping
that some chance might furnish him with n meal. But he had
that the day

been disappointed: and so, with nothing better than a bit of
which he had begged to assuage his hunger, he trudged
on along the well known path. It led across the church-yard.
A lot of urchins, all well known to old Andrew, were enjoying
a glorious game of romps amongst the tombstones, spite of the
terrors of the sexton's stick, but they all ran at once to welcome their old crony Andrew, and as he seemed tottering in his
walk, some offered even to lead him and assist him. But, no;
he would not spoil their sports; time and care would soon enough do that: so he gave them a kind word, and sent them back
to their merry game.
For awhile he could not help standing
to watch their gambols, as they leaped from stone to stone, and
pursued each other round the trees, and dodged about the
iron-palisaded monuments; and he thought of many hours
which he had spent like them, and, perchance, of some which
he wished had been spent better; and wiping a tear from his
eye, he tottered onwards.
The good priests's house was reached. His first care was to
give his old friend a hearty meal, for he soon found out how
much he needed it. And then came the consultation.
crust,

"What could
the old man's
situation as deeply as himself could do; but he was but a poor
country missiouer, dependant upon very precarious means:
he had many to weep for as destitute as Andrew; and though
he might eke out of his own poverty a little alms for each, yet
But Andrew was

right in his forebodings.
Ho felt, in sooth,

Father Peter do for him ?"

the aggregate would be far from sufficient for the entire support of only one.
What, then, could he do ? Why, only give the poor old man
such consolation as lay in his power. He well knew the
cruelty of the boasted poor-laws, and the grinding hard-heartedness of those who administered them; but to have joined Andrew in deploring these, would not have diminished his horror
at encountering them, nor blunt his feelings when suffering
under them. He strove, therefore, to represent things in the
best light he could; and promised often to come and see him
in his new abode; and then added something about the consolations of religion, and the blessings of poverty, and the advantages of suffering, especially when applied to the expiation of

the past, and directed by the love of Him, who "suffered for us,
leaving us an example."
The old man could not gainsay anything of this; still he felt
cast down, and half inclined to murmur, when this last prop of
He had, indeed, foreseen
his hopes was taken away from him.
that such must be the result of his conference with his pastor,

and had felt that it could not be otherwise; still, the hope,
however baseless, that perhaps Father Peter might advise him
to remain in his cottage, had stood between him and the
dceaded workhouse. But now that it was gone and the
the pauper's grave, presented thempauper's death -bed, and
selves to him, without the most distant chance of escaping
them, the desolation that came over his senses was almost stunning.

Sorrowfully then, most sorrowfully, did he turn his steps

we were going
now.

to say,

homeward, but

ulas

!

he had no home

Sorrowfully did he cast his last look on the

little

cross

now

gilded

by the warm rays

of the chapel;

!>](

of the setting sun, that stc/jd on
and slowly and painfully did he climb

flic hill
Arrived there, beLeading np to the old churchyard.
neath the lime trees, he paused to take one last and lingering
look around. The sun had set, but there was sufficient light
for him to recognize each well v
:id fondly,
though sorrowfully, did lie dwoll on the reoollr-rtums that each
awakened. At length his eye sought his owu cottage. The
chimney only could be seen amidst the trees; but he knew it

was his. There was smoke curling up from the chimneys of
most around, harbinger of the evening meal; but none came
out from his; and his eye seemed to penetrate into its cold looking and desolate interior, where his now idle loom formed almost the sole remaining furniture.
He could not bear the thought of returning to it It seemed
to him even colder and more comfortless than the grave.
He
was standing at the foot of one which had long been undisturbed, and over which the grass and thick curly moss had spread
a bed far softer than he had pressed for many a year. It
seemed far more inviting to his weary limbs, than his hard
mattress on the floor there below. The evening was calm and
mild so at length he laid down his stick, and seated himself
on the yielding turf. By degrees the inclination to lie down
came stronger upon him, and at last he reclined himself entirely upon it, and rested his weary and anxious head upon the
mossy pillow.
But his cares diminished not and, do what he would, he
could not bring himself to bow down, as he well knew he
;

ought, to the dispensations of Providence.
"
"
Patience," he said to himself,
yes, I must have patience.
I
know
it
but
I
fears
I
haven't
Well,
got it. It's all very well
to read about patience, sitting by a nice fire, with a good quartern loaf and a lump of cheese beside one, but it's not so easj
to practise it, when they are eaten up, and there's no
hope of
!

any more coming in their place aye, and it's all very well to
preach about patience to other people. O, Father Peter, I dara
say you believe what you say and I dare say it's all very good
and true but, change your snug little parlour for my cottage
Oh I
yonder, and let's see how you'd be able to preach then.
I thinks then you'd be a little more indulgent with such poor
old creatures as me, and not chide ua for want of resignation.
" Well, but ai'nt I
ungrateful to say so ? for your chidings
was always that of a father, and you've well made up for it by
many a good meal to poor old Andrew. May God bless-- you
for it, and keep you from such a sore trial as mine is."
" So
then," his thoughts went on after a pause, "there's no
hope left. I must go to the workhouse, and be locked up, and
have a pauper's dirty-looking dress put on me, for fear I should
run away and never be allowed to wander amongst the gravestones, to read the names of my old cronies, who lie here at
peace. Ah you were happy to be taken off befoie these sad
I wish I was with you.
I wish I was lying here below
times.
the quiet sod, with the wind singing sweetly through the lime
trees, and all my cares and sorrows buried beneath five feet of
earth 'twould be a more comfortable and happier place than
one of the coarse beds in the big house over yonder." * * * *
How long he went on in his reverie 'twere hard to say, for
occasionally it was broken by short fits of forgetfulness, when
the weariness produced by his morning's fast and his walk
brought sleep upon his eyelids.
Suddenly, however, he was awakened from it, by an apparHe lay for a moment
ent movement of ground beneath him.
trembling and quite paralysed with terror, wondering if he had
been dreaming, when the upheaving of the sod became too
He started to his feet,
sensible for him to doubt of its reality.
and would have fled, but fear took away, in the instant, the energy it had imparted, so that he clasped hold of a grave-stone
for support, and stood gazing in intense affright at the spot on
which he had been lying.
Slowly the turf was pushed up until it burst open, nnd disclosed a human form, endeavoring, as it were with difficulty,
to extricate itself from some entanglement below, rail
It soon suucei ded and stood before him.
making its way out.
;

!
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" Glad T'v&
got

free from that old fellow's coffin at last," was
i! divw its List foot out of the grave ; "posas
its exclamation,
more bent every year with
itively I think my logs are growing
11:i! how do you do Andrew, my old boy? hope
its weight.
Your rheumatism in no worse for sleeping on the grass! Do
It isn't
behind.
pray now, just knock the dust off my coat
much the worse for wear, is it? It only comes out once a year,

overhead

8

Only look now. this is the very spot to suit your
a bargain ?
"But," again faltered Andrew, "do you corpses there below
always hear the thoughts of those who sit npon your graves?
and are you allowed to come up and speak to them at your

fancy.

Is

?

it

will ?"

"Why
one

no! not always, at least," replied the other.

"But

the year a little liberty is permitted us to stretch
night
you know, so it ought to last."
Andrew stared in bewildered terror, unable to move a joint our legs on the turf, and get rid for awhile of the rather uneasy
I think I feel
or utter a word nay, hardly to breathe, and well might he be position in which some of us are lying. Ugh
in

!

a young man, somewhat

the corner of that big fellow's coffin pressing into my chest even
Have you never heard, Andrew, the sexton say, how he
now.

He was dressed
faded, however, evidently from dissipation.
in a very antique style, such as Andrew had never seen, save
in some very old pictures that were in the manor house, before

has sometimes found corpses turned round in their coffins? Poor
man, he was terrified to think they must have been buried
alive.
Nothing of the sort, I assure you. They had only

was pulled down. His coat was somewhat of a claret color,
reaching to the knees, and, if the phrase be allowed, full bottomed, and garnished moreover with lace and embroidery ; his
waistcoat was richer still, with long lappets half covering his
thighs and his nether garments were of a bright colored silk,
adorned at the knees with ribbons and silver buckles, the latter

shifted their position when they went into their graves again,
after their yearly night of freedom.
I have tried every possi-

UHt.i

mighed.

The

figure before

him was that

of

it

;

rather tarnished. There were buckles too, very large ones, on
his shoes, which were extremely pointed at the toes. And on
his head he wore a three-cornered pinched up hat, with a shining jewel and a long jaunty feather stuck on one side of it.
There he stood surveying himself as best he could from head

ble position myself, under the gouty alderman, but have at
length returned to my first one, though it does so grievously
incommode my back-bone and my shins. I hope the hunch is
not very visible. Is it?"

Andrew, by degrees, had been recovering his courage, and
the lively voice of his extraordinary visitor seemed to
awaken in his breast somewhat of the shrewdness that had

now

characterized him when younger.
"If you are as uncomfortable as

"I
you describe," said he,
yours would hardly be the bed I should choose to lie in.
One 'ud think there were many resting-places here bettor worth
having than yours."
"As for that, I don't think you'd find much difference in
reality," replied the ghostly fop, with a strange grimace, half
cence.
disappointment, half waggishness; "for you know, except on
"What a thing it is," he said, when he had completed his this one night in the year, we don't feel much of the incornmo" to be buried under a fat alderman
eurvey,
Why didn't he diousness of our lodgings. It is only when we get on the top
leave his body, as he did his money, in London ? What with of our graves, and find our joints all so put out of shape, that
But that would be no great
his corporation and his lead coffin, he has fairly pushed out a we wish to shift our quarters.
hunch in my back-bone ; " and he threw back his elbows, as if annoyance to you; for the old alderman could hardly set your
to reduce the fancied excrescence ; "and, what is even worse, legs awry, or bend your back more than rheumatism au'l old
Do you think I've age have done already. "
he has given me a pair of bandy legs.
"
"But why," aaked Andrew, "are you so solicitous to appear
them
Andrew
?
enough,
straightened
But as if doubtful on the matter, he proceeded to insert, elegant on this one night ? There's no one here, is there, to see
first one, and then the other, between two grave-stones that and admire you?"
"Oh!" said the visitor, hesitating, as if to find out some
were very near neighbors to each other, and essayed to imof the question, "I told you I was in hopes that you
their
much
as
have
evasion
seen
a
lad
symmetry,
prove
you may
try
would change places with me, and, of course, I should like to
to straighten a crooked stick.
Poor Andrew
he stood stock still in unmitigated terror, make an impression on my re-appearance in the world.
"I faith, and you would make an impression," said Andrew,
nnable to move or speak his mouth wide open, yet gasping
for breath his eyes dilated, and his old knees knocking against venturing even to laugh, "if you were to go down into the
But that ain't it," he
each other, as if the concentrated violence of a twenty years' village yonder in your present dress.
palsy had come upon him. At length, however, his extraor- pursued, taking a malicious pleasure in pressing a topic which,
" You have gome
dinary visitor perceived his agitation, and-at once tried to calm it. he clearly saw the other wished to avoid.
"Don't be afraid, Andrew," he said, "I'm very harmless; other reason for wishing to be so spruce. You expected to meet
always was to everybody but myself else, perhaps, I might other company to-cight, very different from old Andrew, the
have carried more wrinkles to the grave than you can see in my weaver."
face now," and he stroked down his cheeks with apparent comThe poor fellow looked puzzled, and unwilling to reply. The
placency ; though, all the while, Andrew could not help re- anxious expression of his face grew more marked but at
marking a certain air of anxiety in his countenance, quite at length, with a shrug of his shoulders, as much as to say,
variance with his lively tone of voice and free and easy manner.
"Well, I can't help it," he went on.
"
"To tell you the truth, Andrew," he went on, "I laid my
True, Andrew, you have guessed right. I do expect to
lungs to rest a little earlier than quite suited my own inclina- meet some other company. The church-yard is full of them
tions, and having heard you wishing to lie by, the fancy to already.
Every grave has by this time sent forth its inmate,
breathe a little more of this air, that you are opening your and they are engaged on every side of us, in the sports and
mouth so wide to catch, came upon me, and the thought, too, pursuits that suit them best. I do intend to pay my respects
that perhaps you wouldn't be unwilling to change places with to some of them before renewing my acquaintance with the
me. Eh! what say you to it, my old boy ? "
alderman's coffin, if you won't do that for me."
"
" Heard me
It was Andrew's turn to look awkward now, for his fears began
wishing to he by! at length stammered forth
"
Andrew. "Why, I never spoke at all!
again to get the better of him. It was not at all comfortable to
"No, not with your lips," was the reply. "But, as you laid think that he was alone, at midnight, surrounded by whole
your head on my grave, the thought that passed through it, generations of dancing corpses.
" Don't be alarmed at what I tell
seemed to echo very clearly even through the lend and fat of
you," said his companion
-Id alderman.
would
Now, you
like, wouldn't you, to get
ving his trouble. "It inrt often we catch a really live
rid of rheumatism and the workhouse, and to sleep
body amongst us, at this our revel, and if we do, he is seldom
beneath tho green sod, with the lime trees whispering sweetly wide awake like you.
Sometimes, indeed, a drunken pig of a

brushing off every particle of dust he could detect on
his habiliments, arranging his frills and ruffles, and, above all,
examining the symmetry of his tegs eyeing them in every
direction now front, now back, even stroking them down
gently with his hands, as if to feel if there were any excresto foot

;

I

!

;

tliinlc
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fellow has been found asleep

among the graves

;

and, I

must

have delighted in tweaking his nose, and pinching
his shins, and have given him some marks of our frolics, -which
he has been unable to account for the next day. But, in
SB,

-we

general, we ghosts are very civil; especially to those who wish,
like you, BO soon to join our company."
Andrew shuddered, a little his wishes in that respect were
undergoing a change, but he said nothing about it at present,
for policy and curiosity, too, counselled a different mode of
his courage, he resumed his
tactics.
So

again mustering up
attack upon the ci-devant fop.
"
Why can't I see all these fine folk yon tell me of ? If I am
so soon to take up my abode in the churchyard, it is but fair
that I should suit myself with lodgings.
Can't I have the

opportunity of asking a few others what they have to say for
their tenements?"
The disappointment of the ghost grew deeper but he said,
"As you have asked me, I can't refuse," and he stretched forth
He shrunk back from his
his hand towards the old man.
touch, but after repeated assurance that no harm was intended,
allowed his mysterious companion to lay his finger on his eye;

lids.

In an instant what a change came over the scene. Although
murky black, yet was the churchyard most

the sky above was

and as the sport went on

it grew wilder and madder, tfll In
outdo each other in their freaks and gambols,
A 'ulrew thought that some of them must have gone clean
over the tops of the lime-trees, and come tumbling through the

their efforts to

roofs of the cottages at the bottom of the hill. Yet,
withal,
whenever he could catch a glimpse of any of their countenances, he could not help remarking in them the same expression
of eager anxiety which had struck him in his first ghostly ac-

quaintance. And frequently, too, in the midst of their boisterous mirth, he saw them look fearfully upwards, and instantly avert their eyes as if they had met some most unwelcome object. He too looked up ; ar.d the cause of their ap-

The clock dial, high up on
prehension was at once apparent.
the steeple, seemed swelled out to proportions quite gigantic.
The figures on the disc glowed like living coals, and the huge
fingers streamed from the centre like jets of livid flame, as they
It looked to Andrew like the
pointed to the passing hours.
face of some huge monster, the presiding demon of these unholy revels, grinning on the scenes below, and mocking with
malignant delight at the chagrin of the revellers, as they saw the
His countenance too
hours of their joy fly so swiftly away.
grew troubled at the sight, and he turned away with a shudHitherto none of the boisterous crew around him had
der.
seemed to notice Andrew, so he turned to his spruce compan-

It was not the light of the sun, it was
brilliantly illuminated.
not the light of the moon, it was not possible to see whence it
proceeded, or how it was produced; but it pervaded every part,

ion who was still at his side, his face growing longer and more
melancholy as he watched the progress of the glowing index
over the fiery dial-plate, and begged of him to introduce him to

and was everywhere equally diffused, so that every grave-stone
was distinctly visible, and even the inscriptions legible to a

eome

considerable distance.
The church, too, stood forth more majestically than Andrew
had ever seen it. The pinnacles and battlements which had
been sadly dilapidated, were all perfect; the carved work that

had seemed so time-eaten, was restored

in all its sharpness

and

beauty ; the sculptured monsters in the string courses looked
truly hideous, in fact, almost endowed with life; the niches
were filled with saintly statues, and the tracery of the windows,
which had been quite removed from some, and in others hidden
plaster, was all renewed and the interstices
of their varied patterns were filled up with colored glass of the
richest dyes, through which there streamed a light, far

by brick-work and

surpassing in brilliancy even that which illuminated the churchyard, and decking the turf and the trees within its reach with
all the colors of the rainbow.
But the chancel it was scarcely possible to gaze upon its

windows ; and Andrew was obliged to shade his eyes with his
hand, to be able to look at them. They were filled with the
and statesmen, and wareffigies of saintly bishops, and priests,
and the old man could scarcely
riors, and queens and virgins

He thought that
from the glorious vision.
could not show anything more beautiful. But he
was at length disturbed from his contemplation of it, by the
He turned to look
rout which was growing wild around him.
dark
in contrast with the
seemed
a
moment
for
everything
his vision grew
brilliancy he had been gazing upon, but soon
clearer, and he could see it all.
Men and women of all ranks and ages, and of every variety
of dress and manner that fancy could depict, were engaged in
the wildest tumult of pleasure. The churchyard seemed instill its
definitely enlarged to hold the motley multitude, yet
The most extravagant
belt of gigantic limes encircled it.
Tam-o-Shanter's dance of
pictures of fairy or hobgoblin revels,
witches, or the midnight orgies witnessed by Faust in the
tear

away

heaven

his eyes

itself

Hartz mountains, were nothing compared to what now
Andrew's astonished eyes. Nine-pins, and bowls, and
a thousand other games that he had
skittles, and hockey, and
never dreamt of, were going on with an ardor and eagerness
such as had never entered into the hardest struggles of his
vouth. Now a party at football swept past him, regardless of
madly they dashed over
grave-stones, or rails, or monuments
every obstacle in pursuit of their headlong game anon ho
was enveloped in ft whirl of dancers, who circled round him
with a rapidity that would put to shame the giddiest waltz ;

met

;

;

of the

company.

He

did so, stating the wishes of the old man, aa he understood them, to exchange places with one or other of them, it
he could suit himself. He was immediately overwhelmed with
One would have him to go here, to see what a lovely
offers.

view was commanded from the spot where hiB grave was situbare by
ated, but he remarked how it was trodden completely
the numerous visitors, who had made use of it to help them to
another to
enjoy the prospect. Then he was dragged away by
but he had that very day seen
see his beautiful monument
the lads jumping across it
aye, he had himself when a boy,
danced on the slab that covered it. Now he was pulled here,
now there, till his old limbs seemed to partake of something of
the agility of the goblins that surrounded him, and his blood
ran young again through his veins, as he was carried over the
But he had
top of the highest grave-stones without an effort.
some fault to find with every locality so in succession they
:

;

;

him in despair to join again the mad revel.
At length an imposing old gentleman, in a flowing wig and
saluted him with the greatest politerichly embroidered coat,
have the honor of offering him
ness, requesting that he might
" We cannot
go to
a truly comfortable bed inside the church.
gee it just now," said he, "but.no doubt, you recollect the
beautiful marble tomb at the end of the south aisle, where the
disconsolate widow, surrounded by her lovely children, is

left

I am that
weeping over the urn of her dear departed husband.
husband ; and he covered his face with his hands, as if to hide
his tears.

But Andrew doubted whether there were any

tears to be hid-

his boyish days he
den, for he well recollected the tomb. In
had many a time followed parties of sight-seers into the
and had heard the sexton descant on the merits of this

church,

identical tomb, which covered the remains of one of the possessors of the manor house, where, as has been said, he had

seen the old pictures. In fact, he thought he recognized the
old gentleman, as the original of one of the portraits, though,
more stiff
if it were a correct effigy, he must have been much
and formal in life than now.
But Andrew recollected, also, a little bye anecdote connected
with this some monument, to the effect, that the disconsolate
had so much
widow, who looked so sorrow-Stricken in marble,
the
flesh and blood in her real constitution, that almost before
of the tomb was dry, aye, in less than six months from
death of her first, she hnd cast herself into the arms of a
husband, nnd had afterwards combined with him to
seen to cling
the
very children, who, in the marble, were
strip

cement
tlio

!
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This had been
to her so affectionately, of all their property.
the ruin of the family. For law and extravagance soon pulled
the estates to pieces, and, within Andrew's

own

recollection,

had pulled down the house.

He

merely signified to
the polite old man, that he well knew the tomb, but expressed
his surprise that he should be willing to surrender so respectable and comfortable a resting place, in exchange for one of

But

all this

Andrew kept

to himself.

the poorest cottages in the village below.
"
Why, as for the matter of that," he replied,

"I

place there keeps it very dry, and not altogether uncomfortable.
Indeed, I don't know if it is not quite as pleasant as the old
"
hall there used to be.
Andrew thought, perhaps he was not far out there, for there
was a rumor afloat, that the disconsolate widow was about as

kind to her spouse before his death, as she was faithful

after.

and listened.
you, my dear Andrew," the old Gent, went on,
" I was alall seemed as if by inspiration to know his name
and
shall
be
most happy
to
others,
ways fond of doing a service
his tongue

you my monument as a resting place for your sorrows."
Andrew did not exactly understand this disinterestedness
He had a vague notion of having heard his grandfather say,
that one of the very disinterested lords of the old manor house,
to offer

nad contrived, by lending money to his neighbors amidst the
greatest professions of friendship, to gain possession of many of
their broad fields, and, among others, of some belonging to his

(Andrew's) own family. And he had a shrewd suspicion, too,
that this very affectionate old gentleman was the identical personage. So he could not help imagining that there was something .in the back ground which he was unwilling to have

known, and he was confirmed in his surmise, by seeing lurking
amidst his smiles, that anxious look which he had observed in
all, and the quick and troubled glance at the fiery clock.
So he pressed the old fellow with a few more questions. He
goon became awkward and embarrassed, and at length, to avoid
a direct explanation, made a most profound and obsequious
bow, and disappeared behind one of the buttresses of the
church.

And now Andrew stood alone. The revel continued around
him. It had grown wilder than ever ; and the laughter more
loud and boisterous. But, at the same time, it seemed to Andrew's ears to sound hollow and lugubrious there was some;

inexpressibly discordant, and ever and anon, he was
doubting whether he were listening to bursts of merriment or

thing in

it

despairing shrieks. The light, too, appeared to have changed.
It was as bright as ever, but had become sickly and ovewpread
everything with a paleish blue, like that produced by the
flame of spirits of wine and the demon-like face of the clockdial above, grown more gigantic than ever, poured forth a
flickering flame from the figures and hands, which now moved
visibly onwards with a hissing sound.
Fear, such as he had never experienced before, came creep-

ing over the limbs of the old man, and seemed to be curdling
his blood. He turned round, with the intention of' escaping from
this scene of unholy revehy, for such he now regarded it, when
he once more encountered his friend of the claret colored coat.

how changed

Why

seemed like balls of rolling fire; yet could he see in them the
working of a grief such as tongue might not utter.
"
was his
I am constrained to
Listen,"
reply.
speak, since you have asked.

were, endowed with
they are not here."
it

"Then where

have no

in the
particular reason to be dissatisfied with my position
south aisle. The family pew is by the side of it, and the fire-

But again he held
" I assure

"
have yon become BO
scarcely less than his companion.
sorrowful; and why is everything so chan;
He looked into the eyes of the poor fellow as he spoke. They

life,

"Again,

All these bodies that

yon

see,

have souk belonging to them

as

but

are they?" exclaimed Andrew, gasping for

breath.

"In Hell."
Andrew almost sunk
he

said,

to the

with a convulsive

ground with

start.

'

"

In hell !"
affright.
is it possible, then,

How

so joyous and full of mirth?"
"Were we not joyous and full of mirth," replied the miserable form before him, "whilst we were in this life ?
And yet,
did we not know even then, what must be our portion ?
Are
that

you are

all

who strive to drown, in the tumult of
worldly things and worldly pleasures, the voice that comes up
from below, to tell them of the abyss of eternal torture that is
yawning beneath their feet ? What wonder then that we should
spend these few hours of freedom allowed to our bodies, in
such revelry as you have witnessed 1
Useless would it be for
us to spend them otherwise; we cannot reverse the doom that
is upon us.
But those who are still in life, are they not truly
insane, as once were we ? For they may escape our miseries if
there not thousands now,

You have
they will, but they will not, and yet seem joyous.
wondered, too, that we were all so anxious to exchange places
with you, but do you wonder now ?
Oh Andrew Andrew !
if we could have only one of those days
only one of those
hours, that you are so anxious to get rid of, how would we not
How would we not employ them in doing penance !
rejoice
how would we not welcome your poverty and your sorrows, if
we might use them, as you may, now ! Farewell forget not
what you have seen and heard and may we never meet again,"
Quite bewildered between pity for the unfortunate beings, of
whose revels he had been the unwilling spectator, and fear for
himself, Andrew stood for some time rivetted to the spot ; and
a confusion came over him as if he had fainted, which took
from his sight all the strange objects that were around him.
By degrees, however, his senses seemed one by one to awaken,
and when at length his eye-sight grew clear, he found himself
It was
standing opposite to the western door of the church.
partly open ; and through it there gushed forth a flood of
light, as intensely brilliant as that which bursts from the
smelting furnace, when the cake of clay is pierced to let forth
He could see too, from a shadow on the
the liquid iron.
gravel pathway before the door, that some one was standing
just within the threshold, and a strange curiosity, mingled still
with a little apprehension, impelled him, as it were iiresistibly,
As he drew near the figure, whose shadow he
to approach.
had remarked, hastily took held of the door, as if to close it, to
prevent his entrance; but, on looking at him, only threw it
!

!

!

wider open, and invited him to enter.
It was an old and apparently wayworn man, who was thus
acting the part of verger ; and judging from hie appearance,
Andrew thought that poverty hud weighed upon him even
His face TO%S wan, and marked with
heavier than on himself.

His dress hung loose about him. A great deep-drawn furrows; he was lame too, and in his gait there was
and his legs were truly dis- something that told of intense and long-continued pain.
His
His ruffles and frills, and his long hair had become clothes were old and tattered, and evidently had not been made
torted.
lank and spiritless, and the feather in his hat drooped mourn- to his measure; for while one article of dress hung loose and
But,

hump had grown
fully over his

!

out on his back

now

;

you have made up your 'mind, Andrew," he said,
despondingly. "I boded little good from introducing you to

flabby about his liinbs, his cat strove in vain to reach hia
nether garments, and the cuffs of his sleeves nearly touched his
Still there was a cheerful, though subdued serenity
elbows.

our revels

in his countenance,

"I

ghastly features.

see,

;

but I could not

resist the

laws of the Church-yard,

and an inexpressibly sweet hilarity in his

when yoa asked to see them. My hopes are all over now, and voice, very different from the forced mirth of those among wtiom
I must soon lay my bones again in their low and loathsome Andrew had been spending the first part of the night.
MI
it was one of that wretched crew
he
bed, to await another" a shudder ran over his liinbs as he
spoke this, making the long feather in his hat quiver like an
" and a more fearful
aspen leaf
waking."
"What can all this mean ?" cried Andrew, himself quaking

thought
without,"
"that wanted to intrude into the holy place.
But I see
you, Andrew. Come in you're welcome here,"

said,
it's

Andrew

stared.
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"You're surprised that I know your name," continued
new acquaintance, "but it's not the first timo -we've
met. Do you recollect, some two or three years ago, a totterYou
ing old man coming to your door to beg a bit of bread ?
made him sit down with you and share your dinner. You
did'nt know I was a Catholic, nor did I know that you were one
of my faith; but you gave me charity for the love of God, and
1 blessed you in my heart; and He, for whose love you shared
That was the last
your meal with me, has heard my blessing.
meal I ever tasted.
I was, after that, rejected from door to
door, till I sunk down exhausted, and was discovered by some
countrymen, only time enough to be carried to some cottage
near, and to hare the assistance of your good Father Peter
before I died.
Now I can give you some return for your
I am the last comer here, so am by rule the verger.
charity.
Come in, you will see what will do you good."
Andrew followed him, and he closed the door.
But what a
It was
sight presented itself to the sight of the old weaver
with difficulty he could recognize the spot where he was standing yet he knew that it was beneath the tower he had often
been there when a lad, for he had been rather fond of coming
his

!

;

to assist his old cronies in tolling the funeral bell.
But then
it was a dark and dingy hole, strewed about with grave-tools,
and coals, and faggots. There used to be a dilapidated bier
standing in one corner, and a gaily painted fire-engine in another, with its

uncouth black leathern buckets dangling in a
it.
Then the ceiling was low, cutting
in two parts its solitary narrow window, and it was nothing
better than the rough uncased beams and boards of the belfry
floor.
There was also a brick unplastered wall to divide it
from the church, through which a door of unplaned boards led
into the nave; and the walls, and beams, and boards, and every
nook and every crevice were coated with a groundwork of dust,
and festoons of cobwebs, which seemed not to have been dis-

row on the wall above

turbed for centuries.

But now all that was unsightly, or betokened Diligence,
was gone.
The ceiling of black old oak, panelled and deeply
moulded, had ascended nigh up into the tower, above the top
of the great west window, which, half blocked up, had hitherto
lighted only the belfry, but now stood forth in all the imposing
The dust and cobwebs on
grandeur of its matchless tracery.
the walls had made way for quaint inscriptions and pious emblems. The unplastered brick wall was quite cleared away,
revealing to view an arch of noble yet graceful proportions ;
massive, as well it should be, to carry the tall tower and
but, at the same time elegant, from the wellepire above
marked and numerous lines of its deep sunk mouldings. And
now the eye ranged unobstructed through the whole length of
But here too, how was not everything
the pillared nave.
A lofty screen of the most delicate tracery now
changed
stretched across it, separating it from the chancel.
It was of
oak; but little of the bare wood was visible, for it seemed one
blaze of burnished gold, relieved, and its splendor heightened
here and there by the brightest colors.
The arch above had
been formerly blocked up with plaster, and on the surface thus
obtained, the Queen's arms, supported by the fabled lion and
unicorn, together with the names of the churchwardens under
whose auspices the church had once been whitewashed, were
rudely painted. But these emblems of a national religion had
given place to the more universal one of Christianity. Xhe
screen was [now surmounted by a majestic cross which reached
almost to the centre of the arch. It was exquisitely carved,
and glowed with gold and colors, and even, as Andrew thought,
with precious stones. He had never before seen one so large,
except in pictures, and it at once absorbed all his attention.
Yet not the cross for there hung One upon it with his arms outstretched, disfigured and distorted, yet beautiful to look upon
even in his agony and this it was that rivetted his eyes to the
spot. It was not like one of those brass or ivory representations
of the crucifixion of Jesus, which he had often seen, and by
many of which he had been greatly affected. The impression
which they conveyed to the mind was feeble, as compared witl>
what he felt as he gazed on that before hiTn, It seemed fc; bs
;

!

;

;

and blood.
upon him, at once

of real flesh

He could fancy the

eyes looked stead-

and in love that the
was heaving in agony, the limbs quivering and convulsed, and
that the blood was actually trickling from the wounds
And,
oh what wounds
Though deep, and wide, and jagged, they
excited no horror, no repugnance.
They were most pleasant
fastly

in sorrow

;

!

!

to behold

;
yea, they shone with a radiance mild, yet brighter
than the ruby. And beside the cross, as if substitutes for the
lion and unicon, stood Mary and John, but with such an agony
of grief depicted on their countenances, that the tears ran down,
the old cheeks of Andrew when he looked at them.
Banged along the screen were seven other figures. At hrst
Andrew took them for groups of lamps or candlesticks, so brilliant was the light that streamed from them ; but, by gazing
steadfastly, he saw that they were mysterious figures like angels, with wings above closed over their heads, and wings below
hiding their legs and feet, and wings expanded ou each side as
if
supporting them ; and all these wings seemed filled with eyes,
whence came forth a brightness too dazzling to be long looked
upon. Behind the screen a mass of light was spread, like a
cloud of more than meridian brightness, but it was impossible

to recognize anything within it.
Having at length satisfied himself with this

glorious scene,

man

turned to look around the church, though ever and
anon his eyes wandered back to the mild countenance of the
crucified Saviour and his resplendent wounds.
Here, too, he
the old

found everything changed. Galleries, and pews, and pulpit,
and reading desk, and all the appurtenances of modern worship and modern comfort were gone here, as beneath the
tower, the old beams of the roof had shaken off their dust and
cobwebs, and instead were decked out with varied colors, vieThe ceiling, reaching
ing in brilliancy with the rainbow.
up to the very apex of the high pitched roof, was of a deep
The bosses were nil
azure, sprinkled over with stars of gold.
restored and gilded. The corbels and projecting heads of the
beams were held up by angels, arrayed in flowing vests of white
and gold, and bearing shields charged with the emblems of
sorrow and redemption. Numerous coronas of antique form
were suspended from the roof they, too, glittering with gold
and colors, and filled with lighted tapers, which diffused a soft
n the walla
yet intense light over the whole of the church. Ev<
were resplendent with azure and vermilion, and green and purand flowing
ple, harmoniously blended together in graceful
in gold and touchpatterns, intermingled with rich ornaments
ing emblems among which the monog cam of mercy and of
and purity, the
love, the name of Jesus, and that of hope
name of Mary, both surmounted by shining crowns, were most
frequent and conspicuous. Statues, too, of holy saints, standintervals along
ing in gorgeous niches, were disposed at
and the very pillars wre enwreathed with
the walls
with mov ng leglowing fillets of red and blue, surcharged
font had been
The
help."
"Mary,
mercy;"
"Jesus,
gends
Its
carried back to its old situation, near the south porch.
chaste tracery was all restored, and a carved canopy of gilded
*
oak had replaced the uncouth lid that Andrew recollected
have seen upon it.
As he continued his survey, he found that all the tombs of
modern days had also disappeared even that which had stood
in the south aisle, and which the old gentlemen, its occupant
had so kindly offered to him. But on the floor, opposite to
where it had stood, and hitherto probably concealed by the
boarded floor of the family pew adjoining, were two full length
;

;

a knight and his lady of polished brass, beneath
elaborate canopies of the same metal, the interstices and lines
On the
tinted in various colors.
being all filled up with wax,
the tomb itself, just beneath the
by
occupied
formerly
spot
with all its ornaments and apwindow, there was now an altar
mentioned before being transformed
the
fire-place
;
purtenances
which was stuck
into a sacrarium and a cupboard for books,
on the opposite side, into a canopied niche
against the pillar
the patron that is, the "atrou of Mie
containing the statue of
the sainted Edward.
altar, not of the living
the corresponding end of the north aisle, an equally st iking
effigies of

;

M
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change had taken place. There had formerly born the churchwardens' pew, and behind it a graceful arch lind been walled
up, so as to cut off a portion of the aisle, and form the vestry
by the side of the chancel. But the pew and the wall, and another too which had filled up an arch opening into the chancel
itself had vanished, and been replaced by screens, if possible,
of more delicate and fairy-like tracery than the great one beneath the rood and now this desolate looking recess, in which
an uncouth iron-bound chest and sundry pegs on which to hang
the parson's gown and surplice had been the only furniture,
had become a chapel, where ornaments and enrichments had
been bestowed with a more lavish hand than in any other part
Nor was it diffiof the church which Andrew had as yet seen.
cult to guess the reason the tower of ivory, the mystic ark, the
star, the lily, and many other emblems of her whom all generations were to call blessed, and which were scattered over the
walls, the beams, the rafters, and the screens, would have sufeven
ticvntiy shown to what sweet saint this spot was dedicated,
if there had not been just outside, beneath a canopy of azure
and gold, the statue of this most blessed amongst women, holding in her arms the thrice blessed fruit of her womb.
Just opposite this lovely chapel, but a little way removed into the centre of the aisle, was a figure of one who seemed to
have chosen this spot for his resting-place, that so he might
Andrew well recolsleep secure beneath the glance of Mary.
lected the ponderous tomb but it hod been sadly dilapidated,
and almost hidden too by cumbrous pews. But now it stood
alone in the centre of the aisle, protected by a low railing of
curiously wrought iron, with sockets at the angles for wax
tapers, which even now were there and burning brightly, as if
emblematic of the hope that had lighted them. The tomb itBelf was polished black marble, divided at the aide into compartments by canopied tracery and in each compartment was
the hooded figure of a beadsman engaged in prayer. Upon the
slab was the recumbent effigy of a knight, all clothed in armor.
His bare head rested on his plumed helmet, his feet were supported by a noble dog, the emblem of fidelity, and his hands
w?re clasped upon his breast as if in prayer.
Out what most astonished Andrew, who, in his admiration of
the changed aspect of the old church, had unconsciously wandered to the Lady chapel just described, was, to see by the side
of his tomb, a little in advance of it, so as to be directly opposite the statue of the Virgin Mother, a kneeling figure the exact
counterpart of that on the monument. It was clothed in dark
but sbining armor, that reflected back the light of the candles
that burnt around the tomb its hands were clasped as in the
marble effigy, but its face was upturned towards that of the
blessed Mary, with an expression of most ardent supplication.
:

;

;

;

The
round

curiosity excited by this spectacle, mode
for the old verger to ask for an explanation,

Andrew look

when, for the
first time, he perceived that the bewilderment caused by the
unlocked for burst of glory which he had been surveying, had
hindered him from observing that the church was full of peoIt was really thronged, with the exception of a narrow
ple.
space down the middle of the nave, which served at once for a
passage and to divide the sexes, for the men wer ranged on the
epistle side, the women, with one exception, that of the mailclad knight, on the other. Like him all were on their knees
like him, too, all seemed engaged in silent but no doubt most
earnest prayer, for they seemed insensible to everything around
them their hands were clasped firmly together, and their
breasts wero heaving, not rapidly indeed, nor convulsively, yet
with an energy that told better than words of the desires that
i

;

;

were pent up within.
They were of all ages and conditions in life, and dressed
after a strange variety of fashions; but Andrew could not help
remarking, how, generally speaking, those who wore what he
fancied to be the most ancient costume, were nearest to the
chancel, and that the dress gradually became, more modern as it
approached the door, so much so that at the very bottom of the
church he. fancied he could recognize some cloaks and bonnets
which were quite familiar to him, yet he could not cull to mind
who had been the wearers of tham.

He would very much have wished to draw closer to some of
these and speak to them, but he dared not, for it seemed to him
as if it would be a
IIcruelty to disturb their devotions.
tented himself, therefore, willi looking at them, till their devoseemed to become contagious, for the desire to join in it
came strongly upon him, and he would have knelt down by
the side of the black knight, before the shrine of Mary, had notthe old verger, who was still at hie side, touched him, and
whispered to him, "Not yet, Andrew, your turn is not come
tion

yet."

The sound of his voice, though he spoke in a whisper,
Andrew for a moment, so discordant did it seem with
the silent devotion of the mute figures around; but still it broko
startled

the magic of the scene, so that he himself no longer feared to
speak, and to ask the meaning of what he saw.
"It is given to us, Andrew," his companion replied, "to know
many things that go on in the world we have left, especially if
they concern us in any way; and this is permitted to us both as
a punishment and a consolation. You have wished to die, that

you may escape the troubles that threaten you. You have
been holding converse with those who have been condemned,
but cannot find any one among them with whom you would
change places. Another trial is now permitted to you.
any one here with whom you would make an exchange,
I suppose I needn't mention myself; the poor verger, who has
only just entered upon his office, cannot hope to give up his
charge so soon. Well, God's will be done." And h cast a
look of unbounded resignation on the rood, where hung Jesus
between Mary and John.
"What!" said Andrew, "you don't mean to say that any one
here, aye, even yourself, would be willing to change places
with me. Would you leave this glorious church to return to
the rough world to live in such a cottage as mine is ? You
have seen it, you say, then you know how poor it is, yet it is
lite to

Is there

changed, aye sadly changed, ever since then. O, for my part,
I would wish for nothing better than to live and die here."
"Yet," his guide proceeded, "there is not one here who
would not joyfully change places with you. Aye, if your cottage and your lot were ten times worse than they are, only the

more joyfully would they be welcomed."
"How!" cried Andrew. "Why," and he began again

to be
are you?"
"O, no fear," said the verger, ''we are your brethren, and
loving ones too, and grateful."
"Grateful, for what?" asked Andrew, "what can I have

"who

afraid

done to deserve your love ?"

"Have you not often," replied his venerable guide, and he
looked at him with an expression of the most thankful affection
as he spoke, "when you knelt before the altar of the little
'
chapel there down in the valley, prayed, May the souls of the
'

1:

faithful departed rest in peace?
In an instant the truth flashed

on the mind of Andrew.
beheld kneeling before the image of Him who
died for them, were the bodies of souls in purgatory and they
were employing this their night of freedom, not like the condemned wretches outside, in gaiety and and jollity, but in earnest prayer, if so they might move heaven to shorten the period

These

whom he

:

of imprisonment.

How did he not now look upon them with an increased interand a loving pity. A f eeling of veneration even caine over

est

him, for he knew that though they were
ven, yet

was

their salvation secure

perhaps in a few
saints in bliss

;

and

days,

now barred from
some

hea-

them
would be reigning amongst the

that, at the

day

;

that soon,

of

of

judgment, every one

of

these bodies, even that of the ragged and limping verger at flis
side, would be seen shining brighter than stars, aud clothed in

garments more brilliant than the sun.
Aroused by the thought, he once more cast his eyes around,
to see if he could recognize any of the old frequenters of the
chapel amongst the congregation. For he himself had fol
many to their last home, under the north wall of the church,
most of the Catholics had been buried but. :IK
yj\rd, where
Many a drees of very rh
before, kis curiosity was foiled.
'

;
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did he distinguish, but with the
exception of the old beggar
at hie Bide, he oould not
recognize the lineaments of even one.
But as he looked his countenance
gradually fell, and it was plain
that some unpleasant
thought -was taking possession of his

mind.

The assembled crowd was very great, and he
would.Tiave wonhow the old church could hold it, had it not 'seemed to

dered

Mm as he began to think of the difficulty,

that, like the churchthe congregation ; still,
however, retaining its original characteristics, for there was not
an aroh, nor a pillar, nor a window more or less than usual.
But what troubled Andrew was this. He had before observed
that those who wore a more ancient form of dress were nearest
to the chancel ; as he looked now more
he
to

yard,

reckon

it

had accommodated

how long

itself to

attentively,

began

a time some of them must have been
here, for
he was close beside one who must have lived when noble
knights went forth to court or battle-field all clothed in iron

armor

he had much to pay. For he had
wronged God as well aa man.
He had robbed Him of his honor himself, he had
given scandal
to others both
by his provocations and by his bad example,
where he ought to have been a guide to
goodness; so when the
short time allowed to him was
over, and after to had done
everything in his power, there still remained much for him to
"
pay, both to God and man.
"Yes, yes," cried Andrew, more sorrowfully than ever, "God
is truly merciful and
It was merciful in Him to
just.
accept
the repentance of such a man at
all; but then He has been just
too, for He has required three hundred
years of punishment."
" his
"After all," resumed the old
verger,
long stay amongst
us is not entirely his own fault."
"How sot" asked Andrew; "who is to blame then?
surely
not God, for you told me how
just He is."
"Wait a bit, and I'll explain it to
you," was the reply, "and
perhaps then you'll understand what I see has puzzled
you,

and he thought too that several others whom he saw
;
why people now-a-days get so slowly through Purgatoiy. It
crowd wore a no less antiquated garb than his. "
Now," isn't entirely their own fault neither.
You see that tomb
he said to himself, "it must have been a sight of
years since there, with the monks around it praying, that tells
you somedied.
Do
they
people then remain in purgatory so many hun- thing of what he did to
help him to pay the debts which he
dreds of years ? "
owed to God.
" He made
But as he looked lower down the church, his train of
rich gifts to the chapel
thought
there, and left money for
became still more dispiriting. For he remarked that
ft
few
pnest to offer up a mass every day for his own soul and all
very
who wore anything approaching to a modern dress had advanced the souls in
purgatory. He gave great moneys to the poor albeyond the middle of the church. They must have got on very so, and ordered that
every poor peison that came to his funeBlow.
ral, should have a cloak and a dole of bread and meat
and so
He could no longer repress his desire to know the
meaning you may guess that his was a funeral worth talking of. For
Of this, so at length referred the matter to his
guide for ex- his sudden conversion was noised abroad, the more so as before
planation.
so many had suffered from his
" In the main
cruelty and his hard-heartedness.
you're right, Andrew," he replied, "some have So people came
flocking from all sides, some for curiosity, but
to upend a weary
while
in
long
purgatory, and perhaps we of most to pray for his soul for they knew that he would 'hava
modern times get through it more slowly than our ancestors." much need of
And of these some came in gratitude,
prayers.
"But why is this," exclaimed Andrew "I have ever heard because
they had received back part at least of what he had
that God's mercies are above all His
works; is He less merciful taken from them some came for the warm cloak and doles for
to us than to our ancestors ? "
the poor, but more from
pure Christian charity, because they
"
No, not so," rejoined the old man, " God is truly merciful, had been
taught that it was good to pray for the dead.
and His mercy does not change with times and
" Seldom
even in those days, had such a
persons; but
procession been
then He is just too, He must have His due. Don't
you recol- seen as that which wound through the valley from the hill over
lect having heard about the
prison from which ao one u let yonder, where stood his
There was an
castle, to the Church.
"
out till he has paid the utmost
almost endless train of poor men and
farthing?
all carrying
women,
"Yes," said Andrew despondingly; for he thought of hfg lighted tapers and
wearing the cloaks that had been given them ;
own debts, and sighed at the prospect of having to
pay evwy there were the bareheaded monks of more than one monastery
farthing of those.
"Yes, I see it now, we are more cold and with their processional crosses and
lamps there were the par
negligent, and more wicked than those of old. It is just that ish priests and curates for miles
around, all in long white surwe should have more to pay. "
plices, and each with his goodly torch of wax ; and the retain"
No, not exactly that neither," answered the verger. "Peo- ers, and friends, and mourners tlwt
followed, were too many to
ple have been pretty much the same for wickedness in
every be reckoned. And as they wound along through the lanes, and
age. I don't mean to say there haven't been some variations across the
green fields, and up the path to the church-yard, the
here and there in that respect, but that ain't it has made all
murmur of their prayers and the sound of the chanting, as it
the difference. Look you now at that
knight in armor, he is rose from the lengthened line, seemed to float
up to the clouds
one of the ancient times, and his sins were
big enough even as if determined to obtain some
And without a doubt
mercy.
for our days, Andrew.
And only that he repented just in it did obtain some
mercy for him and some relief and if all his
time, and made what amends he could for his
plunderings, and designs had been carried out in the same
spirit, and with the
his burnings, and his
robberies, he would be this night outside same fidelity, he would
long since have passed in there," and
with those miserable revellers. "
he pointed with his finger towards the
"
glowing chancel' AnO, I see," said Andrew, " his power and his riches have drew was too much
absorbed in the history of the black
knight
made him a heavy debtor. It would have been better for him to
observe the gesture, so he only asked the
verger to proceed.
to have been poor like you and me."
" He left in his
will," the old man went on, " directions for
"Listen," continued the verger. "He did every
thing he the building of twelve alms-houses, and funds for the
support
could to repair his faults when God
gave him grace to repent. of twelve poor men, in honour of the twelve
poor fishermen
But his time, you see, was short. He couldn't find out all
that whom our Lord chose for his apostles. He would have
built
he had injured. He had made for himself a
large estate by the houses himself before he died, if time had been allowed
and
frauds
his
oppressions
upon
neighbors; it was no easy him. He ordered one of his memoirs to be
given to a commatter to split it up again, and to give to each one his
own; munity of Cistercian monks, and a monastery to be built You
not to mention that many had gone
away never to return, and know the spot, Andrew, it is called Monks' Farm even now.
ethers had died, and their families
perished and been' for- O, if ii were existing still, I should not have been left
dying by
gotten."
the way-side, nor would you have to
"
go to the work-house^ All
Then," said Andrew, "why did he not make restitution to this was
done
his
punctually
by
heirs, for men in those days
th poor and to God's Church? I have
always learned that were afraid of interfering with the last wills of their
relations,
tht is what should be done, when the rightful
owners cannot especially if they gave any thing to God's
poor or His Church.
b found."
And many a fervent prayer went up to heaven from those almsfor that he did his best, Andrew. But
still, after ail,
houses, and that cloister for him who had built them or the
in the

;

;

;

;

;

;

"U
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good of bis poor soul. And if they had continued till now,
such prayers would long ago have helped him into heaven."
" And it is becanse he built the
monastery I suppose," said
Andrew, "that those monks are placed round his tomb. How
pious they look, even in the marble, but I never observed it
before, they seem to be holding something broken in their
hands."

"Ah," sighed the

verger, "it used to

be

but
would have
which they
which we are

their rosary,

these, like their prayers, are wanting now ; and it
seemed a mockery to restore them, when that of

emblems is passed away.
speaking, nil England was, as
are

In the days of
were, one great rosary

it

its

;

villages and hamlets were like so many little beads, its cities
with their cathedrals and monasteries were the greater ones,
and they were all bound together by the communion of

But it is broken to pieces now, like those that used to
be in those marble hands, and that poor knight and all of us
saints.

are the sufferers."
" It was the
Reformation, as
all this,"

it is called,

I suppose, that did

answered Andrew.

'Yes," his companion answered. "And it -was not long
poor knight was dead that it began. The little monwas one of the first to be seized on by king
astery
after the

Harry the Spoiler the alms-houses followed in the next reign ;
then the daily mass in the Lady chapel was abolished as superstitious, and the knight has been left ever since to pray for
himself, as you see him, one night in the year and to suffer
every other day and night, till he had paid the long debt that
;

he owes to his master. Nor is his a solitary case there is
more than one here, and many elsewhere, who would long
since have gone from among us, if the institutions of the old
times had not been swept away, and their funds put into the
"
pockets of those who care more for the living than the dead.
"But how is it," asked Andrew, in some astonishment,
" that
you know all these things so pat, and can talk about
them so finely ? You were only a miserable beggar, and have
only just come in here you say, where have you of a sudden
;

all your learning?"
" I told
you before," was the reply, "that we are allowed to
know many things whilst we are here, whether they be past or
But this,
present, especially what affects our own interests.
though it may seem a privilege, often only increases our sufferings and hi my own case, J, must confess most justly."

got

;

"

How so ?" Andrew

inquired.
I was in life I was rather given to
grumbling, a fault which in truth is too common with us poor
Most of the sins for which I am now in Purgatory have
folk.

Instead of cloaks for the poor, there are gloves, and
and hat-bands for the rich instead of doles, a feast
for the relations instead of prayers, common-place condolosilk scarfs

OI
ments, too often laughter, and even riot and debauchery.
the many footsteps of a procession of old, slowly pacing
through the church-yard were beautiful, for you know it is
" How beautiful are the feet of them that
written,
preach the
gospel of peace, of them that bring glad tidings of good
things ;" (Rom. x. 15.) Their sound was truly like glad tidings whispered through the regions of the dead. But th
measured tread of a modern funeral falls dull and heavy on
the soil, and finds no responsive echo in the hearts of the
sleepers.

"Now-a-days they carry us to the grave without a cross to
guide our way, or a torch to light us on our dreary path ; all is
cold and meaningless, and dark, and gloomy. Aye, and Catholics too, though they profess to beb'eve in Purgatory, are little
if any better than the rest.
They place us in unconsecrated
mould, without a blessing, without a prayer, because it is too
far to go to a Catholic burial ground, or because in the Protestant one there is some other mouldering carcass to which we
were once supposed to be related.
Perhaps they put up an
unsightly tombstone, and think they have done wonders, if
they carve a cross upon it, or add at the bottom three letters
But there they
signifying a wish that we may rest in peace.
stop, and we may rest in peace for them, for they will trouble
themselves no farther about us.
" If
any come to the church-yard now, it is to saunter abmit
in idleness, or to find out which is the oldest grave-stone, or to
read the doggerel rhymes that have taken the place of.the good
old charitable inscriptions and if they chance to light upon
one where they see a cross, they say 'O, he was a Catholic', they
see the words at the foot begging for peace for the weary soul,
but even in repeating them they mean not to pray ; they forget
that in the grave below, there is probably a brother or a sister
who needs their aid, and who cries out to them by the only emblem which at one time a persecuting age permitted to them,
'have pity on me, at least you my friends."
Grave-stones,
and tombs, and monuments, were not intended to be merely
ornaments, or memorials of mortality, or the trumpeters of
pride, but they should be humble suppliants for prayer, and
such they were once but who, even among Catholics, looks on
them as such now ? who, when he reads the epitaph of a brother
in the faith, ever thinks of uttering a Do profundia, or a single
;

;

when

Pater Noster for the welfare of his soul ?"
" I understand it
" This is
now," said Andrew.
why modem Catholics get so much slower through purgatory than
arisen from this f ailing, and very probably a part of my punish, those of old and why so few why, I do believe not one of
ment consists in having these motives for grumbling constantly the bonnets and hats of my days, have as yet got beycud the
before me."
first pillar."
"
" You were not
"Ah, said Andrew, "just as I have heard it sometimes
altogether wrong, then, you see," the verger
" in
said, those who are so fond of grumbling, ought to have some- went on,
attributing this to the negligence and coldness of
modern Catholics. They are truly cold. Their faith in Purthing to grumble for."
"
" And so now I feel all
Precisely so," replied the verger.
gatory is cold, and so they do little in life to escape it themthe trouble and vexation, if I may say so, that would arise selves Their charity is still colder, and so they altogether forfrom knowing these things if I were still alive on earth ; but get and neglect us, their poor brethren, who are already sufferstill I am not really vexed at them, you will understand
I ing there. How often do you think is Father Peter asked to
know too well the value of resignation now to dojthat even if I say a Mass for the souls in Purgatory ? I'll be bound th alms
could but yet I suffer as much as if I were as vexed as I used he receives for this charitable work in a year, would barely furnish him with a week's subsistence and probably if all that
to be."
"
Well, but," argued Andrew, "even so I^don't see how the has ever been given him for it was put together, it wouldn't
recollection of such a funeral as you have described can afflict buy a new black vestment for him.
" Just look at those two
chapels of our Blessed Lady and St.
you for my part, it delights me to think of it. How can it at
all affect you now ?"
Edmund they were built and endowed in times gone by, that
" How ?" the old man somewhat
"
sharply asked;
by the Masses might be offered up daily for the souls of the founders
contrast of the things that were with the things that are. Such and their families, and for all suffering souls and there were
a funeral as that was a common gain to all the souls in Purga- alms, too, and clothes to be given away at stated days to the
tory, but especially to those lying in the church-yard through poor, for them to pray for the same pic-us end.
Formerly no
which th procession passed. The prayers that were said, the one ever thought of passing through a church-yard without
psalms that were chanted, were not intended merely for him stopping to kneel before the cross to say a prayer for those who
who was being carried to the tomb, but for all who rested lay around it no one ever entered a church and went out unbeneath the sod. But who ever heard of such a funeral now ? mindful of the dead but now, though a man's own father, or
or what good is a modern funeral to any one but the under- mother, or brother, or sister, or wife, or child, lie beneath the

"Why, yon

see,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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arl passed to the
bo n fuse for the lawbut the will
course, was disappointed
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male
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Mr. Edwards.

will
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MI think," said Sir John
quite so
it is not so
heir
since
the
of
Oakham
has
been
within
very loug
those MTV
"
"Ni.mod my father; " no, not possil >lo
"
"Ay, not only possible, but most certain, said Sir John;
i

;

I
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"William Grant

Carstairs, only son of Lord Carstairs, and
Duke of Leven. His father never took the

Olt

Till'.

STAY

father, and he urged me to accept the offer.
seem much chance of making my fortm
English law, and so, to make a long story short, before Christ-

I consulted

my

did not

left England, whither, as things turned out, I did not
return for ten long years that were full of changes.
I have no intention, dear reader, of troubling yon with my
personal history during that eventful period. It was a busy

part of my life, and the duke was right in saying that I should
riot regret it.
My concern just now is to tell you my friend's
and my ten years in Queensland were
story, and not my own
I
certainly not without their utility in advancing his interests.
won't bind myself to say to a shilling the sum which I sent over
;

to England as the produce of his gold fields at Glenleven, but
ami even dropped that of Carstairs when he settled Harry Gibson had not been far wrong in calculating their value
in Australia
but I have uudisputable proof that Mr. Grant, at millions. If any one will bear in mind the 'fact (which
of Glonleven, WHS really the man; indeed it was well known in is a fact) that in those ten years the produce of gold in this one
the colony, when I was governor. Carstairs died about a year colony exceeded 104,000,000, they will easily understand what
ud his son, this William Grant Carstairs, is really Duke must have been the value of a single property which extended
of Leven.
He came to England to pay off the last remnants of over some thousands of acres for when Lord Carstairs first
his grandfather's debts, and as he could not do this without settled in the colony, an enormous tract of sheep-feeding land
putting himself in communication with the Commission of could be bought for a comparative trifle.
Creditors, of which I am chairman, I became acquainted with
My own interests, of course, were not forgotten the duke's
terms were more than liberal and, when the whole estate had
his real name and history."
"Then Mary was right," I muttered to myself, while Sir been finally disposed of, I was able to return to England a
John continued
wealthy man. One commission, entrusted to me by the duke,
" We shall
place the necessary evidence of these facts before spoke well for his heart it was the removal to England of his
the right tribunals, and, meanwhile, Mr. Grant must be com- parents' remains, which had been laid to rest in the little cem-

grandson
ducal

of the old

title,

;

;

;

;

:

;

nuiiicuted with."

"He

etery of Ballarat.

Yet I own there were some things in my home correspondence
England in a fortnight," said my father.
" He will do no such
"It will be a which gave me a secret anxiety. Much was said in praise of
thing," said Sir John.
case for the lords, and he will, no doubt, have a subpoena to the new duke, of his generosity, his manly principles, his care
for his property and his tenants
but expressions were now
appear and give evidence."
there was no difficulty about the and then dropped which showed me he had the character of
It all happened as he said
proofs of identity, for there had never been any concealment of being eccentric. I was sorry for this, though not much surthe fact, and every one in Queensland knew well enough who prised in my brief intercourse with him in former years it was
" Grant of Glenleven "
really was, and why he chose to drop impossible to deny that his originality looked in that direction.
the family name and ducal title. Then as to the heirship, that What did surprise me much more was that, judging by his own
was equally plain. There were but the two male branches of letters, far from despising money, he seemed to care for it a
uiily, of both of wliich Grant was now the sole surviving
good deal. He took his millions from Australia with a very
When all this had been sifted and proved, good grace, and made no objection to the proposals I submitutative.
and (very legal form gone through which could be demanded ted, whereby a larger revenue could be raised from the propHouse of Peers or Doctor's Commons, then, and not tdl erty. And after all, I sometimes said to myself, this is but
did Grant consent to appear at Oakhain, and receive from natural.
Men theorize on gold and like to call it- dirt, so long
the executors of the late earl all that was necessary to constitute as their hands are clear of it but let them feel its magic touch
him its master. It took more than a year to constitute all this, and the dirt becomes marvelously pleasant. Leven desires to
and when at last the day was fixed for the new duke to take get as much as he justly can from his property, and so do I,
not Oakham only, but the entire county prepared and so does everybody. And yet the sigh with which I closed
I had my share of the law my meditations showed me that my imagination had painted
to give him a worthy reception.
" Grant " of former
business, and went down to assist my father in the heavy work the
days as something higher and more unwhich the occasion brought on him. I shall not easily forget selfish in his aims than " everybody."
All the k'eutlemen o f the county had assembled there, lords
it.
There was another thing that struck me as odd. A year or
and baronets but I need not give a list. There were triumphal two ai'ter I came to Gleneven I became a Catholic. I had never
is of school children, and the Exborough
but many
thought much of these subjects in early youth
Volunteers, and a dozen carriages to meet him at the station.
wliich Grant had said had gone home and the impresI remembered how at that same station he had stood alone a sions first received from him were deepened in Australia.
.ofore, looking in vaiu for some one to carry his bag to
There, for the first time, I saw the Catholic religion at full work;
the \Vhite Lion I remembered that, as I saw him now step on I felt its mastery of souls, its reality as a Divine power, and to
to the platform, and shake hands with the Marquis of Exbor- that power I submitted.
It was only natural for me to imagine
ough, and when I heard the loud cheers that greeted him. How that the Catholic Duke of Leven would have been leader of his
Us rang out as the array of carriages drove through the co-religiouists in England. I had the English papers, Catholic
What a bright gala day it was
The old family and Protestant, sent out to me pretty regularly, and after my
i'd to Oakham, the old property given back to the eighth
conversion I looked with some eagerness to see what part he
leaves

;

;

;

i

;

.

;

i

;

;

;
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Duke

of Leven.

But I don't intend
of the

him.

to dwell

on

all this

further.

When

tho

grand ree"ption was over, he sent for me to come to
lie said, "what is to be done about the
lni^inoKs? Harry keeps on pressing for some ouo
nest man with a

"Aubrey,"

'
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I tlr
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e liis

I'll
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1

fortune."

at last.

"Mind,

I

on accepting the post,
a will not regret

it."

i

;

hesit;'

" \V

took in parliamentary debates on questions affecting Catholic
.Ineation questions, workhouse questions, churchbuilding questions, and the rest, I looked for his name, and I
in vuiu.
In my perhaps romantic imaginings
about his probable course I had pictured him as the founder of
ileut instil,
ough the length and breadth of the
n
thought he would acquire a distinguished name
nnd aehieve great things for the poor and the labori;
but if he did so, the pap.T'-., at anv rat", had nothing to tell me
it was a disappointment, but I
about it. There is in.
gradually grew used to regard the whole subject as one in

J

I

THE
which the fancy of youth had cheated
sions

nnil

;

who

is

there

A r.vy/M/./.i.v DI-KK on
me

with

its

wonted delu-

wlm

has not

buck at oue thing or other as having been the slave of

to look

his imagination ?

for

though

improvement of the mines

the

is

is

one

it?" said the secretary; "I've

the people."
" he's
always at
ntlemau,
;|
something; you know it would pir/./.le fcb
ing boy to
number his hobbies; but the last tliii
11 the mines, and
/

week or two in

my

parents

still

father's age had obliged him to give up
his post as steward into younger hands, the duke would not
hear of his leaving the Grange. Mary had become the wife of
;

You know

lately.

duke's hobbies."
"And not merely niimn,

'

I returned, then, to England, spending a
London before going down to Oakham, where
lived

UTOPIA.

'mi': .v/;ir

my

Charles Oswald, a small squire of the neighbourhood, and was
able to be a good deal of comfort to her father and mother,
and to find an ample sphere for all her capacities of usefulness.
In returning to Oakham, therefore, I was still
returning home,
though I had_formed no plans as to my own final settlement.
In London, I found plenty of old friends to welcome
me, not,
perhaps, the less kindly from the fact that rumor had credited
me with having brought home an Australian fortune. Some of
those whom I had left just entering on their
had
still

profession,

fought their way to legal eminence, and some had earned their
silken gowns and a certain share of
reputation.
Sir Clinton Edwards, the brother of our Oakham
vicar, was
a judge, and at his table I met a
group of men more or

now

"Just

;

so," replied

t

really his ideas about ventilation are rary creditable."
"You are speaking, I presume, of the Duke of Leven ?" I in-

quired.

"All, yes,

you would have known him,

going to Australia.
" He is
an
really

Curious history his has

of course, bfforo
I

"but

excellent fellow," said Sir Clinton,

not long for this world, I fear I never saw a man so alt
"
Well, he is a very good fellow, of course," said the county
member " but he carries things too far, to my mind."
" How so?" I ventured to ask.
"
Oh, I dont know exactly lives the life of a hermit, which,
;

;

;

in his position, is a mistake, and does mischief
and then lie's
always sporting some social view or other; setting h
a little against the current.
One thing, you know, he's a
;

Catholic.

"

"
world of politics and of letters.
Yes," observed the second man of science, who till now had
The
" it's a
world has many phases, some
Cuts a man of his
great pity that.
more, and some less pleasant to spoken but little,
come in contact with.
A London dinner-room, filled with re- standing so completely out of everything. He can't take hia
fined and intelligent people, who know
in general society, parliament or anywhere."
everything and every- proper place
body worth knowing, is, no doubt, a very agreeable sample of
"Well," began the editor, "of all the idiotic absurdities
I declare
polite society but mark well this truth, dear reader, it is still can be guilty of, I should say that was the primest.
the world, and anything higher and better than what savors of it would justify a commission of
lunacy."
the world, you must not look to extract from its
"I'm afraid that's the real explanation of the whole thing,"
conversation.
Sir Clinton had a fancy for well-mixed
said the county member, looking sagacious, and touching hia
variety in his company,
so on the present occasion I had the
good fortune to meet a forehead "there certainly is a touch in the top story."
"Touch or no touch," said Sir Clinton, "he has done wonSolicitor-General, and a Home Secretary the editor of a popular philosophic review
(whose theology, by the way, was not ders at Bradford. I know it by the results at the sessions."
"And may I ask w h at he has done?" said the editor, with
predominantly Christian), two men of science, and a county
member. Including our host and myself, we numbered
the
slightest possible tone of sarcasm.
eight.
It is needless to
say that our dinner was irreproachable.
For
"Changed the whole system of wages, shut np about twenty
tke passing moment I found
myself a lion for the gayest and public-houses, and, really, I don't know how he has mai
wittiest circles so soon exhaust the sources of
their gaiety, that it, but they're not so brutalized by half since he's had the
any person who, for one half hour, can stimulate a new curiosi- manor. "
ty, may calculate for exactly that space of time on
"And if I am rightly informed (you'll correct me, of course,
enjoying a
fair amount of
if I am in error), but I understood he had
popularity.
brought over a lot
The conversation in such a circle was as
of German monks and built them a
monastery."
graceful and varied
as the forms in a
on the
the state of
"Ah, yes," said Sir Clinton, "that's at
kaleidoscope. Home
less distinguished in the

:

;

;

;

;

politics,

the

on the Council of
Ephesus,
promised, and recently published!

colonies, Hapirock's last pamphlet
the Vicar of Oakham's long

work on Eornan

Antiquities, the last cartoon in Punch, and the
University boat race, all passed in review, till for my sins I fell
into the hands of the
philosophic editor, who was, of course
profoundly ignorant of the creed of his next door neighbor. He

Glenleven,
moors, you know." Well, it's one of his crochets, and, perhaps, not the most sensible."
The secretary shook his head, and looked disgusted. "I
know this, we shall have to put a stop to all that sort of thing
some day," he said, "and the sooner the better, in
my opinion."

was engaged on an article which
Then the conversation, by an easy change, flowed into foraimed, I will not say at
proving num. to be well-developed monkeys, for I have never eign politics, and I was left to digest all I had heard, and form
found that writers of this particular class ever aim at
own conclusions. Was Leven really a little touched ? Was
proving my
anything whatsoever, but at throwing out pleasant theories of he unpopular? Or was he dying? Had his ten years of
the possible probability of their
being nothing better. The boundless means produced as their whole result an improved
intellectual inferiority of the Australian
of wages and mine ventilation, and the
building of a
aborigines was the system
?
And did he fritter away his genius and his unpoint on which I was subjected to
monastery
and
cross-examination,
every
fact elicited was bagged
by my tormentor for future editorial doubted powers in a quick succession of profitless hobbies ?
I should go down next day to Oakham and
purposes. But the county member who sat opposite
judge for myself.
charitably
stepped in to

"I

my relief.

you what, Ford," he said, when he could get in a
word, "you needn't go to Australia to look for intellectual intell

nor for savages either, nor for that matter
for
heathens you'll find the whole stock-in-trade
ready for inspection in a good many of our
manufacturing towns, only nobody
comes to inspect them."
feriority

no,

;

;

"Very

true," said Sir Clinton; "when I am Lord ChanI shall introduce a bill for
obliging all members of Parliament to spend one calendar month in a
colliery district ear
Bradford, for instance."
The familiar name struck on my ear and raised a host of
recellor,

lions.

"

All," said

one of the

men

of science. " I'vn heon do,

,.

CHAPTEB VTI.

BETUMTDm HOME.
My first week at Oakham was given to my family. I had
be introduced to my new brother-in-law,
Oswald, wh
brought Mary over from Exdale manor, that we might 6
once more together.

to

The duke had been

land, and, to tell the truth, I
opportunity for rectifying

things before meeting him.

called away to
was not sorry to have tint
my ideas on the new order

My father praised him

was he not a Leven ? That single fact sufficed
would I have disturbed the simplicity of his

of

highly, for

for lorn; nor
loyalty to II

THE VISION OF OLD ANDREW THE WEAVER.
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seemed to
out it, font with tenfold vividness and beauty. Life
the material oruaEven
into
l>mituod
thing.
I'.'rn
every
have
their forms as
of the roof and -walls, though retaining
and letters and monograms, most unacs
.

and bosses,

The very colors
to live.
couutably to Andrew, all seemed
as if they, too, were
and
warmth
a
with
significance,
glowed
was spread out
emanations of living spirits. Above, the ceiling
was transpait
rest
at
like a sea of azure, full of motion, yet
its incould
far, far into
the
that
so
penetrate
eye
rent, too,
a
save
be
could
only
it
seen,
most depths yet beyond nothing
;

and brighter, and more dazzling blue.
deeper, and deeper,
in its interminableness, but not fatigued ;
lost
The gaze seemed
the eyes
for it had, as it were, a voice that penetrated through
undisof
a
there
eternal,
to
repose
the
into
whisper
even
heart,
the expanse,
turbed. The golden stars scattered through
to be the firmament, yet all the while
which, strangely, seemed
of cechancel
old
roof, showed like eyes
bore the form of the

same time they pointed towards the high altar. He sank down
indicated
instantly on his knees, and looked in the direction
by the gesture, but it was some minutes before he could comprehend what he saw.
The altar was prepared as he thought for Mass, yet it seemod
to him that some church office had just been concluded, of
which the " Amen" that he had heard was probably the close.
The candles were all lighted, the Missal lay open on the epistle
were awaiting
side, and it was evident the saintly congregation
the approach of the ministers. Andrew understood also at
once that the Mass about to commence was for the dead ; for
before the altar was a frontal of black velvet embroidered in
color and magold, and richly brocaded curtains of the same
Behind it, covering the reredos
terial hung on either side.
and the great east window up to the very roof was suspended a
likewise of black velvet, with a huge crimson cross upon
pall,

" De froit inscribed in golden letters, with verses from the
the
dead.
for
and
other
looked
prayers
fundia,"
But if Andrew
lestial spirits, all bright and joyous.
But what puzzled Andrew was, that those sombre ornaments
was
more intently on any one of them, it was still a star. So
of the altar,
around
all
though
they covered, did not conceal the glories
the
roses
and
it with every ornament ; the bosses
for they
window
of
the
or
behind,
the
or
of
gorgeous
if he
reredos,
seemed to him to be cherub faces smiling on him, but
in some strange manner to be transparent, BO that
seemed
flower
carved
was
a
it
fixed his eyes on any one amongst them,
them the sculptured and jewelled altar front, and the
and so on every side and in every direction, these beings through
still
reredos blazing with precious stones, sho-wed forth
canopied
were
;
swarming
of a higher sphere, brilliant yet undefined,
within the
all
their
in
of
magnificence and though the light
and clusters amid the tracery
they seemed to hang in groups
to be a
seemed
there
a
summer
than
was
chancel
day,
brighter
the beams and
the roof to run like twinkling meteors along
for the tracery and the colors
intense
more
without,
light
the
on
emblems
yet
walls,
amid the letters and
rafters, to sparkle
veil before it, were
Jesus and of the window, .notwithstanding the sable
to circle in glowing wreaths around the names of
first
as distinct and vivid as if the morning sun had just cast its
them
above
the
crowns
in
Mary, and to be entwined together
it.
beams
upon
They mingled in the radiance of the golden
ill, all was life.
But Andrew had not the time, even had he been able, to unthither in the air like fire-flies
coronas, and flitted hither and
ravel this mystery ; for a door, now for the first time observed
in the dark of a quiet evening.
the sanctuary, and
him, was opened towards the middle of
On either side of the chancel, carved stalls of ebony, and by
of sainted men, if possible more
came
a
there
forth
procession
were ranged row beyond row, each upheld by
gold, and ivory,
to look upon, than those who occupied the ivory stalls.
as it seemed, in the "ask assigned to lovely
angelic forms, rejoicing
First came the thurifer, followed by the candle bearers and
thrones
!
radiant
those
them. But what a company occupied
to
a long train of acolytes, all youthful forms, who seemed
Were they men and women who had ever trod this earth ? Is
to heaven, whilst their souls, unsoiled by
been
have
can
conveyed
so
can
shine
ours
of
bright,
it possible that this gross flesh
were pure and spotless as the white
stood not, but floated softly earthly contaminations,
?
put on such majestic beauty They
sub-deacon and deacon, and one
then
the ground, each in his appointed place. surplices they wore;
just raised above
last the priest, a venerable and
and
a
cope,
gorgeous
Their robes, though made after the fashion of this earth, such, wearing
of
looks
with
unconquered meekness, and his
worn in life, yet stately old man,
in fact, as they might be supposed to have
in the nimbus of glory around his hea<L
hair
and
more
glittering
richer
far
silvery
seemed worthy of kings and queens, yes,
Andrew had never seen a High Mass, but he had learnt suffiadorned king or queen on earth. Their
graceful than had ever
of it from description and pictures to know that such was
cient
human
for
eyes
countenances cast forth a radiance too dazzling
about to commence, and to assign in his mind to
service
the
some superto look upon, unless preserved from blindness by
He looked on (
of the ministers his proper rank.
one
each
their
around
amber
of
played
golden
natural power, and a halo
his old blood tingled with
and
intense
with
interest,
and
subtherefore,
lost all weight
heads. Their bodies seemed to have
idea of being allowed to assist at this most august
attributes of matter, for though delight at the
stance, and all the grosser
rites.
of
Christian
their
garments,
their faces, and every fold of
every lineament of
But he could not help remarking, that the vestments were of
clear and
and the colors and patterns woven into them were
new to him, yet withal having a more antique look
fashion
a
that
so
through
were quite transparent,
distinct, yet withal they
he had been accustomed to. They were much larthose
of each than
them the tracery of their stalls and all the beauties
more flowing, and they folded round the wearer's form
and
Yet
visible.
ger
were
perfectly
receding range of saintly figures
chasubles he had seen
each other, far more gracefully than the stiffened
was there no confusion, no mingling of objects into
and instead of a sprawling ill-formed cross
wear
Peter
Father
;
to
each
and
them
gave
but the eye without difficulty separated
was beautif ully depicted on
in air, were the representation of Jesus crucified
one his place and attribute. Above them, poised
work.
needlerobes of the purest white, supporting it in rich and glowing
angels clothed in flowing
did the procession move towards the
to be fretted
Slowly and majestically
over their heads what at one moment appeared
seemed to
a
amid
fragrant cloud of incense, which
and the next crowns in which were altar steps,
canopies of burnished gold,
to consist entirely of wreaths and prayers
Andrew's
and
the
eyes
the
of
pearl,
combined the tints and all the brilliancy
and ascending up, and up,
springing from the golden censer,
the sapphire, and the diamond.
emerald, and the ruby, and
the farthest depths
of this and up quite through and far far beyond
burst
the
occasioned
by
As soon as the first surprise
above.
firmament
blue
the
to
turned
of
Andrew
nnlooked-for vision had a little subsided,
lowest of the altar steps, and
the mist which had
They ranged themselves at the
look for the old verger, but he found that
see the priest raise his hand to his forehead, and
could
Andrew
behind
now
was
hitherto obstructed his view of the sanctuary
And was listening with almost painful earnestness for the sound
him hiding from his sight the nave and its congregation.
be called by no
his voice, when a flood of harmony, it could
two
angelic figures, one of
he now also for the first time perceived
that had hitherto reigned
silence
the
broke
deep
of
other
name,
with swords
on each side of the chancel door, who stood
of
around him, and was poured into his ears from every part
the entrance.
flame in their hands, as if to guard
It was as if every one of the cherub faces
wide
that
sanctuary.
that
he
had
him when they saw
They smiled benignly on
were clustered and flitting around him,
that he must advance no which in thousands
observed them and motioned to him
of those angel forms that at onoe upheld and
one
and
at
the
and
every
there upon the threshold,
further, but kneel down
;

;

;
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the gorgeous roof, the stalls and canopios, aye, and
one
of those beaming stars above, BI.-UL forth llx'ii- vni<-.>s
every
in unison with that sainted congregation at whose devotions

domed

they were assisting.
Slow and solemn was the strain and plaintive, breathing at
once of hopes deferred, and of earnest and trustful prayer,
embodying together, as it were, the feelings of those two

whom Andrew had this night been permitted to behold ; the one suffering, assembled there behind
him in the nave, the other triumphing, yet full of sympathy for
their less fortunate brethren, and therefore met together in the
chancel before him to intercede for them. Now it was as the
Toice of one pleading his cause with tears, and bowing bown
to the very dust to sue for mercy, and now it was as the united
efforts of thousands determined even to do violence to heaven,
" that eternal rest
and clamorous before the throne of God,
and
in
to
the
souls
be
perpetual light be
prison,
given
might
made to shine upon them "* and anon the full chorus would
classes of God's saints,

;

burst forth joyously, s if its prayer was heard, for truly it was
to pay
proper to raise up a hymn of jubilation in Siou, and
TOWS in Jerusalem, to Him who had heard the prayer of His
children and granted their petition.!
Andrew listened as one in a trance.

Every faculty seemed
be absorbed in the sense of hearing and when at length
the harmony suddenly took up another mode expressive of dismay and anguish, and tha voices even of saints and angels
"
grew tremulous, as they sung of the day of wrath, that dreadful day," he bent down and pressed his hands over his eyes, as
if at onoe to shut out the fearful images that rose up before
him, and to exclude every sight that could mar the effect of the
sublime strains that were searching into his very sonL And
thus did he remain quite absorbed in that wondrous hymn, aland love,
ternately terrified, and consoled, and filled with hope
as the deep meanings of it stirring words were infused into his
to

;

oul by the changeful voices of that unearthly choir.
At length the chanters ceased, and Andrew raised his head
He perceived that
to watch the ceremonies at the altar.
the deacon was just about to chant the gospel, and instood up to listen to it. He easily recognized the
stinctively
words, for it

was the Gospel of the Mass for All Souls' Day
which he knew was the account of the conversation between
Jesus and Martha just before He raised her brother Lazarus
from the tomb. But never had its meaning come so home to
To hear those words of Jesus, " thy brother
his heart as now.
"
and the reply of Martha,
shall rise again, believest thou this ?
" I know that h shall rise
the
resurrection of the last
in
again
that
for
thus
ages,
perhaps, had been
sung
by
lips
day,"
mouldering in the grave and to look at the same time at the
shining bodies of so many who had believed in Jesus just risen
;

from their tombs, did indeed give a force to the narative of the
mind
Evangelist, that might well strike a far more tutored
than

his.
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" Make
haste, if thon hast aught to ask," the voice resumed,
"ortho ceremony will proceed."
"
" I had a
but I think it is
wish," the old roan now replied,
it
than
useless
to
of
here."
worse
speak
" Thou shult
see," was the rejoinder, and at a motion pf the
Seraph's hand, one of the occupants of the stalls gently glided
from his place, and stood before the astonished and now trembling weaver.
He had the appearance of a

man somewhat past the prime of
and might have been thought toil-worn and emaciated, but
for an inexpressible glow that seemed to radiate from his features, lending a charm to those wrinkles and deep marked furrows, that told of cares and labors long endured, and would
have made a face less glorified painful to look upon. He wa
dressed in a coarse brown habit reaching to his feet, with a
hood of the same material thrown back behind. A rough cord
formed his girdle, and from it hung a rudely carved rosary,
with its wooden cross and skull. His neck and feet were bare,
the latter being protected only by leather sandals. His head
But
too was uncovered, and entirely shaven round the crown.
his coarse habit and girdle, and rough. formed sandals, everyan idea of the
thing in fact that he wore, though conveying
lowest poverty, seemed interwoven with threads of gold, and
over with diamonds.
^
glittered as if powdered
His arms were crossed upon his breast, his head bowed downand his countenance
wards, and his eyes cast upon the ground,
and whole demeanor spoke of such a deep humility and of such
Andrew's heart leaped up into his
pure benevolence that old
throat for love of him as he gazed upon him.
" What would
you with me, brother ?" he began, seeing that
Andrew was abashed and confused. His soft and winning
Toice quite reassured the old man, and he venture*} to mention
" that he
the wish of which he had already repented, adding
life,

of speaking of it here, only for the
one would be willing to exchange
no
of
course,
For,
angel.
"
" Not so
heaven for earth, when once he had got safe there.
"
if a Christian's
of course," the saint replied,
much a

would not have thought

thing
soul can be saved thereby."

"But you wouldn't have me believe," asked Andrew, "that
as yours to come again to
any one would give up such bliss
thousand souls ?"
"It has been done," was the reply, "by one whose bliss
which the highest of the saints enjoys ;
surpassed even that
and He has told us to learn of Him. Why should this lesson,
of which He set us the example, be the only one left un-

of a
earth, even for the salvation

practised?"

upon the speaker to see if he was
But everything in that glowing countenance
showed that what he said was from the heart, and that he was
to make a sacrifice such as this.
ready, if it were allowed him,
" But is it possible 1" faltered the old man " would you
no I cannot believe it I daren't ask the question."
"Would I, you mean to say," the holy man proceeded,
" consent to exchange my lot for yours ?"

Andrew

fixed his eyes

really in earnest.

;

At the conclusion of the Gospel, there was a pause. Andrew
had been told that this was the proper time for the sermon,
but he could not imagine what instruction saints, already imAndrew scarce dared to express his assent, but the saint remersed in glory, such as the congregation before him, could plied, as if to his thoughts: "Yes, willingly; if Jesus will
want so he stood wondering what new scene might be pre- permit, and your salvation can be secured thereby."
;

He cast his eyes for a moment up to the rood above, as if it
were to ask to be allowed to forego the privileges of his glorithe angels at his fied state for the sake of charity, and it seemed to Andrew, aa
ft voice, that came, he fancied, from one of
nor did it enter through his own if his look was responded to by ft new and brighter flood of
side, yet not from his lips,
audible in his heart.
on his head.
ears, though it was clearly
glory descending
"
" Excuse
me, sir," he began,
"Child of clay," it seemed to say, hast thou not some rehe was still incredulous.
But
"
is the proper time for it.
to say, that either the world's mightily
Now
?
bold
make
to
make
I
"if
quest
He was bewildered by the question, and began to ransack changed since your days, or else you don't know what poverty
his memory to find out what he stood most in need of, when is, nor how poor and miserable I am."
" The world is and always has been much the same," was
gradually the wish that he had uttered, of changing places
And as for poverwith some one in the church-yard, came back to his mind. the reply, " as far as trials and crosses go.
But so extravagant did it seem to be renewed here, that he hes- ty, look at my dress.
Suppose it to be divested of the beauty
itated whether to dare even to whisper it.
which the goodness of Jesus has shed upon it, and then tell
paring.
But for a few minutes all

Bequiem

Hua
T

for th

ternam dona
Dead.

te drat hymnm,

audl orationem lueam.

ail

Dem in
Ib.

was

Domino

Sion

j

still,

;

t

t tibi

until

he seemed

lui prpetua lucet

rdatur TOtum

elm.

to hear

Introi* of

In Jerusalem

;

ei-

me, would not the poorest of your cottagers think
and thread-bare to be worn ? It was my dress on
"
that was about mo,
good sample of everything

it

too coarse

earth,

and

is
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"And would yon then," again nskfd Andrew, "leave heaved
and all this glory that is shining about you, to be again as
poor as you were before ?"
"Yes," was the triumphant reply, "if Jesus wills it, and
there are eouls to save," and again a ray of intense glory camo
down from above to play around his brow.
"
Well," said Andrew, rather talking to himself than to the
sainted man before him, "this beats all I have ever dreamed
of.
Why, here have I been wishing these forty or fifty years,
to get rid of poverty, as the greatest of all evils while a saint
in heaven rejoices at having been poor, and likes it so well,
that he has no objection to be poor again.
I can't understand
it.
It may be that a man who has been poor once, and has got
rich, may like to think and talk about it, though that ain't the
;

way with all but for him to want to be poor again That gets
over me. And were you always poor ?" he asked abruptly.
For a moment the saint bowed his head even lower than beBut the angels seemed to whisfore, as if unwilling to reply.
" Do not hesitate
There is no fear of pride in heaven
per,
In telling of thy virtues, thou dost but glorify Him who gave
!

;

I

!

thee strength to do them,"
Obedient to the suggestion, though

still with some embarrass" It is not indeed exment, and in a lower tone, he answered,
that I was
for
I
will
but
confess,
pedient,
your sake,
not always poor.
I was nobly born and
Indeed,
I had
softly bred. I abounded in power and dignity.
much gold and wide lands, and many men to wait upon
me. But I heard the words of the wisest of teachers, ' if thou
wilt be perfect, leave all and follow me.' I saw Him, though
Lord of all things, choosing for Himself the lowest and poorest
and I
tate and, helped by His graces, I tried to do the like
found more happiness in poverty and humiliation, than I had
ever done in riches and in honor.
What I did then, if such be
:

;

am

ready to do again."
Andrew gazed at him in still greater astonishment. He was
almost at his wit's end for something else to say, yet he could
not altogether get over his incredulity. Of a sudden a new
"
But, Sir, exthought seemed to strike him, for he exclaimed,
cuse me if I make too free, but I think you mistake the thing.
You may, perhaps as you say, have been happier in poverty
than you were before in riches, though I don't quite understand
even that. But, you can't fancy that you would be happier if
"
you were as poor as I am, than you now are in heaven,
"
" It was
because I thought that I should
not," he replied,
be happier, that I chose poverty, though afterwards I found
I only wished the
8uch to be the reward of my choice. No
more perfectly to follow Jesus, and so, at some future time
when He should appoint, to possess real happiness. And now,
if i were permitted to return to earth, I should not look to be
Lappior than I am at present ; but it is the love of Him whom
now I know even as I am known, makes me willing again to take
upon myself that humble state which He so loved, that I may
bo thus more and more like Him in His abjection. For now I
know the experience of centuries has taught it to me that the
more we resemble Him on earth, the nearer do we approach to
Him in Heaven ; and every privation we endure for the love of

His

will,

I

!

year, or day, or hour we pass in pain or poverlove
of
the
for
Him, is requited by our overwhelming increase
ty
I know what He has given me for the few years He
of glory.
poor cell. Eternal thanks to Him
permitted me to spend in

Him, and every

my

mo

He

ay that

was'nt a great sacrifice

it

;

bnt I have always born laid

what a happy life, after all, is the monk's. And so I think it
must be. To be shut out from the cares and temptations of the
world to have nothing to do all day long, but to serve God
and say one's prayers for any one who has a lilting that way,
I am sure there couldn't be anything more pleasant. At any
rate it's very different from the workhouse, where I am to go
to-morrow I know, that, to escape it, I would go into the poor;

;

;

est

monastery that ever was."

"You

mistake, greatly brother," did the good monk reply,
you fancy that the walls of a monastery can shut out care and
There are enough of those to be met with everytemptation.
where. Still more do you mistake, if you suppose, that to the
nobleman of my days, who was in reality the king of his
neighborhood, it was any thing but a most serious sacrifice, to
give up his liberty for the confinement and strict obedience of

" if

the cloister, his riches for its poverty, his pleasures for its
Not that I wish you to believe, that in my own
austerities.
case the sacrifice cost much. Besides, the world often broke

upon our peacefulness, and bad men, who had the power
often sought to despoil us of the little that was left to us, and
to drive us from our cells, humble and wretched as they were.
in

We too,

on the other hand, had often to mingle with the world,
and strive against its wickedness. "
"O
a
you were priest too, and a preacher were you ?" said
" that would make the matter still
Andrew, interrupting him,
For priests are always honored and have many a
easier.
consolation in their ministry. How do not their people love
and reverence them
How grateful to them are those whom
they have converted. I know how I love Father Peter, and he
to preach against its follies,
!

;

1

has often said to me that my gratitude helped to repay him for
the anxieties of his office. Perhaps he only said it to please
me, but anyhow he must be happy to be so loved. All
believe me, Sir, such a life as this is very different from that
of a poor man like me ; again I say, it's very different to live as
you did, in a monastery, and to have to go to a Union Work!

There were no Union Workhouses in your time, so you
are if you did if you had tried one,
you would'nt be so ready to give up your fine caatle, much less
heaven, to go into one. No, no, you little know what a Union
house.
can't

know what they

;

Workhouse is."
"Be it what it may," answered the saint, " for the love of
"
Jesus, and of the souls He died to save, I would encounter it.
"What," asked Andrew, "and be locked up, and not allowed
to see any one of your friends, but once a week ?"
" Yes for I would remember that
Jesus, with all His faculties about Him, was locked up for nine mouths in His mother's
womb."
"Ah! but there's the bad food into the bargain, and little
enough of it !"
"Not BO nauseous still, I would think, as the gall and vinegar which He was forced to drink,"
"
'
Well, then, the surly master and his brutal assistants
!

1

I

urged Andrew.
" Not more

surly or brutal surely than the Pharisees and
who nailed Him to the cross,"

their assistants, the executioners

was the

"But

reply.
there's

such wicked company in the Workhouse,"
"and they are BO quarrelsome, ud so fond
of cursing and blaspheming."

Andrew again

said,

me now

"Not more so, I think," quietly rejoined the saint, "than
were the servants of the High Priest, and the Boman soldiers,
\?ho soruck Jesus on the face and head t.ucl quarrelled with Him
for His very meekness, and called Him & blasphemer."
^
"But to seem to be deserted by every one," said Andrew, as
?"
nity
Andrew oould not but feel affected by the fervor of these a last resourse, "aye, even by God. No friends to console or
laet words, still he was unwilling to give up his argument and help one, no good priest to comfort one, no Mass, even on
no time for prayer, unless you would be scoffed at
something which his saint!/ Instructor had said, seemed to give Sundays,

i'jr

having

let

count BO many.

If then

offer to

these precious years, shall I not, both for the love of
wiiat He has loved, and that I may add fresh brightness to my
1 ah&ll I not gladly embrace the opportueverlasting crown,
i

,f

^

;

him courage

by a lot of ignorant bigots, little chance of having the
sacraments even at the hour of death. Ah! iu yournion,'
you had Liud brothers ever ready to assist yen; und tha
Blessed Sacrnmeiit always near yi.n, ami
ings to console you how would you boax with such a change ?"
for ever

to proceed.

"I
begin to understand something of your history now. I
ft having road about great and rich men, who have renounced their di;^ui1ieB and gone into a monastery. And
m your coll, I suppose you were one of thcae. I don't
;

!,

;
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* I would
"What say yon now, brother? Will yon exchange with
try to recollect," replied the saint with more of
Will yuii give me the op]
I now in your power,
Solemnity and feeling than before, "Him who was deserted by
the of adding to this luippineBS which
01 will you keep
all, even His most cherished friends ; who was denied by
tor yourself ?
most favored of His apostles nay, who complained, whilst He
Thereby, when (i<>d nh:dl summon you
was hanging in the very agonies of death, that He was left to from your place of trial to join us, to be placed on a brighter
die without the consolations of His Father and His God."
throne, and made more glorious than any that yon see even
"
Well, I see I nmst give it up," said Andrew, still, how- here."
He raised his eyes as he spoke, and fixed them full on the
"I've got nothing else to say; I'm fairly
ever, hesitating.
countenance of Andrew. The glory that was poured forth
beaten."
"Why not say convinced?" asked his saintly instructor, from them, and his own tears which now began to run fast down
"convinced that these things, which you have hitherto looked the furrows of his cheeks, for a moment blinded the old man,
upon as such evils, are, in reality blessings ; which, if you and choked his utterance, but at length he spoke.
" If
know how to profit of them, shall one day shine like diamonds
your eyes were as persuading when you used to preach
in your crown, as you see the very threads of my coarse habit hereabouts as they are now, I trow there were no discontented
shining now. Jesus has told you, that not one hair of your people to be found in our village. At least you've persuaded
head shall fall to the ground, unmarked by your Heavenly me so, I'll try to remember what you've told me when I'm in
Father; much less shall one care, or one pang, or one privation, the workhouse, and that's likely to be to-morrow ; and if I feel
however trifling or unimportant, if borne in patience for the impatient, I'll just fancy I see you looking at me as yon do
now ; and if that won't make me patient, I don't know what
love of Jesus, fail of its reward."
I

The
clearly
on.

paused for a moment, but Andrew was silent, he
bad got no more to say, so his lovely monitor went

saint

"Remember, too, that the greater the affliction that threatens you, the greater opportunity is there of heaping up treasure on treasure in heaven, so that by one month spent patiently
in a workhouse, such as you have described, you may gain as
much as by years spent in a monastery ; especially, if, as you
seem to suppose, there would be nothing there to disturb your
peace.
Yea, even the loss of spiritual consolations is not without its own peculiar recompense. For such loss, borne with
patience and in obedience to the will of God, will have more
merit in heaven, than any masses ever assisted at in the spirit
of self-gratification.
For obedience is, and ever has been,
1
better than sacrifice.'"

will."

"Bather think," said the holy monk, "that He who hangs
there above us is looking at you ; His eyes are brighter far, and
carry in them more persuasion than mine, or those of all the
saints, and cherubims, and seraphims united."

"I'll try then to think of both," said Andrew.
" Then
you've made up your mind not to change."
"
Yes," replied, Andrew, "I think I have."
" Then can I do
anything further for you ?" asked the saint.
"
O, yes !" cried Andrew, sinking down on his knees before
him, "give me your blessing now, and promise to pray often
for me,that I may make as good a use of poverty and afflictions
"
The saint stood for a moment with eyes
as yon have done.
uplifted to the rood above as if in prayer, then stretching forth
his hands over the old man he said
It was at length plain that Andrew began to falter.
He
"You have chosen well and wisely. May He, who to shov
hung down his head and became more thoughtful, whilst the his love of poverty, was born in a stable and died naked on
saint resumed
cross, bless you
may He confirm your choice, and make yofc
"You just now spoke of the happiness of preaching to and every day more and more like unto Himself. May He
converting sinners. There are great consolations in it. I have strengthen you and support you, and console you, and teach
experienced them, and let me tell you, the hope of experien- you the secrets of that heavenly wisdom, which He so often
cing them again, has had some share in making me so willing, conceals from the great and proud, but reveals to the little and
if heaven permits, to resume the office by exchanging with
Such, brother, is the blessing I wish you now and
lowly.
thus will I pray for you every day and hour, until anJ I
you."
Andrew could no longer keep silence. " Small chance of trust I shall not have many prayers to offer np before the tune
your doing that hi the workhouse," he said; "you'd find few shall come until we meet here again."
listeners there, even if the master didn't stop your mouth.
He ceased, and folding his arms upon his breast, glided
The Mass at once
They won't let any one but the church parson preach there."
quietly to his place amid the golden stalls.
" There is one mode of
preaching," replied the saint, "which proceeded, the ministers took their places at the altar, aad the
none can hinder and few resist, that of good example. For- choir of saints and angels once more burst forth.
bearance under injurious treatment, meekness towards all, and
The strain had in it a more beseechful energy, ii possible,
patient resignation in pain and suffering, would make converts than any which had preceded it, and Andrew could plainly reeven in a workhouse, and disarm the cruelty of the most hard- cognize the words of the Offertory. "Lord Jesus Christ, King
hearted master. And no one could hinder that. "
of Glory, deliver the souls of all the faithful departed from the
"True, true I see you're right," said Andrew. Then as flames of hell and from the deep pit. Deliver them from the
if communing with himself, he went on, "It's very strange,
lion's mouth, lest hell swallow them, lest they fall into darkbeen
I've
always
grumbling and
making
myself ness and let the standard-bearer St. Michael bring them iuto
5
miserable about my lot aye, I was hah inclined to quarrel Thy holy light, which Thou promisedst of old to Abraham and
with Father Peter yesterday, when he said, I might be worse his posterity. We offer Thee, O Lord, a sacrifice of praise and
of the souls we commemorate
off, and that if I have troubles. I have also advantages more
prayer accept them in behalf
than many others, and I laughed that I did when ho told this day, and let them pass from death to life, which Thou
me many a one would be glad to change with me. Little then proinisedst of old to Abraham and his posterity."
did I dream of what I've heard this night. Now I find there
Andrew listened overwhelmed with emotion, but ere it was
are millions who would be glad to make the exchange the lost concluded, the voice of one of the angels seemed to speak ir,
"Thou must retire, for thy errand here is ended.
hi hell, that they might have time for penance; the souls in his interior.
that
to
heaven
all
hast
the
sooner
and
thou
Until
passed the gates of death, thou canst not be
purgatory,
they might get
easier
and even the blessed in heaven this ig the strangest permitted further to behold the mysteries of this night."
of all that they might show their love of God more, and earn
Obedient to the intimation, the old man rose from his knees,
more merit and a higher reward. And then, only to think it, sorrowful indeed at the disappointment, but resigned. As he
ry things I've been grumbling at are those that make raised his eyes to catch a last glimpse of the glories of the
them more anxious to get into my place. Well, well, I'd never chancel, he found that the mist was again closing around him,
u it, wns nlr
ha' believed it, if I'd heard it in a sermon." He stopped, and and the altar, with the splendor that
the saint, who had listened with a complacent smile to the old
"j faint and indistinct, like some beautiful and glowing
man's reverie, resumed.
object seen in the distance.
:

:

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

t
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He

He was roused by a shake from no very gentle hand ; and
turned round to leave the place, when the music ceased,
same moment it appeared to him that a number of rough voice at the same time called out, " What do you mean
persons thrust their arms past him, as if eager to grasp some by lying here all night, you drunken vagabond ?" He started
object outside the mist, and almost as instantaneously a form up in terror. It was broad daylight, and by his side the sexflitted by him into the ohancel, -which he fancied could be no ton of the village was standing with his spade and mattock on
other than Lady Esther. No sooner, therefore, could he again his shoulder.
" What
see the nave, than he looked for her in the place where she had
Andrew, you I" he exclaimed, as the old man turned
had
his
face towards him ; " I had a better opinion of you than this,
and
true
Another
she
was
no
there.
knelt,
enough,
longer
taken her place, however, and Andrew felt a gush of joy through but I've f oun'd you out at last it seems. I saw you come totterhis veins when he saw that it was the knight of the black mar- ing up the hill last night, and pitied you. I little thought you'd
ble tomb.
been to your old Popish priest for the sake of his ale. You
/
"I
thought," he said to lumself, "that the choir was singing must have been precious drunk. And only to think how you
those last words with more earnestness than ever, and now I were thumping your head just now against the grave-stone
see God could mo longer refuse their prayer."
there.
Why you look daft man I Ain't you sober yet ?"
But he did not stop to look if there were any other changes
Andrew felt nettled, and was going to reply sharply, when
in the nave, for he felt that the admonition of the angel applied the recollection of the lessons he had heard came back to his
to this part of the church, equally with the chancel.
He had mind, and he checked himself, and simply thanknd the sexton
no business here, now that he had refused to change places for having waked him. His meekness was not without its rewith any of those who had come in before him. 80 he has- ward, for the surly fellow was immediately softened and walked
tened as fast as he could towards the door, merely turning his away, hoping that he had'nt taken cold by sleeping on the
head for a moment to take one more look at the great crucifix grass.
above the screen. It seemed to him more glorious and touchAndrew now sat up and began to collect hi* scattered
ing than ever. The wounds were flashing with a soft and thoughts ; but it took him some time, for his head was aching
soothing radiance, the countenance wore a benignant and en- violently, evidently from a bruise. He was sitting on the very
couraging smile, and the eyes were fixed upon him with an ex- grave where he had rested himself after his walk the preceding
pression the same as that of the saintly monk, but ten-fold evening. The church-yard and everything about him looked
more moving and inspiriting. Andrew's impulse was to oast precisely the same as they had ever done ; the grave beneath
himself on his knees and protest that that smile and that was undisturbed, except that the grass and moss were flattened,
glance should cheer him through all the trials that awaited as if he had lain there all the night.
Yet he could'nt bring himself to believe that all he had seen
him, but he again recollected where he was, and turned to the
western door.
was only a dream. He examined more closely to see if there
There he found the friendly verger with his hand on the was any crack or crevice below the grass, but no, all was firm
massive lock ready to let him out. He looked as resigned, and as if it had not been moved for years. He read the lines on the
old Andrew thought happier than before, for he smiled as he tomb-stone, but it bore rather a recent date, and there was no
said to him, " There's no need asking you what you determined mention of an Alderman upon it.
So for awhile he was sadly
to do.
Did nt I tell you that you'd see here what would do you puzzled, till at length, he concluded that the lesson he had
learnt was a good one, come how it might, and he resolved moregood? Try to make good use of it then."
As he spoke these words, Andrew had just stepped over the over to put it in immediate practice.
"So, here's to the Workhouse, since it is the will of God,"
threshold, and he closed the door.
It was pitch dark, and the sudden transition from the intense he said, as with some difficulty he got up and hobbled away.
light of the church, had a bewildering effect upon the old man; Yet he did not forget the parting admonition of the old verger,
for he seemed to himself to stumble and to strike his head for before he had reached the wicket gate leading down to the
against some hard substance, and then he completely lost his village, he had offered up to heaven more than one fervent
recollection.
prayer for the souls in purgatory.
and

at the
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"

!i

bitter night in the dreary month of November !
"
we hear some young
unroniaiitic beginning

What an

!

ardout reader exclaim and we are bound to admit that it really
does sound very prosaical and common-place. Sitting down
to peruse some "romantic story of thrilling interest," our
breath (of course we mean our intellectual breath), is usually
taken away by the overpowering grandeur of the opening
;

ption.

Gradually, however,

we

rally;

and,

collecting

faculties, become able to devote them to the due
appreciation of the treat spread out before us. Of course we
expect to be entertained with labored descriptions, and aston-

our scattered

We

ished with romantic adventures.
should scarcely spend
our money on " The Knight of the Iron Hand, or, a Romance

an old story, "an ower true tale." We have no romance, but
the romance if you wish so to stylo it, of real life. We have no
incidents to narrate but such as really happened, and, therefore, how uuromantic soever you may think it, we must beg

your leave to commence with no more ambitious preface than
by repeating the very ordinary observation which stands at the
beginning of this chapter, viz., that it was a bitter night in the
dreary mouth of November. The streets of London (for it was
in the modern Babylon that the events we are about to record
occurred) were deep with mud, and as it was splashed by the
passing vehicles over the stragglers who happened to be
abroad,

it

impressed them with a very unpleasant conviction
and its consistency; for not even the rain,

of its filthiness

which was driven upon them by a violent east wind, sufficed to
remove it, or to wash away its stains. The city was enveloped
in one vast cloud of damp and mist, through which the lamps
shone with a strange, sepulchral glare and his business must,
indeed, have been urgent who was abroad on such a night.
And yet there were many wanderers many who were abroad
on this bitter night because they had no home to shelter tliem,
although they were surrounded by wealth and luxury on every
side many who glared with the eye of hunger and the scowl of
fiercest hate on the equipage that, as it rolled by in all its
luxury and gay appointments, drenched them with the mud
which its wheels whirled aloft many who knew not where to

if we expected to find in it either truth or probaAgain, when we invest half-a-crown in Mrs. Mollop's
celebrated book, " Father Crossbones, or the Confessor," are
;
we at all astonished when we find that delicate and truthful
writer displaying a much more intimate knowledge than we
ourselves possess of the manner in which our families are
governed by certain secret influences, etc.? or, are we in the
least startled when we find her narrating u certain number of
astounding incidents which take place every day in our households, but of which we, although living in the very midst of lay their aching heads, or how to satisfy the cravings of their
them, are in a state of the most profound ignorance? No, gnawing hunger. But we digress, and must now beg our
startled nor astonished.
It is all just as readers to accompany us to the snug little parlor of a rather
surely, we are neither
'
it ought to be.
We do not look for truth. We do not even mean-looking house, in a street leading from one of the great
look for probability. We merely look for romance. We pay thoroughfares of the city. The fire was burning brightly in
our money for the article, and it is supplied to us, and, conse- the grate, and the closed curtains and lighted lamp showed
quently, we are not at all surprised when we find our book that it was arranged for the night. Its only occupant was an
commencing with a thunder-storm rolling along the Alpine elderly man of grave, yet gentle and attractive appearance.
hills, threatening destruction to the dwellers in some secluded His long white hair was combed back from a lofty forehead,
valley and when, at the proper moment, our hero makes his full at once of intellect and benevolence ; and as he listened to
appearance, we are quite prepared to welcome him as the very the howling of the storm without, the expression of his countegentleman whom we expected to meet in such a situation. Or, nance revealed that his thoughts were with the homeless and
we are equally ready to be transported in imagination to the the wanderer. His dress, and the various articles that were
abodes of wealth and luxury, and to be treated to an elaborate scattered about this room, at once proclaimed him a Catholic
description of the gorgeous upholstery, the priceless paintings, priest. It was, indeed, Father Eustace, the venerable priest
and the eastern plants. We feel quite certain that, however who had charge of the numerous congregation attached to the
much the circumstances may vary, we shall in due time be chapel which he served. He had grown grey in the service of
introduced to our hero, or our heroine, or to both, as the case the poorast of the poor.
Day and night he had worked
may be. After their excellent qualities and perfections shall amongst them, elevating them by the example of his own virhave boon sufficiently expatiated upon, we know that we shall tues, encouragiug the weak, and reproving the wicked and the
have the felicity of making the acquaintance of the smiling thoughtless ever at his post, regardless alike of the scorching
villain, or 'he stem old uncle, as the story may require, and fever or the deadly cramps of cholera provided one of his flock
that, after the usual amount of unmerited sufferings, thrilling was to be succored or prepared for death prepared as the
incidents, und dramatic situations, the whole affair will con- Catholic priest alone knows how to prepare the trembling soul
clude in the legitimate and recognized manner. The three for its awful change: elevating their poverty as far as his own
volumes are made up and sent forth to seek their fortune. scanty means allowed, and sharing his little all with those who
The publisher is satisfied if the book sells. The author is stood most in need of it. Thus, living amongst them, at once
The public is satisfied their father, their guide, and their dearest friend, his poor and
-d if the publisher has paid him.
ii it obtaiis a sufficient amount of
romance in return for its struggling congregation had. indeed, become to him father and
money, uiid is treated to the history of a certain number of mother, and brother and sister, and all the world bi
events vhich could never by any possibility hr.ve happened
Loving them as he did, it is little wonder that, as the storm
and thus, everybody being satisfied, there is an end of the howled without, he ever and anon rose from the chair where he
matter, .j^J the author sets to work again at "conception, con- was resting after the labors of a long and fatiguing day, and
coctiou, and completion," as Sir Abel Handy would style it, of opening the curtains, peered out long and anxiously into the
outside less wonder still that the murmured "God help
another work, at once as clever, as popular, ..ad as probable

of Blood,"

;

bility.

;

:

i

as the last one.

And

so,

dear reader,

if

in this little

book

of ours

we were

you some romantic story of thrilling interest, we
that you would have reason to complain at our openiug
.ice.
But, alas for romance ours is but the repetition <if
to give

!

gloom
them " rose so frequently to his lips, as he thought of the
the lot of so many of his
suffering and the poverty which were
His simple tea stood nntnsted on the table by his side.
flock.
There was an nir of sadness and anxiety about him, which
His
at variance with his mild and benevolent face.
I
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fallen frsm his hand and was lying unheeded on the
carpet at his feet. After his last visit to the windnv
quiet jind still, that, but for the sigh which every now ami then
1
him, and the tear which a close observer might have

book bad

1

-Ted coursing down his cheek, we might have sii)
that, overcome by the fatigues of the day, he had fallen off into
a gentle slumber.
He had sot thus some half-an-hour, when a sudden ringing

VICTORIES.
for coldness

and neglect, and the victim of love be no longer
the huso ingratitude of those

lii-wuil

whom He

canae to

save ?

But whilst Father Eustace

is hurrying on as fast as the viothe storm will permit him, we will take tho
opportunity
of introducing our readers to some of the other
personages who
will figure in this story of real life.
f

him

to himself, and told him, but too
were not yet over.
CHAPTEE H.
Now, naturally speaking, it is not a pleasant thing, after a
TNTBODUCES
MB.
STANHOPE, A LONDON MERCHANT. LOVE 'AND
day of hard and laborious work, to be called out again into the
PHIDE.
cold damp streets just as you have settled yourself down for a
comfortable night with some favorite author. Under such
MB. STANHOPE was a London merchant of great wealth nnd
circumstances the most general answer, which the unwelcome influence. When comparatively a young man he had been left
messenger would receive, would be a decided "Not at home." a widower, with two children, a boy, named Edwin, and a girl,
But not BO with Father Eustace. He was the father of the named Maria. He was a stern, hard man; possessing to all
He was their servant, and ever at their beck, and, there- appearance, but few of the gentler and better feelings of our
poor.
In all matters, whether appertaining to his business
fore, the book was at once laid aside, and before his aged nature.
servant knocked at the door of his room, he was already pre- or to the management of his large and magnificent mansion, he
"
was a perfect model of exactness and precision. His calm,
paring for the call" which he knew full well awaited him.
"Well, Margaret, another call to-night. What is the matter cold, self-possession was never for a moment disturbc
now?"
wherever he went he spread around him an atmosphere of
" Oh
sir, poor Mr. Stanhope is sinking fast, and he would
chilling coldness, which was at once so painful and so apparent
like to see you again before he dies, if you would kindly visit that few sought to mingle with him in those more fu
him."
relations which are so dear to most of us.
Hia will was iutlexi"Poor, poor fellow," involuntarily murmured the priest, as ble, and woe to the clerk in his house of business, or to the
" Beati
a tear slowly trickled down his cheek.
qui hi Domino domestic in his mansion, who dared to question it. For
" Blessed are the dead who die ill the
moriuntur,"
Lord," he he had reigned (so to speak) with absolute sway in his own
continued, in a low voice, as if unconscious of the presence of sphere, and the self-will which naturally formed so prominent
hia servant.
Then turning to her, he said, " Say that I will a part in his nature, had become so strongly developed by the
be with him in a few moments. And, Margaret," he added unreserved submission of all about him, that he himself was
"don't forget to say your beads for him, for his death-bed scarcely aware of the fearful strength which this unrestrained
though blessed in the sight of God, is but lonely and desolate passion had acquired in him. Cold, haughty, passionless, as
as far as this world is concerned."
he seemed to be, there was, however, one tender feeling within
"Oh many, many is the Rosary I have said for him, poor his breast, and that was an nrdent love for his children. The
suffering child," answered the old woman, weeping, as she only times his haughty brow relaxed were when his children
spoke, "and although he little needs the prayers of such as I, climbed his knee, or hung around his neck in all the tr;
still I shan't forget him now, when he is passing away from
confidence of childhood. At such times he would smi!>
this world of trouble, to receive his reward for all that he has kissing them, try to speak to them with love and tenderness
Buffered here."
but it was a failure, and he felt it so. The words fell stra
By this time the priest had completed his hasty preparations, from his lips the cold, stern man was too much frozen to
and passing for a moment into the chapel which adjoined his melt so easily, and putting them gently away, he would often
house, he took from their repository the holy oils with which sigh heavily and bitterly as the conviction forced itself upon
the priests of the Church are ordered to anoint the sick in the him, that he could not be tender; and whilst they, timidly
name of the Lord (St. James, v. 14, 15), and then opening the withdrawing from him into a distant part of the room, would
door of the tabernacle, where the love of the "Adorable" keeps amuse themselves, but always quietly, and with an unnatural
him, night and day, waiting with anxious longing to minister fear of disturbing him, his brow would grow darker and darker,
to those for whom He has done and suffered so much, he took his lips would become more and more tightly compressed, as
from it the Most High, in order to administer the Viaticum to he gazed upon them, the bitter conviction all the while burytne dying man, and carefully placing It in his bosom, in a ing itself deeper and deeper in his heart, that his own children
moment more ho was in the cold wet street, struggling with the were afraid of him; and yet, how he loved them
They were
the only objects in the world for which he cared. Men said
blustering wind as he hurried on his way.
Out in the cold dark night, hurrying through the searching he cared for gold, because they saw him so exact in his attenwet and mud, bending hii head towards the earth to shield his tion to the business transacted by the house of which he was
He was concerned f< >r
face from the driving rain, with It in his bosom and yet there the head; but they did not know him.
is no light to accompany It
there is no bell to tell of Its the prosperity of his house, and watched over it with the
approach there is no hymn no prayer, but what is uttered utmost care and exactness but it was not so much on account
by the priest as he hurries on. The passengers, as they brush of the immense wealth it laid at his feet, as because it w:
it was a part
p;vst him in the street, know not that they stand in the very because his name was mixed up with it, because
presence of their Clod, but hasten by, all unconscious of the of his importance and standing amongst men. The mere gold
mystery of love and sacrifice. Oh for the days gone by the he despised, and he would sign the papers transferring thousgood old times when the priest of God would not have had ands of pounds with a kind of refined disdain which it would
to pass along with It within his bosom and none to pay It be difficult to analyze.
He used it, ha disposed of it,
homage; but when _blazing lights, and sounding bells would tered it about; but he never seemed to forget that it \vas
have told the dying man that the pledge of his redemption was fruit of his iuti.'llect, the offspring of his calenhit:
already coming to him that tho Adorable was near tit hand to the unbending power of hia will; in a word, he
waft his trembling soul to tho home of its eternity when from
much as he could see that he owed its j
every house along the way would worshippers have come forth siou to himself for itself, he despised it.
to swell the grateful train that was but too blest in be;
Such v, as Mr. Stanhope, a cold, stern man, with b;
mitted to accompany Him on His journey of love. Oh for
at all strorg within him,
the good old times, when, when will yo return win:
almost crushed by the 1:

of the bell recalled

plainly, that his labors

'

!

;

;

!

;

!
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\
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towards his children; and yet pride conquered even
and h<
:ue<.l to show
it.
tho day, amidst the diaf ructions of b:i
wandered away to his home and his children; and lie \\ould
'wards.
long for the moment when he could turn his 8l
Yet, when the time came, and he was nt liberty, as he
approached his home his pace would ofte,n become slower and
slower, and the dark, haughty face would grow darker still,
and the contracting brow would show that a bitter thought was
feeding on his heart. And, in truth, it was so; for, he felt
and knew his presence would throw a dark shadow over his
home, and that his children would be less free and less happy
because he was there. He felt and, oh how bitterly that
ii:ilun'

that,

<

!

they feared almost as

much

as they loved him; and, writhing

under the

bitter pangs which such thoughts awakened, the
gloomy face would pass into its home, and the dark shadow
would fall for the rest of the day upon the domestic hearth; and
tho hours that had been so anxiously looked forward to would

and

he was both a poet and an enthusiast.
liis enthusiiiHm had not
ct on which to fix itself
it was vague and general.
Ho
.!l of adoration for the
grand, the noble, and the mi;.
but it was in the abstract, in the concrete, it had not yet
come home to him. Friends of his own age or position
none. He had met comparatively few boys of his own age,
and they had all been so far below the standard which his
enthusiastic nature had pictured, that he had made no friend
amongst them. He loved his father, but it was with a hi
kind of love too. It was, if we may so speak, a love of the
intellect more than of the heart, for there was too much of
Such was
fear, respect, and awe in it for it to be a heart-love.
Edwin, and no wonder that his father almost idolized him in
his own cold, reserved way.
He watched o :er his health with
the most jealous care.
If he did but IOOK a little paler, or if
his eye were a little duller than usual, Mr. Stanhope was all
anxiety and nervousness. Nothing was too costly or too rich
for him, and of books, which were the only luxuries for which
the boy seemed to care much, he had as many as would have
nature,

at seventeen

1

come laden with bitter disappointment, because they taught
him more and more plainly still, that he knew not how to make
others love him that there was no heart in the world that beat furnished a library large enough for at least ten youths of his
own age. His father would sit for hours watching him as he
entirely in unison with his own.
Many, perchance, will think this picture overdrawn but, in sat buried in some favorite author, his brow seeming to expand
very truth, there are too many such men as the one whom we with thought, and intelligence, and the fire which he caught
have endeavored to sketch, men who have allowed pride and from the page he was perusing beaming out from his dark full
self-will to extinguish all the better feelings of their nature
At such moments the face of the father would flush, too,
eye.
and who, made to love and be loved, are tyrants, even where with the excess of his pride and admiration, and the loving
;

;

should be love and gentleness, at the domestic hearth.
Reader, have you never met a Mr. Stanhope ? If you have
not, either the circle of your acquaintance has been very
If you have,
limited, or you have been especially fortunate.
and still more, if you have met him in the family circle, and in
all

social intercourse, you will recognize the character, and will
be able to join your testimony to ours, that such an acquaintance is not at all conducive either to the comfort or the happi-

ness of those amongst

whom his

lot

may be

cast.

words which his pride seldom allowed him to utter would hang
upon his lips, waiting to be expressed. But the shadow would
pass over the haughty face, and the rising sigh would stifle the
gentle feeling, and the cold stern man would be himself again.
and could he have analyzed his
Yet, how he loved the boy
own feelings, he would have found, perchance, that he loved
him none the less for perceiving that so much of his own proud
nature was reflected in him. He felt that the boy was mixed
up with the deepest feelings and aspirations of his heart, but
as yet even he scarcely knew how much his own life was
wound up in that of his son. Oh could he have seen what
was coming, he would almost have slain him with his own
hand, that the idol which his pride had built up in his heart
might have remained there for ever unchanged. It would
have been easier to kill him in his youth and beauty, than it
was afterwards to tear his image from the heart where it had
so long reigned almost supreme, and trample it in the dust
with scorn and withering rage.
Maria was a gentle trusting girl, with a love for her brother
that was almost childish in its tenderness. She had little of
her father in her, as she more resembled her dead mother, and
she clung consequently to her brother's stronger nature all the
more closely on this account; and while she loved him much
more tenderly than Mr. Stanhope ever could hope to do, it was
;

!

CHAPTER m.
BROTHER AND

SISTER.

WB

have already mentioned that Mr. Stanhope had two
Two years before the stormy night on which the
children.
incident related in the beginning of this story occurred, the
boy was a fine manly fellow of seventeen, his sister being two
Mr. Stanhope had never been able to bring
years younger.
himself to part with his children, and, consequently, they had
been educated under his own roof by the most eminent professors whom wealth could procure.
This peculiar training
had, of course, been attended with the effects naturally to be
expected from such a method of education. They were retiring and bashful, almost to a fault, and like all others brought
its influence, almost living on the will of their father.
Fearing their father almost more than they loved him, and
having no mother on whom to lavish their affection, it is not
surprising that they loved one another most deeply and tenThey were children on whom a parent's eye might well
derly.
rest with pride.
Edwin, at the age of seventeen, was a fine
manly fellow, as we have remarked; but there was something
in the fire of the dark black eye, and in the shape of the thin
delicately-moulded lips, which" reminded one of Mr. Stanhope
and it was but too evident that there was much of the father's
nature reflected in that of the son. Intellect was stamped on
the swelling forehead, but pride was there too; and those who
knew them best hoped that father and son might never be

with a pride scarcely inferior to his.

within

;

cause of disagreement spring up
Such natures may break, they seldom bend,
was all the freshness of early youth about Edwin at the
lien, now-a-days, the boy is swallowed up in the embryo
and on the slightest cause the blood would rush into his
.<! with
:;nd his open countenance won
burning
".d proDeluded life lie had lid H

brought into
i

i

'U

collision, or

them.

or,

rather.

Btronrfv developed,

the romantic in his

CHAPTER
NATURE.

IV.

RESPECTABLE RELIGION.

FIRST ASPIRINGS.

WHEN Edwin

Stanhope had reached his thirteenth year an
happened which changed the whole course of his life.
Up to this time one could scarcely say of him that he had been
a religious boy. He was too intellectual and too full of lofty
and romantic thought ever to be gross or animal, but he had
" natural" life. He had never
led an essentially
pierced the
cloud which nature, unenlightened by grace, interposes between
man and the mysteries of the unseen world. He had m ver
learnt how to commune with his Creator, and to walk through
the world united to his God by that wonderful and constant
union, which constitutes at once the happiness and the perfection of those who have begun to wnlk in the ways of
Divine love. He had never learnt how to refer his actions to
the Almighty God, and, consequently, he had naturally ei
to his own intellect thus fostering in his
,1 them
but almost unsconciouslv. u pride, of the most reiiuud nature.
incident

'

;
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had nerer learnt how to analyse with the ere of faith the am a lost sheep? Oh, I am so much afraid. I wish the
good
come and take me on I
mptings of his heart, and the inclinations of his nature and.
re and carrv me
had indulged them as far as the pride o:
.-.i
and, oh papa,
iiad allowed.
He was a stranger
was I don't think that I love Him at all. O dear papa, do tell me
re was a something
k I am a
il. and h<
tears g ;shed from
wrong about him and he knew not how to remedy h ht
*, and his voice tremble.:
..is feelings.
.cart to be void of holiness, and he knew not how to fill it.
Mr. Stanhope was so overwhefcned with astonishment that,
answer. It was so entirely out of
Stanhope was a strict member of the Church of England. foramomc:.
that he was a religions man.
He and religion, in its tame the range of his experience. He had gone to church for years,
strangers but. he, nevertheless, attended and he had heard this very same sermon, but it had never oc;reh most regularly.
Morning and evening, on curred to him that Ae could be a lost sheep he was to
and respectable for that and here was this mere child asking
>ras to be seen advancing
* steps towards the pew where he sat
The hant:
such extraordinar
:is, his whole frame trembling with
oold fao;
measured tread the powdered footman
lings, and his large dark eyes dilated
-'ixmnd prr.;with the eagerness with which he was waiting a
-respectfully behind with tr
reply to his
his seat,
book, until Mr. Stanhope was withii.
and the::
Mr. Stanhope fondled the little hand that was
.vancing to open, with an obsequious bow,
resting in his,
the
pew all tended to remind one. most nnpleae- and drew his boy closer to himaalf^ as if he felt afraid of losthe Gospel
In fact, you could see ing him. This strange
language of Edtrin's filled him with an
hen? Mr. Stanhope was worshipping self as much.
indefinable dread. He had oft<
orness of heart,
a great deal more than God. It was
was between himself and the
child he so fondly loved, and these remarks of the child showed
and, therefore, he was religions
-;\L
His father before him, and his
.'1 more
clearly how far they were separated on such
.thers and grandfathers, had all points as these.
His emotion was scarcely lees than that of
been good Protestants ever since the time of the "blessed reild, as he answered
My darling boy, what can have
liich had
psry (.as they ima- put these extraordinary ideas into your niii
who have
.-.nd. therefore, he was a Probeen BO car
make me quite uneas.iiad, every Sunday, for at least a
will not in:

.

.'

;

.

;

:

:

.

:

:

:

;

.<-.

I

-

:

i

.

;

.

:

;
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you

liope

same parish church, and, there:
y had at stated periods approached

the

he

:-.r:< _...

Fable of the Lord, therefore, the cold
represented the race, approached, too,
: the
at r
year ; and this was probably
reason h.
faith that was in 'him
In
a word, as an eminent American writer has so happily express'made a distant bow

ed

and in this his religion consisted,
accompanied his father to church. To him
:u and bitterness.
He was not perwas too well

.rays

.

- was a
to read

i~.

1.

obser

-uch a dese-

B

Then

cration.

it

was so tedious

or more in the gloomy
ity.

As

liked

it

far as the old

than not.

It

three long hours
old church, listening to a service which
-poke to him as a real-

church

was so

:

itself

was concerned, he rather

old, so

and so romantic.
-

.he

::

same time, awoke

the officiating
ag clergyman was holding
ion no doubt, whatever his hearers
satisfaction
re often far away, and

ng dreary

aisl-

these strange fancies a-_<n are not angry, papa; but indeed I could not
refrain from asking you th>
I have often, oh \
-.at a wickvery often thoug.
.

.

ed child I was, a:
acher speaking
-heep that had wandered away from
knew, dear papa, that he mean-.
perhaps,
you would tell me whether the good Jesus was seeking me, and
whether He would ever and me, and take me up aad car
home to her.
.papa? I do not want to
leave you, I
1 like the good Jesus to find
"v, and
teach me to be a good child, and take me home to Hunyon would not be angry or sorry, dear papa." And agsu
tears, and the little hand trembled
large, dark
as it rested in that which pressed it so fee
:

-

I

-

"I am

no:

-a

manner.

Ton must not talk

would

your papa to lose yon,

kill

And the cold,

dark

must not talk in
yon k

this

of leaving me, for

my

An-ifng darling

man softened more than he had ever done

" I will invite Mr. Grant to dine with
before.
us, and you ""
speak to him about these thin.
" Thank
you, papa. Rut I don't care to see Mr. Gra
cannot open my heart to him. Do you recollect when he dined
.days ago? He had preached a very nio
mon in the morning about sin, and what a shocking thing it
was to be a sinner, and when you were called out of the room
in the evening after dinner, he took me on his knee and began
to talk to me about the sermon, aad to ask me whether I recollected h and when I said that I did, and that I knew he was
preaching about me, and that I was very sorry to be so wicked,

forms and figures of other days. Then t.
nto his mind, and he would wonder
dead mother WOT.
were an angel in heaven, thin":.
a, and
.m, and whether she knew how great
there wr.s in his
.rt, how much he had loved her. and
cherished her memory still His large black
he laughed, and, calling me a foolish little boy, he j
:-.>ns with feeling as he thus communed
lie world ^*
imagination fr**3 created around hi**^ and down from his knee, and began drinking his wine ; and when I
to teach me how to be _
came to him again, and asked
something so unearthly seemed to light his features:,
he laughed still more, and, "*"*" me some fruit, told me to
times, that his father would gaze upon him with i
After leaving the church he would sometimes, go and play with my little sister. Buty papa, I went away
f awe.
rrowful to my own room, and I cried for a very l""g
too, ask questions which would puzzle his father to a
h how aad I felt ; and I do wish, papa, he
time, a:
On one iiartiflBlar Sunday the preacher had taken as tl
7 to be good. I would have been very attenhistor
'ivine Lord had ta:
ject of his discourse the beautiful
aw ling the lost sheep. The child had listened with reverence tive, and I would have tried very hard to learn ; but Laad awe to the loving history, but there was son:-.
laughed at me, papa, and I could not ask him again. But I do
in his face as he sat
wish some one would teach jae how to be
sad
and
melancholy
preBsibly
Edwin started
OB several other
tie hands tightly clasped in an attitude of
rsation as
was over, and they had
bat his father al
As soon as;

'

Am

!

.

-

.

"'<"

t

.

:^dwin said, qti ::

was both alarmed and astonished. "Dear pap..

.

TWO
aspirings of the lofty mind to something higher find more noble ami, with a kind of jealoi
ked tin' longings
more intimately united with its
of the youthful heart to

r/ryo/.'//:,s'.

>,

and had the

!

Ami

he, poor child, grew up from
boyhood to early manhood, with no

from
hu craved

to

childhood to boyhood,
one to teach him what

know, with the noble instincts of his fresh young

stretching themselves out to something to which lie could
not give a name, and no ono to tell him what that something
1

with no one to tell him that the aspirings of liin heart
were after its God, with no one to teach him that the proud
passions Unit w. iv in his nature were to be rendered subservient to those higher aspirations,
with no one to teach him
how to be, good. But let him take courage. The good Jesus
is already seeking him to take him
upon His shoulders, and
carry him home to Himself.
was,

CHAPTEE

V.

and a
honor of the event.

his friends

dined

They were

all

p

witJi

with
congratulations to Edwin, and he was quit-- the hero of the
day but he was very sorrowful.
His heart felt quite empty,
and he would often, during the evening, have wished to jvtir
i

lavish

;

to his

own

little

room

they congratulate him

to relieve
?

himself by

tears.

Why

What had he done worthy

of

did
con-

?
And finding no answer to these questions which
continually presented themselves to him, he felt himself more
lonely than ever, more dissatisfied with himself and all around
him, and the old feeling of his early childhood came buck with

gratulation

renewed intensity, and he longed and. wished and
prayed for
some one to teach him how to be good for the good Jesus to
take him on His shoulders to carry him
home, for he felt as if
this latest act of his religious life, so to call
ten
it, had but
to render the gulf between himself and God wider and more
apparent than ever and, young as he was, natural as he was,
unenlightened as he was, he knew that it ought not to be so.
On the Sunday preceding the confirmation, Mr. Grant announced that it was his wish that all the recipients should, on
the Sunday following, approach the communion table. If
poor Edwin had been perplexed about confirmation, his perplexities and troubles were now increased a thousand-fold.
Mr. Stanhope " received" three or four times a year, because
most respectable people did the same but he had no fixed
and clear notion of the nature and character of the action he
performed; and Mr. Grant's views were of the very lowest kind.
Edwin had frequently heard him declaim with violence against
what he called the idolatrous and blasphemous doctrine of the
" real
presence" of our Lord in the sacrament. He had
Mr. Grant frequently declare that there was nothing but the
mere bread and wine present, and that it was impious and
wicked to believe anything else, and consequently, he was inclined to believe it must be so but ever and anon the solemn
word came flitting through his mind: "This is My Body,"
and also, " This is My Blood of the
(St. Matthew, xxvi. 26)
New Testament, which shall be shed for many unto remission
of sins," (ver. 28), and he could not see how to reconcile them
with the teachings of Mr. Grant. Not that he thought Mr.
Grant could be wrong, or be teaching what was false, Edwin
kuew nothing of religion but what he had learnt from his
father and Mr. Grant, aud he thought it certain that they were
right
but, nevertheless, there was something in their teaching and especially on this point with which his intellect refused to be satisfied. Moreover, as the day drew near when he
was to approach the Lord's table for the first time, he sat for
hours with his Bible before him, pondering over the passages
relating to the Eucharist, and becoming more and more perWith an ardent desire to
plexed, and more and more uneasy.
do what was right, he meditated on the words of St. Paul
"
Therefore, whoever shall eat this bread or drink the chalice
of the Lord unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and blood
of the Lord.
But, let a man prove himself and so let him
eat of that bread and drink of that chalice.
For, he that eateateth
and drinketh unwortfiily,
and
eth
drinketh
;

TUB FIEST DOUBT.

WHEN Edwin

was about fifteen years of age, it was announced one Sunday that in a few weeks the bishop of the dioer.se
would visit the parish in order to administer confirmation to
the younger members of the congregation, and they were told
to prepare themselves to receive it.
Edwin tried hard to
understand what confirmation was, but he could not succeed.
He felt that it would be useless to question his father on the
point, and confidence between himself and Mr. Grant, the rector of the parish, had been so effectually crushed in his childhood by the incident mentioned in the last chapter, that he
could not make up his mind to speak to him. He listened
eagerly every Sunday, homing to hear from the pulpit some
explanation of the rite, or whatever it might be but no explanation came until the Sunday preceding the day on which
the bishop was to administer it. Then, indeed, Mr. Grant
;

spoke about it but Edwin could make nothing oiit of it.
Grant was very "low church," and, consequently, looked
;

a

i'or

(Inint.

tips of the fingers of that reverend
his head.
In tl

moment mi
large number of

1

;

Mr.

upon

confirmation as a mere rite, without sacramental character or
efficacy attached to it, and in explaining his views he succeeded so perfectly in lowering that which he undertook to
explain,
that very few, indeed, of his hearers could have been much impressed with a feeling of awe or respect for that which they
were to receive, or have felt much obligation of preparing
themselves very exactly or carefully for its reception.
Edwin felt that there was something wrong in all this.
He
endeavored to make himself believe that confirmation was

something more holy and of higher character that Mr. Grant's
teaching seemed to suppose. Young as he was, and with the
s ions of his
1>;
strong nature so little disciplined and brought
i

under, he felt that he was unworthy to receive the sacred rite,
for such he thought it.
His active mind began to work, and

he used to wonder whether confirmation had been
always
looked upon in the same light in which Mr. Grant seemed to
regard it, and whether our forefathers had always had such a
mean opinion of it, and if so, how it was that they had ever begun to practise it. These ideas, without taking any very definite shape, were
continually flitting through his brain, filling
him with uneasiness and doubt, and his conviction of the hollowness of the whole proceeding was rendered complete, when
Mr. Grant called.one day, and after asking him a single question in the Catechism, gave him a certificate to be given to the
bishop, or his attendant, certifying that he was duly prepared
and fit to receive confirmation.
Edwin felt that he was not fit to receive it, and, moreover,
that no one had taken pains to teach him how to prepare himself.
How, then, could Mr. Grant certify that he was worthy
to receive the sacred rite ? Or, if he were worthy, what could
be the dignity of that which he was to receive, if his prepara-

;

i

;

;

;

:

:

judgment
Lord" (1

himself, not discerning the
Cor. xi.
27,
28,
29); but

to

body

of

the

more

he
thought the more bewildered he became and he asked himself how he could be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord,
if that body and blood were not present in the Sacrament ? or
how he could eat and drink judgment to himself for not discerning the body of the Lord, if the body of the Lord were
not present? Then, at times, he would seem convinced that
Mr. Grant was right, aud that there was nothing present but
bread and wine but the awful denunciation of the apostle
the

;

;

would present itself in all its dreadful clearness to him, and
his cheek would blanch, aud he would tremble with fear and
"
tion sufficed to receive it worthily ? and, as his ncute intellect excitement as he murmured the solemn words
Therefore,
he
er all this, the first doubt which prepared the way let a man prove himself
that
eateth and
For,
for all thai followed \va.-i implanted in his youthful mind.
drinketh unworthily, etiteth and drinketh judgment to himself,
Ou the appointed day, however, Edwin knelt before the nut discerning the body of the Lord."
:

\

THE TWO

VICTORIES.

In this stato of perplexity and doubt with no one to counsel wreaths of the
graceful ivy, and every statue or figure, with a
with no one to whisper in his ear the words hand to hold
tell
it, held within its grasp something green to
all the instincts and feelings of his nature of the
happy time. In the evening as they sat, a merry band,
prompting him to take the words he so often pondered in their round the ample hearth, with no other light than the sparkling
plain and literal sense, and with these instincts crushed and flames which burst from the
yule log, with the fresh red berries
beaten down by the teaching to which he was a constant
glimmering and twinkling so brightly and cheerfully in the
listener at one moment trembling as he thought again and
flickering light, while the song, and the jest, and the tale went
"
again of the inspired Words:
Therefore, let a man prove him- round, with young hearts laughing so gaily and so free from
self.
For, he that eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth care, the weariest grew glad and the sorrow-stricken were beand drinketh judgment to himself, not discerning the body of guiled for a moment from their griefs, and the drop that was
the Lord," at another moment stifling his difficulties by the about to fall into sorrow's cup was arrested for awhile. When
remembrance of all he had heard from Mr. Grant with no fixed one of Mr. Seymour's sons, a fine open-hearted fellow, during
idea or belief, but with his mind one vast chaos of uncertainty the evening sang the
following Christmas song, there were few
and fear, poor Edwin approached his first and last commu- present, either young or old, who were untouched, or who renion in the church where his forefathers had so long worship- mained unmoved as visions of the past or future flitted before
He them. There were few who remained insensible to the deep
ped. We say his last, too for, he approached no more.
was so utterly wretched after receiving the bread and wine- feeling, affections, and sympathies which Christmas time, and
there was such a feeling of misery and desolation in his heart, Christmas thoughts, and Christmas songs never fail to awaken.
such a want of reality and truth about this action, which There were few of the young whose glowing hearts did not
should have been so sacred and so full of holy joy and conso- glow warmer still, and out of whose bright eyes the happiness
lation that Edwin could never bring himself to repeat it. of their hearts did not shine too plainly to be mistaken.
There
Several times Mr. Stanhope reminded him that the following were few of the old who were not carried back to times gone
Sunday was a "communion day;" but Edwin received the by, when they sat in childish gladness round a well-rememannouncement so coldly, merely saying, "Papa, I think I bered hearth, one of a happy band now scattered far and wide ;
or instruct liim
of truth with

;

"

that his father did not press him on the
matter, attaching, as he himself did, so little importance to it.
Thus Edwin grew up to his seventeenth year, his romantic
shall not

approach

;

nature developing itself more and more every day, and his
aspirings after something more holy and grand than anything
he knew becoming daily stronger and more marked. Frank,
open and ingenuous, it was impossible to know him without
loving him and admiring him ; but his uneasiness on the matter
of religion, and the state he was in, had grown upon him every
day since the incidents we have already mentioned, and the
workings of his active mind had left a languor and paleness on
his fair young cheek, and imparted a weary, anxious look to his
large dark eye, which were painful to look upon, telling, as
they did, of a young and loving heart not at peace speaking,
too, through the hectic flush which now so often came upon
him, of such pain, and care, and grief, as youthful trusting
hearts like his should never know or feel.
But, again, let him take courage. Light and comfort are at
hand brightness is near. The good Jesus is looking for His
lamb, that with loving hand and mercy breathing voice He may
take it on His shoulders, to carry it home forever to Himself.
;

and what wonder

if their hearts grew full, and their eyes grew
dim, as the light of their mother's smile seemed to play about
them once again, and the tones of the father's voice re-echoed
in their souls ; and, at the moment memory had beguiled them,
and in thought they were heedless children again, the vision,
vanished, to be replaced by the old churchyard and the turfcovered mound, with the Christmas chime wailing a sad and
plaintive air around the graves, like the song of the surging
What wonder
seb as it breaks for ever on the sounding shore.
that they forgot that the chime wailed but for a moment round
the graves of those who might listen no more to its song, ere
it went its way on the frosty breeze, to carry its message of
love to young and old, ringing so softly and with such mugic
sweetness through the sacred place, where at midnight hour
the kneeling crowd is wrapt in silent prayer, as blazing lights
and sweetest scents and music's thrilling strains are all employed to greet in humble love and praise the God-made Man,
as once again He descends upon the altar of His love speaking to the schoolboy's heart of his mother's love telling the
weary of rest to come, filling the hearts of all with love, and

joy,

and hope, and

bliss.

"I

love thee right well, with the merry swell
Of thy brave old cheery voice ;
As thou ounicHt again, 'mid the hail and the rain,
And biddest thy children rejoice.
I love the soft sheen of thy holly green,
And I love on its leaves to gaze ;
I Jove tho glad sight of its berries bright,
As they glewoi in the yule-log's blaze.
I love thee, I love thee, I love thy brave chime,
I love thee right dearly, thou old Christmas time.

CHAPTEE VI
A CHBI8TMA6 PABTT.

CHEISTMAS THOUGHTS AMD FEELINGS.
A PBOPOSAL.

WE

have already mentioned that about the time Edwin
reached his seventeenth birthday an event occurred which
It was Christmas time,
altered the whole course of his life.
and an invitation had been sent to Edwin to spend a few days
at the house of Mr. Seymour, an old friend of the Stanhope
Edwin had almost determined to decline the invitation,
family.
as he felt every day less and less fitted for society ; but Mr.
Stanhope, who had marked with much uneasiness, the increas-

"I

love thee right well, thou old Christmas bell
As thou swellest adown the vale
I love thy sweet song, as It flitteth along,
And teUeth the Christmas tale.
Cold, cold is the heart that taketh no part
In the joy of the Christmas time
That growoth not light, with glac* visions, and bright
At the song of the Christmas chime.
I love thee, I love thee, I love the brave chime.
That greeteth thee loudly, thou old Christmas time.
;

;

'

ing langour of his son's appearance, and the depression of
spirits under which he so frequently labored, pressed him so
earnestly to go, that at length he rather unwillingly acceded.
Mr. Seymour woi a fine specimen of the English merchant.
Bluff, generous, and hearty, he loved to be happy himself, and
He had, at this partito see happy faces smiling around him.

Hound the hearth, when thy gladness e'er shone ;
"Where the yule-log's soft gleam reflected each beam
Of the eye, as we sat in its light
Where the tale and the song iu mirth pass'd along.
And looks in thy presence grew bright.
I love thee, I love thee, and long for the chime.
That greeted thoe bravely, thou old Christmas time.
;

cular Christmas, gathered round him a large party, principally
of yop.ng persons, and every preparation was being made to
"
enable them to spend a
merry Christmas" in the fullest sense

" I love thee, old bell, though a tale thou mayst tell
Of hopes that are wither'd and dead
I bleps thy glad peal, though its notes may reveal
The absence of those who have fled.
Then linger awhile around yon old pile,
An J murmur above their cold clay ;
I'll shed the hot tear for the lost ones so dear,
Then Juy with the friends of to-day.
Oh 1 still do I love thee, and love thy brave chime,
And e'er will I love thee thou old Christmas time."
;

of the word.

When Edwin
of Mr.

arrived on Christmas Eve, he found the house
to bottom with such a pro-

Seymour decorated from top

fusion of holly, ivy, and evergreens of all descriptions, that it
appeared a perfect wood. There was a mistletoe hanging from
the roof of every room, the gorgeous mirrors were framed with

I love thee right well for the tale thou dost tell
Of days that are vc'lis'd and gone ;
hearts true and dear met at least once a year

When

The evening was far spent, in fact it was close upon midwhen one of the party proposed that they should go to

night,

TWO

TJ1K

ma

VICTOUJRH.

The tears rushed into Edwin's eyes as he answer
"No, Frank, I am not a Papist, as you style it. I huvo
the proposition with acclamations, and at ouce prepared never iv.-nl u Catholic book in my life, and I am now air
enter a Catholic Church for the first time but if i thor
It appeared to most of them, young and giddy as
to set out.
as a very appropriate finish to their evening's enter- would make me a better man, or bring me nearer to
Most of them had never been -within the walls of a would willingly become a Catholic to-morrow, for I cannot I
tainment.
none of them knew any- really, really cannot remain as I am," he continued with tlm
lie church during their lives
"I cannot remain tin
about the doctrines of that church but what they had tears streaming from his eyes.
from the teachings of their own pulpits, and that teach- worldly, tepid creature that I am it will kill me, it is killing
need hardly say, had been of no very correct nature, me already, for I have read, and prayed, and thought until my
had constantly heard Popery described as a worship of brain is almost worn out, and yet there is nothing hnl d;uforms and ceremonies without meaning or siguificancy, a mere and fear, and uncertainty on every side. Oh would to God I
empty form intended to delude weak people, and calculated to knew what to do.
But, again, let him take comfort, for light is at hand.
bring eternal ruin upon its deluded votaries. It was, therefore,
was bring celebrated

,r

The younger members

at bund.

('

of the party

i

;

(

;

i)

;

!

with feelings of mingled contempt and curiosity that they preto set out in order to finish their evening's amusement
by tlus visit to the Catholic chapel. Edwin alone of the young
people made no preparation to accompany the party.

CHAPTEB

VII.

THE CBITICS AND DISPOSES OF THEM A MIDNIGHT
"Why, Edwin," cried young Seymour, "won't you come INTRODUCES
MASS, AND WHAT CAME OF IT.
You don't mean to stay at home, do you, and refuse
to join us ?
I'm sure you'll like it, for I have been told that
AND now, whilst Edwin Stanhope and his friends are mak(HIS Mass, or whatever they call it, is one of the most amusing
ing their way to the Catholic Church, situated a little distance
things in the world; so many genuflections, and crossings, from B
square, no doubt many of our readers are grumwith us?

and bowings, that you can't understand what its about at all
besides, their music is generally very good, and it would be a
a good
pity to miss the sight ; so do come with us, there's
;

fellow."

"

My dear

sorrowfully,

Frank," answered Edwin, very calmly, but very
" I think
ask me to do.
don't know what

you

you

about the belief or profession of these
Catholics; and would to God I understood more clearly even
my own belief. I have often heard Mr. Grant say they are
idolaters, but I do not believe it, for I know that educated men,
such as the Catholic body has within it, would never be guilty
of such a deadly sin.
My French master was a Catholic and
although he never spoke to me on religion, I know he was a
good man, so gentle, so humble, and BO meek, when papa was
cross and angry with him, as he sometimes was without much
I

know very

little

;

know nothing of Catholic doctrine or belief,
sure charity obliges me to believe them to be sincere
and yet you ask me to
in their professions as we are in ours
their
churches
to
one
of
(where they are asaccompany you
I repeat I

i.

but

am

I

;

sembled to worship God according to the best of their power
and knowledge), just as you would ask me to accompany you
to the theatre, or any other place of amusement.
No, Frank,
I will never do it I will not make the house of God for even
their churches are the houses of God a mere place of vain
amusement and idle curiosity. I will never insult the religious
belief of any of my fellow Christians by such impertinent intrusions upon them as that which you now ask me to join you
in perpetrating.
No Frank, I will not go with such motives
;

as these

;

and knowing

me

as

you

do, I

am

astonished you

Should have asked me."
"Why, my dear fellow, how warmly you do take this matter.
I am sure I didn't ask you to join us with any such motives as
those which yoa ascribe to us. I confess I have some little
am as incapable
curiosity to see the High Mass, but I trust I
as yourself, Edwin, of entering any place of worship whatsoI trust I am
ever, with the motives you so justly repudiate.
as incapable as yourself of insulting the convictions of any
class of professing Christians, and now I hope you won't refuse

any longer to come with us."
As he finished speaking, Frank Seymour held out his hand
and looked at Edwin with so much sympathy and generous
feeling in his face, that Edwin at once .took the proffered hand,
and shook it warmly. The others gathering round and promotives as those
ig their innocence of any such unworthy
he had mentioned, Edwin allowed himself to be overcome, and
prepared to set out with his friends.
As Edwin and Frank were passing out of the house, arm in
dear
arm, the latter jokingly remarked, "Why, Edwin, my
be
must
I
think
that
now
warm
so
you
just
you got
is it so? Do tell me."
1'apiut uheady.
.

bling, and declaring that we have altogether overdrawn thehero
this story.
Bluff old Mr. Brown,
(if so we may style him) of

whose "sumnium bonum" appears to be contained in the three
" the Koman initials for
s. d.
pouuds shilmagic letters,
that it is all stuff and nonsense,
declares
lings and pence,"
and that the young puppy ought to have had something better
to think about; and, moreover, that a good hone-whipping
would have been the greatest boon that could possibly have
been conferred upon him and the rosy face of the good old
man becomes quite purple with indignation as he conjures up
the idea of his son, Tom Brown, taking any such ridiculous
notions, and thinking about religion and that sort of thing
"and I should like to find you, sir," says Paterfamilias, across
"
the table to Tom,
getting any of these hairbrained notions
into your head about becoming better, and desiring something
"
And poor
more perfect. Trash, sir Nonsense Humbug
as
he
thinks of all his
old Brown waxes quite warm, especially
own virtues and perfections.
" Be as
good as your father, sir, and you will do. Be as
clever and longheaded as your grandfather, and you will be
But as to getting any of Master Edwin's fanciful noperfect.
that is all, sir. I do not
tions, I should like to catch you at it
believe a word of it."
Old Brown, however, need not be afraid of Tom for Tom,
"
a fine specimen of the
animal," with a decided taste for showy
and
pins, quite agrees with the "old boy," as he
vests, chains,
that it is all a humbug, and that
irreverently styles his father,
he does not believe there ever was such a person as Edwin
Stanhope and that if there were he was a lack-a-daisical fool,
who wanted ducking in a horse-pond to give him some spirit
and manliness by spirit and manliness Tom meaning drinkand the other fashionable and more
ing, smoking, swearing,
in which honest Tom and his class
amusements
objectionable
find their pleasure and perfection.
Then there is Miss Simper, who has read novels until she
fancies herself surrounded by an atmosphere of mystery and
romance, and who, when she hears a rap at the door, rises from
her book with such a graceful air, and swims along the narrowpassage of the dwelling which she poetically describes as "her
;

;

!

!

!

;

;

;

childhood's home," thinking of the knight in disguise who in
seeking his "ladye faire," and is only recalled to sublunary
things by finding at the door, instead of her trusty knight, the
milkman, or the butcher's boy with the sheep's-head for the

as she
daily broth, little thinking or reflecting, poor thing,
takes it with a jaunty and abstracted air, how many sheep's
heads there are planted on human shoulders. Miss Simper has

read our description of Edwin, and she is sure he must have
been a dear creature but then he was so very foolish to trouble
himself about these matters, which after all were of so little
he could ; and even Miss
importance, as he was doing the best
;

Till-:

T\VO

Simper cannot help thinking that wo have overdrawn him, and
that liis aiKvti .us uud desires would
necessarily have fixed
themselves on objeote more in aooordanoe with her ideas nnd
experiences, and that it is so unnatural to suppose him thinking so much about religion and such abstract things.
We have a great (but qualified) respect for old Brown. In
any question relating to turtle soup, or an investment in the
funds, we should be proud to have the advice of the old gentleman. If there were question of dogs, tobacco, or other such
matters, we should be equally glad to have the advice of his
son Tom. We should submit at once to Miss Simper on all
matters which naturally fall under the head of romance. We
are sorry to incur their disapprobation, but we can only assure
them again that our story is true, and that if their experience
refuse to recognize any such person as Edwin Stanhope, we
have nothing more to say, except to repeat that our story is a
true one, and that we have merely sketched Edwin as we knew
him. We would beg them always to recollect that we have
never said that he was perfect, but merely that he was aspiring
after something better.
We would remind them, too (although
old Brown will probably say that it is all trash and nonsense),
that there is wide difference between the aspirings of the
heart and intellect, and the reducing those aspirings to practice
that it is one thing to see and desire to do what is better, and
another thing to do it in a word, that, in morals, the intellect
is often converted long before the will, and that many a one
who desires something better, who is dissatisfied with his state,
and who to a certain extent despises himself for his own weakness, remains a slave to those passions which at once degrade
and defile him.
But leaving the Browns, and Simpers, and the rest of our
critics, to pursue their own reflections, we must follow Edwin
on his way to the Catholic chapel, or rather church for, thank
God, the day is gone by when we were compelled to confine
ourselves to mean, paltry chapels and the church to which
Edwin and his friends were wending their way is truly worthy
of the more exalted name.
Its beautiful proportions, the
;

;

;

by its occupiers. He watched them narrowly, and he saw tha
Id woman throv
they were absorbed in prayer. He
out her arms and raise
>r a mo
ment he thought theatrieal but In
ain, and his uobl<
mind bent itself in humble reverence to the. poor old woman
for he saw her devotion was real and
true, and that she wai
neither thinking nor caring whether human
eye saw her or not,
He saw the tears rolling softly down the cheek of the boy whc
knelt beside him he marked the clasped hand and the closec
eye, and the gentle and angel-like look of the innocent child,
and he could have fallen down and kissed his feet. He sa-w
what he had never seen in his life before he saw warm gush
"
ing piety ; he saw real and true "heart worship
he saw the
packed and crowded congregation worshiping like one man
I

.

;

;

;

his fine taste recognized and drank in all the
beauty of the cer
emonial which was going on he contrasted it with the cole
formality of his own worshiping he contrasted the deep anc
;

;

earnest devotion of those around him with his own coldness,
his own doubts, and the unreality of his own dealings with God
and despite the genuflections, &c., which did seem a littl*
strange to him at first, he felt that he was in the house of God,
and that he was amongst those who were worshiping God as h<

had never seen Him worshiped before. The long looked foj
light was coming at last, and lowlier and more humbly still h<
bent his head as he felt that God was working in his heart, anc

"
hymn, Adest*
his ear, he hid his face in his hands anc
gave full vent to the tears which he no longer sought or wishec
to restrain.
as the

first

strains of the sweet old Christmas

Fideles,"fell

upon

Yes, thou sweet old Christmas hymn, there is something in
thee which speaks to most hearts, telling, as thou dost, of lov
ing, trusting joy, that dares to

th<

humble

hif

crib,

go at Christmas tune to
and looking on the smiling Babe as He lifts

tiny hands to bless the gazer-in, dares to join the swelling song,
and dares to utter with its sin-stained lips the glorious strain

which angel tongues were

own weakness,

first

to sing

which dares

to forget

own

graceful arch of its noble roof, the delicate tracery of its windows, are such as to strike the beholders with pleasure and admiration, despite the disadvantage under which it labors on ac-

misery, ay, even its own sin, in th
all-sufficient mercy of the Infant's smile.
Oh again do we say,
" God
speed thee," thou dear old hymn, for thy message is one
of love, and joy, and hope
have heard some say that thon

count of

art

its

its

!

!

We

hackneyed, but thou art as dear to us, thou comest to ut
laden with as much joy and comfort as thou didst some dozen
years ago, when after wandering long in the mazes of error, we
heard thee for the first time on one never-to-be-forgotten
Christmas night, and when, like Edwin, we were fain to bow
our head and hide our face that men might not see the gush oi
tears which greeted the message of love and rest which thou
didst bring to our weary, fainting soul.
It was, however, at the time of the Holy Communion that
the greatest impression was made upon Edwin. He looked
with reverence, not unmixed with awe, upon the crowds who
describe.
When Edwin and his friends, leaving the darkness outside, thronged to the altar to receive the bread of life and even he
suddenly entered the church, they involuntarily paused for a felt the majesty of "the Presence." He saw the faith of all
moment, dazzled by the splendor of the scene which met their speaking hi the face, the eye, and the reverently-clasped hands
Service had already commenced, and the altar, which of every one who approached the altar, and he marked with
eyes.
was the first object whicii met their gaze, was literally a blaze something like envy the cairn, mild, and smiling joy which
Numberless tapers, their brightness mellowed down lighted each countenance, as the receiver turned away with his
of light.
by the choice plants and evergreens intermingled with them, God within his breast. He felt that faith such as that which he
lighted the church with a clearness, distinctness, and soft now beheld for the first time was worth any price that could be
beauty which were perfectly enchanting. The sanctuary was paid for it that it was, in truth, the hidden pearl of the Gosfull of priests in gorgeous vestments, and youthful acolytes,
pel; and with fervor and deep sincerity he besought tin Albut too proud to minister at the altar of God. Clouds of fra- mighty God to enlighten him and make known to him His holy
grant incense were floating slowly to the roof of the sanctuary, will, that seeing what was right he might embrace it at any cost
and hhedding their sweet odours through the whole edifice ; or suffering to himself ; and so absorbed was he in prayer, and
"
and when the organ pealed forth the Gloria in excelsis Deo," so lost was he in the contemplation of all he hod seen and
Edwin felt his heart grow hot within him, and he almost trem- heard, that when the service was over and the congregation
unfavorable position. Beautiful as is its exterior,
it is far surpassed by the interior.
The chastened light that
streams through its richly-stained windows tones down and
mellows what might be otherwise considered the excessive
splendor and richness of its decorations, and standing about
the middle of the church, with its magnificent and costly altar
"
before you, with saints and " mighty men of old looking
down upon you from every wall, with gold and richest colors
to greet the eye wherever it may fall, the tout ensemble is one,
which, to use the hackneyed phrase, it is easier to imagine than
its

;

;

bled to find himself already so much moved and so much
With eager, yet with reverent curiosity, he drank in
the whole scene. He looked around, and he saw every one
wrapt in silent prayer, from the poor woman who was telling
her beads with such fervor, kneeling on the stone floor of the
or ten, who was kneeling by his
aisle, to the young boy of nine
pleased.

bide in the

bench to which he had been courteously beckoned

slowly separating, it was not until Frank Seymour had twice
touched him on the arm that he bethought himself of win
was, and, wiping the tears from his face, rose to follow his
As he passed out into the night, its coldness and darkfriend.
ness seemed tohim to envelop him, an it were, with a pall and
the howling wind seemed to find a voice to tell him that hi
left peace, and faith, and rest, Lu the bright and cheerful
;

:

TWO
church behind, and that the cold, thn darkness, and the withi'ei
nl' tliii winter's night, were the fitting emblems of his

VICTORIES.
eration

own pom-

emblems
emblems of

heart

fitting

of

that to which

lie

WHS

the care, the pain, aud the
retiiniiug flttiiig
grief which must press so heavily upon him should ho ever
take the step, which even now he felt he must sooner or later
be compelled to do. But, again, let him take courage; the

BOW

Infant has smiled

upon him from His

cr.b,

and

all will

yet be

well.

STUDY AND CONVICTION.
AT FAULT.

THE FAMHiY DOCTOR

establishment of a Catholic publisher, and, entering,
timidly asked to be supplied with a few works containing a
simple exposition of Catholic doctrine. The attendant selected
for him "Challoner's Catholic Christian Instructed," and a
few other simple works of the same kind, and Edwin hastened
home, that he might, in solitude, loam more of the faith to which
he already felt so favorably disposed. To say that he read these
works, would give but a very imperfect idea of the eagerness
and avidity with which he made himself master of their conthe

tents

he

;

literally

devoured them.

Morning, noon, and night,

when he could steal away to his room, he sat down to the task
now so dear to him, and, as the grand and impressive claims
to his sole allegiance were unfolded to
him, his fine intellect at once recognized the justice of those
He recognized at
claims, and the truth of her pretensions.
once that for which he had been so earnestly looking during
the last two or three years a clear, simple, defined rule of
He found everything laid down with the utmost precifaith.

of the Catholic faith

sion,

leaving no

room

for doubt,

wavering,

or

hesitating

belief.

He hod studied with the most profound and prayerful diligence the portions of his works treating of the Church, and the
marks by which the true Spouse of Christ is to be known. He
saw that Christ instituted a Church to carry on the work begun
by Himself for the salvation of souls, and that this Church
should have commenced at once her operations. He saw that
"
she was to be "One," "Holy," "Catholic," and " Apostolical.
He saw that she must be infallible in her teachings, since men
were bound, under pain of damnation, to listen to her ; and all
this being proved, then came the all-important question,
which of the churches, calling themselves Christian, could
show that they possessed the marks which were to point out to
all men the one true fold.
Having seen that unity of faith and
belief on all points
that sanctity proclaimed by miracles and
other supernatural gifts that Catholicity embracing all times
and all ages, since her foundation, and all peoples that
apostolicity derived from a regular and most clearly defined
sion from the apostles themselves, pertained to the
Church of Borne alone, he was fain to confess that she must
be the spouse of Christ, " the mother and mistress of all the
churches." He considered most attentively, too, the claims of
the church in which he had been, at least nominally, baptized.
So far from any unity of belief, he saw that she was tossed
about by every wind of doctrine, and that there was not a single one of her doctrines which had not been denied by some
10 called himself a Protestant, and who still remained a
"rof her communion. He saw some upholding, and
others denying, the divinity of our Lord.
He saw some maintaining, and others rejecting, the necessity of baptismal regen1

and

j-

;

the Catholic Church were too palpable and plain to be
into question. Her claims to Catholicity und Apostolicity were

more weak and untenable

and no

;

far

from

pi

she openly repudiated the wry idea, ai
Edwin asked himself, " how can I safely remain it m
church which admits that she can lead me astray, or which,
The Chuall events, will not admit that she cannot.
infallible,

Christ," so he reasoned,

CHRISTMAS passed away, and Edwin returned to his father's
His ideas had as yet taken no definite shape, but that
house.
Christmas night, that midnight Mass, were ever present to
When he accompanied his father to the usual Sunday
liim.
service, he continually contrasted its coldness and formality
with the warmth, the grandeur, and the gushing gladness of
that never- to-be-forgotten night, and his heart yearned to knowmore of the doctrines of the Catholic Church.
At length, one day, when walking out alone, he remarked

doctrine,

.

be

THE FIRST STEP.

and so -with every other
Lord had said tli;..

d nil things (St. Muli,., xxviii. Lid), und he knew
lies could have
equally well that neither our Lord a<
He saw flint she could not
taught contradictory doctrines.
point to a single miracle, or other supernatural gift whilst, on
ifts of
the other hand, the miracles and nih'T

still

CHAPTEB

;

;ir

1

bound

"must be

to listen to her even as I

himself."

(Luke,

x,

nt

infallible, becautto listen to Christ

am bound

16; Matt.,

xviii,

17;

Matt., xxviii, 1H;

and St. Paul to the Ephesians, iv, 11). " Now, th.
which I am a member rejects the very idea of infallibility;
how, then, can she be the true church ?" Time after time, and
day after day, poor Edwin read and pondered, and pon
and read, always finishing with a clearer and more firm conviction that there must be one true church, and that the Church
of

Rome
As he

alone could claim the

title.

finished one set of books

he procured another, but

the dreadful thou:
ever present to his mind what would his father say when he
and the bare thought of his
discovered what was going on

always with the greatest secrecy

;

i

for,

;

anger caused poor Edwin to tremble and grow pale.
For six months he read and studied in this manner. It would
be almost correct to say that he was now convinced. The
father's

claims of the Church had come before him in all their grandeur,
and he had recognized those claims. All minor difficul
teaching had been at once disposed of by the thought that she
was the true Church, the infallible Church, which could not
lead him astray ; and he longed for the time when he
lay his poor, weary, aching head upon her motherly
He thought
and find full light and rest for his fainting soul.
of her doctrine with regard to her sacraments, so clear, s
1

>

He compared them with
defined, and so full of consolation.
his own confirmation and communion, and he longed for the
time when he might imbibe from those channels of grae
He had at once
strength which he felt so much to want.
admitted the truth and beauty of the Church's teaching in
regard to Mary and the saints, and ho had already procured u
print of the Divine Mother, which he carefully guarded as a
dear treasure. Alone in his chamber at night, and secure from
observation, he always unlocked his desk, and taking
his treasure, knelt before it, and, with all the fervor of his
i

begged the sweet Mother to take him under her
and obtain for him strength to do what was right,
and he never doubted how much he owed to her aid and

young

heart,

protection,

intercession.

So he went on for six long months, becoming every day more
weary and more careworn, with his young cheek becoming
every day paler and more wan, and the languor which
As yet
weighed him down heavier and more painful to bear.
no one had learnt his secret. His sister, with all the quick
perception of love, had long seen that there was som<
weighing upon his mind, and more than once had beg;
him to tell her what it was but she hod not urged him when
she perceived how painful the subject was. Mr. Stanhope
looked with anxiety and foreboding upon his son, and trembled
The family physician was
lest anything should befall him.
frequently called in, but he was unable to state what ailed
Edwin except that he was very weuk and feeble, and that his
He recommended change of
mind seemed to be uneasy.
and so Edwin was hurried about from
scenery, company, &o.
place to place, but with no fruit. He returned honn
every excursion as weary and careworn as when he had set out;
for everywhere he carried with him his mind, BO ill at ease for the
He read with
present, so anxious and fearful for the future.
He was virtually- conavidity his books on Catholic doctrine.
;

;

TWO

TUI:

10

and IIP longed to be received into the bosom of the
Church. At times he fancied himself a member of the Church,
and, forgetting everything else in the pleasing thought, he
would be happy for a moment but in an instant the illusion
vinced,

,.

the sacred emblem, courage returned to his heart, the moment
of hesitation was over, the demon was
vanquished, anil, in another instant, he was at the dwelling of the priest, had knocked

timidly at his door, and was warmly clapped in the embrace of
would vanish, and his father's cold, stern face, would rise him whom he sought. In a few minutes he was sitting in the
before him, and the rage of the will which he had never yet easy chair in the priest's little room, and had time to look upon
dared to contradict, would appear ready to overwhelm him in Father Eustace, who sat opposite to him. He was at first rather
the intensity of its madness when he should discover all and .disappointed, for Father Eustace did not quite come up to the
poor Edwin, shuddering and trembling, would hide his face in ideas he had formed of a priest. Edwin, who, to a great extent,
his hands, and beg of God to give him strength to be faithful had formed his notions of a priest from books and from his own
when the fearful struggle should arrive.
rather romantic ideas, thought Father Eustace was scarcely
Six months passed away, and Edwin felt that he could not pale enough, and that there was not sufficient mystery about
bear it much longer. He had never entered a Catholic church him in one word, that he was rather too matter-of-fact but
since the memorable Christmas night, and he knew no Catholic when he looked into the kind bright eye, and saw it
glistening
to whom he could speak but he felt that he must soon take with sympathy and interest, and when he listened to the
pleassome decisive step. At length, after much anxious thought, he ant and encouraging voice, he forgot the romance in the reality,
came to the determination of writing to Father Eustace, whom and the reality was that he had found a real, true, sincere, and
he knew, from inquiries which he had made, to be the priest kind friend.
;

;

;

;

;

of the neighboring chapel.
He briefly stated his position
that he had read Catholic works and was virtually convinced
;

of the truth of that religion that he was anxious to know
more and to fulfil the will of God, but that he was entirely
dependent upon his father, whose anger he knew would be
;

when he should discover all this, and he concluded by
begging Father Eustace to counsel and advise him what to do.
Father Eustace wrote to him immediately, advising him first
terrible

of all to

make everything known

man, being a member

to his father, as that gentle-

church which is always so loud in
its professions of liberty of conscience, could not complain of
his son's following that which his conscience pointed out to
him to be right.
Poor Father Eustace he little knew Mr.
Stanhope when he gave this advice for, with men of Mr.
of a

!

;

Stanhope's class, liberty of conscience is all very well when it
concerns yourself, but it is a different thing when it concerns
your children, your dependents, &c. In the second place, he
pressed Edwin most earnestly to come and see him as soon as

he possibly could, as they would be able to gee their way much
clearer after a personal interview, and when they knew each
other better concluding by again pressing upon him to mention all to his father, but assuring him that, until he did so,
his secret was perfectly safe with him.
Edwin would have
given worlds to be able to follow Father Eustace's advice, and
time after time in imagination he went through the interview,
in which, after telling his father all, he was to fall upon his
neck and beg of him not to spurn him. On more than one
evening, on which Mr. Stanhope had been unusually kind to
;

him, Edwin actually rose to his feet to go down stairs to his
father's room to tell him all, but again the cold, stern face rose
" O God O God I canup before him, and, groaning aloud,
not, I dare not do it," he threw himself on a chair, and wept
as if his young and loving heart would break.
!

!

CHAPTEE
NEW FRIEND AND A TKUE

ONE.

STOLEN INTERVIEWS.

A CRISIS

in June, when Mr. Stanhope was dining
pay his first visit to Father Eustace. He
had dropped a line the day before, saying that he would seize
the opportunity, and begging the priest to make arrangements
that they might be perfectly private, as he was as much afraid
as ever of his father acquiring any knowledge of that in which
he was engaged.

ONE Sunday evening
Edwin

set off to

Edwin's heart beat very

fast, indeed, as

in which Father Eustace dwelt.
to take a decisive step,

;

overflowing goodness of thy own
great heart. There is one who never will and who never can
forget that when he came to thee, like Edwin, for advice, he
telling, as it ever did, of the

found thee a kind and prudent counsellor, and who, when he,
later on, came to thee an outcast from his home and friends,
for daring to do that which was right, found in thy dear and
gushing love that which repaid him to the full, and which
made him forget all that he had left behind. There is, at least,
one who will never forget the pride with which thou didst watch
his onward steps in the way of God one who will never forget
that thy sympathy was ever deepest when his need was greatest
one who, so long as it shall be given him to ascend the
altar of God, will never forget thee, nor allow thy honored and
revered remembrance to pass from out his heart, but who will
;

;

cherish to the last the memory of his best and dearest friend.
e, dear Father Eustace.
The interview between Edwin and Father Eustace was long,
Edwin opened his
for they had much to say to each other.

Peace be with th

heart most freely to his newly-found friend, and concealed
nothing from him. Father Eustace found him perfectly well
read up in Catholic doctrine, and requiring but very little more
instruction before being in a fit state to be received into the

Church. His efforts were, therefore, principally directed to
inspiring him with courage and confidence to take the desired,
but at the same time, dreaded step. To say that Father Eustace was at once most deeply interested in the generous, highminded boy who had thus come to him would be superfluous.

saw how the mighty hand of God had brought the work
about in its own mysterious way, and he determined that
nothing should be wanting on his part to perfect what had
been so happily begun but his open brow became clouded
and sadly thoughtf ul as he contemplated the difficulties to be
overcome.
Finding that he could not prevail upon Edwin to mention
this matter to his father at present, he selected from his small,
but choice, library several works which he deemed would be

He

;

IX.

APPROACHES.

out,

Yes, dear Father Eustace, the grave has closed over thee now,
and thou hast gone to thy reward. Like the very best of us
when we are gone, men very seldom mention thee but there
is, at least, one heart which misses the pleasant twinkle of thy
bright black eye, and the joyous gladness of thy sunny smile,

He felt

he entered the

that he

street

was now about

and he trembled as he contemplated

it.

Several times he was about to turn back, and he even felt glad
when he experienced a difficulty in finding the house he sought.
He wavered for a moment, and was about to return, when,
ig once more down the street, his eye fell upon the cross
surmounting the gable of Father Eustace's church, and hailing

young friend, counselled him to make himself
more intimately acquainted with the Catholic religion, and
placing himself in the hands of God without reserve, to trust
to the loving Providence which "reacheth from end to end
mightily, and disposethall things sweetly, "to bring everything
He besought him to
to a favorable issue in its own good time.
useful to his

be fervent in prayer, that God might dispose his father to receive the information with less anger than Edwin dreaded, mid
assuring him that he would daily remember him at the altar,
see him as often as possible.
begged that he would come and
During the four months that followed, Edwin had several
stolen interviews with his friend, whom he loved more and
more.
step,

Father Eustace us urgent with him to
and throw himself, unreservedly, into the arms
i

of Pruvi-
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TllK
;

held

nii,

flict

he could only answer that she would soon know

but Edwin, although quite convinced and anxion

ill

with

li;ick.

imd
it,

he,

:uid

The

cold, stem face for ever rose np l>ewith fear mid trembling from the con-

shrank
let us not dare to censure, him.

I

jet

not us

God

the full light of

in

all

now, and

of Ji'T never lo [<n

beg

He had

retired to his

<>v.

sitting buried in thought, thinking of not:

Almighty's Church, and
tho
strengthened by His holy and special graces, dare to blame
and foarf ul boy who hesitated, and trembled, and held
:iro

11

',

in

par-

but weighed down ami oppressed with
foreboding of what was about to happen, when a servant
to tell him that his father wished to see him before he
ticular,

t

i

when he thought of all that would probably come upon to rest.
For a moment Edwin felt sick and dizzy. He then tln-e\v
him when he should have taken the dreaded step. His fn.l IKT'H
fearful rage his own utter dependence upon him, and his himself upon his knees, and besought the Aim
with
probable expulsion from his home, the wrenching asunder of all the fervor of his young heart, to give, him strength to bo
all old tics, the utter chasm between himself and all that had
faithful, now that the dreaded moment had mine, an<l,
hat must follow in a word, the probable poverty, deso- spending some moments thus, he rose and waited for a
liilion, and misery
all, all rushed upon him, and what wonder
time, in order to try to compose himself a little, and still the
if, deprived as he was of the
special graces of God's holy beatings of his anxious and fluttering heart, before
Put your- his father's room aud God be with him now to ntn
sacraments, the poor boy trembled and held back.
sustain the brave young heart against the iron will that is deself in his place, my good, cozy, but somewhat censorious
termined to conquer or to crush it.
friend, and tell me what would you have done.
Although Father Eustace labored to inspire Edwin with
confidence, and to persuade him that Mr. Stanhope would not
be so much enraged as he imagined, still, when he considered
CHAPTEB X.
that gentleman's pride, and how much he would consider himself degraded by his son's forsaking his religion, and embracing
THE CONFLICT. A FATHER'S CURSE.
FATHER
AND
SON.
class
back,

I,

;

;

one which gentlemen of Mr. Stanhope's
always identify
with " those low Irish" when he considered, too, all the pro'

which that gentleman had formed for his sou, and how
much, in spite of his cold, stem nature, he was bound up in
his hoy, he trembled for the consequences, doubtful, as it was,
whether the pride or the affection of Mi'. Stanhope would gain
the mastery, and fearing very much that his pride would gain

jects

tho day.

On

entering the room,

Edwin found

his father pen ted at his

and the lamp shinand looked so cold,
so stern, and so passionless, as it turned towards him as he entered that it seemed more like the face of one who was dead and
who had passed away from worldly cares, than of one whose
heart was at that very moment a volcano of burning nnd
He did not speak, but motioning Edwin to a
rning passion.
chair, for a moment father and son sat gazing on each other
Ther
without the power or the will to utter a word.
however, a twitching aboiit the bloodless and compressed lips
of Mr. Stanhope, that told too well of the struggle that was
going on within, and that was gnawing his very heart, as he
He
sat looking on the pale and trembling boy before him.
looked like a man who, under the mastery of some strong and
ruling passion, had grasped with an iron hand ever
was nearest and dearest to his heart, and tearing it ruthlessly
and mercilessly away, had stamped upon it in the wildness and
extremity of his madness, leaving himself all weak and fainting
from the very violence of the conflict. He had thought tliat he
had mastered himself perfectly but he was wrong, for his
voice quivered and faltered for an instant as he addressed his
8O n the centre of so much pride, and of so many hopes, about
perchance, to be withered and blasted for ever.
"Edwin, my child," he commenced, I have sent for you in
order to question you on a subject of the greatest impo,
and with which my happiness certainly, and I would fain beSome two months
lieve yours are very intimately connected.
ago I heard, much to my surprise, from my friend, Mr. S< ymour, that whilst staying at his house last Christmas, you had
accompanied his son and some other young people to the
Popish chapel on Christmas eve. I say I was surprised to
table, with a large Bible open before him,
ing full upon his face. It was deadly pale,

<

Father Eustace still exhorted, and Edwin still hesitated,
when an accident brought about the so much desired, but so
Steaded explanation. Edwin inadvertently one day left exposed
his table a book on the Catholic Church, belonging to
Father Eustace, with that gentleman's name on the title page.
On returning to his room he was much alarmed to find that it
was gone, and finding, on inquiry, that neither his sister nor
auy of the servants had removed it, he came to the conclusion
is father had entered the room in his absence, had found
11
-book upon his table, and had taken it away. The belief
was confirmed by the conduct of his father when they met as
usual at dinner. Mr. Stanhope scarcely spoke during the meal,
but Edwin, without daring to look at his father, felt that his
eyes were continually fixed upon him in a sad and very painful
manner, and he heard him sigh deeply several times. As soon
as dinner was over, Mr. Stanhope retired at once to his private
room, and as Edwin and Maria sat together in mournful silence,
they heard their father pacing hurriedly backward and forward
in his room, which adjoined the one in which they sat.
Poor
Edwin listened with a beating heart to the tread that seemed to
him to announce that the stern, cold man within was steeling
himself for the coming battle, and crushing every more tender

upon

it

.

;

as ruthlessly as the hasty foot trampled upon the ground
beneath it. Backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards,
without cessation and without rest, crushing and strangling
without mercy the promptings of the father's heart fighting
the battle of pride and haughtiness, even against his own flesh
and blood feeding the evil passions of his own stern, undisciplined heart, holding converse with the busy devil at work

hear

till pride and haughty rage were boiling up in his
and every fall of the impatient foot cried out to tho trem"
Oppose me not, dare not to
bling boy in the adjoining room
place your will in opposition to mine, or I will crush you
crush you even to the dust, were you ten times dearer to me
crush you, though my own heart wither and
iti are
crush
crush !"
Crush
perish with you.
For four long hours Edwin listened to the pacing of that foot
with its never- varying tale of pride, and power, and will. Maria
vain to soothe him. He kissed her when she came and
.verhim; but he put her gently away, and turned to
When she begged
ion of his own Bad thoughts.
him
;1 her what was wrong between
rpa,

Since then, I have been v
upon you, as your teiicii
you are in danger of p
I did not mention these reports to you, Edwin, besion.
cause I felt sure that no member of my family, much less my
own son, could so far forget what was due to me a: d to himself
as to become a miserable apostate from the church of his baptism hi order to join one so fallen, so degrading in its doctrines
and practices, and so idolatrous, as that of Koine," continued

f eeling

within him,

soul,

:

;

<

;

!

:

i

;

i

1

this, because I know you too well to suppose th;
would have gone there out of mere idle curiosity, and I could
not think how you could have been so foolish as to
of being led astray and per.
yourself to the slightest danger
verted by those ensnaring and captivating ceremonials, with
which the Bornish Church too often entraps young and ardent
<

imaginations such as yours.

several friends to have an eye
are decidedly Boniish, and that

by

.

Mr. Stanhope, in his most
not believe either that

lofty

and haughty manner, "1
1 have lavished

my own boy upon whom

,

12
oil

Tin:

my

T\VU

love nn3

tenderness, could be guilty of siuh an utter
aa all tliis supposes, ami thai h
could accompany me to church on.
every Sunday and yet be a

ami au apostate iu heart. I noticed with
deepest conour worn and anxious look for some time
past, and I was
often alarmed lest it
might be caused by this affair but still I
could not believe it, nud I endeavored to account for it
i-t

\

;

by

your delicate health and constitutional weakness. Hence
though I heard these reports, and though I was both alarmed
and pained by them, still I had too much confidence in
you,
and I did not mention them. But," and he
grew paler as he
I this morning entered your room
proceeded
by accident,
and, to my astonishment, and I will say horror, I found upon
your desk this book, containing an exposition of the doctrines
of the Romish Church, underlined, and with notes in
your
hand-writing. It would be impossible for me to tell you all I
felt for I trembled to see what
appeared to be such a confirmation of what i have heard.
I took the book to my own room,
I have waited until I was calm and composed before I spoke
to you, and now I am waiting and anxious to hear
you disclaim all that has been said, and explain how it was that I found
such a book as this in your room."
He paused and looked steadily at Edwin, who raised his
"Exeyes, full of tears, to his father's face, as he answered
cuse me, papa, but I cannot explain this
or rather," he
added, as his voice faltered more and more," I hope you will
not press me to do so at present."
As Edwin uttered these words, so confirmatory of all that he
dreaded, Mr. Stauhpe turned deadly pale with suppressed
passion, and bit his lip to repress the angry words that were
about to rush forth. He was, at least externally, calm, but
his voice was fearfully stern, and his look most determined, as
lie answered
"Edwin, I am still your father, at least yet; do not trifle
with me, for I am determined, and nothing shall move me.
Dearly as I love you, and God alone knows how dearly that is,
although, perhaps, I have never been able to show that love as
much as I could desire, I would not allow even you to question
my authority, and by that authority I request, nay, I demand
to know where you obtained the book I found upon your desk,
and why I found it there ?"
"Since you insist upon knowing," answered Edwin, very
"I
slowly, and with a voice trembling with fear and anxiety,
am bound to answer. The book belongs to a Catholic priest
of the adjoining chapel, and it was borrowed by me in order to
'

:

;

:

assist

me

iu prosecuting

my

inquiries into the nature of the

doctrines held

by the Catholic Church."
Mr. Stanhope started as though he had been stung by a

ser-

pent, but, although his lingers twitched convulsively as he
grasped the arms of the chair iu which he sat, he kept down as

yet the raging passion that was in him.
" And
niay I ask, sir, how you made the acquaintance of this
Popish priest, who, true to his creed, seems about to rend
asunder tho members of this hitherto happy family ?" demanded

Mr. Stanhope, in his sternest and coldest manner.
"
Papa," answered Edwin, who, now that the ice was broken,
"
began to feel more collected and courageous,
papa, you do
The acquaintance comFather Eustace grievous wrong.
menced from me. You do me wrong, too, in supposing that I
have been influenced in the change which has come over me by
the grandeur of the ceremonial of the Catholic Church. It is
share in my
gj-iiiid," he continued, "but it has but little
change of feeling, for I have witnessed it only once. From my
childhood I have been dissatisfied with the state I was in. I
have been chilled and beaten down by the coldness and emptiness of the religion I professed. I have been perplexed and
alarmed by the contradictions and discrepancies of her belief.
For years I have found none to counsel me, none to explain
what perplexed and alarmed me. "When I received the rite of

when

approached the communion, ,1 had no
a of what I was engaged in, and I coiild find none to
I thought, and I
','iilighteu me.
prayed, and still
ail was doubt, and dread, and darkness
and what wonder,

confirmation,

I

I

;

;

then,

if,

when, for the

first

time I entered a Catholic Church,

appearance of that which I had so earnestly Bought and desired, I took means of investigatin
discovering whether the appearance were indeed the rel
01 the reality?
With every prejudice against it, with the fear
of your anger, dear papa, before me, with every natural instinct to remain as I am, I have studied, oh
how deeply, tho
Iii-Ul

at least the

I

!

claims of the Catholic Church to my allegiance, and, in spite
of myself, I have been driven to confess in my own heart that
there must be one true Church on earth, and that the Catholic
Church alone can claim the title. O dear papa, " he continued,
his cheeks flushed with excitement, and his large, dark eyes

gleaming with animation,

"

if

you knew the

sleepless nights
I have wept and prayed, if
you knew how I have striven at times against this, if you knew
how I have trembled as I thought of your anger, if you knew
half my sufferings, my own dear papa, you would take pity on
me and forgive me you would not look upon me so coldly and
this has cost me,

if

you knew how

;

you would not turn away from me as you do. In
all my life before, you know, papa, that I have never contradicted you, that I have never crossed you, and I tremble as I
do it now but I cannot help it, oh indeed, I cannot. I canso sternly

;

!

;

conscience I cannot be deaf to its voice, and that
voice tells me that I must be a Catholic, whatever it may cost
me. I have not been a hypocrite, for I have longed to tell you
I durst not, dear papa ; and oh
this, but I durst not do it
I durst not face your anger; and, moreover, I
forgive me for it.

not

stifle

my

;

!

had not made up my mind, and I was not sure that I should ever
become a Catholic. Father Eustace has always pressed me to
tell you, and I have often crept down part of the way to your
room to throw myself at your feet and tell you all but my
heart has always failed me, and I have had to turn back, weeping and sad, to my own room but now that you know all, O
dear papa, say that you forgive me say that you will not cast
me off. I will try to love you more and more, and to be more
obedient than I have been. I will never cross you again, and
it shall be the sole object of my life to render you happy.
O
;

;

papa,

my own

dear papa, don't look at

me

so sternly,

but say

you forgive me, or it will kill me."
For the dark stern face was awful now awful as it worked
and quivered in every feature, as the eye glared upon the boy,
who sat before it with his face buried in his hands, and the
tears streaming down upon the floor awful, as the forehead
swelled as if it would burst awful, as the lips, which were
bitten till they bled, twitched and quivered even then awful
that

as the perspiration ran in cold drops along it, giving it an appearance still more ghastly and dreadful to behold.
And thus they sat for a moment, father and son, neither of

them speaking, and the heavy

silence only broken by the sobs
Edwin, who wept as if his heart would break, as he trembled
beneath the gaze that was bent upon him a gaze that told of
pain and bitter grief of blasted hopes and blighted expectations that spoke but too plainly of the fearful struggle that
was going on within, rending his very heart as he grappled
with it but telling, above all, of a fearful, withering pride,
that would ciush whatever opposed it, but never never bend
of

!

1

or yield.

When

Mr. Stanhope broke the painful silence, it was with a
was hoarse and husky. "Edwin Stanhope,' at length
" have
he exclaimed, in a low and quivering tone,
you done,
I was not prepared for this, and you have taken me by
sir ?
You have learned your lesson well, sir, and yon do
surprise.
credit to your instructors," he added, sarcastically.
"Yes.
you have taken me by surprise for, when I summoned you
here, I did not expect to find you so far gone in your delusions.
I did not expect to find you so far lost to your duty, sir.
Of
voice that

;

course, I shall not presume to enter the lists of controversy
with you, as you are, doubtless, much more learned than I am
in these matters
but, at least, rash boy, allow nie to cull in
Mr. Grant, he may drive these mad and foolish notions from
your mind.
"Papa," answered Edwin, weeping, but still firmly, -'again
;

you wrong me.

I have learnt uo lesson

I have received no
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with every
instruction, save the recommendation to treat yon
If I have failed in this, as, perhaps,
an.! confidence.
I must decline to see Mr.
I have, the fault is all my own.
as I cannot
nuy good result to be attained
i

perceive

Grant,

from such a meeting. Surely, after seventeen years of study,
utto know the religion I have so long professed; and
h Mr. Grant might beat me in argument, as no doubt he
no power
would, still he would never convince me. No, papa,
"
on earth could do that, and therefore why should I see him ?
"Your pride and presumption are intolerable, sir. You
dare to pass judgment upon me, and upon your ancestors.
We have all gone wrong, forsooth, nnd you, and you alone,
How dare you use such language to me, sir? how
are right.
dare you speak to me in such terms ? how dare you so utterly
all that is due to me, and to those who have
and
despise

forget

gone before

me ? "
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wind themselves about his knees, and spurning the fulling
boy with his foot, as though ho were something infinitely hateful and loathsome to him, with the fearful curse that seemed
to blanch the very lips that uttered it, h.
.iadly from
the room, where his only son was stretched, faint, and

to

I

ing upon the floor.
A short time, and there was a great hurrying to and fro
through the stately house, for the servants, hearing a heavy
fall, had rushed into their master's room, and found him in a
fit upon the floor
whilst Edwin was laid upon his bed, with
the blood trickling from a cut in his temple, and only sutnciently conscious to know that a gentle hand ever and anon
;

stanched his wound,
his neck; that a soft

and that two loving arms wound round
young cheek was resting by tho side ol'

mid a dear and well-known voice whispering in his ear,
my own darling, whatever may happen, there is at
least one heart will remain faithful to you, and love you dearly
his,

"Edwin,

"Dear papa, I do not forget what is due to yon. I love and
"
as it ever did.
I honor you above all the world. There is nothing that I
And once again, may God be with the brave young heart
would not do to show my love and reverence for you, and when
that has been stricken down even by a father's hand, but that
failed in this, you wrong me ; you'
me
of
accuse
having
you
is neither crushed nor conquered yet.
wrong your own heart too. I pass no judgment upon you,
between
Your belief is a matter
yourpupa, or upon any one.
self and God, even as mine is.
No, I pass no judgment upon

know nnd feel oh how intiyon, I only judge myself, and I
a Catholic or lose my own
become
either
must
that
I
mately,
immortal soul ; and I know oh I am sure, dear, dear papa
that you who have ever loved me so much, can never ask me
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!

!

to

do that?"

soul ought to be as
dear to me as yours is to you, and I have no doubt of being
able to save it, even in the church which you, in your wisdom,

"Enough,

sir,

enough

of this.

My

and haughdespise," responded Mr. Stanhope, coldly
But," and his Voice involuntarily faltered as he spoke,
and the tears rushed into his eyes, despite all his efforts to
" but have
restrain them,
you well considered the consequences
Have
of the mad step which you seem so determined to take ?
do
will ?
And
of
the
well
you
supmy
strength
pondered
you
are about
pose that I will ever submit to the degradation you
to heap upon our hitherto unsullied name ? Have you considered my pride and my position, and do you suppose that I will
ever put it in the power of a jibing mob to point at me with
the finger of scorn, and to say of me that I allowed my own son
to become a miserable apostate ? Have you considered how
in you,
hopes, how many expectations are concentrated
so

much
"

tily.

many

and are you prepared to blast them
a mere whim ? Are you prepared

all for

the gratification of

throw away, as a thing
not worth having, the love that I have ever lavished upon you ?
Have you considered that I will die rather than yield to your
"tell me, have
folly? Tell me," he continued, passionately,
take upon
you considered all this, and are you prepared to
to

"

of this act ?
yourself the consequences
"
Papa," cried Edwin frantically, falling upon his knees, "I
have considered all this, and the thought has nearly killed me.
I cannot bear it much longer, and indeed I am willing to die.
I cancast me off, it will kill me, oh indeed it will.
If

COMFOET IN GBIEF.

A MTNlSTERINa ANGEL.

THE PROUD MAN'S

PAIN.
It was a month before Edwin was sufficiently recovered from
the shock occasioned by the interview with his father, narrated
He had rein the last chapter, to be able to leave his room.
ceived, too, a rather severe, though not dangerous cut on the
forehead, by falling against a chair as his father cast him from

him, and this, added to the intensity of his feelings, had acted
very strongly on his already weak and enfeebled system and
for three weeks he was unable to rise from his bed.
Duringthe whole of this time there was a soft and genial face for ever
hovering round his bed like an angel of comfort and consolation, smoothing so softly and soothingly the pillow which supported his weary and aching head, dressing with such tv light
and skilful touch his wounded forehead holding such cool and
;

;

pleasant draughts to his parched and burning lips, kissing him
with such deep .and heartfelt love, and ever and anon, when he
groaned the most heavily, and tossed the most restlessly, whispering so lovingly in his ear the comforting words he had heard

on that dreadful night, "Edwin, my own darling, whatever
may happen, remember that you can never be less dear to me
than you are now." And, oh how often during the time he
the stern dark face rose up before
lay upon his bed of pain, as
him as he had seen it last when it was quivering with rage and
indignation, and the remembrance of that fearful curse came
would he turn to the fair young
thrilling through his frame,
his bed, and laying his poor weary
beside
watched
that
girl
head upon her bosom, would wind his arms around her neck,
!

and as her golden ringlets fell upon him as she bent over him,
would sob himself to sleep upon that gentle, faithful heart
not live without your Ipve, and in the knowledge that you and, after dreaming of angels and of rest, would wake to see
have disowned me but," he continued, sobbing till his voice those same mild eyes looking into his, with such a depth of love
"
was hardly audible, I must become a Catholic. Oh! indeed and faithfulness in every glance, and to feel those pure and
I
I must I must
must; and may God support me in the gentle lips pressed to his, with love so holy and so innocent,
that even pitying angels, as they hovered round, might fear no
struggle."
"
"
Enough, sir; cried Mr. Stanhope, rising madly from his danger to their own unsullied holiness as they gazed upon the
-'Enough brother's and sister's love.
chair, and stamping passionately upon the ground.
sir
Maria knew all now, and had received from Edwin a full acgo your way, and I will go mine. You have cast me off
You count of his own change, and of the interview with his father.
for a mere whim, and now I disown and disclaim you.
Henceforward we are strangers. I will She listened calmly and quietly to his story, with his hand
are no son of mine.
tear the very image of you from my heart; or, if ever I think clasped in hers, and only interrupting him by stooping down
of you, it shall be but to nourish my hate for the vile apostate to kiss him when his voice faltered more than usual, or when,
who has forsaken and betrayed me. I will trample upon every with all the quickness of a woman's perception, she perceived
in my heart towards you, and that he was coming to something painful and distiv
feeling of love that may linger
I will cast it from me as a base and loathsome thing, and by When, after describing his interview with his father, and their
the God that is above us, I will never look upon your face dreadful parting, he finished liis story and turned away his
head to hide his tears, she bent her face down to his as it reagain."
And rouchlv disengaging himself from the arms that sought clined hidden by his hands upon the arm of a couch on

you

!

;

!

;
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they snt, and after n moment's silence began to cheer and comhim.
'win, my own dear brother," she commenced, "I am
both >
Try to hear your story. I ani sorry, my
she continued, seeing that he was about to speak
" because I cannot conceal from
myself how much suffering there is in store for you, and if for you, for me too, withfort

.

out you forsake these opinions, which I know you too well to
suppose that you will do. I am sorry, of course, that you
should deem it necessary to take this step and become a Catholic, because I necessarily think it a false one, and one which is
not required. Why cannot we be as we have been ? However,
Edwin, I pity you, but I do not blame you. I have heard your
story, and I could as soon question the fact of my own existence
as your sincerity ; and whatever you may do, I, at least, shall
never blame you. You little know, my own darling, darling
brother, how dear you are to me, and how proud I have ever
been of you ; and believe me," she continued, weeping as she
"
spoke,
you never can be less dear to me than you are at this
moment. Others may forsake you I never can. Others may
cast you off I never can. You may become less dear to others,
but to me you can never be anything but my own dear, darling
boy, my pride, my love, my joy." And again the pitying angels looked gently on as she sealed the promise of her fidelity.
"I am very much afraid of papa's anger," she continued, " for
I know it to be dreadful. He knows that you are ill, for he
Bees the doctor as he calls every day but he has never been to
your room, and he has never mentioned your name since that
dreadful night. You know, dear, that he had a fit on the same
night, but he soon recovered; but I know, we all know
and see, how deeply he feels this.
He looks much older,
and his face is so deadly pale and wan, that it is
Several times when I have been
painful to behold.
sitting with him during your illness, I have watched him and
marked the workings of his features, and I know, oh how
and I have waited until I
well, that he was thinking of you
saw his features soften, and the tears begin to trickle down his
pale face, and then I have gone over to him, and putting my
arms around his neck, I have taken courage to whisper your
name, but, oh Edwin, he has always turned upon me a look
BO cold, so stern, so unforgiving, and so wild, that I could not
utter another word, but only throw myself upon a couch and
weep, as I saw him rush hurriedly from the room. Several
nights he has never gone to rest at all, for I have heard him
pacing his room during the live-long night, and once, when
you were asleep, I stole down to his room, and I laid my face
against his door and listened, and I heard him sigh and groan
BO deeply and so bitterly, that my poor heart was almost broken as I listened. I hope he will relent, but, dearest, we must
be prepared for the worst and you know how stern and inflexible he is.
Mr. Grant, too, has been here several times,
and I know that he has advised papa to be very firm firm is
the word he used ; but, oh I know that it means something
;

!

;

!

;
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he had not Been since the night they hail parted in so painful
and dreadful a manner. He was full of anxiety as to ti
ing, and during his recovery il had forme d the subject of ma
conversations between himself :uid his R s ter.
Maria was, or
ied to be,
very sanguine as to its results. She tried to p
suade Edwin that when his papa saw him again, and saw
his mind was made up, he would relent and
forgive him, and
that everything would be as it had been before this
unhappy
disagreement. Poor Edwin was less sanguine but encourai
by Father Eustace, to whom, as soon as he was sufficiently
recovered, he had sent a detailed account of all that had happened, he determined to meet his father as if nothing had
occurred between them.
;

t

!

;

Christmas Day came, and a dark rainy day it was. From
the window of his room Edwin watched his father descend
with the old haughty tread the steps of the house, and enter
his carriage.
He saw the servant place the large prayer-book
upon the cushion, and as his father bent forward, for a moment, to give some trifling direction to the attendants, Edwin
peered anxiously into his face, to see whether, perehauee,
Christmas time might not have left some mark of softening
pity and forgiveness on it but he turned away with a sickening heart. Much paler, much more wan and careworn, but
He saw his father's eye
colder, sterner, prouder than ever.
fall, for a moment, on the empty seat which he had alw,
been accustomed to occupy on those occasions, and as he
marked the cloud which immediately passed over his face, it
i

;

seemed

to fall like a pall

upon the newly-formed hopes of a
the carriage had driven away, and he
was sitting in his silent room, listening to the rain that was
beating with such a wailing sound Against the casement, and
with the events of the last twelvemonths all crowding upon his
reconciliation.

When

mind

at once with a fearful distinctness, one figure, however,
always being foremost in the picture a cold, stern face, which
suddenly changed and became livid witli passion, as it uttered
a fearful curse that froze his blood as he did but think of it,
poor Edwin grew so melancholy and so sad that he was fain to

leave the companionship of his

own

bitter thoughts.

He

was-

about the smiling church and its cheerful lights,
the fragrant incense, and the swelling strain, and sweeter,
holier, and fuller of consolation than all the rest, the lowly
crib that seemed to beckon him to draw near and look upon
the smiling babe who raised His little hands with such a look of
pitying love, and as he gazed he felt his heart grow light and
He felt that the good Jesus had, indeed, sought out
strong.
His wandering lamb, and when he arose from his knees he felt
that now he could leave all beside to follow the Good Shepherd, whom he had sought for so long, but was about to find
at last and as the dinner hour drew- nigh, it was with comparative calmness that he descended to the drawing-room.
fain to think

;

meet him as he entered, and greeted him cheerhim to a chair. They sat counting the minutes with palpitating hearts, though they tried hard to seem
own dear," she continued, as Edwin be- cheerful and unconcerned. The happiness of two young
" do be comforted. We will throw
at this
on a father's
and
hearts is now
Maria rose

to

fully as she led

!

more

But, my
gan to weep and sob afresh,
ourselves at his feet, and I will plead for you
severe.

me and we

be happy

"

She

;

he cannot

re-

word,
surely
depending
Christmas time the icy heart will melt, the iron will unbend,

and recording angels shall gladly write the words that will
He was
bring comfort and joy to those that so much need it.
at church this morning; he heard the sacred words, "Glory be
rt, and bent over him to kiss his wounded brow
to God on high, and on earth peace to men of good will ;" and
her golden hair, as it fell about him, seeming to shine with a he cannot steel his heart and close the bowels of compassion
ion of the glory that was shed around them
by the pity- against his own offspring. There has been too much of rigor
and of suffering already, and on this day of universal love and
ing angels who were gazing on the scene.
happiness, he, too, will relent, and give the kiss of peace, and
there shall be merry Christmas at the hearth which is now so
lone and desolate and the gratitude of two young hearts shall
CHAPTEB XIL
amply pay him for his conquered pride and vanquished will.
A step is heard approaching; it must be he. Poor Edwin
CHEISTMAS DAY, AND NOT A " MEBKY ONE."
turns deadly pale, and rises, as the hand in already upon the
IT was Christmas Eve again, and Edwin, who was stronger latch of the door.
He faintly approaches to meet him as he
and -nore composed, after many trembling and anxious consul- enters, with the kiss upon his lips, ano
r for par.
with Maria, hnd come to the determination of: going
more
than
his
and
ton;
his
looking
eyes
tongue,
upon
oh! let the n
at, and
'lay, in hopes of me*,
iuer, whom
express. Auoi.

ject

;

shall all

yet.

tried

to

speak

in a gay and cheerful voice, but, poor girl, it was a sad failure,
and so she only clasped the weeping boy nearer and closer to
;

:

;

:

.
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shame and sorrow. Let thpra
angels turn away with very
write it down -that tlui father's heart is i!
<>
that his children ore less dear to him than )m
Lot thorn not record the
will.
and
never-unbending
pride
and haughty message which the menial enters to deliver ;
let them leave him in the room which he will not forsake.

not
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and harshly to his son,

down Edwin
cold

lie

would have fmccecdrd in breaking

nation to

ie

<

Catholic

Bon would take him athmword.andgiveupeverythirigrathi

r

but
Let

that which he felt himself bound to embrace and for
ment he felt stunned as the door closed upon Edwin's retmit-

leave him, even on a day like this leave him in hi:
leave him to the
ness, and his darkness, and his pride;
heart upon which they
the
that
are
away
gnawing
thoughts
feed ; leave him, even to himself, and let them rather record,
with pens of gold, how the brother and sister, locked in each
over their ruined hopes as if their hearts
other's

He would have given worlds to recall those
u-e.
neeforward you are a stranger here ;" but his pride
not submit, find he arm Id not doit. Evennowhe couldscarcely
believe that they had parted he could scarcely b<
Edwin would leave him, and he sat listening most anxiously to
every step that he heard in the passage outside, thinking it to

them

;

arms, wept
would break, and wept for the unbending harshness of an unletters
forgiving heart, Let them rather record in brightest
the words frequently murmured during that bitter night,
"Edwin, my own darling, I, at least, will never forsake you
never love you less, my poor, poor boy." And now that the
evening bells are ringing through the air, and men are taking
of
advantage of the clearing weather to hurry to the house
God now, while many a hearth is bright and gay, and love is
the
speaking in many an eye, let the cold, stern man think of
"
Let him
Merry Christmas" that is held around his hearth.
the strength of
gloat over the work of his hands, and exult in
his will but, for God's sake, lot him forget that it is the Merthe solemn
ry Christmas time. Above all, let him forget
"
words he heard not many hours ago
Glory bo to God in the
highest, and on earth peace to men of good will."
;

:

CHAPTER
A VICTOKY AND A NOTABLE ONE,

IF IT

BE WORTH THE PBICE.

After the death-blow to his hopes which he had now received,
easily imagine that poor Edwin passed a wretched and
He arose next morning weak and languid, and
sleepless night.
had scarcely finished dressing when he received a me sage sum-

we may

moning him

to his father's private room.

He

obeyed at once,
and entered the room comparatively calm, for he felt that the
worst was passed, that he had nothing to hope, and that it only
remained for him to support anything that was to follow with
as

much

resignation as possible.

of Jesus and Mary upon his lips, he
turned the latch and entered the room. His father was standing behind Ms desk, very pale, but to all appearance perfectly
calm. He gave no sign of recognition as his sou entered the
room, but stood motionless and rigid as a statue. He did not
even look at him, but, with his eyes fixed upon the opposite
wall, in a cold, harsh voice, as if he were transacting a piece of
business of the very least importance, and one which was scarcely worthy of even so much attention, he merely said, "I have

With the sweet names

sir, to learn from your own lips whether you are
determined to persevere in the absurd and outrageous line of
conduct which you have thought fit to embrace ?"

sent for you,

-

"
" Dear
papa, if
"I desire no explanation,
"

sir

;

I merely wish an answer to my

Papa, I

"

1

1

1

;

be that of Edwin, who was coming to announce his subm
to his father's will and, oh how his proud heart sicken
the step passed on and he found himself still alone
thinking of his boy and of all that was past. One, two, tin eo
hours, and now he knew that Edwin would not submit, and he
!

;

:

He

sat down, with a strange calmness upon his
and slowly and methodically opening it, took
thence a note for a
He was
100, and put in an envelope.
about to direct it, when a sudden thought seemed to strike him,
and he threw the pen hastily away, and left the envelope without any address. When the servant entered, although he

rang his

bell.

face, to his desk,

peered curiously into his master's face to discover how the
proud man bore his trouble, he could find no mark of discomall was cold, and stern, and proud, and his master's
voice was firm and steady as usual, as he handed the envelope
to him.

posure

;

"
"Johnson," he said, "take this to
My son, he wns
going to odd, but he suddenly stopped as if something were
" Take this to Mr. Edwin
choking him.
Stanhope, and infrom
him
when it will suit his convenience to depart
quire
hence, in order that you may procure a conveyance for him
and, Johnson," he continued, as the servant was leaving the
room, "you will remember that Mr. Edwin Stanhope is henceforward a stranger here and, should he call, you will nut admit him without my express orders and permission."
"
" Henceforward a
He was glad when the
stranger here
servant left the room, with a low bow, for he had marked the
pitying look of the man's face; and with all his pride and
haughty self-will he felt himself humbled and abased he felt
himself degraded even to the feet of his own menial, and ho
was glad to be alone.
We shall not attempt to describe the parting between the
brother and the sister. There are things too holy and too
painful to be described by any human pen, much less by a
pen so weak and feeble as ours. We will rather drav.
over the sorrowful scene, and leave to angel hands to record
the parting vows of faithfulness which they uttered, clinging
round each other's necks leave to angel hands to record the
love and watchful care with which she packed his books and
and promised so faithfully to write to
all his little treasures
him as often as she could. Above all, we will draw a veil over
that parting moment, when their young lips were pres:wildly in long and pure embrace: whilst their weepin,
spoke all that which their sorrow stricken tongues rciused to
;

;

!

;

say.
if bluff old Mr. Brown has condescended to follow
story so far, we have no doubt that the worthy old
gentleman is in a state of great satisfaction, and that he is loud
in his commendations of the firm and determined manner in
which Mr. Stanhope has acted iu regard to his rebellious and

And now,

question.

"

;

am

determined, because no other course

is

opsn to

me."
"

Then, sir, tie sooner you seek another home the better, for
henceforward you are a stranger here."
And so they parted, father and son. Edwin would have taken
his father's hand, but the proud man turned haughtily and
sternly away, and so, without another word, without another
look, with all the love of so many years cast away and trampled

our

little

undutif ul sou.
It cannot be denied that Mr. Stanhope has gained a great, a
notable victory. Kather than sacrifice one iota of his pride

and haughty will, he has sacrificed and ruthlessly cat;;
from him the dearest object he possessed iu the world and for
what? That he might not appear to have given way in this
that men, might not be able to say that
couilict with his child
alone, and that he had needlessly cast away from him the price- he had allowed his own son to thwart him, even in a
A great victory, surely a
less jewel of a young heart's love and tenderness
salvation was at stake.
l:her ami
And yet he had scarcely expected that it would have come to
His ov
Me victory
He had persuaded himsdi thuf, iiv speaking thr.t;
out upu.
this.
iu. his only b.

upon by the demon

of pride and sectarian intolerance, lie allowed the door to close upon his son, and listened to the retreating footsteps which told him too plainly, alas that he was

;

!

!

'.

!

.:-.;,
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there he none to take his place
bnt what of that ? He has
it 'ml
the supremacy of his will has been vindicnt
1ms not given way, his character is unblemished in the
>f the world
and what is his own happiness, or that of
;

door open quickly he saw the benevolent
pitying face of him
who opened it; he saw the outstretched arms and the en;
look he felt those arms fold him
again and again to as war
heart as ever beat in human
breast, and he saw and felt no
more till he found himself in Father Eustace's little
room, sitting in the softest place on the simple couch, with the some
kind arms clasping him closer and closer
and

;

>vu child, in

comparison with such a victory as this ?

;

;

A

Well may old Brown rub
his hands, and chuckle till lie be black in the face.
Well may
he go about from house to house amongst his friends, to toll
victory, surely

'

Poor

!

fool

VICTORIES.

!

still,

pillowing

i

own mother might have dn
much and, as he listened to

aching head, as tenderly as his

this wonderful tale of a father who loves his pride better
than his child. Yet it is not such an uncommon tale after all.
It has happened before, and probably will happen again ; and
therefore old Brown need not chuckle quite so much over it,
IK >v expose himself to be carried off
by an attack of apoplexy
resulting from the exuberance of his feelings.
Spite of all his
commendations, could the worthy old man transport himself in
imagination to Mr. Stanhope's lonely room, and see how that
proud face quivers and grows pale as he listens to the suppressed voices that are bidding a tearful and sorrowful farewell to
their dear young master, and could he see how, as after listening to the very last to a carriage as it drives away, Mr. Stanhope locks the door of his room, and lays his weary head upon

his breast.
It was too
;
soothing voice that whispered so gently in his ear, "My poor
boy, my dear, dear child, you are at home here. There, the
don't cry so my child ; don't
give way so much ; you wil
happy here this is your home till
can find a better Fati

upon

i

1

you
Eustace will never forsake you " and as he felt the arms
pressed him so tenderly again and again, the forced restraint
;

;

I

;

i

gave way, and, after trying several times to kiss one of the
hands that clasped his, but trying in
vain, it was always m.
perversely drawn away, he laid his head down upon the friendly
breast and sobbed without restraint. Father Eustace did not
endeavor to check him, for he knew that it would do him
good

to relieve his feelings in this manner
it
; very soon, however,
became too much for Father Eustace too,
for, after his countenance had undergone some very curious
contortions, he several
times blew his nose very
loudly and very ostentatiously, as if
he had suddenly discovered that he had taken a
purchasing at such a price.
very bad cold
but, finding this unavailing, he very simply put his h ami
chief aside altogether, and allowed the tears to run down his
CHAPTER XIV.
kind old face without control, as if he were not in the least
ashamed of them, and as if they were not a disgrace to his
A NEW HOME FATHER EUSTACE FINDS IT TOO MUCH FOB HTM.
gray
hairs only, ever and anon, as
poor Edwin sobbed more vioAID IS NEABEST WHEN NEED IS GREATEST. FRANK SEYMOUR
lently, he made a mighty effort to recover himself, and sucAND HIS TALE.
ceeded so well that several times he was able to articuhitf,
POOR Edwin, half dead with grief and sorrow for the present, almost audibly and distinctly, " My poor boy, my brave child,'
and with anxiety for the future, after leaving the house which you don't know how dearly poor old Father Eustace loves j-t
was now no longer his home, drove at once to the residence of There, there, there don't cry, that's a dear child." But. unFather Eustace, to whom he had despatched a hurried note fortunately for the value of his advice, wheuever he got thus far
containing a brief account of what had happened. He had had he infallibly began to cry himself harder than ever, and so at
no time as yet to think of the future. He felt that all that had last he gave it up as a bad business, and did not
attempt to
been was passed away, and that there was a broad chasm be- speak at all, but contented himself with soothing the
weeping
tween himself and most of those who had been nearest and boy as best he might without the use of his tongue, which, BI
dearest to him.
He felt that the world the dark, dreary world usual with that unruly member, had become altogether rebelwas all before him, and he saw not where he should find a lious, with this difference, however, that where it
generally
resting-place for his weary feet. Bashful and retiring as he will not be restrained from speaking too much, in this case it
was, so little fitted to fight his way in the world which was now absolutely refused to speak at all.
before him, so full of the enthusiasm and romantic feeling
We have often heard, and we believe it to be true, that there
which are necessary ingredients in natures such as his, it is little are angels always waiting to carry to the face of God such tears
wonder if he were anxious and distressed. And yet he felt hap- as those shed by Father Eustace and poor Edwin on this oc,
" the betpier than he had been for some months past. The step had sion but we must wait until we shall have entered
been taken, and had been taken for eternity ; the rest was ter land " before we can know how dear, how precious, and how
merely temporal, and he felt that God would carry him through holy they are in His sight, and how carefully the remembrance
it all.
His deepest, keenest sorrow was for the unforgiving of them is treasured up in the Divine mind.
harshness of his father but it was a sorrow without anger, a
Father Eustace would not allow Edwin to speak all that day
Borrow which hod for its object not his own wrongs, and the of what hod happened, but next morning, when they were both
harsh treatment he had received, but the thought that past love more composed, they had a long chat about Edwin's future
could be so easily put away that the memory of the happy prospects. Edwin told his friend that ever since he had thought
days gone by could be so ruthlessly trampled upon, and him- about becoming a Catholic he had felt a very strong desire to
self cast upon the world so sternly and so proudly, for daring devote himself to the service of the altar, but that he saw no
in do that which he found himself bound to do under the pain immediate prospect of carrying his desire into effect but that
of his own damnation.
Now that they had parted, his heart whatever he might do at present, he would not willingly lose
1 more than it had ever done
The answer of Father Eustace filled him
before in their happiest sight of this object.
days towards the proud, stern man and if he wept as he with gratitude and joy.

his desk, and groans and weeps through the live-long night
for his lost, lost boy, even he, worthy old Mr. Brown, might,
perhaps, begin to doubt whether such a victory was worth

;

I.

;

;

;

;

;

;

of him, they were, in truth, tears of forgiving sorrow
that in the sight of God heaped burning coals on the un-

iit

forgiving heart that had cast him forth.
The sudden stoppage of the vehicle recalled him to himself
from the thoughts in which he had been plunged, and, looking
from the window, he saw that they had arrived at the door of
s idence of Father Eustace.
Edwin knocked very timidly ;
for, although he knew much of the goodness of Father Eustace,

he

very shy and awkward in coming to him thus, an outcast
He knew very well, however, how kindly the
'id priest would receive him, but
uu-

felt

\\--

'.

xl

for tin; reception

which he did

receive.

.

i-

He taw

the

"My child," began Father Eustace, "you have
throughout this affair with noble courage and resolution.
having thrown yourself so devotedly into the arms of Divine
Providence, He, who does not allow a sparrow to fall to
ground without His permission, has not been behindhand with
you. Yes, my child, you may say with the holy Ps:<
My father and my mother have cast me off, but the Lord hath
I confess I have sometimes trembled for your
taken me up.
resolution, when I considered the fearful odds opposed t<.
in this struggle. I dare say yon have so:
i;;t
r held out to
during our intercourse 1
you the sligh>
-pect of any temp T ;\ lit lp <>i:

t

'

'

I
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your father

cnslin.o;

you

off,

should yon become a Cniholio.

VH'TOHTEti.
I

did so advisedly, for I was :um<ms, my dear child, that your
that
merit and your crown should suffer no diminution, but
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with another home in placo of the one you have so courageousoli !" continued the good old man,
ly forsakenfor Hi;, love,
"the wonderful, wonderful ways of Providence the Provi-

and that no man might dence that reacheth from end to end mightily that ordereth
your triumph should be for God alone,
be able to say that you had one single earthly object to gain in all things sweetly."
A
At this juncture the old servant opened the door, and Frank
becoming a Catholic. -But I did not forget your interests.
a
to
were
that
matters
hurriedly entered, nnd running up to Edwin, took
I
coming
when
weeks
Seymour
few
perceived
ago,
wonderful way in which God both his hands in his own, and embraced him most affectioncrisis, and feeling that after the
had shown His love towards you, that He would most probably ately. After the first salutations were over, Frank turned and
call you to the service of His holy altar, I wrote to my ecclesi- paid his respects to Father Eustace.
"I really must apologize sir, for this apparent intrusion,
astical superior, and put your case before him.
I, yesterday,
about an hour before you came to me, received, providentially but I am sure you will pardon me for, having heard of what
I may say, his answer. The first thing you have to do is to get had happened, I could not rest until I had found my friend
as strong as possible, for you are sadly shattered, my poor Edwin, and taken the first opportunity of assuring him of my
The fact
of tone, deep sympathy with him in his trials and affliction.
child," continued Father Eustace, with some asperity
as if he were thinking rather severely of him who had caused is papa went up yesterday to call upon Mr. Stanhope, and at
"
Yes, you must get once perceived that something serious had happened. When
poor Edwin's weakness by his hardness.
need not old Johnson, the butler, answered the bell, papa was astonished
quite strong and well as soon as possible. I'm sure I
tell you that you are as welcome as a prince to all that my poor to see that his eyes were quite red and inflamed, as if he had
What is the matter, Johnson?' said papa, are
dwelling can give you, and for the next few weeks you will live been crying.
'
another
Oh!
or
I
will
not
ill?'
a
word
me
not
with
no, sir, / am quite well,' answered Johnson,
now,
say
you
virtually
I say yon will laying a strong emphasis upon the I ;' but poor master Edwin,
syllable of what I have to tell you.
live virtually with me for, thinking that your father might air,' and here the honest old fellow began to blubber to such
that it became quite infectious.
say that I had entrapped you away did you come to me alto- an extent that papa declared
'Master Edwin,' cried papa, in great alarm, 'for God's
gether, I have thought it better to take for you a nice little
Is he ill ? Is he at home ?'
?
No'
parlor and bedroom in the next street to this, in the house of sake what has happened
a good old widow, one of the most fervent members of my sir,' answered Johnson, 'he isn't at home; he has no home
he added most
congregation and poor old Mrs. Martin is so proud at the now this is no longer his home, sir, leastways',
bare notion of having you for a lodger, that she is scarcely emphatically, so Mr. Stanhope says, sir.
Papa was so asable to restrain her exultation within, due bounds. She has tonished that he could scarcely speak, but after a time he
been hero three times already this morning, to ask me when begged Johnson to sit down, and tell him what had happened,
you will be going to her, and what day she is to have every- Johnson, however, refused to sit down but turning away his
thing ready for you. You will come here to mass every day; face from papa, and appearing to discover that the brass handle
Then we of the door required polishing very much, for he continued
and of course you will stay and breakfast with me.
can take a Little walk, and come home for our simple dinner, rubbing it incessantly, he managed, with many interruptions,
and if you don't stay to tea with me, why I will go with you, to tell papa the whole story. 'You see sir,' concluded Johnson,
I have lived in this family nearly thirty years now, and I
and give poor old Mrs. Martin an opportunity of bringing out
her best set of china and so you see, my child, we shall be hope I know my place, sir. I don't presume to judge Mr.
always together, whilst at the same time you will be living in Stanhope, sir, he continued, in a tone of voice which insinuated
of course, he knows
your own lodgings. Now, dry those tears immediately," contin- that he did judge him, and severely, too
ued Father Eustace, in a very suspicious tone of voice, as Ed- what is best but you see, sir, that when Master Edwin was a
win began to show unmistakeable signs of breaking out afresh, little boy I have carried him on my back so often, and have
" or I shall be quite cross, I declare I shall," he added, get- heard him
say so often, too, "O Johnson, you are a dear old
ting up and going to the window, which was in itself rather a fellow, and I like you very much," that I cannot help loving
strange and suspicious proceeding, as the street outside was him, sir. When his poor mamma was lying dead in the house,
see her for the last time, I can't forget,
perfectly quiet, and nothing whatever going on to justify him and I took him up to
in looking out so intently. He seemed, too, to experience a sir, how he put his poor little arms round my old neck, and
kissed me, and said that I was very good, and that his dear
slight return of the sudden cold he had taken the day before
now that she was a bright
for, before he returned to the side of Edwin, he had found it dead mamma would not forget me,
necessary to make a very noisy use of his handkerchief, and angel in heaven, and that he would always love me very much;
when he did return at last, his eyes looked quite red and and I can't forget, too, sir,' continued poor old Johnson, blub'
moist but we all know that this is one of the effects of a bad bering as if his heart were broken, how on the night after the
for
was
locked
no
sufficient
that
we
have
Mr.
grounds
Stanhope
concluding
up hi his room, as he
funeral, when
cold, and so
Father Eustace had been crying again. Perhaps, however, is now, poor Master Edwin stole down to me, and fell asleep
and even supposing he had, although in my arms, and whispered ever so often in his sleep, "mumthe angels could tell us
no doubt our good friend, bluff old Mr. Brown, might blame ma, dear mamma, poor old Johnson is very good to me, and I
"
and here Johnson went behind the
love him very much,
him for it, we scarcely could.
him
take his handkerchief from his pocket,
saw
".Yes, my child," resumed Father Eustace, "you must door, and papa
spend the next few weeks in quietness and repose. During and cry like a little child. Papa declares that he was almost
this time you can prepare yourself to be formally received into as much affected as poor old Johnson during this conversation.
the Church, and for the great happiness of your first commun- 'Yes, sir,' continued Johnson at last, very emphatically, 'I
ion.
Then, when yon are quite strong and well, you can go to hope I know my place, sir, as I said before, and that it doesn't
which I am authorized to tell you is become me to judge my master, as he ought to know what is
the College of
open to receive you whenever you think fit to enter it. You best; but although they say that Master Edwin is going to be
can spend a few months there, and if you should find that your a Papist, and I am sorry for it, still I can't forget and I don't
vocation is not for the Church, it will have done you no harm to want to forget how good and loving he has always been to me,
have spent some time in the seclusion and retirement of college and if he had become a Turk, I wouldn't have turned him out:
but of course Mr. Stanhope knows what is best; but you see
life.
If, on the contrary, you are called to the service of the
studies
there
and
Oh dear Oh
can
so
sir, I can't forget, and I don't want to forget.
see,
complete your
you
altar, yon
poor Master Edwin, my poor boy,
my dear child," continued Father Eustace, as Edwin pressed dear Poor Master Edwin,
'
his hand, and looked all the grateful thankfulness which his my poor young master
" so
had
finished his story, papa sent
see
"When
Johnson
how
Providence
to
has
refused
you
speak,
tongue
up a
siring to see Mr. Stanhope, but, although the serbeen watching over you all this time, and lias provided you
;

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

;

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;
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vant knocked repeatedly, and although he heard his master
groaning inside, there was uo answer and papa cauio home
after asking old Johnson if he kuew where you had gone, and
learning from him that he had given orders for the cab to
drive here by your directions.
I saw that something was
wrong with papa, for he scarcely spoke during dinner, and
instead of staying some time in the dining-room, as he usually
does, he came up almost immediately to the drawing-room,
;

and when we were all sitting round the fire, wondering what
had happened to make papa so silent and gloomy, even at the
Christmas time, he suddenly said, Frank, my boy, come over
here and sit by me, whilst I tell you all a very sorrowful story,'
and then in his own dear, hearty, simple way. he told us poor
Edwin's tale
and, Frank,' he added, clasping my hand, and
pressing it very tightly, Frank, my boy, I should be very
'

'

;

'

you follow Edwin's example; but if you did, I
should still be more sorry to see myself following the example
of his father.
I couldn't do it; God knows I corldn't, and I'm
very glad that I couldn't and go the very first thing in the
morning and find out this poor boy, and tell him that he must
come here, and stay as long as ever he likes, and that mother
and I will make him as welcome and happy as though he were
our own;' and thus, sir," concluded Frank, turning to Father
"
Eustace,
you h?.ve a true history of the reason of my intrusion on you this morning, and I hope you will use all your
influence with my friend, Edwin, to induce him to accept dear
sorry to see

;

VICTORIES.
the inestimable happiness of
making his first communion.
in some feeble way
might, indeed, endeavor t.
what Edwin felt on this joyful occasion but such of our
^ed the name Mossing, and more

We

;

.illy such as may have made their first communion in
circumstances somewhat similar to those under which Edwin
made his, will understand the emotions of his warm young
heart on that happy day much better than we could describe
them. Those who may not have had this happiness would not
understand us, did we take up pages in attempting to portray
the feelings of a heart in which faith and love are bright and
warm, when, for the first time, its Lord and its God comes to
take up His abode within it, comes to make it wholly His,
comes to draw it entirely to Himself, to make it the object of
His own divine complacency, and the recipient of His choicest

Suffice it to say, that when an hour after he had
received, Father Eustace softly approached the kneeling boy,
and gently touched him on the shoulder, to warn him that ho
was about to depart, there was a look on his face, as he raised

graces.

moment from

his hands, which the good old priest never
a look in which faith, and love, and angel-like innocence seemed striving for the mastery, a look which told of
it

for a

forgot,

more than words can express; and it was with something very
awe that Father Eustace gazed upon the upturned face,
and the gushing eyes, and his own tears flowed fast upon the
child of his affections as Edwin softly whispered
"
"Dear Father Eustace, a little longer, a few moments
papa's invitation.
It would be useless to endeavor to say how much poor Edwin more,
the winter is past, and the rain
all is brightness now,
felt this act of spontaneous kindness and consideration
but is over and gone, I have found Him whom my soul loveth, I
he was firm in hia resolution of remaining where he was for have held Him, and will not let Him go, my heart is breakthe present, as he knew it was the best position for him in ing with
very love and joy, O leave me with my God. O my
every way and when Frank had seen more of the kindness of Jesus, my God, my all," he murmured, again burying his face
Father Eustace towards Edwin, he ceased to press him, after in his hands, and bowing himself almost to the earth, as Fathhis friend had promised to come and see them very often.
er Eustace turned softly and even reverently away, leaving the
The two friends and Father Eustace then had a long talk, on poor lamb with the Good Shepherd, who had sought it out in
various matters, Father Eustace and Frank vieing with each so wonderful a manner, and brought it home to Himself, to
other in their efforts to amuse Edwin, and to render him more rest upon His gentle breast, and to find there its solace and its
cheerful and happy; and Frank willingly consented to remain recompense for all that was past and gone.
and dine with them, as the good old priest pressed him to do.
Edwin was most anxious to depart for college as soon as
The wine-cellar of Father Eustace was not very extensive, possible, but Father Eustace would not allow him to set out.
"
either as regarded the quantity it contained, or the variety of
No, my child; you must get very strong and very well
his stock but still, by dint of groping and searching, he man- before I can allow you to depart," was the continual answer of
aged to produce a bottle of his best; "that," he remarked, Father Eustace to all his entreaties to be allowed to go at once.
" "
" which he
brought out only on the very greatest occasions
College life is very severe, and only strong men must underand by the time it had gone round once or twice, poor Edwin take it; but rest content awhile, and I and poor old Mrs. Marfelt more happy, cheerful, and composed than he had done for tin will nurse
you, and make you strong; and then I will go
many months and when, next morning, he sat down to write down with you, and you shall commence your ecclesiastical
to Ids sister, he was able to do BO in a tone comparatively studies at once."
cheerful and full of hope.
But although they nursed him tenderly and with never flagging care, poor Edwin found it hard work to get well. He
sometimes felt so weary, and his bones ached so much, that he
wondered what it could be, and whether he should ever be
CHAPTEE XV.
quite well again. Although Father Eustace pretended to be
LIGHT AT LAST. FEABS. FBANK SETMOUB IS VEBY BASH.
very confident upon the point, and labored very hard to deceive
AFTER remaining two or three days with Father Eustace, even himself, still, as he watched the unearthly brilliance which
Edwin, to the great delight of old Mrs. Martin, removed to so often shone in the large dark eyes, and the sudden flush
his own lodgings.
They were very snug and comfortable, and which so often mantled on the fair young cheeks as he listened,
the honest old creature was unwearied in her attention to his too, with sad apprehension to the labored breathing, which
wants. Like most of her sex she was a little given to gossip, was brought on by the least exertion, and saw the struggle
and when she happened to fall in with any of her friends (and, which threatened to ensue between body and soul for the eonsomehow, this did happen very frequently), the warm-hearted quest of the brave young boy even he, in the solitude of hia
old woman used to wax quite eloquent on the subject of her own chamber, would often wonder, too, whether poor Edwin
or whether the trials and
lodger, and his many virtues, and not a little indignant when would ever be quite well again,
she spoke as she usually did rather freely about the harsh- ties of the past few months might not have altogether
down the naturally weak constitution of his young friend.
ness and pride of his father.
Edwin remained with her about three months, and, with the " God forbid that it should be so," would he often whisper to
drawback of his father's continued unrelenting, and his separ- himself, " yet, O my God, he is in Thy hands, and Thou art a
ation from his sister, he began to feel very happy.
The tem- loving Father, do what seems best to Thee;" and drying his
and
the
was
had
sky
away,
passed
already clearing, and eyes, he would rejoin his friend his child as he called him
pest
growing very bright. He was in almost hourly communication with a smiling face, and talk to him with a confidence which he
with his dear friend, Father Eustace, and after having received himself was far from feeling.
At the end of three months, however, lie seemed sornefhinn:
conditional baptism, and otherwise prepared himself, he had
way to his en!:
had, on the festival of the Purification of our
Lady, stronger, and at last Father Etr
like

:

;

;

;

;

;

1

>

:
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1o bo allowed to depart.
He had not seen hia sister since, they
'.iil advised Edwin Hot to endeavor
parted, lot
Old
to do so, for fear of .irritating Mr. Stanhope still more.
tiracti conic to see him, and
in, hawff\
j

1

brought him a thousand t, ]>de." IMCK^:- 's from Maria, and had
taken buck to her a full account of all his future designs, and
how happy he was. There was seldom an evening on which
Frank Seymour did not walk down to the house of Father
Eustace to see his friend, and the three were very pleasant and
:<

happy

together.

"You

;

Although you won't let me try
me from praying for you
and Edwin there, is, I know, determined to take heaven by
storm, so you had better take care too, for I am one of those
old-fashioned folks who have great faith in the power of prayTake care,
er, and, perhaps, we shall convert you after all.
answer;

the bright examples of virtue which I see around me. I shall
your goodness, my own dear, dear father, and I
pray God to give me an opportunity of showing how much I
value and appreciate it."
"My dear child," answered Fattier Eustace, taking Edwin
i

in hia arms, "farewell,

have shown you

farewell.

The

little

kindness that I

but a tithe of what I would do for you, my
noble, brave-hearted boy, were it in my power. God Almighty
have you in His holy keeping, and fill you with His grace.
Don't forget poor old Father Eustace in your prayers take
great care of your health, and write to me every week. God
is

;

Edwin," Frank would often say, laughing as he
" I consider that
spoke,
you have been a very foolish, headstrong fellow, and if I treated you as you deserve, I should
never come to see you at all, nor expose myself to the danger
of being converted against my will by Father Eustace there,
who is smiling at the very idea of making a convert of such a
stanch Protestant as I am. Your papa declares that it is all
the fault of Father Eustace, who has seduced you by his
Jesuitical wiles.
He declares, too, that when you know more
of your adopted religion you will soon be disgusted with it,
and that you will be at his feet in less than six months, begging his pardon for your apostasy, as he calls it. I confess
that I don't share his opinion on this point, and that only goes
to prove what an amiable fellow I must be to come here almost
every evening at such a risk, and with so little prospect of
gaining you back. But I was always too soft-hearted by half,
and you know how much I always liked you, and so, you see,
as poor old Johnson says, I can't help it, and I don't want to
help it and if you are only half as happy in your adopted
religion as I pray you may be, you will be happy indeed.
Meanwhile, I give Father Eustace there full warning that he
need not endeavor to try any of his arts on me, for he won't
succeed; so, sir," shaking his hand playfully at Father Eus"
"
tace,
you had better spare yourself any unnecessary trouble.
" God
knows, my dear young friend," Father Eustace would
see,

"and we

to convert you,
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shall see.

you

my young friend,

can't prevent

take care.

;

"

bless you,

my

child

!

God

bless

you

"

!

Week

succeeded week, and month succeeded month, and
they passed away so quickly, because so happily, that Edwin
was almost astonished when Father Eustace reminded him, in
his usual weekly note, that he had been at college four months.
The change of air seemed to have had a beneficial effect upon
his health for, although still very weak and delicate, ho
The only drawback to
thought that he was decidedly better.
his happiness was the continued harshness of his father, who
continued as unrelenting as ever ; but his sorrow for this was
now chastened and subdued, and applying himself with all the
;

fervor of his soul to the acquiring of the perfection of his
state, he left his troubles about his father confidently and lov-

ingly in the hands of God, knowing that He would bring everything about as should seem best to His infinite wisdom.
Whilst Edwin's days are thus gliding away in peace and
tranquil happiness at his college, what of the proud man who
has spurned him from his heart ? A little more bent, his hair
a little grayer, and his form a little thinner, but prouder,
sterner, and more unforgiving than ever,
nursing his evil
feelings as he broods over his imaginary wrongs, till at tunes
the unfeeling devil, who is his master, is rampant in his proud

goading him on almost to madness, as he whispers his
suggestions to him, torturing his proud soal with his
black insinuations, bringing before him, as he sits in the
gloom of his dark room, the picture of a fair young boy hanging about his neck, and whispering a thousand innocent
endearments in his ear.
Changing, then, the scene, as a
comes in and
leads the boy
priest
gray-haired old
away, a thousand mocking faces seem to rise before him
laughing him to scorn, till he can bear it no longer, but rising madly from his chair, is fain to pace his room with gnashing teeth, if thus, perchance, he may still the raging passions
heart,
evil

that are almost strong enough to kill him.
For three days after Edwin left him no one saw him, as he
remained locked up in his own room, and even Johnson, who

CHAPTEB XVL

HOPES BEAUZED. TTNBELENTINa STILIj. THE PEOTJD MAN PAY8
ANOTHEB INSTALMENT OF THE PBICE OF HIS VICTOBY.
took up what simple refreshments he required, always found
Edwin was charmed with his college and its peaceful regular him in his inner room, whence he did not emerge until the
routine of life. He entered at once with all the enthusiastic servant had retired. How he spent those days he and his God
know but that they were days of fierce and awful coneagerness of his nature into the spirit of the state to which he alone
his face bore testimony, as on the morning of
fondly hoped Almighty God had called him. It was the reali- flict with himself
zation of all that he had desired and longed for during his for- the fourth he came forth, with a step more stately and prouder
mer life, and now that he had found it, it is no wonder that he than ever, and entered the carriage which was waiting to contook it up most warmly. Perhaps nothing had produced such vey him to his place of business. He met with an unflinching
an effect upon him as the conduct of those amongst whom he eye the pitying looks of such of his friends as he encountered,
had now been thrown. The self-restraint, the modesty, and the for the story had gone abroad but though his face was perunreadable in its pride and sterness, each look went like
retiring but constant piety of his fellow-students, were so dif- fectly
For the first three months after tbeir
ferent from what he had been accustomed to see in the conduct a dagger to his heart.
of the few youths with whom he had mingled, that it produced parting there was a hope lingering in the bottom of his heart that
a most deep and lasting impression upon him. Father Eustace his boy would still return to him, and his heart would palpitate
had come down with Edwin, and when he was on the eve of violently at each knock at the hall-door, or at the sound of
feet ha the, passage outside his room but when he
departing, after a stay of a few days, and they were taking leave any strange
of all, when he learnt
of each other, Edwin, in answer to a question from Father Eus- found that he did not come, and, most
to college to study for the priesthood, his
had
he
that
gone
to
whether
"Father
he felt sure that he was happy said,
tace, as
knew no bounds, and he gave full vent to his evil passions.
Eustace, my more than father, I cannot tell you how happy I fury
am happier far than I ever hoped or deserved to be. If by " To think," he would mutter to himself "to think he could
so easily me, who have loved him as scarcely father
any chance I could have come here before I was converted, I leave me
leave me for a wily old priest and an idoladon't know of anything which would have had such an effect ever loved son
and trous creed leave me to the scorn and contempt of a jibing
in converting me as the sight of my dear fellow-students
as a last and parting prayer, I have to ask of you, dear Father world.
My curse upon him for a vile apostate as he is I
will
never
disnot
to
will
for
me
that
often
forgive him, by the God that made me; never,
grace
you
implore
ce,
the holy state I have chosen,
grace not to be blind to never !"
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!
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And thus he fed the sense of the wrong he fancied he had
sustained never thinking for a moment that it was
who stood most in need of panlou and forgiveness never for
a moment thinking of his boy with feelings of forgiveness and
reconciliation, except in union with that submission to his will
I

and that rejection
lu 'art that

of his

adopted religion which he knew in his

VICTORIES.
to be giving way,
that in very truth

moments when

moments when he looked so worn and weary,
it

rent the heart to see him, many, many
came over him, telling in an in-

that old look

stant its tale of grief

and pain,

telling,

although he flattered

himself that lie had conquered, of the bitter, crushing price of
the victory he had gained.

Edwin would never make.

There was in his study, hanging over the fireplace, a large
full-length portrait of Edwin taken when he was about fifteen
He would sit for hours, almost unconsciously
years ~i age.
gazing upon it, and phmged into the deepest and most bitter

CHAPTEB XVH.

i

thought.

when

Edwin had gone to college, and
were keenest, he had come home from

About a month

his bitter feelings

THE SHADOWS THICKEN.

aftr-r

the city one day more irritated and passionate than usual.
his
he locked himself
to
room,
straight
Walking

OLD JOHNSON CAN*T HELP

DOESN'T WANT TO HELP

IT,

AND

rr.

One morning, towards the middle of September, Father
who had become very uneasy at not having heard from
nud throwing himself upon a chair, Ms eyes Edwin for several weeks past, received a letter from the Supein,
He sat thus for nearly an rior of the College, informing him that his young friend was
rested as usual upon the picture.
hour, and whether it were that his good angel was at work try- very unwell, and begging him to run down as soon as possible
ing to soften the proud heart, or whether the remembrance of
bygone days was flitting round him with a chastening influence,
we know not ; but the tears began to flow quickly down his
pale cheek as he sat with his head resting upon his hand. Sud-

denly coming to himself, he started to his feet, and stood for a
moment with clenched hands and contracted brow then pulling the bell violently, as the old butler hurriedly entered the
room, he said, pointing with his hand to the picture, but with
;

averted face "Johnson, take that that thing away; and
that I never see it again.
No," he muttered, pacing
backwards and forwards with hasty steps, " I will never forgive him never never never." And then he satdownagain,
looking for awhile upon the blank space where the picture had
been, till he turned away and hid his head upon his desk, and
wept for his poor empty heart wept in the stillness and dark-

mind

ness of the night, even for his lost, lost boy.
He received several letters from Edwin, who wrote to

him

in

a most affectionate manner, begging his pardon if he had shown
any want of due respect and deference towards him, candidly
telling him, that were the step to be taken again a thousand
times, he would feel equally bound to take it and when he

Eustace,

to see him.

Father Eustace turned very pale as he read, and when he
had finished the letter, he put it aside with a very sad and
troubled air, and covering his face with his hands, remained
some time buried in sorrowful and foreboding thought. He
had long felt that it would be so, and somehow he was not at
all astonished at receiving this news
but for a moment he was
crushed. He gathered from the letter that Edwin had about
a month before caught a very severe cold that it had baffled
all the skill of the physician, and seemed to have settled
upon
the lungs of its victim, who was in a very weak and debilitated
state.
Edwin's courage at the time of his conversion, and his
gentle and affectionate demeanor during their subsequent in.
tercourse, had so endeared him to the good old priest, that he
felt this illness of his dear young friend more
keenly than even
he himself liked to admit. He was resigned to the will of God.
but he felt that it would be a very heavy blow to him, should
the Good Shepherd take the innocent boy for ever to Himself.
He felt that there would be one tie more, and that, perhaps,
the strongest, loosed between himself and the world
and although he felt, and felt most surely, that his own loss would
be the eternal gain of his young friend, still it would be a loss
to him, and nature shrunk and trembled as she contemplat;

;

;

came to this part, Mr. Stanhope cast the letters passionatebut that, in the manner of taking it, there
ly away from him
was, perhaps, something to beg pardon for, asking him to re- ed it.
He sat down to his desk with a moist eye and an aching
member the days gone by and all their former love, telling him
how happy he was, and that the only thing needed to render heart, and wrote a few lines to Maria, breaking the sad news to
his happiness complete was his father's forgiveness, assuring her, but speaking of it as lightly as possible, and describing it
him that, whatever might happen, or wherever he might be, he as probably a mere passing illness from which he might soon
could never forget his duty and love toward his dear father and recover. Father Eustace had a sad presentiment that it would
not be so, and he feared that he was hoping against hope. He
his sister.
These letters were never answered, but were always returned started at once for the college, and as soon as he saw Edwin
Edwin was up and dressed, reto Edwin with a formal note from one of the clerks, intimating his worst fears were realized.
that he wrote, by Mr. Stanhope's orders, to Mr. Edwin Stan- clining upon a couch, and as Father Eustace hurriedly entered,
hope, to inform him that Mr. Stanhope had no desire to enter he stretched out both his hands, with the same gentle, innocent
into any correspondence with him, and begged not to be troubled smile upon his face that Father Eustace had so often seen bewith any more letters.
fore, and putting his arms around the old man's neck, kissed
And so he went his way, nursing his pride, even whilst it him upon both cheeks, and then laid his head upon that breast
He was kind, as usual, which had once before pillowed it so gently and so lovingly,
steeled his heart against his own son.
Father Eustace looked for a moment
to his daughter, but would never allow her to introduce the and burst into tears.
mention of her brother's name. He had quarrelled with Mr. upon the eye, at once so sunken and. so bright. He saw the
Seymour, who had spoken to him very freely on the subject of flush upon the drawn and hollow cheek. He saw the blue veins
his son. Whilst the warm-hearted old man was in the middle in all their painful distinctness upon the broad and white brow,
of an eloquent, because warm and honest, expostulation with
"When
him, Mr. Stanhope interrupted him, coldly saying
I require your advice on the management of my domestic affor it.
Till then I will trouble you,
fairs, sir, I will ask you
to yourself." And, turning on his heel, he stalksir, to keep it
ed proudly and haughtily away. He transacted his business
as usual; he frequented the church as usual; he was in the
world almost as much as usual, and casual observers remarked
but little change in him, and wondered to Bee him bear his
troubles so well. But, in the midst of his business, at ehii'rli,
or in the world, there were moments when, although a shadow
that was dark and very gloomy flitted over his countenance,
etill the face grew less stern and haughty, and his pride seemed
:

and in the poor shrunken hands. He listened with all the
quickened perceptions of love to the slow, heavy breathing,
and he saw at a glance that his child was the victim of that
dread and treacherous disease, which, seizing as it ever does,
upon the fairest, purest children of the earth, snatches them
away from us, even then when it has so refined and purified their
snatches
grosser part that we can least afford to lose them
them away from us after it has made them most augel-lik
heavenly, and whilst we would gladly lay down our own lives
them with us, laughs at our impotent efforts to cheat
(i
snatches them from us when the eye is brightit of its prey
est and the cheek most rosy
leaving us, when all is over, but
a poor, wasted, shrunken form, as fuir, but as fleeting and as
;

;
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fragile, as the pure white flowers which affection's hand
wont to strew around it.
At one glance Father Eustace took in all that was and all
that was to be. He knew it ; he had watched its progress
often before, and he felt that though care and loving watchfulness might keep him to them for a time, it would be only
for a time, and that ere long poor Edwin would most surely
He tried hard to restrain
sleep the sleep that knows no waking.

himself for the sake of the sick boy, but as he held him in his
arms, and all these thoughts rushed in an instant through his
brain, it was too much, and he could only clasp him closer and
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must confess that our mind can neither

conceive, nor our JK-U

describe, the holy mid sacred scene when the brother ami
looked into each other's eyes once again, and when without

uttering a single word, heart spoke to licart, witli.au eloq
in its language which our feeble pen shrinks from endeavoring
to portray.

Meanwhile, poor old Johnson, who had left the sick chamber
after the first sad greeting, was sitting, with his eyes very red,
in Mrs. Martin's little back room.
They had both been crying,

and they commenced afresh, as old Johnson said " You see,
Mrs. Martin, I hope I know my place, and it doesn't become
Mr. Stanho).
closer to his breast, and try to whisper something about his me to speak too freely about my betters.
been a very good master to me, and of course he knows what
soon being better.
"No, dear Father Eustace," answered Edwin, who had is best and when I see him so pale and sad, and with such a
" I shall never be better. I have
caught the words,
long felt worn, weary look about him, I feel very sorry for him but
this coming on, and I know very well that I shall soon die. then, when I see poor Master Edwin, and think that in a short
But, O Father Eustace, my own best friend, why do you weep time he will surely be an angel in heaven, and when I think of
If I had died a him, as I have known him all these eighteen years. I can't help
so bitterly ? I am happy, very, very happy.
God help me, I can't help it and,"
it, but I must give way.
year ago, it might have been different but now oh now
oh why do you weep ? Am I not going to my God, and was he added more emphatically than ever, "I don't want to
it not yourself, my own dear father, who first told me of His
help it !"
"God help him" answered Mrs. Martin, rather sharply,
goodness and His love ? and now you weep to trust me to Him.
Dear Father Eustace," he added, fondly looking into the face "who has caused all this, and soften his proud hard heart."
of the poor old priest, who was sobbing like a child; "dear
"Mrs. Martin," responded Johnson, "I hope I know my
"
Father Eustace, I love you very much, but not half as much place, ma'am. It doesn't become me but, breaking out again,
as you deserve for all your kindness to me.
I shall be very "I can't help it; God help me, I can't help it."
sorry to leave you, but I can leave you all for God. I am
but," he added, drawing the old priest quite
very, very happy
close to him, and whispering in his ear, "take me home, dear
CHAPTEB XVIIL
Father Eustace, take me home, if you please, for I should like
to see my sister once again ;" and lowering his voice still more,
THE END APPROACHES. THE FATHEB'S VICTOBY COMPLETE
"I should like to die near him. Oh don't cry so much I
AT LAST.
;

;

;

;

:

!

;

!

;

;

!

;

cannot bear to see you. There, lay me down, for I am very
weary. God bless you, dear Father Eustace, God bless you ;"
and with a pleasant smile upon his face, he fell asleep in the arms
of the weeping old man ; and as he slept so peacfully and calm-

he surely dreamt of angels and "the better land," if the
gentle happiness that smiled upon his fair young face were a
ly,

faithful index of his visions.

As he had a fancy to return to London, they thought it best
humor him, especially as the physician was of opinion that
his native air would be of seryice to him.
They tried to get
him away as quietly as possible, but it had gone abroad, and
his fellow-students, to whom his gentle manners and ardent
piety, together with his sad nistory, had greatly endeared him,
crowded around the carriage as it was about to drive away.
He shook hands with all of them, but could not speak. As
they drove away, he took a long lingering look at the happy
home where he had spent so many pleasant months, and where
his example had drawn many a thoughtless heart nearer to its
to

God. "I can bear the rest now," he whispered, as he sank
back in the carriage ; "I can bear the rest, for the hardest
trial is over.

"

They
by easy stages, and he bore the journey pretty
As they drew near London, although Father Eustace
was most urgent with him to go home with him, he, in his
travelled

well.

consideration, persisted hi refusing to do so.
No," he answered very quietly, but firmly, "perhaps papa
may soften towards me now, when he hears how ill I am
and you know dear Father Eustace, that he would, perhaps,

thoughtful

"

;

I will go
in coming to see me at your house.
poor old Mrs. Martin, who will nurse me very tenderly.
Besides I am quite rich, for I have a great part of the 100

feel

awkward

back

to

FOB the first two or three weeks after his return to London,
the sick boy was able to go out for an hour or two hi a carriage
during the heat of the day, but he soon became too weak even
for this.
He sank very rapidly, and towards the end of October was unable to leave his bed. The faithful hearts that
watched around him, began to see but too plainly that hope
was gone, and that he must very soon close his eyes upon
the world.
He had wasted away under the influence, of
his disease until it was most painful to look upon his poor
shrunken form and be obliged to think that his brave
young heart must so soon succumb to the insidious foe
that had seized upon him, and that no power of man, no force
But upon his
of love, no ardor of devotion could save him.
and his pain
face, even when his sufferings were the greatest
the most intense, there ever rested the same gentle smile, sadder, perhaps, and more chastened in expression, but loving,
There was the same quick appreciation
patient, sweet as ever.
of every little service rendered to him, and, when he was too
weak to speak his thanks, there was something so grateful, so
loving, and, above all, so heavenly in the look of his large,
dark eye rendered doubly brilliant by his disease, which went
at once with so much force to the hearts of those around him,
that there was not one of them who would not willingly have
,

died to save the gentle, patient boy, who never uttered a hasty
word in all his pain. From the first moment of his conversion,

he had labored most earnestly, and with unflagging diligence,
to correct the natural defects which he found within his o.wn
heart, and now, when his disease had so purified, and, as it
were, so spiritualized his mere animal part by its wasting influence, he was so angel-like, so immaterial, that they
about his bed with something very near akin to awe, as if they
felt that he had already put on some part of that immortality
which was so soon to enshroud him hi its eternal brightness.
He was too weak to speak much, but whenever he saw his sister (who was with him every day) or Father Eustace turn away
i

which papa so thoughtfully sent me after we parted.
It will be better for us all ," and as he seemed anxious about it,
Father Eustace consented to the arrangement, more especially
as they would be close together. He had only been a few hours
in his own lodgings, when Maria, who had been apprized of
his arrival by Father Eustace, came, attended by old Johnson, to hide the tears they could not restrain, he would beckon them
to see him.
Once before, during the course of this simple tale, to his side, and, as they stooped down to kiss him, would whiswe had to beg our readers to allow us to draw a veil over a per to them, "I am very, very happy oh pray don't weep
certain scene, and we must beg the same indiilgence now. for me."
One day he saw poor old Johnson sitting weeping at the foot
Others, perhaps, might be able to do it, but, for our part, we
left

;

!

r
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of bis bed, find ho beckoned the old man to corao nearer to
him. When the fnithful old servant had seated himself upon
the side of the bed, Edwin put ont his poor wasted arms, and
man's
taking him round the neck, laid his head upon the old "
Poor

ending bliss?" he pressed the hand that held his own, and
The last whisopened his eyes with
.*, longing look.
pered confession was over the innocent young soul once more
absolved, and left in solemn communion with the God who hod
come to be Himself the pledge for all that waited for his com-

old Johnson," he feebly whispered, "you have been very good
I recollect the night you
to me, and I love you very much.
took me up to see my dead mother I hope to see her soon in

ing in the land above.
After some minutes he

heaven now. Johnson, dear Johnson," he continued, very
" be
earnestly,
very careful of poor papa. When I am dead,
to
ask him
come and kiss me before they lay me in the ground,
and tell him that I always loved him very much. Poor, poor
papa; I know you will be very sorry when lam gone."
Poor old Johnson tried to speak, but in vain. Though his
hands were but rough, he laid the sick boy down as tenderly
as an angel might have done, and, withdrawing into the next
room, sat for a long, long tune behind the door, with his face
between his hands, refusing to be comforted.
Maria came every morning after Mr. Stanhope had left for

papa."
Father Eustace interpreted his wish, and hastily leaving the
room, called a cab, and bade the driver hurry with all possible
haste to the house of Mr. Stanhope. The distance was very
short, and they soon arrived.
Bidding the driver wait, and giving Johnson, who opened the door, a hurried account of the
state of Edwin, Father Eustace followed him to the drawingroom, and entered almost simultaneously with him.

breast, as

he had so often done

in his

childish days.

;

the city, and, remtjning all the day with Edwin, returned
home in time to meet her father at the usual dinner hour. The
sick boy used to follow her with his eyes as she moved softly

about the room, performing a thousand little offices of love,
and a happy smile always passed across his pale face as she
came over to the bed, and, smoothing his pillow, sat down by
his side. When his pains were greatest he always turned his
face to her, and laid his head upon her bosom till they had
him for the night,
passed away. When she was about to leave
and bent over him to kiss him ere she went, for the last few
to him, and,
nights of his life, he always drew her quite close
in addition to his usual "Good bye, dear, goodbye," softly
"
Poor, poor papa give my love to poor papa." When
added,
she had left, her place was usually taken for the night by
;

so that, night or day, there was always a genfor his to rest in, and a loving eye to meet his saze as
looked its never-vs*ying tale of grateful thankfulness.

Father Eustace
tie
it

;

hand

Mr. Stanhope had never asked a question, but he knew very
London and was ill. How ill
he knew not, and his pride would not allow him to inquire.
He knew, too, that Maria was in constant communication with
her brother, and he did not attempt to forbid it. He was, in
if he were anxious
fact, more tender than ever towards her, as
as in his innermost heart no doubt he was to show his
He would fain
gratitude for her love towards his lost boy.
have gone himself to the bed-side of his child, but pride was
Had he not sworn never to look upon
his master even yet.
his face again, and should he he who had been so cruelly
wronged be the first to submit? What would men say? What
would the world think? It could not be. Maria often essayed to
Bpeak to him of Edwin, and he listened, oh how eagerly, to
hear whether he retracted and sent the expected message of
submission but, as soon as he had heard that his boy was
steadfast yet, he would hear no more, but hurry away to his
own room, whence he would come forth no more that night.
During the day, on the evening of which this story opened,
Edwin had appeared so much better, and had spoken so cheerwho was quite worn
fully and hopefully, that Father Eustace,
of
Mrs.
left
him
in
and,
Martin,
promising to recharge
out,
turn very early in the morning, had gone home.
It was but the last expiring flicker of the lamp ere it went
out and Mrs. Martin, observing, about an hour after Father
Eustace had left, a very serious and unmistakable change in
well that his son had returned to

!

;

;

a* his request, hurriedly sent for the old priest.
his arrival, Father Eustace saw at a glance that the time
was come, and that the fatal change was near at hand. The
flush had departed, and the bright eye was closed ; the perspi-

Edwin, had,

Upon

ration stood in cold drops upon his brow, and his breathing sounded with a painful distinctness through the still, quiet
room. He was almost unable to speak, but was perfectly senhis hand and whispered in his
sible, and as Father Eustace took
like to receive once more your
ear, "My dear child, would you
Lord and your God the Good Shepherd who is about to take
you to Himself for evermote, and to carry you away to never-

::

;

some

difficulty

managed

opened his eyes again, and with

to whisper,

"My

sister

;

my poor, dear

Mr. Stanhope and his daughter were sitting together, and
both turned pale and started to their feet as he entered. Mr.
Stanhope frowned haughtily upon him, and seemed inclined to
"I come,
leave the room. Father Eustace heeded him not.
sir," said the old man, with the tears trickling down his face,
"from the deathbed of your son, and that, I trust, will be a
apology for my intrusion upon your privacy. As pure
and noble a heart as ever breathed upon earth is even now growing cold, and the last word your boy uttered was your name.
Surely you will now forget all that is post, and not allow the
last wish of your own child to remain ungratified ?
Surely you
and if you would do so, you
will come and see him ere he die
"
must indeed use every haste.
Mr. Stanhope's lips quivered, and his face grew ghastly pale,
He tried to appear firm, but he failed, for he trembled with the
excess of his feelings. He tried to bo haughty and sarcastic as
he answered Father Eustace ; but he failed, too, in this most
sufficient

;

miserably.
" I am as" 1 am
astonished," he gasped rather than spoke,
tonished at your assurance, sir. By your arts and wiles you
have deluded and led my boy astray. You have robbed me of

my child," he continued most bitterly ; "you have made me a
laughing-stock to the world you have made my home desolate
and now you dare to come to me with this story, which I dare
say is false. You you, who have done all this, dare to appear
me with this plausible tale, that to-morrow you may
proudly boast to your fellows how you brought us together
how you finally conquered me, and laid me at the feet of an
You don't know me, sir," he continued fiercely, and
apostate.
you don't know me, sir, or you would
trembling with passion
not thus appear before me."
"Sir," answered Father Eustace, struggling hard to keep
down his indignation, "I scorn your insinuations, and I pardon your harsh expressions. This is no time for bandying
words. I call to witness the God who is to judge us both,"
he continued, solemnly, and raising his hand to heaven,
" that
your only son is dying, perhaps even now is dead. Will
with me or not, for I cannot delay ?"
come
you
"No," he muttered hoarsely, "no, he has gone his way, I
will go mine."
Father Eustace turned away to leave the room, and Maria
followed him. As they went out at the door Mr. Stanhope
stood watching them, with a face like that of a man in fearful
His brow grew knotted, and the cold sweat rolled
agony.
He bit his lip till the blood
in large drops down his face.
gushed out, and his clenched hands quivered and trembled like
aspen leaves. He stood thus until he heard the hall-door close
and the cab drive away, and then with a fearful groan he threw
himself into a chair, and grasping its sides till all the blood
rushed from his hands with the force of the pressure, sat
wrestling with the evil passions that were killing him. He
knew that his son was dying. He had seen it in the face of the
He felt it in his heart,
priest, and in the face of his daughter.
and he yearned towards his child. He could have given half
his fortune to anyone who would have taken him out by force
and carried him to the bed-side of his son but he could not
move himself. The devil in his heart was too much liis master
before

' '

;

;
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He had held undivided sway
to resign his dominion BO easily.
too long to give way now, although his victim struggled fearHe sat, deadly pale, listening to the
fully beneath his clutch.

23

humbly, across his breast, and place in the cold still hands the
Jiff, he loved BO well
let the heavy em-taint;
;
fall, and draw them closely around the sacred preR
Yet, pause a moment that the pale and h.i
ticking of the clock as it sounded BO distinctly through the dead.
quiet room, listening to the winter wind as it moaned and who is rushing in at the door, with such a fearful cry upon his
howled around the house, seeming in every gust to tell of lips, may gaze for an instant upon the work of his own
and blasted hopes. One hour two hours and still she ere he throws himself with frantic grief upon the lifeless form.
Leave them alone, the father and sou. Leave them alo
was absent. When would she return to tell him that his boy
leave them
was better, and the danger over ? No footstep yet no car- the wind howls, and moans more sadly than ever
drawing near and stopping at the door nothing noth- alone through the darkness of the night, and as the shadows
ing but tho moaning, sighing wind with its tale of death, and thicken round them, each tune that he dares to raise his eyes
and look upon the calm and placid face of the dead, let him
the hurried beating of his own withered heart.
Death death death sighs the wind without, as he starts think of that other fearful night when he swore by his Maker's
from his chair at last, and with his head uncovered, rushes name never to look upon that face again and let his proud
heart wither, and bend, and break, as he thinks how faithfully
madly from the house into the cold, wet street.
he has kept his oath.
And, for thee, poor boy, peace be with thee
Though our
hearts were heavy as we laid thee in thy early grave, and
though we often, even yet, are forced to drop the silent t<
we muse upon thy sad and painful tale, still as we compare
CHAPTEB XIX.
thy little loss with thy unspeakable gain, we are forced to confess that, even were it hi our power, we could never have the
ANOTHEB VICTORY, AND A KEAL ONE. PEACE.
heart to bring thee back again into this cold and dreary world
THEY hurried back with all speed, and hastened to the room of ours. Oh no, we would rather leave thee in the old
of the dying boy.
As they softly entered he opened his eyes churchyard where thou sleepest so calmly and so free from
We will tend with a loving hand the flowers that bloom
for a moment, and as he recognized Father Eustace, his sister, care.
and old Johnson, his eyes lighted up for an instant with some- above thy grave and when our own hearts grow weak and
we will steal in the softening twilight to the holy spot,
tiling of its old fire, and he greeted them with the loving smile faint,
which they were so soon to see no more. He looked anxiously that we may gain strength and courage from the hallowed
memories that flit around us there, telling us as they do of a
past them as if expecting some one else, and for a moment a
shadow flitted across his face as he saw they were alone. It brave young heart that is blessed with bliss eternal, because it
knew what it was to do all and dare all for its God. Peace,
passed away, however, in an instant, as he made an effort to
He was too peace be with thee 1
raise his hand, which held a crucifix, to his lips.
weak, and the hand fell back listlessly upon the coverlet but
Father Eustace, interpreting his desire, raised it to his lips,
crucili

i

;

;

!

!

!

;

!

!

;

;

'io kissed the crucifix with all his remaining energy.
(They knelt around his bed, for they felt that the solemn change
was at hand. They watched the awful and mysterious shadow

crept across his face, and they knew that the young heart
would very soon be cold and still. Slower and slower still,
each breath more labored, more heavy, and more painful than
the one before. The storm outside is hushed, and the wind has
died away to a solemn moan, as it seems to wail for tho brave
as
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MORALIZES AT AN UNPARDONABLE LENGTH.

it

young heart that

is

passing to

its

God

wails for the hopes that

for the stricken hearts that are ready to break with
Dust to dust Ashes to ashes
very grief. Earth to earth

arc dead,

!

!

!

Slower and slower still. God be with him now Another
smile as he seems to recognize a well-known voice, which
strives, but almost in vain, to utter tho Church's parting
!

forth, O Christian soul; in the name of God the
created thee ; in the name of God the Son who
suffered for thee in the name of God the Holy Ghost who
sanctified thee in the name of the angels and archangels, the

"Go

ar:

who

AND now, dear reader, we have nearly finished. When we
commenced we warned you that we had no romantic story, or tale
"

thrilling interest" to tell you, but that ours was merely the
repetition of an old story the cost of a conversion and that our
object was to bring under your notice one phase of that which,
more or less modified, is passing around us every day. The

of

Catholic Church in England has gone through a severe ordeal,
and all the brightness of the hopeful Future is needed to make
us forget the darkness of the Past. For many a long year the
English Catholic was a stranger in his own home, and an exile
even in the land of his birth. Yet he never ceased to love her.

The

love of country is woven round our hearts like the love of
our mother, and is mixed up with the purest, holiest, and best
Providence may place us in foreign
feelings of our nature.
cherubim and seraphim in the name of the patriarchs and lands, our lot may be cast amongst those who are strangers to
prophets, of the holy apostles and evangelists, of the holy us, and the sweet music of our native tongue may seldom gladmartyrs, confessors and virgins in the name of all the saints of den our ear, but the old feeling still remains, and our minds
let thy place be this day in peace, and thy abode in holy wander with fond regret to our native land.
We may visit sunT look full of faith and love, and peace ineffable, nier lands, and walk amid richer flowers than those which deck
gazes for the last time on the crucifix which the old priest our own, but somehow we cannot love them half so well, and
lief ore )his
glazing eye another effort to form with his the grandest dwelling that we see in foreign climes pos" the old
pallid lips the saving names, and a pure and brave young sesses not for us half the charms which twine around
has passed away to his eternal rest.
house at home." If we have never left the land of our birth,
But the how sweet is tho thought that we shall rest in the old churchEarth to earth Dust to dust Ashes to ashes
SOUL and, oh let us thank God as we say it, the free, the yard which wo love so well, where we have so often strayed in
rtal soul, into the loving hand that gave it, to be taken
childhood, and where we saw them lay the parents of our love!
laid so gently on that mercy-breathing breast, to b&
n-e exiles from our home, how intense our desire i f rei.l
r

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

curried

home

!

!

!

for ever to Himself.

Now, whilst a solemn

voice is sounding through the room,
striving with the sobs which choke its utterance, "Come to his
assistance all you saints of God, meet him all you angels, reliis soul, and present it now before its Lord ;"

a gentle and a reverent hand the bright young eyes that have
fold his arms, meekly and
1
their hist upon tho world
;

turning thither, how enduring the hope, how buoyant the confidence, how fond the love, made fonder still by absence.
It was with feelings somewhat akin to these that the English
Catholic, in the by-gone days, ever looked upon his d<
Years of persecutio:
erring, but still deeply -loved land.
suilering could not drive them from his heart nay; the',
increased and made them stronger. He kissed the hnu<:
;

THE TWO
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struck him, no ra.itter how nnjnst the blow might be, for the
sent the pure nnd oonsearnted virgin of Christ forth into *
hand that inflicted tin punishment was the baud of his country, world that she had solemnly foresworn. They throw down the
and although, perchance, tears were mingled with the kiss, it altar, and put out the lamp of the
sanctuary.
They desecrated
Exile could not banish the temples that had been built for the worship of the one true
was, nevertheless, the kiss of love.
from his heart the image that his love had enshrined there, and God, and the mighty piles which had so often echoed the
hymn
in sorrow he prayed that happier days might dawn upon the of praise were left mere material fabrics bodies without a soul.
land he loved so well, and that he might no longer be a stranger The grand old temples of our fathers were
left, with nothing of
in his father's halls.
He loved her much with the love of re- a church about them but the name and now-a-days, as the
gret for the days gone by he loved her, 'most of all, with the gaping sight-seer wanders into them, he inquires in astonishlove of desire for the days to come.
In the heart of the English ment for what end they were built. He sees not what their
Catholic the present and the future are inseparably wound up use can be. He sees St. Wilfred of York and St. John of Bevwith the past, for, when our minds wander back through the erley looking down upon him from the grand old
stained-glass
long vista of 1800 years to the days of Peter, and when we place windows of York Minster and he knows very well that they
modern events side by side with the foundation of Catholicity, were not of his "persuasion," and that he or they are intrudit seems indeed but
He cannot conceal from himself the fact that they were
yesterday, and England, through all her ers.
length and breadth, was bright and blazing with the light of the looking down from the very same spot hundreds of years before
brave old faith. Her cathedrals and her minsters had their altars his religion was invented, and that, therefore, the
presumption
and the presence of their God and her rich lands were richer of right is in their favor, to say nothing of possession. For
still, and her teeming fields were still more fertile, when the
many a year the rack, the knife, and the gibbet were the lot of
seed that was cast into them had been blessed by the hands of those who clung to the faith of their fathers in England. There
her monks. It seems indeed but yesterday, and the abbeys were times when the very existence of Catholicity in
England
that are now in ruins, or the habitations of the beasts of the appeared to depend on some one individual, some sainted
and as the gentle evening bishop, or some hunted, persecuted priest, and then all the
field, were alive with holy men
sun would sink to rest, the notes of their vesper hymn would efforts of her enemies would be concentrated upon his capture.
steal along the smiling valley, and whisper to the weary hus- With fiendish jibes and hardened hearts they would lead him
bandman of heaven and of rest and the brawny hand was to the scaffold, thinking to quench in his blood the last spark
none the less manly because, as those sweet sounds would fall of the faith, but forgetting, in the blindness of their hearts,
upon his ear, it was raised to sign himself with the sign of that the blood of the martyrs has ever been the fruitful seed of
In those good old times, if old age found the poor old the Church, and as they spilt his blood, it fell, indeed, upon the
faith.
1

;

;

;

;

;

;

man

unprovided for, or if poverty surprised him, there were
asylums where he might find refuge and rest, and those asylums were not parish workhouses. If sickness had laid him
low, he was not thrown upon the tender mercies of a parish
doctor but his languid eye would fall upon the soft and gentle nun flitting round his bed of pain like some sweet spirit
from a better land. If perchance his course was run, he went
his way right cheerfully. In those days there was a heaven
for poor Englishmen as well as for rich ones, and they did not
throw him into the grave like some dead dog, but they bore
the cross before him, and the vested priest followed on behind,
and the dirge was sung, and the Mass was said, and they laid
him in the ground with a careful and reverent hand, and they
planted the cross above the place of his rest and though he
was but a poor man, they remembered his soul for many a
day as that of a brother who had gone before them. Oh it
seems, indeed, but yesterday, and England had saints for her

feeble flickering flame of the faith, but it fell not to
extinguish
No ; as the martyr's blood trickled drop by drop from the
it.
executioner's knife, it fed, with its heaven-born fuel, that
flickering flame, and again it blazed forth ; again, phoenix-like,
sprang into a new existence from its own ashes, and the faith
of Peter and of Eome laughed its enemies to scorn.
For three

it

;

hundred long years,

sufferings, penal laws, disabilities, and
every persecution that heresy and religious rancor could deBut these
vise, were heaped upon the English Catholics.

have now begun to pass away too. The cloud that
has so long enveloped the mountain's top is breaking at last.
Within the last thirty years a wonderful movement has taken
place in the English Church a movement calculated to
fill
every Catholic heart with feelings of gratitude for
things

;

the past and joyous anticipations for the future.
Many of the
best, purest, and most learned of the Protestant establishment
have left, and are daily leaving, the wreck upon which they
were sailing, and are scrambling, as best they may, on board
the bark of Peter, but too glad to escape with the loss of
everything else. These conversions come before us as a great fact,
and, perhaps, we think no more about them. Did each one
come before us in its own individual bearings, we should, probably find a romance, that is, a romance of real life, attached

!

saints in every
bishops,
grade
the heart of the English Cathowarms within him as he thinks of the days
lic
gone by as he remembers the glories of St. Edward the Confessor and St. Edmund the Martyr as he murmurs the name

kings, saints for
of her society;

of St.

Thomas

her

and

of Canterbury. St.

Wilfred of York, and

St.

of Beverley

the good old times when England was in truth "merrie England," and he weeps for the days when she could support her
poor without consigning them to a workhouse without tearing in twain those whom God had made one. He weeps for
" Westminster
the days when
Abbey would fill without a cor-

days when countless thousands knelt to
for the days when every village
had its church, every church its altar, and every altar was
He thinks of these things,
blessed by the presence of its God.
and he cannot but- weep that they should have passed away ;
and
did.
alas
Tyranny
they
away
pass
for,
Edward the
throne
of
the
on
seated
were
lust
Confessor and because their vices and Catholicity could not be
reconciled, they strove their best to smother the faith of ages.
onation

worship

for the

;"

God

in

York Minster

;

!

;

They scattered the relics of St. Thomas of Canterbury to the
winds of heaven, and placed apostates and renegades in his
They did then what they would do now,
arcniepiscopal chair.
if thev dared
they-drove the monk from the monastery, and
:

one of them. The story of Edwin Stanhope,
which we have told you in this little work, is the story iu a
higher or lower degree, according to different circumstances,
of almost every conversion which happened in these countries.
We would fain hope that few are to be found so harsh and unforgiving as Mr. Stanhope was ; and you yourself, dear reader, perhaps, know many whose sufferings have been scarcely
inferior to those of poor Edwin.
If you do not, we could tell
you many such a tale. We could teU you of young and delicate girls driven from their homes, and
exposed to all the dangers of the world, for daring to do as poor Edwin did. We
could take you into places where, perhaps, yon are seldom
wont to go, and engaged in low, ay, even in menial offices in
offices far below their merit or their educational
capacities, we
could point out to you men who have sacrificed station, prospects, and everything which the world could offer them, and
are obliged to earn their very daily bread in drudgery and toil
such as you little conceive. Yes, we could tell you many such
tides, and in our own simple way we have endeavored
Yet simple, unromantic, matter-of-fact
you one of them.
though it be, we would fain persuade ourselves that our storv
to almost every

as he thinks with pride of St. Ansehn, St.
Dunstan, St. Edmund Bich, the Venerable Bede, and the hosts
He thinks of
of saints whom England has given to heaven.

John

'

i

rill-:
hftfl not been tedious or altogether
uninteresting
whose amusement and instruction it was written.
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that there really i very little danger of it.
Miss Simper <!<lhat our story
no very biid, but. that it was
so shocking to kill poor Edwin in so unroaiantio u iimnncr,

to yon, for

Wo would

fain persuade ourselves, that, although we might not draw the
from your eyes for our feeble pen claims no such power

instead of keeping him alive, and aftrr e.irrring him f
phantly through all his troubles, disposing of him in th<imate and only way which is recoL,'iii/..'il by wry writer who
knows how to compose a story; and Miss Simper casts our

tears

poor Edwin
with at least a little feeling of sorrow and compassion in your
hearts, and with a deeper and more grateful appreciation of
that greatest of all blessings the blessing of the Faith
which has been given to so many of you gratuitously, and
for which, perhaps, you have never been called upon to
suffer.
We are but too apt to undervalue advantages which
we have obtained without suffering or difficulty and if ifc
be true in general matters, that we prize a thing in proportion
as it haa cost us dear, how much more does it hold when
yet that

you turned away from the death-bed

25

of

w

little story away quite indignantly, as if
h:id di>"
some wrong, when she finds that iteonoludea with de,itli-l>.-d,
instead of with orange blossoms and white favors.
We liopn

poor

it

the old gentleman will not be very angry, but, in fact,
content to be treated with the contempt and scorn which wo
know he will hurl at us for candor and sincerity compel us to
confess that we care very little for old Brown or his o]

;

;

i

We confess

more sorry to offend Miss Simper, but hopo
in general, has the keenest appreciation of the glorious gift of she will forgive us; for, although we might have made mir
Faith.
Again, we assure you that the story of Edwin Stan- story to conclude in such a manner as to plc;ise her, still we
hope is no made up tale. If you doubt our assertion, we should have been obliged to conclude it by distorting
will tell you how to prove it.
We have, too, so mm-h
If you happen to meet any and ours is substantially a true tale.
of those and, thank God, they are not rare to meet with now- confidence in her good nature, as to be persuaded that she will
a-days who are converts to our holy Faith, try to get them to not be offended, even if we remind her, that, after all, th
tell you their story, and if you do not meet with some tale, at something grander and greater than orange blossoms or white
least substantially the same as ours, we are content to let you favors; and that some, who are favored above the rest, are
rank on the side of old Brown, as one of the most implacable called to follow the Lamb whithersoever He goeth, and to sing
of our critics.
But if you meet with such a one, greet him a song which none else can sing and why they are so culled,
with a friendly voice and a hearty grasp, for he is a true brother, Miss Simper surely has often heard; and as she thinks of this,
and he has proved it and if his portion be scant, and his lot we believe her heart will soften, and that she will become
be hard, help him if you are able, and you will do a good reconciled to the unromantic ending of our little tale.
We ought, too, no doubt, to make a Catholic of Mr. Stanwork, and one which God will bless for, the same God knows
Faith

is

in question

It is the

!

poor struggling convert who,

we

feel

;

'

;

;

how much such fervent hearts, such generous souls, are hope. Would to God we could; but twelve years have .rolled
needed to make some atonement for the cold, dead manner, in away since the death of Edwin, and he is not a Catholic yet.
which too many of us, good, comfortable souls, take, as a mat- He is a white-headed, feeble old man now; but although still
ter of course, the blessings we have received, and for which we, stately, and even stiff in his manner, you would look in vain
perhaps, sometimes think that we pay a dear enough price if for the pride and unbending self-will of other days. He buried
well

but ordinarily faithful to our religious engagements.
Bear patiently with his little peculiarities, if perchance, hg
have them, and remember only the cost at which he has proved
his sincerity.
If you deem him too zealous, and consider that
he is sometimes scarcely prudent in the efforts which he makes
to bring others to the Faith, take care lest you be scarcely zealous enough, and remember that an excess of zeal is better than
a want of it. Yes, again we say, greet him with a friendly
voice and a hearty grasp, and do your best to make him feel
that, if he has had to turn hia back on many an old friend,
that he has found many a new one and, thauk your God, that
his trial has never been yours, for it may be, that it would
have been a grievous temptation if you had been obliged to
purchase your Faith by the renunciation of everything which
is nearest and dearest to the heart of man.
And for you, dear
brother, long a wanderer, perchance, but safe in the haven at
Bear your trials
last, we, at least, bid you a hearty welcome.
with a steady and manly heart.
The priceless jewel of the
dear old Faith is worth purchasing at any price, and if you be
but faithful to the end, your reward shall be exceedingly great.
i

:

;

CHAPTER

XXI.

A PARTING WOBD WITH THE CRITICS. THE PROUD
HEART BENDS AT LAST. UNAVAILING BEMOBSE. FRANK AND
MARIA. FATHER EUSTACE IS CHARGED WITH A MESSAGE TO THE
OTHER WORLD. WHO SHALL TELL A LITTLE PRATTLER " WHS
POOR GRANDPAPA IS SO SAD, AND WEEPS SO MUCH?"

VALEDICTORY.

As we have no doubt

that the Browns, the Simpers, and the
our critics, are greatly disgusted with our story, we cannot conclude without a few parting words to them.
Brown is full of compassion for poor Mr. Stanhope, and deelan -s that he was very badly used both
by his son and the
wily old priest and Brown thanks God that there ia no dunhis son Tom's playing any such tricks
upon him; and,
although we cannot thank God for it, we are very much afraid
rest of

;

>!'

them

at last,

but

it

was only in the grave of his

son.

the morning after the death of his boy, when they timidly
entered the room, almost fearing to be repulsed, they found
him still kneeling by the lifeless form, and with one of the cold
hands pressed tightly to his heart. He allowed them to lead him

On

little child, and sitting between Maria and
Father Eustace, listened to the sad story of how his boy had
sickened and died the death of the just. He did not speak,
even when the tale was done, but rising with a look so utterly
broken and miserable, that it rent their very hearts to see him,
walked slowly back to the room where the corpse was laid, and

away as meekly as a

throwing himself upon his knees, kissed again and again the

"
My own bright boy
form, repeating ever and anon,
there
Where
was
ever such a boy OB
my own heart's darling
ine ? and I have killed him I have murdered him I have
O God, forgive me Would that I had died
destroyed him
for him my poor, poor boy." So long as the corpse was in
lifeless

!

m

!

!

the house he never left it and, although he insisted upon the
interment taking place in his own church, he made no objeeti. m
when Father Eustace requested his permission to perform the
private service which the Church orders to be celebrated over
those of her children whom circumstances prevent from being
interred in her own consecrated ground. As soon as possible,
;

after the funeral, he retired from the active management of the
affairs of the establishment of which he was the head, and re-

He lives
tired to a country residence some miles from London.
there still, a feeble old man, but bent much more by the secret
sorrow which has written itself upon hia face and in hia form,
than by weight of years.
On the first anniversary of the death of his boy, he and his
daughter were sitting together, and when she rose from her
seat, and coming over to where he sat, put her arms about his
neck, and told him, with many tears and kisses, that she must
follow the example of his boy, and be a Catholic, too, he said
not a word, but kissing her very tenderly, put her gently away,
retired'to his room, and cried through the livelong night.
the morning she made her first communion, and ca
kiss him and tell him so, he took her in hit arms, nnd
:u

d

On

i

round her neck a magnificent diamond

cross,

which he had BUT-

Till:

Four roars

chased for her.

later,

TWO

wheri she became the proud
after

1111(1 ]l.

lll,
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VICTORIES.
that

my friend
my

i

is

duty

in heaven,

and

;

still, I shall not, on that account,
your p;-ayers have any V

if

hem both most fervent!
by Father
by a powerful effort restrained his tears until she hud driven
away but when she was gone he cried again for his lost boy,
and for the void that oau never bo filled up in his withered

id of one who is
to me to think of
"
Catholic Truth, I shall indeed be most
grateful.
Ho and Maria are naturally very anxious about Mr. StanIf they speak to him on
hope.
religion he listens patiently, but

heart.

seemingly without

i

i

;

The conversion

Frank Seymour took place about eighteen
months after the death of Edwin. He was much with Edwin
during his last sickness, and the patience and gentle piety of
The midnight mass
his friend had its due effect upon Frank.
at which he had been present with Edwin had not produced the
same effect upon him as upon his friend, still he had never ento
tirely forgotten it, and the seed which was then sown began
produce its fruit when he was brought into direct intercourse
with Catholicity in the person of Edwin and Father Eustace.
Before he became too weak, Edwin spoke much with his friend on
the blessing of religion. His own appreciation of the blessing he
had received was so intense, and his heart was so full of the
subject, that he found it hard to speak on any other with those
whom he loved. When the end was evidently drawing nigh,
Edwin became still more urgent with his sister and Frank to
promise him that they would examine the claims of the Catholic Church.
There was little need to make such a request to
Maria. She had been so constantly with the sick boy and his
director, and had, almost unconsciously, learnt so much of
Catholic doctrine, and what is much more efficacious, seen so
much of Catholic practice, that she was half a Catholic before
poor Edwin's decease and the lesson conveyed in his calm
and happy death was almost the only thing required to comof

;

the work. Father Eustace, however, with his usual
prudence, would hear of no hasty steps. He insisted upon her
examining calmly and dispassionately the claims of the Church
to her allegiance and although the conversion of her intellect
was almost as rapid as that of her heart had been, still a severe

plete

;

which came upon Mr. Stanhope after his son's
death, and which lasted several months, with several other
reasons, combined to delay her formal reception for some time.
She chose the anniversary of Edwin's death, as we have seen,
to make the announcement to her father not that she had any
fear of meeting with any opposition from him, but because she
thought he would feel it less on such a day, when so many
chastening thoughts would be working in his heart. The
siou of Frank Seymour was a little longer delayed.
When he took leave of Edwin the day before he died, and when
the siek boy was too weak to speak much, Frank found himself
ther unable to restrain his feelings, and throwing himself
on his knees by the bed-side of his friend, he sobbed aloud.
fit

of illness

;

During the
as

sufficient interest to enter into

lifetime of Father Eustace

when the

the subject.

he was never so happy

was by his side, narrating to him all the litconnected with the sickness and death of his boy.
It was a subject on which Father Eustace was almost as
pi
to speak as Mr.
Stanhope was to listen ; and many and many a
time, when Father Eustace had told him how fervently his boy
had loved him, and how constantly he had
thought of him, the
tears would flow down his
pale face, and he would seem almost
" Tell me
" Tell me
happy.
again," he would sometimes say,
again that he forgave me ;" and then, when Father Eustace
would reassure him that the last words of his boy were words
of love and duty, he would lay his head
upon the old man's
shoulder, and gently murmur, "Tell me now, dear Father
Eustace, if you please, tell me once again, the closing scene ;"
and, when the story was told, he would rise without a word
and walk away into his own room, where they never followed
him at such times for, now that the first remorse and grief
were over, they knew that it was better for him to be alone.
Several times he said, "I am quite reconciled
now, Father
Eustace. I am not sorry that my boy became a Catholic. If
priest

tle incidents

;

had pleased God to have left him to me, I should have been
very grateful but I know that he was too good for me, and
that God took him from me to punish my pride and break
my
self-will ; but I am not sorry he became a Catholic.
No, I am
not sorry. You know, Father Eustace, that I cannot
help feelit

;

ing

my loss,"

"and you

he would add, as the tears streamed out afresh ;
pardon me, but 1 am not sorry. My boy is with

will

God, and I am satisfied, only my heart is very empty without
him, my poor, poor boy." At such moments Father Eustace
sometimes endeavored to lead him to speak of religion, and

Edwin had found in the one he had
embraced, and how cheap he had held the price at which
he had purchased it, but it was of no use.
He would
not
enter
into
the
and
Father
Eustace
subject,
saw that nothing would be gained by annoying him. He,
the happiness which

deemed it better, and his plan was the one adopted by
Frank and Maria after his death, to surround him as much as
possible with the influence of Catholicity, and to leave the rest
to God.
What an inscrutable thing is .the human heart
Young faces are now to be seen in the home of Frank and
Maria and as the old man often insists upon their reciting
their prayers to him, and watches to see that they make the
Edwin managed to whisper:
".If you knew how happy I am you would nqt cry, Frank; sign of the cross properly they begin to hope that his mind is
and if you would only promise me to keep up your intercourse gradually turning toward Catholicity, and that, at least before
with Father Eustace, and sometimes speak to him about relig- his death, they may have the happiness of seeing him a memOh promise me this, ber of the Church. God grant that it may be so.
ion, my happiness would be complete.
The union of Frank Seymour and Maria was one of the last
my dear friend, and I shall be happy."
i'rank contrived to sob out a promise, and he nobly redeemed acts of the ministry of our dear old friend, Father Eustace.
many conversations with Father Eustace, and the He soon after caught, in the discharge of his duties, a horrible
result of them was a step which Frank declares he has never fever, which was raging fearfully amongst the poorer members
:.iid whieh ho attributes to the
prayers of one whom of Ids congregation. He recovered from the immediate effects
Soon after the death of Edwin, of the fever, but he never thoroughly rallied, and about five
>ure is a saint in heaven.
entered the establishment of Mr. Stanhope, at the years after the death of poor Edwin, Father Eustace died, in
request of that gentleman, who seemed to find his chief the fullest sense of the word, the death of the just, L
.ess i" heaping his favors upon every one whom his son behind him a name to be held in benediction, and a
memory
With such an influence at his back, it is very dear to many, besides him who pens these lines. There
>:>cinlly loved.
y to add that Frank rose fast. When he and was a gentle hand to smooth his dying pillow a baud that
were united, he wan made a partner in the firm, and for was guided by the magic influence of a grateful heart, and of a
it half-dozen
memory that could never forget all that the o.ld priest had
years ho has been its responsible
upon him and his, and been to one who had been dearer to her than all the world
the use to whieh they turn it makes us wish them more of it. beside.
ho may be striving to build a
In him the struggling
During his last sickness he was frequently visited by Mr.
His alms are alSeveral of their interviews were of a vei v pi
or a school, in.
friend.
pe.
therefore,

i

!

;

!

i

i

,.

i

i

!

incoinpanied witli

near friend, and

t!

<>f

inversion of another.

you, "he

nature, and it required
and pacify the r<

Ihuvcuo doubt dear

"

i-'atlier

EuKtuce,

all

;

" I am
truly grateful t,
b.ad he, " for all your goodness to luv
..ther.

TJin
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When I in my pride cast him forth upon the world, he
might have tiled in the streets hail he not found in you a second
and a lander father than the one who disowned him. I can
never thank you as I ought. I -will not even endeavor to do
so, but I beg your pardon from the bottom of my heart for all
the harsh treatment both to him and you and when you meet

6

boy."

27

dim, though wo would willingly Iny down onr
accomplish it. How true ure ti

left in his

"They

To

A
But

how I grieve for all my cruelty to him.
that his image is never for a moment absent from my
heart, that my only consolation is the hope of meeting him
"
again, if the goodness of God may pardon me my grievous ski.
The desired pardon Father Eustace heartily accorded. He did
his best to soothe the poor old man, and lead him to think of
him

which

I

i

MIII

pmiiij?;

;

hail

1

iln-ary ** now :1
urii li.-r h^ut, nor frost,

nor ihmnlrr,

******

Shall wholly do away, I wv n,
Tli'- murkri of that which once hath

done again, would rather cut out his tongue than utter the
awful curse which has cast a blight upon his life. Tell him,
Tell

.

utnnil :iN nil,
cliffH

him of the heartbroken old man who is
upon the earth, and who, were it to be

dear Father Eustace,

pail-

fr<-<

They

tell

desolation

lifo

poet

;

my boy in heaven,

own

to l>o able to

1:

Cor.ElilDor.

Young voices are prattling round the old man's kn
a venerable white-headed servant is ever ut liis elbow,
pating his slightest want, and ever most careful of him
most solicitous to Mmise him, as a certain mournful annr.
;

One little prattler, the oldest and bold
them all, often climbs his knees, and sometimes says to him,
" Dear
Since the death of Father Eusgrandpapa, do tell me why you cry so much i\
brighter things, but in vain.
to
but
his
even
there
is
tace ho seldom speaks of
speak *o you about poor uncle Edwin. Johnson fays he is a
son,
Maria,
There is a sor- bright angel in heaven, now, and I know that old Johnson
that in his heart which can never pass away.
row graven on it which time and loving care may perhaps would not say so if it were not true and if dear uncle Edwin
be an angel, I cannot tell, grandpapa, why you cry so much,
soften, but which can never be effaced. There is in it a remorse
which is all the more bitter because the cause of it can never and are so sorry for him. I should like to be au angel too, if
"
and as Jo!
be remedied. Oh, how often do we learn such lessons when mamma would not be very sorry to lose me
comes roimd.

;

;

A little

submission, a

forbearance in the beginning, and how much grief, how much bitter remorse, might
But we cannot make the lesser sacrifice.
often be prevented
The proud will may not bend until the evil is done, and then
the remorse of a whole after life cannot repair the mischief,
cannot recall the loving heart which has been cast away and
Bacriliced at the shrine of some unholy passion, cannot call
cock the smile which has fled, or light up the eye which has
too late

!

little

!

comes quickly forward, and leads the little fellow softly away,
the wondering look grows deeper on the fair young face, as he
" Poor
grandpapa, poor
whispers to the faithful old man
oh
do
tell
me, Johnson, why poor grandpapa is
grandpapa
so sad, and weeps so much."

*****
!

Alas

!

who

shall tell the innocent child the tale ?

Who

shall

answer him his question ?

The Wounded Grenadier

of the 49th;

OB

THE FIRST STONE OF A CHURCH.

HHHE town of Briangon is the dullest garrison in
X

France, so

that the regiments dread it like another Siberia
above
all, in winter, when the north winds blow furiously amongst
the large trees of the neighboring forest when the rough
pavement of the streets is hidden under a thick bed of snow,
;

;

and

below freezing point, besieges the sentinel in his
was always with extreme delight our brave
soldiers saw, piercing through the foggy atmosphere, the first
rays of the spring sun, which announced to them, with the
arrival of fine weather, a reprieve from their arduous duty.
The sun's rays to them was what the breeze is to the mariner,
whose impatient sails have remained so long inactive amid the
ocean calms. It was on a fine day in the year 1845, that, after
a long winter, the 49th Regiment of the Line advanced, with
drum and flag, to the esplanade of Chauvet, the accustomed
theatre for military evolutions. Like the sky, the countenances
of the soldiers were unclouded they were going to use their
arms once more, and have a mock fight. The colonel, in fact,
had chosen this fine day to exercise the artillery. The Grenadii rs and Voltigeurs rivalled each other in skill and
precision.
Not far from the spot, walking slowly along, was a man
clothed in black. His eyes were fixed on the book he held,
and his serious countenance reflected the pious thoughts of his
soul
he was a man of peace, and holy life, whom God had
chosen as His earthly representative the modest cure of tho
village of Chauvet, who was reciting, in a low voice, the
from his breviary. Indifferent to the noisy tumult
which surrounded him, ho seemed absorbed in his devotions,
a gun had mifortusuddenly loud cries -ueve h>ri\l
Tho
burst, and a grenadier was grievously wounded.
cold, 20

Thus

box.

it

;

:

i

;

,

was soon at his side. This good man was not only the
physician of souls, but inspired by charity, he had consecrated
the leisure hours of his priesthtx id to tho study of medicine,
and was able to apply the secrets of the learned science to tho
ordinary ailments of the country people. He now acted for
the surgeon-maji r, who was detained at Brianr-on from indisThe grenadier, transported to the cure's humble
position.
curt?

dwelling, was laid on the priest's own bed, and receivei
care and attention from the good man. As the wound was too
severe to allow of his beiiig removed to the town, even on a lit1

ter, the cure asked and obtained leave from the colonel t> keep
the sick man, and nurse him at the presbytery.
" 1 will soon return him to
you qiiite cured," said ho "that
is, if Providence, in its mysterious designs, has not resolved ti
At all events, I will prepare his soul for a
call him hence.
;

>

better world."

An

drum beat, and the regiment returned
for more
illnoss of the grenadier was long

instant after, the

to Briangon.

The

:

tended him with that skill and devotion science, sanctified by religion, alone can give; for more
than a month he never left him but to attend to tho exercises
than a month the good

cure"

It was a touching sight to see this p. miof his holy office.
only in charity, bending by day over the sick man's
couch, and at night extended at his feet on a simple ma!
priest, rich

his only covering a cassock a noble uniform,
functiousof his ministry.
His cares were at last crowned with success

worn out

in the

at the end of
weeks the grenadier could sit up, and some days after reThus, us he hail said, the good cure accomjoined hi- corps.
panied him to Briaugon, and returned him completely cured.
five

:

TUK
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The following Sunday, the
the r. giuieut, came

WoL'SflKl)

colonel of the 49th, ami all the offito Chauvet to offer their thanks to

i

GRENADIER.
works with intelligence. " In a few days,"
men, "the good God and His minister will
cliureh mid house free from the storms and inclemency

chiteet, directed the

said these brave

riest,

They had

scarcely arrived at his house when one of those
common in mountainous districts, came on

violent storms, BO

suddenly vivid lightning accompanied by deep atmospheric
Bounds, burst from the clouds; raiu, mixed with hail, penetrated the roof of the humble dwelling.
The officers wished
to seek shelter in the church, but the temple of the Lord was
in no better condition than the house of His minister ; enormous sheets of water inundated the aisles of the sanctuary.
Th colonel could not avoid expressing his surprise at such an
unexpect* d sight. Was it the result of culpable indifference
or of deplorable poverty ? The curd satisfied him on this question by saving, that for a long time he had entreated the assistance of government, lor the resources of the church were not
sufficient to undertake the necessary repairs.
;

'

of the weather."

This thought redoubled their strength they advanced rapwhat they called their work of gratitude. Two mouths
;

idly in

hud Kcarcely passed since the first stone, blessed by the cur6,
had been laid, when an enormous nosegay, formed of fir
branches, crowned the church destined to the worship of God,
and the white house for the curd. Some days later, the ornaments for the interior were completely finished. The satisfaction of the curd was then so great that his heart seemed too
narrow to contain his joy. Great happiness sometimes produces the same effect as greaf grief. The good priest fell seriously ill one Saturday evening the evening of the day when
the 49th Regiment assisted, in full uniform, at the benediction of the church so rapidly constructed by their zealous

"But nothing seems easier to me," replied the coionel ; charity.
A poetical non-commissioned officer or rather, a non-comyou have all the materials under your hand wood in abundance and stones sufficient to construct ten capitals as large missioned officer who was a poet taking advantage of the illas Paris."
ness of the poor curd improvised a vaudeville, and appropriated
"It is the workmanship we want," said the curd " and we the characters to his most intelligent comrades. Six days sufare not rich enough to procure it from abroad,"
ficed to learn and repeat their different parts.
On the seventh,
Just then a captain approached the colonel, and spoke a few the town of Briangon was invited to assist at the first represenwords in a low tone, to which the latter replied by a mute tation, the profits of which were to be consecrated to the decopressure of the hand. How quickly noble hearts understand ration of the new church at Chauvet. For the first time, pereach other
In the meanwhile the storm had ceased and the haps, God had become, according to the naive expression of
"

;

;

;

!

;

colonel, giving the signal for departure, took leave of the curd,
who was delighted with a meeting which honored him as much

did his grateful visitors.
as the good curd of Chauvet was reciting
his breviary before the door of his house, all on a sudden he
saw in the distance, marching in good order, but without drums,
as

it

The next morning,

a strong body of soldiers, armed with all sorts of instruments,
and preceded by sappers opening the march with their
hatchets on their shoulders, some carrying pickaxes, some
sacks, others trowels and hammers ; all with merry faces and
hearts, approaching the priest's dwelling, singing the popular
air

:

De courage

A

1'ouvrage,

Les amis sout toujonrs

la

!

" Good
morning, monsieur le curd," said the eldest of the
band, making a military salute, and presenting arms. He was
an old non-commissioned officer, his lip set off by a fine
grey moustache ; and he bore on his arm three honorable
budges.

"Good morning my
book

of devotions

;

friends," answered the curd, closing his
" what are
you going to do, in these parts,

with those workmen's tools ?"
" We are
coming to cancel a debt of gratitude, monsif ur le
curd that is to say, to pay a bill of exchange which is owing
from the 49th Regiment of the Line."
" What
debt, my children?"
"That which we contracted towards yon on the day you
tended and cured our poor wounded comrade."
;

"I
only did

my

duty."

"And we

are doing ours in coming to build a church for
"
the good God, and a house for His minister.
" Can it be true?" said the
cur6, uttering an exclamation of
joy.

"Nothing more eo

;

and to-day we begin the work
De

A

couni(,'p,

la

1

.

ili-votiiin. d.

Their

7.1-..

'.

sum, which was doubled on the morrow, and by the evening
of the next day, amounted to 1800 francs,
The officers, and
the soldiers themselves, increased it by a general and voluntary

subscription of 700 francs.
These 2500 francs were entrusted to two officers, who immediately set off for Lyons, to make the necessary purchases for the

embellishment of the church. During this time the curd, admirably tended in his turn by the surgeon of the 49th, began
rapidly to amend, and in a few days would be able to resume his duties. The soldiers from masons, become
decorators took advantage
of
this delay to ornament

new church, and to arrange artistically the
purchases made at Lyons. Stations of the cross divided the
white walls into fourteen spaces
beautiful gilt chandeliers were arranged on each side of the altar, which was covered with a new cloth a handsome tabernacle was placed between the candelabras ; a rich remonstrance, supported by two
angels, and also an elegant pyx shone in the mysterious shade
of the tabernacle a banner, in various colors, bearing the imthe interior of the

;

;

;

age of the Immaculate Virgin was hung opposite the pulpit
and a picture, eight feet high, representing the Patron of the
Commune, was suspended over the high altar. Nothing had
been forgotten flowers, vases, candlesticks, a new missal
censers, &c. a beautiful woollen carpet on the altar steps,
;

:

completed the general effect of this work of piety-, and did
honor to the taste of the valiant sacristans. A deep-toned
bell at the top of the tower replaced the old cracked one, which

had become hoarse, the troopers said, .with so often sounding
the Alleluia on fete days, and the De Profuudis on the days of
At length the great day arrived. One Sunday morning the
49th Regiment ranged themselves in military order befor
church a detachment of ho;, or lined the nave, and the choristers placed themselves before the desks.
The delighted inhabitants kuolt in different parts of. the holy building; sill was
;

On that very morning the soldiers of the 49th, transformed
into masons, joiners, carpenters and stone-cutters, br vely
commenced .heir task. The little esplanade of Chauvet was
soon converted into a vast timber yard. The neighboring ford the rooks in the environs, furnished excellent inateriug the soldiers of the 49th, tf-ppy mid ]>l
ing.

;

mourning.
!

1'ouvrage,

Les amis sent toujoura

the drum-major, the receiver of the profits of a comedy. The
whole village responded to this charitable appeal. The first
representation was as brilliant as it was productive in fact,
the actors collected, amidst immense applause, an important

row

to cull-

happiness and joy the faces of the soldiers w<
you
could see by their looks they had performed a good action.
n 10 o'clock the good curC of Clmuvet
At
still
,

;

;

1

1

1

at illness

bearing the irar
tears

shone in

at

appeared

hi

re

ni'

,

joy
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Some weeks after this imposing ceremony sad news reached
Chanvet the 49th Regiment of the Line was going to Icnvo
Hie
it was ordered to proceed to Africa, to join
Brim looii
French army in Algeria. The regiment was to depart in forty:

;

eight hours.

moment

thought the curt- of Chauvet,
and
taking from a dusty drawer
inspired by
two silver dishes, which never saw daylight excepting on most
where the regiment
important occasions, he set off for Lyons,
wan to arrive on the fifth day. The good cur.' had not an instant to lose, if he wished to execute the project he had conHis first care on arriving at the ancient capital of
ceived.
of the Sa6ue.
Gaul, was to seek out a jeweler on the quay
This person could scarcely forbear smiling at the sight of the
venerable priest, covered with dust, carrying in his hand a
thick nut stick, and wearing enormous iron-soled shoes.
"
" From whence come
you, monsieur le cure ?
" From Chauvet, monsieur."
" I do not know that seaport where is it situated ? "
" In the mountains of the Alps, near to Briangon. But I am

There

is

not a

to lose,

a sudden impulse

;

1

;

not come here to give a lesson in geography," said the cure",
he had wrapped his treasslowly unfolding the paper in wldch
" I have undertaken this journey to Lyons to sell these
ure.
"

will you buy them ?
"You have taken along journey for so small a thing."
"The smallest often possesses a hidden value, monsieur.
"
Now, answer will you buy my dishes?

two covers

"Their ostensible value is not great," replied the jeweller,
weighing them in his hand, "for they have been, like your cassock, long in use."
How much are they worth ? "
"Thirty-three francs."
"That is very little," said the cure", as he searched in the
" and this silver watch
pocket of his black velvet trowsers
' '

:

how much will you give for this ?"
"But very little, monsieur; for it has also seen long serAh axe all your household on the invalid list ?"
vice.
" That does not
How much is this watch worth ?"
signify.
"I begin to comprehend, monsieur le cur6 you are wo ik!

;

ing for the poor, just now, are you not?"
" those for whom
"
No, monsieur," said the cure smiling ;
of
sale
are
much
richer
the
than you and
I destine
thq
profits
Once more how much is the watch worth ?"
I.
"
Twenty-five francs."
"Give me eighty-five and the watch and two covers are

<;IIENADIER,

"You are a worthy minister of God," said he. "I will
complete the sum you desire to realize, if this is not sufficient
to curry out your project."
The same day
the

city,

that the vanguard of the regiment arrived at
the curC of Chauvet had departed in the morning to

meet the brave men to
"

How you here
him on the plain of
are you come ?"
!

The

jeweller immediately counted out the

sum, and the

priest, relating the history of the building of his church, informed him also of his intended project ; he wished to offer

his kind friends

his gratitude.

of

The

the

St.

Fond

;

commander, perceiving

"by what happy

circumstance

"You will soon know, commander; in the meantime,' I
have a favor to ask you."
"
let it
sooner than one I can refuse
Two,
be,
" You will attend

you nothing."

;

my mass

at

"

to-morrow ?"

Willingly we will accept your invitation, monsieur le cure".
say you monsieurs ?" added the commander, turning
towards the officers of his battalion.
will be there also, commander."

What

"We

"Well, then, messieurs, to-morrow I will meet you at the
Church of St. Ireneeus."
"Beit so. And now, you must remain with tis ; you
must be our chaplain, and you shall share half my lodging."
So saying, the commander dismounted from his horse, took
the arm of the venerable priest, and walking at the head of the
column, made his entree into the good old town of Lyons.
On the morrow, the battalion of the 49th, in full uniform, preceeded by drums, marched towards the church. The
cure of Chauvet was waiting for them at the door of St. Irenseus.
" You see we have
kept our word," said the commander, pressing the good man's hand.
"Thank you, commander. Now, before celebrating mass,
and imploring for you and the whole regiment the benediction of the

God of

Armies, I have to ask you the second favor

you promised me yesterday."
" It is
granted, monsieur

le cure,

What

is it

?"

"Will you permit me to offer you a medal that the inhabitants of Chauvet have charged me to present to the regiment
as a memento of their eternal gratitude ? Here it is."
At these words he offered to the brave commander a large
and elegant medal bearing this inscription on thi side
:

Religion,

and on the reverse
From the

Honor, and Our Country,

:

Inhabitants of the Village of Chauvet
to the 49th Kegiment of the Line.
A token of gratitude.

The good commander, Peyre, threw himself into the good
"Come, monsieur le cure come and bless

priest's arms, saying,
this medal, so that it

"

may

be the most precious treasure of the

regiment.

" And do not
forget us in your prayers after we are gone,"
remembrance of added one of the officers, a tear standing in his
eye.
" Let us
who possessed a good heart,
" and
pray for each other," said the worthy curfi

49th

jeweller,

he owed his church and Lis

?" cried Peyre, the

1

yours."

whom

dwelling.

a

slight

;

though his manner was brusque, resolved to associate himself

if it

in the priest's generous intention.

last

The

be the will of Providence that we see each other for the
time, may we meet in a better world."

Sisters.

evening I aaw, by the advertisements, that the next
a holiday at Sevres, and that the china manufactory would be open to the public. I was tempted by the
beauty of the morning, and suddenly decided to go there.
On my arrival at the station on the left bank, I noticed the
crowd hurrying on in the fear of being late. Kuilroads, besides many other advantages, will have that of to chin g the

Avarice was depolitical necessity and by institutions!
stroyed for a time among the Lacedemonians by yie creation
of a copper coinage, too heavy and too bulky to be conveniently hoarded.
I found myself in a carriage with two middled-aged sisters
belonging to the domestic and retired class of Parisians. A

submit to the clock when they
are convinced that it is their master
they will learn to wait,
when they find they will not be waited for. Social virtues
How many great qualities
are, in a great degree, good habits.

in a few

ONEday was

Preach punctuality,

They

will

;

are ttrufkiJ into nations

by

their p-ooarraphical position

bv

few

were sufficient to gain me their confidence, and
minutes I was nearly acquainted with their whole his-

civilities

tory.

They were two poor women, left orphans at fifteen, and had
who work for their livelihood mn
bv economv and privation. For the lust twenty or thirty

lived ever since as those
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years they had worked iu jewellry for the same house
i'Q masters succut-d one another, and mak.

;

SfSTEL'3.

they

in

it

the sign of a long and monotonous seclusion
they nrn
d liberty ;.ud fresh air for
work, who ha\
:

i

a in it, without any change in their own lot.
They a lew luKirs.
At last the train stops, and we get out. I showed the two
hud ulwavH lived in the game room, at the end of
one of the pa sages iu the Rue St. Denis, where the air and the sisters the path that leads to SJ-vivK, between the railw:
sun are scarcely known. They begun their work before duy- the gardens, and they go on before, while I inquire abo t he
time of returning.
light; weut on with it till after nightfall; and saw year
I soon join them again at their next
:r without their lives being marked by any other events
halt, where they have
than Sunday mass and vespers, a walk, or an illness.
stopped at the little garden belonging to the gatekeeper. Both
The younger of these worthy workwomen was forty, and are already in deep conversation with him while he digs his
obeyed her sister, as she did when a child. The elder looked garden borders, and marks out the places for flower-seeds. He
after her, took care of her, and scolded her with a mother's informs them that it is the time fi.r hoeing out weeds, for maktenderness. At first it was amusing; afterwards one could not ing grafts and layers, for sowing annuals, and for destroying
help seeing something affecting in these two gray-haired chil- the insects on the rose-trees. Madeleine has ou the sill of her
dren one unable to leave off the habit of obeying, the other window two wooden boxes, in which, for want of air and mm,
she has never been able to make
that of protecting.
anything grow but mustard
And it was not in that alone that my two companions seemed and cress; but she persuades herself that, thanks to thin inforyounger than their years; they knew so little that their won- mation, all other plants may henceforth thrive in them. At
We had hardly arrived at Clamart before last the gate-keeper, who is sowing a border with mignonette,
der never ceased.
they involuntarily exclaimed, like the king in the children's gives her the rest of the seeds which he does not want, and the
game, they did not think the world was so great! It was old maid goes off delighted, and begins to act over again the
the first time they had trusted themselves on a railroad, and it dream of the milkmaid and her can of milfc^ with these flowers
was amusing to see their sudden shocks, their alarms, and of her imagination.
On reaching the grove of acacias, where the fair was going
their courageous determinations.
Everything was a marvel to
them They had the remains of youth within them, which inacfe on, I lost sight of the two sisters. I went alone among the
them sensible to things which usually only strike us in child- Bights. There were lotteries going on, mountebank shows,
hood.
Poor creatures they had still the feelings of another places for eating and drinking, and for shooting with the crossbow. I have always been struck by the spirit of these out-ofage, though they had lost its charms.
But was not there something holy in this simplicity, which door festivities. In drawing-room entertainments people are
had IK en preserved to them by abstinence from- all the joys of cold, grave, often listless and most of those who go there are
life ?
Ah how wrong was he who first had the bad courage to brought together by habit or the obligations of society. In the
attach ridicule to that name of old maid, which recalls so many country assemblies, on the contrary, you only find those who
images of grievous deception, of dreariness, and of abund- n- are attracted by the hope of enjoyment. There, it is a forced
meut how wrong is he who can find a subject for sarcasm conscription here, they are volunteers for gaiety. Then, how
in involuntary misfortune, and who can crown gray hairs easily they are pleased
How far this crowd of people is yet
from knowing, that to be pleased with nothing, and to look
with thorns
This down on everything, is the height of fashion and good taste
The two sisters were called Frances and Madeleine.
day's journey was a feat of courage without example in their Doubtless their amusements are often coarse elegance and
The fever of tfre times had infected them unawares. refinement are wanting in them but at least they have heartilives.
Yesterday, Madeleine had suddenly proposed the idea of the ness. Oh, that the hearty enjoyment 01 these merry-makings
"Per- could be retained in union with less vulgar feeling
expedition, and Frances had accepted it immediately.
Formerly,
she
"if
had
not religion stamped its holy character on the celebration of counbeen
she
would
have
it
better,"
said,
haps
yielded to the temptation offered by her younger sister;" but try festivals, and purified the pleasures without depriving
"we have our follies at all ages," as she philosophically re- them of their joyousness.
The hour arrives at which the doors of the porcelain manumarked.
"We really must amuse ourselves," said Madeleine; "we do factory, and the museum of pottery, are open to the public. I
"
meet Frances :md Madeleine again hi the first room. Frightbut live once.
ened at finding themselves in the midst of such regal magnifiAnd the elder sister smiled at this Epicurian maxim.
In truth, it would have been a great pity if any scruple had c nee, they hardly d ire walk they speak in a low tone, as if
interfered with their happiness, it was so frank and genial
they were in a church.
"We are in the king's house," said the eldest sister, forgetThe sight of the trees, which seemed to fly on both sides of the
The meeting a train ting that there is no longer a king in France.
road, causes them unceasing admiration.
I encourage them to go on
I walk first and they make up
passing in the contrary direction with the noise and rapidity of
their minds to follow me.
a thunderbolt, makes them shut their eyes and utter a cry
What wonders are brought together in this collection Here
but it has already disappeared
They look round, take courage again, and express themselves full of astonishment at the we see clay moulded into every shape, tinted with every color,
and combined with ever sort of substance.
marvel.
Earth and wood are the first substances worked upon
Madeleine declares that such a sight is worth the cost of the
by
journe y, and Frances would have agreed with her if she had man, and seem more particularly meant for his use! They,
not recollected, with some little alarm, the deficit which such like the domestic animals, are the essential accessories of his
an expense must make in their budget. The three francs spent life therefore there must be a more intimate connection beupon this single expedition were the savings of a whole week tween them and us. Stone and metals require long prepara^Thus the joy of the elder of the two sisters was tion they resist our first efforts, and belong less to the indiof work.
mixed with regret: the prodigal child now and then turned vidual than to communities. Earth and wood are, on the
back her eyes towards, the back street of St. Denis.
contrary, the principal instruments of the isolated being who
But the motion and the succession of objects distract her. must feed and shelter himself.
See the Bridge of the "Val, surrounded by its lovely landscape:
This, no doubt, makes me feel so much interest in the colon the right, Paris with its splendid buildings, which rise lection I am examining. These cups, so roughly modi-Hod by
-lithe fog, or sparkle in the sun; on the left, Meudon the savage, admit me to a knowledge of some of his habits these
with its villas, its woods, its vines, and its royal castle! The eleganl.
n-rectly formed vases of the- Indian, tell me of
rkwomen look from one window to the other with excla:iing intelligence, in which still glimmers the twilight of
.

!

!

;

!

!

1

!

!

;

;

!

:

!

:

;

!

!

;

:

;

-

<1

light.

One

fellow-]'
vHulf it i:

be
liiiifc,

at

their

for I see

.led with

arab-

and iimorantlv con-
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by the Spaniard. Wo find here the stamp of every race,
every country, and every age.
My companions seemed to be little interested in these historical associations
they looked at all with that credulous
admiration which leaves no room for examination or discusMadeleine road the name under every piece of worksion.
manship, and her sister answered with an exclamation of wonied

;

which the clouds are Railing
I look at this beautiful
country and I listen to these good <>M maids
6
am interested; and time passes wii,
At last the sun sets, and we have to tJ:i'
Whilst Madeleine and Frances clear
away the dinner,
down to the manufactory to ask th hour. The
in

!

I

I

is nt its

height; the blasts of the trombones resound
acacias.
For a few moments I forgot
j

baud under the

der.

.

i

in

,

In this way we reached a little court-yard, where they had with looking about; but I have promised the two sisters to
thrown away the fragments of some broken china. Frances them back to the Bellevue Station. The train cannotwait, and
perceived a broken saucer, almost whole, of which she took I make haste to climb the path again which leads to the walHence- nut-trees.
possession, as a record of the visit she was making.
Just before I reached them I heard voices on the other side
forth she would have a specimen of Sevres china which is only
made for kings. I would not undeceive her, by telling her of the hedge; Madeleine and Frances were speaking to a p<><>r
that the products of the manufactory are sold all over the girl whose clothes were burnt, her hands blackened, i:d her
world, and that her saucer before it was cracked, was the same face tied up with blood-stained bandages. I saw that nhi
as those that are bought at the shops for sixpence
which are
Why should one of the girls employed at the gunpowder
i

,

!

mills,

I destroy the illusions of her simple existence? Aro we to
break down the hedge-flowers which perfume oiir paths?
Things are oftenest nothing in themselves the thoughts we
:

attach to them alone give them value. To rectify innocent
mistakes, in order to discover some useless reality, is to be like
these learned men who will see nothing in a "lant but the

chemical elements of which

it is

composed.

up on the commoa. An explosion had taken placo
a few days before
the girl's mother and elder sister
killed
she herself escaped by a miracle, and was now left
without any means of support. She told all this with the resigned and unhopeful manner of one who has always been accustomed to suffer.
The two sisters were much affected.
I
saw them consulting with one another in a low tone
then
built higher

v,

;

;

;

On

leaving the manufactory, the two sisters, who had taken
possession of me with the freedom of artlessness, invited me to

Frances took thirty sous out of a little coarse silk purse
which was all they had left and gave them to the poor girl.'
share the luncheon they had brought with them. I declined I hastened to that side of the hedge; but, before I reached it,
but they insisted with so much good nature, that I I met the two old sisters, who called out to me that they would
at first
feared to pain them, and with some awkwardness I gave way. not return by the railway, but on foot. I then understood that
We had only to look for a convenient spot. I led them up the the money they had meant for the journey had been giyen to
the beggar. Good, like evil, is contagious; I run to the poor
hill, and we found a plot of grass enamelled with daisies, and
wounded girl, give her the sum that was to pay for my own
shaded by two walnut trees.
Madeleine could not contain herself for joy. All her life she place, and return to Frances and Madeleine, and tell them I
had dreamt of a dinner out on the grass! While helping her will walk with them.
sister to take the provisions from the basket, she tells me of all
I am just come back from taking them home and have left
the expeditions into the country that had been planned, and put them delighted with their day, the recollection of which will
off.
Frances, on the other hand, was brought up at Mont- long make them happy.
This morning I was pitying those whose lives are obscure
morency, and, before, she became an orphan, she had often
gone back to her nurse's house. That which had the attrac- and joyless now, I understand that God has provided a
tion of novelty for her sister, had for her the charm of recol- compensation with every trial.
The smallest pleasure derives
lection.
She told of the vintage harvests to which her parents from rarity a relish otherwise unknown.
Enjoyment is only
had taken her the rides on Mother Luret's donkey, that they what we feel to be such, and the luxurious man feels no longer.
could not make go to the right without pulling to the left
Satiety has lost him his appetite, while privation preserves to
the cherry gathering and the sails on the lake in the innkeep- the other that first of earthly blessings the being easily made
;

;

;

;

;

;

Oh that I could persuade every one of this that so
the rich might not abuse their riches, and that the pocr might
have patience.
If happiness is the rarest of blessings, it is
because the proper reception of it is the rarest of virtues.

er's boat.

happy.

These recollections have all the charm and freshness of
Frances recalls to herself less what she has seen
childhood.
than what she has felt. Whilst she is talking the cloth is laid,
Before us winds the valley of
and we sit down under a tree.
Se'vres, its many-storied houses abutting upon the gardens and
the slopes of the hill; on the other side spreads out the park

resignation, and generous hearts are
for the wretched who give themselves

of St. Cloud, with its magnificent clumps of trees intersected
by glades above, stretch the heavens like an immense ocean,

!

Madeleine and Frances

unhappy

!

\dio hate and envy

enjoyments no pity enters.

Worthy

!

;

and

sisters

!

whose courage,

your only wealth, pray

up

to despair

;

for the

for the unfeeling into

whose
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Breton superstition, lurks a'poisonous snake, "le eourd," ttey
call him, whose very presence is fatal to the luckless sleeper.
THE FAKM OP CADIOBNE.
So they all lie down ruder the oaks, all but Yves, who is
The sun has risen red and afraid of nothing, and takes a pride in setting tradition, cusis a glorious August morning.
and unhappily, holier things than these, at defiance.
glowing, and as he mounts higher and higher, the rich tom,
Jean Patriarche, the father of the two lads, whose acquaintcornfields shine like a goklen sea as the light breeze moves the
The lark darts upwards from the furrow, ance we have made, was a very good specimen of a Breton
billowy mass.
He had married young and Marthe was his own
straight as an arrow the first of God's creatures to sing its farmer.
Both families were well
Maker's praises; the hum of insect-life begins; and all the choice as well as that of his parents.
pleasant country sounds mingle in sweet confusion the cattle- off, and well thought of in the parish of Saint Aubin du Corthe young people had been taught by the old cure who
bell, the herdsman's song, the barking of dogs, the lowing of mier
and both were good, simcattle, the shrill crow of the cock proclaiming that the business had known them from their birth
Marthe was quite an
of the farm has begun.
ple, industrious, and sincerely attached.
"
Hurry on, my lads," cried cheery Pere Patriarche, the rich heiress in her way, with the three splendid cornfields which
farmer of Cadiorne, to his sons and laborers, " we must all set made her dowry and Jean's famous speckled cattle grazed in
briskly to work. Must have a good lot of corn got in before pasture land where the grass grew breast-high. Two years
night and you know that those who work well ore paid well." after her marriage Marthe was the mother of two sons. Aubin
Yves and Aubin, the farmer's sons, harnessed the wagon- had his father's black hair, open brow, and honest eyes, and
horses Bobert, the head man, gave out the sharp sickles and his mother's calm, gentle nature.
Sincerely religious, he had
the reapers bound large checked handkerchiefs under their a great love for the poor, and, when quite a little fellow, destraw hats.
lighted in cutting great hunches of bread for them, which he
One day he met a little barefooted boy,
Marthe, the farmer's wife, stood at her door looking on at could scarcely cany.
the bright busy scene, a quiet motherly woman, yet the main- and instantly taking off his sabots gave them to the child,
spring of the household as well as its sunshine. She managed while he bound the straw which lined them, on- his own feet.
everything with the help of one lame servant, who had grown On his return his mother asked what had become of the sabots
old in her service, and whom every one called Limping she kissed him tenderly when the story was told, and next marXiouison.
ket-day she bought him a smart pair of buff-leather shoes,
Marthe was turning away as the last of the reapers disap- while the impromptu slippers were carefully put away in her
"So," thought Yves, "tne way to get easy shoes is to
peared, when her youngest son, Aubin, came jumping over the press.
blackthorn hedge, and running up to her for one more kiss. lose one's sabots." And next he came in barefooted and his
She gave at least a dozen to the sunburnt face and curly black face covered with blood.
"
" Good heavens' what has
happened? said Marthe.
hair, and then asked whether he wculd not be missed in the
"
with
little
the
field.
Fighting
Maclou,
goose-boy; the geese were
"I
really had forgotten my very own little sickle, mother making a horrid row, and I halloed to him to keep them quiet;
and as he chose not to mind me, I sent one of my sabots at
dear."
his head."
"Very well, darling, be off again, and work hard."
"
" For
shame, Yves A little fellow like that
"And, mother, you will come to the field when the Angelus
"
"
an
He's
impudent monkey, all the same and next time I
rings ?
She nodded a promise and Aubin was off like a shot, start- catch him I mean to wring the neck of that biggest goose of
his as soon as the chap began blubbering she flew at me, and
ling the birds in the hedge with his leap and whistle.
Aubin was soon back with the rest by the side of his favorite I got as many pecks as I had given him thumps."
"
"
black bullock, a noble creature, with dewlaps that nearly
O, Yves, my poor child, will you never mend your ways ?
"
touched the ground, and large soft eyes that turned slowly ou
"Why, where's the harm of licking Maclou ?
" Poor little
his young master as if to thank him for keeping off the flies
fellow, he was doing you no harm and he's
"
such a good boy.
with an oak branch, which he flapped about ins head.
" Is
On reaching the field, Aubin and Yves, like the others, set
he, indeed ? Well, I can't abide the little beggar and,
to work at once, and the ripe corn fell quickly and silently as besides, I wanted shoes like Aubin's, so I got rid of my sabots,
the reaping-hooks cut their way farther and farther into the for they are broken to bite."
"
" Aubin's was a
field.
very different affair.
"
is
noon
it
And now it
there is no shadow cast by the trees
it all comes to the same thing
Not a bit of
he gave his
the chirp of the grasshoppers and cicadas comes short and away, and I smashed mine; so, as I haven't another pair, you'll
sharp in the midday heat. A bell rings, every man stops just have to buy the shoes."
" That I shall
work, and the master, uncovering his head, recites the Angecertainly not do."
"
" there's one law
lus with all his men, after which all seek the group of oaks and
Oh, then," said Yves insolently,
for Auwalnuts at the bottom of the field, for the welcome hour of bin, and another for me, is there ?"
"
and refreshment. For the hundredth time some laborer
Yes, there is a different law for a cruel, disobedient boy,
bids his comrades beware of falling asleep under one of the and for a good and charitable one. I reward the one and I
Walnut-trees for there, three feet underground, according to punish the other.
But, mind, you are not to suppose that I
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THE STJRAW-CUITEB'S DAUGHTER.
love

yon

than him becanse you force

less

me

to treat

yon him with her innocent

Oh, Yves, you are my eldest child, the first who
called me mother, and God knows how I thanked Him for you.
Let me thank Him still more, Yves, as I shall do when you are
a lictt<-r boy
don't go on grieving your father and me.
And
why are you jealous of your brother? He would give up everydifferently.

;

thing to you."

crest-fallen, muttering,

eyes, that Yves slnnk away cowed and
"I'll pay you oft; too, someday, so

lookout."

The straw-cutter's little daughter did not even hear him ;
she was kneeling by poor Maclou, who had thrown himself
sobbing on th 5 ground, and trying all she could to comfort
him but his grief broke out more loudly than ever when his
dog Finaud, after snuffing about in search of his missing
;

"

His shoes, for instance?" said Yves with a rude laugh.
" You are a bad
boy cruel and bad."
charge, brought the dead goose to his master's feet.
" So
"O
you have said before; once more, will you buy me a pair
my God," wailed the poor child, " how shall I ever go
of shoes?"
back to Marcotte
The goose would have fetched a couple of
"
No, I will not. When you deserve favors, you shall have crowns, and the mayor's wife would have been sure to buy
them."
her for Twelfth-day. I am sure Marcotte will kill me. I had
"
Very well; I shall wring that bird's neck, and Maclou will rather run away at once than face him.
Armelle was terror stricken. Marcotte was a dreadful man,
get a flogging."
" You will never be so wicked."
to be sure, but then there were things as bad or worse; it
"I will, as sure as "
would soon be dark, and brave as she was when a tangible
Marthe threw her arms around him " Hush, Yves, don't danger was in question, she was in mortal dread of ghosts and
take a sinful oath. If you don't mind your mother's displeas- " loups-garous. "
" It will be
" there's no moon."
ure, fear God's anger."
very dark," she said,
" Let me
" I know there
!"
himself
with
shrieked
the
said
the
beside
go
pasisn't,"
frightened child.
boy,
" And isn't there
sion.
He tore himself from his mother's arms, and rushed out
anybody you will be sorry to leave?"
"O
of the house.
and then
yes, Armelle, you you are so good and kind
wilan
old
there
is Aubin, that bad boy's brother, he is good too
and so
Meanwhile, poor little Maclou was sitting under
He had pulled a handful of is his father he often gives me a loaf of bread and a bowl of
low-tree, very sore and very sad.
wild mint, dipped it in water, and bathed his bruised head and milk, and good advice too and his wife knitted me a pair of
face.
By his side sat Armelle, the straw-cutter's little stockings at Christmas. There are plenty of good people at
daughter she had torn up her handkerchief to bind his fore- St. Aubin du Cormier and besides, when one has always lived
head, and was doing her best to comfort him. Maelou had told in a place, one is sorry to leave the trees, and the cows, and
her his history, and was extolling the prowess of his beloved and everything."
" I should never have
goose the pride of the flock.
got away
"Well, then, don't go."
" But there's Marcotte !"
from him but for her, Armelle. He did hit hard with his
sabots Ah, he is a bad boy ; but you are good, and then you
"Yes, I know, there in Marcotte."
are unhappy too like me."
And the children sat down opposite each other silently, with
" What makes
their elbows on their knees, puzzling how to solve the difficulty.
you call me unhappy ?" said the little girL
"
They were roused from their meditations by a sharp shrill
Why, because your father drinks so."
" I love
cry and looking up saw Aubin standing before them, holding
my father," said Armelle quickly.
"
Well, you see, I haven't got a father," replied Maclou, in his arms a struggling goose nearly as big as himself.
" take her home with
"
after a moment's reflection
"I'm just a foundling something
There," he said,
you I believe she
the chickens won't beats the one you lost."
like a duck hatched by a hen, I suppose
have anything to do with it, and drive it away."
"But," said Maclou wonderingly, "what makes you give
her
to me ?"
and
the
two
his
children
and
Maclou
troubles,
forgot
By
by
" To make
were playing together quite merrily when they were interrupted
up for the one my brother killed don't you see ?"
" But this
The geese came waddling to them as
goose is your father's what will he say ?"
by a tremendous noise.
!
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;

;

they could with their web-feet, flapping their short
wings, and screaming with terror. The dog barked furiously,
the cows ran wildly about the meadows, and the great black
bull, the terror of the country, rushed about with his head
down, his nostrils foaming, and his eyes bloodshot. At length,
by the combined efforts of Maclou and the dog, the stragglers
got together and counted but one was missing the great
white goose, the pride of the flock, the valiant champion of her
little master.
He burst into tears, crying out :
" He has killed her
I know he has."
"O, no; he never, never could !" said Armelle; "he never
could be such a coward."
"
Say that again !" cried an angry voice behind the children.
It was Yves, mad with passion, and clenching his fists as he

fast as

;

!

Why,

geese

;

so

it

happens very luckily that I keep our flock of
is found missing, they mil just thiuk I

when one

have lost it."
" But
your father will scold you."

"Nevermind

that."

"Or

beat you."
"
My father's beating won't be like your master's, Maclou ;
it's not worth thinking of."
"
O, how good you are !" and the little orphan clung round
Aubin as if he could never leave him. Presently he said, "But
what shall we do with the dead goose ?"
" Armelle shall take it home with
her, and keep our secret."
And so the three children went their different ways Aubin
to his comfortable bed, Armelle to her father's wretched hut,
and poor little Maclou to a kennel where Marcotte's

watch-dog

spoke.

you are a coward," said
" and because
the brave child
you area coward you might
strike me, only you won't, bad as you are, because you know
my father would give you a thrashing. And what do you suppose Maclou's master will do to him ? If your father had
even
to punish you, he would give you a scolding, I suppose
if he did more, he would just hit you a very little with a tiny
But Maclou is an orphan, with nobody to take his
H\vitch.
and his master will lay a greas thick stick across his
part
If all the boys in the village are
shoulders, and you know it
" wicked
afraid of telling the truth to
Yves," as they call you,
well, I will say it again, for

"Very

;

;

;

!

so I tell you that you are a bad fellow, yes I am
here waiting, and you can strike if you
The little thing spoka so fearlessly, ami looked so calmly at

j'm not

"

;

<

'.

used to

live.

Aubin went to his home with a light step and heart, and yet
he knew that he had incurred a punishment. No matter better so than that poor little Maclou should suffer unjustly, or
that his own kind parents should be grieved by this new instance of his brother's violence. Still, Aubin was but a child,
and brave as he was he liked being punished as little as any
other child so he turned a little out of the way to say a prayer
at the foot of an old wayside cross, where he often brought his
At the foot of this rude Calchildish troubles and difficulties.
It was made of
vary, in a niche, stood an image of our Lady.
the coarsest pottery over it hung a box, into which the village
children now and then dropped a sou, and the shepherds often
laid bunches of broom iiud heather on the steps.
There she
;

;

;
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"If you dare to say a word," he muttered.
stood, in her little niche, smiling OB every one, and holding
" What
out her Child to the poor and suffering, to young and old there
about ?"
was no rich canopy o-,vr !>i>r head, no jewels decked her crown;
"You know well enough; it's lucky for you that only I
only the blue sky above her, and the sweet wild-ilowers at her heard you just now talking about the goose, and Armelle, and
feet.
No trained voices Bangaatiphons in her honor, but many angels, and the crown-piece."
a " Hail Mary " was whispered, many a simple hymn sung beYou know quite well, Yves, that I never meant to say a
fore her.
And the birds perched on the arms of tho cross, and word. "
This little incident will show the character of the brothers.
greeted her with their carols. Ah, many were the confidences
breathed into her ear ; many the good resolutions formed at As Yves grew older, his mother's anxieties increased. She was
her feet ; many a mother came there to pray for her children, very gentle with the stubborn, ill-conditioned boy, always reand countless blessings fell from her sweet hands on bent heads proving him with kindness, often with tears. She never praised
and aching hearts. "Our Lady of the Road," they called her, his brother to him, for fear of exciting his temper ; and with a
and I am sure she showed the road to heaven to many a sup- mother's patient hopefulness she was always trying to find
some tender spot in his heart; but all in vain. The good Abbe"
pliant.
Aubin knelt down on the etapa, laid a bunch of wild-flowers Kerdrec was untiring in his efforts for the amendment of this
on them, and prayed for strength to do right, then for all he black sheep of his fold ; but it really seemed as though the boy
loved not forgetting the straw-cutter's little girl and lastly had neither heart nor conscience. The jealousy with which he
;

for Marcotte.
As he crossed the threshold of his home, he
thought he caught a glimpse of Armelle crossing the yard, and
But what
carrying something white, and a large basket.
could Armelle be doing at the farm? He entered the big room
where meals were taken his brother was there, but neither of
his parents.
He asked the carter where they were. The man
pointed silently to the door of tho inner room, and Aubin,
startled and a little frightened, sat down by the fire, and
Labrie, his dog, crouched at his feet. For this inner room was
one which was only used on solemn and important occasions
the children of the house, indeed, were never allowed to enter
it till the day of their First Communion.
Afterwards they were
only admitted for very grave reasons. To be sent for into the
inner room was an alarming event.
Limping Louison now came in, full of consternation, exclaiming that one goose was missing and at the same moment
Jean and Marthe came in. Both looked very grave, and there
were traces of tears in Marthe's eyes but the master took his
place as usual, said grace,, and supper began. There was
plenty of talking at the meal, much joking with Louison, and
many compliments to the mistress on her cookery. The farmservants discussed everything which concerned the interest of
their employers with a kind of filial eagerness, which is peculiarly Breton, and the farmer, in return, treated them more like
children than inferiors.
On this particular evening, however,
his words were few and short and the servants were on the
point of withdrawing, when he said to the herdsman :
;

;

had always regarded Aubin had become something terribly like
hatred, ever since the story of tho goose ; he never would believe but that Aubin had told his mother everything.
He was
right in thinking that Marthe knew the truth, though not from
his brother.
The strawcutter's little daughter could not feel
easy in her honest child's conscience at receiving Aubin's
present. A fat goose would be very nice for supper, certainly;
but was it quite right ? And so, while Aubin was praying at
the Calvary, she had taken the goose to the farmer's wife, and
told her the whole story in confidence ; for she did not forget
Aubin's wish to screen his brother.
Marthe was very much
touched she stooped down and kissed Armelle, telling her to
keep the goose as a present from her, and giving her besides a
loaf and a bottle of wine.
So now there was a secret between
;

Marthe and little Armelle.
There came a time when there seemed to be a hope of Yves
The boys were preparing for their
changing for the better.
and certainly both the cure and Jean and
First Communion
Marthe thought he was impressed by the instructions he had
He was less gloomy and jealous, and once or twice
received.
he threw his arms round his brother and earnestly asked his
The eve of the great day came and when the
forgiveness.
boys knelt to ask pardon of their parents for all they had ever
done to offend them, Yves covered their hands with kisses and
Poor Marthe! it seemed to her like her first-born's sectears.
ond and better birthday. When the family returned from tha
mass, at which the children had received their Lord for the first
"Are all the cattle right?"
time, the parents led them into the inner room, and Jean
Patriarche opened a large book which lay upon the table, and
"Yes, master."
"Jacquet, (to the shepherd) "did you count the sheep told the boys that it had been in the family for two hundred
and goats ?"
It was the book of the Holy Gospels, and on the flyyears.
leaves were written important family events births, marriages,
"Ay, master they are all right."
"And your geese, Louison ?"
etc.
" should
" After this
"There is one short." And the old servant cast a pitying
great day," said the farmer,
you comfault
forbid
it
should
God
be a crime I
serious
mit any
glance at Aubin.
The farmer turned to his son.
should be obliged to write it down in this book. May the ne"You have been careless," he said severely. "Careless cessity never occur. Here, my children, write down your
shepherds must be punished. Your godfather made you a names; and may God give you grace and strength to live and
present of six francs on New-year's day ; the goose you have die his faithful servants."
lost was worth quite as much as that
There was character shown in the very way in which the lads
you have forfeited the
money, others must not suffer for your fault."
signed their names. Yves scrawled his in a hasty slap-dash
fashion; Aubin wrote slowly, feeling as he did so the solemnity
"No, father you are quite right."
"
Now, children, it is bed-time come and say good-night." of the occasion, and of his father's words. Jean added the date
Yves came slowly forward and, as he knelt at his father's feet, of the month and year; and the children left the room in silence.
Jean said, in a low and broken voice, " Take warning, Yves ; From this time the servants called them "our young masters,"
do not disgrace your father."
which much gratified the self-importance of Yves. Still, that
Aubin meanwhile had gone to his mother for her blessing
was a small matter; and the boy seemed so altered for the betand as she laid her hand on his head, she said, with great ten- ter, that for six months Marthe was happy. At the end of that
"
He went seldoiner
derness,
time, however, the old anxieties returned.
May God bless thee, as I do."
Aubin was not long before he fell asleep, and dreamed that to chuich, and grew cold and reserved with his mother comhe saw Armelle busily employed in removing the wings of the plaints of him were constantly being brought to his father.
dead goose. As she did so, they grew larger and larger. She One day he had turned some cows into a clover field; on another
fastened them to Aubin's shoulders, and, to his surprise and he had overturned a neighbor's bee-hive, or robbed his orchard.
delight he began flying about like a bird or an angel. A rough Jean's remonstrances were met by indifference or insolence;
shake aroused him from his dream, Yves was standing by his and by degrees Yves took to frequenting the tavrn on Sunlads as idle and mischievous
bed with an excited expression.
days, and keeping company with
;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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as hiojpelf ;

and now there was alwnys one empty seat

in the

family bench at church, one absent at the evening meal on SunThe unhappy boy hud become one of the habitues of the
day.
ing Pitcher, a low tavern, kept by a good-for-nothing old
fellow named Miichecoul, who kept a running account with
not forgetting to charge interest. 'Drink what you like, my
he would say, "you are a line fellow, and like to treat your
'

Never mind the score now
we'll settle accounts
when you come of age." Things went on in this way from bad
to worse.
If Aubin had shown the slightest inclination to follow in his brother's steps, the parents would have been comfriends.

;

away but it was not so, and therefore
they waited, wept and prayed. The farmer scarcely ever spoke
to his eldest son now, except to give necessary orders, which
were received in surly silence. Yves did his work, and did it
well but his father would rather have seen him fail with huIt may seem strange
mility than succeed with insolent pride.
that this very fault did not keep him from associating with the
low set who frequented Machecoul's tavern but the truth was
that he was a sort of king among them, and the deference they
showed him flattered his vanity. Now and then he had moments of tenderness towards his mother, and a look from her
would make his heart swell ; but his bitter envy of Aubin always stifled the good impulse, and he would turn away mutter" She does not love
me; he is all she cares for." Ah, no,
ing,
pelled to send the latter

;

;

;

poor misguided boy

;

it is

the lost sheep

we go

the lost

after,

groat that we seek for. And so, like all mothers to whom our
Lady has bequeathed her heritage of sorrow, Marthe hid the

word

and suffered silently.
was the state of things at Cadiorne when we infamily to our readers plenty and prosperity, with

in her heart,

This, then,

troduced this
;
a secret sorrow blighting all.
The shadows were lengthening ; only a few sheafs had to be
bound ; the farmer, standing in the great wagon, caught them
one by one as Yves threw them up with a strong, steady hand.
"
Cheerily, my lads," cried Jean Patriarche ; "the mistress has

pared the poor breakfast, and all with the most uncomplaining
But there came a day when Miiehecoul refused to
patience.
let the straw-cutter add to his score unless he. paid a
part of his

This he could not do; high words followed, and
ing,
Machecoul said " Your wife has to beg her bread through you*
misconduct Annette is my god-cli; lighter, and if she comes to
me, I sha'nt refxtse her." The nlraw-cmti r went home mad
with fury, which only seemed increased by the silence with
which his wife met his abuse. He dragged her out of the house,
and as she fell, he pushed her with his foot against the doorIn the morning he remembered nothing of what had
step.
happened, but noticed with surprise that there were no preHe opened the house door there
parations for his breakfast.
Annette lay, her hair loose on her shoulders, her white face upturned on the left temple was a deep red mark he gave only
one look, and fled from the place. Soon afterwards, a laborer,
who wanted some straw to finish off his bee-hives, came to the
door he lifted up the poor young woman, bathed her face, and
gradually she recovered consciousness. Recognizing the man,
she said " I had a fall, Catherinet, but it is nothing. Many
thanks I am sorry to have troubled you my husband will be
"
She just managed to drag herself to
wanting his breakfast.
the bed, and to say " Catherinet, go and send the priest to me:
God will repay you for your trouble." The man went, with
tears in his eyes, to do her bidding.
Poor Annette her long
martyrdom was all bnt ended. She confessed and received ab" Bread of life " to
solution, and received the
support her on
her last journey. She died very quietly, forgiving her hus" Who will take care
band, but troubled about her little one.
"
of her ?" she said to the
he
:

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

:

!

priest.
Providence, my child,"
" is a
answered,
good mother to the orphan."
Two neighbors stayed beside Annette's corpse and when
her husband came in, one of them said "Take off your hat,
Daniel ; you must pay her some respect in death, though you
made her life wretched. "
:

:

He obeyed mechanically.
"
"
Say a prayer, Daniel she is gone to God, and she forgave
Bupper ready, and it is growing late.
"
There is only one sheaf left now, but what a grand one it is you.
It is always made with extra care,
The straw cutter knelt, but he did not know how to pray.
the harvest-home sheaf
and presented with some ceremony to the master, whose busi- He could feel remorse though, and the thought of his heart
" She never
ness it is to pour on it a bottle of good old wine as he receives was:
gave me an angry word, and I have killed
"
There is, I confess, a touch of paganism about this cus- her
it.
The next day he followed her to the grave, and afterwards
tom, but it is a pretty and graceful one nevertheless.
The farm servants and day-laborers go singing merrily to took his little girl in his arms, and leading by a string the
fetch the harvest-home sheaf, with its gay ribbons and bou- goat whose milk had fed her, went to one of the women who
his wife, and agreed to pay so much a month
quets, from the end of the field. Jeau Baptiste and Peirrot had watched by
are preparing to lift it, but stop with a startled exclamation at for taking care of the child.
Chantefleur doted on her
Little Armelle grew and throve.
the sight of a ragged child sleeping quietly in the shadow of
the sheaf. Poor little thing her thin hand was holding some the only trouble was that every now and then her father talked
but the good woman put him off, and
grains which she had rubbed from the husk before falling to of having her home
" it is the straw- said he had better wait till she was old
"
enough to cook liis
Holy Mary !" cried one of the men,
sleep.
dinner and mind the house. He saw that the child was terricutter's daughter !"
bly afraid of him, and this made him furious.
When Armelle was seven years old he took her home. It
was a sad change for the poor child but the thing that she
CHAPTER IL
most missed was hearing Chantefleur talk of her mother. One
day she had put a rosary round the child's neck, telling her
THE HARVEST HOME.
that her mother said it every day und never since then had
And why was the straw-cutter's daughter so much to be Armelle failed to say it too. She pulled up daisy-tufts, and
little Armelle
she was worse than an planted them on her grave, and gathered the first violets, and
pitied ? Alas for poor
to lay there.
One day a little boy gave
orphan. Her mother had died worn out and heart-broken ; a pretty little milk-worts
in which were some downy nestlings; she
had
hastened
bird's
of
her
a
end.
Her
husband
her
course
nest,
ill-usage
long
was a hopeless drunkard he would come reeling home from the put it hi a wild rose-bush which grew by the grave, and told
Foaming Pitcher and load her with reproaches and abase ; the little birds to sing to her mother when they were old
sometimes the neighbors heard Annette's voice broken by sobs enough. Chantefleur had always kept her neat and tidy, but
and then a scream and more than once she had been seen now the frocks were in rags, and the little feet bare. She was
running out of the house with her child in her arms, to pass very ignorant. Daniel refused to send her to school, and very
the night in an outhouse or a yard. If it was very wet or cold often she had to beg.
One evening, when she was about ten years old, her father
she would knock timidly at the door of a farmhouse and it
would have been a hard heart indeed that could have refused came hi with a coarse untidy-looking woman, whom he ordered
shelter to the pale trembling woman, with her child's rosy face Armelle to call "mother."
so ill-protected from the winter wind.
mother is dead," said the child gravely.
pressed to the bosom
;

I

!

;

!

;

;

.

;

!

;

;

;
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" Chanteflenr is
Patriarche could not understand a word of all this, till a
my second mother."
" Indeed and what is
pretty little face met his wondering eyon, as Pierrot's BJI
my wife?"
The child seemed stupefied; then, after a while, she said the straw band, and the golden ears fell in a shower at Ar"
"Poor little
Father, now that you have some one else to look melle's feet. The good farmer's eyes were wet.
gently:
after you, you do not want me."
lark," he said, "did yon make a nest in the corn?"
"
" I was
" I don't turn
gleaning, "answered the little one, "and I fell asleep,
you out, mind.
" But I am
and
it was Pierrot
she
answered.
going,"
" Pierrot is a
"A good riddance;" cried La Gervaise, for that was the
very clever fellow," returned Jean, with a kind
" You shall have the harvest-home
woman's name.
smile.
sheaf, my child.
Armelle went up to her father and asked him to give her her When God gives abundantly, our hands must be opened like
mother's wedding-ring. The man turned pale he had placed His. But your father ?'
" He is married
it on the finger of La Gervaise.
The child had noticed what
again to La Gervaise."
" Good heavens
seemed to her a sacrilege.
And you are turned out of doors ?"
"
" Give it
" I am sure father would have
her," muttered Daniel. "I can get you another,"
kept me ; but
"
The woman drew it off, and threw it rudely on the ground.
But he is afraid of La Gervaise. I see a woman like that
Armelle picked it up, kissed it, fastened it to her mother's What a shame
What a sin "
and
then
said slowly and sorrowfully: "Good-bye,
Patriache broke off abruptly
rosary,
then, at a sign from him,
"
father.
Armelle was lifted into the high wagon, the two lads led the
The man's heart smote him.
horses, and he himself followed slowly and thoughtfully.
It was a pretty, yet a sad sight the little thing with her
"Stop here," he said, "and I promise never to beat you
bare feet crossed, sitting smiling on her golden throne, crowned
again."
But La Gervaise rose, and facing him, said resolutely
with flowers and innocence.
" She or I choose between
As soon as they reached the farm, Jean Patriarche took his
us."
Then Armelle repeated, "Good-bye, father;" opened the wife's hand, and saying, "I want to speak to you," led her into the family sanctuary, the inner room.
door, knelt down, kissed the doorstep, and went away.
"
" I do not want to
"
It was a lovely night; the stars looked down from a clouflless
Wife, he said,
give you a command
I only
sky. Armelle did not feel lonely it seemed as if some one I do not even ask you to do what I wish for my sake
was beside her taking care of her her mother or her angel- want to say this we have a wound deep down in our hearts
guardian perhaps both. She walked straight to the church- let us move the good God to cure it by a good action. The
The house where La
yard. What a pret y carpet the turf made, starred over with straw-cutter is going from bad to worse.
daisies
and how sweetly the nightingale was singing
She Gervaise is mistress is not a fit house for Armelle. Last night
lay down on the grave and slept quietly till morning then she slept on her mother's grave, and the angels watched ovei
she awoke with the sun, the swallows in the tower, and the her. Where can she sleep to-night ? Where can she go tochurch-bell.
She slipped into a confessional, for she was morrow ? Our men, who found her sleeping by the sheaf,
ashamed of her rags and when mass was over, she slipped out brought her to me like a dove in its nest ; and I have been
!

!

'

;

!

!

!

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

"

again.

thinking

What was

she to do

Chantefleur had

the neighborhood for a few days. But, to be sure, it was harvest time ; she
would soon glean a little bundle ; the miller was a kind man,
and would give her in exchange for it a loaf of bread. Providence guided her to the field of Jean Patriarche ; she
gleaned
all day, ate the corn, which she rubbed out in her
hands, drank
from the stream vhich ran at the bottom of the field, made a
?

left

Marthe opened the Book of the Gosp els, and taking a pen
she wrote, in a bold, firm hand
"The day of our harvest home, 18
Jean and Marthe Pa:

,

triarche have adopted Armelle, the straw-cutter's daughter, and
taken her for their own child."

The farmer
in a

kissed her gravely and silently, and Marthe said,

low voice

"May our Lord

have mercy on Yves

!"

Then

she opened the great oaken cupboard, saying, " I have all
Jeanne's things here, and now that God has given me another
harvest-home sheaf, with the names of God and her mother on daughter, they will do for her."
her lips.
So Armelle was washed, combed and dressed. Marthe put
She awoke with a start as Pierrot's cry brought the
reapers a gold cross round her neck, replaced the garland on her head,
to the spot.
She looked round her with a scared expression, and then sat down in the great arm-chair by her husband's
pushed her tangle of hair back from her little pale face, and desk, while he threw the door wide open, and made sign for his
said: "I may keep my bundle,
sons and servants to enter. Then he rose, took off his hat, and
mayn't I?"
"Poor little mite," said Pierrot, "how hard she must have said " Before God and before our own conscience, we
promise
worked to get all that
I'll tell you what,
you fellows, I've got to bring up Armelle as a good Christian girl. Love her, all
"
an idea; stippose the straw-cutter's
daughter gives the sheaf to of you, as you love us, for His sake who has loved us.
the master?"
Poor little Armelle she could hardly believe that it was all
" Well said a
The only cloud was, that Yves did not look at her
true.
capital notion !"
A wreath of wheat-ears and corn-flowers had been made, ready as kindly as Aubin did ; she was afraid she should have only
for the ceremony, and this was placed on Armelle's head. The one brother.
But troubles are soon over at her age ; and bemen undid the wisp of straw which bound the sheaf, and sides why should Yves not like her ? The story of the
goose
placed the child in the middle of it; only her head was visible, was four years old.
" Poor little maid !"
said Pierrot; "I wish she had
At the end of the evening, Jean spoke with honest indignapoppies
"
on her cheeks, as well as corn-flowers in her
tion of Daniel's conduct.
eyes.
"
"
Up with the sheaf, the bonny harvest-home sheaf!"
Patience," said Marthe ; "the child will save him yet"
" His wife
Pere Patriarche was sitting quietly on the
waittried, and it cost her her life."
wagon-pole,
Martha answered, " What is that as the price of a soul?"
ing for the sheaf; his sons were beside him Yves was looking
unusually pleasant, and the father felt almost happy.
" The sheaf seems
tolerably heavy," he said, smiling.
The men laid it with a laugh at their master's feet.
CHAPTER
dessert of blackberries, and then
quite tired out, she laid her
bunch of ears beside her, and fell asleep in the shadow of the

!

!

!

;

m.

"It

good grain," said old Pierrot, "which the good God
hasripennl. Hoe what He has hidden in the sheaf a bird
is

without a nest, a daisy plucked up by the roots.
.<
nindc her a bed of fresh straw, just
h(-r little Jebtis. 1

'

Ste, master,

asourLudy didfor
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ABMELLE'S business was
of the horses und cows.

to

keep the sheep

;

The two went out

Aubin had charge
the boy
together,

carrying the basket containing their dinners, Qie girl with a
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In
Armelle was turned fifteen. Pretty, pions, and the adopted
and her distaff Btuck in her girdle.
was to make a fire.
Aubin managed daughter of the rich fanner, she had plenty of suitors but she
capitally with heather and dead branches, and the children sat refused them all, saying simply that she was too young, and
before it on two large stones, chatting merrily.
They baked wished to stay with Marthe.
their potatoes and chestnuts in the ashes, sang songs, and
One winter's evening it was snowing fast, as Armelle was
talked about Marine's kindness and Jean Patriarche's gener- bringing her sheep home; the wind was very high, and she
Sometimes Maclou joined them.
When Finaud was could hardly keep the hood of her cloak over her head, as she
osity.
playing with Labrie, Maclou -was never far from Aubin and struggled on, blinded by the thick flakes. Presently Labrie
Armelle.
His love for them -was a passion, a worship, as it is barked furiously, and the sheep pressed close together, shiverapt to be with the forlorn and desolate he would have died ing more from fear than cold. Something red, glaring, was a
for either of them.
After their dinner, they fed the birds, few steps before her. The terrified girl fell on her knees, unwhich were so tame that they came to pick up the crumbs un- able either to cry out or run away. The two flaming eyes, for
der their very sabots.
Sometimes Aubin read stories to such they were, came nearer. She felt as if they drew her irreAraelle. She conceived a great idea of the dignity of her oc- sistibly towards them. Then she saw daik shadowy things
cupation when she heard that Paris had been saved from a like great, hideous, rough dogs. Labrie leaped gallantly on
terrible king by a shepherdess, and a king of France restored one of the creatures, the other sprung upon Armelle.
She felt
to his throne by another.
What a pity her name was not suffocated a hot fiery breath was on her cheek. She had a
dim consciousness of a struggle around her, and then all was
Genevieve or Jeanne, instead of Armelle.
When the day of her First Communion came, she wished to darkness. When she came to herself, "the farm servants, holdsee her father, and her adopted parents took her to his cot- ing torches, were kneeling beside her. On the snow was a
" Go
"Hush !" said Marthe,
tage it was empty.
Marcotte, who was passing, said,
pool of blood beside it a dead wolf.
in her pocket,

winter, the first thing

;

;

:

;

to Machecoui's tavern."

The

away with a shudder, saying to Marthe,
us go home. "
Her father met them, singing, shouting, and cursing.
Armelle trembled from head to foot but without hesitating a
"
moment, she went up to him and said,
Father, I have been
to your house to ask your blessing.
God is giving me a great
grace, and I want you to share in it."
" Is that
why you are all in white? You are a fine looking
lady now, fed and clothed with the best."
"

child turned

Mother,

let

;

as she tried to speak, "you shall hear everything presently:"
she was taken into the great hall at the farm. There sat Aubeside h in
bin, pale as death, leaning his head on the table
;

stood Yves, his hand bleeding, and his forehead bound with a
handkerchief.
" Oh !" cried
Armelle, "what has happened?"
" It was a
wolf; two wolves, rather," answered Yves shortly.
" You were all but devoured
by one," added his mother.
" And Yves saved
my life?"
"I only killed the wolf."
" The wolf was
going to kill me?"
"Well, and if I did save your life, what would that prove ?"
She went up to him, and said, in a voice trembling with emotion : "It would prove that you have a tiny bit of love for
your little sister. No one can give more than his life for any
one."
" I think
" I don't
know," answered Yves brusquely.
plenty
of people give their lives, or their deaths, if you like, easily
enough, from love, or hatred, or whim, or because they are

She took his hand fearlessly.
" What do
you want ?" Daniel asked.
" I want to
say just one word to you."
" Well what is it ?"
"Father, what you say is true ; I am well clothed and loved
and yet, for all that, my heart often
at Jean Patriarche's
I should like to share your poverty and your trouble.
aches.
I want to be back in the house where mother died. Send away
La Qervaise, father they say she is not really your wife and
let me come back and take care of you and love you.
Oh fools but to sacrifice one's life, one's whole life, day by day,
father you don't know how sweet it is to be loved. May I come hour by hour, that's different."
" It is much
to you ?"
sweeter," said Armelle.
"
The man burst into a loud laugh.
Now, look here if you knew that yon could save Daniel
" You want to
from sin or damnation by throwing yourself into the flames or
preach, I suppose."
"
under a mill-wheel, would you not do it !"
No," answered Armelle.
"Well, then, to cry as your mother did."
"Oh, yes."
" I will not
"But would you consent to live with him close to him alcry," said the child.
" Children are
only a trouble. La Gervaise suits me best." ways to see him jealous of your services, of your love ? Would
He went away, and Armelle clung to Marthe, weeping bit- you agree to let him tyrannize over you, when all the while
"
terly.
By and by she said, Mother, it would have broken my there was a peaceful life ready for you elsewhere ?"
;

;

;

;

heart to leave you, but
"I
understand, child

"

"Yes, Yves I would."
"
Why, it would be a hell
;

and don't you suppose I should have
been sorry to lose my daughter ? But there are only two roads,
you see a wrong and aright one and when you took the right
;

one, I wasn't going to stop you. Why, Armelle, I couldn't
"
love you so muoh unless you did your duty.
So there was a heavy cloud overshadowing that blessed day

the brightest and fairest in a child's life. She was never again
the same merry laughing creature as before she grew very
thoughtful almost gloomy at times ; she knew too much now.
It was well for her that she could rest on the tender and faithful heart of Marthe. She felt so safe under her motherly wing,
;

"No

!"

a martyrdom."
" But without
any one to force you to
" There is
duty, Yves."
;

it

?"

"And would you

sacrifice everything to duty?"
"
Everything. But," she said, after a pause,
your hand is
blood
is
the
not properly bound up ;
coming through the linen.
Yves, let me see to it." And she gently undid the handkerchief, bathed and dressed the gapiug wound, with a light ten"You will not hate me any more?" she asked
der hand.

"

wiuuingly.

"

BO sheltered by her love. The conduct of Yves was another
This indifference had turned to positive
grief to the poor girl.
He tried to wound and humiliate her in every possible
hatred.
way. He told her that he had met her father at the tavern, or
Ha grudged her the clothes she
that he had seen him fighting.
wore, and the bread she ate ; he would sit smoking by the well
while he made her draw heavy pails to fill the trough. She

"Certainly I do."
" I know what that means just nothing,"
Then, all at once,
he broke out passionately "And have I not reason to hate
You have taken from me my place in the house you s-.re
you
slowly stealing away what little love my mother has left for nu-

never refused to do anything; she never complained. This
cruel Yves was the son of one who was both her master and her
father, and she obeyed him in silence.

I will neither have you ask her
"Be silent." said Aubin.
"
whether she loves you nor say that you hate her.
Angry words were rapidly exchanged, and Armelle with diffi-

Do you

love me, then ?"

:

!

;

;

you are robbing me

of

my birthright
"

!"
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Anbin went out and
eulty quieted the brothers. Soon after,
when the farmer and his wife returned, Yves and their adopted
;

daughter were talking together happily enough.
From the day the straw-cutter's daughter had stood up BO
her from his
bravely in Maclou's defence, Yves had disliked
When his parents adopted her the dislike became posheart.
But gradually another feeling came I can
itive hatred.
the love he was bescarcely say to replace the other, for even
so vehement, so
was
so
for
Armelle
to
cherish
btrange,
ginning
that it seemed still
absolutely without any softening influence,
As to the simple happy child
to retainsome of the old hatred.
on quietly
herself, she guessed nothing of all this, but went
feeding her sheep, singing her songs, and reading the stories
When the Abbd Kerdrec
of St. Geuevieve and Jeanne d'Arc.
"
saintly
spoke of her to Jean and Marthe, he called her his
;

"

little

shepherdess.
The long evenings had begun the women knitted or shelled
Loic the bell-ringer, the musician of the village,
peas.
"
binion," and played sad or merry tunes, or told
brought his
"
stories of ghosta and
loups-garoux" that made one's hair
stand on an end. He delighted in giving his audience a fright,
and seeing how close the girls kept together when the time
came to separate. Brittany is such a place for "eerie" sights
and sounds. Think of all the "fairy rocks," the mysterious
" white ladies" in the ruins
" lavandieres" of the
;
streams, the
;

then the "death chariot," which passes noiselessly along, and

the"hollah" of the "night huntsmen!" It is all delightfully terrifying, and Pere Loic was a great favorite with the
young people. He was the first to see how it was with Yves
and to give huna hint. " Take my word for it," he said, " and
give up that idea the hawk does not mate with the dove, nor
the lamb with the wolf." These words set him thinking.
" She shall love
me," he said, and he set about trying to win
her with all his might. Marthe was full of joy at the change
in his manners and conduct, and Armelle treated him with
All was sunshine at the farm.
affectionate kindness.
Lent was over. The Paschal candle was lighted in the
church, and Abbe Kerdrec had preached on the threefold
resurrection that of our Lord, that of our hearts, and that of
;

;

the teeming earth.

Marthe and her husband, Armelle and Aubin, came out of
church full of peace and joy. Aubin gathered some "Alleluia
flowers," and offered them .to Armelle saying: "They are not
to be gathered in Lent it would make our Lady weep
but
she smiles on those who pluck them at Easter."
"Thanks, Aubin I will put them on my mother's grave."
"And may I pray there with you," he asked timidly, " as if
"
I were her son ?
;

;

;

"And my brother."
face touched the ground, and said
tell you that I love Armelle."

from her knees

:

prayed
till

"Annette, Annette,

let

his

me

before her, just behind Aubin,
Then, without a blush, with the
grave religious simplicity of the Breton character, she drew
from her finger her mother's ring, and gave it to the priest.
girl rose

Abb6

:

The farmer, therefore, was perfectly civil, but very careful to
support the dignity of the spade and the plough. Yves was in
a state of suppressed fury with the dry little man, who kept
looking at Armelle through his eyeglass. She, on her part, saw
nothing of what was going on; she kept touching her left hand
with her right; it seemed so strange to feel no ring thrre. Then
she thought that Aubin would soon give her another, with their
names engraved inside, and a date, which the Abb Kerdrec
would bless. She remembered the Alleluia flowers which she
had laid on Annette's grave, and that the cur was going to tell
the great event of the day to Jean and Marthe. The tears
sprang to her eyes at the thought of kneeling for Marthe's
blessing.

After dinner, Patriarche went into the garden with his
The Abb 6 Kerdrec said a few words in a low voice to
Marthe, who led the way to the family sanctuary, and the
lovers went for a stroll in a little green paddock surrounded
by a thick hawthorn hedge. They talked of their childish
days, of how they had loved each other all their lives, of the
happiness which awaited them. Then Marthe and the Abbfi
joined them, and soon after, Patriarche.
guests.

" God bless
you,

\ve have settled everything
have to see to our daughter's
trousteau, that's all there will be no house to find for you
the old folks would be lost if you left them."
Meanwhile, Yves met Daniel in the road, and invited him to

M. 1'AbbC and

I.

my children;

We

shall

:

;

accompany him to Machecoul's. He had overheard the conversation of Aubin and Armelle in the meadow, and his resolution was taken.
" I can't
come," answered the straw-cutter
credit now."

"Come

on,

I'll

pay

"
;

;

"he

refuses

me

said Yves.

fact was, Daniel's peccadilloes had multiplied of late ;
a hen came
had taken to poaching, if to no worse.

The
he

When

was seen no more; he borrowed, and forgot to
pay; everything short of actual stealing he was capable of
but he had not gone so far as taking money, and he made the
in his way,

it

;

strangest compromises with his conscience. The miserable
altered in appearance lately ; there was a

man was very much

They knelt, one on each side of Annette's grave, and
Then Aubin bent down
silently for a few minutes.

The

There was quite a grand dinner at the farm.
Mart ho surpassed herself. The mayor was present, with a friend oi
magistrate from Rennes, a little, sharp, thin man, with
like a peacock.
He wanted a vote from Patriarrhc, junl
fore did him the honor of drinking his wine and eating his
Patriarche had no fancy for men of the law. As a
chickens.
rule, country people consider them a bloodthirsty raoo, from
the </rndarme to the avocat.
The promrf.ur im/>i''r:r/l is the
worst of the lot. The only legal functionary they consider u<ful is the garde champelrc, who looks after their orchards.

;

wild wandering look in his eyes ; sometimes he laughed idiotifor hours without speaking,
cally; at others he would remain
and then suddenly tell such strange weird stories, that Loic
himself might have been jealous. His hands trembled a good
deal ; still, he was as good as ever with the scythe and the

but more gloomy, silent and fierce-looking every day.
he went by, scythe in hand, the children ran away in a
like the picture of death.
fright, and said he looked
"In the name of your mother, Armelle, your humble holy
When he had drunk some wine he brightened up a little.
"
mother, I approve of Aubin as your husband and as I know
Capital wine this," he said.
the mind of Jean and Marthe Patriarche, I betroth you here to
"A barrel of it in one's cellar wouldn't be a bad thing in the
each other, in the sight of God and of the holy dead. "
winter," suggested Yves.
The Abb6 Kerdrec walked home with the affianced pair, tell"I believe you "
"
them
the
of
Tobias
and
Sara
he
bade
them
rememing
story
Well, Pcre Daniel, I will send you a couple."
" And what will there be to
ber that life is a pilgrimage, and that their happiness depended
pay ?"
on their love for each other and for God. Then he said that
"Not a farthing."
"
they were very young, and had better not marry till after
Nothing at all ?"
" One
harvest.
word, just one, that's all."
"
" Let us hear it
"O, father," said Aubin, I could wait Jacob's seven years
by all means."
"
" You have a
now. I could do anything so that I may have Armelle for my
daughter
"
stood the

Kerdrec.

sickle,

When

;

;

Rife at last.

"Very

You

will

well,

do

my

children; I will settle

well, I am sure,
"
ii other.

and

it

will

with your father.
be a pleasure to me to

it all

"
" And a
pretty one, too.
"Well, will you have me for a son-in-law ?"
" Patriarche would not allow it."
"
Yes, he would. Come, Daniel, two hogsheads

of wine,
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and three hundred francs on the wedding-day. I will thatch
and -whitewash your cottage, and give you a cow into the bar"

"Yves?

gain.

" That's all
right but I don't half like giving up Annette."
"
Why you turned her out of doors."
"Never mind that; I can take her back whenever I like
;

now, but

"

"You have made a mistake,
'Aubin' instead of 'Yves. '"

I'll

if

she's married I can't.

pay you

so

much

"

a year regularly."

"How much?"

"A hundred and fifty francs."

" It must be all
properly done, mind drawn up by a notary;
and on the whole I prefer three hundred francs down. Give
me a bill for that sum, payable at three months date, and you
"
shall be married at the end of that time.
"Done 1" cried the young man.
"When Machecoul came in, he gave Yves a knowing wink,
and said
"Are things going on all right?"
;

:

'

Capitally

;

I

am going to marry his

"

daughter.

daughter.

It is for
"

1

M. 1'Abbe

;

you have written

Aubin that Jean and Marthe ask your

"Well, then, it's a mess, "said the straw-cutter, "for only
"
evening I promised her to Yves.
"It was a rash promise, Daniel. Aubin is a
young man of
unblemished character, and sincerely attached to Armelle, who
last

returns his affection. "
"All that means nothing to me. Yves suits me best and a
;
girl must obey her father."
" And do
you dare to call yourself by that title ?" asked the

"Did you not drive the child from her
Are you not insulting your dead wife by the presence
of the woman you have put in her
place? What have you doue
for the poor girl who has been brought
up by the Patriarches?
You only remember that you are father in order to tyrannize
over her; the duties of a father you
Danshamelessly forget
iel, beware of braving God's anger !"
priest indignantly.

home?

!

"
"You may spare your sermon, M. 1'Cure'. The long and
My daughter and my debts.
Yves took the straw-cutter home, and returned to the farm short of the matter is this Armelle is not of age, and I am
with his head in wild confusion. Was it not all a dream, what her father. She either marries Yves Patriarche or comes back
he had heard behind the hedge, and his wicked bargain with to me."
" You have no
Daniel?
right to dictate terms," said the Abb6 Kerdrec ; "you lost that right the day you
brought that woman to
your house."
"I may engage a servant, I suppose ; and it is my own af"

:

fair."

CHAPTER VL

" You

will find that

it is

that of others, too."

but in any case I refuse to sign that paper."
AMMKTTE'S GRAVE.
"
Daniel, be merciful. Yves is a bad fellow, and Aubin and
EAKLY the next morning, the Abbe Kerdrec went to the Armelle love one another. Have you never loved any one
"
straw-cutter's house. It was a wretched place. The walls were yourself not your mother, nor Annette
"
the
thundered
miserable
man ; "my mother cursed
No,"
damp, black, and cracked the thatch hung green and decay"
ing on the rotten beams the door was almost off its hinges. me, and Annette
The inside -was no better. Bagged clothes lay about the place;
"Forgave you."
in one corner fowls were pecking on a heap of straw broken
"All I know is this, I want wine and I want money. Yves
and will pay Machecoul and secure my credit. There !" and he
plates, cabbage leaves, potato-parings, strewed the floor
it all looked doubly disgusting on that fresh, sweet morning,
turned his back upon the priest and went into the house.
when everything was so bright and beautiful when Nature
Very slowly and sadly the Abbe" Kerdrec returned to the
had donned her green robe, gemmed with dewdrops, and presbytery. As he passed the mayor's house, he saw him at
wreathed her brow with flowers. But darker yet is the con- the window, and the thought struck hirn that he would usk bis
trast between the song of the birds, the rustle of the breeze, advice.
He told the whole story to the worthy man, who rethe perfume of the flowers and the blasphemy of the man who flected for a minute, and then said
"Don't despair yet, M. 1'Abbe". Daniel's bad life is notoignores or insults the God of whose Uncreated Beauty all this
fair world of. nature is a faint image.
If Annette's death had been inquired into too
rious.
closely,
The good priest walked along slowly and thoughtfully, bless- things would have looked ugly for him ; but nothing was said
ing all the creatures of God. A book was passed through his for the child's sake. Now, however, we can put a spoke into
We can't force him to give his daughter to Aubiu
girdle, but it was the open book of Nature that he was study- his wheel.
He drew but neither can he force her to marry Yves. There remainsing, and his eyes were full of love and gratitude.
near to the straw-cutter's house it was like a blot on the fair the question of his threat to take Armelle bock. That's not to
landscape. Daniel was walking before the door, reflecting on be thought of here we step in. The innocent child shall not
last night's transaction, and never noticed the Abbe Kerdrec live with La Gervaise
the law will not help Daniel there.
We
till he spoke.
deprive him of his paternal rights, hold a meeting, and make
" Good
morning, my friend. I come from Jean Patriarche, Patriarche Armelle's guardian. She lives at the farm until she
who has commissioned me to ask your consent to Armelle's is twenty-one, and then marries Aubin."
" but it is a terrible
" I see
misfortune
marriage with his son."
that," said the Curfi ;
"
My consent Certainly, M. 1'Abbe" with all my heart." that both brothers have asked her in marriage on the same
"I am glad you see no objection the marriage will be after day. Well, we must trust in God !"
" And
harvest."
rely on me," said the mayor.
"
On his way home the AbbC Kerdrec met poor Aubin, told
O, indeed is it put off till then.?"
" It will be a time of leisure
then; I want you to give a him the sad story, and consoled him as best he could. IIo
"
written consent.
shrank from letting him know that his brother was his rival
" Are
and he advised him to go to the farm and say nothing of all
you afraid that I shall go back from my word ?"
" No but I am afraid that
you will pay too many visits to this trouble.
Pere Machecoul."
Patriarche was full of glee; he whistled as he walked,
" I see all
La Gervaise, bring us paper and ink."
Pierrot's wages, gave Baptiste a pair of shoes, and Jotright.
" I have
brought everything with me," said the priest "let neckerchief; Louisou was presented with two jacket,
me read you the form, and then you will oiily have to sign.'' cloth, and every beggar who come to the door received a
and he read "I, Daniel, commonly called 'the straw-cutter,' of bread and a mug of cider.
hereby give my consent to the marriage of my daughter Armrlle
Meanwhile, Daniel was on his way to the farm. Jean Patriwith Aubin Patriarche, younger son of Jean Patriarche, of the arehe was in the garden; the straw-cutter went up to him, and
"
farm of Cadiorne.
said that it was hia intention to take his daughter 1)

"Very

well

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

1

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

1

:

THE STRAW-CUTTERS DA I'd
"Your

reasons ?" asked the farmer.
to give; she is my daughter, and I have

" I have no reasons
"
the law on my side.

" Arid I have nil honest men on mine; so until
you are armed
with a legal authority, I forbid you to enter my house."
Daniel went straight to M. Gorju, the mayor, who told him
that the life he was leading deprived him of his naturights, and that his daughter
to live with him.
The

ral

was perfectly

man was

justified in

he enMaoheooul'a tavern, where he found Yves whom he
told of Aubin's proposal to Armelle, and of his own interview
with M. Gorju. Yves remained lost in thought for some time;
then he said
" You must
marry La Gervaise."
"Anything but that."
Send her away then."
" I dare
not; she would kill me."
" Look
here; I will give you four thousand francs instead of
three the day you marry her; and you can take away Armelle
the same day."
We will not linger over the hateful compact; it was so unutterably base, that bad as both the men were, they felt ashamed
of it, and separated as soon as possible.
A few days later Daniel's banns were published during mass.
The Abbe Kerdreo did not fathom the plot, but he haj a prerefusing

furious;

:

'

1

sentiment of misfortune.
The straw-cutter married

La Gervaise, the village children
hooting after them all the way home. Daniel went straight to
the mayor, and said
"
Monsieur, there is nothing to prevent Armelle 's return
home. I mean to claim her. "
:

i

" God

will

Ou

way

his

judge you ?" answered Gorju.
to the farm he passed the Cur6, and told him his

errand.

"God forgive you " said the priest.
Marthe had told the young girl of her father's marriage.
Never dreaming of all it involved, she was almost glad, and
!

said

:

"It

is

better so."

They were

assembled for the midday meal, when the
straw-cutter entered.
Armelle trembled, Yves turned livid,
Patriarche remained calm and dignified.
"
" What do
you want here ? he asked.
"I want to speak to you elsewhere," said Daniel. " Let us
go into that room is it not there that family affairs are arall

ranged?"

The farmer and his wife entered the inner room. Jean
signed to Armelle to follow.
"The matter is this," said the straw-cutter, ' both your sons
have asked my daughter's hand. I refuse it to Aubin ; I give
it

to
'

Yves."
I shall not permit Yves to marry Armelle," answered the

not worthy of her. "
"And I refuse my consent to her marriage with Aubin.
The child is under age, and I am come to take her with me. "
The poor girl fell on her knees, weeping convulsively.
"You are doing a wicked thing, "said Patriarche. "You
have never thought about your daughter till now, that
you
mean to break her heart. But I know her well she would
die rather than murmur, die like her mother with a
prayer
on her lips, and forgiveness in her eyes. I will take her
myself to your house; but you must give her time for her tears
and farewells; and now go, Daniel."

farmer

;

"he

is

;

The

straw-cutter obeyed in silence.
Then poor Armelle
abandoned herself to an agony of grief. In heartrending accents she implored Marthe not to send her
to La Gervaise

away

to the house where her mother had died of
misery. Patriarche raised her tenderly.
"My daughter," he said,

own

"my

do not give way so terribly. When the rain
sun raises it again. God and his angels will
be with you. There is an end to
everything on earth. You
will be eighteen in August, then there will be three
years to
wait.
Take courage they will soon pass. And there will be
heart's

child,

lays the corn, the

;

the Sundays
"
bench.

"

//'/'/:/,'.

you

always have your old place on the old

shall

O how good you aro
my father

Christian, and

!

It is a

heavy

"

cross,

am

but I

a

Patriarche took her in his arms
daughter, we shall
will
you remember that now dry your eyes.
go together to the field where Pierrot, hid you in the sheaf, and
:

suffer with

;

"My

;

We

then to your mother's tomb to ask her to bless and watch over
you."
As they passed into the hall, he called to Aubin to come with
them. Yves rose to follow but he dared not disobey the glance
and gesture with which his father stopped him. The parent*
signed to Aubin and Armelle to walk on together. When

Aubin sobbed uncontrollably as they knelt by Annette's grave,
the girl said
Listen to me, Aubin, and do not make the
' '

:

trouble harder to me ; it is like death to me to leave the farm
but I have tried to look up to the Cross, and our Lord's Su.

;

We will be true to each other, and wait. And O,
Aubin, you will have Marthe but I shall have no one. Don't
make mo weaker than I am remember the first thing is to do
our diity, everywhere, always, and before all things." Then
she bent across the grave towards him, and said in a low voice:
" There is another sorrow in store for
you. Remember one,
thing whatever happens, however hard, however terrible, you
must forgive God commands you to do so, and I entreat you."
"
Armelle, what do you mean ?"
" I can
are
say no more remember my words when you
Wounds.

;

;

:

;

"

tempted to revenge.
Then she laid her hand on his forehead, as though she blessed him and without another word left the churchyard, holdArmelle
ing Jean's arm, When they reached Daniel's gate
in while
gave one long embrace to him and his wife, and went
Armelle
they returned to the farm, silent and heartbroken.
laid her little bundle on a stool, and said good evening to her
" In
father.
Presently she asked where she was to sleep.
which
had
been
the
was
Blanchette's stable." Blanchette
goat
her nurse. She undid her bundle, took out some sheets, went
to the stable, made an impromptu broom of some bunches of
;

;

heath that lay about, swept the place, arranged a straw bed,
covered it with her sheet, and went back to the house without
a trace of ill-temper.

She had everything to do ; her stepmother spent her time
and
gossiping in the village, whilst Armelle washed, cooked,
cleaned the house, with the utmost diligence and care. Only,
when Sunday came, no matter what orders were given to her,
Her place was always kept by Marthe.
she went to Mass.
After Mass she went to Annette's grave. A black cross marked
it now ; and at the foot, every Sunday, she found fresh flowers
which Aubin had laid there during the night. And so thn dnys
went by, and every Sunday told that another week had gone.
After a time, Armelle was forbidden by her father to join
the Patriarche family at Mass she saw them at the church,
and that was all. Her chief comfort was her old friend Chantein coming to see Armelle in spite of the
she
fleur
;

;

persisted

rudeness and insolence of La Gervaise ; she brought her ION
to cheer her as much
messages from Marthe, and tried
possible.

Yves became more gloomy and

irritable

as the time

of

Armelle's majority approached sometimes he was half mad,
and felt ready to crush her under his feet. Her father too
furious -with her he had conquered Annette, but it seemed ;>;i
He had insulted, be:iteu
if he could not conquer her daughter.
;

her

all in vain.

Never once had Yves dared to speak to his brother of the
he felt that everything was in Aubin's
rivalry between them
favor his high character, his parent's affection, Arme!
ath
love while he himself had nothing but her unnatural
And his heart told him that Arinelle would never yi<
favor.
;

;

w-ci
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CHAPTER

.

V.

TEX LIVES FOB ONE.
the two brothers walked together to a neighbortheir father wanted a tool repaired at the plough-

One evening
ing village

;

wright's and a

new

knife bought.

evening; only now and then heavy
masses of clouds hid the moon. Aubin's step was light, his
heart glad for in a few months Armelle would be free, and his
It

was a sweet

still

;

wife.

"There

is

no need

to

hurry so," said Yves;

"

it is

a fine

night."

he obeyed her mechanically. Then she fixed hrr
eyoa upon
his face with an expression of
horror, ni;d leaving the room for
a minute, she returned with a bowl of water in one hand and a
looking-glass in the other.
drop of blood was on his fore-

A

"
head.
Stay here," she said in an agonized whisper
here before the Crucifix. "

She went out quickly

;

the doctor had

come

;

"stay

to attend to

Aubin.

Returning from a wedding, Loic had seen something dark
lying in the road it was Aubin. The old man managed to
carry him to the farm, and Pierrot ran for the doctor. The
news spread like wild fire, and in a short time the gendarmes,
the garde champetre and the Curt* were in the room. The
;

Aubin slackened his pace. Then they began talking of the
commissary of police and the magistrate had been sent for
who was making a wedding suit for a neighbor of from Rennes. At
length Aubin showed signs of life. Patritheirs, of another neighbor who had taken a form, of the fair arche was
Marthe
sitting watching him at the head of the bed
which was just over, of the crops, and of the village girls.
at the foot, with her eyes riveted on her son's deathlike face.
is
to
of
du
in
no
"The rose St. Aubin
Cormier
hurry
marry, No one spoke. Suddenly a sound of wheels was heard.
" It is the
it seems."
magistrate," said the Abbe Kerdrec as he entered.
" Time
" What do
enough," said Aubin.
you want?" asked Marthe in a terrified whisper.
" There has been an
"You think so, do you?"
attempt at murder," was the answer,
" and there must be an
"Certainly I do."
investigation."
" She has a reason for
waiting, perhaps ?"
Old Loic told his story, and produced the knife which he had
Aubin made no answer.
drawn from the wound. The magistrate ascertained from PaThe spade was set to rights, the knife bought, and the broth- triorche at what hour, and in whose
company, and with what
ers left the shop.
intention Aubin went out, and Yves was summoned.
In tell"It seems strange for us to be walking together it does not ing what hod
happened, he stated that he had left his brother
happen often," said Yves.
at the hardware shop after the knife was bought, and that he
"\Vhose fault is that? I heartily wish that we were more himself had gone to the tavern. The
shop-keeper, however,
I have always loved you, Yves, in spite of every- swore that they had gone away together.
together.
"You see," said the magistrate, "the two accounts do not
thing."
" As much as Labrie and Louision ?"
agree."
Yves muttered something about his having been drinking at
"Yves, you are not just; you know very well yon have
estranged yourself from us without reason."
Machecoul's, and not remembering things clearly. Just then
"Without reason?" And Yves turned passionately upon the doctor came in to say that Aubin had revived sufficiently to
I tell you there was a time in my life when a girl's hand be able to speak.
him.
He was as white as the sheets in which ho
could have led me anywhere. One look of hers was enough. If lay, but quite calm and collected. When all were assembled
she was afraid of me and besides there was round his bed, and the magistrate had taken a chair directly
only But no
cue who had been beforehand with me, one who knew how to opposite to him, he said
"
Sir, and you, reverend father, and you, my dearest parents,
please and flatter and speak fair a fellow without spirit or
And
I
was
I have made an attempt on
mother's
tied
to
his
wish
to confess my crime to you.
I
apron string.
courage, always
told that Armelle loved Aubin for I mean you the very day my life."
"
on which I asked her hand.
The magistrate started.
" We could not
"Let me tell you how it was," continued Aubin. "The
guess that, either of us."
" But
Are
to
have
her
have
straw-cutter's
daughter and I have long been betrothed, but
might
given
up
you
you
everything our mother's caresses and the love of the straw-cutter's her father will not consent to our marriage." He broke off
daughter too ? Suppose I were to say that you must give her suddenly; then, after a pause, he added faintly, "I ask pardon
of you all."
up, that I will marry her ?"
" Yves do not let us
The Abb6 Kerdreo laid his hand on Aubin's forehead.
speak of it it does no good to either of
ua and Armelle is my betrothed. "
Marthe hid her face in the bed-clothes. The magistrate rose,
" I will not hear of it
Once saying
you shall never marry her
"After this I can say no more, except indeed, this: there are
more, will you give her up ?"
"No."
crimes which escape the justice of men, but God will judge
Yves seized Aubin's arm, and shook him furiously. The them."
He fixed a penetrating glance, cold, clear and keen as steel,
young man tried in vain to get free. In the struggle Yves felt in
A cloud hid the moon
his pocket the knife they had bought.
on the face of Yves, and left the house. The doctor administhere was a terrible cry a heavy fall the cloud passed over tered a sleeping draught to his patient, and the Abb6 went to
the moon, and the pale light showed a man rushing madly from say mass. Then the miserable parents commanded Yves to
the spot.
follow them to the inner room. There was an awful silence for
Later in the evening Yves went home. There were many some minutes; then Jean Patriarche addressed his guilty son
Yves, your brother has saved you, but we condemn you.
lights about people coming and going there was a light too
You think, perhaps, that I
Labrie lay, whining, in one corner Lou- Deny nothing do not speak
in the inner room.
ison was moving about with a scared face in the next room shall shoot you, as I would a mad dog. No, for I am a Chrisbut still the shedder of blood deserves death. I allow
Marthe entered
tian
ju-ople were talking in awe-struck whispers.
"Who is that?" she said then recognizing Yves, "where did you to lose yours in an honorable calling you must enlist toold tailor

;

;

' '

;

;

:

;

!

;

;

:

!

;

:

' '

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

you leave your brother ?"

"

morrow.
"In the shop."
Yves remained silent the old man's head was bowed lower
" And where have
than that of his wretched son. He pointed to the door "Go !"
you been since ?"
" At Machecoul's. "
he said. Yves obeyed and then that room, the family sanctuBewildered with terror, she caught his hand and dragged ary, which had been the scene of the homo festivals and home
him into the inner room.
solemnities of four generations of good and upright men, wit"
Jean
nessed the tears and anguish of the dishonored parents.
Swi'sir," sho said; "swear on this book."
He remained motionless. She bade hiratake off his hat, and spoke first.
;

;

Till'!
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" God's hand is
heavy upon ns," he said; "but it is the hand
One word from Aubin, and we must have left the
are a secret, exce,.t to
country. Now, our shame and sorrow
All this we owe to Aubin.
Ah, Marthe, Aubin
ourselves.
will make up for everything to us."
of u Father.

!)

A

i
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was praying with clasped hands .md uplifted eyes, in a very
agony of supplication for light and grucii and pardon. At
length he spoke, again
"Yves, are you sorry for your sins,
crimes ?"
:

your hatred,

" And if he dies
"lam, lam! Ask God to strike me dead here at your
" Then we must not
feet."
grudge him to God."
"
Yves, you shall live but you are not your own, your life
In the course of the day the Abb6 Kerdrec came to console
them. His heart was filled with unutterable tenderness for is not your own. It belongs henceforth to every one in trouble,
Aubin, who did not appear to see anything heroic in his own to every creature in danger of death. For the life which you
The doctor gave good hopes of his recovery he had wickedly tried to take you owe God ten lives. Wherever there
conduct.
doubted certainly, in examining the wound, whether the is peril, by fire, by blood, or any otlicr way, there is your
young man could have inflicted it on himself, but he did not place. Do you understand me ? For your penance you shall
save ten lives the lives of ten men, women or children and
mention his suspicions.
When Yves left the house, he did so like one in a dream. by the merits of the Precious Blood of Jesus, your guilt Hhull
but a dull, heavy weight was at his be washed away, and remembered no more
neither by your
His hatred w .s gone
heart thought and feeling seemed alike dead in him he was earthly nor your heavenly Father."
A loud cry broke from Yves.
hardly conscious of anything. The meadows were covered
" Is it
true," he said "ten lives to be saved, and then for
rose
the
sun
in
the
of
mist
heavens
veil
with a white
higher
the birds began to chirp and sing all was fair and fresh and giveness"from all !"
*'
The priest laid his hand on the forehead of Yves ....
All.
pure and he was a blot, a stain on the loveliness of the morn- "
Now
rise, and go
you are reconciled with God. Complete
In the distance a withered tree stretched one bare arm,
ing.
He hurried the" work of penance obey your father, do as he bade you."
like a gallows, towards Saint Aubin du Cormier.
I will but you know father, in time of war a ball may
Before him, in the dust of the road, were large brown
on.
strike me, and if I had not the number ?"
stains.
" It is blood !" he muttered and
"Come to me before you start and I will answer that quesstaggered on with a shud;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion.''

der.

He
sin, without having the strength to
What he felt was a desire to be hidden, to be annirepent.
A
hilated, to disappear, even if it were into the lowest hell.
low bleating struck his ear a white goat had broken the cord
hich had fastened her to a tree, and was sporting near him
with her kids. Yves coaxed the creature to him, fed her with
some bits of bread which was in his pocket, and untied the
There are terrible moments in which,
string from her foot.
after sinking deeper and deeper into an abyss of misery and
suicide.
despair, only one thing seems possible
Yves did not reason or reflect half unconsciously he made a
running knot in the cord ; he was stunned with suffering his
He had escaped the sentence
brother's blood was upon him.
of the law ; conscience judged him, and his own hand must be
He managed to climb the tree high enough
his executioner.
Then
to secure the cord to the great projecting branch.
he slowly unfastened his necktie, and hid his face one moment.
was wearied with his

;

;

"And Armelle?"
" You must
get her father to consent to her marriage with
your brother."
" But the
money ?"
" Ask
your father for it. Now go to the town, and return
with your papers signed. I will go to the farm."
The young man did not speak or move for a few minutes
then he burst suddenly into an agony of weeping, and sobbed
;

out

:

"Aubin!"

"You

shall see

him before you

go.

I promise that

you

shall."

;

A hand was laid on his shoulder.
A man must not die before

he has made his peace with
God." It was the voice of the Abbe" Kerdrec.
Yves fell on his knees.
" It was
here, was it not ? And you feel the need of expiaand you are right only it is not for you
tion ? I understand
' '

;

to choose the
son, and say,
"
sinners.

manner
'

God be

my

of expiation.
Strike your breast,
merciful to me, the most miserable of

'

A sob burst

from the wretched Yves.
"Father, forgive me," he said "Ihave sinned Imust die
Aubin knows that I left him thinking him dead. My parents
know the truth, and you, father, you know it too. There are
voices in the air calling me Cain
This tree seemed to have
The blood
tongue and it said it was a gibbet waiting for me
which stains the road cries aloud like that of Abel. God's brand
a stain is on my soul which
is on me, it will never be effaced
nothing can cleanse. I hated Aubin because he was good and
beloved. And Armelle, how I have wronged her
I made a
wicked bargain with Daniel I bribed him to give her to me.
I deserve death a thousand deaths !"
!

!

.

;

!

;

I condemn you to something more terrible," said the priest;
you must live !"
Yvc s bowed his head to the dust. It was a strange and solemn
sight the two men stood at the foot of the blasted tree, on the
very spot where the crime of the day before had been (Jommitted where a fresh one had been on the point of accomplishThere was something awful in the silence which enIt:-.'
it would never end.
The AbbC Kerdroc
'

"

;

;

:!'

Yves caught the hand of the priest, kissed it passionately,
and was gone in a moment.
It had been a wonderful inspiration of God that the Abbe
Kerdrec had laid on Yves Patriarche the work of expiation.
He felt that the same energy and force of character and passions which had driven him into such terrible guilt and misery,
1

might, properly directed, make him by God's grace a Christian
It was a stroke of genius; nay, shall we rather say a.
supernatural illumination ? It was one of those sublime ideas
which so often originate with the humblest priests.
The
world passes such a one by, with a careless and supercilious
glance at the worn face, the feeble hands, the frayed cassock;
but God and all great souls know what is in him.
The Abb6 Kerdrec diJ justice to the grand old Breton farmer in feeling sure that the money queotion would be no diffihero.

culty.

He

said simply

:

"We

must not expect any softening on the part of the
straw-cutter.
We must wait God's time. There was a marriage in contemplation to which his consent had been pain?d
francs.
Will you buy Aubin's
by a promise of four thousand
"
happiness at that price ?

And Patriarche said
" You have the
key,

to

Marthe

:

wife; give the

money to M. le Cur6."
So the matter was settled.
Next morning the straw-cutter and his daughter were on
He had dressed himself with unusual
their way to the farm.
care, and tried to assume the air of a careless bonhomie, which
but ill disguised the shame which he really felt. He talked
and jested with Armelle in a forced unnatural manner; but she,
dear child, answered with the utmost sweetness. There was
almost as much sadness as joy in her heart, but no bitterness ;
when God was smoothing the way before her, was it for her to
remember the stones and brambles which once were there ?
At the farm everything was strangely quiet. The servants
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wor

of disturbing her

IV.

the never left his

;

hen the lever was highest, her touch soothed him; her
a smile
whispered blessing, her loving kisses, always brought
The sound of the door opening gently made
lips.
Armelle entered between the priest and her
ik round.

YVES went straight to Eennes. Six months later, his good
conduct obtained for him the permission he applied for to join

father.

the

" Peace be to this house !" said the Cur6.
Marthe folded Armelle in a silent embrace; Aubin opened his
eyes, and said to Daniel.
Y< >u won't take her away again ?"

something more than a gallant soldier, he was a hero. He was
a model of good conduct too and in action, wherever there
But there was this to be
was most danger, there was Yves.
noticed in him his most daring feats had always a touch of
He defended rather than attacked.
generosity about them.
His one object was to save the wounded, to shelter the fallen
from insult, to maintain the honor of the French flag. On one
occasion, a French officer, whose courage bordered on rashYves dashed in,
ness, was surrounded by Austrian soldiers.
carried him off through a shower of bullets, and got him safe
there he fell with the wounded officer a
to the ambulance
After this he was probullet had broken his shoulder-blade.
The first time he was allowed to use his hand, he
moted.
"
wrote the word " one on a sheet of paper, and sent it to the
Abbe Kerdec. Another time he saved two children from
He shunned all notice after
drowning, at the risk of his life.
and his superior
these actions, as though they were crimes
officers used to say, "Yves Patriarche is a regular hero, but
After all, there is
there never was such a bear of a fellow.
of such men we
a
few
with
Breton
like
a
regiments
nothing
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"No."
" And
you will give her to me?"
"Yes."
" God is
Thank yon, Daniel.
very good
!

thee

My God, I thank

!"

"And now," said the straw-cutter, "nobody
am off. You will let me know when the

so I

wants

me

here,

time conies for

signing," and he left the room abruptly.
At nightfall Yves returned. Jean Patriarche had begged
There was something
the Abbe Kerdrec to stay the evening.
It
so awful, so mournful, in this departure of his eldest son.

was such a
execution.

It almost seemed like a secret
terrible necessity.
Yves came in, laid some papers on the table, and

Btood before his father in silence. The father looked them
over, went out, and returned with the Book of the Gospels,
which he opened, and wrote, under the date of Yves' First
Communion, "Enlisted on such a day." The conscript read
the words, and then added, with a trembling hand, "Died
There would be only that last date to be written
the
."
wheii the time came. He was no longer one of the family.

There was a fearful struggle in Jean's soul. He saw that
there was a great change in Yves but he did not say a word.
He felt that the judge was not to be merged in the father.
Aubin had guessed what was going on by that wonderful in;

stinct of the sick, which is like second sight.
Ani.elle to open the door, and called his brother
Yves started violently. The priest took his hand.

He

asked

army

He

in Italy.

distinguished himeelf greatly

;

he was

;

;

;

1

;

;

should conquer half the world."
At the end of the campaign Yves was sous officier. He refused his discharge ; danger was his passion, and he volunteered for the Chinese expedition. There too his bravery was the
theme on many tongues, and his name was more than once
He had particularly requested
mentioned in the dispatches.
the AbbS Kerdec not to write to him he was resolved to bear
to the full ; the bitter cup should be sweetened
his
;

punishment
by no hand but God's.

The chaplain of the regiment had formed a strong attachment to the brusque, reserved soldier, whose silent ways he
" God has
man who fought like a
forgiven you," he said ; "go and be forgiven by had watched he was interested in the
and whose only passion appeared to
lion, made no intimacies,
your brother."
When he came into the sick chamber; Aubin held out his be that of helping and saving others. French, English,
hand.
Chinese it was all the same to Yves one life was as good as
by name.

;

;

' '

You

are going away ?"
am a soldier"

"I
" God

We will pray for you !"
bring you back safe
Yves felt crushed he was sinking on his knees at the foot of
the bed but Aubin held out his arms, and clasped him in a
he said, "Good-bye,
long embrace. Then, turning to Annelle,
His preparations were soon made; he tied a few
sister."
with a gesture, a small bag
things in a handkerchief refused,
and with one last look
of money which his father offered him
The last scene of the family
at his mother, he left his home.
tragedy was now over.
recovered his strength. The
Very slowly but steadily Aubin
straw-cutter hung about the farm from time to tune, to learn
It was a regular day of rejoicing in the
how he was going on.
in church. Pere
.re when Aubin appeared for the first time
Loic had undertaken to keep Annette's grave in order the
cure had given him some flower-seeds, and it looked like a litthe
The Calvary had not been forgotten
tle garden.
Patriarche family had laid fresh bouquets on the steps.
Never was there a happier
At last the wedding-day came.
!

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

refused to be present
bridegroom nor a sweeter bride. Daniel
but he lingered in the churchyard, and when
at the ceremony
his daughter came out on her husband's arm, he started as if
and then, turning away with a gesture
JH- Imd seen Annette
he went to drown memory and remorse in wine.
oi
;

;

despair,

another, there were seven owing still.
On the field, in the trenches, anywhere and everywhere, he
to rob him of his victims. He
fought hand to hand with Death
bore a charmed life; often he escaped all hurt by a miracle; at
others his injuries healed with an ease and rapidity which astonished the surgeon, who would write him a prescription or
dress his wound with a smile and a shrug, intended to convey

sure to get around, and no thanks to him.
No wonder that his self-devotion was so
Yves
Alas, poor
of memory.
absolute; it was his only relief from the anguish
When the time of action was over, the ghost of the miserable
The pale face of Aubin on the road in the
filled his tent.

that the

man was

!

past

lovmoonlight rose up before him; the voices of the betrothed
ers again struck his ears as on the day when he heard them behind the hawthorn hedges the day on the evening of which he
more the scene changed ;
destroyed their happiness. Once
this time it was the wretched hovel of the straw-cutter; and he
saw Annelle dressed in mean and ragged clothes, with her besotted father and the degraded woman he had put in her moth-

a
yet unsullied by the unfit companionship, as lily
of its fragrance and its
loses
a
on
nothing
dunghill
blooming
Oaths, bad language, ill-usage nothing could really
purity.
harm her. Her duty remained, and she bent meekly beneath
But the
that glorious yoke, as only the virtuous and holy do.
his doing; he it was who had
misery she had endured was
driven her from the happy home where she was beloved and
It was too
honored, to be the insulted victim of La Gervaise.
much. Had not the AbbC Kerdrec deceived him when he aser's place,

sured him of forgiveness in the name of God ? Were not his
crimes past all pardon ? And as the gibbet-bike tree rose before his imagination, he seemed to himself bike Judas, when
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On a certain dny, father, our cure told me to save ten lives, and
And that in inv work.
he promised me God's for:
But I begin to think my burden is too heavy for me. 1
ill ;it h
that is all I long for."
superior officers, by the affection of the chaplain.
The Abb6 Florent clasped him in his arms. "My frieud,
"What am I," he cried, in the bitterness of his soul, "but
an assassin and a thief ? If they knew the truth, they would my brother !" he said.
"Your friend your brother after what I have told you ?"
scorn and hate me they would shun me as one stricken with
the plague they would point at me as a monster of wicked"Yves," continued the chaplain, "you must let me read
The general would tear the cross from my button-hole. your imrnost soul now. I can heal all its wounds."
ness.
He shook his head.
Praise, respect, affection it is all stolen. I will wear this
"
"
" You think that is
hideous mask of hypocrisy no longer.
impossible ?
" I am sure*it is."
One day the chaplain, the AbbS Florent, found him sitting
" Tell
alone in the tent. He had a book in his hand, but he was not
me, Yves, what do you want? what is in your mind?"
" It is not the
somehis
he
were
moved
as
present, but the future, that I am thinking of."
reading;
repeating
lips
though
" And what do
thing he had learned by heart.
you wish to do in the future?"
"
" To lead a life of
To live
silence, solitude, and prayer.
friend," said the priest, gently.
My
" I do not deserve to have a
with good and holy men, who would know my history, and yet
friend," answered Yves.
let me be with them.
"Yet you greatly need one."
To be the lowest of all, the servant of
To drink the chalice
"I do, and I do not."
all, and to feel that God has forgiven me.
"
of humiliation to the very dregs, and to satisfy the justice, the
Explain yourself, Yves."
1

mailing in his hopeless remorse from the assembly of the

priests he came upon the executioner fashioning the cross.
And all this misery was aggravated by the respect of his

"A friend

a real friend

should be our second

implacable justice of God."
" A merciful
justice, Yves

self."

"Quite true."
" And we should have no secrets from him."
" Not when it is
possible."
" It must be
said the
" Not

possible,"

al\*wys, Yves.

"Yesterday," he went on,

the

wound

is

scarred

a shameful one? "
if God has healed it."
"Afriend!" Yves burst out passionately. "I have none;
I never shall have one it is impossible. My comrades like
me, they are good fellows ; but do I make friends with them ?
Is there any confidence between us? At the canteen, by the
bivouac fire, I keep aloof. Alone always alone. You will
say that

is my fault, my choice.
Yes, father, because it must
be so. I have one thing to do a task which is laid upon me
and I devote myself to it. But that is not enough for me.
There are many sorts of expiation; I must go through them

all."

My
"

so

as to save three

happy

whom

children,

!

father's farm."

" Go there and see them
again

!

all

of

them

!"

murmured

the soldier.

"Yes,

all.

that good

Your parents, to get their forgiveness; Aubin
Aubin to make him happy."

"AndArmelle

"

" To see her
your brother's happy wife."
" True that is
part of the penance."
;

poor fellow

Do you know

"And then"

said the priest, gently.
what I was reading when
!"

you came in. It
Shall I go on reading aloud ?"
" Go
on," said the Chaplain.
Yves began, and as he read drops of agony beaded his forehead.
was the Bible.

"Cain said to his brother, Let us go forth abroad. And
when they were in the field Cain rose up against his brother
Abel, and slew him.
" And the Lord said unto
Cain, Where is thy brother Abel
And he answered, I know not am I my brother's keeper ?

to him, What hast thoti done ? The voice of
from the earth.
thy brother's blood crieth to
"Now, therefore, cursed shalt thou be upon the earth, which

Me

hath opened her mouth and received the blood of
thy brother
at thy hand.
"When thou shalt till it, it shall not yield to thee its fruit;
a fugitive and a vagabond shalt thou be upon the earth.
" And
Cain said to the Lord, My iniquity is greater than that
I may deserve pardon.
"Behold, thou dost cast me out this day from the face of the
earth, and I shall be hidden from Thy face, and I shall be a
vagabond and a fugitive on the earth ; everyone, therefore,
thut finJeth me shall kill me.
"And the Lord said to him, No, it shall not be so but whosoever shall kill Cain shall be be punished seven-fold. And
the Lord set a mark upon Cain. "
Yves read these verses slowly, in a low, stifled voice, and
when he had done so he put down the book, told his own his;

tory to the priest, and then, looking into his face, exclaimed:
" Now
you know why I cannot die. I attempted the life of
brother,

and God has

mark upon me, and Death

will

Now you see why I can never have a i'rii ml.
well of mo, father, but I have been a bad sou, an

not strike mo.

You thought

set a

"

Yes,

then"

" Then
you

shall leave Saint

Aubin du Cormier, and go

to

Go to the Abbey of Thymadeuc, and ask to see
Abbot of La Trappe. Tell him everything speak to him

Morbihan.
the

;

as openly as you have spoken to me, and ask to be received as
a brother. You will be able to make a confession of your
whole life before them all, and to realize the longing you have
just expressed

?

;

" And he said

my

do not forget that."

"I was

;

"

"And if it is
" No
matter,

"

;

the Sisters of Charity have received.
That makes eight lives saved in five years the number will
soon be made up, please God, and then what shall I do ?"
"First go back to your home."
" Go back I !"
"For a tune. First of all, go to your good curC, and tell
him that your penance is accomplished ; then go to your

little

soldier, gloomily.

When

>

that of living with holy

men

acquainted with

your sad history."

" You are
saving me !" exclaimed Yves.
" I have shown
you a safe harbor, but one which is not without its labors and storms. There will be every kind of hard

penance

everything to subject the flesh to the spirit

lute silence, trying fasts, wearisome watchiugs.
everything to tear the heart from earth and fix

:

abso-

There will be
it on heaven

;

everything to confound human wisdom, to exalt the soul by
humbling it, and to purchase eternal happiness at the jn-irc c>i
That will be your life, and it is a hard
daily martyrdom.
one."
" The innocent and
good accept it. Shall I complain ?"
From that day Yves was a different man. The future, which
had been so terrible because it was vague and uiulciiniM.
before him now in a tangible shape.
His thoughts dwelt on
that severe life of labor and penance with love and longing.
To live by daily dying that was the life for him.
The army returned to France, and Yves got his discharge.
Tears were in his eyes when he took leave of the Abbo Floreut,
promising to write to him. Then he started for St. Aubin du
Cormier. Two comrades were with him, who belonged to

neighboring villages: Yves was decore, and wore a niedal for
each of his glorious campaigns.
When tho three soldiers reached Rennes it was night, but
Yves was anxious to go on ; and as his friends would not leave

Tin:
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Suddenly, hrnvy dark masses swept across the sky, then lurid
"It is a fire," said one of the men. They set off
i

i,

i

the direction of the flames, crossing
ditches.

I

fields,

leaping

As they approached they could

distin-

the burning buildings, the crackling of the flames, and
ill of the masses of wood.

The

fire

had begun

in the

were surprised in their sleep.

" Come

naya

on,

my lads

!"

terrified

inmates

" it is not worse than the
heroes of Pekin and the Tcher-

cried Yves

Follow

a battery.

fire of

and the

barn,

me

;

!"

DA c

" And do
you know who the tenth is, my son ?"
was an old man, and a strong young one, linlf suffocated, I think.
No, I don't know their names; I don't even
know where I am; but that is no matter. Ten, at last, and

"No there

God

is satisfied !"

"And do you

still doubt His forgiveness ?"
" I must believe in it."
"
Yes, Yves, you must, for here is the proof, and the pledge
of pardon.
My son, here is the man you have just saved."
Then Yves knew he had saved his brother's life.
It was a moment not to be described.
The brothers held

Just as they dashed into the burning house,, people were each other in a long embrace, weeping, trembling, murmuring
talking of a helpless old man, who slept in a shed adjoining a broken words of love and tenderness which cannot be written
pigeon house, which gave admission to the fire through nu- down, but which the heart easily understands. Then Aubin
merous openings, and of some one who had climbed on the took his brother home; the cure followed with the two soldiers.
No one You may imagine how he drank in then: accounts of the heroof to get to the old man, and been eeen no more.
knew who he was, but all said he was a gallant fellow, and roic actions of their comrade. Never had the good Abbe Kerthat no doubt he would lose his life in his generous attempt.
drec thanked God as he did that day.
It was a strange and horrible confusion ; the lamentations of
They were in sight of the farm now. The men were about
the poor people whose property was being destroyed, the wail- their work. Armelle stood at the door, with a child in her
ing of children, the sound of axes, the creaking of the bucket- arms, and another at her side. She was looking anxiously
cluiiu as water was drawn from the well, mingling with the down the road
the group had just reached the turning. Sho
shouts of the workmen and the vociferations of the crowd,
ran on. Aubin met her, and took her hand "Armelle, you
Yves had climbed up to the pigeon house, and gone in. On are the first to welcome our dear brother Yves, who has just
the threshold, close to the staircase, which the flames had all saved my life." Then there were the children to be looked at ;
but reached, lay two bodies two corpses, doubtless suffo- and after a few minutes they all went towards the farm. Yves
cated by the smoke.
trembled as the meeting with his father drew near. The old
Yves lifted up one the eldest seized the other by the hand, man came forward. Without hesitating, Armelle went up to
and so, laden with this double burden, carrying one, dragging him, saying, as she put her arms round his neck : " It is Yves,
the other, he struggled, panting up the quivering staircase, father ; he has saved Aubin ; we owe him everything." Then
blinded by the smoke, enveloped in flames, and feeling as all turned away with a feeling of awe, as the father embraced
he sank his repentant son. We will not attempt to describe that mothough he were drinking draughts of fire. At the top,
"
down with his burden, faintly murmuring, " Ten
ment, still less the mother's feelings. The excitement at the
The three men none could tell whether they were living or farm, in the village may be imagined. ' Every one was pressed
dead were carried, senseless, burnt and blackened, to a place to eat, but no one was hungry, except the two soldiers, who
of safety; women threw water on their faces, and tried to re- had certainly a good appetite.
Poor old Louison limped about,
vive them.
waiting on every one. Old Loic hastened up to see the hero
The Abb6 Kerdrec approached the group. The old man of the village, and one after another followed him, full of
remained insensible; the man who had been the first to hasten pride and delight, till every one had had a good look at him ;
to his rescue was slowly recovering.
and I should be afraid to say how many times the soldiers had
"
"
cried the priest.
to tell their comrade's history.
Aubin, my son
The young man tried to rise.
It was all positive torture to Yves ; but he bore it for his
"
" Armelle
Tell Armelle and the children.
God had
father's sake ; and besides, it would be over soon.
"We have sent for her ; and the poor old man is beginning been very good, and the goal was very nearly reached.
"
to come to at last.
The following Sunday, after Vespers, he asked for a private
"
Oh, thank God
My head swam," and I made sure of interview with his father, and the old man went with him into
How was it? Who saved me ?
death.
the inner room. He opened the Book of the Gospels, and
" Our
comrade," said the two soldiers, who had joined the showed his son where, in a few simple words, the story (if the
" It is the
Then Yves knelt down he insisted on speaking
fire was told.
parly.
way with this fellow, wherever he goes."
The Abb6 Kerdrec bent over the sous-officier. He had not to his father in that attitude. They talked long and eari:
at first recognized the blackened disfigured face, but at the More than once Jean Patriarche hid his tears on his sou's
words of the soldiers a thought flashed into his mind.
shoulders ; more than once the younp; man's voice was broken
Can it be possible ? " he said; and he put back the tangled by emotion. Then the peace of God sank into their hearts,
hair from his forehead, and looked long and earnestly at him. and there was a great calm as Jean solemnly blessed Yves.
Then he turned to Aubin, and said in a faltering voice " My
The next morning, the farmer dressed for a journey, was
sou, do you know who it is that has saved your life ? It is waiting, surrounded by his family, while Yvea received his
1

:

!

!

!

!

;

'

'

:

Yws

your brother."

Aubin jumped up and threw
soldier.

" Yves

my brother

!

his arms

round the fainting

Yes, he lives; his heart beats.

And look, father, the cross of honor Yves dear Yves my
own brother don't you know us, Aubin and M. le Curfi ? O,
!

!

mother's parting kisses. Aubin was making a last appeal.
"
Why should you leave us ?" he said. Could you not make
yourself happy here amongst us all ? Why must you grieve
me and1 break our mother's heart ? Is not this your proper
place

your home?

Where

are

you going ?"

"
to think of our mother's happiness
Yves could not take it all in yet; but he felt himself embraced
strong and loving arms; he heard voices that were

" I am
father answered :
going to take yonr
brother to Thymadeuc to the abbey of La Trappe !"
Then Aubin made the sign of the cross, and said no more.

music in his ears; and he closed his eyes, wondering if it was
all a dream
the danger, the pain, and the gladness.
Presently he regained full consciousness. Day was breaking, and he looked around, first at one, and then at another,
he saw the cure, lie caught both his hands, exclaiming,

there was a sense of
lost embrac s were given in silence
God's presence in the house .and Patriarche and his son went
out slowly and silently. Yves turned round just once to kiss
his hand to Marthe, and then the only sounds were the heavy
steps of Jean Patriarche, the sobs of Marthe, and the tender
voice of Armelle trying to comfort her.

!

by

"Ten,

father, ten!"

And

his

The

THE END.

;

;

The

the end of the

month

TOWAEDS
young soldier, -with that frank
much

loves to

meet

Franc

Five.

of December, 1849, a
and honest miea one BO

presented himself at the military

-with,

of the Corso at Kome, to exchange
post-office in the street
modest five franc piece for an order of the same value.

a

you wish to send this little order?" asked
M. Lambelin, an excellent man, who then filled the office of
post-master as well as pay-master to the army.
" To
my old mother," replied the young man.
"For her new year's gift, I suppose?"
"Yes, sir."
"That is right, comrade, a new year's gift from a good son,
brings happiness to him who gives, as well as to her who re"
ceives it. What is your name ?
"Bois."

"Towhomuo

"
" Of what
regiment?
" The
5th division."

unknown to me,

for, if

poor trooper to save a five franc piece from a pay of five
centimes a day."
" This
saving seems to me impossible."
"Nothing more true, sir, nevertheless. I have already had
the happiness to send my poor mother a sum of seventy
for a

francs."

"
"
Seventy francs ? In what time ?
" In two
which
I
have
had the honor of servyears, during
"

ing my country.
" Your calculation seems to

me

incorrect, for a sou put by
only produce, at the end of two years, thirty-

each day, would
six francs fifty centimes; how then do you come by the difference ? And how have you been able to bring me so often these
"
sums, out of your ordinary pay?

"

I have done what I do now every
In the day, I mount guard or do
some service for comrades richer than myself; at night, I mend
their trousers, shirts or gaiters."
"In this manner then you unite the duties of a soldier and

Nothing

is easier, sir;

offers.

"

the profession of a tailor ?
"This employment brings me every day a few centimes,
which I c&refully hoard up until I can change them into a

round piece

like this."

"You never go

then to the tavern?

"

"Never."
"
" Then
you don't like wine?
"
" I like
my mother better.
But some recreation is necessary now and then
' '

laborious

life

in the

of a soldier."

" And I am far from
depriving myself of
"
" Where do
take it ?

" That

it."

you

as

One

day, perhaps, at Saint Louis,
the parish of the French in Borne, where the worthy priests
tell us all sorts of things about the country we are now living
is

it

happens.

quite true, comrade, your conduct

is

worthy of

all

" Praise for
doing what

you allow

me

quarters.

"Adieu,

is right! oh no; but now, sir, will
to take leave of you, for duty calls me to

my

Adieu, sir."

my

friend."

n.
Whilst this conversation was going on at the military postthe frequenters of the table-d'h6te of the hotel Minerva,
the best hotel in Rome, kept by M. Save, the best host in the
world, remarked the prolonged absence of the pay-master, who
was generally noted f r his punctuality.
"Lambelin is quite a lambin* this morning," said the
colonel, in a forced tone, which contrasted with the burst of
office,

by

No doubt he has

his

bad

joke.

received to-ni^ht a

wagon load

of

French

Lacauchie.

I mistake not, you
"
have before this, brought me the fruits of your little savings ?
"Little, you may well call them, sir, for it takes some time

time an opportunity

is

"

coin," answered Robin, since dead at Versailles.
" Lambelin's chest is the
very Pactolus of the army," added

"
" Where does
your mother live?
" At
Communs, near Aubigny."

not

"That
praise.

"

'

is

It appears, sir, that the ancient Romans were famous troopers
in their day, as they say of the French in our times.
These
amusements are better than those of the tavera. "

laughter occasioned

25th,

"From what country, are you ?
"From the department of Cher."
"Tour name

Piece.

"

A

famous

"
said another colonel,
torrent, indeed, that
"
it is a pity it is so often dry, and
of brigade,
!

now a geuend
that we cannot dip our fingers in when we like."
From one end of the table to the other there was kept up a
running fire of bon-mots, repartees, and jokes, seasoned y
that gaie'y which a French party knows so well how to
<

up; till at last Lambelin entered the room, his arrival being
greeted by a burst of applause.
"What news do you bring ? " was shouted out.

"I

will tell

coffee better,"

you

at dessert,

it

will

answered Lambelin.

make you

And

relish

your

at dessert the pay-

master told the story of the soldier Bois, relating what the
reader has just heard.
" The conduct of this soldier is as beautiful as it is rare
;"
said a superior officer, the president of the party; "I will
make enquiry as to Bois' behavior since he has been in the
army, and if it answers to the good opinion we already have

we

will come to his aid and do something for his old
This suggestion was received with enthusiasm.
The report of virtuous actions, though not spreading BO
quickly as that of scandalous ones, nevertheless gets abroad
sometimes pretty soon. The history of the soldier Buis had
already arrived at the Caf6 Neuf, where after breakfasting at
the hotel Minerva, it was the custom to take a cup of mocha.
About twenty officers were playing billiards in the gardens of
the establishment, for the benefit of the hero of the morning.
The Caf6 Nuovo had just changed its name for the Caf MiliThose of you my readers who are ignorant of the cause
taire.
of this transformation will no doubt like to know it.
In the early days of the French occupation, two officers presented themselves at the CaftS Neuf, then one of the greatest
resorts of the Italian demagogues.
It was there, during thn o
mouths, that plots were formed against the million y of tli .t
of him,

mother."

who had inaugurated his reign, by the ni
The democratic Romans.
act of peneral amnesty.
tinued from custom to frequent this establishment, no-v become a place of re-union for the French officers, recen
holy Pontiff,

On another day, I go to the Trinite'-du-Mont, where tho two visitors in silence, but at the same tiaie witli nuequivo'al
in.
good religious make us sing hymns, which reminds me of my signs of antipathy. The landlord of the cite, advancing toown village church. Then sometimes to the Catacombs, or to wards our two countrymen, thus addressed them.
"
" What do
the Forum, where a bishop, Monseignenr Lucquet, who calls
you desire ?
us his children, relates to us curious histories of past times.
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"Two
\Vt>

onps of
have none

coffoe,

if

you please,"

-was the

answer.

j>/ /;</:.

"You

will not say so

by the time we have come

to the des-

sert."

left.''

\Vell then, give us two
" \\V
never make any."
(Jive us then a bowl of

rivr.

" Dessert what

cups of chocolate."

!

"You

is

that ?

"

will see,

comrade; meantime, taste this wine."
Bois ate and drank with extreme discretion, scarcely daring
punch."
As to punch, we have only the English journal of that to raise his eyes more than three inches from his plate; howname."
ever, encouraged by the kind looks, and unanimous welcome
"
Bring it then," said one of the officers, beginning to com- of the officers, hn at last became more at his ease. He was
beginning to confess that the cookery of the hotel Minerva,
prehend the hostile intentions of the host.
was better than that of the canteen, when a servant brought
"Some one is reading it," he answered.
" Have
me n box, directed "to M. Hois, ctiasgeur au 25 tiger 5 e du
you any ices."
"
"
I handed it to its'bwner, who begged me to open it.
Very fine ones, you can see yourselves in them from head second.
It contained a pair of redj'woollen epaulettes, a little card box
to foot."*
"Have you any beer ? "
He gave it to
carefully sealed, and a letter addressed to Bois.
" We finished it this
me to read and inform him of its contents. It was as follows,
morning."
"A
" Well then!
good action ought to be recompensed you have been a
bring us a glass of water; you surely have
that!
good son and good soldier; this is for the soldier." We put
" Not at
on him the epaulettes of a carabinier. " You have been a good
all, the French have broken the aqueduct which
son, this is for yjur mother." The little card box contained a
supplied it."
"Enough!" And the officers, with difficulty restraining sum of one hundred francs, quite a fortune for him, who durtheir auger, took their departure.
ing two years, and by the most generous sacrifices had only
The frequenters of the Cafe' Neuf laughed heartily, and con- been able to realize, sou by sou, the sum of seventy francs.
The joy of the young soldier can be better imagined than
gratulated the master of the establishment on his courage,
when bye-and-bye a confused noise of footsteps, bayonets, etc., expressed. The name of God and his mother trembled on his
was heard on the stairs. At the same moment a company of lips, and his heart overflowed'with grateful emotion. "How
"
art Thou, my God
said he, " Thou hast had pity on
grenadiers appeared, and ranged themselves in order of battle. good
Placed above want, this dear parent, will
One of the officers who commanded the troop, approached the my poor mother
now have w ood in the winter to warm her limbs, frozen by old
frightened hotel keeper, and said to him in a determined tone
" There is no coffee to be had in
your shop you have no age, and bread at all times, bread not too hard or too black
O my "God." And then turning his eyes to
chocolate, no ieos, no beer; yoa refuse even water to your thanks, thanks,
customers; your house then is not fit for a coffee-house, it will us, he said, "Oh! how good you are also, my dear benefactors,
do better service when we have transformed it into a barrack." for I see that the Lord God "lias chosen you to enrich my
"
The Cafe Neuf was immediately evacuated and shut up; mother
Accept my warmest gratitude
At this moment, the brave Colonel Devaux raising his glass
but at the en 1 of a month (he master made an humble apology
"
to t lie French authorities, who allowed him permission to open full of champagne, cried out,
Messieurs, I propose a
let us drink to the health of the woman who gave birth to this
liis establishment on his agreeing to change the name as above
true model of filial piety To the mother of Bois, Messieurs "
mentioned, Let us now return to Bois.
" Bravo
colonel," answered the voices iu chorus, and cups
were filled and emptied to the health of the mot ,er and her son.
in.
Notwithstanding all these flattering speeches, of which he
On the same day, as he had promised, the colonel made was the object, and the entreaties of his companions, Bois
The result was most satis- drank as he had eaten with extreme moderation, scarcely
inquiries about the soldier Bois.
y; ever since he had been in the regiment, he had not touching with his lips the sparkling draught.
hud a single punishment, arid he was remarked during the
"What my friend, do you despise that liquid there? " said
As good a son the surgeon of the army, the excellent and wise Lacauchie,
or his courage and coolness in danger.
was a brave soldier, he deprived himself even of his pipe, since dead, a victim to his love of science.
[isolation of a trooper, in order to make up more quickly
"Like you all, monsieur, it possesses my esteem, my
u< lent piece of five francs, which he was accustomed to
respect."
send to his old mother. This conduct of Bois was not only
"Well! prove it then."
" I would do
so, but I have something here," answered Bois
worthy of praise, but it merited a recompense, which was
awunled him some days after as we shall see, in the hotel pointing to his heart, I have something here, which chokes
'

'

,

1

!

'

,

!

!

;

;

!

!

;

!

!

!
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' '

me."
was determined to invite this good son and brave soldier
"A good reason why you should drink then. Now, one,
to dinner, aud it fell to me to perform the commission, which two, three, let us drink again to the health of your mother.
I did, without betraying the quality or the number of persons Drink; bravo one more cup."
s to meet.
I have already mentioned that the hotel
"Enough: this is the best stuff I ever drank in my life, but
Minerva received at its table the e"lite of the French array, so it intoxicates, and I am too happy to-day, to run the risk of
"
you can imagine my dear reader, what was the surprise and making acquaintance with the police.
"
" but will not
niasnient of this poor soldier, on finding himself seated
Happiness cheers," answered the colonel,
and
served
the
side
of
colonels
officers
before
at
intoxicate.
table,
by
Therefore,
splendidly
separating, messieurs, let us
He would have dravm back, but for the kind drink to the health of our common mother, to France "
iu lull uniform.
" To France "
muds of his superiors.
"I wish much to retire," he said, whispering in my ear, and
An instant after, Bois experiencing in himself the truth of
the axiom enounced by Lacauchie, regained his quarters, to
!g in his fingers the napkin to which he was unaccusenjoy his bliss alone, aud to think of his mother.
"
The other personages in this cene, adjourned to the Cafe
main, my friend," said I,
you will dine like a prince."
"
" I should like the mess with
my comrades much better.
Frauoais, to end a day, of \rhich they could with truth say
*
Vv'e have gained one more."
with Titus,
Glace*, the French both for ice ai.d glass.
".Minerva.
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THE PORTRAIT IN MY UNCLE'S DINING-ROOM,
A

Translated

TALK OP FRENCH SOCIETY UNDEB THE OLD KEOIME.

from

the

French of Madame Charles Reybaud by Lady Georgiana Fullertan.

CHAPTER I.
DOM

GERTJSAO

my college

AND HIS COUNTRY HOUSE.
or rather more than thirty years

life,

DURING
ago, I used to spend a part of my holidays with an uncle

my mother's at a pretty country house in Upper Provence,
a few leagues from the Piedmontese frontier. This uncle of
mine was a Benedictine, wonderfully learned, and devoted to
his books.
It was generaily agreed that he would have been
one of the glories of the celebrated Congregation of St. Maur,
if the Revolution had not driven him from his monastery just
of

as he had completed his novitiate.
Dom Gdrusac, as he was still called in his family, was only
twenty-five years old when the decree was issued which suppressed all the religious communities in France. He did not

take advantage of this circumstance to mix with the world
again, nor did he, on the other hand, endeavor to return to the
religious life by retaining, like most of the members of his
Order, the habit of St. Benedict in a Spanish or Italian monWhen the storm of tne Revolution had in some measastery.
ure subsided, he collected together the remains of his paternal
inheritance, and took refuge in a little obscure corner of the
earth, to which he gave the high-sounding name of St. Pierre
de Corbie, in remembrance of the famous House where the
first studious years of his youth had been spent.
This little

property was concealed, as it were, in a bend of the Alps, on
the northern slope of the chain of mountains which gradually
descends to the mouth of the Var. It was a wild but yet
cheerful site. The house stood on a little eminence, behind
which rose a ridge of immense rocks, on the steep sides of

which grew some fine tufts of Spanish chestnuts, whilst its
deep crevices were filled with a multitude of shrubs. The
approach to it was by a winding road, bordered with willows
and poplars, forming on both sides a transparent curtain of
foliage, through which could be seen fields, olive-groves and
long trellised alleys of vines, which looked like green ribbons
of curious hues unrolled on the chalky soil.
The diligence used to set me down on the high-road at
about a good league's distance from my uncle's home, and I
then followed on foot the narrow lane into which no voiturier,
or coachman, had ever hazarded his vehicle. I was delighted

make my way along this unfrequented path, carrying my
slender stock of clothes tied in a handkerchief, and with a
travelling stick in my hand, as if I had been a workman on his
to

tour through France.
I hastened my steps as I drew nearer, until at last, at the
entrance of the avenue, coming to a stand-still, I looked around
me with a de'.ight I c:in hardly describe, for each stony bank,
each tree, each little rivulet making its w:iy through the thick
;<'d like nn old friend.
It v. us uhvuys the samo

The house with its
peaceful, charming, well-known picture.
white walls and red-tiled roof, over which a wreath of blue
smoke curled gracefully upward, then a little below the house
the garden, green and gay as in the spring, and close to it the
orchard, with its fruit-trees bending beneath their load of red
apples and violet colored plums. And beyond this fair homescene rose the beautiful mountains, crowned with forests of
oak, and their sides dotted with white sheep, the sounds of
whose bleating was faintly heard in the distance.
met me with open arms, his first
My good old uncle always
"
My dear boy, do you come loaded
question invariably was,
And when I informed him of my
with University honors ?"
successes, he never failed to congratulate me in a Latin speech.
After which he would notice my heated, tired appearance, and
me into the little sitting-room on the ground floor, he
called his old servant, Marian, and desired her to bring me a
glass of sugared wine, and to take my bundle up stairs.

hurrying

The sight of Marian was the only drawback to
enjoyment
She was certainly the ugliest
in arriving in this lovely place.
There was something grim,
creature I ever set
eyes on.

my

my

sulky, and disagreeable about her looks, which I can hardly
I could
describe, but that made her singularly repulsive.
When I was a litnever get over my aversion to this woman.

fellow of eight or nine years old, I did not venture to look
in the face, and later on I could never see her without
Her stiff
thinking of the characters in the infernal legends.
tle

Marian

bony hands, blood-shot eyes, and innumerable wrinkles,
always reminded me of the stories about vampires and ghouls.
But I am bound to add that she was an excellent servant, attentive, obedient, and so little given to talking that she never
seemed of her own accord to open her lips.
My uncle had furnished his rooms with the becoming simplicity and substantial comfort of some of the ancient Religious
Houses. Marian excepted, everything about him had a cheerfigure,

pleasant aspect. The little saloon where he habitually sat
was furnished in particular with an unpretending elegance
which did not at first strike the eye, but by degrees its peculiar
character attracted notice. Everything in it was adapted for a
ful,

quiet, peaceful, studious

mode of

life.

on the

castors,

seemed to gather

noiselessly rolling

Comfortable armchairs,
of their

own

accord round the chimney, where, as early as September, a
bright little fire of vine fagots was lighted in the evening.
Vases of Japan china, always filled with fresh flowers,
decorated the corners of the room, and each frame of the gray
wainscoted walls was enlivened by a landscape painting of some
historical scene.
A door, which was generally ajar, opened into the library, the shelves ( f which were enriched with all tho
bibliographic treasures my uncle had collected. There, in luir
array, were to be seen a profane tribe of Latin authors, tho
leuriied host of 'the Benedictines of St. Maur, and a crowd of
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illustrious writers,

who have devoted

their time

to

t'.c

The

village of Mnl]
on the other side of

1

huge 1'olios, and their goi
thereon the dusky shelves. The
wns adorned with several paintings, and a curious old
tiered here and

Ou the -walnutprized by my uncle.
wood sideboard stood some ancient pieces of plate of exquisite
But I must own that none of these curiosities
workmanship.
attracted me half aa much as a portrait which Dom Gei-usac
had hung up over the pieivglass of the chimney-piece. It was
set of engravings,

much

a drawing in colored pencils, faded by time, and set in a frame,
once a handsome one, but now damaged in several ]
This picture represented a woman in tho full bloom of the
most radiant youth and beauty, and dressed in the style of one
of Watteau's shepherdesses a trimming of pink ribbons ornamented the long, stiff, painted bodice which supported her
black velvet bands, worn
like bracelets, encircled her beautiful arms, which were bare up
to the elbow, and her powdered hair was tied up with bows of

round and slender

waist.

Two broad

There was something wonderfully captivating
about that face a mixture of softness and brilliancy in those
tender and slightly prominent blue eyes. A half smile seemed
to hover over lips which disclosed teeth of the purest enamel
that little mouth was like a pomegranate flower, into whose
chalice jasmine blossoms had fallen.
My place at the table was jast opposite the chimney, and I
could not raise my eyes without seeing this enchanting creature, who seemed to gaze on me with the most bewitching
sweetness but when I looked down and saw Marian, with her
crabbed hideous face, standing bolt-upright behind Dom
Gerusac's arm chair, ready to change our plates and wait upon
us, I could not get over this contrast, and it served to increase
my antipathy to the old woman. I might have been more
a pale blue.

;

;

easily reconciled to her repulsive ngliness, if I had not had so
often before
eyes the ideal beauty of that incomparable

As

face.

to

my
my uncle,

indifference of a saint

he looked upon most things with the
and of a scholar. I am sure it had never

occurred to him to take notice of Marian's appearance. I ventured to ask him one day if he ever remembered her loss
wrinkled and shrivelled than she then was. He thought a little,
and then said. " No, upon my word I don't. Do you think
she is very old ? I suppose she must be about my own age
sixty or thereabouts."
" I should not be
And, when I exclaimed at this, he added,
are
There
if
she
were
people who appear
younger.
surprised
old long before their time. It strikes me that for the last ten
has always looked
years that she has been in my service she
much as she does now. At any rate, she is as strong and active
as a

young

girl."

Ge"rusac lived quite secluded from the world, and kept
up little correspondence, except with the learned societies to
which he forwarded the results of his labors, and received at
his house only a few members of his family who from time to
time came to see him. A good old priest, the Abbfi Lambert,
was the only habitual visitor at St. Pierre de Corbie. Once a
week during the holidays I used to see him arrive, with his

worn-out cassock tucked up in his pockets, his Breviary, under
He was curC of the
his arm, and a thick stick in his hand.
of
which
the
confines
on
of
my uncle's proMalpeire,
parish
to affirm that this
perty was situated, and I would venture
worthy man was the poorest priest in France. His parishioners were scattered over a vast tract of thickly- wooded laud,
intersected by deep valleys and often impassable torrents.
The village of Malpeire, situated nearly in the centre of the
more than a hundred inhabitants,
parish, contained scarcely
but from the size of the surrounding walls, and the nunil >er
of houses crumbling into ruins,

it

must have formerly been

was easy

far

to see that its

popu-

more considerable.

The

,M,

for a!l

;

tl.

the ordinary duties of a

>

pens in these Alpine countries, we on the southern slope of
the mountain enjoyed an equable temperature, whereas frequent storms burst upon the higher lands, and the cold was
sensibly felt in that part of the parish. We accordingly took
precautionary measures before ascending to thoMarian went on before us, carrying our cloaks, and waited for
us at the entrance of a gorge which divided the summit of the
n-.oniitaiu, and acioss which a current of icy air was almost al-

ways blowing.

The old servant carried also in a basket our breakfast, and in
a wallet slung over her shoulder
uncle's offerings for the
poor. She insisted on conveying these things in this way, in

my

of strapping them
Gerusac rode.

on the back of the quiet

little

donkey

Dom

We

generally made a halt on reaching the
above mentioned gorge. The spot went by the name of the
pass of Malpeire. It had a wild, sombre aspect, which particThe rock, apparently cleft by antediularly took my fancy.
luvian convulsion, exhibited a rent, both sides of which were
almost perpendicular. The black jagged points of its double
crest rose overhead in sharp and clear outline against the pale
blue sky, and the bottom of the precipice was hidden by a

multitude of plants and shrubs, which

under their intricate
unfathomed abysses. The pathway ran between the bare rock on one side and these masses of verdure
on the other. Beneath the green surface roared the rapid waThis road became impracticable in
ters of a brawling torrent.
winter, when the snow concealed the inequalities of the ground,
but in summer nothing could be pleasanter than to walk in
tissue, concealed

the shade of those huge rocks, enjoying the delicious coolness
rising from that ocean of foliage alongside the narrow pathway. An immense mass of rocks stood at the entrance of this deabove the wild uneven t r.
file, and jutted like a promontory
land on the northern side of the mountain. On the summit of this
sort of crest, the steep

and barren sides

which overshadowand ruined towers of

of

village, rose the dilapidated walls
the castle of Malpeire.

ed the

When we reached the mouth of tho gorge, Marian rose from
the seat at the foot of the road where she was in the habit of
waiting for us, and came forward to assist Dom Gerusac to dismount then producing our cloaks, she threw them over our
shoulders, and forthwith proceeded on her way, leading the
donkey by the bridle.
"Beally," my uncle would say, as he followed her w.th his
"that good woman has the legs of an ostrich, which runs,
;

IK

and mutila'
denoted the places where works
hancel,

oi'

art

had once

they say, at the rate of seven leagues an hour. There, see, she
is already out of sight."
" So much the better," I mentally exclaimed, for to my mind
Marian disfigured the prospect. I hated the sight of thi
tiquated shepherdess in her Sunday clothes, with her
shoes, her frightful black-straw hat cocked up on her old gray
top-knot, and her loose print gown, with the sleeves cut short
at the elbow, leaving her bare arms exposed to view.
When she had disappeared, I walked more leisurely along
the little winding path, enjoying the wild beauty of that
Each time I came there I felt more struck
nificent scenery.
with the picture which met my eyes at the furthest extremity
The ruins of the ancient feudal castle frowned
of the defile.
above us, and at the foot of the gigantic rocks on which they
rested stood the old church, with the houses of the village irregularly grouped around it. In the midst of a large open
space in front of the sacred edifice were two elm trees, linked

>WB

mlorned

-:id

pictures

any particular

which, with its Gothic spire, still tow( red over all the
Coring country, was a vast building, bearing tr:<-

splendor;

St.

their interweaving branches, so as to form in apa single tree with two large trunks. They had not
]!
their equal for size and beaiiiy in the whole country.
the hamlet an extensive tract of undulating ground
out, over which the eye wandered without taking cognizauce of

li,

it

from

hi;
.

had long since given up
i-d all

a.

eyes,

Dom

lation

Minday on our

into tho midst of these
:

f

.

study of our n

existed.

:

i

i

r

by

ice

details.

It

would ah

i,

if,

in

strange convulsion of nature, the haul had been thrown

Till-:
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is sinco those trees were
nfusion, and then suddenly resolved
planted and chrifltened ?"
" Christened V what do
mountains, an ocemi of motionless waves.
you mean ?" I asked.
"
Tin: ruins which overlooked this rugg.id expanse formed au
Yes, sir, christened ; for that one is called Monsieur le
of
feathe
architectural
imposing pile
buildings, displaying
Marquis and this out; Monsieur le Baron."
tiuvs of several different epochs.
Dom Gerusac had taken care
"And why, my boy," I again added.
to point out to rue the different characteristics of those succes"O, why," he answered, shrugging his shoulders, as if to say
sive eras.
According to him, Koman legions Lad once en- "Who cares?" "I never heard why ; it was so long ago I
camped on the broad terrace in front of the castle. The encir- suppose nobody knows. "
cling walls dated from feudal times, whereas the elaborate ornaments still to be seen on the frontage of two elegant pavilions
011 each side of the
building betokened a comparatively modern
CHAPTEB H.
erection.
In any case, nothing could be more desolate than
A
VISIT
FBOH
MY UNCLE'S SCHOOLFBLLOW.
the aspect of these roofless dilapidated structures.
I had sometimes questioned my uncle as to the former lords of the domain
I HAVE already said that there was a picture in my uncle's
of Malpeire, but he had never studied the local traditions of
It hung
drawing-room which had strangely taken my fancy.
the place, and the sort of answer my inquiries generally met over an old
looking-glass, which had the property of imparting
with was that the history of these great families was a perfect a
frightfully green hue to the unhappy faces reflected in it.
chaos.
Not, indeed, that documents on the subject were alto- There likewise stood on the chimney-piece two little cups of
gether wanting; there were some valuable ones in the cartulary Sevres china, embellished with ciphers and miniature wreaths,
of the church of St. Maur, which he happened himself to posperfect gems into which Marian ruthlessly stuck her matches.
sess.
He had come across a title in that book which went I don't know why I had taken it into my head that the picture,
clearly to prove that Ferrand, seventeenth baron of Malpeire, the looking-glass, and the cups had all come from the same
wns one of the sixteen Proveugal lords who accompanied God- house, and that the person
represented in the picture had often
He intended some day to looked at herself in the mirror, and touched with her coral lips
frey de Bouillon to the Holy Land.
write a memoir on tLe subject, and he would give it to me to the
edges of the pretty cups. This notion having once taken
read.
But, whilst the chronicle of the crusader was progress- possession of my mind, I was seized with ardent curiosity on the
ing, I made in the meanwhile an effort to induce Marian to re- subject, and framed all sorts of fanciful conjectures, worthy of
late to me the more recent history of the country.
One day as figuring in the pages of a novel. By degrees a singular feelwe were going to Malpeire, I overtook her at the entrance of ing grew out of this fancy. By dint of gazing on that portrait,
the pass, and, instead of getting out of her way, as I usually I
really fell in love with it, and experienced the agitations and
contrived to do, I boldly made an attempt at conversation.
emotions incident to that passion. All the little ornaments
"What a beautiful morning it is !" I said as I came up to her; which adorned the chimney-piece, became to me objects of in" I feel as active as a
chamois, and have walked so fast that I terest. I looked upon them with a kind of mysterious reverhave left my uncle a long way behind. May I sit by you until ence. Marian's matches I threw
away, and filled their placo
he comes up ?" She made room for me on the ledge of the
every day with the most beautiful flowers. Little did Dom
rock, but turned her head away in her usual ungracious man- GeYusac imagine when he saw me buried in his folios, as he
ner, and began to rummage in her basket, evidently in order fondly imagined, with my elbows resting on my desk, that I
to avoid speaking to me.
But nowise daunted, I began again: was all the time lost in dreams about this beauty, who only ex-

in

wild

li

n HIM

I

lit'

"How many years

my

dear Marion

tir-

?

have you trudged along this road,
Don't you find it sometimes very.long and

ing for your poor legs ?"
"
No, sir," she replied in that abrupt and sharp tone which
peculiar to ill-tempered old women.
" Before the Revolution there was a
I still persevered.
fine
"
castle on that height, I said, pointing to the ruins.
"Were
is

on canvas, and composing verses in her praise. I can
only plead in extenuation of this folly that I was seventeen
years of age, and had just finished my course of rhetoric.
In the midst of my intense internal agitation I maintained
sufficient self-command to conceal the emotions I went through
in consequence of this extravagant and romantic fancy.
The
isted

mere idea that anybody would suspect its existence made me
ashamed. But ia the meantime my unsatisfacI conjured up tho
tory curiosity became quite a torment.
" You must have been
most extraordinary suppositions as to the name and history of
very young then."
" So
young that I recollect nothing about it," she growled the lovely creature who had sat for her picture probably a hunout in a surly manner, and gathering up her bundle and her dred years ago, as if on purpose to be the delight and the
wallet she went to meet my uncle.
plague of my life.
This reply seemed to me a funny bit of pretension on MarIt would have been easy enough to clear up the matter by
ian's part, who must have evidently reached years of discretion
putting a direct question to my uncle but I could not bear to
at the time when the old regime came to an end.
Without any talk to him about it, I was so afraid of betraying my unacbetter success, I cross-examined the .Abb<5 Lambert it was countable interest in the subject.
One day, however, when wo
only since the Restoration that he had been appointed curfi of were at dinner, my courage suddenly rose, and pretending to
in those times, I .mean when it was inhabited by
its ancient lords ?"
As she made no answer, I civilly added,

you ever there

feel dreadfully

;

;

Malpeire. As to the peasants, they knew nothing of the local
history of their districts, and troubled themselves very little
about the occurrences of former times. As to the rising generation, I have no doubt they would have been puzzled to

laugh as I looked up at the glass,
"O, my dear uncle," I exclaimed, "what a funny sort of
It makes people's faces seem as if they
looking glass that is
"
wax.
of
mode
were
green
say
" But it
if thirty years or thirty centuries had elapsed sinpe the castle
is, nevertheless, a very pretty piece of furniture,"
of the Barons of Malpeire had been destroyed.
Dom G<5rusac replied " the frame, if you notice, is of ebony,
Once, however, as I was standing in the shade before the inlaid with silver and mother-of-pearl. It is a pity that the
church door, a little peasant directed my attention to the elm- top has been unfortunately knocked off. I suppose the arms
I
trees, and said, with evident complacency
of the family, with supporters and crest, used to be there.
"Did you ever see two finer trees than those, sir so straight found that glass in a broker's shop at D
as well as the
and tall, and so covered with leaves ? I have been told that
and those little Sevres cups, all
picture which hangs over it,
the like of them is not to be found in all Provence, or even
jumbled up together with bits of old rusty iron."
much further."
and I said hi a strangled voice, "I
]y[y heart beat very fast,
"
They do not seem to be very old," I answered, gazing up- suppose those things came out of some great house sacked at
wards at the interwoven branches which termed overhead au the time of the Revolution?"
"Most likely," my uncle replied "but there is no mark by
impervious roof of foliage.
"
" who can tell
O, as to that," the lad replied,
how many wiiich we can guess who may have been the owners of this old
!

;

:

,

;

;
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rubbish, as yon yonng gentlemen are apt to call everything not
iiiim."
Dom Gifi-usac hail turned round to
's

he was speaking of, ami, pointing

tot!:

" And that
tmit, he waid,
frame, Frederic, is a very pretty oue,
too.
Don't you think so

V

"That

portrait," I exclaimed,

"

O, yes

the portrait," he cried.
"It is half
rubbed out, and in very bad drawing but the frame is really
very handsome. Some day I mean to have it cleaned and reShe may
paired, and I shall then give the picture to Marian.
nail it up in her bedroom by the side of the print of the Wan;

"

dering Jew.
This speech made me shudder, but I did not venture to ask
my uncle to give me the object of my romantic worship. I
made tip my mind to see it pass into Marian's hands, with the

hope that it would be possible later on to buy it of her.
Meanwhile my uncle received a letter which filled him with
A
delight, and turned upside-down his quiet little household.
great personage and distinguished diplomate, the Marquis de
Champaubert, French ambassador at a foreign court, had
written to Dom Gerasac to say that, as he was to pass through
Toulon on his way to his post, he should turn aside from his
road to pay him a visit, and renew their old friendship.
uncle forthwith

summoned

his privy council,

that is to

which our old servant would cut

in the midst of all those

I felt myself getting hot in the face as I thought
of her boldly coming into the drawing-room, with her ni
on her arm, sticking herself behind
nisac's chair, or
ople.

pouring out wine for his guest with that frightful claw- like

hand

!"

"Dear me, no; not

My

figure

of hers.

In the afternoon, Babelou, the little maid who helped in the
kitchen, made her appearance at the end of the terrace, and
screamed to me in her most shrill voice, " M. Frederic, come;
the gentleman is arriving he is there in the avenue. "
"Where is his carriage? Which way did he come?" I
" It must have been
asked, quite puzzled.
upset in a ditch."
"His carriage!" cried Babelou, laughing. " Why, it ia
like your uncle's carriage
it can go along any road where a
donkey can set its four feet."
;

And so it was The ambassador was actually riding up to
the door on a small ass, caparisoned in the fashion of the
country, with a pad stuffed with straw, and no stirrups his
!

;

whole suite consisting of a peasant, who carried his portmanteau
and drove the ass before him with a hazel-bough.
M. de Champaubert sprang nimbly to the ground, and
threw his arms about my uncle's neck. The good old man
fairly wept for joy, and faltered out as he clasped his friend's
hand, "Well, I had never hoped for this. It is too great a

he called Marian and communicated to her the news he
had received. "Let every one set to work," he enjoined.
" Desire Babelou to
get the blue bedroom ready, and do you
devote yourself to the kitchen. M. de Champaubert will be
here to-morrow. Everything must be ready in good timeYou will, I am sure, take particular pains about the dinner.
There are some dishes you excel in a pigeon-pie, for instance.
Try and let us have one to-morrow and give us some ceufa &
In short, whatever you can
la neige, and some roast chickens.

happiness,

think of that will be nicest.
" I will do
Marian

through his gray hairs.
" If
your letter had only reached me one day sooner," my
I should have gone to meet you at C
uncle said,
.
You
must have been rather puzzled to find your way here. "
"
"I left my
O, not the least!" his Excellency replied.
carriage on the high-road, and went in se,arch of a donkey and
a boy to bring me here. I found what I wanted at a farm-

say,

;

"

best,"

"That dear good Maximin," my uncle
" how
I shall be to see him
He is
glad

altered."

"Come, come,"
snow has

"a little
And he ran his

rejoined the Marquis with a smile,

fallen here

since

we

last parted."

fingers

replied in her short manner,
and, without waiting for further instructions, she returned
to the kitchen.

my

mon seigneur."

do you mean by monseigneur ? " the Marquis ex"Call me Maximin, as you used to
claimed, taking his arm.
Do you know, my dear Thomas, that I knew yon again
do.
"
at once ?
"So did I you," my uncle replied; " you are not the least

"What

!

said,

turning to me,

my old friend.

We

' '

began our studies together at the Oratorians" but I was intended for St. Maur, and so two years afterwards I went to La house close by."
" But who had described to
Chaise Dieu. Champaubert asked leave to go there with me.
you the road you were to take?"
He had no vocation for the religious life, but he was a good my uncle asked.
His family
scholar and had a decided taste for the classics.
"Nobody," replied his friend. "I know this country. I
had wished him to be a priest, but his elder brother happening have been here before." And he looked around him at the valto die before he had finished his studies, he reentered the world ley and the mountains.
"After you had left La Chaise Dieu ?"
before he could be said to have left it. I was just going to beIt was on All
"About two years afterwards."
gin my novitiate when he left La Chaise Dieu.
" Indeed !" exclaimed Dom Gerusac. " How did it
I can see him now, in his blue coat and round
Saints' Day.
happen
American hat, taking leave of us at the entrance door, just be- that I never heard of it ?"
M. de Champaubert smiled somewhat sadly, and lowering
fore mounting his horse.
O, he was a famous horseman, and
" You were at St. Pierre de
his voice, answered,
BO good-looking."
Corbie, just
" Was that a
I
to
make
vows.
There were things at that time I
tune
?"
asked.
about
your
ago
foolishly
very long
"
"
It was in 1787
did not feel as if I could write to you about."
stop a moment.
Well," said my uncle,
"
since
those
have
must
elapsed
days.
Why not, I wonder?" my uncle said hi his kind simple
therefore, thirty-five years
nor
him
heard
about
manner.
I have never seen Champaubert since,
He emigrated in the early
I stood a little apart in silent amazement I could not perexcept through the newspapers.
days of the Revolution, and did not return to France till the suade myself that I had before my eyes a man who representof France, and was in the habit of speaking t
peace. Since then, his talents and fidelity have met with their ed the King
reward. The king has heaped honors and distinctions on him. crowned heads. At first sight, our guest might have been
He is a peer of France, an ambassador, and has I don't know taken for a plain country gentleman. His blue coat, closely
He' is buttoned over his chest, did not afford a glimpse of the least
how many titles and dignities. May God prosper him
His dress was as unpretending as possible
bit of red ribbon.
worthy of his good fortune."
The idea of finding myself in the presence of this great man, his manners easy and natural, and his countenance expressed
Not but there was at
of being presented to him, kept me awake all the night, and at once good-nature and shrewdness.
the first thing I did in the morning was to stand on the ter- the same time something commanding in his appearance, and
I was greatly perplexed to in his eye sometimes a quick flash which denoted perhaps
race and watch for his arrival.
think how his Excellency's carriage and horses would manage little pride. His face was still very handsome, and, which was
than my uncle. Dom Cerusnc,
to get through our cross-road, with its ruts and holes, and I odd, he looked much younger
life had been spent iu quiet scientific labors, had already
the
which
was
whose
about
in
course
of
little
no
reception
felt
anxiety
him. It seemed to me quite ontof keepingwith the gait of an old-man whereas his friend, who had been
preparation for
d in the warfare of conflicting passions, aud gone
of course, that lie
BO distinguished a guest.
and
I
to
he
numerous
suite,
through the agitations of un eventful life, still walked with
with a
pictured
myself
;

;

;

!

;

a,

;

1

travelled

!,

I

r

7A
hond

MY

and a firm unhesitating step.
presented me to our guest, and then the two friends
tlic house n rm in arm.
M. de Ch.-impaubert was turning towards the garden, but Dom Gerusac drew him another
" It is too hot out of
way, saying:
doors; we had better go into
proof,

My uncle

UNCLE'S DINING-ROOM.
Fortunately Marian had been able to attend to the cooking
to the last moment, and to give directions to her aid

up

The table was in consequence perfectly laid,
cuiiip HMiclou.
and the dinner excellent. I had routed out from the corner of
the cellar some bottles of wine really fit to beset before a king.
the library."
M. de Champaubert ate sparingly and quick, talking all tho
"
"
your library, my time, whereas my uncle went through his dinner with his usual
l>y all means," the other gaily replied
dear Thomas, is, I know, your world, your kingdom, your fam- calm manner and steady appetite, only heightened by the
You will introduce mo to all the ancient and modern au- pleasure of having opposite to him so welcome a guest.
ily.
thors assembled here.
For my part I could not swallow a mouthful. Nothing could
But, first of all, will you let me have
exceed my internal agitation. The Marquis's questions evisomething to drink ? I am dying of thirst."
My uncle went to the door of the kitchen and called Marian. dently showed that he recognized the lovely face which I had
" Now for
been gazing on with such rapture for the last six weeks. He
it," I thought, and awaited with a kiiid of comical
terror the effect her appearance would produce upon his Excel- knew who this woman was whose name I had despaired of ever
It was Babe- discovering.
He could tell me there was no doubt of it the
lency; but to my great relief she did not appear.
lou who came in, carrying on a large tray a bottle of old wine, very thing I most ardently desired to know. But how should
some sugar, a magnificent basket of fruit, and a plateful of lit- I ever venture to put to him a question on the subject ? How
tle yellow peaches.
manage to approach it ? These thoughts were running in my
" That is
perfect," M. de Champaubert exclaimed, as he him- mind, when all at once, in the midst of a conversation in which
self assisted Babelou to set down the tray on the table, which political discussion was mixed up with school reminiscences,
was all covered with manuscripts and books. " This clever lit- my uncle said to his friend, "Public affairs seem to have entle girl has guessed that 1 am particularly fond of these yellow grossed your whole life.
You have never, I suppose, thought
peaches, with their little acid flavor. I don't know anywhere a of marrying?"
more refreshing fruit."
"I beg your pardon," was the reply. And the Marquis,
"
" It is
" I was to
I daresay not, my uncle said with a smile.
only on looking up at the picture over the chimney, added,
our ban-en mountains that this wild production of nature is have married the beautiful girl whose portrait that is."
" that
" You don't
suffered to grow nowadays."
anonymous
say so !" my uncle exclaimed ;
"
" Do sit down
the Marquis
coincidence."
is
a
?
It
here, dear old schoolfellow
singular
portrait
"
We have
said, making room for Dom Gerusac by his side.
M. de Champaubert said, " I certainly did not expect to have
1

;

' '

!

so

many things to talk about."
I asked my uncle in a whisper

seen here that likeness of the fair object of
if

he had any directions to

give me, and then, out of discretion, withdrew.
A little before dinner-time Babelou came to me in the dining'

room, looking aghast.

"Mercy on

us, sir !" she exclaimed,

" what are we
going

to

my

first

love."

about it," Dom Gerusac said. "As
we are about recalling all our old recollections, I am glad
"
you have happened to find here this souvenir of the past.
" I can
and
a
little
The Marquis smiled
answered,
bitterly,
now speak of it without emotion and since you wish it, I will
give yon the history of that time of my life. Not so much for
tell

us

all

;

Marian has been working so hard since yesterday, that
now she is taken ill, and has just been obliged to go to bed."
I must confess that I felt an involuntary relief.
"
Well, you must wait at dinner," I said to the little maid
"go and put on your best gown and a clean apron. Tell Marian
to remain quietly in bed; I will let my uncle know about it."
The two friends had gone from the library into the garden,
and my Tincle was proudly slewing off his flowers and vegetables to M. de Champaubert, who seemed delighted with all he
saw, went into good-natured raptures about the fine carnations
and the tall cabbages, and as he walked along the trellise picked
and ate the grapes with the relish of a school-boy. I whispered
The dear good man
to my uncle the news of Marian's illness.
went immediately to see his old servant, and I remained alone
with M. de Champaubert, who, after one more turn in the
"
Perhaps we had better go and see if dinner is
garden said

do

" You must

?

;

your edification, my dear old friend, as for the sake of your
nephew, who sits there gazing so intently on my betrothed that
it would almost seem as if her fatally beautiful eyes had in-

"
of their poison.
in
in
or
said
earnest, put me quite
These words, whether
jest
I felt as if the speaker had read my inout of countenance.
stilled into his soul

some

most thoughts, and I could only reply to this kind of apostrophe by a nervous attempt at a cough.
My uncle, after emptying his glass at one gulp, laid both his
hands on the table-cloth, which was with him a token of the
listen.
deepest attention, and prepared to
"Let us have coffee brought in here, and send Babelou
must tell my story with
away," M. de Champaubert said; "I
that picture before

my

eyes."

:

ready."
The dining-room had a window down to the ground. I opened the outer blinds and stood aside to let his Excellency go in
The curtains were drawn up, and a bright light shining
first.
iii the room; the gildings of the old frames looked to advantage
As M. de Champaubert entered
in the rays of the setting sun.
and walked toward the chimney, his eyes caught sight of the
He turned round to me and
picture over the looking-glass.

asked eagerly,
"
from ?
I colored

neur

my
"

;

"

Do you know where

that portrait

D

" With that
looking-glass and those two
"I believe so, monseigneur."

little

cups?

"

Dom Ge>usac came back at that moment. ' You must ex"
" if the attendance is not
cuse me, my dear Maximin, he said,
what I should have wished. But I have lost the best half of
my household. My old maid-servant has been taken suddenly
ill?"

" Never
" we will wait
mind," M. de Champaubert replied
on ourselves, as I have done iu the days of the emigration. "
;
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The day was waning. I lighted the candles on both sides of
The light thrown on the picture brought out its

the mirror.

relief to the enchanting face,
tints, and lent a vague
which seemed to smile through the glass that covered it, like
one of Greuze's lovely heads behind the half-opened curtain of
a window. The Marquis fixed his eyes steadily upon it for a
moment, and then, as if he guessed my secret "but intense
That is the
to me, and said.
curiosity, he addressed himself
de Malpeire, the only daughter of the
portrait of Mademoiselle
Baron de Malpeire."
" Of the last lord !" I exclaimed "and she lived at the top
of the mountain ?"
"Yes, my young friend," M. de Champaubert replied; "and
it was there that the events took place which I am about to reAfter a pause, he turned to Dom Gerusac and said:
late."
" Do
you remember, my dear Thomas, my writing to you a

came faded

up to the eyes, and stammered out, "Yes monseigin an old curiosityuncle bought it at
,

shop.

CHAPTER in

;

THE PORTRAIT
letter, in

which

I

I.V

MY

mentioned that I was leaving Paris and going

iTiiey to the south of Fr:i
"It
uncle answered.
Jes, i" bo sure, I recollect it,"
10 last I ever received from you, and, without meaning

my

was written, if I mistake not, before the Revolution in the mouth of August, 1789."
\\~hat a wonderful memory you have for dates !" M. de
" You are
quite right, for I arrived
Champanbert exclaimed.
in this country some time after the famous night of the 4th of
August. But I must begin by explaining to yon the origin of
the friendship which existed between the Champauberts, an
ancient family in Normandy, and the Malpeires of Provence.
More than a hundred years ago, at the time of the war with
Piedmont, the division of our army commanded by the Mare
any reproach,

it

'

1

chal de Tesse occupied the frontier.
My great-great grandfather, Guillaume de Champaubert, served in the Regiment
as did also a young nobleman of this country, the

d'Auvergne,
Baron de Malpeire.
They soon became sworn friends, as well
as comrades in arms. Both were in the prime of life, and married to young wives, who had accompanied them to the seat of
wnr that is to sny, they had taken up their residence at the
Castle of Malpeii-p, which was considered an impregnable
Several engagements had taken place between the
fortress.
French and the Pit-omontese, who were ravaging the low
the Marquis de Chamcountry. In one of these engagements
paubert was wounded. His wife hastened to the field of battle,
about two leagues from here, and succeeded in getting him
he died on the
transported to the Castle of Malpeire, where
A short time afterwards, the Baron de Malfollowing day.
After this double
of C
.
peire was killed under the walls
the two ladies remained at Malpeire, shut up by the
;

calamity,

snow which lies on these mountains, as you know, for six
months out of the year. On the same day they both gave birth
to sons, who were christened at the same time in the church of
In commemoration of this event, two elm-trees
the village.
In my
were planted and named after the new-born children.
Are
time the shade of these trees covered the whole square.
they

"

by

still

in existence ?"

"and they go
Yes, they are, monseigneur," I eagerly cried;
the name of Monsieur le Marquis and Monsieur le Baron

but no one here knows why."
" The two widows spent the year of their mourning together.
Subsequently they were obliged to part but the similarity of
their fate had given rise to a friendship, which lasted as long
;

UM they lived.
They took care to instil the same feelings in
the hearts of their sons, who in their turn transmitted them to
Although living at the opposite extremes of
their children.

the kingdom, the two families did not fail to communicate to
<me another any interesting domestic event ; and on all respecA
tive birthdays letters of congratulation were duly sent.
desire fora matrimonial alliance between the
li nip-standing
two families had not ceased to exist, but Providence seemed to
h;ive decreed that their wishes should meet with constant disthree generations not a single girl was
appointment. During
born in the house of Champaubert, and the daughters of the
Lords of Malpeire all died in infancy. I had often in my

childhood heard this spoken of at home, and I also knew that
the Baron de Malpeire happened now to have a daughter
about my own age. It was not, therefore much of a surprise
to me when, two years after I had left La Chaise Dieu, my
father told me one day that he had arranged my marriage with
'
My dear Maximin,' those were his words.
Mile, de Malpeire.
that we can desire. I
I think that this marriage combines all
knew the Baron when he came to Paris, about twenty-five
married to Mile. d'Herbelay, one of the most
years ago, to be
of the old
charming persona in the world. He is a nobleman
full of
Kc.hool a little narrow-minded and ignorant, but
'

dus and noble feelings. The young lady's dowry is amply
the name of Malpeire, it speaks for itself
sufficient, and as to
I have not made any
it is one of the oldest in Provence.
with regard to the beauty of your fuparticular inquiries
ture bride, you will soon be able to judge of it yourself ;
My father
I only know that she is in her twentieth year.'
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said this with a smile, which made me conclude that an agreeable surprise was in store for me, and that Mile, de Malpeire
You see by that picture that I was not
ry handsome.

mistaken."
"
Yes, she must have been a pretty girl," my uncle said,
raising his eyebrows, with the kind of look a peasant might
have put on if called upon to admire an ancient coin or a manuscript in a dead language.
" I arrived
here, as I said before, towards the end of August,"
M. de Champaubert continued. " I had been travelling eight
days on the dusty road in an uncomfortable post-chaise, and I

remember the delightl felt at the sight of these mountains
and green valleys, and the pleasure it was to hear the sound of
well

running water in every direction. The present road did not
then exist; there was only a path for horses and mules. I was
This
riding, and a mule-driver followed with my luggage.
man had travelled a little, and though a native of the country,
he spoke French, and told me the names of the various hamlets
which we saw at a distance, and had a story to relate about
each of them. When we came to the entrance of the gorge,
which is commonly called the Pass of Malpeire, he pointed out
to me a flat stone which juts out of the rock and forms a kind
of seat a little below the road.
Have you evi r n iced it?"
" To be sure I
have," my uncle answered. "It is there my
"
old servant Marian rests when we go to mass.
" I was
expecting to hear some tale about robbers in that
cut-throat-looking place, but my guide only said, This is the
place, sir, where the daughter of the Baron de Malpeire came
to life again.'
'What daughter,' I asked. 'Oh, the one who
is now full of health and spirits.
When she was just seven
years old she sickened and died, as all her brothers and sisters
She. was
Jiad done, who have now been a long time in heaven.
so really and truly dead that they put her into a coffin, with a
white wreath on her head and a crucifix between her hands,
and set out from the castle to lay her in the vault of the old
chapel at the bottom of the hill, which is the burial-place of
the lords of the manor. When the young girls who were carrying the body arrived at this spot they were tired, and placed
M. le
the coffin OH that stone seat while they rested a little.
Curd had left off chanting the Libera not Domine. Nobody
spoke, and not a sound was to be heard except the murmur of
the torrent flowing through the ravine. All at once a little
The child sat up, looked about
voice came out cf the coffin.
her as if for the water, and said, 'lam so thirsty.' All who
were there felt frightened when they saw her lift up her shroud;
but M. le Cure took her up in his arms and carried her back to
her mother alive and well.' This story, I can hardly tell why,
made me shudder. I had been dwelling incessantly during
my journey on thoughts of love and marriage. I trembled to
think how near I had been losing my bride. The wild scenery
and the gloomy grandeur of the surrounding country worked
on my imagination I was enraptured with the aromatic perit

'

;

solitary beauty of the mounthe confused but harmonious sounds which rose
from the deep woods, the delicious air I was breathing.
The
It was in this frame of mind that I arrived in Malpeire.

fume

of the Alpine plants, the

tains,

was at that time an old fortress to which some modem
had been from time to time joined on. It was surrounded by formidable walls, and flanked by crested towers;
but a new frontage concealed the lower part of the keep, which
castle

additions

stood at the edge of a perpendicular rock above the precipice.
The windows were provided with green blinds', and the platform on which they looked had been transformed into a little

But these embellishments
llowrr-gardon, open to every wind.
had altered in nothing the character of the old baronial resiThe principal entrance was to the north, and on that
dence.
side the castle completely
preserved the warlike and

A
aspect of the buildings of the middle ages.
wide moat surrounded the ramparts, and the entrance-gate
stood between two little towers, still furnished with falconets.
The drawbridge existed in the same state as at the time of the
wars of Provence, but for many years it had not been i.
and its solid planks formed a kiiid of passage, without chains

MY
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T arrived the sun was just setting.

I

and walked with groat dignity

.ving the bridle of

my

77//v

When

or hand-rail.
i

,it

the

dr..
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in the most prodigiously
heeled whoes. I was too much absorbed, too much 11^,1
to attend much to anything bnt the one predominating thought

horse to the guide, I walked ou looking about for some one to
After going through a vaulted passage, I came into
to.
a large court surrounded by ancient buildings, the mullioned
windows of which were all closely shut up. No one appeared,
and HO profound was the silence that the castle might have
been supposed to bo uninhabited. After once walking .round
the court, I ventured to push open a door which stood ajar,
and I saw before me the first steps of a winding staircase and
a niche in the wall with an image of the Blessed Virgin surI went up, feeling my way as I
rounded with bouquets.

i

my mind. Every sound made me start, and I kept watching the door in hopes every moment of seeing Mile, de Mulpeiro appear, though I could not summon courage to inquire
The Baron in
after her, or even to pronounce her name.
but it
out shooting, OB usual,' Madame de Malpeire said
In the meantime,
will not be long now before he comes home.
in

'

'

;

some refreshments

I will order
here.

What

will

you have

a

?

to

be brought up for

little

wine,

you

with a slice of

but
dry toast ? or a glass of eau sucrce, perhaps.' I declined,
she insisted.
Well, but a cup of coffee, then with me ? Nobody ever refuses a cup of coffee. Mile. Boinet, bring the
A little table here, and ring that we may send for hot water.
The lady in waiting pushed a little round stand hi front of her
between two lighted candles, a
light I could just discern the tapestried walls, the high-backed mistress, and placed upon it,
de Malpeire opened this
the
Madame
of
and
chest
of
sandalwood.
candlesticks
small
branched
the
copper,
large
chairs,
chimney, with its heavy mantlepiece projecting over the hearth case and took out of its blue-velvet compartments a coffee-pot,
I concluded that this room, or rather a sugar-basin, and those two little cups you see on the chimneylike a stone canopy.
hall, must be the ante-chamber of another apartment, where I piece."
"
could hear the sharp, shrill yapping of a little dog who was
O, I felt sure of it !" I cried, clasping my hands on my
the
of
a
at
sound
no
doubt
forehead.
strange
barking furiously,
I knocked to give notice of my presence, and a
The Marquis looked at me with a faint smile, and continued:
footstep.
stout servant-girl, dressed in green baize, made her appear- "When the coffee was ready, Madame de Malpeire poured it
ance; but without allowing me time to give an account of out into two cups, gave me one, and she took the other herknow
myself, she ran towards the door at the other end, calling out, self, she said, Mile. Boinet, will you let my daughter
Not one word more, if you please.'
"Mile. Boinet, Mile. Boinet." A middle-aged woman, with that I wish to see her ?
the air and manner of a confidential attendant in a great I felt I changed color, but I said nothing. My agitation seemlow curtsey. When ed to amuse Madame de Malpeire.
Come, now,' she whisfamily, then came forward and made me a
I mentioned my name she assumed a smiling, discreet expres- pered, with a smile, 'it would be all very well if you were the
After a pause, she added more seriously, That
sion of countenance, which seemed intended to convey young lady.
that she knew what I was come about, and with a true Parisian little girl of mine does not, you know, expect to see you here,
so you must not be surprised if she does not welcome you at
ut, which showed her to have been born within hearing of
I deserve nothing
the bells of Notre Dame, she said: "I beg, sir, to offer to you the first moment the way you deserve.'
my most humble respects. I will hasten to inform Madame la yet,' I cried. 'lean only hope. And so I hope, madame, that
nmne of your arrival." A moment afterwards the folding- I shall not prove unworthy in your daughter's eyes of the hapii-s
opened, and Madame la Barouue herself, coming forward, piness that has been promised to me.' Almost at the moment
" M, de
^1 to me:
Chauipaubert, I beg you a thousand par- I was saying this, Mile, de Malpeire came in by the door opI am more shocked than I can express that you did not posite to the one which opened on the large room. I heard the
is.
The fact is, we did not sound of her light footstep
but when she saw me, she
find any one below to show you up.
Her
I
for
to make her escape.
till to-morrow."
arrived
inclined
seemed
and
short
apologized
having
expect you
stopped
thus unexpectedly, and, Madame de Malpeire having invited mother, to relieve her embarrassment, took her by the hand,
me in, I offered my hand to lead her back to her room. When and leading her forward, said in a playful manner, This is
I crossed the threshold of the door I was so taken by surprise my daughter, sir, a very shy young lady, but when she has
" This is
that I could not help exclaiming:
something marvel- seen more of the world I have no doubt she will soon learn to
have
la
Baronne
You
to carry off the make herself
Madame
I muttered a few words of complimanaged
lous,
agreeable.'
Kalon of one of the most charming hotels of the Faubourg >St. ment, to which Mile, de Malpeire made no reply beyond a
Germain, or of Versailles, and to place it at the top of this silent courtesy, and then, with a cold, distant, almost haughty
The
mountain!" "Well," she answered, laughing, "I have con- expression of countenance, she sat down by her mother.
of evidently
trived to arrange a corner of this old castle so as to make it poshad
de
which
Madame
spoken
Malpeire
shyness
When the curtains are drawn and the can- amounted either to an excessive reserve or a total absence of
sible to live in it.
at
Paris.
dles lighted, I can almost fancy myself
the charm about thia
But, alas
any desire to please. But so great was
when I look out the illusion is at an end. Instead of the gar- lovely girl, that, hi spite of her ungraciousness, it was imposdens of the Luxembourg, I see nothing from my window but sible not to be irresistibly captivated. That portrait gives only
the roofs of the village, and on every side rocks, woods and a faint idea of her beauty.
Who could ever have painted
mountains. Indeed, I have often been tempted to say what my the exquisite delicacy of expression, and her eyes, which
she was a Forbin Jauson wrote from here seemed at one moment to flash fire, and an instant afterwards to
late mother-in-law
to her uncle the Cardinal, just after she was married
'Here I express the most bewitching sweetness ?
Yes, she was wonam, lodged in the skies, with the eagle at my beck, and near derfully beautiful. She possessed that extraordinary power of
She laughed f ascination which robbed Adam of Paradise, and would have
enough to the moon to touch it with my hand.
again, and, after inviting me to sit down, took up on her knees beguiled Satan himself had he been made of mortal clay. Dazthe little spaniel, who still kept growling at me sot/o voce, and zled by this fair vision, I lost all self-possession, and really dursank back into her chair in a gracefully indolent attitude. The ing the whole of that evening I must have appeared a perfect
Baronne de Malpeire was a thin small woman, who looked at fool
For the first tune in my life, I had fallen desperately in
Her dress was some- love."
first sight much younger than she was.
what old-fashioned, but it was in keeping with the style of her
What with
delicate features and her coquettish manners.
CHAPTER IV.
rouge and powder, her complexion exhibited the peculiar
She managed to wear
brilliancy of a pretty family portrait.
A STTITOB TJNDEB THE OI.D REGIME.
with all the ease and grace of a grandc. dame, that most
invention of the last century, an enormous
troublesome
"Madame de Malpeire was quietly sipping her coffee, and
flounced petticoat, spreading over two stiff projecting
took upon herself the whole burden of conversation.
ascended, and on reaching the first landing-place found myself
at the entrance of a spacious and lofty room, the furniture of
which seemed to me to date from the time of the League.
a table. By its
solitary lamp was burning at the corner of

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

!

!

'

pockets,

fortunately

8
'
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My dear love,' she said, glancing over her daughter's
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dress, 'I

sir,"

she quickly replied

'

;

I

am

nothing at

all.'

'I

am

de-

iauame de
lighted that rny daughter is fond of r
yon in that cotton gown nml those clumsy flat s)
mid why IB your hair tied up quite at the back of your head, Malpeire said, playing with her sinifl'-box us she spoke.
Fur
and without any powder? It is very evident that Mile. Boinet my part, I never could apply my mind to it, and as to serious
has hnd nothing to do with your toilet. You really look a
books, I cannot endure them.' Astonished at this umlis;
'Do I, mamma?' Mile, de Malpeire said, as she raised frivolity, I answered, If I might venture a suggestion, I would
fright
her eyes to the glass in which I had been contemplating for the advise you, Madame la Baronue, to go out sometimes, and
hist quarter of an hour that beautiful fair hair, fastened by a walk on those beautiful adjacent mountains, clothed with
simple tortoise-shell comb, her blooming color, and the fine- almost more flowers than grass. The finest gardens do not
ness of her slender waist, enclosed in a corsage of blue and present, I assure you, a more brilliant and smiling picture.
white print.
Her eyes met mine in the glass. She instantly
Yes, I daresay it is very pretty,' she replied, in an indifferent
turned her head away, with a look not so much of confusion as manner; but the roads which lead to these charming spots
of annoyance.
are not so smooth as the alleys of the Park of Versailles.
We
" 'You must excuse
my daughter's deshabille,'' Madame de should have no end of precipices to cross." 'In that case,' I
She did not know said, we must look nearer home. If I were you, Madame la
Malpeire added, addressing herself to me.
we should have company this evening, or she would have Baronne, I would try and interest myself about the
I wish she would take more pains about among whom I lived, and the details of rural life. I would
dressed for supper.
often go into the village, and visit the tenants.'
her dress, but I cannot get her to attend to it. She pretends
O, dreadful,'
foolish child that she cannot walk in high-heeled shoes.' she exclaimed, laughing; you do not know what you advise
'
Mademoiselle may perhaps be right on that point,' I ventured Every Sunday at church I have a distant view of these good
It must be very difficult, Madame la Baronne, to keep people, and I can assure you that it is quite enough to take
to say.
one's balance in shoes like yours.'
'Oh! not at all,' she away any wish to see them nearer.
"I saw a look of indignation in Mile, de Malpeire'a eyes,
I assure you it is all habit,
I should not
quickly replied.
think of taking a step beyond my room with my morocco slip- and in an almost imperceptible manner she moved a little
She put farther from her mother's side. What I had said seemed, on
pers, and with these little shoes I can walk very well
out at the same time her tiny foot, encased in a shoe of that the contrary, to meet with her tacit approval. She turned toabsurd shape which only allowed the great toe to touch the wards me with a less stern expression of countenance.
There
ground, and then striking together the high wooden heels, cov- are, then, some very beautiful flowers, sir, on our wild moun'As beautiful," I replied, 'as any of our
ered with white leather, she added with a sigh: I have danced tains?' she said.
There are slopes entirely covered with
in shoes of this kind in a ballet at the Hotel de Kichelieu, in gardens can boast.
which I appeared as a shepherdess. But that was a long time the blue heartsease and the purple-headed aconite and all
Then passing by a sudden transition to graver thoughts, kinds of other plants, one more lovely than the other. But I
ago.
bhe exclaimed: It is a terrible thing to live as we do here, ex- suppose you have often walked, mademoiselle, in that part of
cluded from society, and with hardly any intercourse with the your father's property?"
No, sir, never,' she coldly replied.
world. I have never been able to reconcile myself to this kind
My mother does not go beyond the walls of the castle, except
of banishment.
When I came to this spot after my marriage, I to church, and she would not allow me to walk anywhere withlittle thought I should spend my lif e here.
I endured my soli- out her.' 'Here is my husband,' cried Madame de Malpeire,
he is coming into
tude and ennui with patience, because I was young, and with turning towards the half open window
BO many years of life before me and felt as if there would be the court-yard.'
.
This announcement was speedily corroborated by a confused
time enough later for amusement, and so I allowed my youth
noise of footsteps, and the loud barking of several dogs.
to slip by.
M. le Baron is. kindness and good nature itself
Although we have not the same tastes, and though the life he most immediately afterwards the sound of a heavy tread was
leads here suits him exactly, he would always have been will- heard in the adjoining room, and then the Baron made his aping to take me to Paris. Every spring and every autumn the pearance, with his game-bag slung over his shoulder, and a
journey was talked of but I have had a great many children, fowling piece in his hand. Had I met him anywhere else I
and whenever the time to set out approached, I was not able to should have taken him for a poacher. He threw his cap on
If I had not arranged this apartment in the way you the sofa, wiped his sunburnt face, and, after cordially embratravel.
see, and hadn't my poor Boinet with me, Idon't know what I cing me, inquired after my father.
Then, turning to the
should have done; I must have died of ennui.
'But heaven in Baronne and Mile, de Malpeire, he said, How are you, wife ?
how do yon do, my little girl? Guess what game I bring
its mercy, Madame la Baronne, spared you one of your chiland whilst you devoted yourself to you.
Four-legged or two-legged creatures ?' asked Mile, de
.1,' I timidly replied;
Both,' cried the
your daughter's education, the isolation you complain of must Malpeire, slipping her hand into the bag.
I have three white partridges,
have been less sensibly felt." 'Oh! of course,' she answered, Baron, in a tone of triumph.
and bending down to fasten a bow of ribbon which had two red ones, and a leveret, which has kept me on the run the
been lying on the table in her daughter's hair, she added, whole morning. I should have ended by losing it, if it had
don't like

'

;

'
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'

'

'

'

'

]

'

'
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'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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;
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;
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'

'

'

'
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This

rend.

puss has never left me. I taught her myself to
I also tried to give her music lessons, but the attempt

little

tall fellow who won the pewter plate at the
wrestling match last year.' 'Pinatel?' Mile, de Malpeire said.
Exactly so, the Baron answered displaying his spoils; 'he

not been for that

was not very successful. Her education has been left a little
I brought from Paris, with some other furniture, just happened to be there with his dog a dog I would wila little book-case filled with works chosen by my late uncle, lingly give ten crowns for, though he does look like a badger.
the Bailie d'Herbelay, who was a philosopher, and a friend of I had shot that hare in the back, and it weuttumbing down inall the learned men of his time.
My daughter has taken pos- to a precipice under the rock of Pierre Fourcha. My dogs
session of those books, ancient, and modern, and though they would not fetch it even Leander refused.
Upon this, Pinatel
are not particularly amusing, her greatest pleasure is to read went in quest of it with his cur, and brought me back the
As he was emptying his bag, the
them. To-day she has spent the whole morning, poring over creature, and here it is.
a huge volume."
Baron exclaimed, Look here, what on earth is this little queer
I ventured to address myself to Mile, de Malpeire, and to concern?'
Let us see,' both the, ladies said. It was a woodask her what was the work which had interested her so much. en figure, in the style of the Nuremburg dolls, roughly carved
The Philosophical History of the East and of the West with a knife.
" What is that bit of wood intended to
she answered. 'It is a
the Abbe"
?' Madame
'

'

to chance.

;

'

'

'

' '

1

Indies, by
Baynal,"
very
nice book, only I am sorry to find in it some passages favorable to the Jesuits.' 'What, are you against the Jesuits?" I
'Are you, then, a Jansenint, mademoiselle?" 'No,
asked.

'

represent
'
de Malpeire asked, without touching it.
A sportsman with
his gun in his hand, I suppose," the Baron answered.
'No,
papa; it is a shepherd keeping his Hock, and leaning on his

/'///:
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could never teach her tl>
ofhmrtH
mid a knave <>f diamonds.
myself with a solitary game at
the Baronne said; 'how do you know through whoso hnmls sometimes amuse
It is a sort of method of telling fortunes with
tience.
I daresay soiao peasant-boy made it
that figure lu.s passed?
cards.'
'Will you tell me mine?
Haul.
in Home dirty shed, sitting on the straw amongst his sheep.'
(), by nil means.'
'
and she put the little she answered, laughing and looking at her daughter.
We
Yes, very likely,' replied her daughter,
I think it is the image of some saint,' will consult the cards to see how soon a certain handsome dark
figure in her pocket.
the Baron opined; my gamekeeper slipped it, I have no doubt, young man will marry a fair young lady.' Mile, de Maljn
"
blushed at this direct allusion, and a slight frown con'. ."ted
into my bag to bring me luck.'
" He then took off his belt, threw his
i-'s
powder-flask on his her eyebrows. A moment afterwards she asked
wife's little table, and sank into the soft depths of an easy- leave to withdraw, and curtseying to me left the room without
damask speaking. 'Ah, Madame,' I exclaimed. 'lam sadly afraid
chair, with his elbows resting on the pearl-colored
cushions. Madame de Malpeiro sat opposite to him, playing the cards do not return a favorable answer.' 'In t!
with her fan, and now and then taking a pinch of Spanish snuff she quickly replied, 'they do not speak the truth.' And
out of a box of burnished gold. You may easily imagine what holding out the pack to me, she added, 'Cut, if yon pie
He with my dear son-in-law. We played six games at pirqiiet. Maa strange contrast the husband and wife presented.
his thick blue-cloth waistcoat, his leather gaiters reaching dame de Malpeire was in ecstasies; 'it seemed,' she said
'
like being in Paris again.
above his knees, his sunburnt face, large heavy hands, and co"When the clock struck twelve, the Baron woke up, and
lossal figure; she with her bows, her lace, her small, light figure,
at the clock, 'You ought, I am sure, to be tired.
dainty manners and aristocratic refinements. I looked on in said, looking
We have kept you up much too late. It is all Madame do
astonishment.
" The Baron asked me what was the news at Court, accord- Malpeire's fault. We have got into this bad habit of
sitting
ing to the style still in use at that time, and the conversation up.'
"According to the old fashioned ideas of hospitality, lie
naturally turned on recent events. The old nobleman could
not at all realize the importance^nd significance of what he lighted me to my room, and, before taking leave of me for the
called an audacious sedition, ancr spoke of it in terms of indig- night, he pressed my hand affectionately, and said with some
Good
nant contempt.
Sir,' he said to me emphatically, 'we have emotion, 'Your coming here has made me very happy.
'
nothing to apprehend. The King is master, and he will show night, my dear Count. To-morrow we shall talk of the future.
"In spite of the fatigues of the day, I did not rest much
himself to be so as soon as he chooses it. With one look, one
'Who knows?' that night. Mile, de Malpeire's image kept pursuing me, and
word, he will crush the factious multitude.
If I
Mile, de Malpeire ejaculated, with a singular expression of seemed to hover behind the curtain of my canopied bed.
countenance. I said to myself, The study of the Philosoph- fell asleep, I saw her, and when I awoke my thoughts carried
This feverish excitement subsided towards
ical History of the East and West Indies has, I see, borne on the dream.
But I considered this leaning towards the new morning. The lovely phantom which had haunted me vanishits fruits.'
opinions as the youthful exuberance of a generous spirit, and I ed with the first rays of dawning light, and the delightful hopes
and anticipations which had filled my mind during the night,
was not at all anxious as t the results it might have.
"Supper was announced and we went into the next room. gave way to an unaccountable feeling of depression. I was in
By Madame de Malpeire's desire I led her daughter in, and sat this state when, at an early hour, the Baron walked into my
down by her side. But she did not vouchsafe to look again room. Though the clock had not yet struck seven, I was altowards me, and when I spoke to her she answered shortly, ready up and dressed.
He took a chair, and, sitting down by
and with marked coldness of manner, still I could evidently me, began at once, without any preface
'My dear Count, the
On the contrary, reception we have given you must have plainly shown what our
see that she was by no means out of spirits.
there was a half -smiling, half-dreamy expression in her face feelings are with regard to your views in coming here.
You
which enchanted me.
have quite won my wife's heart ; she is delighted with yonr ap" After
supper we retired to the saloon, which was lighted pearance, your manners, your conversation. For my part, I
up and arranged as if a numerous society had been expected. felt love to you at once because of your great likeness to your
The arm-chairs were placed in a semi-circle opposite to the father, the worthiest man I know. Now it is for you to sav if
chimney, and a screen embroidered in gold and purple silk, there is anything about my daughter's looks which does not
with the arms of the Malpeires in the centre, stood before the take your fancy, or if you find her pretty and attractive enough
staff,'

Mile.
'

ure.

d.>

Malpoiro

she took hold of the little figyou touch that thing,'

said, as

Do put your gloves on before

.

I

i

1

'

I

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

The harpsichord was open, and the card-table set out.
de Malpeire sat down at the instrument, and played
an easy little sonata with her eyes looking up at the ceiling,
and her head moving to and fro in time with her performance.
Meanwhile the Baron fell asleep, and Mile, de Malpeire gradually approached the window, and at last ensconced herself in
the recess, half concealed by the curtain. I could see her
She was leaning her forehead on her hands, and
profile.
gazing through the half -closed shutters on the outer darkness,
in the midst of which a few lights in the direction of the village showed that some of the cottagers had not yet retired
hearth.

Madame

to rest.

"

'

Monsieur le Baron
I exclaimed, 'she is the
most charming person I ever beheld If I can obtain her hand, I shall consider myself the most fortunate man
in the world.' 'In that case,' the Baron answered, with a
pleased smile, 'we have nothing to do but to draw up the settlements and fix the day for the wedding.' 'You do not antici'No
pate, then, any obstacle ?' I asked in an agitated voice.
what obstacle could there be ?' he replied. 'You have my consent and Madame de Malpeire's what would you desire more?'
I clasped the hand he held out to me in token of his j_roui
and then asked him as a favor to delay my happiness for a litfor

you

?'

'

'

keep hia eye* open after supper, and as to

my

daughter, I

!

!

;

tle while.

Will you play cards with me?' Madame de Malpeire said,
What do you say to a
as she rose from the instrument.
hundred at picquet? It was the Baillfe d'Herbel ay's favorite
game, and his luck at it was wonderful. I was his scholar but
it is so long since I have played, that I am afraid I have forgotten his lessons." The card-table was near the window, and
win -M I was seated at it I found there was only the curtain beme and Mile, de Malpeire. She immediately moved
Do you, then
away, and sat down by her mother.
never play, Madame la Baronne?' I said, shuffling the cards.
iot at picquet,' she answered.
'The Baron can never
'

'O,

loveliest, the

'I

beseech you, not to

tell

Mile, de Malpeire that

you have accepted my proposals for her. Allow me a few days,
during which I shall endeavor to win her own consent.'
" He
laughed and answered, 'Oh! by all means, up
Count I can refuse no request of yours. Pay your court to
my daughter, fair Amadis. Her heart must be made of s
if it does not soon surrender at discretion.
Now,' he mi
come to breakfast, and then I will take you over tli;
We have plenty of time to spare my wife only gets up for din;

'

;

ner at twelve o'clock.'
" The Castle de
Malpeire is now, I suppose a heap of ruins
but at that time not one st^nci of its ramparts was missing, ami
it contained treasures of antiquarian value.
The armory and
;
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As the baron stood gazing on

stall

e

lords

-1

only

of black

tin

they may deprive us
never turn those old Sanireu
bahiurs in'ui mere worthless rags.
Anil it is the same with us.
As long as our race exists, it will be noble by right, and noble
in fact, in spite of revolutions.'
I quote the old nobleman's
BUfle they give you an idea of his principles, and
ant for the stern inflexibility he testified later on.
"A little before dinner time Madame de Malpeire sent Mile.
Boinct to request me to come to her room. To my great disappointment, I found her alone.
"' Good
morning, my dear Count,' she said. 'The Baron
ven me a hint of what passed between you this morning.
1 was longing to tell
you how charmed I am with the delicacy
Ti IA

abolish

may

nil titles of

nobility,

of nil our rights, but they can

of

your sentiments. They are worthy of a high-minded gentleI approve very much of your wish to begin, in the first
I shall tiy my
by winning my daughter's affections.'
4 to do so,' I answered with a sigh.
You will not be at
'

.

'

a loss for opportunities of ingratiating yourself,' replied Made Malpeire.
'I would, for instance, advise you to join
my daughter in the parterre, where she is gone to take a walk,
secured for you this little teie-d-tete with her.'

CHAPTER

I

V.

not,

mad

run the risk

of

'

1,

my

I

would willingly
but
which

i.

lii,

.al worn.'
She
by turning
her head away with a look of nnv
'Do tell -mi-,' [
urged, 'what would be the way to win so inestimable a prize."
'The way would be,' she answered, 'to ovi-renm" a crowd of
This was said with a smile bordering on a sneer.
competitors.
'I shall carry it off,' I exclaimed.
You will do no such thing,"
she said again, smiling, you will not even try to do so.'
What can prevent me?' I asked. She replied 'Next Suni

'

'

'

'

is the fete of the village.
All the young men will tako
In the afternoon they wrestle on the green,
part in the games.
and the strongest and most active of the lot will receive this

day

scarf.

So you see that

I

was right when

I said that

you would

'

not even wish to compete for

it.

" I was weak
enough to feel vexed with this explanation,
and I instantly replied. 'And BO, then, mademoiselle, the
work of your hands is to figure by the side of the pewter dish
your father was mentioning yesterday. Allow me to say that
this is doing too great an honor in my opinion to that publichouse trophy.' She seemed more deeply wounded by these
words than I had expected. The color rose in her face, and
she exclaimed, in a tone of indignation and even' anger, You
Your pride
despise, I see, tho people and their amusements.
disdains the industrious, simjip-hearted men whose labor you
'

'

upon. But patience, patience
" It was
hardly then the time to make my profession of faith
on philosophical and political subjects, so I merely said, 'I
assure you that I neither despise nor disdain anybody, even
the most obscure and humble.
I mvist, however, admit that I
have sympathies and repugnances which result from education.
'From your prejudices," she subjoined in a low voice. I did
not choose to take exception to this phrase, which might have
led to an argument, and I contented myself with answering, I
own that I am exclusively attached to the society in which I
have always lived, and I am convinced that you will share that
feeling when yoti have once taken your place in it, ai
the most lovely, the most admired, the respected of its
bers."
She shook her head, and in an almost audible voioe
What
I exclaimed, have yon
uttered the word Never.

live

!

'

THE COUBTSHIP.
"

Mademoiselle de Malpeire was walking slowly under the
of what used to be called a pleached alley, a sort of long
lower on one side of the parterre, ending with an arbor, if at
sort of trellis painted light green, up which a few creep-re twisting their sickly shoots, could be dignified by that
I hurried into a little wnlk which ran parallel to the
alley, but Mile, de Malpiere was so engrossed by her own
I saw her go
lits that she did not notice my approach.
into the summer-house and seat herself on the bench where she
had left her work-basket. For a few minutes she remained in
;-ive attitude, her head leaning on her hand, her elbow
I did not venture to interrupt
ig on a little garden table.
her meditation, but when she took up her embroidery and
D diligently to ply her needle, I joined her in the arbor.
The instant she saw me, Mile, de Malpeire rose as if she meant
1

\

'

:

hastened to say Madame la Baroune gave me
Will you allow
to come and look for you, mademoiselle.
to oifer you my hand to escort you back to the drawing*

i

lie

'

I

away.

room?'
She lowed in a way that did not imply either consent or
refusal, and continued to keep her eyes bent down on her work.
I f*lt too much agitated to begin the conversation, and remainIn
rut, which must have seemed to her extraordinary.
order to relieve my embarrassment, I took up and held in my
hand one end of the long strip of blue silk which she was ornaThe taste and execution of
niiYiting with silver and gold lace.
i.iece of embroidery waa very questionable, but
1 kept gazing upon it as if it had been a chef d'ceuvrc worthy
he most profound admiration.
After having carefully
details, I replaced it in a very respectful manner on
the table before Mile, de Malpeire, and asked her for whom
she intended Ibis work of her hands.
For him who shall win
it,' si
spreading out the piece of silk on her knees, in
to judge of the effect of a bit of edging she had been
Is there, then, going to be a tourdery.
witli a smile;
'because in that case,
it?'
said,
inly cuter the lists, ami dispute
ilie prize you p
ward tile i-umjueror. 'No,
' '

1

i

'

'

I

,

'

nil-'

she auswc red, with a hali-umu.se.d look, 'lum sure yo.;

'

'

'

!

here."

" I was not
altogether displeased with this reply, for it was
evident that if Mile, de Malpeire persisted in her resolution
never to leave the old fortress where she had been born, I had
every chance of becoming her husband, if only from the lack
I also saw storms in the future
of any other possible suitor.
brilliant existence which I
the
calm
and
obscure
to
likely
should otherwise have planned for her elsewhere; and tli
of living in retirement with so charming a companion in this
remote comer of the world was by no means distasteful to me.
It is per'You may be right,' I said, after a short silence.
haps true wisdom to prefer the peace and tranquillity yon enEverywhere else your
joy here to any other mode of existence
life might be disturbed by events against which no human foreIf the Revolution does not stop, who
sight could secure you.
knows what will be the fate of that brilliant, refined, fashionable society I was speaking of just now ? It would be far better to live in the most profound seclusion than to witness the
decay and destruction of that old French society to which tho
new riyimt': has already dealt such terrible blows. Its ranks
are already thinning; the nobility emigrates or withdraws into
f should
the provinces,
probably find in Paris many xali.inx
raiic houses deserted.
Under these irshut up, n::
'

'

.1

'

'

not the least desire to become acquainted with that refini
intellectual world which your education must have given you
already some idea of ? Would you not like to leave for a while
your solitary home, and visit that great city of Paris yon have
often heard of?"
'No, sir, "she replied; 'it would give me,
on the contrary, the greatest pain to leave our poor mom
I dread everything that could lead to my going away from

cumstauces,

1

could

world, and lead tho

ke
life

up

my mind

to give

of a simple country gentleman.'

up the

THE PORTRAIT IN
"

MY

conlcl not do it.
'Yon, sir!' she quickly replied, 'yon
like my mother, forever regretting tin; parties,
all the amusements
its, the card-playing and

UNCLE'S DINING-ROOM.
of ants, and

marched

to.'

'It

would only depend upon,
'

to the assault of the Cufttean

liuilding in the mo.

You would be

you have been accustomed

11

de Maus-

with a suite- of
access as a ball-room.
,

apartments on the ground Hour UK easy <>t'
\t day u .,
,l
of the
arrived to quell the disturbance, but
quartered at
I

to
of impassioned admiration,
you,' I exclaimed, with a burst
drew back to the farpresent my regretting anything.' She
thest end of the bench on which we were sitting, and shrugged
her shoulders with a scornful and defiant expression, which

over by that time. The peasants had dispersed, after
burning
and laying everything to waste. They are difficult times, but
I have no fear as to the issue,' the Baron
with a con-

would have made another woman ugly, but which, by some
umtable fascination, only served to render her more cap-

fidence that could not be shaken.
It
that factions have desolated France,

if
Then, without taking any farther notice of me, as
tivating.
tired of conversation, she leant on her elbows against the treland through that sort of lattice sat gazing on the landscape.

lis,

Her muslin cap had fallen off her head, and though her face
was turned away from me, I could see, through the locks of
fair hair, its lovely outline, her smooth white temple and
swan-like neck, at the back of which were hanging the ends of
a black ribbon. A rather long silence ensued. I was watch-

her

ing her with anxiety and admiration, not venturing to speak
for the moment she would turn
first, but impatiently waiting
her head towards me. She had not changed her position, and
seemed absorbed in a sort of gloomy reverie. But all at once
I saw her start and blush to the roots of her hair. I could
almost perceive the beating of her heart through the folds of
the muslin handkerchief which covered her breast. She leant

trembling against the trellis work, as if ready to faint from the
excess of her agitation. With an irresistible curiosity I sprang
from the seat and stood behind her, looking over her shoulder
and trying to make out the cause of that extraordinary emoBut hi vain I cast my eyes in every direction. There
tion.

was no one passing under the castle walls. Everything was
quiet and silent about the place, and farther off I could see
nothing but women washing their linen near a fountain, where
my mule-driver was watering his beasts, and beyond the village
only a few peasants at work here and there, and one or two
goat-herds following in the wake of their wandering flocks.
" All this lasted but a short moment.
Mile, de Malpeire
drew a deep breath, and hid her face an instant with her
it the burning blush
pocket-handkerchief. When she removed
had passed away from her cheeks. She turned towards me
with a calm, proud look, which showed she did not think I had

was

all

said,

'

is

not the

time

first

and our fathers

We shall do as they did; we shall
our religion, our King, and our rights! These old
walls have been more than once besieged
by the Huguenots
in the days of the League, but never scaled.
" After dinner the
Baron said he was going to take a little
turn with his gun in the warren. This meant a walk of more
than three leagues, which generally lasted until nightfall. I
remained therefore alone with Madame de Malpeire, for her
daughter had disappeared as soon as we had left the diningroom. I saw her go into a little boudoir, the door of which remained half open, aud when she moved about I could just catch
sight of her shadow on the oak floor.
"'Well, my dear sir,' said Madame de Malpeire, seating
herself comfortably in her arm-chair, 'have you been
paying
I have, madame, but I am very much out of
your court ?'
heart,' O, monsieur,' she cried, you have no occasion to be
I know that my daughter is not at all tender-hearted. She,
so.
will not appear at first to like you, but it is
impossible that she
should not appreciate your merits. It may be some time before you succeed in touching the heart of this obdurate fair one,
but, in the mean time, I can see no objection to your marrying
familiar with civil wars.

fight for

'

'

'

'

her.'

" The unaccountable circumstance which had disturbed
my
mind in the morning recurred, to me, and I said, in a hesi
manner, But suppose a more fortunate man than myself has
'

already succeeded in winning her affections ?' At these v,
Madame de Malpeire cast up her eyes and her hands.
My
'
dear sir,' she exclaimed, there is not for ten leagues round a
man to whom a girl like my daughter could have given a
thought. No one visits here except a few old friends of the
Baron's, who sometimes do us the honor of dining with us after
noticed anything. And indeed I remained in complete doubt, a day's shooting with him. M. de la Tusette, for instance, who
not knowing how to account for what I had observed, and shares with him the lordship of the manor of Piedfourcha
M.
almost inclined to believe my fancy had deceived me. Twelve de Verdache, one of our glass manufacturing nobles; M. do
o'clock struck, and the dinner-bell ringing, I offered to lead Cadarasse, too, who was formerly one of the rangers of the
Mile de Malpeire back to the house, but she declined on the royal forests all very excellent people, and of unexceptionable
plea that she wished to gather some flowers on her way through birth, I admit, but by no means agreeable members of so<
" Whilst Madame de
We met at the hall-door. She then made me a
the garden.
Malpeire was thus allaying my apprecurtsey, just touched the sleeve of my coat with the tip of her hensions, I happened to cast my eyes on a most exquisite oval
frame, in which was stuck a most wretched English print of
fingers, and we entered the house together.
"At dinner the conversation naturally reverted to public Clarissa Harlowe escaping from her father's house, which
affairs, and the events which had taken place during the last neither as to size or beauty fitted the magnificent specimen of
The effect of these disorders has been felt even carving which encircled it. Madame de Malpeire's glance had
few months.
The peasantry, followed mine, and with her usual versatility she instantly
in this part of the country,' the Baron said.
'
Yes, I see, 'she said, that
especially the younger men, are infected by a very seditious changed the subject of discourse.
in
a
secret
the
whole neighborhood. you think it is doing too much honor to that stupid engraving
agitation reigns
spirit, and
Each fresh piece of political news serves to keep up the excite- to put it in that frame. I am quite of your opinion, but it is,
'
The political news 1' I exclaimed; 'and how does however, my own doing, and you will understand my reasons
ment.'
'
it reach these good people, I wonder ?'
By a number of when I tell you what led to it. You must know that I v.
the
Baron
Tor instance, dreadfully bored here the first year of my marriage that T beagents,'
replied.
indefatigable
through those itinerary artisans who wander about the country came positively ill. The Baron was looking out for something
carrying on their back the whole of their stock-in-trade, and to amuse me. He happened to hear of an Italian painter, who
those lusty vagabonds, too, who make it their business to haunt was making the round of the neighboring chateaux
the village fairs and festivals for the purpose of competing for employment.
He took it into his head to send for him to
The news these make my picture, and at the same time he sent to Paris for a
prizes at the running and wrestling matches.
persons circulate is transmitted from one neighborhood to an- handsome frame and a box of colored crayons, for portr
other with considerable rapidity. They are the most active pastel are the only ones I like, and I would not on auy a<
propagators of sedition, and have already done a great deal of have had mine done in any other manner. The Italian
harm. Lately they spread the report that the Assembly had arrive, however, for tliree or four months, and when at
decreed the destruction of all the habitations of the nobility, did come I was grown dreadfully thin, and so weak that I
from the fortified castles defended by ramparts down to the could hardly walk a step. However, to please theBuron [ consmall manor-houses with their dovecots and rabbit-warrens. sented to have my likeness taken, but after the first sitting I was
Instantly the peasants in the plains were stirred up like a nest obliged to give it up.
My health completely gave way, and I
'

;

'

'

'

<

I

I

THK PORTRAIT AV MY UNCLE'S DINIXQ-R
my bed for six weeks. The first iime T cnme out
he brought me here, ami making me sit down in
id, 'Our Italian painter did not remore than once in order to set to work. Look
art, and tell me if you do not recognize your own

vo
a

.;

I positively shrieked, for the aboininame in oils, and besides that ho
had the beautiful idea of dressing me up like a Koman or a
Turk, or I don't know what, with a yellow drapery around my
and on my head a sort of turban, and no powder. I told
in Unit face

s

.

tch

?'

had actually painted

Miiron I could not bear to see myself in that dress, even in
n picture, and that, with his permission, I would send that
tlic

It was accordingly carried
into the lumber room.
.Irs, but the frame rsmained where it was, and Boinet bent herself of sticking that print into it. I locked up the
box of crayons, in the hope that some other painter might
]
haps come this way, but we never see those foreign artists

daub

horrid

now, and so that affected Clarissa Harlowe

still

occupies

my

place.'

"'Perhaps you would allow me,' I
likeness I can draw a little.'

said,' 'to

try and take

No, no. I thank you
.Midi, but it is too late now,' she answered with a sort of
'It is at twenty, my daughter's age,
melancholy vivacity.
that a woman should have her portrait taken ; it is her picture
If she will sit to me,' I
I should like to see in that frame.'
'
exclaimed, enchanted with the hint, I can begin it to-morrow.
'Why not to-day ?' cried Madame de Malpeire ; 'we
uly to let my daughter know ;' and she invited me by a
Mile, de Malpeire was
sign to follow her into the boudoir.
standing reading near a little bookcase, the old Bailie d'HerWhen we came in she quickly threw down
s, of course.
1 lie volume, but
without any attempt at concealing it. When
her mother told her that I was going to take her portrait, she
evinced neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction, but carelessly
twist ing up her fair long curls, she answered, laconically, 'I
am ready.' 'Not so fast, mademoiselle not so fast,' cried
I must have you dressed as a nymph,
;ie de
ilpeire
'
and your hair slightly powdered, and in it sky-blue bows.
of
with
a
look
she
resignation.
answered,
Very well, mamma,'
'Go into your room with Boinet,' Madame de Malpeire conand while she dresses your hair I will get everything
tinued,
I remained alone in the boudoir, and could not
ready here.
y-.iur

'

;

'

'

1

able but for tho art Boinei
of improving their flavor
with sugar and wine. She prepares cherries for me in the name
lien it is the .-eason for it.
That woman is a perfect

She has neat, handy ways of doing tilings which
services invaluable.
I wanted her to have married
peasant in the village, whom I could have made an upper
ire.

make her
some

sen-ant after she had polished him up a little
but she could
never make up her mind to marry one of tnose clownish fel;

lows.'

exclaimed Mile, de Malpeire, with a
would have only been too great an honor
for her.
Those clownish fellows, as you call them, are free independent men, whereas her position is that of a menial.
'O,
good Heavens !' Madame de Malpeire exclaimed, 'what is the
meaning of these fine phrases ? Where have you learnt this
nonsensical trash, my dear ? Let me tell you that Mile.
Boinet's excellent conduct and the refinement of her manuers
have raised her long ago above what you call a menial condition.
I beg to assure you that she would have lowered herself
'Really,

sudden

mamma,"
'it

vivacity,

'

by marrying a man inferior to her in
mind and education one of those boorish, stupid peasants
whom you call free independent men.
greatly in the social scale

'

Mile, de Malpeire colored violently at thia kind of reproof,
and hung down her head with a look of embarrassment and ill-

concealed anger. I was surprised at her seeming so annoyed
at her mother's words, but my thoughts did not go any farther.
I ought to have understood by that time that the education
she had secretly given herself had created an impassable gulf

between us. I ought to have been more alarmed at the ideas
and feelings she sometimes expressed, and foreseen their ultimate results. Yes, it would have been well for her and for me
if I had that day left the Castle of
Malpeire, and given up all
thoughts of this perverse but too captivating girl; it might
have saved her from a terrible fate. But I remained, and her
doom was sealed."

;

M

'

;

CHAPTER VL
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ST.
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'

'

temptation of ascertaining what book it was Mile.
de Malpeire had been reading. I found it was Rousseau's
Ao.Tc/fe Heloise. A. sentence in the preface of that work
d across my mind : 'The woman who will venture to read
resist the

'Thank Heaven,' I thought to
this book is as good as lost.'
have
no
I was too yonng, too
'we
St.
Preuxhere.'
myself,
thoughtless, too much in love, to make any more serious reI put back the volume in its place,
flections on this discovery.
only regretting that chance had happened to throw it in Mile,
de Malpeire's way.
Madame de Malpeire, like all persons who are habitually
idle, was wonderfully active when once she hit upon something
to do.
Under her superintendence the little room was transformed into a kind of studio, and she sent for the box of
crayons, the sheets of vellum, and all the things which were to
Mile, de Maloriginally used by the Italian artist.
in the dress and coiffure her mother had desired, looked
' '

.

on with indifference at all these preparations. When they were
completed she said it was too late to begin that day that I
'You are right,
should not have time to sketch her portrait.
my dear,' her mother replied; 'and, moreover, it is time for our
/.
King the bell, that Boinet may send us up cakes and
The fruit Madame la Baroune spoke of was a plateful
fruit."
>se little yellow peaches which I ate this morning with so
much relish. Mile. Boinet took them up one after another on
:,int of a fork, a''ling and cutting them in quarith a silver knit'c, she poured upon them sugar and wine.
;ie de Malpeire helped me to some of this compote, and
ith a sigh: 'This is the only fruit which ripeus here.
.

'

1

.

'

1

It is
'I answered, with perfect sincerity.
.iud of you to say so,' she replied; 'they would not be eatMl,

M. de Champaubert paused after he had uttered these last
words, and looked up at the picture. After gazing for a little
while sadly and intently at the lovely face, which seemed to
listen to him with a smile, he went on :
" I took
possession of my newly arranged studio, and in
"
three or four days finished that portrait.
" And
you signed it with your initials," added Dom Ge'rueac " I have often noticed that there was an M. and a C. at
"
the corner near the heading.
" How carefully you must have examined that
anonymous
"
yet it is by no
picture !" M. de Champaubert replied ;
;

means a chef d' ceuvre."
"No, certainly not,"

my

uncle answered with his usual

simplicity.

"But it was an

excellent likeness," the Marquis subjoined,
I will not
therefore, of course reckoned perfect.
treat you, my dear Thomas, to a description of all the feeling's
of my infatuated heart during three or four days which were
spent in contemplating that lovely face, and in striving to re-

" and was,

produce on paper the nearest possible resemblance of those
beautiful features.
for the

work

The

Baronne was in a

finished.

sitting generally lasted several hours,
state of restless impatience to see

As soon

my

was up, she came to the
was already established, and immediately
as she

boudoir, where I
Mile, de Malpeire then made her apsent for her daughter.
pearance, dressed as you see her there, with her hair arranged
She walked leisurely into tho room, and sitting
in that way.
down at a little distance from tho table, drew herself up in her
stiff corsage, fixing her eyes upon me with a defiant expreson her chest, and remained
sion, crossed her beautiful arms

immovable

in the posiliou I

"Madame

ite

Malpi-iiv,

had prescribed.
I
began to draw, used to cry

when
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out with an amusing impatience, 'smile, my dear, smile then!'
1'iitin spite of the maternal injunctions, she sat on proud BBC!
unsilent, till by degrees the expression of her countenance

the ball with one of tho village lads.
My wife did away with
this practice, but
chose to revive it last year, and
my
uilh the

derwent a change.
A sort of dreamy reverie seemed to
over her, which I would not for the world have interrupted, for
then her features resumed a more natural expression, a soft
and somelight shone in the blue orbs of her matchless eyes,
times she looked at me, but I felt it was unconsciously, with
Two
the enchanting smile I have reproduced in the portrait.
or three times during these long sittings, I remained for a litThen her expression instantly altertle while alone with her.
ed she turned her eyes away from me with a look of haughty
at
reserve, which seemed meant to convey that any attempt
conversation would be disagreeable to her. But I was so desperately in love, and in consequence so obstinately sanguine,
that these signs of indifference, and even aversion, did not dewould
stroy the hope that my love and my devoted attentions
end by softening that proud heart, and I began to think it
would be as well, as her mother had said, to marry her in the
meantime.
" The Baron did not know I was
making his daughter's porMadame de Malpeire intended it to be a surprise for
trait.

bef<
>ut this year 11be managed differently. We shall go to the
village only for
Mass at the parish church." 'You don't mean, sir,
shall not be present at the games?' exclaimed Mile, de M: 1peire.
'No, my clear,' her father answered in a d.
manner. 'Times are not what they used to be, and
yo
not appear in a place where you
might not perhaps meet with
proper respect.
'You are not really going to regret that rustic ball, I hop e,'
Madame de Malpeire said, in a tone of indulgent reproach.
Charming partners, upon my words, those hot-faced perspiring fellows, dressed as in the heart of winter, in coatn of
frieze, and short breeches of the same material; and,
over, with worsted stockings, in their heavy clumsy shoes v

;

him, and was keeping the secret with all the discretion she was
capable of. It was not difficult, for he was out shooting all
day, and in the evening ho did not think of inquiring what we

had been doing during his absence. When my chef d'ceuvre
was finished, I placed it in the frame and hung it up myself in
the drawing-room, opposite to the arm-chair in which the
Baron took his nap after supper. As soon as the sun had set
that evening, Madame de Malpeire desired the shutters to be
closed, and the lustre which hung from the ceiling to be lighted
up, as well as the branch candlesticks over the chimney-piece.
Mile. Boinet had stripped the garden, in order to make up an
enormous cipher of flowers and foliage, which she fastened
above the frame. It was formed of two M's sui rounded by a
The clever creature had bethought herself that my
coronet.
What a charming idea
Christian name was Maximin.
Madame de Malpeire emphatically remarked. 'Do look, my
'Yes, it is my cipher,' Mile, de Maldear, at that cipher.'
'

'

!

pisre quickly said as if to protest against her mother's inter'
Those two M's mean
pretation of the symbolic monogram.

;

grandmother had done

t

'

'

'

1

O, mamma, what do their clothes signify ? exclaimed Mile,
de Malpeire, in a tone of intense though suppressed irritation,
There is nothing coarse about these men but their dress.
'

'

The

simplicity of their manners is perhaps preferable to the
refinements of our politeness, and, in spite of the peculiarities
which shock you so much, their society is endurable, I assure
'

you.'

Well, possibly so, in the open

air,'

the Baronne re-

plied, with a little affected laugh.

I remembered then the blue embroidered scarf, and turning to the Baron, I asked, 'Will the conqueror, then, not receive the prize from the hands of Mile, de Malpeire ?
'He
will ccnie here for it after the sports are over, he
replied.
' '

'

'

Madame la Baronne will receive him and his companions in
the hall down-stairs. This does not commit us to any tiling."
He led his wife back to the drawing-room. I remained a minute behind with Mile, de Malpeire, and trembling with
'
emotion, I whispered to her, To-morrow your mother will tell
'

you what has been

settled.
My happiness depends upon vonr
be happy if I do not obtain your free consent."
She (brew back, and looking me straight in the face,
she said in a low voice, What so soon
Forgive me,

a

I cannot

iswer.

'

'

!

forgive me,' I cried, terribly agitated.
'

justifies

'Do you mean,' she

'

!

'

The excess
'

coldly said,

that

of

my love

you would

marry me agai .st my will ?
My only answer was a gesture of
Marie de Malpeire.'
You would really go so far as that
despair and passion.
"The Baron was coming home just at that minute. His wife she exclaimed indignantly.
Very well. Time will show
went to meet him, and brought him in triumph to the door of and she turned her back upon me.
tlie drawing-room.
Oh, what a beautiful picture !' he ex"Early the next morning, Mile. Boinet came to let me know
How like it it was time to go to church. I found Madame de Malpeire
claimed, when he saw his daughter's portrait.
is
how perfect !' Madame de Malpeire enjoyed his surprise dressed as if to hear Mass at the King's chapel, in a gown of
You do not ask Indian satin, and three great feathers in her head-dress. Mile.
for a little while, and then said, with a smile,
the name of the painter ?'
Ah, indeed, I ought to do so, my de Malpeire was also in greater toilette than usual. Sli<
love; I am sure I owe him a great many thanks," he good- on a deshabille of striped silk, and a little straw hat on her
Here he is,' his wife said, taking me by the head adorned with ribbons, the long ends of which streamed
uaturedly leplied.
down her back. When I went up to her to pay her my reit is modesty which prevents him coming forward."
luind
The good old man embraced me most affectionately, and said, spects, she bowed in an indifferent absent manner, which took
in a gay, light manner, but with a little emotion,
r
Well, we me by surprise. I expected to see her less composed.
make an exchange. I give you the original, and you leave me mother made me a confidential sign, and then whispered in
the copy.' At the same time, he turned towards his daughter, my ear, I have not said anything to her yet.
There is no
and held out his hand, as if to ask for her's, in order to place hurry about it.
"The road which descended to the village was a sort of
it in mine, but she drew back, and with her eyes bent on the
Well, you have my staircase cut in the rock. Madame de Malpeire was as
ground, hid herself behind her mother.
down in a Sedan chair. The Baron took care of his dai;
promise, and that is enough,' he added more seriously.
That night at supper he said to his wife, Have you forgotten, and I walked with them. All the household followed; that is,
my dear, that to-morrow is the feast of St. Lazarus, the patron about <v dozen men and maid servants, with Choiset, e gamesaint of the village?'
Well, I certainly never thought of it,
keeper, and Mile. Boinet at their head.
" There was a crowd in front of the
A great many people are
she answered, in a careless tone.
churc'i.
The peasants
'As I came home in their Sunday clothes stood in groups, conversing in u noisv
already arrived," the Baron subjoined.
from shooting, I saw them all flocking this way, gipsies, horse- manner under the shade of the twin elm-trees. Farther on in
dealers, pedlars, and all the variety of tramps that pitch their the open space, where the fair was held, on a kind of a n.
tents on the ground of the fair the day before it opens.
The bowling green, the mass of people was still more considi
folk from the low country are coming up in cRjwds, and when I observed that most of the young men wore in their buttonhabitants of the neighboring villages swarm here to- holes, or in their hats, a bit of ribbon of the national col.
will be an immense number of people gathered
vf, there
they were then called. When the Baron and his f am;!
It used to be !l:e, custom,' In- added, tinning to me,
her.
peared, all eyes wore directed to wards them, and there
for the wife or the daughter of the lord of the manor to open.
moment of silence. The crowd made way for us to past;, awl
'

'

'

!

'

'

!

'

'

!

'

'

'

'

;

'

! 1

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

,

i

'

1
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them wero few

o'oVv then touched their hats, but
't.
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Notwithstanding

privileges of the nobility, the seat of
still existed in the old parish church.

piece of onken wood-work, with a very high
buck, surmounted by a canopy. The panels were elaborately
mid each compartment bore the- shield of the Malpeirea,
1.
mill their
haughty motto, the Proveneal words, Fuero un d> u>ni,
autit'ul

'

Xo one

'

As I went up the nave I observed against
except one.
one of the pillars a picture worked in tapestry. It was an ex
Imperfect as was the execution, it was easy enough to
it was intended to represent.
A funeral
-siou was halting at the Pass of Malpeire; a coffin stood
on the ledge of a rock, and a priest, with his hands upraised,
iziug on the young girl who had just lifted up her shroud.
ne de Malpeire saw that I was looking at that simple
rial, and with a sudden burst of feeling she said, glancing
at her daughter, They were actually going to bury her alive !'
And God restored her to you in a miraculous manner,' I re'
I suppose you
plied, touched by her involuntary emotion.
ri'/n.

nize the scene

'

'

I worked it

DI\IM'!-H< KIM.

Mnximin de Monville, Count of Clinmpnubrrt, :nid the very
excellent and illustrious lady, Madeleine Marie de Malpeire.'
murmurs rose in the body of the church, provoked this
time by the sound of those titles and high-sounding appellations.
I looked anxiously at, Mile, de Malpeire. Her countenance betrayed no agitation. She only looked very- pale,
and her hands trembled a little, though she tried to repress it.
'
Do not agitate yourself, my love, her mother affectionately
whispered ; there is no occasion to be surprised, and still less
'I am perfectly calm,' she answered, with a
distressed.'
faltering voice, nnd turning away her head.
'

'

" I saw
nothing, I remarked nothing more, and yet I am
sure that something must have passed there which ought to
Lave opened my eyes and showed me I had a rival. As soon as
Mass was over the Baron made way for me and said.
.NOW
that the announcement of your marriage has been public y
'

made, Monsieur
your betrothed.

le

Comte, lead the way and give your hand to

'

'

had that picture made as a thanks-offering ?'

I'XCLE'f*

"I

me

did so with a beating heart. Mile de Malpeire suffered
down the church. The crowd had a

to lead her

1

The little band
which was the Abbat, came forward.

my- streamed out, and was waiting

for us outside.

she answered.
It took me a year to finish it.
of peasants, at the head of
" The Baron seated himself in his usual
place, his wife on He took off his hat and addressed the Baron in Proveneal.
one side of him and his daughter on the other. Pointing to a
What does he say ?' whispered Madame de Malpeire in her
vacant seat by the side of the latter, he invited me to take it. daughter's ears.
He invites us to be present at the games,'
The household knelt a little lower down on a carpet which was she coldly replied.
At a distance, well and good, the Baroime
I have ordered seats to be placed along the parapet ;
spread over the stone floor. We thus formed a separate group rejoined.
between the sanctuary and the nave, which was filled with the we can see from there everything that goes on as well as beOur arrival had occasioned a little low. But we must invite that big fellow and his friends to
villagers and strangers.
When the Baronne had walked come up to the castle to drink a glass of wine, and receive the
agitation amongst the crowd.
up the aisle, smiling in a condescending manner, her feathers scarf you have taken the trouble to embroider. It is of no use
waving to and fro, and her high-heeled shoes resounding on for me to speak to them in French. You had better explain the
the pavement, every face had been turned towards her with a matter to them, my darling.'
'It is already done,' she anmalevolent expression. As soon as we had taken our places in swered.
My father has just told him that you expect them
Then let us quickly get out of this mob,' exanorial seat, these feelings of hostility assumed a more this evening.'
we shall be
open character. Notwithstanding the sanctity of the place, claimed the Baronne, stepping into her chair
'

'

'

self,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

At this unexpected
demonstration, Madame de Malpeire, who was quietly reading
Lu her prayer-book, looked up surprised, and said to her daughWhat do they want, I wonder ?' That everybody should
ter,

murmurs

rose amongst the congregation.

'

'

Mile, de Malpeire
pray to God without distinction of rank,'
answered in an excited tone. The Baron was looking very pale,
aud scanned the crowd with a haughty and frowning countenance.
Fortunately, the priest with his acolytes appeared at
that moment, and when he went up to the altar the people at
About a
the lower end of the church knelt down in silence.
dozen young men, however, advanced towards the chancel,
genuflected as they passed before the altar, and then stood together side by side opposite the Baron's seat. He whispered
'They have a right to stand there. From time inrnaenion;;l the Abbat, that is, the prince of the young men, and his
companions occupy the place on St. Lazarus' day.'
" These
youths had all green sprigs in their hats, and a sort
of scurf tied across the thick waistcoat
:

rouue's

tastes.

f-iiuburut faces

and

Most

of

athletic

which so much offended

them were robust peasants, with
frames. The Abbat especially

furnished a magnificent type of physical strength. His stature
/lossal, and his regular features reminded me of the head
This man's dress was somewhat
an ancient gladiator.
c.f
Instead of worsted
ut from that of the other peasants.
ngs he wore yellow leather gaiters, and in lieu of the
I noticed
frieze waistcoat, a jacket of striped linen.

My

a vague, cursory manner.
anxiety was ining as the moment approached for the publication of the banns
.mage, and I could hardly conceal the agitation with
all this in

awnited the accomplishment of that formality.
de Malpeire seemed to have no misgivings, though
she hud not chosen to inform her daughter of what was about
She looked at me from time to time with a
.1:
place.

which

I

Madame

.

!,

At last the
if to congratulate me on my happiness.
with a paper in his hand, read in a lord voice from the
'There is a promise
in the midst of a profound silence
as

:

of

marriage between the very excellent and illustrious lord

suffocated

if

we

stay here.'

We were,

in fact, inconveniently

thronged, the mob pressing upon us somewhat insolently. Still
there was no absolute rudeness, no threatening expressions.
'
I leave you to take care
I will go on first,' the Baron said
I took Mile, de Malpeire 's arm undermine
of my daughter.
to lead her through the crowd, but she abruptly disengaged
the Abbat, as if to place herself under
it, and turning towards
'
The
his protection, the said to him, Go before us, Pinatel,'
forced
his
He
colossus obeyed.
way through the mob, jostling
and thrusting everybody aside, and tlms clearing a passage for
As soon as we were out of the place.he turned round, and
us.
without saying a word went back to his companions.
" We walked on in silence towards the
castle, Mile, de Malpeire some way in advance of us, the Baron at my side with a
At last he said, ' You have
gloomy, disturbed countenance.
of
these
seen the disposition
people they have all but insulted
'

;

'

;

Who knows how far

go ? If the King does not
provide a remedy, his nobles will be exposed to a conflict with
the peasantry. In the meantime, I must take measures for our
T
e shall not go any more into the village.
I
own security.
am quite of your opinion,' cried the Baronne, putting her head
We shall remain at home, and our
out of the sedan-chair.

us.

this will

W

'

'

'

daughter shall be married in the chapel of the castle.

know Boinet heard them saying behind her

Do you

that in all the

other parishes the seats of the lords of the manor had been
pulled down. You will be obliged, perhaps, to remove yours.'
I gave up without hesitation
Never !' exclaimed the Baron.
'

'

all pecuniary privileges; toll rents, field rents, fees,
fines on sales, and the like, all have been abolished,

weighings,
but never

as long as I live will I renounce my honorary rights. Of these
nothing but violence shall deprive me.
" As we entered the castle I tried to
speak to Mile, de Malshe contrived to avoid it.
peire, but with determined ingenuity
In the afternoon, however, I succeeded in detaining her on tho
down into the garden, and said
steps as we
with great emotion. '(!, mademoiselle, cannot you forgive me
my happiness ? What can I do to soiten your feelings towurUa
'

i

THE PORTRAIT IN MY UNCLE'S DINING-ROOM.
me ? How

can T make myself worthy of your regard? If yon
nld not IK'
did but know how I love you, perlm
so slow to return my :iH\>ct inn.' ami aa she hurried on without
'
answering, I added, Do let me speak to you of n
You cannot object to it now that you look upon
future husband.'
You liiul better say the highest bidder for
.

'

my hand,' she replied with a bitter sneer. I do not know why,
but at that moment a sudden suspicion flashed across my
miud. With a vague but violent feeling of jealousy I exWho is it you prefer
claimed, You care for somebody else.
'
to me?'
You will soon know,' she boldly replied, and with'

out another word rushed into the garden."

15

with trellised walks, amongst whiHi mpnndered a mini'
ithbox. This little miniature hanging
.

'

led

up

nil

f

!

structures

sentinel was- placed in a little lodge at the top of it, to give noslated roof had
approach of hostile bauds.

A

tice of the

CHAPTER

front of

had
aed up and newly painted
lanoe with these recent alterations.
At one <>f the angles of this portion of the
building, which was entirely devoted to Mndame de Mulpeire's
apartments, was a little turret, jutting out beyond the wall and
overhanging a precipice, the bottom of which was on a level with
the plain.
In old times this turret was called the watcli-t
and when there were wars or disturbances in the country, a
ild

substituted for the. watchman's sentry-box, and at the height
of the first story a large window had been made, the balcony of
which hung over a chasm full of briers and dark-colored mosses.

VII.

MADEMOISEI/LE DE MALPEIRE'S MARBIAOE.

"I GBIEVE to say that even after my short conversation with
Mile, de Malpeire on the steps of the parterre, I did not make
up my mind to give her up. On the contrary, my love became
selfish and tyrannical, and I felt resolved to assert my claim to
her hand, in spite of the existence of a favored rival. So greatly did passion blind and mislead me, that the idea of a forced
marriage no longer appeared to me as repugnant and odious as
it used to do.
The time for delay and hesitation was gone by,
and I determined to speak to the Baron that very evening. We
had only to draw up the contract on the following morning,
and in three days I could be married to Mile, de Malpeire. It
was whilst I was sitting by the Baronne near the parapet,
watching the games on the village green, that I turned over in

Mile, de Malpeire's room was in this tower.
Aswe passed mar
it the Baronue stopped, and, pointing to the balcony with her
gold- headed cane, she said to me : 'I cannot look out of thai
window without feeling giddy.
daughter's nerves are

My

than

mine. I have often found her musing on a
moonlight evening with her elbows resting on the edge of that
swallow's nest.' I leant over the parapet to measure with my
eyes the tremendous height of the wall, and satisfied myself
that even if there had been a Romeo in the neighborhood, that
stronger

Juliet's balcony

was

inaccessible.

"Shortly before sunset loud acclamations arose from the
plain, and the pewter dish disappeared from the top of the
'It is over,' the Baroune
pole.
said, peeping through the
sticks of her fan.
The victor is proclaimed, and he is crossing the square with his train. They will be coming up here.
Let us go in.
It soon became dark, but the peasants lig
head
these
and
resolutions.
my"
plans
The scene below was somewhat confused. Almost every- pine branches, which they carried in their hands. The flickerbody had left the place where the fair was held, and the crowd ing light of their torches formed a curious moving illumination
pressed tumultuously round an enclosure formed with ropes as they ascended the hill. From the windows of the drawingand stakes run into the ground. At one end of these lists, so room we saw parties of men parading about the village, with a
to call them, stood a pole, at the top of which glistened in the drummer at their head, singing various patriotic songs, and a
rays of the setting sun a gigantic pewter dish. At the opposite less numerous band of boys and girls dancing on the green. In
The Abbat
extremity a drum and fife formed the most discordant orchesfta a few minutes, Choiset, the game-keeper came in.
there is a great crowd folever infl cted on mortal ears.
Mile, de Malpeire was on the is arrived,' he hastily announced
oilier side of her mother, and never took her
eyes off that scene. lowing him. I am come to take M. le Baron's orders.'
" You will admit no one but the Abbat himself and his
I kept watching her, with feelings of jealousy, anger and tenShe tried to look composed, but the expression of twelve companions,' answered the old nobleman 'and if any
derness.
of the others try to force their way in, you will do as I told
her countenance and the feverish flush on her cheeks
betrayed
a secret agitation.
'Come,' said the Baronue, smiling, 'let us go and
you.'
"'Look, my dear Count,' the Baronne said to me, 'the give audience to these gallant shepherds. Your hand, M. le
Baron. Come with us, my love,' she added, turning to her
games are going to begin.
" Two half-naked men entered the
daughter. Mile, de Malpeire followed them, holding in her
lists, and seized one an.
hand the blue scarf unfolded. She looked very pale, and I
other by the body. One of them was soon thrown
down, and
The other man stood bolt saw her hands tremble.
silently withdrew from the ring.
"
upright, and awaited the next combatant, who, in his turn reThey all went down stairs. I did not follow them the
mained master of the field, and then was vanquished
whole
affair was disagreeable to me, and I had not menut to be
by another adversary.
For more than an hour new wrestlers succes- present at the presentation of the scarf. I remained, theresively occupied the centre of the ring, and were one after an- fore, alone in the drawing-room, standing near a window, and
other rolled in the dust, amidst the shouts of the
mob, who unconsciously gazing on the dark plain. There was no moon,
greeted them with applause, or hissed and hooted at them, and not a star was to be seen in the sky. The garden and
according to the more or less strength and activity they evin- everything beyond it was veiled in profound obscurity. The
ced.
night wind moaned sadly through the trellised alleys. I lean" After two or three encounters
had taken place, the Baronne ed my head on my hands, and fell into a melancholy fit ot
turned to me, and said, with a slight yawn, It must be
owned, musing, which gradually softened my resentful feeling. The kind
this is a little monotonous, especially as it is
of avowal which Mile, de Malpeire hjd volunteered, as il
perfectly well
known beforehand who will be ,he conqueror. The Abbat is to make to me, had created at first in my heart a paroxysm of
sure to end by throwing them nil down, as he did last
and anger, which was almost like hatred. \'>
year," jealousy
The strength of that fellow Pinatel is extraordinary,' the dint of turning over in my miud the cruel words she had utBaron observed; and he is also a wonderful poacher. If he tered, I began to thiak that there was no occasion to attach
any
had belonged to the place, I should have made him the offer importance to them that it was all an excuse and a subt
of Choiset's situation sometime hence, and in the meantime oc- a mere threat that I had not, that I could
not, have a
If I could be once persuaded of this, I felt I could easily forcupied him as a woodman.
" A moment afterwards
Madame de Malpeire yawned again, give her. coldness, endure her scorn. I was ready to fall
and exclaimed, This is decidedly very tedious. These fights feet of the haughty girl, and to tell her that I 'should
always
with the fists are inn tiresome. Let UK take a turn in the
par. love, always be devoted to her, without
I think I have already mentioned thut this
As 1 was indulging in
parterre was if such was her will her whim
pluU'^nn, supported by the rump.
surrounded alternate moods of tenderness and any. r, 1 thought I peri
'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

'

;

'

'

.1
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a figure pasping slowly under the window, keeping oloso to the
like some one feeling his way in the <lurk.
Though tliero
in tliis, my attention was roused, and
I followed with my eyes the indistinct form for some time, but
the obscurity was so great that it disappeared without
my having been able to discern which way it had

fling the cards.

starting

was nothing extraordinary

moment afterwards Madame de Malpeire's
turned round ;
I
got up and growled.
the door of the boudoir which had served me as a studio was
I fancied I heard the sound of a light stealthy footstep
ajar.
A.

gone.

'

little

dog

The impression was so strong, that I
there ?' There was no answer. I took a
candle and went into the boudoir ; the little spaniel followed
me, barking between my legs. The door to the parterre was
on the creaking boards.
called out,

'

Who is

This was often the case these summer evenings. No
open.
one was to be seen, but I fancied I heard the sound of receding
I concluded that some of the servants had passed
footsteps.
that way into the garden, and returned to the drawing room.
About half an hour afterwards Madame Malpeire came in and
threw herself on the sofa, exclaiming, I am quite exhausted.
I have been obliged to rest some time 011 my way up in Boinet's room.
I do not know that I ever laughed so much in my
life.
I think it is that which has tired me so much.
Was the reception so very amusing then ?' I asked.
O,
you shall hear all about it,' exclaimed the good lady, seized
with a fresh fit of laughter.
Just picture to yourself. The
Abbat and his cortege were waiting in the green hall, with
their hats off and very respectful, all as it should be.
When
my daughter came forward, the big fellow went down on his
knees in a most gallant fashion to receive the scarf. She
stooped over him, and passed it over his chest, whilst the
others applauded, making a tremendous noise. At last, when
silence was restored, the Abbat stood up and addressed to me
a little speech, which gave me time to look at him. Upon my
word that man is a giant. I do not think my feathers reached
as high as his elbow. When he had finished his harangue, I
turned to the Baron and said, Monseiur, may I beg you to
make my acknowledgments to that young man. Not knowing
the language of the country, I have not been able to understaivl his speech, but I am not the less delighted with his
sentiments."
'Why, good gracious, madame,' the Baron exclaimed, 'he spoke to you in French !'
" This tickled
my fancy so much that I was seized with a fit
of laughter which obliged me to hide my face with my fan, and
I was at least a quarter of an hour recovering myself. But it
all passed off very well, I think.
Wine and liquors were plenThey drank our
tifully served out to these good people.
healths, I don't know how many times, and are gone away
qnite satisfied, I presume. But the whole affair has been
dreadfully fatiguing. As to my daughter, she is quite knocked
up by the exertions of the day, and has asked my leave not to
appear at supper. She has probably retired to rest by this
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

For

time.

my part,

I feel sufficiently refreshed not only to

keep you and the Baron company at supper, but to play, if
you are so disposed, our usual game at piquet afterwards.
" The Baron then
joined us, and said, 'There is an immense
number of people on the road. They seem to be coming here,
but they certainly will not come in. We can sleep in perfect
'O,'
quiet; I have ordered the draw-bridge to be taken up.
'

'

pxolaimed his wife, in a jesting manner, then we are all your
prisoners.
Nobody can go in and out without your leave.'
'

\Ve went to supper.
I thought, in spite of all his efforts
appear unconcerned, that the Baron was somewhat anxious
abMt the state of things. He fell, however, asleep as usual in
his arm-chair, and Mademe de Malpeire and I began one of
those interminable games at cards which she often liked to
'

to

prolong beyond midnight.
" At about eleven o'clock Mile. Boinet ran
in, looking terri'
fied.
I don't know what is going on,' she said
there is a
From this room nothing is heard, but
tumult outside.
if M. le Baron will go down into the court, perhaps he can find
'I daresay they have come
ibout.'
out what all this
us a serenade,' Madame de Malpeire said, quietly shuf'

;

:

l>IM.\<;-i;(io.M.

is

go down mul

'I shall

Sri-.' tlu-

up on*

not worth

of his sleep,
'.Dun': move,
while to interrupt your game.'

B'>i-on

cried,

Champanfo
He had

us when the bells of the parish church begun to ling.
It
the tocsin,' I exclaimed.
Then I suppose a tire has broken
out somewhere,' Madame de Malpeiie answered. 'It is a frequent occurence here, where the houses are all built of
wood and thatched with straw.
On these fite days there
is always the
beginning of a conflagration somewhere
or other, because in each
cottage they light
great
left

'

is

'

the frying with oil which goes on at a great rate on
these occasions.
In that case,' I replied, 'we ought to see
the flames from this window, and I went to look out. It was
as dark as possible, and the air felt
heavy and sultry. It
seemed as if a storm was gathering on the mountain. It was
fires for

'

'

'

impossible to discern the position of the village, except by tho
mournful sound of the alarm bell, which fell on the ear with
an ominous signittcancy. I could see nothing in the thick
darkness, except a multitude of lights moving in the same
These were the pine-wood torches carried by the
direction.
peasantry. They were evidently advancing towards the casile
in groat numbers, and I was watching this procession with
some anxiety when the Baron rushed into the room with a
gun in his hand, one of those heavy muskets formerly used in
It is a regular sedition, an attack with armed force,' he
sieges.
There are
said, with a mixture of self-possession and anger.
four or five hundred of them yelling and hooting on the other
side of the moat in front of the gate.'
But what
do they want, I wonder?' the Baronne said, without
much distressing herself. 'Who knows,' he replied. 'Choiset went to the wicket to speak to them, but they only shouted
'

'

more

furiously, and instead of stating their grievances, if they
have any, they kept screaming, The Abbat, the Abbat just
as if we had kept him a prisoner.
Some of them have guns,
but the greater number are armed only with pickaxes and
ploughshares. There is no danger of them taking us by storm.
I am only afraid of one thing, which is that it should occur to
them to surprise us on this side by the postern gate.
Would
th^t be possible ?' asked the Baronue, beginning to take the
alarm. He nodded affirmatively, and exclaimed with aa oath
But I undertake to defend that entrance. The first man that
appears I shoot down as a dog, and in like manner as many as
shall follow, one by one.
O my God, my God cried his
and my daughter ?'
You must
wife, lifting up her hands,
It is from the balcony of
bring her here,' the Baron replied.
her room that I must watch the postern gate.'
Have you any
'

'

!

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

!

'

'

'

'

directions to give

me ?

'

I asked.

'

Come

with me,' he briefly

replied.

" Madame de
Malpeire took a candle, and we followed her
She
along the passage which led to her daughter's room.
must be fast asleep,' she said, 'and her door is always locked
! often go in
inside, but I have my master-key in my pocket.
for a moment to look at her sleeping.
She opened the door,
and at a glance I took in the principal features of the room.
The bed, which had no canopy, was covered with a white counterpane. A large woollen curtain was drawn before the window.
Over the mantelpiece, which faced the door, there was an old
looking-glass, and at its foot the little figure the Baron had
found in his game-bag. At the same time I perceived that
She is not here !'
Mile, de Malpeire was not in her apartment.
What on earth has become of her ?'
exclaimed the Baronne.
"
My blood ran cold at these words. I remembered the
figure I had seen gliding under the window, the light step I
had heard in the boudoir, the strange emotion I had felt, the
threat implied in the words, which had been ringing in my
ears for the last few hours, 'You shall soon know.'
Then,
like a flash of lightning, passed through my mind the thought
of what the Baron had said of the cries of the mob clamoring
A cold sweat started on my brow. I felt parafor the Abbat.
lyzed from head to foot, ami whilst a hasty search was
all over the castle for Mile, de Malpeire, I sin, nl rooted to the
spot, feeling a horrible certainty that I should never see her
'

'

'

'

again.

The Baron came back, looking

as palo as death.

'Sh:

As soon as she saw uu,
stairs together.
her knees before her
on
threw
herself
de
Miilpeiro
cried,
,or die.'
cried
sobs
in
a
voice
broken
and
out, M.
by
The word
heart.
larodj passed my lipa husband,
\:-..\r in my
take pity on that
must
You
I will not abandon her.
table
in
a
a
I
on
cannot,
wliie.h
w:is
on
a
letter,
fell
when my'eyes
lying
You must let me fo to her it is my
I pointed it out to Madame do Malpeire, poor, deluded child.
corner o't' the room.
that norrible wr
who seized it and exclaimed, 'Head, Monsieur, read. It is duty, it is my right. I must s vo her from
hide her in some
I
shall
then
fault
her
Slie
will
soon
of
to
directed
repent
yon.'
my daughter's handwriting it is
" The Baron
and shut myself up with her. Religion bids us be
an
convent,
and
the
change
appalling
letter,
opened
exHe read it to the end, gave it into my merciful. It teaches us that the greatest offences can be
came over his face.
His wife knelt piated by repentance."
hand, staggered, and fell heavily on the floor.
"
the
'Repentance can win forgiveness at God's hands,*
by him and called wildly for help. The servants came rushing
name
Our
shame.
but
it
cannot
Baron
read
these
I
had
away
wipe
replied,
the time he recovered his senses

,'iins

been carried

off,'

he said

in

a hoarse voice.

'I follow you,'

but

I

'We must

"We

wit

went down

te

'

i

*
'

;

i

;

.'

;

'

By

in.

words

:

Sre: The moment has come -when everything must be
I
known, when the secrets of my heart must be revealed.
have given my love, I have pledged my hand to a man who, ac'

I love
equal.
cording to the ideas of the world, is not
him because he possesses all the virtues of his humble con-

my

am

I
dition, truthfulness, honesty, morality, and simplicity.
not afraid of poverty with him ; his hardy frame is inured to

He will

and our house cannot brook disgrace."
"Long and vainly the poor woman pleaded in accents of vehement grief, which thrilled through my own bruised and misNothing,' he
erable heart. The Baron continued unmoved.
There is no
the
shame
or
redeem
efface
this
can
past.
said,
The unfortunate girl h:.s
option, no possible course but one.
chosen her lot and she must abide by it. She must man-- the
man she has eloped with, and be to us as if she had never ex'

'

me

the bread earned by the sweat of isted.'
" Thus we
found us
to the honorable shelter of
passed the night, and the dawning light
his virtuous parents' roof, it is because an odious tyran- sitting together in the same place, pale, heart-broken, utterly
wrote and sent his
this extremity.
It wretched.
nical despotism has driven me to
Early in the morning the Baron
As she was not yet of age
to escape the horrible misery of being forced in- consent to his daughter's marriage.
is
Oil that account I claimed his pro- it could not otherwise have taken place.
to a
vrriiige I abhor.
tection and placed myself under his care. Do not think that

labor.

share with

him

If I fly with

hia brow.

m

Thousands
ot.n drag' me from the refuge I have chosen.
of t-trong arms and brave hearts will encircle tlie peasant's
bri ie, and save the noble's daughter from the tynnny which

you

would constrain her to wed a man she does not love. If you
would save my honor, if you would secure for the child you
or .<w nailed j'our ovra, though now you may curse and disown
her, an nnble^nished came, send me your written consent to
my marriage with Frangois Pinntel, that I may become in the
eyes of the world the lawful wife of the man with whom I have
no'; feared to fly in the dead of night, to whom I shall have
pledged my faith in the presence of a multitude, and whom I
will never forsake in life or in death.

I cannot expect that

and my poor mother will forgive me now, but the day
will come when you will do so."
The Baron turned towards me with a calmness more fearShe
fnl than the most violent burst of passion, and said,
must marry that man. I shall send my written consent, and
whan vliat paper is signed and gone, then I shall be childless,
and forget that I ever had a daughter.' After a pause he
added, in a, tone which even at this distance of time I cannot
Cursed be the day when
call *o mind without shuddering,
she '^as born. Cursed be the day when God in His auger
Accursed be her life in
rrised her from amongst the dead
'
this world and in the
O, do not say in the next,' cried
the wretched mother, putting her hand over his mouth. She
too had read the letter, and wringing her hands, she kept re-

you,

sir,

'

'

'

!

'

'

peating,

My girl is mad my poor
;

girl is

gone out of her

mind."

"What a terrible night we went through! Everything in
me seeraed crushed and annihilated. Transports of rage shook
moment, and vague feelings of remorse
and pity tortured me the next. The Baron, unable to endure
the flies of his wife, who was falling every moment into hysHis grief was gloomy aud
terics, followed me to my room.
He walked up and down the room in a restless manner,
silent.
and sometimes went to the window, as if to breathe. Every
noise ou's- de the castle had subsided; evidently the popular
excitement was allayed by some unexpected circumstance.
The peasants were no longer clamoring before the entrance
rne to pieces it one

gate.

" Be ween twelve and one o'clock Choiset came into the
'
room, and said, with tears in his eyes, Forgive me, Monsieur
le Enron, if I venture to disturb you, but Madame la Baronne
has had a long fainting fit. We were almost afraid she would
die, but now she is a little better and has gone into her room.
She asks

to sea

you and Hoanieur

le

Comte.

CHAPTEE VEIL
THE BMIGEES.

THE violent agitation I had gone through, and the straggles
I had made not to give way to the excess of my giief before
Mile, de Malpeire's parents, brought on ? state e* physical
which occasioned great
suffering and mental prostration
to apprehend
anxiety to those about me, and gave them reason
that I was seriously ill. Alarming symptoms soon showed
themselves, and on the following day the doctor pronounced
me to be at death's door. I have preserved only a confused
what took place whilst I was lying in bed wi'h
The only thing I disa burning fever and often light-headed.
continued halsame
the
haunted
is
recollect
by
being
tinctly
I kept fancying myself a child who had just died,
lucination.
and that I was placed in a coffin and carried along accompanied
The procession stopped at the Paes of
funeral chants.
recollection of

by

Malpeire, 'and then I opened my eyes, lifted up my shroud,
and gazed on the blue sky. Tlrs feeling of being dead and
coming to life again was constantly re-occurring in my excited
of physical
imagination, and I passed alternately from a state
prostration to one of violent excitement. At last, however,
nature triumphed. I sat up one day, looked about me, and

saw a woman sitting by my bed-side. It was Madame de Malknow her again at first, for she wore
peire, but I did not
She had never left me day or night,
neither patches or rouge.
and certainly I owed my life, under God, to the devoted care
of her husband and herself.
My illness had lasted six weeks,
had often declared that
and the doctor, who came from D
he did not expect me to live through the night. The doctor
was a sharp, clever little old man. He had not been deceived
as to the cause of my illness, aud as soon as he perceived that
I was beginning to recover consciousness and memory, he said
,

Madame

de Malpeire, ' The air of these mounMoreover, wo must benr in
mind that the whiter here lasts for eight months consecutively,
and that it is likely the snow will soon begin to fall and to
make the roads impassable. My opinion is, that M. de Champaubert ought at once to set off. Though he is very weak, I
am not afraid of the journey for him. If he cannot ride, nothI moved in a
ing will be easier than to carry him in a litter.

to

me

before

tains is too keen for

my patient.

'

restless

manner, and moaned.

up had been

'

began

to

too

much

for

wander again.

The

had made to sit
and my thoughts
murmured, 'you will

effort

I

my feeble strength,
'You, doetor,' I
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UNCLE'S DINING-ROOM.

"When I awoke the following morning it was broad dayon the snow at the Pass of
.'
r
No, no we shall go light and the exhilarating r
way
You will go to your father.
room, the doors and windows of which
v.iio
yon.'
'My father I said, suddenly struck were wide open. The doctor was already, standing by the side
'Does he know that I am ill? Has he of my bed. 'Come, come,' he said, in a cheerful manner.
ight.
written?' Madame de Mulpeire looked anxiously at the doc- are much better. We must take advantage of this U-aiitiful
Tell him everything, day, and start in an hour.' I suft' red myself to be dressed as
tor, as if uncertain what answer to give.
madame," he replied. '.Speak to him of the letter M. le Baron a child, and leaning on the arm of this kind man I tried to
has received." 'A few lines only," she said, bending over me. walk a few steps, but I was so weak I could not get as far as
Never mind," he said, encouragingly, as he led me
A few lines written by your father himself. Ho is quite well the door.
I have ordered a good litter to be got
and in a place of safety but terrible things have happened. back to my arm-chair.
The Baron came in at that moment and it was he who gave me ready, with thick curtains, and you will be very comfortable.
an account of the horrible days, the 5th and 6th of October. It is at the bottom of the stairs. If you cannot walk, we shall
I must first take leave of the Baron and
Mv father had taken part in all that then took place. After carry you down.

We

come with me.
ire,

and you

shall rest

will lc

'

.

;

'

'

i:

!

;

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

accompanying the royal family of Paris, subsequently to their
unhappy attempt at night, he had gone home only a few hours,
and on the following day went into voluntary exile. He had
emigrated, and it was at Turin he was expecting me to join
him.
" The doctor
hoped that these terrible tidings would serve
to divert the current of my thoughts from the one besetting
And it did BO happen that the
idea which was destroying me.
intelligence gave me

turned away my attention
shock which this
from my own sufferings, and gave me a sudden energy. I
raised myself a little in the bed, and, leaning my elbow on the
pillow, listened to the accounts in the public papers, which
the Baron had received at the same time as my father's letter,
and which he read aloud to me. The description of the horrible scenes of which they gave the details absorbed all my attention, and for a quarter of an hour I forgot where I was, and
the havoc which my unfortunate passion had made in my whole
being. I forgot Mile, de Malpeire. But before the Baron
had finished reading, my eyes unfortunately fell on a little
green branch, the leaves of which showed themselves against
one of the window-panes. It was a sprig of periwinkle that
Mile, de Malpeire had stuck into her sash one afternoon, and
which I had taken possession of when she threw it away, faded
and broken, into a corner of the dining-room. The poor slip
root, and ite light green leaves were beginning to
above the edge of the flower-pot in which I had placed it,
like some rare plant.
Instantly, my throbbing head fell back
on the pillow, and I sank into a bitter train of thought. The
Baron read on, but it was no longer what I heard which
made my blood boil with indignation or filled my eyes with
The old doctor perceived this sudden change, and said
tears.
in a decided manner, Well, sir, we must be off to-njorrow."
"That same evening, Madame de Malpeire was sitting alone
by my bedside. I hardly know with what kind of expression
I looked at her, as I thought of one whose name I could not
utter, but the poor woman burst into tears, and said, in a low
No other exvoice, I mourn over her as if she were dead.
planation took place between us. The wound in my heart was
so sore and so deep that I was afraid of increasing my sufferings by touching upon it. I felt that there were things I could
not hear mentioned and live.
At about twelve o'clock that night, the Baron and his wife
withdrew, after having affectionately squeezed my hand. Mile.
Boiuet lingered for a moment in my room, and wished me goodnight with a sorrowful expression, not at all usual to her.
'
Good-night," I said, 'du revoir tomorrow.' She put her handkerchief to her eyes, and went out without speaking.
I remained alone with the maid-servant, who was to sit up with me
Hitherto the Baron had slept in my room, not
that night.
choosing to rely on any one but himself for the minute watchThe stout, good-natured
ing my dangerous illness required.
girl eptablished herself close to my bedside, with her hands
fo'ded under her handkerchief.
As I did not fall to sleep iinm"diately, she began in her patois a sort of unintelligible solI gathered from it, however, that she was lamenting
"oquy.
o^: Tiy departure and that of her master and mistress. The
monutorous sound of her voice ended by lulling me to rest.

had taken

rise

'

'

'

' '

My

weary, burning eyes at last closed themselves, and for
time I slept soundly for several consecutive hours.

tat' first

'

Madame

de Malpeire,' I said, with a choking sensation in my
He answered, ' They have spared you the pain of that
throat.
It would have been an additional trial, which you
parting.
are not in a state to bear.
For several days everything has
been prepared for their departure. They only waited till you
could be pronounced out of danger, and this very night they
have left the castle." 'For any long time?' I asked, quite
'

startled at this information.
'

Most

likely for ever,

'

he sadly

They

emigrate."
"I was carried down to the litter almost fainting, and allowed myself to be conveyed away without asking where I was
replied.

The doctor acgoing, without casting one look behind me.
companied me on horseback. When we arrived at the Pass of
Malpeire he dismounted and opened the curtains of my litter.
The open air had revived me. I raised my head and gazed on
the melancholy view. The lengthening shadows of the rock
had already reached the confines of the gorge. The torrent
was brawling in its deep bed, and the yellow autumnal le ves
strewing the path. A little bird hopped on the skra^ where
Mile, de Malpeire's coffin had rested, and its joyful twi.ter
mingled with the roaring noise of the imprisoned waters. I
hid my face in my hands with a low moan. The doctor bent
over me and anxiously inquired how I felt. I pressed his hand,
which had taken hold of mine, and made a sign to him to close
the curtains.
The sif^ht of that place made me feel faint and
giddy. My, head reeled, and I was seized with a wild desire to
throw myself into the abyss and end my life beneath the old
waves of that foaming stream. This sort of delirium ceased as
we began to descend the mountain on the other side, when I
felt the softer air blowing in my face, and the southern sun
warming my benumbed limbs. It was thus I departed from a
spot where, in a short space of time, I had enjoyed the most
transporting dream of happiness and suffered the most severe
pangs that the human heart can undergo.
"Eight days afterwards I arrived at Turin, where I found
my father. The doctor, who had accompanied me so far, was
then obliged at once to return to the little town where he lived.
The separation affected me, for I had become attached to him
as to a friend whose skill and penetration had been the means
of saving my life.
Another absurd, strange feeling, which I
would hardly acknowledge to myself, made me also regret his
He knew Mile, de Malpeire he could have talked
departure.
to me of her.
Just before he went away I had a weak return of
passionate tenderness, and taking him apart, I said, in a fal;

Who knows what is the fate of that unhappy
tering voice
I implore you to make some inquiries about her.
Pergirl ?
'

:

haps she may have changed her mind at the last moment, and
left that man.
What, in that case, would become of her ?
Her parents have disowned and cast her off. There would be
no one to lend her a helping hand, should she wish to retrace
her steps. This thought makes me miserable. I would give
my life to save her to take her away from that man. The
'

me

with a compassionate expression of counBelieve me forget her. It is untenance, and said briefly
happy she has the fate she chose for herself.
"
My father did not put any queslions to me, and I said
nothing to him. By a kind of tacit agreement we avoided
every allusion to the fatal project of marriage which took cie
to the Castle de Malpeire and to the time I spent there.
Once,
doctor looked at

'

:

'

;

Till-:

MY

It was at the
father broke through that silence.
had just arrived at Ostend, where a
number of emigre* were preparing, like me, to cross over

my

however,

end of the year 1702.
great

J'OHTHAJT 1\

We

but I did not seek them out, and whilst
to England,
father went to visit some old friends I remained alone at the

my

day was closing in, and the inwhich I watched the snowwith
tensely melancholy feeling
flakes slowly falling and whitening the roofs of the neighboring
houses, the high-pointed gables of which stood out in dark re-

remember

I

hotel.

that the

My father came in with a soragainst the pale gray sky.
rowful countenance, and seated himself by the fire without
speaking. This made me feel anxious, for at that time life was
made up of incessant fears, and the event generally more than
lief

worst apprehensions.
Any news from France ?'
I asKed, trembling at what the answer might be. My father
shook his head, and with a manner of great depression said
'
Yo.i know
I have just heard of the death of an old friend.
him, Maximin, and although it was under very painful circum'

justified the

:

stances that your intimacy ended, I am sure you will feel his
death very much.'
You mean that the Baron de Malpeire is
'
Yep, he was carried off suddenly within
dead," I exclaimed.
'

'He had been living
the last few days,' my father answered.
here some time in a state bordering on destitution.' 'And
Madame de Malpeire ?' I asked. ' Was she with him ? Have

He shook his head sadly.

yousetnher?"
dead

heart, I think,

'

'What, is she, too,
good while ago of a broken
'The Baron
father said in a low voice.
'

I cried.

?'

my

She died

a

had no one with him in his last moments except a poor servant
of his wife's, who had latterly supported him by her work.
When I heard all this I tried to find her out. I should have
liked to have done something for that faithful creature, but she
she went backio France.'
is gone
" We sat on some time in silence. At last I said to
my father
And Mile, de Malpeire do you know what has become of
her ?' He hesitated for a moment, and then replied in a way
the family
tli at seemed intended to stop any farther questions,
;

'
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"There was a heavy shower just now, and it soaked through
and through."
The rain was indeed streaming down the window panes, and
the temperature in the house had become sensibly colder.
" Throw some
"
fagots on the fire," Dom G6rusac said
are freezing here.
And get us some coffee; you know M-. le
Cnri likes it very hot. "
"
My d< ar Marquis," he added, " you will let me introduce
to you the AbbiS Lambert, a worthy priest, who has been for
<

:

years Cure' of Malpeire."

fifteen

make his acquaintance," the Marquis
eagerly answered. And whilst my uncle went to look after his
new guest, he said to me, "M. le Cur6 must, I think, know
something as to the fate of the family of Malpeire. He must
have heard people talk about them and their misfortunes.
Have you ever asked any questions on the subject?"
"Yes, I have, monseigneur," I answered, getting very red,
"I

shall be very glad to

"but he seemed to know nothing about

it.

Perhaps

it

was out

of a feeling of charity, and because he wished people to forget
Mile, de Malpeire's disgraceful history."
1

The Abbe Lambert came in with my uncle. His old cassock
was still very damp, and the marks which his heavy shoes left
on the floor showed that he had been trudging on foot in roads
full of clayey mud.
But he was in nowise ashamed of his poor
appearance, and it was in a manner equally free from embarrassment or familiarity that he returned the greeting of our
distinguished guest, who received the old village priest with as
much respect as if he had been a dignitary of the Church, made
way for him by his side close to the fire, and stirred up the
blaze of the fagots, in order that the poor worn-out cassock

might be effectually dried.
"My dear Cure I am delighted that your flock is scattered
over these mountains and valleys," said Dom Gdrusac with a
We should not have had the pleasure of seeing you tosmile.
ii
you had not some parishioners to visit in this neighnight
1

,

'

'

of Malpeire is now quite extinct.
"From that day to this I never uttered again Mile, de Malpeire's name and my father may have thought that I had for-

gotten her, but it was not so. The remembrance of that first
and only affection dwelt in my heart through all the years of
my youth, and, I am almost ashamed to add, even in a more
advanced period of life, stood in the way of my marrying.
And now I cannot look at that picture without emotion. The
sight of it makes my poor old heart thrill as it used to do years
ago. The brighest and the most terrible days I have known
rise again before me."

CHAPTER

his

"Yes, indeed," he replied, with somewhat of sadness in his
"It is a case requiring my ministry that brought me
here to-night a pressing sick call, and I was afraid of being
too late. It is a long walk from Malpeire to here, and in this
tone.

stormy weather the torrents may swell at any moment so as to
impede the way."
" After the Abbe Lambert had dried his clothes and drank a
cup of coffee, M. le Champaubert began discreetly to sound him
as to the time of his arrival in those parts, and the reports he
might have happened to hear concerning the former lords of
the soil. The Abbe Lambert seemed aware of the interest
which prompted M. le Champaubert to make these inquiries,
and he spared him the necessity of more direct questioning by
1

saying, in a grave, sad voice
" When I came
here, about sixteen years ago, the family of
:

IX.

TEE HOME OF THE PINATKL8.
M. de Champaubert leant

borhood."

elbow

on the

table, sighed

event
Malpeire was almost forgotten. Even the melancholy
"
which preceded their departure was hardly alluded to.
" But
know of it !" exclaimed the Marquis. " You had

you

deeply, and pouring out a glass of sherry, drank it off.
My
uncle, who had with difficulty followed all these romantic meta" You were
really very unfortunate in your
physics.ejaculated,
fiist love." As to me, my heart was bursting with indignation.

heard of the only daughter of the late Baron, Mile, de Mal-

I could not take my eyes off Mile, de Malpeire 's picture, and
when the Marquis had finished his story I murmured, with a
" That Abbat she was so fond of must be
kind of scornful

mercy

rage.
this time a horrid wrinkled old peasant, bent half-double, I
I should like to see
daresay, and dressed in tattered clothes.

by

peire

?

The

"

old priest raised his eyes and hands to heaven, and
an earnest and impressive manner, "May God have
And you must also
on the soul of that poor woman

said, in

!

forgive her

;

she has atoned for her guilt by severe suffer-

ings"
"You

have been yourself acquainted with Mile, de MalM. de Champaubert, greatly agitated;
"you can tell me what has been the end of her unhappy

peire," interrupted

him now."
Whilst M. de Champaubert had been speaking Babelou had life."
"
"It is a shocking history, murmured the Abbfi Lambert,
looked in at the door more than once. When his narrative
as
if
his
she
into
the
and
an
end
to
the shaking
came to
head,
beginning to hesitate about recalling
room,
going up
glided
back of my uncle's arm-chair, she whispered in his ear that M. that painful remembrance. But the Marquis would take no
le CuriS was come, and asked for a bed, as he was in the habit denial, and he then said, "I little thought where and in what
of doing now and then.
companv I should relate the history of that poor sinner. God,

"By
Where
'In

means," cried
"
he

all
is

Dom

Gerusac; "he

is

most welcome.

the kitchen drying his cassock."

in his mysterious providence, has, I suppose, thus ordained
He paused for a moment or wo, and then went on
:

'!

Babelou

replied.

"At

the time of Mile, do Malpeire's elopement, I was

"

it.

Tin-:

C

of St.

,

a

i'oi;ri:AiT

MY

AV

village of Provence, in the dioo
JI>
lived in that place.
Abba', because in all the village fib x he

little

the
or prince of the

inline of

young men.

The I'niatelsbelonged

to thai old race of peasantry which for three or four hundred
years have been in possession from father to sou of a piece of
ground of their own, and cultivated it themselves. The

an honest, hard-working woman, with a sharp eye after profits and gain, managed the household. 'She married
her eldest son to a girl wuohad for her portion a plot of ground
worta about a thousand crowns, and she lived in very comfortable terms with her daughter-in-law.
She came one day to tell
me the news of her second son's mi! rriage with Mile, de Malpeire.
The widow Pinatel was by no me ins dazzled by the noble
alliance.
Everything is not gold that glitters," she said.
'
Xot a word hud been breathed about a marriage portion and
as the parents will not see or speak to the girl, it is most likeIt is not in any way a marriage
ly they will disinherit her.
that suits us.
What shall we do at home with this fine young
lady ? Does she think we are going to be her humble servants ?
I can tell her it will be no such thing.
And what a figure she
will look amongst us in her smart gowns ?
They will laugh at
us in the village, and I shall be almost ashamed of being seen
with her. For my part, I have no opinion of those handsome
r,

'

;

women.
dress.

are always thinking of their faces and their
There is not a bit of use in them. I am certain my

They

eldest son,

when he comes home,

will

be out of forts about

this

Francois brought her
marriage. But it is of no good talking.
to the farm, and there was nothing for it but to get them marBut I wish with all my heart that I do that this maried.

's

upon which was lying a
<

.

,uler

c \CLI-:

ing

sil'ied

mildew, which

is

large heap of wheat.

The crnins

one by one for the purpose of removing the
This occupation was
apt to ppc iil the lloiir.

carried on by the

dun light of a snuffy lamp, and they all applied themselves, to the ant-like labor with extraordina;
When I appeared, Madame Piuatel got up and said,
tivity.
'

O

le

dear,

you have had

We

Curd.

to cross the stable without a light,

never heard you coming.
'

You found

M.

the door

There was somebody in the yard,' I replied ;
opened, then ?
'I think it was your new daughter-in-law looking out for her
The widow shrugged her shoulders, and the
husband.'
son muttered between his teeth,
In that case she is likely to
'
Is Francois gone up
spend the night out of doors.
'

'

i

'

'

*

mountain ?' I asked, thinking it possible tint he might have
been to Malpeire, where great damage had been done after the
Baron's departure.
What business would he have there rehe is gone in another direction.
You see,
plied the widow
M. le Cure, he is a lad that can never stay long together at
home.
He is gone to amuse himself at the fair at
Apt.' I sat down in the post of honor, under the proTwo small logs were slowly burning
jecting chimney-piece.
on the hearth, and though the hour of supper was past, an
enormous iron pot was still simmering amidst the ashes. The
'

'

;

The Provencal

peasants' idea of politeness is to take upon
themselves the whole burden of conversation, so that the visitors should not be at the trouble of answering.
The eldest
Pinatel accordingly began to descaut upon the drought, whi h
had been unfavorable for the sowing, and on the extraordiu iry
size of

C

.

two fat pigs which he had sold at the last fair at
Whilst he was giving me every kind of detail on

St.
(lie

demoiselle had never darkened our doors.' I did all I could
to make her look on her son's marriage in a different light, and

subject, his young sister-in-law silently slipped into the room
and seated herself in the corner of the chimney opposite to me;

persuade her to welcome with a more Christian spirit the
young stranger who had become a member of her family. But
though a good woman as the world goes, Madame Pinatel had
none of the religious principles which would have made her
susceptible of the sort of feelings I tried to instil into her, and
all my efforts were useless.
"Just at that time I was summoned to Aix by the Bishop for
a work which had been begun the year before, and which he
wished me to finish under his eyes. I was absent from my par.
ish about two months, and it was near Christmas when I came

>
her clothes were wet, and she was shivering with cold. '
not leave, another time, the door open when you go out in the
evening, daughter-in-law, the widow Pinatel said to her in a
How can I come in again if I shut .t
sharp tone of voice.
behind me ? she replied with a scowl on her face. No ono
took any further notice of her. The eldest son went on with
Tue other brothers had also
his account of the sale of pigs.
their say in the matter, and an animate! discussion arose
In the meantime
as to the size and weight of the animals.
I was looking at the young wife with a mixture of
She was dressed like Madame
curiosity and compassion.
P.natel, in a brown drugget petticoat, and her cap of pr nted
calico tied under her chin entirely concealed he hair. The white
smoothness of her face was so remarkable that it almost
ed made of marble. She made up the fire a ittle, shivering all
the time in her wet clothes, and holding her head down, as if
afraid that I should speak to her.
Seeing this was th case, I
did not say a word, and even took care not to look at her any
more. But I threw into the heartu some logs that were lying

to

home. larrivedlateoneevening, having walked partofthe way,
and as a cold, drizzling ^ain was beginning to fall, I hastened
towards the dwelling-place of the Pinatels, which stood on the
Their house was
roadside, about a mile from the village.
a large, ill-constructed building, the walls of which had never
been plastered.
Properly speaking, it had neither sides or
The windows seemed to have been made here and there
front.
without any definite plan, and were without panes or blinds.
The entrance door opened upon a sort of yard, encumbered
with rubbish, piles of brushwood, and heaps of manure. There
was not a tree about the house, or the least appearance of a
In summer a burning sun turned the outside of this
garden.
habitation into a furnace, and in the winter the icy mistral blew
in unopposed through the rotten boards of the old outside
It was very dark, and as I was crossing the yard,
shutters.
'g my way with a stick, I heard somebody before me exclaiming
Francois, is that you at last ?' I advanced and
named myself, upon which the person who had spoken turned
abruptly round towards the house and disappeared. I pushed
open the door, which stood ajar, and, passing through the staIt was a
ble, entered the room where the family usually sat.
Jiiy long apartment, but so dark and smoky that at first
it was difficult to discern anything in it.
The widow Pinatel's
bed was iu one corner, screened from sight by curtains of yelHer great wooden cupboard always carefully
low serge.
locked up stood opposite to three or four shelves, upon which
the crockery and the saucepans were placed in grand array.
The wall was adorned with the pewter dishes won by the Abbat,
;ome of the household provisions were always hanging
'

:

Ht it.

"

When

I walked

in,

the fr.mily was sitting round a

table

D

'

'

'

near me, a d movtd aside the iron pot that she might put her
n she had warmed herself, she leant
feet ou the ashes.
back against the wall with her arms crossed over her el IP t,
and c osed her eyes like a person who dozes overpowered by
The rain continued to fall, nd I staid 0:1 till lato
fatigued.
in the evening.
During all that time the young woman
moved, or opened her yes. At last, just as I was going a\vay,
thinking that the bad weather would la t all the night, somebody whistled in the yard, and the house-uog ran to the do r
wagging his tail. 'It is Francois !' exclaimed the youug woman starting up and rushing to meet he husband.
" The others did not move. The widow
Pinatel, casting a
glance at the place her daughter-in-law had just left, muttered,
I only hope she has kept the soup warm.'
"A moment afterwards the Abbat came in, and throwing his
stick and heavy woollen cloal; into a corner, said in a cheery

Wh

t

'

Good evening to you all. M. le Cure, how do you
and you, mother, is all right with you ?' 'Well, I supand you,
pose one must always say yes to that, she ans wered
son, how do you feel yourself?' 'Why, not amiss as times go,'
he cried, and then, patting his stomach, added with a loud
You have had no supper
laugh, but I daresay better soou.
manner,

'

do?

'

'

;

'

'

'

'!'

THE PORTRAIT IN MY UNCLE'S
asked his mother

'than-

;

sit

I

down here.'

She.

made

und turning to his wife,
said, 'Gome, daughter-in-law, get your husliand's eo
The, young woman did us she was bid, and fetched a large loaf
at the table,

(or liiin liy her side

down and rest a little while.
knew not] ing of her former

will sit

brown

bre.id,

'

!'

you been about
a person of

the

fire.

It really is

?

enough

to

make one laugh

to

1

your age who cannot learn to keep a pot boiling on
luoky that everybody is not, so helpless as you,'

she added, glancing approvingly at her favorite daughter-inWhen my eldest son comes home, he always finds his
law.
wife hard at work, and something hot and snug by the fire for
his supper.
If you want to be a good housewife you had bet'

from your

sister-in-law.

'

"'As long as Fraueois does not complain, you have no
business to iiud fault with me,' she answered in an arrogant
I hastened to say that it was my fault if the Abbat's
tone.
supper was

<

old

;

had meddled with the saucepan.

that I

Francois will excuse it,' I added; I shall not be so stupid
another time.' ' There is nothing to be angry about," he said
the soup is very well as it is. So all is
to the two women;
for the best; let us hear no more about it. Do you know that the
There were neither
fair turned out a poor concern after all ?
buyer or sellers, and not a creature with so much as a piece of
And then the weather turned cold
five francs in his pocket.
Snow fell on the Luberon, and I had to come back
yesterday.
I
through roads where a dog would not like to travel.
W..B ankle deep in mud all the time, and my feet are like iciMake haste then and put some hot ashes in your shoes,'
cles."
the widow Pinatel cried; there ia nothing like it to prevent a
'

'

'

'

'

clril.'

"
Here, wife,' the Abbat said, taking off his thick hobnailed shoes, the leather of which was covered with a thick
coat ng of frozen mud; 'take my shoes and manage it for me.'
She scraped off the mud without saying a word, put in each
shoe a shovelful of ashes, and brought them back to her hus'

band.

"Seeing her so humbled and so cruelly punished

for her

fault, I could not but hope that she would have recourse to
tliose religious consolat.ous which alone could support and

strengthen her a uidst the many trials which must necessarily
await her, and I went awaypraying and trusting that her soul
would turn to God, and seek peace in His love and service.

CHAPTER

X.

THE FABM AND T^E
" ON the
Sunday which followed

FAIB.

my

visit to

the Pinatels,

Frangois' wife did not make her appearance at church, nor did
she go to her duties at Christmas. The Pinatels were certainly
by no ea a fervent Christians,* but still the family were tolerably regular in their attendance at church. I asked the widow
did not come with her, and what she
why her daughter-in-law
was doing at home. ' Nothing, as usual, the woman answered.
'

There she sits at the corner of the chimney, with her arms
crossed and her feet in the shea: If her petticoats happened
to ca ch fire, I don'
believe, heaven forgive me, that she
would stretch out her hand to put it out.'
" I was in the habit of vis.
ting the different families ia my
parish once or twice a month, according to what I supposed to
be their need of spiritual advice or consolation, and only under
'

>

A fortexceptional circumstances bioke through this rule.
heref 01 e elapsed before I went, agai i to the Piuatels.
This t me I found the young woman alone. She was sitting in
the Him near the d< or of the house, her peasant's hat overI

so that she only saw me when I was
inf, her eye ,
within a few steps of her. She seemed disagreeably surprised,
'There is nogirting up suddenly, said in Proveugul.
They have all been out in the fields since
i I am not in your way, I
h,
'

.

She had probably

f

1

i

t

But she soon recovered her self-possession, and with the air
and manner she would have had in her mother's drawing
she said, Will you do me the honor to walk into the In
see I thanked her, but declined; and we remained seated on the

It is

ter learn a lesson

'

position, for she
and seemed surprised t iat I did not speak to her in the di;der-t
of the country, as I did to the other members of

that

mid a basinful of soup with vegetables. Unfortunately, the soup was cold, which made the Abbat cross and
the widow angry.
My gracious she exclaimed, 'what have
<it'

21

'

bench outside.
"The weather happened

The

of year.

birds

to

be wonderfully mild

for the

time

hopped joyously amongst the bushi

the

little snowdrops were beginning to peep out in the shel'
tered spots under the hedges.
What a beautiful day it is !' I
said to the pale, stern young creature by my side.
I always
'

think this bright sunshine is like a look of love the love of a
The most deeply
merciful God on the works of His hand.
afflicted soul ought to be cheered by those benignant rays,

which seem to give new life to all creation. We feel that God
is our Father, and that he watches over iis.
She did not
answer, but looked at me in that sneering, offensive way which
persons who have no religion always put on with priests when
they endeavor to suggest to them thoughts of faith, gratitude,
I had often met with this sort of contemptand love of God.
uous treatment at the hands of men imbued with the prejudices of philosophical intolerance, and I had sometimes been
insulted by impious boasters who gloried in abusing the habit
I wear, but the hostile, unfriendly manner of this young woman
took me painfully by surprise. I went on to speak of the great
consolations which the practice of Christian duties afford, but
my words had an effect quite contrary to what I intended.
They provoked an outburst I little expected, and which revealed opinions I could never have imagined to exist in a person of her age and sex. She began at once to argils, or
to hold forth, explaining her views, and calling into question
the teachings, not only of the Church, but of the Holy
I was amazed at discovering in so young a woman
Scriptures.
such false and presumptuous ideas, such obstinacy in err:,r,
and a sort of impassioned scepticism. She had a mind at once
arrogant and disputatious, which was easily worked up t. excitement, and a heart which nothing seemed to soften and
There was not an atom in her of what the world calls
touch.
tenderness and sensibility, but she possessed uu impetuous
'

i

>

As I sat listening to
imagination, full of false enthusiasm.
her, I could perfectly understand how her unbridled passions
had misled her from one folly arid one fault to another, into
I was young myself at that
her present miserable position.
time, and had not yet learnt to fathom the fearful depths of the
human conscience. I was so shocked at the state of that nuhappy soul that I began silently to pray for her with all my
heart, and to beseech our blessed Lord to dispel by a miracle
Whilst I was thus pouring forth
of grace her miserable pride.
secret supplications to the divine

mercy for her, the young
woman, who fancied she had humbled and silenced me, said in
a light tone,

'

There
'

is

an end of the argument.

Let us talk

knaw

that I could give her some n
advice with regard to her position and the line of conduct she
would do well to follow with regard to her husband's rein
but she did not let rne finish what I had to say. ' I kno\.
of something else.

I

'

'
well what I have to expect. she interrupted.
These people
will
ever
and
alter
their feelings towards
detest me,
nothing
me I must own, that if they hate me, I hate them just as
:

much.
sides

We must,

till

the

however, put up with one another on both
widow Piuatel can pay her son the sum that is

him from his father's inheritance. It is only
but with that we shall be able to hire and s'ock a
farm, which we shall manage ourselves. My husband has been
already looking out for something of the kind, and has heard of a
place that would just suit us. It is property belonging to an emigre, so it will be long before the ow. er comes back. Theworstof
it is that we must wait till text Michaelmas, almost a whole
But ever mind; I must have p;itien e.' This plan apj.
o me very questionable, aud I ventured to
bserve t:
.would be difficult to make it answer.
'Y,u ore not used to
due

to

i

louis;

:

i

v
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and in spite of all your energy and goodwill,
be hardly possible for you to ne ust.ru yourself to a 1 f e
of so much labor and fatigue.
Moreover, your husband will
not be perhaps as much of a he p to you as you fancy. He
h:is never followed the p ough or handled the spade like his
'You may as well speak plainly,' she replied, very
brothers.'
He is an idlj fel ow; and not only idle, but
composedly.
'

work/Isxid;
it

will

'

also addicted to drinking and gambling.
I
very welL It was all his mother's fault.

know his character
She has suffered

him from

his boyhood to haunt the fairs and markets, where
he associates with horse-dealers and gip ies, and all sorts of
vicious and profligate people.
Eve bince we have been married she tolerates, and even seems to approve of, his frequent
absences from home. She even goes so far as to help him to
find excuses for getting away from me.
When we have a farm
of our own he will not be able to wander about the country.
i

U\CLE'f> DJXING-IIOOM.
must know, M.

1

Cure that my hands are pretty full of busiI have taken a farm of three hundred jn
lot.
It is no small affair, I can tell you, to
cultivate such a property as that.
I have already eiig:i
man to drive the oxen, a shepherd aud a ploughman; and jiow
1 am going to buy a pair of oxen, a horse, and a hun red of
sheep. And then we must have corn to last us till the next
harvest.'
All that will cost you a good round sum,' I said.
He tapped his leathern belt, -making the money wi hin it
jingle, and, lowering his voice, said, I have seven hundred
francs here, which my mothe.- brought me in her apron just as
I was coming away.
Thereupon we parted, and went our
different ways.
About an hour after, as I was crossing the
market-place, I saw him going into a sort of cafe where well-to
do farmers, rich horse-dealers, and most of those who come to
the fair, with well-filled purses, were wont to congregate. I
knew that gambling went on there, and that the stakes were
very high; but it never entered my mind that Frangois 1 inatel
would adventure himself in such society, or be tempted to
play at vendome, a ruinous game of hazard. He was in the
habit of keeping with the younger men, and I thought as soon
as he had transacted his business he would be sure to go and
le

,

ness justnow.
of land in one

'

'

'

I shall manage to keep him at home then. He will leave off
loitering in the public-houses; he will lead a quiet, industrious
life, the appointed lot of man on earth, and fulfil all the duties
'
of a good citizen and th head of a family.
" Christian
charity compelled me to hold my tongue; but
any one the least acquainted with Frangois Pinatel must have
been aware t..ai he would never be able to earn his livelihood wrestle with them or shoot at tha target.
" In the afternoon I weut into the olive
groves t:> say my
by agricultural labor, and that he was only capable of exertion
when he had occasion to display his extraordinary strength. Office, and it was late before I returned from my walk. As I
He had none of the qualities requ site for a farmer patience, was coming back into the town I met he A -'but without h is
sign of the greatest
perseverance, shrewdness, circumspection, activity, and, above hat, which in the ease of a peasant is
He was a thick-skulled, good-hearted, agitation of mind. He was walking to and fro, heedless of the
all, strict economy.
merry wight, easily led astray, and subject to sudden outbursts passengers, whom he elbowed without mercy. As soon as I
of passion.
In spi e of all his uefects, he had always been his appeared, he rushed up to 11 e and said, M. le Cure", can you
'I have only one of th ee
mother's favorite child, and she perfectly knew his character. lend me a piece of six francs
With great prudence she had taken care not to make over to francs,' I replied. 'It is very much at your service but in
him his share of the paternal inheritance; but, on the other the first place you mus tell me what has happen; d ;' and takhand, when this her prodigal son came home, his piece of ing him by the arm I forcibly drew him away from the crowd
bread and basin of soup were always forthcoming.
to a qniet spot where nobody could overhear us.
He ufiV red
" It n ould have been vain to
try and explain to the young himself to i e led like a child, and would ot answer at fi st any
wife the sort of tutelage her husband required, and which she of the questions I put to him ; but suddenly rousing himself,
would never herself be able to exercise. "L therefo e only he told me with a volley of oaths, intermingled with bursts of
begged her not to undertake anything without her mother-in- grief, that he had lost at play every penny he possesse I. It
law's advice, and withdrew with the sad consciousness that I was not the time for reproaches, or for trying to move him to
had not succeeded either in enlightening her as to the perils of repentance ; all I could do was to try and softea his despair.
her immortal soul, or even as to the questions relating to her But he had one of those excitable, unreasoning natures which
must give full vent to their violence before it can subside. He
temporal interests.
" A few
, Monseigneur d'Aix
days afterwards I left St.
My mother ! O, what
kept, repeating ov^-r and over again,
having appointed me to other functions. My flock thus passed will my mother say ? I had rather die than go home. I am
under the spiritual care of another curfe. The most disastrous not afraid of death. It is so easy to throw one's se!f into a
and; t.ie Church was well." I shuddered at the thought that if left to himself he
days of the revolution were th.n at
threatened with an impending schism, and the priest's who might commit such a crime and that neither the sense of God's
refused to adhere to the civil constitution of the clergy with justica nor the fear of eternal punishment would be sufficient
During several months I went from place to to restrain him from self-destruction. In the midst of his
persecution.
in
the
diocese,
enlightening the undecided, and strength- bursts of passion he had moments of weakness, when he would
place
ening the courage of the weak. Towards the end of my circuit sit down, and hiding his face in his hands, moan and weep like
a small town about five miles from St C
a woman. I took advantage of one of those int rvals to say to
I came to S
.
,
It was then about the beginning of October, and nearly a year hun in an authoritative manner, Now, my dear Pinatel, there
You must go back at once to St.
I arrived on the eve of the fair, is only one thing to do.
since I had left my parish.
an , relying on your mother's kindness, own to her
which is one of the principal ones in that part of the country, C
'
and the occasion of a great concourse of people. It is a market what has happened.'
No, no,' he exclaim d; 'I tell you I
as well an a fair, and on the last three days a festival. Oppor- never will show my face at home. I \v ill go away, and nobody
'
Get up,' I said 'get up at once
tunities of temptation and ruin are never wanting at gatherings shall ever hear of me again.'
like these.
Gambling goes on at a frightful rate, high stakes and come. I shall go with you. By degrees his re usals be,

r,

'

'

.-

:

'

i

'

,

;

'

came less positive, and at last he yielded and we started.
" I tried as we went along to make him feel how
wanting he
had hitherto been in his duties to God and to his family, and
numbers.
" The next
morning as I was coming out of the vicarage spoke of the way in which he might in future make amends for
where I lodged, I met the Abbat. He was dressed in a new his faults. He listened with deference to my observations, but
suit of clothes, and was going towards the site of the fair, with I cannot say that I had the consolation of hearing at that time
a bustling consequential air and manner. I went up to him to from his lips one word of real repentance. He soon calmed
inquire after his relations. He answered, They were all well down, however, and his natural recklessnes and levity got in
when I came away. My moth r is just the same as ever some measure the better of his grief. Before we were half way
he had recovered sufficient composure to enable
straight as an arrow, and as active as a girl of fifteen.
My to St. C
wife also is pretty well, though she looks thinish.' 'Are you him to give a detailed account of the misfortune that had behere alone ? I asked.
My eldest brother was coming with fallen him. 'I will tell you the real truth,' he said with a
I wanted to buy a gold chain for my wife. That was
me. but he could not mauace to set away,' he replied. 'You sigh.

The kind of
are played for, and important affairs transacted.
people who live by cheating their neighbors flock there in

'

;

,

'

'

'

Til K
the cause of
francs.
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and I down there under a

gold chain costs, you see, about six y
!).
wife a
I was vexed Unit I had not been able to make the same
it all.

When my

We locked

eldest brother married

23

tree at the entrance

of the

vi

at each other, ui.d

spoke by signij. Somcl.
chain,
went under her window, and s'lO threw down bits of n
pr sent to my wife. Tlie fact is, that my mother would not You see it was all nothing but folly and nonsense, and it
listen to reason about it
not that she is partial to my elder entered my Lead that the end would be a marriage in the
br ther God forbid that I should say such an untruth but church. But that was what she
wanted, that headstrong girl,
she takes things into her head, you see. And three women in and she contrived to have her
way about it. Well, well, pcra house are ju-t like three nuts in a bag. Now my sister-in- haps her father and mother will think better of
it, and may forlaw is jealous of my wife because they call her in the village give her one of these
days.'
the fair peasant and on the other hand,
my wife is vexed because my brother's wife shows off her gold chain on
Sundays,
'
as if on purpose to tautt her with it."
I do not think your
CHAPTEB XL
wife can care Jor that sort of thing,' I said, in
hopes of
;

;

cutting short what threatened to prove a long digression.
'O, but I can tell you she does,' he replied and went
on
'Well, to come back to what I was s iyiug I wanted

THE NIGHT AFTEB THE FAIB.
" When we came near St. C
and in sight of the house,
the Abbat began to'tremble, and to regret that he had come.
to buy a gold chain, and I had
only just money enough to pay
for the stock and a few sacks of corn.
I cannot go in,' he exclaimed I shall never have courage to
It suddently came into
my head to try my luck at vendome. I we'it into the cafe with go up to my mother and tell her what I have done I had
rather die.'
a piece of six francs in my hand, but
'Well, I will go in first,' I said, 'and break to
quite resolved not to risk
a penny more. It was Nicholas Pidelier that held the stakes. your mother this sad news.'
O, yes, M. le CurC,' he cried,
He had a heap of gold louis in front of him. I threw in my greatly relieved, you will tell it to her before everybody.
six francs, and unfortunately won
upon which I instantly You see, I am only afraid of the first moment as soon as they
staked three louis, and lost them.
This made a hole in the all know of it, I shall come in. Beg my mother to forgive me;
And your wife your unhappy wife ?'
I risked three more louis, and lost tell her she must.
price of the pair of oxen.
The blood began to rush to my head. I said to my- I said reproachfully.
again.
O, as to her," he answered, I am not
self that the next time luck was certain to
afraid she will forgive me fast enough.'
and
I
staked
turn,
and lost six louis more. The whole price of the
"We went up to the door. The Abbat stayed outside. I
pair of oxen
was gone. I threw down a louis on the board to
him not to go away, and went in myself. All the
charged
once
try
The banker's card was drawn, and that I won. Sonie- family were seated round the table at supper. I suppose my
again.
body behind me said that now I should be sure to win, because countenance betrayed uneasiness, for as soon as the widow
the banker had crossed his little finger with his
Knatel saw me she exclaimed, O my good Lord
Has sonic
thumb, which
is a certain sign of bad luck.
This put me into spirits, and I misfortune happened. What are you come to tell me, M.
played on without reckoning, and lost again. Seventeen louis Cure ?' I entreated her to be calm, and to make up her m nd to
went in that way. I could still have bought the
will of God, for that 1 had indeed a
painful bit
sheep and a submit to the
little corn, but I had engaged the man to take care of the
new8 to P ve ner
must be about Frangois,' she cried,
oxen,
and the ploughman, and so that would not do. I
to tremble
all the others are here.
My boy, my
played on, beginning
and lost everything up to my last piece of twelve sous
What has happened to him ?' The Abbat's wile
up to poor boy
my last farthing and then, as ill-luck would have it, I bor- came up to me, looking pale and anxious, but she did not say
rowed from Jean Paul, a neighbor of ours, four pieces of six anything.
What has happened to my son ?' the widow exYou were quite right not to let claimed in a voice of despair. 'You will see him in a moment,'
francs, which I now owe him.
me have your piece of three francs. It would have gone the I answered
he is alive and well, but something very sad
way of the others. I might have known this morning that has happened to him.' I then gave a brief account of what
some misfortune would befall me, for as I was going out of the had occurred. I added that Francois was deeply penitent, and
house I met a black dog running after a hen.
that it was grief and shame that prevented him from coming in.
" I exclaimed
against this gross superstition, and tried to She listened to me hi silence, and then, raising her eyes to
make him feel ashamed of it. But he would not give in about heaven, murmured: 'God be praised; I thought a worse misIt was just the same two years
I was afraid my poor boy was dead.
it, and added,
ago, when I fortune had befallen us.
went to Maipeire for the first time. I should have done well Let him come in, M. le Curfi I won't reproach him. It was
then to turn b ck again. Only think just as I was
setting his own money, and it is very sad that he should have made
out, I saw a crow flying lower than the top of our hen-coop.
If such bad use of it, but nobody has any right to quarrel with
my dear mother had known it, she would never have let me leave him about it. The Abbat had crept into the room, and when
home that day. It is not that I repent of my marriage but he heard what his mother said, he came in and threw his arms
you see, M. le Cur6 I B eak to you as a friend, and I don't about her neck in a transport of gratitude.
Don't be afraid,
mind saying it >o you the peasant who marries a
lady brin s my poor boy,' she cried, with a somewhat ostentatious display
into his house the seven cap .tal sins in
person.' 'How can you of maternal affection and generosity; 'there will always be
say anything so shocking ?' I said indignantly.
W< 11, if not bread enough lor you in your mother's house.' His brothers
the whole Keven, four or five of them at
shook hands with the Abbat, and mi.de room for him at tae
least,' he subjoined,
Ho d your tongue, unhappy man,' I said.
It is shameful of table, but his wife remained aloof and did not utter a word,
you to talk in this manner, after misleading that young girl She was Bitting in a corner of the room, with her hands on her
J her
i-~- TIO/I
A^^ TT
.~,,*. .,
*
a
into marrying you.'
'I did not mislead her a bit he replied
head im**nM.
He went
knees and
hanging down.
up to her and
As sure as that I must die one day, I never made
up to her. spoke in a whisper, as it trying to appease her, but she listened
The first time that I went to Maipeire for the St. L zarns, in a gloomy silence, without raising her head or making anv
about two years ago, she was present at the games. At' er the answer. He renewed his entreaties, and tried
gently to rnako
wrestling-match was over there was a ball, and I was er part- her turn her face towards him.
Then her fury broke out.
It was no doubt a great honor, but I declare I should
ner.
she exc aimed in a loud voice, and standLeave me alone
have liked batter to have been with my friends, who had
'You are a wretch, unagreed ing up with a look of terrible anger.
to sup together on a rabbit-pie.
She p' ke to me in a pretty worthy of my notice. Do you suppose I am going to share the
smiling sort of a way, and, us in duty bound, I answered in the bread whioii, as a beggar, you will receive from your
family?
best way I could. Before we parted she said some civi
As yon have not chosen to go out of this IK .use with me,
things No.
I did not at all expect.
I stayed at Maipeire bt cause she asked I shall
go away alone, and leave you on the dunghill wh. r
nd she used to give me rendezvous, harmless
The Abbat turned
ones, in all were born, mean vagabond that you are.'
I'-ace.
She stood up there on the terrace of the castle, pale with rage, and raised hie hand; she drew back with a crv
:
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Everybody rose and rushed towards them. Tlio widow Finatel
n liy tlic arm and hold him b:>el;.
1 wont up to
til
Timi];* woman, who was standing iij

certain position in the village.
I wns (old that the Abbat
still :il,
I made my way up the sort
conscious.
of ladder which si rv, ,1 us ptai
s, and into ai'im'y light-d room.

was

.(

One of her where all the family were pathen-d round the Abbat, wh. was
king straight before her with a li
checks \vns of a deadly while, the o
'He has lying in the p sitiun of n man asleep. A whits sh<
"n.
struck me,' she said, \\i:h n fearful expression of countenance; the bed, and
only his face was to bo seen resting rgainst the
and then, without listening to me, without snying a word or pillow. His mother was
bending ov. r him w<th inexpt<
looking at any one, she walked out of the room, and we heard grief, and kept now and again speaking to him, as if
her going up stairs and uttering terrible curses.
she hoped he could hear her.
When I cam in she exclaimed,
" Hold
'Leave 'Yesterday you brought him back full of life and health, and
your tongue,' cried the Abbat, or else I
her alone,' cried the widow, compelling him to sit down; 'do now he is about to die
That she- wolf murdered him in hia
not put yourself iu the wrong.
She began by insulting you, sleep like a poor helpless lamb.'
" I must
and you punished her.
Now you must make friends and Iry
try to help him,' I said, and with a strong feeling
ami live peaceably together."
Well, we shall see about that," of faith in my heart I knelt down on the opposite sid of the
he muttered
but do you know, that if you, my own mother, bed. I fancied the Abbat moved, then, and opened his
eyes.
had said such things to me, I really think. I should have flown The doctor arrived at that moment. He raised the she t, and
'

>

'

'

'

!

'

'

>

'

;

at you.

'

after
ascertained
that
the
was
still
having
pulse
that beating, he leaned over the dying man to listen to his
linost
go back to S
same evening. The eldest Pinntel offered to accompany me, as imperceptible breathing. Then he came round to my side of
he had business to transact the following day at the fair. the bed, and looking at me shook his head. 'Is there no hope ?'
Just as we were starting, the widow seemed to have a presenti- I asked in a low voice.
'Not the slightest,' he answered.
ment.
She turned to the Abbat, and said, in an anxious man- ' The poor fellow hns only a few minutes to live. It would have
Your wife is very been over long ago but for the extraordinary strength of his
ner, You ought to go and sleep at S
angry, and if you speak to her to-night, something worse may constitution. Life does not easily withdraw from that young
Do you think that and vigorous frame.
happen than what took place just now."
" I went close to the Abbat and felt for his
I am afraid of her?' he answered, half affronted.
'I'll tell you
hand.
My son,
me
insult
another
time
as
she
she
sha'n't
did
what, mother,
my dear son," I said to him, if you wish God to forgive you

"

It

was getting

late,

and I had

to

i

'

.

'

'

'

'

just now.'

"

The weather was

flue,

the full

moon

shining on our road. Before losing sight of the house I turned
once more towards it; and uttered an earnest prayer
for the proud and rebellious soul I had left behind me.
Alas,
I ought to have been pleading for another soul then about to

my eyes

appear

up your heart to Him now. Pray with me pray for your
wife and forgive her ; you have only a moment more to 1 ve,
but that moment may purchase the pardon of all your sins.
raise

We went our way.

before the judgment-seat of
1

The Abbe Lambert sighed

God.

"

deeply, and again seemed reluc-

M. de Champaubert, in
an agitated voice, implored him to finish it. Upon which,
after what appeared a painful effort, he went on.
" this was what
"
happened. On the followWell," he said,
was
as
I
going to church, I saw some one on the
ing day,
tant to proceed with his narrative, but

;

Do you

hear me, my dear son? Are you sorry for all your
and do you forgive your wife in the hope that Gud will
forgive you ?
" He made an effort to
I had, however,
speak, but failed.
the unspeakable consolation of feeling his hand feebly grasping
mine in token of assent, upon which I gave him absolution.
He turned his languid eyes towards me, and then towards his
sins,

'

mother. A few moments after, Francois Pinatel gave up his
penitent and ransomed soul into the hands of his Maker."

walking very fast, and
high-road in the direction of St. C
my way. This man, as he passed me, called out,
'
The fair peasant has killed her husband ; I am going to
"
Aix f or the police.'
was
she
certainly a very wicked woman," my uncle
"Well,
,

coming

ejaculated.
" I at once
determined," the Abb6
on to the church, to hasten to St.

" instead of
going
C
Before I arrived
there I met another man, who confirmed the terrible account I
It is the fair peasant
had heard from the first messenger.
there is not
who had committed the crime," he said,
the least doubt about it. Last evening she quarrelled with her
husband. They went to bed, however, as usual, and nothing
But in the morning, the wife of the
was heard in the night.
eldest son, who got up at daybreak to bake, as she passed their
room felt her foot slipping in something, which turned out
to be blood, which she then perceived to be oozing out from
under the door. She screamed for help, and the two young
Pinatels, who were just going off to the vineyard, heard her.
They ran up stairs, and found their brother lying murdered in his bed. It would seem as if she had stabbed
him in his first sleep, f>/r lie had evidently not moved. Just
n w, when I came awny, he was s^ill alive, but was t-xpected
'And that woman ?' I asked,
every minute to breath'- his last.
with a shudder.
'They don't know where she is, 'lie answered,
She must have escaped
'but they are gone in searcii of her.
across the fields, for the door of the house was found open.
But it is impos dble she can escape the whole village is after
I hurried on, begging God
her, bent on avenging the Abbat.'
said,
.

'

'

CHAPTER

XII.

WHAT BECAME OF THE

PICTURE.

""When I returned to S-, I heard that the wretched
criminal had been arrested and put into prison at Aix. It was
not possible for me to visit her here, for at that time none but
the priests who had taken the oath could enter the State prisThe only thing I could do was to write her a letter, in
ons.
which I said everything which Christian charity could say to
save her from despair. I had the satisfaction of ascertaining
that my letter had reached her.
"In times of popular commotion and political disturbances
the law deals silently, as it were, with great criminals, and on
that account the

unhappy woman escaped a horrid

celebrity.

After lingering in prison for about a year, she appeared before
the tribunals which had been substituted for the old parliamentary courts, and was tried and condemned according to the

newly enacted laws. She was sentenced to be branded by the
executioner, and to imprisonment for life. 1 was not in France
at that moment, the violence of the persecution had com;
me to take refuge iu the States of the Church, and by the time
I heard of her sentence she had already undergone a part of it.
When I returned from exile, the whole affair was nearly forgotI only learned that the fair peasant, as she was still
ten.
of Embrun, and that the widow
called, was in the penitentiary
Pinatel had died of grief, as it was supposed, bonauso the
her daughter-in-law to death."
judges had not sentenced
" And siuce then you have heard nothing of that
with all my heart t j give me time to prepare that unhappy
unhappy
man to appear befcre Him. As I approached the house I woman ? " exclaimed M. de Champaubert.
The Abbe Lambert hesitated a little, as if he felt some
heard cries and sobs, which made me afraid all was over. Tli o
At last
iowu-stairs was full o! iM>i>!r. for Ihn Piualcls held n Hcrnnle about cmnp a direct anuwer to that question.
'

;

1
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hp said, " I subspquentlv learnt that by her sincere penitence
and exemplary conduct she had earned her pardon und come
out of prison. Her situation then was very mil. She had
nothing lo look to but destitution and universal reprobation.
Somebody, however, who knew by what a deep and sincere repentance she had atoned for her crime, helped her to conceal
her name and obtain tlie means of earning an humble liveli-

"

Now

that we have met again,
feeling,
find it hard to part with you."

"

And

yet

my. dear

we have had a melancholy time

old friend, I

of it,"

murmured

"
" and all
along of that horrid portrait.
The two friends embraced. The Marquis sprang into his
carriage, and stretching his head out of the window nunl^us a
last sign of farewell.
We soon lost sight of the carriage in the
ho d."
midst of a cloud of dust, but stood a while on the roadside
" M. le
Cure," said M. de Champaubert, in an agitated man- watching the white speck vanishing in the distance.
The first thing Dom GGrusac did when ho came home was to
ner, "I entreat you to make further inquiries about her, and let
me know the result. It is my anxious desire to secure her send for Babelou, and to desire her to carry up to the lumbersufficient means to live upon, so that she may end her days in room the object of my romantic worship.
When she had left
the room with it, he turned to me and said: "The sight of that
quiet."
The Abb6 Lambert bowed low, and said, " I will try, M. le dreadful woman would have disturbed my digestion; I should
Marquis."
always have been thinking at dinner of her horrid adventures.
Dom Gfirusac looked at the picture, and said, " How extra- And, after all, that portrait is a wretched daub. I am
ordinary it is that I should have had so long under my eyes, sorry to say so, for Champaubert's sake, but really the arm is
without the least idea of it, the heroine of such a dreadful quite out of proportion, and the little finger of the right hand
story.
My dear Abb6, you ought to have told me of it."
very badly drawn. In short, it is a wretched performance, and
The Abb; Lambert looked puzzled.
I was very foolish ever to hang it up over my chimneypifre. "
" That i* Mile, de
" did
I
I did not remonstrate against this verdict, nor would I ask my
said
not
Malpeire's picture,"
you
uncle to make me a present of the picture he he'd so cheap, and
recognize it, M. FAb. e ?"
He shook his head, and answered sadly, "No, indeed I did which I so highly prized. I should have been afraid of exposnot.
Even when I first saw her she had not that blooming, ing myself if I had ventured to express a wish to possess it, but
I resolved to steal the despised treasure, and to carry it
smiling face she was not like that picture."
A long silence ensued the candles were nearly burnt out, off with me. There was no time to lose, for my holidays were
bu: a fresh supp y of fagots threw out a blaze which lighted almost over. I was to go back to ollege the next day but one.
up the room. It had left off raining, but the wind still whistled I did not apprehend any great difficulty in the matter. I had
amongst the trees and shook the outer blinds. When the clock only to make my way into the lumber-room, which was in a
struL'k twelve, M. de Champaubert got up and wished us
good> corner of the attic, to bring away the picture, and to intrust it
He was to set out early the following morning, and it to some boy, who, for an adequate consideration, would undernight.
was settled that we should walk with him as far as the high- take to carry it to the place where I always met the diligence.
road.
B fore leaving the room, he went up to the Abbd LamBefore going in search of the accomplice, without whom I
bert, shook him by the hand, and emptying his purse on the could not carry out my scheme, I insidiously questioned Babe" How did
corner of the chimney, he said in a low voice, " This is for
you manage, my dear, "I said, "to get that
your lou.
le
M.
I
intend
Cure" ;
people,
every year to renew the same heavy picture up-stnirs? It must have been difficult to find

my poor

de.ir uncle,

;

;

;

<

' '

offering.

I did not close my eyes for s me hours that night, an 1 I do
not think M. de Clumpaubert slept at all.
Long after midnight I heard him pacing up and down his room. We were
both thinking of that be mtiful but guilty woman who had been
his first love,

and whose portrait had bewitched me

years afterwards.

thirty-five

I c uld-not divest myself even

then of a
strange interest about her. My mind kept dwelling on her
I shuddered at her crime, but thought, nevertragical fate.
theless, that the Ab at had deserved a thousand deaths for

room for it in the attic?"
"O, I just poked it behind the door," she answered

;

" I had

something better to do, 1 promise you, than to hunt out a
place for it amidst all the old rubbish up stairs."
"Does my uncle keep his odds and ends under lock and
key ?" I asked, trying to put on an appearance of indifference."
" but as
" He thinks he
we
oes,' she replied with a shrug ;
are always going in and out for one thing or another, the key
generally remains hanging by the side door."
I went away satisfied with this information, and spent almost
all the day wandering about my gun in my hand, by way of
shooting, but really to try and find in the neighbor-lux >d a

having dared to strike Mile, de Malpeire. I ascribed the terrible vengance she had taken to the proud spirit of her an- estral
race, which could not leave an insult unrevenged. The thought youth capable f execut ng my orders.
At last I met a young
of her low-born spouse excited in me both
jealousy and scamp who, for a five franc piece I gave him, engaged to do
anger. In spite of this miserable end, I thought he had been my bidding and hold his tongue. I desired him to 'come thii 1
only too happy to be her husband, and envied his destiny. I evening, and station himself at the bottom of the alley between
spent the night in a feverish, restless state. The same image eleven and twelve o'clock at night. He was to bring with him
kept passing and repassing before my eyes, whether I opened two wicker trussels between which I intended the lovely picor closed them, sometimes smiling, sometimes
looking sternful ture to travel. I fully meant always to keep it with me.
and mournful. I was fast asleep, however, when Dom Gera- When all this was arranged, I came in and prepared to
persac called me the next morning.
M. de Champaubert was soon form my part in the plot.
we
and
The
started.
Id rays of an autumn sun were
ready,
It was getting late.
The light was waning, and a melangilding the valley; no early frosts had yet blighted the fresh
silence reigned in the house.
There was
in thi
,

m

green of the foliage. The cheery robin-redbreast was chirping
in the hawthorn bushes, and beautiful butterflies hovered over
the rosemary bushes. But above the level where the soft
breezes of the south were blowing from the coasts of the Mediterranean, rose the crests of the mountains, already covered
with their snowy mantles.

choly
nobody
drawing-room, only the dogs sleeping in the arm-ehairs. I
thought my uncle was in the library, hard at work over his

The moment seemed
books, and Babelou in the kitchen.
particularly favorable. I went up-stairs with flushed cheeks
and a beating heart, like a man engaged in a desperat.
The lumber-room was, as 1 said before, on the
venture.
third story.
Just as I arrived at the top of the stairs I met

Before we reached the high-road, M. de Champaubert
turned round and gave a last look at the surrounding
landscape. Dom Gerusac, with his reading-lamp in his hand, and his
He gazed on the two lofty peaks separated by a deep chasm spectacles pushed back on his forehead. He looked
quito
which crowned the southern side of the nearest mouutiiin, nud grieved and dismayed.
"
" Poor
murmured with a deep sigh, " There is the Pass of Malpeire."
is as ill as posssible
the AbbtS
Marian," he s id,
;
A few minutes afterwards we arrived at the spot where his car- Lambert has just given her the last Sacraments. She
may die
He shook hands with me in a very cor- at any moment.
riages were waiting.
dial manner, and then turning to
my uncle, said with much
ai
"My heart sank within me, more, 1 am ashamed to
'

say,

THE POI;TJ:MT ix MY
my own

plans than nt the news about Marian.
where the picture was, anil (lie
stale of things made it im ossible to remove it w thout
uttriii'ting notice frotn thos-> who were assembled round her

the failnro o'

room

!!<

\\;<.s

ni \t to tlu> or.o

!

-My uncle,

took
t;ie

my arm

to

who was

truly grieved about his old servant,
found Babelou crying in

We

go down-stairs.

entrance-hall.
,

;

:

she knew very well she was dangerously ill. \\ hilst I was
waiting at table, sh; told Gothon to send immediately for th
Cur6. It was for her that he came last night in al that pourTo cheer her up this morning, I showed her the two
ing rain.
go d pieces which M. le Marquis had left for us. She then
said she felt much better, but it did not last long, and new she
is

dying !"
went into the drawing-room, and half an hour afterwards the A be Lambert came in and told us all was over.
Marian's all but sudden death was one of those events which
throw a bachelor's household into confusion. My poor uncle
was quite distressed, and kept repeating, " She was a very
faithful creature.
During the twelve years she lived with me I
never h d occasion to find the slightest fault with her. It will
be no easy matter to replace so good a servant. "
1 was o cupied meanwhile in considering whether it would
be pos ible to carry off Mile, de Malpeire before next morning.
Suddenly my uncle said, "I w< nder who are the heirs of that
poor woman ? A year's wages were owing to her, and she had
put l>y a little money, I think. If she has any relatives it must

We

to

them,

I

The Abb6 shook his head he was writing a mpmor"ndnm
for the li gistrar.
When he had finished it he handed ever the
I saw
uncle.
Gerusac start, and throw \\p
paper to
his hands and eyes with a gesture of profound astonishment.
;

Almost unconsciously I approached, and looking ver his
"
shoulder, gl need at the paper and read
To-day, October
died at Pierre de Corbie, Madeleine Marie de Mal12, 18
<

:

must make

inquiries."

widow of Frangois Pinatel. "
"Marian Marian was Mile, de Melpeire !" I almost shrieked out the words. The Abbd Lambert and my un le were

peire,

both leaning aga nst the table with their hands clasped together I think they were praying. Babelou was sobbing bitterly.
I went out and sat down at the corner of the chimney with
my head resting on my hands. I did not move or speak the
whole evening, and about twelve o'c'ock went to my room.
Soon afterwards I heard some one under my windows, calling
to me in a suppressed voice.
It was my accomplice, who tired
of waiting for me in the alley, was come to remind me of my
;

appointment.

"I say, Monsieur Frederick," he said, standing on tip-toe,
am come to fetch the picture. Could you not hand it down
to me through the window."
"I have not got it, and I don't want it," I angrily cried,
I

"go

along with you."

Fifteen years afterwards, alter the death of Dom Gerusac,
who made me his executor and residuary legatee, I found Mile.
de Melpeire in the same place where Babelou had put her.

The mice had done some mischief to the painting, and the little finger which my uncle had found so much fault with had
I had it cleaned and repaired, and it now figures
disappeared.
in a very respectable manner hi my portrait gallery.

Rieard.

Captain

citement.

the very interesting

" Souvenirs

making
of

an

Army

Chaplain,"

IN published in 1852, by a priest, who under his cassock bore
the noble heart of a soldier, the Abbs' Seve has written some
remarkable papers. His mind inspired by holy and bold convie; ions, has furnished him on this subject with eloquent

have enabled us to give an account of
pages, which
forms the subject of this story.
It
the fact that
well known that in 1830, three thousand officers,
is
true to the cause they had sworn to uphold, broke
their sword , and mourning in silence the fall of an illustrious
monarchy, threw themselves into exile. Among these brave
men was Frederic Kicard. His heart free, and his purse
his duty, he took the
light, but satisfied with having done
road to Vigan. Before seeking in a strange land for some
provision against the future, he was desirous of seeing onca

more his native country.
Our hero was of middling

stature,

;

his broad

petuous character, but still, when necessity required, sufficient master of himself to control those warm passions inherent
in the inhabitants of the south, Captain Kicard had the inhe was as strong
stinct of appreciating just and holy things
as
a
but
lamb. Surprised
1 on,
as a
gentle
by
;

revolution

his regiment

was

of

July,

in garrison,

when at Provins,
where
he traversed a part of France,

avoiding the high roads, so as not to hear or see anything that
would recall the evil days of revolution. He was obliged, howThis town, though protected
cv. r, to pass through Avignon.
by tho good sense of the populace, was in a state of great ex-

his

It was not without difficulty that Captain Eicard,
way through the groups assembled before the gate

of Louie, could reach the hotel Saint-Yves.

whom the experienced eyes
captain recognized as commercial travellers, were
seated at a table covered with glasses and bottles of different colors. At the sight of the new comer, closely enveloped in hid long blue riding coat, buttoned up to the
neck, the jovial party exchanged looks with each other, as
Seven or eight young men,

of

the

At this period ultra and
as to say, there is an ultra.
Jesuit where the two great stalking horses used by the liberals
to attack the clergy and those of the laity who did not know
by heart the verses of BCranger and other worse than flippant
productions of that day.
The captain placed himself at a vacant table, and called for
a glass of absinthe, to prepare, according to custom, his diges"Absinthe!" said one of the clerks
tive organs for dinner.

much

in a

but well made

shoulders indicated strength, and the deep lines in his bold
forehead revealed a miud far above the common. Of au im-

the

Dom

my

,

" Poor
1
Mariau," she said, wiping her eyes with her apro" was
ill
in
the
but
sh
would
rather
have
died
very
yesterday,
kitchen tLau go to bed before th din er was cooked. And yet

go

r.\cj.E's

"A
we are not mistaken he is
green liquor
who knows ? an ex-minister disguised, Polignac
Suppose we arrest him ?"

low tone.

a Carlist,

perhaps

?

I

;

this conversation, the captain, the object of these
various suppositions, continued quietly sipping his draught.
On their part, the bon-vivants concerted together to submit him to a system of ordeal, which they began, by singing
At each couplet,
in chorus a verse of a military ballad.
add d
the singers,
looking askance at the captain,
"
Down with the Jesuits
these words,
Liberly for ever

During

!

!

down with the Carlists !" The captain was immovable. Encouraged by his silence, perhaps attributing his reserve to a
their audacity their
feeling of fear, tho travellers redoubled
allusions became so pointed at last, that the captain re:
The wool of the lamb changed
to put a stop to th m.
;

CAPTAIN RICARD.
they feared
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was escaping them

they had prepared

the insult to the lion's mane. Frederic Ricard, his countenance pale with auger, but calm and resolved as a man who
knows his own strength and right, rose from the table and
slowly approached the one who seemed to be the chief of the

their batteries againat their adversary's) w:auty dinner
was their surprise, th.in, when they H:r.v the cover

party.

fied.

"

"

to

me by discontinuing

them.

"

Monsieur," answered the chief of the band sharply, in a
shrill cracked voice, "we are extremely sorry to inform you it
is not in our power to satisfy you on this point.
It is true we
are neither in the theatre, nor in the street but we are in a
public place, where each can do as he pleases. We shall continue to sing, and you can dance, if that is agreeable."
" That is
" then each for himquite right," replied Ricard
for
self, and God
all," and returning to his seat, he finished
his glass of absinthe, rang for the waiter, and ordered him to
bring dinner. It was Friday, a day of abstinence.
I am certain," said one of the young men, loud enough to
heard, "that this Jesuit in the blue coat is going to make a

fowl."
" Is

it not roasted enough, sir ?"
"
Nothing could be better."
" Then
why does monsieur refuse it ?"
" Because it does not suit me to eat it."
The travellers, their eyes fixed onjfche two speakers, waited
with anxiety the issue of the scene:' The officer continued,
" What
is it ?"

;

;

day
"Friday, monsieur."
" Are
you quite sure ?"
"
Perfectly sure."
" In
thatcuse, replace this fowl by a carp."
" Monsieur will then be served en
f"

'

maigre

;

;

;

"

rectly.

"

We shall

have a good laugh," returned the facetious travthinking of the maigre dinner he was about to ridicule.
At the same moment the organ boy, his face sparkling with
joy, entered the hall, and turning the handle of i.is instrument, began playing the first notes of a chorus in La Dame
eller,

Blanche.
" Will
you please take yourself off as quickly as you can,
"
Mr. Grinder
cried the singers, thus interrupted in the best
!

part of the.r song.
"Stop! "said the captain, in a voice accustomed to com"
mand, and then added
Messieurs, I detest vocal music without accompaniment ; at the same time I admire harmony. Let
:

me

have my organ, you can have your songs.
"
But, Monsieur, we are not iri the street."
" I am aware of that but we are in a

"

what

change into a carp."
Wounded to the quick by the hidden provocation which this
speech implied, Ricard put back tho juicy wing which perfumed his plate, and calling the boy, said, " Take away this

'

maigre dinner."
"That will be a droll thing to see," added his neighbor.
" We shall have a
good laugh," said the chief and giving a
new signal he commenced a song from Beranger. Just then
an organ began playing in the Square de Louie the overture of
Gulistan.
Ricard whispered to the waiter who brought his
"
go and bring that organ boy in here fetch him
plate
Here are five francs, which you can divide with
quickly.
him."
"I
understand, Monsieur," said the boy, "he shall come di-

;

"

>

;

in fact,

We are robbed," said tho chief of the party, seeing the
captain vigorously attack a magnificent roast fowl.
"I would willingly give three francs ten sous," added one of
his companions, whose red nose testified to his propensities ;
" I will
give a hundred sous to the waiter; to see that fowl

I believe you to be to good
do so cowardly a thing. Be that as it may, you
will permit me to remark that gentlemen of good breeding
ought to respect those whom chance unites under tho same
roof.
Now, as your songs annoy me, and here, we are neither in the theatre, nor in the street, you will greatly oblige

Frenchmen

;

" Have we been deceived?" said
they, looking quite mysti-

Monsieur," he said, laying his righthnnd on his shoulder,
any intention of insulting me,

I cannot suppose you have
for you are eight against one

it

'

"Yes, my friend."
" Good. Now we shall have our laugh," said the travellers,
rubbing their hands.
As he desired, the officer was served entirely en maigre.
The carp, as you may imagine, received, on its entry, the honWe will pass over the sarcasms and jokes
ors of an ovation.
with which the singers seasoned the captain's fure he, calm
and immovable as an old trooper, did not even let his fork
;

tremble.

was delightful

It

to witness

him, opposing a digni-

fied silence to foolish pit- asantries, invented out of hatred to the
clergy and religion ; the more direct the insults, the less they

seemed

to affect him.

"Decidedly the holy

man has made

a

vow

of patience," said

one.

"I think," said another, "that he carries a hair-shirt under
his great coat."
" He
gives himself the airs of a soldier, and yet has only
served at Mass."
" Parbleu
I recognize him !" laughingly said another of
the guests, who until this moment had kept a prudent silence ;
!

" he was at the side of M.
Dupin at the procession of St.
Acheul, and, like him, carried a holy taper."
"
"
bring me some coffee."
Gargon," said the captain,
was
the leader of the party,
the
one
who
cried
"Gargon,"
"
" do not
forget the little glass of holy water.
"Bravissimo! well hit 1" shouted the insulters, enthusiastic
at what they considered the finishing stroke.
The captain slowly took his cup of mocha, then, when he had
drank the last drop of cognac that the boy gave him, he ro>o
from the table as calm as if nothing had happened to disturb

;
public place, where
"
each can do as he pleases.
This reply was unanswerable the noisy party had to suffer
the consequences of the law they had themselves laid down.
They began again, in a higher key, but the clamorous notes
of the instrument playing the deep chorus of the Marche
des Tartares, so overpowered and confounded the voices, his equanimity.
that after a long discord the organ remained master
"Now," said the chief of the party, "we have the second
of the field.
Not satisfied with his first victory, the captain handle. "
"Let us see who has the best," answered the officer., and
turning towards the band, whose extinguished fire threatened
" Mesto rekindle in an anti-religious refrain of Bfiranger's
measuring from head to foot the tall figure of his facetious ad" do
"
sieurs," he asked,
you like duets ? You do not answer versary, he asked, What is your name, monsieur ?"
*
this
consent
so we will treat you with a piece
this,
gives
;
"Ohameron, Frangois- Joseph."
which will set your hair on end." At these words, seeing in a
"Monsieur Joseph-Frangois Chameron, of what country are
corner of the room the box of the public crier, he fetched it,
you ?"
" Of a
gave a signal to the organ player, and both of them executed,
country where the seed of the Jesuits has not taken
on the air of La belle Arsene, an infernal discord a veritable root."
" In what
In less than five minutes, Ricard had obtained such
charivari.
religion have you been brought up ?"
" In the Catholic
a victory as a generous adversary never abuses ; he therefore
But you, monsieur, let me ask
religion.
dismissed the organ boy and his instrument.
yon in your turn, what are you called ?"
" Frederic
The travellers, beaten on their own ground, waited for an
Ricard, at your service."
" What is vour country ?"
of
It
itself
lit
the moment
opportunity
revenge.
presented
;

;

CAPTAIX
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"A
country where

convictions are respected

all

when they tinguished himself above

his
:i

are conscientious."
'
(

>f

"I
"

what loligion are you?"

am

a Huguenot.."

Why, then, do you abstain on a Friday ?"
in religious matters, lessons of tolerance to pretended patriots, to give, on suitable occasions, lessons of i>Huguenot

!

"To give,

liteness to importinents. Monsieur Joseph-Frangois
are a worthless fellow."

Chameron,

you

" Monsieur !"
"Monsieur Joseph -Fraugois Chameron, and you, messieurs,

who, for the past hour, have insulted a man who has done nothing to provoke you, you are a set of cowards !"
The young men, thunderstruck at this epithet, and the fierce
looks of the officer, kept silence. The officer continued.
"
Amongst you all, insulting bullies, there will not be found
one whose heart is manly enough to offer me the reparation
"
which is due to me.
monsieur!"
cried one of the insulters, unable to
"Enough,
stand this taunt. "What are your arms ?"
"
no will be yours."
Your hour?"
" That which is next to strike will be the best."

M

nature of his business often called him to that part of the
country where the first scene of our story occurred, and he
spent mnny weeks of every year nt Avignon.
One day, when he was proceeding to this town, he met as a
traveling companion in the Marseilles diligence a priest, whose
pleasant countenance and interesting conversation attracted
his notice.
Ere the first stage they had formed an intimacy,
which is not BO soon made now, since horses have been ol
to give way to the power of steam.
Locomotion has gained in
rapidity what it has lost in agreeableness. Thus, we do not
travel in these days ; we are removed from one place to another we can go quicker now from Lyons to Paris than we could
formerly from Paris to St. Germain. Our two travellers wers
making their reflections on the subject of the railroads established at this time in the department of the Loire, when (lie
di igeuce stopped before the gate of Louie
they had arrived
;

at Avignon.

" At what hotel do
you stop ?" asked the ecclesiastic of the

traveller.

"At

'

"

Well, then,

"
I

am

at

us go

let

your

!"

you have a small
said the captain, addressing him whose face

service; but, before leaving,

account to settle,"

was ornamented with the red nose.
"For what?"
" That which
you owe this boy."
"

Who

for a

hundred sous favored your wishes

in transform-

us depart," said the captain; and a few minutes
after the two adversaries found themselves, sword in hand, in
let

e isle of

"

La

Bartolasse.

Monsieur," said the

officer,

disarming the travelling clerk

" I am not in the habit of
at the first pass,
fighting duels; but
those
who know not how to use a sword, that
I Jike to show
they will do well to learn

how

If

the hotel Sain'-Yves."
will allow me, I will join you at the same hotel."
can do still better we can dine together."

you

"We

;

" I was
At least, if," answered
just going to propose so.
the traveller, with marked emphasis, " at least, if you have no
repugnance to sit at table with a man who differs from you in
I am a Protestant."
Catholic priest, monsieur," replied the ecclesiastic,
"that is to siy, your brother, for all men, even those born in
error, are the sons of the same God. By this title, I love and
esteem you. I love you more, perhaps, since I see you living so
will diiw together, monsieur
far from the truth.

"I am a

!

t

"

religious belief.

ing to a carp the bird he had served me with."
" Ah
I had forgotten," said the traveller; and with ill-disguised vexation he gave a five-franc pi; ce to Frangois.

"Now

to hold their tongue.

off!"

We

Five years had flown by since the incident I have
years fuil of events more or less strange, more
dramatic. Frederic Kicard, the principal personage
history, passed through them with the stoicism that

just reor less
in this

characstrong-hearted man. Leaving Du Vigan where he
had gone immediately after the above occurrence to sell a
Bmull patrimony a .d real.ze a few livres, he determined to
seek a fortune on some of the great roads which were open to
his ;un.,ition.
Once he thought of finding it in Portugal, under ttie banner of Don Miguel. Vain hope
The courage of
heroism does not always suffice to fix the capricious goddess,
terizes a

!

tie.

"

if

you

frightened me,"' replied the
maigre
Protestant; "and I have even made an excellent one at the
hotel we are about to enter. It is many years ago now, but I
will tell you the story, between the fruit and the cheese
perhaps it will please you, as much as your company in the dili;

March gence has me."
The priest answered these words with

II.

lateii,

:

;

you," and the priest hesitated a little in his turn,
do not object to a Friday's abstinence."
" A
dinner has never

if

01

not even on afield of ba

companions in all those qnnlicommercial traveller. The,

,','"od

Grievously wounded at Santaretni

which escaped the notice

a smile, the singular
of his companion.

expression
As he promised, the traveller related the story of his encounter, with which the abbe" seemed much interested.
" You conducted
yourself nobly, monsieur," said the priest;

"and you maybe sure that the lesson you gave, though a
Protestant, to a bad Catholic, will not have been lost. Be that
as it may, the man you so wisely corrected ought to bless your
name, for you might have ended his days with your sword.

May the

life

you have preserved be nobly and usefully spent

Have you seen him

!

since ?"

" I have never met him
I should like to see him,
again.
however, as we are now in a similar position in life ; for I, like
himself, traffic in wines,"
" Then most
certainly you will one day find him."
" To be frank with
you, I should greatly like it."

To offer him his revenge ?"
Marquis De Larochejacqueliu, who himoeived a mortal wound, he escaped as by a miracle. As
"To offer him my hand."
eoon as he was cured, he renounced the profession of rms,
"Well said, monsieur: you have a noble heart. You will
und.rcturned to France to seek a new position. Then, one see him one day, be assured; but, till that time arrives, you
"
after the other, he became a lawyer without clients, a physi- will always have a share of my prayers, that
"That,"
cian with ut patients he tried every means, and succeeded in interrupted the traveller, laughing, "that, as at this same
none indeed he would have died of misery and hunger if one table a fowl was transformed into a carp so a Huguenot may
of his old comrades, a discharged officer like himself, now liv- be changed into a Catholic.
Is that what you would say,
my
"
ing on the products of his v.neyards at Grenoble, had not of- dear AbbC ? It will be more difficult, I forewarn you.
"
fered him a place in his flourishing .omain.
Nothing is impossible with God," added the priest
Strange inconsistency of earthly things our brilliant cav- solemnly.
alry officer, Frederic Kicard, has become a traveller in the
The two new friends separated, after exchanging cards, and
15'irdi HUM wines.
Ho consoled himself with this met- promising to meet in Paris, where both were going; the priest
amorphosis in thinking, like a good royalist, that Bordeaux was to preach during Lent, the traveller to visit Ins custon.,
after arriving at Lyons, Frederic 1:
Now, as he was ac ive, zealous and intelOne
ligent, ho rapidly rose in hia new employment, and soon dis- ascended the top of Notre- 1 '.nue Je 1'Vir, ieivs, iu order to ailby the

side of the

' '

:

;

;

!

ii

CAf'TMX HH'ARD.
mire the magnificent panorama which lay stretched at the foot
.;. town
of the sacred bill.
From this eminence oould
>

of Lyons, v,i;h i's beautiful qua.-s, it-t old c .urches, its numberless bridges, its two riv.-rs, and the vast square of Bellecour, ornamented wit.h the equestrian i.tutuo of Louis XIV.;

then the rich plain of (iivnolile, sown with elegant villas, and
divided by the high-road to Danphino ; iu the distmce the
Alps, whose summits, covered with eternal snows, serve as a
barometer to the inhabitants of the city.

When
curiosity,

our ex-c:iv Iry offic r had sufficiently satisfied his
It was a
he mechanically entered the holy chapel.

day consecrated to the Holy Virgin, and there was a great
crowd at the foot, of the privileged altar, from whence the
celestial Mother of the divine Redeemer watches incessantly
The altar was decked
over the children of her beloved c.t -.
with flowers t.e image of the Immaculate Virgin, clothed in
gold vestments, wa-< illuminat d by the light of a thousand
and au old priest, whose forehead was encircled
tapers
a
crown
of silver hair, recounted from the pulpit the
by
At this name, Bicard felt his soul moved for
praises of Mary.
the first time for the first time, perhaps, e comprehended
all there was of consolation and hope in 1 10 cultus of the
Mother of God aud for the first time, he secretly dared, in
the bottom of his heart, to establish a comparison between the
two religions, which certainly was not in favor of his own.
There was so much serenity shed on the calm foreheads of
the worshippers of Mary so much ineffable sweetness on their
prayerful lips, that he could not prevent himself from pronoun ing a name that his mother had never taught him a
;

;

;

lowing from century to century those sublime benefactors of
humanity, always iiiii-liiin.'jcable in
ing in
1m
their unity (tha', divine characteristic of <
;,
proved, in the second phi -e, that the Catlu
been the initiator of all great ideas th:,t from er alone came
the amelioration of human ty, and tlio merit of the- nu.i
works set on foot for the benefit of the human race. Frederic
Bicard, half hidden behind the pillar, listened to the preacher
with the most lively attention. Beviewing, on his side, the disI

;

numerous Protestant sects, worshipping iu as
he comprehended that truth could

sensio..s of the

many

different forms,

only be one, invariable, immut ible, as the God from whom it
proceeds ; and he saw that the CathoLc religion alone posses ed
thin character, which
divinity of its origin.

was therefore an irrefragable

pro< if of the

The

orator finished his discourse by a
short peroration, showing the .necessity of following the Catholic faith, not only in order to attain the facilities of another
world, but to enjoy in this that peace of soul which is the most
certain indication of true happiness.
The preacher descended from the ulpit, and returned to the
>

Bicard followed, and embracing him, said,
voice has touched my soul, my dear Abbe"."
" I shall thank God for
if it has
The Abbe"
sacristy.

;

the

"

way

We

it,
replied,
to that light which penetrates and conveits."
"
Do you preach often ?
shall see.
"

"Your
opened

Why do you ask ?
" To
arrange that I may come and hear you each time."
In fact, our brave ex-officer did not miss one sermon of his
new friend, whose enlightened and devoted zeal for the salvaname, sweeter than the sweetest honey. On the morrow tion of his brethren, changed the regard he had felt on their
Kicard again went to Notre-Dame-de Foarvieres, and like first meeting into the warmest affection. In fact, to be nearer
the day before experienced emotions of which he could not him, Bieard had quitted the Bue Saint Honore, and taken furaccount was it grace beginning to work in his so 1 ? We nished apartments in the Faubourg Saint Germain. The
k: ow not
we only know that when he left Lyons, he several worthy priest avoided all that could resemble a wish to convert;
times put his head out of the diligence window, to see the he wished to leave the result to time, and the more efficacious
little white steeple planted on the hill of
Notre-Dame-de- influence of divine grace. On his part, Bicard equally avoided
Fourvieres, like a light-house of mercy between earth and speaking of the progress which grace was really effecting in his
The festival of Easter was approaching, and Bicard hud
heart.
heaven.
not said a single word of the mental struggle he was undergoIII.
The Abbe began to fear that indifference was the cause
ing.
When he arrived in Paris, the ex-officer went to the priest of his unaccountably prolonged silence, when he one morning
of Saiut-Boch, from whom he was to obtain the address of his received the following letter
tr veiling companion.
It was given to him as had been promThe good father was living at the Hotel du Bon Lafon- "Mr DEAB ABBE
ised.
"
Bicard took a hacktaine, Kue de Grenelle Saint-Germain.
During fifteen days, two irreconcilable adversaries have
and
the
ordered
coachman
drive
chosen
to
The
thither.
ney-coach,
my heart for their battle-field. They have struggled
ecclesiastic was just gone out.
Bicard inquired when he with a perseverance which has had in it something superhuwould return. " Very late," he was informed, " for he was to man, but which has not yet ended in a decisive result.
Truth
"
The captain looked at his watch it was is in Catholicism,' said one; be a Catholic.' 'To change
pr, ach at six o'clock.
is to be a coward.
one's religion, replies the other,
To
half-past five.
"Could you tell me where I can find him at this moment ?" persevere in an acknowledged error is folly," said oue.
At all
"At the sacristy of Saint Sulpice, without doubt but it times apostasy has been considered a shameful and mean thing,
will be d.fflcult to see him before he has finished his sermon.'" said the other.
In all ages conversion has been ackuow
" How
as praiseworthy in the eyes of faithful men, aud meritorious ia
long does his discourse last ?"
" That
All religions ore good why wish
depends an hour, perhaps an hour and a half- the eyes of God,' said one.
two hours, even. "
the
other.
'Enter the bosom ot this
to change?' said
" Two hours
that is a long time," said Bicard.
"Never Church, which offers all the chances of salvation, and as themind, I will go to St. Sulpice, and wait for him."
sole depository of unity contests the truth with all others; bo a
"Three times a week.

!

;

;

1

:

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

i

'

;

!

The sacred orator had just mounted the pulpit. From the
animation of his voice and actions, one might see he was comHe had chosen for his text
pletely engrossed with his subject.
" The
this
of the
proposition

:

"

divinity

Catholic religion

proved by its works.
Bicard leant against the angle of a pillar, and listened to a
language hitherto unknown to him. After having graphically
sketched the first ages of Christianity, so wonderfully sstablished by twe.ve poor fishermen on the ruins of the old world,
the orator spoke of the cross shiuiug on the darkness
of the middle ages, and shedJiug its glorious light over
the

new world.

Catholic,' said one.

'

Bemam a

Protestant

;

for

if

you

the faith of your fathers, what will your brothers and friends
'It is not to deny the faith ol' your
say ?' replied the other.
The
fathers, but only to return to that of your grandfathers.

unhappy one who

is carried away by the torrent of eriv
and reasonably in seizing the branch of safety which truth
offers him from the friendly shore.
"As the sole witness of this struggle between two such contrary influences, my heart hovers, hesitates, and trembles
1

1

justly

'

;

come

to

my help,

dear Abbe"

conie this evening at nine o'o

I shall be at home."

He

passed in review the phalanx of doctors,
philosophers and saints laboring with generous hands to develope the civiliz.ition hidden in the writings of barbarism, and
uce and slavery then fol;

You may be sure, dear reader, the good Abbe" went as r His presence on the field completely change
quested.
state of tha combat, the evil genius, turned out of his entrench-

mcnts by the messenger of God, gavo
i

il

HK'AHD.
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e>l

tip his

arms and acknowl-

considering

" You said
well," cried the

at

" First of
yours, for believe it, captain, one can never idly
with grace. The day when, as Protestant, you acted the

Avignon."
answered the Abb6, "will to-morrow change a

into a Catholic."
Grace, operating on a soil prudently prepared, had worked
tho most consoling results ; in fact, since his arrival in Paris,
oci-npied only with this great affair, Ricardhad opened his eyes
to the truth, and closed them to the darkness of error he was
ready to enter tbe bosom of the Church.
"My friend," said the priest, on receiving his abjuration,
" to the red ribbon which ornaments
your neck, you require a
cross of honor."

Huguenot

;

"Whose, father?"
" The cross of Christ receive
always in memory of me."
;

it

from

my

hands, and wear

IV.

In the course of the many friendly conversations between
Ricard and the priest, before the desired conversion, the former had oftea expressed a wish to see the travelling commis" Your desire will be
the Abbe had said
sioner.
satisfied,"

each time.

"Your

made use

trifle

"And who,"

it

the mysterious apostle that Providence
way for the saving of two souls."

"Of whose?"

ex-officer, throwing himself on
'som of the venerable priest ; "nothing is impossible to
him -who changed a fowl into a carp, at the Hotel of the Palais

Royal

it

of to prepare tho

liimself vanquished.

old adversary

is

i

a Paris.

I

part of a good Catholic, in giving an example of submission to
the commands of the Church; on that day our good God blessed
you, and opened your heart to the treasures of His grace, which
"

you enjoy

to-day.

"You

spoke of another soul, whose is it ?"
"Without doubt that of the travelling commissioner of
him, who despising and mocking :.ll things, thought himself
permitted to insult others, because he knew by heart the songs
of Beranger
on that day, captain, the carp you had asked for
in place of the fowl, only to satisfy the laws of a Church then
not your own, that carp has, I repeat, acted a part in the
the story of your conversion greater than you suppose. Under
the hand of God the greatest effects often arise from the
;

;

smallest causes."
" You see that
my old adversary will not come," cried Ricard ; "for, if I' mistake not, we are now at the dessert."
"
Captain Ricard, look well at me, do you recognize me ?"
"
Yes, for an excellent and worthy priest, whom I esteem and
love with all my heart."

"And on whom you wish
the adversary whom

know him, why

be revenged, captain. This is
promised you should meet tomoment before you, glass in hand, to ask your

;

to
I

and I promise you, you shall meet him again before you leave, day, is at "this
and shall fiuish, over a glass of wine, the combat begun at the pardon
"
" How
you are
lie de la Bartelasse."
However, days flew by, and the expected
"The
and insolent
irreligious
meeting had not yet taken place. Ricard had fixed the
!

time of his departure for the Thursday in Easter week,
one evening he received the following note :
" MY DEAB FRIEND

when

ness.

:

"If you

still

persevere in your wish to see, before quitting
whose life you so generously spared at La

come and dine with me to-morrow, at six o'clock.
"Yours ever,"

was just striking

six

arrived at the Abbe"s hotel.

two,"
give
are long in Paris, and business causes delays."
Half -past six arrived, and the expected guest had not come.
"Let us place ourselves at tab.e," sa.d the Abbf, smiling
;

;

" and do not look so
I promdisappointed, my dear captain.
ise you he will come."
Dinner was soo.i served. A magnificent carp, laid on a
china dish ornamented with flowers figured at the first course.
The guest thanked his entertainer for this pleasant remembrance of the past.
" Since I have known the
history of your combat," said the
"
Abbe, carp is tho fish I now like the best. I cannot help

An

A FORMIDABLE

Incident

French fleet left Toulon on the 16th of
June, 1009, commanded by a prince of the blood, the
Duke de Beaufort, to deliver Candia, which was besieged by
He had with him a C puchin, Father Zephyrin.
the Turks.
The fleet, favored by beautiful weather, for tome time slowly
The admiral-ship, Le Monarque, preceded by a
advanced.
stmill briganti.^e, which served as a guide, was at the head,
ben ing with pride the banner of the Sovereign Pontiff. With
option of a north-west squall, which snapped the top>f the
Syrian when they were off the islands of Hyere.?,
iu/e bid f^ir tu ba most favorable.
.

Saying thus, the good Abbe" threw himself into the captain's
who imagined he was the victim of some strange halluci-

nation.

"

" Yes

!

it

is I,

looi at

me

well," said the Abbe, and he re-

lated, as briefly as possible, the scene we have read in the first
part of this story. At the request of the astonished captuin, I.e

from the church of Saint Sulpice,
The dinner was
ready, but only one guest had arrived.
"
" Shall we allow him a
quarter of an hour's grace ? asked
the Abb6.
" We will
him
answered Ricard " the distances
It

when Ricard

"

arms,

Paris, the traveller

Bartelasse,

traveller, to whom Captain
Rieard, a Protestant, gave a lesson of tolerance and polite-

completed his recital by explaining his conversion, which, from
public conveyances and the high roads, had brought him to a
"Since
seminary, and from a seminary to the sacred pulpit.
that day," said he, " I do not diue at three francs at the table
d'h6te, but I teach men of faith and good- will the consoling
truths of our holy religion.
In a word, I find myself a hu dred times happier, since the hymns of the Church have made

"
forget the songs of Beranger.
The two converts, forgetful of time, chatted in the most
friendly manner until near midnight ; the captain was the

me

and take leave of the priest, whom he never saw
again in this world. That zealous preacher departed six
months after for the missions of the Levant. Captaiu Ricard
is still living ; he has retired from business, and resides in the
country, in the possession of u moderate fortune, and iu the
first to rise

bosom

of an affectionate family,

He

never

fails

on days of

abstinence to have a carp at his table.

Sailor

of
The

Life.

had just left Cerigo anciently called Cythera, to
and had doubled Cape Carobuca, which is the most
easterly point of the island of Candia, when one morning the
watch said that a signal from the Therese had been given
announcing that a priest was wanted for a sailor who was seriously ill. Pere Zephyrin knowing this, went immediately to
the captain of the admiral's vessel, and asked him to give
fleet

its left,

orders so as to enable

"What you
"

him

to fulfil the duties of his ministry.

ask, father," said the captain, "is

quite im-

possible
"As things are, those words are neither French nor Chris!

AN INCIDENT OF SAILOR
Over there

tian.

to

is

ono of our comrades dying;

it is

my

ever comes back.
" Well

31
"

That

is to say, I don't think they
my friend, since you asked for me I am ready to hear
you." Then the sick man bcjjan i c ijfeiiniun, which id not,
hist five ruiiiu (.<>.
lie' neeim el HO
piously r...

duty

him."
m n can die very well without you. "
"That is exactly what he ought uot to do."
" But I cannot take
upou myself the responsibility of doing

go

Lin:.

'.o

"The

i

gemro.i ly sacrificed his life to God,
while administering to him "Now,

his

tliut

confessor

you can go
"
whenever God calls you yon are quite prepared."
Very well, I will go and ask the admiral."
" You must wait till lie is
Upon a bed near to that of the dying man who had called for
up."
" Death does not
wait, captain." So saying, Pere Zephyrin the assistance of God's minister, was another sailor, who, not
went down into the Duke de Beaufort's room. The prince being so ill, and having less faith, had laughed at his comrade
for being so impatient to see a priest.
was shaving.
" Absolution won't
" Excuse
prevent you dying," said he.
me, my lord, if I come at so early an hour," said
"
at all events it will prethe chaplain.
Perhaps not," replied the other
"At whatever hour he may come, Pere Zephyrin is always vent me from dying badly and, if I had any advice to give
welcome," said the duke.
you, it would be to do as I am going to do."
" Thanks
"To confess I, Pe'card surely you are joking !"
my lord."
" There have been cleverer fellows than we who have con"What do you wish, reverend father? Something very
themselves before now, and have not been any the worse
fessed
come
so
about
it."
since
important,
you
early
" It is
lord; a favor I for it."
as

you wi.h."

my

friend,

;

'

;

;

!

something very important, indeed, my
wish to ask you."
" Which I am
ready to grant. Speak, I am listening."
" One of our sailors on board the Theresa is
very ill, and
desires tho succors of religion, and I am come to ask leave of
to

to him.

go

you
" But

At that moment Pere Zephyrin entered

'

"I shall
" Later

o'clock."
to

"

" So

go in a good boat to the

terribly rougb, father," said the duke.

" If

"I

"
would not allow you to expose your life thus in a mere boat.
"There is no tear, my lord; the sea knows me well, and the
guardian angel of the sick man will protect me!"

"

You

;

much

the better, your confession will be the sooner

over."

Therese
" About three
quarters of an hour."
"What kind of weather is it this morning ? "
" Beautiful
weather, although the sea is rather rough."
"We shall see," replied the duke, and, throwing a cloak
over his shoulders, he went on deck.
is

!

sailor,"

"How long would it take you

sea

see later."

perhaps than it may be too late better now than
never."
" What should I have to
say? I have neither killed nor
I have always behaved like a brave and an honest
stolen.

The

father?"

"The

;

am

;

drops
eternity
salvation of a soul created to the
"
image of God depends, perhaps, upon your decision.
"
What time is it,
The prince had just finished dressing.

"Five

I

fession."

!

my lord.

he had now been

" won't
you, too, take advantage of the opportunity ?"
not ill enough for that."
" All the better
you are in a more fit state to make a con-

sailor

"

to be able to do that, I must stop the whole fleet,
"
which would keep us back two hours
" Two hours aro less in
of water in
than two

the ocean,

;

" I am
three quarters of an hour on board the Therese.
going
back again to the admiral's vessel," said he to the impenitent

it

would not inconvenience you too much,

father, to

come

to-morrow at the same tim.3."
"Supposing there were no to-morrow for you?"
"Well, in that case, I should not want a confessor; all
"
would be over.
" In this
world, bui not in the next believe me, my friend,
;

take advantage of it."
"
And, besides," said the other sailor, joining his exhorta'
tions to those of the priest,
if you knew how much good a
worthy confession and absolution does one, you would not
hesitate a moment.
one ought
Besides, the father is right

to-day

is

yours

'

persist then."

" I beseech
you, my lord, allow me."
"
Very well. Go, and may God protect you
At the same moment the fleet was stopped, and Pere Zephyrin jumped into a boat, in which twelve volunteers were
already seated, who began to row vigorously towards the
"

!

Therdse.
The boat scarcely swerved; it seemed to glide over the
waves, leaving behind a white foam. The Duke de Beaufort
followed with a glass the progress of these brave men, who, to
save a soul, did not mind risking their lives. Courage and
self-devotion
The whole of a sailor is comprised in these
!

;

never to put off till to-morrow what can be easily done to-day,
Now then, Pe'card, you have
for our hours are numbered.
lived like a good sailor, you ought not to die like a miscreant.
"
That is all I can say.
"
of you wish it, I must wish it too."
as
both
Very well,
said Pe'card, who, after some preparation, commenced his confession.
After it was over, "indeed our comrade was right,"

" Confession
Capuchin when he prepared to go.
one
once
does
ur
common
swallowed,
which,
good."
The sea was still rough but, instead of having one angel
guardian, he had two on his way back. The boat reached

said he to the
is a pill

;

two words.
At last Pere Zephyrin got alongside of the Therese. As ho safely the admiral's vessel.
went on board all the sailors took off their caps the sentinels
That evening the Duke de Beaufort received to dinner all
presented arms the captain came himself to conduct him to the officers of his vessel. Pdre Zephyrin, with a joyful heart
the sick man, who was ia the infirmary.
the oaptaiu
at having done his duty, was at his right hand
" God be
was on his left. The meal was as usual seasoned by wit and
praised !" cried he, as he saw the captain enter
bringing with him the priest, "God be praised! And may champagne for the Duke de Beaufort, the brother aud friend
;

Uod bless you, father "
He was a brave sailor, who had

;

!

often met Pere Zephyrin
tho father recognized him, and expressed to him those hopes
of recovery which our lips often proi. ounce in presence of the
dying, even when our heart does not respond to them.
" You come
just at the right tune, father; I feel I am going
;

of his officers, preferred joyous friendly meetings to the stiffness of cold etiquette ; he possessed the rare faculty of making
every body around him at home.

'By the way, father," said he to the C'ipuchin, while dessert
was coming in, " you have told us nothing of your mornin 's
I am sure the account of it would interest
expedition.
to die," said the sick sailor.
gentlemen." At the Prince' invitation, the Capuchin briefly
" I have seen
people worse than you recover after all. One recounted, but much better than we have done, dear re.-uler,
mus! never despair. "
his arrival on board the Therese, the scene with the two sail" I don't
but I feel that I must get ready to go to ors, and his return to the admiral's vessel.
despair
" Full success
a country where every body goes, but from which no!
"I am not surprised at
said the Duke.
ody
ts

;

!
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to
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Capuchin bowed an acknowledgement of these praises,
by the affection of all ranks of sailors which he had
and said, " I forgot, my lord, to give you the messages

lied

.

;

these poor sailors intrusted me with. "
" I am
ready to receive them, reverend father."
"The two sailors to whom I administered the last sacraments
told me to express, in the most lively terms, their gratitude to

hesitated a quarter of a second."

"You would immediately have given the order which the
Father desired ?"

yonr royal highness."
"I
did
only

LIFE.

" If the
signal had denoted that the spiritnn nss'stance of
our reverend father was required for an officer, what would
you have done ?"
"
" I should have considered the matt r more
attentively
"
Very well if the same signal had said it was f >r u admiral, for a duke, for the Duke de Beaufort, for iustanc-t?"
"
Ah, then, my lord," said the captain, "I slum'.d not have

overcome hearts, and to sway the

of JIKM1."
Tli

S

iF

"

my duty."

No doubt, my lord."

And you would have done right, just the same as you have
"They owe you, my lord, a sacred debt. They will pray
done wrong, in refusing to a simple sailor what you would
God to pay it for them."
Brave men
Do you hear that ?" cried the Duke, glancing have granted to mn for remember, sir, before God, who is
" You would have
at the captain on his left.
deprived me of master of us all, the soul of a poor sailor is as precious as thai
'

'

'

!

a great satisfaction if I had not been there to give the order
which you refused to give. "
"
" I will
Faith, my lord," said the captain,
frankly tell you
that I did not dare to take upon myself the responsibility of
stopping a fleet in full Bail for one sailor."

;

of an admiral, were he a prince of the blood." After saying
these words with a firm voice, the Duke rose, took his neighbor's arm, and followed by his officers, went ou deck.
Shortly aft T this incident the Duke perished bravely under

the walls of Candia.

TYBORNE:
AND

WHO WENT THERE
(

CHAPTEE

IN

THE DATS OF QUEEN ELIZABETH.

The tohite-robad army of Martyrs praise TVtw."

which he would have been compelled to forswear his religion.
He was, with many other Catholic gentlemen, thrown into prisje no BUIB,
on, for his high rank and station made the magistrates deterPrince, ni comte aussi,
* Jo suis le Sire de
mined to set an example. While in prison, Lord de Lisle was
Coucy/'
MOTTO OP THE COCOT FAMILT.
attacked by one of the fevt rs which perpetually haunted the
was a suiiny morning in May, a pleasant breeze danced place he died after a few days' illness, away from his wife and
among the leaves of the trees in the long avenue, and children, and without priestly consolations. Prison attendants
gambolled among the flowers, while the sunshine tried its best closed his eyes, and arranged the shroud around the gallant
It was a hard fate for him, in the prime of manhood,
It did form.
to enliven the gloomy gray aspect of De Lisle Castle.
"Mourn not for me, sweet wife,"
not succeed there though. Not only was the place stern and but he murmured not.
"I die in a braver quarrel than did my fathers I
forbidding in its warlike aspect of high walls, and wide rnoat, he wrote
and " grim portcullis," but the ivy that clung to parts of the die for the faith of Christ. Sweet Jesu keep you, my fair
in Him I trust, to Him I confide my soul."
walls, and the long grass that grew in the court-yard, bore evi- wife
Alice Baroness de Lisle gazed on her two children in dismay.
dence of neglect and decay. As one approached nearer one
might see the moat was dry, and entering' within the walls there Her Walter, now Baron de Lisle, twelve years old, her Isabel,
were still f urtlier proofs that the glory of the house of De Lisle two years younger. How should she bring them lip in the
For Walter she saw but one course
faith of their fathers ?
was dim, if not departed. The stables were almost empty
not an armed warder was visible the attendants were few, and he must go abroad to the college at Rheims, and there receive
generally old, evidently faithful servants, who had clung to his education. A. ice hasteued to put her plan into execution,
and scarcely had she done so when she learnt that instead of an
the fortunes of a fallen house!
The ascent to Castle de Lisle was long and toilsome, for it act of attainder being passed upon the title and estates of De
had been built on one of the highest points, so that from its Lisle, the former was untouched the latter, with the persons
towers the surrounding country lay stretched out as in a map, of the Barone.ss and her children, left in the guardiauship of
and it was a fair scene; woods of rich foliage, a noble river, the Earl of Beau ville, a distant kinsman. Then Alice heartiwhich wound its way calmly along till it reached the sea, that ly rejoiced at what she had clone, for she knew well the earl
sparkled like silver in the distance, hill and dale, lay before would not have left a stone unturned to pervert Walter's
the spectator's eye, and far further than he could reach they faith.
This lessening of punishment upon the family of De Lisle
were all the rich possessions of the Barons de Lisle. They
had held the castle since the time of the fir t William, and was not to be attributed to clemency on the part of the Queen.
their esta'es had often been added to by grateful sovereigns, The Earl of Beauville and the Baron de Lisle had been close
for each De Lisle in his generation had been a faithful and friends in early youth, and though in manhood Beauville's proThey were a noble line, not only in long descent, fession of the Protestant religion had tended to estrange them,
loyal subject.
but in knightly deeds. No stain of cowardice or of treachery, yet the bond of affection between them was very strong, and
of avarice or baseness, had soiled their escutcheon.
Sans peur on hearing of his friend's death, Beauville was struck to the
He was high in the queen's councils, a man of talents
heart.
et sans reproche. might have been also their motto.
In the g.eat hall you might see the helmet and sword of the and astuteness, whose value Elizabeth well knew, and by
baron who fought by the side of Godfrey of Bouillon, and of his intercession the bill of attainder was averted, and a
him who followed Richard of the Lion-heart, and in the family chance given to the son to redeem the favor his father
Another grace Beauville procured was to
chronicles you m ght hear of him who sat at Runnymede, and had lost.
lent his voice to force a craven monarch to grant the rights of remove the body of the late baron to his own c ist!e, wheie it
his people.
And wherefore, then, this sad change? Has the was interred in the crypt beneath the ch 'pel. His displeasure
at discovering Walter's flight was very great, and he made
line of De Lisle, like so many uoble families of late times,
failed in their heirs male, that their
princelv posses- frequent endeavors to induce Alice to recall him, but in vain.
Not so; no riches with curses Shortly before our story opens his persuasions had assumed
sions are left desolate?
No ruined a more urgent form, from the fact th.it a new order concerning
clinging to them had soiled the hands of De Lisle.
abb ys hud been added to their possessions. No cries of con- children educated in foreign colleges had been issued by the
secrated spouses of Christ driven from their cloister shall meet Privy Council.
But no threat of penalty could move Alice
them at the judgment-seat. But Edward Baron tie Lisle hud from her purpose, and lo his indignant letters she returned the
ditd a glorious death. He, had steadi'ir.tiy resisted the laws
'iswer.
Lord Beauville knew the jealous character of
by
*
the queen too well to lavisli f u.vors on the baroness, and thereA kiua I uui i:wt. neither a uriuue ttur a couiu. I um 1^1- s r in-t' m,
I.
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;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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had dared to do for her since her widowhood, had
nllow her a moderate maintenance, and to permit her
ith her daughter to remain iu the cnstle, with a f-v.

fore all he
';>

v,

was to be carefully avoided,
building gradually assumed the appearance of
8;ill as the servants who h:id rc'nil.
-! and
faithful, the family had enjoyed religions
freedom compared with that of other Catholics iu those Bad
All appearance of sta e

r.ud thus the

times.

On the May morning we have described, on the broad terrace which ran on the s- mth side of the castle, walked two
maidens, both apparently about the age of seventeen. One
was tall and slender, and her Norman cast of countenance,
with her brilliant dark eyes and raven hair, spoke her at once
a daughter of De Lisle. The other, who was shorter, had evidently more Saxon blood. Her tresses were of chestnut color,
and her merry eyes of blue, and though inferior to her cousin
Isabel in beauty,

Mary Thoresby was

a most winning crea-

ture.

The two maidens continued to pace together

in silence, while
of the flowers that

Mary, occasionally stooping to pick some
grew along the side of the wall, quickly wove them into a bouquet, aud then, passing one arm round Isabel's waist, she held
up the flowers to her face with a smile full of tender sympathy.
Isabel smiled too, but said
"
How dull
Thanks, dear Mary oh, how T forget myself.
this visit must be to you.
All the long journey you have taken
to come and see us, and then to give you such cold cheer, is
:

;

too bad.

"

rushes, and Isabel gathered up her long garments, that there
should be r.o rustle, and n Ivauood softly towards the inner
room. SI:looked ivi. Tu
was spacious, und not ill-furnished, though an ;iir of poverty
hung r.bout it. A cuiubcrsouu! l-rdsti'ud. with heavy curtains
of faded crimson, stoo in one corner.
There were three w ndows, but all were shaded by curtains of the sime hiu. A
couch was near one of thewe wind- .., and on it lay a lady
asleep; whi e near her, on a low stool, sat an attendant, of
middle age, who looked round as Isabel entered, and laid her
Isabel stood still, and gazed on her mother
finger on her lips.
with a beating heart.
Still on that countenance might be traced the loveliness of
Alice Thoresby, fairest of the noble damsels that had f
Queen Mary's couit though time and sorrow aud sickness had
i

;

done their work, and sharpened the chiselled features, and
saddened the soft bright eyi s, and silver d the fair locks, and
robbed the bio >m from thj cheek and lip, yet still upon that
face there dwelt a lo -k of unutterable sweetness,
of eaith shed there its gleams.
Presently, gently

a light not
sighing,

.

he

awoke, and tu.ned at once a loving glance on I abel.

de

"Have you been on the terrace, my own child ?" said Lady
"I have slept so well and long, thank God. "
Lisle.

"Yes, d ar mother," answered Isabel, kneeling down beside
her; "I have been walking with Mary, and was interrupted
by the arrival of a messenger with a letter from Lord
Beauville.

"

Lady de Lisle's face assumed an expression of pain as she
took the letter from Isabel. Its contents were brief merely
that Lord Beauville, anxious to confer with Lady de Lisle on
business, ventured to bespeak lodgings for a few days for himself and train, and also lor a young and gallant kinsman who
;

Darling Isabel, do not talk in this way. If I could only be
iome comfort to you."
" How do
you think my mother looks ?" said Isabel, in an
anxious tone " tell me the truth, Mary."
"She looks very ill, Isabel," answered Mary, earnestly;
" she is so thin and worn but there is no actual
disease, Ilachel
' '

accompanied him.
'I fear me much," said Lady de Lisle, " e comes to endeavor once more to break my fixed resolution not to recall my
Alas why such scenes rending a mother's heart V Do I
son.
says and so may we not hope for better things ?"
" No
"It not yearn, with my whole soul, once more to hold him in
disease, save a broken heart, "answered Isabel.
is not of ten people recover from that, I fear."
And the tears these arms ? Coul anything but the knowledge that it is not
God's holy will induce me to forbear?"
filled her eyes.
"And Father Gerard, dear mother?" said Isabel inquiringly.
had reached the end of the terrace, and as
turned
;

;

!

;

i

They
they
again to pursue their walk they perceived an old serving-mun
coming towards them. He carried in his hand a letter, and,
bowing respectfully before his young mistress, gave it to her.
"A
messenger from the Earl of Beauville, Mistress Isabel,"
"he is the first courier, he saith, others will
said the man
shortly follow, and the earl and his train will be here by

The baroness clasped her hands.

" Selfish that I
am, I had forgotten. What can be aone?
"
whither can he fly ?
is so short
And her weak
frame shook with agitation and affright.
" I think he is safe
"
Mother," said Isabel,
;
surely the earl
is too honorable to betray us."
"
"
"Yes," returned Alice; but who is to answer for his train?
sundown.
the
offered
for
The
reward
capture of a priest is high and
Isabel took the lett r.
"Then, Koger, you must make what
"
his life is not safe here."
is
tempting;
possible.
preparation
"A
But when the man disappeared, Mary was alarmed at the
thought has struck me," said Isabel; "let him go to
Master Ford's house. liose is here ; she passed me ju4 now
look of anguish which appeared on Isabel's face.
" He conies to torment her
" to
wear out in the corridor. The distance is t-hort, and he can go as servagain," she cried;
her precious life in this vain strife; he will kdl her, I know he ing-man, taking care of Rose and there he will be safe."
"Yes," answered her mother, "I think that will do; we
will."
"
'
Go you, Isabel, and seek our good
will suggest it, at least.
It is most cruel and inhuman, returned Mary
weeping.
"
"I must go and prepare her for it," said Isabel hastily; father, and beg him to come to me forthwith.
"and you, dear Mary, will you tell the servants Lord BeauA proclamation was get forth, commanding all who had children abroad
A'ote.
"
ville is coming ?
Imagine what we are to do for provisions
to IM!! them home by an appointed day. This wan to compel parents to Prottftt" I will
and
consult
with
go
good old Bridget," said Mary antize their children. iladden'a Penal Laws.

The time

;

;

;

!

cheerfully.

" Don't trouble
your head about that, dearest we will provide better food and lodgings than our guests deserve."
They had been walking towards the castle while they spoke,
and had now reached it. Mary, turning to the left, tripped
away towards the kitch n and buttery; while Isabel, with a
Blower step, began to ascend the broad staircase.
A wide gallery ran round the great hall, from whence doors
opened. These doors did not all admit into apartments; some
led to narrow passages, which wound their way to different
But the door which Isabel opened was
parts of the house.
that of an anteroom to one of the principal chambers.
At the
end of the anteroom a thick eurtiun of tirr.is formed the
eutranea to the ap.irtmeut beyond; the door wiis nhvwn with
;

" If any
person shall pass or go, or shall convey or Bend, or cause to be pent
or conveyed, any child or other person into any parts beyond the seas, to the intent and purpose to enter into, or be resident or trained up in, any priory, abbey,
nunnery, popish university, college, or school, or house of Jeuuits, priests, or In
tiny private popish family; and shall bo there by any Jesuit, seminary, priest,
in
frit.1-, monk, or other popish person, instructed, persuaded, or strengthened
the po ieh religion, in any sort to profesa the tame; or Khali convey or send, or
Bhall cause to be conveyed or sent, any sum of money or other thing for the main.
tenance of any child or other person gone er sent, or trained and instructed as
aforesaid; or under color of any charity, benevolence or alms, towards the relief
of any priory, abbey, or nunnery, college, school, or any religious hoUM
person no sending, conveying, or causing to be scut and conveyed, KB well any
such child or other person, as any sum of money or other thing; and every person being sent beyond tie seas, shall be disabled to sue or use any action, plaint
or information in course of law, or to prosecute any suit in any court of equity,
xrcutor or administrator to *.
or to be
:tiiy \vai\l, or
capable of any legacy or deed t>f g:fr or to In ar iiuy cIVic' and ph.-ll lorftit Ills
(roods, audBlis.ll furfeithis lauds durintr lift.-' i'i//-/.'- A.'c*-U'-ia*tictit Law.
'

<

i

1

r

;
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Isabel turned pale, she could not speak, but Father Gerard
read what she meant, and answered
"There is no immediate danger that I can perceive, mv
child, but your mother is, as you well know, very ill, and
she cannot see me depart with the uncertainty as to w hen nhe
can see a priest again, without receiving all the strength given
by our holy faith."

H.

" The rod they tako so clm
Shall prove in heaven a martyr's palm."
KEBI.K.

ISABEL re-enter cl the gallery, and opening another door, she
traversed a long winding passage which led to a different part
"Oh, courage, Isabel," said Mary, "who knows but that
of the castle before a small door, which a stranger would
hard y perceive, she stopped and knocked gently. A voice the holy anointing may raise her up again, as it did our aunt,
within bade her enter, und she did so, closing the door care- Lady Clare you remember her wonderful recovery, do you
The room was small, and almost bare of not, father ?"
fully behind her.
'Indeed I do," answered the priest, "and many similar
bore
an appearance of being a receptacle for
and
furniture,
cases.
Confide in God, my dear child," said he to Isabel,
lumber. There was, indeed, a wooden table and a few stools
but packing-cases some open, some closed were about in all "and now go into your mother's room, and prepare it, while I
Near the table sat an od gray-haired man, with go to bring the Blessed Sacrament and the holy oils."
directions.
Isabel silently obeyed.
an open and benign countenance. He wore the common trav"How great a blessing it is, father," said Mary, "that we
elling-dress of the day, and opposite to him was seated a
"
woman: she was wrapped in a riding-cloak, and the hood fall- have the Blessed Sacrament reserved.
he
face
of
a
"and
that we have been able
and
on
the
head
the
back
indeed,"
"Yes,
answered,
girl
yo'ung
ing
displayed
entrance of Isabel she rose, and, making a low reverence, pre- to say Mass daily for weeks ,'past, for all the hou-ehold are
Catholics, and trustworthy."
pared to leave the room.
"Do not go, Kose," said Isabel, "it is indeed well you are
"Ahf.ther," said Mary, sighing, "a few years back, and
"
and then going forward if you had needed to carry the Host from the chapel lo the sick
here I was about to send for you
she knelt down at the old man's feet, and laying her clasped chamber of a Baroness de Lisle, we would have strewn flowers
hands upon hia knees, said, in a tone of distress, ".Father, you under your feet, and bells would have rung, and incense arise
;

;

;

;

;

;

must

laid his hand on Isabel's head
no new thing, and I am ready but I
leave your mother.
Tell me what fresh danger

Father Gerard smiled as he

"

Well,

my

:

child, it is

;

I grieve to
hath befallen ns."
I abel now related the expected arrival of Lord Beauville,
and she ended her tale saying, "Autl father, there is no time
We thought of Master Ford's
for you to fly to any distance.
the tenants on our land a e respected, you know, by Lord
Beauville, and none of his train are likely to wander into such
a ret red spot and Kose, I warrant me," she continued, turning her head towards the maiden, "will ke p good watch, and
then, dear father, when this visit is over, you will return to us,
will you not?"
"
Willingly, my child," said the priest, "you have arranged
Master Ford will, I know, gladly
all well and kindly for me.
;

;

,

"

as

fly."

you passed along.
"Truly," he answered, "and in these evil days it is not permitted us to honor our Master by outward reverence we must
all the more be bowed in contr.te inward dsvotiou be ore His
"
adorable presence, His wondrous atonement.
" What do
think
of
aunt's
state?"
you
my
inquired M.iry?
" That she is
fearfully weak, aud most unequal to the agitatation of a harassing interview with Lord Beauville, but time
is passing, I will now go to the chapel, and will soon r. turn."
They shaded out the noonday glare with their curtain they
lit the two wax tapers, and spread the linen cloth on the simple altar a few flowers, which Maiy had h stily plucked,
white roses and sweet jasmine, shed their fragrance round the
spot where Jesus Christ tarried for awhile. Silent knelt the
watchers round, while the holy rite went on upou the wasted
hands and feet, upon the eye^ that had wept so many tears,
the seal was set, given the strength of the last anointing,
;

,

;

;

me refuge, and God, and He aloue, my children, will re"
that raises many to life again, that carries others safe through
ward your charity towards me, His unworthy servant.
Neither Rose nor Isabel could answer, save by the tears that the dark valley, and then at length, when His graces had come
showed how dearly each prized the opportunity of miuistering before, He came himself in lowliest guise: Alice de Lislereceived
her God. Then there was a great hush in that ch -mber, and
to his safety.
"Now," said Father Gerard, "I will to your mother's cham- they knelt and prayed on, as only the agonizing, and th perber and how soon do you suppose, Eose, we ought to be secuted, and the dying can pray. At length Father Gerard
rose he laid his hand on Lady de Lisle's head, she opened
going ?"
" In about two hours,
father, if it please you, not sooner, her eyes, arid t icy beamed with light.
"
for it would excite suspicion along the road to see me return
Yes, father, I can part wich you now."
the
castle."
He bent over her with an earnest look: "Do not forget
so speedily from
"
"
True, Eose, said Isabel, "you have sharper wit than I, me, "he said; and then blessing her, he quitted the room.
Soon afterwards, Eose Ford, seated on horseback behind a
for I should have despatched you with all haste."
"In two hours, then, I will be ready," said Father Gerard
serving-man, was making all speed to her father's house, some
six miles distant.
and the little party then separated.
On leaving the room, Father Gerard carefully locked the
Mary and Isabel resumed their occupations in the household
door after him, and took away the key for in that little deso- arrangements. Eachel sat watching her mistress, who lay perAll fears and forebodings seemed
late room, full of dust and lumber, abode the Lord of Glory, fectly still upon her couch.
to have passed away
the Eedeemer of men.
upon her face was written a perfect
Father Gerard went to the apartment of the baroness
peace. Eachel had occasion to come to Isabel for an instant,
Isabel and Eose did not follow him, but proceeded to the right and she took advantage of it to whisper to her young mistress,
"
Surely it will raise her up again. We shall see her walk
wing of the castle, where they found Mary Thoresby busily
engaged in aiding and directing the servants in their prepara- among us once more ;" and though Isabel shook her head
Isabel and Eose gave mournfully, still her heart echoed the same language: "To
tions for the coming influx of guests.
their assistance, but after some little time, Eachel, Lady de have her well again, surely then, I could bear all," said Isabel
Liwle's maid, came to summon her young mistress to her to herself.
mother's room, and, "you, also, Mistress Thoresby," said
It was a glorious sunset that evening, the sky was lit up with
a deep-red glow, and bright colors played on the floor of the
Eachel, "my lady desires to see."
In the ante-room of the baroness's apartment, Father Ger- old hall, when Isabel and Mary descended thither to receive
ard was standing.
Lord Beauville, who was at that moment dismounting in th
The two cousins formed a fair picture, Isabel*
"Isabel,'' said he, as the cousins approached him, "your couriyar.!.
mother is about t reaeiva Iho last
luxuriant black hnir w:\s srathercd from her brow and ha
give

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

5

hidden by her
not

lii.ii>

muslin mid

coif of

lace,

but the smn 1 !

alto'tethor her white throat.

Mary's

ruffle

did

pressed great sympathy with the college, and asked

i.

.1

wr tteu care
,'ht and cheerfulness, while un Isabel'.- v/ns
and sadness, hich did not, howev. r, diminish her beauty.
The Earl entered the hall. He was a finely-formed
st rn-lookand handsome
man,
generally considered
ho
this
but
as
at
smiled,
moment,
ii)g
-when,

"

i

;

>

;

one could but
feature so entirely relaxed thut
suppose the former expression more well-assumed and familiar
than natural. Lord Beauville was leaning on the arm of his
young kinsman, who was apparently about twenty years of age
he wore, as did also the earl, a riding cloak, and a low Spanish
hat shaded his face. He did not follow Lord Bcauville's exampL' of uncover ng as they drew near the ladies. Isabel's
quick eye denoted this, and she was a.i quic ly offended at the
slight, but Lord Beauville was now saluting her, and she had
every

;

him Mistress Thoresby, whom (he

also to present to
was delighted to

earl

remea:bered her
as a child
and while these compliments were passer
were fixed on
tue eyes of the young stra
ing,
Isabel, with so intense a gaze as to enibarjais her, and increase
the offence she had taken. With the lofty air she could so
well assume, she said
"
My lord, you will doubtless be glad to rest after your day's
will
riding.
Supper is preparing, and my cousin and myself
"
do ourselves the honor of supping with your lordship.
"Thanks, fair lady," said Beauville, raising her hand to his
lips; "but, first, I have a boon to crave, that we retire into a
more private room for a short space, for I have matters to confer upon with you at once."
Isabel, of course, could not refuse, and led the way into the
Great was her astonishment,
first room leading from the hall.
when she saw the earl still followed by the stranger. She
grew crimson with indignation.
see,

he

said,

he

;

}-.

:

Let me present my young kinsman to you, fair Isabel,"
said Lord Beauville.
Isabel bent haughtily the young man lifted his hat from
his brow at last why did he gaze at her in that strange, agitated manner ? why that look of intelligence on the earl's face,
'

;

the light broke iu upon her.
"
" Is it
she cried; but
possible? Oh, do not deceive me
in that instant Walter de Lisle clasped her in his arms, and
Isabel wept upon her brother's breast.
!

"

many

it."

Andy u answered them?"
Oh no, mother we are strictly

forbidden to do so, find I
be disobedient twice in one day but the stranger, stopping at a hou e iu the outskirts of the town, asked me
to wai a moment for him, and then he would
accompany me
back to the coll ge. While I stood waiting, two men came behind mo and Ihrew a eloak ovtr my head nd face, and bound
my ha ds a d feet, and b.ire me into the house. At night I
was b und and gagged, put on horseback, and not till v,<
far out of Rheiius woul.l they release me, and then
only after
I hfid piven my parole not to attempt to escape. From that
moment I was treated with the utmost kiudne s and respect ;
we made all speed o the coast, and had a favorable voyage.
On reaching London, I was taken to Lord Beauville's house;
he frankly acknowledged tun plot was his, ut formed in kindness both to you and myself and next day we commenced our
jour ey hither. As I journeyed through France, mother, I
had plenty of time to reflect on my condu t, and to si e there
was good reason for the strict rules gainst going into the town
that Father Mordauut has laid on the students, nd bitterly to
regret the consequences of my conduct but hen, v,
t ought of seeing you, I fear I was not as
sorry as I ought to
have been. "
" It wa? ve
and
y wrong of Lord Beauville," said Alice
yet I feel powe less to blame him, when he has brought me
this exquisite delight of clasping you once mor in uiy arms.
Let me look at th< e Wa'ter art thou like thy fathe ?"
Walte. raised his head, and Alice gazed on a face of which
any mother might justly have been proud. She brushed back
the clustering hair from th broad fair brow she looked into
the depths of the dark eyes, sparkling with fire and vigor ; she
marked the finely-formed features, the radiant smile that lit up
his face, as, bending downagain -after the survey, Walter kissed
again and again his mother's pale cheek.
" 1 am selfi h in
keeping you here, my son," said Lady de
Lisle " you are tired and hungry ; the household are at supper in the hall, you should join them."
" Oh
no, mother, tend me not away; to stay here is food
and rest to m ," said he, as he drew her closer to him.
So they passed their time, while their conversation went on
in low and earnest whispers.
;

was not going

to

;

:

i

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

" And
you were happy

at tlie college ?" said he baroness.
The Fathers are,
dearest mother; very happy.
as you will believe, all goodness, and my companions all very
dear to me. There are in the college sons of almost every noble
Catholic house i i England and it is strange, dear mother,
that the sense of exile, and the persecutions endured by our
;

"Oh yes,

CHAPTER

in.

;

"And when
And
Her qu

the morn came chill and sad,
dim with early showers,

she had
than ours." HOOD.

et eyelids closed

Another morn

;

"Bring him to me, Isabel; my boy, my own," murmured
Alice de Lisle, roused from her calm rest to hear the news her
daughter brought.
Isabel called Walter from the ante-room and in an instant
be was kneeling by his mother's couch, and laying his head on
her bosom. While she twined her arms around him, Isabel and Rachel left the room mother and son were alone.
For some minutes neither could spea\.
"
My Walter, my own boy do I really hold you once more
in my arms ? It is eight long years since I parted from you,
and I have scarce heard from you since. You have not forgot"
ten me, Walter
mother
!" he answered; "you have been
"forgotten you,
in my heart by day and by night.
Oh, how I have longed to
see your face again and truly, though I chafed at the manner
;

;

!

!

of

my

coming

hither,

when

I learnt 'twas to see

you

again,

my

anger vanished."
"How was it accomplished, Walter V" said his mother.
" It was
my fault first, mother," said Walter, color ng " for
I was out of the college grounds, and in etnrning I lost my
wav. when a stranger accosted me and spoke iu Husdish, ex;

i

kindred in England, fail to sadden us. A gayer set you would
see nowhere."
"I can well believe it," answered Alice ; " for even here, in
the mid t of persecutions, fines, and imprisonments, that surround us on all sides, our spirits rise wondrously. It is because
the-e sorrows make us despise time, and see the emptiness of
wor hless glory and renown, that can change so speedily with
Are there ai.y of the Travers' family at
a monarch's bre th.
Rheims, Walter? Amy Travels is a dear friend of mine."
"
Yes, there were two Travers there, but William has reHe is preparing
turned home, ar;d only Basil remains now.
for the priesthood."

" The
priesthood

f>

r Basil

!

Well, indeed, I should not

William was grave and scholarly, Basil
"
was ever a roysterer, and the life of the old hall.
"He is a fine fellow and fiery no<" in the, great cause. Why,
have dreamed that

;

;

mother," said Walter, lowering his voice into a whisper, "he
would be a miartyr, if he could; the queen hath already put
gome priests to death for saying Mass, and Basil longs thus to
could
die.
Now, mother, a De Lisle was never a e
die in battle, in fair and open fight, tiud even if unjustly cond nmed, as too many have been, I could meet the death of my
on the scaffold; but like a
,ry slay men at
Tvb-jruL-

uh,

mo

her, the

,

uiru cold

I"
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Alice's pale cheeks

such a

fate,

my

boy

grow paler

still.

" God save thee from

murmured

she; ''but yet honor
who died
re called to it: for siuely to

!"

1

Hm

those who
betw: en two thieves,

all praise

:

the very disgrace and obloquy you
shudder at makes them dear in His yes. But," continued she,
" I will not In; ve such sad talk the first ev<rousing herself,

" Rather would I sop him kid
in his grave, in all his beauty
and innoeetiee." said Alice, "than send him to meettho corruption of

"

<

my boy. Methinks I hear Isabel's
Will you go and see if she is there ?"
steps in the ante-room.
But as she spoke, Isabel and Mary entered together.
"
Supper is over, then ?" inquired the baroness.
"Oh yes, dear aunt, I am thankful to say it is," answered
"
Mary; it is a blessing to get rid of that terrible carl for a
ning to greet you with,

Eli;-.

No, Philip

inrfc

;

thither, with

my

con-

1m shall never go."

Kent,

Now

this is too

much," said Beauville,

starting to his feet.

" Wilt
keep the lad hero (ill lie moulder into dust, or make
him a shaven priest, perchance ? God forcfeud but by virtue
of my office as guardian, I have power, and I say ho shall 'go
;

thither."

There was no answer but as Beauville perceived the deadly
it overspread the face of the baroness, his anger
;

paleness th
fled.

"
why dost thou
Nay, Alice," said he, s'tting down again
"Has he frightened you, Mary?" said the baronesp, smiling, anger me thus? Thou knowest I would not harm the boy."
"It is useless to argue," said she, faintly; "I know you
"Aunt, he is just like a hawk; sometimes he looks through
you as if he longed to put you on the rack, and then" Mary have power and if my words, my supplicati ins, if the membegan to mimic his gestures "he is BO soft, pays such gentle ory of our early years, of my husband, your true and faithful
compliments, h, I did so long to say, 'Out with thee, hypo- friend, can move you not, I have no other weapons to tu n
"
crite !'
against you but my prayers."
" let the matter
Isabel and Walter were both convulsed with laughing at
"Well, well," said the Earl, soothingly,
we will talk more cairn y anon. I was to
rest awhile
Mary's ready mimicry.
"Poor Beauville!" said Alice, sighing; "he was a different blame for speaking thus roughly but this religion of yours,
being a few years since, open as the day, generous and noble; Alice, does send you distraught, I verily think. I will leave
grievous has been the change. He follows now a shadow which you now, and to-morrow we will confer further. Fare thee
" do not
will lead him to destruction.
I must now, I suppose, prepare well, sweet Alice," and he raised her hand to his lips;
me
to see him."
harshly."
judge
Alice raised herself into a sitting posture she fixed her eyes
"Not to night, dearest mother." said Isabel, in an alarmed
"
Philip, Life for me has nearly run out
tone; "when I was about to call even Walter away, for you upon him as she said,
looked so flushed and weary, and have endured BO much to- its span
I stand on the borders of eternity, and see what you
cannot now behold but that hour shall come also to you, and
day."
as you hope for mercy on that day, deal fairly with my chil"But has he not asked to see me ?" said the baroness.
"
but I told him you were too dren be true to them, God will be true to you lay snares for
Yes, truly, mother, he did
"
them, and that hour shall come on yon as a snare
ill; and he would have lorded it over me, and said that he must
see you but," and Isabel's color rose, "he is not the master
She sank back fainting upon her pillows. Beauville called
over all the castle. "
for assistance, and departed ere she woke to consci 'iisness.
Alice looked sadly at Isabel.
When she recovered, she expressed a wish to see Walter again ;
"Alas, my child," she said, "I ever sorrow when I hear you but this was opposed by Isabel, who pleaded the lateness of
speak thus, and this matter brooks no delay. Go you, Walter, the hour, and begged that her mother would suffer herself to
and beg Lord Beauville to visit me here
when he comes, I be undressed and go to bed. Lady de Lisle wai too feeble to
would be alone with him; but do you, dear childien, remain contend sh yielded, saying, half to her elf, "Tell him to be
within call."
strong tell him to be strong !" When laid in her bed, she
"You are ill, indeed, Alice," said the earl, as he took the seemed much relieved, and sank instantly to sleep. This comthin hand and gazed on the washed form and features of the forted Isabel, but not Rachel, who feared it was but a token of
the utter exhaustion to which her lady was reduced.
baroness, with evident emotion.
" Go
"Yes, Philip," said she, sweetly; "it is an illness that has no
you to bed, Rachel," whispeied Isabel ; "I will watch
cure
and were it not for my children, I could rejoice it were beside my mother to-night."
so.
But sit beside me now, for I have to thank you for a great
Eachel was unwilling to go but a look from her young
mistress speedily reminded her that there was no gainsaying
delight, and yet to chide you sorely for giving it to me."
" I have been more merciful to
and Rachel went to lie down, but
you, Alic.', than you would the w.ll of Isibel de Lisle
have been to yourself and your children.
Had I not brought not to rest, for she dreaded the effects, on the feeble frame of
Walter home, the estates would have been confiscated, and a her lady, of all she had that day gone through.
bill of attainder passed against
The castle grew gradually quiet steps and voices died
your house; indeed, you are
mistaken if you deem the queen means not to put her decrees away, and all WHS hushed. Midnight rang out its chimes
into execution."
and the day, so full of events and of strong emotions, was
" I have no such
" but
hope," answered Lady de Lisle;
you past.
know well, my lord, that I count the lauds and honors of my
Isabel was used to watching she regularly shared with
son as light in the balance with his honor towards his God. It Rachel the task of waiting on the baroness at night, when her
is a cruel trial of faith and
patience at his years that you have illness was unusually severe. As the night wore on, fhe felt
now ex; osed him to, a trial I would fain have spared him,
surprised at her mother's long continued sleep so different
and bade my pining heart, that craved so for his presence, be from her usual restless starts and sudden wakings. Generally
"
still and endure the pain.
she required frequent nourishment during the night ; now the
" At his
"Walter is twenty."
wine stood untouched.
years ?" repeated the earl.
" And at
"he is to be kept back from
As the morning began to dawn, Isabel felt drowsy and to
twenty,' replied Alic
.mpanionship of the youths of his own age, excluded from shake it off, she stole to the window and looked out. The
the court and university, deprived of all the aims to which it mist that precedes the sunrise veiled the landscape, but as she
is
ut natural youthful ambition should aspire. "
watched, it began to disperse streaks of pink scattered over
"Tush !" answered the Earl, "why exclude him from the the sky and gathered in more brilliant hues towards the east
Il<> hath studied
fti'n-i, ut least.
enough by this, time; now the first notes of the birds were heard; and soon gloriously
let him win his way
and, with his grace and bearing I war- arose the sun over the broad lands and fair woods of the De
far as her eye could reach over that wide landscape of
rant yi,u, Walter, Ba on de Lisle, will, Tapist though he Lisles
it with the best
among us. Elizabeth Tudor has her wood and water, hill and dale, luxuriant and beautiful, spread
of her fathers.
>out her, and the face -of yonder
boy will the" heritage
And is it thus," she mused, " that tho heir of these lands,
please her fancy marvellously well."
while."

"

;

;
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;

;
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;

;
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the lord of these possessions, has returned to his home to
ride at tlie rein of a Boauville, to be marshalled by him into
his own castle, to be ordered hither and thither as he lists ?
What indignity
Oh, if I were but a man, the blood of De

lips, that

he might

sweetness, and then dnslu il
boyhood were now never to Inrealized.
In his dreams for many years past he hud pictured
to himself the fair face of his mother smiling upon him, Mmiy
Lisle in my veins, would I not set myself free from this thral- a secret grief and joy had been treasured up to pour forth t>
The thought of seeing again his mother and sister had
her.
dom, and reign baron in my own castle ?"
A slight sound in the room startled her in an instant she been far dearer to him than that of returning to his possessions,
was at her mother's side. Lady de Lisle still slept, but she for the strongest passion in Walter's nature was human love.
The first night spent in his castle he had gone to rest with no
turned on her side, and murmured something to herself. Isabel bent her ear close to her mother's mouth she heard, proud or ambitious thoughts, but with the memory of his
mother's kiss and blessing lingering with him like a spell. He
breathed in half -conscious whisper
" JSterna fac cum Raiictis tuis In gloria numerari.
awoke full of bright anticipations of the hours he would spend
There was a strange sort of shadow on her mother's face Is- with her, of the comfort he would be to her, ho awoke and
abel sprang to the door of the adjoining room Rachel was found her dead.
The second day after the death of Lady de Lisle, Mary
awake, and in a moment was at her lady's bedside. They
knelt in silence.
Thoresby went into the castle gardens. There, flung on the
" She will
wake," whispered Isabel but there was no more ground, beneath a wide-spreading elm tree, she found Walter;
earth
for Alice de Lisle
there was no agony, no his head was resting on his arm, and his whole aspect was one
to
waking

The fond

away.

taste

all

its

visions of his

!

>

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

The
without a sigh she slept into death.
gray shade gathered now over that fair face, and the soul stood
before its Judge.
Bright streamed the sun over wood and field ; the sounds of

death-struggle,

wakening life, of earthly toil, and struggle and pleasure, were
to be heard but to Isabel's ears all sounds were dulled, save
one everlasting chime that rang
" JEtorna fac cum sanctis tula in
gloria numerari."*
;

of the deepest despondency.

Mary

"

O Walter how I grieve
!

could comfort you
'

Oh

to aee

on

Life only

true lover's death

him annoys

Would

earth.

that I

"no com-

"

inquired

told him, and proceeded to relate all the incidents of
Walter was aroused and interested ;
of his arrival.

and when he heard that his dear mother had partaken of all
the consolations of the Church for the dying, he shed tears.
"Oh thanks be to God, a thousand times, f r that, Mary ;
that she died not as many do, without priest or sacrament."

;

;

And when he
Then

!

" If we could
only have Father Gerard here !" sighed Mary.
"I
suppose it would not be safe to go to him ?"
" Go to him
where is he then ?"
Walter.
the day

IV.

you thus

!"

!

CHAPTER

beside liim,

there is no comfort, Mary," said he wearily,

!

fort left

Mary
" Mourn, therefore, no

down

knelt

saying

taketh leave of life,
love begins his joys."

!

" an
surely in such evil days
"Yes, indeed," answered she
so
one
that
we may rejoice
good, and so patient, should be
taken from them. Surely her bitter trials purified her even
on earth, and now she has entered into the fulness of rest and
O Walter! we would not wish her back again on this
joy.
weary earth, when now she can see His face."
"Yes, Mary," he said, in a choking voice, "I know it is
suddenly gone down, and left her alone and widowed ; they re- selfish o have wished her to linger one more day on earth
membered how sorrows had followed quickly on that greatest but, oh you can never know how I have longed for her. these
as if, could I only have
one, and how meekly all had been borne, how she had lived a many
years past how it seems
life of retirement, of constant prayer, of frequent almsgiving
told her all that is in my heart, I could have borne it and
they had watched her steadfastness in resisting the temptations then, the bitterest of all is to know that I have had a hand i
of worldly success, that would have drawn her from her faith
her death."
they knew that her death had been caused more by the pres"Walter!"
sure of mental anguish on a delicate frame, than by actual dis"Well, Mary, Isabel deems it so."
" O Walter
ease ; and deep, though not loud, were the murmurs uttered
you should not say such words."
" How can I otherwise interpret her manner ? She shrinks
by the servants and peasantry against Lord Beauville.
Isabel shed no tears for her loss. In silence a *d composure from the
the agivery sight of me. Besides, it is true, Mary
she performed the last sacred offices, arrayed the wasted body tation of seeing me, the shock of my arr val
and the harassing
in its last earthly clothing, crossed the thin hands upon the interview with Lord Beauville, hastened, if not caused her
breast, and sealed down the eyes, whose glance had been sue- death.
I made Rachel acknowledge it, and I would rather
She passed hours kneeling by the corpse, and know the truth. Oh how bitterly do I now repent my rash
light to her.
"
gazing on the marble face, so lovely in its repose. She did not disobedience t Father Mordaunt.
"
want sympathy, and she seemed to shrink from the sight of her
herself with grief, and
"is
beside
answered
Mary,
Isabel,"
brother, while all felt that the presen e of Lord Beauville was does not know what she does. She shrinks from every one it
more than she could brook but to this trial she was not ex- is her nature not to require sympathy and surely we are alThe Earl was deeply moved by the death of Alice de
which we have not
posed.
ways taught not to mourn over sorrows
His first sensation was one of horror at the part himself wilfully caused, but to submit to God's holy will, even whenLisle.
had had in the sudden snapping of the life of the gentle He makes us the instruments of working it out in a way we
but this faded away.
His heart was incrusted too would not have chosen and the words ever on your sweet
baroness
thickly with worldliness for such emotions to do more than mother's lips were 'Flat voluntas Ttia.'"
He turned from sad thoughts to occupafloat on the surface.
Walter hid his face in his hands, and made no reply.
"
if the
in Essex
He began to look narrowly into the state of the De Lisle
tion.
Walter, you must come and see us
estates; so that he could put them under charge of a trusty erxrl would only let you have your home with us for a while,
steward of his own, as he now designed to close the castle, re- how delightiul that would be
Oh, you would like Thoresby
taining only a few servants to keep it in safety, and to convey Hall
it is such a dear place, and has seen merry days, though
his wards to his own house.
now they are clouded over for a while."
" Is it as old as Castle de
It will readily be supposed that the shock to Walter had
Walter roused himself to answer,
been most severe: the cup of happiness had been phio.rd to his Li le ? "
POEMS BY FATHER SOUTHWELL.

;

t

the gloom that now fell over Castle de Lisle, and
few have there been who were so deeply mourned as the gentle
baroness. Many of the servants and tenantry remembered her
arrival as a bride, or in the first glow of her short married happiness.
They remembered, too, how, a few years after their
marriage, when Isabel was still a child, the sun of her life had
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"

Oh, no

;

that

grandfather. Sir

not the present hall

is,

Hugh Thoresby,

Walter, for he saw you as a child

"
of

since."
"
said Walter, " I

Xo,

?

;

it

was

rebuilt

by

my

recollect

You

see, I

him

;

and how many

have forgotten

my

" Not much chance of
remembering them there," said Mary,
"
Well, at Thoresby you would find my father and
cheerfully.
mother, niy brother Henry, and Blanche, my only sister and
;

she," said Mary, lowering her voice, as if she feared the rust"
ling leaves overhead would hear the secret,
Blanche, is going

be a nun."
"Indeed!" answered her cousin, "and when?"
" In another
We must be very
year, at furthest, I thiuk.
cautious about it, as my father does not earn to bring any fresh
trouble upon us owing to this step
so we must wait till
Blanche can find a safe escort, who will conduct her to Paris,
to

;

where she will go for a visit to my aunt, the Marquise d'Orand from thence she can seek a convent,"
" Has she fixed on
"
any one ?
"
Yes, the one just founded. You have heard of it, Walter,
doubtless, it is so glorious the perpetual adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament.
We are nil glad Blanche feela called to
this institute, for surely for an Englishwoman there can be no
more suitable work than to make reparation for the insults our
ville,

daily offering."

"Yes, indeed, "said Walter; "introducing the queen's prayerbook instead of the holy sacrifice, and hunting the faithful
"
priests who offer it into prison and death.
" Hush !" said
"there
is some one comMary, suddenly
;

ing."

In a few moments they were joined by Lord Beauville.
"
Might I crave a few minutes' conversation with Mistress
"

Thoresby ? said he, in his softest tone.
Walter departed, and Mary, with no little trepidation, found
herself alone with the formidable Earl but the interview did
not prove an alarming one. Without committing himself
;

words, Lord Beauville gave Mary to understand that if she chose to arrange the baroness's funeral by night, and hide a priest in the house to perform
the ceremony, he would engage that himself and his train
should affect ignorance of the whole transaction, while their
in

BO

many

presence insured the latter against any molestation from the
civil atithorities.
When the earl left her, Mary sought Isabel,
but could not rouse her to the slightest effort, or to express any
wish on the subject. Walter and herself made all the arrange-

ments ; and two days afterwards, Bose Ford, under charge of
one of her father's yeomen, came to the castle and in the same
disguise in which he had quitted it, Father Gerard re-entered
;

the

home

of the

give

way

to natural grief.
]'.'

relations while atliheirns."

is

;

;

do not

you are there now, Mary ?

unhappy country

violent a control over your feelings

Do you remember him, God does not forbid us to mourn rather, He ^ith,
Ho died not more than ix aro the mourners if with our sorrow wo but ador.s His holy
will
and Ho whose submission never innu equalled, had with
I would fa n
strong crying aud.tt'iirs.
"I cannot, father, " was the answer; tho words seemed to
choke her, and she buried her face in her hands.
Father Gerard spoke of the baroness, of her patient life and
holy death, of the perfect submission of her saintly soul to the
"I
loving and eternal will of God.
firmly believe," said he,
"she is with the saints in glory."
Still Isabel was not moved; Father Gerard's face grew very
sorrowful.
"Isabel," said he, almost immediately, "we must part; and
it is unlikely we shall ever meet again on earth.
I am an old
man, and it cannot be much longer that I can serve my Master
Men seek my life: God grant, in His great
in this world.
mercy, that I may be suffered to lay it down for His sake. My
child, over whom I have watched for so many years, listen to
me for the last time. I have warned you before, Isabel, of
that deadly enemy who tracks your path and lays snares for
Beside your saintly mother's bed of sickness there was
you.
not much room for his temptations; but the case is different
now, Isabel: you are going into scenes of fearful temptation.
Firm must be your hold on the anchor of the cross if you would
not fall. Isabel, beware of pride."
Isabel raised her head.
"My pride would keep me from the
fall you hint at, father.
Isabel de Lisle is too proud to be a
renegade from the faith of her fathers and the traditions of her
it

!<

house.

"

" Pride
keep you close to the faith of the lowly son of Mary!"
answered he. "Oh, never! O my child, lay aside that self-relitoo proud to mourn, too proud to
ance, that haughty nature,
I would send a little child into the strife of life
seek for aid.
"
with more confidence than I would you.
"I thank you, father, for your trust in me. If I have
hitherto been so unfaithful to the religion which none can pro-

without suffering, as to warrant you to speak thus with
You blame me for controlling
I was ignorant of it.
myself methinks I need it. And such words from you oil my
mother's burial night!
Isabel was burning with indignation.
" It is the
night of our parting, and that forever," rejoined
the priest; and he looked up where, through the narrow window, he saw the sun rising.
"Something tells me that my
tune draws near. We must meet once more, Isabel ; but then
Will you not suffer me to
it will be too late for priest to warn.
speak, even in chiding truth, for the last time ? I cannot speak
falsely even to comfort you, Isabel, though my heart bleeds for
fess

justice,

:

'

"

you.

" forForgive me, father," said Isabel, bursting into tears ;
know
I
I
am
me
for
those
sinful
words.
unworthy you
give
should speak to me. Alas! without you how shall I live how
shall I ever struggle against temptation?" And then Isabel
"

De Lisles.

At midnight, a little group gathered in the crypt beneath
the beautiful chapel of the castle, now disused and desolate.
It was deemed safer that the mourners should
only be Rose
and Rachel, in addition to the family. Slowly they recited the
solemn office of the dead, so full of mingled awe and consolation then the holy sacrifice was offered up
and at length

;

wept long and deeply.
The sun had now risen, and Father Gerard was warned ha
must not linger longer. The parting was brief, as partings with
Isabel, comthey laid the corpse of Alice de Lisle by the side of the hus- those who look not to meet again ever must be.
band she had mourned so well for many long years. Walter's pletely subdued, sought her chamber as soon as Father Gerard,
and though for long he struggled for bestowing a fervent blessing on his children, resumed his disgrief was passionate
control, the barrier broke down at last, and he wept unre- guise, and quitted the castle with Rose.
strain- dly.
Mary, Rose, and Rachel mingled their tears
with his, and even Father Gerard was overcome at times.
Isabel alone remained unmoved she shed no tear, uttered no
CHAPTER V.
sigh, not even when forever on earth was hidden from her eyes
" Phe wu a Tision of
delight,
the form she loved BO fondly. When the rites were
concluded,
When first she burst upon my sight."
all the little
of
;

;

;

;

mourners, except Rose, were anxious
WOBDSWOBTH.
from Father Gerard, as it was necessary
that he should depart at an early hour in the
Lord Beauville began to grow impatient of his long stay at
morning. Isabel
t to corae to
him, and she did it almost unwillingly, Castle de Lisle, and neither Walter nor Isabel was surprised
mid with such a look of stony endurance written on her face that when he informed them it was his intention they should both
"dd gla ly have seen it exchanged for passionate grief. accompany him to his house of Apswell Court, situated som
"Do not, my dear child," said the priest, "exercise so thirty miles from Londrn.
party

to seek consolation

TYBORNE.
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"Ton must remember
command,"

said

tiie

flint

earl

you nre

my wards, by

ini'ormat.oii

the queen's

which both heard

in

si-

Iflnoe.

to supply whr.t y u have lost will be offered you."
bent lu r head, her only acknowledgement of a. speech
she deemed an insii.t and with a cold an h ughty air she asThere
crndcd the steps nd advanced into the entrance-hall.
stood two ladies ready to re eive her Lady Anne Beauville,
an elderly and formal-looking dame, i.dvn cod slowly towar B
her, and ere she had reached her (for Js.ibel stood on the
int( rcep ed, and Isab 1 felt herself
threshold), he path
and
embraced and her face warmly kissed by two ro.-y lip
then releasiug her not from her grasp, but looking full into
her countenance, Isabel beheld a face whose witchery few
cou'd withstand.
The hazel eyes laughed with glee, and iu a
c:in

be done

Isab'.'l

I

;

to
be
made.
began
Walter was really glad, lie was weary of the gloom and painand as lie was not to be master,
ful associations of his home
be felt it preferable to submit to the earl e'sewhere than in
Father G rard's last advi.-e had been to
his ancestral castle.
submit iu patience, at It ust for a while, and Walter strove to
curb the impulses of his fiery nature. The squire of Lord
Beauville, who was to hold Castle de Lisle in safety, was also
charged to receive the rents. This was a fearful blow to the
and
faithful
to
a
Catholic
man,
many
tenantry,
resolved to give up their farms.
Among these was Master
Ford for he clear y foresaw that the number of fines which he
would be liable to for non-attendance at the Protestant worship
at the p rish church, and from which, under the new government of the estates, he could find no protection, would soon
ruin him and he deemed it wisest to employ the little money
he possessed in starting some new occupation, whose obscurity should form his protection, and vhere he could sometimes enjoy the consolations of his fai h and with his wife
and family, which consisted of two sons besides his daughter
Eose, he resolved to go to London. Hose knew that her father's
circumstances would be greatly impoverished by the change,
and she bethought herself of offering to go as serving-maiden
to some lady of rank and having obtained her father's consent,
she sought Isabel, to ask her advice how best to set about finding a situation. She found Mistress de Lisle sitting listlessly,
as was her wont, over her embroidery, and taking not the slightest interest in the efforts of Rachel and Mary to carry away
from the castle all the little articles of her own or her
mother's which they imagined would be a comfort to her.
When Bose told her errand Isabel was roused she grew

Preparations

for

departure
;

;

;

;

;

;

indignant at the thought of the sufferings of the tenantry,
and at length she bade Eose wait for her, and quitted
the apartment and great was the astonishment of the earl,
when he heard that Mistress de Lisle craved an interview with
him.
She came, she said in her stateliest manner, to make a request could she be allowed to take with her two serving;

:

women ?
"Well, Mistress Isabel," answered the earl, "it is an attendance beyond your rank and I fear me our gracious queen,
who hears things wondrous quickly, would mislike it."
" It is not for
Isabel colored with offended pride.
assumption of higher rank that I ask it, my lord, but lean never suffer
Eachel, my mother's attendant to leave me, and I would fain
take under my protection the daughter of our trusty tenant,
Master Ford it is necessary she should seek service, and for
early friendship's sake (she was my playmate), I would have
taken her with me also. "
1
" Then let her
go with you, by a ! means," said the earl.
"My si.ster, Ludy Anne, will, I warrant me, speedily find her
a service with some lady of her acquaintance, and she can be
nnder your protection meanwhile. I would I could pleasure
;

;

"

you further, fair Isabel.
But Isabel was in no mood for soft speeches and without
deigning to thank Lord Beauville for the part of her request
;

granted, she withdrew.
Unlike Castle de Lisle, Apswell Court bore every mark
of a wealthy owner around it were sprend none of the hills
and wooded valleys among which the former proudly stood,
but the flat pasture-laud bore signs of luxuriance, herds of red
;

;

;

wm

;

voice of silver sweetness the

"

Welcome, dear Isabel
"

I

am

of

them

so glad

said

you

are

come

so

very glad.
Constance," said Lady Anne, severely, "you strange-

"Lady

What must M. stress

ly forget; yourself iu your father's hall.
Lisle thii.k of you ?
'

Constance would have taken little heed of this remonstrance,
had not the surprise a d. gravity written on Isabel s face assured her her conduct wa.s not pleasing to her guest; she
quickly disengaged herself, and stood by in silence, while
Lady Anne with solemnity welcomed Mistress de Lisle to her
brother's house.
Isabel received the attention with eijual distance, and then presented her cousin.
Durng this colloquy the earl and his train withdrew; bat
lingering in the doorway unobse ved, was Walter, who was
thus spectator of the whole, and marked the loving grei tiug
and the c >ld repiilse. La ,y An e now proposed that ti.e
guests should retire to their apartments ; this was gladly acceded to, and Lady Anne, with Isabel, quitted the hall, followed by Mary and Lady Constance ; the latter lingered behind for a moment, as if uncertain whethershe should come, but
Mary's sweet smile drew her to her side. Walter watched the
whole, and inwardly thanked his cous-n for endeavoring to repair his sister's want of courtesy.
A suite of apartments was assigned to Isabel, furnished luxuThe windows l<x >ked
riously, as was deemed in those days.
out into the park, and the green fields in the distance beyond
one also had a view of the courtyard, where the scene was
it
;

bust ing and various.
The cousins were alone, and Mary, tired wit'i her journey,
threw herself upon a couch. Isabel seemed insensible of fatigue ; she paced up and down the room with impatient steps ;
her coif was thrown aside, and her luxuriant blackhair streamed

upon her

in masses

"

shoulders.

little rest
I know you are very
"
yon look pale and you will fall sick, indeed you will.
"There is no rest for me," said Isabel "I am not made for
I
for niy own mounprison life, Mary oh, how pine already

Oh, dear Isabel do take a

;

tired,

;

;

"

place wearies me
Well," said her cousin, "in that I cannot agree with you,
dear cousin ; it is not so flat as Essex, where I have dwelt all
tain air

!

how this

flat

!

"

my life."
Isabel made no answer but she stopped in her walk, and
laying her head against the window, looked out with the wistful gaze of a caged bird.
"Isabel, "began Mary, "did you ever see any one so beau;

tiful as

Constance Beauville ?

"

"
Oh, yes many more so," said Isabel, in a quiet tone.
"
Now, Isabel, surely that is impossible, for I do believe hers
the fairest form and face in all England she is a perfect lit;

is

;

I have heard

tle fairy.

it

said that there is a look of the

of Scotland in her face sometimes,

deer gambolled in the park, an array of noble chargers filled
the stable, numerous retainers wera seen in every direction.
There was no doubt t e sun of fortune was shining here. A
largo party of riders have arrived at the stately portico, mid nt
the foot of the long flight of marble steps w.ich lead into the

her."

grand entrance-hall.
"Welcome to Apswell Court fair Isabel," said the earl "I
will suffer no other hand tliiui mine own to p!:.ce you w thin
its walls.
Be assured," he continued, ia a lower tone, "all that

you

;

owner

;

" The
Queen of Scotland

and that she

is less fair

than I have ever deemed

her, then," said Isabel, scornfully.
Mary raised herself from the couch.

"I

said,

Queen

is certainly like

"Dear

cousin," she

you know how truly I love
you franklv and seriously."

crave a favor from you

;

suffer me to speak to
niful tone.
"Willingly," answered Isabel, in the
What have the times conic to when Mary Thoresby turns
"
preacher
;

:

' '

1

TYBORXE.
" since I urn
"Well, said Mary, with unwearied sweetness,
to me
listen
should
but
fair
it
is
u
selclcm
BO
you
preacher,
when I do ho'd for:h. I would say, then, Isabel, you who nro
BO noble and generous in mind, I pray you not. to let prejudice
Why should you scorn Constnnca
destroy your peace here.
How
Benuville? her greeting this day was full of affection.
can you gain influence and win your way here save by conciliation

'

?

"
Isabel drew herself to her full height.
Mary Thoresby,
do I hear you aright ? I win my way here ! I a prisoner? what owe I to those who keep me against my will?
Nothing. To dwell here patiently is all you can ask of me, deof my religion.
I will live
prived of friends and of the exercise
I
in these rooms with Bachel, in as retired a way as pos ible.
do not want the hypocritical affection of the Beau ille family,
nor will I stoop to dissemble with them."
" I do no" ask
you to dissemble," returned Mary "I know
;

will

;

9
it

cannot be go

difficult

an undertaking but that a firm

will can ODinjiasH it."

"I suppose you can
"

hardly

me

tell

yet

how you Lke

thin

place.

"Yes, I can, Mary, "'returned he
do not seo how it can be otherwise.

;

"I am very

wretehed

;

T

Lord Beauville's train is
good birth, who hope to win

thronged by young gentlemen of
their spurs, or gain advancement, from being Ian attendants ;
but to mix iimong them, and not to forswear the worship of
God, is impossible."
Mary shuddered. "I have heard my father pay that the
licence allowed in noble households, of those attached to the
court, is fearful.

"

Bm;i< lit,
"Fearful," answered her cousin, "and loathsome
up as I have been, Mary, at college, among learned and holy
men, it revolts me to hear the coarse and ribald talk that met
!

my

ear last night.

"

endure but
"And can you not avoid it in any way ? "
your
"
to
the
kindness
that is
reject
Yes, in one; pluming myself on my birth, I can show
surely it is not right, nor wise,
be
with
it.
And
that
I condescend not to mmgle with those a step below me ;
much
however
mingled
injustice
may
offered,
think of Walter also he will not stand aloof as you do and but then, Mary, it will be solitude, entire and unbroken."
"
"
think how necessary it is that you and he should act in the
Come, come, Walter," said Mary, be like a brave knight
and good Christian, and fight manfully. You want not me to
same manner."
"
" Wa
may choose preach to you, after all the lore you heard at Eheims but I
ter," burst forth Isabel, indignantly,
but ask me heard it once said, that when God sends trials thick on us, He
his own p th, and I pray he u ay not repent it
not to share it. It has well-nigh maddened me to see at De treats us as a general does his most trusty soldiers, ho puts
"
Lisle Castle how he would stoop to Lord Beauville's will.
Oh, them in the dangerous parts.
"
see
earl
should
what
a
De
and
the
Lisle
would I were a man,
You say truly, Mary," exclaimed Walter, with brightening
tone and manner, "and I will fight my best, and not be a cowshould, and hould not brook !"
"You wrong Wai er," answered Mary; "he has as noble a ard iu the battle. This is the last complaint I will make, and
and I am certain it is by as you are going away, Mary, I shall have no opportunity. "
spirit as ever breathed in his race
" So
the advice of Father Gerard he has acted."
you only desired my stay that you might grumble to
The name quieted Isabel. She was silent for a moment, then me, most noble baron " and both the cousins laughed merrily.
In the very midst of their mirth, turning round a corner iu
said, "There is enough of this, Mary; do not let us dispute
just when we are about to part you have done right to speak the walk, came upon them the Lady Constance, fresh and
vour mind, and now no more. I will act as app ars best to beautiful as the roses she carried in her haud. She blushed,
"
And Isabel left the room to give directions to Kachel, and curtseying with 'grace, almost stateliuess, said "she was
me.
and was, at all events, roused by her cousin's remonstrance sorry to interrupt them," and would have passed on, but
from her despairing mood fo the time being.
Mary prevented her.
"I
Mary felt it was indeed useless to say more, and oven regretdepart to-morrow, Lady Constance," said she, pleasantly,
Her admiration for her cousin was so "and I shall feel as if I knew nothing of one who is to be my
ted she had gone so far.
great that, though it did not prevent her from seeing her faults, cousin's friend."
it gave her great faith that? her noble spirit and sense of right
Constance being nothing loath, the three continued their
would in time triumph over prejudice.
walk together, and blithely ran their tongues, as they discussed the various amusements of the day, keeping carefully away
from the dangerous to r ics of religious or court news.
" I fear
you will find Apswell Court a very dull residence,"
CHAPTER VI.
said Lady Constance to Walter "for since my brother
" But for
abroad, and my father is so much at court, it has grown quite
my sister Isabel,
We had merry c.ays when
different from what it used to be.
The mood of woman who can tell."
LOUD OF THE ISLES.
iiegnier was at home."
"
"Viscount Eegnier is your only brother, I think," said
is cousin,
said Walter to
"ABE
really going, Mary?
well

how hard

is

lot,

how much you have

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

you

when Le met her

1

in the early

morning

of the following

day in

the gardens of Apswell Court.
"
Yes, indeed I must, Walter if the escort comes, as I think
it will, this evening, I must bid you all farewell to-morrow."
"I think," said Walter, "that I will go forth and mislead
"
the es?ort, tell them this is not Apswell Court.
"Ah! "laughed Mary, "trust the Thoresby wit for that,
;

Mary.
"

Constance.
My half-brother," replied
"

mothers' only children.

And

" We are both our

then, quickly, as

if

anxious to

change the subject, she exclaimed, "Mistress Thoresby, I do
"
so envy you one thinu.
"What is that?" inquired Mary, with a smile.
" That
swejt-lookiug serving-maiden of yours I have never
able to get one I liked."
been
Lisle."
de
Lord
my
" I slum d be
"I shall miss you so, dear
tiuly glad if you would have th's one, then,"
Walter's smile passed away.
returned Mary; and she hastened t explain that Rose did not
cousin," he said, tenderly.
" I travelled without an
attendant," he s id,
"Well," said Mary,cheerfully, "I cannot wish that you should belong to her.
not miss me, for a while at least but I trust shortly matters "to De Lisle Castle; and as for Rose, I believe this very Jay
will look brighter, and your sojourn here become less tedious" Lady Anne will be besought to find a service i >r htr, since
"
Rachel, the elderly one, is to attend upon my cousin."
"Why must you go so soon, Mary ?
;

>

:

;

' '

My father does not wish me to

stay long as Earl Beauville's

" Thou

it is

settled at once," said Coust.mce, eagerly.

"I

will you send her to me presently, 31
guest and besides, he s able just at this moment to send an am BO glad
escort for me, which is not always in his power, for you know Thoresby, and I will arrange the wage with her, and other
we are not the rich Thoresby s now. Walter, I have tet my matters, and (as soon as suits Mistress de Lisle's convenience)
heart on your coming to Thoresby Hall. I feel certain you she can enter on her attendance ? But I hear sounds that
announce the, dinner hour is it indeed ten of the clock ? I
are to come some day."
1

:

;

;

"Yes," said Walter, "I

will

come, Mary

;

I promise

you I

thought

it

not so

1

Lilc.'

10
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Lady Constance

mom

departed.

uud exclaimed,

Mary gazed

after

her for a

"How

very lovely she is!" She
turned to her cousin again, but Walter's eyes were fixed on
puth Constance had taken, with so riveted a gaze as startled
i

nt,

Mary.
"
Lovely

!"

he said

;

" methinks I never saw
aught so

fair

on earth."

the errors of papacy in truth, the
haughty bearing of Mistress de Lisle kept the
chaplain in too great awe of her to make
such an attempt.
It may seem strange that so
proud and stubborn a character
as Isabel could have grown
up under the teaching of the meek
and saintly Alice de Lisle but Isabel s strongest element was
her a flection an affection apt to expend itself on one object,
and with the true selfishness of all fiery passions, on an object
;

;

Mary sighed to herself as she left him, and went towards the
ho .se, " Is this to be his trial, poor boy? It :s moat cruel if which must e dependent upon her. Lady de Lisle was all in all
Lord Beauville keeps him here in inaction, with nothing to to Isabel her pleasure was hers she live but in her presence,
thiuk of but that witching face."
and she proudly felt that she was to her mother solace and
Mary informed Isabel of the good pr spect which had offered counsellor, nurse and protector; and yet Isabel's love
If for Hose.
To her astonishment her cousin was mightily though it bore the aspect of the most unselfish dewas selfish. She could bear no other object
displeased.
votion,
" I would have
spoken about her myself to Lady Anne, had to attract her mother's notice, or that she should lean
I been allowed the time. "
on other aid than hers. In'De Listle Castle, Isabel had
" what could
"But, Isa el, said Mary,
Lady Anne procure ruled with undivided sway no one dared gainsay her will
for her better than to wait on Lady
Constance, and to stay in and Isabel, who was most noble and just iu her dealings with
the same castle with you and Rachel, too ?"
Thus her faults
inferiors, never gave real cause of complaint.
"
" it is
Well, well," said Isabel,
arranged now of course I grew up unchecked and unnoticed, save, indeed, by Father
would not so have chosen, as I said, and there has been too Gerard, but he, in his few and hurried visits to the castle, had
much hurry."
little opportunity to do more than warn her
solemnly, and the
When Rose heard what her future des ination was to be, she warnings were ever received in the same way, with self-defence,
"
was delighted.
Not to have to leave the house you are in, broken down at last into violent grief, which passed away and
Mi tress Isabel," said she, "andio wait on that lovely Lady left no trace behind rather Isabel secretly consoled herself
Constance, who looks to meeii and gentle, I am happy, with thinking that Father Gerard was so severe to himself he
"
indeed.
had no mercy for others, and misjudged her harshly.
Isabel's face clouded over, and she expressed no opinion
And so Isabel went on in sell-deceit, deeming that her presr of satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
ent conduct showed fitting respect to her condition, and was a
Whe;i Mary took leave, Isabel melted for the moment, and protest against injustice.
hekl her fast iu her embrace.
After Mary's departure, Walter sought his sister, and with a
"Forgive, me Mary," she whispered ; "I have tried your patience very hard for one of his impulsive nature to attain,
"
he strove to break down the sort of barrier that had arisen bepatience sorely, I know.
Mary kissed her lojidly, as she assured her of her love and tween them. He thought he bad succeeded. Isabel's sternsympathy and with fervent hopes that they should meet again ness relaxed; and the love that was really in her heart for her
ere long, they parted.
brother began to show itself but there was one condition,
Walter put her on her horse.
Walter must join with her in the line she took towards
"
and Walter would not. With an
Farewell, dear cousin," said he ; "Heaven bless you for the Beauville family
"
all your goodness and comfort.
impulsiveness and a guilelessness which made him a boy
l"ou inust come to Thoresby, Walter.
Now promise me for his years, Walter had a keen perception of right and
you will.'
wrong his training, so different from that of his sister, had
"
His last words were, "I taught him to submit to lawful authority, and he knew Lord
Yes. I promise," said Walter.
will come t Thoresby.."
Beauville had not at present exercised his authority beyond
Mary rode out of pswell Court Walter stood on the steps its lawful limits. He told Isabel so, and she drew back into
watching her, and Isabel, from her window, followed her her stately distance, and treated him at once as joining in the
with wistful eyes. So they parted.
league against her.
The time passed he,ivily at Apswell Court after the departure
Poor Walter wandered disconsolately about, and heartily
of tlin cheerful and peace-making
Mary. Isabel, true to her wished himself back at Rheims, w th the hardest d y's work
resolution, confined herself entirely to her own apartments, before him he had ever performed, rather than have to dra^j
only a ppeariug at dinner andsupper, and then studiously avoided through these tedious hours at Apswell Court.
joining in the merriment that generally went on.
Very ofteushe
took her meals in her own rooms. L dy Anne considered her
CHAPTER VH.
conduct insulting, and showed it by taking no further
notice of her han a slight and stiff bend of her head, morning
" Her love to
him,
and evening, which was as stiffly responded to on Isabel's part.
Before a Bpark of hia grew dim.*
i

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

/

;

I

1

Constance, kept at a respectful distance by Isabel, naturally
grew cold in her manner, though her kind heart felt for, and
made excuses for Isabel, pitying her lone iness, and the heavy

had gone through.
who had died

afflictions K!I"

her own mother,

Constance had never known

One

in giving her birth.

of

trait

her nature was her love for
mother she hud never seen, and many were the
she
hed over the beautiful but sad-looking porthe Lady Cons auce
of
Courtenay, Countess of

the

better pity Isabel,

trongtst

the

fcc-li

gs

of

:

.

-which

ille,

r's

ith

lnvc,

and

in

hung

the

She could
the sweetness of a
Lord Beanville treated Is-

long

gallery.

who had known

lost it for ever.

studied indifference, and this galled her.
>.

met

nfc, ;nnl

\vi

She would

would willingly have

w,th that of her guardian. She
fend (he
and se mons in the chapel neither did
ster Gregory Oldcastle ever approach to entertain her with godly discourse on
th of v.ill

;

M

t

WILLIS.

MASTER GREOOBT OLDCASTI/E, although he did not dare

to

broach the subject to Isabel, had not any fear of Walter, and
was very desirous of proving to him the utter corruption and
of Rome.
Walter
did
of the Church
not
horrors
indeed
rather enfrom the encounters, and
shrink
had taken place two
and when
they
joyed them
or three times, there was no doubt he had reason to
do so, for Lord Beauville c'enired Constance should bj present,
and hear how well Master Oldcastle could defend his cause;
and so oftentimes Constance, attended by Rose Ford, sat in the
garden at her work while Master Gregory nd Walter recommenc d the strife. Walter's whole spirit was thrown into his
argu n ent he was well in .traced in controversy, and possessed grea natural clearness and eloquence.
Many a peal of
laughter ou d the discomfiture of Master Oldcastle elicit from
At ot.ier limesshewou d lean forward, her whole
(.'(insta .cc.
attention absorbed in the contest.her embroidery falling from
;

>

;

11

her hands, her eyes fixed on Walter, who stood, a picture of
energy ami vigor, tossing buck the durk locks i'vom his brow,
his eyes radiant with light anil eagerness, and his face in one
glow and she felt that from his heart flowed every word of
his gallant defence of his holy faith.
It was no task learnt by
heart, as Master Gregory's (albeit he grew heated enough ou

following day he would
to

Lord

of

11

r.'fumil

ment the

carl

;

the subject) appeared to be.
Often after these contests,

Lady Constance would

call

on

Walter to explain some point she had not understood, or to
for the little lady was not
translate some Latin quotation
to be numbered among the learned ladies of her day,
and her awe of Isabel was sensibly increased by finding
she
and
It
both
Latin
Greek.
understood
may
naturally be supposed that thesj conversations generally wand red from theology to lighter subjects. Constance loved to
hear of Walter's college life of his studies, his emulation there
for fame, and the pleasures and frolics which he had shared
with his companions and in return, Con stat.ce related anecdot s of her childhood, great part cf which had been spent
;

within the atmosphere of the cou;t. She knew all the
whose names wore then great in the world and she coul d describe
many brilliant pageant and royal progress in such converse
;

;.

;

Neither the earl nor Lady Anne interfered in this 'intercourse ; the latter left her niece to do as she
while the former did
listed in this as in all her other pursuits
all he could to encourage it.
Whenever Lady Constance rode
forth, Walter was sent to the side of her palfrey; he sat by her
side at supper
he became her regular escort wherever she
went and so the days went by of the bright summer at Apswell Court.
But the time did not hang heavily on Walter's
hands all day long he was occupied either in contriving something for her pleasure or in her society. At night his
dreams were of her.
Walter loved with all the vehemence
of his youth and all the strength of his nature his life became
;

away.

;

;

:

;

;

wrapped up in her. He made an idol, and fell down and
adored it. For some time he never wondered whether his love
was returned.
In itself it was happiness enough; and when
the longing to be loved again did come, Walter feared to speak
lest

he should break the

was
but when hr r
had given to it

story of his lovo for Constance
j[i tv

-

com

likely to spring up, his

Walter
he went to sleep, to
-

and lovers look not beyond the present

;

dream of Constance.
At an early hour the following day, while Wai er was deliberating what would be the best time for him to
Beauville, he was s.;m oned to he earl.
He found him 111
.-

i

i

his private cabinet,

papers and

employed in writing, and surrounded
he had a heavy charge oi

wiili

letters, for

great share of the queen's confidence.
"
Ah, Waiter," said he, turning ro .nd HO as to face him " I
desire some converse with you.
Dost know thou hast been
here fall six mouths?"

Walter

"

started.

Is

it

indeed,

o long ?" said he as he re

membered that spring had indeed passed into summer, and
summer begun to yield to autumn, and it had seemed on short
men day to him, who .ad so sighed over the louelin ss and tedium of

;

hours siippe

;

toll liia

He

Beauville.

spell.

Was Constance

unconscious of

the love she had inspired ? She was court-bred young as she
was, she had imbibed some of the poison of that hollow worldthose of the Tudor sovereigns
liuuss which pervaded
;

above all other courts'.
She had learnt how cheaply love,
and for some time
and truth, and honor were held
Constance trifled on, forgetting in the amusement of the
hour the misery she might be bringing on Walter
but
there was too much that was generous and good in Constance's
;

;

soul for this frivolity to last

;

the nobleness of the heart that

was cast at her feet grew daily upon her, and Constance loved,
not with the idolatry she received, but warmly, deeply, and
sincerely Constance loved.
Lord Beauville had gone to court, and their love was yet
unspoken, though each knew well the other's secret, and rejoiced in the knowledge.
Isabel now withdrew entirely from the society of the Lady
Beauvilles she could not endure to see her brother tamely
and blindly yielding himself a dupe to Lord Beauville's
schemes, for sue doubted not that the earl allowed his daughter
to g.ve encouragement to her brother only to let him have the
mortiflo-ition of being refused ; for to allow his only and beautiful daughter, who might ally herself to the highest houses in
the kingdom, to marry the pennilt ss and proscribed Baron de
She dared not remonstrate with WalLisle, was impossible.
them was too great now.
She
ter, for the distance between
sighed over the estrangement, without being conscious she had
;

caused it.
" It is as I foresaw," mused she; "he would not take
counsel, would not lean on me, and this is the result."

my

the

first

"It

few weeks.

too long since your mother's death," answered the
"for you to be able longer to plead that excuse for retirement from court you must now present yourself before the
queen, and endeavor to win her favor."
" But can I
appear before her in my own tit'e, my lord ?"
" Most
certainly you can
you have now only to come forward, and by swearing fealty to Elizabeth, you can huld both
your title and estates."
'Swear fealty !" answered Walter; "if that is all that is
required, I am walling and ready to make all the reasonable
submission that a sovereign can require of a subject but I had
deemed far more was asked than this."
" When I
" I do not
swear
said the
is

earl,

;

;

;

fealty,"
mean
say
earl,
saying the oath with your lips, but ranging you self among
those faithful followers who a jure all that cun hin :er their
devotion to their queen. Those who hold an Italian prince as
greater than an English-born sovereign, are no true and loyal

subjects."
" I understand

you not, my lord. In all temporal matters I
Tudor but I will never for wear my

will serve Elizabeth

;

and confess that the keys given to an Apostle long
ages ago are now fallen into a woman's hands."
Walter drew himself up when he apoke he was arming himself as if for a contest with Master Gregory.
The earl fixed
his keen eyes upon him.
" I had deemed
differently, Walter de Lisle
observing, as I
have done, certain passages between you and Lady Constance.
Dost mean me to understand," continued he, his voice growing
hoarse with anger, "that to trifle away thy time, thou hast
dared to act the suitor to a daughter of mine ?"
"Lord Beauville," he answered, "this very day I wouldhave
sought you to tell my tale. I love the Lady Constance with
my whole heart and soul ; the earth she treads upon is dear
religion,

;

;

to me.

"

A momentary

expression of anguish passed over the earl's
but he answered, " I do not perceive your meaning
what proposals had you to make, if you intended to seek the
hand of Lady Constance Beauville ?"
"
Walter raised his head proudly.
My lord, a De Lisle
the
with
noblest
house
wed
in
might
Europe, and bring no
You know well the injustice of the
stain on their escutcheon.
law which deprives me of my inheritance give me Constance
for my wife, and let me seek a foreign court, where my i;
Tf.lbe recognized."
" I would sooner see her dead at
my feet than send her ai
exile to a foreign court.
No, Walter; there is but one pathface

;

;

;

take your place, as

it is

offered you,

among

the peers

c.i

came home somewhat unexpectedly
and as land an alliance with this house would not prejudice y<
he sat at supper that night, he seemed disinclined for the eyes of Elizabeth, and, believe me, to no man on
conversation; but his glance passed often from Constance to would I sooner commit my child.
To-night you sh;
Walter and from Wa ter to Constance, till the former felt em- Constance, for it is but fair that you should learn wi.
\\ hen alone that night, Walter determined the
barrassed.
you have won her favor. I am no tyrant Constance sha

The

earl

;

;

I

I

TTBOJRNE.

la

ninny the mnn sh*

1

VPS, for I

know my

>ole, true, :.nd lifting

wl;

tooonrtintl

rn> tin

1

11

t'o:

cliikl -will love no one
IUT alliance. I return

nu,

jour

aus-.vrr,

;

daughter, with your
Apswi'll Court is no fi tin ^ p uce for yon."
I r >
.liter had quittej the apartment, the Lady
Con ta ce was summoned thither, and remained for a co sid'i't me alone -uitli her father.
Meanwhile Walter spent
day wandering restlessly anout anil counting the hours
he could we <<
cast down;
B was not
for, s ,ve as

t!ic>

s

uce:';i!ed

ator of

my

-s,

"She shall
all iiis trust in Constance.
"If she loves
she loves," rang in his ears.
he cannot refuse, he cannot part us;" and Walter
Hie,
Lad not much uncertainty.
He believed Constance, as
hi;

].>ver-l:Kf,

type of

t!io

put

man

rry the

all

womanly

Waiter's nature, like

pe-feotion,

ull

incapable of

true ones, was lull of

trilling;

trust in

!'S.

autumn evening was

hort

inset

moon

w..

ri

rig,

of the trees of Apswell Court.

.

<>a

.

in, the gorgeous hues
and on the d .-tant horizon
when Walter and Constance met beneath

closing

floated in the sky,

I

y

at

What needs

it

to lin-

Then was whispered the

meeting?

story th.it,
.d, is btill ever new, as the world goes on.
They
U each other, and in the first b.iss of the acknowledgment
t

]

>

was forgotten.
" Coustauc
my own," said Walter at last, "have you seen
the earl, ud do ou know wuat passed between him and me
the

t'

lure

,

;

.

"

miming?
"Yes, "she whisp
told

"

red,

drawing closer to her lover; "he

me all, and bade me conie hither this e ening. "
He cannot mean the cruelty he threatened," said Walter

" he

"

"Dear

honor and faith?

"

Walter, listen," said Constance, sweetly. "Iknowthe
there are hundreds there Catholics in
court, and you do not
Nay, am I not
heart, though Protestants i.i outward seeming.
nearly that myself, for your eloquence has well n.gh converted
:t,

;

.%

She was g me.
He watched the flutter of her whit ? dress along the errace.
He saw her lean on Rose, who h d been w ting at n d stance.
He saw her gather the flowers as she went aloug, nnd th se she
misl ked she ca t d iwn at her feet. She .stood for an instant
',

the steps, a d the moonlight c st an unearth y adinnco on
her snowy robe and golden hair. She looked like some vision
from fairyland, as she disappeared within the house. He
followed the path her tiny feet had trodden he picked up
those scattered leaves of autumn roses, and laid them next his
heart, and then he went to his own chamber, went to the
The breeze wh ptled
struggle with himself for life or death.
i:n

;

blithely by that cool bright evening the round of life went
on, but though mortal eyes saw them not, and mortal ears
heard the i not, intent upon the scene, bent the gaze of heav;

enly intelligences, and keenly they listened to ev ry tigh and
groan that burst Ironi the a hing heart in Walter de Lis.e's
lonely chamber.
Differe tly in truth, was that night spent by the betrothed.
Constance never entertained the thought of 1 :iug her Ir.er.
She was flushe with t.iun ph, he had pe fo.med er fathc. s
behest re i ted Wa ter's arguments, and she did not doubt
the next day would bring him a captive to her feet, a d she
pictured o herse.f br.ght i ions how the Bar ess de Lis e
.

t

,

*

;

us now, my Constance ?
Walter, my father is very firm ; I fear me, if you
will not comply with his conditions "she hesitated.
"lint, s-.vi'L-t Constance, he has not, the i, told you all; you
would not honor rne with your love if I were a recreant to
will not part

"Constance, have you no mercy?" said he, in a tone of nn" it is
guish;
my honor and my faith that stand between ns."
"No, no," sail she, " it is not so let me go, Wa..ir; o
quickly between my Jove and happi ess, and the vision o.
honor you conjure up. I * ill never disobey my father, Seek
me as he b.ide ou, or seek me not at al:. We part for ever.''

i

proud court f E izabeth, how
rapidly Wa ter wou M advance in favor and tru t, ad
ow,
through >t all, she would be the s ar that led him on, the be=t
cherished of th it noble he rt.
Tlie light in her eye, and the smile th t sat
n her lips reassured her father that victory was secure, so that though
Walter was missed from the supper-table, he did not feel

would coinpo

t

herself in tlw

i

i

anxious.

No, Walter did not sup that night, neither when the weary
inhabitants of the house sought their beds did he follow the

examp'e. Constance slept soundly, smiling in her sleep.
On the ground, fighting with his anguish, lay Walter de
"
" Has
answered he ; "then surely there is no Lisle close beside was the invisible tempter, busy at his
it, d arest ?
reason why we should not cast our lot toge her, and seek a land work.
" But for a little
"Elizabeth must
wh. re we in y worship God in peace, and wait for brighter
time," he whispered.
ere long recognize the rights of her Catholic subjects, nnd
days to dawn over this unhappy land.
" I know
" Alas !" said she
my father too well his queens do not live forever. Can you not even secretly serve
sadly,
w
11
not
be
broken. And consider, Walter, your arty by your influence ? Deceit, oh call it not by that
word once pas cd,
The queen would name, it is not that ; it is understood by everybody in these
a ruin it would br ngon him.
banish him at once, perhaps do even worse. Oh, no, Walter, clays, when religion has changed w.th eacli Tudor that has sat
on the throne ; it is only a s -luple of yours thus to relinquish
it is we who must submit."
" But Constance cannot ask me to
a.l the sweetness of life.
What will life b without her ? "
stoop to dishonor?"
"Dearest, it is not dishonor. Surely tie prisoner who And then, in glowing colors, he painted the future with Conand in hues that made the heart shrink back the
feigned in order t outwit his jailer, and e caped, would be stance,
future without her! Walter half yielded; he began to form
fully jus i nl; and E.iglaiul now is one great pri on, where
we dare ot say or do as we list, but 1*8 pleasures the queen. plans, how much he would give up he would see Lord Beauit with him once more.
He wo:. Id
Waiter, you haw; such wi d notions," coll inued she looking vile ag in, would argu
" fit
h
s meaning more clearly.
It was a fearful
show
Constance
of
the
the
times
crusades
at
for
;
him,
only
up
this is what half the world does now, why should you crisis in Waiter's life ; but in the darkest hour we are not left
ere on the one side, an angel, in
alone, and if the tempter
scrap
" f it were
was on the other, strengthening, pleauing,
lawful, my Constance, we nhould not see half glorious army,
tl.e court, fined, imf E, gland ex nl fr.
the nobility
bringing back by-gone memories of inuoc nt and happy days.
The eyes of angels and saints were bent upon that loueJy boy,
siifu ring.
are
not
so
in
Men
love
ami
in
constant
prison;
and in the courts of heaven there went up many a prayer for
with all this nu not f.-h.dly to ( scape fi</m it, it' conscience per
o not urge me tu do that him from the white-robed throng. On eaith, too, in the vigil
No Constant m\ 1>
d.
he was wont to keep, Father Mordaun; prayed i.i the chapel of
which you your.-elf would hereafter despise me for."
endeavored to disengage herself from the close the college at Kheims, and impelled by a sudden memory of
the boy h had loved so much, he prayi d especially for Wal'd.
embrace in which *
Walter at last fell asleep, still lying ou the ground, and
raid she, ns haughtily as she ter.
"It is tune we pi!,
he dn am strangely and confusedly. He was back at Ilheimj
"
tln-i e was a ii :uro all in white; ho could
in the o <1 e ::p.
r?"
yon will
" it is not a maiden's
and v.rishe.
yes, it showi d his inothi
ishod slowly aw..y then, ag^iii, he too was cloLhud iu white,
part to be rejected."
11.6."

;

'

;

!

i

>

;

;
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he was to serve Father Mordaunt's mass, but the chapel seemed to move about ill a marvellous manner. The falling of
some heavy weight woke him up he awoke f-ayi'.g aloud,
Ne noa inducas in tentationcm, scd libcra nun a inalo."
;

be with her anon, I thank thee, friond, for tlin service thou
"
lie mil
and Walter oil'rri d all
iimin-y l.i- h:;d about
him f.jr the messenger's acceptance, but i'
and the mi'ii set out with all speed on his jounn y home, while
Wiil'.cr

"But

ftote.

if

HO passing, or nen f shall ufter
obedient to the laws of ;h Church, an Khali repair to

BUCU pereou or

c'lild

,

comformable and
and continue in such conformity, ho shall, during such tonu
"
tinup,
discharged of every such disability and incapacity
I

1

ticul

.

IIH

hn

become
church

i-hall

*"

<'"']-

llurn'u Ecclesiaa-

Law,

created

order d

,<

his

:

"But there are some Lutheran baits, by
<Jom aud inveigles many iti your**peare. What ar< they ? Gold, lory, d lighin,
the <-;tr h. a
pleasures: contemn them. For what else are they than the scum of
Chr st is
boat-Be air, a feast of the worms, specious dunghills ?
D.'fpiHO them.
He is rich who will endow
fail. He will feed u; He is King who will honor us
:

EDMUND CAMPIAN.

ill felicity."

the name of Arny Travel
mentioned in that one memorable conversation wi h his mother,
and the thought of seeing old friends who knew nothing of liin
present struggle, and would take him wny from it, an il
comforted him and thedelay of the hour
him, as it ever does, when we want to make our will and God's
will ag ee together.
\V;:nn was the g eeting from Sir John Travers, while his
lady clasped Walter in her arms as though he had l.een her

the prospect of his visit

VIII.

which the devil propagates his king-

ns with

returned to Apswell Cou.t.

no surprise :imoiig tlie
rooms when Walter
horse and rode out, for he waH frequently
accustomed io do so at that hour. Walter rode quiek y, uud
he was glad, i the rapid motion, to h se some sense of the
aching thoughts that filled his m nd. He was very plenH: d at
It"

i

CHAPTER
.

i-

t

;

following morning, Walter went out.
aroused the slumbering porter and passed through the
was
gates, and in a few minutes reached the high-road. The sun
i
liardly risen, and the air was keen, and refreshed him as

Very early the

He

;

i

;

own child.
"I will leave you alon ," said Sir John, smiling, " f or I
"
mind
was
in
and
fevered
cheeks.
His
and he quitted the
brow
know
blew on his aching
you have much to say
There w sno trac of early I.eauty lefto,' thepale, worn face
a very tumult. Every sudden passion contended fiercely within, and the long warfare of the night seemed only to rage more of Lady Travers, only the sweetness or placid calm of a i-pii
)

;

:(.

wildly.

Spirits,

good and

evil, still

battled round him.

He

took no heed of surrounding objects, ami was unconscious that
d rough looking peasant who had advanced towards him from
the opposite quarter, had been scanning his features with the
utmost interest. He started when the man spoke.

resigned amidst privations, content amidst trials.
N ither of Walter's college companions was there. Basil
was at Rome, about to receive priest's or era, and Wiliiam wu
at the usual esidence of the family.

" But
we," sa d Lady Travers, "are frequently obliged to
change our residence to escape from the spyi; g which
Court ?"
is carried on.
We
Truly, our homes are no longer our own.
" but
" It is hard
you keep early hours, are impoverished, t.jo, with the heavy fines th t are laid on us.
by," said Walter
my fiiend, and I doubt me whether you will find the porter We have had to dismiss many of our servant and William,""
hath to 1 bor hard in looking over the estates.
continued she,
willing to attend to you."
" Wh:.t are these fi es?"
"Perhaps," answered the man, "your honor would condeinquired Walter "I feel is if I
scend to tell me if there is a young nobleman called de Lisle were ignorant of a 1 that goes on now."
"
"
tarrying at the court ?
Every Sunday we do not go to church, we are fined twelve
"You speak with him," said Walter, hastily, forgetting in marks each persou then, by another Act, every month twenty
his surprise the caution of the times.
marks, and if it can be proved that we are absent twelve
The peasant bowed, and taking a letter from his vest, pre- months, then it is iwo h, mired pounds and you can th< re.oro
sented it to Walter.
will imagine it becomes Lecessary for u to n ov from place
which was a female one, was un- to place, that it ay be impossible to rove this. Xay, you
The handwriting,
he eagerly opened it and turned to would hardly credit it, Waller, but tome months sine.- I fell
known to him
it
was from Amy Travers his mother's grievo. sly sick, and vas likely to die my husband as snmthe signature
dear and early friend. "I cannot bring myself to believe," m lied to pay the fine, and he plead d my sickness, bu they
she wrote, " that so many letters of mine addressed answered I was a recusant and accord ng to law, all sickness
to you could remain unanswered if they have
reached among them is reckoned as ixb llion against the queen's
you, and I therefore despatch tais by a trusty messenger, wuo majesty."
will deliver it into the hands of none save yourself.
Lady Travers pronounced her last sent nee with so comical
"We are at Morris House, not seven miles distant, and a ton that Walter could not forb ar smiling, a.thongh there
greatly do I desire lo see you, for the child of my well beloved was no m r h in his heart.
" we bear it with tolerable checrf 1Alice, and the companion of my boys, is ever dear to my heart.
"Well," continued she,
We tarry here not much longer come without delay, 1 be- ness for the present, and I, for one, would not change with the
seech you."
queen on her tbrone but enough of myself. My dear Walter,
Walter's preueui mood was a ripe one for indignation
let me hear somewhat how you have fared since you L ft
to have his letters intercepted, as :ie now well understood they de L sle. Ah you will believe me how I sorrowed for you
He turned to retrace when I heard t::at she was gone, the meek aud h' ly Alee but
were, was au msuit lie could not brook.
his steps to Apswell Court, and perceived the messenger await- it wns at the tim of my sickneo and I could not write inde; d,
I thought that I should follow her speedily, but so God willed
ing an answer.
"Did you divine 'twas I when you met me?" demanded it not. And what of Isabel and how are you with the Beauhe.
villes, a d how do y u plan for the futu e .-"
"
Dissimulation was v ly foreign 'o his n;
Poor Walter
Yes, my lord an' it please you, these are times when a
man's eyes had need to be sharp.
I am an old servant iu The interest and affection that Lady Tr vers lavished on him,
the Travers family, and well knew I the late Baron and touched him de plv he longed tote 1 her all, a id yet he
Baroness de Lisle God rest their souls
and I traced the no
H d he resolved to sacrifice Constance, he could
likeness in your face, my lord, as I came near you, ai d thrown himself, as it were, on a mother's sympathy, and told
some good angel had
I
sent
thought
you thus lur all his crief but th fiery struggle, the hal formed in
early in my way, for it would have been a hard business at the was no fit h ariug f .r her, who met sacrifices with smiles, who
e reeve quickly, for,
counted losses b t gains. Sue saw
court, I r ckon."
" I
might as well be a prisoner, at once," said Walter, an- iiulci'd, \\ a'ter was confuted, Imo t incoherent; and after n
" I will let Lord Bentivillr w i.mv far
;e k it down, she changed the sn
1 can few utte pts to
grily, to himself
"
and of Father Mordaunt.
'd.
be an to talk of 13asil, of Klieim
" lie, urn to
Lady Travers," said ho aloud "ami say I will No, this did ot suc-eed. Waiter inwardly writhed under it,

"God

save y9ur honor;

may

this

be the way to Apswell
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and oonld searerly retain his composure. Lady Trovers felt heresies. Thirdly, the recovery of one soul from heresy is
.I'd :ind alarmed, and breathed asecret, wordless prayer,
worth all your pains, as I hop o you will gain many because
be child of her loved friend might not depart Irom them the harvest is both more plentiful and ripe with us than in
those parts. Finally, the reward may be greater for you may
nnooneoled.
The door opened at this moment, and her husband entered, be martyred for it at home, which you cannot easily obtain
*
At these last words, Walter almost shuddered.
accompanied by Another gentleman, whose dress was dirty and there"
"So you may suppose I wassatisfied," continued Father CamHis riding-hut he removed ns he entered, and
travel-stained.
thm displayed a head and face that, once seen, could never be pian, without appearing to notice the emotion.
"Father," exclaimed Lady Travers, "you must want some
forgotten ; the face was oval, but the forehead broad and open,
and the auburn hair cut short showed the temples the chin refreshment and rest and you too Walter. You can stay with
was pointed, and the short moustache and beard were of the us this night, can you not?" said she, addressing the latter.
same color OH the hair the nose acquiliue and the general
"Oh no," replied Walter, starting; "I must, indeed, be
expression of the face one of extreme calmness and while the home ere nightfall."
"
" that is some
Well," rejoined Campian,
eagle-glance of the deep- set eyes told of the fire of genius and
way off yet, and
the ardent soul within, the lines traced on the face spoke of BO if you, my Lady Travers, like a good housewife, will premany an inward conflict, of hard study, of wearing thought, pare our
repast, De Lisle and I will confer together for a short
"
and of mastery over self. As Lady Travers's eyes fell on him, space.
she uttered almost a cry of delight, and going forward, knelt
"I have also matters to attend to," said Sir John and folfor a moment to receive a blessing.
Walter, who drew back lowed by his wife, he quitted the apartment. Walter and the
into the shade, yet could not take his eyes from the stranger's priest were alone.
face and now that he smiled as he warmly greeted Lady
"I am truly glad," said Campian, "this chance,
hath brought us togethTravers, there was something inexpressibly winning in the if chance we may call
it,
countenance which the smile lighted up so radiantly. At the er, my son. I have heard of you, and you have not been
same moment, while conversing with Sir John and his lady, absent from my thoughts nor my poor prayers but I knew
and answering some eager inquiries of the latter, his eye per- not how to gain access to you. Your position must be a most
ceivtd and scanned Walter with a searching glance. At last difficult one. What proposes Lord Beauville f^r your fu"
ture ?
Lady Travers turned round and exclaimed
"Come forward, Walter here is a pleasure for you we did
Walter stammered something about nothing being yet denot indeed foresee. Father, this is Walter, Ba. on de Lisle ; cided Lord Beauville was very kind and good.
The enemy
was hard at work. Never did Walter feel so d sirous to
and, Walter, you see before you Father Campion."
Walter i'elt overpowered at the knowledge that he was in the be within Apswell Court as at that moment, never did Lori
presence of that renowned man, whose name was known Beauville's proposals look so tempting. There was a short
throughout Europe, and who had been looked upon by the silence. Campiau looke keenly at im.
" These are no times for
" our
students o Bheiins as a hero. Yes, he really saw before him
trifling," said he, at length
the "Flower of Oxford" and the "Gem of Christendom" lives are in our hands, and none of us know, from morne t to
he saw moment, when the Master will call us. My son, all is not right
(titles which were both given to Father Campian)
before him the man who, having gained all the honors of the with you there is a burden on your soul, and you need coununiver. ity, aud taken deacon's orders in the Established sel and help.
Wilt thou not seek it, now that God offers it to
"
Church, Lad cast away all worluly advantages, crowds of you through His unworthy servant ?
of
that
he
enter
within
answer.
was
no
advancement,
might
There
friends, prospects
the proscribed and persecuted Church of Christ; tLe man of
"Think you," continued Campian, "that we know not the
brilliant genius and profound learning, who had quitted the
greatness of the trials that encompass you ? Think you that
college of Douay to learn humility and abnegation in the novi- you hear the words of one who has not suffered, who has not
Made a priest, he was sent to the mission knovrn what it is to follow the cross, through forsaking of
ciute of the Jesuits.
in Bohemia, and from thence, but a few months back, to Eng- friends and crucifying of his own desires ? I glory not in it
land, to a prospect of speedy martyrdom in his native land, but, my son, in these days, we were unfit to speak to any of
for his power of winning the souls of others was unbounded.
you, if we had not ourselves the marks of the cross upon us."
He laid his arm on Walter's shoulder as he spoke, and drew
Alivady England was ringing with the sound of his
"Challenge to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge;" him towards him with a gesture of such deep tenderness that
and the "Pope's Champion," as he was named by both the heart striving to keep aloof was conquered.
friend and foe, was not likely long to escape the vengeance of
A groan burst from Walter's lips he threw himself at the
Elizabeth.
feet of Father Campian, and poured forth the whole tale of his
But while we have been describing him, Campian had temptation and his suffering. With deepest interest and tender
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

passed his arm affectionately within that of Walter.
" I am so
" On
truly glad to see you," he said.
my way
back to England I tarried a while at Eheims, and Father Mor-

sympathy the priest listened. "
" What must I
said Walter the struggle
do, father?
"
great I am tried beyond my strength.

dauut spoke of you, and commended you to my good offices,
should I meet with you. Indeed," said Campian, turning to
"I
tiii John,
think, if it had not been for my visit to BJieims,
I should not have come hither."
"
Why, father," answered Sir John Travers, with a smile,
"I should not have thought you needed much persuasion."
" I was loth t; leave
s," replied the priest;
Bohemia,
wher so many are lost in the snares of heresy, but good Father Mordaunt had an answer to every argument I could bring

butto the utmost. God has in store
whom He has thus early called to a
mental martyrdom. There is but one remedy for you now,
and it is flight. Apsw.ell Court is even, as Lord Beauville said,
no fit place for you and the earl, by the hypocrisy he hath
practised, has lost all right to exercise any power over your
movements. I would counsel you to return to Rheims, and
consult with Father Mordaunt as to your future course I
would this very night proceed on ward to the coast. One of the
email merchant vessels which are plying about, will, for a small
sura, take you over to France."
" it is a wise and safe counsel that
"I
said Walter ;
will,
I will write from
and
J
will follow it.
father,
you give me,
France to Lord BeauviLe and to Isabel."
But a sudden memory ciiuie over him, and for the moment
overpowered him. He saw float before him a radiant i'acf. w i!h

'

i

forward."
" What said he ?"

"Father," he said, "whatever you did there may be done
others, one or more, of your order.
Secondly, you owe
aity to England than to Bohemia, and to London than to
.ough am glad you have made some recompense
tu tint country for the old wound it received from us in Wickliff
time, from whom tke Hunsitws of Bohemia learnt their

by

'

I

I

;

is

too

;

"Not beyond, my

some great th.ng

son,
for you,

;

;

'

'

Ghalltmor.
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he heard the low tone
golden tresses falling on the fair neck
hi: felt onre mi-re
of sweetness in which she confessed her love
the touch of tho a: 111 that had twined round his but yesternight
;

;

;

and his own

his Constance, his beautiful one,

Walter was

all

he put his hand
at him with tenderness
und drew forth a small and finely-carved ivory

;

;

he held it before Walter's eyes.
Behold the Captain in whose army thou hast

crucifix
4 '

in 200 at least, to the good behavior, and so to continue bound until he conform
to thn
himself and come to church
which saM forf.
oor ill thr p;in:,h v.'hcr.'
queen, fen- th r iifi' of th
mittcd, \o be di livrn-d by warrant to tti>
cxi'hrqiinr, without further warrant, and onr-third tu him who shall hit'
it HUI-II person shall not be able, or Hhallfailto pay tho name witbi:
after judgment given, he shall be committed to prison till he have paid the same,
I

;

]

1

unmanned.

Campiau looked
into hia vest

!

10

;

or conform himself to go io church
"A
person who was sick for part of the time contained in an information npon
this sta.tu.te shall not bo a' ail excused by reason of such s cknexs, if it be proved
that ho was a recusant both before and after; for 1 shall bo intended that he obstinately forbore daring that time." Surn't Eccletitutical Lain.
.

1

enlisted,

my

He bids us not to
the Chief whom we must follow.
undertaken first yea,
attempt an enterprise which He has not
The
and conquered. Oh, be strong, and be of good courage
nail thyself bravely to thy
Crucified is the King of Glory
cross ; so shalt thou be crowned hereafter."
Walter v, as weeping now those tears that are shed but selson,

;

!

CHAPTER

IX.

:

" The
bridegroom's doors are open'd wide,
And I am next of kin

;

;

The guests

dom, and leave their furrows on the cheek for aye.
Campiau pressed a secret spring at the back of the crucifix
it flew open, and displayed a small image of the dead body of
;

tho Saviour, wrapped as if for the tomb.
" 'Twas a
it to
fancy of mine owu," he said, as he showed
Walter ; " I would not be without a crucifix to consol my
brethren with, but for mine own the sight of this ever moves

Yes," he continued, gazing
himself heard him "there
but
one
i;,
forgetting any
but death,
is something heroic in suffering even on the cross
who shall tell its unutterable humiliation to Him, whose
Divine breath is the life of man to leave His sacred limbs to
the rude hands of the soldiery His heart to be rent asunder

me

to the
as

at

strongest emotions.

if

;

;

;

This is what upholds me when I am like to faint
under the burden of temptation, when alluring ho es and fair
ambitions would draw me away from His service. I go to
kneel, not by His cross, but by His grave, and bury myself
and my proud heart beneath the folds of those linen garments."
Walter's eyes were fixed on Campian with wonder and reveHe saw the pale, wan face glowing, the deep-set eyes
rence.
radiant with light and love, as he gazed on the image of his

by them ?

Master's sufferings.

"Father," said Walter, suddenly, "I, too, will love Him
I will
best I, too, will lay it His feet every hope and vision.
die with Him will lie down in the tomb with H.in, and forsake
Hear me, father in your presence I vow it ;" and Walall.
;

;

;

ter pressed with his lips the

image of Christ which Campian

hed.
Silently the priest blessed him, and received the vow.
" I would hesitate at other
times, and in other cases," added
" to witness such solemn iiords
he,
spoken in haste, but with

you there
is forl.fe

is

but one choice, and that to'be made instantly

it

or death."

" I have chosen
" God hel now," said Walter, resolutely;
ing me, I will not falter. I will go and arrange with Sir John
how I t-hall gain the coast, and with what speed I best may. "
And the moon rose in her glory that night, and silvered with
her beams the ocean that calmly rippled by, as Walter de
Lisle stood on the cliff of the coast of Kent, bidding a long
farewell to his country.
But yestereven that same

moon looked down on Apswell

Terrace, as the lovers plighted their passionate vows, and life
in all its sunshine lay before the young baron now all was passed,
:

and already the boat touched the beach that was to convey him
for ever from its brightness; and at that last moment the brave
heart flinched not. In one day Walter had lived years.
Last
n'gbt he was the boy, full of light-heartedness and sanguine
hopes; this night he was a man, entering his manhood by the
gate of suffering and of endurance. He has made the sacrifice,
has dashed aside the temptation. Shall he endure unto the end ?

are met, the feast

is set,

Mayst hear the merry din."

COLERIDGE.

Apswell Court is thronged with guests, and re-echoes again
No expense or pomp is spared.
sounds of revelry.
fill the
in
trappings
gay
courtyard, numberless serPalfreys
vants are in all directions, while the tables groan beneath the
Whenee all this rejoicing and merriweight of good cheer.
ment in a house erewhile painted as so dull? It is in honor of
the marriage of the only daughter of the house of Beauville
with the Duke of Bertram; you can see the duke even now as
he stands on the terrace in conversation with some of the
He is a man of middle age, and of goodly bearing and
guests.
Kindliness is written on his open Saxon face,
appearance.
which, though somewhat heavy, is now lighted up with smiles
in answer to the congratulations which meet him on all sides.
He may well be congratulated, for fortune has suddenly
showered down on him all her gifts.
As simple William Bertram, captain in Her Majesty's Life Guards, he looked to
no other way to distinction than through his sword. The sudden death of his cousin, the young Duke of Bertram, when on
the very eve of marriage, placed him at once among the peers
of Britain, with a far richer estate than many of them.
Since
then the sun of prosperity did not cease to shine. He grew in
the queen's favi r, and many a noble house would have gladly
sought his alliance but the duke wished to marry to please
himself, and let the years slip away before he had made his
But Christmas 15
he had accepted the invitation
choice.
to the

;

of the Earl of Beauville to join ;he gambols a' Apswell Court,
and for the first time beheld Lady Constance.
He asked

and was accepted.
The duke was by no
means an ardent lover, and did not look for deep affection from
his wife,
indeed, he liked full well the retiringness of the
Lady Constance, and the quiet manner in which she received
for her hand,

his protestations of admiration
while in company her gay
laugh and light-hearted manner prevented any fears that might
have arisen as to her willingness to be his bride.
And Lady Constance is it possible the dream of last autumn can have so passed away, that we find her in early spring
Let us look in upon her in her rea happy and loving brLie.
tiring bower, while they bedeck her for her bridal.
Very beautiful does she look in her mantle of cloth of silver and her stomacher of pearls, her garniture, likew
pearls and diamonds a collar of brilliants clasps her slender
throat, and jewels gleam on her arms, while diamonds confine
the rich veil of lace that half conceals her sunny hair. How
and how many envy her as they gaze
beautiful she is
Her
eyes are bright and her cheeks glow, and a ready smile is
on her lips and, truly, Constance was not an unwilling bride.
She had loved Walter de Lisle with all the intenseness of her
but with
nature, and the parting from him had been agony
it there was none of the hope deferred, none of the
shivering
of trust that so often breaks a woman's heart.
Walter had
sacrificed her only to his God
even in her anguish she could
honor him, could feel he was but the more worthy of her love.
Then s e knew he was gone without recall she believed in the
;

i

;

!

!

;

;

Nott." Every person above the age of sixteen years, who shall cot repair to
owe church, cnapel, or usual place of common prayer, but forbear the same,
month which he shall BO forbear,

shall forfeit to the queen's majesty, for every
1

over and
<

b<;ftidfB tliOH.iid forfeitart-s,

moktbH,

t-'l

every person so forbearing, by the
mad*! into the
/.e, or a juM:

ie

!.

L. 'i;ou-jd \vith

two

sureties,

;

;

of 'Walter's righteous rt solves
she believed she
, r BUU his face
Tho world grew heavy to her,
again.
.-;

;

ghouid

iif\
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and her heart tiirned sick, her cheek grow pale, anil her pillow
was wet with bitter tears but woman's pride came to her asThe
sistance, and resolutely sue struggled with her grief.
world should not say, Constance Beauville was dying of uure;

so amidst the Christmas gambols, Constance
;
bore her part, and the Duke of Bertram could not guess that
her check was paler than its wont, or that there was a hollow
tone in her laughter.
The earl was very anxious that Constance should wed the
duke, and he found no opposition from h s daughter, who was
quitted love

bend to his will. She was glad of a prospect of a change, and far from insensible to the advantage the
alliance presented to be cue of the first duchesses in the land,
with riches and luxuries at command, to e courted on all
Bides,
why, these were the very things that must now be the
objects of Constance's life human love has crumbled away,
and religion she does not think of, for in her own she has no
faith, and that which she knows to be true she dare not profess.
No wonder she wears a blight aspect as she walks to her
well accustomed

to

;

1

;

nuptials.

The attendants of all the ladies staying at Apswell Court had
assembled in conclave to admire the bride's dress, and they
were quite unable to divine for what cause the serving-maiden
of the Lady Constance wept so bitterly.
Was sho, then, to lose her servi 'e by hermistress's marriage ?

it

rejoices me, indeed, that
"
Juliet Dacre?
"

you should marry,

is it

then possi-

ble

"Juliet Dacre
answered Begnier, scorn 'ully; none of your
lapdogs for me. No, it is yonder Mistress de Lisle, your fanward. By my troth, and her face is bewitching."
The earl looked at his son as if fearing he was distraught.i
He was silent from astonishment.
" You
me
!

congratulate

not,

my

lord."

"Balph, I thought you wiser; but, be assured that is a
game you cannot play at Isabel is a steadfast Catholic, and
would not wed the king of England to forswe. r her faith. Ah,
smile as you like, I know what is on your tongue a w man will
sacrifice much for her love, and you ma/ wm Isabel's
but I
:

;

know the de Lisle spirit better than you I have proved it
"
by
Lord Beauville stopped short his eagerness had hurried
him into an admission he would not have made for, now that
the affair was so w, 11 over, he had n >t intended to make his Bon
;

;

;

a confidant in the history of his ill-fated attempt to unite the
houses of de Lisle and Beauville. Now, however, Begnier in-

on hearing the whole. At the close of the tale his fuiy
burst forth.
Aud he dared this beardless boy, to win my sister's love,
and then cast it from him as a worthless thing
He, a beggar
and a recusant, dared to offer such an insult to the house of
Beauville, at the beck of those accursed priests, craven that he
is
"Tis well for him
'tis well he is beyond seas
let him but
sisted
'

'

!

No, indeed, she was rais dtoth dignity of fir ot serving-maiden
a duchess
thereby her glory would be so much increased th t many a knight's daughter might envy her; cross my path, and see what vengeance I will take."
" And
and her mistress was no sad damsel, forced to marry ihe man
yet you would wed the sister of this youth !" said the
earl.
she hated, as was recorded in many a ballad and tale. She
"
" I will wed
was as bright as the morning; what did Kose weep for?
Yes," said his son, turning round upon him,
I
her.
Before
heard
this
tale
I
would
have
done
it for her
They gained no answer nevertheless Bose's tears fell fast, as
she bore her lady's train to the bridal.
beauty and stately bearing now I will do it for revenge. The
de Lisles shall stoop to the Beauvilles."
Near tie entrance to the chapel Constance met her father.
" Did
" All shines on us this
I," said the earl, ca'mly, "entertain the slightest idea
day, my Constance," said he, gladly;
"
of
time
to
be
at
in
is
returned
your success with Isabel, I would be displeased at your
present
your wedding."
Begnier
Constance's face glowed with delight, as she received her words but I know well, that sooner would yo:i turn the current from its course, than bend that steadfast will.
If I failed
brother's greeting, and together they passed into the chapel.
Viscount Begnier, the nly son of the earl, was some eight with Walter, a boy of wild impulse and not over much piety,
or nine years older than his sister. He had been absent from shall you succeed with a woman cold as very stone, whose
home for more than a twelvemonth, hold.ng a post of honor in soul is wrapped in her prayers and musing, whose one ambia foreign embassy, "i oung as he was, he had already distin- tion is to see papistry restored in tliis laud ?"
" I am not
" that 'tis an
saying," answered his son,
easy enguished himself, and was a favorite of the queen's. There
was a good deal of likeness between brother and sister. Beg- terprise, for thereby I should dishonor my own skill but it is
nier possessed the sa ue chiselled features, the full dark eye, seldom, very seldom, I fail, when I set in earnest about anyand come weal, come woe, though man and angel
without he melting softness of Constance's; the short dark thing
beard and moustache lent sternness to his face, and his look should forbid me, I am resolved to win and to wear Isabel de
seemed to pierce you through, while determination was written Lisle."
Lord Beauville shook his head but further speech was inon the brow and the compressed lips. There was something
that attracted and yet repelled you at once in the viscount's terrupted by the gathering of company in the grounds, and by
face but it is now i.ll smiles, as he hastens to greet the vari- tacit consent the subject was hereafter dropped between them.
ous guests to whom his father presents him. His eye, accustomed to take in much at a glance, wonders who is that regalCHAPTEB X.
looking damsel, to whom his father scarcely names him, and
" One
who returns his courtesy with so stately a gesture. Her r be
single flash of glad surprise
Just glanced from Isabel's dark eyet
of purple brocaded silk becomes her well, and the dazzling
But vanifih'd in the blush of shame
white of her throat and aims needs no jewels to set them off;
That, as its penance, instant came.
not an ornament is to be seen, not even an edging on the borOh, thought unworthy of my race 1"
LOUD OF THE IKLIK.
der of her lace coif, under which is braided her luxariaut
black hair. How she stands alone, amidst his father's guests,
THE train of the Duko and Duchess of Bertram had deHe marks parted, and the numerous array of guests had dispersed, and
and how she seems to disdain their indifference
all through the day, at what a distance she could keep the Apswell Court grew comparatively quiet,
comparatively i nly,
oldest and most privileged of the visitors. Beguier had seen for the silence and gloom that once hung over it seemed to
many beautiful women, but never one to his fancy equalled have vanished. The earl was frequently absent, but Viscount
the queenly Isabel, and the haughtiness with which she wore Begnier pleaded that his long detention on foreign service gave
her charms added to them in his eyes.
him a right to be exempted from duty for a while, and that he
"My lord," said Viscount Begnier to the earl, as they should spend some time as he listed. So the castle grew gay
found themselves alone that evening on the terrace, the guests, under his government, and hawking and shooting, with many
weary of pleasure, being dispersed for awhile, "you have a mock tournament and trial of arms, went on. There were
me to marry, and I would not comply. I few ladies to witness the sports, for, n- iw Constance was gone,
oftemim
hiive m;ide my choice now, however, and I trust me you will few cared to travel any distance to visit the stiff and formal
mislike it not."
Lady Anne, who for her part was only too well pleased to be
" Who is she? " exclaimed his father
eagerly.
"Ys, Ealph, left in peacs with her tapestry and her tlowera.
to

!

:

;

;

;

;

i

;

;

.

;

;

;

!

How Viscount giiier first persuaded Isabel ti emerge from made for the viscount's departure. Isabel expressed a wish
her retirement, she herself could hardly have told. She was thit there should be little festivity at her marriage, and the rewon by his manner into friendliness, almost without her own quest was acceded to, and it was arranged that tho rejoicing
The way in which he treated her was so different to any should only take place amongst the household. Though aw.sre
will.
she was accustomed to meet with the respectful distance, the that ther must be a Protestant public ceremony, Isabel was
as d termined on having her marriage privately pe formed by a
distinguishing her from the rest of his father's guests,
and she expressed her intention to Lord lie ; i.T, but
though by right claiming greater attention ; then, in a solitary priest,
it
it would be impossible t> do it without obof
a
few
sentences
avoid
not
could
Isabel
overruled;
overhearing
walx,
admiration of herfall from Begnier's lips, not the praise of her servation, he said, and, just at this mom nt, wo;ild brLg d >u
He could not do it it would endanger
b. auty, which Isabel was accustomed to, and disdained, but of disgrace on his head.
It was useless to insist on it, he conthat very haughtiness and cold reserve on which Isabel prided the priest's life as well.
tinu d, it could not be done and if th:it were the condition of
herself, but all the while had an uncomfortable feeling that
Mary Thoresby and Walter might have been in the right in their marriage, he must relinquish it, and g>> alone t > a foreign
condemning. His delicate way of implying how strongly he shore, alone to death, lor he should never return. Isabel
condemned his father's treatment of her, was refreshing to yielded, and stifled the conscience that tried to make its If
A request that she would assist him in tracing the heard.
Isabel.
various branches of the house of De Lis-.e was made and
Bright was the sunshine that gleamed through tho painted
granted, and the employment naturally thr.^w her almost daily window and fell on the p ivement of the chpel, as a b.iclal
The bride to d .y lo s
in contact with him and the diys hedid not come, and she did tr.iin was once more gathered there.
Her spirits pale us white almost as her dress; still, c.lmly s'le plights
not see him, soon became heavy days to Isabel.
were oppressed, her heart felt a void. Isabe never paused to her vows, an for a life of weal or woe, is bound to Lord
she had lost the habit of questionin ? Begni r.
inquire its cause alas
Isabel turned to receive the greeting of her father-in-law, but
and schooling her own heart, and she was unwilling to resume
instead of embracing her, Lord Beauville suddenly stumbled
the task.
When Lord Kegnier went for a few days at a time to London. forward, uudfell on the ground, while blood gushed from his

R

ws

;

;

<

:

.

;

,

!

Apswell Court seemed to grow intolerably dull, and Isabel's
when she heard the clatter in the courtyard
which announced his return and each return grew more
pleasant, each bringing some new proof of the honor and respect
in which she was held something to give her pleasure was
sure to arrive, some new book was laid upon her table, choice
A
flowers were transplanted, that she might admire them.
palfrey was carefully trained for her use, and Isabel could not
refuse to ride her, wh n she found that part of Lord Kegnier's
mo nings were regularly spent in riding the animal, thai he
might be sure she was suitable for a lady and when the
choicest falcon was taught to fly from her wrist Lord Keg ier
saying, as he pre ented it, "Bare bird needs rare mistress,"
could she refuse to join ihe hawking parties 1 And if she did
stand back at first from acceptance of all these gifts, how
humbly and mournfully the viscount would say, he deservtd
he had offered them with all respect, as the rightful due
it,
of a deeply injured lady
b,ut if she disdained them, there was
no complaint that could be made.
So Isabel went on, and in the incense to her
pride which she daily accepted, what wonder that her head
grew dizzy and her eyes were bunded ? And thus time passed,
heart recounted

;

;

;

;

and anot er summer c :me.
Last summer, and coldly standing aloof to chide, Isabel had
She had forwatched her b other at the feet of Constance
gotten it now she forgot to long for news from Walter, for her
soul was absorbed in one wild passion.
I

;

mouth and nostrils
They raised him up, and carried him
from the chapel, followed by Isabel, clinging in terror to her
husband's arm. At the chapel door were gathered some of the
peasants on the estates.
" Blood on a bridal 1"
whispered one of them to her neighbor "that bodes no good see ye, see ye !"
Isabel heard she looked down, and truly the spotless robe
she had chosen for her wedding was sprinkled and spotted
A shudder ran through her, unblessed,
with the earl's blood
unshriveu, she had approached a holy sacrami nt approached,
I

;

;

!

perchance, to profane it. No time for musings now
They
have reached the earl's chamber, and the physician is vainly
endeavoring to stanch the blood, that, from the breaking of
!

internal vessel, was gusluug forth.
The mau, an hour
full of strength and energy, lay on his couch dyiu^ and
unconscious. He opened his eyes at length, one wild stare

some

ngone

around then fixed them on the r.;of of the room. He struggled for speech, but the crimson tide flowing fast, forbade utterance.
A few incoherent words were all the bystander*
heard
" Have

mercy, Alice I did it not -t'was her own choice.
Dost hear, Alice ?"
They were free only one day one hour
They were his last words, and with a groan of anguish, Lord
;

!

Beauville died.
Is bel had heard
Alice de Lisle, one

word

standing petrified by; the child of
deathbed, had no
no prayer for this she could not bid

all,

who had wntched her

of cons /lution
him, even in that last moment, call upon his God for mercy.
Her husband drew her away, and busy hands undid those
blood-stained bridal garments, and laid her down to rest. But
her brow throbbed, and her h art was sick with terror. There
was no peace for her till her husband, after having seen the
d fferent expression was on his face, one of pain and d s- necessary offices towards his father di charged, came to her
turbance.
She had not wondered to
and clasped her fondly in his arms.
" What has
happened, my lord ?" exclaimel she, hurriedly. see him so composed and resolute through the sudden horror ;
"
" A letter from
my father, answered he, "bidding me to but she expected to hear him now pour forth passionate resince
it
is
her
come speedily,
majesty's pleasure that I again grets for the loss of a father who had never crossed him, but
entertained for him the strongest affection. His first words
depart on foreign service."
she could were
It seemed to Isabel as if all her pulses stood st 11
make no answer, and though her lips unclosed, no sound came
"And you, my fairest one, are countess already ;" and he
Begnier was kneeling by her.
forth,
spoke gaily. "No foreign banishment for us now you shall
"
"
Isabel, you will not let me go alone
you have seen long see your husband sitting in the queen's councils.
since that I am a captive at your will, I cannot live without
Isabel shuddered in his embrace. It was true, however.
"
Strange chances of life the house she once called her prison
you, Isabel
What boo's it to dwell on those burning words, or how Isa- was her own Isabel de Lisle was now Countess of Beauville.
She slept that night
bel's mute answer confessed her love 1
EXD OF PAUT THE FOIST.
the betrothed of Viscount Kegni r.
The earl came home in a few duys, and preparations were

One morning

;

Isabel sat in the shade of the thick trees the
heavy fragran.e of flowers, and the soft, lazy hum of a sultry
summer day were wafted towards her a step sounded on t >e
greensward that step which had gained the power to make
la :bel's heart beat: the viscount stood by her side, but a
:

;

;

!

!

TYBOIINE.
Thoresby's death, and Mary went from her mother's death
bed to what she supposed to be that of Blanche but Blanche
di.l not die.
Her fall had rendered her ;;n incurable cripple,
and a life of continual mnbring was her portion.
;

PART THE SECOND.
CHAPTEK
" Alive

a queen,

Once Mary

I.

I am a faint
my name now Martyr is;

now dead

called,

Not only was Mary compelled to witness the severe daily sufferiug of her sister, but a deeper shade had been thrown over
her life, by the necessary postponement of her marriage with

;

From
In

Kuo

earthly reign debarred by restraint,
lien -whereof I reign in heavenly blisg.
not
repose ;
death, rejoice at

my

my

It was no death to me, t ut to my woe
The bud was opeu'd lo let out the rose,
The chains unloosed to let ihe captive go."
POEHS BY FATHEII SOUTHWELL.
;

Roman

road which led from London to
Chelmsford, a narrow lane turned off, and passed directly into
the avenue of Thoresby Hall. The house was a large building,
in the then modem style, such as we are wont to call Elizabethan. It formed three sides of a quadrangle, which enclosed
a spacious courtyard. On one side of the hall were grassy
slopes and beds of flowers and bushes, and these slopes ran
down to a small piece of water, on the opposite t-ide of which
ran a grove of lime trees whose branches interlaced each

FROM

the broad

other.

one of the principal rooms in the hall was
wide open, and near it sat a lady at work. Ever and anon she
turned to speak to another lady, also sitting near the window,
but in a different attitude. The chair in which this latter was
placed was of curious construction, and well lined with cushions, and the fragile form that reclined in it was that of a cripthin fingers, unnaturally long, hung down by her eide^
ple. The
and the pale face and sunken eyes told of long and constant
She spoke gently in answer to the anxious looks of
Buffering.
" I am
her companions.
very comfortable, darling sister ; do
be at ease concerning me for a while."
Is it possible then that this is our old friend Mary Thoresby,
and the sufferer Blanche, of whom we remember her speaking
at Caetle de Lisle.
The bright-looking Mary has changed considerably she
has passed into a calm, thoughtful woman, somewhat older
than her years. We can trace that she has endured much
indeed she has had cause. Her mother has been dead for
the charge of the household
years, after a long illness, and
has devolved on her, with the constant attendance on her sick

The window

of

;

saw you Clinton ?"
"
answered

"

we were together
Yes, dear,"
Mary, blushing ;
in the lime-grove."
"That is a favorite spot of yours," said Blanche, smiling.
"And did he tell you any news ?"

" We were
speaking of the old subject," answered Mary,
" the sorrows around. This act of the
queen hath affrighted
us all.
To lay violent hands on n anointed sovereign and
sister-queen betokens such virulence against our religion, we
t

know not what w;ll come next."
"Poor Mary Stuart!" answered Blanche;

"'tis well for

the piison-bars are broken down, and the
thee, at all events
bird set free. But it must have been sad to die without
;

the sacraments

:

that

was such

a frightful cruelty

on Eliza-

beth's part."
"Ah," said

"
Mary, Clinton hath hear.l the particulars of
her last hours most touching and wonderful they are.
" When she found that her
almoner, Le Preau, was to be
kept from her (although he was in the castle), she wrote to
him, begging him to keep vigil that night with her and for
;

her, desiring to make her general confession to him thus, being
p evented from doing it otherwise declaring that she died in-

nocent, and requesting absolution.
" But a
joy bsyond price was in store for her. Some ti r e
the
holy Father, seeing t:ie malice of her enemies, and to
ago,
what length they were tending, sent her the Blessed Sacrament. It was enclosed in n gold c;borium; richly jewelled, and
with it he sent his permission that, if in the hour of death she

were deprived of the assistance of a

priest,

she might

commu-

nicate herself."

"Oh, how marvellous a privilege !" exclaimed Blanche;
I supbeyond what has been grauteJ even to the saints.
the Blessed Sapose a -woman's hands have not ever touched
crament since the blessed Clare defied the heathens. Go on,
"

sister.

Blanche had been just on the eve of quitting her father's
house, to follow her earnest desire of entering religion. The
day before, a priest having happened to arrive at the house,
At this Mass
it was arranged a Mass should be said by him.
Blanche was more than usually anxious to assist, it being her
last opportunity ere leaving the home of her childhood forever.

The Mass was

the Viscount Clinton, a young Catholic nobleman, to whom
ehe had been just betrothed. During the last few months
Blanche's general health had decidedly improved, and Lord
Clinton had been earnestly pressing that their marriage should
take place, and that Mary should not leave her home, but still
remain the nurse and comforter of her helpless sister. To this
Mary had consented and the marriage would take place soon
after the arrival of a priest who was expected at the hall.
" while I
slept this morning,
-'Mary," said Blanche, softly,

said in a small

chamber ne&r the roof

of the

house, from whence an easy way of escape might be found, in
This room, or loft, 'was reached by two ladcase of an alarm.
The Mass
ders, which led into different parts of the house.
was just over, when an alarm was given, and a party of men,
The priest and
in search of the priest, rushed iuto the house.
the other gentlemen instantly sought the roof, and Blanche
felt that could she only remove the vessels and vestments
which in the haste, were left on the temporary altar, the pur-

me

"

about it.
from her
So, on the morning of February the 8th, arising
continued to p. ay, she entered
rest, during which she had
alone into her oratory. No one went with her, her loving servants were without. No eye save the adoring angels, no ear
save the listening saints saw her awful act,* or heard uer whistell

all

' '

pered prayer."
"
"
Oh," said Blanche, what must have been her feelings in
Did not her thoughts wander back to her own
that hour
Belle France, to the solemn hour when, perchance, in the
in silvery robes, the child-queen
royal chapel, and clothed
made her first communion ? Ah Mary, how fair looked the
world to her then, how proudly waved the banners of two
broad kingdoms at her side, how lightly sat the crown on that
suers would be off their scent. She gathered them all up, brow of angel beauty, how gaily beat the heart in those days
and as the feet of the men were ascending one ladder, she left of guileless youth
What thought could have shadowed then
the room by the other. In her haste she missed her footing, her last communion ?'
" a heart-broken
"
a woand fell from an immense height. She WEB picked up by the
prisoner,
Yes," returned Mary,
as
a
desolate
but
servants
her
terrified
widow, a forsaken mother,
insensible, and,
th"-y thought, dead,
man aged in
prune,
still clasping close to hi r breast her sacred charge.
Lady a betrayed queen. Gone were riches, crowns and friends
Thor. sby was at the time ill, and Mary attending on her, passed away the pomp of regal France, and the once fervent
which had be n the reason why Blanche had been the only loyalty of false Scotland."
woman present at ths Mass. The alarm hastened Lady ~""~S.(t IHVJ o; the t^u>.eiita oi' Scotland."
'

!

!

;

TfDOliNE.
But," said Blanche, looking out to the clear sky, "how
blessed to thiuk on thin wns left, the same faith, the same
God. Even when His priests were kept from her, He came
t feed he
Himself to absolve tho sins i-f that sore tr e hear
What, w rder, then, if in the
faiutin * soul with angels' bread.
strength of that food, s'm went f;nh to die with a martyr's
fortitude
Wliat wonder, then that neit..er the insults of the
Earl of Kent upon he dignity, nor those of the Dean of PeterHer spiiit was in the
borough upon her religion, moved i.er
,

.

!

!

and upon the hill of Calvary. What wonder,
then, that she forgot not for one instant the tenderness of the
woman, the courage of the sov reign, or the endurance of the
saint
So died she so went she to her crown. Mary Stuart,
*
queen and martyr, pray for us !"
Blanche lay back, exhausted by her sudden burst of feeling.
Mary was in tears, and th re was a short silence.
hall of

Caiaph

is

1

;

" I hear

my father's

t>tep

outside," said Mary.

enough

t

After gently kissing his suffering child, Sir Robert said
" We have ha 1 news t;iat a
priest is to laud on this coast

imme lately, and we have been iu fjreat tribulation, not knowing row to get any. one to meet him."
"Could not Heiiry have gone ?" said Blanche.
"Upon what horse, my child?" r. plied hsr father; " thou
forgettest the state of a recu -ant's st ibles.
Henry went forth
instantly to try nd borrow a horse of Artaur Leslie, but Arthur
declares it is iar safer if he go himself
he has friends along
the coast, and, being well known as a Protestant, there will be
>

;

"
of question.
of Protestant is Art ur," remarked
very nobl of him to undertake such an office."

no danger

"A singular sort
"Itii

charity

"How
Church

Mary.

"and we must hope and pray
may be r-warded by the gift of fait.)."
said Sir Robert
is

it,"

;

said Blanche,

;

for ever, then it rose again triumphantly upon
the white cr st of a billow."
" She nears the
shore, by heaven !" cried one of the men.
"There must be some witchery about it," muttered the
other; "for no mortal power could bring that boat to land."
" Could we not
give help, now it is so near ?" said Arthur,
turning to the men.
"
No, no," answered the last speaker ; "I'll have naught to
do with witchcraft; I'll not help them to land. "
" Shame on
you, then !" returned Arthur ; "will you not?"
addressing the other.

He was .too intently watching the scene to answer; but suddenly rousing
"
By my halidome, but they are brave men !" he exclaimed.
" I'll down to the shore to see what
I can do;" nd he dashed
The raging spray flew in their
down, followed by Arthur.
The boat neared it was
faces, and almost blinded them.
amongst the breakers
"There she goes !" said the sailor, as, amid the roar of the
i

1

;

"Ay,"

weather-beaten fisherman, who were mending their nets on
the flat coast of Essex.
"Marry, and well we may, sir," answered one of them; "for
"
she is actually putting off a boat.
"And you think it will not live in this sea ?"
The sailor pointed for answer to the boiling surf that dashed
"
Why,
upon the sand, and the distant foam of the billows.
sir, the vessel herself is obliged to put to sea again, 'tis BO
daug*. rous on the coast ; and some fools, I suppose, who want
to laud, choose to drown themselves.
Why not gj to London,
I marvel ?"
But Arthur Leslie did not wonder, and felt convinced that
the adventurer in the boat was no other than the man he was in
quest of so he gszed with absorbed interest on the struggle.
The little boat was tossed up and down, as if the proud waves
Now it was lost to view, and
toyed with its destruction.

"Are you seemed engulfed

to see him, deare>t ':"
" Oh
yes !" said Blanche, opening her eyes.
Mary went o the door and admitted tier father/

well
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his

"that he stays out of the

?"

"Simply because," said Sir Rpbert, "he cannoc relinquish
the hopes of life at one glance. He is h:s uncle's heir to one
cf the ttnest properties in the country, witu every pros; ect of
advancement
He knows well that to bee me a Catholic is to

!

"Now they must
waves, the cracking sound was audible.
struggle for their lives !" and accordingly, getting free from
the fr igments of the boat, the two men who had been in
her,
breasted the waves bravely. No human help could avail! the

mighty waves tossed them back r gain and again, till at length
one more kindly threw them, pauting and exhausted, on the
sand.
Arthur and the sailor ran to them, and, lifting them
become poor, and despised, and persecuted
Well, I must
from the ground, drew them into a pla e of s ifety.
not tarry, to fatigue Blanche I on y came to tell you that
Arthur
perhaps to-morrow we may have a pri s>t wit i us one 3 more and was quite certain his conjecture was correct, and the form he
held hi his arms was that of a priest. Presently the man renow, farewell, for here comes Henry to fetcli me."
vived a little, and his first act was to look up to heaven, and
It was a beautiful sight to see the fine old
gray-haired baronet leaning on his son's arm, a young man full of the strength his first words were "Thanks be to God !"
Then, su idenly
of early manhood.
Both one and the other maintained well making an effort to rise, he exclaimed: " My poor companion,
the reputation of the Thoresby family, as producing the finest I trust me he hath not suffered."
" Be at
men in England, and their faces bore evidence, too, of the
ease, sir," answered Arthur; "he is nearly well, and
less
character of that same family generous and
injured than you. He is, I trow, more accustomed to such
noble-hearted,
and brave and loyal, and kind to the poor; and yet these were feats than yourself."
" I have
the men who, in the glorious reiqn of good Queen Bess, held
not, indeed, tried swimming for some years, and I
did fee as if I could struggle no longer, when
their lands, their homes, oftentimes their lives, in fear.
suddenly the
friendly waves dashed me on the beach.
Thanks,
good sir, for
"
or
A'ote.
No papist,
reputed papist, so refusing or making default in makI can now rise."
your
courtesy;
and
the
declaration
as
the
ing
last-mentioned Act, shall have or
subscribing
by
"You must change your drenched clothing," returned
keep in his possession any horse above the value of flve pounds and two justices
" there is a fisherman's hut
by their warrant may authorize any person, with the assistance of a conslab.'e or Arthur;
hard by, and afterwards I
his deputy, to search for and seize the same for the use of the king. But if
any trust you will let me conduct you on
your journey, for I know
person shall conceal or be aiding in concealing any such
he shall be com;

;

:

horse,

mitted to prison by such warrant and Act for three months, and shall also forfeit treble lie value of such horse."

CHAPTER

H.

this ro.id well."

The stranger seemed embarrassed at the kind
Arthur, desirous to put an end to the mystery, said
'
Perhaps it is you, sir, whom I am bid to seek.
friend Sir Robert Thoresby,
'

"

They who call me to the work can shield me,
Or maxe me strong to suffer." ION.

" You seem to be
watching that ship very narrowly," said a
young and fine-looking gentleman on horseback to two
'

Madam, 'interrupted the Earl

of Keut, 'your life would be the death of
our religion, and your dr-ith will be ltn preservation.'
'Ah,' exclaimed Mary, I
did not flatter mjstlf with the thought I wan worthy t f such a dc
ath, and I humbly receive i t as an c-aruost "f my acceptance into tLenuinber of God's cboscu serTanU.'" Livetofthe (Juetnt iif Stttland,

is

offer,

My

and

good

expecting a/riendfrom foreign

parts.

There was the start he looked for.
" Sir Robert
Thoresby, of Thoresby, in this county ?"
"The same."
Then,' said the stranger; " I think I am the one you are
'

looking for."
" I was sure of
it," said Arthur, smiling, "when I saw that
adventurous boat set forth. I have another horse
waiting at a
distauoo, witl it please you to mount ?"

.

TYUUJtXJ-L
"

As soon as I have given the sailor who accompanied me
the reward I promised him for happily my purse has come
safe t hind also then I am at your service.''
With much eagerness did Sir Robert and Henry -watch the
:ioh of two horsemen who were riding up the avenue at
(UiiK-iet tint evening.
The foremost was Arthur Leslie, bin
irt'tier.ius face flushed with long exercise and with the
pleasure of having accomplished his mission.
"
" H..w
remarked Sir Robert to his son;
young the other is
"it -will be tasy to disguise hirj. H-J will pass for a gallant
!

which followed liis flight and his sacrifice. How his heart dird
within him, and he repented almost that he chone G-'d instead
of man how Hi".
.uenched within him, and he v
only to let time drift by him, and never to begin the struggle
afresh.
Constance Beauville had not been loved as many
men love, as a vision sweet for the time, but soon for
when it passes away. Walter's love was but of one kind,
as
his
whole
strong
nature', and deep as a torrent.
He loved thus, or not at all. He would love
God thus, or not
at
all.
So
Father
Mordaunt
;

and the prayer was grantany d:;y."
saw, and thus he prayed
And, an the gentleman dismounted and advanced towards ed, the struggle was past the vow spoken at Campian'a feet
them, they perceived that though his frame was thin from toil became a reality. Twas the news of the martyrdom of this
of some sort, a grace hung about it of which nothing could holy man that first aroused Walter from his slumber.
He
divest him.
The face was pale and worn, but there was some- turned with his whole heart and energy to serve God, and he
thing so noble in the broad open brow, and so sweet in the full was rewarded even speedily. To him was given that call which
even the angelic ho ts may envy and the low, still voice said
dark oj-es, that it drew one instinctively owards him.
"
"
Welcome, Arthur," said Sir Robert, and welcome ts you to him, "Come and serve me, dearest of the sons of men.
"
I pray you enter my poor house.
Come, speak in My name hold My keys, and have jurisdiction
too, sir
And while Henry stood outside to hear Arthur's narration, over Me, your Lord and your God."
And so Walter became a priest, and then he prayed his suSir Robert led his guest into his private cabinet.
Mary was
On periors to send him on the English mission for to die for the
there, anxious to receive th first blessing of the priest.
seeing him, however, she uttered a so.t of stifled cry, and country he loved was his ambition. He was refused at first,
and tried in various ways and by various toils, and at last his
gazed in mute wonder.
"
and strangely enough he was directed that
YV.B, Mary," said he, coming towards her, "your memory wish was granted
deceives you not. At last I have fulfilled my words, and come the eastern coast should be the first scene of his labors, since
no priest had been in those parts for long, and Sir Henry
toThoresby.'"
And you re a priest ?"
Thoresby had been advertised to meet a priest who would land
"
He had sent, little expecting to meet his own
Yes, thanks be to God, and a member of the Society of on the coast.
cavalier

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

' '

i

Jesus."

nephew.
on her knees for his blessing, and Sir
Thoresby Hall was bright, indeed, now, for once more the
Robert knelt beside her. They were soon joined by Henry and Holy Sacrifice was offered, once more the fainting weary souls
Arthur, and tlu secret of Walter's relationship was entrusted drew near, first to hear the words of pardon for in, as they
to the la'ter.
It was likewise agreed that it were safer he laid down their burden at the feet of Christ, then to nourish
should not be known by his usual name, and should adopt that their souls with the Bread of Life. Then peace reigned around,
of Walters as a norn de guerre, and less likely to draw suspi- and thanksgivings many and fervent roee up from the little
This arranged, Arthur took leave.
band of confessors of the faith in Thoresby Hall.
cion.
"And now, father," said Sir Robert "that is a title dearer
"Alas, father," said Blanche Tho esby, one day as Walter
after you have seen my poor sat by her couch, " I fear me I often murmur at the lot that
to us than that of kinsman
"
lenders me in these troublous time a burden upon all."
Blanche, you must take the repose you so much require.
"
said
after
!"
Walter
had
"You would rather," said he, "have fulfilled your early
Blanche
to
his
O,
Mary,
gone
he who seemed formed wishes, and consecrated yourself to God in the cloister."
room, "Is it possible ? he a priest
" Oh,
and I aspired to join the convent where
for a life of sunshine, to be a missionary here
Oh suppose
yes, father
he is taken, and they slay him with that cruel death ;" and day and night they watch in lowly adoration before the Blessed
Sacrament, and pray continually for sinners, an i I could have
Mary burst into tears.
But think of the end, the glorious reward, the martyr's prayed for my country, our own dear England, and offered up
crown, "said Blanche, soothingly.
"Surely we may say, he all I did for her. What arc you smiling at, father, was it too

Mary threw

herself

!

!

!

;

' '

h th

"

left all to

presumptuous ?"

follow Christ."

Mary. "Was he not fitted rightly to be
thfi head of his noble house ?"
" You have never heard much of him since
you parted at
Apswell, have you, Mary?"
"
Only in fragments. I heard he and Lord Beauvi'le had
then, when I
disputed, and Walter had returned to Rheims
heard of the marriage of Lady Constance, I could nut but
marvel if that had aught to do with it. Then came I. abel's
unhappy murriage, and I wondered not that Walter did not return to England, but I thought he would seek some foreign
I never dreamed to see
court, or take service in some army.
him return a mission priest. Truly, God's ways are wonderAll, indeed," said

;

ful."

Walter de Lisle a mission priest It is no wonder that Mry
Let us look awhile at him, our dear Walter,
surprised.
whom we parted from in his hour of trial, long years agoue.
Methiuks any one who had known him well would have found
him out under any xlisguise, for there is the same radiant
!

is

True, there are
smile, the same sparkling eyes as of yore.
lines written on the face which tell of conflict and of suffering,
and the vigorous frame is thin, worn with frpquc-nt penance
and untiring lab'jr. Walter's life pince we left him may be
briefly traced, for
t^/m. It
I

we

h-.d

long years of Buffering

oft leave

little

mark

would not be interesting, eve-; intelligibl if
accompanied him through those heavy days and nighU
,

he answered "but I smiled when
vanish, and our plans are blown
away, even as the wind brushes off the leaves. Blanche /would
raiher choose the lot you have than the one you marked out.
Yres," continued he, anJ. his face lit up with a radiance which
scarcely seemed of earth, "to l.e s'.ill in His arms must be best
If we work for Him, we mix up self with
for His creatures.
our best deeds; but to be ca led to give up the pure J- opes
and visions of youth at His call to lay down life even, and
that not in one quick moment of agony, but through long
years of suffering, this is blessed indeed; for wherefore do you
Because you bore in your arms the tokens of H a
suffer?
Buffering love, the tokens of His great humiliation in subjecting Himself to His creatures; by this means you saved the life
that priest lived perchance to offer once again the
of a pri st
T
as
Adorable Sacrifice, to reconcile one more sinner to God.

"Not

my dear

so,

I thought

child,"

;

how our hopes

;

W

believe me, my daughter, God took
these pure hopes of yours to heaven, and sent them down again
You prayed to watch before Him
loaded with benedictions.
and night, and behold He bids you do it with the incense

not that enough

day

?

Oh

!

You 1 jved Hun in
of willing suffering.
asked your life to be given in that love.

His Sacrament He
Fear not, Blanche,
;

be long before you, if you lie here helpless while others
if
hurry to and fro in their Master's service. Nay,
on high the
be
raised
shall
before
on
sarth
up
your eyea
again
if life
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own

who listened might
chamber, .and any
sobs and groans that burst f n
man i:i his ago y, for if any soul was dear to tho priest,
"
how much more the one of his only sister
the only tie he yet
choice.
There was a long silence. Blanche's face was hidden in her had to earth an aponlate ! Oh, awful thought! unendurable
which to his ardent and loving soul. Yet, when he remembered his
hands, for such worda needed no answer words from
she gathered strength for many years to come.
youth, and how once ho had stood on the very brink of the
Mary entered the room, and seeing them both silent, she sat precipice, Walter humbled himself exceedingly, and offered up
of God that taketh away the sins of the world, from your
heart shall ascend a perpetual sacriftee, a perpetual adoration,
na true ai.d aa worthy aa if you wore in the convent of your

Lnmb

his

in

have

heard

tlie

!

;

his life as a sacrifice for this precious soul.
And Walter, as he
down beside Blanche.
"Mary," said Walter, suddenly raising his head, "do you reviewed the past -with tho keen self-reproach of the holy, acever hear from Isabel ?" The word was spoken with nn effort. cused himself of neglect and coldness 1o his sister at Apswcll
Mnry had been expecting this queat.on, and schooling her- Court. Had he kept free from that entanglement with ConBelt to meet it, yet now it came she trembled.
stance, and made Isabel the object of his affection, and reso" but
"
No," she answered
you know we seldom write let- lutely broken down the icy barrier that she raised, a bond
ters in these days of danger."
might have been cemented between them which Viscount Reg" When did
me
with
would have no power to break. Perhaps to -ether they
be
nier
hear
last
?
Now,
open
Mary,
you
;

;

I have heard
true kindness t > tell me all you know.
nothing but the fact of her unhappy marriage."

might have gone abroad perhaps to her, too, might have been
given a priceless gift, and at this moment in some holy cloister
" Her
letters," answered Mary, "well nigh ceased some time she might be praying for him, in tead of his wrestling for her.
When I heard of the event, I wrote to Many hours passed ere tho household at Thorcsby saw Father
before she married.
her, and begged that nothing might interrupt the love between do Lisle again, and many a nigh! after that was spent in vigil
Then came a few lines, saying it was impossible for her, and in penance, to atone, as far as might be, for the fault
us.
as I must see, to keep up intercourse with her relations. which seemed so grievous to the purified eye of the saint.
There was that in the spirit of those few words which showed
me, that though she was pained at parting from me, her whole
It was therefore no ensoul was wrapped up in her husband.
CHAPTER III.
indeed I never could credit he
trapping of the late earl's
When he stood up in court sn<3 endured the contumely of upstart fanatics,
could have bent Isabel's will."
tho loss of hia estate, tho ruin of tho prospects of his family, the filthy dungeon,
" in the one letter she
wrote, in which the rack and the gallows, rather than renounce his religion, he did an a**t which
"No," said Walter
she bade me not to write, she said 'twas her own free choice. the recording angel wrote down with an Alleluia on hia lips.
Rambler, February, 1857.
And you have ntver seen her ?"
"Y
FOB ome wee^is all went peacefully at Thoresby Hall, and
two years since I was in London for a while
s, once
and we stood one day on the pier at Greenwich to see the queen Walter went backwards and forwards, seeking out Catholics,
take boai for Westminster. I had never s en her majesty, and and enabling them to come to the Sacraments. Oftentimes,
'twas a grand pageant; many ladies of the court were there, after having said Mass at Thoresby, and ere the sun had yet
among them Isabel. She has grown into such majestic beauty, risen, he would go journeys of many miles to keep strange
she looked fitter than Elizabeth to be the queen, albeit her trysts with his flock. He always took with him the little pyx
in which reposed the Adorable Sacrament and often in the
highness hath a stately presence."
" Did Isabel
midst of great woods, far away from human habitation, he
recognize you ?"
"
Oh, yea, and turned pale as dea'h then casting on me a would give communion to some trembling and hunted Cathit is

;

;

'

;

1

'

:

;

;

;

;

look of deep affection, she hastened forward to take her place
There wns a sadness in her
in the boat that was awaiting her.
beauty her eye had that wistful gaze as of those looking to
I heard a good deal a out
something beyond and indistinct.
;

.

her during my stay in London, for Rachel contrived to come to
She told me Isabel sorrows deeply she has no children,
me.
The
for it is galliug to her husban .'s pride to have no heir.
failure of a male heir in the direct line is unknown in the Beauville family, and the estates must now pass to a distant relation,
one whom Beauville dislikes. Another of her sorrows is caused
by her husband's neglect, to Icve a wife, and be a favorite with
is impossible in England. Lord Beauville prefers the
queen's favor, and, indeed, Rachel saith he seems to have
ceased to care for the beautiful creature he hath wedded, while
she loves him still more wildly."

the queen,

"It is too much as I feared," answered Walter, sadly," for I
have heard much of Lord Beauville, as Viscount Regnier,
abroad; such news as would not make one imagine a woman
linked to him could be happy.
My poor Isabel little did she
But her religion,
imagine how vile a man she was wedding.
Mary he does not oppose that, I trust I suppose she is able
to gain admission to the ambassadors' chapels ?"
There was no answer.
" Did Rachel
say nothing about this?"
Mary shook like a leaf she could no' speak.
He started to
The truth flashed for an instant upon him.
!

;

;

his feet.

me

quickly, Mary," said he, his voice trembling with
"it is not possible she can have forsaken her faith ?"
'Alas !" sobbed Mary, "I fear she hat i. She attends the
Protes ant services, and never seeks the Sacraments; I tried for

"Tell

anguish

;

long not to believe
Walter silently

but I fear mo
left the room.

it,

it is true.

Ho

"

shut

himself

up

olic.
r

"Are

there any Catholics in Chehns. ord jail

?" inquired

Walter, one night.
"
Only Father Gerard, that I

know of," answered Sir Robert,
he still lives."
" Oh I must see
him," exclaimed Walter.
" I fear me 'tis
impossible; they are most savage in this
ri'"es and otherwise, to
county, and we have ofte tried, y
gain a mi sion, but in vain. L uth, the jailev, is a perfect
is far
brute, rnd his wife, a noisy sort of good-natured woma
too afraid of him to ventuie on any risk, even though she lo\es
"if, indeed,
!

i

1

i

,

go'd well."

" I must make the
attempt," said Walt:r
Chelmsford, aud reconnoitre."

"I

;

shall

"Now

go into

beshrew thee, Giles," exclaimed Mistress Margery
of the jailer of Chelmsford; "thou art
an
What is the u e of sending
to
archangel.
auger
enough
Did I not tell thee again and again
thee messagf s into town
'twas a green kirtle I wanted, and, behold, thou hast brought
me brown taffety nd there thou standest, with thy great
mouth wide open, staring at me as if I h: d made the mistake,
and not thou and now 'tis too late to se- d thee back aga n,"
" the master told me to
"Mistress," began Gies,
s^eep the
"c ver I did
aforj
thy errands. I
yard
prisoners'
" Hold
thy tongue, sirrah," cried the l.idy "prating 'o thy
but it is the last time thou
master, in e d, about my errands
shalt go take thy w.ige, and depart this ver day,
g back to
the pigs, an a fit companion, forsooth. And wi.at may you,
want, young fellow ?" sai 1 the lady sternly, as she perceived a
man, dressed not only in the peasant's fustian, but vith erar-

Lou th, the good wife

'i

!

i

;

;

!

>

;

1
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ments old and patched, and bearing evident mar':s

of poverty,

The sudden news was almost

too much for Father Gerard.
staggered, and would have fallen, had not Walter caught
him in his arms.
The silence of night fell on the prison. Some slept after

Ho

loitering ue::r.

"Fair dame," answered the peasant, making a lowly rever"
" I am a stran :er in these
ports, and seek for work.
" And work
s'.iall
exclaimed the

ence,

have, friend,"
lady
y:;u
greatly p'eased at the respect with which she was addressed,
" if
y u have a mind to take this idle var et's place."
" And a
precious hard one ye'll find it, too," muttered Giles,

their drunken revelry, some forgot their sorrows in slumber,
some counted the weary hours as they passed, hut to the two
priests the time fleeted by, for they had much to say, and

mov.ng

parted.

off.

get thee gone, sirrah," vociferated Mistress Loutb,
of thy lyin* tongue." And then
turning to the new applicant, she tried to soften down the i isagrceables of the proffered sit nation, having a shrewd s;; spicion
that the stranger wou^d suit her purpose better than any otLer

"Now,

" and

let

me have no more

she could get.
office of scavenger to the Chelmsford prison was not an
over and above desired by the good Essex people, entail-

The
office

ing, as it did,

hard and revolting labor, scanty

abuse from the ja

ler

a

man

of

and coarse
violent passions and petty
fare,

tyranny.

Good cause had Mistress Louth to be pleased with her
change. Joseph, as the nsw servant called himself, prove i
most enduring, of any she
the most diligent and the
ever had. Aftt-r his long hours of work, he was ready to do
her errands, and would execute them with a skill and patience
which seemed to be unwearied. Neither did he ever murmur
at the food scarcely fit for a dog that was often cast to him ;
the sauce of content and cheerfulness seemed always ready.
So rapidly did Joseph rise in his mistress's esteem, and in the
liking of his fellow-servants, the rough turnkeys of the prison,
that it came to pass, that they required him, in addition to his
own labors, to do part of their work, also, by going into the

Father Gerard desired

"And

you, father

first to

still

hear Walter's history since they

laboring,

still

Fuffering?"

"Yes," said the old priest. "About two years after your
mother's death, I was apprehended and thrown into prison, but
there were many others in the same case, and the governor
and magistrate happened to be interested in some, and therefore they procured the banishment of all, and we went to
France. There I stayed two years, till my health was
strengthened and my superiors at last, to my joy, allow d me
to return on the English mission, and in it I labored till eight
months since, when I was interrupted while saying Mass.
Just as I had begun the Gloria in excelsis, the pursuivant
rushed in, and took me in my vestments before the magistrate, and I was condemned to prison, and here I have remained, desiring but one thing, my dear son, to see a priest
and have the sacram: nts and that Christ has now granted me,
praised be His name !"
;

;

"I

perceive, father,

you are not ironed,"

said Walter.

" I was to
" but whenever
be," said the pric-st
they attempted to put them oa, they always fell off, so at last they
gave up trying."
" You are cheerful under
your cross, father," said Walter.
"
Why should I not be ?" said the priest. " My life draws
;

to a close.

If I

am not

called speedily to the gallows, I feel a

which he appeared nothing loath. fever in my veins, which I cannot survive and it will not be
"Joseph," cried Jack Nelgreave, the head turnkey, one day, long," continued he, looking up earnestly to the roof of his
swe iring, according to his wont, a loud oath, "I am going to prison.
" What do
have a quart of ale along with my mate, nd you can ta ;e the
you see, father?" said Walter.
bread and w iter yonder to that old lool of a priest, an old
The old man only smiled.
" Not when
idiot, who might do as he lists if he would only go to church
you are here she only comes when I am
doth
because
he
must be after alone."
as the queen's grace
direct, and,
Dost hear, varlet
his popish mummery, will get himself hung.
"Who comes, father? tell me."
wiltthou go?"
"The Mother with the Child," answered Father Gerard.
"Ay, Jack," q,uoth Joseph; "I have my work to do first. "Oh! so glorious a vision and this dark dungeon is full of
I reckon, if I go before night it will suffice?"
heavenly light, and she bids me be of good cheer, and confess
"Oh, all, any time, so long as you give him the food, but we to the end the faith of her SOD. My son," said he, turning
"
don't want him to die like a rat, to save friend Kalph the plea- towards him, "have you the Blessed Sacrameut with you ?
sure of hanging him." And Jack strode away to his supper.
"I have, father, all that is necessary to celebrate Mass.
Descending from the general co ,rt of tho prison was a See, this stone in the wall will serve as our altar, and as soon
winding flight of steps, which led to the dungeons below. as midnight chimes, I will begin."
Each of these ce'.ls had a staircase leading from them, so that
Father Gerard sank back upon hia straw, and Walter saw
These stairs that he was dying. He hastened to give him a little of the
there was no communication one with the other.
were long, and when Joseph arrived at the bottom, he gasped wine he had brought with him, and the old man revived, and
It took some minutes to accustom himself to the was able both to make his confession and hear that of Walter.
for breath.
foul air he encountered the torch he carried cast its wild glare Then Walter said his Mass.
Soon after it was finished Fath r
on the thick stone walls down which the damp fell. A heavy- Gerard died.
barred door, with massive lock, was the entrance.
No words can express the wrath and disappointment of
With the key he bore, Joseph unlocked the door, entered the Dame Louth when she found her new and pattern servant
dungeon, and carefully locked himself in. He then gaz d had, without staying to ask for wages, actually departed.
around. The cell was about twelve feet long, and six wide.
"No wonder she is wroth." said the other prison servants ;
tho roof admitted all the light and air "I warrant as 'twill be a long time ere she gets one, like
One small aperture
There wns no flooring, save tho Joseph again."
that reached the captive.
damp ground, a little straw thrown into a corner formed his
The incident of the falling off of the Irons and the vision of our Ldy
jfote.
only bed, and a few stones put together, his chair and table. will bo found ia the "Life of Thomas Atkinson, Priest."
The occupant of the chamber was an old man. His face
bore evidence of toil and disease, his hair and beard were both
CHAPTEB IV.
of silvery whiteness. -When Joseph entered, the old man was
a
to
receive
few
oaths
from
accustomed
and
" Yet gladness walks in sorrow's fuise,
generally
kneeling;
When mutual love the burden bears
Jack with his daily provision, he did not move, but quietly
prisoners' cells,

an

office to

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

prayed on.
"Father, bless me," said Joseph, kneeling before him.

The old man started.
"Are you a Catholic, my son ?"

said he, rising to his feet.

"Yes. father a Catholic, and a priest
YOU have known well Walter de Lisle."

;

and, moreover, one

As eunbeauiB part the weeping KkieR,
And rainbowarine from misty tears."

GEHDA FAT.

THE soft moonlight was playing in gleams on the walls" of
Thoresby Hall, and the trees and bushes around stood out,
The
some in silver brightness, sonic wiv.pped in gloom.

TYBORNE.
same beams

fell

strnngoly

among

the loaves of the lime-grovo,

and the perfume from the blossoms, always so much more powerful at night, flouted on the
The sweet influence of the scene did not seem lost upon
air.
th two persons who were pacing up and down the avenue.
"Yon huve no real olijivlion, my Mary," said Lord Clinton,
stdbpiug to try and see the face half-hulden on his shoulder
"for if you have, even my eager love shall not be selfish but
I have waited long, have I not ? almost us long as Jacob for
Kahel. It is full six years since, in this very spot, you gave
me that dear assurance which has brightened life since tho.i."
"No, Edward," answered Mary Thoresby, in a low and
trembling voice "you have never been selfish. You know
that such ha been the state of Blanche's health I have scarcely
looked for her to live from month to month. I think no.v there
seems appearance that her life of suffering may be longer, and
since my marriage is to make no difference, is not to lend mo
from my father nor my suffering sister, I can no longer refuse
"
that which which
Mary's fa"e was ones more hidden, and
the lover understood thi unspoken words.
"
Then, my own Mary, why a sort of shade of melancholy
which hangs over you when the subject is mentioned? Forgive me, but I am too anxious, too fearful, lest there should^be
some secret cause of grief or anx ety I do not know."
"
Oh, no, it is not thut, Edward but how can any woman's
heart not quail to think of a bridal such as mine will be, in secret and in fear, with no festive gathering, no joyous looks,
such as attend the brides of half England when they wed ? and
ing branches,

n-ilh H

;

;

;

;

then it is so strange that the occasion of my cousin's arrival
should give us the opportunity he whose life has been so
It
strang; ly mixed up with a romance of love and suffering.
is only, Edward, that when I think of all these things,
of (he
sorrow that is around us, of the clouds that hang over our
heads, of the woe and persecution that attend our faith a
doubt crosses my mind whether or not it is a time for ' marry"

ing and giving in marriage.'
"Away with those fears, my own love," answered Clinton;
"
you conn 3t doubt the right of a union that has sanction and
blessing from all we have been bound to consult your cousin,
Did I tell you I had a long conference
last of all, you know.
with him last night ?"
" and I was so
" I saw
you together," she answered,
glad, I
him
Is
he
not
to
know
better.
noble ?"
wanted you
" He
to whom one looks up as scarceis, indeed ; one of those
ly having a place on earth."

"And, Edward, then

to think

fate awaits

him

!"

is liltle fear for
' '

;

;

;

M

!

;

shelter a fugitive."

A cry
her w

almost escaped from Mary's lips

ith a

be air. Think you not it would do ? In tho very heart of the
house no one cunld wuspi ((."
" It seems
" Blanche's room is
likely," responded Clinton.
the centre of the hall ?"

" It

at least, hers and my father's are both, and this
;
was put, I fancy, to correct some inequality in the

is

division

building."
" How did
you know of it ?"
" When tho house was
repairing,

it was such a nice dangerous place for us children to get into.
Well do I rem>
how angry old Madge was with us, und how she said she would
tell my mother, and the fear of alarming her made us prom BO
good behavior for the future. Oh, I long to know if it is possible it can be used ; we must wait till to-morrow morning for
We
that, however, for I think Blanche by this time sleeps.
must go in now, dearest Edward." And they walked towards

the bouse, the moonbeams shining full upon his manly form,
supporting the fair and gentle girl whose fate had been cast
in su h rough circumstances. On reaching the hall they found
Sir Kobert, Henry, and Father de Lisle engaged in earnest

Mary, blushing, would have passed by, and
gone to her sister, but her father called her back.
" We have heard rumors from Arthur Leslie which warn us
it is no longer safe for Father de Lisle to tarry amongst us,
said Sir Robert; " and we must not seek to detain him, for now
we have had the sacraments, for which we were well-nigh faintc nversation.

'

ing we must not selfishly endanger his safety, nor depiive
others of his ministry, and so the day after to-mo-row he pur;

poses to go.

"

" there is one
"But," said Walter, in his clear, sweet voice,
more rite I would fain perform in this house, and if to-morrow
night the next Mass I offer here could be that of your bridal,
dear Mary, I should be very glad."
" To-morrow
night !" almost gasped Mary, clinging to her
"'Tis so sudden, so short."
father.
" But it has been a
long and sober wooing, my child," answered Sir Kobert ; and there are no bridal festivities to preI think
pare, and you leave not your father's roof for another.

you must consent,

my

"

Mary.

And Mary

did consent, and then hastened to hide her confusion in her sister's arms.
Different, indeed, was the bridal of Mary Thoresby from the
it has been our lot to describe.
was just past midnight when the little household assem-

others which
It

bled in Blanche's chamber.

what a

one allied to Lord Beauville,"
but I confess to you my desire is to see
him ere long in London there, close to those he is allied to,
he might be safe, and yet do his work but if arrested here,
and thrown into Chelmsford jail, to linger there for many
months, the chances of an appeal 'tis a sad prospect."
"And I have a feeling a. warning,
ry sighed deeply.
as the peasants call it that there will be a search made here
ere 1 ing.
Oh, if we had (as I know they have at many Catholic houses) a hiding-place where he could go
Did you ever
see the one at Clare Hall, Edward ?"
"Never."
" It is a little chamber behind the
great chimney in the hall;
a few stones take in and out, and often and often have the purbut here," and she looked wistfully
suers passed it by
towards the hall, as a break in the trees enabled her to have a
" here I see no
free view
possibility."
" Aud
yet," rejoined Lord Clinton, looking also at the
" those walls of
house,
mighty thickness ought to be able to

"Surely there

returned Clinton
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;

Clinton looked at

sudden horror.

"No, I see nothing, hear nothing," she answered; "but 'tis
a sudden thought. Thou knowest Blanche's chamber?"
"
"Certainly 1 do.
" There is between the further wall of it and the wall
of my
father's rooms a space; 'tie narrow, but high, and there would

Blanche, lying

fixed her gaze lovingly on her sister.
veil of white, of the most simple kind,

still

on her couch,
a dress and

Mary wore

but old Madge's heart
have beheld her young mistress wedded
A table, arranged as an aitar, was placed at
in another color.
the foot of Blanche's couch, and the form of the crucified Master looked down upon the little group. The two altar-ligh s alone
illuminated the room, for more display was deemed unwise
and so the rest of the large chamber, with the grim tapestry
that hung its walls, remained in gloom. The lights shed their
rays on the heads of the betrothed as they knelt before the
that young priest, with his pale face and his glance of
priest,
unearthly peace. Hushe-i was the silence while the low voices
repeated their vows. No unmeaning words, and no perjured
ones, were those which came from the lips of Mary and Clin-

would have broken

to

;

ton.

The long-tried and loving hearts were one at last, bound together in sacramental union. They were one now ; hand clasped in hand, and heads bowed low, no power can part them
now, none save the angel o; death can ever break that bond.
The Mass goes on ; and we, in these days of peace, who can
scarce keep out distracting thoughts, who think the too frequent Mass almost wearisome, might almost envy those
breathless worshippers while they follow every act of that stupendous mystery, might envy the rapt devotion of those communicants. The Mass was ended, the altar was removed, all
tracn was gone of the holy occupation, and Father de Lisle
turned to give a short and parting exhortation to the little
he was to leave on the morrow, when suddenly a violent

flock
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knocking at the enter gate silenced them. There was a hasty
of the
glance around .each one knew well it was the coming
her
pursuers. Then Mary, coming forward quickly, proposed
;

plan.

" It

is

the only hope," said Sir Kobert, in despair.

The porter was sent out to prolong, as best he might,
by excuses, the entrance of the unwelcome guests. Some of
the servants hurried to bed, with the hope of having been supposed to be there all the time. The others trusted that the
sudden alarm would itself form nn excuse for their appearance.
Mary's bridal dress was hastily dragged off, and she sat down
by the side of Blanche. While this was going on, some planks
of the flooring had been raised, and Father de Lisle at once

grave that apparently yawned before him.
sprang into the living
"Are you safe ? " whispered Henry Thoresby from above.
"
Yes, quite, thank you," answered Walter.
"
" Is there
space enough?

"

Yes, just enough," he answered. "It is like a coffin, but it
Think no more of me for
is high, and there is plenty of air.
the present."
,
The plank was laid down again, and Henry hurried after his
that
father, who stood in the hall, ready to receive the visitors

were now entering.
" I am
" Ha Sir
sorry to
Robert," said Mr. Sheriff Parker,
this
at
disturb you
time; but, indeed, good sir, these infringements of the law must not be permitted if you will persist
in disobeying her Majesty's Privy Council's most excellent
!

;

"

command

"We will not argue that

point, good Mr. Sheriff," said Sir

Robert, with his calm and dignified manner ; "but let me ina
quire the cause of this unwonted disturbance at night. To
man in whose house there lies as you know well, a daughter ill
"
as mine, it is truly a matter of serious annoyance.
said
the
Sir
sheriff, drawing himself
Robert,"
"Well, well,
up, "if you will harbor Popish priests in your house, you must
bear the penalty. Now, produce him at once, I pray you, my

good sir."
"
Nay, nay, Master
hast come with

let

me

Sheriff," said Sir Robert; "an" thou
see how many three clerks and four

pursuivants to find one man, it would be a pity to do their
work. Search for him if ye want, good masters, with all the
"

speed ye can.
Then ensued one of those scenes BO frequent then, and for
two centuries afterwards in Catholic houses the pursuivants
scattered themselves over the house, every chamber was en;

tered,

cupboards opened, tapestry rent aside

;

they struck their

wands on the walls, in order to find out hidden panels, and
stamped on the floor, to see if that too were hollow. When
they reached the door of Blanche's chamber, Henry was there.
"I pray you, good sir, to enter gently, if you must enter the
sick-chamber of
" Most

most

my Bister."

"

'tis the
certainly we must," returned the sheriff;
The ladies are
likely place to find the rebel, we trow.

ever compassionate towards the unfortunate."
Henry's color rose at the taunt but resistance being useless
;

"I

shall be under the necessity, Sir Robert," said the sherpompously, "of leaving three men in your house in
for the information I received was too certain to be
mistaken,
that there is a Popish priest in your house, and we are deter"
mined he shall not escape.
"As you will, Mr. Sheriff," said Sir Robert indifferently;
" tis a
heavy expense and trouble, but to that I must submit
as best I may.
You will find, however, your precautions use"

iff,

?

'

less.

The three men did stay, and kept so sharp a watch that dnring the whole day no communication could possibly be held ith
Walter, and the keenest anxiety was entertained on his account
by his friends. It had a terrible effect on poor Blanche, and
Mary was terrified at the burning fever that came on, and the
restless starts of agony at
every noise. At supper-time the
servants contrived to drug the wine, t.iken in
plentiful quantities by the sheriff's men, and their
sleep in consequenco was
too sound to be easily broken.

The planks were

again removed, and Henry, kneeling down,

called for Walter.

"

Father, are you alive

?

"

"Yes, and very happy," answered Walter, cheerfully.
" There is
plenty of air not much light, truly, but I can say
;

my" office by heart.
Here

is

"

some food."

"Thank you, thank you I should like some
And a basket was lowered by a string.
"
;

of that."

How are you all?" said the priest. " How is Blanche?
Poor child it is har J for her. Tell her to be of good courIt is not prudent to speak
age, and to think of the days of o d.
God bless you all, my children, and comlonger, I suppose.
!

fort

you."
This miserable state of affairs lasted for several days, an at
night only could o brief communication be held with Walter.
".

At length, finding that the men slept so soundly at night, it
was determined to attempt an escape, and so, one night, Walter, by cords put under his arms, was drawn up from his liv-

He

was covered with dust, and presented a singular
Blanche was extremely ill with fever, Walter
would stay to pray awhile beside her, then blessing her and all
the others of the sorrowing household, he quitted Thoresby in
company with Arthur Leslie.
ing grave.

appearance.

" The houso was searched
Note.
upon All Souls' Day, when Mr. Barin wu
making a sermon. Th e next day the house where I remained was searched; but
we both escaped by a secret place, which was made at the loot of the stairs where
we lay, goiug into a hay-barn." Life of Thomas Hulfvrd, Priest.
In the year 1577, in the mouth of June, the Bichrp ol Exeter, I eitg in his visitation at Truro, was requested by Mr. Greenfield, the sheriff <:f the co\m y, and
other busy men, to aid uud astif-t them to search Mr, Tregian'sh >use, whrrn Mr.
Maine did lay. After some deliberation, it was concluded that the FUiriff ml
:

the bishop's chancellor, with divers gentlemen and their servants,
the matter in hand.' 1 Life of Cuthbert Maine, Pr at.

CHAPTER
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and suspicious, he suffered them to enter. The sight of
" Graze not on
worldly wither'd wood,
Blanche's pale face and helpless form, and Mary, scarcely less
Itfltteth not thy taste;
a
little the fury of the
moderated
her
side,
sitting
by
The
flowers
of
pale,
everlasting spring
Do grow for thy repast.'
Still they walked around the room, pulled aside
searchers.
POEMS BY FATDEB SOUTHWELL.
the t pestry, looked under Blanche's bed, opened a closet that
"
"
please take me to the
Rose, Rose," cried a baby voice,
stood in one corner, and finally struck their staves against the
mother."
Each blow went lady my
wall, behind which Walter was sheltered.
"
but the
Willingly, darling one," said Rose, cheerfully, as she
like a sharp pain through the hearts of the listeners
were
and
back
no
from the ground a lovely boy, scarcely two years old,
lifted
echo.
true,
gave
good walls of Thoresby
"Nothing there" said one of the men; "'tis an unlikely and passed with him along the corridor to the apartment of
1

;

f tliat kind, for 'tis the very centre of the
trict:s
house. Up-stairs, nearer the roof, is the more likely place for
that kind of animals to burrow. I have routed out two or thtee
in my time."
The men withdrew from Blanche's chamber, and rushed upFor the next hour or two the most frightful riot enstairs.
and hallooing to each other, turning to curses
shouting
sued,

room, too, for

as they found their

(

game was

missing.

her mistress.
She entered the room withoiit ceremony. It was the dress"
"
chamber of the young Duchess o' Bertram.
tiring
ing, or
A small looking-glass was affixed to the wall, and the apartment bore marks of a gay and varied fancy in its owner. Arwere scatt.red about, various fai-hions had
ticles of dress
been tried on and were thrown asiile the perfume of flo-rers
and scents mingled together, and before the glass was sitting
;

fYBOHNK.
the duchess herself, her sunny hair all let down over her white
neck, and half Blinding her fair face, while she was busy in examining the workmanship of it curi msly-oarved ivory comb.
While Rose, with the child iu her arms, steals in unobserved,
we will take a gl.mce at Constance, and see what ten years

They have left but little trace. She is
more perfectly beautiful than before, though, perhaps, to our
There is a
taste, time has robbed her of her early freshness.
wistfulness in the depth of her hazel eyes, but there are no
line* on the smooth face which tell of care, of disappointment
or heartache.
That look of secret grief, which, to a discerning
Has the good
eye, was visible under bridal smiles, is gone.
Duke of Bertram, who in this space of time has grown stout
and portly, more hospitable, more hearty, and more stupid
than ever, succeeded, then, in winning his wife s depth of
Ah
affection, aud filling up the void in the yearning heart?
Rose is close behind
no, but behold the secret is unravelled.
her now, and holding up the baby, his rosy face is reflected
in the glass.
With a cry of joy, the duchess turns.
huve done for her.

(

!

"My

boy

He

in her arms,

!

my beauty

!"

but a vision only, to such as me. Well, 'tis something to mnse
will hiy down ih s boy
on Walter de Lisle a priest
Rose,
on my bed, and thou wilt arrange my hair, for I have tarried
!

too long at

"

my

I

toilet."

Yes, truly, and it is my fault," said Rose, rising quickly ;
"now I will do my best with all possible dispatch."
For ten years had Rose Ford been the waiting-maid of Constance, and it may easily be conceived how the tie had ripened
into friendship.
In times of hollowness and deception, when
spies were iu almost every household, Constance knew how to

value the fidelity and afl'ection of her attendant. She prized
Rose as one of her greatest treasures, an 1 with the conti ual
thoughtfulness for others which made BO lovely a part c,f her
character, she strove in every, way to make Rose happy.
There was but one thing she knew Rose valued the ex
of her religion, and all Constance's wit and influence were exercised to procure this comfort for Rose.
Very often did slie
gain for her admission into the chapels of the foreign emwhich were closed against ordinary strangers
bassies,
with great vigilance
and whenever there was a secret
meeting of the Catholics in some private house, which took
;

and in that sudden glow, and in that flood
of joy, you learn the secret
Constance is a mother
Old
dreams, old sorrows, pass her by and are gone.
"Well, Kose," said Constance, after having fondly caressed
her child,
were you successful this morning ? You stayed so
long, I began to fear you have been disappointed."
"
No, I was not disappointed, dear lady," said Rose "I had
all I wanted, and more
I had a strange joy I suppose I may
call it joy, though other feelings were mingled with it."
" What could it be?" exclaimed Constance.
is

25

!

' '

;

;

"The priest

to-day," said Rose, lowering her voice, "was
my young lord, now Father de Lisle."
" Is it
possible ?" said the duchess; "and yet, after the

place as often as a priest could be found, Rose generally was
It was from one of
present, by her mistress's contrivance.
these gatherings that she had returned on the morning we have
described. And by Rose's hands large alms weie sent by Constance to many a hunted priest, and many a starving Catholic.
Many a perishing one had been revived by Constance's care ;

and yet Constance was not a Catholic.
She was, indeed, one
in heart and belief.
There was not a point of faith that yst
remained a difficulty first with Walter, afterwards with Rose,
she had become satisfied and convinced.
But Constance
counted the cost.
The world, though sometimes it wearied
her, was still too sweet to be relinquished. She put the thought
;

am not surprised. A priest's life, especially from her, and went on winning love from all, and scattc ing
and here, is a life of such heroic self-sacrifice benefits round her on all sides. With assistance and help furthat it would well engage such a soul. Why do you wonder at nished by the duchess, Rose crept into many a miserable hole,
it, Rose
you who admire all the things the saints did, which and fed the hungry and clothed the naked and the prayer of
mal:e me shuddei ?"
the poor and needy-that all-powerful prayer of gratitude- went
Xo I wondered only, in these days, when every Catholic up for Constance to the throne of God. Not yet was the gift
first

moment, I

in these days,

;

'

;

family is of importance, that the last of the line of such an
ancient house should have been suffered to give up all hope of

perpetuating his."
" But the act of attainder has been
passed."
".Has it? I did not know it, but even yet"
"I know what you would say, Rose another monarch
but trust me, Elizabeth Tudor will outlive
would estore it
you and me, Rose, even though we may not die young."
i

;

Rose half smiled.
don't believe me ? You will see ; death and our most
will have a tough battle together, I prophesy.
sovereign
mighty
But tell me more, Rose I am hungry for news. Is Father de

"You

or rather of strength to profess the faith.

of faith granted

But there was a shield around Constance a shield of angel's
wings. In early youth, and of rare beauty, the wife of a man
she loved not, and who was too indolent and simple to can- for
or watch over her, Constance found herself in the midst of the
court of Elizabeth ; a court which formed a strange contrast to
the rigid purity of that of Mary Tudor a court ruled by a
queen endowed with a woman's weakness, without, apparently
one instinct of her nature a woman who had taken the hard

of the masculine nature, without one spark
man's tenderness or the refinement so constantly found iu
the sternest characters. In the court of Elizabeth there were
Lisle stationed in London?"
dangers without end or limit, and few were those who passed
"
Yes, till he is betrayed, I suppose," said Rose, sadly.
through it unscathed, at least in reputation. But one of those
"
Oh, no fear of that his alliance with our house is a most few was Constance the fair name of the Duchess of Bertram
powerful protection. Let him but be cautious, and he may was untouched. Fascinating and beloved, admired and sought
What rejoicing for you, after, she yet seemed to possess a clue which guided her
stay here for a long time together.
Rose you will be able to get so much that makes your hap- through the maze. She did not know how it was hersel
she
often confessed to Rose her astonishment that her path was so
piness.'"
"The Sacrament^? yes," and Rose's hands were clasped smooth; but Rose, who knew with what might those secret
and her eyes raised for a moment then slie perceived that prayers were rising up around her, wondered not but she
"Dearest lady," said knew ther.! must bo an end that the duchess could not flutter
Constance's eyes were full of tears.
would that they were joy to through the world for ever sorrow must come at last, and
Rose, neeling down beside her,
"
death ; and Rose prayed on.
yon also
The duchess f-hook her head. "I was never meant to be a
martyr or confessor, Rose. Your faith is not for me, but one
cannot help envying, sometimes, the peace, the joy, the cerSee, Rose," she added, pointing
CHAPTER VI.
tainty, y u seem to possess.
" there is
to her boy, who had fallen asleep on her shoulder,
The heart is sorely charged.
Doctor. What a sigh is there
something 'o envy, to be a child jike that, sleeping in its
Gentlewoman. I would not have such a heart iu my bosom for the dignity of
"

and reasoning part
of

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

' '

;

!

!

mother's arms in perfect peace.

the whole body.

"And

so we may be also, clearest lady so may we sleep and
"
His arms, who remembereth better than a mother.
" Yew -TC.R " said Constance, wearilv "'tis a lovelv vision.

rest in

:

One
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of the finest

villo familv.

It

houses in the Strand belonged to the B"imkeiit mi in stutn anil snlpndnr fnv m>, l..i-

was
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the present earl there was a far pi-eater expenditure than unThe
tirrnrr, though he had been considered liberal.
rooms in the mansion were those which looked out on
the long garden, sloping down to the banks,
I

1

'urns and convenience for lauding nnd embarking
be found, as well as the barge in which the earl nnd
- \M ro wout
We need hardly have said the
to sail.
late years she had borne little part in festivi-, for of
nud withdrawn into a retirement which it seemed strange,
-

wnv

ty's,

to

indeed, shou'.d be the choice of a young and beautiful woman,
It was said by some that the
1 of
run'; and wraith.
ut of hnv ng no family preyed upon the countess's
I

many centuries had the house of
and the world said his mortification
done much to estrange the earl from his wife, and render
him as he was, conspicuous for his gallantries, even in an age
in a court where the license w s most free.
One hir :e apartment in the hou-e w. speak of had been called
countess's bower, and had been occupied
f<.r many years th
In this chamber sat
by successive noble ladies of Beanville.
The aspect of the "bower" ha&.
Isabel, Countess of Beauvi le.
dunged under her reign. There was neither lute nor embroidery-frame, nor were there the young ladies of rank, who geneThe
rally were companions of a noble lady's solitary hours.
piv.-ent countess loved to be alone; and the quantities of books
For the

flist

time for

" You
mistake,

more

nnd I marvel the times teach you not
of Beauville have been for many

sir,

The Earls

caution.

years Protestants."
"
" the
Yes, ma.lam," again replied the thrilli'g voice,
earls,
but not the countesses. Surely I mistake not now, in thinking I address a daughter of De Lisle, a line which has re-

mained faithful to God !"
For a moment Isabel turned pale, but she recovered herself
She rose from her seat
quickly.
" You are
a
which I consider unwarrantable
taking

me

;

liberty

Your errand here

in a stranger.

but depart instantly,

sir,

will,

be safe with
and leave me in

however,

I entreat you,

peace."

" In
peace, Isabel," said the stranger, in a low and altered
" and cou Id I leave
tone, as he rose and came nearer to her;
in
I
would
it,
go joyfully."
you
Isabel started she looked up into his face with a sudden
glance of recognition, which changed into agony, and then sank
on the ground, crouching at his feet.
"Have pity on me," she gasped. " Walter, have pity."
"
Pity !" said he, stooping over her, and speaking in tones of
"
the utmost tenderness.
My sister, my Isabel, I have not
come to speak harsh words, but to bid you look to peace, and
I see
hope, and life. Ah, how miserable are you, my Isabel
it written on your face, and hear it in yotir voice
the reed on
piled up against the wall, the lrge table, covered with writing which you leant has pierced your hand come back, then, to
on whom if you lean He will
materials, near which she was sitting, showed plainly a taste Him who will never fail you
It was true, Isabel devoted her- carry you through all sorrow.
oast in different directions.
Come to the Good Shepherd,
"
self entirely to study, and endeavored in such a pursuit to find Isabel.
some Holace for her gre..t unhappiness.
"No, no, Walter," she answered, raising her head; "it is
Ten years have strangely altered this beautiful creature; for impossible I am lost, I know it. I dare not face my husband's
though her beauty has tr. ly ripened since the has passed from auger. I will not leave him I will not tear myself away even
girl to worn n, there are lines on the countenance which tell of from the mocking shadow of his love.
No," ht-r voice gre t
much endured there is a depth of grief in those large and calm and hard, " i hove chosen we both have chosen. You
lus ror.s eyes, which speak of tears hot, blinding tears. At the cast aside every hope of life to follow the Cross of Christ I
m ment we re describing, the countess was sitting at her writing, cast away faith and my hopes of heaven for earthly love let
us abide by our choice verily we shall both have our reward.
table, and holding in her hands a manuscript, evidently of age
" And our
and value. She was giving her whole attention to deciphering
mother, Isabel," he answered, "have you forit
at length she laid it down, and looking around the room as gotten her f have you forgotten her dying bed, and her last
it was not
if to relieve her eyes, sighed deeply
merely the sigh words, and her burial-day, and Father Gerard ? He is dead
of the overtasked student.
now, Isabel dead for love of Christ he died in my arms,
At this moment, the arras which formed the doorway was praying for you. Have you forgotten Castle de Lisle and the
pushed aside, aud Bachel entered v t :e same faithful Bachel, days of your happy, holy youth
"
"
who looked more than ten years older, and whose face wore
No, I have not forgotten, she answered "I can see each
but it was of a different kind from leaf on the rees that line the terraced walk I can almost count
also a look of sadness
there was peace and resignation mingled the blades of grass I can hear in the still night the ripple of
that of her mistress,
th brook and the song of the passing bird. You have not rewith the grief of the simple-minded and faithful servant.
" An' it
Have pity
please you my lady," said Bachel, "a gentleman c '.lied those memories they haunt me ever, ever
on me, Walter you have done your best now leave me, for
without craves to speak to you."
"
" On what
business, and who is he ?" said Isabel, sharply. truly it is not safe for you to tarry long.
'
"
but he is one of noble birth, I
do not know, my lady
Walter drew back, and his face change
changed from the
am certain, from his bearing as he did not give his name, I tender yearning with which he had looked on her, to the stern
and yet sweet expres ion of one whose office is to r bul;e.
did not like to ask."
"
"I have spoken to you," he said, " as brother to sister, as
perhaps," and she
Wtll, you must admit him, I suppose
to
of
a
favor
the
of one mother, as those bound together with a tender
"he
has
and
children
smiled scornfully,
beg
earl,
mville

fui t'd in

an

heir,

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

1

;

;

;

;

''

;

;

;

;

'

.-

;

;

;

;

;

'

!

;

I

;

;

;

;

but I speak now as priest to sinner, as shepherd
love
Not in ignorance have you
to a lost and wandering sheep.
Yr ou sold
sinned, but with the full light shining in your eyes.

my intercession, poor soul !"
Bachel waited till her mistress had finished, and then deIn another minute she returned, ushering in a gentleparted.

human

dress, though pi in, showed him of gentle blood.
Isabel s 'arcely glanced at him she had risen and bowed with
a stiff and haughty manner, which had become habitual to her ;
now re-seating herself, s..e motioned her vis tor also to a seat,

your birthright for a mess of this world's miserable joys, and
if you do not repent, great and awful will be the punishment.
Oh, think you well, have you really chosen ? When we sin

se ks

man whose

;

and then said

"

What would you

me, sir?"
The stranger' oyes_were fixed on Isabel, and he answered in
a voice whose gentle and clear tones made her heart give a
budden thrill.
" 1 am
come, madam, to ask your alms toward the necessities <jf our poor persecuted fellow Catholics.
You know well,
they endure for the sak.: of our holy
:

of

i

i."

.,:

r

b at ing for a moment; but her
l>
Her tone
juw-k was v.ornloo well.

was mure haughty und cold

still,

as she replied

;

are lost, 'tis a common speech think
In flames forever in unutterable
torments to have the face of God for ever turned in wrath
upon us God in whom we live, and move, and have ur beWe fancy in this world we can hide from God. Nosu h
ina

we say we

wilfully,

you know what we mean 1

;

;

;

<

1

.

He

around us, even the most sinful. His breath is
do you choose death, eternal death, where the
"
lire is not quenched ?
Her face was pale but deterIsabel rose from the ground.
thing;

our

life.

is

Isabel,

mined.
" Von have done
your duty, Walter, and now, farewell. I
have chosen my own path, uud will bear my own risks. Spare

TYBORNE.
me the agony

of seeing yon again, or worse, bidding my serhaxe. chosen
vants turn you from my doors.
you for
heaven I for earth. Let me at least enjoy, as best I may, my
"
share of the compact.
She stood waiting for his ans ;ver hard, cold, and resolute.
"Walter's eyes did not seek hers ; they were raised to heaven.

He

We

:

speaking to himself, "Yes, it is the last time, for
"
He roused himself. "Farewell, my
the way must be long.
sister
May God, in His great mercy, have pity on you
poor
said, as

if

!

ere t

too late."

is

He was gone, and Isabel threw herself on the ground, and
gave full vent to a storm of passionate grief. There struggling,
almost with convulsions, her husband found her an hour afterwards.
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His long boots were linod and triinmrd with the snmo fur
His hat was slouched over liiH t'noe, IIH if IK; nhrank from olisi-rvation while his whole appearance \V:IH that of on<
flu- narrow
generally have sent others to do his bi.lil:
and dirty streets along which he WHS \\i/,<l n% his way.
At
length he reached his destination, win n, on pero iving
em of the "Wild Boar," he at once entered the tap-room. It
was crowded; loud talking and laughing were going on, and
oaths and curses were flying in all directions.
Near the fire
was seated one group, consisting of about twelve or fifteen men.
Most seemed to be of the lower ranks some were half drunk,
and each face displayed a variety only in vice and brutali y.
But on the outside of the group, his arm leaning on th<
of his seat, his wine cup in his other hand, s it one whom a
keen observer of human nature would at once detect to bo a
He was slightly made, dressed better
deeper sr-rt of villain.
than his companions, and there were no marks of habitual intemperance on his somewhat palo face and deep-set glittering
It was this man whom the eye of the stranger sough
eyes.
and to him he advanced, and, laying his hand on his shoulder,
said in a whisper, "A word with you in private, good master
;

I

1

;

"
" Are
you distraught, Countess of Beauville? said he, an" or deem
to
me
at
the
this
keep
your side, as
way
you
grily
you often beseech me ? Let me have no more f it let me, at
least find peace when I do come home.
Verily I do not trouble
"
yo too much with my company
"
Beauville," said Isabel, kneeling at his feet, "I have given
up a;l for you even heaven itself and you spurn me as you
would the very dogs from your footstool. This is not just. Eliot."
Eliot started from his seat, and, in an obsequious manner,
Give me either the love for which I sold my soul, or give me
led the gentleman into one of the small r< 'oms that opened
back that soul."
" Your soul !" said her husband,
rom the bar, closing the door after him.
The parley lasted
scornfully "does every
girl who falls in love lose her soul ? I trow heaven will be an about ten minutes, and they came forth together, still con;

<

i

f

!

,

;

empty place
"

!"

do not mock me
you know well my meanLet me be reconciled with the faith I have denied with
in^.
my" lips, (God knows, not with my heart.)"
No by Heaven," said the earl, " some recusant has
been with thee this very day, in this house my house
Beauville,

;

,

!

Who is it, woman?
my feet,"

An' thou

tellest

me

k

not, I will

11

thee

at

But the violence of threat and manner had no
She answered not, and did not shudder in

Isabel.

effect

on

his grasp

of iron."

"I know

he said, starting "'tis thy brother come
no other would have dared. Thou canst not deny it,

hither

it,"

Isabel."

Th j look

of

Tush, tush

"But I tell thee I cannot wait," replied the visitor. " DiJst
thou ever know what it is to be hungry for revenge ?
"Well, well," responded Eliot, with a look of diaboLcal mal'

I

!

am

f.ce told him.
it

darkening his

;

I have

my

;

;

1

;

;

song then in vogue, quitted the apartment.

CHAPTER VIL
" There's
nothing in this world HO sweet as love,
And, next to love, the sweetest thing is hate ;
I'velearn'd to hale, and therefore am revenged."

THE SPASISH STUDENT.
It was a bleak, cold day, and the east wind swept keenly
along t-.e streets, driving the clouds of dust before it, and
making the passers-by shiver and hurry on more quickly. The

empty and the few people in them
ed those who were intent on business.
Among them
was one w hose rapid step and the searching glances he cast

streets were, indeed, almost
t

around, marked him as evidently occupied upon some weighty
matter. His cloak, of the finest cloth, and richly trimmed with
onltlp wnn turnmipfl rnlinil him nml flrnwn lin ^Irifip tj"> Ilia fVtin

face.

"Then," responded the other, "thou canst understand
must be done at once, and I pay; but delay is fatal."

"I

not going to hurt the idiot

But one thing I
hands too full for such employments.
must insist upon, that is, he comes hither no more, and
that I have no more of these scenes with you in consequence.
"
"
you never shall. I will
No, no !" said Isabel, eagerly
and
he
is
not coming again I bade
be still and will bear all,
him not. We have parted for aye."
"And a goo thing too," said her husband carelessly.
"Now, fair countess, if I were you, I would call my damsels
to tire me afresh for all these conflicts have disordered both
dress and beauty."
And Isabel obeyed and the earl, humming the air of a love

all see

go on unmolested."
" See thou dost
thy errand quickly, good master,'' returned
the other, "and thy reward shall be ample."
"Well, well, my sir, I would say, these things will ta' e
It is oftentimes a hard matter to hunt out these foxes
time.
from their lair; but you may expend on it, it is done at last. "

ice

mute terror on the white
" Thou wilt not harm him ?"
The earl grew cool directly.
"

versing in whispers.
"The thing is easy enough," said Eliot, " now I understand
your wishes, for, generally such of these fools that hav;: relatives high in the state plume themselves on the privilege, and

undertake

it,"

answered Eliot,

briefly,

that

and with a hasty

nod.

The stranger was about to depart, when the host, coming
forward, exclaimed
"
Good, my masters; part ye not, surely, without tasting- mv
good wine. Thou shalt pledge thy friend," continued he to
the stranger.
He started for a moment in displeasure; some patrician blood
was roused

at the link

between him and the low-born

villain;

but, controlling himself, he answered
" Thou dost well to remind
Fill us up two
me, mine host.
cups," and then taking one of them, he turned to Eliot, and
"
"
And
said,
jpledge thee to the success of our enterprise.
after having drained t e cup, he flung down a gold piece in
payment, and strode out of the tavern.

Two days after this conversation, when the shades of even
ing were beginning to fall, Master Eliot was seen walking lei" Wild
surely along the streets in the neighborhood of the
Boar," He turned at last into a li tie co, rt, where the houses
He entered one of them, and after
were of the poorest kind.
ascending two pairs of stairs, he opened, without knocking, the
door of a small and miserable room.
In it Eliot though not
a tall man could hardly stand upright. There was scarcely
a heap of straw was in one corner
any furniture in the room
a large embroidery-Lame, carefully covered over, stood in another, and near the hearth, upon which there were a few dying
"
embers, sat, or half-c;ouehecl, a woman, atiircd in a cloak itu
a larga hood, which was drawn partly over her head and l
e.
She did not rise, or move, or start at Eliot's entrance. He
seized a stool, which was near the work-frame, ana sat down
;
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-welcome for me,
There was no answer.

"Then

Eliot utttercd an oath.

for

CHAPTER

Mand ?"

"Ton hare no

can't

yon

if

business

I have

be

"
civil,

with you,

you must attend to me,
and desire not to tarry long in this accursed hole."
Maud raised her head, and displayed a f ac so pale and hagand seamed with suffering, that it might have
gard, so marked
the most heartless. Eliot did seem for a
in
provoked pity

Bight manfully hi" cross he bore,
And ran his race of torments son
For Thee he pour'd his life away,
With Thee he lives in endless day."

LfXA CiTHOLIOi.

,-.

was scarcely lizht on a day in early summer, and the
which is peculiar to the hour before sunrise hung over
mo-ucut staggered.
It was a bare and dt si slate-looking piece of
the country.
" How
Why wilt thou be ground, in the outskirts of London the ground was flat and
awfully ill thou lookest, Maud
thee?
BO obstinate, and refuse the go'd I would gladly give
the trees we e few, so that a lonely farm-house, which in its If
Ins
in
hand
his
he
pocket.
and
t:iko
!"
H re,
put
was most insignificant, stood out as a remarkable object for
first time, in a low and
the
No," said Maud, speaking for the
This farm-house was indeed a lone one
some distance.
"We have settled that point before. No gold straggling outekirtsof town ceased beiore Tyborne wasr. ached,
hollow' voice.
irovthrc. Better lunger, better death."
a:-d the lit.le villages of Fulham and Hammersmith were some
It

stillness

!

;

;

I

Elio responded with another imprecation.
' '
Then starve, an' thou listest and now barken.
;

The Cath-

Bertram comes hither

serving-maiden of the Duchess
"
to-morrow
A look of astonishment was visible on Maud's face.
who comes hither?
"Ah, thinkest thou 7 do not know
thee
Never 'dream, Maud, to hide from me. I would follow
end."
land's
the
to
e
th;
track
and
she does come
"Well," said Maud, bitterly, "supposing
what harm is that ? Surely the tiring- woman of the
of

olic

hither,

Protestant duchess is not an object of thy vengeance?"
to-morrow where a
sire that you find out from her
her mistress, is
of
a
kinsman
De
called
Lisle,
certain

"Id

priest

staying."

no such thing. Thou shalt
No," said Maud, "I will do
harm no one through me. Work thy devilish trade I never
"

miles distant.

Towards this house, at the early hour we have mentioned,
Each comer scrutinseveral per ons were seen approaching.
ized the other with u tomewhat searching glance, and each
and all hesitated who sh.uld be the first to approach the
At length a sturdy yeoman, who was accompanied by
door.
There was no instant
his wife and daughter, broke the spell.
with iron;
admittance; the door was strongly barred and girded
a small grating enabled those within to see and hold parley
with the comers, and a man of strong and stalwart appearance
was behind the grating."
" And who comes hither ?" he said,
" Friends," was the answer.

"W

" In

at is the pass?"

was the reply; and the bolts were slowly
the
and
party entered.
withdrawn,
will.
The same ceremony was gone through with each successive
he did not anEliot's pale face was paler still with passion
a goodly number were assemble J. It was obparty, till at last
the heap of straw, he lifted
towards
and
but
vi. itois en ered slowly and silently, and all
going
these
rising,
swer,
servable that
a little girl of
a
of the
the coverings, and underneath there lay child,
ascei.ded the stairs which led to a large room at the back
its
with
unfurnished
this
of
end
room,
the
three years old.
at
table
A
house.
" What dost thou there ?" exclaimed Maud, springing after
that the
white covering, its tap rs and crucifix, told plainly
" Wilt harm my child ?"
thither for the
him frantically.
Catholics round this part of L'jndon had come
Through the door of an
"She ust awake, and go with me."
exercise of their proscribed religion.
be dimly seen, half in shade, the figure
"Whither?"'
adjoining room could
" Where I
I shall do as I list she ie as my child, of one in
who was heari g the confessions of
please.
priestly robe?,
Almost every
and I have absolute power over her. She goes with me, and those who desired to make them before Mass.
"
the adminisher face.
one in the congregation had this purpose, for
you will look no more on
were precious
Monster thou canst not darest not do this crime."
tration of the Sacraments being so rare, they
" If thou refuse my request. Do my bidding, and you shall
indeed to the fainting souls of the Catholics.
to
At length this duty was concluded and the priest began
stay in peace together."
feast of our Lady,
a
was
It
for
Mass.
Maud fell on her knees and clasped her hands."
vestments
his
put on
" It is like staining my hands with blood, and through her;
They were not gorgeous, those
and he was vested in white.
for
me to hope
mercy, vestments not such as gleam with jewelsor are rich with costdeceit to her who has but just taught
Eliot! thou
but the holy symbols
were poor and shabby
has just led me back to God with her angel voice
ly lace they
a prie t
meanest death to this man ?"
the Church has attached to each article worn by
which
" and Iwould have told thee
dread
of
those
in
he
returned
awful
days
more
significance
at Mass, had a
"Certainly not,"
Is it likely the kinsman
from the expression on
reasonable.
have
been
hadst
one
thou
and
an'
judged
might
and
terror,
so,
were indeed with
Beauville should die ?
of 'the duchess, and the brother of Lady
the face of Father de Lisle, that his thoughts
be
the
inin token of
will
at
amice
the
and
on
least,
half,
But he will be fined heavi'y,
the Passion of his Lord, as he put
is the whole."
waist and nee!
that
his
it
have
round
must
bound
and
want
I
gold
former's.
His blindfolding,
" If this be
" Art thou deceiving me " cried Maud.
of the bonds of JESUS.
all, I
stole and girdle that were the shadows
" Shall I ever forget," said Arthur Leslie, long years after
could do it."
"What object can
that Mass the deep and profound
I ever
for
fool," answered he.
this I trust,"

;

;

'

!

!

;

;

;

.

"Judge

I

"shall

yourself,

have in deceiving thee

t

And judge

quickly, or I take the

child."

"I consent," said Maud, hastily; "I will do it. God forNow leave me, in mercy. To-morrow night, if thou
give me
!

have the news ready."
Without another word, Eliot departed.

wilt come, I will

forget
the rap't devotion of each worshipper ?
He moved as one might
the priest?
describe
I
shall

silence in the

How

room

and surely an almost
an angel would have done
His
him.
about
clear, melodious voice
angelic purity hung
others
saw
I
and
plainly and many
sounded as if from heaven;
his head.*
round
which
of
played
me
light
with
rays
the Host at elevawith what gaze those eyes were fixed upon

fancr

;

A secret
dawning into vision
and
last
Mass
thoughts
his
my
be
would
warning told me
he had once given me
wandered for a moment to a description
the
Cathedral at Bheuna,
in
said
was
That
Mass.
of his first
and more Hum one
while Father Mordaunt guided his hands,
tion

It

seemed

like faith

this

1

;
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bishop, with a vast concourse of clergy, were present. The
high rank of the youug priest, his future to bo spent in bloodshedding England, excited much interest, and drew a largo

multitude.

knights and

came

to

i

iss

Triumphantly the Mass was sung, and at its close
noble rank, together with crowds of poon
the anointed hands of the new priest. Such was

ladii s of

Mass now look upon his last.
"In an empty 'upper chamber,' iu a

his first

the First Priest? More like it stiil it grew. Communion was
nearly over the lust circle of recipients were kneeling ar und
the altar, waiting for the Bread of Life, when the sudden
trampling of horses around the house, the thundering of staves
against the door, and the loud cries of Open iu the queen's
name, told that, like his Lord, the servant too was betrayed.
'

'

'

'

"Father, you must hide!" was hastily wh spere .; but
Walter was as though he heard it i.ot. He moved from one to
the other, giving the Holy Communion, and then turned to
No one said any more all felt it wouU be
finish the Mass.
useless.
Father de Lis e feared instant death fa:- le. s than any
profaning < f the Holy Mysteries. It was useless, also, to contend with the armed force who were batte ing at the portal, or
to enrage them with any further delay so the heavy d or
swung back, and the pa.ty of pursuivants, headed by Eliot,
;

;

entered.

"

Some had better stay outside," sai 1 Eliot to the captain cf
the guard, "lest haply some foul play chance us in this hideous
"
and he then rushed up stairs with frant c haste, as if
hole ;
endowed with the scent of a bloodhound.
Walter de Lisle was readiug the last Gospel; so calm was
his manner, so unmoved the tones of his voice, that Eliot even
stood still. Walter turned from the altar and faced his foes,
" Seize hi a " said
Eliot; and two of the pursuivants laid
!

hands on him.

"I

shall not resist," said the priest, with dignity;
me, I prHy you, to take off the garments of mine
"
which are not seemly to wear s ve for the functions.
suffer

"only
office,

"Yes, let him take off those rags of papistry," said Eliot;
"
"and, Will (to one of the men), 'where is that fool's coat thou
despoiled that poor fool of as we rode hither ? Thinkest thou
not it would d ) marvellously well to attire this fool with?"
The men laughed coarsely, and the garment was produced.
'

was the fool's coat, made of patchwork of various gay
and of grotesque design, such as was worn by the jesters

colors,

then attached to the household of each person of distinction.
" But before we do
so," said Eliot "thou must be searched,
"
Master de Lisle.
Then for the first time Arthur saw his friend's face change.
He came eagerly forward to offer money, that the indignity
might be omitted, but Eliot was roused.
"There is some secret then," he exclaimed "search him
;

instantly."

was not the fear

of insult that

made

the confessor's heart
but Walter, like most other priests of the times, obliged
quail
to travel from place to place, always carried on his breast a
silver pyx, in which rested the Blessed Sacrament ; and a pang
of unutterable horror took possession of his mind at the
It

sumed

The soldiers arrayed him in the fool's
down Ntuirs, prepared to ti him hand

his clothes*.

coat,f and dragging him
and foot across a horse.

" Thou urt
grateful for this hind of treatment, art thou not,
master?" said 1'Jiot,
"Tlier is no hope left lor
me, utter the grievous sin of thus handling 11
"
"Nay, Master Eliot," miid W:ii 'I-I-,
forgive tli>o from my
aud
wouldst
thou
but.
do
;<!nl <, ,uiVss t!
heart;
peu^ne.
I would that it were by my voice thou should
i

.

I

;

desolate hous?, a few
held their breath
to
who
and
hunted
asiist,
people
trembling
with fear. But which wa< most like the first and last Mass of

It

29

;

thought of the profanation which would now be offered to the

body of the Lord.
"Shame on my

faithless heart !" said he afterwards to Arthur ; "why did I not know that He who once passed through
the midst of them, and ueut His way, could triumph again?"
They dragged Walter into another room, Arthur alone accompanying him, and they Legau the search, seasoning it with
coarte jokes and ribaldry, excited by Eliot. Loiid was the
laugh when they discovered the hair shirt and the girdle of
steel, with which the saint kept down the flesh ; but though

every garment was dragged from him, there was visible to no
mortal eye save the pr est'o, the consecrated pvx. He felt its
sweet weight on his bosom, and rude hands came close to it,
and seemed as if they were laid upon it, and yet it was never
At length the search was ended, and Walter rediscovered.

,

.

of absolution. ''J

Eliot replied only by striking him, and ordering the men to
hurry; and so, in this guise, the journey to Newga e was
made.
As they advanced into town, a mob began to collect, nnd,

swayed as they generally are by a wanton desire of mischief,
am .sed themselves by hooting, shouting, and throwing mud
and stones at Walter.
The gates of Newgate were reached, and here Arthur, who
had followed his friend, was compelled to leave him.
Once again was the Countess Benuville sitting iu her bower,
but though it is not many days since we last saw her tnere,
there is yet a change in her beautiful f ce the sadness h s
deepened, and there is a shadow of desp ir mingled with it.
Her hands clench, more than hold her books, and her foot taps
against the floor with the nervous motion cf those who suffer
mentally. When she hears the slightest noise, she starts aud
trembles and when, therefore, the arras was put aside with a
hasty hand, she started to her feet iu sud.len terror but on
perceiving the intruder was only her sister- n-law, the Duchess
of Bertram, she re-seated herself, and all her
haughty comH r eyes did certainl rest
posure came back in an instant.
on Constance with surpr.se, for the appearance of the fair
duchess was different from its wont. Her dress was diso dered, and her manner perturbed, and there was a strange anxiety
on the face of her who generally went smiling through life.
She came up to Isabel, saying, " Do you know what I have
come to speak about?" The countess had a touch of her old
scorn in her voice, as she answered
"
"
not.
;

;

Certainly

"Then

I

"

have painful news to

tell

you

your brother

:

is in

Newgate.
Isabel turned very pale, and gasped for breath.
" Dear
Isabel," went on Constance, "do not be alarmed, 'tis
but for a day; lor one word from Beauville is all-powerful with
Walsingham. But there is now some frightful mistake, and it
is about that I hurried to speak.
On hearing of the sad event,
I sent a message to Newgate, to tell the gov rnor to whom

Fath. r de Lisle was allied, and to beg him to treat him with all
till his kinsmen could procure his release
and the
;
man came back to say the governor laughed, and said it was
Lord Beauville himself who had put De Lisle into prison, aud
wished to pursue him to the uttermost."

courtesy

" 'Tis
false; they lie foully," said Isabel, starting to her
her eyes glaring. "He never did this thing."
" I know
I feel sure of it," answered Constance.
it,
"Be
"
calm, dearest Isabel, and all will yet be well.
As she spoke, the arras was lifted and the earl entered. Isabel sprang towards him.
" Tell
I know thou hast
me, thou hast not done this thing
feet,

!

not, canst not."

"What means

this?"

"what

said the earl;

is

all

this

turmoil ?"
" It is

my fault, Beauville," said his sister; " I have roused
Isabel to agony by news I have brought her of her
brother,
not only that he is in Newgate, but that by ome
strange mis"
take the governor asserts it is by thy contrivance.
"Thou hast no/I?" said Isabel, again grasping his hand.
The earl looked at her. " Yes, I nave."
There was a moment's silence. Isabel gazed at him as if
she did not comprehend ; and the look of malice in his face
made Constance turn
hear
A

me
fiict.

yet

;

this
T

faint.

man

is

"I

i

ave," said the earl

your brother, Isabel,

SCn.iUoncr.

<

SM

" Life

1

;

"and

ut he

in
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my enemy,

T bate him, and thon knowest not, perhaps, -what many passages, and down an immense
At
flight of steps.
Ue's hate; know it then now: every torture length Walter found himself in a
dungeon, which he immeditbat law permits shall b;> executed upon that man, and at last
ately recognized as the well-known torture chamber.
Several
ueful death.
If he recant, well,
the law eaves him
executioners stood ready while at a table eat the governor,
but if not, as sure as Elizabeth is queen and Walsiagham hath and Eliot
by his side, ready to take down in writing the prisoner's confessions.
power, Walter de Lisle is doomed."
She listened, and she was still, quite still, her face pale and
"Ha! Master de Lisle !" said Eliot, " it is determined by
ghastly ; she clasped her hands together, and looked up to the Privy Council to interrogate you concerning ce tain matheaven, and then she said, and the tones of her voice rang iu ters. They desire to know exactly at what houses you tarried
Constance's ear for long years afterwards," O God, O God, during your
stay in England, the names of the persons who at
my punishment is greater than I can bear !"
any time confessed to you, or who were by you reconciled to
And in these words Constance discerned not only the an- the Church of Rome."
" All these
" I decline to
guish for Walter, but the breaking of the heart's idol, the
anquestions," answered Walter,
snapping of a life's hope. She moved towards the door, but swer."
" Put the
ere she reached it, she sank on the ground insensible.
Lord
prisoner on the rack," said Eliot, coolly ; and two
Beauville called for Rachel, and without a word to his sister, men seized
Walter, and after stripping off some of his u; per
left the room.
Constance went home, bidding Rachel send clothing, placed him in the rack. It was a
large frame of oak,
word how her mistress was. Before night she heard the coun- raised three feet from the
ground. Walter was laid on his back
tess was raving in braiu fever.
upon the floor, his wrists and ankles were then fastened
;

;

by

mut

Xnte. "It
bs here observed that Mr. Sappier had his fix with him, and
In it two coneecrated Hosts and as he owned to me several times, when he heard
Sir Fiancis give the constable orders to search, he waa under the greatest conccrn, for fear lest the Blessed Sacrament should fall nto their hands, and be exposed to borne profane or saciilegious treatment. And he further assured me,
not .vithout tt-ai sin his eyes, that, whereas the search was most
even so
;

strict,

far that h-s thoes

mie

were pulled

off in the p-eseuce of the justice, that

nothing

escape ihein; and whereas, also in searching his pocketn, the constable to
bis feel'Ug, had hia hands many times boih upon the pix and a small ri liquary
yet neither of them were discovered, to the gieat surprise and no less joy of the
t

"
Life of George Xappicr, Priett.
" Here on the next
day, Mr. Genings being at the consecration, Topcliffe,
the aich priest -catcher, with other officers, came in and broke open the chamber
and the more to make him a scoff to the
door, where he u-aa celebrating;
people, they vested him in a ridicu'ous f ool s coat, which they found in Mr.
Wells' house. "Life of Edmund Qeningg, Priest.
^ot'd ujan

cords to rollers attached to each end of the frame.
Eliot now began to repeat his questions, and as Walter c- ntinued silent the rollers began to creak and turn. For some
time the sufferer was quite still ; but as the operation went on,
the agony forced out words, but they were words
only of
The Name that is above every name was earnes ly inprayer.
"
voked, and the
Help of the afflicted" was appealed unto. At
length Walter fainted, and was then released from his trial.

"

Take him hence, jailer," said Eliot. "Let him recover his
strength, and then we will try the gauntlets and the scavenger's
will at
daughter.
Ah, I deem we will break that
last,

haughty
do its worst."
time Walter had a cell to himself, and better food.

when we

let torture

From this
He was also allowed

occasional intercourse with his friends

;

hoped by this means to extract further information
from him. Arthur Leslie, whose one employment was to endeavor, by every possible means, to procure a pardon for him,
for Eliot

CHAPTER

IX.

" Oh. what a change hath the
prison wrought,
Since we gazed upon him last
;

And mournful

the lessons his thin frame taught,
Of the sufferings he had pass'd."

NZAUE.

IN Newgate, Walter was at first thrown into the common
The ward or dungeon in which he was placed, was
prison.
full of prisoners accused of the most revolting crimes.
They
were pent up like a set of wild beasts, with hardly light or air,
and the stench of the place was so insupportable, that Walter
on hi entrance almost fainted. He was heavily ironed, and

The appearance of such a
naturally exci ed the curiosity of the
and Walter seemed able from the first to exercise a
prii-o. ers
sort of control over them, and the worst language was hushed
in his presence, though enough that was homble went on.
left to find his

stranger

place as he could.

among them
;

The only

so.t of seat in the

dungeon

-was a

kind of bench in

the wall, and this was assigned to Walter, who lay there at
night, and when the prison w..s comparatively still, found time
to

pray

v.-as

;

for his spirit, yearning for the salvation of
others,
by the sights and sounds of sin around him. In

tortured

dung -on he became an apostle, and when he i reached to
the poor wretches around him, all listened and none mocked
;:nd during the ten or twelve days he was immured
there, sevthis

;

but as yet without success, came frequently.
No sooner was Walter recovered, than Eliot fulfilled his
This time
threat, and he again visited the torture-chamber.
Walter was not taken by surprise, and he had been daily
arming himself for the conflict. On his arrival at the door
of the dungeon, he fell on his knees, and, looking up to
heaven,* cried for help.
"Strengthen me, O, Lord, my God by the remembrance of
Thy scourging and Thy bitter passion, help me in this hour."
" We will
try thee to-day with the bracelets," said Eliot, as
Walter entered, "and see if they will not squeeze out the truth
from thee, thou obstinate villain."
;

"

"God

forgive thee, Master Eliot, said Walter, looking at
"I pray that none may deal with thee as thou dost with

him.

me."
" Ho varlets
not answer me," cried Eliot, furiously.
us not lose time."
Walter was now led to one end of the room. From side to
side of the ceiling stretched a long and heavy wooden beam.
He was then made to mount three planks of wood, which
brought him sufficiently near the beam to enable his hands to
be thrust into iron rings, which thus attached him to it. By
means of a screw, these gradually compressed the wrists. As
soon as it was made fast, the men withdrew the lower piece of
wood, causing a sudden jerk and a rush of blood through the
whole body. The two other planks were then withdrawn, and
"

Do

!

there: let

were won by his words to change their lives. It was the
rumor of this change that induced the governor to alter Walter's position.
He was removed from his ward, his irons were
Walter was suspended in the air. The anguish of this posture
sttruek off, and he was employed as one of the scav
ngers.
From early morning uniil night, Walter was kept at work, and was past words to describe.
"
"Wilt thou come down from the cross ? was said, if not in
nt menial offices were his and when, worn out with exin
deed.
ion, he would sometime = rest for a few minutes, a blow or words,
" name one of those
"
a kick roused him.
Say but one word," exclaimed Eliot
"
" I will humble him
and
thou
art released.
to
confessed
have
who
thee,
said
the governor and yet
somehow,"
answer
Lord
the
And
was, "Jesu, help
Jesu, forsake me
as (he days went on, the pale face wore still its look of
peace
"
not
and of perfect serenity.
By Thy three hours on the tree, save Thy servant
eral

i

;

;

;

!

!

!

aid

him one day, " Here
.

one of the under-jailers, approaching

other work for you follow me."
er folloTv'wd hi:n iato a different part of the
prison, along
is

;

"

He

has fainted, Master Eliot," said one of the

you that we

let

him down

He* " Lift of Campion."

?''

men

;

"will
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"
Replace the wood under his feet," said Eliot,
"
water over him.

"throw

was done, and iu a few minutes Walter recovered.
drank some of the water they offered him, and felt revived,
Wilt,

He

!

;

how

it

makes me

realize in

some

sort the

anguish of Calvary."
"But it is not witnessing for Christ," cried Arthur, indig" think
nantly;
you not that in history it will be recorded
that
e died as traitors ? Think ye not that Walsingham
only
;,

a veil over the atrocities of Elizabeth's reign ? "
"There is One stronger than an earthly governor," replied
"In His own good time the truth shall be toLl, and
Walter.
C-in cast

England know
an'

for

what cause we

Give

suffer.

my

thirst

me some

water,

Ah, my
friend, there was One who thirst.d, and had no water to
Arthur,

it

please you,

is

burning.

drink."

"I am determined to conquer him," said Eliot " even if I
him in the torture, I will do it. "
And so, day afler day, Walter was dragged forth sometimes
;

kill

stretched on the rack, sometimes suspended by the gauntlets,
Eliot, wearied with his patience and endurance, resolved to
resort to the fearful punishment known as the
scavenger's
till

daughter, which, being of so frightful a nature, was seldom

The governor of Newgate shrank back when

used.

with him
governor:

Walter made no answer.
" Let the torture
continue, then," said Eliot, coolly going
back to his seat.
The wood was taken away, and the screws again began to
work, till the gauntlets were literally buried in the flesh
Again and again tho torture recommenced. It was five hours
before Eliot was weary of his torturous work, and Walter was
carried back to his cell. There was Arthur waiting for him,
and tears flowed from his eyes as he beheld the bruised and
worn frame of his friend.
"Nay, hush! my Arthur," said Walter, in answer to his
words of burning indignation " it pains me to hear thee rave
t .us.
I thank God from my heart for permit ing me to witness
for His unme. You know not how near it seems to bring me
;

this that dares interrupt the scene?" cried

is

" another
recusant, I dare say.

To prison

1"

"An' by your

thou speak now?" demanded Eliot.

to the Cross

"Ah, who

Eliot, furiously;

It

"

81

this design
given into

"

young man
dog work.

leave, not so fast, Master Eliot," said the
a kinsman of mine, and a Proicslnnl, but a
of noble parts, who loves not to witness such hangIs it your will the torture ceases ? it hath lasted an
'tis

hour, and

"The

it were too long, to my mind."
time allowed in extreme cases of obstinacy

is an hour
"and I shall insist on it to-day."
For another half hour the anguish went on.
At its close
Walter was taken out insensible, and with drops of blood
trickling from his hands and feet; it was his last racking.

and a half," said

A few

Eliot,

days afterwards the governor entered Walter's

cell.

"To-morrow being Sunday, good Master de Lisle," said he,
" some of our divines are anxious to hold a
disputation with
you on the doctrines of Popery, being desirous to convin
of tho error of your ways.
Doth it please you to attein

" At
any other time, sir," returne Walter, "I will gladly do
best to defend our cause but now I am so enfeebled,
you perceive, I have scarce power of utterance."
"True, true," said the governor, compassionately; "I see
it, and I am sorry, for it will be said, of course, that you fear
to come."
"Nay, then," said Walter, "I will essay to be there, at all
events, and wiien the good masters perceive my state, t'.ey will
see clearly how unfit an antagonist I am.
Where is the meeting to be ?"
" In the
"at one of the
chapel," answered the governor
"
clock you shall be sent for.
The following day, at the appointed hour, Walter was conThe chapel was crowded with
ducted between two jailers.
people, and one minister was standing in the desk for prayer,
while the others were seated near him. Close by them, and so
i

my pooi-

;

;

conspicuously in sight of all, a chair was placed for Walter.
He had hardly reached it when one miuister began to read the
"Service of Common Prayer." Instantly Walter perceived
to reach the
the trick, and, weak as he was, he endeavore
door and escape but it was closely shut, and his jailers held
him by force in his seat. Then he began to recite aloud the
Vespers for the day ; and, much as the exertion cost him, his
There
loud and melodious voice drowned that of the reader.
was great confusion many rose to their feet, many whispered,
some talked aloud the minister raised his voice higher aud
higher ; but, above it all, anil through the din, rose up the
1

:

was mentioned, but De Lisle's torturing had been
Eliot's hands, and he had no power to intei-fere.
Walter, who had been allowed some days' respite from torment, had partially recovered strength moreover, by Arthur's
contrivance, a disguised priest had gained admittance to him,
and he had thus received bsolution and c mm .ni.m, and his
spirit was strengthen d withiu him, and he went calmly when clear words of triumph and faith
"Quis sicut J)oin.inus Dcus
he was called, feeling sure something more cruel than usual
noster, qui in altis habitat, et humilia respicit in ccelo ct in
was in prospect.
terra."*
In the centre of the room there was a large hoop of iron,
At length the service, if it may be called so, was brought to
whk-h opened and fastened with a hinge.
V\ a.ter was made to
a conclusion, and the minister in towering anger descended
kneel on the pavement, aud compress his body as much as
their hold on Walter he inpos- the stairs. The men released
sible.
One execut.oner knelt upon his shoulders, while others stantly rose, and, getting on the chair, exclaimed in a loud
pass d the hoop under his legs. They then pressed the victim's voice
body till they were able to fasten the hoop over the back. This
"Hearken, good people I call Almighty God and His holy
done, they began to question the sufferer.
"One word, one angels to be my witness, I came not hither of my own will,
name," went on the tempter; and the reply was only in a low but by stratagem and when I would have departed, have be. n
moan, and sometimes the words would come out, "Jesu, Jesu." kept by force I would ra.her die a thousand deaths than comThe blood gushed plentifully from Walter's uostri s, and the municate in an heretical worship, "f
Eliot went on unconcern"Thou art mad," said the governor, coming forward "thou
governor turned away in horror.
edly
mightst have had life aud liberty, hadst thou behave I quietly
" 'Tis
thy own f unit. Answer me but one word the names here to-day. Thy blood be on thy head I wash my hands of
of recusants whom thou hast received to confession and tho a thee, and can do no more
get thee back to prison."
;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

art free."

" Dear Lord and
Master," eaid the martyr, "remember me."
Near the entrance of the chamber stood a man wrapped in a
cloak, who had hitherto passed for one of the prison attendants he had been quivering with agony, and now came for;

ward, and, throwing himself by Walter, said, in a broken
" I can bear it no
longer ; speak, father, I entreat thee,
.

e thyself.
IT'S

half-glaring eyes were turned

rod aud His
wilt,

"

staff,

and more

they comfort me.

putit-nca,"

he

said.

Lord,

Lif of Edmund Cavpian.
"Mr White, lying in Bndewell

at the mercy of the inhuman Topliffe or Topbesides other cruel treatment, was once hung up for eight hours together
by the hands in iron manacles, to oblige him to confess in whose houses he had
said Mass. Life of Eustachius White.
cliffe

"His

upon him.

M ,re pain,

Note. He wai BO cruelly torn and rent upon the torture, that he told a friend
of his that be thought tliey meaut to make away with him in that manner.''

if

thou

"Who
lowly
tBe

is like

the

Lord our God, who dwelleth on

m heaven aud ou earth."

"Llf ef William Davios, Prlost."

lutjh,

and rsspeoteUi the
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CHAPTEK

X.

with the form of giving the accused the right to object to any
them but every one knew that it was only a form, and t .at
such a jury as would obey the judge would alone be chosen.
of

whom

only love for his country and zfl for
You shall not want priests. We
*llo house of God consulted before his time.
were three hundred in England; yen hare put a hundred to death; the other t-w >
am
two
hundred
mo e are ready to come in
hun-lred are left. When they
gone,
their places; and for ray part, I hope my death will do more good than ever my
WILLIAM HABUIN GTON. Priest.
life could have done."

"CampUn

I desired to imlttte,

On a certain sultry day in July, the court at King's Bench
was crowded, for it -was understood the trial of Walter de Lisle
would come on that day, and the strong interest always felt at
the trial of recusants was heightened in this case.
The gallery was occupied chiefly by ladies, and among them
were two who sat forward so as to command a good view of the
court, and those who knew the great ones of the time might
have recognized them as being the French ambassadress and
the Duchess of Bertram.
A cause was going on as they entered. A tall, fine-looking
man was standing at the bar, and clinging to his arm was a
lady, pale as death, whose suffering in the position she found
herself was evidently extreme.
"Verily, Master Lydar," said the judge, "the charges

;

When, however, Walter was called upon to make the usual
answer, he said and the court was again thrilled by the sound
of that clear sweet voi e
"
My lord I object to be tried by any but my peers; I claim
the right of my rank as Baron de Lisle, and altogether
plead
against being tried in this court, or by such a jury."
"
No," said the judge, "a bill of attainder hath been long
since passed against you, and you can be tried by no other tribunal than this. Let the jury be sworn, and then let the bill
of indictment be read."
In a few minutes the clerk commenced
" The
jury present, on the part of our sovereign lady the
queen, that Walter de Lisle, born within the kingdom of England, and made and ordained priest by authority derived and
pretended from the see of Kome, not holding the fear of God
before his eyes, and slighting the laws and statutes of this
realm of England, without any regard to the penalty therein
contained, on the twenty-fourth day of May, in the thirtyfourth year of the reign of our lady the queen, at Paddington,
in the county of Middlesex, traitorously, and as a false traitor
to our said lady the queen, was and remained, contrary to the
form of the statute in such case set forth and provided, and

have been proved against thee, both of obstinately refusing to
go to church, and also of harboring a priest, one Master Patthou
erson, now awaiting his trial in the prison of Bridewell
art certainly guilty, Master Lydar, and if I give sentence, thou contrary to the peace of our said lady the queen, her crown and
must pay fines which will swallow up, if I mistake not, the dignities."
"
w hole of thy estate.
But the queen is merciful repent of
Answer, prisoner at the bar, whether guilty or not guilty,
and
all
is
to
hold up thy hand."
and
church,
forgiven."
thy recusiincy, go
A red flush burnt on Master Lydar's face he looked at his
Walter attempted to obey, and to raise his right hand as he
he thought of his proclaimed his innocence but his arms were so benumbed by
wife, whose glance of anguish met his
children, brought to beggary, and the lie trembled on his lips. the constant racking, that the effort was unavailing, and his
"
hand would have fallen back had not Arthur Leslie, who was
Very w 11, my lord, I submit I will go to church."
There was a moment's pause, and then, ere the judge standing close beside the bar, leant over, and, taking the hand
could answer, the silence was broken by a clear thrilling voice, "so abused for the confession of Christ, " reverently kissed it,
both powerful and sweet
and then raised his arm as high as possibl .* " Not gu Ity,"
" John
"I protest before God and His holy angels, besaid Walter.
Lydar, what hast thou done ?"
A sudden rustle ran through the court ; every head was fore heaven and earth, before the world and this bar whereat I
turned in one direction. Inside the bar, attended by two stand, which is but a small resemblance of the terrible juJgment of the next life, that I am not guilty of any act of any
jailers, was a tall, graceful figure, of one fearfully emaciated,
but who walked without sign of fear, while the fire that treason whatsoever."
" wilt thou
" What !" said the
flashed from his sunken eyes spoke of undaunted resolution,
Bishop of London,
deny thou
and the peace written on every feature told of a strength which art a priest ?"
neither judge nor monarch could subdue.
"Oh, my lord," said Walter, looking at him, "surely
The effect on John Lydar was electrical, while his wife it becomes not one, bound us you are to forward religion only,
"
started from his side, and the color came to her cheeks.
The to interfere in a cause of life and death.
court was so taken by surprise, that no one spoke, and Walter
To this the bishop made no answer but, turning to the
"A
continued
bag was found among the prisoner's efjudge, exclaimed,
" What shall it
a
if
a
Boman breviary and a paper 01 faculti B to
man
he
the
it
were
whole
in
fects
profit
gain
world,
"
and lose his soul ?'
hear confessions, and also to say Mass either above or below
"
"
My lord," said Lydar, turning to the judge, " I pray you ground.
"
let me have my word back again.
I do confess before all men,
Pray you, my lord," said Walter, "was my n me mentioned in that paper you speak of for if not, it surely is no
it was through fear of punishment I yielded."
" Look well what thou
dost, Master Lydar, and be not de- argument against me?"
"
" That is
ceived the penalty is hard ta bear.
nothing to the point," answered the bishop, hotly,
"
"
I know it
Give me
Say out at once, art thou ii priest or no ?
nevertheless, I will bear it my lord.
" to demand first
answered
"Suffer
back my word."
me, my lord,"
Walter,
"
are you a priest ?"
of you
\\ell," said the judge, "if thou be so earnest, thou shalt one question
"
No," said the bishop.
have thy word again, say what thou wilt."
" No
While the j;dge was speaking, the Lord Mayor, the Bepriest, no bishop," replied Father de Lisle.
" I am a
priest," replied the bishop; "but not a massing
cordt r of the city, and the Bishop af London, were taking
their places on the bench, in readiness for Walter's trial
priest."
"But," returned Walter, "if you are a priest, you area
and when Lydar had thus re-affirmed his faith, Walter stepped
forward and laid his hand on Lydar's head.
sacrificing prie t, for sacrificing is essential to priesthood
"
a
Hold, hold !" cried the Bishop of London "look ye, my and if you are sacrificing priest, you are a massing priest,
for what other sacrifice have the priests of the new law, as
lord judge, he is reconciling a recusant in the open court."
"
"Separate the prisoners, said the judge and his order was distinct from mere laics, to offer to God, but that of the Eudone
the words were spoken and charist, which we call the Mass? If, then, you are no massdeed
was
but
the
obeyed
how ciilaily now did Lydar and his wife listen to their sentence, ing priest, yo i are no sacrificing priest; if no sacrificing
\fter uhich thty were removed Irom
and priest, no priest at all, and consequently uo bishop."!
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

'

;

:

;

;

;

;

court,

;

i

The
tic

*

placed at the bar.*
names of the jury w.re then called over, in compliance
w:.s

Life of John

ust, Priart.

1

'

The bishop moved

uneasily in his seat during this address,

See Life of Edmund Campian."
TSee "Life of William Davit I'ritst."
'

,

TYBORNE.
which -was delivered with a sudden burst of eloquence that
enforced silence.
" What dost thou mean
by this prisoner ?" said the judge:
"art thou a priest of Borne, and thus a traitor ?"
"I am," said Walter, "aCatholic priest, ordained by an-

from the Pope, who alone has power to send forth
but I am no traitor. And according to this law, you
priests
thorit.

:

would condemn Christ Himself, seeing

H.- also

was a

"

priest, ac-

cording to the order of Melchisedec.
" This fine
language and pleading will avail thee nothing;
you will not acknowledge the supremacy of the queen ?"

"Not

so,

"I

lord," answered Walter;

my

acknowledge

Elizabeth my queen in all temporal matters, God be my witness I have ever prayed for her, and would serve her to the
I have never incited any one to
best of my poor powers.
rebellion against her, but have ever taught and maintained our
duty to her as our ^vereign."
'
thou wilt not confess her to b ) the
"But," snid the judge,

33

how then Can

be free

I die for treason f
See ye well, I die
for doing that which our Lord Himself commanded, saying, ' Go, teach all nations.'
I returned
into this realm for no other purpose than to alminist* r tli
for priesthood alone,

and

Sacraments of Christ, and to reclaim to Him such of His sheep
And
as, through ignorance or malice, had strayed from Him.
so it will continue; for this religion, being divine, can ncv<r
fail, and if you condemn one and put another to do 'tli, others
will be ready to preach to you the faith of Christ crucified."
"
" Silence the
"Stand
prisoner, said the judge in wrath.
forth, Master de Lisle, for thou art an obstinate recusant, and
listen to thy sentence."
Yes, listen to it, heir of the

listen to

;

De

Lisles; freeborn

Englishman,

it:

" Thou

art guilty of death for the sole crime of
exercising
thy priestly office in this free land under this most just and
gracious queen." "In three days from this thou shalt be
carried on a hurdle to Tyborne, there hanged, and
thy body
disembowelled nnd quartered; and may God have mercy on
thy

supreme governess of t:.e Church of England ?"
"
Amen."
No," answered Walter, "for it is contrary to Scripture soul
A shudder ran through the court. Many men, as well as
that any woman can be the head of tho Church, seeing that
Ciirist Himself gave that dignity to St. Peter and his succes- women, were in tears.
"
"
sors for ever.
Courage, my friend," whispered the ambassadress, as she
" this is
"
Wilt held the half-fainting Constance in her arms " my husband
folly.
Tush, tush !" answered the judge
will intercede for him; one so noble shall not die thus
he will
thou take the oath of supremacy or not ?"
"
be saved. " Alone in all that multitude there was one unmoved.
No, my lord."
" Like a
"Then thou must die."
dog as they die at Tyborne, mother," said tho boy
" for it is better baron a few
"
year? back, leaning on hia mother's breast, and
My lord, I am ready," said the prisoner
to die with a good conscience for the faith of Christ, than to she shuddered.
" Te Deum laudamtts: te
Dominum coni?femur,"*said the
live in this miserable world having denied Him."
"Neither canst thou deny," said the judge, "having h ard hunted priest in joyous accents; and parchance one voice in the
confessions of both men and women, having offeied the damna- heavenly choirs, as they saw tho things of earth pass before
ble idolatry of the Mass, having blessed beads, and carried their gaze, echoed more exultingly " Tu, devicto mortis
Witnesses are here ready to aculeo, aperuisti credentibus regna ccelorum,"^
about Agnus Dei and crucifixes.
!

;

;

;

;

prove it."
"
Nay, my

"

"let not

said Walter,

lord,

men

perjure them-

selves for the sake of shedding my blood.
Well do I know
that the witnesses waiting here can prove nothing against me ;
but beforehand I am ready to plead guilty to all of this. But

egain I say, in the

name

is there in exercising

of all truth and justice, what treason
the functions of my ministry, seeing that

Christ Himself gave power to .His priests to forgive sins, as we
read in the H"ly Gospels, and also to offer up the Mass the
unbloody sacrifice of His body and blood? And for the
rest

"

"

The account of the trialls taken chiefly from those of Edmund Camand Robert Southwell, Driest*.

ffote.

plan. William Soot,

-

CHAPTER

XI.

God Is in your heart, you can easily understand that to suffer
enjoyment to which all the pleasures or the world caunoi even br
yon there are not in all Salamanca chaiu* or irons enough
compared.
to prevent me from wishing for more for the love of Him in whose h nui I
wear ihis whicfc appears to you too heavy. ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA
'

for

If the love of

God

is i.n

I assure

" no more of this blasCONDEMNED to death Oh, word of exceeding dread word
phemous folly. Good master jurors, ye have heard this man that the sick heart of the criminil can
hardly realize, even
condemned out of his own mouth. Ye well know the pest lent
while he shudders with horror
Death not to the life almost
rebellions that are fostered by these men, who have presumed,
ebbed out by sickness, but to those through whose veins the
against her majesty's express command, to be made priests befree blood courses, and who feel within them the vigor and
yond seas, an'l to return hither t this country and celebrate
In Walter's
of
the
Enough, enough," said the judge

;

!

!

,

>

Masses, which are strictly prohibited, hindering likewise the
people from going to church, and beguiling them with Popish
And ye, my good masters, what need that I a- eak
fables.
further? Ye know your outy, as loyal and loving subjects of
Elizabeth our queen (whom God preserve), is to bring in the
"
prisoner guilty of the charges laid ugainst him.
There was a short silence and one of the two ladies in the
gallery almost gasped for breath as she bent over into the court
below. The suspense was not long ; the juries of free England
"
were too well trained to
JD the days of "good Queen Bess
-

hesitate.

"

My lord, we fiwthe prisoner guilty."

Constance's eager look was directed to the bar
a smile of
shone on the face of the prisoner, and though
Constance couldnot, Arthur Leslie heard him murmur, "Lord,
"
I thank Thee.
The Recorder of London bent forward and said "Prisoner,
thou art a young man, have mercy on thyself, go to church,
and thou shalt be pardoned." *
"
Walter turned round towards the crowded court.
;

celestial joy

:

people, I pray

you

to hearken;

if

I will

1:0

;<>

church

energy
of the

and health was

LAU

^

fast returning.

the right wrist was totally dislocated, and he could
only with great difficulty use the left. On his retur to prison
from court, he was placed in a larger and more commodious
cell, in which there were a bedstead, table, and chairs, und
writing materials were furnished to him by the jailer. One
mark of severity was still retained, by replacing the irons on
his legs,
they could not attempt to put them on the arms
already so tortured.
"
Nay, nay, my Arthur," exclaimed Walter, as the former
entered the cell with a face expressive of deep affliction, " not
thus must thou enter the ' bridegroom's chamber.
Bring to
me no sad looks, co sighs and tears. Is it not what I have
was it not humbly hoping for this end that,
desired
by thy
good aid, I landed on the Essex coast ?"
"But for so short a time," answered Arthur, "for so few
but to be cut off in
months, if thou hadst labored for years
sufferers

;

i

'

;

thy youth, ere
*

I shii!!
I-

.

strong constitution
the sufferings of prison,
Hia hands were the greatest
case,

strength.

De Lisles had triumphed over

\V.-

men know what

praise Thee,

Thou, the sting

O God

;

is in

theo"

we acknowledge Thee, O Lord.

at death being overcome,

open te

bUevrj

the

kingdom

of

The God
"God's time is the best, my friend," said Walter "and he answered, smilinc, " but I will essny my best
of nil might str ngthen you, and give you courage to serve Him
it wns not long that my dear father in Christ, Edmund
"
iii'nnith il to labor, and yet who left behind t-o unto the end.'
One of the visitors now threw back her veil, and Walter
Dear friend and father," continued Walter,
bruilit :i witness
" Khali I soon Bee the*
recognized Unse Ford.
again, aud thy IV
ip,
"
.veuslied its lighteven on earth, radiant iu the vision
Ah, my child, come to bid me farewell.
Nay, weep not,
there is no cause for sorrow; rather thank God for me. Is your
Ah, Arthur, would thouconldst have scon him.'"
"Yes, he must have been wonderful, when even .he queen's companion also known to me ?"
" and I
" She desires to remain
curiosity was raised to do so."
disguised," replied Rose
" Was it ? I never heard that."
She
fath r, come hither with a message from my mistress.
'

:

;

mirely

!

;

"Oh yes," said Arthur. "From the Tower, when almost
rent asunder with the racking, he was taken before her; she
wanted to see the man, she said, who, having made Europe
ring with his name, could spurn every hope of life to die a
felon's death; and she looked on him and saw one who trem-

hath made g eat exertions to procure your pardon, but tlie difficulties have been many; at last, however, she has sue eeded,
and the queen pardons you."
A shade of deep disappointment passed over Walter's face,
and ho said iu a low t ne, as to himself, "I am not worthy ;

bled not at her frown, nor fawned for her smile. Verily it as Thou wiliest in all things,"
Then turning again to Rose, he said
must have been a new sight for her highness."
"
"Thank the duchess forme, R se, for her chrrity. A pnrMay his prayers win for her light and repentance," said
Walter. -Now, my Arthur, I must trust to thee t let the faithful don I did not expect nor desire.
Nevertheless,' a longer life
know I am about to die, and entreat their prayers for me in will be an opportunity of serving God longer, and making mymy last conflict and, Arthur, dost thou think it is possible to self more fit to see Him hereafter. Let er not deem m unfind a priest who in cha ity could come to me, now Father gracious, Ros;;
but ti.ou as a Catholic canst understand that
Paterson is in Bridewell ? I think there must e another in to snatch wat r from the thirsty is les painful than to bid back
to life's hard battle the soul that longed to be with God."
London, since my imprisonment hath been known."
" But there are conditions to this
"I will try," answered Arthur. "If one can be found, I
pardon," said Rose.
" Ha of what
will convoy him hither."
nature, I pr ly you ?"
"
" How much have I to thank thee
for, my true friend
"You must give up exercising all priestly functions, and
"
for
if here,
will
be
heard
at
said Walter.
reside as a simple gentleman either here or abroad
you
My poor prayers
hist,
and a reward shall fall on you for your generous devotion."
concealing your faith as far as possible."
Arthur did not reply, but going towards the bed on \\ hich
Walter's face was radiant again.
" Most
Walter was lying, he knelt down by the side and hid his face
happy conditions," he said, "since they permit me
in his hands.
to
refuse this pardon. And, my child, when you
lawfully
"Is it so in very truth ?" said Walter, in a tone thrilling thank the duchess, as you must do for me, most gratefully, for
with joy, " Wilt thou, indeed, choose Christ and His Crosa her zeal in procuring that for me which I cannot accept, try
"
for thy portion ?
and make her understand how low, how utterly worthless
"
"Yes, father," he answered, with tears, the almost is would be the life that is offered on such terms. Forswear my
Hear my confes- priesthood forswear God's greatest, noblest, grandest gilt to
gone. I cast in my lot with Christ for aye.
"
man! Does not the soldier die i or his glory ? Does not the king
sion, father, and give me to driuk of the waters of eternal life.
Towards evening in the same day, Walter lay down to sleep. die for his crown ? Does not even the merchant oie for his
During the day the cell had been thronged with visitors. The gold ? And why should we, be backward, as soldiers of the
French ambassador came to express his deep sorrow that his Cross, the co-heirs of the kingdom, the stcwa:dsof the treaintercession for the life of Father de Lisle had proved unavail- sure house ? Tell her. Rose, that the only w adorn is to love
Tell her that the
ing, and that it was evident Walter was the object of bitter Christ, and the only folly to despise Him.
hatred to some one at court. Many other Catholics came to longest life without a care, th fairest visions of youth permake their confessions to Walter, and receive his^ last counsel fectly fulfilled, is not to be compared for one moment to the
and blessing; and none ever forgot those words of sweetness joy of the prison and the rack, and the looking forward to Tyaud strength. It was remarked afterwards, that none of those borne. I choose this last of my own free will, a thousand
who had seen Walter in his last hours ever fell away from the times and she, when she comes to die, will feel, too, the truth
Oh that ere that day comes upon her, she may
faith.
of my words.
While Walter slept, another stranger entered the cell he have learned to know the nothingness of earth, the greatness
trod softly, and going up to the bed, bent over the sleeper, of eternity and may have learned to dare all things to win
and as he gazed, the tears gathered in his eyes. "Is it possi- Christ."
"
ble? he whispered to himself "Is this the boy I saw last at
There was a short pause, and both his auditors were weepthe wrestling-match in the college grounds at Kheims, when ing.
" I have ti favor to ask of the duchess, Rose it is that she
every eye was on him because of his manly beauty, and the
wonderful ctrength he d splayed, and which had been concealed, will do what she can to comfort and help, after my death, Lady
"
I hear her life has been spared, thanks to God;
in his slight, lithe form ?
Beauville.
and
he spoke in his dream, "Not as I, she is yet unconscious but when she recovers she will need
Walter's lips moved,
bntasThou;" and in another moment he awoke, and looked comfort. Ask you mistress to do v hat she can for her; and
and ho
up in his visitor's face. Then came a wondering look of hulf now I must bid you farewell, my c ildreu. Yet stuy,"
"
Carry this
took from his vest a small and well-worn rosary.
recognition.
" Is it
to the duchess as my last gift; it is the rosary of the Seven
you, Basil f"
"it is Basil T avers."
Dolors of. Mary. It has its value, for it J* longed to my dear
"Yes,'' answered his friend
a consolaWalter was silent for a minute from deep emotion.
mother, who often bathed it in tears; it VKh been
"I fell asleep, _p raving that if it were His will, a prie-t tion likewise to me. It may eem a strange present to the
might be sent to me, and in answer you come. Verily, my cup noble and prosperous lady; nevertheless, when dolor comes
runneth over with consolation."
onlur.asit docs ue day to all the children of earth, the
On the morning of the following day, Walter was agnin thought of what the heart of Mary, pierced with that sharp
God bless you, my chilalone, when the door opened, and the jailer ushered iu two sword, endured, may comfort her.
beseech your chariladies closely veiled.
dren, and fill you with His benedictions. I
came
and
entreated
the
me."
for
t;iblc
kneeling,
forward,
They
priest's
prayers
her companion
blessing.
dropped her veil, and urn. wing the arm of
"1 oitii hardly raiso my hand t give it to you. rny daughter--," within her own, they passed from tha cell through the long
'
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;

I
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'

'
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;
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;

;

;

;
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CHAPTER XIL

passages into tho free air. The lady citing to Rose's arm, and
When they reached
lier frame tremble with convulsive sobs.
home, C nstauce (for it is easy to penetrate her disguise) went
to her own room, and remained alone or many hours.
But Walter had yet one visitor to see: once again the door
opened, and a woman entered; she was not veiled, but a large

"

i

"Walter
cloak and hood enveloped her tall, gaunt tigure.
started as he beheld her; the face was so wan and haggard,
and th.' large eyes glared wildly upon him. She stood still
without speaking.
" What can I do for
you, my daughter?" said the priest.
"I have come to see my victim, and to
Siio came nearer.
"
let you see your murderess.
Her eyes, fixed on WUter's face, beheld that not a muscle
moved. He looked at her with the same compassionate

glance.
41
1 i;m ignorant how thou hast
me, and are you a Catholic ?"

Death, kind angol, watchirg by,
Gently C'.OBCI! hit tranquil eye:
Whilst the free xplrlt wing'd lier flight

From

bam to beam of ondlou light."

" In thy

bridal crown dtaplay'd
In thy wedding robe array'd

Of thy purple life-blood wove,
For the Slain One'i feast of love."

LYIU CATBOLICA.

THE evening

of the

same day had come.

Walter was

lyint-

and Arthur Leslie sat at the table engaged in writ;.
letters from Walter's dictation. They were interrupted by the
" I
entrance of the jailer.
bring thee bad news, Master de
dow:i,

Lisle."

"Indeed

wronged me

;

will

you

tell

"
"Oh talk not of that of
Once, once," she said, wildly.
those days gone by, to the lost, the perishing !"
"Nay," said Walter, "tell me of them; it will ease thy
aching heart, which is breaking 'neath tho burden of mem!

!" answered Walter, with his usual smile; "lethear them, friend."
" Thou art to die to-morrow. "
" the sentence^
"Impossible !" cried Arthur, starting up;
said three days, and lo to-morrow is the second."
"but express
'"Tis no fault of mine," returned the man
orders have come that the execution take place to-morrow."
" Tis well !" said Walter.
hold thy peace for an
l( Arthur,
"
instant.
My friend," said he to the jailer, thou hast brought
me the joyfullest tidings that ever I heard At what hour, I
pray thee, must I be ready ?"
" Thou art to leave this at
o'clock
and for

me

!

-

;

'

ory.

"Thou

didst dwell once secure in innocence

sin entered the paradise,
guessed rightly ?"

and with

it

misery.

and peace then
Sej ; have I not
;

She was crouching on the ground now, and weeping those
agonizing tears which they only shed whose eyes have been
dry for many years ; and at last, in broken accents, the story
came.

Young, lovely, but lowly born, Maud Felton had become
one of the numerous victims of Lord Leicester's vice. Cast
off for a newer toy, the favorite gave her over to the care of
Eliot.
She would have escaped from him, and soon ended her
wretched existence, had net her child been born. Eliot, who
desired to keep her as a slave, saw his advantage, used Leicester's name, anil told her that in event of disobedience the child
should be taken from her, and so she dragged on a life of misA ray of light had been shed on it by the visits and conery.
solation of Bose Ford, who had accidently found her out.
We
know the information that Eliot compelled her to procure from
Hose and the discovery of what she had done, and the falsity
of Eliot's words, had driven her" almost frantic.
" You are alAll this was related to
and she
;

Walter,
added,
the hour of your condemnation,
my child sickened, and this morning she died."
" Then I shall see her ere
you do, "answered Walter, gen-

ready avenged, father.

From

tly-

" Oh
my poor child, how is it that that deep mother's love
of yours, which could not part with her on earth, can consent
to part with her for aye ?"
groan of anguish burst from Maud.
!

!

eight

;

to-night,

whatever indulgence thou dost crave thou shalt have.
Most prisoners like to feast the night before they are executed,
sir,

and to take leave merrily of earth. Wouldst like a flask of
wine for thy supper ?"
" I am
"
No, friend," said Walter
going to my feasting, not

possible I can do ?"
"
"
Repent" said the priest, solemnly, not with the wildness
of despair, but with utter abasement of hope. Seek Bose
Ford, tell her you have seen me and I commend you to her
care.
She will hide you from Eliot, teach you the new path
;

you are about

to enter

and bring you to a

me this my child?"
" Oh call me not
that,

priest.

Wilt prom-

ise

!

"I

;

office permits.

"

" Thou
" be sure I will not
hast," said Walter ;
forget thee,
and, ere, I die, will give thee the best reward I can."
The jailer left the cell and as he went along the passage he
muttered to himself, " They are a strange set. How he reHark, how those wretches who are to die with
joices to die
him howl and rage
Alack, now from the saint I must go to
the devils.'" *
;

!

'

!

" I desire to
" Dear
Arthur," said Walter to his friend,
pass
the night in prayer and vigil wilt thou ask Father Travers 10
come to me, if possible, at sunrise to-morrow ?"
"
" but I know now
why this newYes, father," said Arthur
order hath come. The queen fakes bo.it to- morrow from Westminster to Greenwich, and it is designed to draw off the peoI will hasten, however, to let
ple's attention from Tyborne.
;

;

all I

roun;Jed Walter departed, and as great heaviness nud agi.ny
overshadowed him it was often thus with tho maryrs, the
more to liken them to their Lord. Into such an agony we can:

not enter, or attempt to sound its mysterious depths. 'Iha
early dawn brought with it a comforter, better than an Angel.
Basil Travers s ;id Mass in Walter's cell, and Arthur served ;
and thus Walter received his viaticum. Fro .1 that moment
peace returned, and, happy as he had always been until the
night before, he seemed i.ow filled with a celestial joy.

"

Arthur," he said, "thou must be

my

groom

to-day,

and

me bravely, seeing my poor hands cannot help themselves.
L; t me be well apparelled for my bridal day."
tire

father." she said, shrinking

!"

back

"

;

c

,

" I trust
me, good master," returned the jailer, "thou wilt
my poor services I have been as lenient as mine

not forget

At length eight o'clock arrived, and the jailer oame for Wal" the
Nay," said Walter,
Gospel tells ui that 'when he ter. The prisoner rose with alacrity, his irons were knocked
waa yet a great way off, his Father saw him, and had compas- off, and giving the jailer some gold pieces, he pissed, accomsion on him.' Are we not the faint shadows only of His fath- panied by Basil and Arth.ir, iut^ the outer court of the prison.
erly heart ? Be of good cheer, my daughter, and give me The hurdle was ready, and a companion was waiting for Wal*
thy promise ;" and it was given, and Mur. 1 quit d Ilia cell.
"i..lt> of Caiap.au."
the outcast

.'

;

can know of tho trick."
"Ah, Arthur," said Walter, laying his hand caressingly upon
"
Why not turn now to God, and after leading a life of pen- him, " didst thou but know the joy this news gives me, thou
As for wouldst not be so a: gry with Walsmghain."
ance, rejoin your child in the light of God's kingdom ?
But as the night passed on, the calm and happiness that surme, reproach not yourself so bitterly. You did not intend to

it

.

to leave it."

A

work my death, and it was but a few days sooner. Eliot would
speedily have tracked me ; but if you think you have wronged
me so much, grant me then a favor that shall cancel the debt."
"
"Iwill father, she said, looking up eagerly ; "but what is

.

,

A'.v/-:.

Ho was

ter.
,

one of a gang of notorious highwaymen, wild and
it was with
uts-lookinpr, with n:i
'.ilty he was hdiii'.d down with ropes to the hurdle ;
:

\Valter':i turn.

ioru;inl, ;.nd

making

the holy sign, knelt for n iuo:,iciit in prayer, arid then, without
waiting to bo forced, or even helped into it, he leapt into the
straw, and "composed himself upon it an if he had been riding
"*
in
Catholics had
admission to the

Many

triumph.

gained

"Why

weep ye for me,"
prison, and -were weeping bitterly.
"
said Waltrr, " who am glad at heart of this hap y day ?
as
said
one
to
thehurdle
moved
from
another,
"Well,"
jailer
"
the prison, " assuredly this man dies for a good cause
!

Walter was bound to the hurdle by cords passed over his legs
only, on account of the already crippled condition of his han s.
The prison- gates were opened, and the hurdle, closely guarded
by pursuivants, made its way into^he midst of a vast multitude.
Walter raised himself, and blessing the people, exclaim" God save
ed,
you all God bless you, and make you all good
;

Catholics

!

"t

and
"

the guards beat a
passage with t:;e:r staves, crying Back, in the queen's name."
As the procession went on, the crowd grew less dense than immediately outsi 'e the prison. The windows of the houses on
each side were thrown open, and their inhabitants were standto

fro, as

ing there, some weeping, most gazing with wondering curiosity.
At the open window of one large house were collected a remarkable group. The French ambassador was kneeling forward,
near him knelt also his wife, and between her and Kose Ford
kn; It the duchess of Bertram, holding in her arms her youngest child, while her eldest

was by her

side.

passed between them and Walter. Eeverently they
bowed their heads while the mangled hand of the martyr

The

-

i i

!

art

good master,

\

crimes, as I

thon distraught? Did I not
:id am to be hung for

tell

my

di

" You have
served Satan in

suffices; serve

him not

life," said

Thou
when thou

in death.

"

and it
Walter,
hast n t for
knelt by her side,

Iliy mother, and thy childhood,
and heard the holy mass. Shu is dead long since, you say, and
is with God
I too had a mother who died praying for mo
perchance from that sky abovj us they, with God's chosen
;

;

ones, are leaning to see us die
Oh, how mightily they pray
for us !" and as he spoke he raised his eyes with a look of such
faith
and
that
one
almost
rapt
devotion,
might
!

he
saw heaven
Stephen,
mother
for you
prays
Kalph," ho
continued; "Saucta Maria Mater Dei, ora pro nobia pecca"
toribus, nunc et in hora mortis nostrso.
The words struck on Ralph's ear with a strange appealing
sound. The tears were falling down his rough hard face.
"Alas, father, I am too great a sinner there is no repentance
for me, a wretch, a villain
I
No, no hell gapes for me
saw it last night in my sleep, and for the first time in my life
I knew what fear was but there is no hope forme."
" Thou art not a
greater sinner," the priest replied, "than
he who hung on the cross by the side of JESUS, or she that
washed His feet thou canst recollect the time when, at thy
mother's knees, thou heardst the tale of mercy
He has said,
"If thy sins be as scarlet, they shall be whi e as snow."
Kalph thou believest in God, in Christ the Saviour, and that
in His Church He hath left pardon for sins ?"
"I believe," sobbed Kalph the hard heart was broken in
the anguish of that hour, and on that rude death-bed the
work of reconciliation went on. The mob pelt them still, and
The hurdle shakes and jolts along
jeer them, as they pass.
the rough road, and up the long Holborn Hi
but they heed
dream,
" And

like

St.

another

!

!

;

;

;

!

;

No word
all

theo

;

The great multitude swayed

was raised

" Alas

benediction.

feeling of the idle mob had been rather one of comfor the victims ; but as this wore off, the spirit

first

passion
of mischief

1

1

.

,

not the one, feel not the other that sinner who sobs out his
that priest who, for the last time on.
sins and his repentance
earth, absolves his Master's sheep.
Soon, very soon, he must
stand b fore that Master to render his account, and he is winning one more soul to lay before those feet.
And now they have reached the top of the hill, and the

came into play, and some amused themby throwing stones and mud at the hurdle. It
roused Walter's companion, who had hitherto lain still,
to utter a volley of fearful oaths and curses, and to
attempt to defend himself. This, from having both hands and
feet bound, was impossible, and his angry and unavailing houses, which have been getting gradually few and straggling,
wiithings diverted the mob so much, that they redoubled their have ceased altogether, and they have reached the Hospital of
annoyance. A shower of mud covered Walter and his com- St. Giles in the Fields, and there, according to an old custom,
" their last
panion, and one ruffian in the crowd, getting near the hurdle, a cup of wine or ale was offered to the prisoners,
;

selves

" There's
spat into Walter's face, exclaiming, as he did it,
holy
water for ye." The man by Walter's side was so excited by
this, that, making a tremendous effort, he broke the cord that
bcund his arms, and turned towards Walter to wipe off the
insult.
Walter cast on him his glance of sweet t erenity" Thank
I need but
ye, my friend, for this kindly office
;

few more now."
'
" thou
'Tis a shame to treat thee so," muttered the man
hast done no crime, save refusing to chop and change thy
I like thy courage, ior my part.
religion at the quoeu's will.
Well, good father, it is soon over for both of us now, and then
;

we go thou to heaven, I to hell."
Walter, who had been looking earnestly
" What is
thy name, friend ?"
"
Ealph Woodbine." answered the man

at

him

said

roughly.

" Art thou a Catholic ?"
"I have served no God save the devil all my life. My
mother was a Catholic, and my father too, for that matter, in
but he changed when Queen Bees
Queen Mary's time
came to the crown, and my mother broke her heart and died,
because he woul.i biing me up in his fashion."
" And what did he teach thee ?"
"
Why, nothing. Marry, then, \; hat had he to teach ? The
God he served was to keep his place as etcward in the royal
and ho has
buttery, and get rich, and leave his riches to me
lived to see me here ;" and Kalph laughed hoarsely.
"Kalph," answered Walter, "we are going together to
death, let us go together to heaven.
;

;

"Life of John I)utott, Pilot.

refreshment in this life !"* Then, for the first time, did WalHe gazed on the full cup of good
ter betray some emotion.
red wine, and the tears came into his eyes, and he r fused to
drink.
Ralph, parched with thirst, drank eagerly, and then
urged Walter to do the same, but he would not, and Arthur
"
"
Lisle kuewtuat his thoughts were of the
gall and vinegar
A crowd having collected at
of his Lord's last cup on earth.
this place of stoppage, Walter began to
know for what cause I am

speak to them. "Good
about to die ;" but he
was rudely checked by the guards, and the hurdle again put
people, ye
in motion.

There will not be any more houses till they reach the
It was a lovely day, one of
village of Tyborne.
those cloudless days in summer, when hardly a fleecy cloud
can be seen in the clear intensely blue sky. The birds carolled
gaily past, unmindful and unknowing of cruelty and wrong on
earth, and in the fields the little flowers, England's own meadow flowers, rejoiced in their beauty, and sent up their worship
little

And BO

the long procession reached Tyborue.
the fields immediately surIt was a sight, in very truth
rounding the place of execution were filled with people ; it was
to their Creator.

;

one dense mass of heads. Nearer the gallows and scaffold,
which were on the edge of the road, were numerous coaches
and horsemen. It was roughly computed, afterwards, that of
these there were from six to seven hundred, and the crowd of
people on foot about twenty thousand. However rnanv people
had gone to see the queen step into her royal barge, there
were enough left to be a more numerous body of witnesses
IWS,

.
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than Elizabeth would have desired Among the horsnmen,
there was one mounted on .1 dark gray horse, who was
mined in his efforts to place himself in good sight of tl:
lows, and by great perseverance, and many winning words, ho
succeeded in his purpose. Arthur Leslie, on foot, was close
beadle the scaffold, he had struggled through the crowd with
the strength love ever gives to be near the loved and KiifTering.
The tall gallows rose grim and dark before tho spectator's
eyes, but loving hands had endeavored to rob it of some of its
horrors, for it was twined with wreaths of green and summer
flowers, and the ground directly around was strewn with green

through the wholo, world, taught through nil ages, from Christ's
1)
tiin
and wi
For this
taiu;ht for all a es t> C'liiif.
most willingly sacrifice my life, and I look upon it as
my greatest happiness that my most K'>d lod has cho:i"a mo

leaves and sweet-smelling herbs. The affectionate hearts who
had prepared thesa tokens were rewarded when they heard of

and called to

<

the smile of pleasure which lit up tho martyr's face aa ho perceived them. Close to the gallows sti -od the scaffold, raised

some

above the ground, and formed of rough planks.
assistants were there, holding in their

feet

The hangman's two

hands the cords for binding the victims, and tho long knives
for the inhuman butchery which was to ensue.
The hangman
himself was busy at the gallows. On one side of the scaffold
was the sheriff of tho county and some of his officers, together
with three or four Protestant ministers, who had come thi her
with the lr pe of winning a recantation from Walter, or oi' proventing any dying words of his having weight with the people.
The hurdle stopped: the prisoners were released and led to the
There was a great hum among the crowd when
scaffold.
Walter made his appearance. Despite all he had gone through,
there was a majesty and a patrician grace about his tall and
n ble figu.e, and though torture and suffering had done their

m

work, thei lingered much of thatnly beauty which had
gladden., d his mother's eye long years before.
"Let the highwayman be put to death first," said the
sheriff; "and perchance, sir, thou, by this grievous sight,
m;iy be led to crave the queen's grace even now."
\

"Farewell, then, my son," said Walter, turning to Kalph;
and he would have embraced him had not the latter fallen at
his feet, and kissed them with many tears.
And now Walter was compelled to witness the horrible spectacle of Ralph's death.
" Make him look at

it

all,"

whispered one of the ministers

to the sheriff.

No ntedof

such counsel.

The

priest knew his

duty too

well,

1

',

!

(

(most unwort.iy) to this blessed lot, the lot of tho saints I
have deserved a worse death for thong I h ve been a faithful and true subject to my queen, I have been ft grievous sinner against God. Thieves and robbers that rob on highways
would have served God in a greater perfection than I have
;

'i

:

done, had they received so many favors and graces from Him
as I have.
But as there was never sinner who truly repented

JESUS for mor?y, to whom He did not sliow
mercy, so I hope, by the merits of His passion, He, will have
mercy on me, who am heartily sorry that I ever onvr.ded Him.
Whomsoever, present or absent, I have ever off >n.l\l, I humbly desire them to forgive me as for my enem es, I f resly forgive them all, and singularly, and espeo ally all who have
thirsted after my blood.
I wish their souls so well that, were
it in my power, I would sea
them seraphim in heaven. And
I bog of the goodness of my God, with all the fervor I am
;

1

;

able, and most humbly entreat Him that He would drive fram
you that are Protestants the darkness of error, and enlighten
your minds with the rays of truth; and you who are Catholics I
avoid
say, fear God, honor your queen, be firm in your faith
mortal sin by frequenting the sacraments cf Holy Church
patiently bea" your afflictions and persecutions; forgive your
firm in your
enemies. Your sufferings are great I say b
faith to the end, yea, even to death
then shall you heap unto
;

;

;

s

;

yourselves celestial treasures in the heavenly Jerusalem,
where no robber robbeth, no moth eateth, and no rust consumBear me witness, all my hearers, that I profess all the
eth.
articles of the Roman Catholic faith in that Church, one, holy,
that Church which is to continue to
catholic, and apostolic
the consummation of the world. Whatever that Church of
;

God hath by

revelation from Him, whatever that Church hath
and commanded me to believe, I believe it to an iota.
And as to what is said of Catholics having dispensations for
lying, perjury, killing kings, and other the most enormous
crimes, I declare it a most wicked and malicious calumny cast

taught

nifi

upon us."*
"Cease, cease, Master de Lisle," said the sheriff, "time
a-d it is enough prepare to di.>."
Walter turned from the ed^e of the scaffold, and was
about to pray. One of the ministers came forward
" Good brother
repent thee of thy errors, and let me pray
with thee for mercy on thy misguided soul."
Walter looked at him, saying gently
"My friend, you and I ar not one in religion, wherefore I
pray you content yourself. I bar none of prayer, only I desire
them of the household of faith to pray with m:, and in my
presses,

;

he held up the crucifix before Ralph's eyes,
b..d him call on his L rd for patience.
The agony was
fearful, and shrieks and cries burst from the dying sufferer.
Walter prayed earnestly for Ralph and for himself: "Lord,
give us grace to endure unto the end."
At length one frightful cry, and then it ended. Upon the
poor, panting, bleeding corpse earth could do no more.
"
"Now, Master de Lisle," said the sheriff, 'tis thy turn
agony to siy one creed. "f
unless, indeed, thou wilt repent and go to church."
"
" better a thousand deaths than
"
Then," replied the minister, rudely, "if thou praycst at all,
said
Walter,
Nay,"
deny
"
I desire of your favor but a short space to speak to pray in English, and not in an unknown tongue.
Christ.
" in a
"I will pray," replied Walter, gectly,
language I well
the people."
" let him not understand.
"
No, no," cried the ministers with one voice
"
Misguided man," said another minister, "we bid thee pray
pervert the people."
"
as
Christ
it
to
forbid
but
taught.
sheriff
was
the
The
quite willing
people
"
An
involuntary smile passed over Walter's face.
were determined to hear the speech, and the will of a great
" What do
you think Christ taught in English ?"
mob is generally omnipotent, and so Walter stepped forward
and begun his address
"Pray for the queen," said the sheriff, sternly.
" I have and do," said Walter.
" lood
people andd.ar countrymen, harken unto me. My
"But do you pray for Elizabeth, the queen?" said the
in
it
now
the
I
so
iii is
Roman Catholic
die, and

and
and

faltered not

;

;

:

;

'

;

;

!

;

(

fixedly
the good things in this world were offered me
;

die, that

all

if

to renounce

it,

all

should not remove one hair's breadth from

my Roman Catholic

A Roman

Catholic I am a Roman
Catholic priest of that relig-

faith.

;

lie,
priest I am ; a Roman
ious ordi r called the Society of JESUS I am
ho first culled me, and I bless the hpur in
.

i

my
n
r.

Many

to these functions.

trial,

and can

but priestiiood
tlii n
inde.-J I

:

and I less
which L was
!

;

that are here present

testify that nothing was laid to
if to be a Catholic
priest is to bo

my

am

one

!

this is tho cauco

for

a

which

sheriff.

"

Yea," answered Walter, "for Elizabeth, your queen aud
I now at this instant pray my Lord God to make
her His servant in this life, and a^ter this life co-heir with Jesus

my queen.
Christ."

And then there was silence, such a silence as there could be
amidst an eager multitude ; and the executioners adjusted the
knives
and Walter prayed with
rope, and sharpened their
;

He opened his
closed eyes, and hands crossed on his breast.
eyes at length, and earnestly looked among the crowd, till they
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rested

rider of th< dark-gray horse; then he bowed his
moment tho rider rai

on the

d\vu low, nud at 1'
h;md, :ind tho last absolution fell

The hangman

on the soul of the

in

ow came

up, and, kneeling down, implored
pardon for the deed he was about to end.
"Most willingly do I forgive thee," said Walter, giving him
some pieces of gold he had brought with him for the purpose.
The man began to take off the upper garments of the priest;
:

and while he did so, Walter cast one glance round on the world
ho was about to leave. On one hand stretched the large forest
of St. John, which covered the country in the direction of
Edgeware, and its tail trees -waved proudly in the summer
Towards Paddington the country was more bare, and
light.
like a little distant speck was that farmhouse where Walter
On the other side, the smooth,
said his last Mass.*
green meadows sloped down towards the river, and
Farther
far off were seen the oxen quietly grazing.
in

the

distance

the

silver

Thames

rippled

in

the sun-

of Westminster stood out clearly
light, and the glorious Abbey
One glance around, and one other into the clear
in its beauty.

in marble

it matters not
for them they sang the Mass and
the Requiem, and gave abundant alms that the soul
might rest in peace. No need of thes,; for him. The v.hite
robes gleam in heaven with radiant brightness, for another is
among their throng, and the martyrs wave their palms triumphantly, for another mortal hand grasps his and is crowned
with them.
<

;

1

Hush, ye mourners by the scaffold of Tyborne, -weep not so
the blood is dripping truly, and the green earth of
England sucks it in; but look up, ye that weep for yonr father,
look up and listen, there is "a sound of harpers
harping with
bitterly

;

"

their harps.

" He
Note
reconciled, In the very act, one of the malefactors tint were eie.
cuted with him." -Life of Fattier Hcalh, 0. S. F.
"When they arrived at Tyborne, they found the gibbet beautifully adorned
with garlands and wreaths of flowera, and the ground all covered with odoriferous herbs and greens. "Life of Thomas Maxwell, Priett.

The instances
extracted, are

of the martyrs surviving and
speaking, after the heart had bean
numerous.

blue sky, and then the hangman came near to put the rope
round the priest's neck ; and Walter took hold of it and kissed
it on his shoulders, saying, ''Behold the last
it, aud then put

CHAPTEB

my priesthood." He closed his eyes, and clasping his
hands, he said, "In manus tuas Domine sommendo spiritum
meum." The rope was drawn tight, and the plank on which,
he stood withdrawn from uuder his feet but the very next instant the sheriff gave a sign, and though the people cried eastole of

" Then, with slow reverent
step

And beating heart,
From out thy joyous days
Thou must depart.

;

"Hold, hold," the rope was cut, and Walter dropped on
the scaffold, insensible, but not dead. Hastily they stripped
him, aud then began that scene of butchery which would have
disgraced a heathen nation, and which we shrink from describing ; nevertheless, as was beautifully said in speaking of the

"

gerly,

" what
they endured,
sufferings of martyrs in the olden limes,
we may bear to hear of." The design was to cut open the
body till they found the heart. They literally began to cut him
Groans and sobs were heard on all sides, and many
in p eces.
tears were shed, aud some of the senseless rabble yelled and
howled like brute beasts. The executioners growing timid, did

work badly, and cut and stabbed, scarce knowing what
they were about. The first incision of the knives had woke
Walter to full consciousness ; the executioners flew upon him
There was no need, he lay perfectly still
to bind him down.
the sweat gathered in heavy drops upon his brow ; and as the
agony increased, from his mouth, eyes, and nose ran down
blood and water ;t but there was neither groan nor cry from
the;r

;

those

lips.

They

spoke, indeed, but
to me a JESU !"

it

was one word only,

The work was accom-

"JESU, JESU, be

and the quivering heart was torn from its place and
held before the fast glazing eyes, and then placed on a spear
O JESU, JESU, " said
and shown to the howling multitude.

plished,

'

And, leaving

all

behind,

Come forth alone,
To join the chosen band
"

Around the throne

ADELAIDE PEOCTOS.

IT was over, and the pent-up hearts of the mourners l:ad
leisure to pour forth their griefs; but their sorrow had a soothing character the loss to them was bitter, but the gain to him
how great
When they recalled to mind each step
weary pilgrimage, and then considered the end was rem
the victory won they could not but rejoice, and turneu
from Tyborne resolved to suffer manfully and follow iu the
way he had gone. To Arthur Leslie fell the task of delivering
the letters that Walter had written from prison ; and most of
Iter's
them had, indeed been written by Arthur himself, at
dictation, but the trembling signature of the tortured hand of
the martyr was there to enhance their value in the eyes of the
These letters were three iu number : one to Father
recipients.
Mordaunt, another to Sir Kobert, and the third to Blanche and
Mary. The one addressed to Sir Robert Thoresby was a fol:

!

W

lows

"

:

MY DEAREST UNCLE
"After many

:

conflicts,

mixed with

spiritual consolations and

the martyr once again, "I come to Thee, O sweet JESU!"
and with these words the spirit was eet free.
Then the head of the martyr was struck from his body, and
in doing so the clumsy hangman let his axe first fall on the
it rolled over the
arm, and severed from it the right hand

Christian comforts, it hath pleased God, of His infinite mercy,
To Eim, therefore, for
to call me out of this vale of misery.
all His benefits, at all times aud for ever, be all praise and
The tender care you have had for me, I trust, in heaven
glory.

who
scaffold, and was instantly perceived by Arthur Leslie,
contrived to take it up and conceal it. \ But the body of Walter was not, as usual with others, quartered and placed on London Bridge Lord Beauville had no wish to be thus reminded of
his kinsman and so th j remains were hastily thrown into a cart,
and interred within the precincts of Newgate, as they would
have buried a dog, without chant or prayer. So they deemed;
but perchance their ears wero too dull to hear sweet alleluias,
and their eyes too blind to see angelic forms lay him softly in
his grave, aud kiss those limbs twice consecrated, once with
theunotiontf the priesthood, and again with the martyr's

course of this life ;
servants of God, and

;

He sleeps there, the last of l.is line not as his fathers
blo-d.
deeds ins-Tilied
do, 'ueath sculptured altar tombs, with their
It iaUc' that t iilaier period, in a lonej faroihousd at I'uiMingt
wh*i>ald in M -i.-n-t WL- huvo \ uairoU to suppose H existed at the time ol our lale.
of Hiii;hGr':-n, l'i
) "Life
been carefully preserved until the present
'] be hand of Faiher AITO .\niuKh !JL
i

*

:

shall

be rewarded.

I a-u ad% ertised that I am to end the
God grant I .j do it in imitation of the
r

m

say joyfully with St. Andre v, r siug
from 1 he hurdle, Salve, sancta crux. Innoceucy is my <.nly
comfort against a'l the forged villany which is fathered on my
<!nd
fellow pries s and me. Well, when ly the h
Himself, this false vizard of treason shall be rem.-vcd from

may

.

Catholic men's faces, then shall it appear who they
u ind
in
carry a well-meaning, an,l who an evii, mnrtbering
ml if it be His
tho mean season, God f rgive all i. justi.
blessed will to convert our persecutors, that tiicy n:uy bcr.iine
soul procure for me. luy
professors of His truth. Pray, rs for my
ecd to pr paremyse f for
loving kinsman ; and so having grail
God, never greater in mind, nor less troubled towards God,
lauding up all my iniquities in His recious wounds I bid you
and once again, the loviugest u .cle that ever
farewell;
1

;

c>

:

;

:

)

kinsman
"

God

yea,
had in this world, farewell.

grimt us both His grace aud blessing to the end, that

89
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in His favor,
living in His fear, and dying

of

we may enjoy one

Your good Nephew,

the other forever.

my

deatn

"WAITER DE L&LE,
:

wounds

of

" l8

my sweet

Saviour, nittiug <m

His Father's own glory.
children, wheresoever they are now sorrowing
that the joy of this life is nothing, and the joy .if

tin-

<

" MOST REVEREND AND MOST DEAB FATHER,"As in duty I am bound never to forget you, -who have ever
had so tender and fatherly care of me, BO now, especially,
I must in uo ways omit to write to you, being the last time I
must salute you for, unworthy though I be, I am to end
my days in the just quarrel of my Lord and Master, Christ
;

JESU.
"

was not without cause that our Master said
had hoped e:
/' for I

it

casting off the bod

Priest."*

glorified

To Father Mordaunt he wrote

;

]lm',rir, 'Qwoi

what other thing can I desire than to sufAlas, Father
with Chi ist, to be reproached with Christ; to be crucified
with Chri-t, to die a thousand deaths that I may live for ever
with Christ ? for if it be the glory of a soldier to be made like
his lord, God forbid I should glory in anything but the cross of
my crucified Lord. My greatest desire is to suffer ; and I
would I had as many lives to offer as I have committed sins.
Dear father, prepare yourself always to suffer, and animate

is

on Friday next

It is said

everlasting.

n.,all

1

tliu

after-lit'o

be passible

;

I may
grant me humility, that, folio wing His footsteps,
obtain the victory. God comfort you, my children ; Jesus
save your souls, and send you to His glory.
Farewell, farewell, ten thousand times
Your loving father in the Lord,

God

I

WALTER DE

!

fer

i

;

ter himself, at many
No eye save his own

LISLE, Priest."*

written altogether by "Walthe cost of much agony.
and
at
intervals,
saw its contents ; he sealed it ami ad-

There was indeed, a fourth

letter,

dressed it to the Countess of Beauville. But Isabel was unHer life had for
able to read the letter of her dead brother.
weeks hung on a thread, but on the day of Walter's condemnation the fever abated then followed a fearful exhaustion, and

your spiritual children. God give me strength and courage, at
For weeks
to return.
length, gradually, strength seemed
and make me glorify his glorious name by my death. Let me,
she had never spoken, save in ravings, and her state had alterof
made
your good prayers
partaker
therefore, dear father, be
nated between delirium and stupor. Now Rachel, and Rose,
and say, I beseech you, and procure others to say, some
and Constance, who watched by her, waited anxiously for the
masses for my sinful soul. Commend me to all our most dear
moment when strength should bring consciousness, and confathers and brothers of the Soriety of Christ my JESUS, in
sciousness memory, and the hideous past should gleam before
whose prayers, labors, and sacrifices as I have a sh-ire, so have
her eyes. But Isabel woke again to life, but not t reason.
I a great confidence. I have comfort in Christ JESU and his
When she spoke, it was to talk of the days of her childhood,
Blessed Mother, my good Angel, and all the Blessed Saints
and she became amused at each passing trifle, as an infant
marand
the
valiant
in
and I have much comfort
triumphant
the past was one great oblivion the physician gave it as his
trust much in their
tyrs that are gone before me, and I do
;

;

>

;

good prayers.
" Once
again, adieu I take my last leave of you, and commit you to Christ JESU.
" Your
debtor and Son,
!

poor

The

last

WALTER DE

LISLE, Priest."*

was addressed to Blanche and to Mary

:

" MOST DEAB AND LOVING CHILDREN IN OUB LoHD,
" Be of
good courage hereafter at the pleasure of God,
do not then weep, do not
shall meet in heaven
honorable
death.
Know you
take
do
not
heavily
my
lament,
not that we are born once to die, and that alw-.ys in this life
;

we

:

know you not how vain, how wicked, how
live ?
inconstant, how miserable this life of ours is? do you not consider my calling, my estate, my profession? do not you remember that I am going to a place of all felicity and pleasure ?
we may not

you weep, or mourn, or cry out ? But,
'We weep not so much for your death as
perhaps you
we do for that you are hanged, drawn and quartered.' Dear
children, it is the favorablest, honorablest and happiest death

Why,

then, should

will say,

I die not for linavery,
that ever could have chanced unto me.
but for verity ; I d e not for treason, but for religion ; I die
not for any ill-demeanor or offence committed, but only for my

my priesthood, for my blessed
are not made to eat, drink, sleep, to
go bravely, to fe^d daintily, to live in tbis wretched vale Continually but to serve God, to please God, to fear God, and
f iith,

for

my

conscience, for

Saviour, Jesus Christ.

We

;

keep His commandments, which, when we cannot be suffered to do, then rather must we choose to lose our lives than to
Be of good cheer, then, my most loving chile our lives.
lad to
dren, and cease from weeping for would you not be
see me a bishop, a king, or an emperor? How glad, then, may
you be to see me a martyr, a saint, a most glorious and bright
star in heaven
My sins are great, I confess, but I flee to
God's mercy my negligences are without number, I grant,
but I appeal to my Redeemer's clemency I have no boldness
but in His blood, His bitter passion is my only consolation. It
is comfortable th;it the prophet has recorded that 'He hath
writt/ n IM in Jlix hands.'
Oh, that He would vouchsafe to
All that dulls me has been delay
write Tlini If in our hearts.
to

;

!

;

;

-;

*

CbaUouor.

opinion that reason would return, if ever, only sliortly before
her death, and that she would probably recover much of her
This latter point decided,
strength, and might live for years.
Constance hesitated no longer to take a step which was truly a
of
taking up of her cross and confessing Christ. In the chapel
the Frenc-h embassy, with no witness save her loving Rose,
Constance was received into the One Church. Ou her return
home, she told her husband. For a long time simple and unthat he could
feigned astonishment so filled the duke's mind

That Constance, his young and
by all that could make life pleasant,
should deliberately throw away all for religion's sake, was to
him simply incomprehensible. If she had been brought up a
Catholic and kept to her faith, though thnt for his port he
could not understand, still it would be mors reasonable but to
adopt it, save only when it was the sove eigu's creed, and
BO a way to advancement, was incredible. He tried all his arguments, and Constance answered them in the same strain as
St. Philip Neri's What then ? and each answer puzzled the
duke more and more and at last, weeping like a child, he reminded his wife that he had no power to shield her from the
the queen's sentence, whatever it might be. Constance knew
it well, and she knew too, as every Evglishwoman did, that her
and her freedom from the
beauty, and fidelity to her husband,

not entertain any other idea.
lovely wife, surrounded

;

;

were not likely to advantage her
royal sentence on the ducheyes.
ess was banishment from her husband's house, to reon a small allowance (the amount of which
tire
Elizabeth nerself would fix), and never on any account
of beagain to see her children. They should run no chance
the
and
mother's
their
queen
appointed
religion,
ing taught
the Lady Fortescue, an elderly kinswoman of the Bertram
en.
In
family, and a bigoted Protestant, to bring up the child
three days Constance must part with them. Alas how the
h :urs fled, counted by the' mother's aching heart how fondly
she watched over them, and how she strove gently to prepare
them for a separation from her.
"But if we go away, you will soon come, mother?" said Lady
"
Mary and Constance said, she hoped so."
Alas what death-like hopes.
" I will tench thee one
prayer, my little Mary,'' said Con-

least

in

taint

of

Elizbeth's

scandal,

The

!

;

;

!

Chi

TYBOliNE.
" which thou shalt
and when
say ench night
till he is
Harry grows older, thou shall teach him too, but not
old enough to know that it is a secret mother's secret, which

you must

CHAPTER

;

strvnee, fondly,

*'

one."
with a look of great importance, promised and
" Hail
she repeated after her mother the words of the
Mary,
thou amon -at
art
full of grace, the Lord is with thee ; blessed
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, JESUS. Holy
Mary, Mother of God, pray for us sinners, now and at the hour

FELICIA

;

Amen."
shadow of awe gathered on her

"

childish face.

"I

am

footfeore

But

When

and a wisdom beyond his years they cling
ueck and cover her with kisses, and cry and sob with all
their childish misery at parting but she knows well this will
to forget and despise the mother
pass, and they will be taught
who loves them so wildly. She knows it, and she bears it all,
and her heart is rent and broken within her. It is her torturechamber and her racking. And now the desolate future lay
before Constance and in the midst of her agony, as before in
She saw that
her joys, she was thoughtful for others.
Bachel's strength was rapidly giving way from the great
strain on bo.Jy and mind, attendant on Isabel's long illness,
and her present trying state and Constance knew that Rachel'.i prayer was that she might live to see Isabel recover even
an hour's consciousness, and be reconciled to her God. Constauce thought also of Rose and her future for Rose's parents
his playful ways,

to her

;

;

;

;

were dead, t>nd her brothers scattered.
The duchess proposed to her brother that he should commit
to her the care of his afflicted wife, and that they should together seek a refuge in France or Belgium.
They would there be
free from molestation, and the entire change of air and scene
might possibly tend to restore Isabel's mind. The earl gladly
consented. His wish now was to obtain a divorce, and by a
second marriage perpetuate his family, and in his burning indignation against his sister, he desired to persuade the Duke
But this the duke, sorely
of Bertram to follow his example.
Nothing could, however, suit the
afflicted, refused to do.
earl s plans better than the exile of Constance and Isabel, and
facilitated their speedy departure.
They left London in
the direction of Apswell, but turning sharply away when within a few miles of that place, they travelled the same road
which, eleven years before, Walter de Lisle had passed in his
hasty flight. A small vessel was in waiting, and the party embarked. Isabel was laid on cushions on the deck, and she
laughed with child. sh glee at the foaming waves and the ropes
and sails, while Rachel sat beside her, with tears rolling down
her face. The proud Isabel, with her haughty intellect and
her indomitable will, and this was the end
Rose, too, sat
still and wept, and by her side sat a tall thin woman, on whose

he

!

one spot of red, and whose sunken
pale cheeks there burned
eyes were glassy and bright, and who looked on the receding
shore with no glance of sorrow or regret. The tears, indeed,
rolled down her cheeks, but they came from a sorrow within

was easy to see they were the constant tears of a penitent.
There were no tears on Constance's face. She stood gazing at
the white cliffs of England, until they grew dim in the distance.
From the land where her children dwelt she raised her eyes to
thu clear sky above, and as she thought of the Love to wbich
even a mother's is as a vain shadow, her bruised heart was

and very weary,
meet a friend :

I travel to

" Like a
dream,

will

never forget it, mother, and say it every night when I think of
you, before I go to sleep."
The day of parting came at last, and Lady Fortescue, stern,
cold, and harsh, a rived to receive the children; and when
Constance, with bur-ting heart, would have given her some of
the counsels respecting them, which a mother's heart alone can
give, she was repulsed by
"Pardon me, your Grace, the mother who can forsake her
children, is oue who can meet with no sympathy from me."
And Constance turned away to hold her children for the last
time in her arms. Her little lovely Mary, just six years old,
and her noble boy of three, with his large, sfarlike eyes, and

BtilL

I

The way IB long ani? dreary,
But I know that it toon must end.

of our death.

it

Now thd heavy day ia done,
Homo awaits thee, wearied one.'*

tell nr>

And Mary,

A

XIY.

I lay

all

my

But the journey

my

toil will

vanish,

head on his breast ;
is

And he only can

very weary,
give

me

rest

"
!

ADELAIDE PBOCTOR.

MANY, years have passed away, and we may cast one glance
round upon the different characters in whose joys and sorrows
we have taken some interest, and linger for a moment longer
upon spots which have been associated with these events.
To an old, quaint town hi Bolgium, we must bend our steps.
Threading our way along the narrow streets where the houses
almost meet overhead, we come at last to a curious pile of
buildings a long low house on each side,, and an old Gothic
church in the middle. It is the Convent and Hospital of tup
Dames of St. Augustine, who break their cloister ouly to attend upon the sick and dying. The church is open to all comIt is a beautiful
ers, so we will open the door and walk in.
church, and from the glare of the summer's day there is coolness and refreshment in the shade of those long aisles a.'d
shadowy roof, and the sunlight falls through the stained glass
in gorgeous hues upon the stone floor.
In the portion set
apart for the religious several nuns are kneeling in prayer.
They wear the habit and scapular of white serge, the leathern
belt, and straight black veil, which mark t..e daughters of St.
Austin.
In the outer part of the chapel there hangs upon the wall a
" Mater Dolorosa."
large and celebrated painting it is of the
Before the picture is kneeling a lady dressed in black, and
those who are in the habit of frequenting the church bear witness how constantly through the Jay that same slight figure is
;

seen kneeling there, and t^ose eyes, which are so often swolleu
with weeping, gaze long and loving y on the face of Her who
"
" Is there
And tijo e
cried,
any sorrow like uuto my sorrow ?
who knew Constance said afterwards that she told them she
could think only of one of those seven sorrows which grieved the heart of Mary, and it was the three days'

when His mother "sought Him sorrowing."
But
on this day, while Constance knelt absorbed in prayer,
a side door opened, and a nun entered, and beneath the habit
of the Religious might be recognized t e sweet feaiures of
Rose Ford. She bent for a few moments in earnest prayer
then approaching Constance, beckoned her from the church.
When they were outside, she said, " There is a change " and
without another word they hastened to a large room in the
For ten years had she
hospital, in which Isabel was lying.
lingered in darkness of mind, and, until the last few weeks, in
the same state in which she had left England. She had not
even missed Rachel, who, a few months after their arrival,
loss,

;

;

died, literally of exhaustion and sorrow, blessing God that
to die within the shadow of His huuse,

had Brought her

He
and

with the strength of His sacraments, and pray ug with her last
breath for the child of her love and devotion.
Beside Rachel's grave there was another, unmarked, save by
a little cross and the good nuns of the convent often prayed
beside it, and mingled tears with their p ayers, for they wild
that though she who rested there had been unable to sprak
their language, they knew assuredly her fervent penance had
won favor with God, and if they prayed for her according to
her last earnest message to them, she would plead for them
before God's face.
Shortly after Rachel's death, Rose entered the convent, and
received the habit of the order, and in due time wai
;

She was, however, constantly

sent, as well as other of the
Religious, to assist Constance in the care of Lady Beauville,
But latterlv Isabel's strength had suddenlv Given wav. wit out
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any apparent cause, and the physician declared death -was at leave to hog the English lady to prny for tho-n; bnt of all who
children.
hand, and, with an intensity of anxiety, the watchers waited loved her, and she loved, tins dear, st wen
for some sign of reason, and fervent were the prayers that went
They nocked round her when nlie, went forth; and nlie
enter into their gambols, and sootho th ir childish sorrows
up that this boon might be granted.
On each side of the bed knelt a nun, and a physician was with a mother's caro. She was not wont to say much, but her
standing near, wi.ile in one corner knelt Father Louis, the few words of counsel sank into their ficarts, and checked many
almoner of the hospital. There was a change on the sufferer's a hasty word or foolish action. In such deeds her calm life
She fixed her passed away; and gradually her step grew feebler, and a holface, and she t..rned restlessly from side to side.
low cough shook her frame, and Sister Mnry of the Cross
eyes on Constance as she entered.
"
(which w s Bx)se Ford's name in religion) saw plainly that for
"Constance, is it you?
Constance bent over her. "Dearest, I am here."
her, too, rest. was coming.
"
" I see
At last she could not go beyond the convent walls, and then
Forgive me, ere
all, I know all," she murmured.
she grew weaker still, and could no longer leave her chamber.
I die."
And Father Louis came near, and she said " Father, bless It was a peaceful room that of Constance's the windows
me, for I have sinned deeply. Is there hope for me, father?" looked into the convent garden, with its bright flowers and
And Father Louis answered " He that cometh unto Me, I shady trees, and one transept of the church was in view and
"
Constance lay on her couch, and gazed on the fair things His
will in no wise ca-tt out."
And the watcheis withdrew, and the room was hand had made, and thought of the t me when she, too, had
closed
to
all
save the
priest and the dying peni- played among the flowers, blithe as the birds that flew past the
tent.
And then they were recalled, and the last window; and she remembered what she was, stricken and sufrites of the Church took place, and Isabel made her last Com- fering, with death near, and she rejoiced.
It was on such a day that two persons might be seen passing
munion. After that she spoke but little, but those words
were treasured up afterwards, for in them lay hid a depth of through the streets, and inquiring anxiously for the AugusOne was a tall and handsome Frenchman,
penitence, and of self-abasement, and of the childlike faith tinian Convent.
and he bent with tender care over a young lady who clung to
that clung to forgiveness in the Precious Blood.
She looked at Constance, and sho blessed her for her long his arm, and whose fair complexion and sunny hair marked
"Thou hast comforted me, my her at once as having English blood. They pau.jed before the
years of patient devotion.
and
w.ll
comfort
thee
in thy last hour." The night door of the convent, and thj lady cast an eager glauce on the
God
sister,
came she f< 11 into a gentle sleep, and awoke in her death- gray walls.
"
" Does an
but the prayers of Holy
English lady reside here ? said the gentleman to
agony. It was not long, but sharp
the portress.
Church went up with might, and at last peace came.
The woman answered him by bursting into tears.
Mother !" she cried, looking upwards, "do I see you at
"
"
last? Mother and Walter how glorious"
Oh, is she dead ? cried the lady, in a tone of agony.
"
And Constance's eyes also looked upward, for she, too, alNo, no, Madame; but near to death. You had better see
most fancied she saw angelic forms, and for a moment she Mother Prioress."
" Lord take me
home, also." But only fora
They were shown into the parlor, and an aged nun, the
murmured,
Prioress
of the convent, entered.
the
h
turned
and
then
to
'mble,
moment,
patient spirit
again
" You ask for the Duchess of
h- r task on earth,
to watch, to wait, to pray.
Bertram," she said; "she is very
Within a year of their arrival in Belgium, Lord Beauville ill; and few, indeed, are they whom we can allow to see her;"
procured a divorce, and immediately afterwards married again. but she glanced at the lady: "You are English, and that has
"
And then the nun started. "Madame
The next news that came to Constance was, that her darling ever acclaim upon her.
is
a
the
little
of
was
kinswoman
of
our
In
the
dear and noble lady?"
dead.
midst
Marquis
boy,
^foreton,
"Reverend mother," said the lady, going forward, "lam
of his childish glee, while riding on a pony in the park of
Bertram Castle, the pony stumbled, threw the child, his head her child."
struck against the root of a tree, and he was taken up dead.
Sister Mary of the Cross went gently into Constance's room;
Poor Constance whrn the first burst of the mother's agony she sat, as we have said, gazing on the fair scene, and then on
was over, while she pictured to herself those golden curls ly- a crucifix she held in her hand.
The nun knelt down by her
ing stiff in the coldness of death, and those merry blue eyes side.
closed forever, became comforted, and thanked God for thus
"Has she come, my sister?" said Constance, gently. "Yes,
taking one of her darlings safe in his innocence to the country I know all that Mother's Heart has heard my prayer, and I
ttiicr.- there aie no more partings
but her anxiety for her shall see my child ere I die."
And for the fsw last days of Constance's life, she was watched
remaining child grew keener, and increased when she received
the news of her own divorce, which the duke, after the death and tended by a daughter's love.
of his heir was induced to seek, and afterwards that of his
Mary Bertram's was a strange history her childhood had
marriage to Mistress Elizabeth Fortescue, a woman of the same been an unhappy one her step-mother was stern and unlovnature as her mother stern, implacable, and bigoted. But ing, and treated the child with undue severity. It tended,
there was no help on earth, and Constance prayed on. Years however, to keep alive in her mind a tender remembrance of th
from the time of Isabel's death, and Constance spent mother's fondness she dimly remembered.
She never forgot
hT time between prnyer and good deeds. From the feet of the prayer she had been taught, and she cherished an intense
desire to know more of the religion for which her mother was
tin Mother of Sorrows where she poured out her aching heart,
When she grew up, and made her appearance in
she weut to comfort the afflicted, to bind up the broken- banished.
All in sorrow, all in sickness, all in suffering, knew the world, she was taken notice of by the French ambassadress,
hearted.
" The
!1.
palo English lady," was the title the Bel- who remembered Constance, and who, from political reasons,
ve her. She was kind to all but when, as it sometimes was high in favor at court.
By her Mnry was ins ructed in the
d, refugees from England came for she ter, her symfaith, and by her means a marriage was arranged with the
>oured itself forth upon them with infinite tenderness Marquis de Coucy, who had been attached to the embassy, but
he sick valued the touch of her cool hand, and the sound of who, on his marriage, would return to France. Mary was one
her s.)it v.dce. The sorrowful raised their heads :;s they look- to inspire ardent affection, and lie was as eager to grant as she
ed at her, bearing her bitter triuls so meekly; prieste, who to ask that their first act should be to visit Belgium, and see
were venturing on the English mission, came to see her to the moiher from whom she had been so long- parted.
oh her prayers; for in their might, before God's throne,
So thus it came to pasw that Constance first saw her beloved
they had great faith. The Religious, also, of the cocivent, child received into the Catholic Church, and left her the wife
when in trouble or distress, were wont to ask their superioress's of a Catholic. All earthly sorrows and cares were over: and
-
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;
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;

;

;
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TYBORNE.
on Mary's bosotn and holding Rose's hand, she not mutilated rites, or of false doctrine, been heard within its walla.
The chapel now was the chapel then small aud not richly
r paused to her home.
At the same hour, in a royal palace, there was another death adorned, yet breathing the odor of a changeless faith,
and the sufferer sat upon the ground in sullen despair, abiding presence. And the lime-trees send forth their sweet
and "J.iroJ not" uie iu her bed.*
fragrance iu th moonlight, while other lovers perchance plight
Long ere this Basil Trayers and Arthur Leslie (who became their vows and on the grassy slopes the sunlight shines. Go
a priest) had gained the martyr's crown, and in their turn, visit Thoresby Hall, as we erewhile did, on some summer day,
when tlie scorching glare of the sun is almost blinding, aud
"gone to Ty borne."
And Thoresby Hall. \Ve must not forget one look at that yet around Thoresby then; breathes the air of coolness and reand its inhabitants, and what they have been doing these long pose. Go look at the " hiding-hole" where Wnlter de Lisle
fifteen years.
Good Sir Kobert sleeps with his father, and Sir once lay and prayed. Look around the garden and mark the
lcr.n

:

n.cr

lift

;

.

;

Henry Thoiesby rules the hall. Blanche, too, has long since rose-trees bending to the earth with their luxuriant weight,
gone to her reward and Mary and Clinton reside at their and feel as we did, that over Thoresby Hall there breathes a
manor of Northwolds, near Colchester. Sir Henry has mar- " perpetual benediction."
And what of Tyborne ? Three hundred years are past and
ried, and little merry voices wake the echoes in Northwolds and
Thoresby Hall, and childish feet patter up and down the stairs, gone, and the tall trees are cut down, and tall houses have
and childish minds wonder much why the large tapt-stry cham- risen in their a ead. A wilderness of houses, and the once
ber at Thoresby is kept so sacred, and never used save by the muddy, broken road is smoothly*paved, and the green fields
are laid out into Hyde Park; and the rush of gay carri ges,
priests.
Three hundred years are past and gone
The last of the and gayer ladies pass by, without a single thought, the place
How few know the spot
Tudors and the last of the Stuarts alike crumble into dust. A where many won them rtyr's palm.
close
stands a little mile
the
Marble
there
where,
Arch,
the
of
by
holds
and
a
with
new dynasty
sceptre
England,
queen,
sto^e to tell where Tyborne stood, Its name now serves to
many womanly virtues, sitg upon the throne. The rack and
the torture-chamber are things of the past, and the savage mark a fashionable quarter of the town, and there are none
laws of Elizabeth can be found only in some obsolete statute- who, like the Catholic Queen,* kneel at the spot and water it
with th;ir tears. It is hard, indeed to stand there, in the midst
book. Men walk abroad in safety, for England is free
of bustling, rich, gay London, and recall the scenes such as we
Still fondly do we linger over the places where our martyrs
and yet Tvborne should uot
Still stands Thoresby have dwelt upon in these pages
suffered and our confessors endured.
be
witness
to Heaven, nd it pleads
its
forgotten
to
pleaded
them.
Hall its walls are gray and the ivy clings lovingly
still more powerful than man's weapons, more availing than
Though still the property, it is no longer the habitation of the
noble line. The pressure of fines removed, they have grown hia strong words for
God knows it Is not force nor might,
wealthy, and a more stately house has arisen for their home,
Not brave nor warlike baud.
and their honored name is on the rolls of England's nobility.
Not shield and spear, not dint of aworde,
There has been no stain on the history of their ho:.se. No
That muat convert the land
It is the blood of martyrs shed,
apostate has ever been reckoned among their ancestry and in
It is that noble triine
the
sacrifice
was
oft
daily
suspended,
Thoresby H.dl, though
That fight with word and not with sworde,
and the faithful worshipped in fear, still, never through those
And Christ their capitaiuc.
long three hundred years has the sound of alien worship, of
;

!

1

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;
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Henrietta Maria.

JPoem OD Father Campion's

Lingard.

The Blind Man

death, published at the time.

of Argenteuil.

the immense library of a large and sombre hotel at Kouornamented with portraits of magistrates
in the r scarlet robes, there was seated an aged man of venerable appearance, seemingly engaged, by the light of a lamp, in
meditation and study. From the r chn~ss of his dress, it was

two youths were Emeric Bigot, his son, and Etienne Pa^quier,
the schoolfellow of Emeric. Pupils of Hotoman, Cujas, and
Baldwin, the two friends had come to Bouen to pass the holidays together. Laurent Bigot wished to see the ode that thus
And soon the old man's enthusiasm equnllcd
electrified them.
of the young ones.
And who would not have thrilled at
that
thi\t ho bt longed to t e first ranks in society
and,
apparent
in fact, this old man was Laurent Bigot de Thibermcsnil, first the description of true merit thus portrayed by Horace
"
adv. ca e in the parliamc- 1 of Normandy, a man of great abiliDwelling far from vulgar minds, intrigues, cabals, favors solearned
those
one
of
1
sti
ties and
magistrates licited, and degrading refusa s overturning all obstacles,
greater virtues,
of the sixteenth century whose judicial nets shone with so great rising above e..rthly trifles, shining with spotless g'ory, and
a splendor. His long and laborious day at tl.e palace began at conquering for immortality, e(e." Laurent Bigot, continuing
five o'clock in the morniug. For many years he had performed this beautiful ode, had just read those energetic lines where
his legal functions with high suce; ss, aud had suggested t^> the poet paints the cripple seiz ng with a firm grasp t..e guilty
the parliamflnt deer es destined afterwards to become Itlws in man whom he had preserved, when suddenly a noisj was heard
the province ; and now the indefatigable old man gave himself at the foot of the galltry, I'ml a magistrate was in'roduced.
of employment, which seemed to him a re- From his extreme pallor, agitated features, and humble att lip to anotlr r ki:id
he was laying t e foundation of a rich collec' ion of tude, one would Lave expected to BI e, not the lieutenant of
laxation
books and manuscripts, wh chin after ? earsbecamecelebrated, criminals at Eouen, an upright and just judge, but cue of
and is ven now epo e f of in France, though its treasures have those guilty men who every day trembled in his presence.
" I have
" I have
failed," said he at length to Laurent Bigot,
unhap] ily been dispersed.
do
not
it
iu
condemn
me
a
but
without
me'rcy
Engaged tit this moment in namining very old mannscri; t failed, I confess
whi h h d been sc:.t him by his frien Tumi es, he was sud- ah arin ." The lieutenant then commenced his- recital, the
denly iuterrupted by the noisy exclamations of two youngrneii, king's advocate calmly li Veiling, aud the two young men also,
and who with the curiosity miturul to their age.
seated notf.ir from him, who were, rend ng Hor c
"
"Acitizenof Lucca said he, "named Zambelli, had esciied out, enchanted with the verses of tuat great poet. These
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tibVshpda honso cf business in England, whrre his r ffairs Lucca, named Zambelli, is dead, and i' i", you who have ns-nshad greatly prospered. At the age of fifty he had made his sinated him. Do not K. k to deny it T have ihe pione IK,
his native country to finish calm your terror.
Zambelli was a stronger;
fortune, and wished to return to
Ihe rest of hi-i days near a much loved brother. He -wrote, avenge his death. By some sacrifice on your part
hush up this sad affair. You must confess all that \<>u l.now
therefore, to las family, and the news overwhelmed them with
on the subject: your life is only spared OH this condition.'
ateil from Rouen, where he had
joy. Soon a f-econd letter,
"
Struck, fascinated as it were, by the assurance with which
been since his arrival from England, announced that he would
I
months.
It
would take that
l>e at home in the course of two
spoke, smiling at the hope of escape, he cried out, 'If.
time to terminate his business at Paris, and to mako the jour- all this the hand of Providence. As there was no witness but
it could not otherwise have been known to you.
I
ney. A horn ) was prepared for him at Lucca, and every day myself,
How could I
ho was expected but two, four, six mouths passed by, Zam- will confess all, then. My fortune is yours.
belli had not appeared, and what was strange, even no letter refuse it to him who gives me life ?
" His resolution was
had been received from him. The uneasiness of his family
taken; he was going to relate nil, when
takewas very g.eat. Cornelio, his brother, went to Paris, where the apparition of the scribe, who, ordered by n,
He visited all Ins confession, seemed to awaken him from a dream In
l.e made many inquiries, but wirhout success.
the houses with which Zambel.i had hitherto transacted busi- perceived the trap, and when I invited him to r.:ise his hand,
ness. In these houses th y had seen, or thought they had and swear to tell me nought but the truth,
" 'No I have
'I have nothingAn individual had c^me under this name, and
nothing to tell,' cried he.
seen, Zmnbe li.
the merchants to tell. I am innocent
collected money to a considerable amount
" All
showed Z mbelli's signature writ: en at the back of the receipts.
my efforts, all my entreaties to obtain another v/ovd
'All these signatures are false,' cried Cornelio indignantly; being useless, I ordered him back to prison, still hoping he
'describe tho impostjr t
ma, that I may seek him every- might change his mind. But what had I hoped for
To-day,
But they coul I not satisfy him on this point no one instigated by those villains who always infest prisons, In
where.
cou d remember the man. Thug an audacious theft had been tests against his incarceration, and accuses me and the a. rIda
cjmmi ted, and perhaps even a frightful crime. Cornelio, geant who arrested him, of doing so on fake pretenc s.
You cannot doubt the purity of my
pursuing his researches, returned from Paris to Rouen. He is my fault, then.
inquired at all the hotels in that city. At the hotel La Crosse motives. But what will the parliament say those mess.eurs.
so rigid towards inferior officers? Must it be that thirt
they had seen Zambelli he had remained there some time
from thence he had gone to Pari with a valet this valet had of service will all at once be forgotten, and my life the forfeit
not been remaiked. A considerable time had passed since to an excess of zeal, which was for ihe good of the sta e ? t
"
then, and how was it possible to recall the features of a servant have told you all. Tell me my fate.
"Reassure yourself," said Laurent Bigot " and pardon me*
amongst thousands of others who were constantly arriving with
tlie geutlemt'n and merchants who frequented the hotel, which
The parliament knows
for not having abridged your anguish.
was one of the first in Rouen ?
To-day, even, the chambers are a
all, and excuses you.
"itwas then," continued the lieutenant, "that Cornelio bled at my request, to decide on this affair. I have spokt n r
came t complain to me. I agreed with him that a great crime you with all the warmth of a man who esteems and loves you
mu it have been committe 1 between Rouen and Paris but how but your thirty years of service and integrity have pi
t:r the guilty person?
At last, in the midst of our num- more eloquently than all I could say. The pro^.-sj
berlt ss and vain res arches, a sudden idea occurred to me, and had lodged against you is suspended for three mottha
the
I hastened to act upon it. Seven or eight months since, a case relative to the assassination of Zambelli is now committed
i
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;
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eweller

named

Martel,

unknown

at

Rouen before

that time,

hud opened a shop here. No one knew where this man came
from; there was something strange, too, in his looks and
:! appe ranee.
He was silent as to his former life; and
\vho h d hazarded questions on the subject received
_

answers, made with ill-disguised embarrassment.
.
with the similarity of his business to that of Zambelli,
and influenced by an involuntary presentiment, I sent some
ono, u dor pretence of making purchases, to enter in '8 conversion with him, and casually mention the name of Zambel i.
>,

At

thi

i

name he saw Martel turn

pale,

and look

at

Martel will be transferred to the conciergerie.
me you have found the real culprit ; but how
are we to obtain the proofs ? where is the body of the mur.
man ? That is what we must discover. In two days i
I shall take the road from Rouen to Pan
leave here.
search from villag to village for the traces of the crime. Let
us hope that my researches will not be in vain. Knotting all,
I ought certainly to have int. rrupted aud ousol d you
I obeyed a feeling which you well understand, since you

to parliament.

Everything

tells

i

<

sou, and you, L
wear the gown
you,
Emeric, to succeed me, perhaps; you, Pasquier, to sh no in the

magistrate and father.

Emeric,

him with an Pasquier, both one day destined

my
to

;

This fact confirmed my suspicions. I resolved then to proceed further, but here (I confess it) the parliament of Paris, or in some other sovereign court
excess of my zeal has misled me.
By my order, a sergeant that as it is not permitted for any one to do evil that good may
\vcu to Martel's house, to obtain from him the sum of four
come, a judge, above all, ought not to seek truth by means of
thousand franca, which I pretended was owing to some one falsehood.
Such actions ai e unworthy of a magistrate
iiiu.cr H i'ulbe n..me, and must be paid immediately.
Martel, most brilliant success would not excuse it. Justice aud tru. h
as soon as he saw the account, exclaimed it was false, and are sisters: a judge ought not to separate them.
Let us wait
"
refused lo pay it. Summoned by the sergeant to return with for time, which unveils every mystery.
him to prison, Martel, acting on the first impulse, followed
Three weeks afterwards there was a great commotion
the sergeant with he security of a man certain that he owed village of Argenteuil.
The inhabitants had suspended th ir
nothing; but topping all of a sudden, and evincing great different occupations, quitted tin ir dwellings, and assen
round the door of the Hotel De Heaume, and bv their talking
unxkty, he said
" I am
a
and
I
this
it
is
as
to
arrest;
forgery,
earnestly together, and ques ioning eagerly all those who came
quite easy
can prove it; but is there no hing else besides? Have you out of the hotel, it was evident something very uausuui
In fact, iu the large common hall, which.
heard anything ?
going on within.
"The sergeant pretended astonishment; and on protesting was transformed for this day into a hall of audience, Laurent
that he did not know what he meant, Martel was reassured, Bigot, assisted by the bailiff of Argeuteuil, -was engaged iu ink d fu lowed with a firm step to the jail, where he was locked terrogating a number of witnesses respec ing an occur
which hod taken
re BO e time previously.
up An hour after he was brought to me.
" It is useless to
The wortl y magistrate had caused
dissemble," I said to him, in an imperative
i^quiri s to be
Rouen and
% the bill they showed yon is false; but what you made in almost
have still to fear concerns a more serious affair. A citizen of i'aris, ^ith a view to d tcover the late of Zambelli, but without
iiir

OL uneasiness.

>

;

i
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THE BLIND MAN Of ARQENTEUIL.
moment, just as he had begun to
and was thinking of returning, a light tud;hr'il up .n him.
He was informed that MJIIIO time befoiv
uad been discovered i the vineyards near ArgenteniL
Bigot hastened to view the body, which was already
half devoured by wild beasts, and in the mutilate remains he
success, when, at the la~t

1

easily recognized the tall figure of the

unhappy Zambelli,

from the description given by his brother Cornelio.
The bailiff began in a loud voice to state the facts relative to
the i.iscovcry of the corpse, when su idenly a piercing cry interrupted him, and at the same time an old blind man, whom
no one had before remarked, presented himself before the magistrate and his assistants.
He seemed a prey to great agitation,
and made a sign that he wished to say something. It was old
vuis, a beggar, boru in the province, and beloved by everyone.
When his wanderings brought him to Argenteuil, he was
He had just arrived, returning from a
lodged in the hotel.
long tjur, aud had seated himself unperceived upon one of the
stone benches placed round the large chimney. It was from
thence issued that loud cry, when, listening to what the bailiff
reading, he heard him speak of a corpse discovered among
the vines.
But absent so long a time from Argenteuil, what
c.-.iild lu know ?"
L.iui-ent Bigot looked with a sort of respect at the fine noble
T

man.
happy being," said he "what can you have to tell us."
recovered from his first emotion of surprise, which he
it
suppress, the blind man now seemed embarrassed

figure of the old
;

.

nudeci ed.
" Oil
my lord,
ger 01 my life?"
iiu.l

!

And he turned

may

" Is there no dan-

I speak ?" said he.

his white head on all sides, with an air of

st and affright.
'Speak, speak without fear," sud Bigot

"

;

" but once
more,

r 'tain a distinct

recogniz-i

it

remembrance of it
if you heard it ?'

again

"

?

Do you

think you could

"

answered Gervais; " as I could recognize
Yes, my lord
the v<ii & of my mother, if she still lived, poor woman "
!

!

" have
"But," said Bigot,
you ever thought of

it?

Some

time has now elapsed since that day."
"It seems to me to be but so many hours!" answered
Gervais; "for my fright was then so great, I think I am
always hearing it, and the voice of distress also, and the thunder, which on that day pealed louder than usual."
And as Laiirent Bigot was again about to express a doubt,
the blind man, raising his hands towards the sky, which he
could not see, t-aid
" God is
good, and never abandons the blind. Since my
hearing is more acute. But if you disbethe inhabitants of Argeuteuil; they are here,
or near the hotel. On fete days they often amuse themselves
in trying to confuse me, by counterfeiting each other's voices,
and asking ' Who has spoken ?
They will tell you if I am
ever deceived."
The people cried out that all the old man said -was true;
sight

is

lieve

me, ask

gone,

my

all

'

when he was in Argenteuil this was one of their pastimes,
and a merry game to the young in the parish. Some hours
after Laurent Bigot left Argenteuil, and returned to Bouen,
taking with him blind Gervais. In the village (lately so
Th inagitated) everything resumed its usual appearance.
habitants had returned to their dwellings, excepting those
who stopped to chat with their neighbors on what they had
seen and heard; and many conjectures were formed as to the
that

result of this mysterious affair.

In the 16th century, most magnificent was the great hall of
audience where the parliament of Normandy assembled; witn
its fine platform of black ebony, ornamented with fantastic
carvings in every shape and form, shining with gold, azure, or

c^im ey, its gilded
arms of the kings and
which was used when the
was present; and lastly, the large picture of Louis
sovereign
which
surrounded
the
when
warned
high gr.mnd
parish,
by
the barking of his dog, he stopped and listened. A man's X. I., the father of his people, and his minister and advisor,
" Mon- the freat Cardinal D'Amboise, who had bestowed upon the
voice, but weak, plaintive, supplicating, was heard.
ster!" it cried.
"Thy master! thy benefactor! Mercy! province a permanent exchequer. When on a great day of
assembly one hundred aud twenty magistrates were seated
Must I die so far from my country, from my brother "
Then h j had heard a last cry, agonizing, heart-rending, like there to administer justice, in long scarlet robes, headed by
that of a m rtal in the last extremity, and afterwards the heavy presidents in ermine mantles, the multitude, awed and astou sued at such magnificence and majesty, bent humbly before this
steps of a man who walked painfully under the weight of some
imposing senate; and still more when, raising their eyes, they
great burden.
"
"
saw above the assembled magistrates a beautiful painted cruciInfluenced," said Gervais,
by an involuntary movement,
'Who have you there,' I cried -who weeps fix; with Mfoses the lawg.ver, the four Evangelists, and our
I advanced.
divine Saviour between His Blessed Mother aud the Apostle.
It is nothing,' answered a trembling voice
thus ?
'nothing
At this eight one could hardly restrain a movement of Tear, for
a sick man I am
and who has

wh

t ca:i

you know

?

The old man then

related, that about eight or nine months
since, gi>ing from Argenteuil on a journey, he was upon the

vermillion; its flowered tapestries, its vast

ceilings, on which shone the royal
princes of France; the'violet canopy

!

'

;

only

Good man, go

carrying,
about your business.

'

And

just fainted.
again I heard the

it

recalled to the

memory

the beautiful verses of the Psalmist,

Thank God that you are where God is depicted in the midst of judges who deliberate
same to you.
I understood God, deciding and rendering justice with them.
It was in this august sanctuary, on the morning of Christthen that a frightful crime had just been committed, and I cannot express to you what I felt. All contributed to alarm me ; mas-eve, that the members of the Grand Chambre and La
Tourne-le were assembled. But this time they wore their
for, at that moment, a tremei.dous st rm broke over our heads,
the thunder shook the ground with its loud peals, and seemed black robes, ai-d their pensive attitude showed they were about
t
pursue the murderer. The world appeared coming to au to ti-ansact an affair of rigorous justice. Great curiosity was
end. Trembling and almost beside myself with terror, I con- displayed as to what would be the result of this secret confertinued my journey, swearing never to reveal what I had just ence. The a- sassinatiou of the merchant of Lucca, the arrest
heard for the cii ninal might belong to this country, and the of the supposed criminal, the discovery of the corpse of the
hfe of a poor blind old man like myself was at his mercy, if he victim, the unexpected testimony rendered at Argenteuil by a
wished to take it. But jut now, when the bailiff spoke of a blind man, formed inexhaustible subjects of conjecture to
corpse found a short distance fro ji the place where I heard the the immense multitude w ho thronged the court and avenues
I hava now told you all, of the palace; and each one affirmed the day was come whic.i
voice, I could not suppress a cry.
and I trust no harm will come to me on account of it."
would give liberty to an innocent man, or send a moust. r to
During thu recital of Gervais, Bigot appeared absorbed in a the scaffold.
After long debates in the parliament, it was decided to send
profound reverie, which lasted sometime after the blind man
h. d caas d speaking.
Then suddenly addressing Gervais, he for the blind man of Argeiiteuil. Gervais appeared before the
assembled chambers. His deposition, simple and circumstansaid,
" Old
man, I am going to ask you a question reflect well tial, rn.uie a deep impression; but still doubts occupied the
iweri g.
This voice which you hi-ard on the moun- minds of all.
Was it not strange to put the life of a man
voica speak low and menacing.
blind, or I should have done the

'

'

)

;

;

tain

ivllicli imua-iMT'ii 'Mill

iiu.i inutiusxu'l

v,,-i
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could do nothing else bnt he-r? Was it possible this
man's memory could retain what ho had only onoa heurd ? It
was then decided that it must be clearly proved; that he must
be confronted successively -with all the prisoners, Martel
among the number, and if, after hearing them speak, the blind
man, spontaneously, and without once hesitating, should recoguize the -voice which had BO much struck him, this last
would no longer leave any
sign, added to other circumstances,

who

and who was a second

time, plnoocl

ted under a fulso name.

answers

;

nn the hom-h, nnd

int'

'

but shaking his head with an

iiicr

man said
" No it is
a

blind

feint.
I recognize the voice that conv.
with me on the heights of Arg nteuil."
Six times all tho prisoners from the Conciergerie were
ally brought forward, each time under a new ordnsome of the astonished prisoners were add res.- id qu>
uncertainty.
It was not without design that Christmas-eve had been which concerned the assassination of Zambelli
and war:
chosen for this trial; one hitherto unheard of in the annals of a sign from the president, they answered (o IITo command the appearance of the prisoners on which they were ignorant. Butthe blind man did n
judicature.
an ordinary day, would have awakened suspicions, and sug- for an instant he dways recognized the voice he hudheaid n
to be put to them.
On, the mountains of Argenteuil.
gested means of evading the proof
At length, then, the horrible mystery
cleared up.
A
Christmas-eve, however, there would have been great astonishment in the conciergerie, if the order had not arrived for a superhuman voice seemed to fill the vast chamber of audience,
" It is he! it is the
of and say to the blind man
u^sussim,:
general meeting at the palace, the usual custom on the eve
"
belli!
This
of
the
council
the
loud
examined
and menacing, like that which
members
the
when
thunder,
great fetes,
criminals; sometimes even these magistrates (on occasion and sounded on the heights of Argenteuil on that day of
In reverence of the fete) gave liberty to those who were detain, seemed to overwhelm the guilty man, who shudderin
;

;

;

>

;

ws

<

Above all, it was requisite to impress convulsed, murmured a tardy confession, now useless for, to
offences.
on the blind man, that Heaven had invested a sacred power in all the magistral s seated there in judgment, the etti ct of the
the decisions of the parliament. At its head was the president proof had bei u such, that not a shadow of doubt remained in
Feu, whose wisdom and gravity had caused him to be named the mind of one of them.
A few minutes after, in a dark cell of the Conciergerie, was
Cato the Censor
ed for slight

"

"

said he, in a solemn penetrating voice, "there
the image of the Son of God, who was unjustly
put to death by false witnesses. Swear by this crucifix
swear by God Himself, who is herj present, and listens to us,
will affirm nothing that you are not as sure of as your
that

pronounced a

existence, or of the misfortune that deprived
of the sun."

Saint-Sauveur, the old place, and the college of Saint-GeorgeSj
could scarcely contain the inhabitants of the town, who were returning from the Vieux-Marche", where they had been witnesses

Gervais,

above

us, is

you

you

of the light

After this oath, which the old man took with a fervency that
dispelled all doubts as to his sincerity, the proof began.
Already eighteen prisoners had appeared and answered the

The blind man

questions pr.t to them.

movement; on

their side,

listened,

perceiving a person

but made no

unknown

to

them, they remained quiet and indifferent. It was then that
the nineteenth pri-oner was introduced in his turn ; but who
shall picture his amazement t the sight of Gervais ? Who

terrible decree, whilst in the
public squa
hand, dreadful preparations were being made for, in those
times, to the man found guilty of death there was no morrow
the sun rose no more for him.
Some hours had passed, and the streets around Saint-Michel,
at

;

and these men, these women, pi'.le,
trembling, terrifie I, repeated to one another the solemn words
they h d just heard. That voi e had sounded to them from
the depths of gr.ef ; and feeble as it then was,
nearly extinguished, yet what authority it had, what power in those last
moments! Thundering, f rmidable, speaking like the voice
of God to that immense nal;itude, who,
was
coming to
of a horrible spectacle

;

s.e,

sudden alteration in his manner, his pale now silent, listening eagerly, as if it had no other sens
And
and contracted features, the perspiration that chilli d his the voice had utt red words that v.ould l^ng ho remembered
forehead, and his sudden prostration, which was RO great, that for what moral st, what philosopher will find more believers,
01- leave more lasting
it was necessary to support and lend him to a bench, where
impressions th n a condemned curninal
he cou d not even seat himself without the keeper's aid; and, confessing and detesting his crime to the world, widch recoils
overcome as he was, when he came a little to himself, one per- from him, and to heaven, who punishes him denouncing his
ceived in his involuntary gi surfs the remorse of a tortured cupidity und thirst fur gold, which precipitated him into the
us one who knows it, that however distant ha
soul, or, perhaps, the horrible regret of having committed an abjes, declaring,
may be from the place where his crime was committed, God
incomplete crime of not having finished his work.
The presidents and judges awaited anxiously whut was to fol- will be there before him, will have wuit.ng i'or him, to spy him
low but at the first words Martel answered to the questions of out, an unsuspected wi ness tlrnt the rest of the world was igthe president, the blind man, who, since the commencement of norant of, seeing all, forgetting nothing; firs, an in xoruble
this Bce.-e, which he was ignorant of, had remained immovable, denouncer, and tueu a terrible judge.
About fil'ty years after this event, Laurent Bigot being
suddenly roused himself and 1 stened; he listened eagerly listlong
ened again, then quickly recoiled, aid making an eagir gesture dead, Emeric had succeeded him, and became president. His
wus
friend
Etieune
a
noble and venerable old man of
of horror and alarm, as if to repulse with his han s an object
1'asquier
he knew was near, and of which he was afraid, sou^h. to
great learning, engaged in composing his curious " Researches
shall describe the

.

;

;

fly,

crying out

"It
Tho

is

he!

jai!or

Yes.it

is

the voice I heard a Argenteuil."
re dead than alive, the presi-

removed Martel,

m

dent ordering another prisoner to be brought forward, but at
the same time making a sign that was understood by the jailor,
and some minutes after it was Martel a_aia thut he brought,

"

sur la France.
Wishing to show, he said, that God so:i e
permits crime to be proved, v. hen man thinks discovery almost
hopeless, he took care not to for et the almost, miraculous fact
he was witness to i.i his youth, and which we h..ve
given
au account of, nearly word for word as we f.,uud it in In narrative,

The Black
<iTS

Seal.

knows better than he how to hoist a rope, to moor a cross vessel, and to fix the shrouds.
Only yesterday he made big
Simon take a bath gratis, who is a head taller and five yean
the grave, as Monsieur le Cure says ?"
Yes, my child, if at fifteen years old Michel Lacroix has older than he is."
"Is it true, Michel?"
liocome a better boy, and more studious at school, he will be
"It was quite necessary to defend the honor of the parish
able to read fluently for himself the message which I have to
communicate to him at that time, in accordance with a will." the tower is the flag of the Breton peasant woe to him that
"I
begin to know all my letters already, when they are not touches it."
" What did Simon do to
too small."
you ?"
"
"
Nothing just think what would have befallen him if he
Already, eh that's not much to boast of, I think, at your
had!"
age you ought to be ashamed of yourself."
"
"What would you have, mother? I have no wish to be a
Then, you little rogue, you were the aggressor?"
" I am not
learned man, still less a half-learned one, who is, f>s Monsieur
capable of it, mother. Judge for yourself. I was
When you send me to school mending our nets when big Simon passed by, driving before
le Curi5 says, a pest to society.
of a morning and I see the birds singing amongst the leaves, him his grey ass the old grey one yon know. Where are you
and the horses frisking in the meadows, I fancy I am going to both going like that ?" said I.
" To enroll Gris in
your parish, so that there may be one
Why is it so, mother ? Because my chest requires
prison.
air because my forehead requires the breeze which blows in the more, and to replace your master, who they say is very
autumil the snow which falls in winter, and the sun which ill."
" Simon answered
the rude boy?"
that, did he
glows in summer. Away with study, and long live the liberty
tell
must
I
"That is not all, mother, listen to the end."
of the fields aiid of the sea
just
Now, mother,
" You must take care never to let Gris drink
by moonlight,",
you my way of thinking. I wish to be a sailor, as my father,
added
ancestors
were."
Simon.
and
all
my
my" grandfather,
"
It is a noble profession for a Breton but your father and
Why ?" said I, clenching" my fists,
"Because," said Simon, he would drink the moon, which,
jour grandfather knew how to read, write and cipher."
"The famous Jean Bart knew almost how to sign his would be very unfortunate for him."
"
" I did not understand him.
name.
Nevertheless, I was nearly
" What one could excuse in the time of Jean Bart would be bursting with rage. Simon
continuing, related to me that one
evening an ass was drinking by moonlight at the pool of our
unpardonable nowadays."
"Very well, mother, say no more about it. I shall soon parish a cloud eclipsing the moon, the darkness prevented
know how to read in an old book, as I already know how to do some women who were washing some things at the pool from
"
These women, said Simon, accused the ass of having
the parts 01 a vessel.
seeing.
"Oh, as for that," said a stout man who hitherto had taken drunk the moon, and, as the poor beast could not justify him"
no part in the conversation, as for that, I can vouch for my self, they ripped him up in order to obtain possession of the
without moon, which accordingly soon re-appeared. Now, mother,
pupils being the first readers of a ship in the country,
a
what
tell
me
garnet what would you have done if such an insult had been paid
child,
then,
Now,
flattering myself.
is?"
you?"
" I should have contented
" The
tied fast to
myself with shrugging my
garnet is a rope which has a simple pulley
a
in
shou'ders."
a, great stay, and serves
loading ship."
"
"But I preferred rubbing those of Simon but, as I rubbed
Very well, child, what are bow lines ?"
" Bow Unas are long cords which are joined on to shorter them rather hard, it appears I flung him into the water to reJL

true, then, mother, that -when
you will tell me something

it

old

I shall be fifteen years
from the other side of

1

' '

;

!

;

!

;

;

,-

ones called clews, which are tied to the corners of the soil."
Very well. What is the use of bow lines ?"
" The use of bow lines is to
the bolt-ropes of the sail
' '

pull

hold the wind better."
"
Very well ; txplain to us the meaning of studding-sails."
"Studding-sails are small sails, which are put up when
the wi:.d is very light, to aid those of the vessel."
tight, so as to

"Whatisacrosstaff?"
It is a graduated instrument by which sailors can tell the
height of the sun and the other stars in the horizon."
"Bttter and better, child; What does 'to drive with the
'

1

|

tide
' '

'

mean ?"
To lead a
'

vessel against the

wind in the current

of a

liver."

"

is

is

ft

cathead ?"

a great rope which runs through a pulley fixed to a

iron hook, the use of which is to handle the anchors."
"
13ravo, child
you have answered like a real Tourville.
!

1

What do you think

of

it,

sister ?"

I say that merely reading a vessel is not sufficient nowadays lor a man who wishes to push his way. I think that
ml ought to be ashamed to be the last in school."
" But to make
up for that he is the first in all our holiday
'

'

'

games

"

"But you might have drowned him, child !"
"Oh, no fear of that, Simon swims like a mackerel I"
"
Beally, you never mean to be good !"
"
Well, then, by our Lady of Auray you will see. From
to-day, mother, I set foot in the path of reason, and, before
six months' time, I shall know how to read, write, and cipher,
"
father or mother.
as well as

"

my

Then, nothing will prevent my giving you the message
which you are to know when you are fifteen. May God and
our Lady of Auray keep you in your good disposition !"
This singular dialogue took place between a woman already
advanced in age, the daughter, wife, and mother of a generaan old sailor who was her brother, and a
tion of fishermen
boy whose strong neck and round shoulders denoted unusual
;

What

" It

fresh himself.

;

aud amongst those

of his age there is not

one who

strength.

Lacroix, who had been a widow for ten years, had
her husband, who had been made prisoner on board a vessel of which he was commander, and sent to the desert isjand

Madame

lost

Her husband s father and one of
of Cabrera, where he died.
her uncles perished in the fatal battle of La Hogue.
The day on which the mysterious message was to be delivered
On the eve of that day Michel
to her boy was drawing near.
Lacroix made his first communion devoutly prepared for this
;

THE BLACK SEAL*
great action in a Christian's life, he received this divine food
wiih sentiments of fervent piety; the more so UH his age allowed
him to appreciate the importance of the grace which God gave

surprised in an ambuscade. Thus, he goon becnmo tho terror
occupying the leisure of his captivity b,
generally fatal to the unfortunates whom he had drawn

Like
to his soul.
Jean Bart, Michel Lacroix learned the duties of a Christian
at an early age.
At last the epoch so long desired had arrived Michel had attained his fifteenth year this day, which
was to exercise such a great influence upon his life as a sailor,
was the 24th of March. Having risen with the sun, Michel
went at nine o'clock to his mother, who, clothed in mourning,
"
Michel, I have been waiting for
gave him her haud, saying
"
then after a moment's silence, which appeared a cenyou
tury to the young man, who was waiting impatiently, she
added: " My child, lam pleased with you; you have been

quarrel by unjust provocation.
One evening in a cafe, a young Parisian, named Ferret, taking his place at the same table without asking his leav

him iu communicating Himself substantially

;

;

:

;

your engagement. I must fulfil the promise I
Then she went to an old walnut wood trunk, upon
which an artist of the middle ages had sculptured the Massacre
of the Innocents
she took out from it a little hard wooden
chest, with gilt-headed nails round the edges, carefully locked.
Madame Lacroix slowly opened it, and taking from it a letter,
the square envelope of wh.ch bore a large seal of black wax
she gave it to her son, who read it with deep emotion. It was
from his father.
faithful to

made you. "

;

Several times whilst reading this letter, dictated by heroic
sentiments of Christian charity, Michel had been obliged to
pause to wipe away his tears with the back of his hand. His
mother also wept. After having pressed his father's signature
"
to his lip*, Michel said
Willingly would I give the beard
that I shall soon have, that the murderers of my father were
within my grasp."
"
Why, my son ?"
"Because I should li e to meet them one day at the end of
my boarding-pike, and so the" son would worthily avenge his
father's death, I assure you.

" You have
already forgotten," replied Madame Lacroix,
" that
your father's last words were those of pardoning and

"
forgetting
" I will
pardon also

but I could never forget, and nvmorv
would augment my strength and would make me combat with
;

happiness my father's jailers of the island of Cabrera, though,
when once they were down, I might give them my hand to raise

them up.

'

of Toulon,

and at last killed before seveml wit
This young man had engaged himself on I>ard a small
which was under repair in t ,e Toulon docks, the same in u liic-h
Michel had mbarked, with whom he was thus on in
terms.
Michel vowed that he would punish the murderer of
his comrade.
An occasion was not long in offering itself. The
next day Michel went early to the 'r:aji; where Matteo went
every evening, to lie in wait like a wild beast fur its prey. A
few minutes later Matteo entered, proud of yesterday's sn
with a provoking assurance, his cap on one side, and hi.-;
on his hip. Seated in a corner of the hall, at a t ble
there was only room for two people, Michel was reading attentively the newspaper of the day ; Matteo sat down in.
ately at his side, and throwing down his red cap on the t.i-.le
under Michel's nose, he rolled a cigarette iu his fingers, then
lighted it, and blew an immense body of smoke right across
his neighbor's face.
Michel jumped from his seat, raised his
hand, but at the moment when he was going to let it fall upon
the face of the Spaniard, he calmed himself and on
y said
"
Sir, do not repeat that, for tobacco smoke does not at all
agree with me when it is so near."
" Perh
ps you would prefer that of powder," replied Malteo.
"
Perhaps, as you fay eveiy one to his taste."
"In that case it would be easy for me to satisfy yours."
" We shall see that but I shall be
occupied in reading this,
paper for a quarter of an hour, so leave me to finish it."
" Be
good enough to excuse me, but I came here on purpose to read it, and, as I am in a hurry, you must give i; up to
me.'"
insulted, provoked,

i

;

"Ah You are in a hurry, sir! Very well; but, as I am
not, I advise you to take a draught of patienc > instead of the
coffee you ordered."
Then, turning to the waiter, .V
" Waiter a
said iu a calm though emphatic voice
cup
!

tience for

m .nsieur,

if

you please

monsieur wants sweetness

who

Ma'teo,

;

serve

it

hot and ver

sweet

!"

underst-iod French as well as he spoke

it,

" Well
said, child !" said his uncle Jerome, who had assisted
" You will do honor to
at tlie end of this scene.
your father's
"

jumped in his turn from his seat, ready to throw himself
upon Michel, who stopped him with a look, and these words
" Pati nee is the mother of

This occurred in 1817. Michel had just attained his fifteenth
year ; but one would have take:i him for three A ears older, to
judge by his robust ht alth and formed character. He begged
so much of his mother, that she at last consented that he
should go to Biest, where he engaged himself on board a vessel of the navy.
Inter, when he had fulfil ed the conditions
enforced by law, he signed his engagement ns a sailor.

The French sailor was drinking beer. The Spaniard, annoyed by Michel's coolness, took up passionately his red cai>
and placed it upon the sailor's jug, who burst out laughing,
saying "It appears Signor Cavalier, that you take that jug

memory.

safety."

for a Spaniard's head."

At this time, a French army, commanded by the Duke
d'Angouleme, crossed the Pyrenees, to reestablish a throne
overturned by the revolution. For the first time Michel regretted that he was a sailor, because he was thus deprived of

Matteo b. this lips, and remained silent at the keen reply.
it was the silence
Silence reigned in the interior of the caft
of the calm which .n the seashore preceeds a storm.
The
brown a o of he Spaniard htcl become quite purple with rage;
pa sion was working in the swelling veins of his forehead.
The lorehead of the Frenchman was as calm as the heart of a

the pleasure of combating, as a soldier, a nation which had
occasioned his father's premtiture death. The entrance of the
Frenoli troops mto Spain was a triumphant march, celebrated
by the victories of St. Sebastian and of Trocadon. The revo-

Breton on the day of the feast of our Lady of Auray.
" This
plate of red c:rrot here, annoys me," said Michel;
" I
piay you, sir, to put ib od your head."
I shall do nothing of the kind, for it is already too warm

lution was subdued, and King Ferdinand regained the
sceptre
of which it had deprived him.
Some thousands of prisoners
were brought into France.

here."

Among these was

a Catalonian, whose body seemed to have
been copied fr-om that of Hercules and who was still more remarkable for the instincts of an indomitable and savage nature,
marked by an implacable hatred against the French. Matteo,
confiding in his strength, and above all in the skill with which
he disp tched, with scientific precision, all adversaries whom
he could reach with the point of 1. is sword or the end of his
gun, had distinguished himself u; der Miua by acts of ferocity
almost incredible. Chief of a band of guerillas, he boasted of
never having giveji quarter
u:;j Jfrenchmau whom hu had
;

:

'

'

Nevertheless," said Michel, getting
stove d )or " see, tha fire is going out."

up and opening the

;

'

All

"

Wh

well,

!

.t

k

Oj> it

in,"

wiih ?"

" Whatever
you like."
" Thanks for
your advice," then the sailor, approaching the
table, took the cap from the jug, and kicked it into the stove.
"You are a dead man !" said Matteo.

"But not yet buried," replied Michel; "the gravedigger
has not had time to dig my grave."
" I will
pL.-ce you in it myself !"
"When,

if

you please

f"
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'Tomorrow!"
" At -what time ?''
"At day break !"
" At what
place ?"
" Behind the
great cemetery wall."
" That is
enough."
" Now fi .ish
your newspaper, the sooner the better, for in
the

iut-jrest

Now,

then,
',

ting

up.

:

he pulled oat a large gold watch, which he placed
table.

At the Bight of that watch a cloud seemed to pass over
M.C.I. -1's face, which till then had remained unchanged,
but now became quite pale. This watch bore on the case of
It a figure of St. Michel bearing a cross as a lance.
" Where did
you get that watch from ?" cried Michel, in a
huvr'ed tone.
" What is that to
you?"
"I wish to know, because I believe

it to be a family
the watch of a gallant Frenchman who was basely assassinated by a Spaniard in the island of Cabrera, in 1810 it

-watch

"One day no doubt you will have, as your ancestors have
had, the honor of eerviug France either as a soldier upon laud,
or as a sailor in the vessels of the State. You will bru-v
your duty I am sure ; in an enemy wounded or conquered you
will only see an unhappy or disabled brother.
Far from put-

him to death, give him generously your hand to raise him
You must become a rampart to his body if attacked by
of the future life I advise you to see a priest. your furious companions.
Such is my will at the hour of m
make haste. I allow you five minutes." Thus death remember the will of a dying person is something sa-

him on the

Left re

SEAL.

;

cred and holy."

"I remember," added Michel, after a moment's silence,
which gave Matteo time for reflection " I remember, and that
is why at this critical moment I offer a friendly hand to the
son of the murderer of my father. Brother, I forgive you."
Matteo threw himself into the arms of his generjus victor.
:

The day after this nocturnal encounter, the conclusion of
which produced a lively emotion in the city of -Toulon, Michel
Lacroix received a box containing the watch which was the

my father's watch. But speak, sir." A complete change sacred heirloom of his family.
had come over Michel
with inflamed countenance and
About this time a great fire broke out in the Toulon arsenal,
clenched fists, his upper lip curled with an expression indicaand occasioned great disaster. At one time the flames, inthirst
of
his
his
voice
short
ting
vengeance,
eyes bloodshot,
creased by a north wind, threatened even to blow up the powand quivering, he repeated " Where have you taken this
der magazine. At this critical moment, a man, a sailor, diswatch from ?"
tinguished himself above all others by his courage and self" I have not taken
It came to me by descent at my
it, sir.
it was Michel Lacroix.
His noble conuuct was
devotion
"
father's death.
deemed worthy of reward. The prefect of Toulon, having told
" What was
your father's name ?"
him to come to his house, took him into his room and said to
" The same as mine."
him, "Michel, you are a brave young fellow the king, who
" What is
name
?"
your
knows how to reward every kind of service, will no doubt re" That of a brave
Spaniard, Huertas."
compense you I intend to ask him to give you the cross of the
"
Huertas," cried Michel, "is the name of an assassin.
of honor nevertheless, if there is any other favor you
Tour father treacherously assassinated mine. God is just, be- legion
wish for, tell it to me I will do all that depends upon me to
causa
he
is

;

:

;

;

;

to-day
victim."

sends the son of the murderer to the son of the

;

obtain

it

for you."

Michel,

who was

as

modest

success as he was brave in

in

peril, replied

Monsieur, the prefect, you are very good in bestowing your
praises upon one who, having done his duty like many others,
is already quite enough rewarded by the testimony of his c nscience ; nevertheless, since you deign to grant me a favor, I
accept your offer with gratilude."
"What do you wish ?"
"
Amongst the prisoners of war who are at Toulon there is
a young Spaniard, who is on the point of losing his wife ; he is
in despair at not being able to be with her ; as a husband and
a father he is wounded in his teuderest affections. He would
bless the hand which, setting him at liberty, should allow him
It would be an
to console the last hours of his beloved wife.
Permit me to hope
act of holy generosity worthy of France.
Instead of the cross of honor you
for it of your benevolence.
proposed, I ask the liberation of Matteo Huertas."
"Brave and generous Michel !" replied the prefect, who
knew all the circumstances of the combat we have narrated.
"Noble boy, your father in heaven ought to be happy and
proud of having such a son. Give me your hand that I may
press it in mine !" And, going to his desk, Le w.ote a decree
which allowed Matteo Huertas to return to Catalonia. A
month later Michel received the cross of the legion of honor,
the cioss of the strong and brave.
Michel Lacroix retired when still young from the service of
the navy, to assist his mother in her declining days. He has
' '

The impresssion produced by

this scene can easily be underput into words. Accompanied by two
witnesse chosen from amongst the inmates of the Cafe' de Paris, the Frenchman and the Spaniard went to a deserted place

stood, but cannot be
;

The

situ ted at the extremity of the town.
like funeral torches, lighted up the
the day before at the same hour, to

bloody catalog
" What are

stars of heaven,

had gone
add one name more to the

way

that Matteo

ie of his victims.

your arms, sir?" inquired Matteo of Michel,

when they

h.id reached the place.
" I am
y^ur man, sir, with any weapon you please," replied
Michel.
" Let us cast lots that shall

decide!"

" Throw
up a piece of money in the

and

The
on

the pistol."
money came to the sword.

air

heads for the sword,

tails for

The

attack,

which was made

great Tigor, was of short duration. The
Spaniard was obliged to yield, and was soon disarmed he had
placed himself upon a damp spot of ground, and his foot had
slipped in the very blood which he had himself shed the day
botli sides with

;

before.

"

"
life belongs to you."
Strike, then," said Matteo,
take me for an assassin ?" replied Michel, giving a

my

"Do you

generous hand to his adversary. He added "I could kill
[ will not
the last wishes of my dying father im-

yo .1, but

;

se obcdienc?, which is due to his memory.
Listen, sir, to
tJo lust recommendation of Michel Lacroix, who died in 1810,
in the island of Cabrera, under the stroke of a man who has
now appeared before God's tribunal listen, BUT!" Thee drawing from a pocket-book, which he always carried about him, a
with emotion the follow;i with black- was, he read
ing lines by the light of two torches, which the oaeonds had
procured to civs light for tha combat.

p

;

found happiness and peace in his marriage, and is the father
of a numerous family, of which the eldest reads as well in big
books as in the rigging of a vessel and if the perfection of happiness were possible in this wodd, ho certainly wou'd have
thought it was placed in his own house. His friends,
who sometimes ask Breton hospitality of him, see suspended at
;

the side of a black wooden crucifix a case with a gi t edge in
this case is a watch, with the figure of the patron Saint Michael upon it, and at its fo.t is a cross cf honor, and a large
:

black

seal.
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CHAPTER

indicated that the cunning was assumed and the frankness natman's character is more easily read in his manner of

I.

ural.

LA PINEDE.

ON

the coast of the Mediterranean, between Marseilles and
lies snugly ensconced in the rocks and

Toulon, a small harbor

protected from the wind by a stony projection shaped like a pier.
In stormy weather vessels sometimes seek the shelter of this lit-

haven, but at other times the only boats in it are those belonging to the fishermen of the town. The name of this little
port is La Ciotat. It had never been heard of until the Carlo
Alberto in 1831 landed the Duchesse de Berri on that point of
the French coast, and at the time when this story begins its extle

A

laughing than in any other way: what is false or affected in it is
too apparent to deceive. The name of this personage was M.
Toussaint Lescalle. He was a solicitor, one of the two royal notaries established

.at

La Ciotat.

At the moment when we

find

M.

he seemed to
be expecting somebody. Now and then, shading his eyes with
his hand, he glanced at the new road, as it was then called. The
white pebbles sparkled like diamonds, the ground glowed like
burnished gold, the olive trees glittered like quicksilver; but it
was not the peculiarities of the landscape which occupied M.
Lescalle seated at the foot of the Sugar-loaf

hill,

He beguiled his impatience by reading over a letter
which he drew out of a huge portfolio on his knees, and then by
looking every two or three minutes at his watch with manifest

in France as if the quaint little city
neighborhood of Pernambuco or Batavia.
In geographical dictionaries it was said to contain four thousand
five hundred inhabitants, and the vintage of its hillocks was

Lescalle.

highly commended.
At the time we are speaking of, a carriage road from Marseilles}
In spite of great
to La Ciotat was in course of construction.
Great obstacles arose from
efforts, the work proceeded slowly.
the nature of the soil.
Engineers and miners found it difficult to
deal with the rocks and precipices in there way; but there was
no lack of zeal in overcoming nature's resistance, for the new
road was to open communications with Marseilles and for the
inhabitants of La Ciotat, Marseilles was a sort of Paris. As to

At last he got up, seized his portfolio and a bundle of keya
wnich had been lying in his hat, and began to ascend the path
up the hill. As he was slowly advancing, the sound of a horse's
trot reached his ears, which made him suddenly stop and turn
round, and then he saw a man on horseback approaching at full
speed, upon which he retraced his steps.
"Upon my word, M. le Baron, I had given you up," ho exclaimed, as the gentleman came up to him.
" No
" but if I am
wonder, my good friend," was the reply;
late I assure you I could not help it.
I have been spending two
days with the Marquis de Previs, and did not arrive at Mar-

istence

was

as little

had been situated

known

in the

the real Paris, they knew its name, they talked of it, but never
dreamed of going there; nor is it quite certain that they all did
know of the existence of Paris in 1835. This is no exaggeration,

signs of impatience.

seilles till this

morning."

"Will the Marquis lend a helping hand about

a poor peasant used to take off his hat as he
passed before a picture of Louis Philippe, and called him the
good Sing Louis the Sixteenth. The storm which convulsed the
world from 1789 to 1794, and the glory which dazzled it from

the election?"
the solicitor inquired.
"
had some conversation on the subject," the Baron said,
in a way that showed he did not intend to disclose what had

1800 to 1815, had passed unperceived over the heads of these

passed between him and the Marquis.
hint, and allowed the subject to drop.

for at that time

many

good people.

Now

all is

lished at

La

changed.
Ciotat.

A
The

dockyard for steamers has been estabbenefits and the evils of civilization

have reached that remote corner of the world. The traveler's
eye reads its name as he passes by one of the stations of the
railway, and catches a glimpse of the picturesque little town and
busy port full of shipping.
At about a league and a half from La Ciotat, at the foot of a
hill covered with dwarf pines, ilexes, and holly, stands a rock
where the goatherds of the neighborhood are wont to congre" the
call from its
and which

its

gate,
loaf."

they

peculiar shape,

Sugar-

At the time

in question, just opposite this rock two
roads diverged in different directions.
The new highroad leading
to Marseilles made an angle and stretched its dusty length be-

tween the olive plains on each side of it, and the other road,
or rather pathway, half choked up with furze and brambles and
supported by dilapidated stonework, ascended the hill.
On a sunny morning in March a man was sitting on a stone
ledge at the bottom of the Sugar-loaf rock. His dress and appearance were those of a thriving bourgeois his figure short and
stumpy, his complexion brown and ruddy. He looked between
There was in his countenance a
forty and fifty years of age
mixture not an uncommon one in France of good nature and
shrewdness: shrewdness of a commonplace sort, with more
sharpness in it than cleverness. There was a cunning look in
the fat

little

gentleman's eyes; but his laugh was frank, which

The following

m2e
lu-s

tale IB

an imitation, and partly a

en Province," by Muduiuu Luonio Doaet,
uduptuUon of her work.

translation, of

who haa mo*t

"Un Mar-

kindly sanctioned

We

Before the two men
Baron dismounted and

left

M. Lescalle took the

the fooL of the Sugar-loaf hill, the
trunk of an olive

tied his horse to the

" I am
Glancing at the stony and steep pathway, he said,
not going to run the risk of breaking my Silphide's legs up that
tree.

horrid road."

The lawyer repressed a smile, for although the old mare
might have once deserved that fanciful name, her actual aged
condition and broken knees were not in keeping with it. There
was a sort of resemblance between Silphide and her muster.
He too was old and thin and worn out; a small head, long limbs,
and an aquiline nose, gave him a combined likeness to a racehorse and a greyhound. The Baron de Croixfonds had every
right to this aristocratic appearance, for he was descended so
he always said, at least from one of King Rene's brethren-inarms during the wars between the houses of Anjou and Aragon.
His wealth was supposed to be greatly inferior to the antiquity of
his family, but he had an elder brother who was a peer of France
and very rich. His expectations, in consequence, were more
brilliant than his means.
As they slowly ascended the hill, M. Lescalle was the first to
speak.
Assuming a somewhat consequential manner, he said,
" I am
rather afraid, M. le Baron, that this excursion- of yours
will prove a fruitless one."
so?" the Baron asked.

"Why
"

I mean that you will not be able to carry out
your plans."
" Have
"
they changed their minds about selling La Pinede?
"
Oh, dear, no; but there is another purchaser in the field."
"
" A bona
fide one ?

"

Yes, a loiut fide one."

THJH

XOTABY-8 DAUGHTER.

"

How haye you heard of it."
Read this letter. It is from 31. Bcrthct of Marseilles."
The Baron glanced at the contents of the letter, and asked,
" Who is this Comte de Vedelles?"
"An ex-magistrate, I think. One of the old nobility of
'

Lorraine."
"

wonder how high this new purchaser will bid."
Considering the price at which we start the sale, there is
ample scope for bidders," the solicitor observed, in a confidenI

"

lone

tial

"

We

"

And you

shau see," the Baron replied. "That low price may
have tempted this Count. When he finds that a neighboring
landowner is in the field, he will withdraw."

"Well,
cure

it

will purchase?"
son Cesaire s election

my

we must

possess

after a pause the
us."

La

Pinede.

must be secured, and
I must do all I can

Baron added, "and then

my

to se;"

and

brother will help

Oh, if the Vicomte de Croixfonds lends his assistance, there
will be no difficulty."
" I am
glad in any case to see this mysterious place," the
" It
Baron said, without taking notice of M. Lescalle's remark.
to
is an old fancy of mine, which I have never been able
gratify.
Ever since my return to Croixfonds, fifteen years ago, I have
wished to go to La Pinede, but I never could get in. Have you
"
always had possession of the keys?
" I received the
of
the
chateau
sixteen years ago, when
keys
Count Honore went away after the death of his wife, and I
have never been there myself since that time. He had given
me exact orders on the subject, and I adhered to them."
And has nobody bsen into the house nobody at all for
'

"

''Count Honore, as long as he lived, spent a week there by
himself every year."
" In what a wretched state it must
be," the Baron said.
I should think so indeed,'' M. Lescalle replied, and taking
the largest of the keys which he carried in his hand, he thrust it
'

into the rusty lock of an iron gate.
Above this gate was a medallion in the style of Louis the Fifteenth's time, on which the letters H. and P. formed a monogram,

On each side of the gate a stone wall
followed the undulations of the uneven ground and surrounded
surmounted by a coronet.

of a tall hill, which seemed to rebel against
by throwing out such aa immense quantity of
brambles and ivy that in several places breaches were opened in

the whole

summit

this rigid belt

the wall.

About

sixty acres of barren, wild, uncultivated land,
firs
remnants of the old forest

dotted about with clumps of

which had given its nams to the place were inclosed within
and in the centre of this property stood the house,

precincts,

spectfully called
de la Pinede.

Small as

it

by every one

strangle the fruit trees in their entangled knots, alone testified
that the place had been formerly cared for.
The soil of Provence is unproductive when left to itself. To make it fertile,

two things

in that

its

re-

neighborhood the CJuiteau

was, something distinguished and old-fashioned in

appearance justified that appellation. It had been built in
the reign of Louis the Thirteenth, partly of brick, partly of stone,
and formed a perfect square; irregular rows of windows on every
its

and a siir^la door studded with projecting iron nails, gave
very much the look of a gigantic dice
Before the entrance-door was a broad paved terrace, bordered
by a parapet, on which vases of blue china contained dried-up
mould and sticks which had once been wreathed with green.
Four acacias, planted at each corner of this terrace, ha'l grown
Their branches, freed from the trammels
to a magnificent size.

side,
it

which used to. compel them to form a sort of tent before the
One of them hud
house, had taken all sorts of strange liberties.
availed itself, in a free and easy manner, of the opening made l>y
a broken pane of glasff in one of the windows of the second
story, and intruding into a bedroom, astonished every spring the
spiders, its sole inhabitants, by a burst of green leaves, white
With the exception of this
blossoms, and delicious perfume.
broken pane, everything in Hie little chateau was hermetically
Thick shutters protected the windows of the first story,
closed.
aud heavy iron bars those of the ground flsor. If it had not

labor and

are required

La Pinede bad been

"

sixteen years?

been for that audacious branch of acacia and the grass growing
among,-;! the stones of the pavement before the entrance-door, it
might have been supposed that the inhabitants of La Pinede had
only left it a few days ago.
The grounds evinced the contrary even more than the house.
The dried-up soil, covered with branches and bindweed, presented
the most desolate appearance. A fine avenue of olive trees,
which led from the gate to the terrace, some few peach and almond trees and straggling vines, which made it their business to

left

water.

For sixteen years

without the beneficial ministrations of

spade or watering-pot.
The scene above described met the eyes of M. Lescalle and the
Baron de Croixfonds when, after having with difficulty pushed

open ihe iron gate, the hinges of which refused to do their part,
they walked up the avenue, arrived in front of the Chateau de
la Pinede, and by means of another of M. Lescalle's heavy bunch
of keys, entered the house and found themselves in a large hall
paved with marble, which emitted that peculiar odor of dust
and decay which housekeepers call a close smell. M. Lescalle
rushed into the adjoining saloon and threw open the windows.
The gladsome morning sunshine flooded suddenly with light the
long-closed room, and the two men looked at each other in
The principal pieces of furniture were
silent astonishment.
grouped round the chimney, in which half-burnt logs of wood
seemed to be waiting for the fire-tongs to rekindle them.
On one of those low couches which used to be called Causcusei,
some tapestry work with a needle hanging to it, and an unfolded
pocket handkerchief, were lying. A child's table standing near
this sofa was covered with little white sheep wearing pink collars
and fraternizing with lions, wolves, elephants, and stags, of proportionate size.
Shepherdesses in blue gowns and hunters in
red coats, resting at the bottom of a large box of playthings,
seemed destined to join that happy family. The box was lying
open on the couch by the side of the piece of work. It was impossible to mistake the mother's place aud the child's place in
Her work and its play seemed only just interrupted.
that room.
Where was the mother? Was she not about to come in? Where
was the child? Would not the sound of its laughing voice soon
ring joyfully on the stairs? No; all was silent as the grave.
The two men looked at each other with that sort of sadness
which is sometimes felt at the sight of an empty nest. An old
lawyer, and an old man of the world! There must have been a
strange pathos in that room to have thus affected them.
On the corner of the chimney was lying a dried-up nosegay
of violets, which the first touch would have destroyed, and an
old newspaper. The Baron de Croixfonds took it up and read
the date
"

March

7th, 1819.

Yes; the eve of the anniversary of the poor Countess de la
Pincde's death," the notary observed.
"
Come, Lescalle, give me some account of it," the Baron
" You
keep your reminiscensaid, resuming his usual manner.
ces as closely under lock aud key as the domain of La Pinede."
"

"I had made a promise on the subject, M. Lescalle answered; "but now unfortunately there is no reason why I
should keep

it."

"Well, then,

let

us break the seal

at

once," the Baron said.

family histories, and I suppose as there was so much secrecy observed in this ease, that this one must have some pecuAs he said this, the Baron stretched himself at
liar interest."
?ull length on the sofa, took out his cigar-case, and assumed a
'

I like

likening attitude.
If you expect some complicated or extraordinary history,
your curiosity will be disappointed," M. Lescalle answered.
"The state in which you find this place and this room, in
'

reveals the simple fact that
tells its tale
death snapped the thread of a ywng woman's existence, and
doomed the life which was bound up in hers to a hopelesg

which everything

sorrow."

DM <;HTKlt.

Till-:

I

I want to hear details."
suppose, that the La Pinedcs were one of the
families in this part of the country, nud that they built
liltle chateau in the midst of this pine forest when Lea

know

the fact, but

You know

1

tin

.

1

Truis Tours, their former abode, had fallen into decay."
have lieard all that ancient history. But what was
Xea
I

more recent times?"
They did not go often to Paris, or

their position in
>.

iv popular in their

to Court, but were also much so, that

own neighborhood,

thev remained here quite unmolested through the whole of the
The Court party, afler the restoration,
itionary period.

forgave their not having emigrated."
whose family had emigrated, looked displeased,
I do not care for political details, my dear Lescalle.
said

Tiie liai'OD,
'

mis

I

hear their domestic history."
Their private history, M. le Baron, was closely connected
with what I have just told you as briefly as I could, for it accounts

Count Honore de la Pinede concentrated his existence in the narrow circle of his domestic affections and his secluded home. One so young, so wealthy, so handsome, and so
clever, would certainly have played a part in the world, if his
principles during the empire, and afterwards a sensitive pride
resulting from the circumstances I have alluded to, had not kept
him aloof from social and political life. He knew the Bourbons
were not favorably inclined towards him, and though his sympathies were Royalist, he would not condescend to curry favor
with them, so he lived entirely in the country, and cared for
nothing but his wife and his home."
for the fact that

"

"

Whom

did he marry?
'His cousin. Mdlle. de la Pinede.

They had both lost their
and had been brought up by an old childmcle
From the time of their babyhood they had cared
It
for each other, and cared for hardly any one else besides.
wa^ one of those engrossing affections which seemed to supply
to them both the place of all other ties.
People used to say
that these children realized the story of Paul and Virginia, only*
When Count Honore was
in their case it ended in a marriage.
twenty he married Mdlle. Louise, who was eighteen. They had
one child, a girl, and for six years their happiness knew no
bounds La Pinede seemed an earthly paradise. But in one
dav IQ one moment, it came to an end. Madame de la Pinede

parents in early

life,

died suddenly of disease of the heart. Beautiful, happy, smiling sitting by her husband, who perfectly adored her, and her
"

little

M.

child playing at her feet, she expired!
Lescalle paused a moment, and then pointing to the sofa,

"

said.

I see it all

before

my

eyes as

I

saw

it

then.

Her

lovely

face, white as a sheet and sinking on her bosom, her hand on the
of her child; Count Honore on his knees, trying in vain
to make her smell salts, and looking at her with eyes which
seemed to grow wild with terror and despair."

did you happen to witness this scene? " the Baron

How

I'inede.

!.

will soon be over.'

"But, Mdlle. Denise,'

me

Let

'

he has always spent one week in March at
For eight days shut up in solitude, for even then
he would not admit any one into the place, he wandered like a
ghost about the house and grounds. People about here think he
was out of his mind, and lament that this ancient family should
have ended so sadly. The last time he came he looked deplorably ill, and spoke of his failing health. I tried to cheer him up,
and advised him to try some waters. He smiled in a mournful
manner, and said, 'My good friend, the wound has never
Do not look at
It is not waters that can cure a broken heart.
me so sadly. Fifteen years ago I was indeed to be pitied; but
now God has been good to me, and my release is at hand. I am
happier than I have been for a long time past. My sufferings
fifteen years

l

La

I said,

'you ought to wish to

live for

her sake.'

"'Ah

my

!

little girl !'

he

with some emotion.

said,

'God

will take care of Denise.'

"

was

much

in his thoughts, M. le Baron,
and though I said all I could to
make him more cheerful, I felt sure he would die soon, and so
Three months afterwards I received the news of
it turned out.
Lis death, and then Mdlle. de la Pinede, by the advice of her
guardian, M. Lcgrand, made up her mind to sell this place.
He has never been to see it, this fine Paris gentleman, and he

God, you

that I took

it

see,

so

as a bad sign,

know that its value has considerably increased since
new road to Marseilles has been made. I painted in some-

does not
the

what high colors the deplorable state into which Count Honore's
morbid fancy has allowed the property to fall, and so we arrived
at a valuation which has placed it within reach of your son's
means."
" In case

"but

we have no serious competitors," the Baron replied;
How do you call him?"
M. de

that

.

"M. deVedelles."
"Well, that M. de Vedelles,

who

falls

upon us from the

skies,

been advertised

at all

"

is

a great bore.
" I did
my best.

The

sale has scarcely

only for the
hardly time for any one to
at Marseilles

eight days, so that there has been
know of it but this purchaser writes

last

from Paris."

"And how on

earth did he hear of

it

there?" the Baron

exclaimed.

"Oh, in a very simple manner! Mdlle. de la Pinede has been
educated at the Convent of the Sacred Heart, and the Countess
de Vedelles visits the ladies there, and made acquaintance with
the heiress, and they have laid their heads together on the subject.

was impossible

It

to forqtec this."

" If
"It is the dpvil to pay!" the Baron cried.
they bid more
than two hundred thousand francs, we shall have to give it up.
Even with my brother's assistance, and by getting into debt, we
cannot go beyond that price."
" It is a
the solicitor said.
grent pity,"

arrived here at the very moment it took place, having
c died to talk over matters of business with the Count.
As I

There was rather a long pause, and then in a hesitating manner
"
he added, There might perhaps be a way in which the matter

this room, I saw what I have been describonce that there was no hope that all was over.
1
dragged the poor man out of the room. He seemed to have
us senses, and for several weeks his friends were afraid he
would quite go out of his mind. They urged him to leave the

could be arranged."
" What

'

I

opened the door of
nd

.

knew

and

at

at last, for the

sake of his child, he consented to go
he dismissed all his servants,

away. But before his departure
even the gardener, and locked up
Then he sent for me, gave
park.
exacted a solemn promii-e that I

the house and the gates of the
the keys into my keeping, and

would never use them never
go myself, or let anybody else go to La Pinede. It was a morbid fancy of his that the place where his wife had been born,
had lived, loved, and died, should remain as a solitary monu.n her memory, the tomb of his past
happiness, an emblem
of utter desolation and perpetual mourning.
I promised to atA ft'T shakim: hands with me, lie drove
to his directions.
with Ins
e's

chili!

and her

'Ml!.-.

:

education, the Count tool: up

i,i;

aK.d.- in

\\\\-'.

way?"

certain circumstances it would be in my power to
place fifty thousand francs at M. Cesaire's disposal."
"
" Could
you really, Lescalle ? the Baron anxiously inquired.
"But then you see, M. le Baron," the solicitor replied, speak-

"Under

ing slowly and laying an emphasis on the words, "you see that
sum constitutes a considerable portion of my daughter's fortune,

and Rose
" Oh

growing up."
is your daughter's fortune you are
speaking of.
."
The Baron did not finish his sentence
Then in that case
but there was a look in his face which meant, "We need not
is

it

!

;

say anything more about it."
" Can
you reckon on your electors

think

"Yes,
"If we pome
I

to

"
?

M. Lescalle asked.

have no anxiety on that point."
an agreement, I might secure you a certain
I

of voles."

It

" Oli

so.

!

pr.;y ilo so.

We

cannot afford to neglect any chance."

THE NOTARY'S
"It would be rather a serious tiling for me, however." the
lawyer answered
"You sec I cannot throw over the parly
which .supports Richer do Moutlouis, unless I had a good reason
for it."
"

DAl'dllTE-R.

beauty, and

embalm the air with an Indescribable perfume
The days were mild and lovely but the evenings somct n..
cold

Always on Mdlle. Rose's account?" the Baron asked,

slightly satirical tone.
"
Yes. M. Ic Karon, I

am

quite above board with you.

in a

I

do

"
miud showing you the cards Artemon Richer
DC Montlouis," the Baron snecringly added.
Artemon Richer seems inclined to pay his addresses to Rose,
and upon my word, he is so good a match that I am not inclined

not
'

to put a spoke in the wheel by quarreling with his
family and
"
opposing the election of his uncle
"
You don't mean to say that you would give your daughter
to that heavy dolt of a man, who is always lounging in the
"
Estamiuets?
"
Not if I could find a better match for her," the solicitor an"
swered
but
The Baron snatched up his hat, and walked out of the house
into the avenue
He was determined not to- look as if he understood
M. Lescalle dropped the subject, and the two gentlemen
walked about the place calculating the worth of each acre of land,
and exulting over the neglect in which everything was left, which

One night that this rough enemy was blowing with virulence
and had prevented the usual stroll after dinner three cl the new
inhabitants of La Pinede were sitting round the
chimney where
some pine logs and burning cones were diffusing ttieir
fragrant
perfume and not unweicome heat These three persons were
the Count and Countess de Vedelies and their eldest
son, Jacques
de Vedelles. The Count was reading In a huge arm chair the
Countess working at a piece ct tapestry Jacques, halt
sitting,
halt lying on a couch near his mother,
poked the fire and watched
the sparks as they flew up the
chimney with an rbsent expres
sion ot countenance which betokened either an idle or a
dreamy
state ot mind which is
by no means tBe sam< thing.

For some time no one spoke. The great buhl clock ticked,
wind made strange noises amongst the

'

'

.

certainly did

seem

likely to disgust

any one who should

visit it

before purchasing.

When

this sort of

went back

approximate valuation was concluded, they
where Silplude was leisurely grazing at

to the place

the foot of the Sugar-loaf

and turned

hill

The Baron mounted

his steed

head towards Croixfonds. The solicitor walked
by his side for a few minutes, talking over some of the details
connected with La Pmede, and then somewhat abruptly said
1

am

very

its

much

afraid that

M

Cesaire will not be elected."

before his eyes, who could not bear to be kepi waiting for breakThat old arisfast, the linle man murmured between his teeth

hope he understands that I can spoi. his game.
31 de Croixfonds meanwhile was making the following mentai
ejaculations- 'The presumption of these ow born people is
tocrat- I

'

intolerable.
To think of .his vulgar attorney'*
And now I supventuring to offer me his daughter tor my son
pose he will turn against us! But somehow or ither Cesaire
must be 'elected " -His pride and his ambition pulling in dif

becoming quite

it-rent directions, the

in a very

descendant of King Rene

s

pine trees.

At last Madame de Vedelles dropped .iball of worsted, and as
her sou stooped to pick it up she whispered to him. " Is George
still out of doors?"
'

suppose sc
Jacques answered in the same low voice
Madame ae Veuciies sighed ana ancther ,onr silence ensued.
I

Though she haa nrt meant her question tt be heard, ii hac
apparently caught her husband s ear t :r he ran? the bell, anu
soon the wnnkiea lace anu grey head of o.':. Vincent appeared
the door.
:.'.

M

is
Geors-e at homer the Count asked, without raising hu
eyes trom his 1 ook
Gecrffe is Lnishmg his supper in the little dining room
He has maae a very gooo meal ot it the old man added IL

M

significant manner, ana almost betore he had finished
tence, George de Vedeiies came into the room.

hi:-

sen

Though he was twenty his figure was so slight and his appealance so youthful tha' he did not ,ook more than seventeen o
The pertect symmetry 1 his featureeighteen .years '-f age
and tht whiteness of his face gave it the appearance ol a marbli
bust
il was only in his eyes that there was any animation

They were

dark, sparkling and vet soft their dreamy
added to the peculiarity of this young

expression

ibscn;

man e

countenance

Georges

friend wen*

dress, unlike that ot the rest of the ramify, betok-

He had on that evening a shooting jacket and
the worse for wear heavy leathern gaiters and
Had it not been for the fineness of his
thick clumsy shoes
linen and his white and well-shaped hands, he might have been
taken for a young gamekeeper
ened neglect.

bad humor

Three weeks afterwards the Comte de Vedelles became the
owner of La Pinede. A bid of twenty thousand francs beyond
the sum the Baron could produce settled the matter
When
de Croixfonds was informed of this result he fell almost sorry
that he had so decidedly snubbed M. Lescallc's proposal for

M

unless his son could

the logs crackled, the

'

Without giving the Baron time to answer he bowed and iefi
him and as lie hastened home with the fear ot Madame Lescallc

home

thanks to the mistral, that temul.

cal climate.

in that part of

the
purchase
property
Lescalle took care
country, he would not be eligible, and as
to point out, tliis was not an easy thing in an old-fashioned
locality where estates did not often change hands, the Baron
knew perfectly well that this was the case, to remind him of it
a

M

was

like handling a smarting wound.
he concealed his vexation.

It

was with

trousers

much

After he had made a-bow to his father and kissed his mother's
hand he sat down on the couch near his brother As he did so
and turned towards him a bright smile lighted up his face, but
only for a minute.
'

"

What have you

Why
'

difficulty that

was
'

I

did you not

been doing, George?" the Count asked"
in time for dinner?

come home

have been out shooting all day. " was the answer;
thought when I came back."

'

and

it

later than I

We

may conclude, then, that you have brought home
plenty of game.
The season is very bad, and game, I fancy, scarce in this
'

'

CHAPTER

neighborhood

THE FAMILY OP DE VEDELLES.

THE Comte

de Vedelles and his family arrived

1

at

La Pinede

end of April, just

at that moment so
delightful in Provthe full burst of a southern spring adorns the whoh;
The lilo-M.ms of the
ape wilh a profusion of flowers
peach and almond trees clothe the country in pink and white
The yellow stock, the purple iris, the blue salvia, the red va-

at the

ence,

Then why

are you always going out shooting? What an
absurd fancy it is to be walking about all day with a gun on
your shoulder without object or result.
George made no answer, and played with the ears of a fine spaniel which had foi'

II.

when

:md the wild vine cover every bill wilh a rich m:n
gorgeous colors, fringe every wall with bright tufts of v.

loweil
just

'

him into the room. M dc Vedelles went on
'It was
same at Yalsec, where there was plenty of game of

the

every

ment.

You do not choose to exert yourself even as to idie
You never make an effort even for the sake of amuse
You will always remain a listless unsociable obstinate

sort.

dreamer

"

"But my

excursions

amuse me

'

George replid,

''

evea

THE NOTARY'*
my

.

do not shoot much, and

I

though

think they are good for

I

cynical unbelief with
[ve gem-rations.

health."

"Health, always health!'' the Count exclaimed, "that is
the excuse for everything. I am getting tired of it."
"
But, my dear, if these long walks strengthen him," Madame
de Vedelles said.
He seems strong enough now," the Count rejoined. "It

improvement of his mind. Come,
'can't you resume a
George, he added in a kinder manner
little your course of studies?
Jacques would direct and help

would be

ItM.'filfTKH.

well to think of the

which he has poisoned the souls of suede Vedelles was of the. number ot Miose

.M.

who hud imbibed from

the; teaching of the. eighteenth century a
lie
united, which,
scepticism, if the two v,
though not obtrusively put forward, nevertheless influenced his
thoughts and actions in various respects. He was a Hoyalist, a

practical

Conservative, and the husband of a pious woman. For all th
reasons he always spoke of religion with ropcct. atidlic abhorred

delles sneeringly

But hi
mpathy
infidelity and lawlessness.
with Voltaire and his school sometimes pierced through his political and domestic code of religious propriety and Jacques de
Vedelles, in spite of his mother's efforts, hail derived from his
father opinions which he more boklly announced and acted
upon more consistently when not under the paternal roof.
Though a general admiration for Voltaire was among the half
involuntary influences which the Count had exercised over the
mind of his son, the proposal to read aloud JA /<</.< did not parHe made, however, no difficulty on the
ticularly charm him.
subject, and drawing a chair .lose to the table where his mother
was working, he began to read tha' somewhat dull but fine

and down

tragedy.

you."
"

that, my dear father. I cannot work my
look into the books Jacques leut me, but I

Pray do not talk of
I tried to

head.

could

make nothing

of them."

Madame de Ve-

"Don't you understand what you read?"
delles asked.

" Sometimes I
do, and sometimes
study it tries my head."

mother.

I don't,

But

I

hate

;

perhaps, your favorite pursuit," II. de Ve" I saw
remarked.
you yesterday walking up
the avenue, With your nose in the air, star-gazing, I

"Astronomy

is,

presume."
"
Oh, yes; I like to look at the sky;

it is

so beautiful.'

1

recollect the

!

"

aloud ?
"
Yes, mother. What shall I read? I have got here Valena novel of Georg^ Sand's, and Sousles Titteuls, by Alphouse
.

"

Karr
"Novels,

1

'

Madame de

Vedelles said.

"What

sort of novels

'

are

they'.'

"

An amusing

sort, I

suppose," Jacques answered,

'for they

are very popular, and people do not generally care for tiresome

books."
'

But

are they

good books to read?

"

Madame de

Vedelles again

inquired.

need not take the trouble to ask,
" the names of the authors are
enough."
" I know
nothing about them.'

"Well,

I will tell

you what they

her husband said,

are/' the old

Count rejoined.

who seek for subjects of interest amidst the
human depravity and exhibit the worst passions

M

human

nature under the fairest and most deceitful garb.
Karr and Madame Sand hold a high rank in this intellectual

which would end by utterly dishonoring literature in
France, if like all other orgies, it was not doomed to be shortlived and to die of its*own excesses.
orgy,

You

'

'

said.

'

are very severe,. father, on these poor authors, Jacques
If they had appeared before you when you sat on the

bench, they wouid hayc found no mercy at your hands.
1 shouid have made short work with them
the old Count
answered, and then turning to Ins wife he said, 'I suppose you
'

'

do not wish Jacques
dear/

"

to read to us

such books as those,

"

No, indeed," she
"

"
replied.

should like to hear?
"Why not one of the
the

At ten o clock
his

one rose and went to bed. Passing before
de Vedelles said to his wife,*" And you
"
believe he has a taste for poetry?
"
she
look how
he is.

^.very

slumbering son,

M

make me
said;
"The poor child is tired,"
"Oh, I know that you can always find

try to

'

pale

excuses for him; but

go on leading this kind of life. Only see in
what a way he is dressed: those dirty shoes and wora-out
clothes make him look like a poacher just escaped from the
hands of the gendarmes!"

really he cannot

" I will
speak to htm about it to-morrow," Madame de
Vedelles gently said.
During this conversation Jacques had roused his brother, ana
was whispering to him something he did not seem to understand.
On the first floor if the chateau there was a square ante-room

with four doors opening into different apartments. After the
Count and Countess had gone into their rooms, Jacques stopped
his brother, who was going up the staircase to the next story

Count

said, taking

and

said:

"You really must attend, George, to our father's wishes. He
You ought to have more sense.
gets quite angry with you.
What sense? George asked, having heard only the last
'

are writers

foulest icenes of

of

Jacques was gifted with a melodious voice and a grtat talent
His father listened to him with delight, and nis
mother as if she was hearing the most exquisite music. George,
before the end of the first act, was fast asleep. The Count de
Vedeaes kept glancing at the couch in a contemptuous manner.

_

"You

"They

.

for reading.

hope your memory is returning. Do you find that
names of the constellations ? If I remember
right, you had at college the first prize for cosmography."
"Oh that was before my illness, father, and I have forgotten the names they gave to my dear, beautiful stars. Now I can
only look at them and feel glad that God made them."
His wife,
M. de Vedelles looked disappointed and sighed.
who wished to interrupt the conversation, turned to her eldest
son and said, "Dear Jacoues, will you read us something

"Then

you

modern

my

Can you suggest anything we

1

word of his brother's sentence.
The sense to behave like other people."
I do not see what harm I do to anybody."
'

'

'

That is not the question. It is your duty to- obey your parand your way of going on, though it may not do them

ents;

harm, displeases yo'ir

father.

Do try George, to acquire the
now twenty and after all you

You are
habits of a gentleman.
are the Baron de Vedelles.
'

do not care whether I am or not,' George answered.
" Come
to me.
You used not to
Jacques, please do not preach
do so, but now everybody tries his hand at it; even old Vincent
I

whilst I was at supper, kept grumbling away about something
or other I don't know what, for I was not listening.
Realiy.
people might leave me alone."
it is impossible to
Poor fellow! Jacques said to himself
'

'

;

make an impression upon him.
cliff-it mitres

up from the

of our old literature?"

table a

volume of

Voltaire's

edies.

Be it remarked that the" old man, who nad so justly and vehe.
mently denounced the immoral writers of his day, shared that
unaccountable partiahty tor the wickedest, (lie meanest, and the
most unpatriotic Frenchman or the iast century, which lingers
II
in the minds ot so many 01 ins compatriots, even in HIOMwho, to a. certain degree, have struggled out of the mists ot

We

must be indulgent

to ins

'

infirmities.

And there the conversation ended. The brothers shook
hands; Jacques went into his handsome, well-furnished bed
room on the first floor, and George to a sort of large lumbervoom upstairs, which he had made choice ot as his sleeping
chamber, after obtaining leave from his mother to arrange it .is
he pleased.
One of His fancies had been to divide and subdivide this room
by means of curtains hanging on rods, made with the pieces of

%
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tapestry which used to cover the walls of the rooms below beforc the house had been refurnished aud silk substituted in their

covers in the drawing-room. Madame de Vedelles, faithful to
the traditions of the Restoration, inclihed to dimity.

These ancient hangings represented a variety of Scripmythological, hunting, and pastoral scenes.
Though faded and worn out, they were still very handsome even
when seen by daylight and in the evening, in the faint vacillating light afforded by a single candle, they seemed to assume all
sorts of strange, fantastic shapes white plumes nodded on the
helmets of the knights; horses advanced against a wild boar
standing at bay, surrounded by a pack of hounds; Abraham's
sword seemed to descend towards the form of his son bound to
the altar of sacrifice; knights, hunters, and patriarchs looked as
if they were carr.ying on mysterious interviews; and a crowd of
Scriptural and legendary personages rose from the canvas like
figures in a dream.
George evidently took pleasure in living amongst these shadowy apparitions, for he often went up to his room before bed
time, and his mother had sometimes found him in a fit of abstraction, silently gazing on the face of Rebecca at the well, or

The Count was appealed to and also voted for dimity the
Countess thus remaining mistress of the field, told Jacques, to
comfort him, that she meant lo put chintz in his room.
"Oh, it is not worth while to do that, dear mother," he
answered.
" What! sit on Utrecht velvet alJ the
summer, Jacques," she
answered, "and in Provence too? I cannot think of such a

place.

historical,

tural,

;

the holy

Queen Bertha.

There was nothing

.room which deserved to be called
few chairs. In
which had once
made the happiness of some ancestress of the Pinedes, but had
been consigned to oblivion for many a long year. George had
ruthlessly torn out of it the remaining strings and turned the
in that

furniture, except a bed, a dressing table, and a
one corner stood an old lacquered harpsichord,

case into a receptacle for shells, and pebbles, and dried flowers.
Planks, supported by tressels, and covered with shreds of tapestry, did duty for a table, on which heaps of books were lying

Old Vincent had vainly asked leave to
It was just over this disorderly
library
that the branch of acacia from the terrace extended its green foliage and white flowers.
George would not allow it to be cut off
or meddled with. He said it was the nicest piece of furniture
in his room.
An old easel, a fiddle, and two or three boxes containing unfinished sketches, and all sorts of odds and ends, completed the singular medley of things which filled this strange
in hopeless confusion.
sort and arrange them.

bed-chamber.
About an hour after he had gone to his room, but not to bed,
and when the lights in the chateau were all put out, George de
Vedelles softly opened his door and went down stairs. He
stood an instant on the landing-place of the first floor, and listened to ascertain that no one was stirring. All was quiet, and
he went on, first to feel for his shooting jacket, which he had
left on the couch of the dining-room, and having found it,
crossed the vestibule and let himself out by the front door,
which he carefully locked. Once in the avenue he ran on towards the gate, opened it in the same noiseless manner, and then
dashed down a little path which led through the olive woods to
the sea.

thing!"

"That is not what I meant," he replied; ''but as I shall not be
here more than a few days, it really would be useless lo go to
that expense."
Madame de Vedelles' countenance

fell.

"I did not know you

1

were going away,' she
" Has not
my father

said.

told

you?

"

"No."
"

I meant to speak to you about it this very day, my dear,"
the Count said, looking up from this newspaper.
"Jacques is
anxious to go back to Paris, and I think he is quite right. He
is

losing time here, and time

is

precious."

bored here," Madame de Vedelles said,
scarcely able to suppress her tears.
"
Oh, you must not sny that, dear little mother," Jacques exclaimed, as he affectionately kissed her hand.
" And if he was bored here," the Count
"if this sort

"I suppose he

is

rejoined,
of idle life in the country did not suit him, I should not lih.nie
him in the leapt. It is a proper sort of life for an old man of my

nse who wants rest and solitude. But at Jacques' age a man
must think of the future, and devote himself to his profess ion.
Jacques has abilities which will secure success in any line he follows.

He

has studied for the bar. He has a decided talent for
it is not by walking about a park that he will ac-

speaking, but

quire reputation, or by living at home that he will prepare for
himself future electors."
" But
my dear, the election which they are so excited about
here, takes place in

two months!

'

" I

am not talking ot municipal elections I mean the approaching general elections, where I hope to FCC Jacques cut a
considerable figure. But for that end it is necessary to take
measure beforehand, and to acquire a well-known name; that
once secured, all the rest will easily follow."
"Do you really think so," Madame de Vedelles exclaimed,
quite electrified at the prospect.

George! only think

brother was to be, one day a deputy!
great honor?

Would

if

your

not that be a

"

A

great honor indeed, mother," George replied helping himself meanwhile to some more chicken
"Are you appealing to George on the subject?" the Count
Do you suppose he has any ambition for his
bitterly asked.
"
brother? Would he had a spark of it for himself!
'

'

CHAPTER

George took no notice of his father's sneering remark, and
breakfast ended in silence.
As Madame de Vedelles rose from table, she looked out of the
" Here
window and saw three persons walking up the avenue.

III.

VISITORS.

A

ON

the following day the weather was beautiful.
mild
shower in the night had softened the air, the short-lived violence

had not too roughly shaken the clouds of snowy
Burstins, and the sun was forcing open the orange buds.
ing on every side they filled the air with perfume. Everywhere
tin gardeners hastened to disengage the trees from the straw clothlich protects them during the cold weather
Spring had
the victory, and was triumphing over winter.
The Count's family were sitting at breakfast. As a rule silence

of the mistral

I

prevailed during that meal.

He

read the Paris newspapers;

(icnrgc, who was sitting opposite the window, ate heartily and
stared at the flower-beds; Madame de Vedelles now and then said

a few

words

to Jacques,

who was

sitting near her.

and consulted

A
relating to the furnishing of La Pincdc
difference of opinion arose on the subject of the relative merits
of dimitv and chintz.
Jaccmes advised chintz for the chair

him about points

is

are?

"

she said.
I do not feel as if

company

I

Jacques can you make out who they
had ever seen these people before."

M

" It is
Toussaint Lescalle,
Jacques looked and answeredmother, with his wife and daughter."
" I sent for
him
Yes, it must be Lescalle," the Count said.
about some business matters but 1 wonder why he brings his
Does ho suppose that we are to be on a footing ot
here
'

family
intimacy with them?'
As soon as his mother uttered the word company, George had
visitors had been shown into
disappeared. In the meantime the
the vestibule. Madame de Vedelles came there and civilly greeted
The notary said that his wife had hastened to pay her
them

and had not been able to resist
reflects to .Madame la Comtcsse,
the wish to present her daughter to her.
Thouu'h Madame de Vedelles was not a little bored with this
visit she answered in a grac'.ous manner, and when the Count
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went into his study with M. Lescalle, she led the two

'

ladies into

Madame

many of the Inhabitants (if provincial
who took immense pains to disfigure, by

Lesealle, like

towns, was n person

affectation, excellent uatunil qualities.

Born

at L:i Ciotat, slu;

only twice in her life, both times to spend a week at
Lyons with an aunt of hers. These northern journeys, as she
n. "i
;o cull them, gave her ;:n assumed right to lay down the
law on points of fashion and taste. She was in the habit of

had

left

it

I

most positive manner that some particular
fashion, that sueh a style of dress was antiNo one
quated, that such and such a color was in bad taste.
ventured to differ from her. Privileges founded on as-

pronouncing

c

i

in the

was out of

stuff

]

sumption are singularly
lu'cn the

id

solid,

and .Madame Lescalles had long

uncontcsted oracle of

all

the fine ladies of

La

Ciotat.

Her

decisions were undisputed, even -by the wife of the mayor,
the first dignitary of the town, and were listened to with deference in the house of the Richers de Montlouis, the wealthiest

family in the neighborhood.

Firmly seated on her little throne, which had never been
threatened with a rival, the notary's wife had felt a little anxious
at the apparition on the scene of a Parisian lady of high birth
and large fortune. She apprehended danger from that quarter,
and like a skilful general, determined to go and judge with her
own eyes of the extent of the peril. In case it proved imminent,
she- was not a woman likely to succumb without a
struggle.
Heroic measures were already floating in her mind. " If ;t is
" I shall
necessary," she thought,
get my gowns from Paris."

When, after these desperate resolutions, she found herself !n
presence of a thin, pale, gentle, sickly-looking woman in a hlac
silk dress and a plain white lace cap on her head, Madame Lesand

more by the

two or three
smooth black bands
It was evident that
Madame de Vedelles did not care how she dressed, and would
never be a leader of fashion at La Ciotat.
calle felt reassured,

still

fact that,

silvery grey hairs were to be seen in the
which lined the Countess' white forehead.

In the meantime the good lady,

who had no

idea

what was

]>a-M>ig in the mind of the notary's wife, was wondering at the
In spite of a stumpy
peculiarities of her dress and manner.
fig-

ure and a too great embonpoint, Madame Lescalle had been and
ill considered
pretty. ,IIer complexion was blooming, her
features regular, her countenance good humored, and if she had
1

with a

little

was always talking
pleasing looking person, but by dint

of that taste she

about, she would have been a
of absurd pretensions she often

made

herself ridiculous.

A

great desire to dazzle the eyes of the inhabitanis of La Pinede
had led loan unfortunate display of magnificence in her dress on
that particular day.
She wore a bright green Chaly gown, the
pattern of which represented branches of coral, immense sleeves
inwardly sustained by internal circles of whalebone, which

gave

them no chance of collapsing. An imitation Cf.shmere shawl, a
pink bonnet surmounted by a bunch of flowers which would
filled

From
tle

there

a jardini jre,

the

first

completed

moment they

this astonishing toilette.

met, these two ladies

was or ever could be

in

felt

common between

how

lit-

them, even

with regard to that ordinary sort of
intimacy which presupposes
a certain degree of similarity in habits and tone of mind.
They
did not feel the least at their ease with each other
during that
first interview, and had it not been for
Madame Lescalle's inveterate custom of asking as many
questions as possible.conversation
would have languished. But uncertain as she was of another
opportunity of seeing the Countess, ami anxious to collect from her
an ample harvest of details about Paris, she made the best of her

Innumerable were her questions
concerning dress, of course,
and then theatres, parties, balls, and even the dishes then in
for Madame Lescalle, with all her
finery, was also a
i.

'IT

way

of worldly pleasures, and she

was

<{

nf those su

i

Madame

l.e-,calle.

question she addressed to .Madame dc Vedelles.
not surprise you very much, madame," she said, "to
"
see the sun here?
"
should
it
Why
surprise me?" was the answer.
"I have been told that there is never any sunshine in Paris.
it

It

must be very

dull."

Madame

de Vedelles could not help smiling, and found it no
easy matter to alter Madame Lescalle's impressions on that point.
In order to interrupt the unceasing course of her visitor
tious, she turned to Rose Lescalle, who had remained till then in
the background.
Her dress was a great contrast to her mother's
It so happened that she had returned only a few days be
from the Convent of the Dames Bernardines at Marseilles,
and was still wearing the school uniform. She felt a little
ashamed of her plain blue frock, her white scarf, and her straw
hat lined with black velvet. But in spite of her bashfulness and
somewhat awkward appearance, Rose Lescalle was really very
She was then just seventeen. Except a rather plump
pretty.
and rounded figure, there was no likeness in h- r to her mother.
She was fair, a very unusual thing in Provence and a profusion
of soft, smooth, golden hair surrounded her cue ks and encircled
her head in two magnificent plaits. Her eyes v ore of so dark a
blue that they looked black by candle light; the! expression was
sweet and shy, and at the same time open and confiding. The
extreme delicacy of her features and her very small nose gave
She looked like a beautiful
rather a childish look to her face.
little girl of two or three years old dressed as a grown-up person
and seen through a magnifying glass. As to her complexion it
was simply dazzling. For once the name of Rose had turned

toilette.

fore

.'

out appropriate.

Jacques was at oncn struck with astonishment at the mother's
and with admiration at the daughter's beauty. He tried
to converse with the pretty Provencale, but could not obtain
anything more than a yes or a no in answer to his questions.
His mother was a little more successful.
" Do
you like the country, mademoiselle?"
" I don't
know, madame. I have never lived in the country."
dress,

"

"

I suppose you like a town life better?"
have not tried yet living in a town, so I cannot

Then
I

tell if I

shall like it."

Jacques laughed and sakl. "But you must have lived some"
a town or in th(j country?
where, mademoiselle, either
"
" 1 have
"
six
in
a conNo, sir! Rose answered.
spent
years
vent; and if you had been at school there, you would know that
it is not like being either in the country or in a town."
" You are
I understand now what
quite right, mademoiselle.

m

A

convent is not like any other place. You see people in the parlor, but it is not like meeting them in a salon.
You have a garden to walk in, and trees to look at, but it is not

you mean.

like real country."

In the course of their walk round the grounds, the ladies, esThere they
corted by Jacques, passed by the threshing floor.
found George kneeling against a low wall, his chin resting on
his hands and his whole attention engaged in watching some-

thing on the ground.
"

What

are

you doing

there,

dear boy?"

my

Madame

de Ve-

delles asked.

George stood up, bowed to Madame Lescalle, and looked rather
foolish.

"
"

"

What were you

so intent upon? his mother inquired.
Perhaps monsieur was watching those two beetles fighting

Madame Lescalle said, meaning it as a joke.
"Yes, "George answered; "I have been looking at them for
the last half-hour. They are wonderful creatures. Do you see
It is such a beauty."
that one with the blue scales, mother?
in the grass,"

"

My

son George

is

a great child,

I think,"

Madame de Ve-

and kissing her son's forehead.
"
Come along with us," Jacques said, drawing his brother's
arm in his. George made no resistance, and Rose seemed more
at her ease than when walking alone with Jacques behind the
delles said, smiling rather sadly

Poor Ma. lame d" Vedelles was very much behindhand in all
Her delicate health and pious habits of life had
ts.

always kept her out of the

acknowledge her Ignorance

that perfectly a-loum!;

way
One st range

'

have

to

in a

irden.
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two mothers.

She even ventured

to

remark upon the beauty of

the flowers, and Jacques tried to keep

'I suppose, mademoiselle," he
of the prettiest places

up the

said,

conversation.

"that La Pinede

is

here."

"

"

You do

not like them?

They destroy the

And

only look

When

"

and prevent them from bearing

fruit.

how

My

direction.

trees,

CHAPTER

one

IV.

"

this

neighborhood?
" La Tour and Fond Saint
She shook her head and answered:
The views are not so fine,
are also very nice country houses.
but then the gardens are much more neatly kept. You do not
see in them those straggling vines which hang on all the trees
111

those caper-bushes are springing up in every
father says nothing injures a place so much

once they take possession of the

soil there is

no getting

MORE

VISITORS.

MDLLE. DENTSE DE LA PINEDE was still in deep mourning for
Her plain black traveling-dress, made like a ridingRound her neck she wore a
habit, became her tall thin figure.
her father.

simple white muslin collar, and on her head a large black felt
hat like those worn by the peasant women in Provence. Her
regular features, large dark eyes, delicately white complexion,

and the masses of black hair on each side of her face, were in
keeping with the simplicity of her dress and the mild, serious
expression of her countenance. She looked the high-born lady
that she was.

rid of them."

"And why

should they be got rid of?" George asked; "the
lilac flowers of the caper-bush are lovely, with their long pistils
which look like plumes."
"
Yes, they are very pretty, but still you ought to have them

M. Legrand, her guardian, was a singularly commonplace inThe most remarkable thing about him were his gold
spectacles and an imperturbable self-complacent manner.
dividual.

" Because
It
you could plant that hill-side with lucerne.
as you have water here, and be a profitable crop.
Lucerne sells very well in this country where there is so little

Whilst they waited for Madame de Vedelles, he seated himself
an arm-chair and read the newspaper. Denise stood iu the
middle of the room and looked about her. After the lapse of
sixteen years, she was gazing again on that once familiar scene!
on that room where she used to plav about near her mother's
couch, at the arm-chair her father used to sit in when he came

hay."

home from

pulled up."

in

"Why?"

would grow

"O

worthy daughter of the house of Lescalle," Jacques

mentally exclaimed.
"M. le Comte means, I suppose, to cultivate

"I hope not, indeed," George
make a kitchen garden somewhere

all this

hastily rejoined;
out of sight."

land?"

"they can

Rose opened her large blue eyes very wide, and said, " Would
"
you really not wish to improve this property?
George made no answer, and Jacques laughingly said that he
meant to plant a great many rose-bushes about the place, and
then Mdlle. Lescalle, when she came to La Pinede, would find
herself surrounded

by her namesakes.
This rather stupid compliment did not seem to displease the
young lady, who blushed and smiled, and iu so doing showed a

row of

the whitest little teeth.
Before the visitors left, the whole party sat down for a moment on the terrace. Madame Lescalle caught sight of the
acacia branch which had pushed its way into George's bedroom.
"
" did
Dear, me," she exclaimed,
they really make over the
house to you in this dreadful state? That horrid tree has quite
I could send you a carpenter this very evenspoilt the window.
ing, Madame la Comtesse, to saw off that abominable branch and
mend the casement."
"Do not take that trouble, madame," Jacques said. "It is
into my brother's room that the branch trespasses, and George
will not hear of cutting it down."
"
Oh, what an extraordinary idea!"
" It is a
fancy of his."
" But the effect is
so bad.
It
the
of this side

symmetry

spoils

wondering admiration.

The Comte and Comtesse's entrance
ecstasy, Denise's contemplation,
the Journal des Dclats.

interrupted

George's

and M. Legrand's perusal of

Mdlle. de la Pinede made a strong effort over herself, wiped
her eyes, and hastening towards Madame de Vedelles, said to
her in a low, tremulous voice, "I am sure, dear Madame de
Vedelles, that you understand the feelings of a poor girl who,
after so many years, sees again the home of her childhood, and
that with your usual kindness you sympathize with her."

The Countess took

the hands of her

young

friend in hers

and

are so badly placed otherwise it would be a handsome
In those old times they had no idea how to build."

explained that the Comic de Vedelles having written to her
guardian to ask for the list of the family pictures and the things
that had belonged to the late Madame de la Pinede, and not
been included in the sale of the house as it stood by the express

it

just

is at all

happens that

symmetrical.

it is

What

windows

At that moment M. Lescalle's reappearance put an end to the
and soon afterwards the visitors departed.
As they walked down the avenue, the notary and his family
met a carriage, the dusty appearance of which betokened that it

discussion,

distance.
Madame Lescalle's eager curiosity could
only discern that it contained an elderly gentleman and a lady
with a black veil on. "Who are those people?" she inquired
of her husband.
"They are not any of the neighbors."

camu from a

don't

know them by

sight,"

M. Lescalle

said, after glanc-

ing at the vehicle which passed them rapidly. It stopped at the
door of the chateau just as the notary and his family were going
out of the gate of the park.

Vincent came forward, and the old gentleman said, "Will you
Madame la Comtesse de Vedelles that Mdlle. Denise de la
Pinede and her guardian have called to see her."

tell

intense

pressed them affectionately. After a few words of sympathy
and interest had been uttered and answered, Mdlle. de la Pinede

Pinede which

"I

!

the only side of La
a pity it is that the

of the house, and

house.

shooting.
Nothing was changed in that drawingroom. Each piece of furniture was iu its old place. The buhl
clock was ticking with the sound she so well remembered.
Flowers filled the old vases in the corners of the room. All
looked the same; but sixteen years had elapsed. Both her father
and her mother were dead La Pinede sold. Here she was as a
visitor in the house where she had been born and had begun
what seemed such a bright existence
She looked
It was a strange feeling, a wonderful change!
at everything with that sad, curious attention with which the
eye rests on once familiar scenes, and as the past rose before
her with overpowering intensity, the orphan girl felt more
deeply than she had ever done before the yearning pain of
bereavement, the utter loneliness of her position. Her heart
swelled with this consciousness, and silent tears coursed down
her pale, beautiful face. She did not perceive that there was
some one looking at her. George de Vedelles had been standing
for some minutes at the door, entranced, absorbed in a state of

Count Honore, who had foreseen the possibility of his
she had thought it better to come
herself from Toulon, where she was spending some weeks with
an aunt of hers, in order to point out herself what these exceptions were, and to arrange the matter with her kind friends.
Denise had such a pleasant voice, and such a charming way of
speaking, everything she said was so courteous and so well expressed, that even the old Count, who would naturally have been
disputatious and inclined to stand on his rights, fell completely
under the charm, and hastened to say that Mdlle. Pinede had but
to go through the rooms and point out whatever she wished to be
sent to her, and her directions would be immediately complied
desire of

daughter's selling the place
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It

settled that the visitors should first take

was

some

refresh-

then the business was to be proceeded with. In the
the
meantime
following conversation was carried on.
come to Paris next winter?" Denise asked the
Shall
,-iud

you

"Oh, no; we have
"

On account
Yes;

entirely iriven

of the climate?

up Paris."

"

caunot spend the winter there."

I

"We

sold Valse,; only because
southern climate," the Count said.

And do you mean always
"

not find

of deep musing.
it lii
.Meanwhile Jacques, who had been out, came in a short time
afterwards, and M. de Vedelles presented him to the young
The way in whielt
heiress with a feeling of conscious pride.
"
"
made her
fell into

Countess.
"

He ;it once left the room; but on his way upstairs entirely
forgot what he had been nit to do,
door of the study, went into his mvn room, walk>
down for a few minutes, and then leaning against the window,

my

wife's health required a

man who was

to live in the country?

Will you

rather dull?

it

he spoke of Jacques as

"

here a

me."
" How do
you

head for anything."

Toulon?

"

came

know what Toulon

sort of society there sailors and old dowagers,
enough to look at, but desperately dull to talk to. I

amusing

:

suppose you do not mean, mademoiselle, to vegetate long in that
dull seaport?"
" I am
going to remain there some time longer."
"
" And what can induce
you to inhabit such a tiresome place?
"
is
and
wishes
me to stay with her as long
My aunt very kind,
"

as possible.
Mdlle. do la Pinede invents

all sorts

"

of strange.amusements

You would never guess how
for herself," M. Legrand said.
she wiles away the time in that horrid seaport town."
George, who had been leaning on the back of his mother's
chair without joining in the conversation, but with his eyes and
cars intently engaged on every word that was uttered, ventured
"
"
lo say in a low voice,
How, I wonder!

M. Legrand laughed.

"

I shall

get into a scrape, I suppose,

if

speak of taurre des petits matelots."
Denise turned to the Countess with a smile, and said, " It is
only to you, dear inadame, that I will let M. Legrand mention
I

my

We had many common interests in Paris. You
you were the first person who took me to one of the

hobbies.

know

that

meetings of the Sainte Famille."
"
Oh, that is another of Mdlle. Denise's enterprises at Toulon.
She leads the ladies of the town a weary life with her Parisian
Our Provencales are rather inclined to the dolce far
activity.
nientt of their Italian neighbors."
"Then they would suit you, George," the

Count said

to his

young

"

'.'

1

"He

and the

is like,

Is the

ask,

also

was afraid of introducing him to you. By-thc"do go and see what
bye," he added, turning to Jacques,
about. I sent him half an hour ago to my study for some palit
I dare say he is quite puzzled to find them,
pers.
so shy that I

like

son,"

your son
"Yes; my youngest son," the Count answered, "an overgrown school-boy, without any manners or conversation. He is

Oh, no; we have made up our minds to retire from the world.
At your age you cannot understand such a resolution. You
would think it very tiresome always to remain here."
" I do not think it
Denise smiled and said,
would quite suit

" I shall not be
sorry to go back to Paris."
"
"
I
Ah, I thought so," the Count said.

my

moment ago

is

not in the study," Jacques answered; "I saw him, as I
the window of his room, staring, as usual, at the
called to him, but he did not answer, and disappeared."

in, at

view.

I

"Go and

tell

him," the Countess said in a whisper, "to be
de la Pinede and her

Mdlle.
sure to be in time for dinner.
us."
guardian will stay and dine with

Jacques went to give his brother this message, and then came
back and tried to make himself agreeable to his mother's young
He evidently was as much struck with her as George,
guest.

Nothing could be more opposite in looks, in character, and in
but his admiration was evinced in quite a different manner.
manner than M. de Vedclles' sons. Jacques was eight years
older than George, and most people would have said much the
handsomest of the two.
The de Vedelles were originally of Norman extraction, and he

had

all

Strong,

the distinctive characteristics of his father's family.
fair-haired, with a fine complexion and white teeth,

tall,

he presented a perfect type of the manly beauty of the race to
which he belonged, whereas George resembled his mother, who
was a Creole of the isle of Cuba.
Jacques new perfectly well how to set himself off to the best
advantage, both as to dress and as to manner. He had talents
and cleverness, and made the most of them. A general favorite

wherever he went, his confidence in his powers of pleasing was
very great, but not offensively displayed. With considerable
quickness he discerned that the light and chaffing tone which
was habitual to him when conversing with young ladies would
not suit Mdlle. de la Pinede, and without conscious Irypocrisy
or affectation, he talked of things he thought likely to interest
her, and gave it to be understood that he might be induced even

son, whose pale cheeks suddenly reddened at being thus addressed
in the presence of Mdlle. de la Pinede, whose dark,

to take

some day

hitherto

little

upon him with an inquiring expression.
you one advantage you may derive from your
residence in the south, my dear," the Countess said to her
young
" The
friend.
climate will still further improve your very beautiful voice.
Your talent can hardly admit of improvement.
Have you been singing much lately? "
" Has not she
got up a choir in the Church of St. Ildegonde,"
M. Legrand exclaimed, "which is the admiration of the whole
town? It has become the fashion to go to Vespers since Mdlle.

George scarcely opened his lips before or after dinner. lie
had made, under old Vincent's superintendence, a rather unsuccessful attempt at dressing for the occasion: submitted to have
his hair brushed in a fashionable manner, and put on a white
waistcoat and a coat and trousers which showed him to have
grown considerably since those garments had been made. His
attire was not in keeping with his style or looks, and his excessive shyness made him awkward and almost ridiculous, so that

speaking

eyes turned
"

I shall tell

Denise has begun to play the organ and to lead the choir."
"How odious it is," Denise exclaimed, " to think of fashion
having anything to do with the worship of God!"
"Better that it should be the fashion to go to church than to
stay away, my dear," Madame de Vedelles said.
"
"I
Ah," Denise rejoined,
suppose you think like the English
poet

who

remain

said that there are

some 'who come

to scoff

and who

George's eyes seemed to
he.

listened to this
nit

grow more eloquent every moment as
conversation, and it was like awaking from a

dream to be asked by his father to go to hia study and
some papers relating to the personal property and

fetch from

it.

nascs connected with the chateau and the estate,

which he wished

to

examine with M. Legrand.

many

subjects he

had

Denise easily accepted the disparaging description his father had
given of him, and concluded that his mind was as deficient as

manners were strange.
she seemed interested about him, and as she talked with
his brother, often turned towards him. and tried to make him
But whenever she addressed a quesjoin in the conversation.
tion to the poor youth, he looked so distressed that at last she
his

Still

thought

When

to pray.'"

a practical interest in
studied.

it

kinder not to speak to him.

was over, and coffee had been served on the
M. de Vedelles and M. Legrand retired to discus-; matters of business, and Madame de Vedelles and Mdlle. de la
Pinede, by the Count's desire, went over the house for the purpose of marking out the pictures and the articles of furniture
which the latter was entitled to claim.
The Countess was not clever or observant, but full of sweetterrace,

the meal
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Her gentle sympathy softened what she
painful tusk In the- orphan girl, who went through

nd kindness.
felt imi-i lie

;i

calm, deliberate manner, as a matter of duty, hut, e
he (-line upon pictures of her parents or her mother's own
She consulted a list
box, showed little care or emotion.

in a

il

work

father, and verified its accuracy.
to
the
returned
drawing-room, she took Madame
they

drawn up by her

in her hand,

When
ilc

hand

Vedelles'

and

in hers,

said:

going to make rather a strange re"My
You have always been so kind to me, coming to see me
a! the ^
ir, and to-day you have been so full of tendersympathy that I feel I may look upon you as a friend.
Might I ask you to leave all these things with you? I don't
want to take them away; I should like them to be here to
dear Countess, I

am

1

i

remain here."
"

We

keep them as long as you like for you, dear Denise.
will be more convenient for you not to remove
them till you have a house of your own."
" That is not what I mean. I should
always like to think of
them as being here. I have some of my dear father's feeling
about this place. In my heart and thoughts it will be always saWhat they looked upon,
cred to the memory of my parents.
what they touched, what they used, had better be here than
I

will

dare say

it

"

will give to people the idea that

you

what people think," George said. "Mademoihave these things?"
Deuisc laughed, and said, " Yes, if you can reconcile it to
don't care

I

may

selle,

I

your conscience

to deprive the

poor children of that boxful of

happiness."
" will

I
go to Toulon, and buy a cartload of toys for
beggars round La Pinede, and then, 1 suppose, I
this boxful of happiness?"
tle

all

the

lit-

may keep

Those last words were said with a sort of emotion that did not
escape Denise's notice.
" What a
strange youth that is," she thought.
Jacques reappeared just then, and, till the visitors departed,
devoted himself to Mdlle. de la Pinede, and flattered himself,
when she drove off, that she had found him very agreeable, lie
asked leave to call on her aunt when as was often the case he
at Toulon.
She answered civilly, and took an affectionate

was

leave of the Countess.

Madame

de Vedelles told her husband of Denise's strange wish
m d family pictures at La Pinede, and
confided to him the idea that had passed through her mind.
"Well, my dear wife," the Count answered, "bring that
to leave all her souvenirs

about if you can. Nothing would help on better Jacques' election or his prospects in life than to marry this beautiful heiress;
so I give you full leave to promote this most desirable result.

though her mind.

But believe my experience.
Hurry it on slowly. Girls with
beauty and fortune require to be carefully dealt with, and he
must make his way with her himself before we sound M. Legrand

The young

hid her face in her hands, and gave way to a
burst of tears.
Madame de Vedelles gently stroked her hand,
and for a few minutes did not speak. Many rapid thoughts
1

"Why

she

did

the place as she cares for

sell

it

so

much?

Does she now regret that she did so? What a strange idea to
want to leave all those souvenirs here! Dear me! I wonder!
Such things have, they say, happened as
Jacques is so
handsome, so pleasing. Has it occurred to her as a possibility?
a perfect thing it would be for both of them!
She is going lo stay some time at Toulon. How glad I should be."
"Forgive me for being so foolish," Denise said. "I do not
.

'

tears,

an

1

now

it is

all

over."

She raided her head, and there was a sweet and beautiful smile
on her face so full of peace and serenity, that Madame de Vedelles felt surprised at the sudden change.
"
Will you do what I asked you?" Denise said.
"1 must speak to rny husband first; but I think I can answer
for him that he will agree to keep these things as long as ever you
u Mi them to stay here, and to send them to you whenever you
(hem."
1 shall

"At any
way, there

"ladams de Vedelles could only say:
rale, they will always he at your disposal.
is

"

on the subject. I suspect the young lady is like you, my dear
bad fellow that he is, and
wife, devout and clerical; Jacques
"
more or less Voltairian

"Do not say that,
miserable."
"
succeed in
If

my

you

will convert him.

I

a

box

I

must

also

makes me so

marrying him to Mdlle. de la Pinede, she
woman who gave me, at first

never saw a

Depend
sight, so much the idea of strength of character.
it, she will influence all those she has to do with."

"Thank God

for that.

It will

always be

upon

in a right direc-

and the poor mother began to pray that' night for the success of the scheme she had so fondly devised.
Before retiring to her room, she had ascertained from Jacques
that he thought Mdlle. de la Pinede wonderfully handsome, and
Before
refrained, with difficulty, from hinting at her hopes.
tion,"

wishing him good night, she said
" I was so
grieved at dear George's asking Denise to give him
her old playthings. It made me feel quite uncomfortable. I

By

the

am

glad his father was not in the room."

moment she saw her youngest
on the parapet with his dog, and

she said, for at (Hat
terrace, sitting

CHAPTER

.

:

-

jiii-t

whom
them my dear
iod

LEAVING

follow M. Lescalle and his wife and daughter to
" Les
a country house called
Capucins," which belonged to an
aunt of his, wilh whom they were going to spent the rest of the
day.

This aunt was a maiden lady, who had been given the rather
name of Mesdcliccs, but in the familiar Provencal patois,

affected

called by everybody' Misc. that is Madame Mede.
Mdlle. Lescallc's youth had witnessed the stormy scenes of the

was

first

old

vanced

there are

I.

for awhile the de Vedelles occupied each with his or
cogitations relative to the visit of the beautiful.

own private
Denise, we shall
her

After looking at them a little while.
some poor little children in the
you could make happy, dear Countess, by

like these."

"I suppose

V.

MISE MEDE.

i

d,

It

show you."

watching his mother and Denise as they sat in the drawirg"
George, go up to the lumber-room, and bring here a
which you will see written, 'Mllle. de la Pinedc's toys.'"
eared, and brought back that very box which
r so i:i::nv years stood on the coach near which Madame
and Denise were sitting. lie laid it on the table, relid, and took out of it the little sheep with their pink
the wooden animals, the hunters and shepherdesses, and
them before Denise, who took them in her hand, one by
d, then smiled, and said:
"
Yes; how well I remember them. They were the delight of
It was
I often asked my poor father for them.
ildhood.
ittle
beep I was so fond of. He used to buy me all the
vnnderful toys that could be found in Paris; but I never
ay

husband.

dear

:

nrrcr claim them," Denise said in a tone of such de-

the

i

'

you are a grown-up

girl

elsewhere."

"

ends,

When, under

revolution.

lished,

and property resumed
a
:

t

th.'

the empire, order
rights, she

was

re-estab-

found herself

in pos-

somewhat ad<-d
many a proposal of marriage. The old
oixfonds compromised bis ancestral dimity so far as

session of a valuable
in

its

b:m

1

of

little

estate, and,

Mtse M, de. hut

lii<

though

and every

oilier offer

run
know

to

suitors,
ii

DAUGH1

that at her age it was only her fortune that attracted
mid independently of other reasons this would have been
to determine; her to remain single.

Lesealle, her nephew was, at that time, in Paris,
lie had often recourse to Aunt Medc's
studying for the bar.
purse when his extravagant love of amusement and expense inAfter a few years' resivolved him in pecuniary difficulties.
dence in Paris, young Lescalle found himself provided, indeed,

Young

diplomas, but with no means of existence but his own
which he was intelligent enough not to rate very highly.
Such being the case he gladly accepted his aunt's offer to purchase for him an attorney's office in his native town. From that
v.-illi

talents

moment Toussaint

Lescalle entirely changed his habits of lite:
he married, and became steady and hard working the dissipated
students of the Ecole de Droit was transformed into a respectable

man

tured to live as

him

to hear

and was very severe upon those who venbe had done in past days. It was rather amusing

of business,

find fault with Mis3

gence towards people

who

fell

M?de

for her charitalM

into distress

through their

LUU.-

cwn

extravagance.
In 1819, the birth of Rose gave Mdlle. Lescalle a feel ing of inWhen she looked at the helpless little creature
tense happiness.

come into the world, all the tenderness and depth of feeling
her nature was called forth; all that sort of motherly affection which is dormant in many a woman's heart and is ready to

just
in

itself in its rich abundance on some object near and dear
which Providence, sometimes lale in life, places in its way
Holding the baby in her arms, she hastened to her nephew's
room, and said: "Toussaint, if you feel any gratitude at al. for
the affection I have always shown you, do grant me what I am

spend
to

it,

going to ask."

What

is it,

dear old aunt?

There

is

nothing

I

would not do

Let

me

bring up your

"

that,

aunty?
"Yes; I want to take her and her nurse to The Capucins.
You and your wife could come and see her as often as you liked.
Do let me have her, my dear nephew; I have set my heart upon

made

a mistake in proposing, and .Mise Mede ii
If he had possessed a wiser judg

acquiescing in this measure.

ment and a warmer

heart, if she had not been deceived by lie
ignoranoe of her own merits, they would in
thought it an advantage for Rose. The society of one M> hoi;

saintly

and so sensible as her old aunt, the knowledge derived from he
life
a life which, like so many of those whicl
began during the terrible period of the first French revolution
had gained from an early acquaintance with suffering and per
secution a peculiar strength and generosity would have
far higher and better training for a young girl than that of
boarding-school in a country town under the care of good am
pious women, not highly educated themselves and obliged by the

experience in

exigences of parents of the middling class to attend to their pu
pils acquiring showy accomplishments, and a smattering o
learning in preference to useful practical information.
The school where Rose spent six years was immeasurably bet

her than her father's and mother's society and the influ
Madame Lescalle's worldly example and gossiping ac
quaintances but it was as decidedly inferior to what she woult
ter for

ence of

in daily intercourse with Jier Aunt Mede, as wen
the straight alleys and high walls of the convent play-ground t<
the glorious expanse and lovely views of the old Capucii

have gained

it

was not

to be expected that

M. Lescalle would under

stand this and so his daughter had to learn the elements of va
rious sciences in dull abridgments, and to tire her little fin

running endless scales on the yellow keys of a consumptive

piam

lorte.

When

it."

a very sudden thought, Aunt Mede' you never said
"
anything about it before. How came you to think of it now?
" When I saw
ancl kissed
I understood tor the

"This

is

her,

her,

first

time the deep love one can have for a littl' child. It was quite
anew emotion; and then the thought came into my mind that
you would let me take charge of her
his mind the merits of this
M. Lescalle rapidly resolved
proposal, and then said, "Well, tor my part Aunt Mede. I see
'

m

no objection to what you wish. The child will be better off with
you than with any one else, that I am sure of. If you can settle
it with my wife, you can rely on my consent."

Madame

Lescalle did not long resist the earnest entreaties of
husband's aunt, and Mise Mede carried off the baby in triumph to her country house.
From that moment her life, which had been so long a solitary
She loved little Rose with an
one, underwent a great change.
intense 'iff xjtiou, which filled her heart with overflowing delight.
R!ie w: s h T joy, her thought, ber care of every instant; and that
h.-;r

.

unhling house, which had been before so silent and so
was soon enlivened by the sound of childish laughter and
i

the pattering of infant feet.

Mise Mode's country house had formerly been the ancient and
f.imous Convent of the Capuchins of La Ciotat.
It was built on
u slanting part of a beach, beneath which the waves of the Mediterranean were continually breaking against a belt of small rocks,
The situation was
rising above the surface of the water.

ju^t

beautiful, and the terrace and the garden looked on a magnificent
view of the coast on both sides, and on an unlimited expanse of

d"ep blue sea.
This spot had been well chosen for a convent. We never feel
so strongly God's greatness and our own littleness as when we
ir i/r> on the boundless sky and the fathomless ocean.
It

anguish.
M. Lescalle

But

little girl."

" What! would
you really wish

still,

In her (!
persuade her nephew to alter his intention.
mility, she thought herself unequal to the task of edl
Rose, and though she would never have volunteered to part will
her, when her parents spoke of it, she submitted to tt willi silen

m onastery.

for you."

"

works of nature, nnd under the loving p.nd fostering care of hn
aunt, lhai KM e pi i;t the lime of her childhood.
In he
eleventh year, M. Lesralle de--;<!eil ;halshcw;
Mise Me.ie wept in silruee for some days, but did in.'

\vns in this de.lifrhtfiil snot, in the midst, of t.hn Irwpliest.

she came home Rose Lescalle had made a good firs
communion, and since that time had kept up habits of pieti
which in her lather's house would certainly not have been tin
But it may be doubted whether she knew as much of solU
case.
virtue and rea. religion as when she had left The Capucins, o
was prepared to encounter the dangers of the world she was en
tering upon, as if during those years when the mind receives it:
strongest impress, she had been under the wing of Mise Medc

The

society of her school-fellows had not tended to elevate Iiei
tone of mind, or improve her character.
The calm, good sense of the old lady made her perceive it a
once but she also saw that Rose was an innocent and lovim
child,

and that no

real

harm was done.

The good nuns,

of the unfavorable effects of association with girls

in spin

some of whon

had been brought up in irreligious homes, had preserved her faith
and maintained her in the practice n her duties
Mdlle. Lcs
cahes felt, on the whole, satisfied and hopeful that she might now
resume all her influence over the child of her heart.
As to Rose's parents, they were enchanted with her accomplish
ments. She could play a long sonata of Hertz without n
a single mistake, and brought home gigantic heads of
and Romulus, drawn in red chalk.
She could speak a link
English, not quite with what Madame dc Stael calls the "pun
insular accent," but, at any rate, what sounded like English
her father's ears, who had once been in London for two days,

ii;

It can easily be supposed that in her solitary life the least cir
cumstanee connected with Rose assumed a high importance in
Mise Mede's eyes. So she made her nephew promise that he at
any rate would call on his way back from La Piuccle
wanted to know how Rose had got through this sort of first in-

troduction into society. Contrary to her usual habits, she felt
lestless all the morning, and ten times in the course of an hour

looked out of the window. At last, she could not remain indoors
anv Innn-pr nnH spntpd hnrsplf nn n. etmip tipnnli in *li* trn^Ann
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from whence she could

sec the road.

There she

sat knitting,

activity, a thick stocking for

eri.-Ji

her charity

was then about seventy years of age. She was
as straight as an arrow; hor face rather long, her
and
tall,
of the loss of
luiline, her lips compressed, in consequence
her front teeth. Her features indicated a great strength r>f will,
and would have been, perhaps, a little stern, if it had not been
for the sweet expression of her large, grey, and still very beautiful
Mi.'do

thin

was half

Ilrr dress

ant

like that of a nun, half like that of a peas-

gown made

consisted of a

It

of a thick, dark stuff; a round

white plaited cap, and a stiffly-starched handkerchief standing
projecting folds over her bosom.
Wlien Madame Lescalle's wonderful bonnet appeared in the

out. iu

road, the old lady rose and went to meet her relatives.
"
Well, Virginie," she said, "are you pleased with your visit?"
Madame Lescalle shrugged her shoulders and answered, "Mad-

ame de Vedelles was
agreeable.
"And the

is

enough; but she is not particularly
poker that woman."

as stiff as a

word,

hardly saw him.

I

He

bowed

just

to us

dear," M. Toussaint put in
on business."

"the Count had to speak to

"

Oh, of course; but he might have said a few words to us."
He sent his son to make acquaintance with you."
"Oh, yes! and a charming young man he is; so handsome and
from his parents."
tall, and conversable too, quite different
" He is the eldest
What do
son.Jhe only one they call
"

they call him?" M. Lescalle asked.
" M.
Jacques," Rose said.
his name, mademoiselle," Madame Leslaughingly remarked, and then added in a low voice to Aunt
"
Mode, He looked a great deal at Rose, and he said something
complimentary about her complexion."

"She is not an ugly little thing," the aunt rejoined, kissing
one of Rose's blooming cheeks.
" But what is far belter than
compliments, Aunt Mede," M.
"
is the certainty of being employed in the entire
Toussaint said,
He is tired of business, and
nicut of the Count's affairs.
means in future to leave everything to me. This will necessitate
I am going to breakfast
ing a great deal at La Pinede.
have to talk about the lease of a farm.'
there to morrow.
"
How ancry the Arnoux will be," Madame Lescalle exclaimed.

We

"Oh! but you must not say anything about
"

it,

Virginie."

not?"

It is better

M. Arnoux should suppose

I

go there as a

friend.

have a better effect."
" what a
poor dear Toussaint," Aunt Mede exclaimed,

It will

"My

foolish sort of vanity that is!"

"

glittering like burnished gold in the broad sunshine.
It was just at the same hour that George de Vedelles

was

stand-

ing at his window, absently gazing on the magnificent landscape.
"Does not the sea look beautiful from my terrace, Rosette? "
"
We have taken away all the
Aunt Mede said to her niece.

which used

to surround it, little one, to prevent your
edge and nothing now impedes the view."
"
Oh, Aunt Mede. it is indeed very beautiful," the young girl
"I
said, and then for a moment remained in silent admiration.
never saw so bright a sunshine as that at St. Benoit, the walls
were so high." And then the conversation turned again on the

palisades

falling over the

Madame Lescalle's rather prosy descriptions,
Bu you only speak of one young man. I

In the midst of
said,

"

thought the Countess had two sons?
,
"Yes, Aunt Mede," Rose answered, "there is another, the
youngest son, a pale, slight, strange looking 3'outh."
"No one pays any attention to him," Madame Lescalle rejoined.
" He is a
sort of creature half-witted, I think.
Between

funny

ourselves, people say he is sifaila* and I dare say they are right."
"
"
M. Lescalle asked.
says so?

Who

Pinede,

"Ah! you remember

Why

the port of Tou.on on the foreground, exactly opposite,
was the picturesque litt.e islet called 1'Ile Verte, and the sea
lies

"Oh,

calle

"

Eagle's Beak, stood out in hold relief against the deep blue sky.
To the left a beautiful rang, of hills enfolded the bay in which

Mise Mede

wa.s all."

"My
me

crested walls and picturesque gateways of LaCiotat, surmounted
by the roofs of the houses. Further on a high rock, called the

inhabitants of the chateau.

Count?"

"Upon my
and that

civil

think she

I

They all went into the house, and then on the terrace, where
\\ the
dinner was served amidst the onr
place where the
view was most beautiful and extensive
To the right rose the

I don't know
everybody.
who sometimes works in

milk woman."
" What do

Know about

they

it?

Gautier, the farmer at La
the garden, and Marion the

"

"Marion says tha as she was walking in the night to Beausset
with her eon, they saw a ghost, as they thought, walking by the
seaside.
They were dreadfully afraid at first, but as they camo
nearer, who should it have been but that young de Vedelles.
She said something to him, but he did not answer, and walked
She said he looked as pale as a
in another direction.

away

ghost, and stared at

them ever

so strangely."

can you listen to such foolish gossiping stories, Virginie?" the notary said.
Oh, I suppose you think, then, that there is nothing strange
in a man's mooning about the beach at three o'clock in the
morning, when he ought to have been in bed."

'How

"I dare say it was some piece of nonsense. Perhaps he
meant to frighten the women going to market,"
"
Very likely indeed; but unless a man is a fa da, he does not
play suth tricks when he is no longer a school boy."
"

Perhaps

if this

poor young

" he

man

is

in the state

you suppose,"

dear aunt, people value us according to the value we set
on ourselves. I learnt that in Paris. For one person who looks
into things, five hundred take them on trust, and believe you are

Aunt Mede

what you give yourself out to be."
" I do not like that
principle," Aunt Mede

"No; but I think she seemed a little ashamed of him. She
looked quite distressed when he left Rose and me so suddenly."
" And the Count? "
" He did not mention him at all," M. Lescalle answered. "I

My

a better one,
" What i.s

"

It is

" Oh!

I

know

of

think."

Aunt Mede?"

it,

better to be, than to seem, worthy of esteem."
that is a line sentence for a copy book, Mise Mede; but

do not answer

high flights
'limit
at

"I

said.

that

the chateau,

if
it

in real

Come now, you

life.

me in the town on intimate terms
me a sort of prestige. If 1 am sim-

they think

will give

factotum of the' old Count, it will not do
Trust to mo, my dear aunt. I know
I
It has made good way already,
'r my little bark.
influential person at the elections, and people
up to me in consequence the Richers on the one hand,
lam not quite sure that the de
'lids on tin' oilier.
as the

iod.

m

Veil'

:

'' notions of that sort too.
it

tin-

future will show.
eat."

I

am

said,

may

be restless and nervous.

often delicate nerves, and are bad sleepers.
"
say anything about her son's health?

do not think he
" Poor
youth!

him."
Mise Mede said

J-'niJun

have

Did the Countess

likes
"

"
;

who would

care for

him

if

his mother died?"

not distress yourself about that, my dear aunt," 51
"His father is very rich, and it will not be difWhen a man can give his son fifteen
ficult to find him a wife.
thousand francs a year, there is no difficulty in getting some one

"Do

calle answered.

him "
"Oh, father," Rose exclaimed, "who would marry a/<fa?""
"I am quite of Rose's opinion." Mise Mede suid.
"
Oh, I don't know," M. I.c-cnlle rejoined. "I dare say this

to look after

rather in-

JS'ow, let

us go to

* Ftiiln. in the dialect of the

but a grown-up person

south of

who remains

in

idiot,

!

mind and

habits n child.

THK

JVOY'.l

AT'* DAffOHTJEX.

young gentleman would make a very good husband. A wife
would do what she liked with him, and have her own way about
"

he was

stinacies.

is

not like a child

who would do

lie has all sorts of straugu fancies and (Kid obdoes not want his father to cultivate his land, be-

told.

He

lie will not let
cause he likes the flowers of the caper-bushes.
them cut down a branch that runs into his window, and he lives
in a sort of lumber-room, where he keeps all sorts of strange,
And he does not dress like other people, he
useless things.

looks so untidy, not at all like the son of a count."
" What Rose
says is perfectly true," Madame Lescalle rejoined;
" and
moreover, he does not seem to understand when people

speak to him."
this may be as you say, my dear," her husband ob"but I maintain that it will be easy to find somebody
who would be glad enough to marry this youth. It is pleasant
to have a rich husband, and to be called La Baronne de

"All

served;

Vedelles."

"How

can you talk in that way, Toussaint?" Madame Lescalle exclaimed.
"What, marry nfftda ! It is dreadful to think
I had rather beg my bread than
It gives me quite a horror.
of.
have such an idiot for my husband."
"
Well, well, Madame Lescalle, do not fly into a passion.
Nobody wants you to marry him."
The conversation then turned on some other subject, and
after dinner Mise Mode's relatives took leave of her.
They were
all more or less thoughtful on 'heir way back to town.
M. Lescalle was turning over in his mind how he could make the most
of his position at La Pinede. His wife was occupied with the
idea of sending to Paris for a new gown. Rose involuntarily
dwelt on the recollection of Jacques' pleasant, animated countenance, and mused on the flattering words he had said to her.
She compared him in her mind with Artemon Richer de Montlouis, the lion of La Ciotat, and came to Hie conclusion that the
son of the Comte de Vedelles was much better looking and more
agreeable than the said Artemon; but then with a sigh she
" He is
going back to Paris."
thought,

offered to her necc|ilance.
"
Perhaps she is a little romantic,

riage c/
seen the person

CHAPTER

VI.

which Mdlle. de la Pinede had
paid to the de Vedelles, the Countess drove to Toulon to return
the compliment, and to make acquaintance with Denise's aunt,
a good-natured, commonplace, elderly lady, who was very fond
of her niece, of her pet dogs, and her little comforts. Deuise
was out, and so Madame de Vedelles had au opportunity of
spending an hour with Madame de Brissac, and availed herself
whether there w,-s any marriage in
question for the young lady, aud what were the ideas of her aunt
and her guardian on the subject. If she did not succeed in obto find out

taining any positive information about it, at any rate she satisfled herself that at present there existed no definite obstacle to

the scheme which she had formed in her own mind.
Madame de Brissac said that her niece was to

fol-

lowing winter

at her guardian's house in Paris, and would
go out
in the world, as she had done before her father's death, under the
chaperonage of Madame Lecrand, who had daughters of her

own,

and intimate connections in the Faubourg
had married a wealthy banker, but

Germain. She
belonged herself to an old
St.

Legitimist family.
"
She will not long remain unmarried," Madame do
Vedelles
ventured to say.
"With her beauty, her birth, and her fortune,
Mdlle. de la Pinede's hand will be
eagerly sought for."
l:

.^r.

Legrand often

receives proposals for her from various
quarters.
her father's death, Denisc derived that, for OB

she wished nothing to be said

I"

her on

She

so.

think she
than her suitors."
I really

and means to make a mar,,aui, "and has not yet

Vedelle.,

is

;

more occupied about her

is

little

sailor

boys

Then

the conversation changed, and soon afterwards Mdlle.
Pinede came into the room. Madame de Yedell
she had many things to talk about.
Deni e v. as much inn

de

la

to hear of that lady's plans of opening a school in the
of Troistour, which was at a distance of about two miles

from

the chateau, and also of obtaining a second priest, who would
assist the very old cure of that parish, and say mass every
day
in the small chapel in the grounds of La Piuede, which, like
everything else in the place, had been shut up and left in utter
neglect.

Denise had all the savoir faire and energy in practical matters
which Madame de Vedelles was totally deficient in. Her coShe
operation in these plans was therefore singularly useful.

promised

to see the vicar-general of the diocese, to write to the

an order which sends out religious school-misone by one, into, remote and poor localities, and finally
to go again herself to La Pinede to report progress and confer
with the Countess, as soon as the answers reached her.
" You know there is
nothing, my dear, like talking over these
"More busithings together," the Countess artfully observed.
ness is done in a quarter of an hour's conversation than
by
superior of
tresses,

twenty

letters."

They were

still eagerly discussing these
projects when Jacques
de Vedelles called for his mother, with whom he had driven
into Toulon.
He was presented to Madame de Brissac, and
The advice he gave her about the
quite won that lady's heart.
proper diet for her dogs was proffered in that good humored,
playful manner which had a great charm for persons of all sorts

all ages.

and good-natured, ventured

tin

I?,;i

K neither
1

him

if

he could

Could

I

see

him?"

Jacques eagerly inquired.
" He is the friend and

man who

blind

this street,

sits

and who

" of
companion, "she answered,
a poor
on the quay, a few doors from the corner of
is

in despair at his illness.

I would have
master could not bear

taken

him

to be

without him even for a short time; so I promised
to look at the old dog, and see what could be done for

to a veterinary surgeon, but his

some one
him."
" If

my mother can wait a few moments I will go at once, and
I consider
give master and dog the benefit of my advice.
myself
clever at doctoring animals.
At Valsec I had quite a reputation
laborers.

They

said

M. Jacques hud

Have you not heard them say so. moth
for curing beasts.
"I know that has been one of your pretensions, dear. I;
and I will wait with pleasure whilst you do Mdlle. de la Pii
commission."

Jacques was absent about twenty minuter When he can n
he related with a great deal of fun and animation the result of
his exertions.
How the case, had seemed to him beyond his own
powers; how he had ascertained the direction of the dog-doctor,
dragged him out of his den, and brought him in presence of the
ITow the very voice of the canine JEsculapius
dejected poodle.
had raised the spirits of the patient and made him wag Install
How he had prescribed for him a certain powder mixed with his

and a more generous diet. Aud that not bcnur quite
aware, in spite of his knowledge on the subject, what constituted
food,

,,

to ask

for the cure of a sick poodle she had under-

taken that morning to prescribe for.
"
Is he a pet of yours, mademoiselle?

amongst our farm

spend the

"Ah, even now," Madame de

Madame de
who may please
,"

recommend anything

after the first visit

by trying

be

may

so amiable

it

inten-

Chariot himself looked up into his handsome face as if he appreciated the interest evinced in his health, and Denise,
seeing him

AN ACCIDENT.

of

own

her fancy."
very reserved about everything,
nise.
8he made, I believe, a promise to her father in
bed not to make any decision for a certain lime, and meanwhile

" It

and

SOME days

to speak of her

an opinion as to the eligibility of an,
"

everything.
"
But, papa, this M. George
all

M. Legrand nor myself can get her

TUK .\or.un-x
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generous diet for a dog, Jacques had given a piece of twenty
lo his master, and rcinic.Mcd him t
provide it.
I assure
you mademoiselle, that 1 left the whole party in a
happv frame of mind, your Behsarius declaring that when
>

Dcnisc took anything in hand it always succeeded,
Mdlle
and that the dog-:eech was a very clever fellow, and your humrvant worthy of entering into partnership with him.
Moreover, taut Toupet \vouid certainly get well, seeing he

would have the bone of a good
n ourselves,

and

tion,

that

my

cutlet to

is

that

when you walk

that

belief

gnaw

this

evening.

Toupet was dying of inaniway to-morrow, mademoi-

your protege perfectly restored to health."
good of you M de Vedelles, to have taken all
You must be experienced in the art of doing
kindnesses, or you would not be such a proficient in it."
will Iind

you

"

IIo\v very
this trouble.

"

an art mademoiselle ?'
"There are generart, a talent," Denise replied.
ally three or four ways of doing a kind action, and very different degrees of happiness produced according to the one we
"

Is

it

li

not an

" I had never
"I
thought of that," Madame de Vedelles said.
never see but one way of doing things, and it is. I dare say, not
the best."

'On

madame," Denise exclaimed. "You
kindness which guides you better, I am
sure, than any amount of thinking would do."
" You are
right, my dear; I never think to any good purpose."

have

'

the contrary, dear

a natural spirit of

You

are

mistaken there,

affectionately said.

:

You

my

dear

little

mother," Jacques
it, but your mind

are not conscious of

always occupied with plans for making others happy."
would have thought so still more if he could have read her
thoughts at that moment, for as she looked at her handsome son
and at the beautiful Denise talking together of the blind man
and his dog, and saw his look of admiration and her apparent
is

lie

pleasure in listening to his playful, amusing nonsense, visions
were passing before her, all tending to his happiness in this

world and in the next.
Providence favored her maternal wishes, or, at 'east, seemed
to favor them, in an unexpected manner; and being the most
unselfish of human beings, she rejoiced at an event which had
this result, though it involved suffering to herself.

As Jacques and she were returning that day to La Pinede, a
horse harnessed to a light cart, which its master had left standing at the door of a public-house, took fright at something, ran
away and dashing against their cakchf, overturned it. Jacques
d unhurt, and so did the driver, but Madame de Vedelles'
bone was broken and her arm fractured.
would be difficult to describe the consternation her husband
and her sons evinced in different ways, and according to their
collar
It

rent characters; but as intense as possible in each case.

Countess de Vedelles was one of those persons who,
without cleverness or much capacity of any sort, and apparently singularly helpless and inefficient, by dint of tenderness,

and unselfishness, had become essential to her famso often the case, though always delicate in health,
ver hardly had been seriously ill, and when it crossed their

ness,
ily.

As

is

minds that there was reason for alarm, it struck them for the
time that life without her would be a dreary sort of thing,
and that they could not bear to look such a misfortune in the
first

Count seemed simply bewildered, and walked twenty
times over from her room, where she bad been carried, to the
drawing room, unable to realize that she was not going to spend
the evening opposite to him, as she had done for the last twentytighl years.
George seated himself in a corner of his mother's
b' d chamber, and remained there with his
eyes fixed upon her
till, her moans
becoming more frequent, he could stand it no
r, and snatching up his hat. rushed out of the house, threw
f down, will) hi:; face on
the frass, and remained in that

The

old

j

re til!

the surgeon,

whom

J

the only active

of the family, had instantly sent for. arrived
s%t the injured limbs.
He said the fractures

from
were

member

Ciotat,

and

serious, but

i>M:(HiTt:n.
he hoped

still

would be

all

riflht.

Ko-.v.

great deal of fever came on, i;n
to send for the best doctor at Toulon,
:

de

i'or

UK.I

;

her of the accident, and to
beg her to despatch, as soon us possible, whomever she considered to be the ablest medical m;.n in that lown.

wrote

to Mdlle.

la

Piuede. to

tell

M. Dubois arrived as soou as couid be expected, said the

state

of the Countess gave cause for anxiety, but that with cure ai:d
lie recommended that they
skilful nursing she would recover.
should at ouce procure an
nurse, and offered to re<

main himself

at the chateau

I

till

she arrived.

Jacques again sent a messenger to Madame de Brissac's house
with a letter, in which he implored Denise to secure, as quickly
as possible, a skilful, devoted sick nurse, repealing what M.
Dubois had said that his mother's life would most likely depend on the care with which she was watched for the next few
days and nights, and the quiet and presence of mind of those
about her.
In a very short time, the answer to his letter was brought back.
" M. le C'omte I know of no one in this
It was as follows:
town whom I could fully recommend to wait on your dear
mother at this critical moment. We have not any Sceurs d>t Ion
Secours here none but paid nurses, in whom I have little conIt seems presumptuous to offer myself, but M. Dubois
fidence.
will tell you that I am not an unskilful nurse; and I may venture to say that what care and attention can do, will not be wanting on my part. I shall start in an hour, and if my earnest
efforts to be of use to one
prayers are heard, God will bless my
for whom I feel so much esteem and affection."

"God

bless her," Jacques ejaculated; but turning to the docin the room, he said in an anxious manner,

who was

tor,

"Mademoiselle de la Pinede
and nurse my poor mother.
she can have no experience."

it is

I

so kind of her

offers to

do not doubt her good

come

will,

but

"I am
not she experience?" M. Dubois rejoined.
what you tell me. It is the very thing I could
have wished. I have seen that young lady at work a clearer
head, a lighter hand, a more noiseless tread in a sick room, a
more cheerful disposition I have not met with in the whole

'Has

heartily glad of

:

my practice. I can tell you that you arc lucky to
have found such a nurse for Madame le Comtesse, and I shall go
away easier about my patient now that Mademoiselle Denise will
course of

be here."
Little had the old Count and his sons thought to have seen
Mdlle. de la Pinede so soon again at the chteau, and it was
her presence produced, when,
strange to witness the effect
her
letter had reached Jacques, she
after
hour
an
scarcely

arrived.

seemed as

It

if

a mountain's weight

had been

lifted off

the

they breathed more freely, and
or that gentle,
instinctively derived hope from the presence
who really seemed, so George
strong, bright-looking creature,
said lo himself, to be an angel sent to their assistance.
hearts of

all in

that house, as

if

Jacques announced to bis suffering mother the arrival
of Denise, and her object in coming to La Pinede, a faint color
" Thank
God," with an energy
rose in her checks, and she said,
" The
of her face did me
her
son.
sight
almost
surprised
which
she told the Count the next time he came into her
at
once,"
good
room after Mdlle. de la Pinede had been with her. "I had been

When

would

to say fretting because my illness
prefrom
two
those
meeting, and now it has come about that it
vent
must
has actually brought her under our roof. Oh, something
I

am ashamed

come

of

it,

I

am

sure.""

Something was hereafter

to

come

of

it,

but not just what poor

Madame

de Vedelles expected.
that after"
Minu," she said to her husband before he left her
" mind that
it that she should have all her
insist
upon
you
noon,
meals with you and our sons. She must not shut herself up in
"
my sick room, and she should take a walk every day
It

La

was a peculiar

life that

Pinede, a life tUat

was

began that day for the inhabitants of
about three weeks, and then be

to last

DAUGHTER.
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if it had never been, except as to the traces it left in the hearts
and secret thoughts of each of the de Vedelles.
DenUe coming amongst them was a little like the effect produced in the drawing-room of that house when M. Lcscalle had
thrown open its windows, and let in air and sunshine.
The old Count had always wished for a daughter. He was
to use a French word very impressionable, and though reserved
and stern himself, gaiety had an irresistible charm for him.
His wife had been the comfort of his life. She had taken away,
as far as in her lay, every stone out of his path, smoothed his

as

mental pillow from morning to night, studied every turn of his
countenance, and reflected, in a softened and gentle form, the
shades which had saddened his existence. As to his sons of
Jacques he was both proud and fond, but there had never been
any intimacy between them, and he had become so early a comnineteen or twenty
plete man of the world, and took even at
such a matter-of-fact view of men and things, that, in spite of

handsome face and lively manners, there was nothing really
young about him, and by the time he was twenty-eight, his father often felt himself, in some respects, the more youthful of
his

the two.
ters,

He

looked up to Jacques for advice :n worldly matin all that had to do with the practi-

and leaned upon him

cal side of life.
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work of any kind or whether a morbid di
agement had taken possession of him. lie complained u
quent headache, was sensitively susceptible of tlie chan
really precluded

the weather, irritably impatient of noise,

and

hi temper,

wayward

mood.

inert in

He had been spoilt as a child, and spoilt at school, by tin
feet facility with which he had carried everything before him,
and mastered, without effort, what to others were dill'n
His mother watched him with anxious affection, but she had i;o
discernment of character, and never saw what was n*
His father at first kept observing every turn of his cot
listened to each word he uttered, and devoted himself to 1,1m
with a restless solicitude. But when nearly three, years had
elapsed and no change took place, he could hardly restrain the
irritability and annoyance he felt at (1< -urge's pni'num-ed apathy
and entire idleness, especially when his bodily health returned
and he was able to ride for hours, and take long walks all over
the country with or without a gun on his shoulder.
There was no doubt that George was by nature indolent, abThese dcii
sent, and careless about many things.
course increased to an extraordinary degree since his
What had been looked upon as mere originality in the bright and
i

clever boy of twelve, became intolerable in his father's
the lazy, incapable, and in moments of bitterness the Count internally added, the half-witted youth, whom he was iishair
>

George, as we have already said, was several years younger
than his brother. The Count and his wife had always longed to
have a second child, and though they would have liked better to
have had a girl, his birth gave them great delight. As a nttle

he had been delicate in health, and his mother, in consequence, had spoiled him, which made his father send him to

child,

and whose actual condition so painfully contrasted with the
bright promise of his childhood.
The more irritable his father became, the more plainly he
showed a sort of aversion to him, the more George's silence, re-

af-

and apparent indifference to everything increased. Nothing provoked the Count so much as to see him sitting for hours
gazing on the sea, or at the clouds, or in the evening at the stars,
or if there was a fire in the room at the blazing faggots and the

ter the property which she inherited.
They were to have been
abseitf for fifteen months, but a law-suit with the Spanish gov-

sparks they emitted.
He had a habit of scribbling on fragments of paper, and then

ernment detained them there five years. During all that time,
the letters they received from France spoke of George's success
at his college examinations, and the prizes he won on every
occasion.
His masters always spoke of his excellent abilities and won-

tearing them up and throwing them away, which provoked M.
de Vedelles, but he seldom took the trouble of writing a letter.
"It made his head ache," he said. Had his father been more

He got on there extremely well and made
When he was about twelve years
great progress in his studies.
old, Madame de Vedelles' father died in the island of Cuba, and
school very early.

it

became necessary

for her

and her husband

to

go and look

serve,

kind, or his mother been cleverer, or had his brother in tli
understood his character, this state of things could not have exwas, there seemed little hope of a change.
life of the family had thus settled into a groove
fatal to the happiness of its members.
Jacques' prin-

His parents were joyfully anticipaderful facility in learning.
ting that at the time of their return, after those long five years

isted: but as

would be preparing for his examination at the
polytechnic school, and that they would arrive in time to enjoy the
But just as
brilliant success with which he was sure to pass it.
they landed at Brest, in all the happy confidence that such would

which was

of absence, he

it

The domestic

was

cipal wish, in spite of his real affection for his mother,
get away: for the others the future seemed sad enough.

to

be the case, they found a letter, which informed them that
George, exhausted by mental anxiety, superadded to the strain
of the last few months' intense study, had been seized with a

It was therefore singularly refreshing to all when anew element was introduced into that home circle by Mdllc. de la Pinede's presence. The Count wns charmed with his young
How could it havebeen otherwise? He saw her skilful care,

brain fever, and

was lying between life and death, the delicate
organization he had inherited from his mother had given way

her watchful nursing, her sweet serenity, working a rapid improvement in his wife. She was soon pronounced out of d

under

and, as far as her health was concerned, quickly
Her only anxiety seemed lest she should get well too
valescent.

this fierce pressure.

1

The unhappy

parents rushed into a post-chaise, and in forty
hours were sitting by the bedside of their dying and unconcious
For many days the case seemed'utteny hopeless, and the
son.
eminent physicians who attended him said his recovery would
be little short of a miracle. However
he did re-

unexpectedly,
recover; but remained in a state of prostration, both of body and
mind, so weak, that for months he could hardly stand or walk a
step, and

sunk

into such

apathy that nothing could rouse or interest
that his convalescence would be slow,
but that all would be right in time; what he required, they said,
was absolute rest and country air.
M. de Vedelles settled at his own place, Valsec, in Lorraine,
and with aching hearts the afflicted parents brought home tho
him.

The doctors predicted

whom

pale, languid, listless youth, for
they hnd anticipated
such a brilliant career. By very slow degrees, the bracing air,
sitting out in the garden, and then ridinj, improved George's

and his -physical strength gradually returned; but thn
moral apathy remained tlie same. !!< was either incapable of
the slightest mental exert in
and it heI,
cams very difficult to r.ny whether the- condition of hi:
health,

soon.

was touching

It

to see the little artifices she

had recourse to in

depended on Denise's care.
How they all leant upon this young girl, and what a strange influence she soon possessed over that father and those two
different from one another, yet each of them fcc'ing that there
wns something in her nobler, purer, and higher than they l:;;.l
order to keep up the idea that her

life

<

known! And with all that superiority of characand mind, she was so simple, so innocently guy, so femi-

ever before
ter

ninely attractive.

The Count had never met with a woman at all like Penise de
He had known bad and good women, charming and
disagreeable women, clever women and silly women, free-thinking women and pious women; but never one who united so
much enthusiasm with so much practie;

la Pincde.

bold and fearless in defence of

all

she believed and honored and

loved, so uncompromising and yet so fair-minded, so j>
at of difference of opinion in others, whilst so firm in

own

convictions.

He found

pleasure in drawing her out.

lier

lie
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provoked arcmment for the sake of hearing her speak in that
iHisical voice which was one of her attractions, and
And then
pic nt expression of her dark eyes.
:nh. so like the ripple of a stream, or a child's laugh,

was

wonderfully refreshing to the old man, who had lived so long
ill. in.' with his
gentle but saddened wife, whose gaiety be had
crushed lung ago and then unconsciously missed it, and his two
sons, who for different reasons were not happy in their home.
Jle was the. most openiy devoted ot the three to Mdlle. de la
Pinede.
lie walked with her up and down the terrace during
the short moments she could be induced to leave the Countess'
sick room and after dinner detained her a little while in the
drawing room and made her sing to him Le fil de la Vierge.
love with Denise. and at the end of a
Jacques rapidly feh
made up his mind to propose to her as soon as her stay at
La I'inedc. came to an end. He did not much doubt that she
would accept him nor did it cross his mind that the dissimilarHe was
ity of their ideas and feelings would prove an obstacle.
under the impression which at that time was prevalent in
France that religion though superfluous tor a man, was a sort

m

of necessity for a

woman

of the better sort

for the sort of

woman

he should like to marry he did not at all object to a
pious wife. It did not occur to him that she would object to an
unbelieving husband. He thought of her as the future young
C'omle->se de Vedelles, who would make a great sensation in
Paris and do the honors of a salon where statesmen would congregate and men of letters flock. She had read a great deal, she

was eloquent

she,

had wealthy

relatives

and distinguished con-

She could not imagine a more perfectly suitable parti
like himself, had the desire and the ability to play
a part in political and social life.
Denise was very amiable in her manner to him. She was naturally kind to every being that approached her there was not a
dog or a cat about the place to whom she did not say a good
word as she passed by the kennel or the sunny wall on which
puss was often seated. As to the children of the gardener and
the shepherd, they watched for hours together in hopes that the
beautiful lady who was staying at the chateau might stop before
their parents' cottages, pat them on the cheek, and give them
bon-bons, that necessity of life to French children.
One very bold urchin made his way one day to the terrace, and
was looking up in hopes of seeing the bestower of pralines and
But instead of the face
Sucre de pommc appear at a window.
which he expected to see, a very pale and, it seemed to the child,
:ern one looked down upon him, on which he began to cry
and ran away. At the bottom of the stairs leading down from
the terrace, he suddenly came face to face with Mdlle. de la Pinede. who sat down on the steps and took him on her knees to
nections.

for one

who,

comfort him.
" \S"hat are

you afraid of, little one?" she said, stroking his
black hair with her soft white hand
" I am afraid of
the/a<fo," he answered, hiding his face in her

DAl'f'.UTEll.

afraid and

half confiding.

When

Vd

:

the

c>

had >aid and went
George told Madame Lubin wl
away. She proceeded to scold Pierre for his audacity, and the
better to secure his keeping away from tin; awful precincts, told
him that if he ever trespassed airaiu in the neighborhood of the
chateau, that gentleman who had brought him back, and who
was a /<<*(, would wring his neck just as she was at that moment going to do to the superannuated hen she held in her hand

doomed to the pot cm feu. After that day, Pierre's little companions, when they saw George walking on the road or on the seashore, always ran

away

in a fright,

screaming out,

"The

fada,

We

have said and shown that Denise was kind to every one,
Jacques as to everybody else. And then she spoke to
him sometimes in a very earnest manner. During the hours
when she had sat by Madame de Yedelles' bedside, tin
mother had spoken to her ot her sorrow, that this eldest, bright
hopeful son of hers had lost the faith of his childhood, and

and

to

ceased to practice his religion.
At that time in France this was, however, so commonly the
case with the young men of his age. that
appeared even to a
it,

pious mother no strange thing. She had lived for thirty years
with a husband indifferent to religion, and surrounded by persons holding infidel opinions. This had blunted the edge of her
grief with regard to her son,

though it did not efface it; but
Denise whose character was stronger, whose zeal was more ardent,
tion,

whose love of God was a deep, engrossing, supreme affeccould not look unmoved 'on what she felt to be such a

great calamity, could not converse without emotion on subjects
which related to the existence or the absence in a soul of that
faith

which was the mainspring of her whole

being.

So when

she talked to Jacques of anything relating to it, when she
watched the effect of her earnest words upon him, and like all
earnest words they sometimes did affect him, there was an expression in her countenance and a thrill in her voice which

poor vain man he ascribed to a personal feeling of interest in
him. Jacques de Vedelles, not to the intense solicitude which
one who has at heart the glory of God aud the salvation of souls
feels in every creature who is severed from the source of life and
light, and the ardent desire to bring it back to a sense of its
high destiny. He could not have conceived that the look of joy
which beamed in her speaking eyes one day when he had uttered
words which implied that he meant to think and act differently
with regard to religion than he had hitherto done, could proceed
from a disinterested anxiety for his salvation.
He would have believed it, perhaps, if he had ever followed
Denise in the hospitals or in the homes of the poor. He would
then have seen her beautiful face lighted up with the same exulting gratitude when some poor wretch, who had been cursing
aud blaspheming, perhaps, during the long course of a sinful
and miserable life, with softened heart and tearful eyes, for tli
time prayed or kissed the crucifix she held to his lips, or
a poor girl on the brink of sin and slianie, saved by her
tender energy, turned from the tempter and followed her to a
first

when
ise
i!

was not acquainted with
it

to

Provencal word, and

a hobgoblin but anxious to stop the child's
she was afraid Madame de Vedelles might over-

which
hear from her room,
crying,

this

mean

tried to lend

him away.

At

that

moment

appeared carrying in his hand the box of toys which
had remained in his room since the day of Denise's first visit.
Oh. this is very opportune." she exclaimed, and sci/.iug on a
hunter in a red coat and a sheep with a pink collar, she displayed
4

them

to the astonished eyes of little Pierre, who
with awe. but less terror than before.
at
id

him

still

now looked at
He evidently

a very strange being, but not as evil-minded as

supposed.

"

\Villyoutakehimhome. M. George," Denise said, and let
him carry away those treasures with him. But tell his parYour
ents to try and prevent his criming "P to 'be terrace.
lather would have been very angry if he had heard him crying
I must go now to your mother."
ler the windows.
'

re

took the child's hand, and thev walked towards the
hut.

Pierre looking up at

him

nor,-

aud then, half

place of safety.
It was natural he should cherish hopes founded on a mistake
and indulge in anticipations which reconciled him to her departit was not
during her stay at La Pinede that
he could propose to Denise; and that being the case, he almost
longed for the day when she would return to Toulon, and lie
would feel at liberty to oiTer her his band, which, to say the truth,
he did not much doubt she would accept.

ure, for he felt that

Madame
Denise

de Vedelles bail unconsciously contrived to excite in
in both her sons: in Jacques by spoil-

a strong interest

ing of him, by dwelling on his good qualities, and his talents.
which had already begun to display themselves at the bar. and
then of that absence of faith and that sceptical spirit which en-

and the Church capabilities which, rightly
have made him, the poor mother fondly thought,
a Montalembert, an Ozanam, or a Bcr
As to George, she had been profoundly silent: but who! with
her compassionate tone when she spoke to him, his fathlisted against religion

directed. might

'S DAi:<;uri-:u.

npt,
jut.

and also
.it"

:i

fe-.v

words which had been dropped by
and the uild, anx

his absence, his oddities,
his eyes at times,

Denisr

liad easily conic

to

which she had heard applied to liini, meant idiot, and that the poor young- man. was
Still she had her doubts; these doubts led
really hall' wilted.
seek for opportunities of conversing with him, and graduallv her opinion on this point was shaken, and her curiosity
Now and then George said things which
ly .stimulated.
ant inisheil her by their originality and depth of thought, but he
onclualon that

the-

name

of

f'lili/,

kept up a conversation. He generally sat in a corner of
the room where he could watch her unobserved, but hardly anher questions or seemed to attend to what she said, unless they happened for a moment to be alone together, and then
;

I

was so agitated that he sometimes said incoherent tilings.
She felt very sorry for him and had suspicion that his relatives
diogetlier mistaken about this young man; but she did
not venture with any of them to approach the subject. There
lie

-em :(! a sort of tacit agreement that in her presence George was
not to be taken notice of and they never mentioned him any more
than if he had not existed. He did not seem conscious of this
s<

moral ostracism, and went on i-adiug much the same
life as usual, sitting sometimes by his mother's couch, gentle,
silent, and abstracted, only he remained more at home, and was
often on the terrace whence he could see into the drawing-room
where Denise spent part of the mornings busy with Church
work. She had undertaken to make the altar linen for the little
chapel which was to be used for mass as soon as the arrangements with the bishop were concluded. When she read aloud,
often did, to Madame de Vedelles, he stood hid behind
sort of

the open window, listening.
.Meanwhile the Countess recovered rapidly, and Denise, in
spile of her entreaties that she would prolong her stay, fixed the

day
"

"

for her departure.
you will return to the

13ut

"but

I can

make

no promise."

entreaty, of deep sadness, of pathetic meaning.

"Do

tell

for

my

mother that you

" I have made-a

you whatever you ask me

will

come back," he

said in

vow
if

to our lady of La Garde to do
you will promise to come back

"
" for I should
Very rash, he said;
keep it, whatever it was."
Denise thought a moment, and revolved in her mind the hold
which that singular promise might some day give her over that
singular youth, whom she could not help feeling a deep interest
"
in. and then she said gaily:
Well, if I can, I will."
"

"

Jacques?
thinking of? Nothing that
do know, and I can tell you."
of,

What am

" But

I

I

" What do
you mean?
"

You

I

know

of, father."

"

are thinking of that

charming

girl

who

has just driven

away."
Well, I do not deny it."
" You admire
her, you are in love with her?"
" I am not
prepared to say no to that either."
" And what do
"
you mean to do?
" Well if
have
no
objection, I mean to propose to her."
you
" She would be a
very suitable match tor you, and she is certainly a very attractive person."
"Who are you speaking of?" asked the Countess, who had
just been wheeled upon the terrace in her garden-chair.

her attendant had withdrawn, her husband said, " De-

When

nise de la Pinede."

"

"
saying about her?
to
wants
to
her."
Jacques
propose
"
"
Oh, I am so glad. And you, of course, approve of it?
" I cannot see
to
such
a
her
any objection
marriage,
family is
just as good as ours, and she has a fortune of live hundred
thousand francs."
" She is so
very handsome," Madame de la Vedelles added, in

"

And what were you

her somewhat dejected tone of voice.

"Not

is she, mother?" Jacques said with a
said too religious, I might, perhaps, have

too handsome,

smile.

If

you had

been inclined to agree with you. But, no; I should not like her
to be in any way different from what she is.
I believe I should
not have lost my heart half so quickly to her if she had not been
bent on converting me."

Oh, Jacques, you

will, indeed,

"

Denise!

eight years old, and then

be a happy

man

if

you marry

means nothing," Madame de Vedelles said, laughing,
lean."
"Would you have me promise to do something impossible?"
"Yes," George eagerly said. "I -want you to do something
impossible." He finished the sentence only in thought, and
" And that
would be to care for me."
mentally added,
Denise was going away. She had been singing to the Count,
for the last time, his favorite song Al pie d'un Salice.
And then,
I will

with, the proviso of if

the carriage being announced, she kissed the Countess, and was
the door by M. de Vedelles and
il to
Jacques. George
was nowhere to be seen.

"

"How like him," the Count exclaimed, not to be hereto
take leave of Mdlle. de la Pinede." Then he thanked Denise
for all she had done for his wife, and handed her into the carvith a strong hope in his mind that she would be one

day

his daughter-ill law.

The rali-.i-lic drove away. Where the while was George?
Climbing up the Sugarloaf hill, whence he could see for miles,
amidst clouds of dust, that vehicle rolling along the road to
Touion.
The Count g^nced at his eldest son, and saw that he looked

his old father.

Rushing into

the

house, he shouted, "Vincent, order my horse immediately."
"
Where are you going? " asked the Count.

"To

Toulon.

'

" Not
to-day?
''

"

Grand Cerf, and call at
to-morrow morning. The first year of
Denise's mourning for her father ends to-morrow.
She will see
that, out of respect for her feelings, I waited till that day to
I shall s eep at the

Yes, to-day.

Madame de

for the opening of our chapel."
"
What a rash vow! " Denise said, with a smile.

"

"

you thinking

Jacques hugged his mother, as he used to do when he was

As she looked up from her work, she saw George's eyes fixed
upon her with an expression which startled her. It was one of

a low voice.

troubled and excited, and thought it time to break silence on
which he felt sure was iu both their minds.
He put his hand on Jacques' shoulder, and said, " What are

the subject

"

opening of the chapel?"

Perhaps, dear friend," Denise answered;
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propose to her."

"Well.be

off

my dear boy

and God speed you on your

"
rand," his lather said, and his mother added,
my dear son.

God

er

bless you,

At about two o'clock the next day Jacques rode up the
avenue, his horse in a sweat, and his clothes white with dust.
He looked pale and jaded.

"What
came

has happened?" his mother anxiously asked, as he
where she and her husband were

into the drawing-room,

Bitting

"

Something we did not

foresee, mother."

"What?"
" She has refused me "
"
"
Refused you: Madame de Vedelles exclaimed.
" Yes. without hesitation and without
I spoke of
agitation.
hope, and she said there was no hope. She was as calm, as kind,
as decided as when the other evening she refused to sing Gastilbelza,

the song

"This

is

I

a

had bought
sad

at Marseilles."

disappointment,'

sighed, with tears in her eyes.
The Count cleared his throat,

down
"You will

laying
said,

it

"Oh,

Vedelles

and took up the newspaper, but

again, looked at his son, and in a husky voice
not break your heart about her, Jacques? "
it, nor even make a vow
did not expect to have ever been so sentimcu-

dear, no; I shall not die of

never to marry.

Madame de

I

THE
i-l;

lint

DAUGHTER.

nothing cures one o quickly of that infirmity as tbe
bath of such an absolute and civilly gracious reI shall go to Paris in a few days."
i

fusal.

The Count dc Vedelles was
"

up,
"

I

writing, and said, without looking
yon want, .larq;
speak to you about something which is, I think,
"

\Vlial d,i

want

to

of con-ri,urnrr.
"

About your

CHAPTER

Well, what

VII.

SEVERAL' days elapsed, and no one at the chateau made any
allusion to Deuise.
Jacques found it hard work to get over his
disappointment and longed for the moment of departure. George,
to whom not a word had been said of what had been going on,
was, as usual, silent. The old Count, almost as vexed as his son
at the result of the journey to Toulon, took refuge in politics,
and held Ion? conversations with Jacques about his prospects at

A

request had been made to him to stand for the department,
M. Cesaire de Croixfouds, who was to have done so, having ap-

parently been unable to buy a property which would have made
him eligible. This incident happened luckily at the very moini'iit when the
thoughts of father and son were particularly

ambitious projects, and day after day
prepared
indulge
they had gone through calculations in the morning, and in the
afternoon paid visits in the neighborhood, in order to feel their
in

ground and sound the dispositions of the electors.
Tin- result of their investigations showed that parties were
very evenly balanced, and, as the Baron de Croixfonds had also
d'.sc'Avred, that M. Lescalle's influence, and the votes he could
'iiKn.ind. would probably turn the scale on way or the other.
"
Would he be well disposed towards us? " Jacques asked his
i

father.

"

"

I did not speak about it, because I knew how much
it must
vex you, and then, as I could not imagine
any reason, or think
of anv remedy for this increasing depression, I
thought it belter
not to thwart his fancies. But I am
getting anxious about him.

is

looking very

" I
suspect that she has not much influence with her lord and
master, that is to say, she rules the menage, but when it comes to
"
business or politics, he is absolute

How can we get round him? "
We can ask him to dinner before you go,

and judge of his

dispositions."

" In the meantime I shall leave
my card at the Maison Lescalle.
Such little attentions are never wholly unacceptable."
On the afternoon of the same day, as he was returning from
La Ciotat. Jacques met his brother, and was struck with his paleness and look of more than ordinary dejection.
"Are you ill, George? " he said, in a kind manner.
"
"

What makes you think so?"
You don't look at all well."
"
Oh, I am quite well. There is nothing the
" I am not at all convinced of that. I have
well.

matter with me."
observed that* for

You must

care of yourself, Ceorjre."
" Oh! I shall lake a
long walk to-morrow; that does

take

"

"
good than anything when
"
When you feel ill. What is the matter with you? "
George hesitated and seemed about to answer, but he stopped,
"
turned
as if
to
these

himself, said,
away, and,
Oh,
speaking
twelve days!
Those words struck Jacques. It was just twelve days since his
own unsuccessful journey to' Toulon. As his brother walked
last

away, he looked at him in a thoughtful and anxious manner,
then went out himself, and for nearly an hour paced slowly up
and down the avenue. At last he stopped, and, as if he was
making up his mind to an effort, came back to the house and
straight into his father's study.

him from

it."

My

dear Jacques, all this is not
has noticed it as well as yourself, and

new
it

to me.
Your mother
makes her very unhappy.

But what can we do? We have tried everything we could think
of to rouse him out of this apathy.
I afraid there is
nothing to
be done. Speaking to him about his health only serves
tate him."

"But

I

to irri-

think I have found out the cause of this increased

dejection."

" Have
"
you? What is it?
" He is
in love."
" In love!
George! Oh, then that would explain those long
walks and wanderings about the country! And you have found
out the secret, and know who it is he has taken a
fancy to. A
girl, I

one of the farmer's daughters?"

suppose

"
at all a peasant girl!
one at La Ciotat, then?

No; not

" Some

That would be better. If
a respectable girl and tolerably well connected, why really
it would be no bad
thing to get him married. I have often
thought that as there is no hope of his entering into any profession, this would be the best thing that could happen/'
is

"
But unfortunately
love with."

it is

Mdlle. de. la Pinede he has fallen in

"Denise! Nonsense! I don't believe a word of it!"
" But I am
I suspected it, and
quite certain it is so.
just
something he said, half unconsciously, proved I am right."

now

"Then I don't see what is to be done. She would certainly
not marry him."
"No, indeed," Jacques said, glancing at his own handsome
face in the glass.
"A girl who has refused me, would not. I
suppose, think of marrying George. But what can we do about
poor dear boy?"
think much too seriously, I am sure, of this fancy of
his.
Well, suppose he imagines himself in love with Mdlle. Denise, it is only because she is the first pretty girl he has met and
talked to.
We could easily, if lie has taken a sentimental turn,
this

"

You

some other more possible direction.
bored to death. Without occupation of any

lead his affections in
fact

is,

he

is

without interest

me more

ever,

that I can hardly rouse

she

good graces."

he has lost his appetite, he is more sileut
and sometimes his absence is so great

ill,

and abstracted than

hand and glove now with the Richers de Montlouis. M.
Jules Richer is the ultra Liberal candidate, you know."
" I had better
call on Madame Lescalle, and try to obtain her
is

walked

with a look of weari-

Why

told of this before? "

peasant
"

some days you have looked anything but

said,

'

I really cannot tell.
He had given the Baron de Croixfonds
great hopes that he would support his son in case of his standing, but somebody said the other day that he threw him over,

"
"

man

it?"

is

He is not; well, and if we do not takecare, he will get worse,
both in body and mind. I suspect he spends his
nights wandering about tiie grounds. I found out accidentally that he had not
gone to bed at all the night before last.
M. de Vedelles made a gesture which meant, "
was I not

He

the approaching elections.

and

"

"

COMPLICATIONS.

to

election?

"
No; it is about George."
"
Oh, George again! " the old
"
ness.

dull.

He

in

anything, his

life

here

is

The
sort,

of course dreadfully
and a good,

will never be able to take care of himself,

sensible wife, pretty enough to please his fancy, would be the
making of your brother. Do you know that this idea is quite a
relief to me?
Can you think of any one that would do for him?

We must not be too particular. People in our owu rank of life
would object to marry their daughters to such a poor creature as
George, considering he is no great parti, and will never get on in
life.
But what I can settle upon him, and the title of Baronne,
would throw dust into the eyes of many an honest roturier."
Jacques reflected a moment, and then a smile hovered on his
" O
father, what a capital stroke of policy for both your
lips.
"

sons I have thought of.
" What are
you thinking of?"

TllK

"Suppose
"

that with one stone

you could

kill

two

NOTARY'S DAUGHTER.

'birds.'

"

about anything since his

Speak out."
fate of the next
"Well, you know that M. Lcsculle holds the
This is the case, beyond a
election completely ill his bands.

What two

birds?

lie has been,

doubt.

up

to this time, playing off the Croixfonds

Now

appears that

C'e-

and the Bichers against one another.
lies,between
saire de Croixfords is out of the field.and the choice
M. Richer and me. Would not the excellent Toussaint like his
to be mudame la Baronne de Vedelles ? and you
it

pretty daughter

would

really

have a very nice

little

daughter-in-law."

"I wonder if he would agree," the Count said, greatly ex" Of course it would secure
your election at once. The
cited.
has been that the representation of this
joke in the neighborhood
and we
department is a part of Mdlle. Rose's marriage portion,
much farther and fare worse. The parents would bo
could

go

a great nuisance, but the girl is nice enough."
" She is a
charming little thing. Let us lose no time about it.
swell, M. Artemon Richer de Montlouis, is said to
That

gigantic

be very much fascinated by the notary's daughter, and they may
if speedy measures to cut
engage themselves beyond recovery
him out are not taken."
" I shall write at once to Lescalle and ask him to come here
to-morrow. He wants the East Farm for a client of his, and I
shall put our friend in a good humor by telling him that I have
made
mind, for his sake, to let Jean Benard have it."

up my
"Bravo! I already
Bhone, and my pretty

see myself

M.

le

Depute des Bouches du

sister-in-law installed at the chateau.

We

branch cut at last. Poor,
dear George! It is really a capital plan, if only he falls into it."
" Of course he wfll," the Count answered.
"We shall have to
tell him that Mdlle. Denise is as much out of his reach as the
moon, and once convinced of that, he will be enchanted to fall
back on the fair Rose we shall have provided for him. You

shall then see, I suppose, the acacia

had better not say anything of all
she is overanxious about things."

this to

your mother

at present;

the disappointment of the Count and his eldest son, an
to say that M, Lescalle was absent, and not exsome days. Jacques put off again his deparfor
home
pected

To

answer was sent

ture for Paris, wishing to keep up his father to the plan they had
formed, and to see the affair fairly started. In the meantime he

was assiduous

in his

to those he looked upon as
and made himself very popular in the

attentions

his future constituents,

neighborhood.
George looked every day more sad and dejected. There had
been no communication between Madame de Vedelles and Mdlle.
de hi Pinede since she had refused Jacques; but four or five days
after the

one when he had spoken to his father of George's state

of mind, the Countess received a letter from Denise, inclosing
one from the vicar-general, announcing that a second priest had

been appointed at Les Trois Tours, and would begin saying mass
every day at the chapel in the grounds of La Pinede, as soon as
lie received notice of M. and Madame de Vedelles' wishes on the
Denise had informed the vicar-general that the Countsubject.
She added kind and affecess would answer his letter herself.
tionate expressions as to the health of Midame de Vedelles, but
said nothing as to their meeting again.

day of the month of May was fixed upon for the
opening of the chapel. It was to be a very simple function.
There had been plans for the formation of a choir under Denise's
direction, and the music for the occasion had been chosen during
her stay at La Pinede. But all this having fallen to the ground
since her departure and the unfortunate result of Jacques' visit
on the following day, the/e was now to be only a low mass at
A box containing all the things
eight o'clock in the morning.
she had worked for the altar, and another with all those she had
ordered, at Madame de Vedelles' request, from a shop at Mar-

The

seilles,

last

arrived the day before that of the opening.

George seemed excited at the sight of these cases, and when
mother went to the chapel to see them unpacked and arranged, and to meet the young priest from Les Trois Tours, hn
follnwnri hpr thurp rmd HXerferi himself raorp than he had rlimp
his

1U

illness,

in helping to

ornament the

altar.

the following morning Madame de Vedelles, in her Bath
chair, and her husband and her eldest son on foot crossed ihe.

On

garden and entered the chapel. The Count went bce;i
would not have looked well in the eyes of his scrvunls and tenants if he had not done so
Jacques, because he did not like to
vex his mother by staying away. George had preceded il
of the family, and when they arrived wcs titling on one of the
;

benches with his head leaning on his hands. When ma s began
he knelt, but otherwise remained in the same position. Once,
just after the elevation, he raised his head, and then, in a little
tribune on one side of the chapel, which was readied by a i-ido
entrance, he caught sight of a face which at that moment, and

The exto life excited imagination, seemed a heavenly vision.
pression of devotion in that upturned countenance was more
holy, more beautiful than anything he had ever seen or dreamed
of.

was the face indeed \vhicb, from the first moment he had
it, he had thought the most perfect ideal of pure, high,
and lofty womanly beauty. But never had it seemed to him,
during those many hours he had watched it, not even when it
It

beheld

bent in gentle sweetness over his mother's sick couch, half so
beautiful or so angel-like as now, in the attitudu of ardent
prayer and adoring love. So holy was its look that it impressed

He dared not continue to gaze upon
feeling of awe.
in that Sacred Presence he had always believed in, but which

him with a
it

that expression of fervent adoration seemed to impress upon
him more vividly than ever. He again covered his face with
his hands, a mute, silent, instinctive prayer rose from his heart,
which softened the dull, aching pain so long felt and never

spoken

of.

When

mass was nearly over he glanced again at the tribune,
was empty, and he asked himself if he had imagined or
seen a vision, whether Denise had really been in that spo' a moment ago, or if it had been a mere illusion.
He walked home like a person in a dream, and never uttered a
single word during breakfast-time, and when his lather and his
brother had left the room, sat opposite to nis mother, still

but

it

plunged in a deep fit of musing.
" I have a
message to give you."
"George," she gently said.
"
" I cannot think who can have
"A
said.
he
any
message?
message to send to me."
" I have
Mdlle. de la Pinede."
just been given a letter from
A hectic red spot rose on George's pale cheeks.
" She was in the
She says that she
chapel this morning.
had promised us to be present at the first mass that should be
said there,

and

that,

that she should not

though

come

at present,

here,

it is

better for all parties
it is, she telt that

and of course

she must keep her word, and that with all her heart she united
her prayers with ours; and then she adds, 'Will you tell M.
George that I kept my promise, and that I may some day claim
the fulfilment of his.'"

"Mother, what does it
" What has

all

to his feet.

mean?

"

happened?

George exclaimed, starting
What is changed? Why

"

does she stay away?
Madame de Vedelles hesitated a moment, and then thought
better to let

"

My

him know the

dear boy,

if

you bad not been so absent, so unobservant,

you would have guessed what has taken
fell in

it

truth.

place.

Your brother

love with Mdlle. de la Pinede, and the day after she left

I am sorry to say that
us went to Toulon and proposed to her.
she refused him. It was a great disappointment to him and to

us."
"
"Jacques? She refused him? Thank God! he added in *o
low a voice that his mother did not hear those last words.
" AriU she has sent me that
She remembers

message.

my

vow."

He

darted out of the room, and rushed through the olive
His head was aching wilh excitement,
to the sea-shore.
and during the rest of the day he could ocly sit with hi
henH rpstino- nn hia hnnds. or wulk uii and down th;'

woods
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" She has refused
pealing to himself;
Jacques.

She

lias sent

me

his career.

I

am

sure that as a married

was

day or two after the opening of the chapel that M.
l>ack to La Ciotat, and lie lost no time in obeying
the Count's summons which he found on his arrival.
But between that arrival and his visit to the chateau, short as the interval had been, something had happened which made him look
Pleasant thoughts were evidently in his
singularly radiant.
mind, and he kept rubbing his fat hands together every five
minutes, as if to relieve the overflowing exuberance of his
It

spirits.

The

fact was, that an

hour after his return he had received a

M

Richer de Montlouis, the lather of M. Artemon,
nd that after a few preliminary remarks that gentleman had

visit

from

him

said to
"

M. Lescalle,

one.

I

come

my

to ask

object in calling upon you is an important
your daughter's hand in marriage for my son

Artemon."

The notary

rather expected this proposal, but he thought

How comes
family

it,"

he

" that auch an honor

said,

town?

in the

it

is

done

to

"

us by

never to late to mend, certainly; but I suppose there ia
for improvement," M. l.e.scalle said.
"
Oh, of course, he has been a little wild, like all young men.
It is

room

There is no harm in that. He has sown his wild oats. You
were just as unsteady once, and only think what an excellent
husband you have made."
M. Lescalle did not much like this allusion to his past life; but
it was a home thrust
that could not well be parried, he
thought it best to drop the subject, and the two gentlemen parted
on the most cordial terms.
As soon asM. de Montlouis was gone, M. Lescalle rushed to
his wife's room.
"Virginie," he said, "we are going to marry Rose."
" To Artemon
"
Richer?
" Then it is no
"
surprise to you?

as

"I saw his father going into your office, and I immediately
guessed what he was come about. I knew it would end in that
" I
suspect that their anxiety about the election and securing
on the proposal. I shall not think of
giving
them more than forty thousand francs with Rose; it is quite

enough, considering that

She has made the deepest impresferent to her great attractions.
sion on rny son's heart, and you will make him the happiest of

is

men

too, in the bargain.

you accept him

if

as a son-in-law."

M

de Montlouis."
very young.
a defect which will always go on diminishing," the
banker said, with a broad smile.
" 1 am afraid the fortune I can
give her will seem to you very

"Rose
"That

small."
"

You

is

is

sixty

francs."

No. M. de Montlouis, forty thousand; and I assure you that
even tliat is almost beyond my means."
"
\Vell, you will perhaps reconsider the matter before we fiI do not want you to
give
nally fix the sum, my dear M. Lescalle.
me a positive answer at once, not to-day I mean. You must
wisli

nf course, to consult

self that if

you are friendly

Madame

Lescalle, only I flatter myto us there will be no difficulties in

the way.'

You hnve no
Well, well,

"

doubt, I hope, of my friendly feelings?
dear M. Lescalle, you have not always been

my

our friend."

What do you mean, my

dear sir?

"

We are on the eve of an elecgolag to stand, and you know that you
promised to support M. Cesairc de Croixfonds."
"Ah! I thought as mush,' inwardly ejaculated the notary.
The election is at the bottom of the marriage, to a great de"Come,

My

tion.

gree, at

let

us speak openly.

brother

any

is

rate."

" was to
promised," he answered,
help M. de Croixfonds to qualify himself by the purchase of an estate in this part
"

of

What

the.

I

country."

'Yes, exactly so, to set up another candidate. Thanks to
your good offices, he was very near purchasing La Pinede for a
song."
" I acted as his
lawyer and a friend of his family.

Oh, certainly,

I

have no

my

your

other occasion you will give them of your

What does your son intend?
"Artemon has no settled plans

own

accord

to"

your

"

of the kind; but seeing that for
the last ten years he has set his face agaiust marriage, and now

will be

my

doing

if

M. Jules Richer

quite enough, and Rose such a pretty girl,

it is

"

pretty, no doubt; but I can

tell you, Madame Lesher blue eyes would not have made up for the loss of
twenty thousand francs, if it had not been for the votes I can

"Very

calle, that

command."
" Artemon

is

much

much in love with her."
And Rose has she seen him?

very

the better.

"

have looked after her very closely. M.
Artemon is apt to flirt with young ladies, and I was determined
that nothing of the sort should go on till he had proposed."
" You were
quite right, but now you can speak to Rose.
Do
"
you think she will be pleased?
"I should fancy so, indeed such a tall, handsome fellow,
and so admired by everybody. There she is, Toussaint, just
come back from Les Capucins. She has spent the morning with
Aunt Mede. Leave us together. I shall speak to her at once.
It would be too formal if 3-011 were iu the room."
"

know;

don't

I

Very well," M. Lescalle answered, and away he went

to his

office.

A moment afterwards Rose came into her mother's room.
She looked like one of Greuze's pictures in her large straw hat,
ornamented with a wreath of wild flowers; her pretty soft
hands and arms holding up the skirt of her pink gingham
frock, which enabled her to carry an immense bunch of flowers
gathered in Mise Medc's garden. With her fair hair hanging
about her face, the color in her cheeks deeper still than usual
after her walk, and ihit harvest of roses, no painter could have
sketched a more perfect image of spring.
Breathless and smiling, she ran up to her mother and kissed her.

"See,
Medc's

mamma, what

"They

guess what

"No;
"

I

I

am

Madame

I

have ransacked Mise

Lcscallc answered, dancing at

not thinking of nosegays now.
"

Can you

have heard'/

what,

is it,

mamma?"

Somr- one has proposed for you,

"For me
"

lovely flowers!

arc beautiful,"

the roses; "but

wish to injure your brother's position."
" But if we come to an
agreement regarding this proposal I
have just made to you, I suppose that in the event of any one
"
else standing we can reckon on your support?
" I am not
one
to
any
pledged
" Then I can solicit
votes for
son's uncle.
On anson-in-law."
"

"

"I

"

it

elected."

" So

"

give her

"Forty thousand francs."
" I have been told
thousand

"

model

my votes hurried

For the best reason possible in such a case, M. Lescalle.
Artemon could not meet your lovely daughter and remain indif-

"

will be a

way."

right to appear surprised.
"
first

"

a

came

Lrscalle

'

man he

of steadiin

that

the

DAl'UlITEB.

really?

Can you guess?

my

dear."

Who, mamma?"

"
,

"No, mamma," Rose answered, opening very wide her
blue, innocent -looking eyes.
"
Well. Artemon Richer tie Montlouis wishes to

large

marry you."

Rose's countenance changed, her hands loosened their hold of
her gown, and all her flowers fell at her feet.
" You said the other
day, mamma, that I was too young to bo
married."

MJTM;}

mi-:
" Are
you speaking quite in earnest about

mamma? "

it,

it

yesterday,

tli:it

1

was a great deal too youug to be married."
"Oh, that is what one always says when there is nothing actually in question about a girl's marriage, and no one has yet proposed for her; but people do not throw away the chance of a
You are very
good match on the score of a person's youth.

Artemon Richer

is

you are not delighted with this proposal.
the best parti and the handsomest man in

this place."

She knew her mother's

Rose said nothing.

handsome Artemon, and
be understood.

She

partiality for the

nothing she could say would

felt that

Madame

sat silently listening to

Lescalle's

comments on her extraordinary good luck till some visitors were
announced; then hastily rising, she threw hat, covered with
flowers, into a corner, and went straight to her father's study.
She found him seated at his bureau, with his head on his hand.
He was calculating all the advantages he expected to derive from
a connection with the Richers de Montlouis.
Rose

tried to steady her voice,

has just told me
"Oh, indeed!

and

said",

" Dear
papa,

mamma

of

is

Anv one who had

seen him walking slowly, with hi
hack, enjoying the pleasant, brec/.c rum tin- i-ea mid the
perfume' of the wild thyme, and had observed the affable way in
which he nodded to the persons he met, smiled on the children,

hind

hi.s

I'

and called the dogs by familiar names, would have said, "There
goes a happy individual." And what was giving such joy to
that man, that it seemed to ooze out of every pore of his com-

plump body, and to glitter in his little sharp eyes?
Well, he had an only child a lovely, innocent girl, full of the
He had her in his
gaiety which is so attractive at that age.
fortable

roof, near him from morning to night, like a
bird in spirits, like a flower in beauty and sweetness; and what
made him so very happy was that he was going to get rid of her.

home, under his

Was he on that account a hard-hearted man or a had father?
By no means. He was like an innumerable number of fathers.
In many families a daughter is considered as an inconvenience.
If she marries at eighteen

house

much

is

less of

it

To

is

a

if at

good thing:

sixteen or

husband's
an annoyance than to have her happy at

better.

still

seventeen,

see her

unhappy

in her

home unmarried.

"

So you have heard,

you have made. Well, it
"And so M. Artemon

Lescalle felt in a most agreeable frame of

mind.

my dear, as earnestly as possible."
"But, mamma, you did say, the day before
'(Mi, yes,

difficult to please if
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little girl,

some use

to

of the conquest

be pretty."

"

CHAPTER

" Will be
your husband, little lady, in three weeks."
" Not so soon as
I don't know him at
that, papa, I hope.

VIII.
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all."

" Well. I know
him, my dear, and that is quite enough. You
and he will have plenty of time to get acquainted when you are
married. But you have seen him; you know what a good-looking fellow he is. That will do for the present, and 1 suppose
he admires my little Rose as he has proposed for her."
"Perhaps it is his father who wants him to marry me."
dear, no. Rosette; a

"Oh,

man

of thirty

is

not like a girl of

seventeen."

Rose sighed deeply, and her father went on saying: "I would
not on any account have forced upon my daughter a disagreeable
husband; and if Artemon had not been good looking and young,
and well-connected, if he had not been just the sort of man
would like to marry, 1 should not have accepted him for

rich

a

girl

my

Rose; but this match is everything I could desire.
you not delighted, my love? Why don't you thank

little

What!

are

your papa and kiss him, instead of standing there looking as
"
doleful as if you were not the luckiest of girls?
"I.am so surprised, papa, and I really hardly know if I am
awake or dreaming. The idea of my being married seems so
strange and so soon, too! I had never thought about it at all."
" It is much better to be taken
by surprise, I can tell you, than
to be ten years looking out for a husband, as the Demoiselles
Arnoux have done, and end by not finding one and being an old
maid. I can understand your surprise, Rosette; but after Artemon's first visit you will be enchanted."

"Oh

am sure I shall not like him;" and in saying
been struggling for some time with her tears,
hid her face in her hands, and began to sob.
no, papa,

tli^ IJose,

I

who had

"

What is all this nonsense? " M. Lescalle sternly said.
"
Are we going to play the fool and turn our back on the best
match in the neighborhood? Oh, I see how it is. We dreamed
at school of some fine fairy prince, and we mean to wait for
him."

badly with me, as times go."
" Your business is

increasing very much, I hear."
every day, and I have clients in every corner of
the department."
"
Yes; your acquaintance must be very extensive. I suppose

"

This sort of banter Rose could not stand. All she had meant
went out of her head. She felt herself helpless against
what she felt would be her father's invincible will, and her courage
gave way. She rushed out of the study and locked herself up
in her room, wilhout listening to her father's
consoling assurance
.

that she

was
if

]ii:-;hl

'ITect

to leave

it

to

what would be

him, and that he

knew much

better

for her happiness.

well have been expected. Host's tears did not in tho
his plans.

II' did not

nmke her

girlish objections

even a subject of thought; and as he went the next
day to La

It increases

you know most of the families
"A geat many of them not
" You saw
by my letter, that

own

at his

in this

neighborhood?

"

to say all."
I will agree to let the East

Farm,

terms, to your protege, Jean Benard."

"Indeed I did, M. le Comte, and I am delighted to find that
you have arrived at this decision. I have known Benard for
twenty years, and I can assure you that he is a good sort of a
man, and a good farmer too. He will do justice to your land."
" I am
always inclined to take your advice on such matters,
because you have so much knowledge of business, and are especially conversant with questions of land in this locality, of

which

am

I

myself quite ignorant."

boasting, I may say, M. le Comte, that few men
have applied themselves with as much attention as I have done

"Without

to all the details regarding the

management of property

in this

part of the country."

" But

I suspect,

M.

you are not only experienced
you have a pretty quick
and that you could give me judi-

Lescalle, that

in matters of this description, but that

eye as to

all

sorts of affairs,

cious advice on a very delicate matter."
"
Well, M. le Comte, 1 will not .deny that I

by

to say

A;

M. DE VEDELLES was immediately struck with his visitor's
beaming expression of countenance, and something in it which
seemed to provoke an interrogatory remark.
After requesting him to be seated, the Count said, " You
seem in excellent spirits this morning, M. Lescalle? "
"
Ah, well! I am not at all apt to be melancholy, M. le Gomte,
and I have indeed no reason to complain. Things are not going

my

am often consulted
neighbors on subjects which require considerable tact and

discretion."

" That is
just what I meant.
can speak quite confidentially."
"I

You

are a person to

always go on the principle that a notary

is

whom

one

a sort of lay con-

fessor."

" I felt
sure that was the case, and I am going to speak to you
with entire confidence.
You know that I have two sons? "
"
Yi> though I only know M. Jacques a very charming
;

young man

"He

is

in

also

every respect."

remarkably clever, and has already distinguished

THE NOTART8 DAUGHTER.
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himself

him

at

the bar.

They

are trying at Marseilles to persuade

Provence. He is thinking
I have no fears as to his not
in the world; but it is not the same case with

up Paris and remain
of ('ii'jaiiin^ in political li.'e, and
to give

making

his

way

his brother."
"
You are alluding to

" Yes."

in

M. George? "

" Mdlle.
Laurice is pretty enough, but as she has a hundred
"
thousand francs, I scarcely think
" That
she would accept Geor
" Mdlle. du
"
Lac is young and well born, but then
" What
"
then?
" She is
humpbacked."

" He would
demur at that.'
" What would
"
you say to the postmaster's daughter?
" That would
be too great a mesalliance."
" M. le Cure has a
haudsomish niece, but she is forty
1

"

He is still very young? "
"Not so young as he looks.
He was, till the age of
days.
ising boys imaginable
very talented."

He

will be twenty-one in a

few

seventeen, one of the most prom-

full of intelligence,

and even, apparently,
"

Oh, indeed! then he has not always been
" Deficient in
mind, you were going to say. On the contrary,
it is only since a brain fever, followed by a typhoid fever, which
seized him during his preparation for his examination at the
polytechnic school, that he has fallen into a state of mind which
it is difficult to define.
As far as health goes he is well and strong
enough now. George is by no means an idiot. He has as much
sense as many a one who gets on creditably in a quiet and obscure position. If he had not once given promise of superior
intellect, his present deficiencies would not strike us so much.
He has lost the power, and even the desire, of exertion; and I
see no prospect of his being able to follow any profession, or of
his doing anything for himself.
and his brother
I feel obliged
quite agrees with me to think of his future existence, and to
form some plan with rcgird to it."
" And what are
"
your ideas on the subject, M. le Comte?
"
Well, really, the only thing I can think of, is to find him a
wife, and to let him live quietly in the country either with us,
or in a little home of his own in this neighborhood.
He is passion itcly fond of the country and the seaside that is really the
only taste he seems to have. My wife's health is in a precarious
stale.
T am getting old myself, and I feel that it would be a

great relief and comfort to us if our son was married to an amiable and welt-principled girl, who would supply to him our place,

and who could make herself happy

man who

would,
tionate husband."

I

am

sure,

and with
and affec-

in a quiet existence,

make her

a very kind

corbeitte.

"I should

think there would be no difficulty in finding a
young lady such as you describe, M. le Comte."
"
"
Well! could you suggest any one?
"
I ought to know, first, what would be your stipulation with
regard to this daughter-in-law."
" I
should not be very exacting."

" Must she be of noble birth? "
" I do not hold to it. A man
gives

"

own name

to his

" And the title of Baronne?
M. Lescalle observed.
" Of course. It is
quite a different case with daughters."
" And as to fortune? "
"

As

to fortune, I should settle on George and his wife twentythousand francs a year, and if the girl had thirty thousand
or forty thousand francs of her own, which could be hardly
"
reckoned a dowry
" I
beg your pardon, M. le Comte. In our part of the counBut
try, such a sum is reckoned a very good marriage portion.

as lo the position of her family?
'

All

I

thought
"I

respectability

trades-people, however."
A ml the age of the young lady? "
"Oh, anywhere between sixteen and twenty-five.
'

not

'

She ought
be good-looking pretty, if possible, in order that George
might take a fancy to her."
"Let me think," M. Lescalle said, musing as if he was turning over in his mind all the young ladies in the neighborhood.
" There is Mdlle.
Veslaint, but she is sickly."
"
that would never do."
to

Oh,

daughter a desirable match for your son.'
There would be no obstn>

"But then, you see, M. le Comte," and M.
man who has something awkward to

like a

Lescalle he-i
"

bring out.

Th<-

Rose has not got any fortune at all."
"But you could, if you wished it, do something for us tl.at
would quite make up for her want of fortune."
"
" How
so, M. le Comte?
and
"By supporting,
consequently securing, the election of
fact

is,

"

that

'

son Jacques

my

I

thought

much," M.

as

Lescalle

inwardly

ejaculated.

They are all possessed with the same devil.''
The Count went on. " There are two candidates,

M. Cesaire de Croixfonds
"
told he had retired, but
that

is, if

"He now
him

is still in

the

field.

I

know

We

were

hopes to purchase 1'Estraine, which would make

eligible."

"Would

not a third candidate, well supported by influential
talent for speaking, curry the

and with a decided
"

"It is not unlikely. But I hardly know how I could support
M. Jacques, seeing the encouragement I have given
"
Oh, you cannot have any scruples on the subject. If we
arrange the marriage, Jacques' success will become, in your
case, a family concern."
"
Well, there is truth in what you say, M. le Comte, and I am
How old is M. Jacques?
quite ready to further his interests.

"He

and to get him into the Chamber
an immense advantage. It is worth two years

will soon be thirty;

this year will be

to him."

"

I shall be happy
quite see that, and you can rely upon me.
my influence in his favor; and as to my daughter, I assure
that I am highly flattered at your wish to have her for a

I

to use

you
its

my

certainly should think so.
our side."

"

should care about would be

"

"I
thought she was engaged to a young man of La C'iotal."
" Artemon
Richer, you mean? There has been some qu.
of it, but I must say I should prefer the connection with yom
There would be, however, a difficulty, even if MI;
family.

five

'

What?

A

" There is
"Mdlle. Rose?"
"Yes."

election?

his

few instants, and then said, slapthought just occurs to me
the Count anxiously asked.
my own daughter."
reflected for a

"
ping his forehead,

parties,

wife."

"

The notary

"

M. Lescalle was listening ittently to the Count's words, and
busy thoughts were crossing his mind. "What has he in his
thoughts?" he said to himself, and then aloud

"

" Almost double
his age
Is there nobody else? "
"
Well, M. le Comte, I really cannot think of any one else."
"
Oh, I am sure you will, if you try. If 1 could meet with
something really suitable, I should not mind adding to what I
settle on George and his wife, ten thousand francs for the
I

"

a

at the

least."

daughter-in-law."
Lescalle said,
The two fathers shook hands, and then
"
" Your
young man is not ill-tempered, I hope?
"
no.
lie has never in his life said an unkind word
.

M

Oh, dear,

any one. It is possible that his wife may not find him a very
amusing companion, but he is sure to behave well to her.
"
Ah, well, then it is all norht. I would not on any account
to

'

daughter to a man who .'-oukl make her unhappy."
the notary walked out of the house, and down
the stairs of the terrace, arm in arm, like old friends, to the

give

my

The Count and

THE NOTARY'S DAU0STS1S.
gr,-at

surprise of Vinrent, who was not used to see
intimate, terms with persons of inferior rnnU.

Iiis

master

M. do Vedclles accompanied ,M. Lescalle to UK; gate of the
The last words that passed between them before they
"He lias never opposed my will." The
separated, were these
chateau.

Count was speaking of George.
" She would never dream of
disobeying me," the notary

However, from the first dny lie had seen
A Memon had taken a great fancy to her, and her cold
and reserve ouly made him the more obstinately bent on

utterly failed.
Lescalle,

ii

said,

alluding to Rose.

ness

marrying he notary's pretty daughter.
Father Richer, as we have seen, hastened to take advan'
this position of things, and what wits going on that Sunday on the
promenade seemed a public manifestation of the intent urns of
both families. All the town was watching the parties, and Mad
I

ame

Lescalle's attitude

There was a

CHAPTER

temon had

porfume of the flowers exceeded that of the incense.
all the population flocked to the Tasse, a charming
promenade on a terrace near the sea. A number of pretty girls
in short petticoats, and youths with red fisherman's caps on their
heads, were strolling up and down in parties of seven or eight,
shaking hands and laughing as they stopped to speak to their
the

After mass

friends.

of the consequential families of the town were walking
in the midst of that animated, picturesque, and

more sedately

Amongst the rest M. le Baron de Croixfouds and
M. Arnoux and his two daughters in very stiff muslin

noisy crowd.
family,

gowns, M. Richer de Montlouis arm-in-arm with his wife, and
Madame Lescalle and Rose, escorted by M. Artemon Richer.
At La Ciotat, as in all small towns, the least little events as-

sume a great magnitude. Everything is made the subject of
comments and conjectures. Acts which in Paris no one would
take the least notice of, are immediately remarked, and give rise
all kinds oE suppositions.
It was accordingly a matter of great
astonishment to the big-wigs of La Ciotat when Madame and
to

Mademoiselle Lescalle were seen walking

with M. Artemon

Richer.

We

He was a tall fellow, almost six
broad in proportion, with a brown and florid complexion and dark hair.
His features were symmetrical and heavy, his
countenance impudent, vulgar, and good humored.
He was
must describe Artemon.

feet high,

always laughing and showing a row of fine white teeth. His
dress was in the worst possible taste.
He wore diamond studf in
his shirt, had large, red
ungloved hands, and was the very type
of a Provencal swell
to use a slang word
an overbearing, noisy,
cynical, insolent, dashing fellow, who carried all before him in
the little town of La Ciotat.
Rich, handsome, and connected as
with some of the best families in the
neighborhood, no-

body ventured to discountenance him. Laughing at everybody
and everything, with no deference for any one,
smoking in the
presence of the finest ladies of his acquaintance, coarse in conversation,

and familiar

he was. in spite of

way of talking to women and girls,
or perhaps in consequence of it, rather

in his

all this,

a favorite in the society he
frequented,
broken the heart of more than one

and supposed to have
young lady who had fondly

hoped to become Madame Artemon Richer.
After spending some years in Paris on the
very specious pretext of studying for the bar, he had returned to La
Ciotat, leavIng behind him debts to the amount of thirty thousand frencs,
anil vainly

which

his father had paid, stipulating,
however, that there was to
end to his residence in Paris, so he was
obliged to find
:nent in a small country town and its
For some
vicinity.
Kieber laughed nt the quarrels, the scrapes, the flirta-

iad the follies of his incorrigible son, but at last he became
him married. Several attempts of the kind had

us to get

first

publication of bans.
of receiving the in-

way

rejected.

who was

that day an object of envy to all the young
Rose, the destined bride of one who had been sought after
by the most fashionable of the town beauties Rose, the heroine
of the day, did not seem to share Madame Lescalle's
triumphant

Hose,

THE day on which this important conversation had taken place
was a Sunday. At eleven the notary had set out for La Pinede,
and at the same time his wife and daughter had gone to church.
The abundant
It was one of the finest days of a beautiful spring.
and unusual quantity of rain which had fallen in the. early part
of the year, had made Provence as green as Normandy and as
nit as Spain. La Ciotat had never been in such beauty
before.
The altar of the Blessed Virgin in the parish church
was so surrounded by a mass of lilacs and orange blossoms, that

hU

to a

direct congratulations of her friends, and an ironical condescension in her manner of bowing to the ladies whose daughters Ar-

IX.

A TRIFLING OBSTACLE.

Some

amounted

sort of official dignity in her

girls

She walked up and down by her mother's side
self-complacency.
in a listless manner, without
answering a word to the high-flown
compliment which Arttmon Richer was showering upon her.
All at once Madame Lescalle was interrupted in the middle of a
sentence.
She fell l:cr aim laid hold of, and turning round saw
above her daughter's shoulder her husband s red and irate face.
"Good gracious! M. Lescalle," she exclaimed, "what is the
matter? You tumble upon us like a waterspout."
"Madame, you ought to have been at home long ago," the no" Take
tary answered, in a gruff voice very unusual to him.
my
arm, if you please, and let us be oft."

As Madame

Lescalle, quite bewildered,

was

staring at

him

without moving, he rather rudely separated her from Artemon,
took his daughter's arm under his own, and was going away,

when the young man, recovering from his first surprise, said to
him in a half jesting, half sneering lone
"
Upon my word, M. Lescalle, you seem to have lostyoirr eyeDid not you see that these ladles were walksight at La Pinede
ing with me?"
1

"
"

I

saw

very well, M. Artemon."

it

Then why

are

you carrying them

sudden manner?
have reasons which

off in this

You may esteem yourself fortunate that
make me unwilling to quarrel with you. "

I

"Oh, pray do not have any scruples on the
"
know what

calle rejoined.
I should like to
wife and
object to
taking
"
approve of their walking here?

my

my

my

'

supject,

M

Les-

you have to
daughter home, if 1 do not
right

Artemon bit his lips as if to restrain a torrent of angry retort
which his rising anger was about to give vent to. He said ta.erably calmly:

"Your conduct,

sir, is

quite inexplicable."

M. Richer de Montlouiscameupat that moment, and exclaimed;
"Is this the way you take, sir, of breaking off the negotiation
"
you so readily entered into?
" You
may think what you please about it, sir," M. Lescalle
answered, and then making a low bow to M. Richer, he hurried

away his wife and

Madame
married

daughter.
was astounded.

During eighteen years of
she had never seen her husband behave in such a
unwarrantable manner. She foresaw a quarrel with

Lescalle

life

stranpe-and
the Richer family rendered inevitable, and all her hopes deburst of temper.
M. Lescalle's
stroyed by this unaccountable
conduct struck her as so extraordinary that she felt almost afraid
out of his mind. The more she thought of it, the
he had

gone

more her

surprise

and annoyance

increased.

As the notary nnd his companions walked from the Tasse to
the Rue Droite, where they lived, not a word was snid. When
they arrived at their house. M. Lescalle, rod. breathless, nnd agitated, stood opposite the couch on which his wife and Rose had
seated themselves. The mother and daughter were awaiting his

words with equal, though a different kind of, anxiety.
But he remained silent for a few instants, as if hardly knowing
how to preface what he had to say.
Her husband's evident embarrassment inspired Madame Les
calle with courage, and in her most acrimonious voice she began
first

the afeok.

THE XVTARY'S
"

Sir, are

last to explain the reason of your extraWill you, if you please, tell us why you
only family iu this place which offered a suita-

you going at

ordinary behavior?
liavr insulted tljc

ble marriage for Rose?"
"
Rose will have a husband," M.Lescalle replied, in a digni" worth all the Richers in the world. M. le Comte
fied manner,

de Vedelles has just asked her in marriage for his son."
"For M. Jacques?" the young girl exclaimed, blushing
crimson.
"

No;

for

M. George

rich as his brother.

which

is

His father

just as good.
settles

He

is

quite as

upon him twenty-five

thousand francs a year."
A dead silence ensned. Then Madame Lescalle, divided between the prospect of so magnificent a connection and a feeling of
maternal anxiety, said:
"

"

What? the youngest brother the fada f
"
" Fada
exclaimed the exasperated notary. " How
yourself!
can you talk such ridiculous nonsense, Virginie? George de VeRose will be very happy
delles is a very pleasing young man.
with him."
When Rose had heard the name of George, she had turned as
white as her cambric collar, and leant back, unable to utter a
word.
The idea of an objection to this marriage had not entered into
M. Lescalle's mind. To do him justice, he had always considered the reports as to George de Vedelles' incapacity of mind as
He believed him to be a young man of no
greatly exaggerated
abilities, and somewhat below par in intellect, but by no means
In spite of all his worldliness, he would not have
half-witted.
married his daughter to an idiot. He was not aware of the degree to which the reports of his mental deficiency had been
spread in the neighborhood, and how deeply they had prejudiced Rose against George de Vedelles. Seeing his daughter so
deeply affected, he went up to her, and patting her cheek, said
"
Well, after all you were quite right, Rosette, to turn up your
:

nose at M. Riehcr's son. I hope you are satisfied now. Who
would ever have expected my little girl to be Madame le

Baronne?"
Rose sat cold and motionless as a statue. She felt as if a terAt last, bursting into tears,
rible nightmare was oppressing her.
she threw herself into her father's arms, sobbing violently and
in broken accents said
"O
my dear father, you cannot mean that you have really accepted this horrid proposal. I am sure you cannot want me to
marry that half-witted youth. What a dreadful thing it would
be to be the wife of such a man. You would not make me mis:

You did not know that I should hate the thought of
am sure that it cannot be, that nothing is settled about

erable!

it.

Oh,

it.

I

change your mind, and tell them so, for you are a dear,
and you love your little Rose. O dear, dear papa,
father,
good
for God's sake speak, and tell me that you will withdraw your
promise, if you have made one. You won't speak. Oh I am
"
quite broken hearted quite miserable!
M. Lescalle, very much distressed by his daughter's tears and
vehemence, held her in his arms, and instead of speaking, kissed
her hair and tried to soothe her by his caresses, as if she had been

You

will

!

a baby.

"Come, come, my child," he said at last, "don't cry now;
be a sensible girl. Yes, I love my little Rosy, and I want her to
You are
be happy. Now, please don't cry so, my darling.
He is not at all the sort of
quite mistaken about M. George.
i

m

you think."

Lescalle, affected at the sight of her daughter's grief,
" Would it not be betpulled her husband by the arm and said,
Richer, and be
ter, Toussaint, to let her marry Artemon

Madame

happy?"
"

Oh, but mamma," cried Rose, lifting up her face, streamwith tears. "I should not be happy with M. Artcmon. I
I would rather live alv.
\ ant
to be married at all.
with papa and you."
These words gave an immediate advantage to M. Lesealle,
who said, "Nonsense, nonsense; that is what romantic ug-ls alin':

JIAl'G HTKR.

ways say when

You

their parents

want them

to

make

a sensible mar-

Virginie, \ve must insist, upon being
She does not want to marry either of these suitors.
see,

<

Yester-

day she came crying to my room, and wanted me to refuse
Artemon."
"If I am absolutely obliged to marry one or the other of
those gentlemen, I had rather of the two be M. Artemon's wife
than marry M. de Vedelles."
"It is too late for that, my dear. If you had not shown so
great a dislike to M. Richer, I should have hesitated at the Comte
de Vedelles' proposal. I would have sacrificed great advantages
sooner than thwart your inclinations. Cut as you have no preference for any one, it is my duty to choose for you a husband.
Artemon was a good match, and you would not have him.
What I have now arranged for you is still more desirable, and I
cannot listen to any more nonsense on the subject."
"But why is it so necessary I should be married?" Rose
objected.
" For the matter
of that,

my

dear,"

Madame

Lescalle said,

"

if

you did not marry M. de Vedelles, nobody would ever propose
to jou again after what took place on the promenade."
"

I

should not care."

that is all very well; but some years hence you would
not be of the same mind."

"Oh,
"

Having publicly broken off, as we have done, the affair with
the Richers, it is absolutely necessary that you should make a
brilliant marriage," M. Lescalle said.
"

You really behaved very
Lescalle observed.

ill

to that poor

Artemon," Madame

" What
off

else could I do? I was seeking some cause to break
with the Richers, and had been turning over in my mind fifty

on my way back from the chateau, and when I
saw you walking in that public manner with Artemon, which almost amounted to an announcement of the marriage, I was so taken by surprise, and so dreadfully annoyed,
that I lost my head.
But I am not, on the whole, sorry for it.
different plans

arrived and

After such a scene as that, the Richers cannot expect
port them at the next election."
"
What, are you going to fail them about that also?
made you take such a dislike to them? "

"How

stupid

support them

you

now ?

are.

"

Don't you understand

me

why

to sup-

What has
I cannot

"No; I don't."
Why, Jacques de

"

Vedelles is going to stand. I must, of
course, favor the interests of Rose's brother-in-law."
Rose was hiding her face against one of the cushions of the

and weeping bitterly.
M. Lescalle loved his daughter, but yet the

sofa,

did not affect

him

into his head that a

sight of her grief

was not a thing that could enter
woman was to be pitied who married in a

the least.

It

way which

secured to her a good fortune nnd a higher position
than she could have had a right to expect. He hud always seen
how happy young girls looked when they were engaged to rich
husbands, and so he made up his mind to let the storm of
Rose's tears blow over, as he would have done a shower of rain.
As he loft the drawing-room, he whispered to his wife, " She
would have cried just :is much if we had married her to Artemon.

Soothe her, and reason with her

I leave that to

you."

The mother and daughter, left alone together, remained silent
for some time, Rose engrossed by her sorrow, and Madame Lescalle considering what line she could take.
Her maternal and
womanly feelings made her understand better than her husband
Rose's grief. But there was one idea which towered above all
other considerations now that Rose could no longer many
Artemon, if she refused George de Vedelles, there was danger
This result, a most galling one to
of her not marrying at all.
all improbable.
Some girls of good famand pretty too, had remained old maids at La 'iutat because
no eligible matches could be found for them, and she would
have accepted anything rather than such a destiny for Rose.
And then M. Lescalle was Bent upon this marriage, nnd his wife

her pride, was not at

(

ily,

was

rather afwiid of entering

upon a course

of positive resist-

Tin-:

Like

nnce to his will.

ame

Lescallc

was

in

many women
some respects

NOTARY'S

of the middling class, Mada tyrant, and in others a

She governed despotically her household, and did not
slave.
endure the slightest interference with her authority in domestic
affairs but in important questions, business matters, as M. Lescalle called them, she was very submisshe to her husband.
She. who would have fought him to the death rather than
change, at his bidding, her laundry arrangements, and resisted
openly any attempt on his part to interfere with the dismissal
or the engagement of a kitchen-maid, trembled at the idea of
opposing him with regard to her daughter's marriage. Such
being the case, the more she reflected, the more incumbent she
felt

it

to submit.

Rose, who could not divine what was passing in her mother's
mind, threw her arms round her neck, and implored her to prevent this new marriage. She spoke with that vehement emo-

which a first grief produces in a young heart. Timid as
she was, and unaccustomed to express her feelings, the poor
She described the irrechild used strong and eloquent words.
tion

trievable misery of her future life, the hopeless sadness of her
young years. Throwing herself on her mother's breast, she

25

that strange, uncouth being, George de Vedelles. It never <
her mind, however, that she could refuse to obey her p.
;nd to
She had been brought up iu llie idea that daugV
submit implicitly to paternal authority iu that, as in all other
respects.

In some of the old-fashioned provinces of France, this is still
common belief. Is this a good or a bad principle? There is
much to be said, perhaps, on both sides of the question.

the

the strongest advocates of parental authority will admit that
there are cases which warrant a departure from the general rul
of duty. It is, again, a question whether parental authority may
Differbe justifiably exercised, iu any degree, ou this subject.
ent nations, different families, different individuals, will proshall not allemjit
nounce on this point opposite opinions.

We

to discuss the matter; but in France, forty years ago, and
cially in the provinces, there could scarcely have been fonnd

an

instance of dissent from the axiom, that a well-principled jrirl was.
bound to accept the husband chosen by her parents. This Rose

had never doubted; and
fate,

after this short struggle against
felt to be inevitable.

her

she resigned herself to what she

said:

"

O mamma, mamma!

do take

care.

Is

it

not a sin to marry a
is so dreadful to

person for whom one feels a deep aversion? It
think that one will never love one's husband.

How

can

I

CHAPTER

ever

care for this M. George? If I remain unmarried, at any rate I
"
can look forward without dread and sorrow to the future!

Madame

moved by these words. For a moment
mind that it was wrong to doom her child

ANOTHER TRIFLING OBSTACLE.

WHILST

Lescalle felt

the idea crossed her

X.

the scenes described in the last chapter were taking

place at the Maison Lescalle, something not very dissimilar was
After his
going on in the salon of the Chateau de la Pinede.

much dreaded. She thought also of the possible
dangers and temptations which might be the result of forcing
her into this marriage, and for an instant her heart sank within
her.
But this was only a transient feeling. The habitual submission of the wife triumphed over the mother's anxiety, and
her own worldly nature soon resumed the upper hand.
She kissed her daughter, and, with those fond and caressing
endearments with which people are apt to soothe a grief they
cannot allay, she tried to comfort her in her own way, and to set
before her what she considered herself the great advantages of

very simple miracle; I will explain it in a moment. But
will it not be delightful to see Jacques at last launched in public
What an
life, and taking part in the affairs of his country?

the dreaded marriage.

effect

to a fate she so

Come now, my

darling child, you must not make the worst
of it. This marriage, which you dislike so much, has, after all,
some very good sides. The de Vedelles are a nobie and highly
The Countess is very good and kind, and
respectable family.
my little girl will enjoy many advantages which are not to be
'

With twenty-five thousand francs a
have four servants at least, and to keep
your own carriage. You will be really one of the first ladies in
this neighborhood.
Dear me! I should not wonder if you gave
a dinner some day to M. le Prefet when he makes his annual
visit to La Ciotat.
And when you go to Toulon and Marseilles
despised,

year,

you

I

can

tell

you.

will be able to

you are sure to be invited to the Prefecture balls. And as to
your dresses, why you will be able to get them from Paris. M.
George will leave you, I am sure, the management of everyHe is very good and gentle, your father says, and will
thing.
not thwart or bother you about your expenses. You will be
mistress in your own house, and I can assure you, Rosy, that
this in itself is worth thinking of.
You have no idea what we

women have often to go through with a husband."
Madame Lescalle went on in this strain, dwelling at
that last consideration,

which had a somewhat

it'll

at that

moment

that there

was nothing

practical refer-

in

common

be-

tween her mother's ideas and her own.
was not romantic or sentimental, but she had, like other
'hcri-hed the hope of a happy marriage, and of being
.ml whom she could love in return, and it was
with bitter regret that she saw herself

doomed to give it up.
familiar and vulgar manners were disagreeable to her, but not near so much as the prospect of marrying

Aremon

P.ielier's

:

No, really
department
"Yes."
" What miracle has
brought this about?
"

"

A

he will make

Tribune, with his gift of speaking and
say what they like, but a handsome
good
face and figure are no small advantages for an orator."
" You think
only of Jacques, and we really ought to take into
his

looks!

at the

People

may

It is a strange life he leads here.
consideration George's future.
Your plan of leaving him to himself, the little notice you ever

take of him now, will, I am sure, have bad results."
" You do
not, I suppose, wish me to make him a Deputy," the
Count answered in a dry, sarcastic tone.
"No, of course, I do not mean that; but he is getting worse
I do not know what to do, for
again, I am afraid, in health, and
it

annoys him

you later. It
They went

say anything about it."
my dear; I have a plan which I will
time now to go to dinner."

if I

"Leave him

alone,

is

tell

into the dining room, where their two son- were
waiting for them; the Countess whispered to her hi.* band:
" How
dreadfully pale George looks."
"
Oh, it is nothing to signify the boy only wants cheering up."
Madame de Vedelles looked surprised, but said nothing mure.
;

They

length on

ence to her own experience.
All her descriptions of dress, of parties, and of the luxuries of
life fell flatly on her daughter's ears.
She made no answer, for
she

interview with the notary, M. de Vedelles said to his wife
"Well, my dear Claire, you will be glad to hear that Jacques
will, in all probability, be a deputy in the next Chamber."
"
"
V
for this

all sat

down

to dinner,

and the Count seemed

in better

"
he had been for a long time.
What has been:
" It is a
the charming Denise?" he said.
longtime since we have
seen her."
" Three weeks,"
Jacques said. George reddened to the roots
spirits that

of his hair, and his father glanced at Jacques as much as to say,
"
"
I see you are right in your suspicious;" and then he said,
It
I
her
here.
was
to
6'
was very pleasant having
glad

you are not quite as unsociable as might be supposed. You
seemed to enjoy Mdile. Dcni. e's Mieiety. Well, it is ve
young people like to meet young people. But I wonder why
that

you run away when visitors call. Each time that Madam
and her daughter have been here, off you go like
wonder at it, for Mdlle. Rose is a remarkably pretty girl."

calle

THE
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V

DAUGHTER.

never saw such a lovely complexion," Jacgucs added.
a picture of youth, with her fair hair ;uid charmli.-cure, her soft
large blue eyes, her small hands and

I

-=.

,':(e

;L-

ii-jst

all

those durk, sallow Provencales, Mdlle. Lesblooming rose."

calle re;illy looks like a fresh,

Well done, Jacques,'' the Count said, laughing. "You have
a very pretty and exact picture of the young lady.
And
*
you, George, what do you think of Mdlle. Rose?
George seemed surprised at being asked his opinion, and an"
swered:
I don't know, I have never looked at her.
"
Well, the next time she comes, look at her."
'

drawn

'

"

Yes/' the Count added,
George seemed quite astonished.
should like to know your opinion of her.'
" I have no
opinion about girls of that age," George replied in
"I don't care to make acquaintance
an ungracious manner.
with them they don't care to talk to me, and what does it
'
signify to me whether Rase Lescalle is pretty or not?
The Count and Jacques again glanced at each other. The
Countess was puzzled and did not understand what they were
at.
She was singularly matter of fact and had very little penetration.
She did not perceive George's emotion, and only saw
that there was something going on which she could not make
out, and determined after dinner to ask her husband what it all
In the course of the evening, when they were alone, he
meant.
gave her ample explanations, and informed her of his plans for
"

1

bth

their sons.

"

"

and George married, will be a
Jaccjues a deputy," he said,
happy solution of the anxieties we have felt about both our chil-

One

dren.

of our sons will plunge into the active and brilliant
and the other will find a happy destiny

life that suits his talents,

ob cure domestic

in an

existence, in

which

his

want of capacity

will pass unobserved."
M. id nine deVedelles listened with

make use

of

your authority to constrain his will."
"I have neither the intention nor the power of obliging him

to

think would be for his happiness, that you will not

my

wishes,

my

dear Claire.

My

authority can only con-

the sort of influence a parent has a right to exercise, and
that influence I must use.
George cannot judge for himself as to
sist iu

what is best for his happiness. He requires to be directed, and
it would be no kindness to leave him to his own foolish devices."
The Countess admitted that this was true, and on the following day George was summoned to his father's study. The Count
fixed his clear sharp eyes upon him, and in an impressive manner
sai.l:

"My

dear son, your mother and I have come to an Important
and though I cannot doubt that you will be ready to

decision,

accede to anything which we thought would be for your happiwish to explain to you the reasons which have led us to
this determination."
"What determination, father?" the young man asked in a
ness, I

gentle and indifferent manner.
"
are convinced that it is desirable for you to marry."

We

'

Indeed! and

in a voice

"

who do you want me

to

"

marry?

there and listen to

me; you

will

answer

me

afterwards."

George bowed in assent, and 'leaning against the corner of the
bureau where his father was sitting, rested his head on his hand
and remained motionless. The Count then began to relate the
which had made him form the plan he had in view: his
conviction that a quiet and retired life of domestic happiness
would suit George far better than any other; the excellent character he had heard of the youug girl whom he wished him to
marry. and her many attractions, the probability that whereas girls
of a rank equal to his own might object to bury themselves in the
i

"

Father,

my

"

happiness

"

your happiness.
George began in an eager

tone.

M. de Vedelles stopped him.
"
You had promised not to interrupt me: I have not finished
what I had to say to you. I knew what is in your mind, my
dear boy; your mother, your brother, and myself have all guessed
what are your feelings."
"
"
Ho you mean
George said and hesitated.
"Yes, I know that you are cherishing a foolish dream, a senseless hope which can never be realized.
Mdlle. de la Pinede has
refused an offer of marriage from your bro'.hcr, whose position
in the world and whose abilities are well known
That you are
much too young for her is in itseJf an obstacle, and even if you
ceased to be so hopelessly indolent and gave up your strange ways
of going on, there would not be the least chance of her accepting
Jacques' fortune and position did not satisfy Mdlle
you.
Denise's ambition, > you can imagine how utterly impossible
It would be an absurd folly
that she should think of you.

it is

such an illusion. You will find in Rose Lescalle a
good wife and charming companion, and once married, or even
engaged to her, you will see how that other fancy will vanish
like a dream."
to persist in

There was no danger now of George's interrupting his father.
Since the Count had mentioned Denise, his agitation had become
so great that he seemed unable to utter a word.
He grew pale
red, and then pale again, and when his father left off speaking walked silently towards the door.
"Well, George?" M. de Vedelles said in his sharp, decisive
manner. "Now let me have your answer."

George stopped, seemed

mured something

;

country, which was evidently what his own inclinations pointed
to, Rose Lescalle would be so gratified at an alliance far beyond
what she could have hoped for as to rank and fortune, that she

to collect his thoughts,

and then mur-

his father could not catch.

" What is it
you arc saying?" he asked in an impatient tone,
"Can't you speak?"
George turned back, and laying a cold and heavy hand on his
"
father's arm, said,
To-morrow, father, I will speak to you."

"And why
"

not at once,

my boy?"

No, to-morrow," George replied again, and left the room.
"Poor fellow," thought Ihe Count, "he actually requires a
whole day to find something to say on the subject. Well, I
must let him have his way."
No one at the chateau knew how George spent that day. In
the evening, as he had not appeared at dimmer, old Vincent, uneasy at his absence, went and knocked at his door, but without
result.
No answer came, and after two or three renewed attempts, he came down, looking very dejected.
"M. George," he snid, "is shut up iu his room, and I cannot
get him to unlock the door."

I

George asked

trembling with anxiety.

down

Sit

brother's important interests and to secure

and

deep attention to her husband,
and seemed struck by his sagacity and the wisdom of his plans.
" I
entirely approve of your intentions, my dear husband," she
said, "only I hope if poor George objected to what you wisely

follow

would fall in readily with all bis wishes. And then he touched
on the subject of Jacques' election. A vague, half unconx-inus
smile hovered on the lips of his son as he did so, and thai the
Count added
" These
family considerations would not, of course, have influ
enced me if this project had net helped at once to promote ycur

" M.
" Never mind,
Vincent," the Count said,
George wishes
had
better not disturb
know, to spend the day alone; you

him."

On the following morning very early son;s little shepherd boys
who were carrying cheeses to Beausset, suddenly met George
near Cereste, at about two leagues from La Pinede. He was
coming back by the cross-road which led to Toulon. He looked
pale and harassed, and was walking fast, but like a person
dreaming and half unconscious. 1 ne children felt as frightened

In the patois of the country they
if they had seen a ghost.
whispered a few words to each other.
" I
the youngest
say, Jean Baptiste, did you see that man?"
as

asked.
"

He

is not a man," the other gravely answered.
thought it was the young gentleman at La Pinede."
"
Yes; but he is ajhda, and those sort of people are bewitched.
On Saturday nights they hold their meetings ou the lulls, o:
Folks like that, look you, eeem
sometimes on the sea-shore.

"

I

TlIK

NOTARY'S DAUGHTER.

very quiet, and keep out of the way of everybody to hide their
wickedness, which is dreadful."
"
Are you sure of it?" the little one said, glancing back in
"
affright; "and is the young gentleman really one of them?
"
Thurcsofl has told me so, and she must know, for she says
she has very often met him."
"I dare say she is right, for where could he be coming from
just now, and he walked as fast as if the devil was after him?"
"
been at the
there

Oh, he must have
Gorges d'Olliouilles, up
in the caverns where the witches dance at night."
"
Don't let us go that way, Jean Baptiste; it is not quite light
"

yet.

"

a goose you are! Of course we are not going that
would be out of our road," the other answered in a con-

What

way,

it

sequential tone.

George had passed the two children without noticing them. It
was about six in the morning when he came home. Everybody
was asleep, and he went into his room without any one seeing
him. He did not appear at breakfast, and his father, anxious
not to hurry him. took no notice of his absence. In the meantime he, his wife, and his eldest son discussed the subject on
their minds were running.
Jacques had set his heart
upon the scheme. His vanity had been wounded by Denise's
refusal, and he was longing to be a Deputy, and to exhibit his

which

talents as an orator, to rise in public life, and give the young
lady reason to regret that she had declined his offer. Dazzled by
this prospect, and biased by his wishes, he persuaded himself

that George's marriage with the notary's daughter
best thing that could happen to his brother.

was

really the

Madame de Vedelles, she felt some scruples at the idea
husband exerting his paternal authority to force this
marriage on George, whether he felt inclined to it or not, and the
more so that she fancied him too timid and too helpless to fight
his own battles.
It seemed to her that this would be an abuse
of parental power which her conscience could not sanction.
The more she thought of it the more nervously anxious she became. Her mother's heart protested against the sort of moral
coercion which she foresaw would be used to overcome any
attempt at resistance on George's part.
The Count himself was not without some uneasiness. In
spite of his strong will, and his conviction that he would be
right in insisting on his spn's complying with his wishes, he
knew that there was a point beyond which he could not go. It
was not in his power to oblige him to obey, and George's silence
and seclusion made him rather afraid that he was preparing a
As

to

of her

decided resistance to the proposed marriage.

At one o'clock the door opened, and George came
parents and his brother

all felt at

that

moment

Jacques looked anxious, M. de Vedolles troubled, and
de Vedelles could hardly restrain her tears.

They had on
of

in.

His

a secret agitation.

Madame

their side age, authority, conscious superiority

mind and experience; and

yet, perhaps, because of a slight
misgiving that they were not acting in quite a straightforward
and disinterested manner, they seemed embarrassed in the pres-

ence of ons

whom

they

all

deemed

inferior to themselves in

every respect.
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Jacques went into the next room.
her son's hands in hers, she said

Then trying

to take

one of

:

"

Do you really mean
dislike to the idea of

no

what you say, my dr-ar boy?
"
marrying Mdllr. l,r-sc:i!li-v

You have

George did not answer.
"
Because," his mother added with a trembling voice
fear of her husband's displeasure

for her

made her very

nervous. though,
"
if you hate the

did not prevent her from doing her duty
thought of this marriage, you must say so, dear child. We cannot wish to forward your brother's interests at the expense of
it

your happiness. Come, tell me the truth, my dear George. Is
it fear of your father that makes
you agree to marry this young
girl?"

"No, mother, it is not fear that influences me. Under
other circumstances I should have refused my consent to this
arrangement."
"
Oh, I am glad to hear that, my dear boy. Then you have
not any dislike to Rose Lescalle? You do not know her much,
but I am sure you must think her pleasing don't you?''
" I have never
thought whether she is pleasing or not I marry
her because you are all bent upon it. I may as well do that as
;

anything else. You wish me to marry, and I don't care whom
I marry."
"
Well, I could not have imagined that you could be ns indifferent as that, George, on such a subject.
Have yon ever
thought about it? I do not mean to say that in order to be
happy together people need to be what is called in love with
each other; but marriage is a very serious thing, and we ought
not to feel a distaste for the person who is to be our companion
for life.
I want you to consider the question well, and not to
act in this important matter with your usual
thoughtlessness.

Try

what

to attend to

I say.

You

look unhappy.

Do

tell

me

the truth, George."

"All

young

I

can

tell

you, mother,

is,

You have all agreed

girl.

no dislike
had better marry,

that I have

that I

to that
so that

if I refused to comply with my father's wishes in this
case, he
would soon be proposing somebody else to me. It is better to
agree at once to what he wishes, and not vex him and my brother
about it. Oh, my head aches dreadfully, and I cannot go on
arguing on this subject. I have never gone against my father's
will, much as I have often displeased and irritated him.
He is

determined I shall marry, and as he has chosen a wife for me,
so let it be; only, please do not let us talk any more about it."
Madame de Vedelles felt sad and anxious, but said nothing
more, and George felt her.
She then went into the garden, where her husband and Jacques
were strolling. The latter came to meet his mother, and
kissing
her, said:

"Well, dear mother, how smoothly it is all going on how
obedient the dear fellow is. I suspect that at the bottom of his
heart he is very much pleased."

He is very unhappy, and, I
cannot get him to speak sensibly on the
He says he has no objection to this marriage, and yet
subject.
he seems wretchedly out of spirits. But I don't think you guessed
He never mentioned her name, did not even
right about Denise.
allude to her.
His apathy is just what it has been all along, only
he is much more depressed that he used to be."
" You will
conjure up fears and miseries," the Count exclaimed.
"The companionship of a charming young wife, and the new
"No, Jacques,

am

afraid, very

I don't think so.

ill.

I

"
George went up to M. de Vedelles, and said,
My dear father,
quite ready to marry the person you wish me to marry."
After he had uttered those few words, it seemed as if he had
exhausted his power of self-command, and sitting down on the
couch near his mother, he hid his face in his hands.
M. de Vedelles breathed freely. To him the relief was great.
Without a struggle, without any exercise of authority, or even
persuasion his object was secured.
"
That is right, my dear George," he said. " I felt convinced
"
that you would be guided by our wishes.

state of

Jacques was delighted, and going up to his brother warmly
shook his hand. Madame de Vedelles felt a weight on her heart
heavier even than if her son had made some objections, or ex-

But depend upon it. the struggle will be short. Little
charming, and I bet you anything that in a short time he
will be enchanted with his destiny."

I

am

1

i

reluctance to the marriage arranged for him.
She made
her husband to leave her alone with George, and he and

home of his own, will rouse him out of this morbid
mind."
"I have never seen him look so miserable as he does to-day."

interests of a

"My dear
they

are.

"

mother," Jacques said. you will not see things as
has, I have no doubt, some trouble to give up his

He

dream of the
dark goddess

two months, and instead of worshipping the
Toulon, to do homage to the fair lieauty of La

last

at

Ciotat.

Rose

is

"God grant that you
Vedelles said with a sigh.

may

be a true prophet,"

Madame

de
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CHAPTER XL
DENISE'S LETTER.

days after the eventful decision which had given so much
M. de Vedclles, and so much anxiety to his wife,
(lie latter received a letter dated from the hospital at Marseilles.
Seeing where it came from, she concluded it was a petition, and
It
left it amount others to be read and answered later in the day.

Two

.satisfaction to

that she opened this letter.
she glanced at the signature
ou the other side of the page, saw the name "Denise de la
read as follows;
I'iiu'ile," then turning back to the first page,

was not

As soon

till

some hours afterwards

as she

had begun reading

it,

HOSPITAL CrviL, MARSEILLES, June

2.

feel it a duty to tell you what I would
inc.ii ioned to you some time ago
during some of

Dear Friend

My

I

iiy have
hours 1 spent lirst by your bedside and afterwards by your
garden chair, sharing the anxiety and then the joy of your famto you all, if it had
ily, and feeling for a while as if I belonged
not been that I was hound by a solemn promise, made to my
dear father on his death-bed, not to give any one an idea of
what lie knew was my intention until I had attained the age
He was well aware that from the time I was
of twenty-one.
twelve, and made my first communion, I have never had but
one thought and one hope with regard to my future life, that of
becoming a servant of God and the poor, a Sister of Charity of
St. Vincent of Paul.
My dearest father, without absolutely objecting to my following mv vocation, ha
mis_Mvmi:s and anxieties on the subject.
When he felt
I could not obtain his consent, to my leaving him.
>me beautiful and touching words of
ifdviii'*, hr
A ill in that ivsp ".ft, though it destroyed his favorite dream tli.it 1 was to IIVUTV and live at La Pinede, the anhome of his family. But he exacted from me a promise,
as 1 have already said, that I should not commit myself to the
life I had chosen before a year after his death, and until that
ti.iK- keep my resolution a profound secret.
I have told you all this, my de irest friend, to explain a silence
which you might otherwise think had been injudicious and unfair.
You, witii whom 1 had so often spoken of that love which
e all loves, and in which every earthly love is absorbed and
inn 'd, will not won ler that having heard the voice of my
Lord calling me to it from the lirst dawn of my spiritual life, I
should h.i.e never hesitaled to follow that blessed summons. I
Had I not been
often thought thai you had guessed my secret.
should not have stayed as long as I did
under tint
i,
msiaut praver will be, in my present dear
:!
Ahl.i
Pinade.
that tiie days I
nu:l the suffering
;l: ._the home of the poor
],
remained under your roof may not have been sp^nt there en
in vain, th.it if unconsciously 1 have caused pain to one
you 'love that it may not have been a bitter or a cruel pain, and
soon heal and
tli.it
blessings, both earthly and heavenly, may
1

L!

:

I

<

:(e

it.

beonly a postulant in this house, but my real postulancy
ars'ago in the Chapel of the Sacred Heart. Ev.
to
Htm
u -ed to promise our Lord to belong to Him, and
c'lili
and lie took me at my word.
both your sons. The honor M.
fo'r
I feel bound to pray
if he
is done me, and which he will now f
his not ycl done so, for refusing, binds me to remember him
od, and to ask unceasingly for him the pricegratefully before
As to M. George, bis rash vow gives me a
ii't'of lailli.
S(pur Denise will one day claim
of duly towards him.
hmggood and great from him in return for her appearance in iiie h:tlr chapel of La Pinede.
You now understand, dearest friend, my strange request that
of
you will keep all the relics of my dear parents in the home
never look upon them ngain; my home
my childhood. 1 shall
be a hospital, or a house of charity, in
will henceforward
Oh, the
or in China, in Turkey, or in America.
e,
all but .Christ and
e, the intense joy of such a" farewell to
of gratitude.
his poor!
Forgiweif 1 cannot restrain this cry
a
u. dear friend
carry you and yours in my heart,
mil a worthless heart, but so 'full of ardent desire for the
mi of souls, that perhaps (}od will let it influence with
cherishes ami prays for.
that holy passion those
With respectful and kind regards to M. le Comte de Vedelles,
I remain, dear Countess, your affectionate
I

am

I

,

.

< .!

I

'it.

DENISE DE LA PINEDE.

Strange as
.

it

may

sagpecl

nd devoted
itiiely

had never occurred to Madame
so
all, was natural enough in one
Her vocation took
Mdllc. de la Pinede.
but the surprise was by no means a dis

seem,

what
:e

by surprise;

it

after

de

agreeable one.
feeling of resentment, which her better feel
ings bad vainly striven entirely to subdue, had been working iu
her heart at Dcnise's flat refusal of Jacques' proposal. Since, in
deed, she had been led to believe that George had also fallen in
love with her, she had rejoiced that the pain and embarrassment

which might have ensued from such a complication had been
avoided, but

still she could not get over the fact that her handsome, clever, and agreeable son had met with a rebuff.
It was therefore with grateful, soothed feelings that she rejoiced over the vocation of her young friend, and the thought

that the beatitiful and gifted girl,

who had made

so deep an im-

pression on both her sons, would be acting, as it were, the part of
a guardian angel, invisibly watching over lives which, in differ-

ent ways, were full of subjects of anxiety, was dear to that
poor mother's heart. She took Denise's letter into the drawingroom, where her sons had been obliged to attend at the morning
to the

Count and M.

settlements; that

Lescalle's discussions as to the marriage
had listened, and now and

to say, Jacques
a suggestion or a remark.
is

made
As to George, he did not
appear more interested in the matter than if there had been question of the letting of a farm, or a sale of timber.
At last the
notary had gathered up his papers, taken up his portfolio, and
departed, well satisfied with the result of his morning's work; M.
de Vedelles and Jacques were talking of the election, and George
lying half asleep on the couch.
The Countess came in, and sitting down at the tafcle, said in a
low voice to her husband: " Read this letter."
M. de Vedelles took it, and as he mastered the contents, his
brows were raised in astonishment, and a doubtful smile hovered on his lips. But when he hud finished it, he said, " Well,
She is acting up to her convictions. She is
I respect her for it.
"
a brave and noble soul. I wish
which
a
sentence
he did not finish, for his
He was beginning
eyes met those of his youngest son, fixed upon him with a strange
then

and deep expression.
" You must read
this, Jacques," he

said,

handing the

letter to

the eldest brother.

Jacques had almost got over his attachment, if it could be so
Mdlle. de la Pinede, but his vanity had been cruelly
hurt.
When it was made clear to him that she bad rejected him
for no other reason than the strange and, to him, the ineomp
bensible one that she liked better to be a Sister of Charity than
the Countess de la Pinede and his wife, he felt considerably
called, to

mollified

and

relieved.

The

untranslatable French ejaculation,

escaped his lips, and then he added: ''Oh,
well, if it is le ban Dieu who is preferred to one, it may be a
matter of regret, but one cannot be affronted. Don't you think

a

la

so,

bonne

Jievre,

George?"

the letter carelessly to his brother, who took it in
an absent and apparently listless manner, and slowly getting up
from the couch, walked out of the room and across the garden,
he knelt down, and spread Denise 's
straight to the chapel. There

He handed

letter before

him.

were no news to him. On that evening when he
had disappeared from the family circle, and was supposed to
have shut himself up in his room, he had walked all the way
to Toulon.
Scarcely knowing what he was going to do, he felt
he must see Denise, must speak to her. If she gave him the
Its contents

hope no, not even hope, but if she did not laugh at his
love; if she did not scout and scorn him; if she would suffer him
to love her in silence, to worship her in secret; if she would take
him in hand and raise him by the might of her strong faith and
slightest

her ardent devotion to those higher regions of the soul to which
he had felt his spirit led during her stay at La Pinede; if she
would be really to him a visible guardian angel, he would n
w< man, and
every attempt to chain his life to that of another
brave an angry father, whose will he had never resisted.

His excitement had increased with every step of that toilsome
time he had reached the outskirts of Toulon,
journey and, by the
the transition from light to darkness, so sudden in those regions,
was just taking place. lie was making his nay to Madan:e du
Brissac's house with a wild, impetuous determination that ha

SHE

XO'l'ARY'S UM'tiUTEK.

see Denise, that he would pour forth at her feet the pas
sionate emotions of his heart, and hear from her the words
which would give him courage to face his own family, and as

would

independence. As he hurried along the street, some
one tapped him on the shoulder. He turned around, and saw
that it was Dr. Dubois.
" How are
"
" You
you
here, M. George? the physician said.
sert his

own

La Pinede? I hope Madame la Comtesse is well, and
no pain in her arm now. By the way, I supnose she was
She is a capisatisfied with the garde malade I recommended.
tal hand at nursing, that fair'lady, and will make an excellent
at

all

feels

Not but that I think it rather a pity that
such a beautiful face should be hid under a cornette, much as I
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consent to a marriage which could not make him more miserable than he was, and at any rate would content otlirr-,

When Demse's letter was given to linn, lie cairn i! it
have said, into the (-impel where ho had last seen her. lit nail
Tin- idea that ill
it on his kuees, and it soothed Ins anguish.
prayer, at least, she would sometimes think of him, relieved
He rejoiced at the vow he had
the .sharp pain at his heart.
made. It seemed to keep up a sort of link between them. He
did not pray, unless there was tacit prayer in the tears h
in our Lord's presence, and his silent ga/e at Hie iahernacl<:,
which he had seen her gazing at witu .such ineffable love; but

came to him during those hours thoughts which made
him say to his mother, when he gave her back Denise's letter,

Sister of Charity.

there

love and revere that strange head-dress."

" She has chosen the better
part."

in a
"What do you mean, Dr. Dubois?" George stammered
"
" Does Mdlle. do la Pinede intend
nervous manner.

"

Intend,

my

sir

good

!

she went yesterday to the hospital at

moment, I have no doubt, already at
work under the Sisters. I saw her just before her departure.
No bride ever looked brighter and happier. Women are wonderful when they get what they call a vocation, and take to be
There is a bit of the soldier, too, in these Sisters of
saints.
I like them for that.
They are afraid of nothing.
Charity.
Good night, M. George. Give my kind respects to M. le Comte
Marseilles,

and

and Madame

la

is at

this

Comtesse."

Gone! gone forever! Severed from him, not by a grate, or
by convent walls, but by a life as hopelessly separated from his
own as if an abyss had opened between them. George felt
stunned, and mechanically walked on to the ramparts till he
came to a bench, and there he sat looking at the sea and the

None knew
starry sky with a sort of hopeless, dull dejection.
what had been the sufferings of his soul during the last three
years.

He had

led a very strange, a very lonely life, with no inward
own state of mind, puzzled about himself as much

light as to his

From the moment he had seen Deapathy which had so long oppressed him disappeared.
His admiration his love at first sight for her seemed to
awaken his dormant faculties. Her faith and her enthusiasm
rekindled smouldering sparks which had languished in his soul.
George had never lost his belief in religion, or entirely omitted
its most essential duties; but since his illness he had not thought
much about it. His piety, if he had any, was of the vaguest
description a sort of almost pantheistic worship of the beaua poetical and dreamy religious feeling, such as
ties of nature
inspired Victor Hugo in his earlier days, and Lamartine when
he wrote his meditations, and had not yet indulged in wild
sophistry and heretical aberrations.

as others were about him.
nise, the

But Demse's faith had struck him as something at once
and real. During the three weeks she had spent at
La Pinede the life of his soul had revived but it was only
a reflected light as yet. During her absence he had suffered
Her presence had been the delight, and at the same
deeply.
divine

it were, of his existence.
It wa%-as if a
blind person had for a while, in some strange manner, seen and
gazed on a world new to him, and then that the light had gone

time the strength, as

out and left

him

in his

previous darkness.

But

still

he had

on the memory of those days. He had looked to their rehe had seen bright visions, and dreamed hopeless dreams,
that moment when, sitting in the deepening shades of night,

lived

newal
till

;

he felt the old, hard, dull feeling in his heart returning, only
with a more aching oppression than before.

At last he rose, and with feverish speed retraced his steps.
It was then that the little shepherds thought they saw a ghost
pass them on the road: it was then that he silently slipped into
room; then that he took out of their box the toys of little
Denise de la Pinede, and wept over them as a child; then that
he felt careless of his own destiny, indifferent to his own life
anything then he could endure except a struggle, except another
allusion to his vain love for that angel who had disappeared for
ever from his sight; then that h had yielded that calm, supiue

his

CHAPTER

XII.

A MISCONCEPTION.
IN the midst of the sort of moral tempest in which Rose Lessubmerged, she turned towards what seemed
to her a beacon light in a dark sea the wise and tender love
calle fo'und herself

Aunt Mede.
In the evening of the day when the scene we have described
had taken place in the notary's house, she went out by a baek
door, walked down an alley which led to the old ramparts of
La Ciotat, and then, hiding her face with her veil, and walking
as fast as if she was making her escape, took the road to the
of her old

Capucins.
When she arrived under the dark projection which formed a
sort of porch to the old convent, she raised with a trembling
hand the heavy iron latch, and, crossing a dark passage, rushed
into the hall,

"

Jesus,

where Mise Mede's old servant was spinning.
how you frightened me, mademoiselle!"

Mary!

Marion exclaimed, quite

startled at

the

young

lady's

appearance.
"
"
Rose asked.
Marion, where is my aunt?
"
Where she is now, that is difficult to say; but if Blm.
has made good use of her legs (Blanquette was the mare that

dragged Mise Mede's

tilted cart), she

must be a good way

off

by

this time."
"
" What! is
my aunt gone out? "
"Gone out? she is gone away!

"

in despair at this

"

Goneaway! Why? When?

Goodheavens!

"

Rose exclaimed

news.

What happened was

this,

mademoiselle.

Mise Mode

re-

ceived this morning a letter from her old cousin M. Vincent
The poor dear man said he was
Lescalle, Cure of St. Blaise.

and wanted to see her before he died. Mise said, 1
must be off,' and no sooner said than done. She stuffed six
chemises and two or three jackets into a bag, ordered Blanquette
to be harnessed, and off she went full trot to Marseilles on her
'

very

way

ill,

to St. Blaise."

" Without
letting us know," Rose sighed.
"
Oh, but indeed she did write a note to M. Lescalle
She told me to take it. but I tli
is in my pocket.
was no hurry. I meant to give it to Casimir tli

here

it

hut as

you are here, mademoiselle, perhaps you will take charge of it."
Rose took the letter, and in an absent manner twisted it in her
Angers.

"Don't you bother yourself about that letter, mademoiselle;
is nothing in it but what I told you."
"
" what a terrible
Oh, dear me! Rose exclaimed,
thing this

there
"
is!"

"The

illness of the

good Cure? 'But you see he is past eighty,
It is a good old age, and we can't live

the poor, dear old man.
for ever."

"

"

No, thank God
Astonished at this

Rose could not help ejaculating.
ran ire exclamation. Marion looked at her
mistress' niece, and was struck at. stciujj her couutenaucu so agi!

st

TUK

30

questions were rising to her lips, but unfortuand indeed anxious curiosity, the noise of

tnted.

Twenty

mtely

fur her eager

Amir's conveyance and his own entrance into the room interrupied the conversation. Rose asked if his carriage was empty,
an hearing tliat it was, asked him to set her down at the corner
of the Rue Droite for she felt afraid of walking home alone
1

along
"

tlie

beach.

"
your own door, Mise Rose? Casitnir asked. " I don't
going out of my way to oblige any of Mise Mode's

Not

mint!

at

relations."

No," Rose quickly replied; "put

me down where

I told

Even the carrier could not help seeing that the young lady
looked unhappy, and spoke in a sharp, nervpus voice. He re-mi-inhered what was already the talk of the town,
namely, that
th

n iiary h.id publicly broken off his
daughter's marriage with
Arlemon Richer, and that Mise Hose bad been crying her eyes out in consequence; and as the honest fellow handed

tim handsome

her out of bis cabriolet, and watched her until she
disappeared
round the corner near her father's house, he gave
way to sundry

inward expressions of disapprobation of the tyranny of parents
and pity for Mise Mode's niece.
Everything that belonged to the
olil lady was sacred in his
eyes, and the poor carrier knew that
Mi-ic Rose was the very appfe of her
eye.
In the course of that evening Madame Lescalle had made one
mure effort in behalf of her daughter, whose grief sat
heavily
on her h -lit. The Baron de Croixfonds had left his card for M.

and she jumped at the idea that since the Comte de
Vedelles had uol disdained to connect himself with them, it was
not at all improbable that M. Cesaire might, after all,
Lescalle,

propose

for Ruse.

"He

is

like

good looking

him much

young Croixfonds," she

said;

"Rose

am

sure, than that stupid George
de Vedelles" she did not venture to s&yfada. "You have been
too much in a hurry about this marriage, Toussaint."
"Nonsense, Virginie! You are so foolish about this sort of
Don't you sec that we should have been obliged to give
thing.
fifty thousand francs with Rose if she had married the Baron's
son, whereas the de Vedelles make settlements and do not care
about her fortune. It is a wonderful piece of luck, I can tell
better. I

found

it too
soothing to his vanity not
This generally accepted version of
the state of the case enabled him to bear his
disappointment
with equanimity wid the idea that he
maintain
it.

might

;

relations with

friendly

Madame George

dc Vedelles after her
marriage
with
a-man^ she was sure to hate and despise kept him from
openly resenting the way in which her lather had behaved to
him.

As

Richer family, who were restrained
by no such con
were loud and bitter in their abuse of the
notary
The Croixfonds, who had also been thrown over
by M. Lescalle, vented their resentment by taking part with the" Richers.
It was curious to see how on this occasion the
in
to the

siderations, they

you."

would

story had DO foundation,
to encourage a belief In

representatives
Ciotat of a penurious
aristocracy and of a wealthy democracy
were for the time being united by sense of common v
This momentary fusion of thetivo camps produced a somewl.:.t

La

formidable amount ot hostility.
M. Lescalle saw
and did not like it at all. He hated a

plainly,

this

very

struggle.

His

character was peaceable as well as ambitious, and what he wanicd
was to carry his point without an open breach with
anybody
The sensation produced by this marriage began to disquiet him
and he was particularly afraid of these
drawing-room agitations
reaching the ears and exciting the feelings of his electoral clients.

He knew
do not

very well that the lower classes in town and country

easily interest themselves in discussions of this sort, but
that they are capable of being roused to it if
they become loud

and prolonged. The circumstances were imperative; there
seemed but one thing to do, and that was to hurry on theimmediateconclusion of the marriage. That once accomplished, discussions would be useless, and the subject soon
dropped.

With

he expedited all the preliminaries and prepaan argument most powerful in the
eyes of the Comte de Vedelles and his eldest son, viz., the necessity of his going, without loss of time, on a round of visthis view,

rations, alleging as his reason

its to

the voters in order to secure their support for
Jacques de

Vedelles.

When

everything was ready, and then only, he wrote to Auni

Mede

to urge her to come back.
He had taken care in bis letter
not to inform her fully of the state of the case.
lie an-

When

von, and your daughter will think so too when she gets over all
tucsi3 school-girl fancies and becomes a sensible woman."
Rose was indeed so much under the influence of what her

nounced to her Rose's marriage, he spoke of his future son-inlaw as the son of the Comte de Vedelles, and poor Win- Mi-dcnever had any doubt but that it was Jacques who was go'ns;

father called her school-girl fancies that she still cherished a
lingering hope that her marriage would not take place. Mise

marry her

Mede was

the only person capable of influencing M. Lescalle's
actions, and she clung to the thought that by writing to her and
leltiug her know what was going on she might yet escape her

dreaded

Accordingly she sent a letter to her aunt, in
to come back as soon as possible and
h -lp her out of this hateful predicament.
When this had been
accomplished she felt quieter, and offered no active opposition
fate.

which she implored her

to her father's projects.

M. Lescalle, he hastened affairs as much as possible, and
contr'.ved so effectually to expedite them that a week after the
conditions as to settlements had been agreed upon by the two
A-, to

M. le Cure of La Ciotat published, on Sunday after the
Prone, the banns of marriage between M. le Baron George de
Vedelles and Mademoiselle Lescalle.
fathers,

The congregation was taken by

surprise, and extreme was the
.ment produced by this announcement. The sudden rupture with theRichers and the news of thismost unexpected marriage became, of course, a general and incessant subject of conition in the town and in the neighborhood.
A party was
immediately formed on the side of the Richers, which loudly attacked M. Lescalle, who was accused of sacrificing his daughter
to his ambition and vanity.
It was said that Rose was in love
with Artemon Richer, but that her parents compelled her to
marry that little idiotic Baron de Vedelles. This gave rise to all
of exaggerated reports and inventions, which Rose's pale
and dejected countenance seemed to confirm. M. Artemon,
i

though inwardly toiiseious that

at

any

rats the

first

part of the

;

darling.

The notary's position had become desperate from the moment
he had burnt his ships with regard to any ordinary alliance than
that with the Vedelles, and he felt it impossible to stop at half
measures, so he intercepted Rose's appealing letter to her aunt,
and reasoned himself into the belief that he was acting in the
best way for his daughter's happiness and peace of mind.
That
the marriage must take place was a matter of course, and much
the best thing that could happen to her.

Therefore

it

would

clearly be wrong not to prevent by every means in his power the
bad effects which Aunt Mede's unreasoning tenderness and her

exaggerated scruples, founded on
produce in the girl's mind.

idle,

groundless reports, might

Not hearing from Rose herself, Mise Mede said to herself;
" The dear child is too full of her
happiness, and too busy, I supNever mind,
pose, about her trousseau to write to her old aunt.
the sight of her sweet, bright face when we meet will tell me
more than any letters can do. "
It seemed as if fortuitous circumstances conspired to favor M.
Lescalle's schemes.
One morning the Mayor of La Ciotat walked
into his office.

"My
that

"

"

"was it not on Thursday next
"
marry your daughter?
at ten o'clock on Thursday
morning."

dear Lescalle," he said,

we were going
Yes,

my

dear

to

sir;

thought so; but I have come to ask if you would mind
delaying it a little. The Prefect has written and invited me to
He wants to speak to me on some
stay with him for two days.
important, business, but I shall be home again on Saturday
Oh,

I

"

evening.

THE NOTARY -H DAl'UUTUK.
'Then

that

would put

oft

the marriage to the following

Monday?

prone to hope blindly, and hope makes it carriers
recollections connected vvitu tin
ceremony, our French iiullr
Who she. asks jcur
service which consecrates it
Who evei !'
the Murie where they signed their names?
the altar where they receive the blessing ot the pri'
Whatever may have been the inward strugg,es 01 secret do
spoudency of George de Vcdeues and Rose Lescalle they made
no remark and offered no opposition when their respective parents informed them ot the day fixed upon tor their marriage
As to Rose she had been hourly expecting to hear from her
Aunt Mede whose continued and unaccountable silence was a
perttct mystery to her. On the eve of the day faxed upon for
the marriage, M. Lescalle called his daughter into liis study
" Here is a letter for
a letter from your
you, Rosette,' he said.

own

acts;

it is

The only undying

"

"Yes."

'

M. Lescallc's views. To wait till Monon Wednesday
day was to leave Mise Mede, wlio was to arrive
fixed for the civil marriage, lor four
the
of
the
eve
day
night,
over Rose, and perhaps stir her up
flays longer to cry with and
That would never do.
to resistance
This did not at

all suit

mind.
Suddenly a bright thought struck the notary's
When do you go? he asked the Mayor.
''

'

"

Wednesday evening."
"Then, how would it he if Instead ot postponing the marinstead ot Thursday morn
riage, we were to fix on Wednesday,
Would that be inconvenient
ingfor the ceremony at the Mairie?
to

"

you?
" Not in the
" You can

least."

"
letter,

"Perfectly."
"
Well, then, I think we shall settle upon that. I shall go at
do Vedelies.
once and arrange it with
" How will it be about Mdlle. Mode's arrival? Can you get her

M

here in time?

1'

"

dare say she will be here before Wednesday: we can
write to her, you know; but if by any chance she did not come
le Maire, she would be
ID time for your part of the business.
which
will take place on Thursthe
at
function,
present
religious

"Oh,

I

M

day

That, you know,

is

the chief thing in

my Aunt

Mede's

eyes."

This change of days ensured the desired object. Aunt Mede
would not arrive before Rose's fate was fixed, and this was a
great relief to M. Lescalle.
Mise Mede had been rather surprised that such short notice
had bceu given her of the day of the marriage. She had only
been left just time to arrive in time. Her old relative had been
She took an affectionate
getting better for the last fortnight.
leav

'

Rose made a joyful exclamation, eagerly took the
and carried it to her room, opened it with a beating heart,

Aunt Mede.

arrange for Wednesday?

of him, and then, with a heart as light as a young girl's
her homeward journey, full of joy at the idea of Rose's

she began

As she traveled from Manosque to Marseilles, and
then to La Ciotat, the most delightful illusions occupied her
mind.
happiness.

'

'

'

and read as follows

:

MANO8Q0E, Sunday.
Beloved Rosette T am delighted to hear of your marriage
with M. de Vedelies. His mother is so good that I am sure her
son must be good too, and if he is not yet everything we could
wish in one respect, 1 feel sure that time and your influence will
work a great change in him.
You
I shall arrive at La Ciotat early on Thursday morning.
can reckon upon me, my darling. Your old aunt will be near
you at that happy and important moment, dear Rosette, and join
her earnest prayers for your happiness to the blessing of the
Church. A revoir soon, my dear child.
I remain your affectionate aunt,
MEDE LESCALLE.

My

This, then,

was the

blow to Rose's hopes!

final

This the an-

impassioned pleadings. Aunt Mede actually rejoiced
at her marriage, and satisfied herself with hopes of a change in
the one respect in which it did not seem to her completely satis-

swer

to her

" Time and
my influence!" Rose ejaculated with bit
" Wili
they change a fool into a sensible man?
But this last disappointment, if severe, entirely deprived Ler
She saw no option but to submit with a dull, sad
of all energy.
factory.

'

terness.

resignation.

On Wednesday morning

the

Comte de

Vedelies' carriage,

driven by a coachman in full livery, passed through the streets
of La Ciotat, and attracted to their doors all the inhabitants of

CHAPTER

THE CIVIL MARRIAGE.
" Few

are the words which, once read over, totally change our
existence and fix our fate in life for ever."*
This was written by an English authoress fifty years ago, when
the Anglican service was the only valid form of marriage for all

persons in this country, whatever might be their own religion.
But simpler and yet more dry is the purely civil ceremony
which in France seals, in the eye of the law, the contract linkIt seems so easy to
ing together for ever two human destinies.
write one's name at the bottom of the page of a register, and to
to one by a gengive a monosyllabic answer to the question put
tleman in black, after reading aloud a string of official sentences.
The only valid part of the great act culled marriage which the

law takes cognizance of, is now nothing more than a simple forOh, if young people thought more of what they were
mality.
of those easily
doing, if they considered the irrevocable nature
uttered words, of that signature so lightly given, would they
not oftencr hesitate in following the impules of their own im-

or yielding too easily to the persuasions of
they not be more afraid of rushing, without
without guidance, into nn indissoluble
prayer, without reason,
union, the holiest of earthly vocations when sanctified by relig-

petuous
others?

stopped before the door of the Mairie, and
first, in his best looks, smiling
and gracious, and then George, pale and pensive, but without
shown during the previous
any of that feverish agitation he had
week Whether from indifference, or from- self-command, nothF.\ rry
and dignified than his manner
ing could be more simple
one was surprised. Those who did not know hirrcluul expected
to see quite a different sort of person, and even his relatives were
the

XIII.

self-will,

Would

bondages when unblest by human love and
unsusta'ined by the grace of the sacrament?
But youth is thoughtless; it attaches little importance to iU
ion, the dreariest of

Marriage in Ili^h Lif."

all

little

town

It

the family got out, Jacques

astonished at his composure.
Madame
The Lescalle family arrived shortly afterwards.
Lescalle did not attempt to conceal her self-complacent feelings.
Her eyes glanced with a triumphant expression round the room.
The notary tried to assume a commanding appearance. ROM-.

Her mother had
was breaking her
heart for Artemon Richer, and this had put heron her mettle.
She was resolved that nothing in her looks or manner should
though her eyes were

red,

behaved very

well.

told her of the report in the town, that she

countenance this supposition.
Then M. le Maire came in. and stood behind the long table,
covered with green cloth, which, with sonic wooden bcneh<
two wicker arm-chairs, furnished the room. Wearing his red
official scarf round bis thin figure, mid with the bust of King
Louis Philippe, in white plaster, forming :i background to his
mild and intelligent countenance, he proceeded to perform the

ceremony.
All those concerned in it felt at that moment a sort of uneasiand a rather troublesome sense of having taken upon them-

ness,

selves a serious

ri

sponsibility.

Georgeand Rose, though the sadmore peaceful at heart than

dest ef ths party, were probably

THE NOTARY'S DAUGHTER.
They were acting under obedience, and their conuot reproach them.
was pale and nervous; it so happened that
a minor cause of anxiety, but one which involved considerable
irrelative*.
.d

was preoccupying her mind, and such is human
somewhat taking off her thoughts from the solemn considerations of the moment.
c:mi>a;Tassmcnt,

uauire

had been arranged that the Lescalle family should spend the
day at La Pinede, and that on the morrow, after the
religious ceremony, 51. and Madame de Vedelles and Jacques,
who had business to do in Paris which had been delayed on acIt

rest of the

count of the wedding, would take this opportunity of going
there, and leave the chateau to the young couple for their honey-

moon, returning in time for the business of the election.
But that very morning the doctor, who had been sent for to
see a housemaid who had been ailing for some days, had declared
that she bad the scarlet fever, and gave the startling intelligence
that the gardener's children were all laid up with it.
This had

occurred just as the Count and Countess were dressing and the

George took no notice of the suggestion, but when Madame
was called away by her husband to discuss some o^iestion relative to the amount of furniture at Belbousquet, he rose,
went out on the terrace, and slowly walked to the place where
Rose was sitting. She did not notice his approach till ne was
close to her.
When she looked up and saw him her countenance
changed; she started back with an expression of intense fear and
aversion.
He saw it, fixed his eyes on her for a moment, and
then turned away in silence. Shortly afterwards the party
broke up.
As they were standing at the door5Iadame Lescalle called her
"
daughter Madame la Baronne," and made some allusion to her
soon
a carriage of her own.
having
George heard her, and again
he smiled in the same faint and unconscious manner as he bnd
done when his father had explained the connection between his
brother's election and his own marriage.
Rose, who had not
heard what her mother had said, noticed that strange, and to her,
unmeaning smile and her heart sank within her. As the carriage
drove off she murmured to herself, "Married and to whom? "
Lescalle

;

!

carriage was at the door.
George had had the scarlet fever, so
on his account there was no great fear, though even in that case
it would scarcely have been prudent to remain in the house; but
for Rose to go there was clearly impossible.

marriage at the last moment was, under the circumstances, equally out of the question, and where to send the
young people the next day sadly puzzled Madame de Vedelles.
She drew Madame Lescalle aside as soon as the ceremony was
over, and looked so miserable that had it been before instead of

To put

had been performed, that lady would
have been greatly alarmed. When the state of the case was
made known to her, she of course declared that Rose, not having
had the scarlet fever, could not go near La Piuede, and for a
moment she paused and reflected, and looked as distressed as the
after the irrevocable act

But suddenly,

Countess.

to the inexpressible relief of both, she

exclaimed
"We have a little pavilion & few miles off in the mountains,
called Belbousquet, rather a pretty sort of a villa.
Why should
"
not the young couple take up their abode there?
''By all means, Madame de Vedelles replied, brightening up.
And after some conversation witli the Count and M. Lescalle,
and lor torm's sake, with George and Hose, the matter was so
arranged

The sick housemaid had been secluded from the rest of the
household, and no danger was feared for the de Vedelles in reBut as Rose was not to
turning, for one night, to the chateau,
go there, it was decided that the afternoon should be spent at the
(.'.ipucms instead, and provisions for a cold dinner were hastily
sent there.
This was a very trying arrangement to Rose. The

home

happy childhood, the rooms and the
ma where she had played as a little girl at her old Aunt
Mede's feet, seemed to revive all the sharpness of her sorrow,
and she had the greatest possible trouble not to break down.
Tlie hours spent there would have been more tedious but for
Jacques' unceasing lively talk. It was a relief to every one to
smile at his playful sallies. His vanity, which had suffered from
Peni-e's refusal, was soothed, his prospects for the election as
sight of the

of her

as sure; Madame Lescalle not so bad after all, though she
was very vulgar, and Rose, as sister-in-law, not to be at all
ashamed of. So he was really m very high spirits, and showed

good

off to groat

advantage.
Tin de Vedelles were
1

in

admiration of Mise Mede's house, of

her picturesque garden, of the lovely view
"
1 wish
sister

"

'

had been here, 51. Lescalle said,
to
my
the honors of her dear Capucins."
This wish was too much for Rose to hear unmoved. She
llo\v

--elf,

rushed out of the drawing-room upon the terrace, and burst into

Why don't you go and
Madame

talk to

your wife a

Lescalle said to George,
'

You ought

to

and pay her a few compliments.
thing,

CHAPTER

off the

you know."

who

make

Baron,"
was turning over Mise
little, 51. le

yourself agreeable to her,
Young ladies like that sort of

XIV.

MISE MEDE'S RETTON.

ON

the following day, at about eight o'clock in the morning,
Jittle conveyance, drawn by the tired
Blanquettc,

Mise Mede's

stopped at the door of the Capucins. The good old ladv de
posited at home her small amount of luggage, and then with a
brisk step, wonderful in a person of seventy years of age,

walked

to

La

Ciotat.

As

she crossed the Place de 1'Eglise, 5Iise Mede saw two boj-s
carrying green branches into the church through the back door,

and others spreading

fine

sand on the

steps of

the front

entrance.

"It

is

for the marriage of 5Iise Rose,

are doing that?

"

my

children, that

you

Say a prayer for

my

she said.

"
Yes, 51ise Mede."
" This is a
happy day for me,

my

dears.

darling niece, that she may be always good and happy."
"
Do, not be afraid, Mise, we won't forget to pray at mass for
She is such a good lady, almost as good as you,
5Iise Rose.
5Iise."

Aunt Mede smiled kindly on the boys, and walked fast down
Rue Droite, and in two minutes more reached her nephew's

the

house.

5Iadame Lescalle's maids were busily engaged in getting the
rooms ready for the important occasion. All the doors and windows were open, the covers of the old-fashioned chairs and sofas
were taken off for the first time for several years, and exhibited
m the rays of the morning sun their faded colors and worn-out

magmncence.
" Is

'

Mise 5Icdc asked of the oldest of the
directing the proceedings of her subordinates.
"
Oh, dear no Mise: Madame went this morning at break of
day to Belbousquet where Mise Rose is going to stay with her

my

servants,

niece upstairs?

who was

husband. Last night Madame sent some furniture, and now she
has gone off there with linen and a lot of things."
*
" Then the
young people are not going to La Pinede?
"
would
ill-luck
have
there
but
as
were
it, Bagoing
They
bette, the under-housemaid at the chateau, is ill of something
catching, and everything is in confusion."
" Where is Rose?"
" She has not left her room
yet, the poor dear child I suppose
;

she

"

is still

I shall

asleep."

go and see," Mise Mode said, and scrambling over n
and a barricade of footstools, the dear old lady

pile of cushions

rushed up the stairs, delighted at the idea that she would find
Rose asleep, and when her darling opened her eyes she would see
her loving aunt watching the moment of her waking, and ready
te give her a first kiss.

T'S

THE
room

Kose's

which

o:ie in

between her mother'* bedroom ami a large

:s

v,

l>.\

had ahou'
"

This iveeplaele

her winter Drupes,

i

my mind my

to
1

y.

"

Struck \vitli p.iini'iil surprise,
o .id on the threshold, dismayed and
which met. her eyes, such a different one to what she had
:ted.
:i,

which was wont,

to be

am! nicely

ly

ar-

Portions of a magnificent tr<.
rs and part of the floor, lace and ribbons and embroi, lured dresses were lying about in a strange state of confusion.
A larir' open drawer, wlierc Rose kept her clothes carefully
all in

disorder.

1

folded up, contained all the modest little wardrobe of her schooli!v the side of the coarse linen aud plain trucks and col-

were lying books with worn-out

lars of this scanty trousseau,

covers, aud soiled pieces of music, also some of those small things
which have no value except as souvenirs a little faded velvet

pocket book made by a favorite companion, the blue ribbons attached to the wreath won at the last distribution of prizes a

image of the Blessed Virgin inclosed in an ivory ease.
cashmere shawls and several pieces of silk for gowns covered the bed in the corner of the room. But it was evident that
it had not been slept in.
was indeed asleep when Mise Mode opened the door but
She was half kneeling and half sitting on the
not in her bed.
little

wooden pric-dicu still holding in her hand her .ittle
Her other arm was resting on a chair covered with lace
rosary.
and embroidered pocket-handkerchiefs. Sleep had surprised
her in this attitude, her head was lying on her arm anc'. ha ...ick
and beautiful hair covering a part of her face and ot her white
vn.
She was dozing in that uncomfortable position,
like a child faXen asleep in the midst of its tears sobs now and
again heaved her breast. She looked such a picture ot oveli
id grief that even a stranger would have been touched at
,

1

:iit of that fair young creature, in the height ot her beauty
and her youth, thus weighed down by grief. What must that
sight have been to Aunt Mede!
went up to the young girl and tried gently to raise her up
and lay her on her bed. Rose awoke, opened her large blue eyes
with crying, and when she saw her aunt, started up ana
hers-if into her arms with a sort of half-loving, half-de
i

spai ring embrace.

What

is

the matter,

my

Rosette?" the good old lady said.

so

my child?

"What makes you weep

'

"Oil, Aunt Mode, AuntMede!' Rose exclaimed, struggling with

her sobs.

what has happened,

my

darling?

Is

your marriage

Q off?'

"Oh,
"

no, no;

would

to

God

was!

it

It

took place yesterday

'

before the church

my darling. I passed
the preparations going on "
was married yesterday at the

now and saw

just,

church but I
Oh, my dear dear aunt, why did you not come back
sooner? I nad begged you so hard in my letter to come back."
"In your letter? I never had a leUer from you, my child.
yes, at the

"

/
aid ah
ie

in

could,
to save me
1

il ?

Aunt Mede

now

I

implored you to come and

too late

it is

Oil, dear, oh, dear, I

am

and Rose wept as if her heart would break.
Mede felt, more and more perplexed

'flied!"
"

"

Did you cry like this yesterday, my darling? "
yesterday pride gave me a, sort of courage.

X<>,

ee

how unhappy
eared for

I

thai

him.

was.

I

M

.Mamma had

Artemon. and

I

would not

told

)

spent

a

here

lust

night

part of the nighl in

saying good-bye to

my

that

that

I felt.

It

my grief
my things.

re-

,

k

me

could not bear
wish to marry

I

any one should think so, for I did hot at all
So 1 made a great elTort and did not show what

turned

ID

you,

di

in

I

ran

si

"

.'Mede said.
"At your age tears Mow
and plentifully, the font is not dried up. Later in life
we naffer' more, but we do not weep so much."

"

Then at last I had a good thought I tried to pray. I
prayed very earnestly, and I think God heard me and had pity
upon me, for He made me fall asleep. Just now when I awoke
and saw you, I thought for an instant that my marriage was
only a bad dream. But now it all comes back upon me, and I
know it is irrevocable. I can never, never be happy again."
Mise Mede had not interrupted Rose, in hopes that she would
say something that wouid account for her sorrow and despair.
But when her niece left off speaking, she was as nu/zled as ever
as to the cause of all this misery, and said with a sigh
Dear me,

'

you

liked

all

arranging

life as a girl.

It

This brought

my

M

child, what, a

disappointment this

is.

I

thought

"

V'edeiies?

cle

"

"

Oh Aunt Mede, I half him!
But what has he done my child, to make yon hate him?"
" I feel an aversion to him, and a sort of fear."
'

"

How

'

seen

him

praised him
La Pinede."

at

so

much

that

first

day

him
No, an the contrary. Whenever I have seen
was struck with his gloomy, unpleasant countenance."
"
Indeed your mother said M. Jacques was so pleasing

I praifce

him

You

very strange!

when you had

:

I

'whom are yon talking
P.ose exclaimed;
Good heavens'
AuntMede.' Don't you know it is M. George I have married
"
the other one the /'/.<
Mise Mede was thunderstruck. M. Lescalles ingenious conThe id<a that Rose was to
trivances had completely succeeded,
of,

.'

be married to George de Vedelles, to that strange, helpless, stupid
1ml with a
After the first
smile of pity had never even entered her head.
moment of oainful astonishment tins sudden information pro-

young man whom she baa never heard mentioned

duced in Mdlle. Lesealle a transport of impetuous ii.iiipnitiou
and anger. She rose without uttering a word, and walked
towards the door. The impulse ol her heart was to go and upbraid her nephew with the full lorcc of her indignant and outraged feelings, for the unjustifiable manner in which he had acted
towards his daughter.
But long Irihits of selt-control, the constant sense of God's
presence which had become the habit of her soul, the daily
practice of submitting her every thought, word, and act to that
Divine will winch was the rule of her life, enabled her
tion

Mairic.

,

!

now you know

many tears
"Poor child!" Mi^e

'

Yes, yesterday oh. it is dreadful!
"
But I don't understand what you mean,

I

dear aunl.

i

a::ii(Ut

Yesterday?"

"

"Oh,

future up;

-

my

the plans and hopes

all

I

step of a

I!ut

wii

'id

happy schooldays, and
fn'

his inad>
never look to being happy an\
much that I thought my eyes would be blindird
tears.
How odd it is, dear aunt, that one is able to

Two

"

A

Oil,

ii,i-

!

w:n

:.

li

I

the tumultuous impulses jf affection, grief, and indijrnalike surging waves rose in her heart, to pause and

which

ask herself what, in hat terrible moment, was her duty to God
and to her wronged and beloved child.
Her sound practica. sense, sustained by Her religious principles enabled her to see at once that, as what had been done was
I

irrevocable

though

it

might relieve her bursting heart

to

charge

parents tor what she felt to be a sin, though they did not
that it would neither improve the position
see it in that light
nor assuage the sorrow of her injured niece. The impulse was

conquered. The anger, which like a lightning flash had convulsed her frame and blanched her check, was subdued under
the eye of Him whom in that hour she ardently invoked, and
then she set herself to the task which she knew He assigned to
her the attempt to soothe, to strengthen, and to elevate that
despairing young Heart, so rudely dealt with by those who yet
loved their child in their own way.
She came back to her niece, took her on her knees as sin

do when she was a little
and tearful face, she said

to

child,

and kissing that sweet.
and most earnest

in the tenderest

manner
"

My own

Rose, I

am

grieved to the heart

new

that I

know

THK
'f

your sorrow.

huii'

ai

m

I suffer

with you,

my

DA r CUTER.

darling, and I

done."

would, dear, good

auiit that

you

are.

)

blame your parents, my child; they funded the}'
id for your advantage, only they do not
'and what you and 1 mean by
The whole misfortun
:nin that.
>,'<>' the thing is done, and I want
;y darling, to listen to what my earnest ail'ection for my
i

her

feel.

"You

must not give way, my own Eose, to this sorl of deYou must accept your fate with courageous resignation,
spair.
if it is not possible to look on the future in a better light.
You have now ceased to be a child. Yesterday's ceremony
made you a woman, and you must try to be a good and sensible
Instead of looking back with regret and despondency, fix
one.
.

your eyes dispassionately on the future. Depon upondit, Rose,
on one who has duties to perform, and a loving heart, need be
unhappy. 1 know that at your age it is* difficult to be
with but a tolerable sort of existence. You had fancied
that you were to be, one day, intensely happy.
You think that
this can never now be the case, and your fate seems to you a
rery hard and extraordinary one. My dear child, the happiness
you had pictured to yourself is of very rare occurrence. Those
who have a strong power of loving do not often meet with a return, and it is perhaps still moie terrible to lose a blessing once
lian never to have had it.
"
.Many and many women have seen their hopes and their joys
vanish before they had scarcely been realized.
They have had
themselves, 'It is for ever at an end, that romantic
bliss I thought I had secured.'
They have felt as if it would be
ible to live without it, but they have done without it, and
found in life a fair share of happiness. There are in your destiny some compensations."
really

satistied

,-,>

"You

mamma

Aunt Mode,

are

not

going,

of

my

carriage

and

exclaimed, spurning with her
her wedding dress.

my

little

to speak to
gowns," Rose

me

like

bitterly

foot the lace trimmings of

my

child;

thau those.

blessings attached to it.
you are called

lar duties

I

wish you to

reflect

upon

the particu-

to perform.
From this
assigned to you, young as

upon

day forward an important task is
you are,
and a great responsibility. The ordinary course of things is
somewhat reversed in your case. Instead of becoming the wife
of a man who could guide and direct you, it is your lot to be
married to one whom you will have to watch over, to lead, to

My

child, there is something sacred in such a misholy duty assigned to a woman to be a kind of
guardian angel to one weaker, in every respect, than herself.
Yesterday you were a child a thoughtless girl. To-day you
will begin to be your husband's protector, his counselor, and his
You will be to him what his mother has been. You
friend.
will teach him how sweet it is to be cared for, and to care for

take care

of.

It is a

sion.

And who knows,

others.

his heart

and

his

mind may expand

in

the genial atmosphere of domestic happiness, and you may be
led by witnessing a great change in his moral and mental
Love the love which springs from the highest of prinstate.

and the most sacred of

duties, is a great worker of miranot a higher, or a sweeter mission,
than to bind the wounds of the heart. Infinite graces, heavenly
blessings without number, descend upon those who devote themselves to this task.
Believe me, dearest Rose, those who make

ciples

iiil

in

any case there

is

who accept the chalice which the will of their
Father in heaven holds to their lips, and carry their cross with

sacrifices to duty,
c

after their suffering Lord,

than those of
their

selfish or

and

lift it

up

\,\\]i

desirous to impart to others a holy enthusiasm in

the right

direction.

Hie did not even allude to the sorry advantages of fortune and
rank, but continued to touch the chord which had found an echo
in the heart of the young bride.
It is wonderful how some natures find relief in the midst of
very severe trials by a view placed before them of their own position in a light which had never struck them, and which responds to their intuitive and undeveloped aspirations.
After, two hours' conversation with her Aunt, Rose was no
longer like the same person, and when Madame Lescatle
arrived, and came into her room to superintend her daughter's
toilette, she was immediately surprised at the change in her
countenance. She looked serene and calm, and there were no
tears in her eyes.

"Dear me, Rosette," she said, quite pleased, "how much
more cheerful you look. Oh, I have always said that M. le
Maire has a gift for changing the mood of romantic young
ladies."

"

le Maire who has this gift,
She lias said to me things this
morning, which have strengthened and encouraged me."
"
tune.
Oh, true. There you are, Aunt Mede, just arrived
You must excuse me. I am so flurI did not see you at first.

but

No, dear mamma.

my Aunt Mede

It is

possesses

not M.
it.

m

ried.

You

had

see I

Everything was

to be

go to Belbousquet early this morning.
ready by this afternoon, you know. Oh,

to

and now that I .think of it, I forgot the crockery. There
not half enough at the pavilion. What can be done? How
"
will the poor children manage?
" I can send some," Mise Mede answered, " and everything else
that may be wanted."
"That is indeed kind of you, Aunt Mede. 1 dare say I have
dear,
is

forgotten a great

many

things.

On

such a day as this one

is

apt

to lose one's head."

what I allude to are higher and better consoI want you to think of the duties which the
sacrament of marriage imposes upon Catholic Christians, and the
Xo,

in a supernatural point of view,

joy. all exceptional il
ICncouraired by this hope, she became eloquent, as people always
are when intiniai'
and ardently
[i d of a truth themselves,

o

make

its trials

ccept, almost

love me."

hild wishes to

and

life

know deeper and truer joys
who think of nothing but

worldly souls,

own enjoyments."

<g that Rose was listening to her attentively, Mise Mode's
hopes increased of finding in her niece capabilities for Ihe sort
of heroic virtue which alone can stimulate the soul to look upon

dear Virginic, that you and your husband
your heads since I went away, Mise Medo
said in a grave and sorrowful manner; and taking advantage of
Rose having been taken possession of by Thcrcson and seated lie
"
My ad
fore the glass in another part of the room, she added,
wishes
consulted
What
is done
nor
vice has not been asked,
my
is of course irrevocable, and therefore reproaches would be suBut, "she continued, with two tears rolling slowly
perfluous.
"
down her wrinkled cheeks, it will be no easy task, I can tell you,
You have very hastily disto
her lot.
child
dear
this
to reconcile
Rose is affectionof such a charming girl.
the
of
destiny
posed
It would have been far better to have given
ate and not vain.
her to a low-born, but honest and loving husband, than to your

"I am

afraid,

my

'

have strangely

lost

melancholy and morose Baron."

Madame

Lescalle listened in silence to

Aunt Mcde's

observa-

to them, she thought the best
tions, and not feeling able to reply
off the conversation.
Glancing at the
thing to do was to break

clock, she exclaimed with affected surprise

" Good heavens! how late it is. We have very little time left.
"
Aunt Mede?
Ought you not logo home and dress,
"
not be anxYou
need
time.
much
take
My toilette will not
"
At what hour do we go to church?
ious about it, my niece.
" At eleven."
be in time," and then Mise Mode kissed Rose, and
with a look which conveyed alt the love and all the encouragement which a look can convey, she departed.
and lingering steps she walked along the road
With

"I

shall

heavy

she had so briskly and rapidly trod that very morning. The
of grief which put
wcisrht of her age seemed doubled by a load
to the severest test her strcmrlh of soul and Christian resignation.
assembled in
At, eleven the relatives ami friends of the family
and then proceeded to the church.
the

notary's drawing-room,
Those who had flocked there
well.
Everything weal olf very
wcra
in liupts of witnessing something out of the common way.

r

r,s

George looked, as usual, very

..inied.

i<l

1.

i

ariv

report

1

particular appearance of emotion to Ari
"
the execution"
.dfronird that what he called

of so

how long
off to the

thig resignation will last."

Estaminct dc

la

And

then

hi;

Marine, and played a pool at

billiards.

Three persons had been praying very hard during the ccre-

nionv .Mi.-i! Mede, who continued to command her feelings till it
wa over but who afterwards nearly fainted away in the sacristy;
Madame de Vedelles, who, in spite of the smoothness with which
;

ling hud gone on, felt anxious misgivings as to the future,
and poor old Vincent, who had never been able to make up his
mind to wish his young masier joy of his marriage, parity belie had been looking as sad, if not sadder, than usual since
it had been announced, a.nd partly because he disapproved of
lie considered a mcmllinuw, and thought it a great shame
to have married the Baron George to the daughter of a notary,
in a wretched little provincial town.
lie had declared that his old legs would not carry him to the
that morning, and declined the offer of a scat in 31. do
;i

But
bowed down

.com! carriage.

still,

rev head

in

after

all,

Vincent;

was

prayer during the service,

and when the young people drove away after the marriage
breakfast, his eyes followed he en!, ,-ltc as it went down the Rue
With a thoughtful expression, and with his hands behind his back, he walked back to La Pincde, whence the Count,
I

the Countess, and Jacques departed that evening for Paris.

XV.

ln(..
nielli.
ttte of mind, IK; would have acquic
anything which saved him the trouble of B
rather preferred to lie out of the way of her mothi
i

friends.
11:

llioiistnict

hated the country.
e had no charms whatever for her.
At La Ciotat, her
had a rather lar_r e garden, hut she never set her foot in it.
hens, old 1
special favorites, took possi
and the maids, on washing day-, used it as a drying yard.
Lesealle

i

it,

r,

her

dr:
1

If on
being an excellent houseand had no idea of losing her time in taking walks. It
:ie enough for her to worry her servants, and
;id thirty times a
day the stairs which led from
On Sunday she almost always
CD to her kitchen.
for half an hour on the Tasse, not indeed to enjoy the
of the sea, but to meet people, which meant
.

y

ti>

thiriy persons
re

ued

t

be.

n

These acquaii:
on the event of the week, whatever

familiar to her.

v.;ed

its

name

to a grove of ilexes, planes,

and

hills of I'rovence.
The house was small,
and covered with red rounded tiles. The shullcrless windows
were protected from the sun by white linen awnings. Those of
the ground floor opened on a veranda, around the pillars of
which a magnificent vine entwined its boughs and rich foliage.
That red roof, those white awnings, and that festooning vine
gave to this little abode the appearance of a tiny Italian villa.
For many years its only inhabitant had been an old and very
intelligent gardener, who had at last arrived at thinking If
This feeling led him to take more
sole master of the place.
pains in improving the garden than if he had been under the
impression that he was working for other people. Thanks to the
brook, he had succeeded in surrounding the grounds with those
shady covered green walks which are called cJicirntillcx in France,
in Provence, pleached bowers in Shakespeare's plays
charming retreats which attract imprudent birds, and lca\
But the winged denizens
at the mercy of Provencal shooters.
of the taises of Belbousquet had nothing to fear, and in the
spring their concerts were so sweet and loud that it was quite a
pity thai, they should have been so long wasted on the desert air,

grow on the

or the equally insensible cars of old Simon.
One day Madame Lesealle took it into her head that the grass
on the hill of Belbousquet could very well feed half a dozen

and

him four francs a month to pay
this was not easity managed, for the
wages seemed scanty enough even at La Ciotat. For some
weeks Master Simon was obliged to lake care of the goats himself, and he so earnestly set about it by kicking and ill-using
them, that the poor beasts would soon have given him no further
trouble if a woman from Cereste had not brought one day to
Tiiis individual was
Ilelhousqiiet a candidate for the situation.
a little girl between eleven and twelve, called Benoitc. who had
never done any! hiug in her life but look after goals. Old Simon
o attend to them.

.

of

owed

kept constantly green and cool by a prcr
very clear water, which flowed from a rock at the top of the lull.
ks inAll soils of gay planlsand flowering shrubs li)
stead of the dusty hollies and stunted pines which generally
trees,

his mistress into allowing

BELEOUSQUET would have Veen the beau-ideal of a place for a
happy honeymoon. The little villa was situated amidst the hills,
In 31. Lescalle's bachelor days it
in a most beautiful position.
had been during the holidays a resort for himself and his
.Many a jovial and rather a riotous party had made it a
of festivity.
But when he married, the shooting lodge
'irncd into a country house, and he had intended to spend
f the summers, but Madame Lesealle would not hear
She declared that nothing would induce her to inhabit
of it.
desert, and seclude herself from the social resources of
ital.
Every year she came there for one week, in order to
:itend the vintage and the gathering in of the olives, and
.lays the most tedious of the whole year.
Like many women accustomed to the narrow atmosphere of a

Madame

to stay nt Bcl-

that, their milk and cheese would be profitable to her
So she bought the six goats, sent them to her country
house, and, desired Simon to look after the said animals, and
make the most of them. This did not at all suit the old man.
He uttered such loud and incessant complaints that he bored

BELBOUSQUET.

small provincial town,

young people who were now going

"iiher of them had objected to

goats,

CHAPTER

;!//'/:.<:.

to tho

beam

(jtiielly.

" Afler
"
the girl is only a ]ireity doll, at this moall," he said,
hll'ul influence of cashmeres and trinkets.

1

As

i

iliil

married against her
Itiehcr family, who had gone to the church, rather exins thai the bride would 1'ainl, could

The
li"l

pale, lint was pcrmil ut all look

HA c

it

ed her
Little

at,

Even

once.

Benoite was as wild, as simple, and lively as her own
From the age of three or four she had lived in solitude

goals.
in the mountains,

and cared only for the sky, for the clouds, for
She loved the birds that she,
the brook, and the wild flowers.
had taught to feed out of her hand, and the insects that buzzed
over the wild thyme, and the squirrels that jumped from one
branch lo another; but as to people, she knew as little of them
as possible, and was the most untaught, strangest, and yet clev-

As shy as a fawn, afraid of
erest little creature imaginable.
nothing in the mountains, she did not mind sleeping on beds of
leaves, and spending the night sometimes in caves on the hill
lite alone, but not for the world would she have ventured
on (lie high road or into La Ciotat.
The old gardener and the little savage got on well together,
but scarcely exchanged ten words in the course of a week. He
used to get up at break of day. but even before he appeared in
and her goats were off to the mountains.
night both were so tired that they hastened to retire, ho
to his lillle room, hung round with garlands of onions, and she
irden Benoitc

And

at

to her bed of dry leaves in the garret
To supply for the deficiencies of this very primitive
hold, the active Thereson had volunleered to accompany the
I;

TV? VACGUTUH.

TUL
!y ranrried pair,

and bury herself
before

in that solitude.

im-th.

It.'se s

she

Having
lied

fell

attai hment.
George ami |:
Led inn: or two
to tin; environs of the villa, and remarked on the
She had spoken of the liueness of the
of the country.
and mentioned the names of some of the villages they

)KT llns proof cf

i'

n

1

liy

ile

Vedi'Iles.

little

path

Madame

Baroune George
and then went out of the house, and walked up the

her a

'_':ive

letter,

skirl inn the

addressed to

la

brook.

What
strangely surprised at his writing her letter.
could be its contents, its purport? She looked at the handwriting.
It was firm and distinct: nothing childish or uncertain about
felt

She was almost afraid of opening it, though she longed to
Perhaps it was a bit of nonsense, a hoax, or perhaps it
His mother had, may be, written to her
\\;:> not from him.
.us advice or some kind words, and intrusted him with the letAt last she unsealed the envelope, and read as follows:
ter
il.

(i.

It is not

have been united by the will of our parents.

our

wisdom of their acts. I fancy that on
view has been attained: my brother will
!>:
a deputy, and you are Madame la Baroune de Vedelles, with
all the advantages, whatever they may bo, that this title secures.
Two days ago I expected that our lives would be spent much
in Ihe samp way that many other people spend theirs whose desI was prepared to
ia-5 not been left to their own choice.
fie.
in you all the good and amiable qualities which you are
sai.l lo possess, and which I am convinced you do possess, and
I fully intend to try to make you as happy as under the circumJs it was possible for you lo be
My own faults and deficiencies, which I am but too conscious of, I hoped to make up
These
for by kindness and constant attention to your wishes.
wen- my thoughts and ideas when I left the Mairie, where we
had been irrevocably united in the eyes of the law, and such they
remained until a moment which you must remember, one which
You had left the drawing-room at Les
l.jd our whole future.
terrace in
-.;-ins in tears, and I saw you sitting alone on the
After some hesitation I fol
an attitude of great despondency
Your preocupation was so great that you did not
lowed von
You turned round,
ce my approach till I came n:nr you.
nu;l then in your young face I perceived such unmistakable tokens of fear, aversion, and of contempt, th:it I saw at once that
question the

liness to
i

sides the object in

I

I can never forget that look.
the very sight of me.
As
that moment my mind was irrevocably made up.
irrevocable as our apparent union, is my determination never
to oblige you nay, never to suffer you to consider me as your
husband, save in exterior .appearance, and that only for a short
I own that it was almost a relief to me when your mother
time.
more than hinted, at a subsequent period of the day, that my
title and my father's liberality compensated for my own demer1 felt that I could leave you for ever to enjoy those advanits.
ta '*, unbjrlhened with the presence and the society of one
whom you hate and despise.
I suppose you will agree with me that in order to spare the
feelings of our respective families and save them annoyance,

you loathed

From

I think we should both wish to do, however mistaken
our regard, it will be desirable
been their line of conduct
for both of us to inhabit this house for a short time, but I Solemnly promi -e that I shall inflict as little of my society as possim, and (hat very soon I shaW take .my departure for
r.
The blame of the, separation will rest with me. Once

which

m

lias

I

ted,

shall

make an
:

live;

communicate my decision to my father, and
to settle on you two-thirds of my income
your jointure is secured by our marriage

ment.

Should you wish me to go away at once I am ready to do so.
have only to write to mo a note to that effect. If you do
not write I shall conclude that you assent to my remaining here a
on as distant a fooling as the most perfect stra;;
t lima
I earnestly wish 1 could restore to you your liberty, but as that
is not in my power, I earnestly hope that you may find happiiety of your family and friends and the innocent
of the world, which your position will enable you to
i

:

GEORGE me

:

shown him the aversion she felt for him
questioned her conscience antl her memory, and both reminded
her of the inward feeling \vlni b had. it seemed, iiiiinife.-ted it

true that she had

.

and so offensively, and, as he said, decided the
their future exist

whole of

Had

i

this

announcement been made

to her the

day before, she
that was involved
it, but relief would have been her chief sensation.
But
since her conversation that morning with Aunt Mede, a change
had come over her spirit. She had enthusiastically accepted the
idea of sacrifice and self-devotion presented to her.
She had
dwelt on the thought of being a guardian angel, and it was a

would have

felt

indeed startled

at

the idea of

all

m

somewhat abrupt transition to be discarded as a worldly crealr.ve,
who had married for the sake of position and fortune, to 1><
doned by the person to whom she hadmcant to devote herself.
The situation was altogether changed; Aunt Mede's advice and
exhortations no longer applied, and Rose sat with her head leaning on her hand, feeling as if she was in a dream, and longing ,o
awaken.
" Of

" I cannot write and tell him
to go
and have Thereson sending for papa and mamma
and throwing every one into an agitation. I never can ask luni
to change his mind as to this resolution, he speaks so determin
ately, and after all it is not my fault, and in some ways I shall
be much happier if he does go away and leave me, strange, ex

VKHKI.I.I-.S

away

at once,

is.
I suppose I did look at him in a
must have made a man very angry; somehow 1 never
thought he would perceive or feel it. And then mamma talking in that way to him! One thing I know, I will not have any
of his money, and I wish I could give up being called Madame
la Barouue.
Perhaps I shall write to-morrow to Aunt .Mede,
nnd ask her to advise me, or perhaps I shall put it off for two or
three days and see what happens."
Nothing happened, George went out with his gun early m
the morning, and followed by his dog Wasp, wandered about the
Rose sat in the
hills and woods as he used to do at La Pinedc.
drawing-room with some work in her hands, or strolled in the
garden gathering flowers which she afterwards threw away.
They met for meals, and then said a few words lo each other in
a cold and constrained manner, and Rose wondered how long
this sort of life was to last, and whether he would go away without giving her any further notice of his departure. Every morning she took up her pen to write to Aunt Mede, but a strange

traordiuary being that he

way

that

made her put it off from day to day.
One evening she met George coming into the

nervousness

game-bag
"

You

bewilderment, II
.id

her

o'.v;i

iff

held

feeling..,

:iiitl

tl, is

bag.

her
them.

at his

" I have not killed
anything to-day;" and

"No," he answered,
then went up the stairs.

"Not

killed anything," she

thought to herself; "and what
around

he carry in that bag," and glancing
then, I wonder, does
alone, she peeped into it, and to her surwas
she
that
her to see
instead of birds and rabbits, it contained books.
that,
saw
prise
went into the drawHearing footsteps in the passage, she hastily
b-fore she had ascertained that one of those
not
but
ing-room,
and another the life
books was a volume of Shakespeare's plays,
of

St.

"

Dominic, by Laeordaire.
" docs
"
did it mean? she asked herself;

What

in the

woods?

Shall

lie

I

read during

ask

him

if

he

those long hours he spends
He never seems inclined to talk to me of anyis fund of books?
,,
I fee! so like n fool when we are sitting opj,
t ) lin
If it was only out of curiosity I
at dinner.
other
each
to
posite
much to converse a little with him; but I run
.

:

letter in

iu d 'line

with his

hall

hand, which seemed quite full.
liave been successful to-day," she said, glancing
in his

like VI.TV

aid of

h

tinnu

.

course," she thought,

We
bu

be the weak-headed

it

people had described as deficient in onlinan
What
ity, and unable to take care of himself t
of his determination? Was it a right or a wrong in
she to feel glad or sorry? Was it a great relief or not?

self so visibly

tliniun'h

\Yheu they arrived at Belbousquet, she went into the little
drawing room, and he followed her. She seated herself at the
window, and looked at the flower beds. lie stood for a moment
n-e the chimney filled with evergreens, and then going up to
Hose,

Could the person who had written

man whom

-id

the

seeming

to

wih

to detain

him hereafter

Ins Irrevocable resolution, that I

room when our meals

are ended."

am

the

that strange

first

to leave

and Rose wond-

ndrd to do

!"r to lift

up the load and

Bboul
h church."

y,

,i

lock in
hills to

Ilio

;

" but

morning,

mean

I

iind

to hear

felt sad.

at

to \v;ilk al'tcrwani:.

If you will excuse UK;,
Laurent.
dinner; Bcnoite's mother will give,

nnd as she walked

Cere

.ir

BCn
still

me something

to the village church,

to

about

a mile from Bclbousquet, a strange sort of depression came
OTOt her, very different from all she had suffered before.
was not satisfied with herself, and yet she hardly knew
h.ilf

had cause for self-reproach. The future seemed so inIt almost appeared as if she ou;j.hl to be glad of the
Had she not told her parents, and bein her destiny.
ii.ived it, that her wish was to remain unmarried and live with
them; and would not Aunt Mode, be glad to get back her child?
But the more she put into shape the prospect before her, the
more her despondency increased. Prayer did not comfort her,
She had no wishes, and
i'or she did not know what to pray for.
Still she felt an insunot know how she, ought to act.
perable dislike to the idea of speaking of George's letter, even to
Aunt Mode. As to her parents, she never could tell them of it.
if the separation took place, they would hear of it from others,
not from her.
heard mass, and listened to the cure's prone, wilh a dull,
weight on her heart. When she returned to the silent
house where she was spending so many hours alone, she caught
that she

ih-iinitc.

1

herself throughout the day looking somewhat
the avenue to watch for George's return and
his step in the hall,
TV.U come back.

was angry with

anxiously down
when she heard

herself for being pleased

he

very tired with his long excursion, said his head ached,
at supper, and soon afterwards went to his room.
She

longed to ask him if she could get him anything for his headache, a cup of strong coffee, cr what in Provence they called an
>n of tea; hut her shyness with him had become so great
Unit she could not bring herself to say even the commonest things
ordinary manner, and she lost the opportunity of showing

him

She did indeed desire Thereson to
ask him if he wished for anything.
The commission
was executed, but in a very ungracious manner. Thereson not
unnaturally had taken a great dislike to George. She considered
this trifling attention.
1

him still in her own mind as afada, and moreover, a very cross
and disagreeable one, and when she locked at Mise Rose's sad,
-i!
countenance, the diminution of her bloom, and the
black hue under her eyes, she often felt a strong rising desire to

me

harm

which word she always
pronounced with intense contempt, or at any rate to give him a
bodily

to 11. le Baron,

peace of her mind.
Two or three days later, Rose was sitting at the window of
her bed-room, whicli looked on the road, wondering whether
She expected her
any one would come to see her that day.
mother's visit on the following Thursdiy, that had been agreed
upon when she left home, but Aunt Medc or her father might
mlng. She dreaded the thought of it, but still longed for
iiiug to

break the sort of spell that seemed to hang over

her.

These musings were interrupted by the loud barking of
She raised her head, whicli had been resting on
ig.
both her hands, and looked eagerly at the road. Perhaps some
one was arriving. No! but there was Benoite standing near the
She was vainly trygate with a great load of grass on her herd.
ing to collect together her scattered goals, frightened by Wasp's
they were' rushing about in every direction. The child
laiddoun her burthen, and running after the terrified animals

harking
[

tli-m one afier another

and drove them into the

stable.

the h -up of gra^s on her head, but

:!

flock,

lesa witli (lie efforts she had made to
twice she failed in her attempt to raise

reit,

her feet

.0

sec thai

when

came

they

into the garden, they

went on

talking.
child stood leaning against u maple tree, and George, leaning on his gun, stood listening to her chattering with evident
interest and pleasure.
Once or twice he smiled kindly as he

The

spoke to the child, and that smile on his pale, melancholy face
was like a ray of sunshine on a sad landscape. Rose was struck
with the expression which that smile gave to his countenance.
She had, strange to say, never looked attentively at George till
then. Before their wedding (lay, aversion, and, since she n
his letter, an unconquerable shyness, had prevented her from
For the first time she was looking at
fixing her eyes upon him.
him without fear of being seen, and as he stood there talking
with Benoite, she watched him with intense attention.
It struck her that his features were regular and refined, his
hands white and well-shaped, and his figure graceful.
" he would
" If he was more like other
she

people,"
thought,
be very handsome." At that moment Thereson came into the
room, and observing that her young mistress was noticing the
conversation going on in the garden, she said
"
Ah! there is 51. le Baron talking again to Benoite."

"

Oh, he takes notice of her, does he?

"

Rose

said, trying

to look indifferent.

"Oh, dear, yes! M. le Baron, who has not a word to throw
to a clog in this house, often favors Benoite with his society."
" I wonder what she can be
telling him that seems to interest
him so much? "
"

HJ was
little

<

and they continued to conv.
what they said, bul she watched their countenances and

,:-|>n.,cd to

shall noi

I

it

a few words to her

1

mass

St.

;'or

ate

to balance

.id

arrived at that

moment, and seeing the

little girl's dis-

Oh, for that matter, 1 suppose like takes to like. She is a
queer wild imp whom nobody would care to talk to but a ...
She is half crazj,
I mean a sort of gentleman like M. le Baron.
You never knew such a head as that child has got.
is Beuoite.
Always full of ideas without head or tail, which she strings together and makes songs of, and then she speaks of flowers as if
they were people and of birds as if they were Christians; and
she is as obstinate and as perverse as a wild cat. And there was
M. le Baron yesterday telling her a tale about fairies, and showing her
declare

some
it

shells.

I don't

know where he

can only be the likes of such a

got them from. I
savage as that

little

who

could tame her."
Thereson, working herself up to a state of indignation, was on
the point of giving vent to all the anger with which she was
bursting against George de Vedelles, but Rose cut her short, and
said in a dry manner
"That will do. It

is

not your business to criticise what

31.

de Vedelles does."
'Oh, if madame is satisfied with the life that she leads here, I
have nothing to say against it," and Thereson folded her hands
in an attitude of resignation.

"

What is that case I saw
Rose, to change the subject, asked
Simon and the wagoner carrying up stairs yester
" Does not madame know? It comes from Pans and was sent
M. Vincent sent it on here. jr. le Baron had it
to La Pinede.
.ing out the
opened early this morning, and spent some
hooks that were in it. The floor of his room is covered wilh
them. Such a mess as it is in! All the straw and brown paper
and string thrown about. Did not madame hear the noise he
"
made stamping up and down whilst he unpacked them?
"
No, I slept very late; I had a bad night, and felt tired."
"lam sure I don't wonder at that, or at your looking ill,
:

Mise Rose."
" I am not
"

ill;

the air of this place

is

very healthy."

The air indeed, oh, I dare say; I am not talking of the air."
"I think you had better go and look after the dinner now.
M. de Vedelles is coming in."

THE NVTAUY'X DAUGHTER.

CHAPTER
A

her work-bag. She gathered a foxglove and looked attentively
tlnounh the class at the inside of the flower, and really aston-

XVI.

CRISIS.

ox understood that this was a hint to hold her tongue rmd
the room
She went down to the kitchen, and, once there
in her own domain allowed herself the relief of speaking out
her miud to old Simon. She had already told him a great many
things during the hour he sat every evening cooking his onion
soup and frying the eggs for his supper at the corner of the
stove.

The aged gardener proved a very safe confidant. lie was as
deaf as a post, but knew how to make up for the answers not
generally to the purpose which he made to the communications addressed to him,

by a play of countenance expressing

al-

ternately assent and surprise, in a way winch generally satisfied
hLs loquacious companion.
So she abused George to her heart's

content, declared that she was not going to allow Mise Rose
to be snubbed by a good-for-nothing, ill brought-up/arfa of a
Baron, who preferred the society of a half-witted creature like

Benoite to that of his own wife, the most charming girl in the
whole country. This should not go on. She would tell her
parents how ill he behaved to her, and, shaking violently her
saucepan, in which she was making a favorite dish of the country, called a bouille-abaisse, she, for the first time in her life,
This did not improve her temper, and, whilst waiting
spoilt it.
at dinner, she darted

angry glances

at the

what she saw

unconscious and silent

"

Oh, how
slowly approached, like n
bird who longs to pick up the crumb you throw to .t, but suspicious of your intentions, hardly ventures to come near
enough. However, when Rose sat down on the edge of the wt-a.
and filled her lap with thyme, heath, and harebells, and then

My

of

lovely!" upon which the

there, exclaimed,

little girl

peeped into their secret

folds, Benoite could no longer resist.
the glass was applied to her eye, and she saw the wonders
it revealed, a cry of
delight broke from her.
Catching a ladybird, she inspected it in the same way, and her delight was

When

unbounded.

"Monsieur would like to see with
"Will you let him?"
The child's question pained Rose.

that glass eye," she said.

"
Monsieur often talks to you, I think. Is it always about the
flowers and the insects? "
"
Oh, about many others things too."
"What sort of things? Birds and shells, I suppose?

"

Oh, yes, the

them

my

to

shells!

I hear the noise of the sea
"

Have you ever heard

ear.

when

i

hold

it?

"No."
" Monsieur does
though, and he can tell what the wind sings
in the branches of the pine trees, and what the swallows
say to
each other when they meet in the grove before they fly nsvay
But I have told him things he does not know. That is w.by he
likes to talk to me.
'Benoite,' he says, why is that doud sail
ing so fast across the sky? and then I answer that it is carrying
'

'

George.

That daj% as she sat opposite to him at the little table where
they had their meals, Rose could not help now and then raising
her eyes to his face and contrasting its sad and indifferent expression with the animation

was talking

and the smiles she had noticed when he

to Benoite.

After dinner, the post, which only reached Belbousquet three
times a week, brought some letters and newspapers to George,
and a note from Madame Lescalle to her daughter, in which she

M. Lescalle had taken the horse and chaise for a two
or three days' excursion to see some of his clients and canvass
them in favor of Jacques de Vedelles, and she should therefore
Rose had written two days before to her
dH.-iy a little her visit.
mother a letter, in which, without saying anything untrue, she
h;ul managed to make it appear that she was well and happy.
Sin: had dwelt on the charms of the villa, and described how
much 31. de Ve'lelles admired the country. What long walks
She did not say that each went out alone. And then
they too'.c.
aised There.on and said how comfortable she made them.
Madame Lescalle, finding all was going on so smoothly,
said that

thought, it better to leave them, for the present, to themselves,
llise Mexle, to whom she showed the letter, was of the same

opinion, and so, to Thercson's great disappointment, no visitors

appeared.

Ever since Rose had seen George talking to Beuoite she had
watched for an opportunity of getting acquainted with the child,
and finding out from her what were the things she spoke of to
M le Baron. This was no easy matter: the girl was indeed, as
Thereson had said, a wild little creature, very difficult to a<
After many vain attempts, she happened, one
or to detain.
morning that George was gone in another direction, to find Benoite sitting on the edge of a well, surrounded by her goats,
which had been drinking, and were now lying at her feet. She
started up when she saw Mise approaching her, and prepared to
runup the st 'ep patli that led to the mountains. But when
Hose called out to her in the Provencal dialect, and said: "I
kave got something for you, Benoite, something which will
make you see wonderful things things you have never yd seen
on the wings of the beetles and in the hearts of the flowers."
Ji>ped and looked at her young mistress with a half-doubt'

ful,

half-eager expression.

Rose having hea.rd of the child's passion for insects and flowil
provided herself with a magnifying glass, the p

a message from the islands out in the sea up to the tops of the
mountains where the snow always lies; and then iie asks me
what the sunflowers are thinking of when they turn :oi uju <u
look at the sun as he sinks behind the hill, and I then t
-

that they are calling out to him, Come back again to-morrow
before the Angelus rings.' When I sing my songs to myself,
mother and old Simon and thirt cross Thereson call me a fool.
'

me on the head and says I am something else,
know."
"
does it sound like?
Rose asked.

b .it .Monsieur pats
a

word

I

don't

"What

" Little
poet, the child replied.
"And what has Monsieur taught you that you did not
'

know

before?"
"

Oh, so many things about the good God and the angels."
" But I
suppose you had heard of the good God, Beuoite, and

"
that there are angels?
not
that
it
is
the
but
voice of the
Yes, Mise,
speaks when it thunders, and that the winds

you knew
"

good God which
do His bidding.
Monsieur says that the mountains, and the sea, and the sun am'
the flowers sing together a hymn in His praise, and that 1 must
do the same as I go about in the woods and fielde- and then he
tells me that when he goes away I must talk to my guwdism an gd
my own angel, who is always with me though I do not see him,
and that as he sees the face of our good God, lie wiK teach me to
The one 1 laid on earth
love and praise ray Father in heaven.
went away before I was born, and I am glad that the good God
is my Father, and the Blessed Virgin is my Mother, and the nuI think Monsieur is himself one of the
gels my friends.
-

:

When

he speaks a song, for he does not sing
his songs, he speaks them to me, I find it more beautiful music
than the organ in the church."
Rose had listened to the child with a strange emotion: a vnii;e
idea was beginning to dawn on her mind that George w
only not a fool this his letter, that letter which she was always
reading over, had at once showed her but that he had th>
and feelings which no one knew of, and which he probably conof the

good God.

sidered her incapable of appreciating or understanding.
One
thing Benoite had said struck her as if it had stabbed her to the
" when he
heart
goes away." When, and how soon, would
The words in his letter, which spoke ot his irrevocable
lh:,t be?
ninntion to part with her for ever, were remembered willi
Could a week -.peril in ll>e.
n pang she could hardly account for.

with coM,

ami not even altemp

distant, civility,

them

1

quaiii

ualh
Sense

dreading

there

lli:il

mig

merely from a
though she could

v
1

in fault,

:is

I

i;'

her eyes could not detach themselves from it.
She
unk into a deep reverie, from which shu was aroused by
of

it,

ing:

'.

"

I

I

Knlreat.
" And

I

\\ ill

must hasten home, Bcnoitc; but to-morrow morning
you be with the goats? I will come to you and you

me

tell

that story.''
the side of the

Down by

Good

Mise.

by her goats.
Hose went home.
s

it

runs close to the

"I

letter

seemed

forget that look." Those
to haunt her.
Had that look

and

indeed decided their

recall?

way, if not to opposite, at least to different
had been indeed an almost involuntary fault as
Mstant was concerned, yet she could not but rcmemshe had nurtured and encouraged in herself contempt
ami aversion towards the person she knew she must marry,
had prevented her from even trying to see in him anything belter than what her dislike and ready belief of what
s had said about him,
pictured to her.
a

peared

1

1

i

and again she asked herself what could she do now that
lables .,eemed turned. George really seemed to have conceived
in

an aversion for her. The feeble efforts she made to converse
with him on any but the most trivial subjects were met with a
]>

an utter absence of interest. Then Rose
and she showed a sort of irritation which
not conquer at the moment, and which yet, she was
confirm him in the belief that it was his pres-

hulili

ilile,

i-

,d

temper

.'dd

rising,

hii'h can.-;"d

It

it.

was not strange
ID

did not

that a

know how

young and timid
to act.

It

may

girl in so difficult a
indeed seem extraor-

dinary that, she did not hasten to her Aunt Mise, or write to her
for ad vice; hut a vague fear of bringing matters to a crisis,
by herself taking any
lu.iinihm even Mdlle. Lesealle of the
had tunned, kept her silent. Mise Mcde
think it riicht to speak to his parents and hers of the intended separation, and she abhorred the idea of their interfereither to make that separation a formal one, or to compel
>

alter his intention.

This feeling was so strong that it enabled her to receive her
first interview with Benoite with a
t on the day after her
lk in a

,-nr

Le.cnlle that although
iven her during

a

to

brief

salislled ,Mad-

certain hints

conversation

which
the

in

Baron was a very dull and silent companion, and
.Mise Kose would soon be ill if -he continued to lead such a
life, her daughter was well siti-lied with her lot.
n,

that

way which

og

M.

I5nt,

Miirnonne," she said, when Hose expressed her wish to
"
W e could very well lodge you in
at P,elbousc|Uet.
I

nd nothing
-.is

until

artei- nil lull a

common

be-

ra^h.

1

have had

"

Rose

And

I

him about

will speak to

it,

mamma, and

dear

write

you

a

like, and with such a young, iiu
mean, the sort of man he is if you inana:
what
always have the upper hand. I am sure tins

course that you do as you

enced

man

will

I

i-.

And

the de Vedelles wished.

if

find

you

any

ditlieuliy

about

it.

can make him quickly feel that when we agreed to the marriage that was quite understood."
Rose winced at this speech, and felt how dreadful it would be
to have her mother interfering in her concerns.
So she onlyanswered that as they had hitherto not disagreed about: anything
there was no occasion for any assertion of her right to ha
own way. She again expressed her wish to remain in the counI

and Madame Lesealle reluctantly waived the point.
day or two afterwards, as Rose was standing by a window
in a back passage which looked on the garden, sue saw George
sitting on a bench with a bit of paper and a pencil in his liana.
try,

A

face, as he looked up, was full of expression, his eyes flasuing and his lips moving. He was writing; now aim (hen he
After a while he put
paused, looked up, and then wrote again.

His

the pencil into his pocket, tore the paper, threw the bits on the
grass behind the bench, and walked out of the garden.
Rose had been two successive mornings to the spot whei

noon, the little shepherdess rested in the shade with her Hock
and, seated by her side on the grass, had made Benoite
the stories which George had told her the evening before.
First
about the holy shepherdess, Germaine Cousin, and then about the
i

dear Saint and sweet Queen, St. Elizabeth of Hungary. The little
repeated in a touching manner some of the incidents of these

girl

She told how Germaine planted her stall on
she went to mass, and left her sheep under the
care of her guardian angel.
Never, Benoite said, did they stray
from the spot, and then, in her picturesque phraseology and
with expressive gestures, she described the miracle of the
wonderful

lives.

the hill-side

when

I

changed into roses, which has been so often painted and carved
and sung in verse, in honor of the dear St. Elizabeth.
"Monsieur has made me a song about that," she added, as she
"
He made it yesterday, and I have been
finished her recital.
"

Shall I sing it to you, Mise?
and then Benoite's childish voice warbled
the melodious language of the
in the Provencal dialect
troubadours rhymes of which the following verses are a feeble

singing

it

ever since.

Rose nodded

translation

assent,

:

By

nit

Thy

the

humble erare

(l:;it

marked

im ihy lurlli,

I

nil tin' niirar]'.- tlial

By
Thy

By

Jill

brief
Itie

sufferers,

yonn^ and

That

By

lepers foul an.:

Thai

By

old,

'.inic,

all the'

n;lc

rM>

name,

that lilnomei! uitHln
wtiere love hail >m]t,'ht

eaeli fair
-I

of yoiu

'

"

George

i

me

the rocks of

am

le

1

"

1|.

to

"Oh, for that matter, my love, I hope you are not got
place yourself on the footing of asking your husband what he
likes to do.
At any rate, during the honeymoon it is a matter of

you

"I can never

fate, as he had said, beyond
She had been wrong, she knew it, to show
she now regretted had existed, and which had disap-

that instant

9

brook where

night," and Beuoite walked away, followed

uell.
II

is very shy, you know
suppose he will get used to me in time, and
the best, way will be to bring him to us at once. What day shall
Xuxt Saturday? And then, on Sunday, alter church, wo
can take a walk on the Tasse: and you can put on your bl
white moire gown, and your black lace bonnet with the white

note."

"No,

he here Ih

likes belter to

sorry he will miss you."
does he, then, leave you in this
I

Well, well,

rose."

-aint.

QeOre

"
stopped, and then added, feeling that this sounded rude,
I suppose he may have thought that we should like to be

of sheep

tli"

1

way alone?
"Oh, he heard you were coming, mamma, and

and goats could be saints? Will you come and hear the
Monsieur is going to tell me?"

friends with

of a peasant girl,

"

T

large wardrobe.

my

in

:,m .sure that.

my goats. He is going to -tell me the story
who was a little shepherdess like me, and a
Did you know, Misc, that little girls who lake can:

made

will

up

town, mamma. This plae
walks into the mountains.

together.

must take }hc coats to feed on the moor behind those
to the left.
We always go there at this hour, and Monjjeur .generally comes home, that way with Wasp, who lias now

Xow,

"

his departure, not
\VI-D n.fi' .-ibout it,

but that she had bi
for the brief moments, when a few words were e\ln'i \veen them, us the
interesting periods of he il.
times when lie \\
-lit sight of his face at
.

that

linn.!';

for

Wi;

To famished

heee-

1

TBS.

to

By

all

the poet'" dreams that

,

r?

l',u!

who
,1

f-iir liir.l

b

An,
Exulting niiaul
I

I

Elizabeth,

HU.^.

An.l

iingclssang

liiy bier,

Olo.

1

lliy train,

made him

yet

soon to
CUB

suffer so terrib;

!

to show him that I do not
him very much-, but now that I
about somebody else, perhaps that would only make

was thinking yesterday of trying

dislike him, that

Saint,

h

Ever with

this

lie must
Will they meet again? By what the v
of
care
and
at
poor
peolie very good,
church,
taking
I suppose I shall never know.
I wonder where she lives?
ple.
:

h

i

is

be?

notes

H

we now are., and
woman who he thi;

strangers to each other, strangers as

still

us remain.

find he cares

I

could

like'

hate me."
For two long hours Rose mused in this way, and was only disturbed from these absorbing thoughts by Thereson's knock at
the door, and somewhat impatient announcement that dinner was
on the table and M. le Baron in the dining room. She hastily
came down stairs, and was so preoccupied, that if Geor:
he must have been struck
paid the least attention to her looks,
with it: but he was, if possible, more silent and abstracted than
had
ever.
Rose, remembering the expression of his face whilst he

him
Whilst the little girl sang, Rose sat with her face covered with
She made Beuoite
bcr hands, tears trickling down her cheeks.
St. Elizabeth's song till she had committed
she
called
what
repeat
been
it herself to memory, and envied the child for whom it had

composed.

When, some hours afterwards, she saw George writing in the
garden, his face lighted up with an expression she had never observed in it before, she guessed what he was doing, and a passionate desire seized her to collect the little bits of paper he had
aside,
decipher what was written on them. She
watclied him out of the grounds, and then furtively made her way

and

thrown

to

behind the bench, and, on her knees, carefully collected every

fragment of the torn-up sheet of pnper, and carried them up to
her room; then, locking her door, she patiently and carefully reassembled and adjusted the bits of writing, and with flushed
checks and beating heart made out some lines which had a strange
effect upon her.
They seemed to her very beautiful poetry, and
deficient as she

was

in literary

knowledge, her instinct did not

mislead Rose.

The lines were full of melody of the music of poetry and
they expressed forcibly strong and vehement feelings. They
seemed addressed to some one revered, worshipped, and for ever
lost, but not dead, for they called upon this being, as far removed from him who addressed her as if death had separated
them, still to be the guiding light of his sad existence. He adjured thai absent one not to forget, in her hours of worship before the silent altar, to send her angel with a message of strength
and peace to him, who, after years of dull apathy, had been
and after a brief gleam of illusive hope,
to suffer, with an intensity which had roused latent powers, once
" In
the homes of the
possessed, long lost, and now regained.
poor," these lines went on to say, "pray for the soul thou hast

awakened

to feel, to think,

taught to love the poor; by the bed-side of the dying, pray for
him who often longs to lay down the burthen of life and rest in
a quiet grave. God speaks to thce in silence of Ills sacramental

He

speaks to thee through the eyes and through the
follow
and bless thee in the sick ward or the house of
which
lips
poverty, and He will permit thy words to win for me strength
to bear my fate, courage to go through life unloved and uncarcd
for; they will reach my soul in hours of solitude, spent in converse with nature and with that God who, when He sent thee to
presence

;

help, saved me
died, love vanished

my

acute anguish,

I

from despair. Faith had waned, hope had
from my soul; even though stamped with
welcome them again."

A strange number of confused, agitating, startling thoughts
rushed on poor little Rose's mind as she made out these lines,
and pondered over them. Their meaning could not be mistaken.
lie had cared for some one else he had loved some one else.
He
worshipped in some strange manner that one whoever she
was whom he looked upon as a saint or an angel. "Then what
"
business had he to marry poor little me?
she exclaimed to herself, with a sudden feeling of indignation, and perhaps of jealousy; but conscience and Rose's conscience was one of those
clear and upright guides which did not lend itself to self-deceit

still

"The same

business you had to marry
" But

him when
a*nan should have more couryou felt you hated him."
age than a woman," tho inward voice pleaded with some truth.
But conscience again replied, "lie meant to try and make you
answered,

happy; his

letter said

so.

And

then you spurned him.

You

showed him you loathed his very sight. Oh, my God! my God!
what a mistake I made. Arc we both to pass through lifi
unloved and uncarcd for bcarine the same n;i:,.

sin
been writing the verses which had thrown her into so great
sitnow
same
the
he
was
believe
person
agitation, could hardly
at long intervals, some
ting opposite to her, and only uttering,

commonplace observation.
She became painfully nervous, answered in an impatient manZon because, in clearing away the
ner, and spoke crossly to
each other. He
things, she had knocked two glasses against
seemed surprised.
At last, when the servant had left the room, she got up sud" I must ask
you to excuse me. I have a bad
denly, and said,
"
headache, and must go and rest
"Are you ill, Rose?" George said, more graciously than
usual.

"Oh, no;
"

it is

I feel only a little stupid a li
go and see my Aunt Medc to-morrow."
I think it will do you a great deal of good.

nothing.

I think I shall

dull.

By

all

means.

Perhaps you do not take enough exercise."
She
Rose stood with the handle of the door in her hand
She wanted to say some insignificant
tried to steady her voice.
the carpenter's donkey to take her to
thing about sending for
her emotion failed, and .-he burst
control
to
effort
town, but the
He started, up, and losing all self-command, sh<
into tears.
is unbearable."
claimed, "I can no longer endure this my life
He seemed pained, and said in a grave and earnest m;:nncr
" I can indeed well understand it.
has lasted too long
I feel
it.

I

high time that you should
to enjoy the society of those you love, and be delivered from
You will do me the justice to say that I have ful-

have been considering that

left

my

it is

presence.

my pledge and kept my word.
surances I have already given you.
endure the trials of life. Our paths

filled

need not repeat the ashelp us both to

I

May God

in different directions.

lie

and as peaceful as is possible under the
yours be as happy
circumstances. Perhaps you will remain a few days at Lcs C'aback your aunt with you here. To-morpucins? or else bring

May

I shall go to Marseilles."
Rose made no reply. She could not think of anything she
to her room, where she recould, or would, say, and hurried up
mained for some hours, absorbed in painful reflections, made up
It was late in the
night heof bitter regrets and self-reproach.

row

fore she

fell

asleep,

and when she awoke

in the

morning

it

was

She dressed hastily, and went down stairs
past nine o'clock.
Breakfast was laid only for one on the dining-room table.
Thcreson's voice was audible in the kitchen, disputing with old
"
Where is M. clc
Simon. Rose called her, and asked,
Yedelles?

"

" Simon
says that M.

le

Baron went

diligence, at five o'clock this morning.
So that
teau for him to the highroad.

cup and

f.nd

to the Capucins.

am

I to

He

by the

first

carried his portman-

was why

I

took

away

the

Monsieur said that Madame was goiug.toWill Madame want Casimir's doukcy^and

late.

day

to Marseilles

"

go with her?
1 shall stay here, at any rate
I havcchanarod my mind.
to-day." Rose said, and after swallowing with pome effort n few
nut nn Iter lint :nnl wpnf In-tru a^l r.*fl

"No;

She was ashamed

Benoite.

not bear ID

>ii!d

whom,
little

at thai

wild

moment

girl of the

at fooling ns

ri 111:1111

she

woods

fell

wretched as she

alone, nor In go i>> l.n
cid yd, the onlv Iniiiiaa
liial

she could do

the child he

did.

Mise."

And

"

being to

Now

u

.so,

had been kind

Menoi;,

which she held
1

to.

U|

1

eoiiKI

ir

usuai time win

D

Monsieur ana no dinner comes. If she
maybe it will comfort her, though she can'l
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sieursuysit will turn into a bagful of
and then she can buy bread."
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Rose was hesitating as to what she would
answer, and Bewent on: " You see, Mise, I thought of
printing
here, just as Germaine Cousin did and leaving ir to
the goats; but I am afraid
they would no! mind it.noite

A DISCOVERY.

,,

:

Ross walked with

a rapid stop to the well, where she
expected
was there as usual, but in-

to find Benoilc, and sure enough she
stead of wailing to be accosted and

spoken to, as .soon as the
child saw her young mistress she sprung up and ran to meet her.
"Oh, Mi-e," slit' exclaimed, " is Monsieur gone aw.iy'!
" He went
to Marseilles this morning.
Did he tell you ycsler"
iliat he meant to do so?
"
Yes. in the evening, when I was taking the goats to the stable, he came to wish me goodbye.
He had not said anything
>ut goins away when I had met him in the afternoon.
Oh,
"
Mi.se. 1 am so sorry he is gone!
and Benoite began to rry.
Rose sat down by the child and held her hand in hers. The
little girl looked up into her face and said
"
Will he come back again soon? I asked him, but he would
not tell me. He only patted me on the shoulder, and said we
should meet again some day. Are you, too,
going away, Mise
Rose? I do not love you as much as 1 love Monsieur, but I am
beginning to like you, and if you will tell Thereson not to call
''

me

an

idiot, I shall

soon love you."

"Oh, she must not do thai," Rose said, her cheek flushing.
"
People don't know the harm they do when they dare to say
such things. I don't wonder, Benoile, that you should like
Monsieur better than me. I cannot tell you nice stories, or
make songs for you as he did."

"But
"
"

can't

you

Do you mean

find stories in a book, Mise?
"

if I

"

can read them?

Well, I suppose so. What I know is, that Monsieur, when
he began telling me about the dear St. Elizabeth, was
carrying a
book under his arm, and in the beginning of it was a picture of
her with her lap full of roses, and a gentleman with a face

something like Monsieur's peeping at them. Once he said he
was going to tell me another story, about a sick man she
put in
a bed, and then when people came to look at him, there was
Jesus, on his cross, lying in it instead.
He found that in the
book.

Perhaps if you had it, you could find some stories in it."
The child's suggestion was not lost on Rose. She made up her
mind to venture into the room where George's books were

lying
about, and to try and discover this one.
Whilst she was thinking of this, Benoite was looking at her wistfully.
At last she
said

"

Mise, could you take care of the goats for an hour or two? "
I could.
But why should I?"

"Perhaps
"

Because then I could do Monsieur's commission this morning instead of late this evening, and not have to keep Toinette
waking so long for her money."

"Who 'is

Toinette?

"

"She is a very old paralyzed woman, who lives in a hut half
way between this place and Cereste, at the rocks of Etretat.
Monsieur found her out one day by chance the first day he was
here, I think and she was very ill, and afraid she was going to
die.
Monsieur walked to Cereste and told M. le Cure how bad
she was, and M. le Cure came, and he got a woman to take care
of her.
After that Monsieur went himself every day to see her,
and yesterday, Benoite,' he said, I went, to send some nn
'

!d

Toinette, as

know who

to

now

I shall

send wifh

not be here to take food
it;

t<>

her.

Thereson and Simon would

walk so far.' 'Send your guardian aimel I said.
and answered that I was for once to be his guardian
and when I have taken the goats home
must carry to

not eare to

'

!.

1

id thing.

It

is

the finest thing

you ever saw,

"No

because you are not a saint, iilile Benoite.
Tie
says you are very naughty sometimes, and v,;ll not do
"
are told
" Then
I'll be a saint to
spite her," Benoite exclaimed, sha
.

and stamping m a very unsamtlike manner
I'll
and then the birds and the beasts will do what I tell hem
as the wolf did when St. Francis bade him
keep the peace with
the people of Gubbio.
That was another of M
ales,
But I shall not tell the wolves to keep the peace with T
her

fist

saint,

I

I will order that
great eagle thai flew across the sky and perched
on the high rock above Etretat last ni-ht, to
pick out
"
Oh, Benoite, you would not, if you could, do such a dread!

ful thing!

You woald

be like a devil, not a saint."

"Well, if not her eyes, her cap. I would bid him carry her
cap off her bead, away to his nest. I should like to hear her
scream after it. But what shall I do about Toinciie'/ "
"
Tell me where she lives, and I will
go to her myself."
"Well, Mise, you must follow that path that leads through
the wood, and then enter the olive groves and
go up the hill.
You will pass by a little shrine where here is a Madonna, and
I

then turn to the

In a

while you will come to some
lemon and orange trees, and there under the rocks is Toinctte's
hut."
left.

little

Rose went back to the house to fill a basket, and then, laden
with provisions, and intrusted with the gold piece which Benoite
gave into her hands with rather a wistful look of regret, she
started on her errand.
It was one of the most beautiful of the
long days of June.
The air was balmy, and though the heat was great, it was not
There was shade almost everywhere on her road.
oppressive.
Rose thought how strangely different things had turned out from
what she had expected. She could form no idea as to her future,
and felt as if in a dream. It was a relief to walk, to have something to do, and the fact that she was executing the commission
George had intrusted to the little peasant, gave her a sort of
satisfaction.

The hut Benoite had

described was in a lonely situation at the
some rocks; tho nearest place to it was Cereste. She
easily found it, and explained to the paralytic and solitary old
woman that M. de Vedelles was absent, that he sent her twenty
francs to provide for her immediate necessities, and that she had
herself brought her some dinner.
"And who are you, kind Mise?" the old creature asked,
foot of

looking with admiration at Jose's lovely face.
" I am the wife of the
gentleman who has visited you lately,"
she answered, and for the first time she said that word irifc with
I

a sort of emphasis thai seemed like laying claim to a name she
would not have willingly given up.
" Then the
good God has rewarded him for all his charity y
giving him an angel for a wife." Toinette rejoined, clamping her
thin hands together, and speaking in that poetical manner
in Provence, as in Ireland, is so often met with
amongst the
poor and the ignorant.
Rose sat down by the bedside, and said,
He has, then, been
1

'

very kind to you?
" Good as the

"

good God, Mise. lie has saved my life but
done yet more for my soul. Oh, if you knew the peace and the
"
consolation he has given to this poor heart of mine!
" How so: " said Rose
earnestly, drinking in each of th.

4-

woman's wr:

'

rind

with the

finr
if

thai

lali',

i

n

iHiy ir.mi

in

;il

more from weakness

lie,

so she
ot

neenicd

tier

in the

liim.

Two

robbery of a diligence,

tried,

in her heart

till

nd( rings in the hills,

entend

lu-r

.

had

aee:<!e:i;

liim she told her grief and, as she
she poured forth the long pent-up anguish

and described the rebellious nngcr she
lie had soothed and consoled her.
nan.

of

the day that

To

lust.

iier soul,

felt

" Did he tell
you what has been his cross t'" Rose asked, with
her face turned away dreading to hear the answer.
Not exactly. Mise. lie told me he had been ill, and lost for
He said this when
-t relish to work,
or even to think.

long sleepless nights in winter, when I
almost go out of my mind. He smiled kindly,
and then just said those few words, and he promised to get me
1

complained

lie

!

ihat in the
i

news of my son."
"
Did he succeed?

"

"

Oh, yes; thanks be !o the good God, who hears our prayers.
that reminds me of what he told me when I was crying so
bitterly, something a great saint- had said about sons being saved
Yes, Mise, he wrote to a friend of his
by their mother's tears.
at Toulon, some one as good as himself, and he brought me,
When he had read it to me he laid it
three days ago, this letter.
on the bed, and forgot to take it away with him. And oh. I think
this was a mercy of the good God, for I have found in it the
words about my Antoine. It lies on my heart all the day, and at

Ah,

under my pillow, suclias it is. You may see it if you like,
beautiful Mise.
Oh, you are happy to have M. George for
husband. Earn so glad God has given him a wife as good

n

my
:

1 shall always pray for you both."
" Yes.
pray for us both," Rose repeated softly, and two large
The letter which Toinette put
rolled down her cheeks.

as himself

into her

hands was

as follows:

Dear Friend As soon as I got your orders, off I went to
lAumonier du I.-agnc. and made inquiries with regard to the
whom you take an interest.

My
Jl.

i

It is
.1.

very like you, George, during the first days of your honeyfor' 1 duly received the leitre rfc /<','> part, announcing
riage with .Mdllc. Rose Lescalle, and saw in lie papers
had alien place. I must say I think you ought to have
me \onr-,;-lf on such an occasion; but to return to the
I

that

ii

ind

II

spspeet, o

in

lo

that

inability
occupy yourself with anything but
Ani I unji
for a clever physician aasuri d me, tin
ii
a shoe,
brain experienced in that
metimes years before a person recovered the,
power of application, even though the mind was not al
lint God ha> given
you genius, and you will take lie
i

1

surprise, especially

the

none of them,

little

world of your own family, who

fancy, the
under that silent, absent, languid, provoking
Write and tell me if yon an come In re
me your affectionate and devoted friend,
I

i

<

i

to
point, 1 say it' was like you to ferret out in the mountains,
which you have apparently retired, a sick old woman to visit and
a work of charily to lie done.
When we wer ai college, nnd you were carrying off all the
was not that you
pri/es. what made me love you, old fellow,
bright and at the head of our class, but that if
were always the one to
to be done
ind
there

manner

i,

.

..ml believe

ALOYS DE BEI.MONT,
-\aval Lieutenant.

venture to beg you to present
George do Vedelles?
'May

she exclaimed,
he, told me he knew what it is
to suffer; that 3-011111; as he was lie had borne a heavy cross, and
that lie wouKl try to lighten, mine.'
Oil, Mise,

true Ihat. sir

lost all thai

against

'

'

was

:l

i

.

I

i't

'

1

awny

"-

if

t

'<

news hud reached her, the convict's
heard one word from or aboiii her son. llnr
li: -!'
for news of liim hut none
died

kcd me
von had
ulter

\

lay the dreadful

had not

have hear-

I

when

her day

li::d

been led
than tl

last

thought

hold of

World.

Ila

for live years to the galleys.

1

i

southern

mother whos,
.ml had

a

ol'

:l

T

my

respects to

Madame

Light had been gradually dawning on Rose's mind, and this
singularly -thrown in her way, revealed to her the truth
which she was beginning to realize. George de Ycdelles was a
totally different being from the one the reports of others and her
own imagination had drawn. He had been misunderstood and
underrated by his relatives, despised by his father, compassionated
by his mother, held cheap by his brother, and haled by her-< It
Ko wonder he had told the poor paralytic woman before her that
heavy had been the cross he had to bear. Xo wonder that when
he had seen her on the day she had been made his wife look at
him with contempt and aversion she, the ignorant, foolish little girl, who had not thought it worth her while to judge for
herself of the man to whom she had been married that he
turned from her with disgust, and left her to her fate. And he
had known and cared for one who must have been so do
from herself, his very ideal of a perfect woman, w
letter, so

1

be, in his eyes, one of those creatures who think trinkets
and smart dresses and a carriage and servants the only eh
She kept the letter from George's friend a longof happiness.
When
time in her hand, and almost learnt by heart its contents.
at last she.' laid it down, and Toinette said, "Is it not a beautiful
"
Hose started, and then answered
letter';
" Indeed I am
very glad you showed it to me. I shall come
and see you again in a day or two."

must

..

"WithM. George?"
"

Toinette asked.

returned." poor Rose replied, with a pang, for
she felt how unlikely it was that he would come back, though
if he did, she thought things would be different than tin

Yes,

he

if

is

been; and perhaps who knows? they might be walking tl:r
those groves and across those hills one day together, on just such
a lovely evening as this one, and visions of domestic happiness,
that seemed to have vanished for ever, would rise again before
the

wedded

who

girl

had, as she mournfully said

turned her hack on her

own

to herself,

happiness.

'

i

,ot

to

have

have good news to
Well,
<.
beer his m
he is well, and wl
1

lost that

good
give of your \ oung man. wherewith
He is alive M. Antoine Lcmam

n

llbtful.

THE
ROSE came home, and

me

:i

\

:

eek.

after eating her solitary
the large book

meal she tl.
where Monsieur
found the lories about St. Kli/ahelhof Hungary, and afte.
entured into the room. which was called M. Lc
had used as a silting
study, and which George
persons the thought of whom occupies us. the
mos) interesting thing we can do is to examine a room which
There are so many small bill
'led.
,,!'

ir

\KI\

LAID nOI.D OP.

:

tell

" i-oidd

(I. IF.

eslion about

of Ben

at

him'lhat his mother sends him her bless
write to her if he knows how. which
Should he be able to do so, I will inclose to
d old lady's hut which you d<

he will
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you

t)iing

iheir

The prominent

p

a

them

of

lyiii'j

on the

feature
floor

i

open and on

'

others

inmey.

A

still

great

in

:

in,

DO the

tai

of paper, scribbled

13

The disorder in which
were thrust Into a waste-paper basket.
It'
i'-n.
cv'-n thing was h
not
inhave
"""Id
for
luul p
i.p
packed
good,
away
ins books? hut perhaps lie had given directions to thai
She had not Die courage to ask Simon or Then-son

dreami
This was the

(lone so.

of the mo:! lova!

Besides the books, there were some mateiials for drawing and
uufnimed p
painting in the, open case, and in the corner an
wrapped up in hrown paper. She took it, up and -found

of brilliant renius united

initiation
1

I't

il'

1

,

was alaudscape representing the Chateau de Valsee, the heredhad sold in
itary manor of the de Vedelles which the Count
order to purchase La Pinede. She took the painting to the window, aud looked with interest at the view of a place where
It was a. venerable pile of
<!corg-e had spent his childhood.
ImiMing very imposing in its old fashioned style, and surrounded by tall stately larches which added to its rather gloomy
In the corner of this painting,
and aristocratic grandeur.
He had told her, the
Jacques de Vedelles' name was written.
first day she had seen him, that he painted landscape, but had

champion

vith a fine, dignified

and sweet expression, which

it

was

impossible not to be struck with.
"Oh, what a lovely countenance!" Rose inwardly exclaimed;
and then she saw, at the corner of this painting, not Jacques"

name, but the letters, G. de V., and the date, April 7th, 1835.
That was the day she had been at La Piucde for the first time.
Suddenly it flashed upon her that as she was going away and the
carriage in which she was with her parents was driving through
he avenue gate, she had caught sight of a caleche going up to
I

the chateau, in which a beautiful young person was sitting by
She must be the person he had painted
the side of an old man.
on the back of his brother's picture of Valsee she must be the
;

person he had cared for and regretted so intensely. Who was
he
Then the idea of Mdlle. de la Pinede suddenly struck her;
:

she had heard of her beauty, and what the ladies of La Ciotat
I, her exaltation.
On the day that she was walking listlessly by her mother's side

on the Tasse, whilst Artemon Richer was paying her compliments, she had heard some one telling her mother that the beautiful heiress at Toulon, Mdlle. de la Pinede, was going to be a
Sister of Charity.

How

it happens in life that we hear at one time
things
an utter indifference, which perhaps at some other
period would have stirred the depths of our hearts with indescribalile emotions.
She guessed now, she felt certain, that it was
Mdlle. de la Pinede George had so profoundly admired, so pas-

often

said with

sionately lored.

must be so.
hand, and gazed
It

of

.

tin-

awoke

She compared the lines he had
which she had preserved, with the picture before
her eyes, and not a doubt could exist in her mind that the object
of his love and his reverence was Denise de la Pinede.
igrossed was she with this discovery, and the contemplation of the face he had painted with rare talent and exact fidelwas long before --he remembered the purpose with
ity, that
which she had entered that room. Rousing herself, at last, from
this absorbing preoccupation, she began to search for the volume Benoite had de-erilied. and soon found it. That volume

wi:h

all

.

'hurch in
sal,

reading Ihi
world and the

in

Creator and

its

Redeemer

lir.

t

i

time

:
.

ih

its

!

For the

first time she understood
can be purified and exalted in

(o

what
the

in

t

same supreme love. Never has Ih.
n portrayed a more touching ideal of Christian marriage than the
quaint old biographers of the dear St. Eli/abclh
always called in the land of her birth have drawn of her
with that model of Christian princes, the good DuiThuringia. The minute details of their domestic
tender attachment and sweet piety of these w<
luding, as it did, his early death in the C'r.

life

and of the

.

sanctity of her widowhood, the poetical aud famili
the mutual affection of the young betrothed couple, the touching
fidelity of his love for her, and her tender ar.d grateful
tion to him, selected and traced, as they are, by a in;,
formed a picture which laid hold, as it were, of ],;

and seemed

to call forth all its latent powers of thought and
Seeds sown in her soul during the early years she had
spent under her Aunt Mede's roof had been lying dormant, ready
to expand under the ripening effects of suffering, and now they
were about to bear fruit.
As Rose perused those eloquent pages she traced the impres
feeling.

sion they had made on another mind; pencil marks, aud a few
words here and there, revealed to her what had been Gc>

This agreement, this sympa;
thoughts as he read them.
tween them, struck her with a mournful sense of what
When he had
once have been, and now might never be.

felt

some passage descriptive of Christian v,
love, or of exalted virtue, she had, no doubt, risen before
mind as the childish, frivolous school-girl she must h
to him, and the image of Denise de la Pinede passed before
the full force of

his

his

"Yes,
eyes as the living type of womanly perfection.
" I can feel for
him, I can pity him now. I
mentally exclaimed,
can understand what his aversion must be to the worldly,
What a strange fate on
girl he thinks he has married.

But there must be a meaning in it; God never does anyor
permits anything without a purpose; I have often
thing
Aunt Mede say so. She would have gone out of her mio
1 will
said, during the Reign of Terror, but for that thought.
to her, or rather, I will write and ask her to come to i:

go

cannot leave this place; George might come back any day. Oh,
that would be too good to he true. If I saw him coining in at that.
he again afraid of showing him
gate, what should I do? Perhaps
that I love him.

that he hates

it.

Elizabeth of Hungary, by the

St.

Comte de

ilembert.

Are there not many who at some turning-point of their
met with a book which has been to (hem like a
from
of which Ih
1

D
\.

her mind.
For the
glorious and blessed thing life c
I
sorrows, when on
it

ing, a sort of angel or saint.

of

(

p

as the emotions, the ideas as to this

written, and

life

eli'cet.

beenl

She held, for a long time, the portrait in her
at it with deep emotion.
She thought that the

heavenly expression of that beautiful face told the story of the
vocation of the unearthly love which God had
given to
.vored child of Hi- Heart.
She felt no jealousy, scarcely
that George should have known, and loved, and been influenced, by one whom he must now look upon as a superior be-

ie

di

hour after hour she

il

never succeeded in drawing figures.
As she was carrying back to the case the view of Valsee, she
aed to turn it round, aud found that on the other side of
the canvas there was the portrait of a woman, a most beautiful

i

hard to

t

;

rcv-

And

is it

possible?

Do

I really lovo

him,

now

me?"

As she was asking herself this question, Zon knocked at the
door, and on being told to come in. the aged handmaid appeared, and giving a contemptuous look at the book
floor, exclaimed, "(Jood gracious, Mise Rose, win
here, sitting in the middle of all these dusty
doing
you
and reading by candlelight, tool T declare it is enough to put
your eyes out. Dear me! Have you not learnt enough during
at you must be poriuthe eight years you spent at

on the

"

books now that you are grown up?
" It is to amuse
ad, Zon."
my
"
Ah, well, I should think you did want amusement; but you
might find something belter to do than that."
" What, woui

T'S
"

W:

town, of

'id

pay

visits.

You have

DAI
"Arc- you happy,

"

my

hut she did no

darling?

I

"
\

i

if 1

uvll,

"

was .Madame
IKT thoughts in words, but nn
'Milder* was si^.n.iieanl enough of the

low estimation

which she held

in

licr

young mi

"

"
if Madame \vou't go into town,
Well," she said,
"
ie invite her friends here?

why

docs

do not want to see anybody for some days."
People must please themselves, I suppose," Zon rejoined
a tone of resignation; "but if you lead this sort of life much
I

m

"

you

thai

but that

of

thiuic

dinner?
'

I

would

it

it,

but

lie

I

if

I don't know
Madame Lescallc what I
town, who would cook Maduiuc's

will

go into a decline.

n:y duly to

go

to

tell

"

me

to my mother.
In the meantime,
Zon, do not meddle with what concerns no one but

forbid you, Zon, to say anything about
I shall go and see her myself.

In a few days
''

1

e!f."

went into her bedroom, taking with her the book which
had made so deep an impression on her mind, and one or two
more in which she had seen pencil marks and annotations in
's hand, and others on the blank leaves of which were
written some unfinished poems, which she read with a beating
heart, for they let her into the secrets of his soul.
They contained allusions which marked them as his own, and now that
she knew, by Aloys de Belmont's letter, that he was a poet, she
valued every word, every line, which gave her an insight into
h:3 character a glimpse of his mind.
That day and that night worked a great change in Rose.
s of strong religious fervor had been awakened in her,
r

same time a pure though earthly affection was dawning in her heart. She had discovered in the life of St. Elizabeth
A
of Hungary that these two feelings are not incompatible.
and

at the

strange new happiness sejincd filling her soul during the hours
of that sleepless night, which the foresight of suffering did not
Hers might be a sad fate in the eyes of the
interfere with.

world.

might be God's will that the cloud which hung over her fulife was never to be dissipated, that he whom she now felt
she could have dearly loved, might never care for her, never reIt

ture

turn to her; but she now discerned fcomethiug higher and, greater
than earthly love, than earthly happiness. That light which
sometimes breaks slowly on the mind after long years, someifter a life-time of conflict and trial, illuminates others at
the morning of their days, not always permanently or
consistently, but it shines on the mountain-tops, even whilst the
upward path is encompassed by dark shades. Such was the case
;n

The clue had been laid hold of, and clutched
by that young hand which erewhile was helplessly stretched
out m the midst of unfathomable gloom. The hour when we
k forward to a life of suffering, of solitude, or of sacrifice,
with a thrill of supernatural joy, is often the turning-point in
our lives.
When three days afterwards Rose ran out to meet her Aunt
Mede, whom she had urgently invited to come and see her, the
eyes of the old lady perceived that a change had
in this instance.

come over her darling niece. The soft, smiling, childish face
was paler than she.' had ever seen it, the dark blue c\ es had :.n
a-i she hud never observed
in th"in before.
sound of her voice there was something different

earnest look such

Even

in the

fioni its usual tone.

At first they sp ->kc. of indifferent things, as people do who are
longing and yet afraid to begin an im;>orunt conversation, and
then Rose took her aunt upstairs to the room ncxi to her own,
,!ic hud prepared for her, and made her sit down in an
:

he open wiudo\\
'I

herself on

stool at

a.

;

calmly and so

wisil'ull'.

used to do in h'-r
her feet, her sweet, face
lie

face

suppose your hu

Vmg

one of those

come home

for dinner?

1

want

to

make

real

li

much.

Will he
acquaintance with

liked so

my nep
Two large

ml.

"

1

tears rolled down Rose's cheeks, and a sudden
Aunt Mede, I have so much
gave them a deep color.
you, so much to ask you. My mind is full of new thoughts, and
such strange, different feelings, I hardly know how to begin tell'

ing you what has happened
'

"George has
"Left you?

What can have happened

child?

my

Happened,

to

you?

"

me."

left

Good

heavens, Rose, what

mean?

do you

When? How?"
" Four
days ago."
"And where has he gone? "
" To Marseilles."

"With whom?"
I am not quite

"

of his

sure; but I think he

is

staying with a friend

M. de Belmont."

a

"My dear child, you should not have suffered him to leave
Who knows
you," Mise Mede said, with a look of uneasiness.
if he is capable of taking care of himself?
"Aunt Mode," Rose exclaimed, " you, and all of us, and his
own family, have made a great mistake about George an <-x
'

which

traordinary mistake
"
too late!

And
"

I

have found out too

Oh

late

yes

bursting into tears, Rose hid her face on her aunt's knees.
my child, you frighten me. Is he quite out of his

Speak,

mmd?"
"

Oh, no, Auut Mede, he is not a bit out of his mind. He is
goodness and cleverness. He is one whom a woman
could most dearly love and admire. And if on the day we were
married 1 had not shown that I hated and despised him it was
before you came back and talked to me, Aunt Mede I
have been the happiest of wives; but now it is all over with that
kind of happiness."
She paused, but seeing her old aunt's intense anxiety, she
went on
" As soon as we arrived here he
gave me this letter/'
She placed it in Mademoiselle Lescalle's hands, and when she
full of

;

had read
"

it,

said

He

has acted up to what he wrote. For form's sake lie remained here till last Monday, but we hardly spoke to one mi
ec mse he saw me looking so
other, and then 1 think it was
unhappy, and thought I could not bear the sight of him, that
1

he went away, and I shall never see him again."
"That does not follow," Aunt Mede said, and seemed for a
few moments buried in thought. " But what besides this let ler
which is indeed a proof that he is far from being the sort of pelson we supposed has made you think him clever, as you .-ay

you did not speak together hardly at all?"
Then Rose, in an artless and touching manner,

told Mise

Mede

of George's conversations with Bcnoite, related to her by the
little shepherdess; of the verses she had seenhim write, and those
she had found in his books; of the portrait he had pain
Mdlle. de la Pinedc, and his romantic devotion to her.

And

for word, she repeated what Tomeltc had told her ot
not least of M. de
his visits and their conversations, and last

then,

word

Belmonl's letter, which had thrown light on the strange and fatal
mistake of those who had mistaken the languor of an overwrought brain, and the fanciful peculiarities of a poetic nature,
for proofs of mental deficiency and disordered understanding.

"I
come

see

it,

right,

heart aches
:il

all,"

Mdlle. Lescalle slowly ejaculated

Rosy;
at

but. oh,

my own

self-coniniand gave.
>k
,1

darling,

the thought of what

suffer,

whie

my

v>

if

"

It

may

all

you knew how niv "id

you have had to suffer, and
Then Mise Mede's

poor darling child'
ay, and tears coursed

'

down

her wrinkled

her hauds in hers, and, looking at her ear-

.

"Aunt Mode,
you

all

i

You will

don't cry.

feel IIIH!

When

lliink.

not grieve
belli

\ve

when

I

on

lhoui:lit,

',01

1

.

li I

he,

i

thai,

in

li

and looked up

T

feelings,
by
\p;-cs-,ion in her face which revealed to

skv with an

at

iiiu

for

means of raising you
But remember, my child,

to a
that

more than ordinary

perfeelion.

"P.Thaps
i

felt

not,

Aunt Mede;

might depend a

little

and did."

"

What you must feel and what you must do, Rose, is not
tional.
The vow you pronounced a the altar, the union

op-

of ile
red.

Yon

l:::v

Church,

1

,

is

not canceled by wi

at

to

has

''

,'nm

I

I

God."

I

and yet how little real religion may inspire them.
Oh, Aunt Mede, I have seen so-.ne of their writings am
George's books, and found beauliiul things in them, bu' Uiev
did not help me as I now want to Le helped. It was like dnnl,
wine too strong for my head, or smelling a too powerful per
When I read this book, I feel as if I was breathing mountain
'

forth,

"

air."

"Peed on

that kind of air, Rosy,"Mdlle. Lescalle said, with a
Brace yourself with it in preparation tor whatever God
may appoint to your lot. I begin to think that my Hose, the
child of my heart, is going to be one of those valiant women
'

smile.

whom
a

little

the Scriptures spjak of, and I do not give up the
nope of
earthly happ.uess for her either, if she will be brave >i:d
;

We

need uot despair at all that everything will come
You and your husband are very young, two children in
right.
fact, who have been mismanaged by others, and then. left to
patient.

mismanaged one another. We must see now what
You must let me think and pray about it.

yourselves,

be done.
hour or two on

is b,-st

An

to

my knees will help me to a good thoui'ln.
Rose threw her arms round her old aunt's neck, and kissed her
as she used to do in her childhood, when Mise Mede made
''

i

thing straight for her.

"I

you alone for a while," she said, almost i
Aunt Mede, for now I have begun
want to tell you much more about what I think, and wi-h
mean to do, whether
She stopped. It wa
"

will leave

but don'i pray too long,

I

'

the thoughts that, were passing through her mind, and the
"
nection between those words and the next she uttered.
Toinettc. you know, said George w:
It.
iod.
was In

made her

forgive people and love God, and M. de Belmonl w
him that why he liked him so much at college was becaui
was so kh.d lo every one; and you know, Aunt Mede, that I think,

do think, that in going away and
leaving me he thoiu
wan doing right and what was best for me."
"
Very likely he did, 1'osy, and we must find out the best way
of undeceiving him on that point.
And now your cli;
really

palei than

t

Yin

,

]

still it

lion, bul

ijiie

the notes in his books, and his verses, Aunt M:
should think George was nearer to God than I am."
" It
may be so, my child. We cannot judge of others in that
respect, even when well acquainted with them, and I do
know your husband at all; but I do uot reckon religious poetical
effusions as any proof of a real and linn faith.
Those who
read Victor Hugo and Lamartine's verses in their earlvd:
know in what admirable hnirungc. pious emotions can tie poured

lie

can be allowed to choois no choice for you in the matter."

a

"From

on

in

him know

let

I

him

to

not a case

lie

ilnuiilfiil.

patient love the love of a Christian wife, not the fondness of a
frivolous woman
will at last recall him to your side, and draw

which you
yours
Uiese two kinds of lives. There
is

be

i

'

tiie

In act in ;y

not,

But even if he had, if he had coi
and deliberately rejected the wife God ha- given him, it w<
still be your duty patiently,
sweetly,
iy, to pray, to
long for his return, never to give up the l*ope of it, and whilst
rising daily higher in the upward path to which God's grace is
calling you, to hold out to him the hand which v.
on your marriage day, and trust to the end that your strong

i

prove an exceptional fate, if though married you are irretrievably separated from him whose name you bear, then you
may believe that what God will have permitted is intended to be

e fel<

reading into her soul?

!

to

,

il

" So
strangely blended, ray child, that a heart broken with the
human sorrow may still know a happiness which is indeed
a foretaste of heaven.
But tell me how you have learnt this
secret?
By what means have you discovered it?

is

ii::

'

.said

tofo'low. I leave that tn Him;" and again Rose looked upward,
and joined together her hauds, which rested on Aunt Medea
"
knees.
What I mean is, that I see two kinds of life which He
intend
for me."
may
"
Tc'l me what you are thinking of, my child."
"Well, Aunt Mede, it is possible, is it not that George may
return, and that he may some day find out that he can love me,
as I have found out that I can love him, and then that we might
be happy together, and love God and serve Him together, like the
good Duke Louis and the dear St. Elizabeth? But if he does
not come back, and if he never cares for me at all, then my life
would be like hers after her husband's death. I would live with
you, dearest Aunt Mede, or here perhaps, if my parents would
let rne rem.iia here amidst these beautiful mountains, and the
poor people scattered about this place, nursing the sick, teaching the children, and praying in the village churches. I did not
know till quite lately, till these few last days, what prayer
meant. I used to say my prayers, and I knew our Lord was in
the tabernacle on the altar, but not as I now know and feel it.
Oh. what a wonderful change comes over one when this is once
realized!
Which of these two kinds of lives'would be best, do
you ib'nk. Aunt Mede?"
" lu
themselves, my child, and for those bound by no duty and
no indissoluble tie, a life devoted to God and to the poor is, without doubt, the most easy and straight road to heaven. If
yours

I

man who bai
that,
after he has made
phi'.n lliat b
Is it the Rose who lias been
opening her heart to me that ho
despises? Does he know her? Has he had any opportune

which bad taken place in that young
She slowly took up the words Rose had uttered, aud

Then she sa d
" Aunt
Mede, if you knew to what a degree I feel this! I see
two paths before me. I have no clear idea which God means me

I

" Let
a

Aunt Medc

:

a

deceive voiir

the

" Toiuette's
words, aud what she said of all George had done
h<-r, lirsl ;'av<; me an idea that one might be very unhappy
oneself aud yet find happiness in loving God aud doing good to
But what explained it tome was this book."
others.
She had brought with her St. Eli/ahi- h'; life, and laid it on
the knees of her aunt, whose eyes g'Jstencd when she saw it.
"Ah! my child; you understood as you read these pages
they arc very familiar to me, Rosy for the first time you understood what it is to be a saiut?" Rose nodded assent.
"Aud
then came tiie thought that to aim at sanctity, and by dint of
suffeiingg and sacrifices to cliaib the steep ascent which leads to
it, r.iig-ht he a greater, deeper joy than any this world can give."
Rose again bowed her head and remained a moment silent.
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must not acquiesce

have told
my wed-

was bound fur life n> a facia, though \ve tried to
sorrow which Irul Miinell:
ii, thai wa<
shame ill it,; anil then, though I wished to be good, I hail no idea,
1 did not understand, what you must know so well, Aunt, Mcde,
of being good, which is uot the
oniinon
that tlii'i.
ding-day,

JJA 6 UHTtilt.
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hat

wild thyme and jJeuoi,

you.

.

111,

my

child; put on your hat and
air you are so fond ol

mountain

y aud

x,,, don't
(lie lluwc'i-.s,

take a book with
gladden your heart with

the thought of Him
tuiT iii his hands."
,

I

who made them nnd

you, and leave the fu-

Aunt Mede; and the road up the
will pay her a visit."

hill leads to Toinettc's

afterwards Mdlle. Lescalle saw from her window
ag tlu garden carry ing a basket on her arm. snd singi

1

hymn to St. Elizabeth. She watched her graceful
form, her light step, and listened to the sweet young voice caroling away as she disappeared amongst the trees, with a grateful
's

hat. come what might, the child of her heart had discovered the road to true happiness.

CHAPTER

XIX.

AN EMERGENCY.

THE result

of Mise Mode's thoughts and prayers was, that she
evening a long letter to a dear friend of hers at Marseilles, one of those women whom people instinctively turn to
when a difl5cu.lt thing has to be done, or a great act of kindness
to be performed one of those energetic, large-hearted French
iiat

who carry everything before them, and work wonders
with a marvelous case and singular simplicity. Later on, Mdlle.
Amclic Lautard was decorate. 1 with the Cross of the Legion of
Honor. So great and obvious was her influence for good over
souls

the soldiers at Marseilles, amongst whom she indciatigably labored, that, in consideration of her services, the Minister of

under the empire, granted her the privilege of shortening,
her discretion, in certain cases, the term of military

\Viir,

at

ishment.
at the time

But

we

are writing of, her career of charitable
Her father had heen intimately acquainted with Mdlle. Lescalle, and she had always remained in
correspondence with the little Arnelie she had known and loved

work was

at

':

outset.

After

a child.

a-'

its

many

anxious reflections, she determined to

her the whole story of Rose's marriage and of George's unreattachment to Mdlle. de la Pinede, now So3ur Denise at

li

.

She knew, through
.Millie. Lautard, that this young girl had been staying a short
"fore at the Chateau de la Pinede, and that she had felt
interested in George de Vedelles, whose isolation in the midst of
She
ills family and deep melancholy had painfully struck her.
thiu'.L'ht that Mdlle. Lautard might sound Soeur Denise on the
subject and gain from her some information as to his character
ami state of mind, which would furnish a clue to the most effectual means of bringing about his return to his wife and a good uniiding between them.
Medc was much puzzled herself as to the real truth about
On the one hand, she had heard it positively stated that
e
It seemed strange
his int< licet was weak, bis character childish.
that his own parents, his clever father and his loving mother,
should have been deceived on that point; and though all that
Rose had related and shown to her militated strongly against
the

House of Charity

of St. Vincent de Paul.

preconceived impressions, it had not quite destroyed them.
also had burst into the room where Mdlle. Les-

Then Thcreson
-.

nt

last

as

meditating on these conflicting accounts, and, finding
which had been accumulating in her

a vent for the ire

poured forth unmitigated expressions
indignation against M. le Baron, whom she described as a
savage idiot, whom it would be well if Mise Rose had

soul during the last weeks,
OT

even taking care of himself, in which case it would be necessary
communicate with his parents and with Hose's father and

to

mother, at the risk of estranging him for ever from her, or, on
the other hand, of trying other means of bringing them
together,
removing misconceptions, and appealing to his sense of honor
and duty. She came to the conclusion that this ought to be attempted if possible, and that Mdlle. Lautard might not only consult Sieur Denise, but seek out also M. de Belmont. with whom
she hoped George was still residing, and find out from him the
real truth about his college friend.

Such was the purport of the letter she wrote and sent that
evening. During the following days she devoted herself, with
the tact and ability which belonged to her character, to keep
Rose's mind occupied with cheering and strengthening thoughts,
to excite her to hope and yet to prepare her for disappointment.

They prayed and they

read together, visited Toinette, and found

out other poor people in the neighborhood, sadly in want both
of a little help and of moral and religious instruction. A new
charity, seemed opening to the young
so rapidly grown from a child into a woman.
It
a singular blessing for her during those days of uncertainty,

world, that of practical
girl,

was

who had

was experiencing those first fervors of awakened faith
and love of God, which fill the soul with a strange sweetness
and almost lift it above earthly cares and joys, and that she was
guided at that time by one so clear-sighted and thoroughly sensiThe thought had crossed her mind that
ble as Mise Mede.
that she
in

her neice might, like herself, perhaps be called to a life of entire
consecration to God, and the full practice of the evangelical
counsels.

She remembered how, when she was Rose's age, and the
world was smiling upon her and life looking very bright and
fair, a cloud, small at first, like a man's hand, had appeared iu
the horizon in the shape of the first news and rumors of revolutionary disturbances in the neighborhood. The great events
which had convulsed her country seemed at first to have little to

do with the prospects and the destiny of a young girl in the middling ranks of life, but the storm went on disturbing and at last
darkening every part of France, and bringing the scaffold within
as well as the nosight of the humble homes of the
was
that
war to the knife,
to
declared,
war
Then
religion
bility.
'

which rouses the

soul to sacrifice, to action, to heroism. ai:d
then Mdlle. Lescalle understood what God's voice was saying to
her heart, she understood what was her vocation, not the peaceful cloister convents were everywhere closed and comn:ui::lies
dispersed but the religious life in her own threatened lion e,

the religous vows, in its woik
religious life in its essence,
amongst the poor, the prisoners, the dying, at the foot of the
scaffold, in the cell of the condemned, in the caves and gar,
where mass was said in secret, in the perilous services rendered

outlawed priesthood.
She embraced this life with unflinching zeal. She thanked God
She met dangers
that He had cast her lot iu those dark days.
which brought her within an inch of death, and often felt that
nothing less than the* complete consecration which severs at one
stroke the heart from all merely human joys, could have bo

to a faithful,

her unscathed through the fiery fnrnaceof that terrible time. And
now she asked herself, "Was it God's will that Rose should walk
in her steps? Had he assigned to her a peculiar destiny, in order
that, bearing the name of a wife, she should be, as she herself
had been, a religious in life and heart? Was that her vocation^
"

SluMvn:
strangely brought about, strangely accomplished?
her without seeming to do so. She sounded her heart as they sat

never seen, far less married, and who would have deserved to
;i;ive had Benoite for his wife.
They would have been a wellnatched pair. She with her foolish gibberish and wild-cat

conversing under the pines, or strolling along the mountain paths.
She observed the changes of her countenance, and noticed little
acts which would have escaped a less penetrating and loving eye,

and he with his rude, gloomy, and silent manner.
In vain did Mdlle. Lescalle try to check this torrent of abuse.
iidd understand tluft under the circumstances Zon might be
'il in her aversion to George, and some of the things she
impression on her own mind. The doubt was,
whether with some amount of apparent ability when he held a

and soon made up her mind that whether her husband returned
to her or not, Rose was not called to tread the path she her
had trodden, not even amidst aimer scenes and brighter
Many little indications showed her that her heart was not free
that not only had she discovered that George dc Veil
one a woman could love, but that she had fallen in love with him
since the dav she had with such terrible reluctance become his

pen

iu his

hand, he was not incapable of acting rationally, or

<

i

NO

Tin-:

wife, and
of an\

he.

had rejected

HIT.

If

would always

she

,

fora

lillli-

while

<;im:n.

"Two

the;,

to him, to his hooks, his verses, his paintings, or In liie remarks
she had heard him make on Hie sniToundinv; si-eiiery, !o the Sis-

de la IMnede, and Valscc,
I.enoile and ToinettC.

and

Clinrily,

and

his friends,

Sn-iir

liis

When

d together.

and her

eyes tilling with tears,
'-I

of

(lie

ehiireh there

hands
\\

as a

ticed that, she

eould he farthest seen, and gazed wistfully upon it. When in
the house, if the gate was heard to open, her eyes turned towards
it with a rapid glance.
Then, again, Mdllc. de la Pinede's picture was placed in Hose's

With some women perhaps

own room.

this

would have seemed
Mise Mcdc knew

of rather of indifference than of love, but

her niece's humble, tender, affectionate character, and fe
would be free from jealousy and lovijigly altraeled
tain that
it.

one she loved cared for. "It cannot but come
mhi." she .--aid to herself, and almost as impatiently as Rose
d for the postman's arrival on the day she expected an anthai

all

by

illes.

postman, two days afterwards, calledat Belbousquet
lie had only one letter to leave, and it was not addressed to Mdlle.
Hose wag sitLe.calle, but to the Baronne George; de Vedelles.
"U 'hen the

ting at breakfast opposite to Aunt .Mede when Zon laid it on the
She turned red and then pale, and her hands trembled so

much

she could hardly unseal the envelope, Mdlle. 1.
watched her with anxiety, and felt the news was bad before Rose
had liiiished reading the letter, which she handed to her in
that

Well, child,

It will hardly surprise you to hear that- I am
embark with my friend, M. de Belmont, on board his
uncle's ship which is going to cruise for two years amongst the
I have written to
Soiiili Sea Inlands.
my brother to request him
k l.hi-i in my mot her and announce
to my father.
As I
to
on
I
have
a
act
am of age,
right
my own judgment, and I am
led that for them, for you, and for myself, I am doing

Dear Hose
o>

it,

what

and wisest.
I have been I'm some years a source of sorrow and anxiety 1o
my parents, and often a cause of dissension between them.
hear, thanks to your
Jacques will certainly be elected deputy
father's exertions, and. in his new position and interests, they
will tind a compensation for my absence, if, indeed, any is
is

best

I

whom
whom

As in you, poor child, on
was thrust the saddest of all
destinies, a union with one
you could not look on without
detestation, I hope that life will still have some charms, though
I admit. that your fate is a melancholy one.
I have begged
father and my brother to arrange with your parents all llui regards my fortune, which I wish to leave entirely to you, with
the exception of a small annuity, which will suffice foriny wants

my

and

(M

mi Saturday morning, and in taking leave of France
and all I
Iviio.vu or cared for, my chief hopare hat you. whose existence I have involuntary blighted,
still
enjoy peaceful and happy day*. If I was an inlide],
may
or a philosopher of the school of our modern novelists,
would
But as I am
gladly pul. myself altogether out of your way.
a Christian, Ihonirh a very imperfect one. we must each bear our
:rlhens, an
drag on life as best we may.
May (lod bless you, Rose.
.

lil

1:

I

:

1

If.'

I.aulard,

woman

any

I

who

h

,

know, and

if

your

I

has no

some means

to stop

him m

tind ourselves raHier
ti

i

and we have lold

/-

left,

you

aeil b

sin.

Your father and mother,
.d
Count and Countess, or of their all mNn:ni."
"
They would have been sure to do so, Annl M
in: worst thing Ihat could happen 1,,
is hope if only he ha
Let us lose no ti
tell Simon to fetch two nr
us In Casslo, whtheir fulling out.

i

.<

meet the Marseilles diligence,'/ If he will but
they will be here in an hour."
"Very well,"Mise Mede said; and at the end r,f
for Rose had miscalculated the capabilities of old Sinm,
the mules stood at the door, with their jin
large, wide saddles, on lamented with red tassels, and D
the driver, stood alongside of them, a tall tanm
man, with a brown complexion and tangled black hair.
ROM: had known him from her childhood, and was
quently on familiar terms with them.
shall

i

"Make

"we

Dominique," she exclaimed;

baste,

<

must be

Sincerely yours,

GEORGE DE VEDEIJ

will be at Cassio,

As

to Marseilles,

Mise Rose, in three hour:; that
it is no business of mine."

read

ill

it

i

her nose when she had
" Foolish
tenlatcd,
boy." Rose, wh
from her and said. " N'o, not foolish. Aunt
oft

very generous and kind
"

my

letter,

only

only

it

heart."
is

.,

1

i

1

un-

" Are
you going to walk all the way to Cassi.
course; my tegs are, if anything, stronger than li
he added, patting affectionately the mules, which had certainly
worked hard in their day. Then he hoisted Hose's Milli-

on her saddle as lightly as

she had been a bird, Ins dai

if

I

plexion and wild attire contrasting with her debc;.and peach-like coloring in a way which would ha\
a painter.

Old Simon the while was helping Mise Mode
the back of the other mule, and they then

Dominique keeping up with them

and a run.

Rose

felt

as

at

to

climb up to

out at a

sei

k:

a pace bctv

though she would have wish.

wings, to bear her more rapidly to Marseilles, and Mi-v
was obliged now and then to remind her thai her old
eould not stand this unmitigated speed.
As the lilllc party was leaving the lane which led from
bousquet into the path across the hills
ant. who stopped Hose's mule, and said: ''MadamMadame de Vedelles? I am one of the gardeners at La Mi
i

I

What do you want with me? "
have come to let M. George know M.

"Yes.
"

I

mean

le

I

M. Vincent, poor old gentleman,
night with an attack of paralysis, and M. le Docteur
that

He is quite conscious, poor d,
He keeps asking for M. George, and
speak very little.
ons to see him watching the door, and with the
not long to live.

M.

il

tin

Cure ha- been to see him, but he will not
being annointed till h*
fetch him: M. le Cure sent me.
The girl who
home last week; her room has been stripped and pir
le Cure told met:
here was nod:
heaven.

i

le

h

;

no need at all for any he-irt breaking, silly child.
Even if we cannot slop Ihe departure of M. le Baron, and if he
remain two years in the South 9
ouhl not be the
world's end, nor your life's end either.
Yon are. let me see. not
Deal me! perhaps thai is tb
much
nteen.
'Imay ci'ine back b'.l'.ire you are

There

I

"Of

aklng the si-M of

Aunt Mede pushed her spectacles

at

Marseilles before dinner time."

I

1

the,

!.

trot,

d.

if

I

sin,

dertake.

My

hi'" him. and

foi

on .Mdlle

on her

"You

This was what George had written:

silence.

1

in-

peaceful expression in her faee, lint Annl Meili> nowent and sat on a bench from whence the road

.iinl

I

shipwrecked and drowned,
son 'rnsoe,
should IICM-I"

little

Aunt

dear. Aunt, Mede, cai

(

]-

her kneeling before Hie lahernaele praying with
r

.years,

O

revert to sonnet]

M George

to

come

lie is c

sonable

like,

ami

without, delay, for the old man in
ort of way. but now quit,

it's

idling to him whi;

n-

i

Madame and M.

perhaps enming home to-morrow, but by
one, M.

\

incenl will

.1

tl

lie -.lead.

^claimed,

-

-orry!

I

;

tra JIM

THI.
hivrs very

much

that old innn.
There
him on one of 'he

nit

is

"

something so

How

Lncenl, thou alone

How

wn.'

with

(lie f'tnily

"

i,

Ji

chilli:
1

and

all

i

it,

'it.

:iu

I.

wit:'

-..

my

me,

he died

whom

fixed

le

whicli

s,

>;ul if

and Rose's

what arc you going

a.ivously Waite

!

to

powerful
with

tilled

-

i

-

11
tell

him

my dariing,

must think of God

and of

his

young master
afterwards.
Get him to receive the last sacraments, and who
knows what may follow? Yes, yes, little woman, I know the
meaning of that beseeching look. Rely on your old Aunt Mede.
What can be done will be clone; but remember who it is that
holds the reins aloft, and knows better than we do every turn of

What He does

road.

3

is

first,

well done, Rosy; so be off,
my
Many a more dreary ride have I

and do your duty.
taken than this one of thine in old days, when life and death
were at stake. Say your beads as you jog on, and hope for the
Ir.-avc

child,

A fond embrace was given, and the old woman and the young
one parted, and went on their way, each with a holy purpose,
each with a silent prayer.
When some

hours

afterwards, Mdlle.

Lescalle arrived at

went straight from the diligence to Mdlle.
lard's house, but found her out.
What next was to be done?
]t was quite uncertain when she would come home.
There
ied nothing to do but wait.
Waiting is hard at such moments, and she determined to try and tiud George de Vedelles.
As Mdlle. Laniard's servants did not know where M. de Belmou; Kv (!, Mise Mede walked to the Admiralty, and there obtained his direction.
Off she went to the house, the address of
id been given her, and rung the bell.
She did not ask
herself what she should say to George de Vedelles if she should
limi him at home.
She thought that the promise made to God's
that He will put into their mouths the words
they
;,

she

speak when they appear before kings to bear witness to
truth, in a certain degree applies to all who plead the cause
of righ, against wrong, of justice against injustice, even in the
of domestic life, and the obscure trials of indiShe could form no plan, she could find no words
:!d

i

whi. h

I suppose towards

not prove entirely misplaced, according to the naand state of mind of one she knew so little of as this strange
;g man, who had inspired once such aversion to the wife
in whom he had been forced, but for whom she now felt so
nt an a!Y'T,iion that if he did not return to her the bloom
iniitht

it

take to get to it?"

tell,

i

,

ie would p
was much sickness

i

her

the military hospital, where
she helped the Sis!'

at

just then

Charily to nurse the soldi
These words made the thought flash through her mind that
Denisc Soeur Denise might be found there also, and thither she
hurried with a speed wonderful at her age. Again, there was a

weary time spent

in the waiting-room, after
sending a me
to Mdlle. Lnutard to say that she was there, and wished to lee
her on pressing business. At last she came, that good, brave

woman, with
figure, so

"

"

the old lady said, bending down
face to press her lips ou Rose's white forehead.
do your best with that poor old faithful servant, and

that he

madame; but

exactly,

,.me distance in the bay.
madame;
Dear me. M. le Comic's own servant was here
lie
just now.
would have known; but Ih.
the port, not far off, would
be able to inform madame."
.Mise Mede returned to Mdlle. Laniard's
house, and there heard

there

\o:i ihin'.;, Aunt M 'de, 1 nii ;!it go to La Pincde with
good man who ha luo-.ight the message, and will you go on
"
to M-irseiIVs with Dominique?
"
By all means," Mise Mede replied. " It was what 1 wanted
to do, Rosette.
Here, Dominique, give Madame de Vedelles
her !>au; sin N n-.iing the oilier way."
!!>.-(
liad jumped oil her saddle, and
coming close to Mise
mule, she threw her arms round her, looked up in her
"
faee, and said: "Kiss me, Aunt Medc.
IU,

tell

long would

"I cannot

do?" Mdlle. Les-

ihe answer.

i),i

this

rannot

I

sunset."

My

in Ma.-scilles, and her
cheering smile.
dear old friend, is it you? 1 wrote to you \
had discovered M. de Belmont's address, and would

clear,

that I

day

her bright, fine face, her slightly hump-ba.

well-known

him on your business as soon as I could. Has
"
thing happened since you wrote?
"Yes, my good Amelie, a letter from George Vedelles came,
announcing his immediate departure for America. He leaves
Marseilles this evening witli.M. de Belmont in the ,///; l!<ui
" You
take my breath away, my dear; but tell me quick, you
try and see

:.

'

still

want

"Yes;

to stop

him?

"

for all sorts of reasons.

ing between

It is

a simple misunderstand-

those

poor children both so young, bolh so
wrongly dealt with; a poor old servant at La Pincde is also dyP.ose is gone to him.
ing, and sending for him.
My clear
Amclic, all might still come right if we could slop him. I'ut
how to write a message, how to wrile letter which would have
that effect, and every moment is precious."
"Let us call Soeur Denise; she knows him, and we don't. I
said something about him to her the other day.
Hie told nitit

that he

rather a strange youth, but with a <MV;U .leal thai isi
him, and cleverness too, she thinks, which none of his
family seemed to suspect. Slop a minute, I will ask her to
is

in

good

come and speak

to you."
In a few minutes Sonir Denisc came in with Mdlle. Laniard
Mise Mede, as she looked at the beautiful faee under the white
cornette, that face George de Vcclelles had painlc-d with marvel" o
wonder he cared for her," and
lous talent, said to herself,

X

was a twinge

in her heart as she thought that even her
own dear, pretty, litllc Rose's loveliness eould not stand comparison with the matchless face, the lovely figure, Ihe commanding

there

at the same time most gcnilc beauty of that daughter of St.
Vincent de Paul, that humble servant of the poor.
Seated between Mise Mede and Mdlle. Laniard. Scrur Denise

and

listened like a compas:.iona:ing angel to the story, briellv told,
of those two young creatures whose fate was concerned in V.
Mode's present efforts, and when the latter ejaculated, "
to explain in a few words the whole of (his strange case?

How
How

to indicate
is

it

in a

way

that

would slop him

about to weigh, and he fancies he

Would the news of the old
him?" Soeur Denise asked.
'

is

just as the

dohu' right

anchor

(<

servant's danger prevail

upon

,

young

The

life

would

vanish.

was at la: answered. M. de Belmont had left two
before, and gone on board his uncle's ship, which was to
Mise Medr's heart beat very fast.
ning.

"

be'l

And

the Baron George de Vedelles,

is

he

at

home?

"

she

with intense anxiety.

'I.

"

t

Xo. madame; he
lir>

is

also

slept there last night.

M.

lr

n.iron

on board the Jin. Hurt, that

He

embarks

is

culled here for his letters

also to-night for

to

two

America, with

llclmout."
"

How

soon do you suppose will the ship

-.ked.

"

It might, or it might not; he might even suspect a trick to
prevent his departure."
Seeur Denise leant her brow on her hands, nnd thought a lillle;
then she looked up with her bright, serious smile, and said:
" What, a
blessing it is to have given up the world! A Sifter of
Charity can do what a young lady could not have done. Wait a
minute, I must have one word with mri nrfnr, and then perhaps

we may
She

be able to stop this mad deparlure."
the room, and soon returned with a letter in her hand,
she placed in Mise Mcse's hands.
It contained 11

left

whicli

words:
sail?

"

Mdlle. Les-

M.

le

Baron

asks for you.

Your

old servant Yinccnl

is

Give up your voyage, and go

dangerously
him.

to

ill,

and

nil-:

^<>TARY'X DAUGHTKI:.

Ised me Hint if I came to the Chapel of La Pinrde on the last
day of .May. you would grant anv rcqiie ol mine', whatever
U be. I "was Urn:, ;uul I uow claim your promise.
I

it.

I

DKNISI:

I>K I.A

I'INKDE,

Fille de Cburite.

Hopital Militaire.

"God

blcs-i

you, Somr. Denise," Mise Mode exclaimed with
" but let me
just tell you that I nm afraid of

tears in her eyes;

ing straight to La Pinede,
ard anything lo enlighten

towards

and tluding Rose, without

him

liav-

as to her present feelings

liini."

"
Come
up a pen, and added this postscript:
reasons
for this."
first to the hospital.
There are important
"
Will you speak to him, Soeur Denise? Will you he the angel
of peace that will reconcile him to his young wife? He never
So?ur Denise took

could resist you, I feel sure of that."
" I am not
going to he an angel at
Denise answered, with that playful

the matter

simplicity

so

Soeur

common

the Jean Hurt.
bells of

Notre

Dame de

la

Garde were ringing the An-

the softened sound of their chimes floated in the transparent air as the setting sun was sinking into a bed of rosy-colored
f/elus;

clouds, leaving behind it that bright, lingering light which
striking on a summer's evening on the Mediterranean Sea.

is

so

George de Vedelles was standing on the deck of the vessel,
in another hour was to weigh anchor.
Sunk into a deep
reverie, he was thinking at that moment of three persons, two
of whom would grieve at his departure, and one who would not
know of it, or if she did, never give it a thought. There was
liis mother.
He loved her very much. When she had been ill
after her accident, his misery had showed him how strong was
that love.
But there had been a bitter feeling in his heart for
many a Ions: day, which had saddened his affection for her. She
had been ti-.udar, very tender, to him, very gentle and kind she
h id grieved at his father's .harshness, and tried to make up for
it; but she had not the least understood either his character, his
of health, or his sufferings of mind.

which

Just as

much

and Jacques, she had looked
grown-up child, or a nerwithout energy or will or intellect. She had plotted
as M. de Vedelles

since his illness as a sort of

vous invalid,
with the others too to bring about his marriage, that marriage
which had caused him such bitter humiliations. She bad, indeed,
had scruples on the subject, but they had been expressed too laic to

But after resolving to abandon his home and the wife
that had been forced upon him, and on whom he had been
forced, now, at the last moment, the thought of his mother's
sorrow haunted him. It had done so the whole of that day, but
when in a caff, where he had breakfasted, he had taken up the
newspaper, and read the news of his brother's election as Deputy
des Bouches du Rhone, his heart had hardened again for a while.
They nil had what they had striven for, and schemed foravail.

Jacques his seat, his parents the full gratification of their pride
in him, M. Lescalle a good settlement and the title of Baronne
for his daughter.
It was all as it should be, and no one had any
right to complain.

" Poor old
Vincent will be sorry ," he thought. " Except my
mother, he is the only creature in the world who really cares for
me. I shall write to him from the first place we stop at." His
vhich were wandering over the busy town he was about to
leave, fixed themselves at that

moment on

a square ugly building
"

which he knew well by

Well,
sight, flic military hospital.
tread in her footsteps; who knows thai 1

who knows but 1 may
may not some day do as
poor."

she

is

first

time that thought had struck him since h*
la not
now and then

Belbousquet. The fact was that hi
completely satisfied with hi-i reasoning, and had
.

.

given signs of protesting, which it wa.-, nece-sary to lull and the
dream ol' a sublime vocal ion to be hereafter followed, proved useful as an anodyne to troublesome doubts.

M

These deep musings were interrupted by
de Belmont'a
who cried to him from the opposite side of the deck.

voice,

"

George, here is a sailor-boy who has brought a letter for you
immediate' written upon it.'"
The blood rushed to George's face and brow. He had no
doubt some of his family, or his wife's relations, had written to

with

'

stop his departure, and all the combativcncss of his nature was
roused.
He felt almost inclined not to read the letter before the
ship sailed. Then the fear that his mother might be ill crossed
" Good God! he
"
him.
I cannot run
immediately exclaimed,

such a risk," and he advanced to meet the boy, who held out the
letter to him.
The instant he saw the handwriting- his heart began to beat
When he had read the few lines addressed to him, he
violently.
looked pale and agitated, but did not for a moment hesitate.
"
Going straight up to M. de Belmont, he said,
Aloys, 3~ou will
think me a very strange person, but. I must go back.
I cannot
start with you.
I have had bad news."
"
" Your
parents?
"
No; our old servant Vincent is dangerously ill, and asks for
me. I must be with him before he dies."
"
Well, if it had been one of your family, my dear fellow but.
After you had made up your mind
really, I cannot see
that you had such strong reasons for leaving France, it does seem
rather changeable.
I am afraid my uncle will be annoyed.
He
did not want to take you. I had to argue, to urge, even to exag.

gerate the importance of your absenting yourself for some time,
to induce him to consent
and now, half an hour before
;

"

sailing

"

doing, live for

God

alone and the

I cannot help it, Aloys."
Oh, of course, poels are endowed with wonderful

"

and are very wayward

also; but I think this

gerated amount of feeling.
of is the case if you are
"

wife

"

;

upon him

was not the
left

'

all in

"

amongst the Sisters of Charity. "If ma sceur approves of it, I
Lave no objection to see the young Baron, and to give him a
good scolding. Oh, here comes our messenger. Shall the note
"
go as it is, Mdlle. Lescalle, or will you add anything to it?
Mdlle.
Lautard
Mede
and
both
Mise
exclaimed;
"Oh, no,"
and the missive was placed in the hands of a young sailor belonging to one of Soeur Denise's poor families, who promised
not to lose a minute in conveying it to the gentleman on board

The

It

had

"

sensibility,

really an exagtried to convince me
is

If all you have
determined not to return to your
"

Quite as determined as ever
Why, then, you are preparing for yourself and her

all

sorts

of disagreeable scenes, which you so strongly argued you wished
to avoid.
Come, write a kind note to this poor old man, and do

moment give up what you took days to decide on."
"I cannot explaiujo you, Aloys, all the circumstances of the
case.
There is a promise in question, and I am bound in honor
not in a

as well as feeling to go this very
sent this note?"

moment on

"Who
" A Sister

shore."

of Charity," George replied, commanding his emo" I will
return with
Turning to the young sailor, he said,
you in your boat. Aloys, let my portmanteau and bag he handed
clown.
Goodbye, dear and kind friend; do not judge me severely I am not as wayward as you think."
"
Well, stop a minute; I must give you, if you are really going,
a letter I received just now from Paris. It contains some good
news, enough to turn your head. Good heaven! there is the first
God bless you,
signal given; we shall be off in a few minutes.
Write to me."
old fellow
In half an hour George de Vedelles entered the waiting-room
It was full of people, and sisters in
of the military hospital.
white eornett.es flitted across it now and then, speaking one moment to one person and then to another. Someone came up to
him and asked him whom he was waiting to see. He stammered
" Soeur Deuise." " She will be here in a
out,
moment," was the
reply, and he sat down again with a strange sort of wonder that
he was going to see Denise again, in such a new scene and under
such different circumstances. Each cnnn-ttf. hat appeared at the
door he walrhed with anxiety. At last one did appear, and under it the beautiful face he had so worshipped. It was not
changed not at all changed, and yet it looked different, or else
tion.

;

1

I

TJJJ

.pon

it with different
He. was loss agitated
feelings
had entered tin- room
lie looked at her for

him.

previously to h

tinu'

was leading by the hand two
their father, a sick soldier

ig

little

ohildren

who

Iiad

and

telling the person
in a week's time.
Then

been

who

.'.n
:-he
had brought them to
turned to an old man, sitting with his chin resting on his stick,
:iud joked and laughed with him till she made him look merry;
and next she examined papers presented to her by n pale soldier
with his arm in a sling, and irave him directions about the office
where he was to app'y for admission. Yes, she looked just as
beautiful as ever; and each poor person who spoke to hei ^
to hang on her words as if there had been in them a spell to bring
them relief. It was delightful to watch her, as with a light step,
a clear voice, and a pretty resolute manner, she got through her
business with each of those who had asked for her. But as he
watched and gazed, George felt that a change had come over Deiiisc de la Pinede, which unconsciously was changing also the
The wild, the agitafeelings with which he looked upon her.
ting, the sentimental worship with which he had regarded the
girl who, like an angel of beauty and brightness, had visited her
ancestral home, and roused in him the first emotions of a romantic affection, seemed to disappear like magic in the presence of

the earnest, business-like, serene, sweet-faced Sister of Charity.
in the healthy sunshine of her joyous, placid

They melted away

countenance as the white frost disappears from the pane where
it had formed fanciful pictures.
By this time she perceived him,
and coming up to him with a smile, said:
"

Oh, M. le Baron. I wanted to speak to you.'"
George felt quite calm and composed.
"You must excuse me," So3ur Denise said, " if I doubted for
an instant that a dying person's wish to see you, and that person
an old man who has loved you from a child, would be sufficient
Excuse me for having
to decide you to give up your departure.
necessary to claim the fulfilment of a rash promise,
which you had probably by this time forgotten."
" I have
forgotten nothing," George answered, "and I thanlj
it

thought

you for having made it impossible for me to hesitate between two
duties which seemed equally imperative."
"That of consoling Vincent on his death-bed, and the other?
What was that other duty, M. George? "
There was a sort of smile on Dcnise's face, a look of amusement in her dark, bright eyes, which piqued George, and he answered with a heightened color:
"

May I ask, ma saiur, if in writing to claim the fulfilment of
promise, and stopping my departure, you were actuated by
"
the sole desire that I should visit poor VincenUon his death-bed?
"
No, M. le Baron, I wished also to save you from committing

my
a

wrong and

foolish action."

"What do you mean? How can you judge of my
You do not even know what where my intentions."
"I know
amiable

reasons?

much, that you are married to a virtuous and
and that without her consent without the knowl-

this

girl,

edge of your parents, to whom you owe respect, if not obedience; you are acting on pure impulse, and abandoning your
home, your wife, and your duties in a fit of anger or

despondency."
There was something so severe in the expression of Sceur
Denise's countenance, that George quailed beneath her glance.
He had once looked upon her as an angel sent to console him

when

his

seemed

mother's illness was breaking his heart.

like a heavenly

Now

[y parents were bent on this marriage."
" If
you were bo:md to obey them then, what right have you
DOW to lly in their faces by forsaking the wife they have given

you?"
"

She hates me, and I can never love her."
Are you sure she hates you? Have you tried to love her?
Have you tried to make her love you? Have you forgot that
you are bound to her by the vows you made before God's altar,
and that yon have no right to deal with her us with a stranger?
M. le Baron, you are a man of honor; }-ou would not have.
broken a promise you gave me. half in joke, perhaps, and you
deliberately break one you made to protect and cherish this
young girl whom God has committed to your keeping, and for
whose soul you will have to answer, if, abandoned at the
seventeen to all the temptations of youth and inexperience, she
should stray from the path of virtue and honor. You have not
thought of this: you have been deluding yourself; you have been
on the point of committing a great sin. Thank God that lie has
saved you from it. Oh, M. de Vedelles, how blind you have
"
been how nearly wicked without knowing it
" She hates
me, and my wish was to deliver her from the presence of one whom she looks upon with aversion."
Soeur Denise made a little gesture of impatience, and said:
"Because a child like your young wife turned her back upon
you once and vexed you, are both your lives to be wretched?
Do your duty: leave the rest to God. Would I had still, as some
"
hours ago, the right to command you
" Sornr
Denise," George exclaimed with emotion, "listen to
me; I am not so bad as you think me. I really thought what I
meant to do was best for Rose, and my plans were not BI
I left her all the means of enjoyment I renounced, and my in
tention was to offer myself to work with the Catholic mi
ries in the South Sea Islands, and lead, far away from Europe,
11

!

!

!

life you are leading here."
Soeur Denise could not repress a smile.
dear M. de Vedelles," she replied, "that

the sort of

was a very fine
"My
dream, but it is God alone who can call people to lives of this
You have before you your
sort, not their own deluded fancies.
path traced out. It may still be a happy one."
George shook his head.
" You can make it a
happy one if you choose, even if it was
But earthly happiness may still be
full of trials and sorrows.
it from you.
not
thrust
I have a great mind to
if
do
you
yours,
That little
tell you a secret, in two words, for I must be off.
wife of yours you know I have never told a lie in my life,
even for a good object I say, your wife loves you, and is
breaking her heart at your leaving her. Good-bye, M. de VeGive my kind regards to M. Vincent, and tell him that
delles!
Srcur Denise will offer up her communion for him to-morrow."
As she, passed through the passage into the wards, Scrur penise
met Mademoiselle Lescalle, who had been praying durin.
whole time of the interview. She took her by the hand and led
It was getting dark, but they could see
her to the window.
George hurrying down the street leading to the Bureau des
Diligences.

" There he
goes," she whispered to Mise Jledc.
" Does he know he will find Rose at La Pinede?"

"No, I thought
be right; but now
Lope for the

it

better not to

we must

tell

him

so.

I

think

all will

leave the rest to our good God, and

best."

she

messenger commissioned to upbraid him.
His cheek was flushed

Tie felt half indignant, half subdued.

He burst forth in a tone of voice as
his brow contracted.
loud as was compatible with the fear of being heard by some of
the groups scattered about the room, and began to justify himHe spoke of having been forced to marry a girl he did not
self.

CHAPTER XX.

and

Soeur Denise interrupted him and said:
" No force should have
compelled you to do that, M. George-,
truthful
are
a
person, and I am sure you will not
perfectly
you
care for.

venture to say that it was not optional for you to
gure put upon you."

resist the pres-

ROSE AT LA PINEDE.
IT was about five o'clock in the morning when George dc
Vedelles got out of the diligence at the place where the crossroads which led to La Pinede branched off from the high
The sun was rising, and the birds beginning to sing. After the

and the dust of the drive
something wonderfully refreshing

jolting

in
in

the diligence
the

tin
1

morning

nil

.

and lh

THE XOTAHY'S
quiet stillness of tho olive nnd oratirre proves through
liis way to llic chateau.
During ihc hour

which ho

walked on

coupe of the diligence In- had meditated on liis conversation with S.r in- DenKe, and marveled at the change which he
lie had so often indulged in walking;
fill had conic over him.
dreams, of which she had liccii tlic ol'jcel, that he could hardly
realize having actually seen and spoken to her, looked in her
What had
fa -e, and listened to her voice with so little emotion.
/nine of that passion which still, a few hours ago. had M-emed
in tlic

!>.

so strong?

Ho

hardly* liked to

acknowledge

to himself the changes

whiuh he could not but feel had taken place in the nature of his
It was a relief to have seen her, and not to have
feelings
grudged her to God and the poor, but the very relief of this
change seemed to leave a void behind it. He had often called
her in his solitary musings his Beatrice, and compared her to the
lie tried to reawaken
heavenly object of Dante's poetic worship.
but no, he could not recall it such ns ho
had so often conjured it up in the shades of night, or amidst the
sunshiny hills, or on the solitary sea shore.
Instead of it he saw the image of another Dcnise, one beautiful indeed and lovable as ever, but unlike the ideal Demse of
aking dreams. She walked this earth doing good, that
and lovely Sister of Charity. She carried dirty children in
her arms, joked and laughed, and moreover she had laughed at
him, George do Vedelles, and scolded him, and held cheap his
in

himself this vision

antic plans of heroic self-devotion
This all told on his feelings: she knew

what she was about,
and she had produced the very effect
Then those last few words she had said,
out
Had it not also done its work? did

that artful Sceur Denise,
which she had intended.
that secret she had let

they not occur and re-occur to George's mind during that night
which seemed so long in the rumbling vehicle, and did they not
liaun; him yet more as he walked in the dawning light of morn
up the hills leading to La Pinede?
"
" Your wife loves
Could that be possible? lie had so
you!
much faith in Denise that he could not doubt that she had
{.rounds for what she said; and if so. did not the whole position of affairs change between him and Rose?

As

the glorious sun of the south rose higher

and higher in

the horizon, and Nature seemed to hail its beams, so did a feeling of unwonted warmth and joy expand in a heart that had
l/i

embittered into hardness, and clouded with dark shadows.

'ii

Suppose she did love him, that pretty little Rose; suppose she
had a heart and mind capable of corresponding with the deeper
thoughts and aspirations which had been struggling into life in
his own soul since Denise's vocation and Toinette's death-bed
hud roused its latent faith, would not happiness be possible? was
not light breaking on the future, which had hitherto seemed so
bopcli

Such were George's thoughts as he approached La Pinede.
gate was unlocked, and he walked up the avenue at a rapid

The

pace and with an earnest hope that poor old Vincent would still
be alive and conscious of his arrival.
The door of the house wr as also open; he walked into the hall,
and then looked into the drawing-room. The sight which met
his eyes took him by surprise.
On his mother's sofa near the
chimney, Rose, in her walking dress, was lying asleep, looking
like a beautiful child, with her fair hair about her face, and her
dark eye-lashes wet with tears. Her head was resting on one of
her small hands, and the other was laid on an open book by her
side.

George approached *her with a beating heart, and, treading as
softly as he could, he gazed at the lovely sleeping face with irre" And
"
does she love me? he said to himself.
pressible emotion.
God." he murmured, kneeling down by the couch;
be so," and tears streamed down his face.
His eyes fell
on the open book. It was the life of St. Elizabeth of Hungary,
Oh,

"let

DM:',! in Eli.

my

it

and the little hand upon it was placed on the lines he had written
on the margin of one of the pages.
How much was rcvwaled by the choice ai.d the position of that
felt it; and an irrcliowu aud kiss the hand of his young wife. Rose opened her

31

irvl

when she saw George's

faceclo?.'

those lovely blue eve,, and said, " It is a
turned her head on the pillow as if she wished to
nil. bed

dl

to asleep

go

again.

"Sleep on, dear Rose," he whispered; "I shall come back
when I have seen Vincent."
The words, though breathed so low that he thought she could
hardly have heard them, made her start up on the couch, and
looking him in the face she stared at him a moment, and then
said
"

Wait

fore

wait; I

must

tell

you

I

must speak

to

you

first

be-

you go upstairs."

"Am
And
he felt
sobbed

Oh, poor old Vincent! Is he d'
Rose did not answer, but took his hand in hers, and
her hot tears falling upon them, he knew it was so, and
I

too late?

as

like a child.

'

George, dear George," she said, still holding his hand in her?,
"
be comforted; he died so peacefully just after receiving Holy
Communion; M. le Cure gave him the last absolution and bless'

ing; the dear old man said to me, 'You will tell M. George that
"
I have had the last sacraments, and ask him to pray for me.'

"
Oh, you good little angel," George exclaimed; "you were
with him, then, and he aid not die uncomforted?"
" Till I arrived he would not listen to M. le
Cure, and kept
calling for you.
spoke of you.

But

it

seemed

He wanted

'What message was

to

to send

calm him when
you a message."

I

came and

it?"

head away, and was silent.
you now; another time, perhaps."
I guess what it was,'' George said gently, taking her hand in
"
Was it to tell me that
and miking her turn towards him.

ftose colored deeply, turned her

"
"
his,

we

I

cannot

tell

are to love one another?

"

Rose blushed, and George kissed her for the first time; then,
taking her hand, he said
Let us go up together, my wife, and pray by the side of our
dear old friend, and promise God that we shall do what he
wished. Shall we not love each other, Rose, and together serve
'

God?"
"

Like the good

Duke Louis and

his dear St. Elizabeth,

'

Rose

pointing to the volume on the sofa.
George smiled through his tears, and they went up together to
the room whore old Vincent's body was laid out, with a crucifix
said,

on his breast, and fresh flowers, gathered by Rose, at his feet.
There they renewed their marriage vows, aud prayed a long time
side by side.
It was five o'clock in the morning when they came down stairs
and went out on ttte terrace, where the birds were singing, and
the gentle morning breeze stirred the branches of the acacias.
One of the maid-servants, who had found out George's arrival,
and seen him from the kitchen crossing the hall, asked if they

would have coffee under the trees, and something to eat, an offer
which they gladly accepted, for the fatigues and emotions of the
The meal was a
last few hours had rather exhausted them
Their hearts were too full for speech hut how difwas that silence from that of their meals at Belbousquet.
Now and then their eyes met, and then on Rose's cheeks which.
were paler than usual, a deep color suddenly rose, and made her
silent one.

ferent

look prettier than ever.
Ho could hnrdly believe she was the same girl ho once thought
BO uninteresting, and in truth never had a greater change perhaps
taken place in so short a time than the last few weeks had

wrought in his young wife.
They had awakened in her new feelings of a double sort,
strong religious impressions, and a human affection, pure, and
hallowed by a sacred tie. The light of faith had shown on her
soul like a sunbeam, and a timid love for her husband had arisen
No wonder that her countenance was transfigsimultaneously
ured, no wonder that the commonplace preltincssof a thoughthad become womanly beauty of a higher order. Suffer
ini had paled her cheek, and she had grown thinner, but it had
given a tenderness t.i her soft. eyes, and a sweetness to her smile.
which touched and captivated George. As to Rose, it was not
1

Till-;

.\01'AIil"

new to her to admire George's dark eyes and thoughtful
She remembered how often by steal! li she had looked nC
linn a' Ii.-i!iini-i|iict.
Slu- thought of those melancholy momenta
when nothing but a few cold unmeaning words passed their lips
ami cnioved a suence which seemed to express more than either
o' them could utter just then.
But when the meal was linished they held a consuitatiou, still
What should they do? George's
sitting under the acacia trees.
Shouid they
parents were expecied that evening at La Piuede
wait for them or return to Belbousquet? Rose blushed and said,
"
What would you nke to do?
"
What I should like he said.
wouid be to stroll slowly,
very slowly, through the woods to our _'ttie viua to borrow for
your Matthias' donkey which we can bring uacK to-morrow to
take with us some provisions and dine in ttie ci.ve grove by the
side of a well 1 have often sketched to rest at coon
the shade,
i

uitc so

blow

'

:

m

and arrive at home tale in the afternoon
Rose did not answer- a large tear roiled down her cheek and
fed on one of the wallflowers she held .n her hand.
George took
the uowers from her and said
"
Wha' makes you cry Rosa; DC tell me I want to know."
''It is nothing
she, said, raising her tearful
eyes to his, and
I am so glad you are come back
and she gently laid
smiling
her hand on his with so deep a blush that for a moment she looked
'

'

as rosy as ever
"But then,

why do you cry?" he

asked again kissing her

smaii hand.
'

Oh, I cannot explain it."
" But
you ought to tell me. you know that I must always be
your best friend your comforter. Rose
She smiled and said '1 cried very often during those days
at Belbousquet, only you did not notice it.'
"
Oh. will you ever forgive the odious, sulky, unkind wretch
'

who
ivlio

treated

you so

was determined

ih

svho

to think

was so cold and so unjust to you,
you hated him? Oh my dear Rose,

"
never know, you will never understand
llj hid his face in his hands and remained silent
"
"
I know
I understand
George," she gently said,
know what you have felt what you have suffered, and

will

t:i it

it.

of her

it

I

all.

I

am

glad
can think

was one so good, so holy that you loved. We
and speak of, her together as if she was an angel protect-

ing us."

DACGUTVR.
avenue startled her, and turning he> eyes that way sho saw a
man trotting up the avenue. As he reached Hie bottom of the
ten-ace she saw him tie his horse to a tree, and rapidly mount the
steps
It was Artemon Richer.
He cnme up fo her with a broad
smile on his face, and began wilh great volubility to express his
anxiety at hearing that she was alone at La Piuede, and that

some one had died there in the night."
" It
was a horribie thing he said, "
'

trouble should have devolved

upon

that a/1 this anxiety

her.

and

tie had heard at Bel-

M

le
bousquet where he had called to pay his respects, that
Baron was absent from home, that none of his family were at La
Lescalle on an electioneering tour, and it had ocPinede, and
curred to him that the services of a friend might- be acceptable,
he added with a deep sigh, and a. very sentimenor, at any rate

M

'

tal

expression of countenance, ''the intense sympathy of one

who could never

cease to feel a most respectful solicitude for

her happiness, and an ardent desire to relieve her of any cares or
trouble which, in her loneliness, must so heavily weigh upon her

mind

'

Rose partly from fatigue, and partly from the sad and then
joyful emotions she had undergone was in that state where tears
and laughter are both readily excited. There was something so
ridiculous in the affectation of profound sensibility which the
jolly and impudent Artemon assumed, and which suited so ill with
his broad, handsome, bill vulgar face, that her risible nerves were
stimulated beyond control, and to hide that she was bursting with
laughter she put her hankerchief before her mouth. The siuht
of the haukcrchief raised to her face instantly convinced Artemon that she was deeply affected by his sympathy, and he was
"
beginning a speech with the exclamation of "Ah, madame,
the sequel of which was abruptly cut short by the appearance of
George, who came out of the house to announce that the donkey
was at the door, and the basket of provisions read}'.
lie started at the sight of Artemon, anil so did that gentleman.
Ro 12 stood up, and commanding her countenance as well as she
could, she said to her husband
" M. Richer called to offer me his services about the
arrangements with regard to poor Vincent's funeral. It was very kind
"
of him. He did not know you had returned.

The corners of Rose's little mouth gave visible signs that she
would not be able much longer to keep her countenance

" Who told
George 'oiked up greatly surprised
you about
How did you hear?
Oh, if you knew how I have gazed on her picture, wishing
t had been like her, and repeated to myself those lines
beginning,
"
If thou hadst been the guiding light.'
You are a little wnch, Rose
George exclaimed, rather
no one bin myself ever knew of those lines."
agitated-

of course," he said, "as M. le Baron was at home there
could be no occasion for any other assistance. Still, if he could
be of any use he hoped, as a neighbor, they would command his.

Oh, 8iri it took a long time to put together the little bits of
paper scattered on the grass behind the old bench," Rose said
with a smne.
So you know all and you forgive me. Then you are a perhe exclaimed.
tect angel
Oh no. she answered, "it is so easy to forgive when one is
happy and 1 think you have also something to forgive."

and Tor once in his life Artemon became confused,
services
and broke off in the middle of his civil speech rather abruptly,
and with a heightened col r.
George spoke calmly and civilly to the embarrassed visitor,
hinted that his wife and himself must at once set out on their
homeward way, and begged him to excuse their leaving him, at
the same lime begging him to rest his horse and take some

her'

'."

'

'

'

'

i

'

"

"

Had you. Rose, cared
George looked up anxiously.
For any one else before I married you? Oh, no, never; but,
George, that look when you spoke to me at the Capucins, which
made you write that terrible letter, I am so sorry I ever looked
at you in that way.
Never mind how you looked at me then, Rose, so that you
will often look at me as you are doing now.'
And thus they talked on for some time and then George went
to order the donkey and to store a basket with their noonday
meal
Rose sat on, wondering at the change which a few short hours
had effected in her life. The scenes of the last night imparted a
solemn and affecting character to this new-found happiness. Old
Vincent's dying wish was amply fulfilled. She looked up at the
windows of the room where the old man had died, and breathed a
prayer for his soul. Just then the sound of a horse's feet in the
'

'

George, on the contrary, made a very formal courteous bow to
M. Richer, and thanked him for his civility with a scif possession and dignity of manner that took the disappointed Aitemon
entirely

by

surprise.

"Oh,

"

refreshment.
As Rose looked at these two

men as they stood side by side, and
contrasted the vulgar, gigantic bourgeois with the refined, pale,
and sensitive young man of high birth and gentle breeding who
was speaking to him, the thought of au she had escaped, of all
that had been given to her rushed upon her mind, and this time
it was tears, not laughter, she had to hide.
Artemon bowed departed, and rode down the avenue. Once
he looked back, and the picture which met his eyes was.
mounted on her donkey and George passing the bridle on his aim.
He saw her lovely face turned toward her husband with a a k
of inexpressible sweetness and peaceful contentment, and his atDid this
titude of unmistakable fond atention to his little wife
sight enrage him, or did it give him an entirely new idea as to
love and marriage an idea tending to make him a somewhat
better

man, and possibly, when

he, too,

married

later on, a better

husband than he would otherwise; have been. We cannot tell;
are sometimes sown on unpromising Mill which bear unI'erhaps Artemon Uiclu T derived sonic faint
expected fruits.
notion of the sanctity and beauty of wedded love from tlie
glimpse he had of it that day.

give words to that wild ;m

"No.

(rcor

;|

very

seem nons

new

ure to listen to what you say

used

XXI.

A STROLL THROUGH THE WOODS.
on earth, of nearly perfect happiness.
Such were those during which George de Vedelles and his wife
rode ami walked across the beautiful hills and through the woods
which separated La Pinecle from Belbousquet: their hearts bad
ij, en
softened by Iheir sorrow at old Vincent's death, and were
prcpired to welcome happiuess in a spirit not of wild excitement,
but of humble and peaceful joy. Every moment they became
more and more at ease with each other.
Tin; deep solitude of those shady groves; the perfume which
the thyme, trodden uuder the doukey's feet exhaled; the fitful
play of the sunshine on the greeu sward, the hum of the wild
Deemed to chime in with the glad thoughts which both
were dwelling on during moments of silence which seemed to
unite their souls even more closely than conversation.
They
often thus remained without speaking, and it was not till they
made their mid day halt by the side of the well George had described, that they talked much to one another. There, sitting on
the moss, he told Rose the whole history of his past life.
He
described to her all he had suffered from the day that recovering from what had appeared a hopeless illness he had begun to
regain physical strength by slow degrees, and at the same time
felt a deadly weight oppressing his mental faculties and his
moral energies to a degree which made exertion impossible, but
at tlif same time left him in full possession of his imaginative
which seemed to thrive like wild flowers in a fallow soil.
"Like those wild flowers," he said, "which run over the waste
grounds of La Pinede, and which for that reason I loved and
THEJJE are hours, even

,

pitied

"

when"

When

I said they onght to be rooted out.
Oh, George, I
hive learnt so much since then. But go on, tell me all about
'
tiiat lime of your life."

"

Well, I got iuto the habit of taking long solitary walks; I
never felt happy except when alone in the woods and the narrow

voice

had

my illness, God seemed mercifully to make up for
my mind in another direction. I discovered that I

it

by turning

possessed a talent I had, till then, been unconscious of. I felt
that I was meant to be a poet.
But I could not speak to others
of this gift.
sort of strange, wayward reserve took
possession

A

of

my

soul

and made me averse

to disclose

what sometimes

I

feared was only a self-deception, a childish illusion.
I dreaded
my mother's questions, my father's scorn, my brother's ridicule.

my

devotion to poetry became so absorbing that it
made me silent, absent, and unsocial. I cared for nothing but
to be alone, to hold converse with nature, and drink and express
in verse the strange new thoughts that filled
my mind. When
.Meanwhile,

we

Valsec and came to live at La Pinede, I beheld the sea
for the first time.
You cannot understand, Rose, you who have
left

always lived on this coast, the emotion I felt at the sight of that
boundless expanse of deep blue, and the sparkling silvered waves
breaking on the soft sand, or dashing against the rocks they
me as if they were singing hymns of joy and praise,
u"times whispering wailing complaints, and I longed to

!

too.

:

on, let me hear what you felt, what you hoped, and what
you suffered from the day you first saw Mademoiselle de la
"

Pinede.
""

really wish me to open my heart to you entirely?"
Every corner and recess of it," Rose answered.
Then he related to her the whole history of Denise's first visit
to La Pinede, of the love at first sight which had taken |>
sion of his heart, of his hopes against hope that it would meet
with a return; of the days she had spent in his mother's sick room,
of the admiration and reverence with which he had watched her
life of heroic perfection, and the enthusiasm which had made
his love of her a worship; the despair he had felt at her retirement from the world, and the consequent despondency which
had rendered him indifferent and listless to everything regarding
his future fate.
Here he paused, and another pressure of Rose's
hand made him again exclaim
"
Oh, I never understood how wrong it was to marry as I did
how hard it was upon you; how easily we might both have
been wretched for life! No thanks to me, Rose, if we are, on the

"

Do you

,

sir,

I

did

u

"Go

you

strained before

know they

inoniinLT

the spring showers, the summer sunshine
It was a
helpers
''
strange, lonely existence, but not quite an unhappy one till
George stopped, and Rose pressed his hand and said in a low

How many evenings, too, I spent gazing at the stars through
quivering branches above my head; the sights and sounds of
nut are in those wild solitudes filled me with new
thoughts, new
though

hi:

struggled to obtain for her wayward son full liberty to lead, on
account of his health, the life he pleased, but which she supposed to be. an utterly aimless one
They little knew how hard,
in one sense, I worked during those hours of solitude IP
student over his books, but as a. gardener who must have for Ins

t!ie

perceptions, and, 1 may say, new powers, for
lost the use of faculties which had been over-

I

think everything I said more or less foolish.
Even my dear
dear mother, tender and kind as she always was, spoke to me
and of me as if I had been a weak and fanciful child,

n us.

new

l!

running uway as if they
had seen a ghost: but I dm not care about it, I was si
with my own dreams.
Oh, how it used to vex me when my
father complained of the odious shingles on the beach, my
mother of the wind and Jacques ol the sameness of the sea view.
It was as if people had attacked a dear friend of mine.
I found
It more and more diilicu.t to converse with those who seemed lo

contrary, so

emotions,

1

ana women

to see children

I liked to remain whole days lying down
valleys round Valsec.
on a mossy bank, listening to the noise of the wind amongst the
iir trees, and
gazing on the magnificent outline of the Jura mount;

but

uini

I

!v in

upand down the sea.-;:'
"That I was out of my mind;

CHAPTER

me

lo

Oh,

much

"No thanks
goodness to

happier than

I

deserve!

to either of us, George.

us.

begin, to feel

"

Thanks

to God's great

mo, when did you change? When did
that you could care about me? I have told you,

But

tell

how I surprised your secrets, how I read what you \\
how 1 heard from Toinette and Benoite that you were good and
clever,

"

"

and then began
"

To love me? Ge-orge said, in a low voice.
Rose did not repeat the words, but she hid her face with her
hands and tears trickled down through her slender fingers, which
he tenderly kissed away.
And then he told her of the promise he had made to Denfse in
a thoughtless hour and the use she made of it.
He related to
her the way in which she had stopped his departure, and pointed
out to him the fault he had been on the point of committing.

He

said that even during the days of Belbousquet, he had
sometimes touched by Rose's patient endurance of his hateful
conduct, which, he now saw in its true light, but that he had
hardened his heart by a sort of perverse obstinacy, and per
in his rash resolution.

"But, "he continued, "when she told me you must forgive
that you were beginning to love your unit, Rose,
worthy and ungracious husband. I, too, began, my little dnrlinir,
to see what a madman I was to run away from one whom <;,>d
had given me for my own and when I found you at La Pinede,
when- you had been a ministering angel to my poor old Vincent,
when I saw you in that room where I had suffered so much
her for

;

;

THE
those soft blue eyes of

1

.\<>TAltr'S

yours and looked at
in love with you,

I'c'd

DAL-

young Count had been returned by

n fair majority.

The news

M

of his election reached M. an-1

lie paused, ami
that
the end of my story."
"the beginning of a new life."
Time passed away in those mutual outpourings, and it was

them resolve to return at once to La. Pinede, where
Jacques wished to invite some of his constituents, and

and Rose could think or speak of anything but
>wii hi.-tory during the last few weeks; but before they
a spot neither of them ever forgot as
ieir resting place

opening before the new Deputy's
in high goo 1
humor, Madame de Vedelles pleased but preoccupied and anxiuus about her younger son, whose short and uncommunicative
letters left her in complete doubt as to his
feelings about his
wife, and his prospects of happiness iu domestic life.
She
longed to judge of this by her own eyes, and had been in consequence glad to leave Paris, and travel southward. It was settled that they should sleep one night at Draguignan to meet
Jacques and M. Toussaiut Lescalle, and on the following day re-

iii<l

i.s

.'liled.

;

!

ju-i as he
I

was leaving
.'.

"

|iaivel

the ship on the previous da}-.

a little as he read a letter

dered what

At

tion.

George drew from his
which Aloys de Bemont placed in his ham Is

their ncw.-found happiness
iiiall

I

me

His cheeks

contained, and then glanced

>papers enclosed in it; Rose watched him and woncould be which seemed to cause him so much emo-

it

last

Hose,

it

he said:

urn so glad for you!

rejoice at this news.

I hope
Read this

it

is

letter

not pride that

and these pa-

pers my darling, and thank God with me that I may perhaps be
yet of some liltle use iu the world, though not a deputy," he
with a smile.
1

They would have been a pretty study for a painter, those two
young creatures, sitting an a mossy bank, the quivering light
through the pine trees shining upon them through the green
branches, and the expression of their faces as variable as those
and shadows which changed with every breeze his
slightly flushed, his dark eyes kindling, and
hers filling with tears as she read the papers he placed in her
bands.
O!i, it was a glorious moment for the young couple, one of

The

unexpected pleasures that make the heart beat for joy.
was addressed to Aloys de Belmont. It was from a

letter

who had transacted the publicavolume of George de Vedelles poetry. It had just apapp ired under an assumed name and its success had been
literary friend of his in Paris,

:

tion of a

instantaneous.
"
friend's

Your
verses," he wrote, "are in every one's hands,
and there is but one opinion as to the remarkable talent they
evince.
M. de Lamartine praises them, Dulphine Gay has already recited the 'Ode to the Stormy Petrel;' people talk of
nothing else. The 'Lays of Provence' have made quite a sensation.
The general impression is that France possesses a new
pool, and one whose inspirations are derived from the purest
sources, a deeply religious spirit and an intense love of nature."
The reviews which accompanied this letter all praised the
A few criticisms
originality and beauty of George's poems.
were mingled with the most gratifying encouragement.
This was, indeed, a filling up of their cup of /happiness. Rose
inserted the precious documents into her bag and would not
She rode her donkey with a feeling
part with it for a moment.
of triumph which made her now and then break out into little
" Would
incomprehensible exclamations. But when George said,
dear old Vincent could have known this," then her poor little
heart, so full of various emotions, overflowed, and she burst into
If for many a year George had silently suffered from
tears.
the absence of sympathy, it was amply made up to him that day.

he neighbors.

i

It

was

kind of

a different
-''.

i!e

\Yilellcs

life

was enchanted and

turn together to La Piiiede.
This plan was so far carried out that they did arrive at the
quaint old-fashioned hotel of that provincial town on the np-

pointed day, and had a pleasant meeting with their son, who was
radiant with delight at his new honors, and looking the picture
of happiness.
There was also a broad grin on M. Lescallc's face,

and the reciprocal cordiality between the members of

this

fam-

party as they sat down to dinner left nothing to desire.
It was a lovely evening, the same evening on which George de
Vedelles had stood on the deck of the Jean Bart, on the point of
sailing away from France, and on which Rose had knelt by the
side of the dying old servant at La Pinede, as the setting sun.
ily

poured into the room its last bright beams. Acacia and catalpa
trees shaded the window of the inn where the de Vedelles and
M. Lescalle were enjoying a good dinner, and the reminiscences
of the electoral struggle, so happily successful.
Under the shade
of those lovely trees they sipped their coffee, and continued this
They would all most likely have slept
interesting conversation.
very well that night, and dreamed of balloting urns and huzzas,
and speeches on the hustings and in the Chamber, if, just as they
were wishing each other good-night, and going to their respective
rooms, a messenger had not arrived post haste with two letters
from Madame Lescalle, addressed one to her husband, and the
other to the Comtesse de Vedelles.
" What can have
happened?" M. Lescalle thought, and Madame de Vedelles said. Of course, as happens m such cases, in
the twinkling of an eye, and whilst opening these missives, all
sorts of terrible possibilities crossed their minds.
The contents relieved them from the fear of some absolutely
fatal announcement, but left then agitated, perplexed and bewil-

What a

dreadful specimen of the art of tormenting it is
some communication, the natuie
of which they cannot guess at, and about which imagination is
allowed full play! Madame Lescalle's letters proved a wonder
dered.

to leave people in suspense as to

ful instance of this

was

kind of

infliction.

The one to her husband

as follows:

Mon Ami

Finding from your last letter that you were to dino
Draguignan to-day, to meet the Count and Countess
de Vedelles and their eldest son, I think it my duty to inform
you that it is of the most urgent importance that they and you
and your sister, whom I have also written to. should meet me tomorrow at Belbousquet, to confer on a subject of the deepest
gravity, upon which it is necessary that some decision should be
sind sleep at

at once arrived at.

CHAPTER
ALL, IS

XXII.

WELL THAT ENDS WELL.

Now we must shift the scene, retrace our steps, and relate
what had happened during the last two days to other personages
of our story, and what had been in particular Madame Lescalle's state of mind and course of action since she had received
a vi-.it from Thereson on the afternoon after Misc Mode and
had left Belbousquct for Marseilles.
Her husband had been devoting himself to the business of
Jacques de Vedettes' election, and his efforts were crowned with
hunks to his unremittin:: exi-rUnns. n ,| the popular
manners and (rift of SDeakiliL' which his candidate noxse.sserl. t.hp.
.

.,

Your daughter's happiness is at stake, and so is the honor of ortr
An immediate separation between her and her despifamily.
cable husband must be legally arranged. We are not going to be
trodden under foot by these aristocrats, and our child despised
and insulted. I have not been so explicit in my letter to the CountM. Lescalle muttered between his
ess.
("Explicit, indeed!"
teeth, as he glanced down the paire. and saw that it ended only
with these words.) I have contented myself with telling her
that it is absolu'ely necessary 1 should see her and the Count,
and that from ten o'clock in the morning I shall be awaiting them
and you

at Belbousquet.

The Countess had changed
le'a

short note to her.

color whilst reading Madame
it to her husband, and

She handed

then said in a quiet manner, though with a trembling voice, to
M. T.escalle: "Can you throw any light on this summons? 1
"
see von IIH.VR also received a letter from Vour wife.

THK XVTARY'U DAL'H UTKlt.

M

own mind to make light of the
known on the subject, MI with a shrug lie
that Madame Lescalle lias planned a little

Lescalle resolved in his

matter until more was

"My

said

idea

is

have the pleasure of assembling us nil
practical joke
at Belbousquet, which she has been dying to show to .Madame
in order to

la ComtesM'.

Madame
that,

wuh

"

dc Vedelles face showed how little she could accept
The old Count's brow darkened, ami he sat
and an expression of deep displeasure, which
1

supposition.
a curled lip

made Jacques ^b up

him and

to

say, after reading

Madame

Les-

calle's note:

"

have no doubt as to what has happened. The young peohad some little dispute. Madame Lescalle, naturally
enough, has taken her daughter's part and a tragical view of the
matter.
Mothers fire up easily on such matters, don't they,
I

ple have

madamef " he said, going up to his mother, and putting his arm
round her waist. " Now, I really think the best thing will be to
accept. M id.im Lescalle.'s rendezvous, and post off as fast as we
can to-morrow to meet her and our young couple. Is not that
your opinion, M. Lescalle?"
Indeed, I quite agree with you, M. Jacques.
My wife, incomparable as a wife and mother, has one only defect, and that
She goes off like a
is to fly into a passion on trifling occasions.
rocket, and out again just as fast. I need not say,"added the little man. drawing himself up, "that if M. George de Vedelles
'

"

kas insulted or ill-treated my daughter
"
" If such were the
which I cancase," the Count interrupted,
not and will not believe, you could not be more indignant or more

ready to take her part than myself."
Drawing Jacques aside, he added in a low voice,
to God I felt sure that such had not been the case.

never foresee what that wretched boy

may

take

it

"Would
One can

into his head

to do."

"I am not

a bit alarmed," Jacques answered in the same tone.
a child's quarrel, if quarrel there has been; and perhaps, after all, as Lescalle said, it may be only a bad joke."
Then he soothed his mother, and persuaded her to go to bed,
and arranged with M. Lescalle that a calcche and post horses

"It

is

should be at the door at an early hour in the morning, that they
would go straight to Belbousquet, and thence late in the evening
to La Pinede.
Then he smoked his cigar under the trees, and
said to himself:

" If these foolish
children should have quarreled, and a feud
consequence between the de Vedelles and the Lescalles,
what a marvellous piece of luck it is that my election is an accomarise in

pliihed fact."

To return to Madame Lescalle. On that eventful day, when
she had sent by a special messenger a most unwonted piece of
extravagance, justified in her opinion by the necessity of speedy
the two letters which were doomed to disturb the night's
repose of the travelers at Draguignan, she had undergone a
great revolution of mind.

action

Thereson, freed by her young mistress' absence from the domestif duties at Belbousquet, had locked up the pavilion, and

walked to La Ciotat. There, at last, in the store-room, where
she found Madame Lescalle, she had been able to relieve her

We

heart by giving a free scope to her tongue.
need not repeat
It can be easily guessed in what
all she said to that lady.
high
colors she painted all she had heard and overheard during the

and how her hatred of George de Vedelles made her
describe his conduct not only as it must naturally have appeared
to her, odious, but positively brutal.
If he was not mad, she
d be must be wicked, and if he was not wicked, he must
be mad.

In any case, she could not keep silence any
longer,
and now that he had abandoned his wife
lamloned Rose! What do you mean?" Madame Lescalle
exclaimed.
" Did not Mise Rose inform
lisquel bi-t week,
'ha' is to say, she

M Me came
,d

to staj

lieriveii-;'

\vii

madame

that M.

le

Baron

left

and that she has been there alone ever
was alone till last Saturday, when .Mise

h her.

and inquire into the matter. Get me
bonnet, order the dunke\
"
.Madame must take the keys with her then.

at once,

with me.

Mise Mede and Mi-e Kci~i-%w-nl out
.

Dominique's mules.
day or two."

They

my
I

at

shawl and

brought them
daylu

said they should pe

"My goodness! what does all this mean? Everybody!
mad, I think, Aunt Mede among the rest. Tin.
more or less insane. What is M. Lescalle about, I woi.derl
Since he has taken up the de Vedelles, I have had neither help
nor comfort from him nothing but running up mid down the
country to get that proud, impudent fellow Jacques elected a
Legitimist too a pretty sort of candidate for my husband to

Here is his letter; instead of coining home to
was expected, he stops at Drnguignan to meet the old
Count and Countess on their way back from Paris. I must write
to them all.
Something must be done. Rose is as pood as unmarried now. Still she will always be the Baronne de Vedelles.
I wonder what has become of that /</</."
Hen; the thought crossed her mind that George's disappearance
was perhaps a good riddance. Then other thoughts followed.
Her daughter, if legally separated from her husband, would have
a right to her marriage settlement. Thereson had ventured to
put forward.
night, aa

confess to her mistress that the evening before her departure -be
overheard the Baron saying to his wife (she did not mention that

"
she had listened through the keyhole),
possession of my fortune."

1

shall leave

you

This was a very interesting sentence, and the whole situation
of affairs began to assume a new aspect in Madame Lescalle's
mind. There was much that rather smiled to her in the future
that her active imagination

was beginning

to sketch out.

\\Iiy

was

I

not toUl of this?

I

shall

go

The

Baronne George de Vedelles, with a good income, the cashcmircs
and diamonds of her Corbeille, perhaps a carriage and a servant
with a livery, living in her father's house, and going into the
world of La Ciotat, and perhaps of Marseilles with her mother,
whose protection would be necessary to her, formed rather an

What at first looked like
agreeable vision in that mother's eyes.
Hose used to
a great misfortune, was assuming another aspect.
say she did not want to marry, that she wished to live at home
with her parents.
"Dear me," thought Madame Lescalle, "this will be just
what she desires, only with a title and an income in addition,
which will make her one of the first ladies in the town."
It was wonderful how quickly this idea grew and expanded,
and embellished by being dwelt upon, to such a degree indeed,
that in the course of a few hours Madame Lescalle had arrived at
thinking nothing more desirable could have happened than
George's disappearance, and her greatest fear now was that he
might return before steps were taken for"the legal separation,
which she was now bent on bringing about.
Thus inspired, she wrote her letters to her husband and the
Countess, and took care to make them as vague as possible, and
couched in language which would ensure compliance with her
summons. When once she had confronted the Vedelles, with
her husband by her side, whether with Rose's consent, if she
found her returned to Belbousquet, or presuming it if sin
still absent, no stone would she leave unturned to clench the
mailer, and bring it to an issue.
There was something essentially combative in Madame
She liked strife and agitation us much as some
calle's nature.
people appreciate calm and repose. All the year round she was
striving to get up struggles with her husband, her aunt, and her
Life was dull to her without some one to dispute
servants.
As to M. Lescalle. he was too absolute in some respects,
with.

nnd too yielding in others, to afford much excitement of thiMise Mede never quarreled with any one. The servants were
her chief resource, but it is not exciting to dispute with persons
The prospect, therefore, of an enobliged to submit to one.
in which she felt hers v.ould be the part of an i>
mother, standing up for her child, gave her quite a genuine relief, and she prepared for the combat with considerable
She and Thercson went to Belbousquet that day, and she felt

counter

.

;iiid

in
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that

by establishing herself there she would be mistress of the
should not at once take her part,
the possibility of a reconciliation In
l.rsealle

or should hint

at
.

'

slic

I'.iHi'.T,

prepared some magnificent appeals to the

some veliem

te

against again cxpos-

unworthy husband, and
though noble blood might not flow in their
m IK iv \v;is as dear to them as to any aristorrat in France, and
>r one, would
never be trodden uuder foot by the great
the earth. It was all very fine. She paced up and down
spouting these sentences, and they sounded well
in

i

.aralion

Hie brutal neglect of her

that

ii

i.

in her

own

ears.

me

not aware that two dark, wild-looking eyes were starthrough the foliage. They were Bcnoile's, who kept
ni>the red faced, plump, excited little woman, as she
would have done an angry turkey-cock.
People were to her
like 1'iirious animals, and she hoped that if Monsieur came back,
;:ld see .Mise gesticulate, and stump up and down, talking
as i'a>t us the rooks up in the CVITLKIH oaks.
Exit she instinctively kept out of her way, and this was prudent, for Thereson
had not prepossessed Madame Lescalle in her favor.
lier

Early

in

the

morning

this lady

room

was seated in the little drawingShe had studied her dress, pre-

in an expectant attitude.
The
pared her altitudes, and again rehearsed her speeches.
chief difficulty was to know whether to treat the de Vedelles,

when they

comply With
her summons, especially if they and her husband arrived together, it would not be possible to receive them as enemies.
arrived, as friends or foes.

If they did

After a long and weary lapse of time, at last, late in the afternoon, the sound of a carriage in the lane was heard, and the
The Comtcsse de Veparly from Draiiuignan came in sight.
:mxiety had gone on increasing all the way, and when on
arriving she
le,

saw neither George nor Rose, but only Madame
looking grave and consequential, her heart

who was

sank within her.
" Where are our children?
"

"

she asked, with emotion.

Madame la Comtesse," was the
daughter is with her aunt, Mademoiselle Lescalle;
as to your son, God only knows where he is."
Ah, where are they, indeed!

answer.

"My

"
(lood heavens! what has happened?
Not only did Madame
de Vedelles ejaculate these words, but the Count and Jacques
similar exclamations, and M. Lescalle said
" Good
"
God, madame! what has become of him?
" Be
Madame Lescalle

He
pride of his heart, hnd become a source of endless misery.
felt exasperated against Madnrne Lescalle, whose
every word
wounded him to the quick, and yet he was too just and too much
afraid that there might be grounds for her resentment, to give
way to his own.

M. Lescalle had listened to his wife's denunciations with anxand I'd at a loss what to say or what part to take on the
The silence lasted for a few minutes, and then Madame,
subject.
iety,

I

J.esralle, gathering up nil her energy, again recapitulated her
charges against George, and, raising her voice, s-nid that under
no circumstances and in no case she solemnly declared it in the
presence of M. Lescalle, who, if he had any sense, honor, or

would support her, and in that of the Comte and
Comtesse de Vedelles whose rank and position in no way
abashed her she should not consent to her daughter remaining
with a husband who spurned and despised her. She should
take her back to her paternal home, not an aristocratic one,
indeed, but where, under her mother's protection, she would be
shielded from insult and ill-usage.
M. Lescalle ventured to interrupt his wife's flow of Ian
by observing that Rose would have to be consulted on the sul
This remark roused all Madame Lescalle's ire, and she
ject.
right feeling,

-

burst forth again into a fresh torrent of accusations B
George, which made the Countess look every moment moi

Count more exasperated, M. Lescalle more disir
m the room who did not seem at all IK'
listened to this flow of words with great comIt was in his nature to take a very sanguine view <,1
posure.
things, and he sat near the window pulling the ears of his d<:g,
which had followed him into the room, with the resigned look
erable, the

The only person
was Jacques. He

of a person waiting for the cessation of a troublesome noise.
In
the midst of one of Madame Lescalle's most startling bursts of

eloquence be stood up and said
"Dear me! there they are in the garden, George and Rose,
walking arm-in-arm."
Every one rushed to the window. Rose had just got off her
donkey, and was looking at her husband with such an unmistak-

and happiness that Madame de Vewith tears of joy, and Madame Lescalle felt as
a glass of water had been suddenly dashed into her face.

able expression of affection
delles, eyes filled

"

if

George and Rose crossed the parterre, came into the hous.
started with surprise when, on opening the drawing-room door,
they saw the family party assembled there. No one knew exactly what to say or do. so great was the revulsion of feeling on
every side. Madame de Vedelles and Madame Lescalle seemed,
for different reasons, ready to faint. Jacques alone was self-pos-

answered in a solemn manner;
" there is no reason to
suppose that anything has happened to
M. le Baron de Vedelles; his disappearance is in keeping with
the whole of his conduct since his marriage.
He has shown his
wife nothing but hatred and aversion; he has treated her with the
most studied and insulting neglect, scarcely vouchsafing to
speak to her. The faithful and devoted servant who followed

He went up smilingly to George, and said
Congratulate me on my election, George. I suppose the news
had not reached you in this desert?"
"
"
Oh' exclaimed George, would dear old Vincent had heard

my

it;

seated,"

daughter to this solitude can bear witness to his savage,
"
rude, brutal conduct
At these words Madame de Vedelles burst into tears: the faces

two fathers expressed different, but strong, sentiments of
M. de Vedelles said
indignation.
I cannot condemn
my son without a hearing. If he has
acted as you describe, madame, I will disown and disinherit him.
But, for God's sake, is there no clue to his movements? Does no
"
one know where he is?
did
not
Rose
let you know at once that he
had
\\liy
left her?" M. Lescalle asked.
"Did my sister know of his

sessed.

"

'

time.

''We heard he was

of Hie

"

departure?
"
All I can

tell

you

en lay morning.
-me ilays."
i

is

I

that your sister carried off Rose with
have neither seen nor heard from them

There was a pause. Poor Madame de Vedelles seemed stunned.
night George so incapable of taking care of himself that
it made her tremble to think of him alone and
amongst strangers.
She turned and looked out of the window with a mournful, wistful expression; remorse nnd grief were
brimming up in her heart
The old Count had no remorse,
ling t with bitterness.
but kept saying to himself that this von of his, onca the joy and

he would have been so glad."
''Vincent!' the Count and Countess exclaimed at the same
ill,"

Madame

de Vedelles said; " bnt, oh,
"

is

he dead our dear, faithful old friend?
The Count walked to one of the windows and turned away to

hide his emotion, whilst his wife shed tears she did not try to
disguise.
"
George she said, "were you with him did you comfort
"
for our absence?
"No, mother," he answered, taking her hands between his
" I arrived too late, but
own.
my dear little wife was with him
during his last hours. M. le Cure told rne that she had soothed
and consoled and cheered him. He gave her messages for us all.
Come, Rose, and tell my mother all about it."
Madame dc Vedelles opened her arms and clasped her young
'daughter-in-law to her breast, with feelings too strong for utterNot to Vincent alone did she feel that this fair, gentle girl
ance.
had proved a ministering uugel. Qtotge uas not the same mo-

"

him

the last four ^ears.
,^he
rose, dejected being he had been for
saw it in his eyes, she perceived it in the tone of his voiee, and

when, kneeling by

her,

he pressed his

lips

on the clasped hands

THE NOTARY'S DAUGIITKR.
of his mother and his wife, she could only look up to heaven in
ardent thankfulness.
Madame Lcsealle had gazed in silence on this scene. She was
her justice, did take
fairly bewildered at a change which, to do

silent,

her by surprise; but there was no mistaking her daughter's countenance and tinnner; it was impossible to make, her out as a victim, and the good side of her own heart asserted itself she was
glad Rose was happy. She said to herself not quoting Shakespeare, but her wits jumping with those of our great dramatist
" All's well that ends
well," and looking at her husband,

ejaculated
"
Well, but

"

what does it all mean?
The notary rubbed his hands and twinkled his eyea and
smiled, as if to convey .the idea that he had known all along
there was nothing the matter.

Meanwhile Jacques had been opening a newspaper he had
brought from Marseilles, and glancing over its columns he suddenly made an exclamation.
"
Any important news? his father asked.
"
Important domestic news," Jacques answered, "if this paragraph is not a hoax.
"
" A hoax? What do
you mean?
round
and
all
him,
Jacques read as follows
gathered
They
'

The

secret regarding the authorship of the

which made so great a sensation during the
Paris, has transpired.

young poet whose

It

is

now

volume of poems
last few days at

said in literary circles that the

have been so eminently successful,
and to whom it is anticipated that the Prix Monthyon will be
awarded this year, is the Baron George de Vedelles, son of the
Count of that name, well known as a distinguished member of
the magistracy in the west of France. This young man is only
twenty-one years of age, and bids fair to rival some of our most
eminent modern poets.

" Good heavens

mean

first efforts

"
!

Madame

Lescalle exclaimed,
have written a book?"

"

say that you
Rose burst out into a joyous laugh, and clapped her
to

together.

"

Is this true,

"

George?

you don't

little

the Count inquired, laying his

hands

hand on

He was answered by a

smile and a flush of pleasure on George's
Jacques threw up something, the newspaper, or his
The notary embraced the Count, who felt so
air.
happy that he did not resent it.
"Oh, if Aunt Mede was only here!" Rose cried out; and it
seemed as if that day all her wishes were to be granted, for almost as soon as she had uttered the words, Mdlle. Lescalle appeared. She had received her sister-in-law's summons, but not
till late in the day.
Madame Lescalle had not felt anxious that
Mise Mede should join the family council, and had purposely

pale cheek.
hat, in the

much

Now
much

her

ar-

to see,

and much to thank God for, that dear Mise
was well she was there to suggest that they had all
better depart, and leave the young couple to themselves and to
the peaceful enjoyment of their new-found happiness.
As she opened the door leading out of the drawing-room, Benoile was discovered behind it. The little goal-herd had an
to guess at,

Mede, and

it

inveterate habit of eavesdropping, but no one thought nt that
ment of reproving her. She darted up to Hose and said

"

mo-

"

is Monsieur what he always said I was, a poet?
Upon which Rose they were all a little beside themselves juat
then hugged her and said
"
Yes, ho is, and I shall read you some of his verses."

Mise,

********

On a lovely morning in May, two years
Madame George de Vedelles were sitting on

afterwards, M. and

the grass of the litbeautiful boy of fifteen

tie lawn at Belbousquet, and their
months rolling near them amongst the daises. George kept
catching at his son's little fat legs, which made him shout wil.h
laughter, whilst Wasp, rather jealous of the baby, uttered short

barks

to attract his master's attention.

On

a rustic arm-chair, close to this group, Mise Mede sat knitRose had on lierki
ting stockings for her poor people.
newspaper, and divided her attention between it and the frolics
of George and her boy.
Suddenly she uttered an exclamation

which made her husband turn towards her his handsome head,
into the dark locks of which his baby had been sticking daises
and blades of grass.
"
Read that," Rose said, with tears in her eyes. He took the
paper and perused, with visible emotion, the paragraph which
had pointed out to him.
was a description of the fearful ravages of the yellow fever
in South America, and the announcement of the death of several
Sisters of Charity in the hospitals, where day and night they had
been nursing the sick. "Amongst others," it went on to say,

his wife
It

"

we

regret to state that

Smur

seilles as the friend of the poor,

much admired

Denise, so well known at Marand who, in the world, was so

as Mademoiselle do la Pinede, has fallen a victim

R. I .P."
to the raging pestilence.
" What different
paths there are to heaven!

"George

ejacula-

" Hers has been a short and
glorious one. To
her we owe it, Rose, that, thank God, we aim at the same end,
though by a different road."
"
" Is not our road too
smooth, too bright, too happy? she said,
him
her
hand
on
close
to
and
his
shoulder.
laying
drawing
"
"My own darling," he answered, it is indeed beautiful and
we
love
But
when
now.
anything on earth as I love you
smiling
ted with a sigh.

his son's shoulder.

sent her note so as not to reach her quite in time.
rival was a welcome event.
She had much to hear,
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and that baby, the thought will sometimes arise that grief must
come some day to you or to me. One of us, Rose, will have to
go first, and leave the other behind. Heaven cannot be reached,
without previous anguish, by those who love each oilier as we
She went straight, an end to the goal, nothing weighing her
do.
down or keeping her back. We must not weep for her."
There was a moment's silence. Then the baby tottc-red up to
them with a ball in its little hand and threw it to Wasp, who
played with it and with the boy in a wild, frolicsome style. The
parents smiled, and soon had to play too, whilst Mise Mede
looked with rapture on the scene.

"Oh, my dear children," she exclaimed, "happiness is a
beautiful thing to see!"
George kissed her wrinkled brow, and said
"Dear old aunt, it is a blessed thing to be able to enjoy the
happiness of others.''

END.

WRECKED AND

SAVED.

in a threatening way
was done in joke.

;

but Peter

he knew

cou'.d only smile, for

it

PART

"
"

I.

CHAPTER

If

you don't know, do you think you could guesn

t

"

I guess I am fourteen years old
for it is over
Yes, sir.
twelve years since Mr. Gardener took me off the rocks, and
they then supposed I might be two years old."
"
"
Ah, thatwas sad, very sad, my boy
So t aid Colonel Penwarne one well-remembered day.
;

L

!

SANDS

PETER
but be had had

stood, as to relations, alone in the -world
many friends raised up for him.

;

been saved from a wreck.
southwest coast of England lie had been washed on
shore in a storm, tied by a silk handkerchief to a hen-coop; and
besides this child, who, apparently, was about two years old,

He had
On the

They, on recovering their
only two sailors were saved.
They could not
strength, were questioned about the boy.
They belonged to a Portuguese vesgive any account of him.
sel laden with fruit.

Passengers had been on board

who were

One of the sailors said
believed to be friends of their captain.
he had seen a child in some one's arms; they had had plenty
So the child,
of work to do, and no time for observation.
was bruised, and whose life was at first
unowned.
remained
of,
despaired
He had beeu thrown on the beach of a sea-coast which bounded a property, on which there was a prosperous village, skirting the sea, and running up a shelteied valley to the mansion
The mansion
of the proprietor, who was Colonel Penwarne.
stood high above the village, on a fine lawn surrounded by
whose young

flesh

magnificent trees.

A man who was a gardener, and who will be called James
Gardener in this story, found the boy. He declared his desire
to adopt him; he was a widower who had one child of his own,
But Col nel Penwarne
a girl called Mary, twelve years old.
had himself determined to bring up this boy, and bring him
up in the Catholic faith. James Gaidcner was of no reli' ion.
A clever man, but one who, having no faith, still was said to
lead a moral life and give no bad example. His wife had been
a Catholic, and his daughter', Mary Gardener, was of her mothJames had a widowed sister to live with him called
er's faith.
Mrs. Mills. Mrs. Mills took in washing, and she was bringing
up her niece to the same work. They were glad to have the
care of the shipwrecked child, and Colonel Peuwarne paid for
his maintenance.

The boy grew up, and showed a decidsd taste for machinery.
There were mines not far off, and on any holiday Peter was
sure to be where the great water-wheels were going round, and
the s'amping-mills were at work. He was a good boy, sweettempered and docile. He grew up well-looking, with large,
He was fond of learning, and his friends ensoft, dark eyes.
couraged him to work with his slate and copy-book ; and they
always made him speak plainly, and observe good manners.
Colonel Penwarne took constant care of Peter. The boy had
been conditionally baptized by Father Joseph, the priest who
lived in the village, and he had then received the name of
Peter Sands. As he grew up, there was something about him
which every one remarked. It was a visible Buperiority in
mind and manner. Colonel Penwarne never passed him without stopping, and frequently inquired about his learning. He
would sometimes stop his horse .hen the boy touched his hat,
and put him through a sort of catechism.
"
Now, Peter, you may put your hat on. Tell me, if you
"
please, how old you are ?
Peter, who loved the Colonel, and knew him well enough to
rep'y quite boldly, would answer
:

"I

don't know, sir."
Then the Colonel would laugh, and hold

"

Very sad, my boy. But Almighty God gave you your life,
and so remember to make a good use of it. Never let it ba
snid of you, Peter, that it would have lieen bettor or you to
have died po'i the rocks, beat by thti waves of the sea even to
death.
Now, Pet r," then this lad of fourteen looked up into
the Colonel's face "now Peter, re-uember this: we ought
every one of us to die rather than commit a mortal sin and
;

we

are, as Catholics,
which end in sin.

bound

We

nev( r to follow in those foolish ways
are all bound to this obedience.
But I

consider you as doubly bound. Why was your life given to
you'when you were bom of the poor mother you know nothing
about ? Why were you born. I ack ? "
To love God, and to servs Him in this world, and to be
"
happy with Him forever in the next.
So Peter answered in the wor Is of his catechism.
' '

"

m

morable day;
Yes," Colonel Penwarne said on that
And if you had died in your innocence, a poor baby,
on the rocks, what would have been yo:;r state ?"
"Believing that I had been baptized, 1 say that I should
have been at this moment among the saints iu heaven."
"Bight, Peter. And do you think that God gave you life
and not death for a good or a bad purpose ? "
" O
Colonel, how could a bad purpose belong to the inten-

"

yes.

tions of

God ? "

"

Again right, quite
were you reserved ? "

right,

Peter.

But

to

what good end

" To
win, by a good life, the reward of a g'-od soldi r of the
Cross," said Pt-ter, rememberi g that he was speaking to one
" To
of the bravest soldiers who had ever served his country.
do good, and to be good."
"
Very well. You are instructed. And where will you get
the strength to be and do as you say ? "
" All th
children of Holy Church find safety iu the Church,
knowledge in her teaching, and strength iu the Sacraments."
" And whose name do
"
you bear ?
"Your own name, Colonel Penwarne and it is the name of
the first of the Apostles. The Holy Father the Popo is also
known as Peter in the Church, as being iu Peter's place, and
acting with his power."
" And who
''
gave him that power ?
>

;

"God
"

Himself."

"
the Church ?
" Our Lord Jesus
the
Chri.-st,
great Head of t" e Church, true
God and true Man, to keep us all togelher as one family, and

And who gave us

to teach

us

all

truth."

" And how
"
many Sacraments have you received ?
"Four, "said Peter; "Baptism, Penance, Holy Eucharist,
and Confirmation."
" And who
these Sacraments ? "

give
"Priests and Confirmation is given by a bishop and baptism can be given by a, lay person if a priest can't be had. And
and our
priests are made by bishops, who govern the Church
.

;

;

;

bishops have come down straight from the Apostles, and the
Apostles were made by God the Holy Ghost, who came down
ou them visibly on the day of Pentecost and the Pope is the
:

successor of St. Peter."

up

his riding- whip

The boy had got very animated by

this time,

and Colonel

WRECKED AXD SAVED.
he reached the

Peuwarne was smiling.

how many Sacraments have

nl

I

had?" asked the
But ho

Colonel.
liajuism.
Holy F,uohnri;t, Confirmation, and
Matrimony," said Peter, as fast as he could tpe^k and Ihe

Penance,

;

Colonel smiled

n-'iiiu.

" Ai:d what Sacrament
"(>,

is that which I shall never have ?"

me

so

ething about

'

"

Order?.'

do

?'

sky, at the top of the rocky luue leading down to the vil age,
and on to the sea now, as he gazed up at Co'onel Penwnrue's
face as he sat his horse to well, and looked so grand and yet so

i-

the great truth he was to utter would
come more solemnly from his lips than at that moment.
The Mass is the unbloody sacrifice of the Body
said,
felt th: t

' '

and Blood of Christ."
Colonel Penwarne took his hat from his head, and Peter uncovered his head also. " Tell me more,"said the Colonel; and
Peter went on readily.
" Th Blessed Eucharist is the true
Body and Blood ,of
Christ, under the appearances of brea and wine. The change
is made when the words of consecration ordained by Jesus
Thus our
Christ are pronounced by the priest in tlie Mass.
Lord gives Himself to us in th.s Sacrament."
" And when were
you last present at this?"
"This very morning, Colone', when you and Mrs. Penwarne
weve at Holy Communion together, when I served Mass, and
said the C'onfitcor for our Communion.
"
Peter," said this brave good soldier, with a sweet smile,
and putting his hat on his heud, " take this."
He dropped a
t

rosary, with a silver crucifix attached to

it,

into Peter's hand,

Think f us some time when you say us.
Pray for us now,
Lead an indusand at the hour of our death.
Keep holy.
Do good to souls when you can, lor the
trious, prudent life.
love of our Lord.
Do a little labor for His dear sake. Now,
how do you get on with Mr. Breward ?"
' '

<

"

v.

h

i

b

>y t;n :k
ila

;

b

;

hail

gone

a shutter

to help them,

;

and

tli

'-klya

He

is

)

dead

He

!"

>

"

aid a gray-ha red old man.

gave one

sLlIh.jj

sin

.

H
ai;d

th..t

\\:is

this time the doctor

had

arrived.

w

then a sad
roccssion was f< rmed, and they
tip the hill i:it> the wood, and among the flowera and shruui
that made tl.e ornamental ground iirou d Penwarue.
They stopped under the shadow of a group ot chestnuts.
The doctor had gone on and entered the house. Servants came
out running towards them ; and then once more the villagers
went forward with the solemn burden of a good man's corpse.
)

'

1

!

.

Lad often bi en asked tuis question in the catechism, and
Ho had answered it with a heart
answered it very often also.
full of holy fear, and with knowledge and thankfulness, in
many places, many times at home, at school, and in church ;
but now, as he stood under the spreading b ue of the summer

He

ill

And

He

ni'M

a:.d the priest's

nnd found (hat he

;

"

By

"They say Mas* and give absolution."
" And what is Mass?" as';ed Colonel Penwarne.
It seemed to Peter at that momont as a very solemn question.

now, Peter

qu

priest's honee,
on a sick call.

death."

"By that Sacrament priests nro made."
"And what can priests do -which I can't

kind

off,

ns they fell

spolieu.

id Peter.

" Tell

<

Pretty well, I hope."

" He has
He says you
just been speaking well of you.
have a wise head for your age, and a skilled hand. He will
rttyouon, Peter, if he can. Good-day good-bye."
And Colonel Peuwarne rode on.
But he did not move twenty yards from the spot where
The horse fell as if shot, and lay
Peter stood watching him.

He rose, but Peter wa -by
.'or a moment like a dead thing.
Col nel Penwarne's siue as he lay with Lis head against a heap
The horse rushed violently to the loot of the hill.
of stones.
People in the nearest cottage heard the sound of the runaway

CHAPTER

II.

Peter followed the benrere of Colonel Penwarne's body np
He had often been there before. But now there
seemed to be an almost awful sadness about it.
Kound the door and on each side of it there was a sorrowing
assemblage of servants, and com ug forth :rom the porch was
seen an ilderly lady, with quick, short, trembling steps, and
by her side a girl, about twenty yea s of age, and ns they met
the body the bearers stopped, and they both dropped weeping
to his house.

on their knees.
Peter knew them. They were Mrs. Penwnrne and her
Lady Edith May for Mrs. P. nwarne's sister h v.nsf in ;rried
Lord Greening and died, h< r only daughter, Lady Edith, was
living at Penwarne during the time of her father's absence in
;

the East Indies.
Peter did not wait to see any more.
lessly and got into the entrance-drive

He went awny
;

noise-

then across the farm-

where the unconscious cattle were s and ng knee -deep iu
the great pool, round by the group of elms that cast a dark
shadow on the quiet water, and on to a stile, on the other side
Peter s it on the top bar of the
of which was the public road.
stile, and there, sheltered from the sun by the branches of a
land,

holly-tree, he gave way to his grief; covering his face
with his hands, ho sobbed and wept as if his heart were
broken.
But he had not come to the stile without a motive. HP knew
that the priest would pass that way on his return to the vi.lage,
and he waited to ask him to go straight to Peuwarue.

huge

Soon a man came up the road.
" Have
you seen Father Joseph ?" asked Peter.
" No. He went to Stonemoor this monnn '."

"I know

that.

I

am

waiting to see him pass.

But I

thought that, if he had passed already, you would have met
him."
"True. But I have not met him. However, you may have
What's the matter ?"
to sit there half the day.
" Mrs.Penwarno wants Father
Joseph, "said Peter. He c uld

and came in alarm and astouishm nt to see what
was happening
Some seized the horse others ran up the
They saw Peter, who had pulled ff his jacket to
hilly road.
roll up for a pillow and piuce under Colonel Penwarne's head,
and when Peter saw them he beckoned anxiously for them to
come yet more speedily.
When the first got to him he was a sailor called Boper

not bring hia courage up to the point required to speak of Colonel Penwarne's death to a stranger.
Then the man went on his way; and when Peter saw i:
was alone he jumped down iroin the stiie, and on his
began the prayers for the d ad.
Father Joseph came soon after this, and to him Peter c uld

Peter said,
" He has
spoken twice.
'
Home.' I'll run now.

and Father Joseph

creature,

;

<

speak, and tell

all

that

He

had happened.

listened.

t*

Id

i'

,

"Can you take 7iiy pony he me, Peter? I will go to Penwarne across the fields."
So Peter mounted the stout pony and Father Jo eph got
into an agony of tears.
"
over the stile and was quickly out of sight.
He had hardly
Ah, yes you've lost your best friend. Here, stay here
said a word to Peter, and yet his lips had been moving, a
I'll run for Father Joseph."
" others are
coming. Some, Ihope, have boy had heard his v
"No," said Peter
"
road
And now Peter was alon.
gone for the doctor. I'll go I'll obey Lim all my 1L<\
to like.
So he ran, going over the hedges and across the fields, till slowly, which was just wh;:t tin:

He

O

'

said,

Eoper

;

!"

The

And

and then
then Peter burst

priest,'

;

>

;

;

:

i

II" .Tdt to

the

took tho pood

:

ehfl]>

littlo

gave the pony it
iiid bewail t.i do tli" ;,-ri om's
:d viafer. looen. ill'
in which lie had be u instructed; for ho was fund of
Imrt .-: :'iid tiie coachman at Pv.nwanio i;i-ed to leu h him in
leisure liouiv, telling him that he liked a 7:1:111 to lie able to ride
saddle and briand drive, groom a home, ami ham;
to its stable.

Finding no

oiie tin re, lie

:

,

I,

dle

who had a knowledge

one

;.n

Pet< r

was

1'

ew, what

1

:.i

oi:e of

know edge grow

He had

those people,

we ought

rt'eotion iu

p

a teachable, spirit

everything when,

ail of

the gr.mnd of humility.
nud he never thought that he knew
truth, he had only begun to /.earn some-

to their

in

most things.
w. o can Jearn and do learn.
us lo k ow, thut the seeds of

of

;

that desired

"Pray I

to pray for his friends afl well as for
he sohi
forth, resting Ins

hi

'

.

.1

i

mane, of the patiently

the

H'anding

"

pony.

"

tffl

Holy Mary,

of God pray for
for the friend who,
;
words had been spoken, h:id gOtifl forth Irom t is e.irlh to join
the holy dead, and for himself, who had to stay and work out

Mother

.s

t

his salvn'ion according t ;) (i.iciV, will.
Th so thoughts brought the use of

prryer, and the

rv

rtaiu'y

o r death, and t e gT ,.t responsibility of life
very <'
P.-ter's mind.
Th.' truths whie
J to religi<
to have suddenly got i-o full of life that all smaller
things were
lo
in the contemplation of them.
What does it profit a man if he gain the -world and lose his
.1

own

thing.

him

r MO."

soul

?

He had

Peter was neither vain nor self-conceited and, so far, ho
hnd succeeded very well iu life. In fact he was just the boy o

Faid it often, and learrt it in his catechism but what
had happened now had made him know, and feel for a

humble enough to
was quick to understand and wise to remember;
then, 'no, he was diligent in the practice of wl at he had learnt,
and faithful t) do well what he lied undertaken to do.
lie was clever, methodi al, t oughtln), industrious and faithIt uia- be said that it was his i:ature to persevere an to
ful.
conquer. Bat t.iere are miuiy things which learners find in the
path of pcr.-<everanc3 which are by no menus pleasant and
to conquer and overcome, a d put a law on one's actions and
a curb on t ne's tongue never to give way t cowardice, never
to turn aside with tiie discontented all that was more than
Peter's nature could have done without help, and that help he
got by let ping God in all his thoughts and the grace so to
ivu in the presence of God lie got by prayer, and by going to
Mass and the Sacraments.

foot, that Jife is indeed given to us for the purpose of loving
and serving God in this world, and living with Him forever in
the next.

;

succeed, for he was willing to learn and
lie

listen;

i

;

>

;

When

people said, looking at Peter, "There goes a clever
ley-would have been near the real truth if they Lad
" There
said,
goes one who is good."
This b<y was i7i n any things very different from other boys.
Ot ers boys Lad fathers and mothers they were members of a
1

1

whom they lovid, and ti.ey were lov.-d again. They had
parents to honor and to obey ; friends and relations to listen to
and to res| ect. But Peter was alone. The waves of the sea had
cast him on the s mds of the shore.
He had never seen a relation of any kind iu.all is life.
family,

He

had, however, a good, strong, loving heai-t, and he loved
He thanked God for sjll the mercies that happened to
in
him, and for all the friendship and kindness he had foun
the world for the mrrcy that had taken care of him in infancy, brought im up as a child, and kepi and taught him.
He heaitily loved those who had made a home for him. But
had not all b< en the gift of God ?
A father and mother have duties towards their offspring but
the kind people who had cared for Peter had had no duties to fulTheir heavenly Father had put it in to their
fil towards him.
hearts to be kind to Peter, and they had fulfill d their heai ts' de-

God.

1

;

I

sire. Peterwasgratefultotbeni, audhelovodthem. Butwi.enle
thought of father, mother, audfiiends, he jooked to the Church,
and lound fathe -, mother and friends tln-ri:
All this was present in. a wonderful way to Peter's mind as
he groomed the priest's pony on that memorable day for had
not Colonel Penwarne been his lest fri nd, and had he not left
the earth and appeared before l.is God ?
Peter prayed. What could he do but pray ? Had not this
;

m

friend paid for his maintenance, seut h
as to his tastes and dispositioii, and put

to school, inquired
him in the way of

;

So Peter there and then made a strong resolution to live ns
a Christian ought to live, so that dea'h could never take him
unprepared. And he prayed a s rong prayer, and a very sincere one that God would help him to keep his resolution, and
that our Lady, like a mother, and St. Joseph, like a true
friend and [ rotec or, would have a merciful ca.e over him in
life

and death.

Just as he had got so far in his pious thoughts he was interrupted.

Some one came to the stable-doo-, and Peter heard a voice
he knew very well say, ".:h, good h;d thank you.
1 was
wondering who was here with the pony. Ah, I see. We have
one more friend gone into et. rnity with a heart full of faith
and prayer, and a life of good woiks. Now mind what 1 say
trouble seems to plough up the heart. And what { oed is
,

this ploughing ? I prepares the place it passes over lor the
growing of f.-ood seed. The seed springs fast. The tii \v of
heaven and the gracious rain falls, and are quickly ii ui,k up
by the prepared soil so w 11 the seed spring in you hea t all
;

the quicker for this great gri< f.
that you bring the seed safely to

Mind

yes, miini thi

,

1'eter

,

i

;

,

i

;

f lue
and
strength, for wo know where to go for the lire 'd
the cleansing fountain is open to us in the Ciiurcn tl;e one
<

Holy Catholic Church."
Then the person who thus spoke stepped forward

;

to the boy's

and put tho key of the corn-bin into his hand.
"
There, take out the riuht measure, and d n't keep the, good
I see you have got th water
littlo beast waiting for his food.
aud then, if your duties allow of your helping me, I shall be
glad of your services in the sacristy."
" I can
" No one
come, Mrs. Beaurhanip, said Pe'er.
will
there
b<
v
ma
Is
ith
expect
any >dy
to-day.
you ?"
"
No, I am quile bv myself. I gave Millie. -nt a holiday,
and sh went off to Treddington at ft ve o'c.ock iu tli' morning."
Mrs. Beauchamp was Father Joseph's sisti r. She was several years older, and she acted as his housekeeper.
Milliceut
was In r servant, a wise-hearted woman, who had lived with her
fifteen years, ever s nee her thirteenth
So Peter
birthday.
finished his s'able-work and followed Mrs.
Beauchamp into
side,

.

;

'

>

makirg the most of such talents as had been given to him?
All this was true, and young and lonely as Peter was he felt
that there had been about him the sunshine of pro -perity.
The question very naturally rose in his heart as he stood there the priest's house.
"
" What will
at his work,
But as soon as
happen to me now ?
lestion came the answer followed upon it.
"The will of
CHAPTER 1IL
God." Yes; that had come, and would come, and whatever
it was, lie must '.>o willing to accept it.
From the hou-.e Mrs. Beauchamp led the way into the sacThen ho remembered the rosary he had had given to him bv risty; and there Peter saw that work had to be done in
preparhis friend and benefactor, and he took it quickly from his
ir
Benediction, the hour for which was four in the
t

pocket.

H

:

well-grown ea ai.d eep
it so .nd for the great harvest, whi< h is the judgment-,
God. A great deal of trouble we must take with our In arts,"
said this kind-voiced person ; "
e have got t> do t ,s daily
care for ourselves, keeping our hearts clear Iroin t -,,i ,,. ,<<
ts,
and from the dangeis of our iorwar I \vil,s, just
mid
kef p our grounds and gardens ch ar of weeds,
n.i
from evil acci lents and we never need bj air. .,1 of , ing
tlie

:

..'OH.

AND
It was not the
and In- now b,
a single dinvt o

In
It

time
lii

wi-irh. \vheu

;

into the orgnn-loft, and Peter put tho
Mrs. Beaiiclumip, after thin, w'lii him iu-nest's house, re:nain
f-ady
Kdith.
Wj'cn she entered ti.o lute en nho found that Peter
en wiping knives and getting the <li
rea ,y, reever since five o'clock
membering that Millie; nt had
y.

our.
often thought of that
like a picture, and his t'::oii"hi<
r

mind
For memory

to his

it.

I

will often l>rin; bae'
;

;

COUP'S, nfteii

Lady Edith went

:

Pet

-1

would come back

upon

Peter had helped in this -work,
part without a \vord being said or

th:;t

I

thi! yt sirs tli

w.'iild r:>st

it

first

S,\ \'FJ>.

iii'ti

r

many

years, with

man /

little

and that Mrs. Beauchamp had undertaken
till
1'aih. r Joseph
having
gone from home, Mrs. Beaui'h.iiEp h:.,, evidently not
was usual on such occasions, for Mary Gaidene.r t help her.
She smiled to see him so busy; but great tears w< re
standing on her pale c..eeks, and she could evidently hardly

in the morning,
arrangement of

-<'k

partieuhus

And
the hour, the sunlight, tin' very shadows on the v,:i 1.
hour iu the sacristy, on this solemn d y of Co'onel Peuwarne's death, in a!t(-r years came back to Peter with a comconsideration of
forting sense of a holy time a time of solemn
sotiiis

the last things and the last hours of life.
Mrs. Beauohnmp never spoke; neither did Peter speak. He
had not been brought up to be a seln>h ch..tterer, fond of hearhis elders or his superiors
ing his own voice he se dom spoke to
till he was spoken to; but he could talk very well for his years,
:

living could give a more straightforward answer,
or tell the truth, and the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, better than he could.
But now in the sacristy he worked on silently, knowing
what Mrs. Beauchamp wanted, and doing for her a 1 he could.

and no boy

!

!

>

trust herself to speak.

They went on about household things without any words,
Mrs. Beauchamp asked if Mr. Breward was expecting

till

Peter.

"

" he won't
No," said the boy,
expect me, I am sure. Evat
erybody
Tredington and Stonemoor knows about our trouble by this t me; and Mr. Breward would make sure that I
shoul

1

stay."

"Yes; I suppose the news must be known everywhere.
Did you stop at James Gardener's last night ?"
"Yes. I came back to go to my duties. Mr. Breward

They draped the altar and placed the lights. The fine suirmer weather had covered the earth with (lowers, and never had knows."
"I'd keep you for a week if I could," said Mrs.
the chapel looked more bright or shown a more joyful aspect
than on this memorable day. Peter seemed to see it all, as has Beauchamp.
"
been said, when memory reproduced this day in after years.
O, I should like it !" Peter stopped his work, clasped
his hands, turned away to hide his face, and sobbed aloud.
The roses some stiff and upright, and dark damask red
;

others white as driven sn >w; others, again, tr iling their smallleaved branches, covered with the bright golden buds of tlie
a pale pink of the most delibrier, and some blushing

Tiie thoughts of a few days of res!, of peace with h s sorrowing heart, of being engaged iu some labor for those he loved,

came with such sad comforting sweetness, that he could not
Before St. Joseph were white lilies, and gera- for a few minutes control himself.
" Mr. Breward would have no
niums blossomed at our Lady's feet.
objection if he were not over" and
tall
in
a
a
of
midst
all,
young figure, wrapped
you could go to
busy," said Mrs. Blauchamp quietly
Then, in the
a
walked
after Mass to-morrow morning, and get his eave,
hidden
face
the
veil,
Stonemoor
by
quickly,
sloak,
long gray
with noiseless steps, up the centre alley of the little church, and bring home a bundle of what you may want. Do so. I
I am thinking that Mrs. Penwarne
will tell Father Joseph.
and Piter knew it was Lady Edith May.
She stopped by the bench which the family from the mansion may like to see you and if she did, I should be sorry not to
where Colonel Penwarne haveyou on the spot to wait on her immediately. I will write
always occupied, and she knelt down
had been iu the habit of kneeling. Then she dropped her face a note to Mr. Breward. You can live here. I may be glad of
a messenger, nnd there may be many things to do."
on her hands, and her whole figure shook w.th emotion.
She rose in a few minutes, and came on with the same rapid
Every word this kind iriend said seemt d to have healing in
was standing. Then Mrs. it. Peter's heart thanked her. He felt very naturally that
step to where Mrs. Beauchamp
Beauchamp point> d to the sacristy-door; and Peter went on he had no spirit to go to work. To occupy his whole mind
before her, while she waited for Lady Eui h. When Peter saw with the things doing at Stonemoor would be impossible
those two enter the room, he was going to leave it by the outer without such a straggle as he seemed too be to young to make.
a s gu for him to stop.
What Mrs. Benuchamp had said was full of comfort to him.
door; but Mrs. Beauchamp made
" in a week's time I could
"
" You
go to work
Ah," he thought,
may be wanted," she whispered.
1
Mrs. Beauchamp; and Peter again with a brave heart. What a mercy it will be to work
turned
Edith
quickly
Lady
saw such a sad f ce, it brought the tears into his own eyes to about here for a f. w days O how thankful I am !"
Mrs. Blauchamp, u ho had known Peter from the very first,
She laid her head on Mrs. Beauchamp's shoulder,
see hers.
sobs
v,ik
between:
these
had he d him when her brother had given him conditional
who
forth
choking
and gasped
words,
" I came to
never withdrawn her gentle supervision
say that I think this afternoon I can't play." baplism, and had
what was passing in his mind as if he
as
well
the
on
Thursknew
who
from
Edith
organ
was
him,
It
always played
Lady
She had lixed her large,
a town six miles had found words to explain it to her.
day afternoons: an organist from Treddington,
his face for -a moment, and read all
on
examining,
eyes
came
gray
every Sunday.
off,
We can do without you," answered that he felt.
"Yes, I understand.
" Let that be a settled thing," she
said, in her quiet way;
Mrs. B. auchamp, in a soothi -g voice.
because
Miss
"and
be
a
there
now, if you will lay the cloth in the dining-room, I think
"I was afraid
Apdifficulty,
might
we shall have Father Joseph back directly, and I will put out
pleton is from home."
lead
the
to
choir
ad
was
able
Miss Appletou sang very well,
your dinner at this end of the table, and just go away to make
without the help of music, and she always played t_e organ my self tidy."
*
So she followed Peter up-stairs, and made the dining-room
when Lady Edith was away.
and
then
went
down
to
the
"I'll
it.
and
to
see
neat
look
pleasant,
passage
"O, we can do," said Mrs. Beauchamp.
We have many faithful hearts among our singers, and the soul her own room.
Good Mrs. Beauchamp was thinking as much of the. living
that is faithful can -always do what is expected of it."
This was not the first wise sentence that Peter had heard as of the dead. She had Tsept this boy by her all the morn
from this good woman's lips that day, and he never forgo', it. on purpose. She had not wished him to be talked to by
When memory brought back the bright, flower <leck<d altar, siping people, who would have undcubtedly made manv unand the sorrowing figure of Lady Edith May, there always c.ime pleasant observations. She ku w the wor!d well, and the
" A soul that is faithful can
always world as represented iu the village of I'enwarne was a very
the words, as in a whisper,

yellow
cate beauty.

;

;

1

!

;

do what

uu

i:

and he would treasure the thought
be a help to him in an hour of need.

of .t;"

as a fctroutr truth, to

talkative woild.

One person would have

torn the boy's heart by insisting ou

TI'A'AY.'A'AV)

AM)

tV-.'A

-V.I

henring every pnvtieulnr, just for the sake of tolling it all
again; another would have condoled with him, and have said
that ho

who

must remember

h<> l::id lost

h:id paid for his main:
got him Irs ed :ratira

IMS best friend

CHAPTER
The

given him his clothing,
would have been said how
:<l

priest carae
a lo;.;;- v.iii

homo
in;.;

in

IV.

time for his dinner, which tlr
hour being half-past

for him, his usual

and
and it
one.
" Sit down
ho must look af cr himself now. And, of course, some would
(hero, Peter; I shall make a hurried in<
have wondered if Mr. Breward hud ever been paid any premium day. Sit down while I talk to you. I have been with Mrs.
with him, and have supposed that he would now find himse.f Penwarne, and I have had to go to Treddingtou. Mrs. Penturned out upon the world. Mrs. Beauchamp wished to keep warne would like to see you, Peter."
She herself
all Biich gossiping talk away from Peter's ears.
"When?" ho asked, with a gasp and quite under his
had ma-iy thoughts as to what the boy's future would be; but breath.
she believed and she prayed that Peter might be taught to
"To-morrow. A priest who is staying at Treddington will
know that whatever happened in regard to him would be the be heroto-n ght; he will say Mass in this church. I shall go
will of God, and, therefore, the right thing and the beat thing; to the mansion and say Mass in the chapel I can take you.
the thing to bring him to his perfection, and to unite him to If Mrs. Penwarne is well enough I think she will be sure to
our Lord.
You must take the rosary Colonel Peuwarnc gavj
see you.
" Whatever
happens is right. It is our evil -way of taking it you, and try to tell her exactly, and in as few words as you
that makes it wrong." This was one of the sayings that many can, all that passed when you met him en the uill, I mean,
remembered as having come from her I.ps; > .:d certainly there immediately before his death."
w.:s a p'iwer in what she said which her hearers felt and re"Will Mrs. Penwarne want to have the rosary ?" asked the
membered,
"I should find it hard to part with it."
boy.
A 1 things considered, Mrs. Beauchamp was glad to keep
Father Joseph raised his eyes from his plate, and looked at
Peter near her for th.^ next few days, and as he was quite at Peter.
"
home in the priest's house, she felt no difficulty as to what to
O, I think I would give my life to console her," cried Pe" I don't mean
do with him.
ter, scarcely able to keep from loud weeping.
From infancy Peter had been at home in that holy house. that I should have an unwilling heart about it, only a sore
Millice.nt had been three years in Mrs. Beauchamp's service at heart.
Things may be very disagreeable and against one's dethe time when, amidst t:;e rain and wind, the beating of the sires, and yet we may have a good consenting will. If you
waves, and the cries of dying men, that infant had reached the think, Father Joseph, that she wishes for the rosary, I give it
shores in safety. She had helped to teach him Ca'echism, to her in my heart now there!" He laid it on tha t .ble.
"I
made him say his hymns, encouraged him in us: ful learning, give it, if she likes it, and I hope her possession of it may not
and made work a matter of play to him whenever he came to be maJe sad by a knowledge cf what the trial of it is to me."
" th .t Mrs. Penwarne will never
"I
the house. At the school there -were holidays on Saturday,
think," said the priest,
and Peter had gen rally spent at least half that day at the desire to undo any act cf her lost husband's ife. I think she
wants to see you. O, you have put y^ur rosary in your pocket
priest's house, sometimes with Father Joseph in the garden,
often with Mrs. Beauchamp in her room, and at all odd times again, have you ?"
with Millicent.
"Please to go on and tell me why she wants to see me," said
He was by nature a very handy child, and idleness was his the boy, with a smile.
" Because to
aversion, James Gardener, with whom he lived, used to say
you his last words were spoken, and you can
be was a little vexed that he did not st em inclined to take to say v, hat thoughts his last words expressed. Yours was tho
" He likes flowers
thegaidening.
ah, and fruit, too," wHh last face he looked on in life you are the last witness to speak
a laugh, " wh n they are come and ready for him, but he has to the holiness of his heart, his love of God, and his loy: Ity to
no love of the labor that has to be given to their cultivation." the Church. Peter, that man h d won a great name for himOn which Mrs. Mil's, his sister, who had irom the first act- self on earth, and he had nobly filled a great place but such
ed a mother's part by the boy, would say with a smile, but words as he siid to you, such reverence as habitually dwelt in
still with a touch of reproof in her voice, " Nay, James
but his heart, were his greatest riches and his highest honors. Pehe never gives you any unwilling work, and does he not read ter Penwarne lies dead, and what js it th t we all dwell upon
those gardening books aloud all the evening long."
for our consolation ? Why, this, and this only that he was a
"Wuy, yes; you are just provi g the tru'.h of my wor s. good Christian, a holy son of Holy Church."
He likes to know about the science, as I may say, but he would
Father Joseph rose up and said grace and a prayer for tho
rather handle a steam engine, or even a p .mp hand'e, than my dead.
" I think
spade. He would invent the way to throw the water over the
you will be wanted this evening in the organ-loft,"
of
a
but
he
would
not
find
entert
innient
in dig- he said which Peter .ook for leave to go, and he therefore
tree,
top
any
we-t quickly to Mrs. Beauchamp's room.
ging the soil round its ruots."
" It's all r.ccord
It was a pretty room, a pa t of the old house which had been
ng to nature, "Mrs. Mills would reply, "but
I always expect to see some g.iod come to Peter."
added to for the church, and to give the priest a pleasant li"Well, Mary, have you not something to say '"James brary. The western sun came through the white blinds, aud
would ask of his daughter, who was not a person of
many made the wood pant Is which, instead of paper, covered tho
words.
wal s veiy bright and beautiful, and there tat Mrs. Beau"Say? What, about Pe'er? Why, then, Peter is Peter. champ.
No one ever expected him to be just exactly like o:htr iolks.
Sli3 rose up when Peter entered, unlocked a heavy door, and
I say to aunt often that he is the cleanest 1 d we wash for. He took a square box from the cupboard behind the panel.
"I'll follow you," she said and so Peter carried the case
dearly loves his bath. The sea saved him, and I suppose he
has loved it ever since. Roper, too, says he is very steady." " which contained the monstrance into the sacristy.
Before half an hour had passed the little church became
Mary was engaged to be in ;rried to Roper, aod Roper was
the sailor who first came to Peter when he was
full.
quite
kneeling by
Colonel Penwiirne's side.
That day it seemed as if everybody's heart longed for the
Thus it will be seen that Peter Sands had many friends, house of God, there to pour forth grief and get healing. 'J/iat
th ugh he had no relations, and that he deserved, as far as day, hearts having been suddenly softened, sadly bru sed, a: d
was possible, the good opinions that had been formed of him. some, perhaps, half broken, every body had a prayer to say and
But on this day secretly every one wondered what would be- a grace to ask for and everybody could g.ve thanks, because
come of him now.
he who had been so suddenly taken away from them had lived
a life of readiness to meet death.
;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

This was the way
PeBtrame

in

which sympathy for thf bereaved Mrs.
1

1

to church, and, after

1. to make
liction, to
iva/y i',)i- the offering
of the n, xt mo- ning'a Holy (jOmmonion, because t!;e soul of
-t of all
them, from the depths of a great humility,

and wh"i-o the
cnps

ninon;.;

wnt-r-lilios lifted

up

thrir

<!

ivory

tli<

T this edge Jamc-i

I

;

watering-pots, and no pr.-ater delight ha.
ever felt than the delight of helping to
his

a

-,

,

n a

summer

their pr:i
Tliis afternoon,
i

lien Lndy Edith May knelt in her uncle's
how many Ion d her
Wi.en the ban
th Lord p esse upon us, at His own good

pine;-,

!

<

;

1'

we in-! a ive, every cn:e cf us, to the truth t.f our
1
membe:s *.f ouo family, living iu one faith, moved
being
by oue love, approaching by one way to one eud, to th. t great
" thj
day, th day of death,
day for which all other days were
tiiiii 1 , iiiv

evening. Not that he cared to very mue!
plants it w:is the fun of dipping up the water tlm'
most. Here the boy had had a hnppy childhood, ni;d
still at times
i:t
occupied his little bedroom
miniy iu
;

1

I

;

;x Mock
he occupi, d n room at Stonemoor, in the
the foreman of the stone and iron n oiks lived; for
;

ih

from Stonemoor to Penwarne was long rnd dreary, iiml
Penwarne and Father Joseph had so arranged as to prevent hia
v

made ? "
returning every night.
" GoodOne overpowering sensation of sympathy pervaded the whole
Peter, as he walked up to the garden-gate and said
for
us
and
to
at
the
hour
of
our
who
saw
walked
James
a
sinners, now,
night"
place.
"Pray
Mary,
on,
smoking pipe in
nd he received a smile and a nod from Mrs. Hills,
death," was said as with one heart throughout the whole the pore
chur h
nd the comfort of that human sympathy, the source who was busy at some work immediately opposite the window
i,

;

;

which

;

Heart of our Blessed Lord, was
by Lady Edith as an inexpressible blessing, and she gave
of

i

in the Sacred

.

felt

God

thanks.
And si that day passed and the evening cnme, and Mary Gardener, that short-spoken, hard-working daughter of James

Gardener, in whose house Peter had lived, put her head just
inside the priest's door, a d said
" Isn't Peter
coming to speak to aunt Mills before night?
:

She'd take

kindly, and it's no more than decent, I should
then, before it was possible to get any answer, she

it

And

fay."

turned away.
But Peter
just outside near a hawthorn-tree, through
the branches of which the last rays of the setting sun were
blazing, and he said
" Let us
go together."
And Mary, with her ungaibly ways, smiled a shy sort of
smile and walked on, her tall, gaunt figure toweling above

ws

:

but there was a seriousness about the woman's ea:i.l a
gra\ity on the lace of the man, who slowly smoked Lis evening
pipe, which Ix longe to the mo:i.ent, and grew out of the
wh ch had marked that day forever for all the inhabitants of
Penwarne.
Peter gave his hand to James Gardener, but they neither
of them spoke.
It was Mrs. Mills' voice that uttered the
" Come
I want to see you." Then Peter
words,
in, Peter.
walked into the house.
\-.\\

i

" O
my dear boy," cried the motherly voice of thathearted woman, "thisisabrd day for you and all of u:; .!:.;(,
O, tor you? I have thought of you all day. Don't le tb.n.iyou down too low. We have all something to suffer, and Iho
troub'es that fall on us when we fire young we gro
torn ed to.
" For me?" said
Peter, at a loss to know for the r.i.
;

how he was so distinguished. " Why for me so much more
was a very tall youth for his age.
than for others.
41
There is only aunt and father at home," she said. " I'm
He spoke quite naturally, He really did not quite nnuergoing '.o have a walk with Koper, and then we take a bit of stand Mrs. Mills.
" Now don't let the bad
"
supper with his mother. He's off again to-morrow for a ten
pride get over yon," she said.
months' absence, he < xpects, and there is eo much waslrng you stand there a fine lad, brought up as carefull v
aud ironing he is oblig d to have patience, and wait my time. t eman, and is there a living soul from whom yju can
Father s: ys he hates o much slop about. But somebody bit of bread and not feel it is a charity ? and you ot ai
must wasLi. And my mother died when I was but thirteen get your own living yet, or earn as much as would pay
years old that was the year that you came .ashore and he good clothes you wear ? James has been talking of it nit day,
would not have wanted to work for aunt Mills and me too. and t red out both me and Mary. You know that a man
And now I am twenty-six, and I d n't believe I've cost him a be a hard man, and yet good and kind in his way. II.
sixpence siiue I could o a day's honing. If aunt and I had we must 1 .ok afti r another lodger, for your month will .e up
not had a trade on our hands I wonder what we would have next week, and the colonel always paid by the mout;
done, if he had died instead of the good colonel. We've been kept in advance."
" O !" said
Peter, resting long on that little worJ, with a
Baying so to him t.i-day. He's very h.ird sometimes. He
would i early like to live like a king and keep us as two ser volume of del.beration in the ton of his voice.
" He^-I mean the Colonel
vants on no wages, and then where shou d we be ?"
notwithstanding your having
"
Why, Mary," said Peter, "I never heard you say so many liv d so much at Stonemoor, ha', just to keep you a home l.ere
words together before iu my life."
among your old friends, gone on with his payments. He has
" and
41
paid seven shillings a week for your board, three shillings a
Well," taid Mary bluntly,
you never may again,"
week for your room and your seat by the fire, rnd one shil.ing
a week for your washing and there has never bei n a qnar.er
in which he has not given me half a sovereign for looking after
you, which truly I would have done for no more than the pleaCHAPTER V.
sure and company you have ever been to me. O, you 11 keep
James Gardener's cottage was a remarkably pleasant-looking good, my dear lad; you'll avoid a 1 evil ways, you'll live a good
Peter, I pray you may never fall, now that you must beplace a good brick cottage, with white chimneys and a slated life
rut f, with a green-painted porch covered with roses and honey- gin upon a new road and take care of yourself.'
Peter's head, though he

;

;

i

i

c

-

'

;

:

!

suckle, ai.J a glass-roofed orchard-house at one end, where, in
large pots, grew dwarf peach-trees and plum-trees, apricots

and npctarines.

A

thatched tool-house stood near, over which the branches
of a fine westeria hung from the limbs of an old apple-tree,
round which it climbed, making it full of beauty with its
drooping flowers. There was a large garden attached to this

and rows of evergreens and great towering pear-tret s
made shad where the paths went, and shelter d sunny seats.
There was a pond too, where gold and silver fish were bred,
cott ge,

-i

To

find himself quite the

prominent person in the story of

this sad day's events was felt to be a strange thing to Peter.
knew the truth of all Mrs. M.lls had said; biit I.e could not

He

bring his mind to dwell on himself, nor his heart to trouble
over himself just then.
" There is
plenty of time before next week," he said.

"
Very true, very true. And Mary and I would g > away and
take a house for urselves, only she's going t.> marry lioper;
aud if we left James to get a housekeeper he'd mar.y ///,
c

I

suppose; and

we.

have

fairly

muddled our brains to-day

10 try

A.\f>

H7,'/-,Y'A7'.'.0

A'.lJ7v7>.

no
plan to serve you, but wo fool
up Kom~ little
"
when we beg n.
CHAPTER VI.
than
"Thank;yon," Kail Peter. "You will never
too
of
to
think
no
use
of
it
is
But
I
know.
thoilgl.tfnl for me,
By eight o'clock the next morning Peter Sands was at Pento St. IK moor to-morrow,
am
I
at
a
time.
going
things
many
warno, and the first person he Biiw there was Mr. Bloomfitld;
and I shall get Mr. Brewar.i's leave to spend a week at Fath< r he was butler at the mansion. His cliild, a girl of about
Mrs. Beanchamp says I can be usi ful, and befme teen, waited n Lady Edith, and did many thing iu the
Joseph's.
the week is over I shall know more than I know now. And just under L
who was a widow, a woman of
lYnwarne's

to get
tKiii

I

<

maid,

idy

at present I'd rather be
Peter's voice failed.

among

old friends."

could not say a word more, nnd
"I only
the better f< r his emotion.

He

Mrs. Mills loved him all
wanted to prepare you lor anything that James might say. He
He has worked himself up, and he
is sure to say something.
Here
is hard on some points ; he always was
yes, very hard.
lie is."

And James Gardener
room, holding his

empty

moment sauntered
"Good evening," he

into the

at this

pip".

said;

"I

have been having thoughts about you all day."
"Thank you," said Peter.
" Next
Monday you begin life for yourself. You know that,
I suppose?"
" Indeed I
don't," said Peter.
" We 1
1,
do," said James Gardener, in a voice that had some
smothered anger in it; "I don't let my lodgings without secuI old myself free to let my pretty bedrity for the payment.
room next week, and I have a man iu my eye who will d:> for
the purpose. I can't afford to lose mo ey. I have worked
hard for what I have got, and a man naturally values worth
and beauty which he has stored for himself, and arranged to
1

Lis

own

tat-te

and fancy.

I don't suppose that, for

its

siz

%

a prettier tenement than this in the whole country. I
am proud of my place, and pr^ud of myself for having made it
what it is. I don't wish to be hard on you, Peter. You have
grown up under tiiis r .of, and strengthened your limbs at play
there

is

in that garden; you are young to be left to your own resources,
and this place may be above you n .w. You n;ust have learned
to rough it one day, and as you have lost your patron you will
Don't be downhearted I will stand
at once.
have to

begin

;

s
It has
your friend all my life, and I am honest in saying
been a sore struggle wi:h me all day and the women have
leen vexed with me but I can't keep things wearirg out my
mind. I have o-her matters to dw< 11 upon. I felt obliged to
she
speak out, f.nd so I s lit Mary to bring you here. Perh..ps
>.

did not say that I sent her ?"
"
No; she did not say that," answered Peter.
" Wei that's no
matter; she br ught y >u, and there you
are.
There is nothing disagreeable betwe* n us, I hope ?"
" All
you say is true.
"Nothing at all," said Peter bravely.
It would have a 1
It !s more than I have had time to think of.
Of course I know that I
come to me to-morrow, I am sure.
,

have the g eatest possible loss in Colonel Penwarue's death."
He felt surprised at himself that he was able to s iy those
words quite calm y. "Of course I know that I have no chance
now of many advantages that, had he lived, might have been
But I can't say that I feel cast down on that account.
mine.
I suall be very sorry to leave this pretty pi. ce, for I have n^ver
I love it
had any other home O, I sha.l ba very sorry
!

dearly

!"

She liked Helen Bloomfiel.l very
true piety, and very clever.
much, and Helen liked Mrs. Brading. Of course they all knew
Peter Sands.
Peter and Mr. Bloomfield served Mass together that mornThe but er was a man of full fifty years of age he hud
ing.
been in India with the Colonel, and had lived with him both
bef.Teand after his marriage. Howas, in fact, quite one of the
and his conduct had a' ways shown that their confidence
;

family,
Mr.
in his goodness had not been in any way misplaced.
Bloomfield liked Peter, and had a real interest iu him, and
Peter himself rejoiced in this good man's opinion.
at Mass.
Aft rwards, Father Joseph took Peter to a room where he
saw Mrs. Penwarne ; it mado him tremble to look at her.
She was wrapped up iu a warm cloak, though the summer sun
she looked worn and shrunk, and she
already shone hotly
smiled so sad y when she saw Peter that it required all his

The household and Mrs. Penwarne were

;

strength to keep him from shedding tears.
There v as not a single moment of awkwardness. Lady
s. Bradiag, and they stood by the dear
Edith was tuer J and
to Peter.
lady's chair, and Fath r Joseph began to speak
a few q estions e opeue 1 the subject of that last inter-

M

By

)

view, and the boy knowing what was desired, a d being helped
by the priest, toid in a connected manner how everything had
happened. His voice faltered once or tw^ce he could not
venture to look at Mrs. Peuwarne, but he went on bravely,
answering the priest's que tions, and getting on to that part of
;

the story where he h -d to speak of he rosary, which, as he
spoke, he took from his breast-pocket, and placed in the hand
tue listening la..y eagerly extended for it.
1

Up to this moment Mrs. Penwarne had never spoken. But
when she took he rosary in her hand, and found thu.t Peter's
\

was ended, she said, " Come here."
Peter went to her, and stood by her chair, Mrs. Brading
making room for him.
" a better
" Take this
gift no man could
again," she said
I will
he
what
to
Kemember
said, and be good.
give
you.
story

;

"

never forget you.
Then sue got up.

It seemed to Peter as if she had suddenly
grown old and infirm. But she was gone, and Mr. Bloomfield cama iu and eckoned Pefxr to follow him.
Everything
was ordered for Peter as it' he had been one of the household.
And then a note was given to Lim.
"You must take this to Mr. Breward," said Father Joseph.
" It is to ask him to come here to
speak to me about you on
it will be the day after the funeral.
And
next
Saturday
think over everythin c yourself, as well as yju are able, and
Mrs. Penwarne
tell me all that yon may have in your mind.
With as little delay as
will have to go away f roui this place.
possible she -wishes to fulfil her husbana's wishes and carry
i

"
We, who have out his intentions. He always intended to help you on in life.
Well, then, it's all square and straight.
been always like father and son, can go on in our friendship ; Say your prayers and think ; but don't talk. Idle words are
and I hope that, wherever you go, yo i will never pass us by, lost s rength and you will want all your strength at this
but look in upou us whenever you can, and ri^ht glad shall we cris s in your life."
be to se;' you.
I suppose you will make some bargain with
The expjrie ca of the evening before had been sufficient to
B..J you will often be make Peter acknowledge the wisdom of Father Joseph's advice.
Mr. Breward, and stay at Stonemoor.
Come in, and be at home here if you do. He had felt very oddly he could not explain to himself how
here on Sundays.
hen the ue-v position iu
But, my lad, I'm truly sorry for yon. You can't be one of such he had felt at James Gard HIT'S,
He wants many hands, which the death of Colonel Ptnwarne had placed hiu
a house as Breward's without money.
but not the hands of young learners like you. A h, fourteen is brought before him in plain words.
He was not able to support himself. A conceited ignorant
Keep
early years at whica to beg n a self-sui porting life,
Good- lad might have said that he was. But Peter knew be. ter. He
yofl fettle on.
steady, Peter, and let me lie:i-w
night, lad." So they shook hands, and Peter walked away knew that he was being brought up f..r a place in the world
which x.e co uid not occupy independently for years to come,
thinking.
And in the mean time he knew that he must depend on the
;

:i
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He argued through the whole matter as he
of friends.
was walking to Stoncmoor, with the note to Mr. Breward in

a hasty retreat, saying ho should go to to the stables and see

his pocket.
" I must be thankful
" If I am
helped by friends," he said,
I have had to be thankful to friciiu
to God and to thorn.

Bloomfield followed him.
Father Joseph and Lady Edith went into the garden, that
Hjnvad away from the end of the house tj the grove o.
Tlio
trees; and the servants got away to their own rooms.
f"the destiny of old Penwarne fell upon UKMU us
rowt'ul bio v.
They had never heard of it befor-. Hut s> it
was and all life seemed to change. They could scarcely spare
even one thought tj themselves or Peter Sands.

mercy

and

there should
he n ne to surco, d
em, I cau go on being grateful for the
Whut I niu friend* have
f..vnrs I J.uve already profl.ed by.
made me. I have not had any claim oil them I know that.
Once Lady Edith said
It 1 as ail been pure Christian charity.
siiu-e J

was nn

infant.

If friends nro lost,

if

1

;

after h:s

gifr.

:

;

it was a pleasure to help the deserving, and very often a
duty to help the undeserving. I remember her saying it in
the school some time ago. I remember how I felt it, and how
I made a resolution to be a pleasure to my friends while I was
taking their favors, and in future to be, in my turn, a blessing
to some one else, if I ever had the chance."
Such ideas occupied Peter's mind as he went on his way. In
this manner he was strengthening himself to meet all the
" I am
just what God
village talk of his being a charity-boy.
made me," he said to his arguing self, by way of a concluding
" and I
remark,
humbly pray that I may iu the future be that
which He expects and commands me to be."

that

CHAPTER VIL

But those outside the house had more leisure for thought,
and idle tongues were even unusually busy.
There are always plenty of people in a village like Penwarne
whose tongues are forever wagging as to their own troub.i s
and their neighbors' doings.
Grtat surprise was shown over the news of the large sum of
money left for the use of Peter Sands and the greatest imAnd so, having made his mind up to this strai fat-forward aginable ill-nature was exhibited on the occasion. Wuat had
course, he delivered the note, saw Mr. Breward, got his leave that boy done, people would like to know, that he shou.d be
for the week's absence, and r turned to Father Joseph wi!h remembered in that manner ?
Mr. Brewaid's promise to be at Penwarne the next Saturday
They gossiped over the news. O yes they were not going
to say anything against the servants. They had worked f r
afternoon.
And so the week went on. All preparations for the funeral it. And the Colonel had been very rich, and he had no living
were finished and on Friday the body of the guO.l man who children, and he could afford to be generous. But that Iwy
had been like a father to the people was consigned to the grave. What had Peter done
They should like to know that.
"You stop," said a harsh voice, well known as Mary GarThere had never before been such a funeral in that place. Pe"
ter was among those who served at the altar.
Every heart was dener's, to such talkers by the village pump
you stop. It
"
saying,
May the souls of the faithful departed, by the mercy is not the way to put it. The question is, not what
has Peter done, but what has the Colonel done ? That is the
of God, rest in peace I"
He was rich, as you siy and generous, as you say
It may be safely said that not one selfish thought was in question.
also and he has done right.
Peter's mind that day.
Would there have been any
Then there was the reading of the will.
justice in his supporting a boy, and paying well for every bit
Father Joseph wag at the mansion. The family solicitor, he ate, and even for lodging, clothing, and washing, and givMr. Beunet, v as there. B fore this gentleman went away, he ing him a good education, and then leaving him to the worksent for Mr. Bloomfield, Mrs. BraJing, and the housekeeper. house ? The Colonel has done in his death what he would
When they entered the dining-room, they found there the have done in his life if longer days had been given to him
and I wikli you would all hold your tongues. "
priest and Lady Edith.
It was strange to hear Mary talk, who was the most silent
'I sent for you," said Mr. Bennet, "at Mrs. Penwarne's
suggestion, to tell you some part of your late master's will
person in the village. Some people said that she had never
such points as particularly concern this household. Every- said ten words togeiher since her mother died; others, that her
thing of every kind belongs to his widow, subject to certain father was a very hard man in private, and that she had had a
legacies, which are to be paid by the executors free of legacy very difficult life to keep it all pleasant, and that many words
duty. Among these legacies are, to every servant one year's had never dons with James Gardener, who was a worse man
wages. In addition to which will be paid to every servant who than he seemed. However, whatever the man was in the eyes
has lived ov r four years in this service four pounds for every of Him who sees in secret, he was a great personage now,
year of such service to every one who has lived over six years being associated with Father Joseph as trustee for Peter
in this service, six pounds for every year of service and to Sands.
such as have Lved over ten years in this service, ten pounds
Perhaps other people were found who secretly suspected
Mr. Bloomfield has lived for over James Gardener of being worse than he looked.
for every year of service.
To him there is a further legacy of four
Mr. Bennet appeared at that pretty cottage-door one afterthirty years, I think.
hundred pound^, and an annuity of twenty pounds. To the noon, and went through the orchard-house to see James Gar"
boy who was washed ashore here twelve years ago, and whoso dener; and he began by saying, The choice of you as one of
maintenance and education Colonel Penwarne took on himself, the trustees for the boy Peter was made even years ago, when
there is a legacy ot one thousand pounds. The trustees of this that boy was only seven years old. I want you to refuse to
I will prepare a legal doculegacy, which was left to him more than seven years ago, are act, and I ask you to give it up.
Father Joseph and Mr. James Gardener, in whose house the ment by which another trustee can be appointed, and I think
"
it had better be done directly.
boy has beeu brought up.
"
" Now
Why?" asked James Gardener, with a face full of amazegood-bye," said Mr. Bennet. "We have all of us lost
a most excellent friend. I shall be here again soon to settle ment, for truly he had never in his life felt more astonished.
" Because Mrs. Penwarue an 1 others wish it. As executor
some affairs with Mrs. Penwarne. The whole of this property
to
a
distant
to
cousin
the
the will, jointly with Mrs. Penwarne, I wish it."
am
of
Colto
I
say,
very
sorry
goes,
What have I d jue ? Why do you wish it ? "
The only landed property he had to leave are his
onel's.
"It is no disgrace that I want to put on you. It is, to speak
The
estates in Wales and some farms in Buckinghamshire.
future pos> essor of this place is a man not much over thirty, plainly, bee juse you are not fit for the post. In the seven
who has never seen it, and who is a Protestant. There was a years that Peter Sands has lived since you were naiied as
mixed marriage, and he was brought up by his mother, his trustee the boy has shown great genius, even extraordinary
He lives abroad, and is in capacity. The trustees have under the will power to apply
father dying when he was young.
the wine-trade.
Good-bye once more." And Mr. Bennet made this money to his use before he is of age if it t hould be for his
;

;

!

;

.'

;

;

;

>

' '

XA

A\/>
advantage to do

so.

I think he

may enter on

a

life

as to

which

"Yes.

" And as to t<
" I can't be sure

like the responsibility,
said James, with a smile.

and

[

friend, a lady, living with them
"
think they migh: li prn-iii.i'led.

;

i

Wo

all think so.
\Ve
appointed of a higher education.
mean no harm to you. But I assure you, YOU will do well for
yourself to pet rid of all responsibility in this mutter."

" Bat I

They have had a

sho has gone, and

of its requirements or its neoessiI B'.ioulJ like to see a man of a different eluns of life

you cauuot bo tho best judge

There is
board, lodging, and washing.
a very good bed-room, one. end fitted up us a sitting-room. I'll
let you know.
It would be a very genteel .sort of. home.
worse place, as the opinion of tlie world ;'.:H-H, however, wnild

A

I won't get rid of it,"

do for a working youth. I don't hide that from you. Only
had no effect on Mr. Bennet. "Take a week I don't know of any at this moment."
" I should like to
to consider it," he said, and walked away.
place him at your aunts' his cise. is peMr. Bennet went to the priest's house, and spoke of his visit. culiar and for six years I will undertake that he shall be
"Why do you think evil of James Gardener?" asked Father provided for. I hope he m iy be those years with you. "
Mr. Breward said he hoped it also that he liked Peter very
Joseph.
"
But I have had in this -week two much. Even for the sake of her to whom he spoke, ho would
Well, I don't exactly,
telegrams from Kichard Penwarne, the next heir, and this do his best for Peter.
"
It seems
He
But, indeed," he said, "I find no fault with the lad.
morning a long letter. I never saw him in my life.
that as soon as Colonel Penwarne was dead the man wrote to is a model of diligence, and I trust my nephew may profit by
Rich >rd, his heir. By some means unknown to me he had got his example. Our Fred has never had Peter's good te;ie!iing.
acquainted with Mr. Penwame's address, and knew that he He is my sister's child. She was never a Catholic. I got the
would succeed the Colonel.
fle tells him that he applies for grace of conversion and married a Catholic wife.
My P:
was my senior, and married a man in a good partnership in the
the. place of overlooker of the gro -nds, and he follows up the
Her husband di' d and left her with this only boy.
application by testimonials, and gives references to Fr dcote, coal-trade.
the great gardener at Treddington. So Mr. Penwarne answer- Prospt rity was the ruin of her husband. His recklessness and
ed my telegram announcing his relative's death bynnobher, drinking brought him to his end in a hurry."
Mr. Breward was saying all this as he walked away from
desiring me to act for him; and this morning's letter tells me
to give James Gardener the place he applies for, and to leave Penwarne in Father Joseph's company.
the estate to the bailiff, who must, for the present, live in the
As the priest asked him to go on, he ent"red into mon parHe says he has got to start for the Caps in a few ticulars, and said that his nephew, Fred Drake, wou.d inherit
mansion.
an independence, and that he kept his brother-in-law's share
davs, and (hat he can't visi; England till next year."
" And what have
in the coal company, and overlooked and managed the coryou done ?"
" I have sent
my brother, who is associated wi!h me in the responding share of work for this youth's benefit. He said he
business, as you know, to tho South of France to see Mr. Pen- should give up the Stonemoor branch of business as soon as
war e. In the mea timj I say nothing to James Gardener. Fred was twenty-five, at which time, by tho terms of the pa.tBut I don't like him."
nership, he should be free, and Fred could act for himself.
" And is
"
" will be in six
everything to be arranged thus speedily ?"
That," he said,
years' time, just at the da e
"
"
and
at
Mrs.
of
Peawarue's
Peter's
Yes;
request.
being paid his thousand pounds."
" I know that she and
When this had been said the priest and Mr. Breward had
Lady Edith go to London on Tuesreached the point in their walk where t.ieir wa\ s separated, and
day."
"
"Yes, and I 'on't believe that she will ever come back. But after saying Good-bye" very kkidly, Father Joseph look his
mind I don't like James Gardener. "
way to the village.
"You must not prejudice me!" said the priest, with a
He met James Gardener, who stopped and said he wanted a
smile.
A~d so they parted.
word with him.
"Why, sir, should the lawyer want me to retire from my
trusteeship ?" he asked.
" I can't tell
CHAPTER VIET.
you exactly. He had a strong opinion that a
different sort of person would be desirable.
The e ere great
The meeting that had been appointed to take
place at Pen- and unusual powers given to the trustt es in this case, and I
warne with Mr. Breward, on the subject of Peter
Sands, had am quite certain that when last I Bpoke to Mr. Bennet I should
occurred, and had ended in a manner satisfactory to all parties. have been glad to retire from the
responsibility myself. Bu
Mrs. Penwarne had herself seen Mr. 13r jward, and he had all that is over now. We shall have no n ed to act
on our disheard a few facts fiom her own lips as to
Mrs. Penwarne has taken all upon
Peter, which had cretion, as the will allowed.
made him answer her with great kindness and
She herself. She pays for Peter for six years, at the end of which
liberality.
told him that Colonel Penwarue,
seeing that Peter showed a period we go out of office."
mind and abilities above the usual level, had determined to do
"Six years !"
as much for him as might be necessary to
"Yes. We don't know his exact age, so a term was fixel.
get him the fair reward of industry and intellect, but always with the under- He will be somewhere between twen and
y
twenty-one by that
standing that he turned out go;id and steady, as well as apt to time. Mr. Breward finds him work."
learn and wdling to work. Dying as he had
" And no
done, the thoupay?"
sand pounds left in his will represented hid
good intentions,
"Yes; as may be agreed on. He will take that for himbut that something more would be required to
represent the self. He will have to clothe himself and we can trust Pecare that, had he lived, he would have bestowed on the
ter."
boy.
" Can
" And the interest on the thousand
you help me?" had been Mrs. Penwarne's final words
pounds ?"
to Mr. Brewar
" It will be
lodged in the three per cent. Consols, as the will
"
"Of course," he had replied.
The first thing he wants is directs and we have only twice a year to
sign a paper by
a home.
which Mr. Bennett will be enabled to invest the interest for
" Yes."
the increase of the principal. It will be an additional two
"1 cannot take him in myself. I have had a
great charge hundred pounds for the boy.
Good-morning."
thrown on me a youth of nineteen, not too
So the priest hurried on and James Gardener stood still.
steady, early allowed to frequent dangerous places, and to be in bad'
The hungry look of this man, whose one fault was a guilty
He is !!8 much as Mra. Breward and I can look after.company.
But f g*v-^v
of gain,
fixed v^ii
**ww MAW
on Peter's
v;w* o luuur
y
"Six
tuuy was
Dli years!
greed w*
y( lira
I
,|
money.
c
my two aunts would take him in as a lodger, at any rate shall be
I will never lose
of that

But

the smile

;

!

;

I.

;

;

.
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"
for a lienfiTimncr
beginning.

...noes?
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If I get

my

.

nly fifty-eigh>.
.

what

savings.
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I
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money

sight

have asked

I'll

for, I shall

buy a shore

in

be

wt-11 off.
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tho co.d company.
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They shall not br> nbl<> to do w'thout mo I know
Fred Drake than any of them.
Both th boys oome into theil money nt the snme time. I'll
make my fortune that way. I'll do something to astonish the
one day." And James Gardener, with h s avaricious
tli. :u hfs, fee.
.ing Jiis h art on dang ro-a food, stood still,
ding to find something t do with a honeysuckle in the
he.;;e !.>.:, led w th 11 nver, and enjoyed himr.elf.
And now let us turn to Peter, and see how he took his ood
f n-tnn
It came on him suddenly, after having boon called a
charity -boy, and after more pity and good advice than has been

Peter folded the priper, and placed

Tis(>fu'.

of

i

'.

recorded hire.

Ha was told the whole truth simply.
He put his cap on aud went up to the

mansion, and asked to

Bed

Lady Edith.
She came to him where he

stood alone in the housekeeper's
room. She was young, not more than tw< nty years of age,
and she was very beautiful, at least in Peter's eyes, for he f. It
how gracefully she walk d, and saw how her bl ck hair was
wreathed about l.er na ill head by Helen Bloomfleld's clever
He felt her sweet, slow, quiet smile, that always seemfing rs.
ed so good and true, and he had a strong opinion as to her holiness.

When

she came into the room she looked strangely, for her

heavy black dress made her seem older. Slie was pale, and
her voice was low and ead.
Peter. t od there with a flushed warm face, and bright earnest eyes.

He had to keep his hands tightly clasped as a sort of discipline to prevent his saying too much or speaking too eagerly.
" I am cjme io
say that I am thankful. I have been told.
"

Mrs. Penwarue?
Peter?" she asked gently, with a
a smile covering her quiet face, as she looked at the agitated

Lady Edith could you
" Wnat am I to tell

tell

her,

I

in his pocket,

it lr tween (ho leaves of a
and then :dt. r :i few more

words h'' left the room, and, knowing his way quite well, lie
ran down stairs nnd out into the shrubbery whieli sheltered the
court at th_' back of the mansi >!!, aud so got out. to the iiublic
road which led down to the village. He di 1 n t loiter. lie
had one tiling more to do before i e could rest a moment
He got to the priest's garden, ran through it to the door
way.
of the church which Father Joseph us. d, and was soon on hi3
knees before the Blessed Sacr iment.
This boy ha 1 never known a re.ation in his life.
He had
never had a real h jme, and as yet he had never earned a day's
payment for a day's work. Yet he was there well clothed, well
feJ, safely housed, wise with g o 1 teaching, full of health und
vigor, wi.h good prospects in Lfe, and h s baptismal innocence
unstained iy wilful sin. The Cuurch had been h s mother,
her devout children his friends, her pries s his teachers, her
promises his inheritance, her Sacraments his strength; and
now, on his knees before our Lord, he made his thauksgi
and he asked for help: "Lord, toach me to love Thee !"
His soul knew, without any more teaching than God had
given it, that "the love of Jesus is never idle in the heart in
which it dwells." In these few words he asked for more t.'inu
.

I

any tongue

en tell.

One d iy more made the

Mrs. Penwarne
village desolate.
and her ui> ce left the place.
A crowd of people went up t e
hill and lined the road from the entrance cate to t e di.-.tance of
full a mi e, and most of them had some little token of mourn-

ing about them.

The

carriage moved slowly on.
Mrs. Penwarne had had it opened that she might see the
faces of many friends as she said "Good-bye."
She was iu
tears, and yet she looked at them, spoke once or twice, and
waved her hand in affectionate farewell when the coachman
stopped h s horses at the turn into the great road to the jail:

boy.

" Tell her
been to me

her that I know know how good he has
"
I can't say any more
is.
"Yes, you can," said the lady.
"Wuat what nuist I say ? I can siy anything. I should
have dropped under tlie w ight of it all if I had not seen you,
Wh.it else can
I think. I was sure you would speak for me.
;

I say

tell

how good she

"

?

"O

The soft dark eyes were fastened on Peter,
almost with laughter in them. But they said something to the
Loy. and he dropped upon his knees.
The tears in his eyes fell now, and he cried out, not loudly,
Peter!"

but from the very d pth of his grateful soul
" O Sacred Heart
O Sacred Heart Heart of Jesus All
the good thoughts they had towards me were the inspirations
of that Heart from the Heart of Jesus flows all good and all
:

!

!

!

;

joy."

CHAPTER

IX.

"
Yes," said Lady Edith, when the boy rose from his knees
" I can now
say to my dear aunt wh it she would like to hear.
And 1 can now give you th s " She held a paper in htr hand
on which s:;me wr ting showed.
"it is her writing !" exc aimed Peter, his voice trembling
;

with happia ss.
"She thought of writing a note to you, to say good-bye. You
may never see her again, you know. But instead of a note,
such s she might have written, she gave me this paper with a
few words on it only.
They are tije words of one whom the
Church has honored, whom we are taught to love." Then she
ga e the pipjr into Peter's hands, and he jead these words:
"Let ua belong to God by love, to our superiors by submission, and to our neighbors by charity.
We must li'jht against ourselves to the end, and die with
our arm:, in ou/ hands, for the crown is given only to the vic'

torious."

way s'ation at Tre dingtou.
Then Lady Edith desired

the servant to close the carriage,

which was done; nnd so the sight of their long loved friend was
lost, and the people, many of tliem with hearts full of i raycr,
returned to their homes.
Several gentlemen from the neighborhood met Sirs. Penwarno
aud her niece at the railway station, where they remained till
she was gone. It was known before night that Mr. Bloomficld
had received a telegram to say that they had arrived safely iu
London, and found all things properly in order.
There was pi. uty of talk in the v llage th t day.
All the servants had been d scharged except Mrs. Binding
and two f.iotmen the elder was to be in the butler's place. All
the servants who were discharged and left at Penwurn
leave to stay in the house for a month on board- wagts if tluy
liked to do so.
Mr. Bloomfleld was going into the coal-trade at Treddington.
Mr. Breward had found an opening for him. He had ai
His daughter wns to go into a
suited himself with a home.
house of business. James Gardener was appointed to the solo
care of the grounds, gardens and woods, at a high salary, out of
which he was to pay for a'l extra services, which at many
tunes of the year i; would be necessary to find for the woods
He was appointed to
and the ornamental pleasure-grounds.
this by the new possessor of the estate, and Mr. Reves, the
bailiff, was to take charge of the mansion and live in it as soon
as the servants should have departed.
These arrangements were enough to keep people talking, and
In the midst of it
talk they did, with all possible freedom.
Rude l.ids tried to get some fun out of
Peter had his trials.

James Gardener, with a little ill-nature, enannoying him.
couraged them.
They touched their hats, and calltd Peter
"Squire."
Peter remonstrated once, twice then threatened, "If you
insult

mo by
"

trying to

make me

ridiculous,

I'll

teach you

manners.
'

"Get away to Treddin ton," said Mrs. Beauchamp laughing,
and don't try to teach people what they have no desire to

WltECK'El)
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"
Forget nnd forgive, nncl don't look so hot over it
it is the. mouth of
July," expostulated Peter, glad to
turn what lir.d vexed him into u little merriment.
" Y u will b i wanted to
take the wri.ti.ny from dictation
data in the adult school to-night, a: d to lead the. Kinging.
AV have to arrange it all on a new plan now we have List
Lndy Edith. And, Peter, shako hands with all the young
men r.nd bid them goo 1- bye. Ask f r their good wishes in the
w rk of making a home for yourself. Part in a friendly way
with those who are older and worse off than yourself, and don't
mind iibout boys and children. Go and get the books out; we
shall be very busy to-n ght.
After you have prepared the
rooms go to James Gardener and bid him good-bye, a_d go to
Mrs. Roper for the same purpose. I would not have you go
learn.

!

"But

:

anywhere else. I want to g> to Treddington myself to-morrow,
and you can drive me in the pony-carriage."
So Mrs. Beauchamp set Peter to work, and arranged for his
departure Irom Penwarue.

PART

II.

CHAPTER

I.

It is almost impossible to

imagine any house of its kind more
n that occupied by Miss Jana Lance and her sister.
These ladies were between sixty and sixty-five years of age;
very good, decidedly well-looking, always well dressed; models
of n atuessaud uiceness, and perfectly well mannered.
In former days they had kept a young ladies' school, and
muny residents in Treddington 1 ad received their early instructions at their hands. Mrs. Peuwarne knew them well, and
Colonel Penwarno had been in
Lady Edith knew them also.
the frequent habit of ca ling to see them, and fruit, flowers,
and game through summer and winter haj regularly been
sent t > them by his orders.
These good ladies were converts of about ten years'
standing, and even their most disapproving neighbors could
n t do ther than admit tho firmness with which they had carried out their convictions, and the quiet consistency which
marked their daily life.
They had now <wo pupils, their
nephew's little girls, and they had ha a lady living with them for
two ye ra.
This lady had 'lately gone wita some friends to
perfect th

i

.

New

Zealand.
Into the room occupied by this friend Peter Sands had been
introduced by Mr. Breward, on the evenii g of the day when he
h d driven Mrs. Beaucliamp in the pony-carriage to Treddingtun, with the boy employed to take care of the pony in the seat
behind, who took Peter's place and d.ove his mistress back to
Peuwarne, after she had paid a visit to Miss Lance and her sister, and left Peter Sands standing by Mr. Breward's side at the

door of his new home.

Having brought him to his new home, in the mid^t of pcenes
very different from all lhat he had left among n: w friends,
and sur.ounded >y new duties we must lit three years pass
over Peter's life before we look at him again.
I

After three years.
From nearly fourteen or fifteen years of age to probably
neary eighteen.
WhaJ. was Peter like ?
L t us take a look at him. He is in rather a remarkable
situation.
He is, in fact, on the roof of
a sta k of chimneys comes up,

11

James Gardener c-mes
'"'""''I

ter,

too,

"
!>'

,-y !(,,-

" Tin

and admires and lanrrm.
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'

'
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and keepiag an equal tempexafax
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contrivance
and getting wa-

m -hike.

and

,

me

I

-ii rSands.''
always the machinery part of a ib n;;tlm'
Peter has become a very lino you:ig man tall,
strongly made,
and d eidedly g od-looking. Ho has improved in
every w:iy.
His education has gone on. He has gone t an
evening
and has been found to have a decided turn f.
Hdw;rk* at learning Latin with the priest, aid he ran t Ik
French with Miss Lance and her sister, and little Annie and
Jana Brewaid, w.th considerable fluency.
He is in Mr. Breward's counting-house, and gets a respect:

;

)

able salary.
He does not live for himself alone.
Those words whicli were among the last ever spoken
by
Colonel Penwarne, " Do a little labor for His dear sak ,' hav'o
lived in Peter's heart and borne go d fruit.

Ho is a member of the Soc ety of St. Vincent of Paul, he belongs to the Young Men's Catholic Association, ho serves Mass
daily, and is steady at his duties ; and perhaps it ought t > be
mentioned in his praise that he is not spoilt by the interest iaken in h:m by Miss Lance and her sister. Ihey admire and
love him. They pray for him, and give thanks for him too.
There is not anjthing within their power that they wouid not
do for Peter Sands. And Peter is grateful. He knows how
go;,d they are, and he jields to thtir wise wishes for l.i.-> improvement.
They have

provided the means for his obtaining a good
literature ; they have been great h<
him in his scientific pursuits and Miss Jane, who was r .aly
a learned woman, had be n a great assistance and pleasure to
him in the study of mathematics.
These dear ladi. s wtre glad not to sink in'o idleness

knowledge of Ei.glish

;

lives of teaching and learning, of reading and thought.
'Jury
were very gl..d to be of use to their young friend, and they hud

reason to be gratified at the youth's progress.
Life had become a prosperous thing for Peter Sands and
prosperity is a trial wo all know that. Yet, peih.ps, ail this
prosperity was a less trial to Peter, because of a cert in simplicity of character wh ch belonged to him, and winch th
;

early, faithful, persevering teaching of

holy friends had

fos-

tered and st.engthened.

The youth still carri d about with him the spirit of his childhood. There was meekness, frankness, and caud r in all his
conduct. The aged loved him, the poor welcomed him
children ran to h
as if he were still a cliild like themselves.
And this was because he was a Christian ; because he not only
knew the Catholic faith and believed it, but because he also
practised it always because he not inly lovt d God, but
;

m

(-

;

Him

in his duty towards his neighbor,

und his forgclf ulne.^s cf

self.

By his distaste for all that was against the Catholic Church,
or in any degree contrary to Christian mcrals, or injurious to
Christian perfection, h< j showed his love for God.
And jvt ho
was not quick to see evil in his neighbors he 1 ved in holy ignorance of other people's faults, and by giving them creuit ior
the sincerity that lived in his own heart he led many to
.

;

righ-

teousness, without being aware of the good he was doing
had done.

and

Such in youth was Peter Sand .
Mrs. Beauchamp, who watched him closely, ard g ve him
many a prayer as she sat busy over her good works in hoi-

Miss Lance's house, just where
and the. e, where the flat roof
allowed it, he has constructed a roomy place for plants and
ing shrubs, with a glass roof, ad warmed by the heat of
the kitchen flue. He i.4 mcst successful in his gardening in
this situation, and supplies Miss La- ca with roses in the winter
and dwarf fruit-tr es plums and peaches beautiful both
in fruit and fl .wer and as to camellias and azalia">, all Trednies to see them aa they adorn a flower-stand in the

the maid servant at Father Joseph's, used to
this sometimes.
She had lived there sinee her
childhood, as we know, and was a faithful friend in the house-

drawing-room.

hold.

;

;

paneled parlor, said that he owed something to t e
being so truly an orphan, without parents or re aG J alone
tives, without a friend from any family connection.
had given him all that he had God a'one hnd nised u for
pretty

little

fact of his

/

;

him

friends, teachers, home, sustenance,
that for many years had clothed him.

Millicent,

consider

all

>

and the very garments

"

Do yon

Prt
i

AND

D
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r.

"

ever think

it all

"

through

?

sho said one day to

Do you ever think how few human attachments

have any right

to, arid

what such u

state

should do for

CHAPTER

H.

you?"

" I r.m freo to serve God. " answered
" Fre: to do a
Peter.
little good for His dour sake
free to be thankful, a id to count
up His gifts, mid tn s y after every reckoning, " God alone "
Such was Pet. r Hands f .IT these three years. And now let
ns look fit cur other friends a; d acquaintances.
Fa. her Joseph's hair was grayer, and ho stooped a littleIn all other thin s to outward eyes he was just the same.
Pete* used to get to Penwarne, occasionally, and if he could
get there very early on a summer morning, he would serve
Mass as it' he had never left the village and was still a young
On such days he would enjoy a ramble down the sands,
buy.
staudi: g still for a moment's thought where the
pile of rocks
stoo.i, beneath the shelter f which he had been washed ashore,
tcarred and bruised, but saved for a
good lile by the will of
God. He would then visit old friends. He would have tobac1

;

!

t

i

co for one, a packet of ten for a: other, smiles and
happy words
for nil.
Old Mrs. Koper lived now with Mary Gardener, in
th pretty house which had long been Peter's home.
James
GarJeuer had prospen d
prospered wonderf lly. He had
taken a house at Treddingtou, near Mr. Bloomfleld's coalstor s he was in partnership with Mr. Bloomfield and his
eiskr, Mrs. Mills, he had placed in his new house to keep it,
and 1 ok after the counting-house; to keep all clean and
t^afe,
and be a Useful matronly help to Mr. Bloomfield and his
'.

;

Helen Bloomfield was

a dress-maker's house.
She lived there. But when her father could have her at the
hoiue near the coal-stores she went gladly, and
many a happy
Lour did she pass with him, Mrs. Mills acting as her friend in
many ways, and growing very fond of Helen. It pleased Mrs.
daughter.

in

Peter Sands did not lead a dull

life at

The

Treddington.

la-

whose house he lodged saw many fr:
(hey t.11
got to know and like Peter. Mr. Breward.
so thoroughly well conducted, and so
entirely to be depended
upon, introduced him to many persons whose acquaintance was
dies in

i

a credit to him.
He had another and d very powerful reason for making Peter known to persons whom he valued
he did it for the sake of
Frederick Drake. He wished Peter to influenced his nephew.
Though Drake was not a Catholic he was one to acknowledge
:

and to distinguish good from evil, and he liked Peter.
They had become close friends befoio this three years of Peter's residence in
Treddington had run out but th:s friendship
bore sorrowful fruit often, and Peter was often sad about Fred
Drake. The young man was in Mr. Bennet's office. He was
merit,

;

clever enough, oi' a lively disposition, and fond of
In
socie'.y.
he was too fond of company, and he liked the society of

fact

those who flatttred him.
This evil had taken deep root in
Fred's heart before he knew Peter. On knowing him he felt a
f r his praise ; but
though he found his new acquaintance a cheerful educated companion, he did not
get from him
that wordy praise which his heart hungered after.

longing

It was not a good youth's real heartfelt
approbation that
Drake craved after what he enjoyed was praise; the incense of
he would do anything to get it. He
flattery was dear to him
was the victim of self-love.
But there was, nevertheless, a great deal of good in Fred;

;

erick Drake.

Talking, boastful, conceited, worldly company had made
James Gardener prosper so well, and grow rich him what he was. He knew that he should be what his small
world called quite a rich man in a few years' time, and so he
so speedily. Her rooms were gay with flowers from
Penwarne,
worked only just enough to keep his place and avoid Mr. BLIIand she made hi r brother's bargains with the
at
fruit-shops
Treduiuptou, aid proved herself to be a valuab e steward to net's displeasure and he put no heart into his work at all.
Peter was too modest a youth to be over ready with advice
him i such matters. James Gardener lived in the gardener's
c ttage at I'enwarne.
He had the gardens in his own hands, but even Peter took Fred to task at last. And, in fact, up in
that glass-roofed bower which Peter had on the roof of Miss
and made money by them.
Lance's house, they once got quite angry over it. Frederick
Penwarne House had been let for the last two years.
T':e heir had come to England and visited Mr. Benuet.
He said that he was then twenty- two, and that he had been a petted
had looked over Penwarne, and pronounced the mansion to boy, and had begun life late that he had very large expectabe too large for his own occupation. He had said that it re- tions from the coal company, in which his late father's shuie
quired a man of fortune to live in it, and keep up everything was of considerable value, and he thought that he ought t.)
have been placed in the office of the coal business, and not at
it had been kt to a
properly. And
wealthy tenant, who
was equally kind to Catholics and
Mr. Bennet's. Also, he thoug .t that there had been a great
Protestants, and very civil
to Father Joseph.
injustice in postponing his coming of age till he was twentyI ought to have had it all now," he said angrily. T^is
five.
Mrs. Kop.r and Mary Gardener wash' d for the
mansion, and
was
Fred
Drake's view of his position.
as Mr. Cleverly disliked all
and
wished
to
make
the
trouble,
term of his tenancy easy and c >mf ortable, he let the first
On the other side, Peter pleaded in this way that he had
arrangement go on with James Gardener, and himself
bern brought up to the profession of a gentleman that the
purchased the
fruit and vegetab es
coal-merchants, in whose firm his father had been, had made
required for the house.
A snia 1 greenhouse a, d g.r en were kept apart for Mrs. their own bargain when Fred was an infant in his mother's
Cle verly's pleasure, and James was
that they had not wanted his services as -a boy.
paid for keeping them ia arms, and
order.
It turned out to be a
That, ever since his father's death, three hundred a year had
very profitable arrangement.
James Gardener enter* d into many very
received from the firm, of which two hundred a year had
paying specula- been
tions not o. ly in
pl.nts, shrubs, and trees, but in buying been used to pay off the principal and interest of money borai.d selling timber.
He had built some small houses, bought rowed on that security to pay off his father's d^bts, and that
these debts would be paid in three years' time, when Fred
land, 1. 1 it cut at high rents as cottage gardens, and,
being liberal wi:h labor, gilts of
the business himself or receive s ven
s.eds, and valuable advice, he became wou'd either go into
a very popular landlord. It was evident that he was
thousand pounds, at the option of the members of the firm.
growconcluded Peter, "be, at twenty-five, a member
i'ig rapi )y rich, and people began to wonder where the
money "You will,"
came from.
of a go:id profession, with a fortune of seven thousand pounds,
Then it was said that James Gardener had been a
no one having lost a farthing by your father, and yourself besaving
man all his life, and had wisely kept his
ing uninjured."
safe
till he
money
f >:m
i:iv stments
When Peter, on this memorable snmmer evening, said this,
making sure, speedy and rica returns.
" Which is all
Aad James was happy. He loved
Fred
laughed
you know about it," said Fred.
with
all
his
soul.
money
But Peter reminded Fred that he could not help knowing
in his posi.ion, trusted in various ways by Mr.
the truth
Breward, lie h:.dlieeu told the circumstances, and made familiar
" You know
with the accounts.
this," he said.
" And do
I
have
lived
on the beggarly allowsuppose
you
Willis to lin.l

;

i

;

;

>

'

;

!

;

:

i

t

;

A\/>
and placed in black and white before him.
There must, however, bo just a word f mercy tpoki
Until he entered his uncle's house, his bringFred's favi r.
ing up had been one continued act of indulgence. His own
desires had been his only law.
The effects were now sad in-

The rest
anoo of fifty pounds a year mado mo by my nnclo?
of the hundred a year ifl supposed to pay for my board and
Of course know that ho invests it, be'.is family.
mo furniture tor a house in the
cau-oliosaidt.il t it

Peter,

<

1

mny bny

:;

but

still I

have for myse'.f

iimm-.-inents, eTerything
Why, it can't bo done."

money,

for

cl -thcs,

this paltry fifty

pocket-

pounds a

deed.

" You don't subscribo to more amusements than I do
you
I have
dressed better; you have no more ready cash
I am in as
only fort pounds a year for all you reckon up.
:

CHAPTEE

;

(

"

In this way, and with this knowledge, closed the third year

good company I
"
O, stop. Yes; you are in as good company yes, a good
You are steady, charitable, with a sovdeal better company.
and
more for education. O yes; don't get
the
for
priest,
ereign
so red. Don't I know ? And you build a greenhouse, and row
a boat, and study geology, and have a collection of fossils
I'll give you a thrashing if you don't stop, or kick you
down-stairs, which would be easier," said Peter quietly.
"Why, so you may, and so you could but don't you know
that it is bad company that spends your money? What as a
pack of card-sharpers find money-lenders got to do with good
company ? Was it good company that took a hundred pounds
out of my pocket at the last Treddington races?"
" But that was all settled.
Mr. Breward got to know, and
be spoke to you, and paid it."
" It was
that is, one hundred was paid out of that
paii I
store that he has laid by instead of taking it from my board
:

of Peter's life at Treddington.

Time went on a fourth and fifth year passed.
Peter had risen to a place of trust. All Mr. Breward's
;

It was a great deal to do, and it required a steady head and
extraordinary accuracy.
Peter had invented an improvement to the ordinary machinery used in Mr. Breward's works at Stonemoor, which resulted

;

in a great saving of labor and risk to the men, and of money to
This thing had been the work of his leis re
their employers.
hours. All his days were absorbed by the accounts, and his

1

daily labor

an anxious

sort.

Peter,

however, stood

it

much, and he would have

Mr. Breward looked on Peter with gratitude as well as pleaLances were prouder than ever of him.

sure, and the dear Miss
In fact all Treddington

"

" Get the rest " exclaimed Peter.

this time took an interest in Peter

by

;

and not only Father Joseph, but also the piiest of the Treddiugton mission, Dr. Beauclerk, watched him with joy and
thankfu'ness.
When his invention was completed, and liked by masters and
men, Mrs. Penwarne was written to, and she sent Peter me

sages through Father Joseph, and she asked him to come to
explain his work to her. With extreme pleasure
Peter went to London, and was taken by Dr. Beauclerk t
Mrs. Penwarne. He was so happy, he cou'.d have knelt t>

London and

!

"

of

liked Mr. Breward very
done anything for him.

get the rest."

to

was

He

well.

was quite a terrible moment to this youth, for
" Well ?"
he felt that something bad was coming.
" That was
what
He was so good
half
of
I
owed.
scarcely
and forgiving about it, I had not the heart to tell him that he
o /
had heard only the half of the folly I had committed.

had

ac-

counts passed through his hands.

'

yes; but, Peter
" Well ?" It

in.

I was obliged to do it. There would be
Yes, of course.
if I had not paid the debts of which my uncle did not

a clamor
know."

lhank her for all she had done lor him. So genuine, however
were his feelings that she felt all he wished o say she knew
" Of course
him for what he was, and he had an inexpressibly pleasing
you know."
"I know that there are money-lenders, who would ad- sensation of being understood as he answered her questions
vance you small sums for a larger sum to be received in three and sto d happy beneath her smiles.
Peter and Dr. Beauclerk lunched With Mrs. Penwarne. She
year's time."
" Just
sent her servants away, and Lady Edith, who was there, said,
so," said Fred, no'dding his head.
"
" And which of them accommodated
" Yo and
I, Peter Sands, must wait on our elders to-day."
you ?
" James
of
course."
And this they did, as far as such attendauc was need d
Gardener,
Peter felt as though he had been stabbed but he hid the then he returned to the station by himself, for Dr. Beauclerk
pain by turning his head aside, and pretending to be attracted was going to spend a few days with a friend.
Before he lel't Mrs. Penwarne's presence she had said these
by t e view that lay spread below the.n.
"Look out, Fred. See the shipping, tho wharves, the store- words to him: "When your salary was raised about two
houses the masts are as thick as a forest well, not all the years ago, you refused to take any longer the money I had
wealth there represented cou d stand what you are doing, if p. iid Miss Lance for your living there. I ought to say that
carried on perseveringly by lavish hands like yours.
You are they refused to have a higher payment when I offered it to
not fond of work. You have not tho perseverance, perhaps not them, as you grew i.. to manhood. I laid by the mou' y when
the constitution, to make your fortune f,-r yourself.
You have you no longer accepted it you will receive it next year with
had a sum of money secured to you, and you are spending it
the money left you by my husband. What L gave you only
that is, you are giving it away to mouey-leuders before you represented in some degree the faithful interest with which he
have seen it yourself. How much do you think is gone ?"
would have regarded you had he lived. My young friend, I
"A thousand pounds, " said Fred.
ask your prayers."
" Will
"It's tea-time," said Peter.
Then he began to speak, or rather to try to speak, for his
you gi home and bring
your accounts to my room, and let me 1 ;ok them through with heart was too full for him to say what he felt but she stopped
you ? I have rather a head for that kind of thing, you know." him.
Peter spoke very quietly. He was afraid of vexing Fred,
"Lay up any gratitude you may feel for him and me in that
and making him repent of having trusted him and he was Sacred Heart where we shall be sure to find it. I am old,
longing from the bottom of his heart to d j him good. He Peter," she went on, with her calm eyes fixed smilingly on
would not wait for an answer. He took Fred with him to Miss the young man's face. "Death is near. Death, it
Lance's tea-table. He even stayed there while Fred sang songs may overtake the young, but th old go forth to meet him.
ss Lance's acco i.paniment.
But at last, about nine Well, remember this, in the life :hat lies bi fore you, th:i
to
o'clock, he had Fred safe in his room, with all the sad truth hi His might and mercy never deserts those who serve Him
never! Never leaves those to themselves whose faith and
Bpr:::ul out before him.
A fur \v >r:;o story it was than even Fred himse'f seemed to devotion are known unto linn."
" That is how we
know and there wen: a few bursts of despera- iou from the
pray," said Pdter.
" That ia what we
man while the whola history was being revealed by
experience," 8ai(\ Mrs. Penwarno. And
'

'

Ar.d

how

did you get

it ?

"

asked Peter, very quietly.

;

i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

i

i

M

;

1
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s9 they parted.
As Peter came back in the railway-carriage, those words,
" whose faith mid devotion are known uiito
Him," seemed to
ronud him, as it were, in ttie air. Mrs. Peuwarne's
sweet gentle voice seemed to linger in his ears.
When ho reached Treddington he wtnt straight to the
Catholic clr.irch.
He walked in and knelt down. Several
Still in his
p-'ople were there saying their cvenirg prayers.
heart those words were sounding, and thai strong assurance
tlu.t under no c mceivabl j circumstances shou'd that soul be
desvrtcd or left in any way alone whose faith and devotion
God knew. The words were familiar enough, but they seemed
to have gathered a remarkable power that day.
Then Peter
went home, was happy ard merry too, with Miss Lance and
Miss Jane he met Mr. and Mrs. Breward there, and the two
young girls and Frederick Drake. Fred sang out of tune, and
his cousins laughed at him. Peter tried a trio with the girls,
and they had an encore. He told them of his visit, of all
that could interest or amuse his hearers, and went tired, but
1

;

CHAPTEK

IV.

In a minute more Peter was going at a good
pace down the
hill to the village of Penwarne.
He passed the stile on which
lie had sat
watching and waiting for Father Joseph on the day
of Colonel Penwame's death.
There wai the same sort 01 bit
of dry earth as that on which he had knelt down when h
found himself alone, and prayed for the dead. Five year* ha 1
passed, and, with him, all things had changed.
He, the village boy, the child maintained and taught by the bounty of
Colonel Penwarne, was there again a mm.
A man in independent circumstances, with excellent prospects in life; ad-

mired, respected, Bought after, trusted.
Up to that day how plain his way had seemed to be how
But now something had hapeasy it had been to walk in it
He wanted guidance, and Le
pened, and his way was dark.
was going to seek it of Father Joseph.
He got to the priest's house. It was approaching ten o'clock
!

!

" Can I
at night.
sleep here ?" he asked of Mi licent, as the
bower among the chimney-sticks. opened the door and let him in with words of welcome.
"I
The pale clear light of a full moon fell upon Treddington, and
suppose so; there is no one here, and the spare room is
lighted up the docks, and fell on the broad water, which always ready. Does Missis expect you, or have you wr.tten to
heaved gently beneath the s^y. The shadows were broad and Father
Joseph ?"
black; the outlines of the buildings, distinctly marked, gave
"No I am not expected. Let me see Father Joseph di"
grandeur to ihings which were not worth a second glance by rectly.
silence
seemed
to
A
have
fallen
on
that
great
"He is in the church," said Millicent.
day.
populous
city, so full of life, so crowded with human interests, where
On that Peter went by the priest's door through tbe s-.cristy
the battle of good and evil went in ceaselessly, end where the into the
church, and he paw there Father Joseph on his knees.
cause of Christ in each human heart was being lost or won. He knelt down in his
sight and prayed heart.ly till the priest
"
Peter turned his eyes from the view of the town so full of life, rose
!"
up, when he followed him.
Why, Pe.er
"
" Yes. Let me
BO crowded with souls, and looked t.t the opposite side of the
stay here for the night.
"
Of course, There is nothing wrong ?"
landscape which was spread at the back of the terrace of which
Miss Lance's house was the most spacious, standing at the end,
I want to speak to you.
Can I have half an hour diand having a garden at the back and a shubbery at the side. rectly ?"
There lay a long level tract of grass-land, where a river flowed
Father Joseph brought Peter to his own room.
He closed
which now showed in the light like silver by the side of the the window, through which a strong fragrance from the sweetwalk through the long meadows which led to the cricket- brier had suddenly reminded Peter of old days; and then he
The drew a dark curtain close, and lighted the larr.p.
grotind, and by which he often walked to Stouemoor.
contrast of the two scenes was great, and his heart seemed to
Peter seated himself, produced a pocket-book, and sr.id, " I
well pleased, to

He

paid one

rest,.

visit to his

;

' '

swell with

have been thinking myself half crazed. I can't act for myself;
many meditations.
H.AV much would he, Peter Sands, in the life of his manhood I luv. e been miserable.
It seems to ms aa if I could have
He could not live borne anything else in life better than the thing that has haphave to do with a.lhe then looked upon ?
forever protected and believed in as he then lived in his fair, pen' d. And yet I have made up my mind what to do; on y I
Tae
can't do it without your help; and u I could I wouldn't.
prosperous and successful youth.
Then he remembered the last gift that Mrs. Penwarue had decision must lie with you."
" What is the
sent him, nearly five years back, by the hands of Lady Edith;
And what is it that you v. ish
matter, then ?
and standing there, so near heaven as it looked, and so to do ?"
" This is
He dropped his face in his hands
above the world, he repeated the words that written paper
it," said Peter.
contained
for a minute, as he s.it w th his elbows resting on the tab.e;
"Let us belong to God by love, to our superiors by submis- and when he rai-ed his hands, it was a puzzled and very
si n, and to our
anxious countenance that the priest looked on, and it ma^e
neighbors by charity.
" We
mu^t fight against ourselves to the end, and die Father Joseph feel astonished.
" Tell it all
with our arms in our hands, for the crown is given only to the
simply tell all, straight out," he said, speaking
and witli that gentle air of holy authority that
victorious."
seriously,
very
So ended the day,
Peter had always loved to lister to and obey.
The next day ended in a very different manner.
But now Peter began to rnaka a bargain.
"Everything
You will promise solemnly
Once more the moon rose with its lull, fair light, as full and must be in perfect confidence.
"
fair as the light of the night before, to the gazers on the quiet never to betray what I shall say to you.
If you
conditions.
but
Peter
had
make
Don't
Tell
all.
and
in
the
crowded
out.
streets;
open country
noisy,
"Speak
walked to the top of the town, where the streets had corn to cannot trust my judgment aud my discretion, don't speak at
an end, and there he loitered, where well-built brick cottages all."
some one
s'ood at short distances by the wayside.
He waited for an
"Fatl-er," said Peter, pleadingly, "it is about
omnibus which would soon pass by.
not exactly about myself. Mr. Breward has been robbed, and
It came, and he got up to an outside seat, and went as far as I know ail. And I want well, promise to treat this as a confiwhere Mrs. Penwarne, on the day of her departure, had taken dence which is not to be betrayed."
"I
her last Jeave of her. village fr tnds, and proceeded t:> the
promise," said the priest.
Just where Lauy Edith had or"Then look here." Peter to< k cut of his breast-pocket a
Treddington lailway station.
" Thirf morndered the car iage to be closed, and where their last leave had small ied-up p:ircel, and as he op ned it he said
their little
to
tike
oJf
wcut
rar'y
of Pe .warne. Peter Sands got dowu; ho saw the ing Mr. and?iiiv.. Brownr.1
oninib;is go upon its way, and lie stood still, lonely aud gills to school at Boulogne.
They arc goiii-j to be absent t< n
are going to spend a day at Aiukus, aud tliuy are
:

>

thoughtful.

days; they

WRECKED AM) SAVED.
toPnrK" Father Joseph
a

"

1

thai

In'

Yesterday I

signified

knew fill that.
was all day in London,"

by a movement

of

nobody knows."

"And who
said

"This

Peler.

morning I went to the railway-station to see Mr. Bivwiird
:md be of use to them if I could. After lie was iu the ca

':

is

Home

.

in all

li

-ne

who ta

this?

I

i

oil',
'

there were other peple with them. - he took a curd out of his
it to me as I stood by
pocket, wrote a few words on it, gave
I nm
the window, and said, 'See to it, will you?'
"
and
a:id the train went off'.
Well, there is the card;

put into Father Joseph's hand a card wi.h these won.li
written under Mr. Breward's name:
"I received ninety-seven pounds this morning, and gave
to Fred to place in tho bank for me."
" Go on."
Father Joseph read the words, and said,

on

troubles,

Jani"s

for Father
"

I

v te".

there waa silence be tweei

seph was shoeU",|.

.T

lie

IVier,"

to

ml'iier," n-iH

(!

And then

waul, -'haveyo.i

1

[

,,

any idfu

i

'-

do?"
" I

know what

I

want

to

do

what

it

would b

1

to do.

it,

it

"Tell me."

"This

The whole story has been revealed t;
not concealed anything. I know all. His e
" Fred was at Miss Lance's last night. He was rather odd
vil, niul l!i
throughout, his tempter, the suggester o
and agitated, f-ang out of tune, and did not take his cousin's who has stolen his mojey from him, and greatly enrieln
laughter with as much good temper as usual. As I walked self by iniquitous gains, is James Gardener. Thback with tho card in my hand it all came before me very ond sinner who pretends to lend the money, but lie is J
imself Gardener's tool.
He lends Ji tie more than his nam<
I had known that Drake had frequently got
vividly.
It was then ten o'clock, and the bank Gardener may not get talked about.
James (ranli'iier
into money difficulties.
could only be just opened. I went straight to Mr. Breward's it worth this poor wretch's while, of course but when
house and asked for Fred. He was gone out. I went ,to Mr. affairs come to be settled the money will il.v into James ( <arhe, has this
Bennet's office. He had not been there. I went to the bank dener's pocket, for he has all the securities an
and saw Mr. Mayuard. He had not been there. I retur ed morning walked off win uinety-s ven ouu Is in hard
It cannot
I found Fred iu the dining-room, and ho This money must be repaid immediately.
to Mr. Brcward's.
was drinking wine helping himself to what had been left on from James Gardener without a thorough tixp istire of ull his
the sideboard. I made no observation en that. But it was transactions, and that would be his ruin. He mved in;
and for
very unlike Fred to drink in the morning. He has no bad he found me on the rocks his sifter took care of me ;
his daughter and Mrs. Mills g;
think
and
kin
I as far as I
and
I
I
know
James
that
twelve
of
know,
years
propensity
him well. I said, I want to have that niue'y-seven pounds a good home. Though they were paid, the?; di tint'
banked, Fred. Come and do it. I am going to balance books which I would row repay. S) my des re is this. TI.
He turned white and hasti y (..rank another glass of money which I can have with the lea e of my t ustees. Y n
to-diy.
w no. 'What do you know about it?' he said. 'Don't I and he can give your consent, aud I can go t Loudou to-morknow all about it? Does it not come into my business to row, get the money, and lodge it iu the bank b forj (a eo
This will give us po ier over James
I never said anymore. o'clock in the afternoon.
know? I promised Mr. Breward
Fred staggered towards me. I thought he was trying to strike We will us this power in this way: Mr. Bi-ewaid s.iaii
me. I took him by the shou'de s and flung him into a great of tbe state of his nephew's affairs, and he sha 1 k ow iiiat,
chair.
I know how to manage Fred; you must believe me James has made himself sole creditor. An arrau ement
I said, ' You ba come to by which James shall immediately receive a coriuiu
there.
Sharp words are the best weapons.
must be free. Then we wi 1 g t
give up that money, or I'll expose you.' I held him by his Bum, and by this payment Fred
You know you are not fit to Fred Drake out of Treddington. This morning's work, which
I said, No nonsense.
collar.
be trusted with money. You know I may be called to account was a barefaced theft, and known to be a theft b James GarAn unex- dener, who, in fact sugges ed it, has put the power into our
for not having cautioned your uncle againi-t you.
pected payment was made only this morning after the trunks hands. By paying back the money I can hold" James to t.,e
were coided, and you have the money. Come with me to the course I have men;ioned. Will you consent ?
" Where is James ? "
bank immediately. I suspect you I have reason to suspect
'
I told him to
I sent a messenger to him this afternoon.
you. Why were you drinking btfore twelve o'clock ? Answer
me about the money.' I shook his senses into him as he sat come here to-morrow at t n o'clock to meet me, as ho mi_rht
'
Come," I said, out with the truth, and be required to give his signature with yours to a paper f imstaring in the chair.
make hnsts too. Where's the money?" Then, half choked portance, and that he must riot fail to be puuct id. I r
"
as he was, with his own agitation and my usage of him, he an answer to the effect that he would be here as desired.
"
"
And when he comes, what will you say ?
gasped on t, 'Hold, hold] I have not got it. I I I've paid
" I will
borrowed it only borrowed it: I'm going to confess
it away
say everything to him that I have now said (o y u
I would not listen to that I shall till him all I know. I shall say that Fred is to bo
it all when my uncle comes buck.'
And at last to make my story as short as I can, saved ; and I will put all the money-lending, ver. thr
sort of tiling.
I got out of him that he had paid the ninety-seven pounds to cept this morning's theft, into Mr. Breward s hands, cr iutj
a man to whom he had made a boast of having the money, and the hands of some one whom he shall appoint to-in 'rrow."
"L^tme thoroughly understand you. You will tell Mr.
who liad obtained power over him."
" And
you have long known that he was untrustworthy as Breward all about his nephew, only cancaalin:; this mornand you will cover that with money of yo ir
to money matters ?" said Father Joseph.
ing's theft
"For tw years, at least, I have known that he spent, own; paying it in to-morrow before the bank closes, i order to
gambled, and made bets on the turf, beyond his means, and save James Gardener, who saved your lifo a3 an iul'.mt, from
Fred

is it.

lias

<
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i

;

I

;

i

i

;

'

I

i

'

)
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;

'

-

'

<
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that he

had gone to money-lendeis, and that he had been ac- ruin."
"Yes."
commodated by their giving him the sums required, on his
"I cannot consent to that,' said Father Joseph. " Why
placing in their hands security for repayment; the sums to bo
paid exceeding very largely what he had received to be paid should not this man Gardener refund the m ney himself?"
"
''
when he received his money iu a year's time. Fred's charBut that
O, he shall if he will, of course," said Peter.
acter is guessed at, aud he will never be received into the firm. must be the next consideration.
I will d;> nothing to
He will have his seven thousand pounds, and so be gotrid of. I him. Ic uld not make hull pay the money without handI have been hard at work wi h him all day.
know that.
He ing him over to the law, and that is tlie thinj I want to avoid.
"
not have three thousand pounds of l.is own it he were to But he shall be an honest man if ho will.
"
and
hi.s
to
liabilities.
How much IIB
this.
Mr. Breward has a >'
pay up
Mow, Peter, listen
directly
i.iuk in another year, if ho can't bo helped out of his
know all ubout his own affairs, and all about tha conduct of
i

,-.11

:

ni

If,

his

nephew concerning them

;

and you have no right

o-A

\

<

to con-

"

ceal anything."

i.i).

i

lays hence,

and I

will

do

it.

Won't that do

?"

We

cannot have any secret about it," wiid Father Jaseph.
" This
youth, this Peter Sands, whose life you saved,
to cover the debt by money of his own, wbich you, and I, as
his trustees, could enable him to get Ihii afternoon.
To-morrow is the day, as ho has told me, on v, hich he sees and signs
He desires to shield
the bank-books iu Mr. Breward's place.
you, knowing the ruin that exposure must bring on you hut
by this act ho not only wishes to save your chanie er,
but he wishes to conceal yesterday's theft I c.dl it
by no milder name from Mr. Breward. Hut I will not
consent to hits misleading Mr. Breward. His employer has a
So I only mention Peter's
right to know what he knows.
wishes to convince you of his good-wLl. I refuse my consent
<

CHAPTEB V.
" Did
you intend

to try to keep this repayment of Mr.
a secret always f" asked Father Joseph of

Breward's money
Peter the next niorniug, as they sat together after Mass.
" If Fred
" I
did, though I hate secrets," suid Peter.
would tell his uncle himself that he had stolen his money I
should like him all the better for it. For myself I still wish
two things not to be the means of ruining James Gardener
I wish to hide his sin, and to make amends for it and I
wish by this act to bring him to come to an immediate settlement with Fred, and to deliver Fred from temptation in
As to the nv.:ney, I don't care about that. Fred may
future.
and
repay me if he pleases, and if ever he is able to do so
even Gardener may refund the money perhaps he will. The
real use of my money is that, with your help, I can put the
;

;

;

riaht

sum

That

is

into the bank before three o'clock this afternoon.
enough for me to think of at present."
"There comes James Gardener. He is punctual," said

;

any secrecy between him and his employer. By your own
money can be placed to Mr. Breward's account three
days hence. Mr. Breward will have the circumstances point, d
out to him, and the wrong day of paymsnt will be explained
to

act the

way by tell.ng him the truth. The
ninety-seven pounds wi.l appear in the next month's account
with the bank, and not in this month's account this month's
account will be made up to-morrow."

in the oizly honorable

would be impossible to imagine anything more utterly
and miserable than was James Garden r's whole appearAs soon as he was seated Pe- ance and manner. He would have given up all his ill-gotten
began.
you because I thought your sig- gains, from the first beginning of his evil courses, to keep the
nature might be wanted but first of all" he looked straight transactions of the morning before from Mr. Breward. Ke
"it is no said that he knew Mr. Breward's disposition, his severity, his
into James' face with his honest courageous eyes
use mincing matters, and the plainest words are easiest under- determination of character, and that he would never forgive
stood.
Yesterday you induced Frederick Drake to steal nine- him for having had anything to do with his nephew, or interty-seven pounds of his uncle's money, and you received the fering wi.h his affairs.
It wrung Peter's heart to listen to him.
same, knowing it to be stolen. In fact, by threats and hard
But Father Joseph was firui and resolute.
talking you made Fred steal it. It must be repaid. It must
" I can do no other than I have said. You must make out
be in the bank to-day. If not paid to-day, I shall charge both
an order for the ninety-seven, pounds before you leave tius
Fred Drake and you before the magistrate."
" You
house and you and I must go together to the bank where you
speak loud, young man."
"
No, I do not," said Peter. "But I speak plainly, as I have deposited your money without delay. In this way pub ic
must speak. I have here all Fred Drake's accounts with you
exposure may be saved and hen Mr. Breward arranges his
every letter and every document is in my possession. All that nephew's affairs with y u, which he will do on his reti-.rn I
has been going on between you is now come to an end. But shall hasten his return, if possible you will lind, I think,
Mr. Breward's money is my concern, and must be this day re- that you can trust hia kindness. He will neither wish to ex-

Father Josph.
There was no time to be lost.
" I have sent for
ter

It

fallen

;

;

;

funded.

Where

is

the

money ?"

;

pose his nephew nor you."

" Youh ve no
Peter had not had to say more than a few words. The priest's
proof that lever had it."
"You deny it?"
pony was harnessed, and a'.l three left the house together.
" I said
James Gardener, accompanied by Father Joseph, weut to tae
you had no proof."
" Then I
give you in charge." Peter rose from his seat, and bank where he deposited money, and arranged for the ninetysaid, "May I drive back in your pony-carriage, Father Jo- seven pounds to be paid to Mr. Breward's account a; the bank
seph ? I shall scarcely be in time if I walk you know what I at Treddington in three day's time; and then Gardener went
b ck to Penwarne on foot, and Father Joseph drove to Miss
mean."
Peter looked very pale.
Lance's hou e to tell Peter that the thing was done.
Then Father Joseph spoke, "Gardener," he said, "your
At kind Miss Lance's he found Peter involved in another disown conscience is your best adviser. You received this mou- tress. Drake had been there to find Peter, and hear ng of his
having gone to Fat..er Joseph, he had exhibited so much disey?"
" He owed me
tress that the dear ladies had tried to c mf. rt him, and of
that, and more."
" That
course asked what was the mat er; and Frederick D.ake h-ul
is, young Drake owed you that, and more ?"
" But I won't convict
told all.
It almost made Father Joseph laugh to see Peter's
myself."
" He has
given you up Drake has. Peter Sands wants to face as he said:
" I couldn't have
kept the th'ng quiet, however much I had
keep this last act, in which the bank and Mr. Breward are confrom
all
accounts
which
lie
beWhile I was planning the way to make restitution iu
tried.
cerned, separate
private
may
tween you and Drake. This can only be done by refunding seer t, Frederick was explaining it all."
the money. It is right for you to do so."
For James Gardener's sake, Fathtr Joseph now told Frede"I can't, sir."
rick Drake to hold his tongue.
It seemed that this wretched man was unable to do other
"We can depend on both of you, "he said to the good ladies;
" and I command
than utter the truth in the presence of God's priest.
Frederick, in honor's name, to hold his
" Do
you realize the consequences ? Peter Sands 'cannot do tonpue."
other than have the culprit secured. He cannot join in cheat"You arc no better than Gardener," he said to Fred. "You
"
have no right to (ling a stone at tim. You were wil.iug
ing Mr. Breward.
" I do not
If you were a Catholic,
deny that I took the money, because he owed me imd glad t be tempted.
y poor
that and more.
But I cannot repay it to-day. I have to give young friend, I should speak differently.
But this I c.
three (lays' notice where I have placed it. It is u<>t in my to yon th.t people wlio, to show their own peni euce, betray
)

power

to raise ninety-seven

pounds by three

o'clock."

The the

mnn who now saw his position, betrayed his misery by a sob.
"I must abide the consequences. I can't do it. I could do it

i.

us of their neighbors, are not ot'tc H lieLi veil in.
Don't
Jam
ot rue
.; think of
would not havu
l'
that, if you hud not beeu
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were pretty well restored; and IVliT Sa,
freely w'.ien he
seven pounds were safely lodged and placed
credit in the Treddington bank.
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ten days that Peter had to live through during Mr.
Breward's absence from home were ten days of heart-ache and

Tho

brain-puzzle.

mo

to love

Thee

''.

hi; hail moiv to be thankful for than
"
prayed for a heart of love.
Lord, teach.

'"

during this weary ten days, after having long listened
to Fred Drake's bitter, discontented meanings, Peter took his
hut and stick and started on a walk by himself, longing for tho
mi nt of pure air, eager for exercise, and wanting to be
,

alone with tho smiling earth full of tho promise of harvest, and
tho quiet unclouded sky. This was on tho afternoon of a sweet,
calm day, and he walked with vigor like one rejoicing to be at
peace and alone. He returned from this country ramble by a
way which brought him into the middle of Trcddington, and

Drake was so queer that he did not know what to make of
Mr. Bonnet had been displeased sit his inattention to his he found himself close to Mr. Bloomfield's house, occupied by
Peter knocked at the door, and
Mrs. Mills as housekeeper.
office duties, and had threatened to complain of him to his
She greeted him very kindly.
uncle as soon as he returned. Of course Drake brought all his his old friend appeared.
" I was
He said lie was broken-down, poor, and misjust wanting something to do me good," she said,
griefs to Peter.
I could not have been sent anything
"and here you are
erable; that he dreaded the cxpopAire of hi-i folly to his uncle,
and yet he longed to have everything known, as the only way better."
She took him to her own sitting-room, where everything was
to get strength for himself and protection against Gardener.
He said he hated Gardener and was afraid of him, and that in the finest order, and where every moment she expected the
he should not be surprised at any vengeance that James Gar- arrival of Mr. Bloomfield's daughter Helen. She came before
their first greetings and mutual inquiries were over, and she
dener might take upon him.
Then also Peter had sorrowful suspicions as to Fred drink- and Peter were very glad to meet. He saw Helen but seldom,
ing more than was good for him; and, after the experience of for she was as a rule engaged all day, nnd Peter spent his evenone evening at Mr. Brewnrd's house, he had steadily refused to ings either at Mr. Breward's or at home.
They talked of old times and present times and they found
go again, but had made Drake free at any time of his own
that quite enough, without speculations as to the future.
i, and of his glass bower on the house-top.
So it happened that from morning till night Peter had no
They talked of Mrs. Penwarue and her trusted maid-servant,
time to himself.
And when he went to rest he lay awake Mrs. Brading. They spoke of Lady Edith; and Helen could
haunted by thoughts of Drake, and unhappy at speeches that have talked of her all night. Everybody was talked of Mrs.
young man had made. All these undisciplined speeches tend- Beauchamp and good, hard-working Millicent; and of the pleaed towards one idea that Fred Drake hated James Gardener. sure it always was to get to the village of Penwarne for a day.
The poor young man reckoned up the money he had actually Then they talked of the tenants at the mansion; and Mrs. Mills
spent; then the money that his undo might consider to be the praised them, and said how kind both Mr. and Mrs. Cleverly
then a further sum were to her brother, James Gardener.
honest interest on the borrowed money
which probably would be paid ns a bonus to James Gardener
"O," said Peter, not wanting to talk of James, "how ia
I had not time to go and see
if he consented to a private arrangement of these money affairs,
Mary, and how is Mrs. Koper ?
I
which were unquestionably disgraceful to Drake, without giv- the dear old cottage the last time I visited Father Joseph.
Drake now knew that he would hope they go on well."
ing unnecessary trouble.
" Next to
never be admitted into the firm from which ho drewhis money.
"They are well enough," said Mrs. Miils.
myself,
He could not be described as the kind of character to do credit Mrs. Bxaper is the best person Mary could be with. She has
He wants to smarten her up a bit,
to n large business, conducted on honest principles, by a set of falls-out with her father.
thoroughly steady men he hr.d lost that chance of improving and she won't listen to it. If she has work enough she is satishis fortune; and he had greatly diminished the sum of money fied; and she was born to the wash-tub. Besides, Mary has a
She never had a clever tongue, but
Past folly, present pain, and wonderful deal of faith.
they had agreed to pay him.
future need, were very unpleasant subjects of meditation to she ever had a strong heart; a heart of faith it always was. She
this misguided young man, who acknowledged his wilfulness never loved talking, but her soul could converse with the
only with an angry repentance and a vindictive feeling to- saints; ah yes, and with their Divine Master. When she used
wards James Gardener, which it greatly troubled Peter Sands to be in trouble she would say to me, 'What a mercy it is that
to see
God knows knows without explanations knows all things
However, there' was nothing to be done but .,0 bear it; and What is the use of much talking ? There's my heart; nnd He
bear it Peter did as well as he was able.
But his life had knows all things.
Mary had always a heart of faith. Hho
grown heavy with this trouble weighing on it, and he looked early took God for her fr;end, and she never doubted nor quesout for something to console himself with.
But she provoked her father, who never understood
tioned.
He visited the poor and needy, comforted the afflicted, and her. And he disliked her being of her mother's religion; but
I never did. I used to say to him, Let the girl alone. There's
Still, wherever he went the thought of
taught the ignorant.
Drake haunted him.
It was a sad thing to tliiuk of her and Peter S nds, and they behave themselves a!
him.

!

;

:

;

!

'

'

,

Drake's bitter spirit and sore heart; of his angry regret, which
was no true repentance, but a vexation of spirit which led to
no good result, but often to the terrible indulgence of drinking.

This foolish youth hated the past, which he could never reand deadened the regrets of the present moment by taking
wine than was good for him.
Most heartily did Peter
UK; return of Mr. Breward.
In the meanl iuic he had to
do the best hw
.irk.
!:'red; and it was a

call,

i

you vex your own
why should
"
Peter

"

when you never vex

?'

"Tliat
saying a
fore

child

true," said the young man; "I never remember his
word against the Catholic faith either to me or be-

is

me."

He dared not, because of the Colonel.
sharp one, and might have answered him. I
>ver it often.
But Mary has got to bear the
"
singly now, and she has had a, good deal to bear lataly.

No ho
;

never did.

And yon were

a

WRECKED
"I nm

Borry," exclaimed Peter.
:;

"What

AJ\'l>

haa the trouble

?"

" Y.iii Juiow
that
married."

slio

and ilopor Lave been long going

to

bo

JU VED.

did his best, which Miss Lance pronounced to be really very creditable to him, a d !:<> and Drake j.iv.tiled so far by
instructions and repetitions as to siii'<' their soup; very woll before lie practising was over.
The Mis- es Lance w( re g.
i-

i

"Yes, T know tlmt."
" It was t have boon this
mouth, nnd it is not to be."
"What, broken oil ?"
"
Xo; not hrukt-H tiff, but put off. It is her father's doing,
nnd I don't know the end of it. "
1
After this Fetor bade Mrs. Mills good-nigh and set off to
wa.k through Treddmgton to the terrace on wh ch was Miss
Lance's house. As he was going on at a, steady pace, he saw a
/ace ho knew, nnd st. pped.
"\ihy, Roper !" he cried, and
stretched out his hand.
" Thank
you, sir," said the sailor, with a fine smile spread" I have not seen
all over his face.
for
and
>

1

give a

little concert soon
they only waited for the return of
Mr. and Mrs. Breward. Many of their old pir ilh
the town an neighborhood, and there were to be many me t;

1

ings and

much private practising

ef ore ihe grand rehears 1,
which wat to precede the fu J -dressed ont.erta ninent of
and dancing which these ladies were preparing for heir friends.
The assizes were to occur before long. Miss Lance called it
quite a time of rejoicing, because no case of importance would
have to be tried. They thought of fixing their party a day or
two after this event, before a barrister of thoir acquaintance, a
Mr. Monitor, would have to return to London. This gentleman had long been known and admired at Tr ddington. With
ing
long,
you
they tell me you are up in the world; climbing the ladder, I the Misses Lance he was a friend and a hero. They had eduhear.
I always wished you well, and I am glad to have my cated two of Mr. Monitor's nieces, and they were now rejoicing
"
wish.
over the probable presence f this gentleman at th ir musical
"
Many thanks to you," said Peter. "You've had a long party. They called it a musical paity they said the d ncing
absence."
would not be much, just " a hop " after the supper nnd the
five
And
I
have
to
That's
bad, supper dwelt as much in Miss Lance's mind as the music did
Nearly
years.
go again.
i

;

i

,

<

;

;

' '

in her sister's.

iir."

Were you thinking of a holiday ?"
On the night, however, of which we have been spoaking, afBut the father puts me rff; and Mary ter the practising, and the cake and wine duly brought out for
"Yes; and a wife.
made a promise about not marrving without her father's con- the young men's reward and refreshment, Peter said to Fred
" I saw Gardener near the house us I caxe in. Hud
Put off for two years. I've no trust in James Gardener,
gent.
you
and I never had. He loves nothing but money. He promised been having an interview with him ?"
"
" I
Mary fifty pounds to start with; and now he says, with oaths
No," Fred answered hurriedly.
hope I may never s'e
and anger, that he has been robbed, and it will ta:;e him two him again. I could k. 11 him !" He uttered the last words iiv
Now I'd take her a peculi .rly vindictive manner, hissing them forth under his
years to put th3 money together pgam.
without a penny. The money i nothing to me.
But he had breath.
often promised Mary, and she wants to keep him to his promPeter said no rnor^, and he did not ask Drake to come to his
ise.
But, above all, she has promised hi':u to help to make up room and smoke an he sometimes did, though ha was not a
his loss, and so between them I am to go again to s?a, instead smoker himself.
He let him go home, and only s 'id, " Go to
of settling down as we had intended.
It's a trial; and I disbebed, and get a good night's rest. You really want it."
lieve every word James Gardener says, which makes the trial
Fred answered, " Yes, I do," und shook hands cordially and
there
is
has
went
out quietly enou h.
But
no
She
been
a
turning Mary.
greater.
good
The d ys fo lowmg passed without any even worth recorddaughter from her earliest years, and she will stay the same to
the last. But that man has dealt falsely with me, and I'll make ing. As has been said the money was paid into the bank to
Mr. Breward'.} account, and, except that Freder ck Drake was
him understand that I know it. "
And so Koper passed on, and Peter's thoughts went bnck to in Led one day with a violent headache, all things went on
the ninety-seven pounds that Gardener had been made to re- easily till the night before ihe day fixed for Mr. Breward's refund, and he sighed to think that his old iriend Mary Lad suf- turn.
On that night Pe' er met Mary Gardener at dask in the street,
fered because of it. When a man does wrong there is n >
she stopped him, saying.
and
how
far
the
evil
or
who
how
or
reach,
knowing
may
many may
" Do
be injured by it.
you know where my father is ?"
" I have not seen him for about a
"
week."
With this reflection Peter reached the door of Miss Lance's
No," said Peter
" Have
seen
lv
as
he
there
he
saw
a
man
and
turn
per ?"
you
got
house,
just
suddenly
" I s.iw him last on tae
very n'ght when 1 last saw your
iway, and, by the dim evening light, he saw the man disappear
' '

:

s

1

;

;

round the corner of a house whi h stood in ti.e angle of the father."
" I am here to
road leading down to the meadows, which lay between the river
get hold of him. He and father must not
meet. There s a trouble between tht m. For the first time ia
nd the back of Miss Lance's house.
Peter knew the mau immediately. Indeed the man made no my life I shall bo glad to get him off to se. ,"
" It's
and he
money, of course ?"
attempt at concealment. It was James Gardener
" O
faced round for a moment and cast on Peter a vile look of
yes it is money, it has always been money ; money
hatred, such as it is to be hoped seldom cli figures a human makes more mischief than all that's in the world besides."
"Not money, but the love of money," said Peter.
countenance. It made Peter ktart. But Gardener was gone
Then Mary laughed.
in a moment, and Peter entered Miss Lance's house, and heard
Peter did i.ot cuoose to ask Mary whtt the particulars were
himself called from the drawing-room.
"
" We*are
said Miss Jane.
"Come of this quarrel between Koper and her father she went on,
going to try this glee,
and take your part. It is not difficult. You will sing ic at Baying she should look in at a public-house a house which
bore a tolerably good character where sue thought she might
sight."
find her father.
"Mr. Bloomfield k.:ows about it," s..id Mary,
There, just arrived, stood Drake.
"
" and he has told me to
bring him there.
Peter continued his walk, and then went home.
The next day brought back Mr. Breward. No sincerer welcome ever mot any man. He was well, aud Mrs. Breward as
CHAPTER VH.
happy as she could be without her li'ul.> iris. B^t they had
s emtd quite contented to stay iu thtir school at Boulogne,
Peter took his part in the song pointed out by Miss Jane a ,d Mrs. Brewaid was satisfied.
The day of tueir return was idl talk and rejoicing and welLance, just giving a smile to Frederick Drake, whom he had
aeeii ukeady that day.
come* ; the next day was business. As had been arranged be;

;

;

;

tween the voting men. Father Joseph w;v< to e;>'i on } r
of the money inul t f Fred's
ai-d, and in his presence the story
And exactly as it, had been planned,
f lly \v;is to l>o truly told.
:

it was done.
Peter began his story from tho moment -when Mr. Brcward
the memga\c him from tho wi >dow of the railway-carriage,

so

orandum about the ninety-seven pounds.
Fr- d, and said

Then ho turned

to

:

"Tell your own story for yourself."
Fred looked pale and miserable.

He

trembled in every

"Yes

;

tell it

"

yourself," said Mr. Breward, in a kind encourbe nil the better for you* Yoa will have

It will

aging tone.
a manly satisfaction in getting ib off your mind. No one here
is going to do anything but make a thanksgiving for the stop
that has been put to tha', course of imprudence into which you
"
had been tempted. Let me hear it all from yourself.
But Fred could not, or would not, do as his friends wished

"

to do.
It is hard, it is so difficult, to

to impossible to oay

was ruinous.
"

accuse oueself.

It is next

by what stsps one went, when every step

'

Well, so far that is good
"
said Mr. Breward.

;

you have made an honest ad-

mission,

He

IK

if.

t

is

limb.

him

" We can't do our own work
You
here, Fred.
have a word of any kind with this man Gard ner.
H> hh 11 1) dealt wi'hsm well n jus ice c.m allow, and Jin
Ho can't be a very
shall have more than he ought to have.
All fhall be done by B'jme
old offend T in this lin,-, we know.
one on whom we can rely, and you may be no worse in the
end for this disagreeable experience. Now let us shake
hands." He held his nephew by both hands fora moment
and looked him in the face. "No man ever had safer friends
than you have had ; and your worst nay, your only enemy
unation.

must

"

yourself.

Fred looked
"

relieved,

and smiled.

me

a bad character,
worse than I deserve."

Yo

i

give

sir,"

he said; " but not

after this Mr. Breward only said,
" Bemember what I have commanded about Gardener. You
must not exchange another woid with him and you, Peter,
should see him and he offers to t..lk to you, say that
if you
you are pledged not t,> say a woid on this subject. Not one
word. You know nothing. lam not going to tell you what
wi 1 have to be done. You are i ignorance, and you are
pledged not to hold any conversation on the matter."
Both the young men agreed to this. And BO ended Mr.
Breward's welcome horn e.

But

;

i

oke in an encouraging sort of way, and not at all
angry guardian of an unworthy youth. He was treating Fred like a man and Father Joseph was there with approval in his heart nnd Peter sat nervous and unhappy, bestill s;

like the

CHAPTEE Vin.

;

;

cause his

frie d. for

whom

lie suffered,

could not find courage

the chains of self-love, and speak the plain words
of one who desired truth, and only the truth, even though the
truth must bo against himself. But Frederick Drake had no
to throw

(

ff

moral strength as his friends desired t > Fee.
" I must know
I must be told all the particuevery, hing.
" or I can't act. I have
lars," said Mr. Breward,
got to settle all your affairs for you.
I want to make for you the best
bargain I can consistently withhon .r, so I must learn every
circumstance. Tell me yourself, Fred. There need be 110 concealment between you and me."
But Fred Drake was the slave of self-love, and he could not
tell his own story for himself and against himself.
What
seemed so easy to Peter was too preat a thing fur Fred to do.
Peter, who so often, as a good Catholic, in the Sacrament of
Penance, had laid bare his heart with Christian simplicity in a
good c 'nfession, would have had no difficulty in telling everyth ng he ha I done, and why and how he had so done, to a man
like Mr. Breward, who had a right to know, a;. d whose wish
was to help and to rescue but it was not so with Fred. He
could not overcome his self-love any further than to say to his
Biu'h

;

uncle:
" Peter knows it
He has got it all out of me. He
all, sir.
has seen everything. He has made out the accounts, and got
all writ en down.
I know I have been a fool.
He will tell it

He knows how to d it, and I don't."
Then, w.thout any more words, Peter began to speak. He
turned to the table, and placed some papers before him, to
which he referred occasionally and he told the whole story,
from the first time when Fred took to gambl.ng to the last,
when he consented to a theft.
He spoke steadily, keeping all emotion out of his voice, and
all blame or judgment of any sort out of his manner
just as if
he had been a mere machine used by Fred, and never as it' he
were speaking on his own account, did Peter now tell the whole
tale from first to last, and lay before Mr. Breward the calculations which showed the exact state of Fred Drake's affairs.
When he had finished, Mr. Breward said, "Thank you."
Two very common words, certainly; but thfre was something in his voice and manner which said that Peter had done
him a great service, and deserved his gratitude.
Fred jumped up fro 11 his seat, and gave a loud sigh, like a
groan, clasping his hands above his head.
"
Very well. Wo must pi ce this in the right hands, and get,
"
it all settled forthwith.
Mr. Breward said this in a tone, oi tmj.it
all.

>

;

;

When

Peter Sands roso up from his night's sleep, the day
after the interview recorded in t..e last chapter, he felt as any
one might be supposed to feel who had been with ft friend
while he had undergone a painful operation, and suffered by
sympathy with him.
He had really suffered while giving, in Fred's presence, the

he knew, of all his follies and misdoings.
more afterwards. Under the excrement
of the moment he had found wonjs to express exactly all he
had to tell, but aiter the xc lenient had passed he wondered
that he had been able to do it. It was like making u man's
confession for him. He ruse early, not much rested by his
He went out earlier
sleep, and feeling weary and feverisk.
than usual, and took his way straight to the Catholic church.
He had
It was before the hour for the usual daily Mass.
known that it was too early he had gone thtre for
a quiet holy hour and to pray. Presently he saw a
He had enstrange priest come in and kneel down.

full account, as far as

But he had

suff red

(

;

After a short
y the door of the sacristy.
time this priest returned to the sacristy, and Peter was again
alone in the church.
He was saying the rosary, and using the rosary that had been
of
given him by Colonel Penwarne on the hill, on the morning
Before using these beads, Peter had
the Culon< 1 s death.
and
always made the custom of saying the prayers for ..he dead,
tered the church

1

t'aese prayers on that morning.
Just as he had finished his rosary the strange priest cami
Peter got up and went to the
back and looked towards him.

had said

sacristy.

" Are
you Peter Sands ?" agked the
you will serve my Ma'S."

priest.

"If you

are,

Peter immediately prepared the altar, got the priest his
There was not, through tho
vestments, an I served Mass.
whole Mas*, any other person in church.
When Mass was over, Peter returned to his place, made a

thanksgiving and left the church.
He walked towards the docks; walked farther than he usually
walked when he went out before breakfast, and so returned in
As he
a hurry and rather overheated to Miss Lance's house.
was going quickly through the streets ho met James Gardener,
stopped, and, in an angry authoritative voice, said he
wanted to speak to him.
"
Stop," sa d Jam s; "stop, when I tell you."
But Peter passed quickly, saying, "Not now, not now." And
v;Hh a sense of relief ho found himself inside the house-door,

who

>
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the pretty little ball, and
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tho
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with his iu;r

In'

:

m should not

have -walked so
late.

You

fust.

It is

ge to him.

The;:

not

day.

.

We

came

"I had
to

ew with

i

<

no co

I let him know that I
had passed, and that I
in his heart lie was sorry thut he had met. .James (!:>rdeii(T.
tween him and Frederick
After breakfast he went to his work as usual he came back He was surprised. I would not let him talk. I v
to luncheon, saying he had t:> go to Stonemoor for Mr. Breward tory.
I said, 'I give you a short time to think!
in the afternoon.
The pony, ready to be mounted, was I don't want to be unjust nor even unkind; though you deWhen he wanted
brought to the door by Mr. Breward's stableman, and Peter serve severity, you will not get it from me.
rode ;r
to say more, I t<ld him I had not yet made up my mind as to
Iked

rml

iriccl

io eat his breakfast as

if

of other

open the matter.

to

1

nothing had happened

;

but

that

i

J )r.-.

.

;

'

"He

is

not quite like himself to-day," said Miss Lance to her

sjster.

The reader knows that they were very fond of Peter.
Miss Jane replied that the Llea of his being a little over,t had occurred to
her, and that she had heard that Fred
Drake had a;;-aiu given him trouble, but she knew no particuilieir own servants had heard something from Mr. Breward's servants, and they had just mentioned the fact to her.
"Fred ought to profit by Peter's example," said Miss Lanco
;

gravely.

"

And

so he may, poor youth," exclaimed Miss Jane. "Good
powerful always and Peter is so steady."
ladies went to their different occupations, and
thought

example

The

is

;

of Peter, who was riding through pleasant lanes to
the open country which led to the works at Stonemoor. When
he got there, there was an honest welcome ready, for Peter
was greatly beloved by the men. Before he left them to return to Mr. Ereward, two of the men, who had known him

no more

long and were accustomed to call him their "young master,"
and who also loved and admired him these men, in the hearing of four or five other men, and evidently with the consent
of all, surprised Peter greatly by cautioning him against
James Gardener.
.
Peter stopped them quickly.
"
" when
he was as
as a father to
he

Why,

good

me,"

said,

I could not take care of myself."

" That

may have been

easily

enough," said a

man

called

Simon Lystcr. "James Gardener could always work where
the pay was sure and more than sufficient.
But something
has happened. He has been carrying on his courses a little
too openly, and Hying at too high game. There has been a
He has.it is said, been
great commotion at ihe mansion.
drawing one of their men-servants into betting and bad com-

pany, and sat him on making dishonest speculations. It has
reached Mr. Cleverly's ears, and he has told Gardener that he
will have to go.
The man had had a legacy, and as he had
been in the family from childhood he had saved money. He
has nothing left now, and it is said that Gardener has grown
rich on the spoils of many such foolish people, and Mr. ClevHe came here this morning,
erly is intending to punish him.
expecting to see eitlu-r Mr. Br-ward or you. His idea is that
you have discovered things to his disadvantage. We gathered

from his threats and conversation. He can't be far off
now. He is half mad wiih anger. Go home by the public
road and not by the riverside, as you do sometimes. It is bad
to face a man in Jami-a Gardener's humor, uuless
you are
"
every way more than a match for him.
this

"

I

know nothing

of

conduct of his towards Mr.
" I am
Cleverly or any of his household," said Peter steadily.
obliged to return by the public road, because to-day I have no
time for a ride for pleasure. I have to keep an appointment
and I should be very sorry, even if I were
at five o'clock
more than a match for James Gardener, to lift my hand
IIo has, in fact, no cause for any ill-will to mo."
against him.
"
" but don't scorn
Well, then, good-day," aid the man ;

any

evil

;

what I should say to him. I said that I (should take advice
and then I made him go, or rather I parted from him by go;

1

1...

l..ff I,;,.

1 TIT..

T}-

,!'

now

consult Mr. Ber,

While Mr. Breward was saying this. Peter was tin
whether or not he should repeat what the man at Stun
had said to him. And he decided that he would not K;.
it.
There were several reasons, not any of them of great
weight, whichmade him decide on silence.
Peter did not go every Saturday to Stonemoor ; Mr. Breward went himself very often. But en this day Pet. r had
gone, and gone earlier than usual, and he had been di
there a little on account of his conversation with the men.
All that had been said came to his miud .strongly, but he determined not to tell Mr. Breward. It was now after four
o'clock in the afternoon.
He had to keep his five o'clock ap-

who depended on his
choir-singers,
disliked
throwing stones at a fallen

pointment with the

He

punctuality.

man,
that

and
had

saying
ter

himself

it

if

was no business of his

occurred

that

James

he

at

had

he felt that it
ho repeated all
;

to talk of anything

the mansion.
He shrank from
been cautioned not to encounwould be making a sort of hero oi
the men had said
and certainly, as
;

was all gosbip and had nothing to do with Drake's affairs,
there was no necessity for his repeating what had passed at
Stonemoor. It ended, therefore, by his determining on silence,
and his going off to the choir- practising in the Catholic schoolroom, which occupied him till nearly eight o'clock, when Dr.
Beauclerk asked him to come and take supper with him.
It was always a gre.it treat to Peter to do this.
Dr. Beauclerk was full of learning, and had the pleasantest possible way
In Peter this good and learned man
of imparting knowledge.
had an intelligent listener, and their conversation together often got animated with the most agreeable liveliness; often also
overflowing with wisdom of the highest kind.
This evening, Peter, who was a modest-minded man, a
it

stranger being present, spoke very little, but ho heard much
that interested him ; and, not feeling it right to remain longer
than seemed to be necessary, he left Dr. Beauclerk early, and,

making a bow

to the stranger,

he was leaving the room, when

this stranger stopped him.
" she will
" I shall see Mrs. Penwarne
to-morrow," he said ;
we
have
know
met.
has
often
She
be glad to
spoken of yon.
I remember you when I came to Penwame, after the Colonel's

death.

We shall meet again one day, and then we can improve

our acquaintance."
Peter's face

was flushed with pleasure.

"O sir," he said, "I owe everything to the Penwarne
ly

;

fami-

to cease to be grateful to Mrs. I'euwarne, and.

Lady Edith

also,

would be impossible.

their goocln
" If to them

I owe everything to

you owe your Catholic teaching, you do
owe them everything. I am related to Lady Edith

I

our
a religions a Benedictirn
you can call me Father Duustau. Good-bye! I shall be glad
to meet you again."
At this moment the clock that stood on the stairs, and which
struck the quarters, gave out a
have time to get back by nine o'clock,
saying he should just
fathers were cousins.

; keep away from James for the present."
" Thank
you. I'll remember what you have said. Thank
you many times;" and Peter rode away. He did not
either mini, woman, or child on his ro:.d back lu 't n il,,iiigton, went away.

advice

I shall

ing myself.

I

am

;

AN1
" You have hurt
The man
oinan.
pa8rd Ropor in th'
y<
wiiuf is (he matter V"
But
and said "Good-night!" Neither of (be
hat ho
Potei
when Peter had
iand of
had promised, a few
iool for Mitts
re, to goL 8
"
I fe.i as
Jauo Lance. She hud bn.'
litter witk which she trimmgo
have fallen if I
ed her grasu edging the hundlo was r.lill quitoKound,
hud asked i'eter to gei her a now iron cutter in place of tho hand. But I did not know I had out it. lh:r.
broken one. This he hud promised to do, saying ho could
No,
r.iy room.
was pule imd troubled, bee.
fasten the handle in for her himself.
The events of tho lust few days had driven this little Rom- of the top stone of tho stii:
" Don't touch
mission from his ]iieinrv, l.ml now that it had suddenly come have been V
me; I'll go and wash.
to his recollection he resolved to turn back, late as it was, and tho kettle, Hannah."
house, and

;

cap,

I.

>

.;,

i

]

i

.

I

.

!

:

:

mhl
Give

it

mo

"I'll bring the kettle," said the woman.
"I ain always
was Saturday night, and he knew the shop careful as to falls. I'll carry it. There! Go first up-stairs.
Wlicu Peter and Hannah entered the room, which has been
He bought the cutter. Several workingmon were
There were some large clasp- described tho long, narrow room with the bed at one end,
there, overlooking some tools.
knives on the counter of a superior sort.
They took Peter's and the other end fitted up as a sitting-room Petev said:
" I feel
queer. I must have given myself a shake. Help me
fancy and he bought one, putting it into his pocket without
off
it
with my coat."
having
wrapped up.
The garden at the back of Miss Lance's house opened into a
Hannah performed this service, and then said;
Shall I take the things out of your pockets ?"
road, and on the other side of this road were the sloping fields
He said, Yes ;" adding, " I bought a new knife, and when
the Long Meadows, which skirted the river.
It was now a quicker way home for Peter to get down by I fell over the stilo it dropped out of my breast-pocket.
You
some back lanes into the meadow-walk by the river, and then may think what a jerk I had. I picked it up and put it back.
to cross up the road and get to Miss Lance's house by the back It will want wiping, for the ground was wet with the mist aa
garden, than to go by the streets and enter by ihe door at the well as slippery.
"Here it is," said Hannah. " But it has not a mark on it.
front of the house; so Peter ran down" the lane at the side of
This knife has never touched the ground !"
the shop, and was soon in sight of the Long Meadows stile.
" But I
It was not moonlight, and the sky was cloudy; here, near tho
The light glittered on tho new
picked it up.
steel
at the back of the handle, or I should never have seen it
a
and
could
not
mist
was
see
to
river,
rolling up,
you
any very
great distance before you. But the way was familiar to Peter. at all."
All the year round the river-path by the Long Meadows was
"Ay!" exclaimed Hannah; "but hero is another;" and
known to him sometimes fishing, sometimes trying his skill she threw it from her into the basin she had just filled with
at sketching, sometimes in spring getting frittalaris for Miss water.
Those two looked in each other's faces.
Lance, who greatly delighted in these beautiful wild flowers.
" God
Then this path led also to the cricket-ground, and two miles of
grant thou hast done no wrong this day," said Hanhard walking by the river's bank took you up to the unculti- nah.
As she spoke there was a loud sound of voices in the street,,
vated land, across which there was a path to Stonemoor.
Peter knew every step of his way quite well, and he walked on just below tho windows.
Hannah opened the window and called out:
through the mist, which gathered thick sometimes, and then
" What is the matter? Don't stand
rolled away till he could see every thing around him
gossiping a parcel
plainly
of
lads and men should know better just under our windows
enough.
It had rolled away when he got to the stile.
with your noise. "
The stile was made of granite posts and cross-pieces. As
Hannah was a well-known personage, and no unruly piay
Peter placed his hand on the top stone, to throw himself across or grouping of persons for gossip and laughter was allowed
and drop to the other side, he thought, " How slippery the fog opposite Miss Lance's house. But now some ono looked up
has made the stone !"
and said:
" It's a bad
As he dropped on the other side his foot slipped and he fell;
James Gardener lies dead by tho
job, missis.
he just saved himself from really lying prostrate by his right Long Meadow stile, and it is thought that some one has been
"
hand, which touched the mud. But he was active enough to hard upon him.
save himself in this way; and he stood safe and upright,
"Dead!"
only
"
rather astonished at the accident, in a shorter period of time
Has been dead about half an hour not more,
Yes, dead.

get

it.

This he did.
would be open.

'

It

' '

'

:

;

than

it

will

have taken the reader to arrive at this account of

his safety.

He

recovered himself in a moment, and only his
right hand
reached the ground.
On he went for a short distance through the meadow; then
he turned across the turf on his left hand, and so reached the
gate which opened
door.

Tho door was not

on the road nearly opposite the gardenHis right hand felt painful, so he
This made more noise than usual, on

locked.

it with his left.
account of his being awkward with tho latch. Hannah, the
servant, ran out.
"
O, is it you?" she said. "I thought some one was playing
tricks with the door.'
"I opened it with my left hand," said Peter, and he- walked

opened

;

into the he

night.

v.'.-dkcd

fancied."

" What is
doing with him?"
" He's earned to the shed
by the station. Simon Lysior,
'going back to the meadows with his dog, found him tin
the dog found him and gave a piteous howl
so Simon
to search, and there he lay."
"In the path?"
" Just out of it
by the ditch that runs down to tho river by
the side of the hedge."
"Come tho first thing to-morrow, and tell us what is
known," said Hannah.
She shut the window hi a hurry, for Peter had given a groan
and fallen back on the bed in a fainting fit.
Speechlessly and with a horrible feeling overpowering her
1

;

;

;

for she did not know
why sJi
recovered Peter, and suid
" Now
Ther,
get to bed, and get there quickly.
water in the kettle. I am coming back in a short
But do you obey mo ; wash,
got to tell the ladies.
>.f,

:

-she-

:

;

Miss Lauco was

Hannah

'tis

in the kitchen, giving

in,

li;;v;ii;r

i,,

some

directions as to

ring her, when
;un-door for the

,

lied."

She lei I the room; and Peter, after cleansin;' his stained
hand with plentiful ablutions, obeyed her us a child would
'iio.
He was so troubled that ho was glad to obey and
and not to think.

W&SCKMD

XAVJUD.
Still

Hannah

in her heart

believed that Peter

had

killed

James Gardener.

PART

III.

CHAPTER L
Now in her heart, Hannah

Sands had
met James Gardener, nml that, under provocation, in a moment of fiery passion, he had struck the mail a deadly blow,
and become Lis murderer.
But Hannah was still Peter's true friend.
It was no business of hers to give utterance to any suspicion.
It was clearly her business to speak only to facts, and not to
say more about them than the truth demanded. She left him
in his room, and -went down stairs to the drawing room, where
the Miss Lances were sitting.
"
Ladies, did you hear the talking in the street ? I opened
the window to disperse the gossipers, and they wtnt but they
told me this James Gardener's dead body has liern found by
the Long Meadows stile, just by the side of the ditch."
"I
Peter carne home that
said Miss Lance.
:

bcl eved that Peter

;

thought
way,"
" So he did. And
you, ma'am, heard what he said."
" What is the
meaning of it ? "What are you looking so odd-

ly for?"

nah's.

we

Please, Miss Jane, don't be nervous. It only
are in the middle of very awful facts."

"Yes.

means that

You have said well, Hannah. Now, sister, just liswe say. Of course, Peter will be had up as a
Then we may be called on to speak as to what pass-

ten to what
witness.

had visited Drake, that they had come to high
words, nnd that in some way Gardener had gone off triumphant, and left Drake in angry despair, so vexed, so self-blaming, so wretched about something which he vowed he could
not help, that he had called for wine, and, in spite of tho w rvant's remonstrance, had taken much more than was good
for him.
Hannah knew this. And che knew that Peter had been sent
that Gardener

It
for to keep Drake quiet and bring him back t > his senses.
was well known in the house and, indeed, no one had tried to
conceal it that Peter had been Drake's fai'hful friend, and a

very firm frLnd, too

;

that he

had

iss led

orders to Drake, and

had commanded Drake
have no further dealings with Gardener, and that Drake
had been obeyed

that he

;

that he

to

J

told the servants to refuse Gardener admittance

;

that Garden-

had forced himself into the house on one occasion, and that
he had to be turned out, Drake having taken refuge in his
room anl locked his door.
Of these details of what had happened in Mr. Breward's
house in his absence she knew more than Peter knew, so she
had ground for her fears, and her fears were so strong a to
make her believe that Peter had, under some strong prov cation, or perhaps in consequence of persousl violence, k llel
James Gardener that night at the Long Meadows stile.
Or, perhaps, bo liad not known that he h d killed him he
might have left him knocked down and disabled, and, perhaps,
him
the first knowledge of his being actually dead had it aoh(
through the voices in the street, and so sent him fainting on
er

It was Miss Jane who said this, and indeed it was enough to
alarm any one to see the strange expression on her sister's
face, and the unusual look of anxious determination on Han'

Not, as she said in her heart, riot like a murderer not of
premeditated malice, but in some angry moment, by t o fierce
a blow, directed by chance to some dangerous part a blow to
which that man must have provoked him.
This was just what the good woman felt, and the way in
which she argued. And she knew that, in Mr. Breward's abShe knew
sence. Peter had trouble with Frederick Drake.

"

ed when he came into the house.
" I never heard him come
in," said Miss Jane.
" That was because he came in
the back

i

;

il

door," said Miss
Lance. " All the interest lies in the fact that he did not come
by the usual way through the streets to the front of the house,
but he c me by the Long Meadows, and ho fell as he got over
the stile, and saved himself by coming down on his right hand

by

the bed.

But she
So Hannah argued; and so she really believed.
She would be
was never going to put her belief into words.
Peti r's friend to the last.

with sucli force as to hurt his wrist. The fog, he said, was so
Miss Jane Lance had listened with a frightened face to all
dense at one moment, though it rolled away tlu next, that he her sister had said: and to Hannah's continuation of the nardid not make his footing sure, and he found the st.le and all rative both sisters had given a perfect attention.
about it slippery. Then, when he got to the garden door, he
Miss Lance did not speak ; but Miss Jane, in a trembling,
tried to open it with his left hand, because his rigat wrist was 'hurried manner, with a poorly acted appearance of indiflerpaining him, and the awkwardness of the attempt was heard by ence, said,
"
Hannah, who went out and m t him. I stayed in the kitchen,
Well, it is very disagreeable. But all we know is that the
he
came
in
I
he
looked pale ; he had mud man is dead died in a fit, perhaps, or from an accident what
and when
thought
on his sleeve. Hannah returned from locking the door. She can it be to us ?"
"
said to Peter, You have hurt yourself.
Then he told us of
No, no, sister," said the elder lady, very gently. "Do not
But he said he could not account for blood on hi let us pretend to an indifference which we cannot feel. People
his fall.
It is for the
hand and sleeve. He did not kn;w that he had cut his hand, are sure to fear that Gard. ner has been kilL d.
or any way broken the skin. He said he would go and wash, public safety that every suspicious thing of this nature should
and was going to carry a kettle of hot water up-stairs for him- be inquired into. It is plain that Peter must have been on the
She went up after him. spot immediately after the the perhaps the murder.
Plain
self, but Hannah would not let him.
Evidences of foul play or what
Now, Hannah, what happened next ?"
speaking is best, I think.
Then Hannah told all that has been just said as to the knife. has the appearance of foul play have come into this house
How that Peter had desired her to take the knife from his with him. He will be a witness, and called on to give evidence
;

'

'

pocket for him, as his wrist was stiff: how he had thought
that it would be dirty f:om the mire into which he sakl he
it by the fall
how the k. ifo was perfectly bright
and how she had found a second knii'e just like the
one he had bought that evening, and how this second knife
was soiled in a way too terrible to think of, and how she had
dropped it into the basin of hot water that was just before

.had jerked

and

;

clean,

what

befell him, of

what he

felt

or saw;

Hannah

too, possi-

called on, for I was one of the first to
see him on his entering this house after coming straight from
the place ef the murder.
Very disagreeable things have come
have nothing to conceal. But we
into this house to-night.

bly.-

I

may myself be

We

mu-t not try to appear indifferent."
"
O, I am not indifferent," said Miss Jane; and, leaning back
in her chair, she burst into tears.

her.

Then came

the account of the voices below the window, and
of her inquiries, and the answer that had come, on which Pefainted for the first time in his life.
ter had fainted
She told, too, how she had recovered him, and left him to go
into bed, whila she

of

had come down

to toll, as she ha<l

done, the whole story to Miss Lance and her sister.

now

With a sickening intensity she knew that Peter would be
He must bo looked on as a suspected person and
Of murdering a man who had taken care
suspected of what ?
of h.s childhood; whom he had once, in his innocent infan y,
suspected.

:

How could any
loved as a son loves his father.
have Peter Sands suspected of such a deed as that ?
<.

;>

AND
To bo

sitspected of (hat

!

Could any man, however good

A VED.

words were these

lie

"

as even a suspicion of this
might be, ever recover such a blow
V"
nature must be
from all good men,
Peter, in her mind, was alrea ly separated
he so young all
And
a
vile
of
the
suspicion.
object
being

It i* just so

and
"

:

by

his friends hapiiy in his promising youth.
Was all this youthful promise to be blighted by a suspicion
?
such as that which she was sure would now be entertained
of the great chair in which
back into the

She dropped
she was sitting.

HI

it

i:i

at the

:

much

name

that

BO

li

we should do wrong

tlo

that

it

to conceal

noems usel'^n

tu

it

;

s|,<
'

f;n-<-.
Vcs, I'll
Exactly," said Mr. Br. ward, witli a grave
him. I now my way. SUy here, and bring Car-

go

:iml see

ter

up when he comes."

So Mr. Breward went alone

to Peter Sands,

and once mora

the events of the evening were told.

depths

if

O,

he had only died

Death would have

!

been nothing to this
While one sister was thus disabled and dismayed, the other,
her fears aside, as it were, was vigorous to think and
!

CHAPTER

casting

IL

"

Peter," said Mr. Breward, after hearing the whole story,
you have to say all f
"All. Of course I was surprised to find my cnff, sleeve, and
hand soiled, as you know. I have never asked about my shoes ;
and the kni e just stays where Hanna dropped it, in a fit of
I remember she said sometl.ing of a wrong
di gust or fright.
I can't tell
having been done, and I stared, terrified, puzzled
how I felt. I was in great pain ; my head began to swim.
Then came the voices, and we heard that James had been

act.

"

" Where is Hester ? " she asked.
Hester was the house and parlor maid, and Hannah was the

cook.
to bed,
A merciful Providence made me send her early
" The
girl had
answ. red Hannah, with unaffected solemnity.
had a headache. I sent her up-stairs just before I went to the
she has neither heard
garden door. Her attic being at the back,

is this all

i

'

'

nor seen anything.
" That is well now we can take counsel together. Han- f.mnd by the stile; and I knew he must have been close by
knock gently to be when I got over it and that the soils were well, I knew.
nah, I shall let you out at the front door
Go to Mr. And I fell down faint."
I 'do not want Peter to hear you.
let in again.
" I hear Carter. He is coming up-stairs. Peter, I think
me. Peter
come
to
must
he
that
this
Brewar
say only
to
has
say we should send for the superintendent of police. Thes e things
something
Sands has sprained his wrist, and he
about tue Long Me..dows sti'e. Bring him back with you."
you have told me are evidence but whether of any use we
So Hannah went away, the door being carefu ly shut, and can't tell. We must send, I think. You would not prefer
and secrecy ?"
making no noise. Then Miss Lance went up-stairs,
knocked at Peter's door.
"No.no. Let there be no secrets," gasped Peter. The
took his breath away.
"Oh, come in. Is it you, Miss Lance? I was sure" some pain in hi* wrist at that moment quite
and
saw the effort that acto
return.
the
observed
Hannah
Breward
i\
Mr.
come
change,
ould
one
promised
directly.
" You fainted but
companied the words. He could not tell what to make of it.
you look hot now."
Mr. Carter entered the room, and went to work immediately
"I am very hot. Is it not dreadful ? la the knife itill in
"
on Peter's wrist.
that basin of water ?
"We must have hot vinegar and bran poultices now," he
"Yes. I see a large unopened clasp-knife there."
"
" It is a bad
" It
sprain."
ought to be all told, eaid Peter, as he sat up in bed, said.
So for a time all attention was given to the injured wrist, and
with his eyes bright and his face flushed, "And I believe
He had said to
that I have hurt my wrist. You know that that ia not my Mr. Breward sat down-stairs with Miss Jane.
knife.
My knife is on the table. I picked up the other from her thut he must go to the superintendent of police, and send
the ground after I fell. I saw it by the light striking on the him to hear Peter's story.
"
steel at the back, and I never doubted its having jerked out of
They will think that he did it," she said.
this is
horrible
a
sad
and
what
O
It
made Mr. Breward start to hear this plain statement.
thing
dear,
pocket.
my
Poor James and I am so disabled. How I wish I was not in
Poor Miss Jane, whose mind had been occupied for the last
I hour with this possibility, felt relieved when she had uttered
I'll have a surgeon to look at it.
this fever with my wrist
never w-s ill in my life, that I can recollect. Look at it, Miss the words. It seemed to lessen her dread. She felt tlvit she
Lance. But all this while we ought to be telling everything shiire her grief with a s'roug man, and that she had got rid of
we know. I wonder what o'clock it is."
a painful responsibility by speaking these words.
"
" Yes, it is
Miss Lance quieted Peter by looking at his wrist. It was
true, she went on ;" they will say that he did
nurt.
ve.
must be gone through. I know the man must
it
I
know
But
it.
seriously
y
certainly
" Indeed we must send for
help," she said, "I will send come. 1 know Peter Sands must suffer the suspicion, and
for Mr. Carter."
the degradation that emch a su picion must iuevi ably bring
" But I
ought to speak about the knife and my fall and the with it. O, yes, I know it all and I don't dispute n word you
It is all evidence, you know."
stile.
But to see a good youth ruined for life in this way, to
say.
Peter leaned back his head, exhausted by the feverish anxie- know that he will live with the disgrace of having been susty of his mind, which with the pain he was suffering, bewilder- pected if a muider lastened upon him, is too much for me to
ed him.
bear quietly. And now, if the man Is to come, send for him,
" I have
aud make haste anything is better than waiting with one's
already sent for Mr. Breward."
"
heart full of fear and vexation. Never mind about night or
O, thank you. I am very glad.
"
return
I
shall
Keep quite quiet.
very soon."
day. Of course the police are not going to bed, with a dead
" What a trouble for
man at the station, and the evidences of a possible murdei af
you !" said Peter.
I
The words followed Miss LaucJ as she left the room.
the Long Meadows stile. Send or go to him directly.
She went down to the hull and opened the house-door. She could never bleep with this misery on my mind. And if yon
would send for him, or briug him, there would be SOJK tiling
had heard some one come, and she expected to see Hannah
but it was Mr. Breward, and he was there alone. He explain- done, and one might get rest and strength for whatever ia to
ed this by the first words he said :
come to-morrow."
" Hannah
And then Miss Jane hid her face in her handkerchief, and
spoke f his wrist, so I sent her to bring Carter.
smothered her sobs.
Is he really hurt ?"
" I believe
" think so. But we want to
speak of James Gardener.
you are right." said Mr. Breward.
"
He took his hat from the table and left the room. In
Come here.
er sister sat, anotlKr moment Miss Jane heard the sound of the closing of
81i(! showed Mr. Breward into the room where
and told him very quickly all their btory. Her concluding the house-door.
;

;

I

;

;

;

;

!

!

!

1

;

;

'

;

i

li

!

Wliilc this wns going on in the sitting-room, Miss Lancr ami
with
room.
He felt
Tin surgeon did his work skilfully and kindly.
r's pulse, and gave n glance at Miss Lance.

Haiumh were

'

must forpivf mo,"

a
fathc;

1

i

He poke
i

way, as

if

It

"Into this room, sir. "
So Mr. Carter followed Hannah, and made his hands clean
from the vinegar, and went down-stairs and out of the house
without knowing any of the particular circumstances that had
full.

When

he was in the hall he said to Hannah,
" Don't let Sands be excited
by anything. He has had a
If he has not heard of this poor James Gardener's
shock.
murder, don't tell him till I have seen him again."
"
Murder, sir ?
" Yes. Have
you not heard ?"
" Weheard of his death found
by the stile, we heard."
" I am afraid that I have not used a
wrong word," said Mr.
" I wisli it
Carter.
may be found that I have. Good-night."
" I shall be after
you in a minute, sir, for the medicine."
"
O, yes. I will go back and prepare it immediately."
;

still,

considering

many

things

;

then she

walked into the sitting-room to see Miss Jane, and there she
found Mr. Breward, who had returned, and a person whom
she knew well by sight the superintendent of police.
" We were
waiting for Mr. Carter to leave the house,'' said
Mr. Breward. " We can go iip-stairs now."
"He is not to be excited, sir. lam to follow Mr. Carter
for some medicine.
He found him rather "
Then Hannah felt that the superintendent's eye _was on her,
and she also felt that she had done wrong in admitting that
Peter's state was one of excitement and agitation.
Perhaps Mr. Breward also had some such thought in his

mind, for he said.
" Peter Sands himself sent for Mr. Marston and if
you
are to fetch medicine you had better go at once."
Then he led the way up-stairs, and Mr. Marston followed
him.
It will be rememIt wns no more than just eleven o'clock.
bered that at a quarter before nine Peter had left Dr. Beauclerk's house, and all that had been related had happened in
rather less than two hours.
It must have been not more than
a quarter after nine when Peter fell at the stile in about ten
minutes after that Simon Lyster must have found James
Gardener's body and by half-past nine Peter might have got
to Miss Lance's house.
It was a little after ten when the
voices were heard under the window, and now, as Mr. Marston
;

;

;

went

up-stairs, the clock

he wished

all

as one

who could not

had j ust struck eleven.

uui!

ihat the

JVt.T at

ird

in that time.

part to gossip.

He was

However, it was not Mr. Marston's
ready to hear anything, but he had

next to nothing to say.
When he entered Peter's room he found him sitting up in
bed, carefully propped against a pile of pillows, with his
wrist and shoulder enveloped in many wrappings, and finally
in a blanket. H<> smiled as the superintendent came into the
room ; but the smile wns n sad one.
>le to come to you," said
"I am sorry not to htu
" but for thi
[ am disabled,"
Peter;
"You sent for me," said Mr. Marstou.
" Yes. I want to tell
you all I know."
Then the tears came into Peter's eyes, and bis voice was

BI

'(himself,

" Tell
say

and

in a

moment was

me just what you want
You are

so;

His

c,

to tell

nearly as calm an Mr.

me; you sent for

mo to

to und.

facts that

may guide us towards the discovery of the
who caused the man's death. It was not an accident, you unj

derstand.
His death was caused by a blow. Now everI shall
you say may be used in evidence; so I caution you.
not ask you a single question, but I shall take down what you
say, and use it if desirable."

"

I wish to tell you everything.
I wish to put you in possession of all that has occurred to me."
Then Peter began with the clock striking a quarter to tine

on his leaving Dr. Beanclerk's, and Ms intending to com<
by the direct way through the streets, saying that he ch
his mind going to the ironmonger's to order a garden-tool; that
when there lie found a good many people in the shop, but was
nevertheless quickly served; that, us he was leaving, li:
was attracted by a quantity of knives on the counter,' lying on
an open sheet of coarse brown paper; that he bought one of
these knives, and put it in his pocket, refusing to have it
wrapped up.
He told how, on leaving the shop, the thought cros.M
mind that he would get back by the meadows; and bo told the
way he took, and how he found the white mist curling up from
the river, and how he came on at a good pace till he reached
the

stile.

Then he entered

as minutely as possible into the circumand of his picking up the knife, thinking it
was his own.
After this h:i spoke of his walk home, of his
coming into the light of Miss Lance's kitchen, of the mud and
stains being found upon him, of his getting up-stairs followed
stances of the

fall,

by Hannah with the kettle, of his cautioning h-:r to take liis
knife out of his pocket two knives being found, and of the
soiled knife being then in the basin of water into which Hannah
had dropped it.
The superintendent walked to the basin.
He called Mr. Breward.
They pointed out something to
each other.
" We must take
possession of this," he said; and then returuing to Peter, he looked at him.
" There
" That is the whole
story," said Peter Sands.
may
"
be mud on my boots
" Hannah lias cleaned
" I asked
them," said Mr. Breward.

She said your walking through the meadow, up the slope
had thoroughly wetted them. They were wet with
the moisture on the grass; and having a moment's leisure, she

her.

to the gate,

The superintendent and the most sagacious of his staff had cleaned them."
"
been quietly making observations and collecting evidence
Well, that is all, then," said Mr. Marston.
for about an hour and a half. It was wonderful how much they wrist will be pretty well to-morrow."
had learnt

to else

out of place.

;

stood

like a

busi-

but not at
was

;.

Hannah

was once

Mr. Marston."

in u firm sort of

ness,

M

attended Peter's

"Ho

whom you

can send to my Louse
u-aught, which our yonug friend will be all the Letter
i or taking," lie said.
"If you have no messenger I will come
back, or send some one m
"I can go, sir," said Hamiah. "Miss Lance won't mind
being left and if anything unexpected occurs the other servant can bo called up. You must wash your hands, sir. No,
"
And Hannah threw a towel over the
not there, if you please.
basin where the clasp-knife still lay in the stained water.
re

lie sniJ.

.

"I

hope your

" It
"

is better already for Mr. Carter's treatment."
Good-night, then." And both Mr. Ai'arston and Mr. Breward left the room.

Soon after Hannah and Miss Lance came in; the quieting
draught was administered, and took speedy ffoct.
c

Thclittl:Peter San-is -u as asleep.
.id went to their
The sense of a present dangi ;. ;::i 1 a prophetic
bedrooms.
fear of a coming t;ial, were upon them.
But they could only

hope and pray.

A.\l>

CHAPTER

,SM T'A'A

luiow the

i

in.

t'iry wl.i>

:

ti

il
;

found wit!
The coroner's inquest was a matter of speedy performance. no other man
The rnau had been murdered. It was for the police to find out to him, he will be us surely

put

and

if

i

the murderer.
.Tames Gardener had received two blows one was undoubtedly from a fall.
There had once been a gate where this stile now stood, and
n low moor-stone post had stood by the side of the path, with
an iron hook in it to hold the gate open for the convenience of
The position of the gate
the farmer who rented the meadows.
had been changed, and a stile had been placed where it had
stood, as there was a right of way for foot-passengers, and the
path could not be blocked up.
The low stone post with the iron ring had never been moved.
;

tried

f;

r

murder as we

are

nowhere

talking of it."

"It will bo the most unheard-of piece of infamy."
"
"the whole must go by
No, no," interrupted the lawyer
;

uce."

" But he did
not, could not do it."
"Then he won't be hung," said Mr. Bennet.
"
Hung !" The horror in Mr. Breward's face, and expi
by his voice, was such that Mr. Bennet began to expostulate
with him.
" Don't be
unreasonable," he said. "Unreasonable people
never do any good; and that poor fellow is likely to want as
many sensible friends as he can get. A* man has been murdered.
It is the duty of the police to try to find out w).
the deed. The only person who can be proved to have been
near the place is Peter Sands. He can be proved to have been at
the stile close on the moment of the murder.
He had provided himself with a knife, which he used, though not as
knives are used usually. He knew that James Garden'
been inquiring for him; he had been told that he would be at
Stonemoor to see after him that very evening. He hail
cautioned; yet he went purposely, and after starting to go back
by the streets, the very way in which he would be sure to meet
James Gardener, if he had kept his threat of seeking him at
Stonemoor in the evening. Ho returns to Miss Lance'a house
blood-stained, agitated, injured in the wrist; the place bears
the marks of a struggle; and no other man can be found who
was near the place at the time, or of whom Gardener had ever
said an evil word, except your nephew, who was safe in HIT
house with my wife and her half-sister, who is staying with us,
It is not
diiring that time when the crime was accomplished.
wrong, certainly, to bring Peter Sands up on suspicion of the
"
murder.

A violent full had brought one side of James Gardener's
head against this stone but on the other side of the head there
was a mark which was said to have been the cause of the fall
and of his death.
It matched one end of the large claspIt was not large.
knife which Peter said he had picked up. It had possibly been
thrown with tremendous force, and with a deadly aim.
It came to all minds, with the strength of complete conviction, that the owner of that kuife was the slayer of that man.
There was a day and a night of continued exaitement there
was not, perhaps, a living soul in all that seaport town of Treddington, who was of an age to speak on the subject, who did
not express some interest in the discovery of the murderer, and
was not in some way busy in the matter.
The most silent man in the place was Fred Drake. He
seemed like one struck with a sickness of the heart because of
and he had
the death of his enemy. And he had hated him
thought that he wished him dead and he had said in his anger
And now the man so spoken of was
that he could kill him.
and from every heart there
dead, and he had been killed
went up a wonder and a great cry a question aa to who had
" But
done it.
yon can't believe him guilty ?"
" What does that matter ?" asked Mr. Bennet. " Is the law
It did not seem to Mr. Breward an unnatural state for Fred
He felt very kindly towards his nephew, and told of the land not to take its nsual course because you and I like
to be in.
him he was sorry for him but when Fred wanted to visit Peter Sands, believe him to be an excellent youth, and because
Peter, Mr. Breward said that Mr. Carter's orders had been so he is loved and admired by many respectable persons, and
positive as to his patient being kept as quirt as possible, that lodges with two charming old ladies ? I will grant to you that
I consider it one of the most unfortunate, vexatious trials that
he would not allow Fred to do more than write a note.
" I won't let
As to Peter himself,'
you two lads get talking together," he said; ever fell on the friends of a good youth.
'you'll worry Peter into a fever. You are a sad, selfish fellow, I am extremely sorry for him; and all the more sorry b
you know, Fred; you would gossip him dead, and never know I can see farther into this case than you can. Poor as tl
dence is against him, there is not a particle of evidence against
it till it was too late."
So Fred Drake had to bear his burden as well as he could ; any one else. He had been threatened by Gardener.
Gardener wished to meet him, and felt himself to have been injured
but he was haunted by the thought of that man being dead.
I never liked Gardener; years ago I said
After one day had passed Mr. Breward received a note from by him irreparably.
Mr. Bennet very early, before he was out of the room. It con- so, and wanted the trusteeship to be vested in some one else.
"Come tome immediately, if you I think myself that there might have been some encounter
tained a few words only
between them, and that Peter might have acted merely in selfI want a word in private on important business."
can.
Mr. Breward in less than ten minutes after reading this was defence."
" But Peter never saw
He found that gentlemen airing himat Mr. Bennet's door.
him," said Mr. Breward.
" I am not
self on the door-step apparently, but really waiting anxiously
obliged to believe that," said Mr. Bennet.
As soon as Mr. Breward saw his*friend, he
for his arrival.
This speech vexed Mr. Breward. Mr. Beunet was his friend,
" What and he loved him. But Mr. Bennet not
also saw that something very serious was the matter.
beiuj; a Catholic, did
is it?" were his first words.
"Anything concerning Fred not know how severe a judgment he was passing on Peter
Drake ?"
Sands by those words that he had said. He was calling Peter
"
Come here, into my room." a liar. For on such au occasion to conceal the truth, when he
O, no; Fred is doing well.
Mr. Bennet led the way into the house, and into the room on was pretending to tell it sincerely, was to be base and deceitHe stood still, and faced ful in the greatest degree.
the right where breakfast was laid.
round on Mr. Breward, and said, ''Marston, the superintendMr. Benuet saw that he had annoyed his friend, and so he
we must manage it the best way we went on to justify himself. "You know," he said, "he has
ent, has been here, and
can.
They must take Peter Sands into custody on suspicion not toid a'l the truth about the knife."
"
" He said that he had
of being thi murderer of James Gardener.
bought the knife that evening.''
"Ho! impossible! You can't believe it ?"
"Yes but the y ung man who served him has been got at,
"
No, I don't believe it; but my belief or disbelief is nothing and he said at once that he had sold him two knives. He sold
to the purpose.
They have got a chain of evidence, and (hey that evening, to two different persons, at different tin,
would have had him in custody by this time, only the Miss each two knives and one of those persons was Peter Sands."
d that,
Mr. liF'Wiml ;-at down. He had been standing till this mo;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

l"i

fcl

-

*,-.

,..,

SAVED.
"

TVs

'

said Mr.
whnt I would mlvise you to do,
ud tor t!,e prie t from TVn-urne. I spruit
v< T.
l'eter will probably be ren:
and

rs n la

wo.

i-

making Peter

i

with accounts

is

Inul

iui>rc>

]'.:

tell

von

to

up

ii:ilu-

the whole truth than either of us c..n

h..ve

"Is ouM
i

'

to

like to

have Father Joseph here but Peter nerds
tj.l the truth.
If he Bays that he bought
;

make him

then he didu't buy tiro."
man who served him will swear to it."
" Then he'll
hang Peter, perhaps but he will hang him un-

one, knife,

"

Well, but the

;

"

justly

"
Well, well what I would impress on you is this feelings
are of 110 use.
It is no u^e to be vexed, or to waste time in
standing up for Peter's honor or veracity, or even to talk of re:

;

still

unsettled.

The language Fred had used

intemperate, 1 am thankful to thin
every hour of his time for the whole afternoon of Saturday can

had

oft

n been so

1

..

.untcd for."

"Why, no ouo could suspect Fred !" said Peter, with an
"
air of mrp i.se.
They might sooner suspect me, I think."
"

" Aurl
you 'trill be suspected !
Mr. Breward had said the words now; and as soon as they
had left his lips he wondered how he had found strength to
say them.
Peter saw by Mr. Breward's face more than even his words
had spoken. He saw in the lines of anguish, whieh were uot
to be controlled, that he was already suspected.
He stared at
Mr. Brew: rd. He was speechless. He seemed to be suffering

some great change the change of all exterior things. He
Appearances are all against him. A m m grasped the elbows of his chair; he had no voice for speech.
ha been murdered at the etil*. Peter was there. It is next His great he'plessness in the midst of this indescribable woe
to a miracle that he should not have seen the body if the deed came like a weight crushing him.
"
"
,tme befoiv he got there yet he did not see it, and Simon
Yes," Mr. Breward went on,
you will have to go through
a
mist
but
this
it
trial
f
I must come
Do yourself justice; be as strong
Ot c .urse there was
suspicion.
gre
Ly.-its-r did.
b.ekt.\\h 1 1 began wi h. Feelings are of no use. Facts as you can. You will have friends by your side. And there
have to e dealt \\ith. We will send Fred for Father Joseph. is nothing vindictive in it. It arises from the unhappy cirThey had better come straight to where the magistrates will cumstances it is the law of the land."
" And it is the will of
be the town-hall. I suppose the concourse of people will be
God," said Peter.
" that
" That is
lu a placj such as this is there is never any doing a
right, my friend," said Mr. Breward eagerly;
great,
the
to
take
those
two
each
other
is
it."
And
Fred
cau
him
and
in
way
grasped
by
bring
there,
thing quietly.
go
my gig.
INIUV you t.u 1 had better g > to the Misses Lance at once you the hand.
"
" When shall I have to
can go up-stairs to PL ter, aad I'll stay down with them. We'll
asked Peter.
go ?
"
soud Fred b fore we ^o there will uot bu anything done till
They will come. The superintendent of police will come,
w are, th re, <iu the luagistrates ready. Fred can make it all and you will go with all of us to appeur before the magistrates.
1 here is time," looking at his watch, "for a cup of Fred is gone for Faiher Joseph. My dear boy, my dear Ptter,
fit in.
"
I did not know till this moment how 1 1 ved you. H^ve faith
coffee, and we have forgotten o r brtakfast.
" L am not inclined for
said
Mr.
Breward.
in God, and in the friends He has given to you."
food,"
" Is it as bad as that ? " a^ked
'If you had done as much disagreeable work as I have had
Peter, with his sad smile, and
to do, you would be glaJ to keep your brain steady and your looking at the tears in Mr. Breward's eyes.
"
I always eat and drink.
bo ,y B rong.
Wholesome food,
O, it may not Le bad at all; and Mr. Bennet is wi h my
taken s far as possible with the USUL! regularity, is a neces- aunts. He has told them. He Cume on purpose to tell them,
"
and I came up to you."
sary of life.
" I think I will
go down-stairs to them," said Peter. "I
am so awkward with my left hand. Will you give me my hat ?
whether honor and
Thank you. Now God's will be done
CHAPTER IV.
"
the gallows, God's will be done!
liberty, whether the jail and
He spoke with a sweet quiet steadiness.
This morning Peter Sands was sitting at the reading-table,
"He never did it," said Mr. Breward in his heart. " If I
w'.i eu was at the end of his room.
Ho ro.-e up with a sua'e when Mr. Br ward came; but his had ever held :i different opinion I should change it now."
face was pale, and the smile was not very cheerful.
They entered Miss Lance's drawing-room. Both the ladies
" Your wrist is
" but
must
up and went to meet Peter.
better," taid Mr. Breward
got
you
" This is a
ad a dull Sa day yesterday. I would not let Fred come
great grief," said the elder one; "but we must
'ihe doctor thought you were excited, and he not make more of it than it is. There stops the cab, and you
to see you.
wauled you to be kept quiet. Tell me about your wrist. "
have to leave us. You leave a home and friends. Remember
"
and then
It i very much better nearly well.
O, Peter
It is not my wrist your home; remember your friends
that trembles me and Fred wrote me a note. So they say Miss Lance could say no more.
Pe er held out his hand to Miss Jane and turned away. The
Janice Gardener was murdered ?"
" Yes such is the
The magistrates will meet be- superintendent of police was in the room, and a constable was
opinion.
behin him in the passage. In a hurry all tho men went out
You will have to go, Peter."
f re tw Ive to-day.
"
O, wei', I can go. I was not intending to stay in all day. together.
" With
I shall get to work again, I hope, soon. Being my right hand
me, sir," said Mr. Marston; and Peter, jumping into
"
And Peter once more gave one the cab, found one of the men there, and was followed by the
it makes me lueless to you.
Mr. Breward and Mr. Bennet va ked by themselves.
other.
of those melancholy sini es.
" It is a dreadful
Not a single word passed between Peter and his companions
business," said Mr. Breward.
He felt s.) miserab.e and so awkward. It seemed to be quite while they went on in the cab.
When they st. 'pped, the first person Peter saw was Dr.
impossible for him to ti 11 Peter that he was suspected of being
Beauclerk. He gave his hand to Peter with a look which went
a murderer.
"Yes; too dreadful. I can't get it out of my head. Not to the young man's heart; but not a word was spoken. Then
Mr. Maynard the banker
that I try; for me, certainly, it would be unnatural not to came Mr. Breward and Mr. Bennet.
"
was there; and he str< tched out his hand to Peter, who touk
Uiiuk of James (iumener.
" I wonder who murdered
it with an honest smile.
Many others were there, and Peter
him," said Mr. Breward.
" Was he murdered at all ?" said Piter. '! must think it knew that many had come in kindness to him; but he said
was some strange accident. Until I found it proved undoubt- nothing, and 110 one spoke to him.
The magistrates were there, and a chain of evidence was
edly to the contrary, I could nv-\er believe that Gardener was
the policeman:
mur.
begun upon; but Peter B .id, interrupting
"
" I am
I not tell my own story?
very glud that Fred Drake was safely housed all that
s

teaching.

.

;

<

;

I

1

;

;

'

l

!

;

.

'

!

-i

;

i

i

!
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at his clerk, who sat at a table near him ; but the clerk held
down his head, iuid evidently did not intend to speak unless ho

was openly appealed to.
" Mr.
Benuet, speak for me.
I

know

it is

I want to

tell

my own story.

irregular."

There was some talk among those assembled there.
" Is Mr. Bennet
watching the case for you ? Is he your apin tlrs matter?"
friend
legal
pointed
" I want no
"
advice, and I can speak the
No," said Peter.
"

truth for myself.
People consulted aga n together.
" After the evidence has been heard

27

I

" I am sure that Peter

is right," said

"So am

ncjilu

right?"
He got

I."

said her

up and

said

w

;

Miss June.

"but who can prove him

The

"Good-bye."

ladies,

onre more

alone, wandered together up stairs into I'eter'n roin, and up
to the glass bower on the ruof, whence ther could KCI- the walla
of the jail wLere Peter waited.
Ti.ey vero v< y

and pray ihty
anything to do but to pray
souls ever prayed more sincerely for help from
they were ready to say that there was no help in

lind not

They

No

did.

Heaven

:

;

man.

;

Peter was

,V.

you can speak."

silent.

CHAPTER

V.

Then came the evidence of the knife.
Peter was not without sympathy. He was well treated. He
The ironmonger in whose shop Peter had bought the kcife
said it was such s he sold, and bore the mark of the maker had a courtyard to walk in, and he could have all that
with whom he dealt. He f aid that the knives had only ar- quired. But he was in jail as one suspected of being a murJ

rived on that Saturday afternoon, and so could not have been
so-d on any other day. Tin n the superintendent said he
was prepared !o prove that t>vo knives h d been sold to Peter

and t AO to another person on the same evening.
The other person was a stranger to the shopman

;

indeed,

derer.

Can any one imagine what

that

must have been ?

It

was

who knew him scarcely one believed
him guilty. Fattier Joseph had left him with the most cousolhe ing words, both as to help and confideace. He had commanded
true that of the friends

knew very few peop'e as yet, bci g himself a btranger in the him not to grieve.
"You have had nothing but good happen to you nil days.
town. But the other person was a much older man a roughIf you have shown a g od example in
looking man, with black hair not a man in Peter's position of Be content to suffer.
He might not know that man again but he knew Peter. prospeiity do not shrink from the oppor unity of serving God
life.
He had seen Peter before, and asked who he was. He knew in adversity. Be faithful still. Be trusting still. B'ill I've
His words stayed in
Peter very well by sight. He h d sold him two knives, and close to God. Be content to suffer."
had been pa;d for them that night. There was more evidence Peter's mind, and they strengthened him.
He conformed to rules without a word; submitted to all that
fr ,ni people w o had seen Peter that night, and could si.eak to
the way by which he went home and then, on repeating his there was to submit to without an t.b ervatiou; saw his friends
He told it in when they were allowed to visit him, took what they provided
request, Peter was allowed to tell his own story.
:

;

;

Miss Lance's for his comfort with cheerful thanks, and sent pleasant mesr.s he had already told it in
but it ended i i his being committed on suspicion of sages to Miss Lai ce and her sister.
He was committed on
He was remanded twice. It had got to be wearing to human
beii-g the murderer of James Gardener.
remand. The investigation would go on bu f in the midst of nature. At last he felt quite as
people werj planning against
to
and
Breward
went
from complaining when his
taken
Mr.
his
could
was
life.
He
Peter
jail
keep
scarcely
great regret,
back to tell is aunts what had happened. He found that Dr. friends visited him.
Mrs. Beauchamp came, and even Mrs. Mills; she came with
Bea iclerk had got there before him.
She wanted to cry over Peter, ai.d to (ell
Father Joseph and Fred Drake had arrived before the Mrs. Beauchamp.
c :sa was finished, and now Father Joseph had stayed with him that she would never believe that Le had murdered h r
He was to be the first iriend who would see him in brother "no, not whatever they did to him !"
Peter.
It made Peter shrink away from her. How could any one be
jaiL
T. e fir t questions asked of Mr. Breward by his good aunts supposed to believe such a thing ? and what could be douo to
were, how Peter had behaved, and how he would be treated. him to him, an innocent man ? The he hear that Dr. BeauHe satisfied them on Loth points. He had behaved surpris- clerk had gone to London to talk to Mrs. Peuwarue. He h.i<1
ingly well yes just with the natural openness and simplicity a strong temptation to wish that his life had never been saved
and innocent of the charge made
oi' a man who was good,
to wish he had died in his infancy on the ro k win-re the
But he fluug the temptation fr m him.
waves had cast him.
against him.
" He
spuke for himself, and spoke clearly. But that about Ci.uld he not give glory to God under all aud any circumthe knives is very queer. One can't help feeling that who- stances ? Would he turn away from the will of God ? Wi.s it
ever owntd that stained knife was" the man who killed James of any fault of his own that he was in this trouble ?
human
Gardener."
Only for a moment now and then was he overtaken by
" But PetT
says he only bought one knife, and only posses- fear and dread, and by a sense of the i: justice he as utter"
was one of calm, courageous pati ncc,
sed one sucu knife.
ing. His usual demeanor
" Yes and we believe him."
and his general state of mind was entire submission to the will
" Then he is innocent and an innocent man can't be
pun- of God.
was sent back to
is' ed."
Peter, after having been twice reminded,
" But we must
prove him to be innocent," said Mr. Brew- prison finally comm.tted to take his trial for the murder of
his accurate way,

house

;

;

it'

,

;

i

i

;

^

;

;

James Gardener.

ard.

Tnen

these

kind ladies knew

how

great

a danger

sur-

rounded their yo ng friend how hard it might be to prove
the truth aud how condemning was the evidence about the
;

,

knife.

"But

a lie," said Miss Jane.
" There
" Can
you prove it to be a lie ?" said her nephew.
are two Peter and the shopman and, speaking of the same
Peter may be suptransaction, they contradict each othe~.
posed to have an interest in telling a lie the shopman cannot
it is

;

When he was
asked to give an account of the transnction he gave it. He
did not know what Peter had already said. Ho did not expect
"
that their accounts would differ.

be suspected of any desire to convict Peter.

And yet not more
His agitation of mind was very great.
than a Christian might show not more than was to be expected
in the greatest of all earthly dangers, and unable to
of a
;

mm

help himself.
He knew, however, that
was thankful for them.

God had

given him friends, and he

The assizes at which he would be tried for his life would
soon be held; there would be no time to lose, and he knew
Ho knew
that every possible effort would be made for him.
also that to make these efforts, and to (".o a 1 that could b do e
right. It was right to give his will
in daily acts of entire submission; it
nlan riffht to strive for his aoauittal. and to take every of-

to prove his innocence,

up

to

w:i.u

God, and he gave

was
it

!hat end ns expressions of

cept

its results.

Every help, spirit r
ing was that In-

But the ge

.

rHy.

I

U'TEli VI.
Mr.

liennet hud
r

ut of

ii

1m

case,

good-will, nor energy, nor ku w't-dgp, nor mo;,
Publicity was courted; and far and wide, through
lence could
.ina, when

LT.

vrepapers could penetrate, the account of this murthe whole story of the life of the suspected man was
I'd to and talked about.
ho throne of grace.
rememberad Peter at Mass.
Holy Communions were
d up for him by the people.
Mrs. Pomvanu; had desired that no effort should be spared;
had written a note to Mrs. Beauchamp, and she
it if
by Faille;- Joseph for Peter to r. ad. And while this
man waited through the days and weeks before his trial could
>rds that had been said to him seemed to fill the air
i
him, aa if angels were whispering these consolations
id

(

:

i

.

As soon as Petw was committed for trial the Misa L
had sent for Mr. Breward.
They had lr d a profound talk together as to who were to be
employed iu Peter's ease. Lady Edith May had also written
for her aunt on this point.
It was understood that n
trouble nor money was to be spared to do all that could be
done for Peter Sands.
"I wrote to Mr. Monitor," said Mr. Breward,
would rather not undertake the case. He tells

" but he

me

so in

a,

private letter."

"

He

has been very successful," said Miss Lance.
is, above all others, the man wo want," said Mr. Bre" I think
ward.
you had better write to him."
"
" We will writ a
O, we will write," exclaimed Miss Lance.

"He

to-night."

"

Make

a personal favor of

it.

He names

But

another.

Bennet says he can't do without him. We want himself.
as a man who could not be idle.
His love of reading However, there must be no time lost."
failed him under the circumstances in which he lived he could
The letter was written, and the result of the letter was that
not give his mind to outside things, but his love of drawing one evening Mr. Monitor entered Miss Lauce's drawing-room,
came to his help. There was a touch of sadness about the and announced that he was come to tea.
The drawing might be something to leave
After a few words he said
too.
" I have been to see the
He had a supply of paper, pens, and ink. All the
:im.
young man in whom you are interhe found impressed on his mind he put on paper, ested. We have been all three of us Bennet, Breward, and
How very good-looking he is !"
ig them carefully up, like woodcuts, with pen and ink.
myself.
Miss Jane felt as if she could have boxed her friend's ears.
i-Jtoaemoor, and the men grouped together telling
James Gardener's threats there was Penwarne village,
"I suppose," she said, "that we must submit to everything
.it headlands
even nonsense about beauty to save the life of an innocent
stretching out in o the sea,
the priest's house, the church, and the church-yard with the man. Are you going to prove him innocent?"
"
cross that marked where the mortal part of Colonel Penwarne
No, Miss Jane; I am going to save his life."
" That is
d for the resurrection of the just.
doing things by halves."
" I think it must be sufficient for the
His days now had
])< ling these occupied his evenings.
present emergency.
We can go just where we went that
ul interviews in them interviews with Mr. Bennet and Now take me a walk.
men of law, who never argued on the theory of his in- night, or wo can be content with a stroll in your garden. "
Mr. Monitor loved ilowers.
He
but always as if ho were
The garden was fixed on.
ee, as it appeared to him
He went through the house. He sat in
and as if it required superhuman efforts of ingenuity walked and talked.
e his life.
Peter's room and wrote some letters. They showed him Peter's
At this time of severest trial Peter reaped the fruit of a life glass bower, and they took a good-night glance at the pris'onid company, and blessed by habitual acts of piety.
walls; which little bit of romance' they had now got into a
The next day Mr. Beimet, Mr.
There were no evil memories nor bad thoughts to interrupt of performing every night.
the inpourings of divine grace. When a good thought came Breward, and Mr. Monitor all lunched at Miss Lancu's
and not an idle habit nor They were dreadfully cheerful; at least so the ladies th
to him it came in its own purity
any pmc-.ice of vicious self-indulgence ever came in the way It made them sad all the evening to think of it, and they
him in his prayers or to prevent him from the perfor- crying to bed.
mance of the devotions most necessary in his present condition.
Just before the day fixed for the trial these gentlemen were
The good tilings that he had heard and liked to hear came again together at Treduington, and they had an hour's talk in
to his mind vividly as healing ap2)licatious to his wounded the evening at Miss Lance's. The ladies were present.
" Some
So came Mrs. Penwarne's last words
one," said Mr. Bennet, addressing the two ladies,
spirit.
" Remember
"
Not a shadow of susin
thorite
lies
that
before you that Gocl,
has spoken falsely as to those knives.
this,
Character will go a great
in His mercy and might, never deserts those who serve Him picion falls on any one but Peter.
And appearances must
Never leaves those to themselves whose faith and way. Appearances are against him.
never
devi'ion are known unto Him."
be met by appearances. Help me to think of the best wi
Of course t ho
Such words now seemed to have been prophetic. He ac- es to IHK character that we. can get together.
them with all his heart. He said they were true. He shopman is mistaken about the man who bought the kni
"
"And is that the best you can do for him just to get him
Lord, I believe, help Thou my unbelief ."
cried,
When, at times, anguish overcame him he would cast him- off, not to prove him innocent ? It will bo against him for the
there.

v.

;

:

.

'

i

;

;

,

.

1

.

;

[i

:

!

1

self ut

the feet of his Divine LI a-d.

He would

fling

himself

on that Sacred Heart, from which alone perfect
come, and where only perfect sympathy can be
lion

i

'an

found.

Ho had hid

his sleepless nights, he had shed his bitter
ho had gone thronterrible torturing conflicts
which a man, whom the world believes to be guilty of n hideknows himself to be innocent, may well

tears,

had

t;>

go through
...iy

llio trial

of trial,

whole of his life."
Mr. Henuet did not contradict Miss Lance. She said to Mr.
Monii
" Is that all
you can do?"
There was bitter disappointment in her manner.
" We won'tlet him be hanged if we can help it, Miss Lance."

"My

of waiting.

and then

don't you believe him innocent?"
"In
opinion has nothing to do with it," he said.
oulu only be an embarrassment. The opinion
oou the jury is that there is not evidence

"And

.

enough

to

hang him.

"

"But bo

is

!

had

innocent."
to be

proved

ilf

lo .TnmeB

i

'

in be inni'i

Mr.

present we have no means of proving Hint
!'.i:i
will bring persons to speak to hia character.
That
there will always be persons to believe that lie did it.
This was
is a great misfortune, but wo can't help i
ail tlio consolation the Miss Lances could get the day before tho

"At

:

'

trial.

They complained to each other; they complained to H;<
Then that good woman closed the door and fell into a

do Peter Rome bodily injury
cs had
Great str-ss was laid on
"ioor on that Saturday,

to

;

;i

'.

I

nieut to keep with

the.

choir-singers,

and

it

Gardener might h;
ton that night, as ho often did on
cording to his wild threats, he, had 9%
S

fit

of

weeping.
"
Ah, dear ladies," she cried, "All cannot think as you do.
/believe he did it. Not another soul near the stile; tho instrument of death found in his pocket a lie ready made in his
The man's gray hairs on the knife, the blood-stains,
mouth.
the wrist wounded, probably in the struggle tho knowledge
that the man had threatened to do him harm and to waylay
No doubt tho
him, and he had been unlike himself for days.
;

;

deed was done in self-defence, but who did it if Peter Sands
did not ?
Only against Peter had Gardener any feelings of
vengeance. I can't but believe that he did it, though v.-ero I on
the jury, and sworn to convict only on the evidence, I might
rightly say that the evidence was not enough to prove him
All Treddington will believe him guilty before this
guilty.
The best wo can any of us do now is to hold our
day week.
tongues."
So these words represented popular opinion.
The good ladies felt it terribly. But they were faithful.
"If he had done it he would never have denied it, "they said.
At last the day came, and Peter Sands was to be tried for

murder.

They
Nothing could keep the Miss Lances out of court.
Mrs. Beauchainp and Mrs.
would stand by him to the end.
Breward were there, and Dr. Beauclerk and Father Joseph
with them; and with Father Dunstaii, the Benedictine, was a
lady of seventy years of age, perhaps, not known to any of
Peter's friends except to those who were with her.

;n

interview with Peter,

}\

been met in the Long M<
Peter did meet him, and
tion, had no doubt accomplished his death.
Such, in outline, was tho story to which I'<
was made to hold well together, and it was pal,
force by the counsel against him, and proved by v
every point. Father Joseph, Fred Dra!
Mr. Breward were brought forward. Oil'
were handed over to Mr. Mor.itor
I

'

'i.

It

wi'i'

'<',

and

I

them with a pleasant sm

received
ask one

make

'

or two questions in a gentle friendly v
one or two points of tho story still clearer ti

ready appeared.
first day of the trial was over, and everything
be going against Peter. It was as if his best friei;
been made to testify against him.
When the second day came, the young man was cxr.'
who had sold him tl. o knife. He gave hi
with apparently the most perfect truth. Butvlhanded over to Mr. Monitur he was not treated as Peter's
friends had been.
^
Mr. Monitor had still the same gentle manner, but
was an earnestness now about him which evidently excit
The jury looked lively, and the young
attention of the court.

The

r-

to

man

nervous.

But Mr. Monitor had no intention of alarming this youth
She was stately- looking, and attracted immediate attention. at all. Ho asked him how long he had been iu Tredili:
She was dressed in blacksilk,and she wore on her head something How it was he knew so much of Peter Sands. Had
which had more the appearance of a hood than a bonnet her spoken to him ?
She was
face was easily seen, and was of considerable beauty.
No he had heard him sing. He had heard him
BO placed as to be able to ^ee the prisoner, and yet so as not to al times at a concert and at church. He ha.
be seen by him. She took an opera-glass from a black-silk the Catholic church on Suuuay evenings. Peter Sum;
She was observed to look with in the choir. He liked to hear him.
bag, and used it frequently.
Was the shop in which ho served a well-freqi:
great iutentness and very frequently at Peter Sands.
Many persons asked tho name of this lady, and many more shop ? Were there a great many people there on the t".
speculated silently as to who she could be. At last some one in question ?
saiil that she was Dr. Beauclerk's mother, and this seemed to
Yes, an unusual number. It was because of vessels
This was not true, but as she wus living in Dr, going to sail that night and on Sunday mom in;;-. H
satisfy people.
Beauclerk's house there seemed to-be no reason to doubt the in and made purchases. They often bought knh
accuracy of the information.
bought small metal plates also, and they had j
This lady remained in court for some time, and then left, be- great many knives on that night.
Did he think that the dark man to whom, he had Bold two
ing taken away by Father Dunstan.
The business of the trial proceeded as speedily as it could do. knives was a sailor ?
1

;

;

i

;

1

i

There were no difficulties in the opening of tho business.
The court was densely crowded. The prisoner was very
He gave one glance round, as if to see wind,
pale, very quiet.
friends were there, and then, as if satisfied on that point, his
eyes wandered no more but he appeared to be listening with
unmoved attention to the story of his supposed guilt, which
was now laid before the judge and jury, before a great assemblage of people, before his own best friends, before God and
hi-; Guardian Angel, and -which on every point was to lie proved by trustworthy witnesses, and which seemed at evtry step
-tail to make him guilty of a deed he had never done.
in
Peter listened to it with
It was a well put together story.
He could not have contradicted a single
-.0 attention.
word till the story came to his buying the kn
history began very early, even with Mr. Bonnet wishing
Gardener to retire from the trusteeship, to which, by
All tho story of
el Penwarne's will, he was appointed.
all that he
Fred Drake and the ninety-seven pounds
;

<

1

..

He could not

tell.

" And how
many

He might
articles did

have been.

you

sell to

tho prisoner that

night ?"

He had

sold two knives.
" You must answer
with fi
my question," said Mr. Monitor,
" 1 have no
smile that struck everybody who could see him.
doubt of your good faith, and that you intend to answer rightYou are on oath, you know. On your testimony n
ly.
liov>
deal depends. Now listen to any question again.
articles from your employer's shop did you sell to the pr
at the bar on that day ?"
With a little confusion the young man said "I don't know
how to answer any better. I sold him two kn.
" But
I did not,
must mark
words.
how
:

my

you

,

I said

how many

at the bar ?"

"Two."
"

Now

consider

two

';"

articles did

you

say
many
the pr!

sell to

AND
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"Yes, two."
you remember giving him two
th:i* ni lit purchased?"
i

The judge addressed

articles -which

he had

V.

"

On your

oath,

remember,

Now

take

time to consider.

no oulj, not three, nor four. Don't hurry yourself I
I depend on you for the simple
:io wish to confusj you.
truth as you know how to tell it."
" I sold him two articles I
;
gave two articles into hia hands.
"

They were two

knives.

"Did any one
"No, tir."

else in the

XA

a few words to the jury, and a verdict
was brought in immediately.
One woman, unseen and uuno iced, burst into sudden t< ars.
She hid herself away, choked her sobs as well as she coul.l,
and begged pardon in her lit art for judgment whi h, if not
rash, had certainly been harsh for she had been quick to forget the evidence of a g >od life, and ready to believe evil and
this woman was Miss Lance's Hannah.
" I will never
judge another as long as I live," she said in
her heart, as she harried home. "May no one evei judge me
of "JXuf i/ni !.ti/"

as I judged

shop serve him with anything ?"

him

!"

yet Hannah loved Peter, and only to the ladies whom
she served had she ever uttered her judgment.
But she had
been quick to believe evil because her feelings had been excited
and her heart troubled, an 1 because as James Gardener was

And

" Are
yon sure?"
"
him out."
Quite sure. I saw him come in, and I watched
Mr. Monit r made a sign to some one, who placed on the
tabb before him a piece of iron like a half -moon, used for cutting grass edgings.
" To whom did
you sell that instrument on that Saturday

night?"
There was sudden'y a noise a confusion in the court. Some
one had forced a way in the judge was being spoken to.
" Never mind the noise. Did
you sell that to any one that
night? Don't be afraid."
" I sold it to Peter Sands."
"That is, you sold him two articles, rs you have answered
on oath, and quite correctly this instrument and a clasp;

knife."

dead she could not help jumping at the conclusion that gome-

body had

him

killed

!

CHAPTER
" Don't

talk,

Miss Lance.
"

VII.

Can't you order dianer?

I

am

exceedingly hungry.
You were BO
"Keally, Mr. Monitor, you aro provoking.
gentle, so vexatiously quiet."
"
O, no; not at Jast.
Why, I scolded everybody, Miss
Lance. That is what makes me hungry."
'
I can't help wishing for Peter."
" He is best where he is. Father
Joseph carried him off.

The judge was speaking to some one by his side, but the atwas riveted on Mr. Monitor.
Mrs. Beauchamp was watching for him as if he were her natu" Do
now
?
Will
correct
to
ral prey; and Dr. BeaucLrk and that grand old la y are gone
wish
repeat
you
yourself
you
on oath, mind that you sold two knives and this instrument after him. You kiiow the is his grandmother."
" For shame
But there is our nephew. Dinner will make
to the prisoner ?"
" N sir."
you hold your tongue."
of
There was now a considerable stir with those who conducted
They were 11 so i xcited after get ing back from the court
that they could not t.ilk sense.
the prosecution and among the jury; the judge rose.
Such, at least, was tha actention of tha jury

!

1

telegram from the Home Secretary, accompanying the
The
copy of a telegram he had received from Kio Janeiro.
from Treddington,
captain of the vessel Fair Lady, sailing
himself up as the
telegraphed that one of his crew had given
man who had caused the death of James Gardener by an untoward accident, which he had not expected to end fatally. The
coming trial of a man for Gardener's murder having been seen
in a newspaper, he telegraphed to stop the trial, and to know

count the Miss Lances gave of thems Ives.
'We felt," said Miss Jane, speaking the next day to Mr.
" as if we must either lau h or
I would rather
Breward,
cry.
have cried. But we had asked people to dinner, and we could
not cry before comp-iuy. We laughed, therefore, instead but

what was to be done with the sailor, whose name was Boper.
There was now some talk as to the trial being delayed but
this was even angrily contested by Mr. Monitor.
He s id he had two witnesses to bring forward to prove that
the instrument before them had been brought home by the
with that his case would then
prisoner on that Saturday, and
be over. T e case for the prosecution had broken down. No
man who looked
doubt, two knives had been sold to some young
mare like a gardener, and was more likely to buy an edgingThe salesman, with his head full f
cutter, than the prisoner.
Peter's singing, and the chorus of some favorite song probably
and believed
ringing in his ears, had confused the two persons,
that he had sold the two knives to Peter, and the knife and
He had given his evidence
edge-cutter to the other customer.
with houes'y of purpose, and had made no more than a natural
m.stake. He had not been thinking of what he was about. Th 3
two customeis had very probably stood side by side. Now
that the salesman himself abandoned his own story, the true

had answered h

A

;

;

for it a.terwards.
We ciie.l all night."
" Are
you always ai glad as you are now when you have won
a cause ?" Miss Lance had asked this of Mr. Monitor, and he

we made up

r

:

" I
always feel the thing a good deal. But I have not always old founds by me with whom 1 can grow young and play
the boy,

by way

of gentle refreshment.

/

like

my

line of

but 1 have had enough of work, a d would rest if I
I like to
could. I still say that my line of practice suits me.
"
save a man's life.
"Whether he be guilty or not ?"
Yes quite regardless of innocence. I ask myself this
Who made me to differ ? have
question, if the man is guilty
I ever had his temptations ? was he ever instructed as to the
end for which a man is bom ? was he ever told what that end
" If Peter Sands had been
is?" Miss Lance bowed her head.
"
Aga n Miss Lance
hanged h-i would have gone to heaven
"You
can
all
I
head.
her
bowed
m.an, I think." She
guess
looked at her old friend with her eyes full of tears. He got up
and walked away.
B..t thi.t night at supper, Mr. Monitor's health was proThe stained posed by Mr. Br> ward, and he returned thanks in a lively
1

practice

;

'

;

<

that is, the prisoner's story revived.
Bto y
knife was not his knife; and it was a fact that he had picked it
After that there was no case
up, as he said he had done.

As to returning Peter Sands to prison and deagainst him.
the idea was monstrous. Mr. Monitor said he
; the trial,
cam! nothing about the telegram. It might be all a hoax, a
i-'al

his

i

use,

He had concluded
joke he cared nothing about it.
aud he demanded a verdict; he was sure that there
i.iul f
\

ict
s

consultation.

r a verdict

aga.nst the prisoner.

No

jury

him.

more said, with considerable confusion and much
Bat at last Mr. Monitor got his way.

'

Little

"

speech, asking to give a triple toast in return.

Gossiping Newspapers, Ladies' Gardening,

and The

Electric Tclfftrap/i."
This gave rise to many questions. Miss Lance in a walk
round the garden had mentioned the instrument for cutting
the grass edging, and the probuble mis ake had cro sed Mr.
Monitor's iniud immediately.
"
O, you should have told us," Cried Miss Jane ; "it would
have be n such a comfort."
T.IO b.irrist. r's

fa.

e

answered with a laugh.

was " too bad

;" all

prasent saw

it,

and

A
Another day clamied. Mr. Monitor was gone the judge
was gone the jury were all of them at their homo again, and
piirmiing their employments; Dr. Beauclrrk had rone to London lo see Miss Peuwarue and tho good old lady iu back was
Mrs. Bc'auchamp's guest.
With her, too, was Peter Sands.
Fu: her Dun- tan had gone back to his college, and he had
taken Fred Drake with him on a visit. Ho hud taken a fai.cy
to Fred, and Fred had yielded to Father Dunstan's influence.
Mr. Brewurd hoped for good fruit from this friendship, and
s. Lances both hoped and prayed.
Mrs. Breward and the
They looked back and saw how much Fred's folly had had
to w.th Peter's trial and Gardener's sin and perhaps death.
Mr. Bennet had already set to work to arrange for his friend
the payment of Drake's debts, and the settlement of the money
questions which had arisen between him and Mary Gardener
for her father had died without a will, and to all that he possesBed his daughter would succeed. Mary had been told this,
and she had received the news with the most entire indiffer'

;

;

;

M

;

\D
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Peter Sands must have passed the stile very quickly after
leiicr'jj death; according to (1
have lived full half an hour aflcf bring struck, aiM

Gar

I

from tlm stile, according to lioper's story.
He had hud time to recover so far from his fall as t
himself off tho Iho footway to the place where Si mm Lyst, j-'s
dog had found him. Every one hoped that in that half hour
he might have hud the strength to recommend himself to the
mercy of God, and grace to make acts of contrition.
All thin came out after tho examination of Boper, and after
such a time had passed as tho circumstances made necessary.
In the meantime everyone had talked of Petir Sands; everybody was full of good- will towards him; and many tried to
.

show it in some way or other, according to their ability.
But Peter was like a man suddenly recovered from a mortal
illness.

He

did not

know how

to bear his sense of safety, or

what to do just at that moment with his life. The weeks he
had been in prison had enfeebled his health. He felt as if tho
sight of the waves, and the freedom of the breeze that blew
ence.
about him, were more than he could bear.
" He has no freehold
He had been told in prison that Mr. Monitor did not b lieve
property," Mr. Bennet said to her;
" he has done much in the
purchase of the last years of leases, that the evidence was enough to hang him; but thab ther was
and has made a good thing of many of his purchases. If you no evidence forthcoming by which he could be proved to be
will let me advise you, I should say that you had better let innocent.
He had known that he might go forth from prison
things alone his investments are respectable, and will last free to live; but he knew that he should be suspectv d forever
your life. They will bring you in about a hundred and fifty of being a murderer; and the v, eight of that humiliation, and
the perpetual sense of so great an injustice, would have beea
pounds a year.
But Mary heard listlessly. She thanked Mr, Bennet, and more than a high-spirited man, in the strength of his healthy
" Don't be Lard on
said,
anybody, and never let rue touch ill- youth, could have borne without an overpowering gift cf
gotten goods."
No more could be got out of Mary. But when she went to
her aunt, who was waiting for her in Mr. Bloomfield's house,
she said, " It will be fifty pounds a year for you, and Boper,
and for me. I can never marry now. I hope he'll take the

money.

But we may say here that Boper never did take the money.
He came back to England, and was put on his trial; his
story was true, and his punishment not great.

He had been coming from Stonemoor, and had overtaken
James at the ttile. He had reproached James with bting the
selfish

cause of his marriage with

Mary being again postponed.

James had got violently angry, and had struck Roper, who in
self-defence had had to use Jam s Gardener roughly.
After
Boper had got over the stile, James, from the top of the stile,
called to him when he turned his head he found a sharp stone
;

flung at him, which, but for his dexterity in shielding his face
with his arm, must have done him serious injury. He ran
back toward th ) stile, but, remembering that he had not another moment to spare, turned again immediately, on which

grace.

He would rather have died unjustly, if his innocence might
have been afterwards proved, than go about as a marked man
as one who had disgraced the memory of Colonel Penwaine,
thrown shame on Mrs. Penwarne's goodness, dr gged the
name of Catholic through the mire, cast aside God's grace, and
insulted the Church.
As such he would bs reviled, and as such he would be pointed
at a hypocrite, a sinner, a thing to be avoided, a being to be
banished from good company, a living example f Lie evil
depths to which a man might fall a man loaded with favor^;
a man apparently living a holy life. As such a being he would,
he believed, pass from those prison-walls into a world which
would fall away from him in horror.
What good would life be to him if his innocence could net
be proved ?
(

He was to give
So, at last, the great final struggle came.
his good name; ami it was dearer to him than life; ten
thousand times dearer as to such a man it was sure to be.
No one but Father Joseph had known of this great s: niggle
up

On this he flung at Gardener the in all its bitterness. He prayed; he brought all his natural
had bought and had yet in his pocket. Gar- strength of brain and heart to help tiie supernatural work that
dener was still leaning over tho top bar of the istile. It had he asked of our Lord to accoinplish in him the willing reseemed to Boper that he had dropped down to avoid being nunciation of his good name, if such a renunciation should be
another stone was flung.

clasp-knife he

struck.

Boper had now made

expected of him.
as

much haste

as he could to the kouse

of a friend in Treddington, whom he had promised to see
before he sailed. He said nothing about James Gardener, and
he remained with his fi-iend about half an hour. He then
went to the vessel, walking fast, and meeting Peter Sands, as

has

been

said,

just after

Peter's leaving Dr.

Beauclerk's

house.

As
way.

m

to the knives, Boper's story explained that
tter in this
He said that, on the afternoon spoken of, he had bought

two knives, one for himself, and one for a friend who had
commissioned him to make the purchase. He had not had
any intention of buying a knife for himself when he. first
entered the shop; but, having executed his friend's commission, he was tempted by the remarkable superiority of the
knives to buy one for himself.

On

his friend

knife, the vessel's cook sent his
buy two for him; and this young

showing his

nephew, a fine youth, to
man was buying these knivcswheu Peter Sands was in the
ahoy.

^

Yet he was innocent, and God knew it.
And it was his duty not to be a scandal.
" Prove me innosent f "
His cry to Mr. Monitor had been
His entreaty to Mr. Bennet had been in the same words. "Even
never cease your efforts till I am
if they kill me
if i die
proved to be innocent. Beajove from religion"the great scandal of the sin of which they b< lieve me guilty.
Much as these meu had fel the misery that Peter was going
through, they yet had told him the truth that he would have
to live; and that his innocence could not be proved.
Such was the sentence that he was to bring himself to suffer.
It was to God alone th'it, up to this moment, he had owed
all things; and now he was to prove that God alone was sufficient for him.

The world perhaps even his best and dearest friends
would look on him as dishonored, and for all life di?-gr..
God alone knew that he had not dishon -red his holy religion
nor disgraced his t aching.
At last ho had consented to this loss of

all tilings.

And whatever

favor

lie

had gained by

n

Rood

she had one daughter,

life h
!>y

tli

is

od.

It.

was putting

moment

of

(iod'.s will !!'< ire his
'

life.

So

just as

own

li

1

;

suffered unjustly.

vhody was ready with sympathy, with congratulations.
ssurances of regard. The whole world in which ho moved
to be thankful on his account.
Every imaginable ex"ii of friendship and admiration poured in upon Pater.
might have been anything or had anything that the world
\

!!'

could bestow.

But there were a great many practical people who wondered
all this had happened, and who asked for a reason for what
they had seen.

why

It is quite certain that
which there seems to

many

things are suffered in this

life

be no reason, and which might very
easily have been prevented, as we think, when all is known.
shaken health, and a spirit sorely tried,
r, in spite of

for

canie out of prison a better man, a stronger
to

God than when he went

mn,

a

man

living

in.

But there was a very curious fact to come out on this strange
of which we must now speak.
As far as our human eyes can see, nothing but Colonel Penwarne's death would have brought Father Dunstan to the
mansion; or sent him, at that time, to say Mass in the Catholic
church in th village. Father Joseph, knowing that he should
be so far engaged as to want help in the parish church, had
gone to Dr. Beauelerk, and through him the assistance of
At Penwarne, Father
Father Duustan had been obtained.
Dnnsttm had heard all that there was to tell of Peter Sands,
and he had never forgotten him.
The grand old lady in black was Father Dunstan's mother.
She had lived in London for about three years, and she had become well acquainted with Mrs. Penwarne and Lady Edith
May.
When Peter's great trouble fell upon him, she heard fiom
them every particular concerning him, and she determined on
who was by birth
going to Treddiugton to see him. This lady,
a Portuguese, had been twice married.
By her first husband
trial,

married an Englishman. They

and with their child

.v

;

to Liver-

expressed

this child.
OH i/l' I'eter Qs
There
curious idri
'destination.
She had at
that time been in the West linden with her second hut-.
All enquiries had K
-iu-law's 1
written to her; but there had been a fixed belief in the
all, and no idea had ever arisen as to the child having been
I

I

ready
I)e wus free
iniouB suspicion, the clond passed :iv. i;y.
and lie was innocent.
He was now a hero iu the worldV
,>

hrul

11

pool,

the most trying

who

.si:

J

She told Peter what she believed. She wished to
saved.
adopt him as her grandchild. She produced a miniature of
his grand-father, and no one could deny that there was a remarkable likeness in Peter'^ face to this picture. She said sho
had observed his countenance as he stood on his trial in the
dock, and that the likeness he showed to her first husband as
the watched him through her opera-glass convinced her heart
of his relationship to him.
And now she proposed that he
should go to her estates in the West Indies, and take the management of hi r property there as the assistant of her agent,
who had grown infirm, and had suggested that he should have
a younger man associated with him.
Peter accepted the offer gladly; and within the month he was
sailing to his new home, with Fred Drake by his side, whoso
thorough change of heart was to be rewarded by a year's travel,
and who had chosen to see life in the tropics in company with
the friend to

whom

he owed so much.

For many a year the people of Penwarne have talked of
Peter Sands; his example still lives in the village, and tho
story of his steadfastness encourages the young. He has never
forgotten his friends, neither have his friends forgotten him;
but the Miss Lances declare they shall never get over parting
with him.
They have, however, consoled themselves in some measure by letter-writing; and though mounting the steep
stairs to the top of the house, where the glass bower still
stands, has with increasing years become a difficulty, it is a
difficulty surmounted occasionally, when one sister says to the
other,

"Ah

!

there's the

jail,

and the meadows, and under that

holly is the granite stile. It is like looking on Peter's youth."
Alter this comes the prayer for final perseverance, in which

we

all

can join them.
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The

Little

CHAPTEK

Spouse of the Blessed Sacrament.

I.

HE

the
lights -were extinguished, the people were gone,
orange and the myrtle, the rose and the jessamine, were
fading on the floor, and Jesus, who, in the sacrament of His
love, .had upon that day presided visibly from His altar-throne
over the devotions of His creatures, was once more concealed
beneath the veils of the tabernacle, where, for more than
eighteen centuries, His love had held Him captive. It was the
feast of His Most Sacred Heart, which comes to us in the midst
of the fervid days of June, as if to remind us of the love with
which He burns for us, and of the love with which He would
have us to burn for Him; and during the sweet service of the
evening benediction, the lovars of that most blest devotion
some in joy, and some in sorrow
liad knelt before Him
some with souls consciously burning in His embraces; others
without any sensible perception of His presence; but all with
" I will
the prayer of Jacob upon their lips and in their hearts:
not let Thee go except Thou bless me." And He did bless
them in that hour; He would not be less merciiul than His
angel He would not deny the petition which His ministering
spirit had been unable to refuse; but high above the altar, iu
the hands of His priest, amid clouds of incense, and dying
strains of music, and tinkling of low bells, and falling of fresh
flowers, He poured out upon them His parting benediction
such a benediction as He had already breathed upon His disciples when ascending from them into heaven a bened'otion
'"T~

I

_L

;

It was but a poor begtresses, and her perfumes at his feet.
gar girl, who, in her innocent years, and her tattered ivu's, and
her humble station, seemed an earthly embodiment of His favorite virtues.
If she were alone, or if the crowd wero still
around her, she knew it not, for her whole soul was with the
Sil "lit Dweller in the tabernacle, feeding upon His sweetness
who Himse'f doth feed among the lilies ; and yet in that hour

a human eye was fixed upon her, and a human mind was speculating about her. Nor was it for her beauty, although the
beauty of devotion, the true beauty of the seraph, was beaming from her features. Nor was it for her picturesque appearance, although her rags were disposed as only a lazzaroui of
Naples knows how to dispose them color contrasting color,

aud patches of black, and scarlet, and yellow, and rich brown
mixing together just as they would have been mingled by the
cunning of a painter. Nor was it for her youth, although she
was but a mere child children as young are, thanks be to
God, no rare sight in Italy, kneeling before His altar. The
eye was fixed upon her, in wonder how the human form could
remain so still the mind was engaged in speculation and in
question, as to what visible inflaence it was which could give
such deep meaning to that childlike brow, such seraph beauty
;

to those childlike features.

"

How motionless she is

"

thought this second watcher in
I wonder how long she
will remain in that attitude of prayer.
Oh that I were a
painter, that I might give her to the world as my vision of an
as full of mercy, as full of love, as full of majesty, as full of angel. Surely, she must weary soon. I will wait and speak
"
power, and falling Upon hearts, if not as faithful, at least, it to her as she is leaving the church.
minute
But minute after
passed away, and she did not seem
may be said, as full of faith. For in that mighty multitude not
one was found to doubt of the reality of .His presence among to weary. The rays of the setting sun streamed full upon her
them; not one who, with beating heart, and bowed down head, kneeling form, gave new richness to her many-colored cosand spirit rapt into hushed and voiceless adoration, did not tume, and fell with an almost unearthly radiance upon her
kneel before his Eucharfctic Saviour in the full conviction that brow and no weariness was to be found upon it no change
His eye was on them, and His heart was with them, and His of attitude which might convey the idea of bodily or mental
It was all repose
lips unclosed to speak His blessing, and His hands extended to fatigue.
thought in repose; repose in
invoke it on their heads aud with such a faith as this among thought as if body and soul were both reclining in the arms
them, who shall wonder if, when the service was over, and of one invisibly beside her. And now the watcher herself bethey once more went forth to their homes, it was with hearts gan to grow impatient twice she arose, as if to rouse the child
lightened at least of half their cares, filled to overflowing in the from her devotions, and twice she desisted from her purpose,
consolations showered on them by that presence, made even for each time she approached that kneeling figure, a kind of
" as a
plentiful field which the Lord hath blest," beneath the awe, for which she could not account, came over her own spirit
it seemed so like an irrevent intrusion upon the communicagifts niul graces imparted in that blessing?
They were gone,
but not all one there was who yet knelt before His altar, at- tions of the invisible Creator with the visible creature. Half
tracted, compelled, chained to it, as it were, by the fascination iu wonder, half in vexation, she retired to her own seat, and as
of His presence.
To that wrapt up, bowed down spirit, Ho she did so for the second tirno, she discovered that she was not
was invisible, aud yet most visible He was silent, and yet the only one engaged iu a similar scrutiny. A door, which she
most eloquently persuasive of His love, and if He were held had not perceived before, was open, and an old man was standapart and separated from it by the door of the tabernacle, yet ing near it, not merely watching the child, but making
did He draw it to run after Him in the sweet odor of His ointignalthat she should approach him. They were all unments, until lovo made Him all but tangible to its spiritual heeded, for they wero all unseen and then he advanced into
embraces. And in whom, do you think, and in what visible the church, his feet failing without sound among tlie flowers
form was this spirit of love and devotion enshrined ? It was that carpeted the pavement but when he reached her side he
no aged priest, grown grey in the service of the altar, who now also paused, as if in doubt whether to disturb her or to leave
knelt at its foot. No cloistered nun, who had identified herself with her God. It was, however, only the hesitation of a mowith the Lord of the sanctuary by a life-long renunciation of ment directly afterwards be touched her on the shoulder,
His enemy, the world.
No high prince,
from whispering something at the same time in her ear and appahis throne, to adore Him with the Magi.
No courtly dame rently in obedience to his summons, the child arnse and folcome hither, like another Magdalen, to lay her beauty, her lowed him to the open door, which closed immediately upon
the temple,

!

"and how very

fair.

!

;

;

:

;

-.

;

;

;

>

I

;

r.i.i\n
thorn, prenllr,

old lady,

"

it

must ho owned,

who had been

;;u

to tlin

disappointment of the

interested \\itness of

tl

poor Agnese,"' taiil the old man, with a compassionate
" for a moment I
forgot your misfortune, and beckoned
"
as though you could see me.
" I knew that
you would have work for me this evening,"
said the young girl, in a voice which fell like soft music ou the
" and so I
ear, it was so plaintive and so sweet,
thought I would
wait until you came to call me."
"And then forgot the old inan, in thought of Him to whose
service the old man would call you," returned her companion with a smile.
"Yes, Francesco."
" I should like to know those
thoughts, my child. Strange
it is that one so young should find within herself the source of
"
such deep and holy meditation.
" Not so
Francesco
remember I am blind."
strange,
" You are
the good Jesus never withholds
right, my child
a gift without replacing it by another tenfold its value
and
He has but blinded you to the things of this
BO, perhaps,

My

smile,

;

;

;

earth, in order to give you a facility for discerning the glories
of His invisible kingdom, in a manner not often granted to
His poor creatures while yet in the body."

" How do
you see Jesus, Francesco ?" said Agnese, abruptly.
" I know
that, God and man, He is on our altars, but then I
know not well what an altar is like, and I have never seen a
man."
" When I kneel before the
altar," said the old man, in the
tone and manner of one describing what he sees, and what he
"I first say to myself Jesus is in
is seeing at that moment,
,

the tabernacle, I

know He

is

there

;

I believe

it

as

if

my

very

He is here in His divinity in His humanMethinks, therefore, that I look upon Him
in the human form which H,e took from Mary, but which is
now all light and radiance radiant in its own glorified nature
but yet more radiant in the glory of the divinity, by which
I beit is imbued, and penetrated, and filled to overflowing.
hold Him a God, and yet a man a man, and still a God and
if the awed majesty of His heavenly Father be throned upon
His brow, yet is it mingled with that sweet and gentle look,
which made Him on earth so like His Mother."
" Go
on, dear Francesco," said Agnese. sitting down at his
"
feet, and covering her face with her hands ;
go on I love
to hear you,"
" Yet doth- He wear the
garment of His shame, but now
woven of the light which the Lamb sheds over His loved in
Yet doth
lieaven, flows it in robes of brightness to His feet.
He bear the crown with which our sins have diademed
His brow, but now the lustre of millions of millions of diamonds seems concentrated in every thorn. Yet doth He show
those wounda which, in Hia hands, and feet, arid side, He refused not for our love but for the blood once shed therefrom,
streams of glory and of sweetness are pouring from them now.
And beneath this glorious veil of His humanity methiuks I
discern the light inaccessible <)f His divinity dwelling within
the sacred heart, as in its temple, and from thence pouring
itself forth in floods of grace, and gladness, and mercy on His
creatures. Within that sacred heart is love, and peace, and
holy calm, a silence inexpressible around it are spirits bowed,
cherubim and seraphim, in reverent adoration. There have
of
the
earth
found rest
at
and
weary
last,
their
the
saints
aud
exceeding
great
reward,
Mary herself her heaven of heavens. Methinks that
He is inviting me, even me, the most sinful of His creatures,
to the embraces of that most sacred heart that He holds out
to me His wounded hands that, out of the very depths of His
eyes beheld Him.
ity

He

is there.

;

;

;

He is speaking to my soul, and fixing on me those
eyes which once were fixed in dying sweetness on His Mother;
and so, in awful and yet most calm affection, I kneel before
Him, and press to my lips that robe which once imparted of
His virtue to the sick woman of the Gospel; aud kiss those
feet which were not refused to the embraces of Magdalen; and
inhale the fragrance of those wounds, once terrible in their
tenderness,

gore, but cow so beautiful and so sweet sweet with the smell
of Lebanon,' the o;lor of His ointments.
And then at
'

continued the old man, and his voice grew tremulous and
'full of tears,'
it seems to me that He permits me to a yet.
closer union with Himself, that He even says
friend come
'

'

:

up higher,' that He folds His arms around me, that He lays my
head upon His c acred bosom, breathing of paradise, that He
draws me even to the centre of His sacred heart, and in its
holy stillness imparts to me those lessons of heavenly love and
wisdom, which once by His living lips, He gave to His disciAnd what are those lessons, dear child, if they are not
contained in such words as these ?
Blessed are tlie poor in
spirit; blessed are they that mourn, for they shall be com-

ples.

'

forted; blessed are

the merciful, for they shall find mercy.'
for I am meek and humble of heart,

Or again
Learn of Me,
and you shall fiud peace
'

in your souls.
My yoke is sweety
burden light.' And I listen, dear Aguese, until my
very heart and soul seem steeped in the sweetness of these
words as in the dew of heaven; and then I say, not indeed by
lips, but by the internal language of the :-pirit:
Speak, "Lord,
for Thy servant heareth; Thou ha-t Ihe words of eternal life;

and

my

'

"

say to my soul, I am thy salvation.'
" That is
very beautiful, and of great devotion," said Agnese, and for an instant there was something of sadness in her
sweet, low voice; "but then, you know, I cannot think or feel
that way, because I cannot see; therefore, I cannot image to
myself what Christ is like in His glorified humanity."

" Then

altar?

tell

me, Agnese, what

it is

that draws

you to His

'

" I can
hardly

tell you, it is so much easier to feel than to
I am drawn to Jesus, I know not how *>nibraeed
by Him, I cannot tell you in what manner. It is as if a spirit
of awe, and power, and majesty, and greatness, was overshadowing the sanctuary, awing and hushing every creature
into silence; around that holy spot do angels and saints keep
I do
sleepless watch, and the Mother of God is ever there.
not see them, but I feel them at my side ; sometimes in

describe.

silence they adore;

sometimes in strains of sweetest music

they sing His praises ; and ever and always they cast their
crowns before Him, and send up incense from their golden
horns, and scatter the flowers of Paradise at His feet ; and so
it seems to me, that all the perfumes of the earth are not so
Bwee t all the music of the earth is not so full of harmony and
love all the brightness and glory of the earth are not and cannot be so glorious and so bright, as is the Holy of Holies where
Jesus ever dwelleth in the tabernacle of the altar. Francesco,
I do not imagine that I see Him there ; for methinks the light
of God, which is in Jesus, and which Jesus is, must be as darkness itself to human eye aud human understanding. Neither do
I know what sight of earth is like, but this is my thought of the
out that visible, tangible darkness, Jesus
light of heaven, and from
draws me to Himself until my soul seems to leaves the body, to
lost and swallowed up, and forget itself in His immensity;
or rather perhaps it is that He Himself draws near to me,
nearer and nearer, closer and closer, until He is in my heart,
and in
soul, and iu my very body filling every sense with

be

my

with delight, forcing

joy, satiating every feeling
tears of delicious sweetness,

and

to say, as

it

me

were, in

to

weep

my own

it is joy enough to feel Thou
despite Lord, let me never see ;
art so near."
For a moIt was no child who spoke such words as these.
ment Aguese was not a child ; she looked and felt like a seraph
So Francesco fancied, as ho looked upon her, but
at the aitar.
he did not tell uis thought. He remembered that her angel,
:

the face of the Father in Heaven, would have reason
complain if ho injured the humility of the little one by
words of praise so after a moment's reverent pause, he only

who saw
13

;

said

:

Agnese, your words reminds me of a story which I read
a long year ago, about a chiki, not older, if
indeed as old, as yon are."
"Ttllitto me, if it be about Him, Francesco," said the
There, now I have settled
child, "particularly if it bo true.
' '

many and many

BLIND
myself nicely at your

and

foot,

I

si

mil

listen

quite nt

my

.'U/.YA'.SV.
An<\ quiet disposition, or for the sake of her silver favor-'
and companion at the allar."
" 'Dial, is
but I HIM call'- Aj/nrsc, and that
well, France BO
is better still.
For I am the namesake of the Lamb, and not
halice iii which Ho is contai.
"Colomba grew so weak at lust that she could neither walk
nor stand, and then they would carry her to the church and
lay her on the pavement just beneath the silver guardian of
the altar. Here they used to leave her for she always was
best pleased to be left alone with Jesus. But often Ihey
watched her through the hours when she deemed herself unseen and those who did BO have left it on record, how slm
would lie motionless as one in a slumber, her hands folded on
her bosom, her eyes lifted to the dove, which through tin;
ble light and gloomy shadow, seemed watching her from on
high and ever and anon, after a long and loving .silence, she
would say, in a voice so sweet and sad, it might have been the
Oh, that the
very mourning of the quiet bird she looked on
dove would descend and give Him to my prayers.
" One
day she seemed so feeble, they almost feared to move
her, but she prayed so earnestly to be carried to the church
for the last, last time to visit Jesus, that the nuns had it not in
So they bore her to His
their hearts to refuse her petition.
altar, and then, yet more earnestly than she had ever done beIt always apfore, she besought them to leave her to herself.
peared strange to them afterwards that they should have done
so they did not understand their feelings at the moment ;
but later they confessed to one another that a kind of awful
love had crept over their spirits, she looked and spoke so like
a creature acting and speaking under the influence of the Spirit
of God, her very -words penetrating their hearts with a kind of
celestial sweetness, such as they had never felt or known beIt seemed almost, to them, as if some hidden influence
fore.
had left them no choice but to obey her.
" One there
was, however, not quite so submissive to the
wishes of Colomba this was her little sister, who was passionately attached to her, and to whom she herself was fondly deThe child, it appears, could not bear to leave her, ill
voted.
and alone, in that gloomy church, so she hid herself behind one
of the pillars, and watched her from a distance.
"
Then, as ever, Colomba folded her hands upon her bosom,
and lifted her eyes to her silver dove, and said so softly and
Oh, that thou wouldst descend and give Him
beseechingly
And then scarcely could the child believe
to my prayers.
her eyes slowly and steadily, through the dim shadows of tho
evening, the dove descended the light of the lamp above
gleaming brightly on its silver wings and, as if some secret
And her
spirit gave her power, Coloinba rose to meet it.
folded arms were folded still, and her head was bowed in lowliest prayer, and she knelt, yet scarcely did she seem to touch
the pavement, and a soft and silvery mist seemed floating
around her, as if to fold her from all mortal vision. And then,
in fear and wonder, the child ran to summon her companions
but when the nuns returned with her to the church, the dove
had re-ascended to its former position, and the child lay once
more stretched upo-i the pavement peace on her brow, an unutterable expression (it could not be called a smile) yet resting
on her lips. The nuns were frightened at her stillness. They
drew near, but she did not move they spoke, but she did not
answer. They kissed her, but no look of gratitude was returned for their embraces. Still seemed the bird of the sanctuary to brood over the fair child, but Colomba no longer had
need of its assistance closed were the eyes which had been
fixed upon it so often and so long, hushed was the voice which
had called it from on high. The dove's celestial habitant had
taken her to Himself, and the child was dead."
" Francesco
But He had come to her in her dying hour?"
" Who can
"This much, indeed,
tell," replied Francesco.
is certain, that when the dove was lowered, one was missing of
the sacred Hosts which had been confided to its keeping and
so the nuns were left uncertainly to conjecture, that Jesus,
whose delight it is to bo with the children of men, would not
refuse Himself to the embraces of this child, nor suffer her soul

Bweet
ite

" I cannot answer
since I read

for its "lein;.; enlirrly true, iinil it is BO long
that I almost forget it.
She was on orphan,
from her earliest infancy in a convent of which her
it,

brought up
aunt was abbess. I think her Heavenly Father must Himself
have chosen out this sanctuary of peace for His little one, in
order that no obstacle might be opposed to the graces which
He had reserved for her innocent soul, and by means of which
drew her to Himself, that, from the earliest dawn of reason, her thoughts seemed to turn as naturally to Him as the
thoughts of other children do to the toys and ornaments of her age. From the moment she could speak, her
words were of Jesus from the moment she could walk, her
f
ever turned towards the altar of Jesus
spiritually
every day, and every hour of the day, she united herself to
Him by her fervent desires; although far too young to be received into sacramental communion with Him, yet was this the
object of her most earnest aspirations, of her unceasing petitions.
Day after day she used to accompany the nuns to the
church, and to watch them with eyes of envy, as two by two
they approached the altar, and two by two returned to their
and when she saw them depart in peace, because their
God was with them, she would prostrate herself at the feet of
the abbess, and implore her with many tears to give to her this
Jesus, in whose embraces she herself was so happily folded."
" And
they would not?" said Agnese, in a tone of deep sym1

;

i

I

;

;

pathy.

" She was so
young, my child. But, young as she was, God
had given to her a faith, a perception of the real presence of
Jesus in the sacrament, which saints deem themselves happy
to attain after years of penance, solitude and prayer; and often
she has been heard to say in her sorrow: "He is near, and I
cannot approach Him; He is here, and I cannot possess Him;
He is with all the others, and I alone am deprived of His embraces." Of her it might be truly said, that she mourned like
the dove, whose sweet name she bore, for she did languish and
pine until her bodily health sank beneath the vehement desires
of her soul.
Her step grew languid, and her cheek grew pale,
and her soft eye softer and softer still, and yet, within its depth
of softness (so the old legend tells us) a light, as if of heaven, did
still the hmguid step led her to the altar, and the

dwell; and

weary head was bowed before it, and the eye was tinned in
patient sorrow towards the, dove that watched above it, iloating
calm, and silvery, and pale, beneath the lighted lamp of the
holy place, and seeming to tell, even in its outward form, of
Him, the peaceful and the pure, who night and day reposed
wilh in its bosom."
"
Hi:n, Francesco do you mean Him? Was Jesus really
dwelling within the dove !"
"In those days, Agnese, the Blessed Sacrament was not kept
upon the altar; it was placed in a silver vessel, suspended from
above, and most often, I believe, fashioned in the likeness of a
dove a dove, chosen, perhaps, because of the sweet and loving qualities with which our fancy has invested her. Yes, and
I may also say, within which God Himself has chosen to surround her, making her ever, as it were, His messenger of peace
to mankind.
And so it may have seemed right and fitting to
the early Christians, that she, who brought the olive branch to
Noe, should likewise bear Him above that altar, to which
never would He descend except in thoughts of loving kindness
"
to His creatures.
"A dove, "said Agnese, thoughtfully; "that js for meditation,
is it not?"
"True," said the old man " so she would also remind them
how they were to meditate like doves before Him, and how
they were to put off their rough, ungainly notions, and to put
on His meek and dove-like spirit, for He was a very dove in
heart, aud He came to us through the dove-like Mary."
" Tell me now about the
child, Francesco, and what was
Did you not Bay that she was the name-sake, 1 the
!

;

<

" She was called
Colomba

;

I

know not whether

for her

>

I

;

i

'

'

;

;

'

:

'

;

;

!

;

J1LLVJ)
to

c:o

forth from her

body

until

Ho had

too

much

it

by His

aac-

guess the rest, Ag.
for her wasted frame -she died

but you

The joy was

blessed

c:ui

momeiit of unalterable! bliss."
There was a long pause, and when Francesco looked again
upon his young companion, he saw that Rhe could not speak,
so fast were the tears streaming from her blind eyes.
" To die of love it was indeed a death to die, more blessed
than any life could be," he added. There was another pause,
and then Aguese whispered, in a voice which seemed, to the
old man's fancy, as the very echo of Colomba's
"
Oh, that the dove would descend once more, and give Him
:

!

:

to

my prayers.

"

We

You

"

little longer fanciullina mia.
Saint of whom we have been

must have patience a

are older than the

little

speaking, and soon Padro Giovanni will begin to talk of our

communion."
" Soon do
you think he

first

!

will talk

said Aguese, her whole face lighting

about it soon, Francesco?"
up with a look of joyful

surprise.

" I must not reveal the Padre's

"
secrets,

said the old man,

only wait a very little longer, and then we shall
see ; but in the meantime, dear Aguese, we will work for Jesus
with Martha, that we may have the happiness of res'.ing afterwards at His feet with Mary. See, here are the little corpoand remember, dear child, we are rather in
rals for the wash
' '

smilingly

;

;

" 1 knmv not
the light, Sign

but I do not remember over to have

;

" And are
you here alone ? have you no one to lead you
home, my ch.U ?" asked her companion, now in a toi
teudrrest compassion.
Perletta is waiting for
'Si, Signora
I can always go as far by myself. "
;

me

at the porch,

nud

Without frying another word the old lady led hr>r down the
the open gate of the church
there the child
paused, and thanked ]n-r gently for her kindness.
aisle, as far as

;

" I will trouble
the Signora no farther," she said "the dug
see me home.
Perletta, Porletta !" but no Pe:
*
answered.
"
My child, no dog is here," said the old lady, anxiously.
" I fear it has forsaken
you."
"What Khali I do !" said t-ho poor child, sadly. " My God
what has become of Perletta ? Never but ouce before did sho
;

will

!

me in this manner.
" Whither do
you wantto go, ipy child ?" asked the old lady,
more touched than ever by her forlorn look ami evident dis" Tell me uhere
tress.
you wish to go, and I will gladly lead
desert

you thither."
" The
Signora

is very good
I thank hor with all my heart,"
" It is
said the child, submissively.
only to my grandmother;
she sells lemonade in yonder grove perhaps the Signora knows
;

;

her a'ready, for she often deals out iced waters to the fine
ladies who leave their carriages to rest beneath the shadow of

want of them just now."
" You shall have them
by to-morrow morning, Francesco." the orange trees."
"
" The old woman who serves out water from the
Nay, my child, you must not sit up all night to do it.
fountain,
The sweet Jesus would never demand such a hard task of H.s is your grandmother ? I know her well many a, time have I
little one.
Time enough, if you bring them to me in the eve- tasted her delicious lemonade. Come, my child, we shall soon
be there, and your grandmother shall give me a glass of iced
ning."
"
" You shall have them in the morning, Francesco," replied water for
my rewnrd.
"
" He will
Francesco."
in a tone of
resolution.
the
the
a better
some
I
;

Adieu,

quiet

child,

"

"Adieu, my child. What have you done with Perletta ?
"I left her at the porch."
"Well, you have kept her a long time waiting. You had
better make haste and seek her, else, if you leave her alone
much longer, perhaps she will take it into her head to go home
without you, as she did once before, Agnese."
" She has never
played me such a trick but once, Francesco.

No, no

;

there

is

no

fear

of Perletta

;

she

is

grown very

patient."

one,
Signora
hope,
day,
His poor blind lamb."
" Tell
me, what is your name, my child?" the old lady
asked again, as they took their way to the ornnj"
"I have said it, Siguora it is Agnese; that is for Iamb,
you know. So they cull me Blind Agueso ami sometimes in

give

for her kindness to

;

sport, the children

name me,

also Little

Spouse of the Blessed

Sacrameut."
" Little
said the lady in
Spouse of the Blessed Sacrament
an uuder-toue "what a strange name, and what a strange
And does not this blindness grieve you ?" she said
child.
'

!

;

"Well, I am glad of that, Agnese. Adieu, my child."
Francesco left the vestry through another door, just as Agnese opened the one by which she had entered it with him,
stumbling as she did BO over the old lady whom she had so
long and unwittingly left waiting on the outside. Determined
not to leave the church without speaking to the child, and yet
feeling too weary and tantalized to remain patient any longer,
she had just made up her mind to break in upon her conversathe door, and in
tion, when, as we have seen, Agnese opened
her blindness stepped directly upon her feet. The sufferer uttered an involuntary scream, and then, as sufferers will upon
such occasions, she could uot resist saying in a petulant ione :
"You have hurt me, child ; if you had not left your eyes before the altar, you might have seen that you were walking quite
over my feet; one would fancy you were blind,"
"
"Pardon me, Madam, said the child, in a voice of distress,

aloud.

The question sounded cruel, and the lady felt it did yet
she could not resist the temptation of trying to penetrate the
secret feelings of this child, who had interested her so
;

strangely.

There was no trace, however, of pain or
Agnese's face as she answered

"
" It would
grieve me sadly, Signora, were it not for Him.
" For
?
the
man
child
old
I
saw
to
whom, my
speaking
you
just n iw ?"
"
No, Signora, not Francesco, though he is a kindness and
a comfort also. I spoke of Francesco's Master and mine of

Jesus of Him who made us both
with us on our altars."

"

the altar."

have appeared

He is

"

!

And then she looked more steadily at the child, and she saw
that although the young face was turned towards her with an
in suffering, the eyes were not
expression of sympathy
The lids
lit .cil to hers as they would so naturally have been.
were closed, the long lashes swept over her cheeks there was
1

no temptation

to raise them,

for sight there

was none be-

"

the meek and
Alas," poor child !" said she again, struck by
" how
have
been thus ?
face
that
of
long
;
you
holy expression
or wure YOU, indeed, as I should think, born blind ?"

,

.

Him who dwelleth

ever

;

but I know Him to be there. I feel that
with me, and I with Him, and so I do not want for

"No, Signora
to see

"

Him.

;

"

And

is there nothing, then, you want to see?"
T!i
lady went on, as it were iu her own despite, for she felt ail the
danger of awakening regret iu so thoughtful a mind. "The
the glorious light of Heaven the sun, the
light, for instance
moon, the million of millions of stars that tell us of the glory

of their

neath.

of

"You speak of God, my child," said the lady, reverently.
He, in truth, is everywhere but you cannot see Him on

but which had uot even the shadow of impatience in it "pardon me, for I am blind."
" Blind Good God !" cried the old lady, "how cruel I must
!

upon

regret

:

Maker?"

"

No," said the
and He Him.
" Or

child,
'

" for I have

Him who made

light of the world.
the beautiful lace of nature the
-< 'It'

i

;

tiie

them,

'

deep vtdley, the

BLIND
mountains
" I linvo

Ho

jour own Vesuvius ?"

Him,"

said the child in an untroubled voic(>,

"and

"

mightier lliiin nil UIH works.
the stately palaces, tho
the. buildings of your city
sainted temples ? Yonder little church, for instance, which
we have just quitted, and which might have been tho wurk
of nngclt) or of fairies, it is so spit it-like and full of grace?"
" These are but tho creation of
man, Siguora ;" and there
" and if I
was a shade of grave rebuke in Agnese's voice
to
to
shall
I
look
not
behold
His
works,
sigh
long
upon His
i-f

" Or

;

creature's V"

"

Well, Agnese, the flowers, at least,

are His

own

lovely

AQNESE.

5

lonely country's most lonely places, still and forever to bo found
ii|:on our altars, from thence, giving rest to the weary, 00
to tho aillicted, calmer and holier joy to tho glad of heart ;
leaving it to no creature oS earth to say that he had sought his
Lord, and had not found Him, or that ho had been near

a&d had Hot been invited to the embraces of His love.
hippy they who seek tho invitation, nnd hnppit r they who Iv. ur it,
aud obey it, by dwelling, if not always iu the body, at least
always 111 spirit and desire, beneath the shadow of His altar.
J

whom it has been truly said, "They shall eat
the houey with the honey-comb," for they shall taste and see
that the Lord is sweet that they shall find the tears wiped
away from their faces ; they shall draw water in joy from the
fountains of the Saviour ; and they shall testify to the truth of
Ti.ese are they of

;

work of love tell me, do you not sometimes sigh to gaze
upon the flowers, which He has scattered so profusely over
this soft southern land ? Never have I walked before among the promise made
;

such llowers, with their velvet-like richness of touch anil hue,
and their perfume, which comes over one's senses like a dream
of beauty."
"
They aresoft to the touch, and sweet to the senses," Agnese
" And He was called tho
answered, after a moment's pause.
flower of the root of Jesse.
So they must be precious things,
those flowers
But yet," she added, in an assured and earnest
" I do not
tone,
regard them, for I have Him, and He made
them, and beautiful as they are, lie must be a thousand million of times more beautiful than they are."

to us by His own living and most sacred lips,
a promise only not ofteuer fulfilled in ourselves, because we
seek not its proper fulfilment in Him " Come to Me, all you
that labor and burdened and I will refresh you."

'

'

CHAPTER

!

"Happy

child," eaid tho lady,

"He

sadly,

II.

Sign tho cross, and strike the breabt
Banish lookn of lightsome cheer
1
Heaven's monarch, mortal a guest
Lol our Jesus draweth near.

hath, indeed,

robbed you of your sorrow would that I knew where you had
found Him, that I might go and seek Him also."
" Do
you not know where to find Him?" said Agnese, in
" He is ever on the altar if
great surprise.
you are in sorHim there, and He will speak sweet cumfort
and
seek
row, go
to your soul."
" Tell
me, fair child, who has taught you to think and speak

;

;

One thou

;

in this

manner

?"

Francesco, Signora ; he has taught me to know and love
"
Jesus ou the altar.
The lady did not answer. Something in the child's voice
and manner had recalled sad memories to her mind, and her
tears were falling fast nor did she seek to check them until
they had nearly gamed the fountain, aud the grove to which

If His
Still

If

;

footsteps were

Lord,

is ill,

*'

breast,

etc.

Quicker even than He went
To the loved of Bethany,
Now with thoughts as fondly bent
On this loved one cometh He,
"
Sign the cross, and strike the breast,' etc.

"

their

lovest,

As ot old, is now the tiding,
Aud, as then, it finds Him btill
In His lovo that call abiding.
"
Sign the cross, and strike the

own no longer flow,
He dries the sinner's

tears

;

no

grief is on the brow,
Still, its look of love it wears.
**

Sign the cross, and strike the breast,"

etc.

There they found Agnese's

directed.

If

grandmother plying her usual trade before a table, made very
gay to look at, by the four painted stakes, placed one at every
corner, and decorated with images of Saints, colored flags, and
bunches of lemons, and bouquets of flowers, to cay nothing of

On

which likewise displayed an abundance of clean glasses
and lemons for the preparation of iced lemonade.
Many and grateful were the thanks of the old dame to the
good Samaritan who hail brought; her back her blind one and
having accepted a glass of iced water, aud pressed an alms into
the unwilling hand of Agnese, Lady Oranmore stepped into
her carriage, which had followed her from the church, promising herself, however, to return the very next day, and renew

crowded

city,

and in the

cross,

and

strike the breast," etc

when my hour is nigh,
Let me rest Thy arms within
Thus to die is not to die,

etc.

Jesu,

;

in the rnidn'gi.t gloom, in the

Sign tho

Bids him put aside his fear.
Bids his trembling all to cease,
Whispers in his dying ear
Words of pardon, hope, and peace.
"
Sign tha cross, and strike the breast,"

table,

.

the sinful soul to save.
the sinner's heart He Vie*.

"

the ten already lighted lamps gleaming like fire-flies among tho
shadows of the trees. A cask, in the form of a drum, rilled
with clear ice, and water from the fountain, was placed on this

her acquaintance with the fair child of the fountain.
How often, during her drive to Naples, did the words of Agnese recur to her memory "If you are iu sorrow, go and seek
Him on the altar, and He will speak sweet comfort to your
soul." She was not a Catholic, that old lady, or she would
have better understood the deep meaning <f these simple
words the holy truth, that He, whose dwelling was in tho
bosoru of His Father, could yet find no peace for His loving
heart, iintil He had made Himself a home among the children
of men, until He had imparted unto them the sweetness of
that humanity, all the bitterness of which Ho had reserved for
Himself. And so He came to us, the Virgin's child, the meek
and holy Jesus, to dwell forever with us in the Sacrament of
His love, never again to be absent even for an hour,
from the world of His redemption and especial predilection
for us, with us, and among us.
In the noontide

no more from out the grave
bid tho dead arise,

He doth
Stiil.

;

.

'Tit*

but to quit a world of

sin.

Sign the cross, and strike the breast
Banish looks of lightsome cheer
Heaven's monarch, mortal's guest,
Lo ! our Jesus draweth uear.

;

Seated in her balcouy, amid orange trees and myrtles, and all
the sweet growth of that southern clime, Lady Oraumore listened to the soft voices of the singers as they slowly approached the palazzo where she dwelt. It was midnight, but
she had not been able to repose as yet her thoughts were running on the blind Agnese and the look of inexpressible peace,
which could give such beauty to those pallid features, haunted
;

;

and the inexpressible devotion of that voice, as once,
still
and once only, it had reverently pronounced the name of Jesus,
still seemed to ring in her ears.
Over and over again she asked herself, why it was that she
ever knelt with an unsatisfied heart and a cold and hungry
spirit before the self-same altar, where this poor child had but
to come to be replenished with delight.
Yes, and Lady Oraumore could not deny to herself, with IK.lorn also
her

;

ifc

1>L1.\I>

the wisdom so often withhold from the proud, to bo lavishly
like Pilate,
ired upon the hnmbli
ooor.
Ahis
.1:
~\Vh:d is truth? and, like him sho
Lady Orau

AGNJSSE.
spired

it

passed slowly out of sight,

it

would,

perlir.ps, have-

!

answer, but, impatient of her own feverish i'an.1 si'
epl.-sw eou,'h, slie rose, dressed herself hastily, a.-t I
have already said, an.i Btepp il out upon the balcony. It was
suc'i a night as that on which the prophet
ly night
" the heavens show forth the
looked, when he declared that
glory of God, and the firmament declareth the work of His
i

hands."
still,

as

i;e

The deep blue sky of Italy seemed
Lady Oranmoro gazed upon it, until

were looking into

it,

and through

it,

to

sho

and beyond

felt as if
it

;

she

and from

of her soul,

nud reading

all its secrets.

The calm

night air soon soothed the perturbation of her spirits, and
she was fast sinking iu'o a sort of dreamy calm, when the first
notes of the Hymn of the Blessed Sacrament fell on her ears ;
and here a door and there a window opening, told how all
the people were now astir, some going forth to. join in the procession, others content to sit in their balconies and mingle their
voices with the burden of the song. The voices of the singers
were sweet and true, and the air they sung most touching; and
ever and anon the tinkling of the little bells, which announced
the presence tf the Blessed Sacrament, filled the air with a
melody so spirit-like and sweet, one might have fancied them
rung by the hands of the angels who invisibly crowded round
the sacramental presence of their Lord.
Lady Oranmore
looked and listened like one entranced. Holy stars, and silver

moon, aud perfume-breathing flowers, and calm of sea, and
hush of earth, the silent heavens, and the voices of His
adoring creatures, all seemed mingling together to do Him
honor in the lowly state in which His love had laid Him. For
one brief moment, the very sweetness of Jesus Himself seemed
to fill her bosom, and she believed in His sacramental presence
with alaith as firm as the most uudoubtiug of His worshippers.
Tears gushed into' her eyes, she clasped her hands, and exclaimed aloud, unconscious that she was repeating the very
words of the hymn to which she had betn listening " Oh, RO
to die is not to die

my bosom

!"

By

!

Good God

To go

!

to

Thee with Jesus in
burn in every bal-

this time tapers began to
by some invisible communication

n

.On to
wander through
a:r
Lady Or;..
was neither younj
re, and though well acqr
Naples, she was timid, as pdoplo often are in a
crowded city. Even in the broad daylight she had never vent

'?

tured in the streets alone, yet

prow deeper pulse which prompted her

out of this uzuro setting the stars met her glances with looks so
conscious and so calm, that she could almost have persuaded
herself theirs was the light of angel eyes, not merely watching
ov r 11 sleeping world, but engaged in penetrating into the hid-

den depths

form of a child -of Blind A.CTIK s >- for
'could have; been found with

now she could not

to cast a large

resist the

mantle ovi

r

im-

h

r

shoulders, to quit the balcony, descend the staiis, and join the
procession, side by side with the Little Spouse of the B.

Sacrament.
The wide street and the open square were soon left behind,
and poorer grew the aspect of the houses, anel poorer still the
class of persons who joined in the procession as it passed
but still the harmony of the hymn was heard, new voices linking themselves on to the silver chain, just v.iiere the old ones
dropped it; and btill the streets, however dark and squalid they
might have been before, put on a robe of light and brifr
to welcome its approach.
At length it paused in one of tho
dirtiest of those dirty streets of which there is no
;

I:

The song was hushed, the

tinkling of the bills was
heard no more, and in their stead arose the low murmur of
prayer, as the people ft 11 on their knees in all the nu;
filth of that most filthy pavement.
They thought not of

Naples.

things, however, for they were in the presence of Him before
whon cherubim and seraphim do veil their faces; and lu.w

shouLl ehiinty thoughts and earthly niceties intrude upc n
minds ? It was in truth to no kingly palace, to no lordly po.-ses-or of the earth, that the King of kings had come in ji
The dwelling into which tl*e priest now entered could on
been willingly chosen by voluntary poverty, or
forced upon that which was involuntary. At another tinn
Oranmoro might have trembled to find herself alone ami
tended in such a place at such an hour; but now
which was neither curiosity, nor yet devotion, nor yet a sc-illed
purpose of any kind, seemed to draw her footsteps onward.
She felt as if she were obeying an invisible spirit, an
that spirit resided in the person of Agnese; and, acting still upI.

i

on the same irresistible impulse, when the child arose and
lowed the priest into the house, she forgot her natr,
anel steppeel over the threshold

fol-

with her.

In a miserable room, on a miserable bed if, indeed, the
window to window, and the street,
head of reeeh and Indian straw coulel be so entitled the
had been as dark as night and the tall stricken deer of the flock was lying. It was no sudden accishadows of buildings could make it, became bright and glitter- dent or sickness which had brought her there. The wasted
ing, as though a shower of stars had suddenly descended upon form, the sunken cheek, the hectic color, all told of the .si >w
iti gloomy places.
Not a window without its light not a progress of that disease which inch by inch bears its victim 10
black speck left to mar the effect of the general illumination. the tomb.
The mighty faith of the people stirred the heart of the lady to a
all the history of that
Confession had probably gone before
yet higher pitch of enthusiasm, and, by an impulse for which young life hael been told to God and to His minister, aud tho
she never afterwards could account, she stepped back into her words of peace and pardon hael been poured into her ear the
"
chamber, lighted a taper at the night lamp left burning there,
go in peace" of the Saviour who now had come in person to
and hop.
and, setting it among the flowers of the balcony, knelt down to fill her heart with hope, anel her soul with joy
The procession was almost be- joy, and heaven itself, were all so vividly impressed upon
worship Jesus as He passed.
neath her window as she did so.
Surrounded by a guard of her pallid face, that, but for the poverty in which she w:
honor, the priest who bore the Blessed Sacrament walked be- veloped, and the lights around her bed, and the tears cf the
neath the canopy, of which the silver bells announced his wielowed woman (so soon to be a childless mother) who knelt
coming to the people and among his immediate assistants, beside her, she might have seemed to the excited irnagii:
some carried banners and crosses, and others sent up clouds of Lady Oraumore, not a dying woman, but an angel not a
of incense from their silver censers; while the people followed, spirit ascending to the sky, but one descending thence, to
some near aud some at a little distance, some with the intention speak by her looks of the happiness of heaven. She felt all
of attending to the dwelling of the dying person, but the tliis, for she had hardly time to think it, or to place herself on
greater number merely dropping into the procession, and after her knees in a distant corner, where she could see, without
walking with it a short space, returning to their homes. Lady being seen, before the voice of tjie priest was heard, the;
Oraumore thought of His entrance into the cities of mother hushed her sobs, and the girl seemed to try and still
.Tudea, and of His meek and holy bearing, and of the her labored breathing, in order to catch the import of his
crowds that gave Him welcome, and of the little children who words. It was the Sacrament of Extreme Unction which he
hosannahs, proclaiming Him their Saviour and, won by was ub"utto administer, and Lady Oraumore soon becan
the sclf-s;>me spirit of love from whence they took their inspi- so* bed in her deep attention tlmt most touching ritual, by
fora little while she, believed us they did.
B
which the Catholic Church invokes the pardon of ai
The:
the dying person.
God u;
faith, ulas! like theirs, was lleet ng; and, as lie who hud in-

from
which

cony, light flew as if
house to house, from
a few minutes before

;

;

;

,

:

,

KLINI)
In Latin, but the priest translated each separate invc
and none
into Italian, which everyone present IM
more, fully to enler
lii-uly to com])!
1

;

than the i:ivalid herself.
She answered every prayer 88 well 68 her failing voice would
let her, holding out her hands spontaneously, and it alnr.st
seemed joyfully, for the sacred oil with which they were 1<>

into their spirit or their meaning,

AUNESE.
pnrals this very morning.

Sleep
our hour arri\

still,

dear mother.

I

wiH

The o'il wo iu:;i made no answer she- was already fast
asleep und then Agucsc set about her tasik with as much precision us if in perfect possession of her eyesight.

Lady Oranmore watched her
the old

few minutes; but fearing
discover her at her post, she

for a

woman might awaken and

and when the last and most sacrod of all rites at last reluctantly withdrew. The church bells were all ringen when Jesus, as the Viaticum, the companion of her ing, and the people everywhere astir in the city, by the time
e descended iulo lu-r bosom, such a sweetness stole over she gained her palazzo; and feeling far too excited for sleep,
her pule face, that Lady Oranmore felt as if she could have she ordered her carriage, and drove at once to the Chureli of
upon her forever. Never before had she seen such a the Blessed Sacrament, with the intention of questioning
But the priest and the Francesco concerning his blind prqtege. For this purpose
.HIS joy in the hour of death.
of Charity alone she thought it best to go at once to the door by whicli she had
or
two
one
Sisters
all
were
departing,
people
remaining to aid the mother in the last offices of her dying seen him enter the church in his search for Agnese; but it
child
and thus reminded that she herself was only ail in- must be confessed that when he himself opened it to her littlo
truder, she turned to look for the child who had so uncon- tap for admittance, she felt rather embarrassed how to begin
sciously conducted her thither. Agnese was kneeling a little the conversation. After the awkward pause of a moment,
and
apart, in the very attitude in which she ever knelt before however, she succeeded in shaking off her little hesitation,
" You will
the altar, only now she held in her clasped hands the string in saying, with all the frankness so natural to her
by which her dog was fastened, while the animal itself lay at think me mad, I suppose, if I tell you I have come to make

be anointed
;

;

,

;

and quiet, as if accustomed to such scenes, and
an instinctive consciousness of their awful nature.
In a few minutes more, however, the child arose, laid a piece
of silver on the pillow of the invalid, and glided softly to the
open door. Lady Oranmore followed her directly into the open
her feet

still

possessed of

which, lately so full of light and people, was now as
silent as the grave ; and she could not help shuddering at the idea of this poor child, whose misfortune would have
rendered her so peculiarly helpless in the hour of danger, walking alone at that late hour through the deserted city. Suddenly, as this thought crossed her mind, she resolved to fellow
and to see her to her home ; but she did not tell Agnese of her
intention, nor did she even acquaint her with her presence, for
she had a sort of desire to accompany her without her knowledge, and to behold her in a place where she could not be supposed to be influenced by the presence of strangers.
In taking this resolution, no thought or fear of personal annoyance presented itself to her. She was little in the habit of
street,

dark and

calculating consequences, and at this moment was
to a pitch of enthusiasm which carried her so far

wrought up
beyond the

ordinary rules of prudence, that she ever afterwards felt as if
throughout the night she had been acting in a dream. With
all her courage, however, perhaps she was not sorry to find
that Agnese's route, traced out for her with unerring certainty
by Perletta, brought her to a part of Naples with which she

was perfectly acquainted so it was with more of curithan of any other feeling that she followed the child into
one of tke poorest houses of the poorest streets of the city, and
up flight after night of stairs, into a email, close room, where,
by the light just dawning in the east, she could dimly discern
a table and a chair, and in one corner something like a bed,
with a human figure stretched upon it.
"
Agiiese," said a voice from beneath the coverlet, which was
unmistakeably that of the old dame of the fountain.
"
Grandmother," replied the child, kneeling by the bed.
" Where have
child ?"
herself

;

o. -ity

' '

you been, my
Him, mother

I have been with

;

He went

to visit

Sister

*

Rosalie."

" Sister Rosalie who is Sister
Rosalie, Agnese ?"
" She is of the Order of Penance of the Blessed
Father, St.
Francis. All Naples know her well, mother.
She lived
>or, and served them as she would have served Jesus
Himself, had she lived in the days of Magdalen and Martha."
" when I
"
Mother," said Aguese again, after a little pause,
it
was
to
the
heard His bell, I guessed
poor He was going ; so
It ok the piece of money which the lady gave me, for Rosalie
is very poor, and the little she has she gives to those who are
!

i

"It

is well,

my

e

"

is.

child;

you did

right.

Now come

to bed,

Agnese; it is time you took some, rest."
y rather it is ti^io to rise, mother, for day is dawning in
a.it, und I have promititd Francesco to I ring him the cor:

inquiries about the blind child I saw you speaking to yester"
day. She lias interested me most strangely.

" The
Signora's madness is not so strange to me," said the
old man, with a smile, " for it is one in whicli I share."
" But who is she what is she what makes her so unlike
"
other children of her age ?

"Who is

she?

She

is

Blind Agnese.

What

is

she?

A

beggar-girl that is her only dignity, except when children call her in sport, ' The Little Spouse of the Blessed
Sacrament,' so devoted is she to this mystery of love. And
what makes her so unlike other children ? Even He Himself,
who loves them all indeed, but who seems to have called this
little

one more especially to live at His feet."
" I can
comprehend this child being very dear to God, but I
cannot fathom the mystery of such deep thoughtfulness in one
so young."

" That

is

as

much

as to say

we cannot fathom

the mystery

But if the Signora will
of His deep love for His creatures.
believe me, there are many little ones full as thoughtful as
Agnese, only we do not often see them, for they perish early
young flowers they are, forced into premature bloom, to be
And then," yet
cast on the path of the Lamb in heaven.
more earnestly the old man went on "and then, you see not,

He seldom denies one gift without
God is so good
bestowing a greater in its place; and if Agnese is blind, He
has yet given lit r to behold her Saviour in his own Sacrament
of Love, by a clearness of spiritual perception which the saints
might even envy."
" And has she been ever thus ?" returned
Lady Oranmore.
" Was she never a child like the rest ?
Or is this a second
nature, the offspring of her misfortune ?"
" She has been thus ever since I have known
her, but possibly it is a mixture of nature and of grace. There was a calm
and thoughtful nature to begin with, and the grace of God
took that nature hud replenished it with sweetness."
The old man raised his eyes to heaven, his countenance overflowing with the very expression of sweetness of which lie
spoke. Lady Oranmore began to think him almost as interlady, that

!

esting and quite as incomprehensible as Aguese herself. She
had yet to learn the spirit of joy which Jesus pours out upon
the soul that touches Him, as it were, in the Sacrament of

His love.
" Tell me how
you first became acquainted with her, for you
"
say, 'since I have known her.'
"It was about this time last year. I had some corporals and
other linen to be washed for the altar, and I went into the
"
church to seek for some child who might do it
"
"Child !" echoed Lady Oraumore; I should have thought
an older person better suited to the task."
" It was
only a fancy of my own. The Signora must understand I always give them to a young child to wash.
It seems
to me He will be best pleased afterwards to repose in the

IU.1M>
Blessed Sacrament npon linen which only snch innocent hands
have touched.
And then, Ho so loved the httlo ones the
a not forgotten
sweet and lo\ing Jesus. {Surely the h
how lie hiiili- tin-in to approach, :ind would not havo them to bo
forbidden, seeing that of such

is

Liuly Orauinoro was silent.

man seemed
of heart.
led

tho

kingdom
Tho loving

of heaven."

faith of the old

rebuke her own hardness and incredulity
And, finding she made no answer, Francesco proto

:

" As the
Signora already knows, I went into the church, and
there, just as she beheld her yesterday, was Blind Agnese
kneeling before the altar. It seems to ba her natural position.
Not liking to
I never saw her in any other nt her prayers.
disturb her, I went back again, and returning in half an hour
found her still in the same attitude of devotion. This gave nie
a feeling of curious interest about lur, so I waited until nhe
rose cf her own accord, and then followed her to yonder orange
grove, and to the fountain, where an old woman sits preparing
iced water and lemonade.
If the Signora ever passes that way
and feels weary with her walk, she will find a chair placed
pleasantly in the shade the perfume of the orange and acacia
will revive her
the lemonade is excellent and then the Signora will be doiug an act of charity to Blind Agnese, for that
old woman is her adopted mother."
" That old woman I know her well. But is
not, then,

.If/.V/.'A'/:.

have described.

So one night just after tho birth of the ]
blind child, !i
the sick lady, iho new-born babe, and another child, P;
years older, out of the house, and s> nt them adrift upon
world."

Lady Oranmore now sobbed

"The Siguora

tiio

aloud,

has a

,-t
sho can feel for the d!
of those poor outcasts of
That night sho took refuge
religion.
in the house of a poor retainer, who braved the mixer of tho
new lord to show his gratitude to the old one. Itwr.s ne

sary, however, that they should fly the country ; for tho renegade, not content with reducing his brother to beggary, hud
likewise accused him of malpractices against the goverum
On hearing these sad tidings, the mother of the lady relent
she came and begged her daughter to reside with her ; but
wife felt it both her duty and her
to cleave tj her

happiness

husband so a very few hours afterwards they were togc'
on the wide waters of the ocean, seeking with their poor blind
child, in a foreign land, tho protection denied them in their
own."
" And the eldest
child?" asked Lady Oranmore qnickly.
"Ah!" said Francesco, shaking his head sadly, "that was
the deepest grief of all, I think, to the dying lady. She could
not tell what became of it. It must have been left behind in
the hurry and confusion of their flight, which of course, was
made in the hours of darkness. But unhappily they miAgnese Irer real grandchild?
"God only knows to whom the orphan really belongs. I it on boarding the vessel in which they were to sail, and no
questioned tho old woman, but all she could tell was that she entreaty could prevail on the captain to delay their
Poor mother
She never mentioned
herself had been an itinerant water-seller, and that one day, in even for an hour.
The murder of her husthe course of her trade, she had offered refreshments to a for- lost one without piteous moans.
eign lady sitting at the corner of the street with an infant in band scarce seemed to have made such an impression on her
1

;

'

!

her arms. The lady eagerly accepted a glass of water, but before she c nld carry it to her lips she fainted away.
Happily,
she had fallen into the hands of a good Samaritan.
The old
woman had her carried to her own home; but it was a hopeless
case

the poor lady was dying."

niind."

"Murdered!

Good God! was then poor Edward murder-

ed?"
Francesco looked curiously at the lady.
" Ill-luck attended them from first to
last," he said.
"They
were scarcely in the Italian seas before their vessel was attacked and taken by pirates.
The poor gentleman fell

"
Dying !" said Lady Ornnmoie, in a strange, unnatural tone.
" Of
what, I pray you, was she dying ?"
" Poor
lady of hunger in the flist instance, but I fear of a fighting gallantly under the very eyes of his unhappy wife."
broken heart in the second.
She had not long to live,
"Alas! alas !" cried Lady Oranmore, weepiug "my poor,
but she had time, at least, to tell her story before she died." unhappy May, a prisoner in the hands of pirates !"
" And that
" She was not with them
story ?"
long. Two or three Neapolitan ves" It was ii sad one. She was not of
but
in
the
distant
sels
were in sight, so the pirates took everything of value out of
Italy;
land from whence she came religion, it seems, is made a sub- the ship, and set it on fire. The lady was rescued from t hi s grave
ject of oppression; and he who dares to worship God after the of mingled fire and water, and lauded on the coast from whence,
fuhhion of the auci; ut Church is liable to fine, imprisonment, with her infant in her arms, she begged her way to Naples.
"
and perhaps to death.
Happily she had learned our language from her husband, who
"not now to death, my had been brought up among us education being, it seems,
said
"No, no,"
Lady Oranmore,
"
one of the blessings denied in his own country to men of the
friend.
But tell me of the lady.
" Her
it
was
of
the king's religion, and made proscribed religion and yet, starving, heart-broken, helpL
mother,
seems,
and a stranger, how she managed to make her way so far has
it part of her creed to hate all who did not think lit to profess
ever been a mystery to me."
it."
" Go
What next? I conjure you what next ?"
"Was it thus she spoke of her mother?" Lady Oranmore
on, old man
!

;

;

!

"

Why, finding herself so near to death, she sent for a priest
Her words were full of tenderness and to make her peace with heaven. From him she received all
"Alas, no, Siguora
The old woman has often
It was I who spoke in the bitterness of my poul, (o the last rites of our holy religion.
love.
think how religion could ever be made a source of disunion be- told me since, that it was a touching sight to see for nothing
asked, iu a quick, agitated voice.
!

;

tween child and parent."
" Her heart was
always loving and forgiving," said the lady,
with difficulty repressing her tears.
" The
Signora knew her, then?"

" Go
on,
" But

frieud.

What

next ?"
her story was as short as

Poor lady

would content her but she must have her infant in hi
when she received Jesus in the Viaticum so I always think it
was then and there the child imbibed her strange love for Him
iu His Sacrament of Love.
Surely He passed in that hour
from the bosom of the mother into the heart of the child."
" And then ?" sobbed
Lady Oranmore.
"And then," echoed Francesco, "she died as might be ex;

it was
became one, and displeased her
In peace she died. God stilled the vie
lue
mother.
Still, in her husband's love and the approval of her pected.
own conscience, she was happy; and so she might have re- storm which had swept her young days in sorrow into the
mained to tliis very hour, had it not been for another law of grave. To His fatherly tenderness she consigned herchil
that, unhappy land, by which, as well as I could understand it,
and in the sacrunenlal embraces of her Saviour slie
one brother conforming to the king's religion might claim the went down to death, amid such sentiments of love and j>< ace
as St. John may have felt when resting hia head on the v.
property of the elder."
bosom of the living Lord."
Lady Oranmore groaned aloud.
" And left no
"The gentleman," pursued Francesco, "was one of three
message no memorial ?"
" I had
L to the old wai
brothers and the youngest of the three was such a one as I
forgotten. She g
little,

sad.

She married a

!

Catholic,

I

:,

;

her to keep

it

with tho signet-ring

safely, togp.ther

Poor thing, sho

which

Ne\

child.

TI; sleeping

up

:

adopt the poor blind child lor the suLe of its
mother. She was mistaken, however
old
away, ami Agneso k.'own no other relative thatt the poor
sent as the protectres.t of
beggar- woman whom 1'rovideuca
"
her infancy.
" Old man old man !" cried Lady Oroumorc, wringiie
hands in anguish, " accuse me not I am the mother of that
i

your

of rcligi-m

!

unhappy creature."
"Yes," she continued, after a long pause, during which her
" I
sobs and tears had prevented her from speaking ;
quarwith her because she obeyed the dictates of her own
I afterwards
conscience, and became a Catholic and when
her driven a fugitive from her native land, I stole her
done her, by
child, intending to undo the wrong I had
the child
not
had
had
I
wealth.
all
of
her
heiress
my
g
a year when it disappeared, and God forgive me if I have done
him wrong, but I have ever believed it was stolen by its uun.-itural uncle, and perhaps put to death, lest it should hereBut you
after prove a troublesome claimant of his wealth.
wrong me if you fancy I abandoned my unhappy May without
;

!

I did all I could to find out the place
inquiry as to her fate.
to which she and her husband had retreated. You see yourself
this was no easy matter, and it was all the more difficult bemuse of the wars which so often interrupted the communication between the countries.
Unable, however, any longer to
endure the suspense, I have spent the last two years wanderbut until
jug about Italy, seeking my lost child from city to city,
this day without the slightest clue to the right one."
Francesco was moved at her evident distress.
"Providence has been good to the Signora," he observed
" He has been over her in all her wanderings, aud
.at length;
h.'is at last guided her to the very spot where she luuy r, cover
all that remains to her of the treasure she has lost."
" Old
man," cried Lady Oraninore, dushing away her tears,
" where is this
Come with me, I pray you
precious packet ?
I must see this old worn m this very instant."
" It is not in the
possession of the eld woman, Signora she
confided it to the care of the nuns of the Perpetual Auoration
If the Signoru plea-es, I
their convent is not far from hence.
will gladly guide her thither."
" L thank
you," said Lady Qranmore, lowering her veil and
but
rising from the low stool upon which she had been seated;
she staggered, and would have fallen, had not Francesco given
;

;

-"

support of his arm.
" had she not betis not well," he observed;

The Signora

ter defer this visit ?"
"
So, no," cried Lady

stand

ill

paeue.1, inn!

;

he r the

or

i

it

;

but

is

i!,

;

in

J

.

her*

irmcdmo

of

tli

Happily she wrote in Italian, that it
pin-red, should it fall iui-o hauda lor which

law.

Head it, rc-ad it. "
The superioress took the note from

j::

;

nded.

t'ie

l.-ly'K

hand. It told, in sweet a:>d tii
tunes of the writer of her husi>
the birth of his child, on a groundless sii;'[jir.'<>:i of tre;:sim of
the rage of his broi !:,T
the esoopi of his victim of hi
and
city in turning her and her children out of their home
:

.!

which had fallen on the youngest, in ('
by the sudden expoi-.ure. It. :,;:\ed the j
r huswhich she had retreated, aud the artband was making for their flight into Italy and it ended by a
moving appeal to a mother's love for au only child,
her to pardon and send her such a benediction as, had she been
dying, she might have craved at her hands.
It was impossible to doubt the evidence of this u
writing, seal, and signature, all perfectly agreed with the.
packet already in possession of the nun. She no longer had
any difficulty in surrendering it into the. hands of its
ant.
Lady Oraumore eagerly broke it open, ami found it to
contain, as she hod expected, the marriage certificate of May
Netterville, with the copies of the baptismal register of both
iduess

>

of cold caught

;

!

her c'.iildreTi, as well as the beginning of the Gospel of St.
John, which, in Ireland, was generally suspended from the
neck of a newly-baptized infant.
" it is
said Ln
this will make

"Yes,"
iy Oraumore,
sufficient;
Agnese the heiress of her mother's fortune, and, perhaps

man

evt-r

.

gotten wealth, should tho
become a Catholic again, as, in a tit of remorse, I

the lawful claimant of her uncle's

ill

sometimes imagine he will."
She spoke iu English tho superioress, therefore, did not
understand her but there was a harshness in her t
she did not like aud how indeed, could it be otherwise ? The
voice is so often au index to the thoughts, and Lady Oraurnore's were at that moment less with her unhappy child, than
with the man who had done her wrong.
" There is a lock of hair which has
escaped the Signora's observation," said the mild religious, hoping thus to call her to
her gentle meditations.
;

;

;

Lady Oranmore took

it

up.

It was, indeed, a lock of her

own

and tears gushed in torrents from her eyes at this new
proof of the enduring affection of her child.
The superioress saw that she had produced the wished- for
emotion, and she went on, although with some embarrassment,
hair;

Ornnmore, impetuously
"anything
Yet surely,
than suspense. I must see this packet.
not a doubt, Agnese is my grandchild the child of my
;

:er

"

poor unhappy May.
^
Fruncesco was well known at the convent, and the superioress made no difficulty in submitting the packet aud the signetring to Lady Oraumore's inspection; the latter gazed at it long
and silently through her tears.
" it is her own
"Yes," she murmured,
handwriting, I cannot be mistaken; aud this is her signer-ring, which I gave, her
I must have this packet," she
i
on her wedding-day.
said, suddenly looking up; "It will be needful should the
identity of the child bo disputed by her relations."
The superioress colored; but no human respect could deter
her from her duty.
"The Signora must pardon me," she said; "I doubt not
it is all exactly as she says, but the packet was entrusted to my

caused l>y the
" There is

iiould any others hereafter inquire for it, how am I
show that I WP.S justified in delivering it now ?"
Lady Oranmore pulled a pocket-book from her bosom it
contained a lock of golden hair, and a few papers, yellow aud
woiu, not so much with age as with constant reading, aud per-

sanctuary of peace were all the faithful spouses of a crucilled
God, who had written their ur.mes in the palm of His

haps also with the tears of the render.
"
Here," she said, "is all that remains to

less

1

to

;

me

of

my

ill-treated

of giving pain.
yet another visit which, perhaps, tho Ri
would like to make before sue leaves the Convent."
Orniunore shuddered; she felt she was summoned to the
of her child.
" It is
" I had intended to have
true," she stammered;
"
it as soon as I could find courage.
The superioress took her arm, and in a few minutes th y
were in the little cemetery belonging to the convent. A lovely
spot it was, shut out from ail save the eyes of heaven,
fer.r

i

with which

was surrounded

each little lowly
grave was surmounted by a cross, telling of the hope of
who slept beneath, but bearing neither name nor date upon if.
aud date were unheeded there, for the sluniberers i:i that
tall ilex trees

it

from the day when, by their life-long dedication to
iied, for His love, to the world
they hud s;>
1

.

ve there was, however,
turf,

v.

hich v

was beautiful with many tl"
and white with tho blossoms of, the
it

;

oraiigo

anil

namefrom the

aud the

inyr-

BLIXD
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which had

tie,

'all

'i

pon

if;

and the cross above
le,

(if

of

A

burial within the
"iuse si

c;

it

stated) she had died far from her homo and 1 or own country,
ne and friendless in a foreign land. The superiorPH.
ted to the name, and Ihen, with intuitive delicacy, si-,
leaviug the unhappy mother to her own
li'i'.tly withdrew,
retire! ions.
Hitter, very bitter, because mingled with much of

self-reproach, they nmst have been; and when, half an hour
liad
is, the nun n 'turned, she saw that Lady Oranraorc
violently, and guessed from this disordered state
and bonnet, that she must have been prostrate on

the grav " of her child.
"Weep nut for her, dearest lady," said the nun, kindly; "she
di 'd happily, and she rests iu peace. S.e, we chose the sweet.t
meiery for her, just beneath the shadow of
beautiful myrile, and we took all the rarest flowers of our

garden to plant them on her grave. We did not then know
that she had a mother; but I well remember it waa agreed
among ns to receive her precious remains with all the love and
ren ivnee a mother's heart would have been consoled to offer,
to her child."
or s'
Lady Orau more could not speak her thanks just then, but
btforo she left the convent, she jjressed Mother Matilda's
bund to her lips, and besought her, in moving terms, to continue her kind care of the grave where all her own hopes of
happiness lay buried. Then, with a myrtle branch, which she
had brought from thence in her hand, she left the convent,
leaning, as before, on the arm of the good Francesco.
"And now where does the Signora wish to go?" he asked.
Hhe is tired, and would she not like to go to her palazzo for
"
a little repose ?
eaid
Lady Oranmore, "I can have no repose
"No, no,"
Let us seek the old
nntil I have embraced my grandchild.
water-seller at her stall."
"
said Francesco, shaking his head; "it
"Ah, poor Benita
I greatly doubt she
will go hard with her to looe her darling.
"
will break her old heart.
"I should be very sorry FO to grieve her," said Lady Oran" Think
you she would come with
more, compassionately.
me ? I would gladly givo her a home."
" It, is Kind of the
Signora to say so; but no I think Beaita
win Id not be happy that way either; she is too old for new
friends and a new country. Better to promise the child shall
"
sometimes return and visit her.
" That I can
readily do," said Lady Oranmore, sighing, "for
I also have an attraction in the grave of my child, which will
'

!

often bring

me to revisit this

land.

"

" Yonder is the
orange-grove where we shall find Benita and
her grandchild; and now that the Bignora has found htr own,
may heaven prosper her as she deals rightly imd fairly by the
child whom Providence has so wonderfully restored to h r
care."

bv

.-tivr-ly

that

iier reply
cant one of quickening her

-

foot:'

Three da;

way

to

tl

knelt for thrf last time before
the altar of tho Blessed Sacrament in her favorite church
and
[
she was in tears, for she had that
Francesco, stood
morning bid adieu to tho l.iu<t old woman who, for S3 many
years, !i::d cherished her as her own
and now a yet more
cruel separation was awaiting her in her
parting with Francesco, and her farewell to the dear little church where sho had
enjoyed so many hours of calm and heavenly devotion. Little
less sorrowful was the old man himself.
thev
,

;

;

;

Something

in

Lady Oranmore's manner, which made him

treiai,'

the future religion of his darling, and he was
sorely per:
how to fortify her against this danger, and, at the same
time,
to avoid filling her mind with fear and distrust of one
whom it

would be her duty henceforth to reverence as a mother. Small
time had he to revolve tho matter in his own
mind, for a servant entered the church to say that the
travelling carriage! was
at the door, and her ladyship desired the res: nee of
]
A;

The
er,

child arose

and snid

;

but Francesco laid his hand on her shouldsolemn that she was si

to her, in a voice so

by its strangeness."
"Tarry yet another

:

my child, and listen to my
on the altar He is looking on yon
and if ever, on this holy spot, you have
listening to you
j>romised to be faithful to Him in the Sacrament of His love,
renew that jwomise now give it into the hands and the heart
of the Immaculate Mother, and she will place it for
you in the
sacred heart of her Son."
These words of the old man seemed to penetrate Agnese's
very soul she sank on her knees; and said, in a low but earnAgnese, Jesus

words.

instant,

is

;

;

;

;

est vo ce

:

"I do promise to be faithful to Jesus, even unto death."
"Unto death," repeated Francesco " aye. that is the right
word for the child of martyrs. Be faithful to Jesus unto death,
if you would have Him faithful to
you unto life everl:;
Agnese, they may seek to make you desert the religion in
;

which

He

be found
but believe them not my
church where He is not."
"I will not," said ihe child " but how am I to know ?"
With something like inspiration, Francesco answered
" Ask whether a
lamp is burning before the altar. If there
for Jesus is neither in it nor of it."
not, leave the church
"I
will, Franc:
" You
may have much to go through of trouble and persecualone

is to

Never pray

child.

;

in a

:

:

is

;

my child. But here is a picture it is of (lie sacred
hearts of Jesus and Mary, and they are wreathed together by
thorns."
Agnese kissed and placed it in her bosom.

tion,

;

"

"

are rude to tho
Thorns, Aguese," proceeded Francesco,
touch, but the flowers they guard are always the mos'
often even the most full of sweetness. What heart so
wb at heart so sweet what heart so sorrowful as the heart of
the Virgin Mother of God ? And of her it is written, 'She
Think of this, my child and should tho
lily among thorns.
thorny diadem ever descend upon your brow, receive it
lovingly and thankfully, seeing it will make you resemble
i

]

her conscience told her she
was neither going to act rightly nor fairly by the child or its
dead mother; for well she knew that mother's heart, and she
felt that May Netterville would rather have bequ athed her
little one to tho care of the poorest beggar in the laud than to
amvne who would tamper with her faith.
the guorii
"
"
thought Lady Oranmore, seeking her
Hut, what then

Lady Oranmore changed

color;

'

!

as all worldly-minded people do, in the expediency of
the thing. "The happiness of my poor May is no longer
dependent on the religion of her child; and, besides, she did
se,

Agnese to me. I found her for myself; and this
and if I do not please
surely gives me a right to do
she will not only lose her cin.nc.i
to bring her up a
ile, she will even forfeit all right
Mie ought t ) inherit from me: for the next in sucto t!
and I know him too well to suppose
'>ni al''
he will forego his legal
any sense of justice towards
not

;

'

metery

i

of her dress

her own scruples on tho subject.

to

i

i

'

:

;

;

I

.

i

:

-

.

<

'

;

her."

There was so Fad a foreboding in Agnese's heart as she listened to these words, that, in her fears for the future, she
almost forgot her present sorrow, hardly heard the remaining
words of Francesco, was hardly conscious of his final ber.
tion, although she had fallen on her knees to receive it, hardly
even felt Lady Oranmore embracing her as the child of he
May. She only knew distinctly that she was leavin
resus dwelt upon every altar; an.l, sinking back in :i
,-k of
corner of the carriage, and burying her h<
Perletta, the little ispouse of the Blessed Sacrament murmured
tliron;:h her tears
that the dove would descend and give Him to my
:

!

;:sshc contriV'.'d to

:

stifle

I'li

!

'

CHAPTER

I)

III.

ut a kick

from an
i-ror,

"On

!

r

tl'

Him

to

i

howling with

ar.d

p..

my

(

prayer
w::s her first on arriving at Uramuoro Gust e.
Her troubles,
in fact, seemed about to commence just where most little
;es of romance find a termination to theirs
that is to say,

their

in a loving protectress aad a magnificent home.
Not that she had felt positively unhappy during the journey

tedly coiled herself up at lh.
AgnoKi- intelligibly to iindi rstand thi
her mission, and would go no further.

's

lust

.

;

her feelings had been rather stunned than excited by tlie sudden change in her position; she, could not perfectly understand
dity, or Comprehend how it was that i\ few days before she
had been the grandchild of a poor water vender, and now stood
precisely in the same relationship to a lady ranking among tho
Neither did she imagine
richest and noblest iu the land.
herself BO entirely separated, as in truth she was, from all she
She would revisit Italy ; so
loved and caved for upon earth.
Lady Orauuiore had promised her grandmother she would sit
once uipre beside Beuita, near her orange-shaded fountain
.mid kneel with Francesco before the altar of the Blessed
Sacrament a: id then nothing, she knew, could separate her
;

;

.

;

from Jesus His altars were everywhere, and He was everywhere 011 His altars and never did she p:;ss a single day during their journey without seeking Him th iv.
Long before Lady Oranmore or her attendants were awake,
Aguese was on her way to the church of the town or village m
which they had spent the night. And for this happiness she
was indebted to the unerring sagacity of Perletta, who knew
her wishes quite as well as she did herself. Sbe had only to
say, "Alia chiesa alia chiesa !" and Perletta looked to the
right and looked to the left, pricked up her ears, and set off
drrectly in the direction iu which the church bells were ringing nor did she ever fail in the object of her search. Sooner
or later the church was found, and the blind child conducted
through the gates, arid along the aisle, and up even to the very
rails of the sanctuary
and there Perletta would c:jil herself
comfortably up into a little round ball, and full fast asl ep
while Aguese, on her part, reverently knelt down to pray, l.y
the modesty of her attitude and the tenderness of her devotion
unconsciously preaching the sweet Jesus to all who saw her.
It cannot be supposed that Lady Oranmore particularly
fancied these lonely expeditious, yet she did not forbid them,
because unwilling to commence her guardianship by such a
disagreeable act of authority and finding, at last, that Agneso
always returned without accident, she took c-mndence in the
good guidance of Perletta, and lost all her anxieties on the sub;

;

!

;

;

;

;

ject, if

indeed, she did not forget

it

altogether.

Her memory,

however, was suddenly refreshed by a rather unpleasant incident which took place on their arrival at Dover. They had
only landed the night before, but, though feeling sick and giddy from the rough sea voyage, Aguese could not resolve upon
iivmg up her visit to the church, so she rose early, mid descending into the street, shook the ribbon round Perletta 's
neck, and said, as usual, "Alia chiesa alia chiesa !"
Forocce her sagacity wascompletely
Alasforpoor Perletta
!

\

She had

always had a clue to her destination iu the ringing of the bells, the thronging of the people
without, the low murmur of prayer within but now in vain ho
at fault.

hith' rto

;

the

t

in vain she ran

backwards and forwards, up the
street and down the street.
The poor dog was completely beIt is true she came to a church, but the doors
wildered.
closed; the bells were silent; not a creature was
Perletta was not used to see deserted
lingering near it.
.1

air,

Her next essay
churches, so she very naturally passed it by.
was the market-pl.sce.
Tin re was plenty of people here, and
something more than the murmur of voices among its buyers
and .sellers. But Perletta understood markets quite as well a-i
she did churches; and being a dog of sagacity, she knew that
.as not precisely what Agnese wanted; and therefore she
on untilslie arrived at the theatre. It so happened
T was to perform there that night, and
that
[

;i

hundreds of people
places.

v.
(he doors to secure
Perletta begun to think she was right ILL lime,

this time t;
there that day.
What wo>
trotted up the steps, :n:d

tin

1

hi

\\;.y bl

hint and sat

down on

fi.,

The

bl.iul cl.iid

took

the steps, resoH

Hut miiiuli- after D
church should be opened.
passed away and no one .me. And now tin- p.. r
began to luver in the cold; yet, porimps.
theunaccustonie.i rawness of a British morning whic

til the,

<

i

.

tremble; there was a vagi:
falling around her,
seenu d to penetrate and chill her very h art. It. was t-o y'.
to her that a church should be then-, ami no one to en;
<

that the bell

should bo tolling, and

i.o

<

me be found

ti>

the summons.
Poor Agnese she was not much of a philosopher, I am afraid, for at last, finding herself dis'ipj"
in her Lopes, she could scarcely tell wherefore, she p
arms round the neck of her faithful I'erletta, and burst into
!

Her foreign dress, her desolate attitude, tin- dog, which
everywhere betrayed the secret of her blindness, coon drew n.
crowd around her; and innumerable were the conjectures, some
in jest and some in earnest, elicited by her singular appearance.
" Who is she?
What is she ? Has she lost anybody,
anybody lost her?" Sometimes the spectators adeir
The child grew
queries to Agnese, sometimes to each other.
She It the crowd p.
every moment more bewildered.
she heard their questions, though who
heavily around her
And onco she<\,
could not understand their import.
with the intention of making her escape, but suddenly recollecting her inability to do so, she sat down again, trembling
violen ly, and weeping more bitterly than ever.
" Do be
"
quiet," said an elderly gentleman;
you terrify the
What is it, my little one, and why do
child with your chatter.
you weep so sadly ?" he added, addressing Agm s-v.
The blind child did not understand this speech, but she answered in the only English word she could as yet perfectly pronounce
" Church Church !"
"
" She must be a
said a sailor.
are used to
tears.

<

i'i

(

;

They

furriner,"

having churches always open in furrin parts."
"Look at all her furrin
''That's it," said another.
I suppose that this little Papist spawn is one of the
gaws.
party from the. packet last night."
"A
Papist !" said a tall, evangelical-looking person, witli n
It would be a
vinegar aspect; "the Lord preserve us!
charity to send her to the poorLouse, poor benighted individual

!"

safe home to her
should any," said Aguese's self-elected champion, in"
Hurkee, Mr,
dignantly eyeing the vinegar-faced evangelical.
Sailor, what inn did this foreign party put up at?"
" Star and Garter, sir; and I won't take
upon me
But there were some furrin paryoung un w:'.s among them.
rots, that I'll take my oath of, they were chattering at such a
precious r.tte as th, y stepped out of the packet."
"Well, wo can but try. Come along, my little maid. I will
see if I cannot make out your friends for you," said the gi
man, taking her hand; and Perletta starting forward at tho
same moment, Agnose had no choice but to obey.
The inn was easily found, and Agnese restored to her grandmother, who had begun to feel exceedingly alarmed

"It would be a greater charity to see Ler

frienels, I

I

absence.

"

Explain to your grandchild, madame," said tho old p
man, with a caustic severity of phras. \which might hardly have
,iectcd irorn one of his singularly mild and
"that we are a comm reia!
T imgiving more t:
,

i

,

,

!'

portant.

SLx day:; iu the

~\\

eel.

e H ev-

12

and wo

led,

,

f

in

t.hr-

growing indifference

'

would be

it

;

a waste of both timo

and eapi-

quiet -way in v
"AY." c.
the we.iile r is too cold, or
not in Italy, <1

latter received
o

1'

>f
jesting earnest, and
provoked both at tho trutli and
>i.l not thank him,
of his words,
perhaps, quite so
Tho reserve did
;;raci -us!v as *ho niicvh' otherwise have done.
to afflict him, however; he patted IVrlelta on
'

)ra.;uuire fell so

:

i

i

hand, and, in reply to lier little
uttered in Italian, but made quite intelli-

by
"It is

gible

d manner, he

i

noil'iug,
i.l

:

:\g,

stow

it

if

on

;i

like

lid his lir.nd on her head as he spoke, in token of fareand the action recalled Francesco so vididly to her mind,
that Aguese burst into tears. The stranger cast one more
glance of compassion upon her, bowed to Lady Oranmore, and
abruptly quitted the room. As soon as he had fairly closed
the do r, the hitter tried to make Aguese comprehend the inntility of seeking for open churches in England upon any day
but bunday. Had she told her the sun had left the heavens,
the blind child would probably have been infinitely less asTo all her ladyship's arguments as to the necessity
d,
of attending to business, the dut- men owed to themselves and
their children of unceasing toil from morning until night, Agi.

rej

" Then

it

a

1

Ag-

the cus:

church

da;np, or too foggy.

K

n,

Poor Agnese! she remembut she also had taken her resolution,

i

."

:'ong in her determination of passive
nee, she Bult'ercd nothing of tiiis bittc;- recollection to be
visible in her manner a.; she left Lady Oranmore's

pr<

and Bought in the solitude of her own
spiritually to unilo

red:

child

there waste your time in tho churches all tho
it; if, indeed, waste of timo it be, to bewho is Lord of time as well as of eternity."

you

Hun

01

absolutely notirng; only as you
do not belong to this mercantile people, per,'o back to the land from win 'lie- you came.

my

bered

(<.;>

of

turret-chamber
herself to the various services of her
little

Church.
After the accomplishment of this first beloved and, for her,
daily duty, there was nothing the lonely child loved so well as
to ramble by the sea-shore, under the guidance of 1'erlei
to sit and muse away the hours on the
spot which she

auuny
had chosrn for her summer seat among the cliffs. I know not
by what secret instinct she was led, yet certain it is that she
chose the holiest spot in all the country round, and one which
the peasant never passed but with bare head and reverent
mien, for the scene of her lonely meditations. And it was fair
as it was holy; lovely even in its ruins was the lit'le church
which crowned the cliffs, and looked down, in its calm sanctity,
on the broad waters of the Atlantic, beating idly and angrily
against the rocks below lovelier, still, if possible, the quiet
cemetery by which it was surrounded, and in which every wild
flower the country-side could boast of seemed to have made for
itself a garden
primrose, and violet, and wood anemone, and
wild sorrel clustering among its tombs in rich abundance, and
;

contrasting their scentless blossoms with the sweet flowers of the

:

Him

lie is left alone, no one to pray to
one to worship Jlim ; no one to love

week May, and the meadow-sweet, and that white wild rose which is BO
Him ; and yet, fragrant and so fair, that though it blooms freely by the wayside,
long no
Hi- is there only that we may love Him and speak to Him quite is not out of place in the garden of a monarch. Agnese could not
see them, but the summer's breeze often reminded her of their
at our
Lady Oranmore felt at last she was only wasting her rhetoric; presence and something there was in their soft perfume, re;ie, and endeavored to console the weepcalling the orange-scented groves of her native Italy, and bidiug child by assuring her that, on their arrival at Orauinoro ding her dream sweet dreams of tiie laud, which now,
She did not know
Castle, she would take her to the village church which she had than ever, she deemed the laud of Jesus.
always been in the habit of attending herself, and in which on that a church, where once He dwelt upon the altar, was close
Sundays, at least, she might pray all the day long, if she liked at hand, or that her favorite resting-place was a tombstone, beit.
Agnese did not seem quite so enchanted with this assu- neath which, perchance some village saint lay buried. But
rance as her ladyship expected in fact, she began to doubt there was a holy stillness ever resting on the spot, which
The soothed her spirits and so, by degries she came here of:
seriously as to the nature of her grandmother's religion.
prediction of Francesco appeared on the point of fulfilment, and lingered longer, until the servants learned to seek her,
and she felt it was not, perhaps, in vain that he had required whenever she was missing, among the ruins of St. Bride's ;
her so solemnly to promise to be faithful to Jesus even unto and the very country people came to call her lowly restingHow for sbe was right in her conjectures my readers place among its tombs, the summer seat of Lady Oranmore's
Here she nursed in her soul that deep thought
know
but, although Lady Oranmoro had fully re- blind child.
already
eolved upon changing the religion of her grandchild, she yet which Lady Oranmore fancied had disappeared, only because it
shrunk from inflicting the pain which she felt such a resolution was no longer visible on the surface, but which, in truth, bewou:d o:,usc to iis object. The possibility of Agnese's resisting came all the deeper, now that it could no longer How forth into
!

all

the

;

;

;

,

;

her authority never, for an instant, occurred to her mind.
"what on earth difference
a mere child," thought she
make to her?" And yet, something in her own heart
can
told her there was a difference a difference which she hud
a difference whicii would be yet more distasteful
felt herself
to tho feelings of Agnese, than she -was forced sometimes to
acknowledge she had found it to her own. She determined,
therefore, to do nothing in a hurry, but to wait until Aguese's
Italian recollections hud faded away, and until her young heart
u chilled into indifference t:y the absence of all
lit and ceremonial of the Catholic Church
which she
had uursed it into its fervent religion before venturnew form to its worship. She little knew the
ing to
strength of the mind, young as it was, with which fhe had to
i

;

il

1

1

:iprehond the enduring character of
d itself on Aguese's heart, for
that faith which had
(>
she feit that she herself at the same age. had b.vn totally with<

la principle of any kind, and that, at the
out any fix
bare instigation of a sup.Tior, she would have gone quite willlaud.
ingly to any ch.
With such a. recollection in her ov/u heart, it was not difficult

Had sho remained in Italy, in the
and under the guidance of its ministers, thought would have resolved into action, and action
would have been made pleasant and sanctified by thought. As
it happened, her life became one uninterrupted meditation ; and
c.f things so unnatural to one of her tc nder years soon
She had not been three
told its tale upon her bodily health.
months at Orimmore before there seemed every probability that
the observation of Francesco would be realized in her regard,
and that the flower would early fall which had been forced into
premature bloom and sweetness. Lady Oranmore watched tho
vivid flush on the cheek, and the strange brightness of the eye,
and she trembled for the life of her darling but she could uot
be s ciet of her malady; she had not sufficient
the observance of religion.

free exercise of her religion

;

>f religion herself to be able to comprehend
how its deprivation might affect a mind which like Agnese's, had fed iai
She knew not how the daily prayer of the
it from infancy.
blind child was for the d, ve that it might descend how her
nightly <lream \v;.s of the dove, that it had descended, K

er did she see th
,

whcu

irs

was accustom
d uiiwatehed ia her

in which she

believing herseh

Ill-J:\li

vamblfa on tbo

One

cliff*.

f'"

wvcr,

C

,U,'.v/.;,s7,'

not

quite BO ignorant oi' Aguese's sher arid around her, even -\vhcn the child
alone;
mill sometimes a light step iu tin' grass, or u nigh, or a loin;
drawn breath, almost betrayed the presence of this invisible
guardian. This had occurri'd HO frequently of l.ito, that by
mingle with her
degrees a kind of mysterious awe began
t

musings ^hc never felt as if she was quite
ways as though a spirit were lingering near
;

alone.

It

was

al-

TVi-'-,
,

no!,

absent

murmured

r:is(i>i'.;

litr

however,
in her dn
from her im:-

.

God,

morning waa

-

half aloud: " JesuH is not here; where

God, where is He?"
said a sweet, low voice in her ear.

my

th

,1'

my

is

He,

",!

Agn

the wor.ls to lie only a portion of
But now she was wide awake, and still the plaintivi
that voice was heard.
"Time was that
der church was His house and home.

ing at

first

1

and one evening
she even imagined u
(it surely could uot have been her fancy;
sweet low voice; pronounced hur naui.
Aguese !"
r feet, but no answer
have defiled that sanctuary, and saci
Trernblhig violently, she stai
was returned to her eager questions, only she thought she turned the altar, and now the thistle and wild
heard a. Deeper sigh, and then a receding footstep, and then the fox has made for itself a home, even her win re 11
nil was once more silent as the grave.
Aguese sat down again, dwelt in the very sacrament of His love for man."
" Where am I ? where am I ? " said
for she felt she could not stand, and her heart throbbed so
Aguese, scare
believe
her own ear and tempted to fane
could
hear
is again iu
she
it
a
fancied
that
bhe
almost
beating
wildly
few minutes afterwards she was once more startled by the Italy, or dreaming of it, so familiar were the thoughts of the
sound of her own name, but this time it was Lady Oraumore, invisable speaker, and so familiar the soft Itali.n iu
who came to tell her that the next day, being Sunday, she those thoughts were uttered. "Where are y-uV" returned
" In the
would take her if she liked, to divine service at the church the voice.
churchyard of lone St. Bride's on the very
she
was
not
but
and
she
of Oraumore.
Agnese listened,
glait,
spot where, if tradition U 11s the truth, St. Patrick built his
thanked her, but it was mechanically. There was no real joy first altar, and said his first Mass in the land of Erin." *
" Then I am close to the church of
Sho did not feel sure Lady Orauin her words and feelings.
Jesus, and I knew it
more was a Catholic, and it was therefore with depressed not," said the wondering child.
" To what was once the church of Jesus. The church is
spirits and trembling heart that she prepared the next mornto
church.
now in ruins; and they who have made it so have run a public
ing to accompany her
Well
If ever our angel-guardians give warning of the presence of road right among the tombs of the desecrated dead.
believe they often do, by their secret well nature has been more considerate than man, as th
r, as I devoutly
inspirations, to the innocently unconscious, Aguese received she ever is in this land, and so shs has made the holy r
such a warning in the hour when she stepped over the thres- place of our fathers beautiful in flowers, some of the palehold of that church. She felt as if the very air were too heavy blossoms she has garnered here even vieing, methiuks, iu
;

'

i

'

1

:

I

,

<

:

i

:

,

;

!

!

The service had commenced already, she
for her breathing.
paused for a moment, in hopes of catching those dear, familiar
sounds to which she had listened from her childhood, until it
almost seemed as if she understood them by mere force of intimacy with their terms. Alas the language that now met
her ear was not the language of the Mass, by which the Catholic is made equally at home hi the observances of his religion,
whether he attends them in the wigwam of the savage Indian
or the cathedral of the civilized European. It waa not the
language of the Mass, and the words of Francesco dashed upon
her memory.

beauty with the

!

!

!

is

!

decided.

"

What

think?"

It

required something of the faith and courage of a m;utyr to brave the scrutiny of the hundred eyes that would be
fixed upon her if she attempted to leave the church.
But it
must be done no Latin Mass, 110 lamp. Jesus was neither in
the church nor of it, and not another instant might the Little
Bride of the Blessed Sacrament kneel before an altar wh i-e
truth

He

it

One prayer to Him one word to Perletta, and,
not.
Lady Oraumore could interpose to prevent it, the pew

was

before

door was unfastened, and the long length of the church traver:-cd with a steady heart, although it must be acknowle

most uncertain footstep. Up to this point Aguese had managed to restrain herself to a walk; but no sooner had she
the portals of the building, than, yielding to the fear of
she shook the ribbon round 1'ei
; pursued,
and set oil' at a rapid pace towards her Buuuuur seat upon the
'

1

i'

your own

Aguese WP.S too much lost in astonishment to answer
moment's pause, the invisible went on
"Would that you could sea them The crowds of prim

fair

;

and

:

!

the clusters of white roses

wood anemone

;

;

the delicate

little

and that other, the wild

harebell
the
the fairest
;

sorrel

flower that grows, to my mind
lady-flower,' I would name it,
if I had my way; it is so fragile and so fair that it looks like to
Mary, and ought to be called after her. There, I h :\
some of each for you, and they shall be to you as a relic of this
'

holy spot, where (so the poor people say) no worm or or
thing is ever found, to detile the slumbers of the dead below,
or to mar the beauties of the flowers above."
" I am
" Come
hither," said Aguese;
blind, and I camn
but if you are not the guardian spirit of th<
.come
hither, and take my hand iu yours and lay my head i:pon your
bosom, and speak to me of Jesus. Never have I he
speak of Him as you do, since the day I left the land wk

everywhere, and everywhere people love Him."
Agnese felt the unknown draw near; and the ham
laid on hers was email, and soft, and delicate, evidently the
hand of a girl, and a very young girl too.
" Neither a
of
nor
am
the voice

is

spirit,

Lady Oranmore say ? -what will the people
was so her human nature questioned: and iu

will

of in

after a

!

"No no not here !" she said, quick as lightning, resisting the hand which urged her into the well-cushioned pew of
" Under the
the Oraumore family.
lamp uuiier the lamp
" There is no
It is there I ever pray the best !"
lamp here,"
said Lady Oranmore, thrown off her guard by the suddenness of
the request, and closing the door of the pew, into which she
had now drawn her grand :hild almost by force. Aguese heard,
and for one brief instant there was a struggle sucu. as seldom
occurs more than once in the life of a human being, but which,
sometimes earlier, sometimes later, is almost sure, not only to
come at last, but to be made, farofteuer than we imagine, the
turning-point at which the happiness or misery of an eternity

you know

fairest that

land."

"although I use

yet

I,"

Italy,

replied;

its

language."
"Not of Italy !" said the blind child, srdly.
"Then yon
know not of its churches, where the lamp ever burns, and
where Jesus ever dwells."
"Do I not ?" said the voice, with a sudden quickness. "To

what purpose, then, have I listened so often
that fair laud, and of one sweet saint who sleeps ami
:

:

flowers ?"

There was something inexpressibly mournful iu its tones, as
added, alter a moment's paiiM
"
My child, no blood of Italy is flowing through these
yet I have dreamed of it so often that it seems to me as if the
kingdoms of the earth were set in array bet ore mo I could
choose it out among all the rest; and oh believe me, i
it

:

!

choose the fairest."
"And the holiest," said Ague
*

,

Tradition in the uorlii
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" I know

It is holy, indeed, to cling to the
but holier still,
as they do in your land
to suffer persecution for His sake; and that is what we do in
n.it ili-it.

;

ours."

"
a

Hulloa,

man

youngwoman,"
way within

pass this

cried another voice; " saw you ever
tho last half-hour?"

The now speaker was
on

a hard-looking, elderly man, standing
side of a hedge and deep diteii which separated
He spoke in Irish, probably imfrom the churchyard,
!:<" would bo more
easily understood in that language;

:

Lim

btit Afjin

se'.s

unknown companion answered him

in English

;

the voice, so lately full of plaintive melody, was now as
clearly express! ve of cold contempt as were the words it uttered.
'

"
Squire Netterville is early in the field this fine Sunday
morning. Well, the better day the better deed, I suppose.
And what may be the present game a rebel or a priest ?"
If it were a rebel, I need not go much farther," returned
the surly voice, in the same language in which he had been ad"
dressed.
Every Papist is alike a croppy man, woman and
child all tarred with the same brash."
"
True; and not very extraordinary either. When the brush
is in such clumsy hands r.s Squire Netterville's, no wonder we
all take a, touch of the tar.
Why, they say the very parson in
your fine church up yonder is not altogether free of taint. To
1>
sure he is only a wolf in sheep's clothing a cowardly rene-so Squire Nettcrville will know how to excuse him."
" Wiil
you give an answer to my question, or shall I jump
nvi
'o and thrash one out of
you ?" roared the man,
stung to the quick by the biting sarcasm of the speaker.
" Mother of heaven !" burst from the
lips of the terrified
A ;ji -I'. \i ho now pretty well understood English, the language
inch the conversation was kept up: but her companion
only answered:
woman
Truly it would be a deed worthy of
Squire Netterville's ancient fame."
if I don't, then," cried the man, stepping back a few
paces, r.nd taking allying leap fit the hedge.
Unluckily for
him, however, he missed his footing, and tumbled hopelessly
into the ditch, from whence he emerged in a very deplorable
condition, covered with mud, and not altogether free of
blood, drawn from him by the thorns and briars which had sa'

!

luted his descent.

The

ironical

,

j<tl I."

Squire Netterville was busy at the moment in brushing the
mi:d off his coat; but he looked up scarlet at this wicked allusion 1o his apostasy, and shook his horsewhip in the air. Sudhowever, changing his intention, he caught Agnese
by the arm.
"Here, you beggar's brat, take this ji -penny, and tell me
whether you saw anybody pass this way of late."
" I am
blind, sir; I cannot see," cried the terrified child,
ig from head to foot beneath his grasp.
"You lie, you young rebel !" growled the savage, with a terrible oath, whirling his horsewhip at the same time so close
round the head of the shrinking child, that it lifted her curls
h r brow. Twice ho repeated this manoeuvre; but the
1
timo it would have descended in right earnest had not
.suddenly ilung her arms round Agnese, and received
on her own p rson the blow that was intended for hers. It was
who thus interposed in her behalf; and she
a young girl, not, perhaps, more than sixteen years of age.
Yet was there no sign of fear on her flushed cheek or in the
proud eye which nho iixed upon the squire. He himself seemed
to quail for a moment beneath its steady gaze.
::ville surpasses himself this morning," she
1

.

,

ly

1

napossible for

human

voice to convey deeper
that moment.
"To hunt
dog, is not enough for a zeal
t

a
his

;

lirtvc. seen him, then.
Xow, hark ye. young mi:
you will not tell ii:e which uay he took, I will
mark upon you which you shall c irry with you to your grave. "
"You have done that already," said the girl, drawing one
hand across her brow, from which the blood was flowing rap1.

idly.

" I will do

it

again, then,

if

yon don't choose

to answer

my

question."

"Now, look you, Squire Netterville," the girl answered
proudly, "and mark wh .t I say. I might pretend I didn't
know the man for whom you are looking, or that I haJi;
him but I scorn the poor evasion. I do know him and I
have seen him and I know which way he went, and where he
;

;

;

if you flog me alive fqr it, you
from me about him."
both of yon," shouted Netterville.
"
Here, you little wretch," he cried, shaking Agnese by the
arm " have you found your tongue yet, or do you want a cut

is at this

moment.

And now,

shall not get another word
" I will
flog you alive

;

"

whip to make you speak ?
" I am blind I am blind " screamed the

of tho

!

!

child, clinging

her might to her self-elected champion.
Peace, child he shall not harm you," said the latter.
" Shan't I
though shan't I ?" vociferated Netterville, lifting up his whip, and making a cut in the air, which, however,
fell short of its object, and descended right upon Perletta, who
had sprung up on hearing the screams of her mistress.
"Curse the brute it spoiled my aim," said the savage, dealing at the same time a kick at poor Perletta, which sent her
"
"
he added,
Here, Rover Rover
flying through the air.
a
well-known
to
the
fierce
bloodwhistling, and making
sign
with

all

"

;

!

!

hound by which he was accompanied.
"

Do

not set the dog, Squire Netterville, do not set the dog.
poor beast," said Agnese's defender earnestly, stooping as if to pick up something from the ground.
" That's what I intend him to do.
Here, Rover, have at him,
my boy have at him !" said Netterville, patting the bloodhound encouragingly on the back.
" You will have
the girl.
it, then," retorted
And still holding Agnese with one hand, she drew the other
suddenly back, and flung a heavy stone at the dog before tho
squire could interpose to prevent her. Never was (-tone sent
with a truer aim or better will it hit the tavaire beast right in
the eye; and howling with pain, and half blinded in his own
Netgore, Rover rushed iugloriously from the field of battle.
terville uttered a fearful imprecation.
" If
you have injured him, I will wring your head off your
shoulders; any how, I will teach you what it is to meddle with
my dog, my young mistn
And half beside himself with passion, it is hard to say what
It will destroy the

;

laugh of his tormentress rang through the air.
"
Squire Netterville has dirtied his coat; but, if report speaks
it is not the first time he has daubed his escutcheon by a

:

"Yon

if

ho would

mad

set the seal

der of un imioctut child."

on his good deeds by the mur-

he would not, indeed, have done to his daring antagonist,
had not another man shouted out from the other side of the
hedge.

" What are
you doing here, squire? Why,
down on the beach half-an-hour ago one of
him sneaking about. There-, let the children
;

have a score to wipe out with them,
time, I sup;

"Ay, ny

it

will

the priest was
otir

people saw

alone.

If you
keep for another

1

;

it

will keep," said the squire, with a brutal laugh.

'And! am not the man to forget it either. You
my book for a drubbing; mind that, you she

are

down

in

croppy," ho
added, scowling terribly at Aguese's defender, while he li
to the blind child herself with something like an awkward at-

tempt at good nature.
"There, little one, I suppose you are blin 1 as you say so
pick up that fi'-penuy yonder, and buy a plaster for your
;

dog."

"Touch

it

not, child," said the young unknown, fearlessly
to Agnese
"touch it not ! The coin of tho

and authorutively

blood-hunter can bring yoii nothing but sorrow. And you,
bad man, take back your money and enjoy it while you

and
Ihe widow a::d orphan is on >t
coming when the wealth so won in crime will heap shan:<
woe, and degradation, u.nd irvutless tears, and vain repentance
'

;

i

A<>\
a

i-

head.

A H.

II

I

so wildly?

?

Mi'il

why do

The squire did, imlwho had come to seek him

look upon

li

wildly at her; but the man
having, by this time, cleared tho ditch

rather more successfully than he had done himself, took his
arm and drew him rapid! / down (lie mountain path.
"Do not cry, dear child do not cry," said tho girl to AgreBuming all its former tenderness of tone ;
"
they ore quite out of sight flow ; and the dog in not much
will,

lam

b"fore?

it

:d

may

A-.,

tno prey escapes while yo

hud, and

15

sure,

be able to lead you safely to tho

B."

tin in

as

if

it,

in

with pict

HO,

--.

!

limy

"Strange girl!" cried Lady Oranmor'-

;

" whut

is

your

name ?"
"Grace," answered her visitant, shortly, and with emphasis.
" Grace what
you have another, I
" I have no
other, lady
or, if 1 ever had, they have
it away
mtry
they who hate ua for our r
but yet more, thanks be to God, for o-;r elision."
"You are a Catholic, then, and haM
for your faith?"
" I have suffered in the
person of those I Wed. My
had a brother, who, being of the lav.
i

'.'

'

;

i

!'

"Oh, do not leave me
homo without you."

?" cried

"Well, then," said tho other, a

Agnese

"I

;

dare not go

him the

little

reluctantly,

" I

will

with you as far as the gates of the avenue."
But when they had reached this point, Agueso clung to her
still, and cried so piteously that, almost in her own despite,
she was >rced to proceed with her to the castle. Lady Oranmore met them on the steps, and nearly forgot Agucso's bold
n.-jlk

right to dispossess his elder of his
scruples in his conscience no kindness in his heart to deter
him from the deed and so he did it; and the poorest tenant on
tho laud was on that day a richer man than he who, a few Lours
I

had been lord of all."
" Good
God, whose child are you ?" cried Lady Oranmore,
in great agitation, catching tho speaker by the arm.
" Tho child of
secession from tho church in terror at the vision of her pale
oppression, madam."
" But
face and the blood-stained forehead of her companion.
you are so like your story is so like" faltered Lady
" It is
nothing," said this last in answer to her ladyship's Oranmore.
" Like tho
horror-stricken looks; " at least, nothing but wliat they may
story of many another crushed heart and fallen
look for, who find themselves abandoned to the tender mercies raceiii this unhappy laud, "the stranger coldly rejoined. "Nay,'
if fame speaks rightly, lady, even among your own kith and
of Squire Netterville."
" What wick- kin such
"Netterviile again !" cried Lady Oranmoro.
things have happened."
edness is that man plotting now ?"
Lady Oranmore dropped the arm sho held, and breathed a
"Nothing new, madam," said she; and tho girl's kindling long-drawn sigh.
"Stay with mo, child," she said, at last. "If you hare no
eye strangely contradicted the assumed nonchalance of her
manner. "Only plying Ms ancient trade more vigorously home, no relation, no friend, you shall find all these in me.
than ever hunting r.riests and Papists from land to water,
Moved, it would seem, by a sudden impulse, the girl stepped
and from water to land, as if they had only been sent by Prov- forward, knelt down, and kissed Lady Oranmore's hand. Tin-re
idence to serve as otters or wild foxes for his especial was nothing abject either in the look or manner with which
this lowly action was performed, although there was something
amusement."
Lady Oranmore shuddered. She had once detested priests of humility (all the more touching, perhaps, for the proud
and Papists as much as Squire Netterville himself but of late heart from whence it came) mingling with the deep and pasher thoughts on the subject had been rapidly changing. She sionate gratitude by which it was inspired.
no direct reply, however, although she kindly, and al"Stay with me." repeat d Lady Oranmore, earnestly, as she
most affectionately, joined Agnese in her entreaties to her un- felt the girl's warm tears falling on her hand.
" I thank
known protectress, that sho would come in and suffer the
:id the kind
you, madam, for the kind
wound on her forehead to be properly cared for. They were word; but God is good, and He has not left me friendli
both refused with a look of proud embarrassment, which Lady And as for my home, it is better than His who had no spot
Oraumore took at first, for natural timidity so sho would whereon to lay His head; and so it is surely pood enough for
listen to no excuse, hurrying her guest with a kin .1 of good- one who would fain, though she does not, follow in His footnatured violence into the castle, hull, and from thence to her steps."
own private sitting-room, to which none but her especial
"Indeed, but you do, though," said Agnese, for the first
favorites ever found admittance.
The blood rushed into the time joining in tho conversation, "You bore the hard word
stranger's facu as she crossed the threshold and for a moment and the hard blow for me this very day; and, surely, that is
she stood gazing so silently around her, that Lady Oranmore what He would have done has done already for us all."
"No, I do not," said tho girl, Badly; "He prayed for His
might have again have fancied her overcome by shyness, had
not something in her look and attitude contradicted her idea. persecutors; and, God help me I little love tho man who
In spite of her shabby dress for, to say the truth, the close, made me an orphan."
black gown she wore was both old and faded, and deserving
She kissed Aguese, and pressed Lady Oronmon 's hand onco
of no better title in spite, too, of her blood-stained features, more to her heart.
"
and the uncouth bandage which s-he herself had wrapped
May God keep you and guard you; and surely He Who
around her forehead the girl still looked us if to tread tho would not break the bruised reed or quench
ig thx,
hall of princes was no new thing to her.
will give a blessing if even for 'your kindness thi.i
day to a
She was thinking (that was plain,) but not of tho splendors nameless creature."
"Stay with me," Lady Oranmore once more
by which she was surrounded, although it might; lie of some
distant memory to which they were associated
for she sighed through her tears.
" I
and there was a look of sad pleasure mingled with the
cannot, madam; I am wanted and waited for
Yet
her
most
feat:
pardon me if I add another word; it is a
pain expressed upon
speaking
" I have never seen
Be 11 t worse to her than Squire
He m
you bef, ire," <->.ved Lady Oraumore, sud- the
body he could not harm the soul. You can, mndair
face
familiar
to
is
me
as
if
I
had
known
your
denly; "yet
you you will, if for her worldly interests you seek to
warp hei
from your ni'.ther's anus."
She is a Catholic; in God's name, lether rem.
science.
The girl sighed more deeply than before and withdrawing Catholic still."
her eyes slowly from uu arm-chair of antique fashion, on which
"She shall," said Lady Oram
"It is well, madam.
And in His name If,
w ho
they had been a long time riveted, K\ed them steadily on the
said, in behalf of the little o;;ea He love,;
i-r's fare, and wild, after a moment's
pause
andalize one of th; se litp
" Have
Have
you never felt that be ore, Lady Oranmore?
Her for him tie
,-er found a conversation
a turn of thought a mere his
neck, and that he should be drovued yi ti
if
the
come
if
it were the echo of
word, perhaps,
upon your car aa
sea."'
before,

i'<

;

I

;

;

!
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;

,
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CHAPTER

.than herself grown calm in the endurance of her sorrow.
"
wish, then, I was blind," said her companion, qui

IV.

1

Ave Mary
In
Y.'t,

" for
then, perhaps, I should bo patient also."
"There is a bliudness for you also, Grace. If you choose to
close your eyes to yourself; open them to Jesus.
Id His sufferings if you will, but blind yourself to your

ts

shielding
darkut'SB earth and sea

iiH

night

!

err vvt

lumU>r

tci

}

ll

we up our souls to
Forehead brent and wrinkled brow,
'

Lif t

i

i

Vole

i

All are turned

mfam-y,

osvu."

upon thcc now

All are whisii. ring prayer to thoc
All, if not iu careless gladness.

" And that

lit!

Still 'mid thought? that make it b
Sweeter, far to share thy sadness,

to siniJo apart

Ave Mary

from

thee.

uiyht is shielding
In this darkness earth and sea

Y.-t,

<

Lift

!

slumber yielding,
our souls to thee.

n- yet lo

we

all

what I am trying

to do; but then, see you,
child playing at blind-man's-buff; I
blind my eyes willingly, vet I cannot help sometimes taking a
peep from under the bandage."

I

" SING to

me again, dear Grace. Never have I heard music
that I loved so well since the night poor Kosalie went up to

I,

1

sister,

I

is

am

like a

"
" But
surely it is sweet to suffer for the sake of Jesus?
"
Yes, dear Agnese, in one's own person, very sweet to
suffer," said Grace, eagerly, and there was no touch of human
" V>
iy
pride in the lofty enthusiasm of her look and tone.
sweet it is to say, and feel, I might be rich, and I am poor; I
might move among the lofty of the laud, and lo I am a.
gar, an outcast, a wanderer ou its surface.
My God," she
added, rising from her seat, and looking like a beautiful inspiration, as she cast her eyes upward, and proceeded: '"It is
sweet to suffer thus for Thee; to suftvr in oneself, and by oneself; but it is hard to endure it in those we love better than
ourselves harder still to look upon the man who did it, and
not feel all one's human nature up in arms against him."
!

heaven."

Agnese was seated, as usual, on her summer seat but this
Her unknown defendress was at her
.10 wus not nlone.
side for though she obstinately refused to return to Oraninore Castlo, she often met the blind child upon the cliffs near
to St. Bride's churchyard, and there she would sit or walk with
her for hours, and siug her hymns, tell her tales cf martyrs
nnd of saints, and speak to her in tones so full of love and
fiweetneys that, in her own despite, the latter was forced to
IB the nameless Grace had become dearer to her than any
one ou earth besides dearer than Lady Oranmore than Francesco or even, she hardly dared (it seemed so like ingratitude)
;

;

to say

it,

than poor old Benita, the voluntary protectress of her

forsukeu infancy.

GRACE'S SONG.
O Eri, my country,

beloved of the sea,

"And
"And

against yourself," suggested, Agnese, gently.
that is very true, my sweet Agnese. I feel my auger

does deeper injury to myself than to my human foe."
"
Forgive him, dearest Grace
perhaps of him also Jesus
"
would have said, he knows not what he does.
For a moment the young girl looked as if she thought her
foeman knew very well indeed what he was about ; but she
tried to shake off the feeling and the look, and then she said,
with all the truth of her generous heart
" From
my very soul I do forgive him, and raoining and
evening I pray for him; and not for him alone, but for all (and
their name is legion) who have done us wrong."
;

'

'

:

clasps not au island more beauteous than theo
Shall I tell of thy glories, or weep for the day
"When, like enow in the sunshine they melted away 1
Or say, shall I sing of thy joy, when that sea

Which

!

"You

Uure a saviour, a saint and auostle to thee ;
And, sole amid. nations, thou beautiful isle !
The cross that he preached was received with a smile;
Yes hallowed forever thrice hallowed the spot
Where the blood of the martyr besprinkled it not
And religion was seen, for the first time below,
Not a stain on her garments or shade on her brow.
>

ah!

pray

dearest

Grae?,

where do you pray?

How often have I

asked iu vain this question, and yet Lady
Oraumore says there is no law now against the free exercise of

!

"

religion.

;

"

No, Agnese, but there

is one against large assemblies of
rebellion is rife through the land, and our
doughty militia-men are not always so discriminating as to
make it certain they would not mistake for a political meeting,
"
one solely intended for the purpose of worship.
" But
if
it
were
held
in
a
church."
surely not,

You know

people.

"

No I cannot sing that; and it is not true now," said Grace,
" Woe is me the cross has
suddenly breaking off her song.
been well divnched iu blood since the day when St. Patrick
;

!

bore it in peaceful triumph through the land. Well, well it
not we who hnve shed it ; and it is better to be the children
!

"Church! church!" repeated

it;

Grace, impatiently;

"I

tell

i:rsecutiou than its parent."
One while so gentle
"Dearest Grace, how strange you are
"
and so sad and then so so
" So
is it so, my little sister?"
fiery and so passionate
For by this affectionate appellation the Irish girl had, early
in their acquaintance, learned to address Agnese.
"No! no! not quite that. But still you are a mystery ;

you we have not a church left standing wiihiu twenty miles;
and when we do meet to pray, it must be by the hillside, or the

even Lady Oraumore says she cannot understand you."
"
"
Lady Oranmore what does she know of me ?
"
deal
but
she
would
a
to
know somepood
Nothing;
give
She says you have interested her ttrangely."
thing.
" And what
says our little sister?" said Grace, playfully,
and yet with a shade of anxiety in her manner.
" What can she
say but that she loves you dearly, for your
own sake and for the sake of the sweet hymns you stag; but

religious luxury, to which in this part of the island we are as
yet almost strangers."
She took Agnese's hand and led her by a rooky path up to
a ruin, perched picturesquely enough on the very brow of the

ol'

!

!

jno.,t of all

for the sake of

au she does herself."
"No; not quite as

Him whom you know and

worship

you

spirit of

!

;

tin:

voice

felt us if

1,1

A.L'i

her soul waa

!

ginning, they treated such of our churches, as they thought it
not worth their while to steal; and then, little sister mine, you
will no longer wonder if a church has become a kind of

hill.

"See here, Agnese but I forget, you cannot see.
Well,
these ruined, blackened walls around us were once a church."
" A church a
real, real church !" cried Aguese, with a look
;

of

most joyful surpris

.

"A

do, dear Agnese; for you worship
meekness, while I bring Him but a
nnd angry heart, which, God help me I often find it
ilt to subdue."
" But no one has done me
any wrong, and so I have nothing
to Bnbilii' rnd, then, they say the blind are always patient."
And as ever happened when she alluded t> her blindness,
i

seashore, or in the fields, or the caverns of the islands. Church!
Come with ine, and I will show you how, iu the be-

chufch

full of plaintive melody, you
vuthcr steeped in huavenly sweetness,
;

real church," repeated Grace; "and you may kiss the
ground, Aguese, for once it was steeped iu the blood of mar-

A

hundred years ago, or more," she continued, "and
Neither art nor labor had been
stately building.
spared in its erection. Perhaps like the Israelites of old, men
ml talents women, their ornaments of gold
said silver, their bracelets, their costly stuffs, purple and lino

tyrs.

this

was a

:

!

built
folk,

ir

the enrichment of a temple to the living God.

They

and by themselves and so, good, easy
they thought they hud a right to worship in it as they

it

for themselves,

;

r,

were

mistaken,
I

morning,

ami (he

blue
eath

looked

dill's

whiter

:

however,
BfU

nraa

waters of
the rising

;

(lie

BUD,

and tho very

still,

;,

and

",

on

n

s

11.

win*:;

th-.i

iw.

burned

to cast

I

;

f

<

;

to

to the

gateway (the doors had lout;
clambered up to tho

cinders), iuid others

themselves down, an

the pitiless flame

s at the point of tho yet more pitiAt length the shout and the M
heard no more, and silence fell on the multitude tho silence,
of despair; aial then the bishop ro:-:e: ho had hitherto remained
"f the ultur, and over the dead and tho
dying the f:ilhful shepherd looked, They knew him in tho
midst of their agony and fear; they knew him, and gin
his intention, bowed down their heads to receive his absolution.
They were spoken those words which gave them hopes
of tho peace in heaven they had never known on earth; and
then the bishop once more lifted up his arms to impart his
filial benediction, arid in this
attitude, and while yet the words
were quivering on his lips, he fell down dead before them.
In an instant afterwards, the whole of the building gave way
with a terrible crash, and all was over.
"This is the tradition of the country; it is but one tale
amid a thousand others, and it has been repeated, even in
these our days of enlightened civilization. Not twenty miles
from these very ruins, and not three months from the hour in
which you have listened to this story, three Catholic chapels
have been burned to the ground, by men who write themselves
worthy descendants of Cromwell's ruthless soldiers. And now,
dear Agn.'se, see you not how our forefathers were forced to
worship God in secret and in lonely places, and can you wonder if we, their children, have often neither hearts nor means
"
left to do otherwise than they did ?
"
"Dear Grace,' said Agnese.
I could almost fancy I was
ito

V,

more gladly from the turf, as if r:\joieiiu; in
it was Sunday morning, ami (lionthe Summer tide,
Bauds cauie, tliro;i:;iii'4- down from tho mountains, and thoiicry cabin gave its
Bacds came flocking up from the valleys
to spring

':i

windows

'

Allaulic

ami

rushed

they
Sinning

lance.

quota of inhabitants, men aiid women and children, infants
even in their mothers' arms, to swell tho living tide which
pun red towards the newly-erected church upon t!;c dills and
happy young hearts were among them, and happy old ones too,
I dare say, for the bishop was to be there that morning, and
to give, in the sacrament of Confirmation, the strength so
needed for the storm of persecution which just then had begun
to sweep over the land.
Some few there might perhaps even
be, who came to receive the rite, after having wept and done
penance over former vacillations from the faith but the holy
chrism would be also poured over brows from whence sin hail
not yet dashed the innocent dews of their baptism, for, in those
uncertainty and tribulation, children, almost infants
by their age, were often admitted to confirmation, either that
they might not die without it, or that they might derive from
it the courage they were often called upon to exert, even in
The church was, therefore, crowded.
their tenderest years.
Within it there was peace, and love, and hope, and prayer
without it
but I must not anticipate. Enough, that information had been given of the bishop, the Mass, and the holy
and suddenly, in one of the pauses of the service, a sound,
rite
the well-known tramp of soldiery, was he .rd. People began listening to a tale of the old Christian martyrs."
" The
to listen in breathless silence the bishop ceased to speak the
martyrs of the old Christian times were better off
boll was rung no longer, and still the sounds without grew than we.
They suffered for their faith, and their very foes delouder the tramp, tramp, tramp, more distinct upon the turf. nied them not their crown, Verily! Verily! ours have 1> on
At length it seemed almost under the walls, and then it ceased, wi. or in their generation. They have robbed us of the glory
and the shrill notes of a bugle rang through the air. Some one of our martyrdom, to clothe us in its shame. True, they
looked forth from the window Mother of Go.l the Cromwel- persecute us as Papists, but then it is as rebels that they
luns were upon them
They were unarmed, therefore they us. It was so in England also. They did not put a man to
did not think to fight, neither did they seek to fly.
They knew torture and to death for being a Catholic, but only for refusThere was no hope for them beyond tho ing an oath which no Catholic could in conscience take."
their doom too well.
" And
church s > they barricaded the doors, and crowded round the
yet, at Oranmore Castle, I have heard them talk so
Now mark often as if we were the persecutor?, and they the persecuted,"
altar, where mercy alone might be found for them.
you, Agnese, if these men were rebels, the soldiers might have replied Agnese.
"
broken open the doors, dispersed the people, or taken them to
Yes, poor, injured lambs !" said Grace, laughing through
"
or
were
wild
have
her
if
fired
in
at
tears.
beasts, they might
They preach h'berty of conscience, and then show
they
prison
the window, and, packed and cabined as they were, ten rounds us fire and faggot when we dare to take it
yet I ought not to
of shot would have sent them to their doom.
But th'ey were grumble at these laws, for they made a Catholic of iny grandneither rebels nor wild beasts they were simply Papists. Pri- father."
" I should have
son would have been too easy, and such a d ath too speedy.
thought they would have kept him ProThere was a better vengeance in the heads and hearts of Crom- testant."
well's band of ruffians.
Higher than door or window they
"They did not, however. He was travelling for the first
piled up wood and hay, and straw, and every combustible time through the north, for he had been educated in England,
thing they could lay their hands on, and with a wild shout of and he came suddenly upon a vast assemblage of people heartriumph, set the whole of it in a blaze. The red lijht upon ing Mass in an open field, every man bare-headed and upon
the windows soon told the fell deed to those within. At first his knees, although the mud was deep beneath, and the. rain
they sat gazing upon one another, like men stupefied by ter- descending in torrents from above. He went home and beror, Mid then, as if moved by one simultaneous impulse, they came a Catholic, for he said there could be no true religion
all knelt down at the feet of their bishop; men and women upon e.irth, if tho faith which produced such fruits were false."
" I do not
imploring absolution, children, so lately full of childish joy,
wonder," said Agnese. "Oh, that I also might
now screaming and struggling, and clinging to his feet. Good- be present at suc^i a scene !"
" Dear
old man he wept over them and blest them; bul tears might
Agnese I have told you why, just now, we fear t
The windows soon melted away meet in public. There is yet another reason. The priest, the
not quench that funeral pile
in the heat, and then the red fire poured rapidly in, flying like only one now left in this immediate district, has most
unjustly
:

;

!

!

;

!

!

!

;

;

;

'

!

!

>

!

a living creature along the walls, taking the rafters of the ceiling, licking up everything it found that might give its fury
food, until the soldiery without no longer seemed so terrible
as the circling flames within, and half mad witii heat, and
and terror, the miserable victims sought escape by
And now a terrible scene ensued, as it has been deflight.
by one w ho shared in its barbarities; u retches rcorched

become suspected as a rebel and a, favorer of rebellion, and informations to tl.is respect have been lodged against him."
" But ho is not he cannot be a rebel
!" cried Aguese.
"Far from it. He holds rebellion in abhorrence, as a foul
offence against the laws both of God and man ; and it is
mainly
i> his influence that the
people about here have been
kept from joining in the wild cry of vengeance, which, north

ned. and blackened, beyond the semblance of human
raving in their madness, the
mighty crowd swaying hither and thither in its various eil'oits

and south, and east and west, is sweeping through the land.
>ws this, and therefore he has rejected many an
opportunity of escape which has offered itself, to foreign shores.

,

i

i

i

n

is

He

will no)

even give up his ministry
ing

Mass

to

among them, though tho

Bomo hundreds

mu

of people

end to an unfortunate discovery. The very first day I
Squire Nettervillo was almost on his track and if I
had uot keep him in play by my idle chatter, the father -would
Lave been caught, long before he reached the cave where, woe
is me
he is forced to find a home."
'All! that is the reason that you were so saucy and so
in

tlio

;

'ii,

!

brave," said Agnese, smiling.
"
Yes, Agnese but do you know I got a scolding afterwards?
The father said I had no right to do evil that good might come
of it, or to work up the wild passions of the man to frenzy,
so
even to save a priest's neck from the hangman's rope
!

;

you

see I

had

my

horsewhipping for nothing after

all,

Ag-

nese."

"For nothing except the pleasure of saving him, 'dear
Grace."
" Ah that was a
pleasiire, and to see the squire tumble into the ditch, too, was an agreeable little diversion of its kind,"
" But it is all in vain he is savsaid Grace, laughing merrily.
;
ing hundreds from the certain death which is ever the conse!

quence of rebellion, but his own will be sacrificed in the effort.
Well well we must not repine. The good shepherd gives
his life for his flock, and if there ever was a good shepherd, Padre Francesco is the man."
" Francesco is that his name ? " said
Agnese, a whole host
" but not
of recollections rushing upon her mind
my Fran" he is not a
priest."
cesco," she add;d with a sigh
" Like
myself, he is without a name, but we call him Francesco, because he was ordained in Italy, and that was the name
he took in the religious order to which he belongs. And
now, see. you not, little sister, what a dilemma I am in ? I
would trust you as myself, but I fear, if I take you to our rockcave chapel, Lady Oraumore may miss you, and her servants
!

!

!

track you out."
"
" and I must submit. " She covered
"I
said Agnese,
see,
her face with her hands, and tears from her sightless eyes

tenants of Netterville. Before, however, lie went to
continued Grace Netterville, yielding to the cray humor which
" this
found her even in her
uncle of
i

mine.

good

tears,

resolved on committing a petty robbery
"
lldbbery !" cried Agnese, with a look of horror.
"Yes, robbery," said her companion, laughing outright.
" But I believe he could not have been
hanged for sheeji
ing, seeing that it was only a poor lamb that he abstracted."

" But
what good could the theft of a lamb do him, Gr
" Not much
good to him, certainly, but a great deal of good
to the poor animal itself
I was the lamb, Agnese.
He foresaw that my grandmother, Lady Oranmore, would briri.^ me
up in the religion of the worldly wise so, one day, when I
was playing in the shrubbery, he pounced like a great agio
npon me, and bore me in his talons to a convent in Italy,
where I remained for many years and he was bringing me
from thence when he stumbled upon his other niece at Dover.
He did not then know who you were but as Lady Oranmore
made no secret of your story, he found it out soon after your
and from the hour when he gave me to
arrival at Oranmore
understand I had a sister, I haunted your footsteps, darling.
I used to follow you along the cliffs, dreading, at every turn,
lest you should miss your footsteps, and tumble over, and I
be deprived of my little sister. And I used to sit beside you
for hours in the churchyard of lone St. Bride's longing so
longing to take you into my arms that I felt it quite impossible to address you coldly as a stranger. I followed you even
to Lady Oranmore's church."
"
"Into her church ?
:

;

<

;

;

;

" To

it;

not into

darling.

it,

And

indeed,

then,

when I

found your religion endangered, I resolved to speak out. I
was even tempted to rob Lady Oranmore's sheepfold of another
lamb; bxit your first \vords convinced me there was no need.
A faith so vivid I had never teen; and I felt directly you were
the stuff of which a martyr might be made, but an apostate
never.

"

named me onco ? "
"Like a baby with a new
toy, I could not re. ist the pleasure of seeing how it would
my
sound to talk to you; and so I tried to say your name just iu
to see you weep you are unhappy dear Aguese.
" How can I be
otherwise, so far from my own dear land, in the careless, commonplace sort of way in which I should have
the very bosom of which the sweet Jesus dwells, and what is done if I had known you all my life. But, bless my soul ?
there for the blind child but Jesus ? You Lave the flowers and you jiimped up and looked as frightened as if a ghost had
the fruits, and the bright blue skies, the stormy waters, and spoken to you out of the grave you were sitting on. I declare

"But

surely y-ra

"Yes," said Grace, laughing.

trickled slowly through her fingers.
" I cannot bear
"
child,'' cried her companion,
My child,
'

;

the pleasant earth but Jesus is all in all to me. My God and
my all my present consolation and my future joy Oh, that
the dove would descend and give Him to my prayers ?"
"You shall have Him," cried Grace, suddenly; " weep no
more, my own Agnese, but meet me to-niorrow in St. Bride's
!

!

church-yard."
'
Ah no, dear Grace, not for worlds would I endanger the
safety of the father of the flock."
" It will not be
endangered," said Grace. "I have thought
tell her all I have said to you.
of all ; go to Lady Oranmore
Say to her that I know her to be honor itself and that our secret will be safe in her keeping ; and tell her furthermore,
'that the life of your nearest relative upon earth is involved in
this confidence, for the priest is your uncle, Agnese, the
I can keep the
brother of your father ; and, Mother of God
secret no longer I am your sister." The words had scarcely
burst from her lips before Agnese was in her arms, and for a
long time the young sisters, so long separated and so strangely
re- united, wept together in silence.
"Yes, dear Agnese,"
said Grace, at last speaking through her tears, "that tall,
grave-looking man, who rescued you from the crowd at Dover,
and who would not speak Italian lest his own mission should
'

!

I caught the infection, and ran away much faster than I should
have done if a ghost, or Squire Netterville himself, had been
at my heels."
"
"
?
Squire Nettcrville Grace, Grace do you not know
"I
I do know Agaese.
He is the third of those
yes. yes
ill-fated

!

be endangered by any discovery of his

calling,

was your

After the persecution which drove your
father and my father, Agnese from his native land, this brother,
who being next in age, might have claimed the property had
be chosen to change his religion, resolved on the contrary,

father's

brother.

little that was left him, and becoming a
hopes of supplying the spiritual wants of the poor

upon renouncing the
priest, in

brothers

the renegade to his religion the traitor to
the stain on the fair

his blood the blot on his escutcheon
name of Netterville forever ? "

"Hush, hush, dear Grace
"It

;

;

!

!

!

is

true;

and I

am

!

silent.

"

or did you only guess ?
"
Lady Oranmore told

mo

remember ne is our uucie."
But how did you know that

long ago.

And now,

doar Grace

"Not Grace

in earnest, sweet sister mine.
I was called after
mother, and my name is May; but I thought it would
cause Lady Oranmore to suspect me; and then, you know,
May means Mary, and she was full of grace, and the mother
So the name was not ill-chosen; only it did
of grace itself.
not suit me very well. Don't you think I ought to have called
"
myself Graceless ?

my

"Indeed I don't," said Agnese earnestly; " and I was going
have told you, my gracious, graceful May, that I loved your
invisible presence, long beforo you said a word to me.
I used
to feel as if my guardian angel was seated at my side."
" Not
your angel, but your guardian only, dear one. And
six o'clock, and
now, adieu until to-morrow. Meet in
I will bring you to an uncle something better than Squire
Netterville, and a grandmother not better but full as good as
to

.

f

H-animore."

"

"A

grandmother, dear Grace ?
alive.
"Yc-s, Aguesc; the mother of th-s throo brothers is still
She had a high spirit aod a noble heart; and when s':o found
the part her youngest 1mm hud played in this dome
she sent him word that she would never look upon his face
She would neither break tlie bread nor drink tiio cup
again.
with one who was a renegade to God a traitor lo his blood.
So she shook the dust i'rom off her feet, and went forlh

from the lialls of Nettervillo forever."
" Arid then ? " said
Agnese.
"

taken from his brother. He is, indeed, her rich consolation
She loves him
for the disgrace which has fallen on her name.
as a saint, reveres him as a martyr and poor, and old, and
;

paralytic as she is, she often says she is happier with her
she was amid
priestly son in his cave by the seashore than ever
"
the rank and riches of her sunnier hours.
" And
you, dear Grace ? It makes me sad to think that you

who have

I,

am

set at

really been
ease in yon-

my

;

'

upon her through her

"She

Every day may be her

children.

and I almost pray that the

last

may bo

last

;

soon."

longs to see Jesus, I suppose," said Agnese, inno-

not that! it is not that !" said Grace Nettervilli
clenching her hand, and speaking through her closed teeth.
" But he will soon be taken in their
toils; and, once taken, will
be executed by martial law that is to say, without judge or
jury, justice or mercy.
They nave marked him for their prey;
and oh how I trust she may bo dead, if it be only one day or
hour, before they have succeeded in hunting him to his'doom.
Think, Agnese, think what a blow for the mother's heart, to
know that her second Cain has shed the blood of his brother
Abel."
" Good God
Is it, then, Squire Nettervillo who is hunting
down his biother ? "
" It
is, indeed, he who has lodged information of a rebel
But, O Agnese
priest lurking in the neighborhood.
cried Grace, speaking with a kind of agony in her voie
uud
" I would not do the man
manner,
injustice ; I do not believe
he knows the wrong he is doing I not believe he knows him
to be his brother ; and sometimes I have half been moved to
is

!

!

;

to him and say, he for whom you are weaving the hangman's rope, is the son of your mother.' But then I dared not
do it I could not risk the life of the noble and the kind upon
the chance repentance of such a man."
"O
Grace, do not speak of him so proudly. His sin is terrible but think how terrible his doom.
He has cast ofF JcBUS, and Jesus has abandoned him to the devices of his
own heart even to the unconscious seeking of his brother's
'

go

;

blood."
Terrible
'

terrible
it is indeed Agnese," said Grace; sitting down, and covering her face with both her hands.
"
will not speak proudly or harshly of him," the blind
child continued, kneeling down, and taking (/race Ne.trrvillo's
!

I

We

hers.

"

We will pity and forgive

we will even love him
who loved him once who loves him,
.11

penance by which he Will repay th

past

what a sweet

i

"

little

saint

utly to kiss her forehead.

are," said

you

"Would that I

!"

We will

pray for him, most especially, to-morrow," Ag"We will pray for him in our wild
nese went on to say.
chapel by the seashore, when Jesus descends in the midst of
us, and for om- unkes n poses on tho hard rock, instead of the
then
golden altars, to which in happier lands, He is invited
we will pray to Him with all our hearts and souls for this unhappy man. We will say to Him my God, I give Thee all,
my own interests and the interests of all who are dear to me
my hopes, and fears, and joys, and. sorrows the life of this
dear uncle, and the heartbreak of his mother. I abandon them
to Thee I will ask nothing for them or for myself only grant
me, in exchange, the conversion of him who has caused all our
sorrow."
"Surely, dear child, He will grant you such a prayer as
:

;

;

;

that."

" Sure

He

answered the Little Spouse, with a look of
" Other
things the sweet Jesus may deny
but mercy'He never refuses, whether we ask it for ourwill,"

loving confidence.
;

selves or for another."

You put me to the blush, Agneae. I thought I had forgiven him long ago, but I see it was only with half a heart,
while you have done it with a heart and a balfe Well, you
will see to-morrow how fervently I will pray for the man's con'

'

version.

"

'man' that way," pleaded Agnese. " Do,
dear Grace, try to think of him as your uncle, and yet more as
the creature of Christ Jesus crucified, who suffered for him,
and died for him as well as for us all."

"Do not call him

"Yes, it is very true," thought Grace Netterville, as she
stepped into the little boat which was to convey her to her
home among the rocks. "Squire Netterville is the creature of
Christ crucified, and my father's brother ; my own uncle, and
tho uncle of the only real little angel I ever met with on earth
is

Aguese."

,

!

hand in

A.'/neKe,

Grace, s too
could feel as you do

and that

cently.

"It

for the future

" Ueur

us

my own Agnese

the cottage or the cave,
by the wild sea waves, is the home of my choice. When I
asked to be allowed to leave my convent in order to nurse my
dear old grandmother, my uncle represented to me tho sort of
life I would have to lead, and she herself wrote to dissuade me
from the project. . But I answered almost in the words of Ruth:
'
The land that shall receive theo dying, in the same will I
die, and there will I be buried : the Lord do so and FO to me,
And
and add more also, if aught but death part me and thee.
never for an instant have I repented of my words. But my
task is nearly over. She is very old now broken down, perhaps, less by age than by the heavy sorrow which has come

"Console yourself,

t,

sins of his life."

;

then, like her eldest son, she sought first a refuge in
the cottage of a peasant, but filially followed the fortunes of
Francesco, in whom she has concentrated the affections she has

And

should have so poor a home while
used to poverty from my childhood,
der castle."
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him

;

we

will
I

;

per.

.

pray
Jesus

at this in-

CHAPTER

V.

THE day was dark and stormy, the boat tossed roughly on
the waters, and Agnese shivered with fear and cold, as the
spray dashed wildly over her face and person.
" You are
cold, Agnese," said her sister, the sole other occupant of the boat, and manager of its oars.
" I am
" it seems so
afraid," the blind child answered;
strange
to be tossing up and down so wildly, and not to know the reason why."
Grace Netterville took the cloak off her own shoulders, and
put it round her sister.
"
There, dear child," she said, in her most cheerful voice :
" with
your pretty dress beneath, and my old frieze above, you
look like a traveling fairy, or a princess in disguise.
But
would you rather I should put back to land ? It is a wild
morning, and almost too rough for you."
"Oh, no," cried Agnese, after a moment's hesitation, " I
am going to Him, so I ought not to be afraid."
" You need
Did not Peter walk to Him in
not, dear one.
over the stormy waters ? and why not you ? "
you, Grace, for putting me in mind of that ; I will
and try not to be afraid again."
Grace said no more, for the storm was rising fast, and it was
all she could do to manage her little vessel ; at last,
however,
she succeeded in Hearing the little island towards which its
course had been directed, and in guiding it into a creek, serving as an entrance to one of those caves everywhere so common
on that part of the Irish coast, and with which this little
islan/,
'ilar, was almost honeycombed throughout.
The se.a peueiru'led a considerable way beneath the rocks,

"Thank

think of

it,

20
but (hoy worn now floating upon smooth waters, antT a few lazy
the our HiilViced to bring them to the shall",
hif/h :uul dry
liaiul laid hold of tin.' boa'-. Mid dre\y
ft strong
upon the sunds, and Grace Nettevville jumped out.
id to the man, at the same time
1 nave
you, 1 >;'
assisting her little sister to follow her example.
" The same to
you kindly, inavoumeeu," replied the man

me lam

never mind

'

()'}.

;

:'

v

'.

-

it,

;

"you have had

a rough passage of it, Mios May."
aye," rejoined Grace, or May, as we ought now to
call her ; "the white horses are playing strange pranks out
"
yonder upon the ocean.
" 'Tis a
" and if the wind conspring-tide, too," said Dan,
tiuife in this quarter, his reverence won't read Mass dry-shod
this blessed moruin', I'm thinking."
"
Well, well," said Grace, with her merriest laugh, "his
reverence c;m change his shoes afterwards, and most of his
congregation, God help them, have no shoes to change."
'
Merry Asthur to me, if you ever said a truer v/ovd nor
that, Miss May," said Dan, holding his own bare foot to the
light of the bogwood torch, which he:had kindled during the
e,

'

conversation, and

May took

now presented

to his rnistr.

ss.

and twining her other arm around her little
and whispering to her not to be 'afraid, drew her

it,

sister's waist,

forward into the cavern. It grew very dark as they proceeded;
and had it not been for her blazing torch, May Netterville
might have found some difficulty in steering clear of the sharppoiuted rocks everywhere scattered around, and of the pools of
water, some of them looking fearfully dark and deep, which
had been left there by the high tides. Presently the dark wall
of rock receded upon either side, spring up into wide and lofty
arches over their heads ; and, instead of the stony surface
which had wounded her feet sadly, Agnese felt that she was
walking on smooth sands, though even these indicated by their
unusual moisture, the presence of the ocean at no very distant period of time. An enormous mass of black stone, perfectly detached from the surrounding rock, stood in the midst
of this cavern chamber it resembled, in some degree, a boulder-stone of unusual size, only the back part, which rose considerably higher than the front, was fashioned into something
of the likeness of a rude stone cross, while the lower portion
was quite flat enough to admit of its serving for an altar a
;

which the lighted candles, in their tin or wooden
candlesticks, and the few poor vestments laid upon it, suffiBehind this Druidciently indicated it was now to be devoted.
like altar, in a little nook, where she was completely screened
from observation, May Netterville placed her sister, kneeling
down at the same time beside her, and still holding her round
the waist, in order to give her courage. She had previously
cast away her bogwood torch, which a wide fissure in the rocks
above caused to be no longer needed. Daniel, however, was
apparently of a different opinion regarding its necessity, for he
picked it up, while it was yet smoking on the floar, relighted
it from one of the caudles burning on the altar, and very
purpose to

gravely presented it to his young mistress.
"What is it, Daniel," said May, it must be confessed a little
"
pettishly.
Why waste the good bogwood ? I don't want it
Lere."

"

Miss May, but somebody is wanting yon for all
that.
Here's little Paudeen without says the mistress is in a
great hurry to see you, and won't have you wait for his reverence's Mass."
"
"
said May, rising hurriedly
Is, then, my grandmother ill ?
from her knees.
" Xot as 1 know
on, Miss May, but Paudeen says she is very
wake and low like, and his reverence would have stayed with
her till you came, only old Norrishea is dying, and he was
forced to go off to the other side of the island to see her, and
"
BO he bid you come as quick as you could.
Daniel looked as if there was more the matter than he chose
to tell of, and May turned anxiously to her sister
My grandmother wants me, darling will you be afraid of

Maybe

not.

:

'

;

staying here alone

Mass."

?

I will come or send for you directly after

:rr,

ither

dear

in a

were to die to-day

1<

pray for her to

.'-

<

Agnese kissed her sister's hand in token of assent, and
taking the torch from Daniel, threaded her way rapidly ft]
the pools of water, and soon dil
cave.
She had not been long gone when the poorp<
to arrive from the mainland, dropping in

andorowdin towards the altar, bei'i re which they pra\
fervently and BO loudly, that the air cccmed fill
his riveiv
rnur of their voices. A whisper of " hush
;

I

soon afterwards announced the coming of tire priest, and.
Father
;,
many a blessing give-.
vanced to the foot of the altar, where, after a IV,
in deep recollection of spirit, he began to vest him.-.i
celebration of the divine Sacrifice.
tones of his voice reached Aguese's

And

a

and

<-ar,

;<!;(

d-ai.k ti.em in

as the sweetest music, for theirs was the genuine. 1:
the Church, and the announcement to her of the true c

The bells rang out the "Gloria in Excelsis," and
her heart re-echoed the song of the angels, which it is in;
the Gospel was said, and, to her vivid faith, it was
as if she stood up to hear that voice which on- e spoke i
dom throughout Israel. The " Holy, holy, holy " of Hi:
face found her walking in spirit beside Him on His en
"
into Jerusalem and
holy, holy, holy" she once inwith
the
bright bands of the cherubim and ser.
spirit,
who well she knew were crowded into every nook of that dark
cave, in the solemn hour of the consecration, when the word
was spoken, though not aloud, which, drew Him once more
from the bosom of His heavenly Father, to receive the
tion of His earthly ere it ares.
Upon that rude rock He
amid the wild waves, and the moaning winds, and tl
people and not in spirit only, but in the very form whir
took from Mary. Joy was in Ajrnese's heart, for no
she v as kneeling in very deed at His feet and so
" Our Father " r.s she
might have said it
when He taught it to His disc, pies, waiting still t<;
repeating all the wen Is, as if from His very lips she
At the " Agr,us Dei " she kissed in spirit His saeivd
imploring the gifts of His mercy from them. At the "I)
"
non sum dignns she craved a yet closer union with Him, sayover
and
over
again, with claaped hands and streaming
lug
eve-i
Oh, that the dove W"uhl descend sind give Him to ny
prayers!" And, if not saoramentally, spiritually, at le;
did descend into that loving little heart, blessing it
by His presence, that she became as one insensible
objects, unconscious of the presence of others, and
to the strange muttering sounds that now filled t
giving fearful evidence of th
coining storm. Long, i'
before the conclusion of the divine Sacrifice IMC p ople had begun to look on each other with pale faces ai:d anxious
here and there tho: e who had wives and childiv
them
together and then hurriedly departed and, just after th
of Jesus.

!

1

;

1

;

.

:

i,;

;

i

i

'

'

:

:

;;

>

'

secration, Daniel, approaching
a few words in his ear.
'

Tell tin

j>

Father NeUer\ille, whi

-pie to depart directly,

there

if

is

time," w.;s

the hurried anxwer.

" There is
plenty of time if they go at once, for the tide
be at its full for ai. other hour. But won't your re\
it with them '>" asked Daniel, anxiously
"it wouldn't 1to remain much longer."
" Then see that the
people do not linger," replied tho father;
" I must fiuish what I have
liid of the
begun ;"
of httj Hock, he resumed the interrupted s rv:ee with a:
Ins li:'e were not perilled by the delay.
lire :;s
Dan;

i!'

iel lost

not n

moment

in

communicating

this mans;

congregation, and a simultaneous rush instantly took pi
ranee, but the faithful fellow linden d ;
:

,

Ionian..':

nis last,

\visi

I'niU

t'lA-imls

he also reluctantly

the father,
\viUi-."

n'itil, ai

;

A(i.\

only remained tho priest at tho all ar find the blind child, and
A few minutes n
but; wo must not anticipate.
to a conclusion, and then Father 7v :,
left tin; cave, in total

ignorance of tho presence of

iinol h

mini being within it, for, aH I bavo said already, ( !raco had
her sister in a nook behind the -eck, where she
The ceasing of his voice
pletely hidden tVuiu observation.
I
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talk bravely," said the other in n
you, then, no fear of death, that you pretend not to
shudder at its approach ?"
" What for should I fear death ?" tho child
repl..
" I have often asked to
sweet brok n English.
go to Him, and
if He say,
Come to me over the stormy waters,' why should I
>:

" Have

'

cold of

going?"
For a moment the man fixed his eyes in wonder upon this
roused her at last from her dream of prayer, and then she be">w.
gan to wonder why it was she heard no longer any stir among frail child, so fearful by nature, and yet so
At first she attributed this to the thousand voices There she knelt calmly, as if before somo sainted shrine, her
ople.
of the storm, which every moment raged louder and louder; bauds crossed, her head bowed, her lips moving, not in impabut at last she became conscious of her solitude, and, chilled tient murmuring, but in prayer. A huge wave almost dasi
with cold and a thousand vague appreli: nsious, listened anx- him from the rock of refuge, soon recalled him to remembrance
iously for the footsteps of her sister, seeking in vain to con- of his own fearful situation, and uttering a terrible imprecation
jecture the cause of her absence. Poor child she was little he cast his eyes up wards, not, alas in supplication, but despair.
a. ware, of the re.il nature of her situation
that May, at the bed- Through the wide-rent chasm in the roof, he could see tho
side of her dying grandmother, was wholly unconscious of the bright, blue skies above, looking down upon him, calm and
danger to which she was exposed that, when the north wind, h ly, as if to rebuke his desperation ; but the next moment a
and the spring tide came together, the cave was often m:.ny dark shadow passed between him and them.
At first ho
fathoms under water, and that Father Netterville had himself thought he bad lost his sight, then a vague hope began to
departed in the very last moment when escape by a boat was creep into bis soul. He strained his eyes until tho balls
Minute after minute of the hour noted by Daniel seemed smarting from their sockets. It was indeed as be had
'le.
passed away, and every minute brought the danger neaier to hardly dared to fancy a human form was visible above, and a
its unconscious victim.
Rapidly the advancing tide poured face of ashy paleness was gazing through the chasm.
" Mother of God !" cried the voice of a
itself into the dark, deep pools, filling every empty nook and
woman, "the child
cranny with its water ; then it dashed madly against the rocks, is below !"
It was May Netterville who spoke.
which ut lirst bravely repelled the foe, sending it upwards to
She had found her
the cavorned roofs in showers of spray but wave followed grandmother apparently, sinking fast but even this deep anxwave with irresistible perseverance, and at hist they also were iety could not banish her blind sisler from her thoughts.
surrounded and submerged, their sharp, black points appearShe felt uneasy at having left her alone, and foreseeing the
ing yet a moment longer above the surface of the foam, and impossibility of going in search o? her herself, sent little Pauthen swept entirely out of sight beneath one triumphant billow. deeii down to tho shore, with directions to inform her the moThis obstacle overcome, the waters flowed in more calmly, and, ment ho should see Daniel returning from the cave. As wo
although deafened by the storm and drenched by the spray, have already seen, this event occurred much sooner than could
Agnese was not entirely aware of her danger until the tide have been expected ; but Paudeen, who knew nothing of the
swept her very feet, like a greedy monster crouching for its high tide, and who was well aware that, under ail ordinary cirThen all at once the truth flashed upon her mind, and, cumstances, it would be at least half an hour before he could
prey.
springing to her feet, she endeavored to clamber up the steep make his appearance, thought it would be no great injury to
sides of the rock, close to which she ha 1 been kneeling.
In a bis employer if he spent the intervening moments in bird-nestcalmer moment, even with the full possession of her eyesight, ing along the cliffs. The consequence was that ho missed Danshe could not have succeeded in such ;,n undertaking but iel altogether and the latter bad been some time on shore,
;

!

!

;

;

;

now, under tho influence of that instinct for self-preservation when May Netterville, becoming feverishly impatient at tho
which often suggests and enables us to accomplish things wo long delay, lefb her grandmother, to the care of an attendant,
should have otherwise deemed impossible, in the twinkling of and went in search of him herself. He was soon visible coman eye, how or in what manner she never after i ards could ex- ing from the cliffs but the instant she named the child, the
plain, Agnesa found herself panting and trembling on the altar alteration of his wuntenance filled her with horror.
" What is it maa ?
above. A loud groan soon announced to her that she was not
Speak speak !" she cried, struggling with
its only tenant, and she might have fancied Father Nettervillo
her apprehensions.
" The
to have been the companion of her danger, had not the succesthe spring tide !" gasped the man "the
spring tide
sion of groans and cries which followed been mingled with im- child is lost !"
Fin a, moment May Netterville felt as if life were ebbing
precations and blasphemies, which she felt never could have
issued from tho lips of a priest and, after listening for a few from her veins.
One hope remained.
" Father Netterville !"
minutes, unable, even in that hour of terror, to restrain her
suggested Daniel ; "maybe his reverence brought her back with him."
holy indignation, she cried o;:t in Italian
" O man cease to
"
blaspheme your Saviour cease to cruciNo, no," cried May "he know not she was there."
" Yonder he
he must have landed
fy God anew."
is, coming over the clifl'
t
An icy cold hand was laid on hers.
no boat could live in such a
full a quarter of an hour ago
Must we indeed perish snrf as that," and Daniel pointed with a tremulous
"Say, child, is there no hope?
thus ?"
to tho mighty billows that now dashed against tho bei-fh
" I trust
not," said Agnese, speaking with some difficulty in rocks, marking the entire line of coast with their sheet:;
English, which the shock had almost banished from her mem- foam.
" God is
White as ashes, and shaking from bead to foot, May turned
good. He may yet save us."
ory.
"Fool! there is no hope," roared the voice. "Do I not her eyes in the direction of his band, and saw indeed tin
know this cavern well ? In a few minutes more the waves will was no h
those breakers.
But she was not o
Jimve reached this rock ; and even if they do not rise much to sit down in despair while a chance or possibility urged her
their strength alone will sweep us from !his sn
to exertion.
"And if it indeed be so," said Agnese, with a calmness
1
a rope!
"Ai
Through tho chasm in the rock
which, in such an hour, and from so young a creature, was, in she may yet be saved !"
" know
<-'i of us must die
Dani.:l took the hint, and in an inconceivably short time, had
truth, sublima,
you IK.;
O creature of Christ joined her at tho " Devil's Bite," as the opening into the cave
in the very hour when God doth cull us ?
Jesus cruci:
tones, and was named among the people, bringing with him a basket ;md
why should it rope, such as was used by the bird-ncsters on the cliifs, to
>u 1't.ai to die
ila.i ill; ixA dk.d
lower them to the objects of their perilous pursuit. Ho was
;

!

!

;

1

;

:

!

;

;

;

:

.

,

:

'

-,

-

1

'i

I

.

mpanied by the men from whom ho hiul borrowed tho maand May recognized nmoug their faces sumo of the most

chine,

anil

6ll-kncrwn smugglers

011

men

the const

of lives

have shrunk from
their contact, but at, this moment she cared not who or what
they wore, BO they could give her assistance in her need.
"I see her, I think," she said to Daniel. "She must bo
saved, Daniel, she must be saved."
Daniel cast a despairing glance, first down into the deep
chasm, then on the old and knotted rope by which tho basket
so

was

at other time she -\vonld

ihat

.;.

to

lie

" It

is

suspended.

sartiu death to

tween his

teeth.

whoever times

"

it,"

he muttered be-

" She must be
" Will
saved," repeated May.
they hold the
firm
and
Daniel
?'
rope
steady,
"The rope '11 hardly bear a man's weight, let alone a child
along wid him," said one of the smugglers giving the basket a
" It is worn and twisted alcontemptuous kick with his foot.
most out iv its strength already."
" It will bear
mine, then," said May, fixing her brave eyes
on the man who had spoken,
"
" No rather than
Yours, achorra !" cried Daniel.
that, I
will try it myself ; and, Miss May, darlin', I know I needn't
say a word about the little ones at home, for you war always
tindher and kind, and a mother like to them as had no other,
and so were all yer race afore you, for the matther of that, barriu' the ould rogne up nt the hall
my heavy curse on him for
the shame and sorrow he has brought on the name !" While
speaking these words as rapidly as ever they could come
out of his mouth, Daniel busily employed himself in arranging
the rope and the basket for an immediate descent, but
May Netterville touched him on the shoulder. "I thank you,
;

Daniel; but I put no man's
ficient.

in peril

life

"

mine

will

be suf-

" You will
perish in the attempt, Miss May. See what a
depth it is below and if the rope should twist ever so little
you will be dashed into atoms against the rocks."
" Men do these
things everyday for birds' nests," said May,
speaking rapidly, but rather to herself than her companion,
" and sliall not I do it for
Agnese ?"
"
Only look down, Miss May," continued Daniel. "Iv yer
;

senses

down

fail

iv

the rope break

look down,

;

alauna

look

!

I"

May Netterville did look down, and felt her brain grow dizzy as she looked, The descent was fearful, and the rocks beneath all the more terrible for the darkness in which they were
partially enveloped, while tho roar of the winds and of the
waves, coming up iu hollow and confused murmurs from out
of the depths below, seemed to tell of the certain death awaiting her among them.
" Think of the ould
lady, think of his riverence what
would they say ?" pleaded Daniel in his most imploring ac'

cents.

Miss Netterville made no reply she was battling wilh the
mighty terror which had seized on her, and which almost
threatened to deprive of her senses but the struggle was over
in a moment down to the very bottom of her heart she sent
her fear, down so deep that she herself was no longer conscious
;

;

;

of

its

"

existence.

What would

done my duty."
" Lower

they say, Daniel

I

They would say

I

had

my men, lower away !"

she cried, seating herself iu the basket, her free, firm voice belying the
deadly paleness of her lip and brow.
"
Stop, for the love of the great God above ye stop," cried
Daniel, laying fast hold of her by the skirt of lur dress. " Let
me go in your room, Mi-s May, and sure I will bring her back
to you iv I have to go look for her at the bottom of the
say
only let me go in your room, a-chorra !"

away,

"Away, away

!"

cried

May

i

Giver.

r

"

ad back, man, stand back," cried May; "you peril tho

my sister

life of

in those vain delays."

The suddenness of the announcement threw Daniel off his
guard; he cast up his eyes and anus to heaven in t-hn excess of
meiit; the smugglers seized the favorable moi
and May Xetterville was half-way down the chasm before ho
had in any degree recovered the UKO of his senses. Short time
had she for thought or terror, while hanging thus fearfully
midway iu tho air.
Sight and sound, the boiling surge, tho

beetling rocks, tho howling stoim, all passed confusedly
through her brain; and not until she was safely lauded on the
altar rock, not until she had clasped her blind sister with all
the wild energy of her nature, to her bosom, did she fully realize
the danger of her situation.
" I knew
you would come I knew you would come," sobbed
the child, twining her arms round her sister's neck, and more
moved, as it sometimes happens, by the prospect of rescue
than she had been in the presence of danger.
"I knew lie
would send you to me."
"Yes, ye-i, dearest child, but we must hasten away now, for
the tide is rising fast.
Ah !" cried May, recoiling from
another hand laid upon her garments; "you here !" she added,
when, her eyes becoming accustomed to the dim light, she

recognized the terror-stricken features of Squire Netterville.
"
Unhappy man pray well to God, for death is coming fast
!

on yonder breakers. "
" Save
me, savo me," gasped the wretch, already almost
choked in his agony.
" I came to save
my sister, and I will save her, so help me
God !" said
ty, resolutely, unbinding the girdle from her
waist and fastening Aguese to her own person with it.
"
Netterville
the blood that flows

M

May

Netterville,

May

!

by

our veins, have pity on your father's brother."
"Agnese first," said May. "I will' sent the rope for an-

in both

other turn."

" There will be no time

no time

"

shrieked the squire, as
a huge wave struck him on the shoulder.
"And what of my life what of the child? " said May, almost fiercely, in her deep disgust for his selfish egotism.
" It is not
my life I crave," sobbed the renegade at her feet ;
!

my salvation."
May hesitated she saw

'lit is

thero was indeed but little time to
few more such breakers as tho last would clear the
rock of its living occupants and her human nature sti
hard with the holy inspiration which suggested the sacn
her own life, and that of the child she so dearly loved, for the
sake of one who had been, not merely tho destroyer of her own
earthly prospects, but who could scarcely be held innocent of
the lives of her parents.
" Water
may drown fire will not burn you," murmured
" You are innocent
the unhappy man.
you may go to God ;
but I have the sin of Judas on my soul "
" Save
him, save him, dearest Grace," Agnese whu
now.
May looked at her, and for a moment thought of sending her
up with the squire but she changed her mind, fearing tl
:

lose.

A

;

;

!

;

in his selfish terror,
ing her from. him.

he might seek

to lighten the rope

"Even now," thought she, "ho is so mad with
how easy it would be for him, a strong man,

sees not

potr

girl like

me

of the rope,

which

is

b_\

fear,

to

ho

n >b

it

our only chance of

safety."

"Save him, save him," Agueso once more pleaded,
saw her

as she

sister's hesitation.

But it needed not tlio urging. The large noble portion or
her nature had conquered the little inferior part.
May put
\( tti Tville's hand, say
thero:" l'i
If in thxj
basket, and hold fast tbo rope it is
"
your only ehuiice.
1

Netterville, struggling violently

from his grasp.
" I um
(nlJ, and it's no great matther to anyone when I go,"
sobbed the poor fellow, falling on his knees, and puttiutr hia

to free herself

arms around her and tho bnskel, NO that Klip, could not move.
lin', all your you
fore you; do not cast them from you, as if you \v-re ungrateful
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"I cannot," said the squire; "my arm is useless. I pnt
'I rock."
out tlif siniiiliU'r in climbing
" This then is
<>( your suliini-ssivi-iii'ss," thought
May. But she said nothing, merely passing the ropo round
tin- waist of her enemy, and securing him as well as sho could
to the basket.
" In" Save
yourself, also, dearest Grace," cried Aguese.
deed, I am not afraid to stay alone."
"
No, dear child, wo. will live or dio together," said May,
folding her arms round her sister, and giviug the preconcerted
signal for the hoisting of the rope.
Up went the basket directly, and a shout of execration hailed
the appearance of the squire overhead; but May Nettervillo
heard it not. With her blind sister bound tightly to her
bosom, ono hand yet clasping her for greater security, while
the other grasped the stone cross of the altar, all her energies
of soul and body were concentrated in the effort to preserve
herself and her precious charge from being swept away by the
breakers.
Quicker and stronger every minute they came dashing over her; one had scarcely retired, before another, yet
more terrible, leaped into its place, threatening to bury her
beneath its waters; and scarcely able to breathe, half drowned,
half blind beneath the merciless showers of spray, her bodily
power was rapidly failing, and even her high courage almost
exhausted, when something dark passed through the air, and
the rope and the basket lay at her feet. Too late, too late
all her strength was gone; sight and sense had nearly failed
her; the hand that grasped the cross fell powerless at her side;
and the next wave would have borne her far from her rook of
had not a strong arm been thrown around
refuge,
her and a strong hand bound her and her half-dead
Netterville
sister to the
basket; and when next May
on
the
from
herself
she
found
her
rocks,
lying
eye-,
opened

venture (o

whence she had descended only half an hour before. Wilh
the exception of one old woman, busily occupied in the care of
Agnese, there seemed no one near her. May felt as if slie had
been in a terrible dream.
"
she cried, sitting up, and trying to recall
"Daniel, Daniel
"
her scattered senses.
Surely, Daniel was with us among the

stowing a thought on her own safety, or the risk she was running, she passed light through the crowd, and interposed her

>

i

!

waters."

"To

be sure he was to bo sure he was," cried Daniel,
darting from behind the rocks, which had kept him out of
both at the same time, in the
sight, and crying and laughing
"And
excess of his delight at once m6re hearing her speak.
did you think, a-lanna, that poor Daniel was going to let you
be dhrowued, for the sake
us up in the basket

?

"

ould rogue you sent

of the precious

toll

you, I'm nfonrd there'll bo wild wnrlc nm<>

i'TS this nioriiin'.

>

nliunti.

!

them for OroppieB th*e

six months, s.
swore tluy would spoil his sport for the future. And troth,"
continued Daniel, not locking, it must bo confessed,
tressed at the prospect, " it's like enough they'll bo as
>f

mm

(.'.'

their word, for Shan;; iv the, Lift Hand is among them, and he
fears neither man or devil, when he has a mind for a bit of
"
reviugc.

"
" Good
God, Daniel! and whithor have they brought him ?
" Down
to
the
Dead
Man's
Miss
and
a
yonder
Cave,
May
bad place it is and many a bud deed it has seen and not t!io
least, either, I'm thinkin', for Shane is a terrible man for a bit
iv revinge
and he says the squire sworn three of his sous to
to the gallows for lebels
and
But where ore you startin"
off to in such a hurry, Miss May ?"
"To prevent murder, to be sure," cried May. " Kun, Dnniel, to my uncle, and bring him hither direetly.
Moya, stay
;

;

;

;

.

;

with the child or rather take her to my grandmother's. And
you, Daniel, run for your very life."
And having rapidly given these directions, May Nettervillo
darted off like lightning in the direction of the Dead Man's
Cave. She was not a minute too soon. By the light of a
torch which one of the smugglers held in his hand, she beheld

her unhappy uncle, bound hand and foot to a projecting portion of the rook, and gagged so tightly to prevent him from
screaming, that his face was completely distorted, and his eyes
almost starting from his head by the pressure. The smugglers

were crowding fiercely round him, with many a muttered threat
and half-suppressed execration and a vessel full of tar, and a
;

great heap of feathers, too plainly proclaimed the terrible fate
in store for him.
As she entered the cave, the quick eye of
May Netterville took in all this at a glance ; and without be-

slight

"

form between them and their victim.
are you about, my men," she cried.

What

commit murder 1 "
" We would
give

"

Would you

to the duoul his own," said Left-hand
Shane, eyeing the squire with savage malignity.
" Then
should
own necks to the

retorted

you
May,

give your

fearlessly.

hangman,"

"Think you not the whole country
"

would rise to avenge such an outrage as this?
" The whole
country would belie its own thoughts and feel"From the young girl, who,
ings, then," muttered Shane.

they say, is still to the fore, to step into his shoes, dpwu to the
poorest craythur on the estate, not a man, woman, or child
that wouldn't dance with joy over the renegade's grave."

"Hush! hush!" said May, something like a smile playing
round her own pale lips, while she took her still insensible
"Now, at least, you lie, man," said May, drawing her slight
"But I thank God you are form to its utmost height, and looking proudly on the wondersister from the arms of old Hoy a.
" For I am the
I never should have felt happy again, if you ing men,
young girl of whose will you prate
safe, Daniel.
in
and
I swear to you, if you do this deed, I will pursue
life
service."
BO
had lost your
my
freely;
"
Yes; though the broad lauds of NetterNow, may heaven's blessiu' be upon you for that very you to the gallows.
word, Miss May," said the poor fellow, gratefully. "And ville were to be sold for the money."
"You talk big, Miss Netterville," said Shane, a shade of
niver think, a-chorra, that I risked your precious life by putI respect unconsciously mingling with his former manner; "but
tin' mv clumsy self in the basket along wid ye.
No, no
knew better nor that, I hope. Manners, says I to myself
you forget that yon also are in our power."
"I do not forget it," said May; "you shall kill me before
Misther Daniel, Indies first, iv you plaise. So with that I
made the rope tight round your own purty little waist; and you touch one hair of his head; and see if the country will be
stuck like an oyster to the rock, whilst they were hoisting yez as lenient upon you for the murder of the niece as for that of
the uncle. Now, man, come on
You may tar and feather ua
up."
"I am, indeed, most grateful for your generous devotion," both together if you will."
And in her lofty self-forgetfulnesa, May actually flung her
murmured May, still speaking and feeling like one in a dreain,
BO completely had her strength been exhausted in the struggle. arms round the neck of the man, from whose touch she would
"
May I never sin, Miss May, if I didn't think the good peo- at any other time, have recoiled with as much loathing as sh
of their tricks, when, instead of the sweet would have done from that of a serpent.
ple had been at: gome
"Miss Netterville," said Shane, impatiently, "I mane you
little dove that w: nt down in the basket, I seed the ugly ould
world like a carcumvinted magpie half no harm, but I have sworn to have the life of this man; and by
squire, lookiii' forJthe
the dark duoul I will have it; so stand back iv you value
drowndtd in its nest.
your
"The squire the squire!" cried May, springing to her own."
her
now flushed on
Miss Nettervillo, however, stirred not an inch.
feet, as all the particulars of her adventure
'Work your will, if you list, ''she contented hwssJf with sayry.
"
"Ah! now you look likeyom
MifsMny; so I may ing, but it must be upon us both.
;

;

!

!

'"

'

Ilf.fXD
Tlu>

's

lirow

AGb
" \.>!

grew dark, and ho seized her with no

for mine." said

"but

his head,
eried;

:ihove ami below,

But

"loose him; or by

m do ye a

all

the powers

mischief."
closely to her uncle, uttering scream af-

still

hopes of bringing some one to her aid.
"llould yei- tongue, will ye, or shall I make ye?" said the
savage, funv ling in his pocket as if for a knife.
Happily, one
of the others now interfered by catching hold of Ids arm, mid
ter scream, in

saying:

"
For the ould one it's nil fair enough. He's
Xo, no, Shane
a spy and a thraytor, and desarvin' his doom. But you shan't
touch the young one with my good will."
" "
" Nor with
Nor mine, "echoed several voices among
mine,
the men, many of whom knew May by sight, although not by
name, and loved her for her good and gentle deeds among the
!

poor.

"Shan't I though ?" cried Shane, dropping May's arm and
" Dhar-a-loursa
turning round upon his new opponents.
and who is to prevent me, I wonder ?"
"He who would avenge her," said a voice at his elbow.
The smuggler turned with something like fear depicted in his
bold countenance, and met the eyes of Father Netterville gazing
"
sadly upon him.
My children," continued the good man,
!

looking slowly round, and recognizing many of his own flock
" what are
in the fierce-looking group before him
you about,
my children ? Is it to see you com nit deeds like this one that
I have labored among you for so many years ?"
"
Sure, yer riverence, he dlirew it upon himself," said one
of the men, in an exculpatory tone, while others hung back,
apparently fearfnl and ashamed at the rebuke of their priest.
" What is he on the island
for, at all at all, the black villian, iv
as a spy and a thraytor ?"
Vengeance is mine saith the Lord, and I will repay it,"
" and who are
shouted Fath r Netterville
you, my children," he continued more mildly, "that you should usurp
the privileges He has reserved for Himself ? or is His arm
shortened, or His eye no longer upon you, that you dare to
take His deed upon yourselves ?"
"
" Tis a
said Shane,
silf-definee, and not a vingeance,
speaking for the first time since the priest had entered the cav" For
ern.
by the gonnies, if we let him off now, he's have a
hempen cravat for some" of our necks afore another blissed
month is over our heads.
" thou shalt do no
" It is
written," said the father, sternly,
murder. Loose him, May," he continned, untwining his
niece's arm gently from around the pale victim's folfm
"if
he were ten times a spy, he shall go forth in safety from this
rave ;" and picking up Shane's own knife, which he had
dropped upon the floor, Father Netterville deliberately cut the
intended victim's bands, and loosed the gag which had all but
choked him.
As he did so the features of the squire assumed their natural
appearance his senses, almost banished by pain and fear,
gradually returned and he looked long and steadily on the face
Father Netterville returned his troubled gaze,
of his deliverer.
and for the first time for many years brother looked on brother,
it isn't

"

;

;

;

second Joseph, the memory of the Christian
priest seemed to leap over years of injury and ill-deeds ; his
heart yearned towards the companion of his childhood, and
falling on his neck, he wept over him with a loud voice.
"Brother forgive me," murmered the squire, in an articuuntil,

like a

late voice.

"My son, my brother,
and then

lie lifted

up

you are forgiven," said the father

his face,

still

their love, full as
niandi'd their respect.

"

much

wet with his tears, towards

as his saintly character

had com-

I will answer
children, you must let this man go free.
for him, that ho will intrude upon you no more."
for your r
he is
will, your riverence

My

"We
"

free,

it

In;

the priest, reverentially uneox
for Jlin who died for him M<

us nil."
Involuntarily the men lifted their hats. Bold and 1:.
and w-rought, by ill-usage, to many an evil deed,
they were not merely susceptible of generous impulses in tl

us they were,

.

selves,

but

dei ply capable

of appreciating

it

in others.

And

reverence for Father NeHerville, as a minister of God,
in their admiration of the meek forgiveness of the
life-long injuries inflicted on him by his brother, there was not
one among them, with the exception of Left-handed Shane
himself, who -would not now have risked his life in defence of
the very man whom five minutes before they were intent upon
torturing to the most hideous of deaths.
Father Netterville read their altered feelings at a glance
but there was something in Shane's eye which convinced him
he was not to be so easily persuaded or convinced.
" In the name of Him who
pardoned His enemies with His
in their

and yet more

;

dying breath, I thank you, my children. But you have aright
demand every security in my power to offer, and therefore
he shall swear."
" Swear " echoed
Shane, with a most disdainful movement
the man who swore away his
of the upper lip
"his oath
"
brother's life and lands poh
Father Netterville sighed it was indeed vain to put trust
in the renegade's oath. He thought of another and a better
to

!

!

!

security.

"

How did you bring him hither?"
" We wouldn't trust the rene"Blindfolded," said Shane.
in
his
even
gade
grave."
"Then bind his eyes again," said Father Netterville, " and
I swear to you he shall not look upon the light again until he*
opens them in his mother's chamber. To the bedside of a
dying parent you will surely believe that he would not willingly bring strifa and bloodshed."
May undid the kerchief from her neck, but Shane snatched
it rudely from her, and bound it so tightly round the eyes of
Squire Netterville} that he uttered an involuntary expre.-siou
"
Shane fiercely muttered below his
"Curse ye
of pain.
" it is better than the cravat
breath,
you twisted round the
necks of my brave boys." Father Netterville overheard the
words, and unwilling to try the temper of such a man much
longer, he took the arm of his brother, and led him from
"
" Whither do
you bring me? said the squire
among them.
!

hoarsely.

" To the bedside of our mother.

I would have her bless
you, my brother, before she departs.''
Squire Netterville shuddered, and suffered his brother to
The Dead Man's Cave communilead him forward in silence.
cated by an underground passage with one in which Father
Netterv.lle had found a temporary home for himself and his
mother; and through this lie uow led the squire; but he pan
"
at the further end of the gallery, and said to May,
Stay you
here, my child, and watch him, while I go in and prepare iny

mother.

"

The squire seemed struggling with some terrible appre" Do not
hensions.
go in, brother do not go in !" he cried
!

vehemently.
" And wherefore not ?
I will be with you in a moment,"
said the priest, mildly; and gently disengaging himself from
his brother's detaining hand, he proceeded at once into the
recesses of the further cavern. A wild shout from their depths
May uttered an exinstantly succeeded his disappearance.
clamation of horror, and darted after him like an arrow; mn
ing the bandage oil' his eyes, the squire followed iu her footsteps,
seized and handcuffed by a
just in time to behold his brother
party of soldiery under the command of one whose name is yet
held in execration by the Ir.sh peasantry, as that of a man
altogether reckless of human life, and under the specioi:
text of martial law, steeped to the eyes in the blood of the
'

;

that crowd that now_prcsscd around him, all their fiercer passi' uis lulled into sympathy for one whose saintly dec la had

won

let

guilrless as well

'ilty.

h :ive<V in;- this." cried May, turning round
ville with aflai
lip.

"You

upon Squire

AQXESE.

.7>Y,/A7;

"Brother," faltered the rnh:
not iliat you we
i.l iliis

ad

perished

inoniiiiu in

i.roth.

It

wast

only

ng.

I

ni",

T

like oil" iKtd'-r the

'

'-

if

May

a horril

rtain wlii.

I'

tliut,

cave,

i'ii

:

" us Clod sees
I

learned I

thought you luul

li

brother, I do believe you," said Father Xct-

My son, my

'

;i

l,

but

wan with

it

eves; vjiieh

',

ad

lost all

.if

her

ice.

terville mildly.

"John N
id May, with
But May looked fiercely incredulous.
"
heighten", color,
you have O
"Save him, then," she said, if you would have us b
You have brought these men the life and liberty of th"
you i"i'ocent of his. blood.
;vest and d; :n-"st you left for me to
hither you can send them away again, I suppose, if you

;

1

;

my

father and

will."

drove

Mr. Xc.tsaid the officer coldly.
a
of
information
lurking
croppy
priest
pave
in these caves, who, some monthi ago, had be, n openly seen
I
with a party of armed rebels, but there his duty ceased.

own country

'

Your pardon, madam,"

tirville certainly

am

alone

i

authority here."

i

Father Xetterviile might easily have brought witnesses to
prov.i that he had been among tin- rebels only to induce them
to disperse quietly to their homes; but he was silent, for he

knew the mau he had to deal with, lid felt that any one speaking in his favor was more likely to be hanged ns a rebel than
as a witness.

In his fear of compromising others, he
hi-: self

ongratulatcd

upon having, previously to

hisvisit

Man's Cave, sent his faithful Daniel ou a message
to the dying Xorrisheen, which would insure his absence for
at least an hour longer, BO fearfully uncertain was life and
over the land.
liberty in the days when martini law held sway
"My uncle is neither a rebel nor a croppy," said May,
last insinuation.
proudly, in answer to the officer's
" marsaid the officer
to the

Dea

"We

1

shall that, presently,

madam,"

;

Mr.
a great eulightener in these intricate eases.
JusXe! terville, will you kindly lead the joung lady hence ?
tice is a hard-hearted dame, and loves not the presence of the
tial

law

is

at her counsels; and besi Ic ," he added,
with a bitter sneer, "I would spr.ro your feelin.qs also the
hard task of bearing witness against a brother."
May cast a troubled look upon the speaker there was something in his face which made lur tremble, and, weeping bitterHe alat the feet of Father Xetterviile.
ly, she threw herself

young and lovely

:

.id

his

doom upon

that darkling brow, but, faithful to

him through life, he prepared to meet his impending fate in the same spirit of simple
SB with which he woilld have accomplished any other
dii'y arising from his mission among a suspected and mi, ch

the principle which had guided

persecuted people and when he spoke again, his voice was
s;s calm and soothing as though he did not know that the
hand of violence w;;s about to hush its accents forever.
" Grieve
not, my child, for I am innocent of all rebellion;
take your uncle to my mother, but t-ay nothing to her of all
it would only give her causeless sorrow."
this
May caught hold of his hands, and deluged them with her
;

;

in sorrow

and

one to

mother iV
perish on a field

!ov".

my

in want;

me you

of !>!ooo

l<

b aten the very hound at your feet; and
have twice this day giv. n you Lack your life. All I ask
in return," she added, iu softer, milder accents tha
used in the beginning, " is, tliut 'he last half of your lube spent in weeping for the first."
John Xetterviile listened to her at first with the
histre eyes nnd vacant stare, but, as sin proceed)
i

,

:

1

Kcionsness gradually returned; convulsion after com
shook his frame; he tried to speak, but could not; u
ing girl was about to go and fetch hi>

caught her by the arm, staggering, as lie did so, like u \\
ed man. Just then n hand from w.thiri drew aside the e;:
and the tall, wasted form of a woman appeared at th
gazing silently upon him.
"
Mother, forgive me," burst from his lips, and he f,
his knees.

The dying woraan moved her bloodless lips; she was about
k, when a confused sound of voices and toheard from without

then there was au ominous pause
and then old Moya rushed into
the cavern, exc aiming:
"Gracious God! they have murthered his riverence."
"
Oh, curse him not curse him not," cried May, terrii;
the expression of the mother's face; " bless him, rnoth( t
t

frightfully prolonged scream,

fore

you go."
The dying woman opened wide her arms:
son, God bless thee."
Netterville caught her to his bosom;

give as I do

John

for-

but the mo
she was dead before she hud touched his

heart was broken
shoulder.

The prayer

"May God

my

Agnese had been heard iu heaven the sacriutmost rigor.
Father Netterville, the good and kind, was dead. The
shepherd had laid dov.n his life for his flock, and the mother
Lad departed in sorrow to her tomb the price was paid the
prodigal was won and John Netterville wept over her c
fice

of

accepted in

its

;

a penitent indeed

!

tears.

"My

uncle,

my

father,"

she whispered,

"give

me

blessing."

your

"

"May heaven bless you, my own -my only one he anictiou on her
swered, laying his hands in sole
and then stooping down, he gently ki-sed her brow. A\
knew it was his final blessing his last farewell to the child of
"And now," he added, placing
his life-long love and care.
ilnotant hand in that of her less worthy relative, "lead
him to my mother. Brother, farewell jou are forgiven."
May rose from her knees she dreamed not of th instant
death awaiting the priest, but the squire knew it well ami he
!

!

;

!

saw, by the emphasis laid upon the word "forgiven," that his
brother knew it also.
In that terrible moment, shame, remorse and horror were all

busy at his

he.ii",

so choking

him and paralyzing

all

his powers

1

that he could neither ask
turn the embrace in which
I

''ing,

but

BTU
ii

:

is

of his victim, nor yet re-

it was imparted; cold, silent, and
he turned from the bro!
B, unconsciously,
."!

his niee

,

purs-led to the death, and followed the footlooking, feeling aud moving all the while

CHAPTER

VI.

"THEEE it is again," said Agnese, as out of the confusion of
sounds iu the street below, the H) inn of the ]'h-;ment came faintly to her ear. "Look out from the b.i
dearest Grace, and tell me if He is coming this way."
The Little Spouse of the Blessed Hacrameut was laid upon
a light couch, placed sufficiently near the open window
init the visit of the soft summer breeze on her fevered brow
A loose white dressing-go wn was wrapt around h.
had be. u very ill, and even now the color ou her cheek v
too bright for health, end the lustre of her eyes, too da,
May Xetterviile, who never left her night or da
at her side, and Lady Oranmore
sorrow in her heart,
tears, which she vainly struggled to rep r
her eyes was standing in the very same
balcony, from
whence, just one year before, she had looked down
nd th', holy procession, and the fair
'"ith her e
K he could not
but i'-r/l, from earth, to iieuveu, and going gently,
sweetly, al-,

,

2C
"n of that

God whoso
.

path sho

added

i

child of especial pith" smallupon gra

,1

a.

To Lnily Ornrimorn'n fancy

U.

Mi-th.

nil in

She had prayed lo revisit lliily
calling her to Himself.
to die amongst its flowers.
S

nnd thoy had brought her

moumoil
iiu\v

;

1

faces of her childhood;

for the ilcnr familiar

aud

half as n mother, h:df as n niirse, the kind old l.enita.
T at her side, while u,it a day passed without a visit

a sweet and loving von! from him
of
love which formed tho bouJ of
that
sacrament
ning
union bi-wivn tho heart of the old man and the poor blind
at more was wanting for the happiness of Agnese ?

from Frane

many

.

one thing more to fill her cup to overflowing one thing
more without which the contents of that cup would have lost
and so that one thing more was
ness to her lips
;

Ho who

gave to her the creatures of her love
not deny Himself, whom she loved almost to the
in <!' His creatures
therefore, upon the feast of Cor(he period of which our prei!; bet' u
w;
one
Chris
i.
just
pus
ent chapter v us, He Himself, in her first communion, had
" to tastfi and see that
v her own experience,
all. wed her,
grunted.
:

;

>

1

<

<

1

"

the L'-rd is bweet.
From that moment

May

from the

heaven aud

of

life

atly with Jesu:; iu
Magdalen, at His very fi

]<

nal occupation.
could hardly have felt less n<
Such
was her meditation and such her attitude at the present moment but after she had lain a little while quite still and
silent, her eyes closed, and the, bright color coming up into
her
soft strains of tho hymn rose louder, she wliisto her bister
" It is louder
now, dear Grace. Look out from the balcony,
and tell me ii' He is not coming this way."
"
" I see not the
No," answered May.
procession, but yet
it must be coming ; the voices are distinct.
There, now, it has
turned the corner ; and
but, holy Mother of God what a
"
she cried, suddenly interrupting herself, and
sight to see
falling on her knees in the open balcony.
It was, indeed, as she said, a sight to see.
She was looking
down upon a largo square, full of buyers, sellers, idlers, animals, carriages, ludicrous exhibitions and spectacles of all
The Neapolitans, who almost live, in tho open air, were
kinds.
;

i

1

:

!

!

open stalls, pursuing their several occupations, and
knocking, hammering, shaving, weaving, filing, and planing
water vendors wero preparing their beverage fishwomon sellnil in their

;

;

Netterville fancied she could per-

about her dying sister.
Each day she spoke loss often, and every time she spoke, her
Each day she
voice seemed to have a greater sweetness in it.
grew more recollected in herstlf and more absorbed, or rather,
I should say, moro forgetful of herself, and more recollected
d in ID in, who seemed to have, chosen not merely
ibis voimg spirit, but tho very form in which it was enshrined,
And each day somefor the especial temple of His presence.
with May's love for
thing more of reverence seemed to mingle
the dying child, said she, would sit for hours beside her, stilling
the regrets of her own loving heart, and resolutely putting
back the prayer that, in spite of herself, would sometimes rise
to her lips for the averting of a fate which yet sho also felt to
be less a death than a passing away from one life to another
,01-e

less of earth

of loving expectation to that of certain
These thoughts were in her mind just

lYuiti'.u.

and

in-

now,

as,

with a half-finished wreath of white roses in her hands, she
sat wait ug the arrival of Francesco, who had promised to

ing their fish ; housekeepers cooldug their dinners fish,
chicken and maccaroni ; nnd all the members of this vast
sembly were screaming at the very top of their voices when
the procession of the Blessed Sacrament entered the square.
Then, as if by magic, every voice wag mute, every hat was
The fish women ceased to sell,
doffed, every craft abandoned.
the housekeeper to cook, the showman to display his wares,
the jester even to crack his jokes ; and every creature of those
busy thousands was on his knees, awed into silence and the
hush of prayer. Grace Netterville well might pronounce it "a
"
See did not look round again until some few
sight to see.
minutes after the procession had passed from beneath the balcony, and when she did so, the square had resumed its usual
appearance business and folly being once more mingled together as the order of the day.
" the faith
" In truth it is
wonderful," she said, half aloud ;
their
aud
of this people,
devotion."
" Aud which of them will be the better for it ?"
replied Lady
Oranmore coldly, for she sometimes sought a false peace of
mind in contending, against her conscience, with the religion
" Which of them will cheat the
of her grandchildren.
iess, or
gamble the less, for all this display of devotion which seems so
:

come and carry Agneso to Lady Or.iiim re's carriage. It was
the first time she had been in tho open air sine.) she made lur
first communion, and, indet d, it was only by reiterated entreato you ?"
ties she had won the unwilling consent of Ler grandmother to admirable
"Many, I should hope,"
be present at the evening benediction in the Church of the
Blessed Sacrament.
The doctors had been appealed to, but they only shrugged
their shoulders; it was evident they thought her past hope or

Lady Oranmore yielded, partly because
could deny nothing to her darling, and partly because she
felt a kind of necessity in her own heart for revisiting the
church where, just one year before, she had discovered Agnese.
Besides, she knew it to be the eve of the feast of the
cure; and so at last
i-he

Heart, when we celebrate Christ's love for man; aud
the vague hope that in this
possibly she might have indulged
d would give back to her prayers tho treasure
chute
her entreaties;
which, in this church, He had -vouchsafed to
that she had need to ask forgiveness f<T
hear faithless attempt to warp the conscience of the guileless
He had then coali led to
being, whom, in mercy to her sorrow,
her keeping.
She could not think of it now without remorse, only softened
in which she had given
by the feeling that, from tho hour
Hervillo n promise !<> thai "ll'ect, sho had ut'Ver inter1

i

G

;

In truth, she needed
'"" of Agmse.
which this thought could yield her, to
to In .k Y'i.h calmness on the dying child, as
after day, on lur little couch
calm, still, and

fered with
tho consolation

all

she lay, day

.ed
.ludiifcBjj

in-

compelled

i'l

her
aent of His

reality, for

'

with the

this state of

t"

of the amuiicuicuta

and

distrucli"

'

by

r in-

said

May, "But

if

it

were only

how

often has Jesus preached to the crowd in Judea, and
been c'.ntented by the conversion of one single individual
Zaccheus, for instance, the sole penitent in the crowd which
one,

1

Jericho to meet Him ; Matthew, called to His especial
from amid the multitude that yet were employed in
glorifying God and Magduh-n, for we read of none but her
left

service

;

converted at the supper of Simeon."
" It id
retorted

true,"
Lady Oranmore, "only one convert is
particularly mentioned in each of these instances, yet it does
not follow that many may not have been secretly drawn towards

nnd converted at the same time, hough iu a
and singular manner."
"
"
Well," said May,
admitting it were, indeed, but one in

their Saviour,

i

less ostensible

that vast multitude below, lie who died for each individual
surely would not think the conversion of even one a useless
labor.
And though it were ev. n not au entire conversion
but only a crime tha less ono bargain fairly made one oath

unuttered

one irreverent jest unsaid

;

surely

He who

died for

every separate sin would not deem that He had been boi
through the crowd in vain and though even (which seems impossible) no single crime had been prevented no siui
"d in his evil ways, were it but for the comfort of one
;

.1

heart

for tho giving of

hope

to

one despairing soul

for the reminding of one in bodily suffering of all that He had
suffered iu the body for them, sure He who passed His life iu

,

His creatures, would
h none of
w
filing
but n Bingle spark of dh
tho want of tho
upon :i spirit innocent before, bnt i:i
who camo
high inspiration of His charity, surely, aurrlv, .Ifo
to cast fire upon o;:rth, would not grudge Ilia pre: ..-.n-c, by
which it Inul been enkindled."
May Nettervillo p used in her passionate address, and mu''
impulse. :.hc. and Lady Oraniia.re eir;t,
tually, as if
Tho cliiM
their eyes upon Agnese.
^iing on the bed,
'isolation of

ime

:

vain

iii

he hope,] inniv entirely

i

Von went

'

secret

"Pardon

summons.

,

sir,

m;:'

could not forbear adding, in a whisper
"
Though it were only to visit such a soul as Unit."
Then, without waiting for an answer, she passed to the bed,
and drew her sister gently towards the pillow, saying
"Lie down, dearest; it is yet a long time to Francesco's
hour. Lie down, or you will be weary."
Agnese laid down as she was desired, whispering at the
same time, with a heavenly smile upon her countenance
" Is it not
And did I not tell yon that here
lovely, Grace ?
the very air was full of Jesus ?"
"Yes, indeed !" May answered, in the same subdued voice.
" And it is sweet to live in such an atmosphere of love and
:

:

:

faith."

J" the

,'r

"con!

:

aid,

B<

left

.,

the

Dm

i>;'d.,i.le

i

o!'

H

>

"

>W."

"John

Nettervflle 1" cried

Mav, recoiling a step

in

a,

these few v/ords, stood

up and
removed his hands from his face.
" I knew
you must loathe me; I knew you must detest and
hold me in abhorrence; but I almost hoped you would
rne," said that unhappy man, in a tone of despair: and
down again, ho passed his hands once ni'.ro over hi
in savin;?

!

i

to shut oat his niece's involuntary look of disgust.
For one moment May was tempted to leave the room ir

temptnons silence; and then she 1: ad to struggle !::
the proud and n"gry spirit which prompted her to pour
torrent of stinging reproaches on the fratricide.
But she
thought upon Him who but a few miriuf
beneath her eyes, preaching peace and mercy and ]
how
She r
men, and she checked the movement.
He from the very cross had pardoned all His en
"
Father, forgive tlv m, for they know not wha'
d to ring in her ears, and she resolved that sh.
would pardon, and not coldly or by halves, but fully,
ronsly, and without conditions, even as He had done
" This
said to the repentant thief
day thou shall bo with Ma
-I

He

is

everywhere in

returned Agnese; " in the peoand even
and in the churches

"

Italy,

ple's hearts, and on their lips,
in the very streets we meet Him."

;

own home people too, Aganswered May, in a tune as
nearly of reproach as she could use towards the gentle creature
"His faith and love are with us
she so tenderly cherished.
also; only we are forced to lock up in our hearts the thoughts
But you won't bewhich these may prate to every idle air.

And He
if

is

in the hearts of our

you would but think

it,"

lieve it."

!

:

in Parailise;" and,

"Indeed, indeed, I do believe it May; it would bo strange
I could doubt it, after all that passed on that terrible day,"
and Agnese shuddered as she always did whenever she recurred
Poor child she
to the day of Father Netterville's murder.
had good reason to remember it with horror, for she had been
!

with old Moya at the moment that the latter, entering the
cavern unperceived, became an eye-witness of the priest's violent death, which her cries soon revealed to her sightless companion, and the shock had gone far to destroy the little strength
yet left Agnese, to contend with the various influences that
were drawing her toward the grave.
May Netterville walked to the window she also could never
speak of that fearful event without a shudder, and something
1

promptly answering to tho inspiration, she

Hung her arms around her uncle's neck, exclaiming:
"I wi.l forgive you I do forgive you; and I pray yon
for I

i

'.

"

Oh, hush, hush," cried May, kneeling down beside Lim,
and unconsciously kissing his hand, so moved was she to be" Do not w<
hold that strong man sobbing like a child.
He is happy Ih >y
sadly; I pray you not to weep so sadly.
are happy they are praying for us even now; and the lovo
which on earth they felt for us both, they are at this very moment communicating to us for each other. Is it not *
uncle? for do I not begin to feel that you are my father's
brother? and do you not likewise feel that I am your brother's

of grief and horror; for indignation, in
spite of all her efforts to prevent it, would mingle with her
gs; and it cost her many a battle w.th her proud and pas-

child ?"

the loathing ever rising within her at the
bare recollection of the guilty, yet, as she could not but
acknowledge to herself, most repentant brother and she was
yet struggling with the storm which her sister's observation
hiid awakened in her bosom, when a servant entered to tell her
of a person asking an interview with her.
May was so completely pre-occupied that she could scarcely be said to hear
him, although she mechanically fallowed him to a room, which
he indicated by throwing wide the door, and into this she entered without having formed one conjecture as to who or what
He was sitting near
the person was who desired o see her.
the window, his back towards her, and his face buried in both

agaiust you th:,n against any other, although
erous to reproach me with the ill-treatment."

more than a shudder

sionate nature to

still

;

I

May was

his hands.

started;

something in his attitude

familiar, that she could not help fancying that she had s: en
b( fore; but. as he did not look up, or give any other iudi-

aware of her presence, she advanced a few steps
Far from
hopes of arousing his attention.
this effect, however, tho sound of her footsteps s
to shrink
're completely into himself, and he boned
of being

:

in

him

in

'.:.',

!

kimaeli

down

until

hifl

bn

upon Dio

bible, as if

thus

io

have been very guilty in my thoughts o:'
John Neiterville made no reply. This very unexp; <'
swer to his appeal roused all of good and human
yet lived within him, and, completely thrown off his guard by
the suddenness of his niece's movement, he burst into

pardon me,

if

i

over

d May, with a little in pa ticonld not hurry yon if I eon'

ini!.

1

ment, as the stranger,

May

;

" Believe
me, I would not idly have intruded upon

foivlH'a

grudge it?"

"

in

her voice, and
it, but I have

her soft eyes closed, hnr long hair parted smoothly
white jobes flowing round her, she
i, and her
" Would He
d like, an answer to the thoughts of each

nese,

for me,

i

'.hiidder pHsx.v.l

Jiud with

"

to

:

:

i

on her
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I

"I feel that you
who have sinned

are an angel of pity and of peace to
so deeply against you. Yes, even

you

me
moro

are too gen-

Unconsciously May put her hand to her forehead. There
was still a slight scar upon her hrow. The squire had
good his threat she felt she should carry his mark to her

dying day.
"

To lift my hands against a woman and my own
But I did not know then who you wi re, and, w:
!

too!

doubt, God. permitted my ignorance, in order to
more fully the instrument of my own chastisement. Xol
long afterwards, when I heard you to spi ak to Daniel in the
e.,yi TII, did I know that you, or he, or my mother,'' ho, added,

almost convulsively, " were yet in existence. From the hour
when my own wickedness drove them fr
their home, I had
no communication with them, or with any other member of

m

my

family."

" But
why were you there

at

all?" asked

May, suddenly

yielding to a curiosity she had often felt upon the sub;
the squire's presence in
cave " Why were you
V [or you sent tho soldiers to the other cavo."
i

.

BLIND
ipie-d

;

the sea

lint

1,

:

HK'IV

l

.

'

Tin-

y.

upon
the Dead Man's

lii'e

will

be spent

in

(1

\\ilh

,1

,

i

<\ii!d."

[

"No, Mi'.yNe;:
" But when
you di-covcred who he was, of -whom you were
why did you not warn liim of his danger
Tito whole island was snri-onmled,
laie.
mid the affair had been put into the nandfl of a man wL

V

in pursuit,

have not abandoned, I have but
dliim to you."

I

im in better Lands"

.d

j

in which,

under

wond

the

here," s id

M

ring

y.

a document signed
M-}{, i havo given to

is

t!i

1

you
.:ire guardianship of my child.
was in pal u or to pity.
No one but myseli
In appear as the murderer of 1113- l.i
id that right I
right to interfere with your uui!
I thought 1 would linger ill the Mass cavern imt.l all entirely to you; and here is another deed, securing to you the
I
lu my horror and agitation, I quite forgot the whole Netterviile cstat. s, to which I have no real claim.
too late my have assigned you a guardian, because such was needful in the
tide, and when I did remember, it was
ised to interfere in nothin-.
taken, probably, by some of the peo- eye of the law; but lie
,f
the hurry of departure, and as a Lust hope of safety I to leave you as much
your property as if h"
,

knew not what

it

.

:<

.

1

i

t,

ple

<

i:i

,

but I put out ray shoulder in doing o.
aneJ the whole scene of that woful day
that all her old feelividly IK fore her imagination
s;:o withdrew her hand; but remembering
:l, nud
ho was trying to imitate, she repressed
'-it in that of her uncle.
vul-'e, und one*
;

;

I

'.

.

id

enient,

-give me, Ma;
you cauuot love nie

"

Do

n

guessed

its

metm-

your duty, but you
no one will ever love mo any

;

is

May

an-

you

bet-

wife, a child."

i

"

it,

indeed, indeed, I will love you."
re others who will love

say so

t

felt

it

,

.

he

:

No," said the squire, groaning, "she

is

dead, and the child

to .shudder at the sight of his guilty father."

i

cried May, "I never saw her; but
was so young and so fair."
"And she. was bot h young and very fair. And God is my
it I loved her truly, and she loved me also until that
fatal day.
Oh, my Cod! May Netterville, how I have been
and
how He has made my crime to be my chastisepunished
ment
The brotix v.liom I murdered, not because I hated
him, but because I hated the religion of which ha was a miuister.
And hated it, May, now 1 must confess it, only because
of its just denunciations against those who deserted from its
s and truth.
And the mother whose heart I have
broken. And now, at 1 st, my wife, the mother of my only
To know that I was
<ih, that was the worst of all!
by one who had so loved me that she now shrank

"Dead! Good God!"
;..e

;

i-

!

I

1

s,

who use 1

to

my

and

smile so brightly at the very
grow pale, and languid,
her soul to feel she was

ig of
footsteps to see her
lifeless in the untold horrors of

;osphere of my guilt and,
for even in
:d not in my arms
at last, to watch her
struggle' with the terror which the
very touch of tlie fr.itricido imparted, and I would not add to
the anguish of that hour; s she died in pence, believing her;

one

;

ing on the!

little
1

dreaming of the guilty wretch who lay gaspand who would gladly how
,

;( el

places with

any one

of the victims of

"And the

child, the poor child !" cried May, wringing her
uneie's In -mis iu her strong sympathy with his woe.

"It was all the same
grow pale us L
1

:

my

And lumsid

like!

flu in (for

T."

the boy

is

he had marked his mother's brow
d her \oice to quiver as

inquiries, and so he learned to do the
as he ib to tears, and almost too old for

it

i'i

g

am young

r

r the grave
the father, and

.urting

r

s>

t

have

1i

I

if

i

upon the

child

my

son

have read your soul

;-.

my son he is a beirgar n ti.'o face of the earth,
child of a bloodstained renegade should be."

for

i

" i cannot
it is impossible," said
accept of il
May, reso" however much i
may tidmirj Buch repentance, I canlutely;
not consent to be n, gainer by it."
" You cannot
" This is but
help yourself," said her uncle.
a copy the. original deed is in the hands of the lawyers who
drew it up."
" But
surely," remonstrated May, "you have no right to will
away from your son, however the property was obtained. He
is now your hdr."
" I have
every right the property is not entailed; and this
is but an act of simple justice
Think you such ill-gotten
wealth would prosper my child 1 Believe me, it is only by removing it from him that I hope to free him from that terrible
judgment which avenges the crime of the parents on tli
Aix
dren, even to the third and fourth generations.
daughter and niece of my murdered brethren, lut me hear you
say once more that you forgive me !''
This time May murmured her pardon through tears of real
tenderness and pity it may be even of admiration for tin
ism of soul which thus proportioned its penitence to the greatness of its crimes. Earnestly, also, she promised love and protection te her little cousin; and the unhappy man, having once
.more wrung her hand, abruptly quitted the apartni' nt.
For a few seconds after his depar'ure May stood like a
statue, revolving the pa- 1 and future iu her soul. In th.
seconds her prompt and energetic mind had seized upon all
the bearings of h >v position, and laid down the whole p
her future life the education of her cousin in the religion of
his forefathers the resignation of the property into his hands
as soon as he had arrived at years of discretion, an.l her own
1

I

subsequent entire renunciation

How well and

world.

is ea-y to OO1
characters with

C

whom

of,

and retirement from, the

religiously she adhered to that plan it
hers was peculiarly one of those huppy

to will

and

to

de

is

alm-ist

one and the

rapt in deop thought, she left the
room, walked to that occupied by Agnese, placed the p
from f!:e. squire iu Lady Oraumore's hands, and said,
like 01
'ing from a divnm

same

tiling.

While

s'ill

[

:

!,

m

but a minute ago what good
when bom-j iu the ];les.-ed Sacrament through the
below? and now I oan answer your question, for my
n here, and I have forgiven him."

"Grandmamma, you asked

"Y
IL NetterviJe, the murderer of
my father and
one who was even more than father or ti

'.-ad.

'.

May, unconsciously

Take this paper, which will
you will do your duty nobly.
make you but mistress of your own. I have reserved nothing

enen
the,

for such a charge," said

ing her thoughts aloud.
" You are
young in years, but

;

'

inethii

"I

:

M.,y

:iiie!i lie

not in existence."

"John

Ncttcivillc

!

and here!"

my mother,
r

unto

"

FI>

ha

Lady
and

<

lint, fliis

moment

lef" i!:>- 1n>r

Or.

who

ii!

xvith

'H

''""

^'y child,
was a difficult, almost
'-'

11

!

!

Well, I know it
you have acted nobly.
"
eod.
I bad called it a'u in:
"It wt/uld have bet n cither or both, had T not lately been
But tho
ve.
kneeling before ?/tm in the sacrament of !!i.-.
>.f His
recollection of 7//;y) mid of His abuuuV

p,-

grands

for I did a

i

were visible or invisible to
'

'

.

1

.

enemies, so sol'lem-d my heari that the
"
s::id
de:.r
imlet

ley."

i

Lady Ovaiimore, nffectiot]May,"
" I am
her
willing to confess that
ntely ombraring
Ho did not walk through tha streets in vain."
thiv.v herself at her
Agnesi) started from tho sofa, find
So quick was the movement, there was
iiiolhcr'a feet.
d,

X.AV,

things.

<

-11s

no time

.

d,

i

,

either to foresee or prevent

it.

I

::;\.

Ho

only
t

Jo

is to

be fo:ind in the

I will,

s

icrament of His love ?"

w^

lived

Kid so

i

:

remember

that first visit just
Beuita talked for a long time

sneh

JIM if

ti

v

it too'-

but I was thinking so much of tho Lamb, and ,v>
go visit the altar where they :<]-.
did not much attend to what they were saying. At last,
the nuns asked mo if I would come to the church.
'

"Oh, grandmamma, you believe in His eucharistio reality
Then yon will belong to the Church whero Lamb there?' Tasked,
you say Him
!

who

ry

was

I

...

glad to think I should see th..:o
and eon Id tell me what the La
1
went with Beuita to the convent wh
me just before wo left Naples. Tim,
v,

:

;

<

They see Him
upon our altars, my

'
.

quite innooenily 'because if TT.
should like to go.' 'Yes, my child, tho L;i:nb is ever
altar,' replied the nnn.
Directly I heard that, I gave 1,.
;

<

my precious one," whispered Lady Oranmore,

like a child.
clasping Agneso to her bosom and weeping
May saw that tho effort had been too much for Agneso

;

so

she gently untwined Lady Oranmore's arias from around her,
and laid heron the couch.
"Go you with her to the church," whispered Lady Oranmore ; "I will follow soon ; at present I would be aloue."
She left the room, and there was a long pause, t'.uriug which
May hung anxiously over her palo sister.
"
May," whispered the latter, as soon as she had breath to
"
you have made her a Catholic."
speak,
But May shook her head.
" I
think, dear Agnese, you have done more with your

hand, and very joyfully accompanied her to the ci
When wo approached the altar, the air felt very warm sho
told it was tho immense number of lights burning upon it that
made it so ; find lea-ling me to the side of one of the ador
'
the hour, whispered, kneel down, my child, the Lamb is before you, on His altar-throne.' I k-:eit down all was so
calm, so solemn, and BO sail, 1 felt as if I had entered h
;

quiet love, than I with my vehement and impetuous nature. I
would I knew how you did learn to love Him so !"
" at least
" I think I can tell
you" said Agnese, hesitating

though Jesns Himself was at my
all His
speaking a new language to my heart, and
sweetness over it. I did not say anything to Him,
anything of Him I only felt that Ho was near, and th;
joy enough for me. By degrees tho quiet happiness grew
more quiet, and the calm feeling calmer still ; aud
continued Agnese, making evidently a great effort to ov<
her reluctance to speak upon the suh ject, ' I suppose

in part."

asleep

;

"

Do, dearest, if it will not weary you for you are quite as
much a mystery to me, with your deep and holy thoughts, as
"
I fear my fiery ones sometimes make me be to you.
" it would be a kind
" I should like to
tell," said Agnese
of a relief to me, for I have been thinking very much abour, it
this morning, and it almost seems aa if my thoughts went
back of themselves to things I had nearly forgotten, ai:d to the
;

:

It was, indeed, aa

;

<

;

!

.

must surely havo bee.i a
kneeling between His two adorers at tho

for all that followed

I thought I was

still

<

:

altar

"Agnese," interrupted May,
then

?

"

"At

the

vision, the

" did

you think you saw them

moment I thought I did. But it is all now
memory of which has passed away, as

thecase with dreams, and I cannot tell you in the least \vl:
that I might have tii
very beginning of my love for Jesus. I remember the first were like. I only remember feeling
time I ever thought about it I was a very Ii' tie, child, and I those figures cut in stone ; they wera so uub
asked what was my name. Benita said it was Agnese, and that still, had not something about them seemed to say
the bodies were so motionless, the living BO:in worn
Agnese meant lamb, and that Jesus also was called a lamb
\val:o. and full of life bowed down beforu the 'II.
and so, as my name was the name of Jesus, I ought always to
silent from intensity of love !"
try and be resembling to Hun. And I asked how that might holies,' aud only
"
be ; and she said that lambs were gentle creatures, and very
Agnese, you must have seen them," cried May; "you
meek, and so, therefore, I ought to be meek likewise ; and from (Inscribe them to the very life, just as I saw them y
that time I did try very hard to be meek, and never to m .ko the convent."
" I dothe least movement like impatience ; but still I could not help
Aguese's palo face flushed a little
feeling very sail, because people "used to call me poor Agnese, how that could bo, as I have said it was all a drea.u ami
and poor blind child, and I knew, therefore, it wa,s a misfor- tery to me. After I had watched th:
,I do not
tune to be blind ; and this made mo wet p eadly, that I could minutes in silence, a lady seeiiied to
not see. The children would also talk to mo of seeing this or know how or from wheiuw she came, but
but I could hear them in her arms, and her eyes fixed upon me, until I felt,
seeing that, and I could not see et all
play, and laugh, and run, around m: and to feel so lonely in soft, sweet glances penetrate my soul."
id you see h r,
the midst of their merry romps, and so sad, that tho tears
were often in iriy eyes whether I would or no. Son., -limes, also,
"I cannot tell you, May," replied Aguese, with a lift!
" I can 01
-,a in her voice aud manner.
the little ones who did not know me, came to ask mo to join in
aa if a vision of beauty were at my
the games, but the others would check them, and say : Hush
that is blind Agnesy ; she cannot phiy about as wo do do not knelt iu awiul admiration, her vnieo fill t;ii
her of her misfortune.' They did in it
1
only to hear ono tone of a voice like hers would m.:
but I could not help doing so. At other
to hear them
'f the mostdesolato heurt upon earth."
that
it
has
ill-naluivti
"And what said the Moil,
times
Ln,mb ? for surely it was
happened
sho who showed herself to your sli--, ;iin'_' f:u:
have mocked me for the blindness which tho others pit
" Xami sakeof
ii L rould; but
not cry then ; it would have 1
Jesus, what would y m
desolate
to
I
did
not
answer
them
Still
unkind- she upoke and then, as if she h
I felt too
cry.
I tried rather to bu kind r to tie>:n
of my heart, she added : 'that you;,
ly.
ke Him, I Rather pray that the light may to
not forgot; en that Jesus was meek, a: id t !::!, t Ii
to your soul,
must bu meek likewise. Ouedaymygraudmamma, ii^-uiia, siti-l has been withheld by infinite wisdom from your
body ; for
;

i

;

;

;

i

;

1

,

'

!

;

;

:

'

>

t'

!

:

i

>

l

so

Jil.iM)
illi

ynur corporal vision you might behold His naoraye of faith, never ref
llml child, that man is taught t./ * o
do iu heaven, in His divinity and His
Child of sorrow, I am your mother! the
',

,

y.

<

'dldrt-n
:s

-tin'!

en

(if

lli:.iself

sorrow, as I

nm

Him

of

\vho

Not n pain

all their afflictions.

that His creatures are given to endure,
did not first make saored and consecrate in
For in the spirit He was made desolate and
j-crsun.
and in tho body, from the crown of His head
toot, (he \vordsofthepropheey were aocc mifull, and there was not a sound spot left about
no, not one single spot without its separate and distinct
i

wh!
full

'i

tot

.".

allotment of woe.'

"I have

"

i

or CM

For

heaven.

jituiv,

I

would not willingly look

upr.Ti

ho

i,

rejoiced in the vision of

And

,-

tears that were

choking her.
"I am sure I shall not live long, May. I know well I have
been dying ever eince I left Naples; only, at first I was dying
Do not cry, dearest, d
slow, and now I am dying fast.
Mi.y do not cry scf sadly."
"How can I help it, when I hear you say such terriblethings ? So short a time to have had a little sister, and now to
lose her.
No, no, Aguese, I cannot spare you yet."
Tears came into Agnese's eyes, as she answered: " To leavo
you, May, is almost my only sorrow: I love so much to feel
that you are near me. But, though I leave, I do not lose
you,
nor you lose me, dear May; for then I shall love you with a
double love the love of the sister who on earth so relied upon

May," continued Agnese, that the voice
was very sweet so sweet, it was like being in
And sweeter and sweeter it
paradise only to sit and hear it.
"
ni -med to
grow us she proceeded sweeter and sweeter yet.
lint, oh
so sad.
And when she spoke about His woe, it
y very soul to tears, rilling and steeping it, as it were, your care, and the love of the guardian spirit, who will
in her own sorrow; and then, for the first time, I came to com- over you from heaven.
And, oh my sister, when I see
if I see Him
surely my first thought will be of you
jiivh' ii.l how she, like the Blessed One of whom she spoke,
told you,

of the lady

!

Him
my

!

the uumiiigled bitterness of her chalice to herself,
giving mly of its more soft and soothing sadness to her children.
would y i;i b.-lieve it, May? even at that moment the
the,
d my m:7id and a wicked one it was for such a
all

.

.

ni"
taki'n

iiiim!

of

petition for you.
Never, believe me, never shall I weary
of kneeling at His feet, and praying for your well
Agnese looked so beautiful, as she made this promise, that
May felt inspired with something of tho same heavenly longing
so visible on her features.
She kissed her brow, and whispered in a tone which had more of exultation than of sadness
first

if He had endured all other woes, He had not
upon Himself! It was but a passing thought,
almost as soon as I was conscious of it. But, in
:'..

nd

I shall s. Ilin,
dear May soon, although not quite yet. But soon very soon
it will bo
now, as I think and hoi
"
Why, Agnese, you surely do not mean to -go to heaven and
leave OB all just yet," said May, trying to laugh through the

n:yOod.

it:

" You shall
answered to that thought.
go to Him when He wills it, dear one; only remember
to bequeath to me your sweet and loving thoughts of
of
it
Him
be
said
that
saw
He
and
Aguese,
may
truly
not. For you and with you He was blind, indeed; Him, that I may also, for the sake of Jesus, close my eyes to
and yet, beea-se of you, and even for your very sake, He re- all that is not Jesus, and be to Him, as you have been, a very
in ed not Himself the faculty of seeing. Blind He was to your spouse in the sacrament of His love."
"Ah !" said Agneso, "long ago the children used to call me
b! iid to all consolations of heaven or earth
closing His
one glance at which would have His Kposina; but I never really was so, and I never really felt
-ye.s even to His divinity
robbed His cross of its ignominy His passion of its woe. But BO until the other day."
"Tho other day! What do you mean, Agnese ?" replied
.1 lie was not to those who
passed beneath His cross, wagging their heads in cold derision ; and He opened them wide May, struck by the peculiar expression of her sister's counte;i!id H.-iid tliem
unshrinkingly on the mangled humanity in nance.
which He was atoning for the crimes of the scoffers nor did
"I was His spouse," whispered Agnese, "on the dny when
He refuse them to look upon His mother. Ho was, indeed, a He came to me in the sacrament of His love, for then I
of His woe not merely content to drink up the ised to be His and His alone.
And I don't ruo ;n half His,
chalice which His Father gave Him, but rather sipping it, as but wholly and entirely His owu us in life, so to be faithful
drop by drop, that He might more fully taste and even unto death. Yi s, May," continued the blind child,
>r all i s bitterness
and therefore it was, Agnese, that He making a great and evident effort to speak her secret, "I
!;1
not lose His sight, since by that very sight He could promised Him faithfully oh
so faithfully to be His
not
to His soul.
And now, my child, you need not only His, a child, but His, a woman. I asked Him, indeed, to
for I know your thoughts.
You will gladly suffer with take me away directly but if He chose to leave me
;is Jesus wills.
Bow down, then, your heart, and said I would live but for His love. So you see that
.n your very soul, and receive Him into your arms, and my spousal day and soon Ho will come and take me to Himu of Him, who was not alone a victim but a willing vic- self, and then I shall be with Him as His spouse iude< d. "
"
red solely because He willed it."
tim
'Agneso, but yon should not have done this without asking.
" I did not intend
"De.irest May," added Aguese, after a little pause of
but that instant it seemed an if
it, May
thoughtful recollection, "she had read my thoughts aright. I were so entirely His own, that it was the most natural tiling
down body and soul, and held out my arms iu the world tj do and then," Agnese added, " it is no great
So I bo\,
ived the Lamb-child, Jesus in them. He did not seem matter, for I shall not live to the trial.
He is coming to take
T to sink into my very heart of hearts, me away soon."
" I know not that I know that !" said
it so in sweetness that I felt quite
dissolving in
May, clinging, as
Tears rushed into my eyes; and though I could human nature often does, to the expression of a. hope which yet
joy.
as if my spirit said to Mary
O sweetest it does not. feel. "The doctors s.iy there is no disease, and
,, it seemed
n e Him with me thus, and never again will I ask to do where there is no disease, surely it is impossible not to hope."
"Do not hope, my sister; the doctors do not know how
;ht but suffer.' And Mary answered, with a heavenly gladness
in her voice: 'He is yours, Agnese; only try and will as He entirely I have offered my life to Him."
" But He
" or
or in sorrow, will He cease to
not
tho
answered
believe, never, in
,

Ilie 1-idy

-,

;

;

i

;

;

!

;

;

'.;,

J

;

1

;

'".

;

;

i

'

;

I awoke, dear May, quite
id these words: for the nun touched mo on
ft the chapel.
But always since that
h I do not Bee Him, I
i\v, if 1 could see, I would not see; and
i.civ (o be opened to thy light, I would
uiid iiLVcr open them, if I cuuld kelp it until

His dwelling

in

your

heart."

r

do.-

gi

.u,

accept
offering,"
May ;
iu another sense, giving you now to liorder that, at a later period, you may consecrate to Him, in

may

joy

1

"

He may

receive

it

very deed, what now you have only given in desire."
"
I feel that He has acNo, May, do not deceive yourself
cept' d the offering in.the sense and spirit iu which I ma
;

i

,

but

."

is

upon me,

dourest.

It is true I

have no

31

And May long remembered afterwards how
laid

unconsciously
sentence :

her hand on her heart,

Hi-'

to Francesco, who soon saw
the O|M n air.

rihili

in concluding the

"

It isas if He Himself wero stealing away my
no answer she was weeping liittc rly.
May made
"

"

life."

;

"

place

clothing
Ail oration."

"

May, could you not make

another for her,

and give

me

that one ?"
" You shall have

dearest."

it,

" I wish
" And
you would
May," continued Aguese, feebly,
He came
I
wore,
when
one
the
on
me
and
put
change my dress,
to me for the first time." May put aside the roses, which were
all besprinkled wi'hher tears; and she had soon wrapt her
a white muslin wrapping-dress,
shining hair upon her brow, and smoothed

sister in the spotless folds of

and parted her

soft,

the matter stood, and OS

she dead?" wliispi red Ma.. turning in
man for comfort.
" but I
"
greatly fear
No," ho replied in the samo tone,
she is dying.
" What shall I do? The movement of
"' will
.Is

1

,

i

what
of some minutes,
May, said Agnese, after a silence
are you doing ?"
the novice whose
"Making a wreath of white roses for
of the Perpetual
the
Convent
at
week
next
takes

"

how

.

i

me
kill

Look up, my own darling for God's sake, look
May, sitting down upon the c.hnreli steps, and re-

her outright.

up," said
ceiving her dying Bister from Francesco's ai
" If the
siguora does not mind," said Frr.
but
cottage close at hand, where, I live ; it is but a poor place,
I could easily carry her so far."
"Oh, never mind about that," said May, impatiently; "let
us carry her there at once, and then I will go and ietch my

grandmother."
Agnese had by this time opened her eyes, and a bright
smile passed over her face as she listened to this little
venation.

"

For
Yes, yes," she whispered, "the poorer thwas poor, and had no place whereon to lay His head." She
said
looked yet more pleased when they carried her into the little
" Not
until He comes to take me
just yet, dearest May, wait
room, and she heard Francesco saying to her sister
" The
as a bride, indeed, and
signora must excuse my poverty
yonder heap of
away, for then I would be dressed
Indian straw is all the bed I have to offer to her winter."
brides always wears a wreath of flowers, Benita says. Ah
here is Francesco," she added, with a happy smile, as her ear
May, however, could not resist a sigh, while siie smoothed
caught the sound of the old man's footsteps on the corridor down the poor couch, acd covered it over as well as she could
with a velvet mantle which Francesco brought up from the
without.

the long curls upon either side but when wan about to crown
them with her white 'roses, Agnese put aside the -wreath and
;

He

:

:

;

!

*

*

*

*

carriage.

children lingering near the church of the Blessed
Sacrament crowded around Aguese, as Francesco lifted her
from the carriage. Many of them had known, and loved, and
reverenctd her, even as a poor blind c. ild and now, in her

The poor

;

better fortunes

it

was one

of Agnese's sweetest pleasures to re-

little generosities, as
interest iu nil that concerned them.
No wonder, therefore, they now crowded round her, saying to
each other, in tht ir great delight at hvr reappearance among

pay

their former kindness

well as

by a thousand

by the tenderest

"It is Blind Agnese how glad I am she is not too
and now that she is once in the open air again,
to come
our sposina will grow as strong as she was before the foreign
she says, never
lady took her to that cold laud, where the sun,
shines so brightly as it shines on us."
"You must pray for me very much to-night, dear little

them
weak

;

;

ones," said Agnese, pausing ere she ascended the steps of the
church, in order to distribute her presents among them.
" Tnese are the last
gifts I shall ever bring you."
Francesco took her in his arms, and carried her into the
church, for she was too weak to walk BO far.
"Where Columba died, there let me pray for the last time,"
she whispered ; and, in compliance with the wish, the kind old
man carried her as nearly as he could to the altar up n which

the Blessed Sacrament reposed.
There she knelt down she would kneel down, she said, i:s
So May knelt down beside her, and
it was for the last time.
that
put her arm round her waist. She had grown
without this assistance she could not have knelt upright. The
;

,

service began, and May felt Agn
every moment more
heavily upon her, as if every moment she lost more and more
Once or twice she whispered
the power of self-support.
"
"You are weary, darling ; but the child did not seem to hear
her,

and

May

desisted,

for

her more than was needful.

she

did not like to disturb
is for the h-.st
II

"It
no
is

"and so it
nudier."
Something,
thought she,
indeed, seemed to say to her that there was no hope,
and that the child was dying fast. Suddenly ehe felt her sinking from her grasp; it was at the very instant when the Beneaient was given, and wi Ih :i calm
diction of th
courage that afterwards seemed strange to her, she. put both
her arms round the living child and clasped her tightly to her
until that sweet and solemn blessing had
i,
not have deprived Agnese of 11',
I

juient.

When

it

was

over, she

made

a sign

Upon

this they laid

Aguese; but the child looked

distressed, and tears rushed into her eyes.
" W. at is
own darling?'' asked May, her quick eye
it,
detecting in an instant the emotion of her sis

my

" He died
upon a cross; and would you have me go to Him
on velvet ?" whispered the child; for she hud detected in
slant the soft nature of the material upon which she was
lying.

To many this might have seemed childlike and of little
meaning, but happily May could comprehend the
which made this child, who in her life had been so
her divino Lord, anxious to resemble Him even in His
death. She made a sign, therefore, to France;
once more raised Aguese, she gently removed
Th
tie, so little in union with the poor bed it covered.
looked pleased at this new arrangement but
her down agaiia, some other thought appeared to strike her,
and she asked in what direction stood the church.
" It is
just behind," Francesco answered, wondering a little
I

;

.;

at the question.

"Dearest May," she said imploringly, ".could you not put
the other way, with rny face towards the church ?"
" For what
n, and
purpose, dear one? It will
God knows you are ill and weak enough already."
? That I may
"To what purpose O May, how e
that His ar
turn my sig"- lie: -seT.es towards Ilii)!
Thank you, thank;.
May,"
lovi-.igly upon me.
she added, as her sister silent y re-arranged hr pillow in the
:n in which she wished it to
I .eel that I am dying at His
" AYili
you stay and watch her V" said May, with di!V
" I must
ihis ne, s
go nii.i bre
suppressing h r heavy sobs.
I dare not trust it to th.
to her grandmother.
quaint her with such sorrow.
Francesco williu :ly undertook the office, and
back rapidly to Naples. Lady Oranmoiv
would
story, but she co:;ldnot bring herself to
be soon over as was apprehended by May, ami tho
" She
latter had not the heart to argue the matter with h'T.
and wi.
will know it soon enough," thought she
tin" arrival of the physicians who had been summoned to attend, she left her grandmother, an
fr.llv in that room which
which she felt the child would IUY
Here the half-friibhed M:

mo

<

i.

!

1

i

,

i.

.

I

1

;

I

.'

.

\

1:

JiLlM>
rye,

nud romem'

request of Agnefle, Bho took

I

it

,

:

J

a oo

!'

Oninmoro and the

up,

not in

Wet'S,

:

;

In the
|

'liking

the medical moil,
y declared that she had not an hour to live,
an to Lady Orinmore in BO loud a
"Mild must. have heard it, anil
announcement upon her, she
Ag:i< so \v.:S smiling brightly, and
rd the flat, and that the consequences
hat dinVren. from any wh oil might have been exSii<- kill-It ilown and kiKsod her foreneedless to ask the queshough its
ieieiit i'or

M..VI
.,

pecte

>

>u are happy, dear one ?"
" bat it was not
V g, dear A:. ," shu whispered in return
for that 1 hiuili d.
" For what was it
then, Agnese?"
" I was but smiling to think how
they are mistaken, May."
"Do you, t)j !:. think you are not dying?" cried May,
even from the
.so willing was she to take hope,
child about herself.
"lunii yii'g, M;:y, but not so fast us they imagine. Toof the Sacred Heart, and I shall die
morrow \vi'il I)
:ind not b
Mav wus siient she felt disappointed, though quite conit would have been to have founded any exilie fancies of a dying child.
But she checked
'

\

;

;

'

i

.

;

Agnese was speaking once again.
you remember what you once read lor me about

h.-r rising sobs, for
)

"

\Yhat, dearest?" replied May, vaguely, unable at the moiiui of iiuyihing but Agnesa herself.
\',
all the little singing-birds, that sang so
'ny, about
she was dying."
sweet:;,-, no xii-i'i Hi/ round her pillow, when
" I r.'momber
now," said May.
" I do not wuiit
than," replied Agnese, with a peculiar exher voice. "The JJove is the only bird I would care
to h.:'.
" You will soon have
your wish," said May, as she now comAgnese wanted ; "Padre Giovanni is at the
Francesco went for him as soon as I returned."
It needed no long time to arrange the conscientious affairs
of the pure-hearted child ; aud when the assi-tants were once
admitted iu to the chamber, the Padre told May to pre:1 113 she could, a
temporary altar for the reception
;

<! the

!;!

ssed [Sacrament, which he was about to bring from
Aided
lnister as a viaticum to her sister.
,

had sjon accomplished this task, lighted a
(if wax ciiudles, and made what other preparations
shortness oi time and the poverty of the place would admit of.
by Fr

[ay

i

th;

thought of the singing birds of
Francesco now o
" Mush !" she
"
whispered,
looked as if sin

St.

or,

He

is

Kli/.abeth,

but

and Agm-se
coming." May

thoiiu'jr."

Him

she

The

in heaven.
the (emperarv altar piii

t-he

and rein

it was
placed on
by May; Lady Oranmore u-11 on her knees, and her age,
became too great to admit of h-r attending very closely to the
ceremonies which followed. But all was at
D
udcd,
and for a long time after Agnese hud received her Divine Lord
!

the Blessed S
m silence reigned in the
apartment. At last tin! clock struck eleven; 3 fay started; she
remembered her sister's word :i:nl she felt Agnese press the
hand she held in hers. The half-hour struck, and then the
''It is ti<ne HOW," Agnese murmured; " I am going,
ijuarior.
Let me bid my grandmother good-bye. " In obrdiet.ee
M.iy.
to thi-i wish, May led ln'r grandmother to the bed.
Agnese
first embraced the
sobbing Benita, theu, as Lady Orai
folded her 10 her heart, she R emed to collect all her remaining
strength to say, as earnestly as she could: "Grandmother, if
you would die happy, you must die in the Church"which alone
can give you Jesus tor the comfort of that hour." Liuly Oranmore turned away in speechless sorriw, and May bent in her
turn over tha dying child.
"I love you best o'f all, "A
Love Him, and Him alone,
whispered, "and so I say to yon:
and never creatures excepting for His sake."
" Never " answered
May firmly, after a moment's thought;
and she kept her word.
continued the child, in an almost inarticulate whis"May,"
" had I
per,
lived, I should have hoped to serve Him in the
Perpetual Adoration.''*
"
Pray, dear o e. that 1 may be an adorer in your place."
A bright smile pas.-ed over the features of Agnese. and for
some time she lay quite still; but again some disquieting
thought cast its shadow over the serene beauty of her brow,
and she tried to lift her hand towards her h. ad.
"What is it, dearest ? " May whispered through her t-ars.
"His head was crowned with thorns, and slip'l I die wreathed in dowers !" she said, in a voice barely miblo.
"Content you, dear one. There are thorns even among

iu

.

!

;\

roses."

Aguese thanked her by a smile such a smile as a seraph
might have brought from heaven, and then she unfolded her
arms from her bosom, and stren out until she lay
like one extended on a cross.
Her s sur thought at first it.
was only a convulsive ni.iv. input, and tried to re. old the arms;
but for once the gentle; child resisted, and May then knew why
;i! ered her
"It was
position; for Agneso whispered
so He died;" and in tuat altitude, which love alone coull
have dictated to her heart, she ViaiUd for Jlis Hour.
How
May dreaded the next toiling of the deck! something in her
o\vn heart seeming to say it would indeed be the si .n I for the
coming of the Bridegroom. It knelled at last upon her reluctant ear.
The feast of the Sac ed Heart was come indeed; but
for yet a moment longer Agnese lay quite still, her pale face
growing brighter and biigliter in her celestial joy, until it
almost
if a visible light Vv-ere shedding radiance on
" Frauo.
her
brow.
Buddenly mho started" up
she cried, in a clear low v.iic
Tho Dove!"
as she spoke, she
wide her arms, and o;
oh
the light,
the intelligence, tlio
and,
love that tilled those once Bightlfsu orbs, as she fixed them (s
it seemed to the beholi
directly above her.
But win Ilia- she sa\v, or u>i
.-ret only known
to herself and to her G \1, for while yet iu that attitude of rapt
devotion, without a word, without a sigh, she gav.s back her
pure spirit to Him who had been the object of i!
desires, and her lit '! :ss I'oiv.i sank down upon the pillow, with
annssidio
d to the semblance of that cross upon
which He had di;
love of her.
Tho soul of Aguese
ith her (.rod, and B
d
1

I

she arranged the folds of Aguese's spotless dress,
and for the last time, the shining curls
Lie loved so well, laid (and this time the child did not
wreath of white roses upon them, and theu
Beuita, also
tier usual place at the pillow of the invalid.
kin-It <e>\\n by her nursling; but Lady Oraumore could
iiot trust hor.ioif so near,
so she went and sat at the
u viinuow.
Agnese was now lying as one in a deep
|)i
JK r
eyes closed, and her hand folded on her
but May knew well that this stillness, which
d like slumber, was in truth but the very depth and
quiet of 3:cr prayer; so she also prayed beside her. For some
time the room Avas wrapped iu silence, only broken by the
of Lady Oraumore, and even these became fewer
and \\<
s; for the calmness of those around Agnese
ke hi r less uncomplaining sorrow something,
too, there was in the look and temperature of tiie evening which
recollections to that of the preceding twelve,ig even while it deepen) d her sadness.
J .1st such a i.ight as the one on which she had llrst made the
nlanee of .V-'.neso, wan this 011 which she was now to take
and ilie wiine Jesus, whom then the child
it
hadily, was now coming Himself to visit her
* The Convent of tlie
dwe.t upon this memory until it alrerpotual Adoration. Thin devotion was intendto her, as if the visit of her Divine Lord, which, to cd for the express purpose of repairii.!j the neglect, incredulity, aud
insult continually offered our Divinu Saviour in His Euchariatie presence;
her, would have been an act of incomprehensible charity,
deed of justice to this poor child, who so often and iu those convents where it is establiahul, the nuns kneel iu rotation,
Just as two and two, hour after hour, before tho altar, thus realizing ^as niuoh
;inu; had followed in His footsteps.
as creatures may) our clrenm of heaven, and emulating in their ci
ind, the hymn of the lllessed KacruVK. who "rest not night or day,"
prayer I:
who " Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, who was, and who is, and v.ho
iur, upon
iL like, a strain from heaven; an instant afterwards a
in to come."
,
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TRUE TO TRUST;
OR

THE STORY OF
All

things, eacn day's events,
with the hour begin and end,

Our pleasures and our discontents,
Are rounds by which we may ascend.'
Longfellow,

CHAPTER

PORTRAIT.

ing to see the poor child, so soon to be an orphan, repressing tha
violence of her sorrow that the last moments of her mother

common

That

A.

might be calm and undisturbed.
Here we must pause in our narrative to give a brief sketch of
the early history of Martha Tresize. She was the daughter of a
respectable Irish farmer, residing in the county Cork. Near his
farm stood the mansion of a Catholic gentleman, to whose only

I.

The two children
was settled that Martini
should live entirely with Agnes, who had no other companion.
They received together a plain education; for in those days young
ladies devoted less time to accomplishments, and more to the

The sun shone brightly through the leaves of the forest; it
spread a gleam of light across solitary glens, danced gaily over
the little brooks that murmured through the valleys, and lit up
many a pleasant nook in beautiful Devon, on the 1st of May
One of its rays, like an angel of charity, penetrated the
1593.

daughter, Agnes, Martha was
were constantly together, and

casement of a cottage situated iu the outskirts of the ancient city
The stream of light passed across the face of a girl
of Exeter.
of about fourteen, and rested on the pale, worn countenance of a
woman lying on a bed, from which it was evident she was desThe eyes of the child had been fixed, with
tined never to rise.
sorrowful earnestness, on the face of her dying mother; but now

practical duties of housekeeping.

foster-sister.

at last

it

When the girls were about eighteen years old, Agnes' maternal
grandfather, a Devonshire nobleman, died, and, leaving no male
heir,

all

his estates

devolved

on

his daughter.

The family

therefore left Ireland to reside on their English property, which
was in the vmcinity of Exeter. Martha accompanied them,bidding

she rose and drew a curtain across the antique bow-window, to
exclude the sunbeam which she feared would fatigue those eyus

Two years affarewell forever to her family and her country.
ter her arrival in England she married a small but substantial

which were soon to be closed in death.
At that moment the latch of the door was gently

farmer, named John Tresize, a native of Penzance; and shortly
afterwards her foster-sister Agnes fell into so bad a state of
health that her parents determined to take her back to Ireland.

respectable, kind-looking

How

woman

raised,

and a

entered.
'

your mother, Catherine? said the new-comer.
The poor child raised her tearful eyes to the woman, and
with difficulty answered her, saying she feared her dear mother
'

is

was dying.
The kind neighbor, leaning
Both approached the bedside.
over the dying woman, said, in a soft tone:
Can I do anything for you, my good Martha?
'

'

daughter! my poor little daughter!' murmured the sufWill you, as you promised me last week, see that, when
dead, she is taken to her father's relations, and that what
I possess shall not be taken from her? It is a long way to

'My
ferer.

I

am

little

'

Peuzance, and you will not

let

her go alone?

'

With her departure began all poor Martha's troubles. When
little boy was about three years old, and Catherine an infant,
of ten months, her husband was accidentally killed; and us

her

neither he nor his wife had a single relation in the county, her posiSome friends now advised her
tion was consequently desolate.

She did so, but at a great loss, for few have gen.
enough not to take advantage of the inexperience of the
person with whom they are making a bargain. Martha Tresize removed to a cottage near Exeter, and contrived to live there respectably, though in a very different position from that which she
The many comforts of her early life
had hitherto occupied.
had ill fitted her to struggle with poverty; but she added someto sell the farm.
erosity

'Make your mind easy, my good friend. She shall remain
with me until I find some trustworthy person to take her to her

thing to her limited means by instructing the children of some
well-to-do tradesmen of Exeter in needlework, embroidery, and

aunt.'

reading.

A

smile of content passed over the features of the departing
mother. 'May God reward you!' she said. Then, after a mom'

Now, if I could see the priest.'
In those days it was not easy to find a priest, and Catholics
were often deprived in their last hour of the consoling presence

ent's silence, she added:

of the minister of God; but on the present occasion Catherine
knew there was one near.
'I will go 'for Father Ralph.' she said; 'he is still at Master
Andrews', the clothier, where he said Muss last Sunday." And
she hastily left the cottage. In about half an hour she returned,
accompaincd by a most benevolent-looking person. As he entered
the sick woman's room, her whole countenance lighted up with
'Thank God! thank
a look of content, almost of happiness.

she exclaimed.

'

All the rites of the Catholic Church were administered to her.
.ling were the words of the charitable priest as he prepared

the departing soul to appear before

its

Creator; and

it

was touch-

She did not neglect her own children, but imparted to them all
the solid part of the learning she had acquired; with Christian
fortitude embracing all the obligations imposed upon her by her
straitened circumstances, not vainly regretting the loss of that

worldly prosperity which was no longer hers. Indeed, although
she always retained a strong feeling of love and gratitude for her
foster-sister's family, it often occurred to her that her life would
have been far happier had she never been removed from her
father's house and the station of life in which she was born.
She tried, therefore, to form in her children habits of frugality,

and to give them homely tastes and a love of order, so that it
would have been difficult to have met anywhere a more industrious little housekeeper than her daughter Catherine.
Michael,
her son, she had placed at Andrews', the rich clothier, who.
being a Catholic himself, was glad to have a Catholic apprentice.
But, like many another foolish boy, Michael had a passion for a
seafaring life; and permission to become a sailor being refused.

/

(

/.

/

he ran awny. and was supposed to have engaged himself on
board an Ka>t (ndiaman which sailed about that time fnun F.ximnub. Xo tidings came of tin- runaway, ami t!~
row,;> nil
hope of ever seeing him again. Kind
hbors tried to console her by predicting that he would return
some day a rich man, but Martha would riot believe them; tmd

as year after year passed without any news of her son, she reed herself, with the help (if prayer at the foot of the Cross,
to this

most

afilicling

bereavement.

first few weeks, wept bitterly when the
merry playmate and companion of her childhood returned no
more as he was wont on the long looked for Saturday evenings,
and the Sundays especially seemed sad without him; but in
childhood sorrows are not lasting, and Catherine's tears were

Catherine, for the

by the tenderness of a fond mother. From that
time she became the sole object of Martha's affections. As she
advanced in years she fully repaid her mother's fond care, if init is possible that a child can
repay the devoledness of an
anxious parent; but Catherine was a good, dutiful, and loving
child.
Her education, and the peaceful life she led, had made
easily dried

;

her in

many

respects very different

from most

girls of

her

own

age and position of life. Habits of self-restraint had given firmness to her character, and to her whole demeanor an air of quiet
seriousness, which, however, did not prevent her from being of

a most truly cheerful and happy disposition. Her mother's example taught her to have recourse to her Heavenly Father in all
difficulties, and thus she was well prepared to meet trials; and
her confidence in God's
erer-loving Providence gave her a
strength and decision of character that sorted her well all
through her eventful life.
On Martha's death the kind neighbor who had assisted her in
her last moments, took Catherine to her home, until she should
find an opportunity of sending her in safety to her relations in
Cornwall.
Andrews, the clothier, undertook to settle all her
money-matters, and to be her banker for any sum she should not
wish to take with her to Cornwall.
'
And I will do the best I can with it, my child,' said the wor-

You must come to me for advice or assistance if you
thy man.
need either, for I had a great esteem for your excellent mother,
and so, dear child, you must look to me as to a friend; and if you
'

your father's family kind, come back to us my dame
good friend to you. We are of the same religion, you
know, and must help each other, as Father Ralph says.'
All this was soothing to the feelings of the poor orphan.
Many
times each day she knelt before her Crucifix and, amidst tears and
sobs, she exclaimed,
Thy will be done.' At first it was with
diliiculty she could utter these words; but Father Ralph encour-

do not

find

;

will be a

'

telling her that by so doing, the virtue of
entire resignation to God's will would be given to her.
Nor was
he wrong; for soon a profound calm pervaded her soul, and made

aged her to persevere;

itself visible in

words and

actions.

At last an opportunity presented itself of sending Catherine to
her relations. A respectable woman, well known to Master
Andrews, was about to undertake what was then considered the
This person readily agreed to
perilous voyage to Penzance.
take Catherine with her, and see her safely conducted to her
aunt.

u

As the little craft glided slowly down
it.
the old
young orphan kept her

Ives close to

the

r'.\(

the sad

.

House

after

;

'

done.'

She thought of all her Divine Saviour had suffered, then of
God's mercy to her dear mother, and of the almost certain hope
that she was now in the enjoyment of eternal happiness. Making
a resolution so to live on earth as to deserve to be with that much
loved mother one day in heaven, she recovered her former peace
of mind.

and 3 ou, good dame, here we are at Exmouth.
you look out on the sea? That is something worth,
looking at, much better than any of your towns.'
So spoke the captain, a rough but good-natured Cornish man.
'

-

I say, little girl,

"Why

don't

The

travelers followed his advice.

fore

them

There stretched the ocean becalm grandeur, sparkling under the morning sun.
'How beautiful! exclaimed Catherine; and for an instant her
She said no more, but stood mosad little face lit up with joy.
in

'

tionless, leaning against the side of the boat,

now gazing

as her sight could reach, across the open sea now
rippling waves as they played about the vessel.
;

as far

watching the

Her thoughts
were of the majesty of that God who created such beauteous and
magnificent works; of the mystery of eternity, of which indeed
the ocean is a faint emblem; of the beauty of heaven, where she
confidently hoped her mother now was; these and other thoughts
arose in her mind, not in that crowding confusion which only
serves to harass us, but welling gently up, then sinking deeply
and filling her with a pious awe that was also very

into her heart

soothing.

The boat seldom kept at any great distance from the shore
Catherine could therefore sec the rocks, and at times even the
white cottages of some fishing-hamlet shining in the sun; and
they passed many of the haunts of the smuggler and the wrecker.
,

Poor Dame Penrith was far from enjoying the voyage; she
complained of the tossing and rocking of the vessel; every now
ami then she would exclaim that the ship was sinking, and at such
moments would bitterly bewail her folly in having undertaken
such a perilous voyage. But all her troubles ended on the afternoon of the second day of their journey, and great was her joy as
Catherine also was
the vessel entered the harbor of Penzance.
glad to leave the ship.
The dame turned to her

little

charge,

and inquired where her

aunt lived.

At some distance from the town, I believe,' replied Catherine.
'Then,' said her friend, 'you had better come with me to my
'

She will tell us the way."
Accordingly they both proceeded to the shop of Dame Penrith's
Great was the pleasure of the two old women at meetcousin.
When the first emotion had subsided, inquiries were made
ing.
cousin's.

Dame Barnby's dwelling-place.
know her cottage well, said Dame

about

dear mother's grave, her kind friends, and all those objects which
were so familar to her. The boat in which they were to sail
was a small trading vessel that plied between Exeter and Peu-

betwixt this and the village of Gulval.
with us ere she goes to her aunt.'

were mere bridle-paths, there were then no coaches, nor even a
The rich traveled on horseback, accompanied by
carrier's cart.
armed attendants, and even so, by reason of highwaymen, the
journey was often dangerous.
At five o'clock one bright morning in the beginning of June
our travelers went on board. Their luggage was piled upon the
deck, and Catherine and her new friend, Dame Penrith, sealed

it

;

Poor Catherine's sad feelings can better be imagined than described, as she bade farewell to the home of her childhood, her

zance, occasionally convey ing passengers. This, indeed, was the
only way in which the poorer classes could go to and fro between
those towns; for as the roads that traversed Devon and Cornwall

>

i

house vanished from her sight she could only
see the lowers of tin: Cathedral and the oldcaMle of Kougemoiit.
when these also were no longer visible, an inexpressible feeling
of loneliness crept over her.
She thought of her dear mother
now lying in the churchyard, and her heart seemed inundated
with such intense grief that, as she sobbed and wept, her whole
frame trembled and seemed convulsed; but she had promised
Father Ralph never to give way to these terrible bursts of sorrow, so raising her eyes to heaven she murmured, Thy will be

city..

'

'

I

Penrith's cousin.

'

It is

But the child must sup

After supper, at which meal were served various strange Cornish pies and pastries, Catherine, thanking her friends for their
kindness, departed with an old servant, who undertook to lead

her to her aunt's cottage.
It was a beautiful, warm night; the moon shone brightly on
our two travelers as they wended their way through the narrow

and tortuous
davs,

its

windows

streets.

Penzance was a queer

little

town

in those

old timber-fronled houses with diamoud-pancd
projecting far into the streets.

bow-

Catherine and her companion snon found themselves in the
open country. Before them lay extensive moors, bounded by

Till
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and across those moors and fens one might have ranged
meeting a human dwelling.
a silvery
calm; the moonbeams traced on
path, across which now and then some little fishing-boat
<-il,
appearing like n dark spectre on the glistening waves,
and soon lost sight of again in the surrounding gloom. Cathertlic

spa;

Cm- miles scarcely
Tiiu ocean was

it.

although weary, stood a moment to gaze on the lovely scene,
and she would have remained longer, had not her companion
hurried her, saving:
ine,

We

must get on quickly; they will be abed; and I have to go
back *,o town. If you want to look at the sea, why that, child,
'

may be seen any
On they went,

day.'

nor did they stop again until the old servant announced that they had reached their destination. So, bidding
her young companion good night, she left her standing before a
Catherine, not without some feelings
forlorn-looking cottage.
of anxiety, knocked at the door of her future home. The knock
was answered by the loud barking of a dog, and after some de-

was opened by a woman, the expression of whose
countenance was one of mingled sorrow and discontent.
lay the door
'

I

am

Catherine Tresize,

Dame

Barnby's

niece,' said the little

visitor.

Yes

'

I

1

child.

me.

know all about it; you have lost your mother poor
am your aunt, and you have come to seek a home with

was

It

were

thinly populated, and the lands comprised in the
belief than profitless moors.

absurd acts of superstition had taken the place of those practices
of piety which, under the enlightened guidance of their priests,
the Cornish people, naturally religious, had loved to perform.

Nature had not been sparing of her

gifts to Cornwall, and if,
was inferior to the rest of
England, its mines were rich, and it abounded in wild nnd beautiful scenery. The situation of Peuzance, on the magnificent Mount's
Bay, is universally admired. This bay presents an expanse of
sea such as is rarely found enclosed by headlands, in the midst
of which, rising to the height of nearly two hundred feel, stands
an insulated mass of rock, which bears the appellation of St.
Michael's Mount. At an early period this romantic eminence was

in an agricultural point of view,

on the western

side

pointed out as the

is still

Edward the Confessor granted

the

house of

it

the

Michael; later on

St.

new Monastery

But the

which certainly looked cheerless.
and not disturbed you at this late
hour,' said Catherine, but the kind dame who brought me from
Exeter took me to her relation's house and made me sup first.'

of Sion.
'

Whose brow

crown'd with castles, and whose rocky sides
Are clad with dusky ivy.'

the cottage,

have come

earlier

'

You

did well,' replied her aunt.
You will
bed; you must needs be tired, child.'
Catherine said she was indeed very tired.
'

now

like to

go

to

Her aunt held a
ascended a kind of ladder-stairs.
" You need no candle
up there, the moon gives goodly light.
So I wish you a quiet night.'
When Catherine opened the door opposite the ladder, she found
it was indeed bright moonlight.
Having said her prayers, she was soon in bed, and a few moments after all cares and troubles were forgotten in the calm, deep
light while she

sleep of youth.

'

Dame Barnby was

in truth not very well pleased to

have her
niece with her; for, besides her straitened circumstances, she had
important reasons for not liking to have any one except her own

has echoed with sounds of war as well as those of prayer.
On the side of the bay opposite to that occupied by Marazion
stands the

little

fishing-town of Newlyn, nestled on the gently-

After passing this place, the road, or rather bridlepath, for such it then was, wound round the rocks close above the
sea, and finally led to Mousehole. About halfway between the latter
and Newlyn stood, at the time of our story, an old-looking but
sloping

hill.

substantially-built house, bearing the name of Ty-an-dour, which
means 'dwelling by the water.' And it was well named, for it
was situated on a rock overlooking the whole bay; a flight of

roughly hewn in the rock, leading down to the water's
This house was inhabited by the brothers Stephen and
Murk Casterman, their old mother, and two children of Stephen.
steps,

edge.

Viewed from without, Ty-an-dour had a gloomy appearance.
The few tall dark pine-trees that grew close to it; the uncultivated lands, covered with gorse, which stretched for miles in its
rear; the wild waves, ever dashing against the rocks beneath,
like

monsters endeavoring to ascend the crags, yet alall these added, no doubt,

children living in the cottage.

seeming

Good Master Andrews, the clothier, had written to Dame BarnHe was not, however, a skilled letter-writer; and from his
by.

ways repulsed by some unseen agent;

which a traveling pedlar had brought her, she concluded
that the young orphan was penniless and would therefore be a
epistle,

great burden to her.
Poor Martha Tresize

anything happened to him and his wife, he was sure the
ones would find a home with Winifred. He had not seen

that, if

many years, and was ignorant of the changes produced
foolish marriage, and of the degradation and
poverty into

her for

which she had fallen; for, on her part, a certain pride had prevented her from applying to him for aid, which he would have
willingly given

But let us now
to the melancholy aspect of the building itself.
The large room on the ground-floor serves for
enter within.
both kitchen and sitting-room; its chimney advances several feet
wall, affording ample accommodation within for two
on
each side; and here old dame Casterman used to sit
persons
spinning during the long winter evenings. A very solid oak
table, a few wooden stools, and a solitary arm-chair, constituted
There were cupboards
all the furniture of the dark low room.
and shelves in abundance and a strange collection of things they
contained: old clothes, jewelry, fishingnets and tackle; articles
of value and worthless lumber were heaped together.
How this medley of goods had been obtained will be easy imagined when we state that the Castermans were renowned wreckOn stormy nights the lonely house often
ers and smugglers.
became the resort of men as daring and as worthless as them-

from the

would

certainly never have wished her
daughter to go to Penzance had she been acquainted with the
altered circumstances of her sister-in-law.
But her husband had
frequently spoken with affection of this sister, and had remarked

by a

of the vision.

Is

I should

little

site

mount to the great benedietine
was transferred to the monks of

island rock

Well, I fear you will scarce find this a very comfortable

They entered

'

it

consecrated to religion; old legends assert that St. Michael appeared to some hermits upon one of its crags, and a large rock

one.'
'

Duchy

The

Catholic priests had
been driven out, and very frequently had not been replaced by
the ministers of any other creed.
The people had so fallen into
a state of deplorable ignorance with respect to religion; and
little

had he been aware of her misfortunes.

;

Many a storm-beaten ship, allured by the false lights of
the wreckers, struck against the rocks which fringed the cost on
the side of Newlyn; and, while the unfortunate crew were allowed to perish the cargo was secured by these Cornish pillagers,
selves.

CHAPTER
WHEN it
owing

to its

with

II.

remembered

that even in the last century Cornwall,
remote position and the difficulty of approach, was,

is

in moral as well as material progress, far behind the rest of
England, so that acts of wrecking and smuggling could lie constantly
perpetrated with impunity, the reader will be able to form some

idua of the gtate of that county at the period of which

we

write.

whom

it

was a saying
'

that:

If ye save a stranger

Then he win

from the

sea,

turn your enemy.'

Smuggling was also carried on extensively by the inmates of
Ty-an-dour. The desired booty once obtained and stowed away
in caves dug for the purpose under the house, the brother wreckere and their associates would indulge for a time in feasting and

'//,'

Rut these hours of relaxation were only of short

revelry.

.

\viili
tl'

'i

.'ii

Their

round them on account of

in

i,,,

Till 'ST.

time out or mind the cargo of v.
CaMerman now broke silence, and said, in
loae ui one who tuhy intends what he threatens:

rtura-

In conviviality

their

TO

T/v

and

nerer

wonderful daring

'

and

their usual success in
undertakings of danger.
-\s xcnhcii Castermau s witi was dead, his old mother looked
after liis two ciiildren; that is to
say, she saw that they had
'ightoeat- but tin-tin r ilian tins she dia not trouble herself

It this il

lae,

lrs

dares to meddle with

mine, a buhct will soon settle him.'
This sentiment was loudly applauded

who were now growing

.,

by the

.

determined

me

or

rest of the party,

very excited, and, as the hour was late,
J)ame Ciisterman quietly withdrew. The children had
already
crept away fearful of the stray blows which often fell to their

ut them.
And so Patience and Antony grew from year to
Prom their earnest Childhood
year in ignorance and neglect.
they were accustomed to wander about alone, and to play
the
boat anchored in the cove. It is a wonder no harm belell
them;
but, there is an
allseeiug Providence that watches over tlio.se

lot

when

m

the noisy wreckers

met

at their father's house.

whom none
:inly

protect or care tor; and these poor children were
of the number.

At the same time as Catherine, after her arrival at her mint's
house, was pouring forth her soul in earnest prayer ere she retired to rest, the minds of old Dame Casterman and her sons

CHAPTER

III.

A

orderly kitchen; a small lamp, placed on the table round which
they had gathered, threw a wavering light on their sinister countenances, while the rest of the room was enveloped in almost

BRIGHT sunny morning succeeded the day of Catherine's
At an early hour all was astir in the little
town, for it was markelday. The farmers' wives and daughters
came ridingin with all the varied produce of thecountry. The fishwomen, wearing red cloaks and Hat beaver-hats called 'Mount

The three were holding a family council.
astonished and shocked would poor Catherine have been
could she have overheard their conversation! for from it she

Bays,' hurried along, carrying their fish ia 'cowcls.'a kind of
basket supported on the back and by a band passed round the
forehead.
The intending purchasers went from stall to stall,

would have

talking and bargaining, and laying in a store for the rest of the
Among the latter class might be seen the rich ladies of
the neighborhood, who were far from
disdaining such homely
duties, and who greatly enjoyed the early ride into town.
The sun, which had risen in all its glory over the sea, was
peeping into the narrow streets, and made them look
and

were very differently occupied.

There they

sat

in

their dis-

complete darkness.

How

learnt that her aunt was an accomplice of the CastShe transported the more valuable of their ill-gotten
goods secretly to the shop of a Jew in the town, and helped them
in various ways; in return for which they gave her a small share

ermans.

in their profits.

On the present occasion her name was frequently mentioned
with reference to certain articles of considerable worth which
they wished to be taken privately to the Jew's
Mind, the other men of the town must know nothing of it,'
urged the dame: or else they will want a share in the profits,
because, forsooth, they were at the wreck; though, as you all
know, 'twas myself who found the jewels on the dead body by
'

'

the shore in the morning after they had all gone.'
loud knock at the door interrupted the conversation.

A

Ste-

phen cast a hasty glance round the room. He was too much accustomed to deal with men of wild unruly passions to think it a
needless precaution, before introducing his nightly visitors, to

remove from

any object which might tempt their cupidcouple of rings and a bracelet
which lay on the table. His meaning was quickly understood,
and his old mother hastened to hide them.
Mark tlnjn opened the door to give admittance to four or five
strong rough-looking men. After wishing good-evening to the
in:nat"s they drew the wooden stools round the table, and
sight

lie pointed, therefore, to a

ity,

seated themselves.

'Master Casterman,' said one of them, 'you must let us have
a taste of that last shipload of brandy we smuggled in.'
The old dair.e on hearing the demand rose, and produced a
stone bottle which she placed on the table, providing each of
the men with horn drinkingcups.
The dangers and adventures
which had accompanied the capture of the shipload were lor
some time the subject of conversation. Then one of the party
started a

'What

What

is

new

subject by saying:
to think about this Higgins and his crew?
his purpose in coming here? What's a commissioner
are

we

got to do with looking after the coasts?'
The subject was evidently one of imterest to the wreckers
They leant over the table and looked towards Stephen Casterman,

know what solution he, whom they regarded as their
would give to these questions. But his gloomy countenance offered no clue to his feelings; and as he remained silent,
one of the men proceeded to explain what he believed to be the
of the case.
The Sheriff of Cornwall, he told them, foundit
impossible to put a stop to smuggling and wreckingon the coast,
anxious to
leader,

arrival at Penzance.

week.

bright

cheerful; but

was

in the

open country that the beauty of the
hour was fully visible. A soft sca-breezo blew over the moors,
gathering in its passage the sweet scent, of the heather and other
wild flowers. From hedge and bush, from glen and forest, came
the melodious song of the birds, rising like a morning hymn of
thanksgiving to their Creator; but no church-bell chimed in to
call the taithful to prayer, as in former days; no convent or monIt would seem that
astery rung out the Angclus at early morn.
while all nature celebrated the praises of God, man had forgotten Him, to think only of material gain. No Jongcr did the laborer halt before the wayside cross to beg a hlci-sing on his toil.
It was already broad daylight when Catherine awoke.
IVr
haps she had been dreaming that she was once again seated bv
her mother in their little cottage at Exeter; but now she started
up in her bed and gazed around with that astonishment which
one feels on awaking in a strange place. But morning brought
with it brighter prospects. Besides, although Catherine's mot her
had left her poor in wordly goods, she bestowed on her a rich
legacy of virtues; for she had instilled into the mind of her child
Faith, which would guide her, like a brilliant star, through the
intricate paths of life; she had taught her to cherish Hope, which,
when the horizon was obscured, when all around was dark and
gloomy, would bid her raise her eyes to that heavenly city where
the sorrows of this life shall end, and suffering virtue be crowned
with glory; she had inspired her with Charity, that virtue with
the twofold mission, which would inflame her heart with love
towards her Creator, and teach her likewise to pour the balm of
consolation on all the poor afflicted souls she might meet on her
It was accompanied by and under the guidance of these
path.
three sister virtues that pious young girl Lad started on the pilgrimage of life.
Catherine perceived that it was long past the hour at which
she usually rose. She therefore jumped out ot bed, and having,
on her knees, thanked (iod for his protection during the niirht,
and begged His blessing on the day, she was not long in
it

dressing.

She looked round her room.

so he had obtained leave to appoint commissioners for that purand Mr. Higgins was one of them.

It was small and low.
Where
sloped down to the little cross-barred window it would not admit of a person slamlini; upright. The large rafters and beams
which formed the roof looked old and dusty. The furniture was

tin
-.\il.h increasing wrath, Mo
he can, our trade; to rob us of our lawful prizes; for

no more than a wooden stool and a deal table. When Catherine
had completed her observations, she descended the step-ladder

1

'He comes,' continued
ruin,

if

it

Tlil' I'!

into the kitchen; dirt}-

and

addition

in

On

and comfortless,

room,

with smoke.

tilled

bowls, indications

A

that,

was standing looking out. of the open duor. \S hen she,
Catherine coming down, she turned round and stared at

little girl

Catherine wished her good-morning,

her with astonishment.

and then said:
'A re' yon not

name

My

'Mine

is

is

go toTy-an-dour; but one night, two years ago, there was such

"e

(!.
back again, for lin- D6X1 day we heard lie h
Poor mother cried, but she did not look so miserable as when,
father used to beat her.'
her'.'
-aid Catherine wilh astonishment.
i',''.-il
'<). yes; and I used to be so frightened when he was in his bad
:

humors.'

my

By what name am

cousin?

I to call

you?

I'.arnliy was a pretty little girl of about nine or ten years
very fair, with large blue eyes and a profusion of light hair.
She wore, as was then usual, a home-spun woolen dress of a gray
color, and a little corsage laced in front; but these from long use

Ruth

old,

had become dirty and untidy.
'Mother is gone to market,' she said.
She bade me tell you,
you would find breakfast there; and she pointed to the table.
Catherine sat down, and ate some bread and milk. Ruth
meanwhile amused herself by playing with a thin shaggy
'

'

dog.

Have you any brothers or sisters? inquired her cousin.
'One brother and one sister,' was the brief reply.
At that moment the brother and sister made themselves at once
visible and audible, for they came running in, laughing and call'

'

ing to each other; but seeing their cousin
and made a hasty retreat.

they looked aston-

ished,

I am going to get some dry firewood.
Will you come?
Ruth, when she saw Catherine had finished her breakfast.
'

'

said

\Yhcn they had collected a sufficient quantity, they returned to
the cottage, which looked darker and dirtier than before; contrasting as it did, so strongly with the brightness of all without.
children were evidently of opinion that

it

was

summer sunshine and breezes, and
had laid down their packages of wood,

far better to be out in the
therefore, as soon as they

they left Ruth and Catherine to light the fire. This done, and
having made the beds, Ruth considered that the day's work was
over; but her cousin proposed that they should put the cottage
in order before the return of Dame Barnby.
The little girl

opened wide her large blue eyes and seemed bewildered at such
an idea. When, however, she saw Catherine first actively sweep;

work cleaning

the windows, to the great annoyance
bad resided there time out of mind,

of her

and many things

past,

life,

Ruth

that.

Catherine understood

i

that,

her

aunt had been far from happy since the time of her tniirria"e, and
that probably the harshness of her manner was greatly owing to

and

treatment she .had experienced.
at
hat, moment was, however, interAny
rupted by the arrival of Dame Barnby, who, placing down her
empty fish-basket and addressing her niece, said:
the

trials

ill

further conversation

I

When I
Well, you took a fine sleep this morning, to be sure.
was not a sign of you. But,' exclaimed the good

'

started there

woman, as she entered the kitchen, 'you have not been
you have been up. Ah! well-a-day, it is a long while
place has looked so clean and tidy.'
And the sight seemed to bring uack to
collection of happier times.
'
Ruth helped me,' said Catherine,

idle since

since the

Dame Barnby some

'and we

tried to

make

re-

it

look nice by the time you returned from market.'
'Did Ruth indeed help you?' said the Dame half laughing,
well knowing that her daughter was not much inclined to industry, and very much doubting the possibility of her being of

much

The two accordingly proceeded to the sea-shore, where they
commenced gathering pieces of wood which the tide had cast up.
They were soon joined by Susan and Maw.

The two youngest

this conversation,

i

when speaking

Catherine.'

Ruth,' replied the child shyly.

ing, then at

to

u fearful

of bread, mid several empty
the family had breakfasted.

the table were
:i

like the up-stnirs

TO

service.'

For Ruth, though of a gentle affectionate nature, was in truth
very indolent; her training had not been such as to form habits
of order and industry. Less impetuous than Catherine, whose
sweetness of temper was only the result of ardent prayer and constant efforts, she had neither her energy nor firmness of purpose.
Before the end of the first week spent at Penzance, Catherine

found an opportunity, when the children were absent, to express
something towards her own
support, begging her acceptance of a small monthly sum for

to her aunt her desire to contribute

that purpose.

Dame

'

want to lake
very hard to supand then, of course, another perport myself and my children,
son coming makes matters worse. I should never have asked
you fora penny; for, though lam poor, I have never be!
from any one. Since, however, you are kind enough to oli'er it
'

Why,

child,' replied

away your money; but

the truth

Barnby,
is,

I find

I don't
it

of certain old spiders who
encouraged by the example, she began to lend her aid and soon
the kitchen looked cleaner and more comfortable than it had

yourself, I

done for a long time.
The two children then seated themselve? on the door-step.
They had remained there in silence some minutes, when Ruth

and henceforth she paid regularly the sum agreed on.
The week passed by without any event worth recording. The
the little window of
following Sunday, Catherine was seated at
the cottage, gazing carelessly at the waves as they
foaming

;

'

suddenly jumped up, exclaiming, There is Patience.'
Catherine was at first puzzled, but on seeing her run to meet a
little

was

hump-backed
'

the

girl,

Patience' to

she conjectured, and rightly, that this

whom

word

the

applied.

Patience Castermau stopped when she saw a stranger on the
door step, and fixed her eyes on her with an
inquiring look.
Then addressing Ruth, she said
:

'

Grandame

sent

me

She has a bundle for us
for
'

me
I

alone.

suppose

awhile.

to

know

if

to bring to

you could come to-morrow.
your mother, it is too heavy

Can you come?'
so,

but mother

is

at

market.

Do

stop and play

The young

it

would be of much

service u;

girl felt

happy that she could be of use

to her aunt,

with her brother at their mother's feet, listening
with wondering admiration to the history of some saint, and
then, later on, that solemn Sunday when, for the first time she.
accompanied her mother to one of those .Misses said in secret,
lection, sitting

priest destined perhaps, ere long, to make
the sacrifice of his life in the holy cause of religion.
She was aroused from these thoughts by a remark from her

and offered up by a

like;

'

I'm going to Gulval church, Kate; you can come, if you
the cottage and look after the

and Ruth will mind

children.'

'

;

that

carne^

aunt:

'

you honestly

up the beach, then rapidly receding; her thoughts wandering far
away to the distant scenes of her childhood. She recalled to
mind the Sundays of the past; first, though only a vague recol-

'

But the other refused, and in a few minutes was on her road
back to Ty-au-dour.
I often go to where that little girl lives,' said Ruth to her
cousin when they were again alone.
Dame Casterman gives us
such large bundles to bring here, and mother never shows us
what is inside, but puts them down at the bottom of her fish:.
The Castermans always go out on stormy nights, and
father used to go with them and when the wind blew
very strong,
and we sat shivering by the fire, he would say it was a
good night

tell

me.'

'

1

would rather stay here with them.' replied Catherine.
object, and soon after started for church, the

Her aunt did not

children continuing to play near the cottage.
For some time Catherine amused herself with them.

Then she
entered the cottage, and having taken from her trunk a well-used
but handsome old prayer-book, a gift to her mother from her
rich foster-sister, she again stole out unobserved.

She paused

TI;I:K

6

for a

TO

moment, and then directed her course rapidly towards
Tin- site that m/tr bears this

(tiilval Cairn.

name

is

but a con-

fined spot, covered with stones, ferns, and .n'orsc in the midst of
cultivated fields, and in fact but a remnant of the extensive

which, at the time of which
:.

length

Tin-

young

at a spot

girl

where,

we

come to me, and we say our prayers toi
Whenever ye like to come, ye are
Thank you,' said Catherine; 'I shall lie glad to have some
neighbors to

\

Where
'

the Cairn, slop;

large pieces of rock surrounded by

was
moment contemplating the view beneath her. The rugged moors
sloped somewhat abruptly towards the sea, which lay calmly
cradled in the bay, circling with its arms the Mount, as a slgepOn the left rose,
iug child might some favorite plaything.
from among a clump of trees, the quaint old tower of Gulval
ferns offered a sheltered and secluded retreat, such as she
seeking for. Before retiring into this nook she stood for a

ferns which reared their graceful forms on

all sides.

Opening

her prayer-book, she read the devotions for Mass, uniting herself
in spirit with those happier members of the Church who at that
moment were assisting at the Holy Sacrifice. The pious child
had just completed her devotions, when a sound, like a heavy
She was
sigh, uttered quite close to her, made her look round.
not a little startled at seeing, standing behind her, an elderly
woman. There was something very pleasing and benevolent in
her countenance; and her eyes were filled with tears as she gazed
with intense earnestness on the innocent girl. Catherine rose

from her knees.

The woman who had quickly noticed her look

of surprise, at once addressed her.
'

Sweet child,' she said, 'ye think it strange that I should be
here watching you; but it did my heart good to see a Catholic
child praying here among the ferns, in a place where least I
thought to find the like." The stranger spoke with the accent
of one from the south of Ireland, and it sounded sweet to CathI know
erine, for it reminded her of her own mother's voice.
'

you are a Catholic,' added the woman for here is a rosary, which
must be yours; it's a handsome one too. I found it on the moss
sparkling in the sun. It was lying near the heath-clump, just
there. Ah, sure I said, some Catholic has been by here and then
my heart beat for joy on seeing you.'
'

;

As she

finished speaking she held out to Catherine the rosary,

which had been her constant companion since she was quite a
little child.

Thank

'

whoever you

are,' said Catherine,

you, good
sympathy you show a poor child whom you have never
before seen. I need not ask you what is your religion, for you
must be a Catholic but I should like to know your name and
where you live.'
My name? It is Bridget O'Reilly. I keep a shop in the town;
perhaps you have noticed the sign-board with Widow O'Reilly
on it. Many is the long year 1 have spent here since I came
over the sea from my own dear Ireland.'
'

friend,

for the

;

'

'From

Ireland!'

mother's country;

exclaimed Catherine. O, that was dear
She has often told me

I love the Irish.

about them.'
God's blessing be upon you! She was Irish! Ah! and it is
who taught ye the true faith. Is it here she lives?' asked
Widow O'Reilly. Catherine could not answer, but the tears fell
quickly down her cheeks, which her kind friend perceiving, said
'

she

softly:

Lana-ma-chrena! (i. e. child of my heart), ye have lost her,
perhaps? But weep not so. The angels have taken her soul,
and the heavens are her bed. Let us sit down upon this rock,

and

I will just tell ye something that will please ye to hear.'
So saying they both seated themselves, and the good woman

continued:

There are some Catholics here, and we often have the holy
For there is a Catholic gentleman nigh here who many
a time harbors a priest, God bless him! and sends for all the
people round to come to the chapel. Other times I get the
'

I

religion to talk to and pray with.'
it that ye live? for 1 ne'er saw
ye before.'

at all is

only

came

last

week.

I live

now

with

my

auut,

Dame

Barnby.'

know

'

I

tall

church, forming a picturesque object in the landscape. Catherine could distinguish her aunt's cottage and the children playing
near it, and was glad to see that they had not followed her. She
now knelt down behind the rock, her figure concealed by the

my own

one of

write, stretched almost to

wandered across

some

Tt;

mine

is

her well.

the last

-in

.

My

house is not very far from her's, for
and her's is the first nut of it.'

the town,

Catherine heard kulh calling- her; so, bidding good-morning to
her aged friend, she run towards the cottage.
Where have you been? inquired her cousin.
Catherine told her of her new acquaintance, although she did
not repeat the conversation they had had.
'

'

Widow O'Reilly is very good,' said Ruth; every one knows
her and loves her; when any person in the village are ill, she will
go and sec them, and she helps those that are poor. I remember
I was ill once, and she came and sat by my bedside and made me
drinks from goodly herbs.'
The two cousins now entered the cottage.
'

'

CHAPTER

IV.

The fiery sun of June was on its
blew from the ocean, the waves rippled lazily over the yellow sands; St. Michael's Mount, on the
western side, was bathed in a flood of light, the broken outline
IT was midsummer's eve.

decline, a refreshing breeze

of its ivy-clad sides standing sharply defined against the unclouded sky of that beautiful evening.
The shadows lengthened as the sun gradually sunk on the horizon, and at length was lost, leaving only a faint reflection of its
glory in the golden clouds. Then the scene became enveloped in
the soft and pleasant glimmer of twilight; this again yielding in turn
to the more dark shades of night, till the outline of rocks, hills,

grew more and more indistinct.
if by magic, the whole town and neighorhood became illuminated. From the Mount, from Marazion,
from Newlyn and Mousehole shone forth fires, whose reflec-

and

trees

Suddenly, and as

still ocean enhanced the splendor of the vision.
a few minutes the whole bay glowed with a girdle of flame.

tion in the

The
ches,

In

inhabitants hurried through the streets, some bearing torballads, others laughing and talk-

some singing quaint old

The children especially seemed overjoyed, and joining
hands they commenced the game of thread-the-needle, running
through the streets vociferating, 'An eye, an eye!
Catherine had come with her cousins to see the festivities which
at Penzance always celebrated the summer solstice.
ing.

'

While the latter joined in the sports, the young girl, whom a
more serious disposition and recent sorrows rendered less inclined to take part in those riotous games, stood watching with
a quiet enjoyment the novel and striking scene; the beautiful
effect of the bright blazing fires, and the strange appearance of

the groups as they moved about amidst the glare of the torches.
At length the children by their noisy mirth attracted her attention.
Suddenly, the joyous band would stop, the two lust in
the string elevating their clasped hands and forming a large eye,
through which all the rest must pass. As she stood watching

them, she happened to look across the street, and noticed a man
standing half concealed in a small archway, who seemed desirous of avoiding observation, for he leant close up against the,

His guise was that of a traveler. A person with a torch
threw a strong light on his features; and
no sooner had they become visible than Catherine recognized
with astonishment the priest who had attended her dying
mother, and had so often visited in disguise the city of Exeter.
Yes, it was Father Ralph. She could not mistake those features, on which a long life of virtue and suffering had imprinted
a m.ijesty, while they still retained the energy of youth.
Tins
zealous priest had been educated and received Holy On
wall.

just then passing

I

7'ATfi

TO TRUST.

had afterwards returned lo KM 'land to carry conCatholic countrymen, and endeavor
who liiid strayed from lie true faith. For nearly thirty
years he hud been enga^ei in Midi labors, and had encountered
numerous difficulties and (lungers; yet, witli the help of Cod. he
,

iini lie

scilation td his

:

slender branch of the highest tree: but the
dark quite
m.
All the stories he
i

I

'

'

After

you know,

that,

came

I

here.

'

I

am

so liappy to see

you.'
Indeed, I have not forgotten you, my child. Often have I
thought of you since we parted at Exeter. You are, I believe,
with Protestant relations.
There, are perhaps, no Catholics
'

a dangerous position for one so young; but
keep firm to your faith, and thus you may become the instrument of their conversion. I have received a letter from a

near you, and

it

is

he went on to say, 'to a Cathalic gentleman who resides
neighborhood; but night has overtaken me, and I do not
know the road to his house; perhaps you can tell me where Sir
Reginald de Courcy lives. The name of the Manor-house is
friend,'

an.

.

lint

I

now came
is

of)

Various spii

of Cornwall (and in those
before his mind; and

I

had siieeeeded in eluding the vigilance; of his enemies, although
a reward had been olfeved for his capture, and the magistrates
were ever on the alert to discover priests.
The last of the merry part}' had passed on, and Catherine,
finding herself alone, advanced towards Father Ralph.
O father! do you not remember me? she said; I am Catherine Tresize, whose mother you attended when she was dying.

had heard

i.

:

it

belief

was only

v.

ith

wa

much

p

cousin could persuade him to guide Father Rulph to his

lion,

Across the moors
three started: Maw leading the way.
they went, their path lit up by the bright beams of tinAs the distance between them and the village increased, the
voices of the children, the shouting and singing, all died away,

The

and the

stillness of a

summer's night reigned around.

They had proceeded .some way along a winding path, which
on leaving the moor ran through a wood, when they readied the
embattled walls which bounded the more immediate precincts of
the extensive domain of Sir Reginald. Fronting them stood an
ancient archway, partly clothed with ivy; its heavy doors thickly
studded with nails, and well strengthened by large iron

now

this entrance they

Through

lofty trees, in full

summer

The
passed into an avenue.
met over their heads, and in

foliage,

spite of the brightness of the moon they were almost in dai
line, worn in the grass by the feet of men and h<>

',

in this

a white

Bron-Welli.'

for nothing else ever passed, carriages and carts being then alike
unknown at Penzance, was the only indication of road they
must follow.

'

I

'

have been here so short a time,' replied Catherine, that I
little of the country; and I have not heard of any one

know very

of that name.'

my child, I must seek shelter elsewhere for the night.
bid you farewell, I must conjure you not to forget the
good instructions which your poor mother gave you. She taught
'

Then,

But ere

I

you your religion, I know; and if you now have difficulties, and
have no friend to whom you can confide them, remember that
there is One Who will never abandon you.
Pray often, dear
child.'

O, indeed, I will do all you tell me. I hope the place you
then I shall be able to hear Mass, and to
is near

'

are going to

;

have your good counsels

A

slight noise
surprised to see

when he
'

'

'

I

to direct me.'

made Catherine turn her head, and she was

Maw standing close behind her.
noticed her astonishment.
how

lie

laughed

'

long have you been here?
All the while you've been talking,' replied her little cousin;
heard all that you said.'

Maw,' she asked,

'

Catherine drew aside the child who was still laughing with
mischievous delight at the thought of having startled her.
Maw,' she said gravely, you would not wisli to have any one
'

'

put to death, would you?

'

No,' said he; 'why do you ask me that?'
Because you must then promise me not to repeat a word of
what you just now heard. If you did, you might cause this
gentleman to be put to death, and I should be put in prison.
Maw, will you promise? I know, if you do, I can trust you."
Catherine spoke so seriously that the child believed her words,
and promised not to mention any part of the dialogue he had
overheard. Just as Father Ralph was about to depart, Maw
turned to his cousin. 'I know the road to Sir Reginald's,' he
'

'

laid.

'Well then, I pray thee.

my

lad,

guide

me

thither,' said the

all

alone in the dark,

As they walked on through

the park occasionally a deer, startby the sound of footsteps, would rush across the path, then
disappear in the nearest thicket. The avenue ran straight for
led

about a quarter of a mile before reaching the manor-house. It
was a quaint and venerable-looking old structure, part of it dating from a very early period, the tower from the days of the first
Norman kings. Other buildings had been subsequently added,
and it now formed a large and somewhat straggling editice, with
a courtyard in the centre.

'

No, no

;

I

should be afraid to come back

;

was

alike the

charm

of

parts of the building; while to parts more in view, the soft rays
gave additional beauty, the top of the tower, especially, shining
as

though roofed with

silver; here a

mullion or a cornice stand-

ing out in bold relief, there the diamond panes of the long narrow windows receiving a brilliant lustre. The large white owl
that issued with doleful hooting from the thick ivy-mantled part
of the edifice, seemed, as its snowy wings glistened for an instant in the moonlight ere it vanished again in
forlorn spirit doomed to haunt at night the place of
'

i

its

like a
former

Maw regarded the bird with superstitious dread, and
shrank close to his cousin, as in its uncertain flight it passed
near him.
On reaching the house Father Ralph, having thanked his
young guides, knocked at the massive door. After some delay
abode.

the face of an old
that

comes

man appeared

at this late

hour?

'

at a little grating.

'

Who

is it

he asked.

One who desires to speak to Sir Reginald de Courcy.'
At the name of his master the aged porter opened the door and
admitted the traveler, while the two children, seeing the priest
'

safe inside, hurriedly retraced their steps homeward.
to his cousin, after they had walked some
Kate,' said
way in silence, do tel( me who that gentleman is, and how you

Maw
'

moment's reflection.
'Yon shall not come back alone,' remarked Catherine, 'for I
it be true, as
will go with you. And if,' she added gaily,
people
tell us, that light keeps off evil spirits, you have nothing to
dread to-night; for, see, there is a bonfire on every hill. Come,
Maw, do not be frightened.'
Maw, like many older than himself, was without fear where
lie would climb the steepest rocks;
there really was danger.
he would run carelessly along the narrow ledges, where one
false step would have precipitated him into the foaming abyss beneath he would, for the sake of a bird's nest, risk his life on the

said 'he child, after a

there

enchanting. There was a mysterious gloom where the darl.
ows fell from projecting buttresses or from the more advanced

'

priest.

Thus

antiquity and a picturesque irregularity, totally different from,
the straight formal mansions of modern times.
Beneath the fairy touch of moonlight the scene was peculiarly

came

to

know

him.'

yon. but only on condition that you do not repeat
gave his promise, and Catherine continued- tha
gentleman is a priest. He goes about among the Catholic
soling ;hem and encouraging them to keep to the true faith and
this at the risk of his life, for should he be discovered he would
be put to death. I have known him a long time. When dear
mother was alive, and we lived near Exeter, he used often t.c
come to the house of a Catholic in the town. We used to go to
Mass there, and he would give me beautiful instructions. Thos
'

it.'

I will tell

Maw

;

were very happy days.'

8

/;

Then

what they

arc you, Kate,

bad people.

hoy.

TO

I

call a Papist?' inquired the
heard the KarkMnilh, who is a

very clever man, say so."
'I AOM the happiness of being a Catholic,' replied Catherine
'It is a holy religion, and it teaehes us to he good.
warmly.
Those who speak against it do not understand it.'
'I don't

know what you

mean,' said

'What does

Maw.

teach you? and what is the good of it?
It teaehes us first, to know God, to love Him, and serve
in this world; and if we do this, we shall he happy with

it

'

'

Him
Him

as the

good

priest

had

told her, be the

means of converting her

aunt and cousins.

With

tlie natural
impetuosity of her disposition, (lie ardent
longed for the morrow, that she might begin their instruction.
She could see no obstacles; all seemed easy to her /.eal.

girl

Age and experience

te
itc the ardor of evi
can Hatter themselves, at the age of fourteen,
with the idea that they have attained perfection?
Certainly
Catherine did not; more mature reflection would doubtless have

desires; but

i

:

who

convinced her that the task she was about

to undertake \\
supposed; though she would
on that account, even if her hopes had

more arduous than she had

for ever in the next.'

To know God,

TRl'.^T.

at tirst

Him, and serve Him! repeated Maw,
have heard that there is a God. But I don't
know anything about Him, so I cannot love Him; and I am sure
1 could not serve Him, for I never see Him.
Who is God? and

not have abandoned
been less sanguine.

why should I love Him?
'Poor Maw!' said Catherine compassionately; 'did no one
ever speak to you of the great God who created all things? has
no one ever taught you to pray? Well, then, listen to me, and I
will tell you.
God is a pure Spirit, that is to say, He has no
we cannot see Him while we are in this world, but He
sees us at every moment, and knows even our most secret

the following day the festivities assumed a different charmusic on the water, called by the inhabitants
'having a pen'orth of sea,' succeeded to the rejoicings of the
previous evening. An old fisherman took the children of Dame

'

'

to love

'

I

thoughtfully.

'

thoughts.

He

is

all-powerful, all-just, all-merciful."

The two

children had, at this moment, reached the border of
the moors. Catherine laid her hand on her companion's

shoulder, and asked

him

to stop for a

moment.

'Look, Maw,' she said, pointing to the glorious heavens;
'look at the beautiful stars; see, how fair the moon is; then,
down below, look at the ocean, how mighty and wonderful it is.
On the other side of us are the trees, with the soft breeze rustEven the grass we tread under foot,
ling through their leaves.
and the yellow clumps of gorse which cover the moor, are full
of beauty.
Well, Maw, it was God who created all these things
for our use and happiness. Just now you asked me why we
should love Him. Do you not see how much He has done for us?

has done far more, and greater things
you another time.'

And God
tell

for us, as I shall

'
O, Kate,' exclaimed the boy, I never knew all that before.'
on
their
road in silence.
two
then
The
proceeded
usually hear the great truths of religion at so tender an age
*

We

that they sink gently into our hearts without producing in us
any vivid impression; we learn the existence of God, and our
love for Him awakens in our young souls before the mind can
its affections.
And thus are
us the seeds of religion, which gradually
expand as our reason developes. But this had not been the case
with Maw. He had reached the age of nine without having re-

fully

comprehend the object of

happily implanted in

ceived any religious instruction: so that now, when for the first
time, he heard of the Great Being who created the universe, and
learnt that it was his duty to love Him, and that God was ever
present, and witnessed all his actions, he was filled with wonder
and awe. The stars, the ocean, the trees and plants, were not
sights to him; yet they seemed to wear a different aspect
since Catherine had pointed them out as the works of God, and
specially made for the use and happiness of man.

new

It is true the uncultivated intellect of the child could not form
a just idea as to what a pure spirit was; nor could he understand
how God could be present without his seeing Hun. The boy,
therefore, purposed to question his cousin concerning all this

another time; but in the meanwhile he believed, with the simple
and earnest faith of childhood, what one older and evidently better instructed than himself had told him.

where the

festivities had not
been so busy gossiping
with her friends and -acquaintances, that she had taken little notice of the absence of Catherine and Maw.

They soon regained

yet

terminated.

the village,

Dome Barnby had

Ere Catherine fell asleep that night she thought over the ocriirrences of that evening; her fortunate meeting with Father
Ralph, the prospect she now had of being able, sometimes at
')

attend to her religious duties; and, again, her eonversaMaw, awakening the joyful hope that she might.

tion with little

good

is far

it

Still, it is

preferable to a total

certain

want of

that too great a zeal for
it; the former, age may

soften, the latter nothing can remedy.

On

acter; idling, with

m

his boat; Catherine, unaccustomed to the sea,
preferred to stay at home.
So she sat near the cottage gazing on the lively scene, as the
boats p'lied to and fro, while she listened to the strains of music,

Barnby out

which, although the only instrument used was the bagpipe, did
not sound harsh when borne across the waters, and heard in open
air; the fresh voices of the children chiming in with the murmurs of the waves, and having altogether a wild and pleasing
effect.

As she watched the gay scene, she nevertheless felt sad, for she
could not free herself from a feeling of disappointment, because
her plans had been disturbed; and she had not, as she had
But now there was no
counted, been able to speak to Maw.
chance that day, and the next would be market-day, and she
would be wanted to go with her aunt and help to carry the fish.
As she mused on these things it suddenly occurred to her that,
while forming plans for the conversion of her relatives, she had
forgotten the most important part, namely, to ask God's assistance, without which all her endeavors would be fruitless. Catherine now saw her fault, and raised her heart for a few minutes
in humble and fervent prayer.
She then tripped gaily into the cottage and found that her
aunt had gone to Ty-an-dour, leaving to her special care the pot
which was boiling on the fire, and which was indeed a thing deserving attention, as it contained the family supper.
Having
seen that all was right, she again went out, this time proceeding
along a little path that skirted the moors, and not stopping lih
she stood before a miserable-looking cabin, which rose to view
near a dark pool of w^ter a forlorn looking place, the dwelling
of an aged and infirm

woman, who

subsisted chiefly on the

little

Widow O'Reilly
supplies brought to her by charitable persons.
often sent her provisions, frequently employing Catherine to take
them, well knowing the pleasure it afforded the kind-hearted
The instructions of her mother, often repeated, never to
girl.
turn away her face from the poor, or to speak a harsh word to
them, had sunk deeply into her heart: and in earlier days even,
when with others she was occasionally quick tempered, towards
the poor her manner was always soft and kind, recognizing in
them the suffering members of Jesus Christ.
As Catherine passed the threshold of the cottage, an expression of joy appeared on the countenance of its bed-ridden inhabitant.
Affectionately did the youthful visitor inquire after her
Nor did
health, and tender were the words she addressed to her.
she leave until all around had been made as comfortable and as

would permit; and what perhaps pleas-d
and touched the old woman more than anything was a large im-e
gay of wild flowers placed by her side,* that so, if deprived of the
enjoyment of nature during that sweet season of summer, she
might at least see some of its beauties. No wonder that Cath-

clean as circumstances

erine felt

happy

as she returned to her

aunt's cottage, for she

own

had given gladness

occupations

in

her

to a sorrowful heart.

TO
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number, including the family ajid servants, and D
and laborers on the estate, with a Few tOfl n ipeople,
lied in the
of course wen- |!rid-'-cl and CathcTn-

nts

'

CHAPTER

V.

after Bt John's eve, Bridget O'!!cilly received word
Margaret do Courey that there would lie .Mass at the

SOME days

from Ludy
Manor-house on the Following Sunday, and that she and the other
Catholics in the town were invited to attend. This me.ssage, was

chapel of InThe adorable
pers had

nd heard
ino-t of

D oil'ercd.

Sacriti-

Bridget and

left,

>

l.eahlifiil

riend

In

i;

remained
came, and

still

in

prayer lief. .re the altar, when a waiting woman
cordCatherine that her ladyship di -sir
I.
let.'
ingly followed the maid to what \va called the
In an old-fashioned arm-chair at the further end of the
incut sat the lady, dressed in that peculiar style with which the
<

'

among the liltle
The good widow kept one of

Congregation.
the largest and most respectable
shops in Penzance, and had by her upright dealing, her charity
to her neighbors, and her exemplar) lil'e, gained ibe esteem and
She never wi Bl ID their church,
affection of all the townsfolk*.
it is true, nor mentioned the subject of religion; hut this they

quickly spread

1

a total indifference concernin.; ii, or, if they
suspected her adherence to the ancient faith, the lime was not so
far removed when all England had been Catholic that they
either attributed to

should entertain any great dislike to so excellent a

woman on that

account.

Peuzance had, indeed, suffered less from religious persecution
than most other parts of the country. The hatred of the government was directed with far greater bitterness against the missionary priests who had been educated abroad than against, those
ordained before the Reformation; and

many

of the

latter

were

suffered to exercise their functions unmolested, especially in Cornwall; but as these became extinct, which was the case towards
the middle of the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the people in that
part of England were left without any spiritual teachers; and
thus, about the time of our story, the inhabitants of Pen/ance
were extremely ignorant, and for the most part indifferent about

though they had fallen away from the Catholic faith,
they had not yet embraced Protestant opinions. There were a
few persons, indeed, of whom the smith, John Tregarthcn, was
the head, who were possessed with a fanatical zeal, and of this,
declamations against Catholics were a chief sign.
After having been thus left to itself for many years. Penzance
was at length supplied with a Protestant minister and a commissioner, who both took up their abode in the town a few weeks

religion; for

before Catherine's arrival.
The minister of the gospel occupied himself very little about
liis Hock, spending most of his time in hawking and other fieldsports.

His friend, the commissioner, had been sent to Penzance with
the view of putting down the smuggling and wrecking that prevailed on the coast in that direction.

But this he found less easy than he had expected; for he soon
saw that he was surrounded by an uncivilized and lawless set of
men, who had long engaged in their odious trade with impunity,
and who would doubtless have scrupled very' little to put an end
to his life, had he interfered with them.
He was far removed from military aid, and had with him only
a small body of attendants on whom he could rely.
lie decided, therefore, though with some reluctance, that it
would be more prudent not to meddle with their concerns till he
should have established his influence more thoroughly over the
inhabitants, who might, in time, be induced to act with him
against the wreckers. But Mr. Iliggins was not a man to acquire
influence; he was one of those dry harsh natures who are served
and obeyed through fear, but never conciliate the affections of
any one; and he was not therefore likely to succeed with people
wiio felt that he had not power to enforce his commands.
His pride was deeply wounded on finding that his authority
at defiance.

To

compensate! himself for this humiliation,
in Penzance, he determined
to institute 11 rigorous search after priests.
Having heard that a
Catholic gentleman resided at the Manor-bouse, lie save orders to
his attendants to be constantly on the watch to detect, if missiont

and

to

throw some glory on his stay

ary priests were ever harbored there.
From the peace which Sir Reginald and his family had hitherto
enjoyed, they had little apprehension of danger. On Sunday,
then-fore, as had been arranged, while the commissioner was at-

tending service in the parish, church of Madron, a considerable

portraits of that period have-

made

us Familiar.

There was

in

her

dignity, but, no haughtiness; BO that while she inshe
also won the afTi-Hion of all who npp, ":K -In d
respect,
spired

manner a great

felt rather shy on first entering, but Lady Marwords
kind
gave her courage.
garet's
My child,' said the lady, Father Ralph lias spoken to me

he

Catherine

1

1

.

.

'

'

concerning you. He says that for many years he ha
you; that you have been well brought up, and fully instru
in our holy religion; but that those with whom you DO'
Full well do I know, dear
have fallen away from the true faith.
child, how sad a thing it is that at so tender an age, you should
have none to counsel you In difficulties, or console am! comfort

you in trouble. Widow O'Reilly told me that Dame Barnby was
she is doubtyour aunt, and that with her you live, who, though
less a worthy woman, can give you no spiritual ns.se tance; nay.
perhaps she would rather binder you in that respect. Wherefore, seeing to how many and great dangers you are e.\ posed, I
feel much interest in you, and I desire that you .should como

here occasionally to assist at the prayers, and receive religious
Your mother doubtless taught you to use your
instruction.
needle; if so, I can give you plenty of employment; and my

waiting-woman

shall teach

you any

skillful

work

of

which you

And thus, dear child, will you find friends here,
are ignorant.
and assistance in the way of salvation.'
Catherine, who had listened with joy to these propositions,
expressed her warmest gratitude to lady Margaret, who,
charmed with the respectful bearing and sweet simplicity of the
young girl, was astonished to find in one of her station of life

now

M

refinement of manner.
Catherine then returned home with Bridget, to

much

whom

she im-

The good woman was already acparted the glad tidings.
quainted with Lady Margaret's intentions, and had been comCatherine was
missioned' by her to ask Dame Barnby's consent.
know whether her aunt would be
glad of this, as she did not
these arrangements.
pleased or not with
When they reached the cottage, Bridget entered, Catherine gowith her cousins. Eager were the inquiring down to the beach
ies of the children as to what she had done at the Manor-house,

and whether she bad seen the priest.
Catherine's answers were prudent; for she feared that by an
over-hasty confidence in her little friends she might bring trouble on the De Courcys. and therefore she avoided saying anything concerning Mass, or how many or who the persons were
she satislied Maw by telling him that
who had assisted at
had seen Father Ralph, and that, moreover, the good priest had
the boy.
inquired after him; which greatly pleased
that makes me think I wish you would lull
'O,' said Maw,
Ruth and me about Cod. as you did that evening when we led
I tried to repeat it toiler,
but I
the gentleman to the manor.
it

;

'

could not

make her understand,

for

I

did not

know

it

well

myself.'

Catherine willingly assented; and the children having seated
themselves on the rocks, she explained to them the first part of
the Catechism that wonderful book, which contains such high
mysteries, and is yet adapted to the understanding of a cl
Her cousins listened with eager attention, and so rapidly did the
time seem to pass that they were all quite astonished when Dame
Barnby called them for the midday meal.
1

Now,

you

to

when they came in. Widow
Lady Mnrgaret wants
Manor-house yonder of an afternoon to work

Kate, 'she said to her niece

O'Reilly' has just-

go up

been telling

to the

me

that the

'

I

lilt.

10 LKUUT.

with her waiting-women, and she will give you work to bring
:!
you arc quirk :il it. ana so you will gain a little money.
v kind nf lu-r ladyship, and I am
very willing you .--liould
go; Inn they an all
'apisis there, and perchance ihey might
u niie. which would not have- mattered much a
lire, Imt now this commi.-..i<iner has come, the
:

1

10 has to do with Popery the better.
So take care, Kate.'
Without wailing for an answer, Dame Barnby turned away,
leaving Catherine \ery glad that she had not raised any objection
to Lady Margaret's kind offers.

To

her the needy eamc for

relief,

the

unhappy

for

the sick for remedies, and those in trouble for
midst of her numerous occupations she was ever to
ful and hap]
band found

aifortof

all

around

n
in

t;,o

h.

her.

Her hus-

her a devoted wife and prudent counsellor, who
encouraged and supported him in all good works; and to her
children she was an affectionate and watchful mo! her, not foolin

and Sir Reginald
it
as
duly of Christian parents to bring up thei'r children in
and love of God, and to make them useful menil

ishly indulgent; for both she

the

first
ii-

1

society.

CHAPTER
A

Lady Margaret had received a solid education, which enabled
her to instruct her children herself and to guide them in their
various studies; she was also very skillful in all kinds of needle-

VI.

work.

BEAUTIFUL

sight indeed is a truly Christian home, in which
each member of the household, master and servant, parent and
child, unite in serving God; where the heads of the family

encourage and inllueuce their dependents by their virtuous lives,
and where a spirit of union and peace pervades the atmosphere.
Surely on such a home the eye of the Almighty must rest with
re; and to the angels, who gaze with sad wonderment on
the wickedness of man, it is doubtless a refreshing sight, like
that of an oasis to the weary traveler in the sandy desert.
It was a family such as this that inhabited the ancient Manorhouse to which Catherine and Maw had guided Father Ralph,
and to which the former was henceforward to resort for religious
instruction and aid.
The gentry of Cornwall at that period were not distinguished

by a love of literary pursuits or by refinement of manner;
and if Sir Reginald de Courcy differed from them in these respects,
it was
principally owing to the superior education he had received
from a priest of great learning and piety, who had been chaplain
to his father.
In the library were to be found many rare old
books, illuminated manuscripts, quaint legends of the middle
iid lives of holy men
works the perusal of which cheered
the long winter evenings, and formed the delight of Sir
Reginald
and his family.
Master and servants would all gather round the spacious hallchimney; Lady Margaret ever busily engaged with some needlework; the children listening with fixed attention, while their
father read aloud some portion of English history, or the feats
of the valiant crusaders, or the relations of devout pilgrims who
had visited renowned sanctuaries, or stories of the chivalrous
knights of King Arthur. Sometimes one of the party would recount, for the amusement of the rest, one of the old Cornish tales,
or drolls' as they were called, consisting of marvelous accounts
of giants, fairies, and ghosts stories in which the people
either

'

greatly delighted.
In the more holy seasons, as in Lent or Advent, the lives of
saints and other religious works would take the place of less serious hooks. There were times, as Sir Reginald looked towards
his two sons who sat on the bench which he had occupied when
a hoy, that he thought with sorrow of the brother who had
once sat there by his side, and of whom his own mischievous
laughing Hubert forcibly reminded him. It was not that death
had robbed him of the companion of his early years; no, a

more painful now existed between them, for Cuthbert de Courcy had abandoned the faith of his fathers.
Sir Reginald had vainly written to him, imploring him to consider the peril to which he exposed his soul, the loss of which
reparation far

of the earthly honors

he hoped

to obtain

by

this

change
of religion oould ever compensate.
His remonstrances had been
received at first with coldness. ;md then with anger. Years had
passed by, but the dispositions of Cnthbert were unchanged; and though his brother had lost sight of him, the memory of him never faded from his mind.
Lady Margaret was the light and soul of the house. Firm as

was well fitted to preside.
Her day was divided between prayer, the duties of her household, which in
lays occupied a large share of the attention of oveu ladies
well as gentle, she

of rank,

and the care of her children and of the poor.

But there was one

especial art with

which she was

ac-

quainted, which is little known to ladies of the present day.
In
a sunny spot behind the dwelling was a piece of
ground watered
by a running stream, and here it was that Lady Margaret cultivated wholesome herbs, with the medicinal
properties of which
flic was well
She collected and dried their leaves
acquainted.
or flowers, and stored them away,
carefully labelled, in a room

devoted to that purpose. If any one in the house were ill, or if
poor persons in the neighborhood were suffering from colds or
fevers, she knew of some simple remedy among her herbs to
cure them, or at least to alleviate their
pain.
The days succeeded each other in peaceful rotation, bringing
with them the same duties and occupations; and thus, removed

from the hopes and

fears, ambitious projects and contentions of
the rest of the world, the inhabitants of Bron-Welli passed their
lives in happy retirement.
There were no newspapers to
to the good people of Penzance the events of the dav.
Oc<

casionally a wandering pedlar, or a benighted traveler, who
sought hospitality at the Manor, recounted the tales he had heard
of what had happened in the other places or the events he himself had witnessed; and thus news from the
busy world without
came to them like echoes from a distant land.
The year before Catherine's arrival at Penzance had been a
sad one to theDe Courcys; two of the children, the
Hub-

merry

ert

and a younger

sister,

had

fallen victims to that very fatal,

and then prevalent disease, small-pox. Only two children now
remained; the eldest son Austin, who was about thirteen, and
Barbara, a little girl scarcely two years of age.
One thing had been a source of deep regret to Sir Reginald
and his pious wife, and this was the difficulty which Catholics
experienced from not having priests to minister to their spiritual
wants; one particularly

felt

by themselves

at the

death of their

when no priest was present to repeat the prayers for the
dying, and to give the last blessing.
Father Ralph was therefore received into this devout housechildren

hold with great joy, especially as, unlike the other priests who
had visited them and only remained a short time, he had directions from his superior to establish a mission in Cornwall, and
had consented to make the Manor his head-quarters.

Such was the house and family to which Catherine now frequently resorted, and where she soon became a great favorite
with Lady Margaret, her waiting-women, and especially little
Barbara, on

whom

she frequently attended.

Those were pleasant afternoons for the young girl when she
was able to go to Bron-Welli. Lady Margaret and her maids
woidd assemble in a large room to work together, as was then
the

homely custom.

The lady during

that time gave them

re-

ligions instruction, and allowed each one to question her freely,
or she recounted some edifying tale, and to these Catherine list

ened with great pleasure, repeating, on her return home, to her
little

cousins what she had just learnt.

All were surprised to see
der; and as

how

beautifully she could embroiwell for her work, Dame

Lady Margaret paid her

Barnby was the last person to be dissatisfied.
Two months had elapsed since Catherine's first interview with
Lady Margaret, when one day she arrived at Bron-Welli hot and
breathless.

1

'

Why

yon rome with such great speed,
kind benefactress.

liavc

IIIT

quired

my

1, 'I

h 10

Kale?'

I

.

beautiful

.'he

;

liitlirr

I

had certainly been, hut
i'-h: and as tho
(iothic structine were ion"

Catholic place, of worship

in-

nave made haste In COH16 and warn you for mi my way
met the commissioner, and \villi liim persons from tin;
rheard them
town, coming to search tbe house for prie
1

K( b

I

lillle

if

It:'

i

their repose. .Mr.
tence.
Leaving tin spot, he
to

i

I

Vernation was visible in the faces of the wailing- women,
and they whispered their mutual (ears
they stood e\peciing
the orders of Ilicir mistress, who, despatching some in search of

mounted a small spir.
which led to the room where rather Ralph
lleolfry,' said the commissioner to one of his men. 'do you
sec those bricks near the tire place?
They look to me as if they
had been newly put down.'

wont to Sir Reginald, taking
Sir Reginald
necessary details.
the priest, fearing the commis-

that
Certainly, sir, they have
appearance. Is it your
pleasure that we should remove them?'
'Might there not be a place for a man to get down into the,

sioner might discover him to he such.
Not fur from the chapel was a hiding-place, which was entered
Father Ralph desby taking up the tloor near the tire-place.
cended by this means into a small dark closet, and those without

wall of the chimney below, by lifting up ihU hearth'.'' remarked
another of the pursuivants several of whom had collected round

n.'

.-is

Fatlier Kalph and Austin, herself

with her Catherine

deemed

to give all

prudent to

it

carefully closed

c

!6al

The

the entrance.

up

altar

furniture

was

stowed away, and all ornaments taken from the chapel.
Scarcely had these arrangements been completed, when the
commissioner and his party drew up in the court-yard, and having dismounted, entered, announcing to the dismayed servant
who gave admittance to the unwelcome visitors, that they intended forthwith to search the house with much diligence for
Popish priests and the like.'
They were met in the hall by Sir Reginald. 'Sir,' said the
commissioner, in a solemn and pompous tone, I presume that
you are Sir Reginald de Courcy, to whom belongeth this manThe latter having assented he then continued:
sion.'
Having
been appointed by the Sheriff of Cornwall to see that the laws
of the realm are not violated with impunity in these remote
'

'

'

my

my

zeal in performing
various duties, nay
parts, I intend by
also by needful severity, if the same become th necessary, to render myself worthy of the confidence of the high official
I

whom

Now

represent.

it

hath come to

my hearing

hath entered this town unawares, and doth
place

unknown

to us;

that a Popish priest

concealed in some

lie

and moreover, seeing that you and your

hou-ehold refrain from attending the church, I thought you, sir,
might be so rash as, despite the commands of our gracious lady
the Queen, to give harbor to an enemy of the state; and therefore it is that I have come hither to search your house.'
Mr. Iliggins considered that lie had a great talent for speaking, and never lost an opportunity of displaying his oratorical
He now fixed his penetrating gaze on Sir Reginald,
powers.
anxious to discover what effect his discourse had produced. But

was disappointed, as no fear was portrayed in the calm, almost stern, look that met his own; nor were there any signs of
agitation in the manly voice that addressed him thus:
'Sir, in this house there is no such a one as you describe;
no enemy of the state has ever found shelter beneath my
But if it please you to search the place, do so; you are
roof.
lie

welcome.'

do not require your permission to do that to which I have
which it is my duty to do,' replied the commissioner
Here, men,' he cried, to those who accompanied
sharply.
him, we must begin. But this gentleman must be locked up,
or he may be gone ere we return from our search.'
Be satisfied on that point,' replied Sir Reginald, who felt not
a little indignant at the imputation of cowardice which the re'I

a right, and
'

'

'

mark involved; 'you

will find

me

here

when your

search

is

ended.'

1

the spot.
'It

is

only the

rats,

yer honor,' said a voice from behind:

and the commissioner, on looking round, saw

a tall, vi

man

standing at the top of the stairs.
O, here is Larry O'Toole!' said one of the party, who
nized in the new-comer an Irish servant who had been
'

.

many

years at the Manor.
I gave orders for
'

have

I

tone.

all the serving-folks to be locked up; why
not been obeyed?' demanded Mr. Higgins in an an ry
Before his attendants had time to answer, Larry

responded
Sure 'tis out of the house
:

'

of ycr

own men

told

I

was

me what

until I

came

and then one

in,

ye were looking

for.

It's

;

to the resuit of the search.

You are a Papist, as your master is, I suppose?'
Faix, yer honor, I am,' replied the servant.
Then you are not to be relied on. Here, men, take

'

'

'

bricks,

and

let

up

these

us see what rats arc under them,' exclaimed Mr.

IlijTgins impatiently.

my dying breath, if they do get
thought Larry to himself, as he saw them removing the
brick.
At that moment a wild shout of joy resounded

'I'll

him
first

defend his reverence to

out,'

through the corridor. All stopped to listen.
'They have found something,' said one of the pursuivants.
Shall we go and see ere we try what seems a very unlikely
'

place for a

man

to

hide in?'

The commissioner, not wishing

any other than himself
this; and they
all left the room to join the rest of the party, who had found a
hollow place in the wall behind a large piece of tapestry, which
thdy had partly torn down. Considerable time and trouble were
expended in piercing the wall, when what evidently had been inthat

should have the honor of a discovery, agreed to

tended as a place of concealment was exposed 1o view. Lights
were procured, the mysterious spot carefully examined, anil, to
the great disappointment of the searchers, nothing was found.
The day was now fast declining; the last rays of the sun had
Discoi:
faded from the western side of the old Manor.
their ill success, the pursuivants resolved to depart at
not considering it necessary to make any further search
room near the chapel.

by

'

'

Very well," replied the other, reluctantly; let us to work.'
The parly then spread themselves through the house; but the
commissoner soon perceived that it would be almost impossible
to find any one without some clue to their hiding-place; for the
Manor was a rambling building, with an endless number of passdeep recesses, queer-shaped rooms, large granaries, and

not

they will find, says I. But when I saw ye searching
where we took up the bricks to get at them rats why, sure, I
did not like to see a gentleman like your honor troubling himIt's no concern of mine, of course;
self about so small a matter.
so I'll just say no more about it, if yer honor does not wish.'
The commissioner seemed puz/lcd; he looked sternly at Larry,
who was now leaning against the chimney with well-feigned indifference, although in truth, he felt anything but iudiii'erint as

much

The commissioner and
where

Sir Reginald

was

his

still

-e,

in

the

party passed through the hall
The sharp features of Sir.

seated.

any person were concealed behind; with no better
results they measured the rooms with long poles, so that if any
part were not accounted for, they might pierce into that portion

Higgins wore an expression of baffled spite; and although he
little, he appeared much mortified.
I have found nothing this time,' were the only words he
uttered; and without waiting for an answer he left the house.
Of the party of townspeople who, at the instigation of the
ever-busy blacksmith, had volunteered to accompany him. some

of the wall.

laughed

vaulted cellars.
discover

Vainly they

felt

along the tapestried walls to

if

At length the commissioner found

his

way

to the chapel.

A

said
'

at his failure,

others

at the useless trouble
agreed that they would

grumbled

they had given themselves; one aud

all

TRUE
Cm put Buoh ready

mere reports and none were
of doing so lh:m the comm!

faith in
>,

about

had brought bun the

\vlio

Illi'

;

turning abruptly to the un fortunate atwhere heardest thou
tidings,

said

IIP

-Try

tendant

priest

TO TSl

'

'!

MaMer. 'twas MS told you that two men said thiit a person
ilicy had seen told them he had traveled here with a man
1

who

looked

much

like a

Popish priest.
remain in my service/ retorted Mr.
lliuuins. -take heed tliat you never bring the like uncurtain
'

Then

if

you wish

to

reports again to disquiet me.'

CHAPTER

VII.

The last days of October had been chilly the first of November dawned cheerless and foggy, and as the day wore on,
eet did not improve.
At four o'clock that afternoon the
narrow streets of Pen/mice were dark and dismal, and for some
reason there was not the usual stirot business. An individual,
well wrapt up in a ponderous cloak, was the only person to
lie seen; lie walked with hurried step, appearing absorbed in
thought. The road was one with which he was evidently well
acquainted, for lie mechanically turned up and down, from
street to street, scarcely ever raising his eyes from the ground
until he entered the main thoroughfare, and then he did look
for the din of voices struck his ear, conup, and stopped short
;

ST.

the atmosphere, and the hardy-looking

men

in blue

home spun

that the

of

many

i'o

i

iMiennen anil their tai
the Conner (.'aslei-man was known as a daring

wrecker and .-muggier.

'Too much mist at sea to day tor a boat to venture out? What
think you, Casterman? said one ol the men.
Stephen answered
by a kind of grunt, and gave a vigorous push to the door, whose
old hinges creaked and shivered as it Hew open.

The room

into which the wrecker entered was small and misand so dark that tlie numerous objects that filled it were
Its sole occupant was an old man,
y distinguishable
whose long white beard and straggling locks gave him a
what wild appearance n.s hooked nose and piercing black eyes
betokening a Jewish origin the expression ot his face was far
from agreeabio there being a look at cunniugand deceit imp;
upon it. which had increased with age. Tnis individual was,
when his visitor entered seated in an old chair liis thin bony
hands grasping a leather purse, of whicli lie had been counting one
by one the glittering contents but the moment the door was
pushed open, money and purse had disappeared in the Jew's
erable,

pocket.

'Good- afternoon to you Isaac,' said Casterman. 'The Dame
Barnby's child and my own little girl brought you the bundle of
clothes and other small things from the last wreck, did they
not?

trasting strangeh- with the previous silence.
Stephen Casterman, for lie it was, ga/ed with some surprise on the motley
group that had collected at the blacksmith's door, and com-

Yes,' replied the Jew; ana a worthless lot tdey are. There,
he added, dragging some old clothes from under his chair; who
do you think would buy that? Why, half the braid is off the
The fellow
coat, and one of the sleeves is nearly torn to pieces.
who wore it must have struggled violently, trying to get up the

The old hump-backed cobbler
pletely obstructed the pathway
was there, with a boot in process of mending the carpenter,

rocks near Ty-an-donr, may be.'
Perhaps so; but that's no matter.

rule peeping out of his pocket
and sturdy little lads,
the sons of fishermen, were standing with their hands behind

the whole lot?

;

with

liis

;

their backs, staring

up

in

bewilderment

man

at the smith, a tall

'

'

'

'

What

will

you give for

'

An animated discussion ensued between the wrecker and the
Jew, and at length the articles were reluctantly paid for by the

of gigantic strength, and a person of great importance in the

latter

town.

Casterman then produced with an air of triumph a beautiful
diamond ring which he had brought in his pocket.
What think you of that? he inquired.
The old man took it eagerly m his hand, rubbed the precious
stones, and murmured half to himself'Real diamonds, set in gold, eight of them I do declare!
But,' he added in a louder tone, what use is so costly an article
to me wno in this poor town would purchase it? I can't give

Thomas Tregarthen,
knew

a

liltK-

besides being well acquainted with his
of everything, and was a great talker on all

On

the present occasion he seemed to be haranguing
Casterman determined to ascertain what the mat-

subjects.

the people.
ter was, and pushed his
'

the crowd.

way through

O, Master Castermau,' exclaimed the

you arc

little

'here

cobbler,

'
!

i

returned Stephen, what is Thomas Tregarthen talking to you all about to-day ?'
You know
lie was just giving us his ideas on religion.
awhile ago the constable searched Sir Reginald's house for a
'

'

\Vell.'

'

whom

was

Rethought it was a
grievous thing to molest so good a gentleman. However, the
constable has offered a reward to any one who shall find the
Papist priest,

folks said

hiding-place of the said priest
the look-out.
'

'

Well, what has he found

;

there

:

so the carpenter has been 'on

for

or

it

I

should iose by

it.'

do you speak thus? rcpned Stephen angrily, 'You
know wel. that ah such things as are too costly to find a purchaser here, you sell to your nephew, who comes from London

Why

town

'

but he cometh only once in the year,
'True,' replied Isaac,
the journey being long and much beset with dangers; now he
was here not fully two months ago, so I must needs keep this
'

ring over ten months."

'

interrupted Casterman,

?

much

who was

\Vell,' said Casterman, 'you won't make me believe that the
keep thereof costs anything.
He put the ring in his pocket, and advanced towards the door;
'

'

growing impatient.
In truth, he found nothing, but he thought he had, and came
to Master Tregarthen's to talk it over in a neighborly way, as
we always do I and a couple of others were in the forge at the
tune; and the passers stopping to see what the matter was, there
gathered the crowd you see, and Master Tregarthen got very
'

;

warm

about religion: he

is

a

marvelously good speaker.

I

listen to him the live-long day.
Well,' said Casterman, as I have

could

'

no time to lose in talking
and
or in-hearing others talk, I'll wish you all good-afternoon
with these words be left his gossiping companion, while the
'

'

;

blacksmith continued preaching in a loud tone against the
horrors and dangers of Popery.
Siephen hurried on his road. At length he stopped before a
lied house in a dirty narrow lane which ran from the harbor towards the old market place. The nets which hung on the
sides of the dwellings, the strong smell of fish

which pervaded

him back.
Come, don't let us quarrel, and don't be off in such a hurry,
Casterman. I was iust going to propose a plan for you to gain

Isaac called
'

aright good sum of money, therefore ought you to be glad to
Of course yov>wih likewise share \\iib
give me this ring cheap.
me half what you will gain by following my plan. Do you
understand?'
'
'
No,' said Casterman.
Say what you mean at once, and
don't keep
'

to give
'

me

of

'I will;

butyoupromisa

half?'

demanded the wrecker impatiently.
money that I shall make you gain.'
And why do you want my help? not surely for the pleasure
sharing some money with me,' said Casterman sarcastically.
Half what?

'Why,
'

me waiting here.'
Jew hesitatingly.

I will,' replied the
'

half the

'All,

help

I

inc.

Yes,

wax olil, nnd
You promi.
ye.s

;

do

can't
!

i

go On, and

In

let

Is that all

heard

it

dividual never present

it is

in

T

i!s> If

to the

sudden appearance cau-ed quij
'a.-term:tn, '.vl
lley, Master

minds of the inmates

'I

Icn

<

heard say that a Popish priest

'

to tell

nm sure, who are but a Jew.'
All Christians are the same to me; I hate

exclaimed

you?'

one.
of your comrades drowned?
Nothing of lie son,' he replied:

'

asked another.

'Any

you, I

his

.on.

'

ijllirk

me?' interrupted the other. '/
no matter to inc. and ought to be none to

you have

long ago;

1
want, so you must
have half?'

'

'"

'Listen,' replied the Jew.
was in the to\\ n
'

all

inc.'

but

'

I

t

lie

fishing

is

bad, and

am

weary, not having eaten a morsel since morn. Tie
a hungry man, so,
bit t
Sir Koginald never grudges

I

:l

them

all,'

said Isaac

scornfully; but there is a reward offered to any one who can tiiul
out the priests and such as harbor them.
hundred pounds is
'

A

the price.'

'/can't be looking for priests and the like; where should
them? they keep themselves hidden up, for good

I

stepped in.'
nigh the house,
You are welcome, said one of the servants, as lie handed
him a large piece of bread and cheese, which Castcrman, who
Between nmiillifuls ho
..--ped.
really was hungry, '.
looked inquiringly at the inmates of the kitchen, wonderiI

1

'

find

he could obtain from them the informal ion

too; they have a had chance of their life when they are caught.'
'
I have not dwelt all my life in this
Hark ye,' said the Jew.

at length rested on a young man who was standing talkin
To a casual observer, Andrew Hark
a fellow-servant.

miserable old house, that is falling about mine cars, like the
building that one of my fore-fathers, Samson, pulled down on
the heads of the Philistines; nay, I was rich and prosperous once,
the partner of a wealthy merchant; but the tide of fortune

would have appeared a thoughtless merry fellow; but anyone
gifted with a quick perception of character might have discerned
an uneasiness in his look and restlessness in his manner which

'

went against me. My partner was a Christian of one sort, and
then he changed his religion and became another sort of a Christian, a Catholic, or Papist as they be more commonly named; lie
worshiped in secret and used much caution; but he liked and
trusted mo, and many things did he let me see that he and his
I then noticed that on their Sabbathday they
friends did.
try
to have a priest; and if you wcro'to watch, you would find that
all these Papists have at some time of the year a priest in their
houses.
Now, Sir Reginald is one of them; watch him, and

you are sure to discover that he harbors priests.'
Very good but how am I to watch? I never go near the

lie

His eye

desired.

denoted that all within was not right.
These peculiarities would probably have escaped the notice of
Castcrmau, had not the expression of alarm which suddenly appeared on the young man's face, when he found that
1

of the wrecker were fixed

upon him, been

too

1;

marked not

to

arouse his attention.
'That man has done something he is afraid should be known,'
thought Stephen; and in his mind he marked him as his prey.

But although Casterman paid more than one visit to the Manor,
he could not find an opportunity of speaking alone to Ilarkwright.

'

;

Manor."
'Ah,' said Isaac musingly,
the serving folk?
No; how should I?

'

that is true; do

you know any of

'

CHAPTER

'Well, I will tell you what you must do; make friends with the
servants of the Manor; in every house there is a traitor, believe

me.'
'

I'll

try,' replied

Castcrman,

who seemed

he was
'

VIII.

'

'

puzzled as to

how

'

to attain the desired object.
Good-afternoon Isaac.'
You don't forget that you are to give me half the money?

cried the
'

Yes,

Jew anxiously.
when I have it.

sneer.

I

'

promise,' said the other with a
,

So saying the wrecker took his departure. Enveloped in his
dark cloak, he hastily retraced his steps homeward. That evening,

Stephen intimated to Ins brother what the Jew had told him;

Mark concurred

in old Isaac's opinion, that the surest,

way

of

Sir Reginald's movements was to become acquainted
with his servants.
Any one who has read the description of a Cornish gentleman's
residence in former days will readily understand that Stephen
Casterman found no difficulty in gaining admittance to the
kitchen of the Manor. Sir Reginald lived on friendly terms with

knowing

poorer neighbors, and the hungry or the tired laborer or
fisherman, who passed the open door of the. spacious room which
served the double office of kitchen and servants' hall, was sure

all his

welcome from those within, and a slice of cheese and
home-baked 'bread if he needed it; and there too he might sit. by
to find a

fire of a winter's evening, chatting with the attendafternoon, therefore, Stephen, after an unsuccessful
day's fishing not far from the Manor, left his companions to row
back in the boats, and directed his steps towards the house.
The wrecker, as we have before remarked, was not a favorite in

the roaring
ants.

One

the neighborhood, being by nature
ancestors were Danes, who had c

silent

and Bloomy

:

and as

his

aa usual in those days,

on a smuggling expedition, and had subsequently settled in
Cornwall, the people were wont to remark amon:: themselves
was easy to *<(' that the 'a-ilermans had no Irue Cornish
that,
'

(

it,

blood

in

them,

"When, thenreferred to

for

they never made a friend of
phen entered the kitchen OH till

the idea of a friendly visit

am

from such a morose

CATHERINE had now grown used to her new home; there were
numerous trials in it, but there was also much good to be done;
and that to an energetic and zealous character was a source of
happiness.

At first Dame Barnby felt no great liking for her niece; but
when she saw how industrious she was ami that, far from being
a burden to the family, she gained money by her work, she bocame more favorable to her.
Still the cold and at times harsh manner of her aunt was pecupoor child, act nstoined to a fon.l mother's
and possessed of a warm and affectionate heart. Sometimes she was tempted to yield to discouragement
or, when
Dame Barnby only evinced displeasures at what she had done
for the good of her and the children, her naturally quick temper would for a moment rise. Hut Catherine's was not a weak
or cowardly disposition, and if the road she trod was m
duous than hitherto, she did not on that account abandon the
narrow path which leads to eternal life; and when nature whispered that her endeavours to make her aunt happy and contented,
and to turn her thoughts to religion, would be all in vain, and
that, she herself never could find peace and joy in that e<
liarly painful to the

love,

;

all was so different to the home of her childhood;
when
thoughts such as these presented them- -Iv.-s. she would
them as unworthy of a follower of the crucilk-d Saviour, and
so she advanced bravely on her road.
Lady Mar:.-

where

counsels were of great assistance to her; but of late her visits to
the Manor IIOIIM. had became less frei[UMil. owing to Iheshortof the

winter afternoons.

friend in Bridget O'iieilly, to
reproachfully. You love l<
'

much

She had also found

a

whom Maw would sonietin,
than us, whom you
<

kind
have

she would lau-rh, and answer that
her heart was large enough to cherish them all; and so it was.
lull it must be owned the young orphan had i\ very large share

known

so

longer.'

lint

of her affections.

The attachment between Catherine and her cousins
in-

-he had ta:
and as Lady Margaret generally gave her

little

protegee some
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home, they would sit anil work to
gether, when Catherine would explain to Kuth ami Susan thc
;>;il
mysteries of reliiriou, aucl repeat lo them the good instructions she received nt the Manor.
\vork lo

ilo

fur her at

1

The monotony of every-day life in Dnme Barnby's cottage
was disturbed by an event which cast a gloom over the little

and worst of

'

all is

the thought of at

one

forgets the very exiM
-May the
'

Hii

of

',

which one

well and sine

:ven forgive me, that I never spoke
the wiped the tears from her

;

said

before,

is

i

I

eyes.

had not the lie-art to speak
to you of religion, for I thought you would never listen to me;
now you will, won't you?
Say anything you like,' murmured the sick woman. 'You
have been a good friend to me, and did not abandon me after my
foolish marriage, like the rest did.
But,' she added sorrowfully,
you can do me no more good now; 1 must needs bid farewell
'

loved ye dearly,

I

my Winny

;

but

I

'

family.
Catherine's aunt had gone one afternoon, towards the end of
December, to Ty-au-dour, telling the children that she would re-

turn soon; but

tin:

hours passed by, supper-time came, and

still

was no sign of I)am Barnby; they wailed in vain, until
the two youngest of the party growing sleepy, after eating their
share of the repast, went to bed.
The darkness of a winter's night had now set in; and when
Ruth and her cousin opened the door to ascertain if any one
were coming, they felt that a cold wind was blowing.
.Mother would never cross the moors in the dark,' said Ruth;
she must have stopped at Ty-an-dour.
She did so once before,
I remember; so we had better wait no longer, but go to bed.'
They both retired to rest. But early next morning all was
astir in the cottage, and as Dame Barnby did not appear, it was
agreed that Ruth and Maw should start in search of her; and if
they did not meet her on the road, proceed to Ty-an-dour, and
see what had happened.
Time seemed to pass slowly indeed to Catherine, who anxiously
awaited their return. At last little Susan, who had run out to
look if they were coming, rushed back into the cottage, crying:
Two men carrying mother; come and see, Kate!
There, indeed, was poor Dame Barnby lying on a kind of
stretcher, borne along by the two Castermans; Ruth and her
there

'

'

'

'

brother following, weeping.
When she approached nearer, Catherine saw that her aunt was
insensible.
'

O, Ruth,' she exclaimed, 'what has happened?'
'Mother's arm is broken,' sobbed the child; 'when
found her we thought she was dead.'

we

first

The poor woman was laid on her bed; Bridget came in to
nurse her; and Maw was despatched for a bone-setter of great
repute in the neighborhood.

When Ruth was

composed, she related to her cousin all
that had occured.
On her reaching Ty-an-dour with her brother,
Dame Casterman told them that their mother had left the house
late on the previous night; she then called to her sons, and asked
them to go with the children, and look if the poor woman had
fallen over the rocks near the sea, which they did; and after
a little

some

search discovered her lying at the foot of the cliffs.
at first fancied she was dead; but on lifting her up a faint
reassured them that life was not extinct.

They
moan

'

to

all.'

'Ah, weep not

going
self,

at the thought,

Now, when

to.

that poor soul

is

I

Winny dear;

saw you were so

going

to leave its

ill,

are

ishomeyou

it

sure, said

I

to

my-

house and start on a long

journey, longer much than to my own sweet Ireland, and if I do
not tell her the right road to take to heaven, it will rest as a dark
shadow on my heart to my dying day. So I have come to speak

you of the other world.'
1 heard there was a heaven and a hell, and grandanie used to
tell me w hen I was a girl, that if I was good, I would 50 to the
one, and if bad, to the other, but that is no comfort to me, for
what have I done to go to heaven?
'And if you have never done a good action in all your days, it
When our Blessed Lord was on
is not to late to repent, Winny.
earth, He told the people a beautiful story, which it always does
my poor heart good to think on. He said there was a shepherd
once who had a hundred sheep, and one of them strayed away
and lost itself; well, what do you think the Good Shepherd did?
why, sure, he left the ninety-nine others, and went in search of
the lost one, and looked everywhere until he found it; and then
he caressed it, and carried it home on his shoulders to the fold.
Now, our Blessed Lord says that He is that Good Shepherd, and
that is how He brings back the souls of poor sinners who have
wandered away from Him. Now, if you will only turn to Him,
and tell Him that you are sorry for having offended Him, why,
sure, then He will send the holy angels down to bear your soul
up to heaven; they rejoice, 'tis said, more over one sinner doing
to

'

r

'

penance than over ninety-nine just.'
All that is very beautiful.' said Dame Barnby;
I to turn to God? I would willingly do anything
'

cape

'

I

how

an.

could to

es-

but

hell.'

We

can obtain nothing, except through the merits of Jesus
died on the Cross to save us all.
Let tis have recourse to Him, Wiuny. AVill ye say these prayers with me?
Bridget knelt down by the bedside of her poor friend, and with
When she arose there was an
uplifted hands prayed fervently.
'

Christ,

Who

'

earnest expression in the deep-blue eyes of the old Irishwoman,
were about to say something of much importance.

Besides having her arm broken, Dame Barnby had received severe internal injuries; and in spite of the care bestowed on her

as though she

by Catherine and Ruth, and the kindness of Lady Margaret in
visiting her, and sending provisions and remedies to her, she
seemed each day to grow worse.

I cannot let
poor friend, without telling you that that is the true
I could bring a holy priest to you, if you would see
religion.
him; and he it is who would speak words to you which would
gladden your heart. What can a poor woman like myself, who
am no better than another, do for you? But to the priest God
has given power to forgive the sins of such as confess to him. O,
Winny. if you would tell him yours, he would, in the name of
the great God, promise 3 on pardon for them all; you would die
in peace; and the angels would make your bed in the heavens.

Nothing could equal the devotedness of Catherine to her sick
was also assisted by Widow O'Reilly, who being
xperienced, knew what was best to do for the relief of the

relative: she

sufferer.

One evening

came into the cottage, and said she would
Barnby, while the children might go and

I'.ndget

Dame

with
take a walk.
11

'Ah, Bridget,' said the sick woman,

'

I fear

much

that I

am

'

lie;

Dying is it, my own poor Winifred? O, surely no, it cannot
and yet you do look very ill,' she said, as she gazed on her

pale face.
Yes,' replied Winifred, 'I
can save me.
'

know

I

am

very bad, and nothing

'

-1
'

you

can,' said

(}od?

O.

never thought of God during life, and He will not
It is fearful to think of
dying; not inlias been easy for me; bill then there are one's
poor
in death.

children to leave, and

all

that one

the days of

my

life,

am

a Catholic and have

glory be to God!

my

Think of
'

Here

Winny dear.'
murmured the woman

it,

I will,'

are the children,' said

faintly.

Widow

'

O'Reilly;

so I shall wish

you good-evening, and go; my little Kate will take good care of
you, and Ruth will too. God bless them both.'
Catherine and her cousin made every thing as comfortable as
they could round the sick woman the former now slept in her
aunt's room, that she might be near to administer to her wants
;

O'Reilly softly.

I

me
.iat life

Widow

die,

all

r

'

dying.'

'I

'Winifred,' she at length said,

been one

knows and loves

iithis world;

during the night.

The following morning Dame Barnby related to her nier
daughter what Brid^-l. had told her the previous evening, and
uskcd them if thsy knew that their old friend wag a Papint.

Tin:/-,

'In
I

am

trntli, I

:i

did,'

replied Catherine smiling,
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'and moreover

Catholic m\sc]l'.'

The aunt was
girl not

spunk

too

to her

weak

u

to say much,
about religion; adding

i

thai, x/ic

the

yum;

was a Pro-

and would die in that creed.
Although Dame: Barnby spoke thus, she felt far from easy as
to the future.
She was not really attached to any faith; Imi now
that her last hour seemed to be approaching, she found that rcliThe
{lion was the only thing that could give her consolation.
old Irishwoman often came and sat by tin' bedside of her sick
neighbor, and she and Catherine would talk to her of the world
beyond the grave, of repentance for past sins, of the passion and
death of our Saviour, and explain to her the Catholic doctrine.
Several times they pressed her to see the priest; but to this she
always gave a determined refusal.

wise dames, who knew Winifred Barnby, prophesied
had not long to live. But she possesed a strong constitution, and after weeks of suffering there was a gradual improvement in her state; the fever subsided, she was able to rest at night,
and towards the end of January, although still very weak, she
could once more move about her cottage, or sit in the old wooden
arm-chair by the fire, or, when the day was very fine, by the
open window.
It was during her long and painful illness that Dame Barnby
noticed and admired more than she had hitherto done the good

Many

that she

young

niece.

Besides being attentive to her

sick relative, Catherine did the principal work in the cottage,
and looked after her younger cousins. Her aunt was surprised
to see one so

cupied with endhoi-ed prl

testant,

qualities of her

l.i

young and joyous displaying a

steadiness and de-

and it ocyotedness rarely found even in those much older
curred to her that this was perhaps owing to the religion of which
Catherine spoke with such love and reverence.

had

deep slumber; vague terrors seized the poor woman, and as it
was only when Catherine knelt by her and prayed, or spoke to
her of the mercies of God, of Jesus Christ having died to redeem
the world, or of the intercession of His holy Mother on behalf of
sinners, that she experienced some peace and for a short interval
fear would yield to confidence in her Maker.
But she was now restored to health, and although the thought

God faithfully for the future did not quite abandon
must bo owned that it grew much weaker. The fact was,
her,
that when Winifred lay on what she supposed would be her
deathbed, only one thing seemed to her necessary, namely, to
save her soul; but now that in all probability .she had many
of serving
it

years to live, worldly interests opposed her good intentions.
The Catholic religion she believed to be the true one; but to embrace it exposed her to many dangers.

Another consideration acted powerfully on Dame Barnby's
mind, and deterred her from doing what she well knew to be her
duty. Her husband had belonged to that band of wreckers of
which the Castermans had long been the leaders. After his
death she still carried on business with them: she conveyed their
goods to the Jews; she brought tidings to the inhabiany ship she perceived laboring in a
storm; or else she gave warning to the rest of the band that the
Castermans would require their services on the coast near their
own house; in return for which they allowed her a small share
in their gain, and moreover promised to take Maw out willi
them as soon as he was ten years old. To abandon these connections would have been a loss to her; and yet, from the conversations she had had with Bridget and Catherine, she plainly saw
that if she became a Catholic she must do so.
It is true that she
also gained money by more honorable means, by spinning helping during harvest-time to bind the corn, and selling fish in the
market; but in her straitened circumstances the loss of the Castermans' support and aid was a thing of no small consequence.
While Dame Barnby was thus hesitating between Hie interests
of this world and those of the next, while Widow O'Reilly and
'hie redoubled their prayers for her conversion, !^

Reginald

liar

his interview with the .Jew

and he had not obtained any information.
to his brother one in
they were both engaged in arranging their nets on the shore.
'I wish I could; fifty pounds would pay the debt to thai old
Jew.
Well, why don't you try what he told you; that, is to make
replied .Mark.
friends with some of the scrvanls'.'
'They like
There is on: lull fellow
to talk about their master's allairs.
passes here pretty often, just ask him some quest!
'

pa.s-.ed,

I shall in

:

'

'

'

time.
'

Why,

been in the kitchen of the Manor several

I've

I

don't supcould not ask them about priests and Hie like;
pose they would tell me. I never said a word to the fellow you
will try my
mean, though I have often seen him; however,

hut

I

1

1

But look now

best.

to the nets.

and the brothers continued

their

Here, spread out this one;'

work

in silence.

Stephen was leaving the house, intending
to proceed to town, he saw Larry coining from the Manor, and
walking in the same direction, 'Good afternoon to you.' .said
The servant returned the
the wrecker, approaching him.

Some days

after, as

salutation.

'You

are

one

of

Sir

attendants?'

Reginald's

continued

Stephen,
'Of course I am; and there is not a gentleman in all England
or Ireland that I would sooner be serving than his honor.'

thought you all of the sheriff's visit? You were much
I suppose?'
Fnghtencdl sure and what should we be frightened for?' re-

What

'

frightened,
'

;

Dame Barnby had approached the threshold of death, and at
that fearful moment her immortal soul awoke as it were from a

ir

Three months since

its.

plied Larry.
'

Well, I

know

not,' said the other;

'

but

I

dries

harbor them some-

suppose you had

priests in the house?'

Suppose we had,
But is it not true

'

'

The Jew

if

ye

that

told

me

likes.'

your master
that

Papists do.'
Sure, man, what would you have a Jew know about the ways
of Christian folk? But is it thinking of entering his honor's ser-

times?

all

'

vice ye are?'
'I!' replied

Casterman indignantly.

'I

would not be a

ser-

vant for the world.'
Well, then don't bo wearing the

life out of me with ycr
thought, of course, that it was seeing if the house
would suit you, you were; but if that is not it, I will just wish
you good-morning.' So saying Larry turned down a side street,
'

tions, sure.

I

for they had

now

reached the town- and Casterman continued

his road to the house of the Jew, reporting to him his ill-success
All went on peacefully in the Manor-house and in Dame

Baruby's cottage during the next three months; the inhabitants of
the former were disturbed by no visits from the commissioner,

nor by attempts on the part of Casterman to gain information
from their servants. Father Ralph, who now parsed as being preceptor to Austin, made frequent inissonary journeys
through Cornwall, and always returned in safety to Sir

ill-gotten

Reginald's

tants of Ty-an-dour of

One soft warm afternoon in May, Catherine entered the cottage with her apron full of wild flowers which she hud gathered on ter way from the Manor. Her aunt was alone in the
kitchen, her spinning-wheel revolving rapidly as she drew out

rman waa very

differently,

though not

less

completely, oc-

the long white tread from her distaff; she stopped working
when her niece came in.
How you iove those wild flowers, child!' said the dame.
'

'Indeed
full

I

lo,'

replied Catherine

O, what must heaven be,

if

heaulismiling;
they are
the things of earth an
-,

fair!'
'

a happy thing to see the world that way, Kate/ said her
Then after she had paused for a tew minutes as jiough
Bin
reflecting on the young girls exclamation, she continued
there are many sorrows in thin wor d that make one think iittl:,
of its beauty and as lor the next, r.t. many tciks troub-e their.
It is

aunt.

-

selves about
'

tone;

tor 1

and yet
ought, she added in a more serious
have been brought back, as it were from deatli by
it-

run:
Ood'B goodness; and

am

it is

in truth very ungrateful of

me, now

m
I

forget all the good resolutions I made when I
was dying. I believe in the Catholic religion; but

well

to
I

thought

is the danger that people will find out lam a Catholic;
ami tho commissioner, has levied fines on all those above the

thru there

TI,

though resolving to pray for the conversion of those of whom
she had formerly been the accomplice.
Another year passed over; one of peace and happiness to Dame
Barnby and her family. By her own industry, and that of Cath-

a poor woman like ine.'
-poke long and earnestly with her aunt she unfolded,
with the natural eloquence of one speaking from the heart of
what it loves and feels, the immense bounties of God towards us,
and the ingratitude of our not serving Him then she pictured
the misery of a soul in the next world that has not loved its Cre-

and Ruth, they were enabled to live with more comfort
than they had hitherto done.
Winifred entertained great fears that her son, when he grew
up. wouid renew tnendship with the Caslermans, and become a
wrecker -ike Ins father, if he remained at Penzance.
She confided her anxiety to lady Margaret, and some time after, Sir
Reginald arranged with the captain of a Waterford ship, with
whom ho was acquainted, to take the lad into his service. The

ator in this; and lastly she showed how short and trifling the
pains and afilietions of this life are in comparison with the ever-

captain was a Catholic, and as he was frequently the means of
conveying priests to Ireland, he was desirous that all his crew

who do not

of sixteen

would

fall

attend the Protestant church;

now

that

heavy on

trine

lasting

iy

j

of heaven.

dictated by so ardent a love of God and zeal for the
salvation o souls could not fail to make an impression on the

Words

mind

Dame Harnby

of

she promised Catherine that

if

Lady

Margaret, would allow it she would go to the Manor and speak to
her ladyship and the priest; for there were many things about
which she wished to take advice from some one older and more

experienced than her niece.
It was with a
light and happy heart that the young

girl retired

Maw

to rest that night; Ruth and
were also delighted to hear of
their mother's intention; all three thanked God for His mercy

towards them, and prayed that
which was begun.

He would

further the good

work

On the following feast of Pentecost, which fell that year in
the old Manor-house, and
June, there was great rejoicing
doubtless in heaven also there, was joy among the angels, for that

m

day the waters of baptism had regenerated four souls hitherto
plunged in ignorance, but now become children of the Catholic
Church.
The chapel on that day wore a festive air. The faithful
crowded its narrow precincts in greater numbers than usual. All
felt
that,

an intense interest in the converts; the brotherly charity
reigned among tbe congregation, the secrecy and caution

wilh which the sacred

rites

were administered, reminded one of

days of Christianity.
Before Mass began Dame Barnby and her three children advanced towards the altar. Father Ralph with the assistants said
the
Veni Creator and some other prayers, and the converts
the

first

'

'

having pronounced the profession of

faith, received the sacra-

ment, of baptism.

Catherine had another cause for happiness besides the conver-

make her

First

Communion, and

in a

few minutes her

were to be fulfilled.
As she went to the altar the congregation noticed the expression of angelic peace on her features; they saw her devout and
rie. .Heeled manner as she returned to her
place; but what
-

il

in

and the

her young soul at that supreme

little

should be Catholics likewise, for the treachery of one might
and he therefore willingly consented to take Maw. who
all
started on his new career, half sorrowful at leaving his mother

ruin

and

sisters,

communicant knew.

to find utterance; in

moment none but

Jesus

There are feelings too deep
it would

human words; and emotions which

the friends anil scenes of his childhood, yet rejoicing
him of a life on the sea full of adventure

at the prospect before

and danger. Beneath all, there was a lingering hope that some
fortunate event would bring back the ship to Penzance before
long; but that was not its usual destination, and he feared that

many

a year

would elapse ere his mother once more clasped him

in her arms.

Dame

Barnby's cottage stand on the
glided from the shore; and from
their sad hearts rose a fervent prayer for the safety of the sailor-

Long did

the inmates of

beach watching the vessel as

it

Often during that day of Maw's departure their eyes wandered towards that dark speck on the ocean, each time more
distant, which carried on it one so dear to them.
boy.

CHAPTER

IX.

FOR two years Father Ralph had exercised his religious functions with comparative security to himself and those with whom
he lived, though from time to time disturbed by sudden visits
from the commissioner, which, however,

to his great disappoint-

ment, always proved fruitless.
Stephen Casterman was no less discouraged than the commissioner, for, with all his efforts, he altogether failed in discovering whether priests were harbored at the Manor.

One

day, on arriving at the Jew's,

whom

lie

was not

a

little

surprised

once recognized as Andcw Harkwright, standing and conversing with Isaac.
'Very glad to see you, .Master Castennan,' said the latter.
O, you have some one with you,' muttered Stephen, who
at seeing a

sion of her aunt, and cousins, although that was in itself sufficient to pour gladness into her heart; she had long been prepar-

ing to

erine

man,

he

at

'

stood at the door, half inclined to turn back.
'No, no; come in, "cried the Jew, and shut the door after
you; the wind doth blow the fire out.'
'

There was certainly not much

fire in

the hearth to be extin-

guished; but Casterman did as he was desired.
Now,' said Isaac, pointing towards Harkwright, that man is
a servant at the Manor-house. He wants to borrow a little
money from me; but I never lend without security, and he has
'

'

garet

"
none who will be security for him. Will you
Casterman was about to answer No,' when the Jew, in a low
voice, said to him:
'Pause a bit, friend; it may be of use to you; all Papists in

feeling,

tf,,it

be vain to attempt ,o describe.

The happy party returned again in the afternoon to the Manor
to assist at prayers.
As they approached the house, Lady Marmet and congratulated them, which, with true delicacy of
she had refrained from doing in the morning, we'd
knowing that souls impressed by the presence of their Creator,
and still absorbed in heavenly and solemn thoughts, are ever desirous to be left in silence.
What need have they of the words
of creatures, when (iod Himself speaks to their hearts?
Some days later Winifred Harnby had an interview with Dame,
lerman. in which she announced that she could no longer
perform any of her accustomed services for them. She then. with
the hope of ch:iiii'in
(lie heart of the old woman, ventured to
remark that the way in which her sons gained (heir livelihood
was far from justifiable; that they were, in truth, answerable for
nil deaths in vessels of which
they caused the wreck; but she
only drew on herself such a torrent of abuse, that she retired,

''.

'

O, well, I would not

'

'

ligion.
'

_

_>;

house.'

mind being security for you,' said the
But are you a Papist?
wrecker, turning to Harkwright.
The servant, too, had recognized Casterman. For a moment
he hesitated and stammered, and then ended by avowing his re'

Tell me, now,' continued Casterman

'
;

does not your master

harbor priests?'
I cannot say; indeed, I cannot speak about that.'
'You must,' said Stephen firmly, as he placed himself against
'

the door.

Harkwright for a time remained
to rage within his breast.

'

Shall

I

silent, a violent

betray

my

war seeming

mastery

'

at

length

TRUE TO
he exclaimed
then
'

'It must,

Naught can

afraid

lie

went, on

you now, nor

the dead oak'

\\

:m undertone; nnd
trembling voice:

o'clock,

I

am

loo

much

on the moors, near

To-morrow

I will

be secu-

you, if you tell me all I want to-night.'
Harkwright left the house.
'Ah! 'said Isaac with great satisfaction, 'we have been two
years working for nothing; but now we have the secret.'
/ have worked two years, but truly I know not what you
have done, save sit quietly at home,' replied his gloomy comrity for

'

panion.
'

Never mind, Master Casterman

;

you

will reap the fruits

thereof.

After some bargaining over their goods the two parted. Anxiously did Casterman await the appointed hour, when he was to

meet

new acquaintance on

his

the

moors

fore pictured in bright sunshine, but
such they would appear on a stormy

those same moors be-

now

dreary and desolate;

November

night.

It

was

about ten o'clock when, amidst the darkness, a figure might have
been noticed advancing slowly and cautiously across the plain,
towards a spot where an ancient oak, that had long since ceased
to put forth leaves, stretched its blanched arms to the heavens,

surrounding gloom like some gaunt spectre, guardian of the moors.
Certainly it was not pleasure that at such a time, had brought

seeming

in the

that lone individual to a place like this; nor, as
from his manner, had any good purpose called

there

is

in

one

who

is

was apparent
him out; for

doing a duty, however disagreeable

it

may

and a tirmess of step, which
were wanting in him of whom we speak. At times he crept
rather than walked along; then again he would hurry forward, as
if desirous of flying from his own thoughts; more than once he
looked anxiously behind him, as if he feared that he was pursued; several times he stopped altogether, and gazed around.
At last he reached the old oak. The moon, piercing through the
broken clouds, now lent her light to the scene; and the timid visitor drew back with terror, as the form of a tall man, who had
been leaning against the ivy which mantled the trunk of the tree,
so that he seemed to form part of it, now stood erect before him.
be, a certain steadiness of bearing,

'

What is

the matter?

What

is it

thou fearest?

'

said the figure,

whom

Harkwright now recognized as the man whom he had
promised to meet.
" I did not think
you were there,' he murmured.
I have been waiting this last quarter of an hour.
But let us
What is your name, and what inforbegin,' said Casterman.
"
mation can you give me?
'

'

My name is Andrew Harkwright,' was the reply. But," and
he spoke with hesitation, and with some tremor in his voice,
are you a priest-hunter?
Heed not what I am. At the Jew's to-day you promised to
tell me all that I wished to know.
Now answer; does your mas'

1

'

'

'

ter

harbor priests?'

'He

is

a Catholic, and he hat a priest in his house.

will wait about a

month, you

If

you

be able to have them both

may

arrested."

finished speakincr, and had crouched
back, shuddering against the thick ivy, as a sudden mist shrieked
ominously through the branches of the old tree. Castcrman, ac

customed

to the uproar of the elements, scarcely noticed the
wild sounds; his mind was wholly occupied in trying to discover what Harkwright's real object was; and it occurred to
the wrecker, that it might be only a clever device on the part of

new acquaintance, who. under the pretence of betraying Sir
Reginald, was seeking information in order to frustrate the

bis

plans for his ruin.
strange indeed,' he said, after a long pause, that a man
should give up his friends so willingly; doubtless some strong
pushed you thereunto. How comes it, that one in so goodly
'

It is

i

a position as

you are should want

to

lr:

iii

to obtain

'

I

cannot.,'

I will

do anything you

And he

'

like!

tried to rele;

iron grasp of Stephen
nnaii quickly perceived that he had to deal with one of
II<;
those cowardly natures that will do anything through fear.

said therefore:

'You

are entirely in my power; you must do whatsoever I
Tell me therefore your story; until I know all concerning you, ynu shall not leave this spot.'
Harkwright dared no longer to resist, and in a trembling

command.

voice he thus began:
ever since
I have been twelve years in Sir Reginald's family
my father's death; I was then ten years old. My father was ;i
Catholic, and on this deathbed he feared that I, his only child,
'

would be brought up

borrow money from a Jew,

a Protestant

by

his relations,

who v

<

master promised him that he would lake
of that religion.
me as a servent into his own house, and sec that I was properly

My

my faith; and he said that, unless by my bad oon
forced him to part with me, I should always have a home
in his house; and he has kept his promise well a good kind
master has he been to me.'
instructed in

duct

I

And is that your reason for betraying him?
But never mind, go on."
man scornfully.
'

'

inquired Caster-

'

Andrew could not continue. The remark of his acquaintance
him with remorse. Was this, indeed, the return he ought
to make to his master for all his bounties? Scenes of the past
rose before his mind, and the howling of the wind seemed to his
struck

troubled imagination like the voice of his departed father reproaching him. He fell back against the tree and covered his
face with his hands.
O, that I had never come here!' he ex
What will
claimed; that I had not betrayed my poor master
'

'

1

become of me!

What

strange sounds do I here! this

is

a fear-

ful place!'

Casterman stood looking

at the false

coward with a mingled ex-

He thoroughly
pression of astonishment, pity, and contempt.
despised the weak timorous character of his victim.
'

'

Come, he

said,

I

wish you would go on with what you were

saying.'

Well, the truth is, I am in sore distress.
cousins of mine came to dwell in Penzance.
'

A year ago,
We became

some

great
spent much money, and they persuaded me to lend
them various sums. At length, finding that I had no more
money of my own, I took some of my master's. My cousins
friends,

we

then induced me to take more and the end of it is, I have robbed
to so large an amount that Sir Reginald cannot fail to discover it
soon. One day, after the commissioner had searched the Manor,
my cousins said that the best thing that could happen for me
would be that my master should be taken for harboring priests,
because then no one would ever know anything about the money,
and they hinted that I might also get a great many valuables out
of the house during the confusion which would naturally follow
;

enough

thought I might borrow from the Jew money
what had been taken. Then it was that I met

I

his arrest.

to replace

It was thus I came to
you. I suppose you are a priest-hunter.
the resolution of betraying my master, that I might so save my-

self;

The unhappy man had

'

such urgent need that you will even betray
must know all. Speak?'
it V
1
cried the wretched Andrew.
But don't murder me'

ami should
your master

from the

'

Caslenuan.

well,' replied

iii

in

in Ihis ]ilaee;

me lo-night, at leu
you know Hie spot?'

meet

lint

Very

I tell

added

lie

lie,'

turning to CaStennan,

77.

'

A

and I have done it.'
few minutes' silence ensued, when Andrew with a sudden

start inquired
'

Will

'I

my

know

not,' replied

thing more to

ing there

:

master be put to death for harboring a priest?'
tell

when

me?

Casterman coldly.

How am

I to

make

the commissioner comes?

'But have you anysure of the priest be-

If

you have no more

go home, for it is late.'
'O, do not go yet! I wish I had not spoken to you, and that
What shall I do? If I told Sir
I had not. betrayed my master.
Reginald, perhaps he might forgive me.'
Hark ye to my words,' said Casterman sternly. 'If I had
lived under your master's roof, and had eaten his bread for
twelve years. I will say frankly that / would not then have
turned upon him like a viper. But you have acted otherwise,
to say I shall

'

16

Tlil'l-:

Ood's goodness; and

am

in truth very ungrateful of

me, now

I

forget all the good resolutions I made when I
\v;is dying.
I believe in the Catholic religion; but

well

In

thought

I

there

tlii'ii

it is

Til

is lh<

'danger that people will find out Iain

a.

Catlx

ami thucummissioner has levied Hues on all those above the
of sixteen who do not attend the Protestant church; now that
would full heavy on a poor woman like me.'
Catherine spoke long and earnestly with her aunt she unfolded,
with the natural eloquence of one speaking from the heart of
what it loves and feels, the immense bounties of God towards us,
and the ingratitude of our not serving Him then she pictured
the misery of a soul in the next world that has not loved its Creator hi this; and lastly she showed how short and trifling the
pains and aillictions of this life are in comparison with the everjoy of heaven.
dictated by so ardent a love of

lasliii'r

God and zeal for the
make an impression on the
mind of Dame I5aniliy. she promised Catherine that if Lady
Margaret, would allow it she would go to the Manor and speak to
her ladyship and the priest: for there were many things about
Words

salvation o

souls could not fail to

which she wished

to take advice

from some one older and more

experienced than her niece.
It was with a light and happy heart that the young
to rest that night;

Ruth and

girl retired

Maw

were also delighted to hear of
three thanked God for His mercy

their mother's intention; all
towards them, and prayed that
which was begun.

He would

further the good

work

On the following feast of Pentecost, which fell that year in
the old Manor-house, and
June, there was great rejoicing
doubtless in heaven also there was joy among the angels, for that

m

day the waters of baptism had regenerated four souls hitherto
plunged in ignorance, but now become children of the Catholic
Church.
The chapel on that day wore a festive air. The faithful
crowded its narrow precincts in greater numbers than usual. All
fell

an intense interest in the converts; the brotherly charity

that reigned

the congregation, the secrecy and caution
rites were administered, reminded one of

among

77.

though resolving to pray for the conversion of those of whom
she had formerly been the accomplice.
Another year pas*e<l over; one of peace and happiness to Dame
Barnby and her family. By her own industry, and that of Cath-

and Ruth, they were enabled to live with more comfort
than they had hitherto done.
Winifred entertained great fears that her son, when he grew
up. would renew friendship with the Caslcrmans, and become a
wrecker .;ke Ins father, if he remained at Peuzance.
She confided her anxiety to lady Margaret, and some time after, r-'ir
erine

Reginald arranged with the captain of a Waterford ship, with
he was acquainted, to take the lad into his service. The
captain was a Catholic, and as he was frequently the means of
conveying priests to Ireland, he was desirous that all his crew
should be Catholics likewise, for the treachery of one might
ruin all and he therefore willingly consented to take Maw. who
started on his new career, half sorrowful at leaving his mother

whom

and

sisters,

the friends and scenes of his childhood, yet rejoicing
him of a life on the sea full of adventure

at the prospect before

Beneath all, there was a lingering hope that some
fortunate event would bring back the ship to Penzance before
long; but that was not its usual destination, and he feared that
and danger.

many

a year

would elapse ere

his

mother once more clasped him

in her arms.

Dame

Barnby's cottage stand on the
glided from the shore and from
their sad hearts rose a fervent prayer for the safety of the sailor-

Long did

the inmates of

beach watching the vessel as

it

;

Often during that day of Maw's departure their eyes wandered towards that dark speck on the ocean, each time more
distant, which carried on it one so dear to them.
boy.

CHAPTER

IX.

FOR two years Father Ralph had exercised his religious functions with comparative security to himself and those with whom
he lived, though from time to time disturbed by sudden visits

with which the sacred

from the commissioner, which, however,

days of Christianity.
Melon Mass began Dame Barnby and her three children advanced towards the altar. Father Ralph with the assistants said
the
Veni Creator and some other prayers, and the converts

ment, always proved fruitless.
Stephen Casterman was no less discouraged than the commissioner, for, with all his efforts, he altogether failed in discovering whether priests were harbored at the Manor.
One day, on arriving at the Jew's, he was not a little surprised
at seeing a man, whom he at once recognized as Audew Harkwright, standing and conversing with Isaac.
'Very glad to see you, Master Casterman,' said the latter.
O. you have some one with you,' muttered Stephen, who

the

first

1

.

'

'

having pronounced the profession of

ment

faith, received the sacra-

of baptism.

Catherine had another cause for happiness besides the conver-

m

sion of her aunt and cousins, although that was
itself sufficient to pour gladness into her heart; she had long been preparing to make her First Communion, and in a few minutes her

were to be fulfilled.
As she went to the altar the congregation noticed the expression of angelic peace on her features; they saw her devout and
recollected manner as she returned to her place; but what
-

d

in

and the

moment none but Jesus
There are feelings too deep
human words; and emotions which it would

her young soul at that supreme

little

communicant knew.

to find utterance in

be vain to attempt ,o describe.

The happy party returned again in the afternoon to the Manor
to assist at prayers.
As they approached the house, Lady Marmet and congratulated them, which, with true delicacy of
she had refrained from doing in the morning, well
knowing thai souls impressed by the presence of their Creator,
and still absorbed in heavenly and solemn thoughts, arc ever desirous to be left in silence.
What need have they of the words

garet

ing,

of creatures,

Some days

when God Himself speaks

to their hearts?

Winifred Barnby had an interview with Daino
Casterman, in which .she announced that she could no longer
perform any of her accustomed services for (hem. She thcn.wilh
the hope, of <;
he heart of the old woman, ventured to
later

remark that the way in which her sons gained their livelihood
far from juslifialilc; that they were, in truth, answerable for
all deaths in vessels of which
they caused the wreck; but she
only drew on herself such a torrent of abuse, that she retired,

to his great disappoint-

'

stood at the door, half inclined to turn back.
'No, no; come in, 'cried the Jew, and shut the door after
you; the wind doth blow the fire out.'
'

There was certainly not much fire in the hearth to be extinguished; but Casterman did as he was desired.
'Now,' said Isaac, pointing towards Harkwright, 'that man is
He wants to borrow a little
a servant at the Manor-house.
money from me; but I never lend without security, and he has

none who will be security for him. Will you 1"
Casterman was about to answer No,' when the Jew, in a low
voice, said to him:
'Pause a bit, friend; it may be of use to you; all Papists in
'

tlult

bouse.'

O, well, I would not mind being security for you,' said the
But are you a P:tpi:-l
wrecker, turning to Ilarkwright.
The servant, too, had recognized Casterman. For a moment
he hesitated and stammered, and then ended by avowing his re'

'

'

'!

ligion.

'Tell me, now,' continued Casterman; 'does not your master
harbor priests?'
I cannot say; indeed, I cannot speak about that.'
'You must,' said Stephen firmly, as be placed himself against
'

the door.

Ilarkwright for a time remained
to rage within his breast.

'

silent,

Shall I betray

a violent

my

war seeming

master?

'

at length

77,'

TA;

TO TRUST.

It, must
he exclaimed
be,' IIP added in nn midorlon,
then turning to Caslerman, he went, on in ;v trembling voice:
Naught can I tell you now, nor in this place; I inn too much
'

afraid

lint

the

oak

di'iiil

Very

meet me

to-night, at

yon know

well,' replied

rity for you,

if

you

me

all I

'

/ have worked two

want

To-morrow

I will

be secu-

'we have been two

satisfaction,

now we have the secret.'
but truly I know not what you

years,
done, save sit quietly at home,' replied his

Never mind, Master Casterman

I

eannol,'

gloomy com-

;

will reap the fruits

you

'You

fore pictured in bright sunshine, but
such they would appear on a stormy

now

dreary and desolate;

November

night.

It

was

about ten o'clock when, amidst the darkness, a figure might have
be, -n noticed advancing slowly and cautiously across the plain,
towards a spot where an ancient oak, that had long since ceased
to put forth leaves, stretched its blanched arms to the heavens,
seeming in the surrounding gloom like some gaunt spectre, guardian of the moors.
Certainly it was not pleasure that at such a time, had brought
that lone individual to a place like this; nor, as
from his manner, had any good purpose called

who

was apparent
him out; for

doing a duty, however disagreeable it may
be, a certain steadiness of bearing, and a lioness of step, which
were wanting in him of whom we speak. At times he crept
is

rather than walked along; then again he would hurry forward, as
if desirous of flying from his own thoughts; more than once he
looked anxiously behind him, as if he feared that he was pursued; several times he stopped altogether, and gazed around.
At last he reached the old oak. The moon, piercing through the
broken clouds, now lent her light to the scene; and the timid visitor drew back with terror, as the form of a tall man, who had
been leaning against the ivy which mantled the trunk of the tree,
so that he seemed to form part of it, now stood erect before him.

What is

'

the matter?

What

is it

thou fearest?

'

said the figure,

whom

Harkwright now recognized as the man whom he had
promised to meet.
" I did not think
you were there,' he murmured.
I have been waiting this last quarter of an hour.
But let us
What is your name, and what inforbegin,' said Casterman.
"
mation can you give me?
'

'

My name is Andrew Harkwright,' was the reply. But,' and
he spoke with hesitation, and with some tremor in his voice,
are you a priest-hunter?
Heed not what I am. At the Jew's to-day you promised to
tell me all that I wished to know.
Now answer: does your mas'

'

'

'

'

ter
'

and on

a Catholic, and he has a priest in his house.
If you
month, you may be able to have them both

He

finished speakinsr, and had crouched
back, shuddering against the thick ivy, as a sudden irust shrieked
ominously through the branches of the old tree. Casterman, ac

customed

to the uproar of the elements, scarcely noticed the
wild sounds; his mind was wholly occupied in trying to discover what Harkwright's real object was; and it occurred to
the wrecker, that it might be only a clever device on the part of

acquaintance, who, under the pretence of betraying Sir
was seeking information in order to frustrate the

Reginald,

plans for his ruin.
strange indeed,' he said, after a long pause, that a man
should give up his friends so willingly; doubtless some strong
pushed you thereunto. How comes it, that one in so goodly
It is

'

i

a position as you are should want to borrow

money from

a Jew,

a Protestant

by

My
I,

father

was

a

his only child,

his relations,

who were

all

master promised him that he would take
of that religion.
me as a servent into his own house, and see that I was properly

My

my faith; and he said that, unless by my bad eonduct I forced him to part with me, I should always have a home
in his house; and he has kept his promise well a good kind
master has he been to me.'
instructed in

And is that your reason for betraying him?
But never mind, go on.'
man scornfully.
'

'

inquired Caster-

'

Andrew could not continue. The remark of his acquaintance
him with remorse. Was this, indeed, the return he ought
to make to his master for all his bounties? Scenes of the past
struck

rose before his mind,

and the howling of the wind seemed

to his

troubled imagination like the voice of his departed father reproaching him. He fell back against the tree and covered his
face with his hands.
O, that I had never come here!' he ex
claimed; that I had not betrayed my poor master! What will
'

'

become of me!

What

strange sounds do I here! this

is

a fear-

ful place!'

Casterman stood looking

at the false

coward with a mingled ex-

He thoroughly
pression of astonishment, pity, and contempt.
despised the weak timorous character of his victim.
'

'

Come, he

said,

I

wish you would go on with what you were

saying.'

Well, the truth is, I am in sore distress.
cousins of mine came to dwell in Penzance.
'

A year ago,
We became

some

great
spent much money, and they persuaded me to lend
them various sums. At length, finding that I had no more
money of my own, I took some of my master's. My cousins
then induced me to take more; and the end of it is, I have robbed
friends,

we

to so large an amount that Sir Reginald cannot fail to discover it
soon. One day, after the commissioner had searched the Manor,
cousins said that the best thing that could happen for me

my

that my master should be taken for harboring priests,
because then no one would ever know anything about the money,
and they hinted that I might also get a great many valuables out
of the house during the confusion which would naturally follow

would be

thought I might borrow from the Jew money
what had been taken. Then it was that I met

I

to replace

It was thus I came to
you. I suppose you are a priest-hunter.
the resolution of betraying my master, that I might so save my-

self;

The unhappy man had

was then ten years old.
deathbed he feared that

this

would be brought up

He

arrested.'

'

Speak'/'

;

father's death; I

enough

new

all.

'

his arrest.

will wait about a

his

know

cerning you, you shall not leave, this spot.'
Harkwright dared no longer to resist, and in a trembling
voice he thus began:
ever since
I have been twelve years in Sir Reginald's family

harbor priests?"
is

must,

lie

are entirely in my power; you must do whatsoever I
Tell me therefore your story until I know all con-

Catholic,

one

I

command.

my

in

c-ried

'

After some bargaining over their goods the two parted.
Anxiously did Casterman await the appointed hour, when he was to
meet his new acquaintance on the moors those same moors be-

is

1

wretched Andrew. ' But don't murder me'
And he tried to rele,i
I will do anything you like!
from the iron grasp of Stephen.
Casterman quickly perceived that he had to deal with one of
1

thereof.

there

such urgent need that you will even betray

in

Caster to obtain it?

those cowardly natures that will do anything through fear.

to-night.'

panion.
'

ami should be

said therefore:

years working for nothing; but

have

en o'clock, on the moors, near

C'aslcrman.

tell

Harkwright left the house.
'Ah! 'said Isaac with great
'

I

the spot?"
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A

and I have done it.'
few minutes' silence ensued, when Andrew with a sudden

start inquired
'

Will

'I

:

master be put to death for harboring a priest?'
'But have you anynot,' replied Casterman coldly.

my

know

thing more to
ing there

tell

when

me?

How am

I to

make

the commissioner comes?

sure of the priest be-

If

you have no more

go home, for it is late.'
'O, do not go yet! I wish I had not spoken to you, and that
What shall I do? If I told Sir
I had not betrayed my master.
Reginald, perhaps he might forgive me.'
Hark ye to my words,' said Casterman sternly. 'If I had
lived under your master's roof, and had eaten his bread for
twelve years, I will say frankly that I would not then have
turned upon him like a viper. But you have acted otherwise,
to say I shall

'
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to the end you must for woe be to you if you likewise
turn traitor to me! You owned yourself a Papist uud a robbe.
and if you do not keep my secrets, I will not keep yours; so that
you would be lost and your master not saved. Do you under-

and go on

stand ?
'

I

;

'

understand

all

too well that I have done a -wicked and a

foolish act, and that there
beg of you, say a word

is

no remedy for

it.

of these matters, and

But do
I

not, I

too will be

Peter knew by the determined manner in which
pronounced these words thai opposition would be
left the

room

therefore,

his master
useless;

he

mumbling to himself that 'if the master
was not lag fault.' Having introduced

would be murdered, it
the visitor, he remained himself, as if to arrange the fire, until told to leave the room, which he did
though a few minutes
after ho again put in his head under some pretext, but only to
;

receive a

more peremptory

dismissal.

Well, what is your business?' asked the commissioner, drawing himself up very straight in his chair, and addressing Stephen
Do you come here to bring
Casterman, who stood before him.
'

silent.'

You

'

are safe as long as

you keep your part of the

bargain,"

'

replied Stephen.

was finally agreed between the two to wait for the execuheir plans until Christmas-eve, when there would be,
tion o
Andrew said, a Mass in the middle of the uigiit. Casterman
was. mi the previous day, to inform the commissioner and a little after midnight to lead him and his men to a back-door of the
Manor, where, on knocking three times, the traitor would give
Ii

I

;

them admittance.
The men then parted

Casterman returning to Ty-an-dour, ingood fortune in meeting with one who
was so serviceable to him; Harkwright retracing his steps homewards, his conscience bitterly reproaching him, and haunted by
the anguish, terror, and despair which accompany an evil deed.

wardly rejoicing

at

;

his

a complaint against some one, and to claim the powerful aid of
the law to vindicate your rights?
I come here,' replied Casterman, to claim the hundred pounds'
reward offered by you to iiny one who should discover a priest
and those that harbored him.'
'

'

'

'

Have

'

I

'

you, then, found one?
there is one.
Sir Reginald de Courcy has long
had a priest in his house. A servant at the Manor let out the se-

know where

cret.
And, farther, to-night you my seize them all, for there will
be Mass (whatever that is), and they will be nil together in one
room, and the priest with them. If you will come with your
men, this servant will let us in by a back-door.'
'It is all excellently well planned; I knew there was a priest
'Come
in that house! exclaimed the delighted commissioner.
here to-night, my good man, and lead us into the Manor, and tomorrow the hundred pounds shall be yours.
'Tis all right,' replied Stephen, and he retired.
Ignorant of the projects formed against them, and of the dangers by which they were threatened, the inmates of Bron-Welli
were spending Christmas-eve in peace and happiness.
'

CHAPTER

X

CHRISTMAS has ever been looked upon

'

as a season of great re-

joicing, especially in the days of Catholicity. It was a time when
people wished not only to be happy themselves, but to make the
afflicted so likewise; a lime when, by that Mass
offered in the silence of night, the Christian honored the evermemorable hour when the Redeemer of the world was born.

poor and the

Stephen Casterman cared very little for Christmas rejoicings.
Very different thoughts occupied his mind. It was then he intended to disclose to the commissioner what he had learnt from
Harkwright, and hoped to obtain the promised reward for his

'

That day the poor of the neighborhood flocked to the spacious
kitchen of the mansion, where plentiful provisions were distributed
Nor would Lady
to them for themselves and their families.
Margaret trust this charitable office to the care of her servants
alone; but radiant with holy joy, she herself superintended all,
accompanied by little Barbara, for she liked her children even

And on that night the treacherous Harkwright was to
admit him and the commissioner into the Manor-house.
Mr. Higgins spent Christmas-eve much as he spent every other
day of the year; he had no family, no one for whom he cared,
and none who cared for him. if we except old Peter, a servant
who had been with him twenty years, and had grown gray in his

when so young to share in her good deeds.
As she moved about she had a kind word

service.

such should lodge

o'clock on that afternoon the commissioner might have
been seen seated by the blazing fire in his little parlor, his eyes
fixed on the capriciously curling flames, while his thoughts
wandered back into the past; and now and then a faint smile

And all alike were relence, riding round to visit his tenants.
paid for their kind actions by the glew of happiness that continually rises in the hearts of those who engage themselves in doing

pains.

At four

would play on the thin compressed

lips of the old

man, as

pleas-

A

loud knock at the hallant recollections crossed his mind.
door disturbed his musings, and in a moment all the bright
visions of bygone days had vanished
Mr. Higgins' features

had resumed their usual stern expression. He listened eagerly
to the sounds outside, wondering who it was that required his
He heard Peter give adservices, or what could be the matter.
mittance to some one, when ensued an animated conversation; at
length the parlor door opened and the old servant appeared.
Please, sir,' he said in a low voice, there is a man in the
'

liall.'

'Well,

what

is

he doing there?'

replied

Mr.

Higgins

sharply.

He

says he wants to speak to you, sir.'
'Is he one, think you, that comes to ask us for charity?
BO, tell him I have naught to give him.'
'

No,

sir; 'tis

'

Then

'

To

let

If

business that brings him here.'

him come

in.'

say the truth, I like not the man's look,' replied Peter.
He's a tall powerful man; his trade, he said, was fishing; and
those folk never have any good in them; and how could they,
living in the sea, more like fish than Christians? Shall I bid him
'

depart, sir?'
Tell him to
'

come

in at once.'

for each a question
about their children, or about their more particular needs; and
such as she knew were Catholics she invited to stop at the house
that they might be able to go to confession, and assist at the midnight Mass for it was Sir Reginald's wish, she knew, that all
;

Sir
at the Manor till the following afternoon.
Reginald himself, with Austin, was engaged in similar benevo-

good.

Dame Barnby had been invited to attend the midnight Mass,
but Ruth was ill, and she did not like to leave her. She therefore gave Catherine leave logo with Bridget O'Reilly, saying that
she herself would go to the morning mass, when her niece would
return to take care of the invalid.

Towards evening, accordingly, Mother Bridget and her young
wrapped up in their cloaks, started off for the Manor.

friend, well

their way they talked of that first Christmas night, when the
shepherds heard the angles' voices, and hastened to adore the InOn their arrival they found many of the congregafant King.

On

tion already assembled.

The chapel was tastefully adorned with evergreens There
was a door which opened into the grounds, but this was kept
locked, and people coming to Mass entered through the house to
avoid suspicion but in case of a surprise they could make their
;

escape by the outer door.
Sir Reginald was not without some fear of a nightly visit from
the comissioner, and the more because two Catholics had reported
that as they passed Mr. Higgins' dwelling (hey had observed an
stir; he had, in consequence, placed two men as sentinthe one outside the before-mentioned door, the other in front
of the house. Alas, he little thought the enemy most to be
feared was within! A small arched entrance nt the end of the

unusual
els,
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had thus been overlooked; it had
liiul no fear that
any would approacb on that side of the house, and DO precaution had been
taken and it was by this door that Ilarkwright had agreed to
corridor, loading to the clinpcl,
a strong liolt, and Sir Reginald

lei in

Casterman.

The unhappy Andrew took no part that day in the general
ioicings: his fellow servants wondered what had made him

re-

so

wandered about the house in a disconsolate
and terror increasing as night approached,
lie went to the fatal door and examined the bolt, to see if it
would make much noise on opening; as he was returning he met
dull and uneasy; he

manner,

his sadness

Sir Reginald.
'

Are

'

the casements firmly closed? inquired his master.
'I think they are all fast, sir.
Yes, I am sure they are," angwered Andrew in a voice so trembling and low that it attracted
all

who on looking more attentively at him, then
remarked his extreme paleness.
'Arc you ill, Harkwright?' he asked.
In truth, sir, I do not feel well,' replied the servant, glad of
the excuse; and if you would permit me, I should like to go to
my bed now; my head is so bad, that I do not think I could sit
his master's notice,

'

'

up during Mass.'

You may go at once, Andrew; had you told me before, you
might have gone sooner. I hope you will be all right tomorrow.'
Ilarkwright had not the courage to answer. He fled rapidly
to his room at the top of the house, and threw himself on his
bed, wishing the fatal hour was over, and yet dreading its ap'

was midnight, and he heard the footsteps of the people go-

ing to the chapel; and then a death-like silence reigned through
the mansion.

Taking his lantern, he cautiously descended the stairs. His
heart beat violently as he reached the door, against which he
leant himself; the minutes seemed to him as hours while he stood
trembling with cold and fear, and listened to the mournful howling of the wind. At length he thought h heard footsteps outside the next moment three gentle knocks warned him of the

commissioner's arrival.
Ilarkwright, as has been seen, was anything but courageous,
and the crime he was about to perpetrate would not certainly inspire him with heroic sentiments.
Up to the present with trembling steps he had been advancing in the path of wickedness; but

now

that the decisive

ness.

it.
passed into the chapel, like the breath of an evil spirit
disturbing the serenity of the holy place; several heads turned
to see whence it proceeded, and then they beheld Stephen stand
murmur was heard through the congreing nt the entrance.

dour;

A

gation, and all rose from their knees, the words of prayer still
lingering on their lips, the book or the rosary clasped to their

The wrecker threw the door wide open, calling to his
companions to come on. But now the scene was plunged in
darkness.
Austin, hoping to afford the priest time to escape,
had extinguished the lights on the altar.
The commissioner shouted to his men to advance; in the hurry
hearts.

Harkwright's lantern was upset. Some of those inside tried to
way through the ranks of the party who were entering; others passed up towards the aliar; the side door communicating with the grounds was quite forgotten, until Sir Reginald
was heard to call out:
All you who can, make for the entrance on the right
There was immediately a rush in that direction; but, as often
happens in such moments, the door was so well fastened that
none could open it; the commissioner and his party were, however, under the impression that their intended victims would
force their

'

'

!

escape.
Set fire to the house!
'

ter

moment had come, he

It arose, in part,

from

felt a strange calmdespair, but also from the convic-

now complete his evil action; and besides, his
conscience was silenced by present excitement and interest in the
With a steady hand he drew back the bolt
success of the plot.
tion that he must

and opened the door, giving admittance to Stephen Casterman,
the commissioner his officers, and several others.
'You men,' said Mr. Higgins in an undertone, 'remain hero
until you are called; the fewer people, the less noise,
Now,

show the way,' he added, turning to Andrew, who mechanically
preceded them in the direction of the chapel. Their footsteps
scarcely audible, as the stone floor was thickly strewn with
rushes.

On

reaching the door Harkwright stopped, pointing towards
Casterman pushed it gently open, and gazed in with silent
awe and wonderment. It would be difficult to say what the
wrecker expected to witness but certainly lie was not prepared for
the sight he now beheld. At the farther end of the chapel was the
four large lights burnt on it,
altar, decorated with evergreens
shedding a soft glow on that part of the chapel. Mass was now
nearly over. The congregation were on their knees praying fervently, and the priest in his vestments stood on the right-hand
side of the altar.
Casterman had never before been within
any place of worship, and now, as he looked into this chapel,
a strange and solemn feeling came over him; he knew not what
it was that touched his rough and gloomy nature; he only knew
that there was something beautiful in what he saw.
But what
many words to describe lasted only for a moment.
Quickly the scene of peace and devotion, which had struck even
it;

;

;.

'

cried a voice from the crowd.
words Lady Margaret, remembering her little daughwho was asleep up-stairs, exclaimed in accents of deep dis-

At
tress

these

:

'O,

proach.
It

A
n, was succeeded by one of confusion and terror.
sweep of cold night air blew along the corridor from the open

my

child,

my

Barbara, she will be burnt!

mother darted forward.
Catherine was by her

'

and the poor
'

side, and whispered to her,
My lady
run swiftly and fetch her.
Probably in her anguish of mind the lady had not heeded the
words of her young companion, for she continued to push on;
but Catherine, more agile, had already glided past the men at the
She groped along the passages, traversed the hall, and
door.
reached the foot of the staircase, where through a long
narrow window the moon shed her tranquil light. She hafi~7-rr-ceeded up two or three steps when she heard a scream. It came
from the direction of the chapel. She stopped and listened.
There was a confused sound of voices. What could that shriek
have been? thought she. Was the Manor already in flames? She
trembled and scarcely dared to advance.

fear not

'

;

I will

save the

lady at any risk," said the courageous
O Holy Mary, protect me! she added as she ran rapidly up the flight of stone steps.
She soon reached Barbara's room; a bright wood fire blazed
and crackled in the large chimney, and cast a ruddy light on the
old fashioned furniture and on the bed of the little sleeper. CathI will

girl to herself.

'

O,

little

my

God,

'

awoke her from her peaceful slumber, and the child looked
round quite bewildered.
Where is mother ? she asked.
'You shall go to her presently, Barbara dear,' replied Catherine, while she dressed her hurriedly; and taking her in her
arms, she left the room.
She knew her way well about the house, and guided by the
moonlight, which streamed in at every window, she descended
a back staircase, which led on to an outer door, which once passed
she felt her little protegee would be safe. With mingled feelings of hope and fear she proceeded to unbar it. experiencing
a sensation of deep relief when she had crossed the threshold.
Catherine directed her course towards one of the numerous
outhouses at the rear of the Manor. She had at first intended
taking Barbara to her own home, but she soon understood that
this would be impossible; the walk was too long for the poor
little child, and she herself had not the strength to carrv her
She therefore seated herself on an old bench, and
that distance.
placing her cold and terrified companion on her knees, endeavored to console her. Taking off her own large cloak and wrap,
ping it round the child, she rocked her in her arms till she had
fallen asleep and then laid her gently on the ground.
Kneeling down, she then returned thanks to God for her es.
erine

'

TO
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cape, and that of Lady .Margaret's daughter, praying also for
those of the family who were still in danger.
Then she went a
little way outside, lo ascertain if the Manor-house was on tire;
there was a light in one or
glad to see, no sign of fire.

two of the windows, but

as she

wa-i

Returning to the child, she laid down by her side. Her rest
disturbed; she heard over again in her sleep that scream that
had so alarmed her, and then again would suddenly awake, imagining that men were breaking in, or that the house was
ruins.

Thus passed the dark hours of the night, and Christinas mornCatherine arose, feeling stiff
ing dawned, pale and cheerless.
and cold; but Barbara, who was well covered, seemed sleeping
comfortably as if in her own little bed. Without disturbing her,
Catherine proceeded cautiously towards the mansion, with the
view of learning, if she could, what had become of the con-

She looked through the archgregration of the previous night.
way into the courtyard, and as nothing was stirring there, she
continued her round outside.
'

Catherine!' said a voice near her.

She turned quickly, with a feeling half of joy, half of fear,
but was quite reassured on seeing one of Lady Margaret's maids.
She was so full of anxiety to know the fate of those whom she
left in the chapel, and so glad to see one of them, that she could
hardly speak.
'

O

'

Her

who

what has happened?' were her only words.

Mistress Jane,

'If

we could but procure something

ladyship's dying, methinks,' replied the waiting- woman,
are in
appeared much agitated. 'Heaven help us!

We

'

'

Stay ye all here,' replied Bridget, and I will go to the town
and seek provisions; and may be Kate will come to help me."
1 will indeed,' answered Catherine; and the two
accordingly
started.

The sun had now risen; his gracious rays warmed the benumbed earth, and cheered the landscape; high on a leafless bush
a robin poured forth its joyous lay; it was Christmas morning,
and nature looked bright nud festive; but there was sorrow in
many a heart that day.

On the preceding night Sir Reginald, Austin, and Father
Ralph had been conducted, for greater security, to the commissioner's house.
Mr. Higgins had used much caution and secrecy
in doing so, for he knew that the De Courcys were beloved
by
the people; he therefore feared that an attempt might be made
to rescue the prisoners; he also had all the servants he could find

Manor locked up until morning, lest they should spread
the news of what had happened ere he had provided for the safe
keeping of the priest and his harborer.
in the

When Catherine and Bridget entered the town, they found
every one in a state of much excitement some of those who had
assisted at Mass had spread the strange tidings, which filled the
townspeople with astonishment. Most agreed that a Catholic
priest deserved to be arrested, but that Sir Reginald and his famGreat
ily were too charitable and good to be interfered with.
;

indignation was expressed against the commissioner, who determined to convey his prisoners early the following morning to
Launceston, and hand them over to the Sheriff of Cornwall.
Harkwright was to accompany them, to bear witness against his
master and Father Ralph.

Where is the Lady Barbara?'
Catherine conducted her to the outhouse; and the maid taking the little child, who was still asleep, in her arms, returned
to the house, accompanied by Catherine.
On their way thither
the maid told her that Lady Margaret, having hastened out of the

ling,

chapel to rescue her little daughter, had fallen while mounting
a small flight of steps at the end of the corridor, and received a

to remain with

sore distress.

severe blow on her back, which had caused her to scream
loudly;
that lights being brought, she was fouud insensible, and in that
state carried to her room; and that her first question on
reviving

had been about Barbara, who was missing.
It was in search of the child, or rather of
Catherine, the maid
had herself come out, in the full hope that they would be found
together; for she knew that, on the cry of fire, Catherine had
run off lo Barbara's room with the intention of saving her.
By this time they had reached the hall-door.
The men have possession of the place/ whispered the waitingwoman to her companion.' They have been ransacking the
house all night; we durst not stir from the room where her
ladyship was; but they have all fallen asleep now; There,' she
continued, pointing to a man, who was lying on a bench near
the spacious chimney' there is one of them.'
'

They proceeded softy up the stairs, fearing at ewry moment
that the slumberers would awake, and prevent their
entering the
house; for the commissioner had given strict orders to allow no
one to

enter.
They passed on, however, unmolested, and arrived
Lady Margaret's aparment. When the door was opened Catherine saw her kind patroness lying on her bed: she was
deadly

Having procured the necessary provisions at her own dwelWidow O'Reilly went to Dame Barnby's cottage, where Catherine had stopped to speak with her aunt, and to ask permission

Lady Margaret until evening.
'Yes, Kate,' replied the poor woman, wiping her eyes; ''tis
but right, that we should do all we can for her dear ladyship; she
was kind and compassionate

pale, her face wore an expression of deep sorrow, and she appeared to be in great pain, but yet there was a look of heavenly

resignation on her beautiful countenance.

Barbara was placed beside her mother, who drew her darling
fondly towards her.
Was she with thee, my Kate? she said, turning to the faith'

ful girl.

In few simple words Catherine related what she had done,
-took her hand in her own and pressed it
She felt too week to speak, and the silent gratitude of
gently.

when Lady Margaret

the mother was as well understood as if she had spoken. Catherine's eyes filled with tears, for she feared that her kind friend,
whom she truly loved and venerated, was near her end.

Widow O'Reilly and several waiting-women, were
and were conversing in a low voice.

in the

room,

poor folks; to you, Kate, and

to all

Go and stay with her as
to myself, she has been very good.
long as she wills it; the little Lady Barbara is fond of you, so
you may be of

use."

Catherine bade farewell to her aunt and cousins, and taking a
basket on her arm, while Bridget carried another, they followed
the road to the Manorhouse. They had not gone more than half
way, when they met one of the waiting-women coming quickly

towards them, who told them that her ladyship had expressed a
Because,' said the maid, she
strong wish to leave BronWelli.
remembers what harsh treatment poor Mrs. Tregain received
fifteen years ago, when her husband was cast into prison, where
he still remains, and she herself was driven from the house at
'

'

night,

with her helpless

children.

So we gathered together

plate, and other things we could, and carried
TreLady Margaret, as she directed, to the farmstead of John
'
hern.
They are kind people, and good Catholics too.

what jewelry,

They had now

at

'

for her ladyship'' said

one.

'

was

crumbling into

.77.TN7'.

situated
sea,

arrived at the farmhouse, which was .prettily
rising slope, with woods between it and the

on a gently

and surrounded by meadows and

tilled fields,

two

patri-

It was better built than most
archal oaks shading its doorway.
houses of its class, having been erected on the foundation of one
of those Saxon castles so frequently met with in Cornwall.

Here had resided, for upwards of two centuries the Treherns,
an honest hard-working race, whose representative, John, the
present possessor, was, like his forefathers, a good and upright
man. and for whom Sir Reginald had always entertained a just
esteem.

heard, from one of those present
midnight Mass, what had occurred at the Manor. After having discussed the matter with his wife, he resolved to go to the
town and learn what he could respecting the fate of his landlord.
He had not been gone many minutes when he was seen running back to the house again.
'Dame! dame!' he cried to his astonished wife, 'prepare

On Christmas morning he had

at
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quickly the best room; they arc going

to bring Lndy .Mm
ladyship under our roof! Now
make yc haste, while I run and tell the messenger from UronWelli Unit all will be ready for her.'

here!

think! In have

.lust

licr

The good dame hurried off at once, and with the help of her
eldest daughter arranged the best room.
When Catherine aud Bridget arrived, the poor lady asked eagerly if they had heard any news of Sir Reginald and Austin, and
her face saddened when they answered that they had not; but she
soon uttered those words which were ever ou her lips aud deeply
impressed on her heart,

'

God's will be donel

21

Bridget returned to the shop, from
is often !!

which she had been absent
ill)

energetic,

natures, she

had, during the late troubles which befell the De Crturrv
hout the lady's illness. di pla\ed a culm presence uf mind
Without yielding to the grief which she inwardly felt; but now
that all was over, and she found herself once more in her own
home, with the vivid recollection of all that had happened sinco
Christmas-eve, she sat down in her old wooden chair and wept,

fondly caressing the while Lady Margaret's

little

daughter.

'

all her maids except one, who reon her, for she knew that they had homes in the
neighborhood, most of them being daughters of her husband's

Lady Margaret dismissed

mained

to wait

tenants.

A week had passed, during which Lady Margaret's health rapidly
Her spine had been seriously injured, and this, added
mind, was fast bringing her to the grave.
Numbers of persons, among whom was Dame Barnby, visited
her, and expressed their sympathy for her misfortunes.
Catherine and Widow O'Reilly were with her nearly all day; all
hope
declined.

to the anxiety of her

of her recovery had vanished, but they wished to serve her to
the last, and, if possible, to ease her sufferings
New Year's-eve came, and as Lady Margaret saw the sun sinking behind the western hills, she felt that she would never again
see

it

Her mind was peaceful, and though she knew her
it was without
experiencing any sensation

rise.

end was approaching,

of terror.
On the previous day, while Bridget and Catherine
were seated by her bed, she had explained to them her last wishes
with regard to little Barbara. She told them how much she
desired that the child should be restored to her father or brother,
if cither of them escaped.
'

poor husband has little chance, but Austin will
surely be released; and I know he will be a loving protector to
his little sister, and will take her to my relations in Yorkshire.
So, when you have an opportunity, I pray you let Sir Reginald
and my son know where Barbara is. But,' added the mother
anxiously, it'may be long ere they can send for her.'
I fear

my

'

'And

my

lady,' replied Bridget, 'the child shall
as long as / have a roof over my head; and
Catherine too will care for her, I know.'
if

not want a
'

it

is

so,

home

Indeed, I will do

all I can,'

said the

"

girl eagerly.

May God bless and reward you both! said Lady Margaret.
She has Protestant relations, but give her not to them, I pray
you,' added the mother anxiously.
We promise we will not,' answered Bridget and Catherine at
the same moment.
'

'

From the time that Lady Margaret felt assured that her little
daughter would not be abandoned, or brought up in a faith contrary to her own, she remained calm and recollected; her lips
often moved as though in prayer.
She spoke no more, but she
evidently knew those around her, and she fervently kissed the
which Catherine presented
At eleven o'clock that night, all

Adelina, who was
young and extremely

the household knelt

by her

The dying lady suddenly raised her head slightly from the
pillow; her whole face beamed with heavenly joy; she gazed
forward as though she witnessed some vision from the other
world.
'Into Thy hands, O Lord, I commend my spirit,' she said
then her voice failed, and her head fell again on the pillow.
'Lord Jesus,' continued the assistants, 'receive her soul,' and
ere they had finished the words the happy spirit, had fled.
The rest of the night was passed in prayers for the deceased,
mingled with tears and sobs.

Next morning Catherine took Barbara to her future home at
O'Reilly's, and sought in various ways to amuse her; but
in the midst of her play the child would often
stop and ask where
her mother was.
After Lady Margaret bad been laid ia her last resting-place,

for the

moment

pretty, but her

its sole occupant, was
face wanted that intelli-

gence and expression which often makes even a plain countenance more pleasing. She seemed to be expecting some one, for
her eyes frequently turned towards the door, and she listened
attentively to every sound at length she heard quick footsteps
in the passage, and the next moment the heavy arras-hanging
;

was

raised

and her husband entered.

Adelina, remarking that it was late, inquired what had delayed
him so long, but Cuthbert was absorbed in other thoughts, and

made no
'

reply.

No evil

tidings, I hope,

my

lord?' she asked.

of small consequence to me said Cuthbert,
rather following his own train of thought than answering his

No, no,

'

'tis

wife's question.

Adelina's curiosity was excited. Something unusual had occurred she felt certain; she pressed her husband to tell her what
he had that day heard of his brother
it was; he related that
Reginald's arrest, and that he was now imprisoned in the Tower.
Is there aught which you can do to save him?' asked Adelina; 'for I have heard say that it is a grievous offence against
'

the law thus to harbor priests

therefore I fear that he will fare

ill.'

who had no intention of trying to help his
remarked hastily, that all efforts to save him would
be fruitless, and that, moreover, it was Sir Reginald's own fault
if he were now in difficulties, since he was fully aware of the
To

to her.

death-bed, while Catherine read the Prayers for the Dying; and
most of those present were in tears at the thought of losing her
whom in life they had so loved and reverenced.

Widow

The room was richly furnished; among other things was a
round table supported by a single leg, a novelty then, only to be
found in the houses of the wealthy; a small Turkey carpet
covered it, an article too costly at that period to be spread as
now on the floor. One of the large French looking-glasses
which were just then beginning to supersede the polished steel
mirrors hitherto used in England hung against the wall. The
stiff-backed chairs ranged round the room were covered with
crimson velvet; the splendor of the whole apartment bespeaking
the wealth and worldly greatness of its owners.

'

young

'

crucifix

CHAPTER XL
TIIE scene of our story must now change to London. In an
apartment in one of those large mansions that stood in what is
now the Strand, Adelina, the wife of Cuthbert de Courcy, with
whose brother the reader is already acquainted, was seated close
by the fire one cold day in January.

this Cuthbert,

brother, only

a
dangers lie incurred by remaining Catholic.
Cuthbert then spoke of the object which he really had at heart,
brother's large estate in Cornwall.
namely, the acquisition of his
Adelina expressed a dislike to property thus obtained; but with
It was far betspecious arguments he overcame her objections.
ter, he declared, that the property should become his than fall
into the hands of strangers, and then, if he had no children, he

might leave it, after his death, to his nephew.
Tin a fair spot the old Manor-house is strong and spacious,
surrounded by noble trees,' added Cuthbert, who was desirous
of giving his wife a pleasing idea of what he intended to make
'

;

their future residence.
It is far more difficult to deceive ourselves as to what is right
and wrong than to deceive others. There is the secret tribunal

of

the

conscience

innocence.

before

which

the

guilty

vainly

plead

TRUE TO

r/,

Cuthbert's words had dispelled his wife's scruples and convinced her that lie- was in the right, but they did mil soothe his
own troubled breast. Besides, / kuew what Adelina did uot

Just as (lie
sunshine would occasionally enliven the scene.
of light shot from the lui;id
a
the
avenue
into
turned
ray
party
heavens, like a smile of irony on a countenance darkened by thu

In; was well aware that the Catholic religion was the truo
and the courageous conduct of his brother .seemed a reproach
Fear, and the desire of obtaining the
to his own cowardice.
honors and ri'jhcs from which his religion excluded him, had
made him renounce the creed of his fathers; but in his heart he

brooding storm of passion

given anything to extinguish that
which cried out
spark of faith, to stifle the voice of conscience
In vain did he protest that conto him that he was an apostate.

There is always a certain feeling of sadness in revisiting places
from which we have been long absent, but this is especially the
case when great changes have been wrought in ourselves and in
It was natural, then, that Cuthbert, who
those we left behind.
returned under such peculiar circumstances to Broii-Welh,

know;

oni'.

Ho woidd have

red.

viction alone

bad changed his

his assertions, he

knew them

belief; others

to

be

might give credit to

false.

are mine,' he said to himniy brother's fair domains
there I will settle, and at last be happy.'
Poor man! An evil deed may bring riches and confer worldly
'

When
'

self,

it cannot bestow happiness.
of Sir Reginald's trial was drawing nigh. Cuthbert
therefore addressed a letter to an influential friend at the court

honors, but

The time

of Elizabeth expressing his loyal sentiments towards her Majconesty, and his zeal for the extension of the reformed religion,
with the hope that his friend would obtain for him the

cluding

Cornwall to be forfeited by Sir Reginald de Courcy,
Tower under a charge of high treason .
The person to whom he applied was a relative of Adelina,
and had already frequently received petitions from her husband
for various situations and favors; he therefore thought, on perusing the present letter, that he could not do a better thing than
procure for his troublesome friend a comfortable residence at
the Land's End, and thus free himself for ever from his importunities; so Cuthbert received the desired answer that his demand
would be attended to.
Both brothers now awaited the trial, -which would in all probability bring death to the one, and confer a title and estates on
the other; yet Cuthbert was far from being the calmer or hap-

estates in

who was

in the

pier of the two the thought constantly harassing him that, had
he used the same energy in his brother's cause as he had to obBut amtain his property, he might possibly have saved him.
bition, when it has once taken possession of a person, stifles all
better feelings; and so De Courcy chose rather to leave his
Catholic brother to his fate than to run the risk, by an attempt
to save him, of losing the estates on the obtaining of which he
;

had

set his heart.

must not, however, be supposed that Sir Reginald was free
from anxiety; besides his own danger, which was that which
least troubled his mind, he knew that his friend Father Ralph
had no chance of escape. Then he was uncertain as to Lady
Margaret, whether she were living or dead; and if anything had
happened to her, there was the thought of his little Barbara
what would become of her, or who would take care of her
and the dread that the commissioner might insist on keeping her
and sending her to live with Protestants, so that she would lose
her faith. Even the companionship of his son was a source of
It

sorrow, for he grieved to see the boy in captivity, although
Austin himself declared he did not regret the loss of liberty,

and was happy

to

be with his father.

About a month after their arrival at the Tower. Sir Reginald
and Father Ralph underwent their examination; and Sir Reginald's property being confiscated, and bestowed with the title
on Cuthbert, the latter started soon after with a numerous train
of servants and armed men for Cornwall.
A few days before
their departure, Harkwright, who had spent all his money, and
begun to fear that he might starve amidst the riches of London,
came to him and begged to be admitted into his service; to
which Cuthbert agreed, thinking he might be servicable from
his knowledge of the place and country.
The journey, being
on horseback, was slow and fatigneing, and it was spring ere
they reached Penzance.

The day of their arrival the sky was
up from the sea, and hovered in

rolled

overcast, dark clouds

had

fantastic forms over their

heads, giving vent at times to their pout-up nngcr in heavy showers of rain, when again a bright, though transcient gleam of

all

the trees, the house, lie di.-tanl hills,
stood out in strange relief against the leaden sky. iinti; thu

and in heavy drops the. rain began to fal.; and
and smiles of a spring day. Cuthbert returned
the home he had quitted liftteu years before.

sunbeam
so, amid
to

I

laded,

the tears

should experience sorrow rather than joy at the sight of those
familiar objects, each of which was linked with some reminisThere were the steps on which his father
cences of his boyhood.
stood when last he parted from him; his mother, brother ana

How

well he
him. watching his departure.
that day! His father's blessing, his mother's anxious
and his young wife,
face, the affectionate farewell of Reginald
to his mind as though they were occurrences of
all were

sister-in-law beside

remembered

present
the previous day. yet fifteen years had passed, and all the actors
in that scene were dead except himself and his brother; and between them the separation was as great as if death had severed
the ties which

bound them.

Adelina addressed a few words to her husband, but he heeded
her not and the party rode into the courtyard and dismounted
in silence.

The sheriff's men had been warned, by a messenger, sent on
from London a week before the departure of Cuthbert. to givo
up '.he house to him when he arrived, and had in consequence
left the premises.

was in great disorder, and Cuthbert, having had a
one of the rooms, for the evening was damp and chilly,
advised Adelina to remain by it until he returned from giving

The

place

fire lit in

his directions.

She had sent away her maids, but soon regretted that she had
not retained some one with her; all seemed so lonely and silent.

As the fire blazed up, the figures in the tapestry became so distinct that they looked as if they were about to step down from
Tired and weary she leant her head upon her hand
the walls.
and closed her eyes; presently, half asleep, she fancied the room
became peopled with strange personages, who walked to and fro
she felt she was an intruder,
gazing on her with astonishment;
and trying to arise she awoke. All had vanished, save one figure Cuthbert was standing near her; there were lights in the

room.
I found you asleep,' he remarked.
'

'

What

think you of our

'

new
'

residence?

Truly I scarce can say, for I have seen

little

of

it,

and

am

All will doubtless look brighter
on the morrow,' replied Adelina.

much

tired after the journey.

she rose the next morning she felt more cheerful, and
look
all did
brighter except her husband.
He showed her over the house. When they reached the

When

for a few minutes, as he probchapel, he stood silently gazing
knelt beside his brother at the
he
when
the
days
ably thought of
allowed to serve at Mass of t he
foot of the altar both happy to be
the sacred tribunal of penmany times he had there approached
of the faults of childhood i.ml
ance, and received forgiveness
he thought with anguish, would at
youth. O that same hand,
some voice pronounce
that instant be raised to bless him, and
the
from
heard
priest: Thy sins aro
so
often
had
he
words
those
Go in peace.' But he felt that, without repent
thee.
:

'

forgiven
for him, and he tried to
ance, there could be no peace

stifle

his

remorse by talking and laughing.
On Adelina the chapel had a different effect from that proa
duced on her husband; she had been baptized and educated
her will
Protestant; her conscience did not therefore reproach
The chapel
it.
abandoned
and
true
the
religion
known
having
was a pretty building, and its beauty struck her; there w;is
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Billing peaceful and holy in its appearance; she knew not
why, but it soon Iprcatni- IK,T favorite place of resort.
Riding and ha.vking were now the principal amusements of
Culhhcrt. liis wife sometimes accompanying him, but inorr often
Having no serious occupations to engage
remaining at home.
her attention she found the days rather long and wearisome;
for the poor now never came to the Manor-house for relief as

Lady Margaret's time.

in

From an early age up to the time of her marriage, Adelina
had been at the court of Queen Elizabeth, to whom her mother
was maid-of -honor; and so from her childhood, surrounded by
worldliness, she had not that love of home duties and household
employments, or that interest in the poor and sick, which was
frequent among even the Protestant ladies of the sixteeutli and
seventeenth centuries. Like all idle people, this want of occupation disposed her to listen more eagerly to any news her maids
could give her, and especially such as concerned the former inhabitants of Bron-Welli.
They had picked up some from Harkwright; and so she learnt the history of the seizure of Sir Reginald on Christmas-eve, the death of Lad}' Margaret at a neighboring farm-house, and farther, that her sister-in-law had left a
daughter, but of the fate of the child she could for some time
find no clue; but she often wished that she could have the little
a child would make the house
girl with her, remarking that
more gay, and besides.' she added, 'it would be a charity to
bring her back to her home.'
But little Barbara de Courcy was safe with Widow O'Reilly
and Catherine; for though sleeping atthe house of Bridget, it
was with the latter that she spent the most part of the day.
At three years old sorrows are not lasting; then indeed most
frequently the child is scarcely aware of its own misfortunes;
For the first few days she often asked
so it was with Barbara.
where her mother was; but by the end of a fortnight she had
grown quite accustomed to her new home, and all her affections
had centered on Bridget and Catherine.
'

None of

the townspeople suspected that the little girl dressed
in the plain costume of a tradesman's child was Lady Margaret's
daughter. In fact, except those who resided close to the Manor-

house, few were aware that the De Courcys had a daughter
alive; for one having died of smallpox at the same time as their

second son, most persons imagined that Austin was the only
surviving child. Bridget thought it more prudent not to undeceive them; she therefore called Barbara her granddaughter,
and changed her name to Mary, for still greater security. One
thing, however, troubled the good woman, which was, that being obliged to attend all day to the shop, she was not able as she
wished to look after the child; nor indeed was it a remedy that

she spent the greater part of the day with Catherine, for the
young girl too was frequently busy at some work, or had to go
out on a message to the town and so Barbara would at times
;

wander away from the

cottage, alone or in

company with Dame

Barnby's youngest child, Susan, who, accustomed herself to
climb about the rocks, would lead her little friend into dangerous places, from which Catherine had to rescue her.
AVidow O'Reilly thought over how this might be prevented;

and a month after Lady Margaret's death, Bridget, Dame
Barnby, and Catherine sat in consultation in the little panelled
room behind the shop. Barbara's supposed grandmother then
,ted that, as Ruth was now old enough to be of great assistant e in the cottage, and her cousin's services were not therefore
really required, Catherine should come and live with her and
take charge of the

little

Dame Barnby and

orphan.
Catherine asked for a day to consider before

they returned an -answer, though the former was very anxious
that, her niece should accept the situation.
There is no better house in the town, Kate,' she said. 'You
'

will be very comfortable there; she is a kind
says you shall be to her as her own daughter.

woman

too,

Though we

and
shall

miss you much, 'tis well you should be so comfortably settled;
you deserve it, dear child; you have brought great happiness

and we all are in a fair way of doing well.'
Catherine thanked her aunt for the kind interest she showed

into

my

cottage,

8ft

in her welfare, but. the reasons which the laltt-r urged to indued
her to go to Widow O'Keilly's were not those which with herself
wire strongest.
To a mind like Catherine's the securing to herself a comfort-

home was

able

as

c.\ei:pt,

it

but of secondary importance nor did

it

pic;;

served to forward (iod's designs towards her, and

enabled her to do more good. She was naturally careless about
her own interests, with such strong attachments to her friends,
that these generous feelings might have led to disappointment
and trouble had not her good mother, who understood her
character, turned them to their right end, teaching her in all
things to seek God's interest and that of His creatures, for
Inn

i

>f

tlte

Him.

In this instance, then, as was her wont, it was by prayer she
sought to learn the will of God. And soon she decided to accept Bridget's proposal :or her mission in her aunt's home was
completed. Dame Barnby and her children were Catholics.
Ruth had grown up an industrious girl, and was of great use to
;

her mother, and the whole condition of the family was vastly improved; so that she might leave them with the happy feeling
that she had been the means of promoting their spiritual and

temporal welfare, and might without scruple devote herself to
the care of Lady Margaret's daughter.
So she removed to Widow O'Reilly's house, and little Barbara
was intrusted to her care.
'Teach her, above all,' said Bridget, urging the sacredness of
I found / had not time
the duty, to love God and her faith.
enough to give the sweet little one the care I ought therefore
do I call ye to help me, for I promised her dying mother (God
give rest to her soul!) that her child should want for nothing. I
'

;

know

her dear ladyship loved you, and she would be well
pleased to see that you were with her little daughter.'
Catherine understood the important task which had been allotted to her, and she devoted nerself to it with all the intense love

and earnestness of her ardent and generous nature.
When little Mary, as she was now always called, awoke in the
morning, the first face that smiled upon her was that of her
young guardian; and of an evening, until the child sank to sleep;
she saw the form of Catherine sitting by her bedside working,
and often her sweet clear voice sang some holy hymn to lull the
It was by her side Mary knelt morning and
little one to rest.
night to say the prayers her mother had taught her.
Time passed on, and, happy with her kind friends, Lady Margaret's daughter seemed to have quite forgotten her early home;
but a slight incident soon proved that all recollection of the past
was not obliterated from her memory.
Not long after their arrival, Sir Cuthbert and his lady were
one day riding out, accompanied by their attendants, and
chanced to pass Widow O'Reilly's shop when little Mary was
standing at the door. The child's attention was attracted, and
no sooner had she seen Lady Adelina, whose figure and dress resembled that of her deceased mother than she rushed forward,
exclaiming, 'Mother, dear Mother! But her foot slipped, and
she

and in a moment she would have been under the horse's
but a light figure darted from the house, and snatched her

fell,

feet,

in time.

up
'

Is she hurt?' inquired Lady Adelina, addressing herself to
Catherine, who, having just saved the little Mary, was holding
her tightly clasped in her arms.

my lady, I trust not, replied the girl.
'O, what a beautiful child! 'said the lady, as the little thing
turned her head round and looked timidly at her.
What is her
name? Is she your sister.'
We call her Mary; she is not my sister.'
'No,

'

'

Her parents

does she live?

who

are they?

'

continued Adelina,

'

and where

'

'O, they are dead,
house."

and she

lives -with her

granddame

in this

'Come,' said Sir Cuthbert, we have tarried here long enough;
you want to sec the child we can send for her to come to the
'

if

Manor some
With

day.'
these words the party rode on, to the great joy of Cath-

mm

24
erine, for the presence of the aunt

and uncle of her

little
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charge

made her fed uncomfortable; and when they were gone she
fondly embraced her. scarcely knowing why. except that the
of Sir Cuthbert brought to her mind the wrongs which the
l

family of his brother had suffered.
Hridget had been absent during this occurrence, and
returned Catherine recounted what had happened.

when

she

I am sorry the lady saw her at all,' said Widow
O'Reilly;
but the child shall not go to the Manor; it is sorry enough I
would be to trust any one in the house of so unnatural a brother,
'

alone

Lady Margaret's

1

il

vengeance of Heaven on him alter so fi.i.
S.i you
exclaimed Bridget.
really think you will see them?
'I hole it though it is sad news I bear him.
He will be
more ailKctcd when he hears of good Lady Margaret's death,'

And where is the little Lady Barbara?
have not heard speak of her.'
She is here, Larry and her dear mother bade me let Sir
Reg-

said Larry sorrowfully.
I

'

child.

;

Bridget's sentiments towards Sir Cuthbert were similar to those
of most of the townspeople, who regarded with suspicion and

inald

one who had been so ready to take the property and title
of bis brother, and who had evinced no sympathy for the mis-

I will/

dislike

fortunes of his relatives.

For some time after Sir Reginald's arrest, nothing was spoken
town but thu calamities which had befallen him and his
was rumored that he had been conveyed from
It
family.

Launceston

to be there tried before the King's Bench.
Reginald's brother at Bron-Weili led to the
conviction that the former owner of the Manor had been found
to

know

it.

'Glory be to
'

You

You,
God!

shall see

then, must tell him.'
1 will tell the poor father she

her too, that you

London,

arrival of Sir

guilty of the charges laid against him.
Harkwright kept an
ominous silence on the subject. People at last grew tired of

conjecturing; other thoughts, and the daily occupations of life,
absorbed their attention, and the little town, for a while excited
by the events we have related, sank into its usual quiet routine.

sing when the storm is brooding all around; sure it is as well she
does not know. She is happy and comfortable with you. I
wish his honor could see her.'
'

Are you going

O'Reilly.
'
No; the

to

London on

charge from going to her aunt. Only the day before Lady Adelina had sent a servant to bring her to the Manor, and Bridget
had managed by some means to avoid the application; but she
feared that a constant refusal would at last excite suspicion.
of the street-door attracted the

good woman's

attention.
'

she exclaimed, on raising her eyes, is it you?
Many a long day it is since I have seen ye!
'Well-nigh six months, methinks; and sure 'tis sad troubles
that have fallen on his honor and the whole family since then.
'

'

Why, Larry!

'

was not at the Mass; for it is laid up with the fever I have been,
and his honor sent me to one of his farmhouses for change of
air.
Ah, sure, when I went it is little I thought that I would
never see them again in the old Manor; and her dear kind ladyship dead, and the poor children turned adrift like birds out of
I

I cried like a child myself when I heard of all the
misfortunes that had withered their happiness in one night, and
scattered them like the dead leaves in the autumn wind/

their nest.

Larry,' said Bridget, after a few minutes' pause, 'what are
you going to do? I know that you would not be a servant at
the Manor now, even if the gentleman would have you, which I
'

doubt much

for they say it is not fond of Catholics he is, although brought up in the Faith.'
Is it / pass the thereshold of his house, which is not hit house
at all?
No, that I would not.,' replied Larry, indignant at the
;

'

'No; I came here to

very idea.
London.'
'

tell

'
!

you

that I

am

going to

Widow

O'Reilly; and sure how will
roads are infested with highwaymen; the

exclaimed

'

you get there? The
party lately coming to the Manor were attacked, though armed
and numerous as they were. O Larry, they would murther you
'

at once!
'

Sure

God,

I

to reach the great

a brother there;

have most
him.

enough they gain by it; and, with the help of
town safe before winter. I have
maybe he would liml me a place. But what I

it is little

hope

at heart

is,

The other day

perchance
I

I

met that

might
traitor,

Widow

'

inquired

good fanner I am stopping with, who is a kind man
he will give me a horse. And now farewell,

entirely, says

Mother

Bridget.'
life

blessing be

upon you

all

the

'
!

The man left the shop, and a few days later he might have
been seen riding slowly along the road which leads to London
but as it is not our intention to follow him on his long and tedious journey, we shall for the present return to Lady Adelina.
From the day she had seen little Mary she had constantly
Not that she had any definite idea what
wished to have her.
she would do with the child, her only thought being that she
was very beautiful, and would be an amusement and help to
enliven the dull old Manor-house. Adelina had been accustomed
to think that those in an inferior position to herself ought always to yield to her fancies; she was therefore not a little astonished and mortified when Widow O'Reilly, under various pretexts, refused to let the child go to Bron-Wclli; and still more
when, on her proposing to adopt Mary, her supposed grandmother declared she never would consent.
This was a cause of great vexation to the lady, and she asked
her husband to interfere, but he refused; yet still clinging to the
hope of one day having the object of her desires, she spoke
about

master and help
Harkwright. 'Well,'

see

my

to a favorite

it

waiting-woman.

lady must be much angered at the obstinacy of
that woman, than whom none can be more foolish and perverse,
the more so as that little girl is not her grandchild.'
'

my

Truly,

'

How know you that?' inquired Adelina.
Why, my lady,' said the maid hesitatingly,

that she

some one

is

else's child;

need not be so loth to part with
'

Whose

child

is

she, then?

'

I meant to say
and therefore the old woman

her.'

Some

neighbor's daughter, I sup-

whose parents are dead.'
'Not exactly, my lady; but Harkwright, from

pose,

whom

1

heard

it, bade me not repeat it.'
'But I command you to tell me,' said her mistress imperiously.
Perchance your ladyship would not be pleased were I to say
'

what

To London

foot?

;

SOME days after little Mary's adventure, Widow O'Reilly was
seated in her shop, her busy fingers engaged knitting, while her
mind was occupied considering how she should prevent her young

The opening

may

'

days of your

XII.

that

eyes,' said Bridget;

'God speed you, Larry* and His

CHAPTER

is safe,

say to his honor that
and she opened
the back door and called to Mary, who ran joyously in.
Poor little creature!' said Larry; 'she don't know the misfortunes of her family, and she is happy, like them little birds that

you saw her with your own

of in the

The

to

to fear the

'

let

myself, 'I will make him toll me where Sir Reginald,
Father Ralph and Master Austin arc-.' So 1 Mopped him, no;
let him go until he told me all about them, he
trembling all tlio
while', for he don't like speaking about them.
Good nci

says

1

'

I heard."

Tell

me

Then,

once; I will

at

my

lady, she

is,'

know what

it is.'

said the servant hesitatingly' she is

your niece/
exclaimed Lady Adelina; 'impossible; that little
be no relation of mine."
can
peasant girl
But my lady, she is in truth no peasant's child, but the daughter of Sir Reginald and Lady Margaret, de Courcy,' remarked the

My niece!'

'

who perceived, by the flush of indignation on her mischeek, that she was not best pleased at the idea of Having
a poor child for her relation.
maid,
tress'

().

is that,

it?

'said Adelina in a r;ilmrr tone.

tret's

daughter.
Kut never mind,

up?

Then why
I shall

will not thai

have her now

'ShfriS

woman

How

did

l.:idy

give

ln-r

o'clock a small knot of
his opinion as to

you hear

I'lu

'Maybe

Lucy?'

this,

The waiting woman informed
had seen the

change

lier

mi

tress that

and declared that, in ::pitc o!
her dress, there was no im.staMiig lier

in

."-ood

child,

llarkv
Ihi

complete,

that she

was

JJarbani de Courcy.

Delighted with what she had heard, Adelina sought. Culhbert,
and communicated to him her discovery, and alter much persuasion she prevailed

upon him

to

demand

his niece.

This once

de-

termined, nothing could have deterred him trom carrying out his
vrill, although he cared very little about the child

Bridget had timely warning of the danger

now

threatening the

child.

She kept

it

dame

she

'1 heard,

what

is

is

-hereo out-ide, each giving

pe<.i
\\

as

i.ul.

th<

>lee|>ii

said one.

.lay.

dead.' said .-mother

remarked

a third

inarveloii.^ly sectet

d

il

so

1

M.ld

l,<rf-hop; but

scarce nclieved the

nr

There was a magpie ncrched upon her
day in the
Ton-noon, lis an ill omen, raid an old woman, as she shook her
he id mysteriously
At that moment the new owner ot the sin
his way to the door, and having given two or tinknocks, which remained unanswered, he raised the latch and entered; all was in perfect order, but the inmates were
i

'Well, my good friends, said the sturdy proprietor, coining
Some while airo he (old
out again, 'Widow O'Reilly is gone.
me she desired to leave the town, but. she bade me tell 1:0 one
She has done it rather suddenly, I
until after she had left.
.-

The intelligence alarmed and saddened her, for from that moment she felt that there was indeed no security for Mary.
I would never give her to them, dear .Mother Bridget,' said
'

Catherine, to whom she expressed her fears, 'her dying parent
bade us not do so.'

'But, my child, how can we prevent it? Sir Cuthbcrt lias
servants and waiting people whom he can send to take the
poor little one, as the hawk does the young bird from its moth-

must say.'
'The Lady Adelina was much offended, I heard folks say. because Widow O'Reilly would not let her have that little grand-

many

child; but, poor woman, she did not like to part with the child;
maybe that is the reason why she left.'

er's

Well, from first to last, Widow O'Reilly was an
kind-hearted woman; there is no denying that.'

wing.'

'

That is true/ saiu Catherine sadly; but,' she added, as a sudden thought Hashed through her mind, could we not leave this
place, and take little Mary where her aunt and uncle will never

'

All concurred in this statement

made by

the

upright

new owner

of

mind us?

the shop, after which the good people dispersed each to hi.s own
business.
It was not until late that afternoon that Sir Cuthbcrt and his

Sure that we could, and, glory be to God! the little one shall
not go to her aunt's, where she would lose the bright jewel of
her faith. It was well thought ot, Kate. But," continued the

lady heard the news of Bridget's departure. Two servants had
been sent from the Manor to her house with directions to claim
Barbara de Courcy in the name oi her uncle; one of the messen-

woman, 'what am I to do with my shop? and where are we
go to? Young heads don't think of all that.'
The two sat musing for some time.
I have it!
cried Bridget.
You know Frank Pendlc? Well,
he told me he wanted to set up a shop, now he has come in for
that little fortune, after his old aunt dying of the fever, or old
nge, or something of the kind; he hinted that my establishment
would just suit him. Loth would I have been to have parted
with it then, but now it is different, and he shall have it if he
still be willing to purchase it.'

gers being Ilarkwright, who was able, his master knew, to give
evidence, that the little girl was Lady Margaret's daughter. The
rage and indignation of Sir Cuthbert were r;rcat when th

'

'

old
to

'

'

The good woman could not suppress a

sigh as she looked

around her comfortable little room.
But it was resolved that they should leave Penzance

vants returned from their fruitless errand. He sent men to
gather what information they could in the town; others he dispatched in search of the fugitives, persuaded that they could not
have gone far, and that they would soon be overtaken by men
on horse- back.
But Sir Cuthbert had little chance of finding the object of his
researches, for she

was many miles out

CHAPTER

was to determine where to go. Catherine
said she thought Exeter would be the best place, as she had kind
friends there, who would doubtless help them, and being easy
of access by water, that town was accordingly fixed on. To no
one, except Dame Barnby. did they say where they were going;
and to very few indeed did they make known even their intention of leaving the town
Everything had been quietly settled
for the journey, though the day had not been fixed on which to
start, when the news was brought that Sir Cuthbcrt had resolved
to claim his niece on the following day; so it was determined to
start next morning early by a small vessel which was going to
Exeter, the captain ot which had agreed to convey them thither.
That evening they bade farewell with many tears to Dame
Barnbyand her daughters; and the next morning at the hour of
sunrise, when nothing was astir, Bridget O'Reilly and Catherine
wended their way to the sea-shore, where the little vessel was
moored.
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difficulty

Lady Margaret's daughter walked between them,

hold-

ing tiirhtly Catherine's hand, and probably wondering where they
at an hour so early, without a thought that she. was

were going

the cause of their

flight,

and

that

it

was

to save In r faith,

and to

keep their promise to her deceased mother, that her generous
friends were leaving their home.

When the sun at length rose, 'and the busy inhabitants of Pen
zanoe were beginning the occupations of the day, it was noticed
that no OIK was stirringin Widow O'Reilly's house, which was
the

while his messen-

Widow
who

O'Reilly offered her shop for sale to the wealthy neighbor
expressed a wish to possess it, and the buisness was settled.

The next

at ser,

in quest of her.
gers were traversing the country

more strange

as she

was generally an

early riser.

By nine

To

the traveler ot the sixteenth century

who approached Lon-

don from the west, by the way called Oldbourn a splendid prospect presented itself when, after he had toiled up the steep brow
which was not
of the hill, he gazed down on the great city
then, as now, enveloped in a dense atmosphere of smoke and fog.

To the right the parish church of St. Andrews rose pictur
esquely from the steep declivity; its massive tower and d
nave surrounded by ancient elms; on the left were the extensive
buildings of Ely house, seated in the midst of pleasant gardens.
Farther, in the same direction, might lie perceived the gilded
of St. John of Jerusalem, and the Norman
spire of the church

towers of St Bartholomew's Priory. Immedietefv below was the
river, with its numerous bridges, and a forest of masts bcl<
to the various ships moored along its quays.
It

was

to

view more

at leisure this beautiful,

and

to

him

novel,

scene that Larry O'Toole drew up his tired horse on the top of
the before-mentioned hill, and remained for a few minutes looking

with great satisfaction on the city. Many a long and wi-ai
left the Land's End, and he
day's -journey bad he made since he
was not sorry to have at length reached hi.s destination.
The last rays of a summer sunset added a fairy beauty to all
the buildings, to which Larry was by no means insensible, as his
eye wandered from one picturesque edifice to another The sunlight gave to the gilded spires a lustre no human hand could have
bestowed; that of the noble Cathedral of

St.

Paul, which rose

Tlil

:;cally

I-!

TO TU

from the centre of a cruciform church, slood glow-

ing with light in grand relief against the cloudless sky, while the
high roofs :uul pinnacled buttresses, which domineered
.

considered and planned how he should break the news of Lady
Margaret's death; but now that he saw the anxious look and
heard the inquiry of the son, he felt that he could not, d<

groups of gable houses, shorn: as though silver, instead
formed their COV61
Having sufficiently admired this his first view ofLondon, Larry
10 consider where he should find a night's lodging.
lie now, therefore, descended the hill, and soon after, for the
refreshment of himself and his horse, put up at a quaint little
inn in the outskirts of the city.
On the following morning he
proceeded in search of his brother, who resided, he knew, with
a Mr Norton.
The streets at that period had no irJlmes, and the
- no number, so that it was
by no means easy for one unaccustomed to London to find his way about. Some years before
his visit to the city, Larry had received news of his brother from
a traveling pedlar who had been hospitably entertained at the
Manor; the. man having related that he had been to 'great London town,' and that there under some sore distress he had received much aid from a charitable gentleman named Norton,
who, 'added the pedlar, 'had in his service one Patrick O'Toole,
who marvelously resembles one of the servants here.' Larry,
guessing this to be his brother, of whom he had not heard for
many years, had asked a number of questions, and from the replies w:is fully convinced that his supposition was correct.
One; thing had fortunately remained well fixed in his memory,
which was that Mr. Norton resided near St. Paul's Cathedral, of
which the traveler had given a glowing description. So, having
found his way thither, and learnt which was Mr. Norton's, he
knocked at the door; but here an unexpected difficulty arose, for
the servant of whom he demanded if Patrick O'Toole was within,
replied that no such person had ever lived with his master since
he hud been with him, and that was three years. While they
were still talking, the owner of the house, an elderly gentleman,

him even

came

been carried into execution, but it might be at any time.
Larry, I have a brother,' he added, and before I die I should
He has abandoned his religion, but maybe the
like to see him.
words I should now address to him would have more effect than
those I spoke in the days of my prosperity. He lives on the
Were he made aware that I was here, surely he would
Strand.

liver Hie
.1,

'

past.

Wherefore

is

much

there so

noise and talking, James?

'

he

inquired.

Please your honor," said Larry, before the other man had time
it is my brother I am asking for."
Who is your brother? said the gentleman, ' and why think
you that he is here?
'

'

to answer,

'

'

'

Larry explaining what led him to suppose that his brother was
in Mr. Norton's house, the gentleman informed him that Patrick O'Toole had, indeed, heeu in his service, but that about
four years since he had accompanied a nephew on a long journey, and that they had not yet returned.
And now, my good man,' he added, what brought you
hither? from whence came you?
Larry then related the circumstances which had made him

His voice faltered as he replied:
is dead!
God rest her blessed soul!
A mournful stillness followed this announcement. The servant well knew that no words of his could at that moment bring
consolation to Austin, he therefore stood silent, inwardlv sym'

for a minute.

'

Alas! your honor, she

young master, whose

pathizing with the grief of his

tears fell

abundantly,

The
to

now returned, and told Larry that it was lime
when at once he commenced fumbling in his

goaler

leave,

coat-pocket, from which shortly he produced a small parcel,
which he opened and presented to Austin. It contained pieces

of moss and flowers, the dry and withered appearance of which
showed that they had long been safely lodged in the place from
which he now took them.
I gathered them for you on her grave; sure it is very withered they are entirely, but you will like them sure all the same.'
The boy pressed them to his lips, and before he could thank
'

'

Larry the door had closed, and he was alone.
O'Toole returned the following day to Mr. Norton, who, being in want of a servant, took him into his employ, Larry making the condition that, should his former master escape from the
Tower and want him as a servant, he should be at liberty to go
back to him. Subsequently he was allowed to see Sir Reginald
and Father Ralph. The former had heard from his son the sad
news of Lady Margaret's death, and learnt from Larry all parIt was a great comfort to him to
ticulars concerning her end.
know that his little daughter was with good people, who would
Sir Reginald told his faithbring her up in the Catholic faith.
ful servant that both himself and the priest had received sentence
of death, though for some reason unknown to them it had not
'

'

come
'

to visit me."

not in

London he

lives at all,

your honor.'replicd Larry,
when mention was
Being questioned he disclosed
the advantage Cuthbert de Courcy had derived from his brothIt is

who with difficulty restrained
made of Sir Reginald's brother.
er's

his feelings

misfortunes, Sir Reginald listening attentively to the re-

'

'

'

cital,

Poor Cuthbert! he said, when the other had finished speakHe has wandered far from the right path. God forgjve
ing.
him, as I do with all my heart!
Shortly after this visit all intercourse with the prisoners was
stopped. Mr. Norton, notwithstanding, through the influence
of some friends, obtained the release of Austin, on condition that
he should be security for him, and farther, that the youth should
visit the Lieutenant of the Tower at the end of three months, to
show that he had not left the kingdom.
Mr. Norton resolved to take Austin into his own house, as the
boy had no home to which he could go. To do this was not without some sacrifice of his own comfort; for having no children,
and having always lived alone, and being now advanced in years,
he disliked all interference with his habits and wa3 s. He did not
'

'

'

'

leave Cornwall.

Mr. Norton was himself a Catholic, and had suffered many
For the last fifteen years he
losses on account of his religion.
had lived in great retirement. His house was often the resort of
priests, and he felt much interest in the case of fellow-sufferers
for tha Faith.
He told Larry that he would willingly do anything in his power for Sir Reginald and Father Ralph and hav;

ing given him the necessary directions for finding his way to the
Tower, and instructed him how ho might gain permission to visit
the prisoners, he dismissed him, with the charge to return
the following day.

on

To

Larry's great disappointment he was not allowed to see
either his master or the priest, although it was a relief to him to

know
draw

a

that they were still alive.
As he was about to withman called him back, and asked if he would like to see

Austin de Courcy, who was under his charge, and won his favor and esteem by his patient and dignified bearing.
The proposition was joyfully accepted, and Larry was at once
conducted to the cell of his young master
On seeing the wellknown face of the faithful servant, Austin's countenance lit
with pleasure, though surprise for a moment rendered him
bless.

IIr>w is

During

my

mother?

'

were almost his first words.
from Peuzance Larry hud frequently

his long journey

r

therefore relish the idea of

boy of fifteen in the house:
he determined to do it, no

having a

but it was an act of kindness, and
matter what it cost.

Larry was sent to the Tower to conduct Austin de Courcy to
new home. He was likewise the bearer of a letter to sir Reginald, in which Mr. Norton promised to take care of his son until the father should make known his wishes with respect to him.
Mr. Norton was agreeably surprised with his young visitor,
who seemed most grateful for the kindness shown him. and
warmly thanked his benefactor. His presence was not in any
his

way

inconvenient; for being naturally of a grave and thoughtfu:
had rendered him

disposition, the late misfortunes of his family

77,77-;

still

more

times

lie

well, for

Occasionally he spokp with

so.

concerning

warmth and

TO TRUST.

interest

home, hut at other
reserved, whicli suited .Mr. Norton very
of few words.

his father, his little sister, or his

Wfta .-ilenl anil

he was a

man

and afflicted Austin. It was he rememwhile he enjoyed liherly and he eomfortsof a home,
bts father and the good priest, whom he loved so well were deprived of hoth, and in momentary danger of death. Nothing hut
the express command of his parent eould have induced him to
leave them; in doing so he had been cheered by the hope that he
OIK- thought troubled

brance

i

that,

I

might be able to devise some means for their escape from the
Tower, and comforted himself with the thought that he, would
be allowed to visit them. At the end of three monthshe had not
seen them, and had been disappointed iu his hope of their deliv-

The silent grief of the
of Mr. Norton.

boy daily increased and drew the notice

Austin,' said the old gentleman one evening, after they had
both sat a long time without speaking, 'you seem unlmppy.
Treat me as a friend, and tell me what saddens you. Perchance
you are longing after your Cornish home, and miss the freedom
'

you once enjoyed.

I

am waxing

old,

and maybe you

find this

but a dull existence.'
nothing like what you have mentioned, that
You arc to me a kind
when otherwise I should
have been houseless. I am not so ungrateful to Providence as
to forget these benefits, nor do I desire those things whicli I can

'No, no,

sir: it is

grieves me," said Austin earnestly
friend, you have given me a home,

'

no longer obtain. No, sir, that which makes me unhappy is
the remembrance of my father and of the priest who are iu the
Tower, whom lean neither see nor relieve. O,' he added with
greater earnestness,

from thence?

'

could they not, with our help, escape

'

Mr Norton, while he fully sympathized with Austin's sorrow,
could not here enter into his views. He was extremely prudent,
and feared the ill-consequence of a failure. His young companion said no more; but he did not abandon his project. To
him the accomplishment of his favorite design seemed easy, and
he hoped in time to convince Mr. Norton of its feasibility
At length, though not without reluctance, he obtained the consent of his kind host that he might make the attempt, with the
promise that he would help him as far as he was able, though
he was strictly warned to be very prudent in his dangerous
undertaking.
Austin remembered that the

tower in which his father
was imprisoned had a side door which led to the roof; and
though the door was usually locked, lie thought that Sir Reginald might yet succeed in forcing it. and once out on the leads,
by means of a rope which their friends would bring, Father
Ralph and he might make their descent.
little

This plan was communicated to his father, it was agreed
that without delay they would attempt the execution.
The day for carrying out the project came. It seemed a

long

one to Austin.

Midnight was the time

tixed.

Everything was

He had

prepared.
(Jod.

their pleasure

or few lamps, as generosity or parsimony

many

miirht prevail with them.
It wanted a few minutes to twelve

when

the party readied

the.

ihem,
moat, where H
which they quickly entered and rowed towards the ToV
There they are,' said Austin in a low whisper as he p
Two dark figures had at that, inomi
to the leads.
outer l.ank of the

l,i

'

;

on the roof, and Austin waved a white haiulk<
their attention.
A few minutes more and a splash
waters announced that they had, according
down a string with a weight attached to it.
tied

on to

this string,

work drawing

at

it

t<>

in

the sullen

agrei ment. thrown
Speedily a rope was

and Father Ralph and Sir Reginald were
towards them. The rope was heavy, and

they were frequently obliged to

rest, their

friends in the boat

movements, and glancing inquiringly
anxiously watching
around to ascertain that none were nigh.
At length the rope was fixed at the top of the Tower, and Sir
Reginald was about to commence the arduous descent when perThe two then
sons were seen on the opposite side of the moat.
their

erance.

still

27

The

earnestly recommended the enterprise to
shadows of night at. length drew on, and Mr. Norton

and the youth were

sitting in silent expectation.

when

clock in the hall struck eleven,

The

old

Dutch

Larry, with another servant

who was to accompany them, entered the room.
May God bless you, and favor your endeavors!
Were I young and vigorous I would go
friend.'

Austin rose.

'

said his aged
with you but
as it is, I fear I should be of little use.
So I must needs wait
here for your return, hoping you will bring with you the two
'

my

,

'

son
Farewell,
prisoners.
It was a clear October night, the
!

wind was somewhat cold, as
though by its keenness it wished to warn the unwary that autumn's days were almost sped. With rapid steps Austin and his
two companions proceeded towards the Tower. Now and then
they passed an armed watchman, whose flaming torch lit the
way: in some streets a few horn-lamps might hang outside the
houses, for the lighting of the city was, even till the re
Queen Anne, left optional with the citizens, who suspended at

lay down on the leads that they might not be seen, and the party
in the boat pushed close to the Tower, where the dark sh;.dow

threw on the water completely hid them from view The
persons were observed to stop and look towards the Tower, one
of them pointing towards the top. Austin and his companions
it

watched them with intense emotion, dreading every moment to
But they were soon relieved; for
hear the sound of the alarm.
whatever may have been the object which arrested the attention
of the strangers they appeared satisfied, and were soon out of
view.

emerged from their hiding-place.
and Father Ralph, having first looked cautiously
around, next leant over the parapet, as if measuring with a
rapid glance the height from the leads to the water. They then
seemed to hesitate.
My father is coming first,' whispered Austin, who, with head
bent back and eyes strained upwards, observed every movement
of the two figures in whose fate he was so deeply interested.
Larry and young de Courcy held the end of the rope firmly,
while Jones, the other servant, and the boatman kept the bark

The party

in the boat then

Sir Reginald

'

steady.

After a few anxious moments Sir Reginald alighted

when he

silently pressed the

hand of

his son.

in the boat,

Soon, again,

all

eyes were directed towards the leads, watching eagerly the descent of the priest; and not until he also was .seated in tl

did the thankful words,

'

We

arc saved!

'

escape from the lips

of Sir Reginald.
The fresh night air seemed pleasant to the prisoners, so long
accustomed to the close atmosphere of a cell. And the thought
that they were once more free, although not unmixed with the
dread of being again apprehended, was exhilerating indeed.
Having rowed a considerable way down the river, on landing

they recommended the strictest silence to the owner of the boat
on the proceedings of that night, and then directed their steps
towards Mr. Norton's house, where they arrived at about two
o'clock.

The

old gentleman had not retired to rest, anxiously
awaiting
Rejoiced at its success he received

the result of the expedition.

with courtesy his two guests, who expressed their gratitude for
his generous hospitality and for the interest he had shown in them
during their captivity. Mr. Norton replied that he had only
done what any Catholic in his position would be glad todo, adding
that it was but right that those who suffered in the same caUM
should assist each other.
It was agreed that Father Ralph and Sir Reginald should remain hid in their present abode for a few days, until the first excitement occasioned by the news of their escape had subAt the expiration of that time, and when the keen search

London and

the vicinity

in

was

over. Sir Reginald declared his inHe selected France as his future
tention of leaving England.
home. There was, he said, nothing to retain him in his native

land he could no longer live there in safety; while in a
country he might practice his religion without restraint, and pro;

!

TO
cure

:i

solid Catholic education for his son

At
MS

first IIP

le

that port ;ind Krai.
.Mr .Norton strongly

be.

im-

arrested.

el

'

accompany

observed Sir Reginald to Father Ralph on the evening
which preceded the departure, the last they ever spent together.
'You, dear Sir, have now no duty to perform in this country,'
replied the Driest, 'neither have
right that

you the same opportunity of dowhen you were a landlord. Therefore I deem it
;/, who have only your own and your son's eternal
go where you and he can best receive

the succors of religion. But with
yard is large and the laborers few.

work

me
1

it is

not thither,

hitherto regarded

otherwise; the vine-

must needs remain and

so long as the

Heavenly Father spares me.'
Mr. Norton was truly grieved to part with Austin. If at first
he had some dread of his arrival, he now no less regretted the
separation which he knew he should much feel, from that young
aud thoughtful companion, to whose presence he had become so
accustomed during the time they had passed together.
A few days later Sir Reginald and Austin were far away from
the shores of England.
Father Ralph too had left his place of
concealment with the view of recommencing his missionary
labors.

I

pray

thee,'

XIV.

WHILE

the events narrated in the foregoing chapters occupied
the attention of Sir Reginald and his friends, Cuthbert passed his

time apparently in ease and enjoyment, but in truth harassed
by remorse, and deriving little pleasure from the rude grandeur
of country life, in the sixteenth century.
Among the diversions with which he endeavored to cheer his

days and drown the voice of conscience, the chase took a prominent part. He had become popular with the thinly-scattered
gentry of the county, whom he invited to his feasts and staghunts, and gratified by multiplied amusements.
One afternoon Cuthbert had returned from hunting the deer
which abounded in the park
He had been accompanied by none
but his own attendants. The last echoes of the hunting-horn
had died away in the surrounding woods and groves; the courtyard, which had for a few minutes been the scene of commotion
noise,

had now sunk into its usual silence. Still Sir Cuthon the doorstep gazing through the archway up the

long avenue.
'

Why

Adelina,

Lord Cuthbert?' said the Lady
enter,
just descended to the hall.
about to do as he was asked when his attention was

will

you not

my

who had

He was

whom he saw running at full speed down the
waited, therefore, until the breathless and panting
messenger had reached him.
What news bring you in so great haste?" he inquired.
arrested

avenue.

exclaimed Adelina, endeavoring

by a man

He

'

'0, noble sir, terrible news!' said the young man, as soon as
he was able to speak. 'Strangers from Spain, they say, have
landed at Mousehole- they have burnt it, and now they are ad-

ng towards our town. Those whom they have driven from
homes have brought us the tidings.'
And what want you with me? asked Sir Cuthbert coldly.
'The townspeople sent me,' replied the messenger, 'to beg of
you to come with your men, and to aid us to repel these
their

'

marauders.'
Cuthbert consented, for his pride was flattered by an application made to him in this moment of danger by the people of

and

in courage,

Andrew quickly retired to the kitchen, where an
aged fellow-servant was seated, and having carefully loaded the
musket he had brought with him, he then placed it in a corner
of the room.
His companion, who had watched him, attentively, inquired the motive of this precaution, and why he had
not given the weapon to those who were going to fight, instead
this permission,

of keeping

it

for himself.

Andrew; 'those Spaniards may perchance
come hither; and I will not be without aught to defend myself.'
Meanwhile Sir Cuthbert and his party had reached the town.
But instead of finding, as he had expected, men willing to defend
'No,

no,' replied

themselves and their homes, and desirous of following any
who should present himself, he saw in all around him
nothing but an anxiety to save themselves, and what goods they
could collect, by instant flight, while they left the town to the
.
mercy of the invaders.
The place presented a scene of indescribable confusion the
leader

;

who had brought

ing spread terror

bert stood

friend

ranks of his followers, but having only a poor opinion of that
attendant's courage, he remarked to him scornfully that he might
as well remain at home and protect the Manor.
Delighted with

among

tidings of the Spaniards' arrival havthe inhabitants by the accounts they

gave of their ruthless barbarity.

and

little

laughing at her fears, he tore himself from her grasp.
He gave Orders that all his servants capable of bearing arms
should accompany him, and at the head of this small and
strangely-equipped moment, he started for the town.
On leaving the courtyard, he perceived llarkwright in the

fugitives

CHAPTER

him with but

him back: Mhou mightcst be Uil.
Hut Sir ('uthlieri, was by no means deficient

advised him

iay.ardous an expedition, alleging that it \vould
for him thus to traverse r'nglaml without being ii.

interests to consult, should

who had

nee,
ship.

to hold

So with much reluctance he yielded to their reit
was settled that Sir Reginald aud Austin
should go on board a French ship then anchored iu the Thames,
soon to set sail for Calais.
I wish much that you also were to
us across the

and

r>T.

entertained

little

daughter, pro
pie and galling in one of the shipi

tucrn
which tin
Both Father Ralph and

/'/.'

Men and women were

bus}'

carrying off articles of value or of use from their homes; groups
of frightened children clung round their uo-less-terrifled mot hersthere was calling and shouting and weeping to be heard on all
The flames which rose from Kewlyn increased the alarm
sides.
of the panic-stricken inhabitants, by warning
approach of the danger.

them of the

fast

Sir Cuthbert, who was on horseback, found it impossible to
proceed up the narrow and and crowded street; he therefore remained at the entrance, viewing with astonishment the strange
scene before him.
It was Thomas Tregarlhen, and not the towns-people, as the

messenger had expressed it, who had sent for Sir Cuthbert, and
on seeing him lie pushed his way through the crowd, and
approaching the rider, said.
You have come hither to aid us in
I salute you, good sir.
this our sore distress. Pray tell me what you think of this matter.
What do I think?' replied Sir Cuthbert contemptuous!}'.
Why, that never did I see folk more resigned than these to their
fate; truly they seem determined that the town shall be empty
when their visitors come. I suppose they deem it moreprudent
to retire and allow their homes to be destroyed than to remain
like brave men and defend them."
Your words are too true; and it is because I could not rally
them that I sent to crave your powerful assistance. But this exceeding fear which has seized upon them, Sir Cuthbert, is not
the effect of cowardice, but takes its rise from a strange prophecy
written, in ages gone by, in the cornish tongue, and which says
"
that a time will come when
Strangers landing on the roi
Merlin will burn Paul's Church, Pen/ance and Newlyn." Now
the people think that thcue arc the strangers mentioned, and that
if they are to burn the town, why then naught can prevent the
prophecy from coming true.'
'

'

'

'

'

my

Cuthbert, smiling ironfriend,' replied Sir
nothing to be done, but we must needs wait
I see well
patiently for the accomplishment of this prophecy.
that I can be of no service to you.'
The conversation was here interrupted by a cry that re-echoed

Then,
'

ically,

good

there

is

through the town.
011

every

side.

'

They come, they come!' exclaimed

voices

TO TR

1

Sir Culhbert, however, could not
I,
A nroeipitous I:
he fugitives, and turnbring himself to imilale the example
in the opposite direction, and facing the enemy, he
horse
his
ing
cried in u loud voice, Let all brave, men follow me!
Without looking to .SOL- if his appeal hail been re.-pondi il to,
I

l

'

'

he rushed forward,

hud

lie

from the invaders struck
His followers

over.

at

mil

pi

<

'ceded far

his hor.se; the,

once

fled,

when

animal and

its

a bullet
rider

loll

and the Spaniards, without opand finding little to plun

position, entered the deserted town,
der, they at onco set fire to it.

Sir Cuthbert was not hurt; he had rolled into a bush of
and remained hidden till the enemy had passed, when

furze,
rising

the people
cautiously he proceeded by a circuitous road to join
who had assembled on a neighboring hill, and were from thence

watching the conflagration.
The flames rose high, and leaped from roof

pallid.

town stood there with many a
happy home in it, aud joyous hearts and bright faces welcomed
the dawn of another day, little thinking that that day was to be
sunrise

a cheerful

at

and her maids of

once to his mistress' apartment

to

warn her

th,

who we
saw from the window a party OJ
i>arded than that win ni
seeking for some cntra.
They were in number about twenty,
they had shot Andrew.
ad separated
who, having seen ihe Manor-bouse in tip
from their comrades, hoping lo find a more plentiful booty.
Thomas was well aware that re.-i ,tunce was. impossible, as he was
lie

dent

,

I\

I.

the only

man

in the house.

Lady Adelina was seated surrounded by her waiting-women,
who were employed in various kinds of works, when the old servant entered.
My gracious lady,' he said, 'I bear you ill-tidings.'
She turned pale at these words.
is fin dead or wounded?
'Sir Cuthbert!' she exclaimed,
'

'

'

to roof like fiery

monsters; the red glare being reflected in the ocean's billows,
shedding a glow on the sky which made the setting sun look

At

man proceeded

little

one of fearful destruction and now sunset witnessed naught but
smouldering ruins and disconsolate families.
The Spaniards perhaps had intended to advance farther inland
in search of booty; but the inhabitants of Penzance. now that
the prophecy concerning their town was accomplished, regained
courage, and rushed with violence down the bill, when the astonished invaders took to flight, and having reached their ships,
quickly spread their white sails to the evening breeze, and de;

'

No,

my

lady, no

harm

that

I

have heard has befallen your

noble lord, but the Spaniards are here. ITarkwright is shot,
we had better fly. /will go to the town and call Sir Cuthbert

and the men to drive away these plunderers.'
Lady Adelina was too terrified and bewildered to make any
remark, so her maids hastily collecting all the things they could
belonging to her, Thomas conducted them safely down the back
stairs; the noise now heard in the house sufficiently proving that
the marauders had found an entrance.
In a sheltered and secluded part of the park the servant

left

Lady Adelina and her maids, while he went to inform Sir Cuthbert of what was happening.
More than an hour had elapsed when the owner of Bron-Wclli
and

his attendants arrived in sight of the mansion.
The grief
late, for it was already in flames.

They

were so violent that no one durst even

oiler

i

parted, to the infinite joy of the pursuers, who, nevertheless,
now increased to large numbers on the beech, intimated that any
farther attempt to land would meet with icsistance.

come too

"We must now return to the Manor, where Harkwright and his
companion sat enjoying themselves in the kitchen. The former
was congratulating himself on his good luck in remaining at
home, where he fancied he was in safety; but it is in vain that
the wicked search to elude the vengeance of God. Penance alone
can disarm Him. Aud oftentimes while they endeaver by hu-

With great exertion a part of the building was saved, but all
more ancient portions and the wood-work were consumed;
much also of the more valuable properly, plate, jewel caskets,
Before nightfall all was extinguished, and
etc., was saved.

man prudence

to avoid His threntened judgements, they rush
very spot where God's wrath awaits them.
'Well, Thomas,' said Andrew, I doubt not but we are safe;
they will never think of coming here,"

blindly to the

'

Don't know
What sound is
'

that,' replied his

companion, shaking his head.

that?'

Both

listened anxiously.
'I will go and bar the hall-door," said the old man, 'and do
you, Andrew, run and make fast the one at the end of the corri

dor, the one leading

from the old chapel you know.'

Harkwright turned pale

he knew the door but too well

and

hesitated.
'

Come, be ye

of Sir Cuthbert

and

aiiirer

him

consolation.

the

Lady Adelina, her husband and the servants found lodgings for
themselves in the remaining part of the Manor.
At the first dawn of morning Sir Cuthbert rose, after having
passed a restless night. He hurried out. and gazing with feeling of morose grief, not hallowed by resignation, nor softened by
the thought that he was an innocent sufferer, on that which the
his pride and his pleasure; but the old
previous day had formed
Manor- house now presented the appearance of a ruin. The front
archway, the Tower, and the part where Sir Cuihbert had spent
the night remained standing indeed, but of the main building lit-

had escaped; roof and floors had fallen in, leaving nothing
but the charred outer walls, and here and there might be seen
of furniture.
O he scattered wrecks
Twas ill-gotten property, and has brought me no good,' murtle

'

quick,' said his companion.

'

While you

loiter

may enter.'
Andrew seized his gun

here they

But
resolutely, and left the kitchen.
as he approached the fatal spot he trembled with fear at the recollection of the treacherous deed he had there perpetrated.

At that moment a figure appeared at the open door; and
Andrew, losing all presence of mind, raised his gun and fired,
he knew not where or at what. The discharge was returned
from without almost immediately, when there followed a loud
scream, the report of the gun-shots resounded through the
vaulted halls of the old .Manor.
A thick white smoke clouded
the scene, which, clearing by degrees, rolling oft in fantastic
forms, the lifeless but still bleeding form of Andrew Harkwright

was discovered lying prostrate on the stone floor.
man was already before its Judge.

The

soul of

the unhappy

Thomas had heard the shots. Having waited anxiously for a
few minutes, when all was si.ent In
(, anil
The bui'
knelt down by the side of the dead body
pierced the heart, and lie soon perceived that life was extinct.

so leaving the inanimate remains of his fellow-servant, tho old

Sir Cuthbert to himself; but quickly he drove the thought
which wrong
ad so much as
away, for there is nothing
to own that the misfortunes which befall them are warnings
which God. as a merciful Father, semis them, or that they arc
the punishment of their own sins. Xo. they do not like to feel
an all-powerful hand so cln^e to them, they would sooner attri-

mured

bute their disasters to natural cansthat nil

Uiiti;/*

spring from the

One Klernal

id

the consideration

Spirit.

Disinclined to repair the Manor, Sir Cuthbert and his lady reto London, where the former endeavored, by a

turned soon after

life of reckless dissipation and extravagant grandeur, to drown
Before
the remorse and sadness which constantly haunted him.
he left Pen/anee the inhabitants, hearing of his intention of

ing to the capital, begged of him to present a petition in their
name to tho queen imploringher to grant them money wherewith
>:1
To th
o rebuild their town.
fully convinced

would 1-e complied with en ;he part of his si:
a lai:
advanced
he
who
eign.
were in urgent need, imagining that the queen would certainly
repay him.
that the request

run-: TO TRI^T.
As

our intention to follow Sir Ciithhert at present to
xvhii-h
henceforward the scene of hia restless
shall return to Catherine ami her friends, and truce their

is n.it

ii

WM

cai>iti'i.
\v o

life,

more humble course.

CHAPTER

XV.

IT was with feelings of deep emotion that Catherine revisited
the ancient city where her happy childhood had been spent; and
with great joy did she hasten, accompanied by Bridget and little
to

Mary,

Andrew's house, where she knew she would be well

received.

her expectation. The old couple
were delighted to see her, although astonished at her unexpected
arrival, and much puzzled to know who her two companions
were.
When they had rested themselves,

was she disappointed

,\<>r

in

'Now. Catherine, my child,' said the old man kindly, 'you
must tell us all that hath befallen you since last we saw you, and
what you now intend doing; and fear not to ask of us all you need
my good dame and I will help you as much as in us lies.'
Catherine related in a few simple words the principal events
of her life at Pcuzance, explaining at the same time who Bridget
and the little child were; and when the former, noticing that
Catherine avoided saying anything that was to her own praise,
interposed, and described her earnest labors for the conversion
of her aunt, her courage in saving Lady Margaret's daughter, and
her devoted care of the little orphan, the faces of Andrew and
his wife gleamed with honest pride on hearing that she, whom

they loved as though she had been their own child, had lost none
of those sterling qualities which they had long since remarked
in her.

Then they said that they would take a little time to consider
what she had now best do, asking her not to forget to pray fervently that they might all be guided to do what was right.
Catherine and her two companions spent some days in peaceful happiness with the good clothier, who would not hear of

that she

was

of great assistance

ing, not oul3- by reason of this

she obtained the parents' consent that she should teach them, who
at once gladly acceded.
Accordingly, when [he day's work was
over, the young girl might be seen surrounded by a troop of little

ones explaining to them, with wonderful patience, the great truths
of religion. Itwas a dillicult task, but she succeeded, and, moreover she made the instruction pleasing to her little pupils
the,

by
edifying stories she recounted to them, which interested them and
served to tix in their memory what she taught
But it must not be imagined that these occupations made her
neglect that which she justly regarded as one of her first duties,
namely, the education ot Lady Margaret, s daughter: this, it may
be truly said, was the great object of her life. While Bridget,

with motherly care, looked after the little child s bodily comfort.
Catherine instilled into her heart the love of God and of her
neighbor, and imparted to her all the instruction which she herThe task was likely to be one of long duration,
self possessed.
for no tidings had been received of Sir Reginald, and neither
Bridget nor Catherine knew whether the child had any relations
except her Protestant uncle and aunt;, so that it was probable

many

that

years must elapse before the scattered remnants of

that once-happy

ceived an education superior to that of most persons in her posibut her religious instruction, first from her mother and subsequently at the Manor-house, had been such as to im-

tion,

press
faith.

deeply on her mind the great truths of the Catholic
Little did Lady Margaret think, when she admitted the
stranger into her household, that she might be instructed

little

old

man

would be

it

was no

he had come to the conclusion
abode at Exeter, as there
Cuthbert would ever gain tidings that

told her that

safe for her to fix her

likelihood that Sir

was there; so he advised them to take a little cottage
which he knew of in the neighborhood.
You remember, my dear child,' he added, that ere you left
us you placed in my hands a part of your money, which I forthwith put out to the best advantage for you; and now, as you will
require some of it to establish your new home. I remit to you
the sum of ten pounds. I feel sure you will make a
good and
his niece

'

it,

Kate.'

Catherine was delighted and astonished on learning that her little fortune had so much increased in the hands of her kind
friends,

ami thanked them warmly.
\Vidoxv O'lleilly and Catherine settled themselves therefore at
Exeter, and the latter was able to add to their means by doing embroidery and various kinds of needlework, for which Dame Andrcxv found her numerous customers
among the ladies of the
neighborhood; and when it was discovered that she excelled in
this employment, she was also asked to come to different houses
in give instructions to those who wished to learn herart.
In this
way she was never in want of occupation. Bridget, too, could
gain money by her spinning, in which she was very skillful.
Theirs was a happy and peaceful little home. Their wants
licmg f w and their industry great, they were able, not only to
.

(

themselves comfortably, but also to assist those who
need of it. Catherine ln<l al-o learnt from
Lady Marilie property of different medical
herbs, and how to make
divers ointments and remedies for the sick,
whichknowledgcshe
now turned to good use, and her poorer neighbors goon found
t

stood

in

at the prayers, that she

was forming the mind of

one who xvas to be the friend and guide of her own daughter.
Often should we be surprised, when we do good were we to see
the effect which our slight and apparently worthless efforts will,

and especially when the return coim-s, as
upon those who are dearest, to us. like the moisture
which the earth has given up on a summer's morn returns at
niiiht in beneficial dewdrops to refresh the parched soil.
after a time, produce;
in this case,

'

wise UKC of

reunited.

girl

and be present

The

home could be

was not unequal to the great mission before
her; for not only had she, as had been already mentioned, re-

The young

One morning Andrew and his wife asked their young friend
to come with them into their little back parlor, as they wished to

that

;

and cheerful disposition.
There was another good work towards which Catherine hnd always felt much attracted, and for xvnieu she sccim-d specially
suited it was the. instruction of children, for blended with her
steady rectitude of purpose and strong intelligence there was a
childlike simplicity and gaiety that easily won the hearts of chil
dren.
Finding, therefore, that there were among the poorer inhabitants many little Catholics to whom no one gave instruction,

their lodging elsexvhere but in his house.

speak to her.

the hed. -i<lc of the sick or dyknowledge, bill also from her kind
liy

It

may

not be uninteresting to the reader to have a description
new home. When you had reached the end of the

of Catherine's

found yourself on the road which led to
principal street, and
London, there stood, at the period to which this tale relates, a
bouse, detached and a little back from the road, having in front
a small garden behind was a meadow traversed by a murmuring brooklet, whose clear waters gliding into a neighboring
wood, after meandering among the trees for a short distance,
;

were precipitated over a steep bank, forming a mimic waterfall.
The house itself was an old-fashioned structure, as were all
those around it; its roof was high and pointed, with two latticewindows in it; the upper story projected, and was supported by
clumsy-looking wooden posts, so as to form a little arcade underneath, where there was a bench on which one might, if so inclined, sit and watch the passers-by.
Those who have visited Exeter, and seen the old houses still
left standing in High-street and other parts of the city, will better understand the kind of dwelling here described.
Its situation was most convenient, as in a few minutes its inmates could either reach the heart of the old city or find themselves among the beautiful combes and lanes of Devonshire.
This, then, xvas Catherine's and her friends' home; old Andrew
had found it for them, and it was not far from the good merTo his dwelling they and all the Catholics in
chant's house.
the town resorted on Sundays and holidays; for he frequently

TII (/;

TO

harbored priests, and on such occasions Mass was celebrated,
and llu: faithful were iilile to approach tin Sacraments; and
when this happiness was denied them and no pni'st was there,
they supplied for the waiit as best they could by praying
1

together.

Catherine had gone late one afternoon to purchase s>ome artiand as she passed the principal inn she was surunusual stir in the courtyard; there were horses

cles in the city,
prised to see an

and servants and armed attendants; evidently some great personage had arrived. She inquired of the woman from whom she
made her purchases wherefore was there such a crowd ut the
Golden Lions?
The woman replied that a gentleman and his lady had come
there from Penzance, and that the news had spread that that
town had been burnt down by some invaders; more than this
the shop-woman was not able to tell, and therefore could not satisfy Catherine, who wanted much to know whether the inhabitants had escaped, and whether any others besides the lady and
gentleman mentioned had come from Penzanee.
'

'

In a state of great uneasiness she hastened home, her mind
painfully preoccupied with the thought that perhaps her aunt
and cousins had perished in the flames; but the following morn-

ing she was relieved by positive information that
Another cause of perplexity
tants had escaped.

all

the inhabi-

now

presented
The persons stopping at the inn were no other than Sir
itself.
Cuthbert and Lady Adelina, and the lady having been taken ill,
they would so be delayed some days in the city, and there was
the chance that some one of the company might recognize little

Barbara or one of her two friends. Strict seclusion therefore
was observed by them all; and great was their satisfaction when,
on the fourth morning after the occurrence, they witnessed the
departure of Sir Cuthbert and his party.
Bridget and Catherine now turned their thoughts towards
Dame Barnby, and though they were assured of her safety, as
all, or nearly all, the houses had been burnt, they feared that she
might have suffered great losses. Catherine consulted her friend
Andrew as to what she had better do. 'For,' she said, with
much feeling, it would be most wrong and ungrateful of me to
leave my poor aunt in distress she who so long irave me ahoma.
But how judge you that I can be of most service to her? Coun'

sel

me,

I

'Very

right
'

thoughtfully;
are ia trouble.

here?

Kate, to be grateful," replied the old
and it is our duty to help our relatives when

it

is,

Do you

think your aunt would like to

man
they

come

'

'I think she would like it much; for she told me, after her
conversion, that for divers reasons she would be pleased to quit
Penzance; but then there were things which made her content to

remain: such as having the opportunity of attending to her religious duties at the Manor, and being able to consult the good
Lady Margaret; but, alas, nil that has ceased to exist!
'

It was accordingly settled that the
young girl should write to
her aunt inviting her to come to Exeter, where Andrew said he
would find employment for her. As Catherine had
money of her
own, she was able to send a present to her aunt and cousins; it
consisted of a strong homespun woollen dress and cloak for
each,
which she chose with Dame Andrew's assistance. This
package,
together with the letter, were remitted to a trusty messenger;
by whom Dame Barnby returned a verbal answer to the effect
that she was very thankful to her nine and friends for their
kindness, and that she would come by the next boat.
At the expected time they arrived, and both parties experienced great joy at meeting once more.
By Andrew's advice,
Dame Barnby took a small shop, and soon she had a

who

Ia"t n!

tedious days' journey;

So saving

Dame Andrew

li

'1

much wantt

lie

d

from London, after
to

friend to the parlor,

bi

stranger from London was busily engaged in C
te two
sation with his Exeter friend, both ceased

where

till!

The guest looked towards

entered

his host, inquired:
'
Is that the young girl of

Catherine, and turning to

whom you

'

spoke to me?
Having received an answer in the atlinnative. he approached
her, and addressing her kindly, said that his friend Andrew had
related to him her history, and that he felt much intere-ied in
her welfare. He then asked her several questions about her litI think,' he lidded, 'that I can d'charge, Barbara.
good-tidings of her father; for some time since a priest, and with
him a Cornish gentleman, who was a Catholic, escaped from the
'

tle

Tower, and great search was made

after

them; and now

that

my

me

of Sir Reginald de Courey, whose child you are
bringing up, methinks it must be the same who escaped from

friend told

prison; but whither he has gone, I know not."
Catherine rejoiced to think that her little friend
erless,

was not

fath-

and that perhaps some day she might have the happiness

of restoring the child to him.

The London merchant had come to Devon and Cornwall to
purchase cloth and woollen goods; Andrew was one of his prinHe
cipal suppliers, and he had long been connected with him.
intended remaining only a few days at Exeter, but he desired to
see Catherine again before continuing his journey,

that she

would bring

Accordingly, with

little

and

1

Barbara.

Widow

O'Reilly's permission, they both

went the following day to Andrew's house; when the young
girl was not a little astonished on the merchant's making known
to her his desire that she should accompany him to London.
'We have no children,' he said, 'and my dame would much
like to have one so good and steady as you to help her in household duties, for she waxes old, and you would live with us as if
you had been our own daughter. Say, Catherine, will you
come?'
Leave Widow O'Reilly and little Mary? O no, good sir.
'

I thank you much for your kind
ask me,' replied the young girl.

never!
'

thee.'

pray

a iTcat friend of ours

many

1 told

you she would not

offer,

moment's silence he

said

'tis

vain to

remarked Dame Andrew.

go,'

The London merchant sighed and seemed
after a

but

disappointed, but

:

I am sorry I cannot take you to my good dame, for she would
be greatly pleased; but I shall not press you; your attachment
to Mistress O'Reilly and your devotedness to Lady Margaret's
little daughter only make me think the better of you.
But I
come to this part of the world every three years; if when I return any change has taken place in your circumstances, and you
'

are willing to accompany me, I shall be happy to take you.'
Catherine smiled, as though she thought it were not very
probable that any such change; would occur; she thanked the

good

merchant

and

nevertheless,

bidding

him

farewell,

departed.

Widow O'Reilly was delighted when she heard what had happened, and that Catherine had refused to go to great London.
few days after the merchant departed, and the young girl
soon forgot all about him and his promised visit at the end of

A

three years.

CHAPTER

XVI.

flourishing

business.

One Sunday, when Widow

O'Reilly and Catherine went to the
good clothier's to hear Mass, among the congregation there as-

sembled was

a.

stranger.

lie

was past middle age;

had a long
countenance an expreslie

flowing gray beard, and there was in his
sion of frankness and benignity.
After Mass, Dame Andrew called Catherine to her.
Come,
my child,' she said, 'you must stay and see the good merchant,
'

HAPPY and peaceful was the life which Barbara de Courey led
Widow O'Keillyand Catherine. Quite as happy as it could

with

have been had she remained in her paternal home.
She was a thoughtful and silent child, yet had within her a
deep calm joy. The birds, the
lowers, the murmuring
brooks, were companions to her, and .-poke to her little li
the love of God their Creator.
She was affectionate towards her
kind friends, and had in them that entire confidence which
t

TJil'R TO Till

nnd so free from care. What thoj
hey would provide licr with
of she folt sure, or rather, it would be more
<

said -he im:

ll;

i

in nccil

:y th;il
I

autiful

thai

I

the thought Unit

rould

it

lie

otherwise iR-vcr

her mind, ami so she lived on happy and content, n'nd:iml Catlieriiic all she desired.

When

spring eanic she loved to gather the sweet-scented violets
grew in the shady lanes, and to fill her little apron -with

primroses and cowslips, which she brought home to adorn
The meadow at the back of the house belonged
9.
pood natured neighbor, who allowed the little trespasser to
der here in search of flowers. By the stream she plucked the
t

'

I

know

Where

The

truth was, that her

adorned
plants were

plants, such as theu

a bank whore the wild thyme blows,
and the nodding violets grows;

oxlipw

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet niusk-roses, and with eglantine.'

care of this fragrant garden had been intrusted to Barbara,
in it she would labor with childish gravity; now trying to

keep the trailing woodbine within bounds, then pulling up a
weed which had intruded itself among the flowers; or she would
carefully tie up the 'sweet musk-roses,' and draw back the wayward shoots that would push through the hedge and peep on to
the road, which view of the world did not improve their appearance; for when their little mistress had drawn them in again she
generally found that their green glossy leaves were covered with
dust, or had trailed in the mud, or a goat passing that way had
made a meal off the tender shoots.
I think, Barbara,' Catherine used to say to her, 'that the
branches of your rose-trees are like foolish children that wander
from their parents' home, and meet with many mishaps which
would not have befallen them had they remained and done their
duties as becomes good children.'
'/will never wander from you, sister Kate, and granddame,'
'

the child would reply.
Catherine took pleasure in

making her young pupil see in the
of higher things, thus, one morning Barbara
called her to see a beautiful white convolvulus which had just
emblems

flowers

After having duly admired it,
its snowy blossom.
Knowest thou, little sister, what that flower is like?' she

unfolded
'

T will

It is like the

pure soul of a child, quite
spotless, aud open, so that all can see into it and it looks towards
the sun as the innocent soul does towards God, from whom it

said.

tell thee.

;

receives

1

all.

That afternoon there was a heavy shower; when

had ceased
had
beaten it to the ground, where it lay much torn and soiled.
Picking it up she took it to Catherine, who was working in the

3! arbara

ran out to look at her convolvulus.

it

Alas, the rain

kitchen.
'

All, see, the lovely flower

has touched the earth, and

dirtied,' said the child sorrowfully.

beautiful soul,

is it?

'

Sister Kate,

it is

is

all

no more

'

like one that has fallen into sin.
O Barbara, a soul
committed sin is far more disfigured than this flower.'
These conversations, and the good instructions she received
from Catherine, made a deep impression on that naturally
'

Xo; but

that lias

thoughtful child.

waters of the

little

brook,

the.

child therefore preferred the
to

com

accompany

;

numerous gentry who resided

like to have companions to play with
asked Susan Barnhy and some other little

who they knew would teach no evil, to come occasionally
eit when Barbaia had amn-nl her--e1f with them
for a short -p.i<-e of time she would steal away and either wan
dor alone into the neighboring wood or return to Mother Bridget
and Catherine, and reply, when urged to rejoin her young com-

in the environs of the city.

Part of the road lay through a forest; aud beautiful it was, on a
summer's day, to watch the Hilling lights and shades dancing
emong the green leaves and across the narrow path; and
was the sound of birds singing, and of the breeze rustling in the
tree-tops; and now- aud then, perhaps, a gay little squirrel might
be S5en bounding along the ground, or leaping from branch lo
branch.
All these things were causes of innocent enjoyment
to Catherine and Barbara.
Then, in autumn, they loved to hear
the withered leaves crackling under their feet; and they used to
gather on their way the nuts which hung in rich clusters on the
boughs, or the jucy blackberries which grew in the tangled un
derwood. In this forest, too, numerous flowers flourished
The

and

forth, in early spring, its starhke blossom,
was the blue periwinkle, and also

in the sheltered spots there

that mysterious-looking plant called the cuckoo-pint, with

its

hooded flower vising among the spotted leaves. Many plants there
are whose names recall the simple piety of former ages, which
loved to link these fair products of nature with the honor paid to
the Blessed Virgin and to the Saints; Such are 'Our Lady's Mantle,the 'Virgin's Bower,' 'Our Lady's Cushion,' the 'St. John's Wort,'
its name implies, to St John; and in old times the

dedicated, as

to St George's-day, and the guilderAll which, as they walked along, would
furnish Catherine with a topic, who would talk of them to her lit
tie companion, aud of their meaning, and repeat also to her the

harebell

was appropriated

rose to Whitsuntide.

quaint but beautiful legends connected with them. Sometimes.too,
she would say something to her of their uses in domestic surgery.
and in this respect the St. John's Wort was
especial reputa-

m

and no less as an antidote against witchcraft.
There slood, in the midst of this forest, a solitary dwelling,
The merry song of the
inhabited by a woodman and his wife.
woodman was ever to be heard accompanying the sound of his
tion,

as he felled the lofty trees; the woman all the while
sitting at the door of the cottage intent on spinning, and, like her
husband, to all appearance cheerful and content. To reach their

busy axe

At
destination Catherine and Barbara had to pass this cottage.
the industrious dame used to look with astonishment at the

first

two wayfarers; then, when she grew accustomed to see them, she
would smile aud wish them Good day and when, once or twice,
little Barbara had ventured to approach where the woodman was
working, to pick up some of the white chips that flew around,
he had stopped and kindly bade her 'take them and not fear.'
Then on market-days the woodman's wife used to pass by her
youus friends' home; and once, when a violent storm had overtaken her, Mother Bridget had invited her in; and so an intimacy sprang up between the inmates of the two collages.
It happened, however, that for some time Catherine had had
no occasion to pass that way. and when business again brought
her thither, a change very noticeable had come over the woodman and his dame; for although the axe was still heard working
The
destruction among the trees, the song was now hushed.
'

;'

woman

good

downcast,

Thinking that she would
her, her kind friends

friends could not understand the

puny of those who dul sympathize with her.
She considered it a great treat to be allowed

wood anemone put
The
and

little

quiel happiness she enjoyed in searching for her favorite flowers,
li.-lening to the songs of the birds, and watching the nppiing

the

when jlmri m reigned supreme, and folutrje
of.
It was a spot such as Shakespeare deeribes when

unthought
he says:

better to be with sister Kate and

large

to a

m

gardens,

much

granddame.

wan-

delights; it was situated on the sunny slope which intervened be
tween the dwelling and the road, and although very small, was

common hardy

panions, that she liked

Catherine when the latter took work to the houses of those bv
whom she had been employed. There was one walk which was
especially delightful to them both it led to the domain of one of

their

pale-blue forget mc-not; or, in the summer months, would return
home in triumph with a bunch of yellow water-ins.
The little garden
front of the cottage was one of her chief

well stocked with

>'/-.

also
'

had

lost

her air of cheerfulness, seeming sad and

They have some sorrow/ thought Catherine, and

she remarked (he same to Bridget
Poor creatures! Thou shouldst ask

if there is aught that we
could do for them,' said thn iroodhearted widow.
The next time that Catherine passed the cottage in the forest
and addressing herself lo the woman, with that
she
'

stopped,

genuine kindness and perfect simplicity which were prominent
features in her character, she said;

IH

J

'

Mother

and

1'riik'et

I

1.

1(1

nrr very Ul

day's eye. and the sight of which was no novelty to her, at'
Cd her passing notice 88 She hurried on; and raisin-.: her
from the starry Held to the blue he;.
fly murmured,
low beautiful are Thy works, () Lord!'
1

the

neicr hear the
Udiiigs; for passim; iiy of l.'tie
Is there
.ong, and 1 am grieved to see thee so sorrowful.
ill

i

11,

I

any service we. could render II
'Truly it discs mine heart, to hear thy kind words; we
deed, in sore affliction, hut Hum canst not assist us.'
wom-iii then proceeded to relate that they had a son.

'

I

mv

At length, with a beatin

in-

Tl

B

stood before

tin-

cottage

was opened by the dame, who was surprised to lee her
young friend there at such an early hour. Catherine placed in
her hands the, leather purse containing the money, saying with
door;

it.

who, with
and a largo family, resided at a neighboring farm; he
had unfortunately contracted a delit which he was unable to pay,
and he had come to his parents to see if they could help him;
for the term allowed for repayment would expire in another
month, when, if he were unable to answer the demands of the
money-lenders, he would be arrested and his goods would bo
sold, and his wife and children would with him lose their only

The poor woman was too much overcome with joy and nston
ishment to speak; she tried to utter a few words of thanks, but
the young girl whispered to her, Thauk God, not me,' and

support.

quickly disappeared, leaving the

his wile

It

was hard indeed for the poor people
it was not in their power to

their sou that

to

be obliged to tell
him; but they

assist

could not say otherwise, for although their labor sulliced to support themselves, they were totally unable to supply the large sum
he required; he had therefore departed with a heavy heart, leav-

good couple no less afilietcd.
Catherine listened with interest to the sorrowful tale, and
expressed her sympathy with them. On returning home she
communicated the tidings to Bridget.
inir

the

Andrew

much money

of mine,' she said,
after she had pictured to Widow O'Reilly the distress of their
friends in the wood, and what need have I of it? I have a happy

od .Master

has

a bright smile;
kind friend hath sent thee this for thy son;
wilt accept it.'
'

home;

me want for
Andrew to allow me to

to ask Master

anything; suppose I were
give those poor people the

'

sum they require?
Thou hast a generous
1

heart,

my

child,' replied the old

but thou must take counsel with Master Andrew
better than I whether this be advisable or not.'
'

She went accordingly, on the following day,

;

woman,

he will know

to the clothier,

surprised when she asked, in her usual simshe might take out of the money which beple manner, whether
longed to her a sum which amounted to well-nigh half her little
Andrew raised his eyes from the large account-book
capital.

who was

not a

little

over which he was poring, and looked at her in bewilderment,
while his worthy dame gave an exclamation of surprise.
Kate, thou must tell me why thou wantest so large a sum; if
it is necessary for thee, thou kuowest I shall not refuse it; but
'

judge it not to be for thy weal, I cannot, as thy guardian,
agree to thy taking it,' said the old man.
Catherine named the purpose to which she desired to apply it.
I commend thy charity, and am well pleased with thee; but
melhinks this might be done without touching thy capital, which
we men of business hold to be an evil practice,' replied Master

if I

'

Andrew

gravely.

'I will not deprive thee of the merit of this

good deed, especially as the man who has incurred this debt is,
I know, the industrious father of a large family; but to buy a
small farm he borrowed money from one of those Jews, all of
whom are extortioners; and the crops of late having failed, he is
I heard all this from one who lives near
in great straits.
him. Now this is what I propose; that I lend thee the money,
for which I shall not require interest, and that by degrees thou
shall pay me back half the sum; the other half I give as charity
on my own account. The repaying of the amount thou borrowest
will entail on thee, Kate, much industry, and the denial of many
things which thou mightest otherwise have afforded thyself.
Art. thou willing to do this?
I mil,' replied Catherine
earnestly, 'and am most thankful
i

we hope

thou

'

i

leisure this

happy

woodman's wife

to enjoy ut

surprise.

In the afternoon, however, both she and her husband came to
Widow O'Reilly's cottage to thank Catherine, who told them

owed more gratitude to Master Andrew than to her.
under God, he had been the principal instrument in savlie has given you half the money, and lent me
ing their son.
that they

since,

'

the

rest,'

she said.

When James

is better off he will pay you both, never fear,'
woodman; that is, he will pay the money; but the
kindness that moves thee to interest thyself in our misfortune,
that we never can fully repay."
'

'

said the old

'

thou dost not let

A

Catherine had too

much consideration for the feelings of others
money in question as a loan, winch the

to refuse to consider the

farmer could repay in event of his prosperity returning, but she

remarked that neither she nor Master Andrewwere in any hurry,
and that they would willingly wait until it was quite convenient
to their son to

pay them.

'

'

And,' she added, if this be not the
case for many years, let him not vex himself on that account.'
Catherine worked with redoubled dilligence; every week she
was able to put aside a little sum, which in time amounted to a
considerable one. She asked the woodman, who also did a little
carpenter's work, to make for her a small box out of his pieces of

The lid of it was nailed down, and there was only
old planks.
a little split through which a coin could be dropped, in this sue
placed her savings, much to the amusement of Barbara, who
liked to hear the

money

falling in.

Ruth Barnby, who

fre-

quently came to see her cousin, also took great intere-t in the box,
because, as Catherine soon lost the calculation of how much she
had place there, and as there was no .means of ascertaining, it
afforded great scope for speculation.
By the end of a year the prudent girl
to

was able to pay her debt
Andrew, who commended her for her exactitude and industry
qualities which the old merchant, being himself a very metho-

man, highly valued.
Although the farmer was not in a condition to pay his debt for
some time, as, having six children to provide for, he could not
afford to put much by, he nevertheless found various means of
dical

showing his gratitude to his benefactors.
Bridget and Catherine often received little presents of honey,
rggs, or butter from him; these his wife, when she came to market, would bring to the cottage, and beg its inmates to accept.
Once she brought for Barbara a snow-white pigeon, for
which the woodman made a little dovecot; the bird was very
young and quite tame, and soon learnt to come of a morning and
tap at the window of the room in which Catherine and the child

'

for thiskiud offer; with God's help I will repay thee ere thisday
'

year.

Andrew opened
nn:l receiving

a drawer and counted out the

money

to her;

which she returned joyously home, and related to

.Mother Bridget the arrangement of her good friend.
Early the next, mornin<_r she started for the cottage in the wood.
How lovely nature looked at that fresh hour, but especially to

whose heart was already so fun of happiness! Every
familiar object seemed invested with more than usual beauty.
that modest crimson-tipped flower' which Chaucer calls
fine,

'

i

slept.

Catherine watched with joy
young charge; with tender solici

Happily did the days pass on.
the expanding intellect of her

She felt a holy revere
tude she guarded her from every evil.
towards that pure soui intrusted tr, her care, and a iove that was
In the soul of that
intense, like everything in her ardent nature.
child she

saw the linage of Cod.

to direct her

young thoughts

Her

to her

first care therefore, was
Creator to instruc' her

in her religion; all other learning however estimable
and useful, was, she knew, only of secondary importai
There was indeed in Barbara's character something more than
ordinarily beautiful; an unalterable serenity was perhaps its most

thoroughly

remarkable feature. The expression of tier angelic countenance
mer. <u- passion
nerer marred by the
to which must children are subject.
She was very intelligent,
readily understood and well remembered whatever was told her.
Nevertheless she found the task of learning to read and write
wearisome, and her progress was for some time slow. It was
not that she did not try to lend her uftnost attention to Catherine's
teaching; but the fact was that her mind, on which the greatness
of God and the buauty of nature made keen and quick impressions had not the same power of fixing itself on the dry. and apparently unmeaning, signs of the alphabet. "When, however, this
first difficulty had been mastered, and she was able to form words
and find a meaning in what she saw printed, she advanced more
i

rapidly.

A prayer book and one or two more works of piety, which belonged to her mother, formed all Catherine's library. It was in
these little Barbara learnt to read, and likewise to say the Psalms
in Latin, a language which it was then very usual for ladies to
which Catherine's mother, who had studied it in
her youth, though she wisely judged that any great proficiency
would be be useless to her daughter, nevertheless desired that she
should know enough to be able to say her prayers in the lanacquire, and

guage of the Church as well as in her own. These accomplishments, and the doing of various kinds of needlework, constituted
the principal part of Barbara's instruction; but here her education did not cease.
That inward training of her heart and will,
that checking of evil passions as they spring up, that arming of
young soul for the lifelong combat against vice, which is the
very essence of a Christian existence, and on the issue of which

the

depends his eternal welfare, that part of education, which is so
often neglected by those who have the charge of children, was
the portion to which Catherine devoted her utmost care.
Doubtless the beautiful scenes and healthful air of the country,
with the charms of forests and glens and rushing streams at
hand, ever varying in their aspect as the seasons succeed each
other, in the first tender hues of spring, in the full glow of gorgeous summer, in the solemn grandeur of autumn, or again
beneath the stormy skies of winter doubtless these scenes make
a deep and lasting impression on the mind, particularly of the
young; and it must be far easier to raise to high and noble ob
jects the thoughts of a child accustomed to dwell amidst rural
beauty than those of one whose eyes have rested on no more elevating objects then endless rows of brick and morter. Catherine unconsciously experienced this both in herself and in the
education of Barbara. The peaceful woodland landscape in the
environs of Exeter (far from having then reached its present
magnitude), and the wild sea views about Penzance had no doubt,
served to elevate the naturally fine mind of the former, and to
preserve in her that purity and child-like simplicity of heart
which shone forth in her whole person.
But to produce this effect the beauties of nature must be re-

garded in a right

spirit,

that

is,

cerning the planets, yet they watched them with awe and
admiration;
When Christmas came the day was always spent at old Andrew's, when the good merchant would also invite Dame Baruby
and her children; and if among his acquaintances there were any
unable to make rejoicings at home, he was sure to ask them, to
his cheerful dwelling where the yule-log burnt in the spacious
chimney, and the mistletoe, the holly, and the ivy decorated the
This latter custom is, by the way, very ancient, for it is
walls.
said in old books that the early Christians did at
Christ-tide
deeke their houses withal.'
Fresh little voices sang old Christmas carols, and the evening
was passed in innocent mirth. But the yearly gathering at An
drew's house had a deeper purpose than mere amusement, it was
a time when, under cover of a festive meeting, the Catholics of

the neighborhood could, without exciting suspicion, join in the
exercises of their religion.
priest, whose missionary labors
extended over the whole of Devonshire, usually contrived to

A

spend Christmas at the good merchant's. In Catherine's childit bad been Father Ralph's habit to do so, and he never
failed to be the welcome guest of Master Andrew, until the benighted state of Cornwall had induced his superiors to send him
to Penzance.
Amid the festivities of Christmas there always floated back to
Catherine's mind the memory of that first and last midnight Mass
That sad scene, and the death
at which she had ever assisted.
of Lady Margaret, which had so closely followed it, painted

hood

themselves vividly to her imagination at that season and it
was, perhaps, on account of the recollections attached to that
day, that when Barbara was seven years old she prepared her to
make her first confession on Christmas-eve.
The little child learnt her own history by hearing it often repeated by Bridget and Catherine, but she listened to it as to
,

some strange and wonderful story, in which she could not imagine that she had had a part; it seemed to her so impossible to
having at any time, lived with others than her good
'granddame and sister Kate.'
The fact that during the first year she had passed with them
her kind friends had avoided speaking of her life at the Manor,
fearing to renew the grief which the death of her mother had at
first caused her, and the complete change of scene which had
occurred soon after that event, had no doubt contributed to obliterate from her memory all recollection of the first three years
realize

of her life.

No farther tidings had been heard
Widow O'Reilly and Catherine

grees

of Sir Reginald, and by delooked on little Barbara as

quite their own, although the latter always cherished the hope
that one day she might be able to restore the child she loved so

dearly to her father, or, if he were dead, to her brother, and
thus fulfill the promise she had made to Lady Margaret.

as the manifestations of God's

power and goodness, and
children.

This

curs in the

life

is

as the gifts of a benignant Father to His
exemplified in a beautiful passage which oc-

of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary.

After this holy

queen had been driven from her throne and reduced

our Blessed Lady frequently appeared to her, and remany things concerning her youth in the Temple;
and she told her that during that period she was often rapt in
ecstasy, and beheld in spirit the three Adorable Persons of the
Blessed Trinity, which vision made her heart so overflow with
straits,

vealed to her

holy joy. that returning again to the visible things of this world,
tliert-rn f ><,-:.< 'i/id .itunes were dear to In r nrnl ulic oftentimes emas being the vnrku of Jur y ration* Creajust as a child kisses the articles which have but belonged to

d tJicm with holy

tor,

a

love,

much
The

loved parent.
starry heavens

were among the sights on which Catherine

and Barbara particularly liked to gaze, they knew nothing either
of the names or ot the marvelous evolutions of the celestial boThat God had made, on the fourth day, the sun, the moon,
dies.
and the stars, ordaining that the former should rule the day, the
latter

preside during the

night

that

was

all

they

CHAPTER

XVII.

to great

knew

con-

Tim

third winter after Catherine

and her friends

left

Penzance

was an unusually mild

one, even for Devonshire; instead of the
sprinkling of snow which generally whiten the

slight frosts and
earth at that season, there

had been almost incessant rain, accompanied by an unnatural heat. Spring had come, and with it
fearful inundations; at the end of April the weather became intensely warm.
The old people of the place shook their heads, and said it was
an unwholesome season, and that dire misfortunes would befall
'

man and

beast.'

there wan

much

came

into leaf.

fectious

;

Nor were

they mistaken

sickness in the town, and

Then

the houses

in

their apprehfn
died ere h.

many

1

rumor spread that the disease was inwhich the sick lay were shunned; there

the.

in

and a general gloom pervaded the city.
Exeter, as indeed most, towns in England at that period, had
been frequently visited by the plague; the narrowness of the

were hurried

burials,

TO
treets,

the want of cleanliness and proper ventilation, rendering
common than in our lim

Infections more-

Andrew bade

come

Catherine, not

'Do not

absolutely obliged.

iulo

tlic

town except when

conic hither even

'

my

friend good-bye.
'It may be a long while ere

we meet

again,' he said, as they

parted; for mind, Kate, that thou dost not come to the town
more than thou canst help until the visitation of Providence is

Farewell, and God speed thee!'
With a feeling of sorrow Catherine left the house; more than
once she stopped and looked back, Andrew and his wife were
still standing under the wooden arcade in front of their
shop,
then turning down another street she lost sight of them; but,
past.

the thought of her good friends pursued her, she knew not
why; she fancied it might be because she was not too see them
She did her best, however, to dismiss the sad
for some time.
impression which the merchant's words had left, and continued
still

her usual routine of home duties.
During the three following weeks the number of deaths increased to a fearful extent. Bridget and Catherine lived in

any of their friends should fall victims to the fatal disease.
They were seated in the kitchen one evening, silent
as people are wont to be when some great calamity afflicts those
around them or threatens themselves; it was growing dark, and
hourly fear

lest

I pray thee, have her laid on her bed in that room, and
her that I shall soon lie back,' said the young girl, who hud

tell

already decided what course to take.
After giving the blanket to the woman, and preparing
for the poor invalid, she ran up to Barbara's room and
her,

when both descended

quickly left the honae.

I passed this

way,

I

thought

I

would

just stop

and

tell

you

BO.'

where go we?' at length inquired the child.
woodman's home, and there thou must dwell for a
little while,' replied her companion.
And wilt thou and granddame come, too?
'No, my little one, we cannot,' was the answer.
Catherine felt her hand, which Barbara was holding, tightly
pressed, and then hot tears fell upon it.
O do not weep, my little sister! she exclaimed; thou wilt
not be away from us for long. And listen, Barbara: each morning and evening thou wilt say thy prayers, as I have taught thee
to do, and thou wilt pray for us, wilt thou not?
O, indeed I will,' answered the child.
'

Sister,

To

'

the

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

After this they hurried silently on, Catherine's mind painfully
preoccupied with the thought that perhaps before she returned
good Mother Bridget might be dead. Yet what could she do?
To have let Barbara remain in the cottage would have been to

'Good Master Andrew

ill!'

exclaimed Catherine in deep

and although she was by no means a coward, she could not but
feel some alarm at being out at such an hour; but this did not
prevent her continuing her road indeed, she never did hesitate a

anguish.

moment

Yes, and like to diemethinks,' replied the man; 'but it waxes
late, and I must make haste home.
Good-evening to you both.'

necessity

to

'

O Mother Bridget,' said Catherine, with tears in her
must go and see poor Master Andrew ere he dies.'

'

and

silence.

when any unusual sound proceeded from the thickets. She lived
in an age when lawless men frequented woods and lonely places,

man whom

came

I

into the kitchen, took a lantern,

For some time they walked in

to do a day's work when there was a press of business.
Master Andrew, the clothier, lieth sick of this direful plague.

outside a

'

t

>'

awaited them. She opened the door. There stood
she had often seen at Andrew's, where he

evil tidings

As

charity to their neighbor de-

expose her to catch the disease, and she knew of no place of
On she pressed,
safety for her nearer than the woodman's house.
therefore, with quick and anxious steps, along that forest path
which she and her little companion had so often joyously trod.
The lantern threw a lurid light on the objects immediately around ;
now and then the young girl cast a hasty glance from side to side

Catherine, unable to see any longer, had just laid down her
work, when a knock was heard at the door; she looked at Widow
O'Reilly, but neither dared say a word, so sure did they feel that

'

when

Then,

'

ho said, for thou mightest take the foul malady.'
There was an unusual sadness in the old man's tone as he
spoke, and he and his dame affectionately wished their young
child,'

and extreme danger there are few who

of universal panic

are willing to run risk, even
mands it of them.

eyes,

Nay, my child, 'tis I that shall go this very minute. Stop
Perye and take care of BarbUra; I will return in an hour.
chance 'tis not so bad with him as that man said.'
Putting on her cloak, the old woman left the cottage. Catherine awaited her return in a state of indescribable anxiety
Two hours passed and no one came. She took Barbara to bed
at her usnal hour, and then remained in the kitchen listening to
'

Now

On
first

go anywhere, by night or by day, when charity or

demanded

it.

reaching the cottage she knocked loudly; no answer was at
returned, but she heard some one stirring within.
She

knocked again; heavy footsteps were audible approaching the
door.
'

Who comes here?

,

cried a

rough voice.

Catherine; open, I pray thee,' was the reply.
Uttering an exclamation of surprise, the woodman opened the
door.
'
Lor's me, what has happened?' he inquired.
Why hast thou
'

It is

'

come through

the forest at this late hour?

I

thought

it

were

she walked to and fro, then she
sat down and tried to resume her work; but other thoughts occupied her mind, and tears filled her eyes as the recollection of

robbers.'

Andrew's kindness towards her since her earliest childhood
occurred forcibly to her. Was she now to lose that sincere
friend?
Alas, she feared so! Throwing aside her work she

'I knew not to whom else
should have diminished in violence.
but you to take her,' she said.
And why shouldst thou take her elsewhere? replied the good
Knowest thou not how joyful we are to do anything
couple.

every sound on the road.

all

down and prayed earnestly. What must those feel who,
in affliction, have not prayer as a resource?
Catherine felt calmer, and had just seated herself again when
knelt

She rushed to the
footsteps were distinctly audible outside.
cto;ir and drew back the bolt; there was a flash of light from a
lantern,

and by

it

she recognized the face of a

woman who

kept a shop in the town.

'The dame who

lives here,' she said, 'has

been seized with

the plague, they found her nigh my house and carried her in;
but we durst not keep her long lest we, too, be stricken, so I

pray thee lend me a blanket wherein to wrap her, then we shall
have her brought here.'
Yes, yes. bring her quickly, I will fetch the blanket,' exclaimed Catherine.
Stop!' she added, as the thought of BarWilt thou remain by her while I
bara flashed across her mind.
'

'

'

who is here to some safe ]>l:
The woman shook her head, and Catherine understood

take the child

that in

Catherine explained the cause of her nocturnal visit, begging
woodman and his wife to keep the child until the plague

of the

'

'

'

we can

for thee,

who

hast

done so much for us?

'

Catherine thanked them, and, having tenderly embraced her
dear Barbara, retraced her steps homewards even more rapidly
than she had come.
Softly did she enter Widow O'Reilly's room and approach the
bed, trembling lest the spirit should have already flown.
A.
slight
'

Is

moan
it

reassured her.

thou.

my child?' murmured

the poor

woman.

her hand; it felt burning. 'Good Mother
Bridirct. what can I do for thee? she said.
Nothing; but pray, O, pray for me!
The girl saw at once that the fearful fever was rapidly conCatherine took

'

'

suming the strength of the poor sufferer. It is dreadful at such
moments to feel powerless, as Catherine did-, to know that the
life of a loved one is ebbing fast, and yet to be ignorant of the
means to ward off death. She had heard it said, a few days be-

/;

fore, that all

whom

the fever hail at larked

me

to sive them.

liuil

died,

and

now

This thought

TO

lli.it.

filled

her heart with grief.
plying with Bridget's request, she knelt by her bed :md
-he prayed thai
lie will of (.(od, her good friend
.

anil

if

not, that lie

would

ass;.,(

She prayed for herself

o eternity.

her

will

proteet

placed Barbara in
'

I

would

is

not,

my

'My

I

have

O sweet Jesus,

nigh.

Kate.'

to

tirely ceased

weeping and praying; when at length she roused herself and left
the chamber of death, she was astonished to find that it was
broad daylight. She opened the cottage door, for the pestilential atmosphere of fever filled the house.
She felt giddy and
lier head ached, but the fresh air somewhat revived her: while
she yet stood at the door she saw two men pass carrying a corpse.
\\ c shall not dwell on the sad scene of the hurried burrial; after which Catherine returned to her lonely home, fatigued and
her heart

ill,

Until then wholly occupied with grief and anxiety for

Mother

Bridget, she had not bestowed a thought on her own danger; but
now she remembered with dread how infectious the disease was.
to

whisper to her,

hoped

at least to

be ttbl

'

and

to

;.

ic

,

had

Alas.it was

old friend.

to

tuo late!
'

morning?
Such is the case; but
inclined to take anything
'

Perchance thou too wilt

die.'

my

heart

was too sad

moreover,

I feel

for

me

giddy when

to feel
I

try to

walk.'

Dame Barnby was

alarmed; she bade Catherine

sit

still,

and

up the remnant of tire, she made for her an infusion of
Her aunt then proposed
herbs, which she gave her to drink
to take her to her own home; which offer was willingly acstirring

cepted.

Carrying with them some few
locking the door after them

articles,

they

left

the cottage,

The town seemed abandoned.
two

of the streets; one or

The grass had grown in many
forlorn individuals were wandering

about seemingly without any fixed purpose; most of the shops
were closed. Catherine, who had not visited the place for some
time past, was struck with astonishment and horror on viewing
the change which a few weeks had wrought in the once-cheerful
'

city.
'

every one dead? she inquired of her companion in a subdued voice, for the surrounding gloom and silence filled her
with a solemn awe.
'Nay, not, all,' replied her aunt; 'though many a one they
Is

have carried past
these three weeks.

full of desolation.

Something seemed

now come

the truth of this that she had

rumor that Widow
sera tain
it was to

a

i'ever,

'

;

her dear friend she found that breathing had enBridget O'Rcilly was dead.
Kegardless, or unconscious, of the danger to which she was exposed, Catherine remained long in the room with the dead body,
still

with the

1

The poor woman gasped for breath, her aching head rested on
the arm of her companion, who whispered to her words of comfort and resignation; the blessed name of Jesus was frequently
rm her lips. At length all was silent; and when Catherine bent
T

ill

'

have mercy on my soul!' murmured Bridget. 'Holy Mary,
Mother of God, pray for me! She is coming, and angels too!

Weep

morning, heard

that

had been taken

attentively at her niece; 'perchance thou hast eaten nothing this

its

sa

but none

lieiily

child thou

me, 1 trust/ replied the other.

like to see a priest,

O

Catherine learnt with grief that Master Andrew was dead.
.My child,' said her aunt, thou canst not remain alone in this
eome with me. Thou lookesl pale. she added, pa/ing

in

-'.

'Cod

bad indeed, early

might

.soul

also, that she

rcngth to bear this new trial.
Suddenly the dying woman said anxiously,
too wilt oaten the fever; stay not with me.'

77.

O, can

house, to lay

them

And numbers have

in the earth,

left

the

town

during
in great

and abandoned their dying relatives.'
be so?' exclaimed Catherine.

fright, yea,
'

my

it

In distress like this many lack
'It is quite true, my child.
courage to do their duty.'
Here the conversation ceased; but the young girl's active mind
at work trying to devise some means for the relief of
the misery around her.
They passed down one of the back streets, which was so nar-

Die alone in that house, unattended, unaided! What a prospect! There is in every creature endowed with life a natural horror of dissolution. Catherine felt it, and for a moment her heart

was already

sank within her, while a strange sensation of coldness benumbed her limbs. But her fortitude, which the thought of death
.i;:d to have shaken, soon returned; that Christian fortitude
which gives strength to the weak and so ennobles those who posit bade her look with courage on that which all must one
day
encounter.
Was she not as well prepared to leave this world at
that very moment as she would be in ten or twenty years? Her
conscience told her that, in spite of many imperfections and shortings incident to human frailty, her life had been free from
malicious and deliberate sins. With heartfelt sorrow she implored pardon for all her faults, and with filial confidence recommended herself to the Divine mercy.
She now felt resigned cither to live or die; but one thought still
troubled her what would become of little Barbara if left without
id or home.
The woodman and his wife would, no doubt,
keep her with them and treat her kindly; but they were not Cathand tuey would either bring her up in a wrong religion or
suffer her to have none; and what chance would there be of her

row that the inmates of the houses might shake hands from the
windows of the upper story with their neighbors of the opposite

.

,

bing
'

()

restored to her father or brother?
Lord,' exclaimed the

young girl,

to

A

group of dirty children were playing near one of the
among them Catherine recognized some of her former
pupils, and stopping, inquired of one where his mother was; when
she was told that she had been taken to the churchyard, and that
father was there too.
And with whom dost thou live?
'With John's father,' replied the child, pointing to a boy a
side.

doors;

'

'

little

older than himself.

Dost thou remember the Catechism I used to teach thee?
asked Catherine.
The little fellow looked round to accertain that his companions were not within hearing, and then said in an undertone.
They say they will not let me be a Catholic any longer, and
'

'

'

'

me when I say my prayers.
Who? inquired Catherine.
The man and his dame who have taken me to their house."
'Keep up thy courage, my poor little friend; if I can, will

beat
'

'

'

1

whom

these reflections

O Lord, I pray
presented themselves with overpowering force.
Thee to spare my life until Barbara no longer needs my care; but
if Thou hast ordained otherwise. Thy holy will bo done: and as
'

'

and do something for thee.
Leaving the child she hastened on with her aunt, whose shop

see thee to

morrow and

try

they soon reached.
Dame Barn by advised her niece not to go to the woodman's
not a sparrow falleth to the ground without Thy knowledge, so* cottage until the plague had ceased in the city, for fear that she
do triHt that Thou wiltguaid that little one that no evil may
might carry the infection with her.
befall her in soul or body.
It was evident then, that Catherine would be forced to spend some
1

Scarcely had she finished her prayer, when the door opened
and Dame Baruby entered.
'I nm so glad thou hast come, good aunt!' she cried; and
weeping she threw herself into her B
Winifred was soon made acquainted with the sad news. iih

She deterdays, perhaps weeks, in the plague stricken town.
mined during her stay to do what was in her power to alleviate
misery of the wretched inhabitants.
She greatly pitied the unhappy position of numbers of poor
children whose parents had did without being able to provide

tlie

TO
and as there arc always wicked persons to be
found ready to take advantage of private difficulties or public
calamities and turn them to their own profit, MI in In
.vere not wanting (!IOM! who, under pretence of liein
lion,, of the orphans took possession of them and what
goods they
had, neglecting and often ill treating Hie former whilst they kept

Tlil ST.

for their support;

Catherine d

icr for their use.

;liat this

was the

boy whom she had accosted in the street.
She questioned him more particularly on his situation which
indeed the poor child was in imto be fur from happy
minent danger of losing his luilh and being brought up _n ignorance and vice. Having inquired if he had any relations i.ving and
having heard that some of his mother's family resided in the
small town of Honiton, she obtained her aunt's consent, and addressed to them a letter.
Tis marvelous,' Dame Barnby remarked, when her niece had
tk the iittlo

!

'

read the epistle to her,

'

how

marks upon paper.'
The letter was intrusted

thou canst say

that by

all

making

man who passed that way about
And in due time one of the
pack-horse.
to a

came to fetch him. Catherine never heard of
him afterwards; but as those to whom he had gone were good
Catholics, she was satisfied as to his safety.
child's relations

a death-bed did the young girl appear as an angel of
charity, soothing the last moments of the dying with words of
hope and spiritual comfort.

By many

Her aunt

entertained fears that in discharging these
charitable offices she would herself fall a prey to the fever. But
at

first

'atherino assured her that living, as they were obliged to do, in
the midst of the infection, there was as much danger for them
(

each time they walked in the streets as

if

they entered the houses

of the sick.

Good Andrew's widow

also devoted herself to deeds of char-

Catherine who was frequently with her observed that
ty
the grief of her recent loss had sunk deep into the poor woman's
heart a look of melancholy had settled on her once-cheerful
face

and

tears filled her eyes

together of the

death both

when

she and the young girl spoke

qualities of the honest

many good

merchant whose

felt so

keenly
One day as Catherine was passing near an old and dilapidated
house, her attention was arrested by the low moans which issued
from it. She stopped to listen, and seeing a woman standing at
the door of a neighboring house, inquired of her who lived
:

there.

An

'

old

man whom we

'Docs he
'

I

live alone?

He

lie does.

did not see

'

call father Jacob,'

she replied.

asked Catherine.

an old miser, and has no kinsfolk with him.
leave his house to-day; perchance he too hath
is

him

the plague.'
And hast thou not been to inquire
'

if

he be

'

ill?

said Cather-

ine.
'

I durst not,"

was the

O
O, think,' she added with her characteristic earnestness,
think how dreadful it must be to die all alone! Shall we not go
and succor him?
'

'

'

Dame Barnby consented, and

both proceeded to the old man's
After knocking two or three times and receiving no answer, they pushed open the door and entered

house.

At the
'

'

'

the

farther

end of the poverity-stricken chamber lay old

wretched couch
comes there?' he asked
his

Who
We come
Water

to bring thee help

symptoms

'

in a

low hoarse voice.

said the dame.

he ejaculated. A violent thirst being one of
of the then-prevailing fever, Catherine understood

water:

'

the meaning, and at once fetched

some water, which he drank

with avidity.

Good
now?
'

'

friend,' said

the

young

'

girl

softly,

art

thou easier

Neither thou nor any one else can bring case to mine afflicted

soul,'

he murmured.

who

died for you,

','.;!<!

.

'

tinned

to

speak

l.i

on the living man'h

i

iid

him

no'.ii

of the death of our'

of Cod.

Gazing about with an
Presently his mind began to wander.
anxious .searching eye, he seemed as one who beheld
from the oilier world; :-olnctimes after looking Bti
one corner of the room, lie would move
as if watching some object endowed with action
th
:

:

muttering 'A vaunt avaiiutr
Catherine snudderrd
O, how fearful thought she, is the
deathbed of those who have no religion!" Dame Barnhy would
have beaten a hasty retreat, had not her niece desired ea
to remain and to instil thoughts of repcntence and hope into the
Start

back in

1

terror

!

'

'

poor man

s

'

heart.

the fever heightened, he became wilder and mos
'Be calm, and may God have mercy on thee' said Catherine.
in a grave resolute tone, which seemed to overawe him for he
'

sank quietly back on to his bed, and remained silent during

a

few seconds.

'A

O. bring

priest!

me

a priest!

'

he suddenly cried

'Nay

nay. he added almost, immediately; 'they will denounce me, the.y
will take my money:
'

'Didst thou ever know or practice the holy Catholic religion?'
asked Catherine; and again her calm voice subdued the old man.
'

Alas, I did!

'

he

replied.

can find a priest I will bring "him to thee. Beg,
through the merits of the Passion and Death of Jesus Christ,
pardon for thine evil deeds, and hope in His clemency.' Then,
turning to her aunt, Catherine prayed her to remain with the dy;

ing

Then,

man

if I

until she returned.

Leaving the house, she hastened to Dame Andrew's, and inquired of her if she knew where the priest was who often olliBut he avoided remaining long in any one
ciated at their house.
place, and observed much secrecy concerning his movements,
and so Dame Andrew could not give her young friend the deThe latter sighed; she was perplexed what
sired information.
It then occurred to her that, as it was Saturday,
to do.
was
not unlikely that Father Francis might come to Exeter to say
3Inss the next day; and so she asked the dame to be so gem
tell the priest, if he chanced to come, that a poor dyii,
wished much to sec him, describing the house where he lay.
Returning to Jacob, she found him in the same state as when
she had left; his agony was a long one indeed.
it

At times the poor man showed signs of repentance; but then
again the fear of God's judgements overpowered him, ami excluded from his terror-stricken soul that, filial confidence in the
mercies of his Creator so necessary to the penitent.
'I have abandoned my faith; there is no hupe for me,' ho

would

reply.

Catherine hastened to her aunt's dwelling, which was close by,
and related what she had heard.

Jacob on

nisi,

As

little

once a fortnight with a

I.oi>:

A -Inui"" :md

i

vi

our

'lint

plied.

reply,

when urged by Catherine

to place his trust in the

merits of Jesus Christ.

At length he sank back exhausted by the fever, which was
making rapid progress; his eyes closed, and he breathed with
Death is surely coming now, thought the young
difficulty.
and prayed. At that moment the door
girl, and she knelt down
'

'

opened; she looked round there stood Father Francis.
'Father,' she said, pointing to the bed, 'there lielh one who
much needeth thy help: he told me he was a Catholic, and
wished to see a priest.'
'Then leave me alone with him, my child.'
Catherine obeyed, and returned to her aunt's house.
The
evening passed on, and both sat wondering what had been the

end of old Jacob.
I hear some one at the door,' exclaimed the
he hurried to open it, and gave admittance to Father Francis.
'The old man is dead,' he said in a grave tone; 'and alas,
leaveth much doubt on my mind as to his eternal sal-.
'

<.

He

spoke not.

Yet,

when

contrition for

hi:;

chance

moment

at that

sins,

I bid him make
interiorly an
he seemed to understand me, at
the merciful God of heaven forgave his

ran-: TO
manifold transgressions. But how fearful a thing it is thus to
leave' the care of our soul's denial happiness or
misery to the
last

'

little

Dame

to harbor

me

to-night, for I

late hour.'

Winifred ioyfully consented to lodge the honored guest; and
the following morning both she and Catherine went to confession, for it was long sinee they had the opportunity of doing so;
and at a time when death was making such fearful havoc, they
necessity

when

inclined, at a time

in distress

by the

all

neighborhood was plunged
expend much money on ar-

the

late visitation to

ticles of

1'arnhy:

'Good dame, I must ask thee
know mil where else to go at this

felt the

broidery work; but many of the rich families had removed for a
while, on account of the plague, and those who remained felt

'

moment

All three remained silent for a few minutes; then the priest
said to

ri;t ST.

of being well

prepared to quit this world.

Both needed strength indeed the one for the long voyage of
chequered pilgrimage, always replete with danger, which is the greater when we are left friend-

luxury.
Several times did Catherine think of taking a situation; but if
she were to do so, what would become of Lady Margaret's* daugh-

She could not consent to he separated from the poor child
she had promised to watch over; neither could she take
her with her. And so they both remained at the woodman's;
ter?

whom

young girl praying daily that God
will towards her for, in spite of the
felt that she must be a burden to him;
the

would make known His
woodman's kindness, she
and besides, a life of idle-

eternity, the other for life's

ness was most distasteful to one of her character.

less in the world.

woods; first among the forest trees the feathery ash grew golden
and shed its plumes; the beech had turned to a rich bronze,
which at eventide glowed like molten metal; the mountain ash
was red with berries; the leaves from the limetrees came gently
floating to the ground; the hardy oak alone still wore the green
livery of summer.
One day late in October Catherine was standing pensive at the
cottage door, gazing into the wood, where Barbara was playing
among the fallen leaves, when the sound of footsteps coming
along the path made her look in that direction. She perceived
an elderly man, with whose appearance it seemed to her she was

Poor Catherine! Ere the plague had ceased, Dame Barnby and
good Andrew's widow had fallen victims to it. To describe the
desolation of the young girl after these fresh bereavements would
be impossible.
It

been

was the end of July, when, quitting the
to her the scene of so

city

which had

much suffering during the past months,

she sought the woodman's dwelling.
0The day was calm and warm, but not sunny; scarce a leaf
moved on the trees, the song of the birds was hushed, and a marvelous sense of repose pervaded all nature. There is something

melancholy

in the rare

moments

of complete stillness

which occur

in a large town, they resembled the hours of quietude in the
career of a wicked person who in intervals of apparent rest is

brooding

evil.

soothing

it is

ish desires!

She stopped

But how different

is

silence in the country!

To

How

How it

to the sorrow-stricken!

Catherine's afflicted soul

at the entrance to the forest,

it

calms man's feverseemed a soft balm.

which

recalled so

many

days, and gazing round on the familiar objects her tears
flowed fast, yet they were less heartrending than those she had

happy

shed during the previous days which she spent alone in her deceased aunt's house: the thought too that in a few minutes she
should see the little Barbara cheered her, and made her again
Another turn of the winding path and the cottage
hurry on.
came in view- before it stood Barbara.

A

moment later she was clasped in Catherine's arms; still pres
sing the child to her with passionate love, the young girl seated
herself on the door-step and wept
The woodman and his wife looked at her with compassion
and when her emotion was a little subsided, the latter inquired
kindly the cause of her distress. The tale of sorrow was soon
;

told.

'Poor child, thou hast heavy griefs indeed! said the woman.
befallen thy house and goods?
My poor aunt made me bring all mine effects to her dwelling,
and we gave up the house which Widow O'Reilly and I inhabited, for she said that Barbara and myself should henceforth live
with her; but now that she, good Master Andrew, and his dame
are dead, I know not where to go, or how to find employment
by which to support myself and the child.'
The woodman exchanged some words in a whisper with his
wife, and then said aloud to Catherine,
If thou, Mistress Catherine wilt accept our simple lodging,
and partake of our frugal board, thou and thy little sister are
welcome; yea. and dame and I are only too happy to be able to
do all we can for thee.'
Catherine thanked them warmly and it was agreed that she
should stay with them until such time as she could find some
one to arrange her affairs and "help her to seek an employment;
but she insisted on payinga small sum for her lodging.
Catherine's life in the forest was quiet and peaceful.
She was
sad, as might be expecte'd after all she had suffered; but her

'And what has

'

'

'

;

strong nature, aided by religion, bore bravely the trials allotted
And then she had Barbara to watch over,
to her by Providence.

and the thought that the poor child had no one to look to but
herself redoubled her energy.
She thought of resuming her former employment of em-

The summer

flowers faded, and autumnal tints crept over the

already familiar-, as he approached she recognized the benevo-

Andrew's London

lent countenance of Master

friend.
'

In three years.' the merchant had said to her, I shall return
again, and perchance then thou wilt accept my proposition.'
Catherine had smiled when he spoke those words, but now
tears gushed from her eyes as she recalled them, and thought of
the change which three years had wrought in her position.
'

have sought thee these two days," said the merchant, who was
close to Catherine.
Ah, thou hast had severe losses since
last I saw thee,' he added, remarking her sorrowful countenAnd so have I. Poor Master Andrew, he was a good
ance.
man and a kind friend! God rest his soul!'
There was a moment of silence while the newcomer mused on
his departed friend, and Catherine felt too much emotion to
speak; at length, turning to her, he said:
'How goes it with thee and with thy little Barbara?'
'I

now

'

'

The young

girl told

him

of her

lived since her aunt's death.

many

trials,

and how she had

The good merchant condoled with

and spoke of his own grief when, on coming to Exeter as
usual to purchase woolen goods, he had learnt the death of his
valued friends.
Master Andrew's nephew has taken the clothier's business,' he
her,

'

added, for he was his heir, being the next-of-kin. When I came
he told me that his deceased uncle's books were marvelously well
kept, but that he found marked therein that he held money for
one " Catherine Tresize," who, however, had not come forward
to claim anything.
Why didst thou not go and inquire about
'

thy money?
Catherine replied that, not being in immediate want, she had
not thought of doing so and she supposed that Master Andrew's
;

nephew would take good care of it.
The old man shook his head, and said that was a bad way of
managing her affairs; but fortunately thou hast to deal with
'

'
so Uiou hast lost nothing.'
honest people,' he addedThe woodman's wife now came out and begged the visitor to
enter, which he did; and having seated himself, he asked the

girl if she remembered the offer he had made her three
years previous of taking her to London, and whether she was
now disposed to accept it for herself and Barbara.
Catherine remained silent for a few moments.
'Well said the good merchant, I will give thee until to-mor-

young

'

row to consider. And now I must wish you all farewell; I shall
come here early to-morrow.'
The young girl slept little that night, her mind was too preoccupied to allow of rest; she felt that her own future and that
of Barbara depended on the choice she was about to make. She

TUTh TO
prayed long and earnestly

;

l>y

morning the

agitation

which

When

merchant, returned, she thanked him fur his kindthat she and Barbara would bo ready to accom-

tin-

and

pent with

at-

:h" presence of eoiillieliii" thoughts ami idea
place In ihe culm which follows a decision taken from right anil
disinterested motives.

ni'ss,

T:

saiil

pany him whenever he wished.

old

Iri .h

woman

from the hour when

J5rid;"'t,

on

<;

nival
'
,

!

thai

first

flic in-

moment whei

'aim to the sad
foi

country throu.uh which they v,
she looked around her, every familiar object

lion lo Ihe
leiiL'lh

at

House

appeared.

1

from

h

had

'.vatch

dis-

with

the vary;
they tra\.
sionally the old merchant riding by her side, and tillering into
conversation, and giving her the opportunity of exchanging a
t

lew words with Barbara.

Towards noon they

stopped to

all

rest.

CHAPTER

XVIII.

Late that evening the party reached a wayside inn of the poorwhere their unexpected arrival caused much commotion. All was noise and confusion in the little courtyard; the
est description,

DimiNO

their residence at Exeter Catherine and her little sisBarbara was called, had become very generally known;
and even to those who had never spoken to them, the young
ter, as

happy face, and that of the beautiful child who so frequently accompanied her, had lieeome familiar.
It was not without surprise that it was now learnt that the
two went about to leave Exeter for London. And there was no
girl's

sorrow in the heart of many a poor person that, in some
way or other, had experienced the kindness either of the good
widow who was dead or of Catherine herself. During the last

men and hor-.es; his wife
busy in the kitchen, which was also the guests' room, preparing a meal for the hungry travelers.
I trust, good dame,' said the merchant,
that there is some
what better fare in the larder than when I passed here three
host searching accommodation for the

no

'

woodman's cottage these grateful friends came
to bid farewell to one who had won their hearts, and
amongst them was to be seen the son of the woodman, with his
wife, who were not easy because they had not been able to
repay the whole of the money that had been lent to them.
Catherine, 011 her part, begged them not to trouble themselves,
assuring them that what would please her most would be that
they should consider the money their own.
I know* that you will make a good use of it,' she said gracefully; 'and so, though I shall be here no longer, there will be
something of mine doing a little good. You see, then, that by
accepting it you would be rendering me a service.'
A journey such as she was about to take could not be thought
of without awakening some apprehension, being not only long
and arduous, but really beset with difficulties, and even dangers.
And a tinge of sorrow would come over her when the idea
presented itself that she was to leave, perhaps for ever, places
associated with so much that was dear to her.
But, amidst regrets and fears, she remained calm, for she knew that what
she wished, and what she had prayed for, was. that she might
do God's will; and it was for the sake of Barbara, and not for
at the

'

own

made her present choice.
The travelers, and several of
their friends who had collected to bid them farewell, met at
the house formerly inhabited by Master Andrew.
The London

her

happiness, that she 'had
of departure came.

The day

merchant, whose business had been to purchase woolen goods,
had with him several pack-horses, well laden, led and attended

by four servants, all well armed.
Behind one of these servants Catherine was seated on a

pillion,

mode

of traveling for females at that period; and the
merchant himself took upon him the particular charge of little
Barbara.

the usual

At a slow pace they proceeded down the

Catherine taking a last eager look at the old houses as she passed along; here
air
here, attracted by the horses' hoofs, some one with whose face
slie was familiar would look out and gaze at her with
surprise.
They passed the cottage where she had lived with Widow
1

street,

t

It was now uninhabited; the flowers in the little
O'Keilly.
garden, which Barbara had tended with such care, were growing in

wild neglect

;

the

autumn

leaves were

dead flower-stalks, which the

strewn on the paths; the

gardener bad hr-cn wont to
rut down each season, now reared, unmolested, their withered
and ghastly forms; for death had touched those; transient stars
little

'

and death, thought Catherine as she saw them, had
likewise struck one in that house whose friendship and maternal
care had rendered her pre
,iv as her loss was
painful.
And the words of the I'vilr.iist came' into her mind; Man's days
of the earth,'

'

as the flower of the field, so shall he flourish.'

So occupied was Catherine with the remembrance of the happy

'

months
'

little

days spent
Hocking in

less

ago.'

In truth,

sir,

great provisions

so few travelers come this way, that to lay in
on small hopes would be to incur loss, and that

no one likes.'
Come, come, there must be something in he house, and we
must have it; for, if all areas hungry as / ant, I promise we
shall do good justice to the supper.'
'

The good woman grumbled while she continued chopping up
make soup for the guests.
Why, after all," she remarked, we don't hang out a sign to
attract folks in; so those who come must put up with what they
vegetables to
'

'

get.'
'

There

is

a goose in the larder, wife;

why don't you give that
who had just entered

to the party?' said the master of the inn,

the kitchen.
'

'Goose! exclaimed the merchant; 'why, that is my favorite
Let us have it, by all means."
'Well, you are provoking, James,' said the woman to her husThat goose was kept for Master Pymly, who sent word
band.
he would pass this way in a couple of days.'
dish.

'

The husband insisted that the present guests should lie fed,
even at the expense of those who were to follow; and the dame,
rather unwillingly, consentedtoroastthegoo.se.
The travelers
rested well that night, and early the following morning continued their road. Slowly but prosperously they journeyed on; occasionally a wayfarer, glad to avail himself of the protection
afforded by the merchant's party, joining the little band, and ac-

companying it as far as his business or pleasure brought him.
Each day new scenery presented itself to their view, and in spite
of the fatigue attendant on so long a journey over bad roads
though these improved as they approached nearer London, Catherine found much enjoyment in a mode of life which was quite

novel to her.

After several days' journey they reached the county of Hampwhen their road lay through the New Forest. In silent

shire,

admiration, Catherine gazed on those giant oaks, monarchs of
the forest, that spread their mighty arms across the path,
eye wandered among the endless crowd of trees, now in their

autumnal beauty. She was delighted, too, with the sight of
the timid deer, that would appear, first, in the distai.
ing at their ease; then, as the travelers approached, raising their
heads and throwing back their graceful necks, thev would suddenly dart off. All this was very pleasant to the two younsr
travelers.
They thought it the most pleasant day
had
full

they
Exeter, and the good merchant ci
their cheerful talk and the sight of their happy com:

spent since they had

left

So the hours passed rapidly, and evening drew on. The g
thickened under the spreading foliage, now merscd in one dark
ter
cst

Soon it was noticeable that something was amiss.
Alwin gave plain signs of uneasiness,
n m carn
talk with his men.
At length, riding close to Catherine, he
i

:

.,.

.

said;

We have

lost

our way,
I fear
aijd

we must

travel all night.

TUL'H TO

40

But be not

As

my

afraid,

good maiden;

see, the little

cloM- together,'

ip

that y.nir

lie

one

is

whom

he pointed to Barbara, round
stretched a protect in:;- arm.
said this

lie

ine
to

,

Their progress was necessarily slow, for the

way was

dark and the horses tired.
Catherine begged her kind old friend not to be uneasy on her

She trusted heraccount, assuring him that she was not afraid.
self to God's protection and occupied herself in prayer.
Sometimes the strange noises heard in the forest at night would draw
her attention, and she listened with wonder or even awe. More
than once she was startled by what seemed to her like measured
footsteps treading alone the path; again, there was a rattling
sound as if bullets were falling among the leaves, though it was
but the dropping of the acorns with which the oaks were laden.

At times a branch would fall, and the birds, disturbed in their
But a sound different from any
rest, would utter piercing cries.
that she had yet heard made Catherine suddenly turn her head.
A light was seen to gleam in the thicket. The man behind
whom she was sitting instinctively grasped his fire-arms.

What

is that?' he muttered,
addressing one of his companand pointing towards the underwood; but the light had vanished, and his companion, who saw nothing, only laughed at his

ions,

alarm.

'But did you see nothing, Mistress Catherine?

'

said the

man,

appealing to the young girl.
'
Yes, I saw a light in yonder bush, and heard what seemed
the voice of a person speaking in a whisper. It was the sound
that made me turn my head.
'

'

There,' rejoined the

speaker, turning to his unbelieving
that I was not mistaken.'
first

companion; I knew
'What's all this talking about?' cried the merchant,
'

inter-

posing.
'Before a reply could be given a man had leaped from the
thicket, and firmly grasping the bridle of the foremost horse,

which was mounted by Master Alwin, he bade the party
The tired and frightened steed halted at once.
'

What

wantest thou?

'

exclaimed the

rider,

stop.

fumbling for his

fire-arms.
1

Your goodsor

yotirlife!'

was the

A shot from one

of the men,
master's side, hit the extended

answer.
ridden quickly to his

fierce

who had

arm of the robber, from whose
hand a pistol dropped, and with a wild shout he fled into the
woods but ia a second three more highwaymen rushed upon the
;

travelers.

Fire at them, my men! shouted the old merchant.
The order was promptly obeyed, and the assailants, not expecting
so warm a reception from a party of peaceful merchants who
had evidently lost their way, in the forest, retired from the
'

'

attack.

The

travelers hurried

on as

'

was four o'clock in the afternoon when the party wound their
the narrow streets of old London.
Very different.
was ihe aspect of the city in those days from that which it now
bears.
Even the best shops had much the appearance of booths
It

added, addressing his men, 'and see

Cor handling.'
a few minutes' conversation ihc party agreed on taking
n road which branched oil from the one they had hitherto fol-

'

was thankful for the protection Providence had vou<
them; and little liarbara looked about in sileut wonderment.

asleep.'

ho hud

,

lowed.

TliL'^T.

fast as their tired horses

would

On, through the seemingly never-ending woods they
rode all that night. They were silent, except when from time
to time good Master Alwin said a few cheering words to CatheBarbara dear, do not be afraid, I
rine, or the latter whispered,
am near you.' when the terrified child looked round to ascertain
where she was.
permit.

'

way through

country fair; the goods were exposed for sale in tin
and lie sturdy apprentices, who stood at the door, up and
down outside, watching that nothing was stolen, cried at the
pitch of their voices, to the passers by, What do yon
What do you lack? adding a list of the articles which their masat a

fronts,

I

'

'

ter sold.
'

is a larger town than Exeter,
said the merchant.

This

ine?

'

is it

not, Mistress Cather-

Yes, indeed, it seems so,' replied the young girl.
Barbara looked up into the old man's face, and asked, with
her usual gravity, But are there fields and woods like those
where sister and I used to roam near Exeter?
Fields and woods,' murmured Master Alwin.
Well, no, not
near enough for you to run in and out directly from the door.'
Then, noticing the shade of sadness that passed over the little
face, he added, But in the fine weather we can on holidays lake
'

'

'

'

'

'

a walk, though it is a long walk from the city to the fields, and
see the cows milked, and have good curds-and-whey.
And then
in the parlor at the rear of the shop my dame has two pots with
plants in them, which a friend brought her from his garden, and
the goldsmith opposite has a bird in a cage that sings all day

you will feel just as if you were in the country.'
Rather a poor substitute for the wild flowers, the green lanes,
the woodland paths of Devonshire, thought the child, but she
said no more; and on they journeyed at a very slow pace, until
long; so

they finally halted before a shop whose exterior

means showy, but which exhibited
large rolls of woolen goods.

in its

was by no
narrow frontage some

'Here we are!' exclaimed Master Alwin, as he handed little
Barbara to the apprentice who stood at the door.
From a back parlor emerged the dame; while she was greeting her husband and making various inquiries about the journey,
Catherine, who had dismounted, and now- still holding Barbara
by the hand, examined with no small interest the appearance of
one with whom she would have henceforward to dwell.
Dame Cicely, although past middle age, was an active rosycheeked old lady; she was of small stature, very neat in her
indeed, her white cap and large frill, her short red petticoat, with its narrow silver edging, and her bright-colored apron,
looked as if they never could be untidy.
Catherine's eyes had wandered from the cheerful face down to
the polished shoes with silver buckles, when the dame looked
round at her.
Is this the Devonshire lassy of whom you spoke when you
returned from your last journey? I am right glad she has come
this time,' she said, addressing her husband: and having received
an affirmative answer from him, she welcomed Catherine to her
new home.
'
Truly,' remarked Master Alwin, the pleasure of seeing thee,
had
made
me for a moment forget
old
and
shop,
my
good dame,
these two young ones. That is Catherine Trcsize, and this child
is
well, hers is a long history, and Mistress Catherine will tell
so now let us have something to
it to you better than I can
dress

'

'

;

cat.'

At length the dawn appeared. With what Joy did Catherine
it!
With intense pleasure she watched the rosy sky towards

hail

the east;

all

fears vanishing with the shades of night.

The weary wayfarers
to,

halted at the first habitation they came
and there rested themselves for the day and the following

night, when the merchant, having largely remunerated his host
for this hospitality, they continued their journey.
But these fatigues and dangers came to an end, and London
was at last in sight.
Master Alwin was highly pleased; the
thought of his good dame, his old shop, his faithful dog, his ac-

customed haunts in the city, all crowded into his mind, and, after
his long, absence, he was impatient again to behold them. Cather-

CHAPTER
LONDON was

XIX.

a picturesque old city at the period

when

Cather-

went to reside there. Very different both in size and appearance from the gigantic accumulation of brick and mortar which
now bears that name; as different perhaps as the Lin-din of the
ancient Britons from the London of the sixteenth century.
Had the young girl been obliged to live in one of the crowded
thoroughfares of modern London, to breathe its atmosphere of fog

ine

77,'

/

7-;

TO

and smoke, and listen to its inci-^tmt. imNe and turmoil, she
would have full, even more acutely Ihau she did tin change from
The "abled houses, with hi-'h pointed
counli-y lo town life.
mil latticed windows, and the narrow street, had none of
Hie dull uniform appearance of tow n inn,
Ui':iut,ifiil spires were l<i he seen high al
'ops,
da}'.
1

'Over much reading
never

to

.

iniag-

she,

whose

childhood and early youth had been passed amid Ihe pleasant
scenery of Devon and Ihe wild landscapes of Ihe Cornish coast,
could not be insensible to the loss of those beauties of nalnre
which had always delighted her young heart; nor could she but
Vel, she was of too
miss the joys and freedom of country life.
kind and grateful a disposition to allow her good friends lo see,

more than she could

new mode

help, that anything vftm painful to her in

And

soon her cheerful h.ippy spirit
found enjoyment in the busy occupation of Master Alwin's

her

of

life.

establishment.

Sometimes when alone with Barbara, she and the child would
with a pleasure not umningled with regret, of the sunny
meadows and shady woodland paths they had left, and of the
wild (lowers they loved to gather; and as their thoughts wand
ered back to those times, the memory of the dear friends who
then smiled upon them, and whose presence had shed gladness
around them, came floating back, surrounded by that mellow
light with which time hallows recollections of the past.
The room in which Catherine and Barbara usually sat at work
(sometimes alone, sometimes with Dame Cicely) was up-stairs,
and served as a store-room; the panelled walls were dark with
age, the low ceiling was crossed by large beams, and as the windows were small, and in deep recesses, the chamber had that
peculiar and unpleasant gloom which characterized buildings of
talk,

The

might seem, into
room, and though a bright gleam might fall on some of the

that period.
thi'

light penetrated cautiously,

it

well-polished pieces of furniture that stood nearest the window,
all else lay obscure in shade.
There were numerous cupboards

ou

all sides,

Dame

and

shown

Cicely had

friends; one contained

the contents of

them

house linen; in another
clothes that might be of use to the poor were carefully put by;
a third held the. store of groceries necessary for the family; each
press being arranged with the greatest neatness and order.
Catherine and Barbara thought they had seen cverythingin
the room, when one day the latter, who was searching for a ball
of wool which had rolled along the floor, discovered that one of
to her

young

the panels in the recess of the

tl|e

window had

in

it

a small key-

Is

ing

I

been made in that place,

for

small.

Three weeks had elapsed since the return of the merchant to
It was Sunday, and a very wet day; the I'amilv and
household and a few Catholic neighbors had joined together in

was then mostly the

being, as

it

prayer,

to assist

at

.Mass.

already described
of her old .Missal when

That

a

is

.'replied

And

impossible for
terminated, and

;

handsome

'Canst thou read

and write

case,

The devotions were

and Barbara remained alone in that room which has
the former was turning over the leaves

C.ilherine

'

ll.

in

inter

i

the

vie

As Dame Cicely

said

I

liK >he took the

larire

I

eh of keys which

hun-; from her wai--tband, and,
rest, proceeded towards Ihe lilt

le cupboaid, which she mil
Barbara drew near, delighted to have a view of the interior.
The panel opened from the ground to about li.e height of a
man's head; the depth inside did not exceed six inches, and the

Barbara and
few narrow shelves only held some old rubbish.
Catherine looked al each other with surprise; there were certainly
no books there, nor anything el:-e of value. But the dame

touched a spring, and what had i-ecmed to be the end of theboard opened back, displaying to view a sp;c-e large enou
admit a person; there wen- shelves all round, 'lie;,
Dame Cicely, 'we keep the vestments, and all that i> ned
for the offering of the holy sacrifice of the Mass; and Ihere,
the pries! had to hide once when our house was scan-lied.
pursuivants opened the front cupboard, but they did not
this out,

Thank Cod!

cup-

loo,

The
find

'

Catherine, take this book,' she added, handing her an o!d
volume which she had chosen from among a few others that lay
on the ground in a corner.
The young girl seized it with joy, and read with some difliculty the half-effaced title, which anounced that the eunli nls
was tiie Legend of St. Bega, Virgin and Abesse, printed from the
manuscript of a monk, who wrote some centuries after the deaih
'

It was one of those early specimens of printof the holy nun.
ing known us block-books, the impression being taken from let-

block of wood, which caused them to be of a
somewhat clumsy form.
My granduncle was a printer and engraver,' said Dame
and when I was a girl my mother used to take me lo see him.
He liked me very much, and being fond of old books himself.
he one day gave me this one, which fie prized; but for my part,

ters cut out in a

'

(

'

and preferred my spinning wheel to a
has been lying-by these forty years and

I never cared to read,

book any day; so

it

more.'

Catherine thanked her kind friend, and seating herself on one
of the high-backed chairs near the window, she began lo
How little do most of us think, when we hand a book to a

young person,

that the

influenced by what

it

whole future of that soul may perhaps

lie

there reads!

n<

"What that feeling was, from whence it proceeded, or to what
It was not dis.
tended, she could not clearly ascertain.
with her present situation, and yet it made her heat!
he had Barbara
something; more perfect; as long, hov
to educate, she was fully satisfied to devote all her time and enbut when the great work should lie fnl
ergies to that object
tilled, what course of life should she follow?
Although she
justly esteemed those who led really good lives in the wo:it

his shop.

'

1

thoughtful, but not sad; it occupied her interiorly; but
her daily duties wen- on that account neglected.

must, she thought, be very

it

Ilirir

fond

day
had

Dame

Cicely.
old lady replied in the affirmative, adding that it
quite full, but of what she did not say; and often after that
Barbara would look at the panel, wondering why a cupboard

use of

'I

""lie, tin

was

here a cupboard there also?' incjuired the child, address-

The

them

make

dame.

Catherine was just at. that age when the mind and hear! are
most impressionable, and the feelings are stronger than the judgment. She was seventeen, and a feeling hitherto unknown to
her had of late passed over that blithesome nature; it made her

hole.
'

oM
'''

.

>

i

Catherine,' said the

do mil even know

dart towards heaven, HI omblems of the ardeni faiili
Cathof the middle, ages which had called them inl existence.
crine admired (he eily, which surpassed all BUI
uevei 1 1n-less
ined of its si/.o iUld IM.I

is find,

i

in

to

:

1!

/'-,

also,

it

Dame

Cicely re-entered.
book,' she said, taking

without difficulty?

the

when

it

into her hand.

'

young girl; 'mother taught me
was quite a child.'

to read,

I

art thou fond of reading?

'

'(), very fond.
Dear mother bad a few books, which, I have
read over many times. When I used to go to see good Dame

Andrew,
many.
'

I

sometimes looked into her books; but she had not

;

something higher. She knew nc.t. what, but she
prayed each day that (iod's will might be made mani
and she continued cheerfully to perform the duties of her station, waiting with childlike confidence until her Heavenly Father should point out the road lie wished her to follow
felt called to

Such. then, was the disposition of Catherine's mind when Dame
Cicely unburied from her mysterious press the IOIILT foi
book, and bestowed it on her young friend. The rain continued
to fall in torrents,

She followed with

and the

girl

remained by the window reading.

interest the life of the saintly Irish
pi

The quaint language

of the

Saxon monk, and the clumsy form

of

old Idlers, prevented her

tin;

-by

i

)H) ni'

i

from proceeding very

hrr ardor; indeed, her

rapidly,

:;

that, hail nut little

1

I

'i'

of the old volume; but

round again she was able

when

Sunda;.

down

quietly anil enjoy her
treasure.
With what delight she heard the good monk's description of the large mmiasU'ry which St. liemi erected at Hartto sit

peninsula was called of old.
How her young soul relished the account of the fervent keeping
of fasts and watching; of the chanting of hymns and psalms, und
the study of holy books, to all of which its pious inmates de-

A life

from those distracting cares which
must engross the attention of Christians engaged in the world;
a life wholly consi crated to the sen ice of God, and for Ills sake
ID the wauls, both spiritual and temporal, of His suffering children such was the beautiful vision which the history of St.
.nd her nuns placed before Catherine.
If only that life
could lie one day hers, thought she; but then she feared it was
temerity in one subject to numerous imperfections to aspire to
so high a stale. And then, where could she now find a convent
in England?
Those peaceful abodes, where sanctity and learning had so long flourished, were destroyed; she remembered her
mother telling her how their holy inmates had been ruthlessly
driven from their secluded homes, and the precious altar furniture, and even the money destined for the poor, carried off by
profane hands. There seemed therefore, humanly speaking, no
free

possibility of her ever following a conventual life; but Catherine knew that God has merciful designs on all souls, and that

Ho

guide those that confide in Him, whatever be their lot in
world; she therefore remained in peace.
One evening, when Master Ahvin returned home after a visit

to a country friend, he called Catherine,

who was

as usual busily

employed upstairs; so, taking with her some knitting she
doing, she ran down.
'r Alwin had seated himself in his old armchair, and
entertaining his wife with an. account of all he had seen
heard during his short absence.

was
was
and

Ah, Catherine.' said he, when the young girl entered the
I
hive news for thee. I have seen the priest of whom
thou hast so often spoken to us; he was at my friend's house,
1

'

ro mi.

lie told

me

that he

had escaped from the Tower some two years

ago. and that he had been living afore that in Cornwall; so I

thought
if

to myself,

This must be Father Ralph; and having asked

at

<>!>,

I

girl's face.

young
'Ah,
said

a sad thing, truly, for thee to part with the little one.'
Cicely, who had hitherto sat spinning in s:

tis

Dame

1

'But maybe there will be no means of sending her after all.'
Far from me
O, I do not wish that! exclaimed Catherine.
the desire to keep Lady Margaret's daughter from her parent;
t/inf would be ill complying with her dear
ladyship's dying
wishes, and refusing the favor I have daily asked of God for
my darling. 1 and good Widow O'lteilly promised to take care,
'

'

of the

child until

little

'

we

could restore her to her father or

The moment has come to fulfill this
brother, if cither escaped.
part of the promise; and, although I do weep at the idea of losing
as she spoke she drew Barbara closer to her
glad that the last injunctions of her departed
mother will be obeyed, and that she will be once more with her
family, and in that position of life in which she was born.'

jny

little sister,'

'yet

I

am

Master Alwin and his wife expressed their satisfaction at
Catherine's sentiments, and said that her view of the case certainly was the right one.

All anxiously awaited the visit of Father Ralph, who was to
explain his plans for Barbara's journey and to announce the time
of her departure.

The poor
home, and

child herself

riches,

was

nothing of

inconsolable.

all this

Father, brother,

could reconcile her to leav-

ing her dear Catherine, and when Dame Cicely tried to comfort
her by mentioning some of these inducements, she would shake
her head sorrowfully, and say, 'I do not remember my father
nor my brother, but I love Kate better than any one in this world.
I

am

quite

happy with her;

I

do not want

to

be

rich.'

Catherine understood Barbara's grief, for she felt it herself,
and could therefore console her better than Dame Cicely, in spite
of the good

woman's excellent

intentions.

with that effectionate manner which lent force
to her simple words, that it was the will of God that she should
return to her family, to make her father happy by her presence
and good conduct. The child listened with docility, and often

She

told, her,

the two mingled their tears together.

knew any one named Catherine Tresi/e, he said he remembered thee well, and he was much pleased to hear of thee,
and to know that the little Lady Barbara was safe. Next time
he comes to town he will stop at my house, and thou wilt see
him

,

When .Master Alwin had finished speaking
menl's silence, which none seemed inclined to interrupt; then a
little hand cla-ped Catherine's firmly.
'I will not leave thee, sister,' whispered Barbara.
Tears, which she vainly tried to restrain, now flowed down the

will

this

charge was dearer to he.

the prospect oi
child who, during three years, had been the constant
her solicitude and love.

ileoi-lhen, or llerlesi". as the

voted themselves!

little

.

Barbara reminded her
hOUT, tin- mill day meal would have been null: filed.
o readDuring ill'. week Catherine found little lime
'W and then a few spare moments were spent by her in
mi the Inok,

1

wish; for the welfare of her
11.
Sorrow, il'

he

CHAPTER XX.

him.'
Catherine was overjoyed at this news; but old Master Alwin
had more to say, and he did not feel quite sure what effect it
would have on his young friend. He hesitated, sighed, and then
inquired how Barbara was. A merry laugh from the child herself made him raise his eyes from the ground, on which he had
kept them fixed for the last few minutes, there she sat beside

'Ah, "thought the old merchant, 'how will thfii,
are so united, ever bear to be separated?'
Such, indeed,
was the nature of the news he was so loth to impart. Catherine
Meil Barbara, with an affection so
loved her little sister.
Mid true, that Master Alwin, who was a kind-hearted man.
did not like to tell her that Father Ralph had said that he knew
lolic family who were going to France, and would doubt-

C ith
who

Tine.

less be willing to take

who was

livimr

in

Lady Margaret's daughter
Normandy.

to her father,

After deferring the evil moment as long as he could, the merAs he
rep<"ited to the young girl the words of the priest.
working, and listened motionless with interest
1

nnd surprise. Her cxpre^ive countenance betrayed the feelings of
her heart, where joy and sorrow strove for the mastery
Joy,
because to find Barbara's father or brother was her most earnest

FROM the quiet sphere in which Catherine moved we must
now divert the attention of the reader to the stirring events
which occupied the closing years of Elizabeth's reign

;

for they

affected the fortunes of Barbara's relatives and, indirectly, those
of the child herself, as well as of her young guardian.
Sir Cnthbert de Courcy had, after the destruction
manor, returned to London. It will be remembered that
some succors from the
promised to obtain, if possible,
On Ins arrival in the
for the inhabitants of Penzance.

of his

he had

Queen
capitol

be accordingly petitioned in their favor; but received from hifl
sovereign the answer, that if he nnd the men of IVnxar.ce had
fought, as it became brave and loyal subjects to do. instead of
abandoning the town, they would not now be destitute, and that,

havimr acted otherwise, they need expect, no aid from her. To
the loss of his manor, which, as lie had represented, had been
caused by his anxiety to save the town, her Majesty did not
even allude.
Cuthbert was much aggravated by this answer, in which; far
from giving him credit for his endeavors to stimulate the townspeople, the Queen had included him among the number of those

who had

fled.

run. TO
When,

a short limn after Ibis, the
v.hieh he

in",- Ilir

li;ui

of

Karl

lived since

TI;I ST.

The

indon-

in.; trial.

threw open

tinlours of Essex house lo every comer, ;\'.i'l summon inn- lug
former dependents from the country gave admittance in every
hold IK Ivenl urer. 'nt 111 ierl was one of hose who hastened ihilhcr.
His friendship for one of Ihe partisans of the Earl h;id first induced him to join their assemblies but he soon became an :ird
Lord Kssex had deterniined to recut :idlierenl lo their cause.
gain his lost favor with the Queen, for which purpose he left no
I

;

was accompanied by one

sir, comes on in
knowing you had not retired

ri:;.hl.

favorable result.

and
'

I

fear

much

Then no

we need to-be expeditious,
'But, 'he added,
time is wasted in idle discussion.'
'

decision has been

come

said

'

This is it: that we should proceed in
at once carry into effect.
a body to the palace, and take possession of the gate and principal apartments; that then my Lord Essex, with those noblemen

most devoted to his cause, should present themselves before the
Queen, and throwing themselves on their knees, should refuse
to rise until she had granted his petition, and had agreed to banish
from court his enemies, and this demand, surrounded as she
would be, she would not dare to refuse. I wish the Earl would
not tarry so long in the execution of his projects. But then he
Cuthbert
waits, 'tis true, an answer from the King of Scots.'
ceased speaking, and his head resting on his hand, he remained
buried in thought.
Adclina was accustomed to sec him of late
indulge in long fits of musing and as at such times he did not
like to be disturbed, she quietly retired.

Good people

all,

hang out a

it

in

a loud voice

light,

see that the horn lumps arc bright.*

Cuthbert rose, and paced to and fro with evident uneasiness.

The various plans he had heard proposed during
weeks by the adherents of Essex occupied

the last three

mind, and, as he
ed lii-ni in review, the expression of his countenance varied
strangely; at one moment it portrayed anxiety and almost terror,
as he considered the risk to the undertaking and the ill consequences of a failure; then again a smile of triumph played on
his features, as thoughts of success reanimated his hopes.
Involuntarily his mind reverted to the answer he had received
from the Queen on his application in behalf of the inhabitants
"cir/.ance; the vexation he had then experienced had contributed more than he was himself aware of to make him a willing partisan of any scheme which had for its object to oppose
his

t

Elizabeth's tyrannical sway.
Sympathy for the Earl of Essex,
and friendship for some of those who had joined his cause, had
doubtless influenced him in his decision to associate himself with

them, but these latent reasons of which we have spoken were in
He had walked up and down
reality a very strong stimulus.
the apaitmcnt several tunes,
knockim: at the outer gate.

when suddenly he stopped,

lie

heard

Who was it that sought admittance
news from Essex's party? and if so,
what tidings brought they? Or was the plot discovered and were
those who wished to enter emissaries of the Queen come in search
of information, and maybe also lo arrest the inmate? While these
conflicting idea-; held him in painful suspense the knocking was

at that late

repeated.

nour?

Was

in

The visitor gained admittance, he

crossed the court

stairs, and then a hand pushed aside th.
Inch guarded the entrance of the room, in the centre ot which Cuthbert still stood uncertain.

ascended the

soon

a

l-'.ssex

at his

communicate

demands that all his
morrow nmnmrj as e;o

earnestly

house

to

friends should
'>lc;

intelligence of an important nature, and
to them.
These are my orders, and

it

he

mii-t

I

needs go immediately, for I have the same message to lake to
other houses ere daybreak.'
I will attend there without fail,' replied Cuthbert.

many

'

The messenger
which he

rest

felt

departed, anil Sir Cuthbert retired to seek that
much in need of; but sleep is seldom the com

panion of an uneasy mind, and he rose early, after having
A feverish and restless night. Taking with him a small
he hastened to the rendezvous.

was Sunday morning;

It

all

p
<

the shops were closed, the streets
were silent, and the

deserted, the usually noisy thoroughfares

party hurried on unseen and unmolested.
reaching Essex-house they found a large number of the Earl's
In a
partisans already assembled in the spacious courtyard.
little

On

few moments the nobleman himself appeared.

Standing on the

steps of his magnificent residence, he looked gravely at the
crowd below, and, every eye fixed on him, amid a breathle
ence he addressed his faithful adherents.
Having first informed
that, on the previous evening, the Secretary Herbert bad
brought him an order to appear before the Council, to which he
had answered that he was too unwell to leave his apparl incut he
went on to say that, a short time after, a note from an unknown
writer had been put into his hands warning him to provide
without delay for his own safety.
This, my noble friends, continued the Earl, this is the, reason why I have called you hither;

them

'

'

a plot

is

cannot

Ten o'clock. The watchman announced
and sung out his quaint ballad, sayingAnd

to

Lady Adclina.

Nothing final has been determined on replied her husband;
but this day my Lord Essex devised a plan which I hold to be
the best yet thought of, and which, were I in his place, 1 would

4

My Lord

'

'

to yet?

'

as

alone.

hM received Mere)

Adelina's anxious inquiries as to Ihe probable success of
their plans, he replied that he entertained no doubt as to their

it

hii.

replied Cuthbert,

'

him

To

oonducl

You did well, and may leave the room now,'
who had recognized in the man all in Jed lo a e
What news'; he inquired anxiously,

assemble

Queen. Late one Saturday evening Culhbcrt returned from
Drury-house, the residence of the Earl of Southampton, where
the conspirators were now accustomed to hold their meetings.

lit

lo iv-t, to

'

A

same, time that Cecil, Raleigh, Ihe Karl of Nottingham, and Coliham, the faction that ruled at court, were leagued
to place the Spanish Infanta on the throne at the death of the

servants of the

tin-

ODCe.'

at

resource uutried.
trusty messenger had carried to the King
of Scotland the assurance of the Earls attachment, informing
at the.

of

This person,

'

<

(

visitor

bouse, who, .-ippioaehiiiL' big master, said:

lion

laid against

and

;

my

life.

I well

know

that so foul a d

inspire hearts like yours with horror and nn
is on your courage that I depend to defeat the intri-

fail to
it

gues of those who bear me malice. Mine enemies have, I am
aware, poisoned the mind of that sovereign who heretofore regarded me with so great favor. Fortune, that formerly smiled
upon my every undertaking, seems of late to have abandoned me;
my Intentions hare been misinterpreted; I have been arraigned
before an unconstitutional tribunal, composed of men who
my personal enemies or my political rivals; my petitions

cither

Queen have remained unnoticed; but this very day do I
purpose to recover my former greatness. Accompany me, my
friends; I will proceed to the Queen, I will solicit her protection
against the malice of mine enemies.
At ten in the forenoon the lord mayor, aldermen, and companies will, you know, assemble at St. Paul's cross, as is usual
to the

on Sundays; at Ihe conclusion of the sermon we will join them,
and call on them to follow us to the palace. Does my umiertak
that a few yea
ing seem to you too hazardous? Remember,
in a country not far from England, in circumstances not dissim'

ilar to ours,

Paris,

brave than
of

the

of <{uise, with the aid of

Duke

i.hose

the-

people of

Are those who now surround

was successful.

whom he led? Am I less

London than he was with

m

popular with the people

the inhabitants of

Pans?

I

trust

Answer
not; but you, valiant gentlemen, shall decide my fate.
me, are you willing to follow me? Are you ready to risk your
live-;

in a

good cause?

'

Shouts of assent, and the manifest enthusiasm which his
in his adherents, assured Kssex that he had
It still wanted some time to ten. th.
not spoken in vain.

words had kindled

they purposed Starting for St. Paul's cross. The interval was
spent in preparations, which, however, were suddenly interrupt ed

by an unexpected arrival. An attendant, in whose countenance
alarm was visible, brought to his master the unwelcome intelligence that Egerton, the Lord Keeper, the Earl of AVot

Tin

41

KM'

>mptroller of

the

Mill

ii

i-:

r<>

Lord Chief

r
eighty knights ami gentlemen, toremost
iri'V,

enter.'

I

ants.

8ftli

>olly

;

but sec that their attend-

1.

\Vh1
ttg

The

-HIM; of

round

as the

crowd

Karl o

,

this tumult'.'' inquired

Egerton,

collected, in the court.

A

laid ag:iinst

is

plot

my name, and
in- in my lied.

in

and surely

in

my

life; letters

had been counterfeited
murder

assassins have even been appointed to

have met, therefore, to defend our lives,
\ve are fully justified since mine enemies
unless they suck my blood

\\ e

doing so

'

cannot be satisfied
let it be
If such be really the case,' interrupted Popham,
we
will
then
relate
it fairly, and the Queen will do improved;
'

partial justice.'
'

'

Impartial justice!

impatiently exclaimed the Earl of South-

ampton, who was standing near Essex. 'What trust can we
place in the commands of her Majesty, when they are ineffectual

on

whom

she imposes them? Did not Lord
drey, no! withstanding that the Queen had enjoined on him to
keep the peace towards me. did he not, with many of his followers, attack me on he Sir.uid as I went on horseback, accompanto restrain those

I

ied by'one footboy only, who lost his hand in defending
After that you come to talk to us of impartial justice!

me?

'

'

'

You have

nothing to complain of,' replied the first speaker.
commands have been violated it has not been.

her Majesty's

If

with impunity; the guilty party

now suffers imprisonment

for the

offence.'

who had

listened to this debate with evident impaturned abruptly to Lord Essex and asked him if he
would explain hisgric.vanees in private; but before that nobleman
had time to reply, several voices exclaimed: They wish to entrap
you; you only lose your time in thus discussing with them.'
Ku'erton,

tience,

now

'

appearing undecided what course to adopt, the cries became more urgent. It was in vain that Kgerton, in the Queen's
name, demanded that every man should lay down his arms. The
l.ar! then looked towards his friends, as if to assure them that
what he was about to do would not compromise his cause or
theirs and, without saying a word, turned and entered the house.
.

I'iriU were about to follow, when !hc sinister cries of
Kill
them! kill them!
Keep them as pledges! which broke forth
from the assembly, made them hesitate on the threshold.
But
there are moments when, fear being useless and danger unavoidable, men must of necessity affect indifference, even if they do
Inside or outside the mansion their lives were equally
not feel it.
He conducin peril; they therefore continued to follow Essex.
ted them up stairs, then through two rooms guarded by musketeers, ami at length introduced them into a back chamber,
where, having desired them to have patience for half an hour or
so, he was preparing to leave them, when Egerlon, seeing him
move towards the door, detained him, expostulating with some

The

'

'

'

My

lord,
is

we came

hither to obey her Majesty's commands;
and cannot be thus wasted. I

therefore not our own,

thought that you were going to explain to us your grievances,
that we might lay them fairly before the Queen; but if such is
us depart immediately.'
smiled at the impotent anger of those who were

iur intention, let

now

in

truth his captives.

You wish

'

hours
laid

all

to

know my

London

shall be

grievances," ho said;

'

well, in a

few

acquainted with them, and Ishall have

them myself before the Queen.'

lie departed, closing the door carefully, and those insidehcard
the. unwelcome sound of bolts being fastened, a,nd listened with

no
to

"lings to the order which he <rave to the musketeers
guard the prisoners and to allow none to have access to
1'

1

them.

The
liis

among whom

v.

length to gain for himself the

renown which his ambition had
reted.
The guard at Ludgate, perhaps thinking them too formidable
to be resisied with safely, id them pass; and now tie
towards St. Paul s cross. Lord Kssex shouting.
For the
my mistress! lint the streets were as deserted as when ('nth
beri had passed along them at early morn.
The von
;

resounded through them, but no friendly voice reechoed the cry.
Karl ot Bedford and Lord Cromwell, with about two hundred others, indeed joined the parly, but not one 01 the citizens
came to swell their ranks and without their support 81
Essex was evidently deeply mortified
seemed but doubtful.
to see that the popularity on which he had so much counted
in the city had failed to bring to his aid even a handful
Still they continued to advance tow:
of fresh adherents.
Paul's but on reaching it they found, to their dismay, that then

was no meeting.
Consternation was visible in every countenance: those win.
were nearest their leader looked at him as it to inquire what
was now to be done. 'Let us proceed to the residence of Smith
he is my friend, and maybe can aid us,' said Essex sadly.
Smith was one of the sheriffs, and to his house the Earl and
his party now directed their course.
They gained admittance,
but the sheriff had prudently withdrawn, and his servant feigned
to be ignorant as to his movements.
'Have all my plans failed, then?' exclaimed Essex, throwing
himself exhausted into a chair. His friends pressed round him,
seeking to rouse his hopes; but before he could resolve what tc
do he felt the need of quiet and reflection, and lor that purpose
retired to

Earl, on this, returned to the court, and announced to
friends what he had done, and then drawing his sword he

rushed into the street, followed by the Karls of Rutland and
Southampton, and the Lords Sandys and Mounteagle, with about

one of the apartments.

Many

of his followers,

now

seeing the hopelessness of the undertaking, returned to their
homes; Sir Cuthbert was determined to remain to the last

During these occurrences Adelina passed her time

in a state

About two in the afternoon she heard
of painful uncertainty.
that Lord Burgh ley and others had entered the city by different
quarters and proclaimed Essex a traitor, offering a large reward
for his arrest, still she was unwilling to believe that the plot had
completely failed; hope lingered in her heart.
The hours seemed interminable, but evening came at last, and
at dusk she saw the party returning who had left the house in

the morning. But there was no figure among them that
bled Cuthbert; she thought, or rather hoped, that it was owing to the gathering darkness that she could not discern him.
The men entered, and one of them proceeded up-stairs to acquaint his mistress with what had happened.
After relating the events already described, he added that (hi
diminished followers of Lord Essex had returned by w,
that unfortunate nobleman's house, where, after a slight resisof the insurrection had yielded themselves

tance, the chiefs

prisoners.

'

where

inquired Adelina,

whc

listened witli painful interest to the account.
lady, he too was made prisoner; I was close to him.

and

'And my
had

eagerness.

our time

at

'

epped lorward, and huldly addressing the

speaker, replied
'

who hoped

lord Cuthbert,

My

me

is he.?'

you to destroy all papers concerning this affair,
as the house might be searched.'
Lady Adelina passed a sleepless night. She ardently desired
to do whatever might contribute to the safety of her husband,
whose position, she was well aware, was a very precarious one:
To whom ought she to apply}
but she found herself powerless.

he bid

tell

Whom

could she interest in the prisoner's favor? Whose support could she procure? These questions recurred every instanl
to her mind she long sought in vain a solution to them
At length she thought of two persons who might have it in
One was an intimate friend of Sil
their power to assist her.
;

Cuthbert; to him she wrote acquainting him with what had hap
pened, and asking his help and advice. The other was that
same cousin through whose husband's influence the estates \\iu.
Sinci
title of Sir Reginald had been bestowed on his In-other.
that period
families.

jealousy,

a great

Political

coldness had taken place between the twc
estranged the gentlemen, and

differences

on the part of Lady Somers, sowed divison betweei

-

cou-ius- but

tin-

lit

moment

tint

AildiiKi

th'

77.TN7'.
'I

nothing

c\cepl Iniw In save her hu.-haml, ami as Lord Somers belon
tu the court party, anil possessed coii-.ideraMe inllucncc in

go now.'
linl Dame Cicely prayed her

shall
tin;

athorlne

upperson ami solicit
Keeling, nevertheli w, uncertain as to the result of this
port.
should be
visit, ami not wishing that the Iricmis of Sir Cuthbert
aware Ilia she sought I'or him pro! eel ion from the eoiirl parly, she

was required.
The young girl, who

determined not to acquaint her household with her intentions,
and to go on foot, accompanied ouly by a wait Ing- woman on
whom she could rely.

her attentively.

Council, she resolved

to

go

in

I

Early the following morning a barge might have been seen
The Minlight Hushed on the
rapidly up the Thames.

gliding
oars at each stroke of the vigorous rowers; the smooth waters
the passage of
rippled round the keel, and a broad wake marked

which were two females simply attired. One of
these appeared sorrowful and anxious; the other, who was evidently the maid, seemed little interested in whatever errand it
might be that bad brought her arid her mistress out at so unusually early an hour.
the boat,

in

The party had proceeded about half a mile up the river when
they reached a landing-place, where the men pushed in the boat
and all went on shore. The lady looked around her. as though
uncertain which way to turn; on which the old attendant who
had steered them up the current said, ia an earnest but Respectful tone:

you allow me and all others of your servants
The streets are not safe; even armed men
You, my lady, have
are oftentimes attacked in broad daylight.
never been alone or on foot through them, and know not the
.My lady, I pray

to

accompany you.

danger.'

have

I

my

maid,' replied

dressed that

ply

we

man shook

'

Lady Adelina;

and we

are so sim-

shall pass unobserved.'

head doubtfully; but, seeing that his
mistress was determined, he insisted no longer. As he rowed
away with his companions, he remarked, I marvel much what

The

old

his

'

ray lady's motives are. if she has any, for perchance it is only a
fancy.
Adelina and her companion, leaving the river-side, entered the
narrow streets, the former walking at so rapid a pace that her
maid found it difficult to keep by her side.
'

'What do you

lack,

madam?'

cried the apprentices, as she
offered boots and shoes, another praised

One
passeil their shops.
the excellence of his master's groceries, a third called attention
to his watches, clocks,

and mirrors.

The

noise confused

Lady

Adelina, and the quickness with which sbe had walked had fatigued her; so she stopped near a clothier's .shop. At that moment
a party of horsemen were seen advancing down the narrow streets;
one of the liorsi'3 were restive, and his rider had lost all control

The lady and her attendant grew alarmed, and were
way to turn, when the low door which guarded
the entrance to the clothier's shop opened and a young girl politely prayed them to come within and wait until the horses had
passed, of which offer they were happy to avail themselves.

over him.

uncertain which

Adelina did not remark the look of surprise expressed in the
maiden's countenance when first she saw the face of her whom
she had invited in.
Dame Cicely was in the parlor at the end of the shop, a dark
little den from which she and her husband would command a
view of the goods and of those who passed in or out. In this
place she l)e:vTcd Lady Adelina to enter, and
ing that she was
very tired, asked her to remain and rest herself a while, to which
<

she willingly agreed.
'Who were those horsemen?' she inquired; more for the
Bake of saying something than from any real desire to know.
'

Some

see

if

of the Queen's officers parading the city, nicthinks, to
the
all is quiet after yesterday's disturbance, replied

dan
of yesterday brought sad rer-illections to Lady
Adelina: and the good woman, noticing that she changed color,

turned to another subject of conversation.
I

fear I

am

interrupting

you

in

your occupations,' observed

I

would rtay

where bet

herself -ven: to the kilehen,

v,

moment

p!

\ilelimi had
since the etttrano
the party;
kept .at the other end of the rOOHJ, now approached
and the lady, who had befo
ICaiCOlj Observed her, looked at

calm happy face!' she thought.
'Are you never chill in this old shop? she inquired.

"\Vhal

ii

'

'No, madam; we are

all

too busy,' replied Catherine smiling

'The days pass quickly with
'

Ah,

us.'

'Time

have no sorrows,' rejoined the other.

/

slowly for those

who

have.'

I have had sorrows,' replied the girl; and for a moment her
I have watched by the death-bed
bright face became serious.
of those that were dearest to me; but,' she added, with the ha,
we have
look of one who felt the. truth of what she said,
'

'

'

a Heavenly Father to whom we can always have recourse and
the thought that it is His will that we should suffer brings
1

;

consolation.'

'Lady Adelina made no reply; and

after the lapse of

few-

a.

minutes, duringwhich she seemed absoibed in thought, she rand thanking Catherine left the shop, and with her maid proceeded on their way. They now entered the more fashionable
part of the city, and after a short walk they stopped before a
large mansion.

Adelina did not give her name to the servant
the door, but bade

him

tell

Lady Somers

business, and must see her at
handsome apartment: where,

that she

who

o:

came on urgent

She was conducted into a

once,

some time, she was

after waiting

joined by the mistress of the house.
'

You come

an early hour,

at

cousin.

fair

It is

indeed long

you honored me with a visit.' There was in the tone and
manner of the speaker, as she addressed these words to Adelina
something haughty and ironical, which made the latter feel uusince

oomfortable, as she replied rather hesitatingly:
'I should not have disturbed

necessity obliged

my

cousin,

you

me

will

to

do

so.

you
I

at this

am

not at such a

hour had not urgent

much affliction; surelv,
moment consider the differin

ences which have lately existed between us.

understand; Sir Cuthbert

I

'

Sir Cu.tb.bert

wants a place, or a title, or a
this I owe the honor of a visit,'

'O,
grant from the Queen, and it is to
interrupted the other.
The color rose in Adelina's cheek, and a tear stood in her eye;
she felt that neither help nor consolation was to be expected from
the unkind speaker; and she would gladly have departed al
without even disclosing the motive of her visit, had not the faint
.

hope of interesting Lady Somers and her husband
bert 's favor retained her; so

summoning

all

in Sir Cuthher courage she re-

Do Courcy had taken in the late rebellion.
Her cousin listened with attention; but Adelina vainlv sought
from her a look of sympathy, I'or the handsome but cold
lated the part

tures of the listener expressed none. When Sir Cnthbcri's wife
bad finished speaking, and had loid of his danger and her own

appealing to the kindness and cenerosity of her fri
and entreating her to obtain for the prisoner the protection of
Lord Sinners; when, in fine, she had exhausted all her cm
in behalf of the cause she had so much at heart, her cousin replied in a few words, pronounced ill a tone too decided to admit
< n \,\
Sir Cm!
of any doubt as to their meaning.
1!U }
nothing to hope from hem; s],,. ami her 1m .liami.
othe

distress.

.

I

i

I

COll
let

The mention

'

(

I

him

swer.

1

V

;ln .

later sue and her maid were on their
way home. On
reaching the bank of the river the barge was waiting, and conducted them rapidly to their dwelling.

minutes

TRUE TO

4

As Lady Adelina entered the house a

letter

was placed

in

hands.

lier

Who

'

brought

iiv'

slit;

inquired eagerly.

'The servant of Mr Elvertou,' was

Xo

tlie

reply.

good,' said the lady as she hurried upstairs.
sooner was she alone in her chamber than she hastened to

'That

is

letter as she read the paper dropped from her hand,
while a look of deep sorrow pased over her face. With a sigh
he seated herself in the deep embrasure of the window.
The note which had so excited her feelings and produced this

open the

77.

open casement, (he fresh night brec/.e pl:>
My with her
golden hair, on which that day less time and art had been
bestowed
Yes. sulTering is a wonderful purifier of the human heart, and
often possesses greater power to detach it from
earthly
than the most eloquent sermons
The gay and thoughtless
Adelina now experienced its influence.

despair came from the friend of Sir Cuthbert to whom she had
written on the previous evening his words, more polite perhaps

than those of Lady Somers, were no less destructive of hope, and
He declared that it would be
gave no promise at ail of help
dangerous for him even to express sympathy tor any or those

concerned in the late conspiracy.
The Queen and her Ministers
were alarmed, he said, and at such a moment they would not
hesitate to arrest any person suspected of belonging to the party
of Lord Essex- and consequently he felt himself obliged, though
with deep regret, to beg Lady Adelina not to address herself any
more to him- adding that he would notwithstanding continue to
watch with interest the course of events in which the dictates of

prudence forbade him to interfere.
No help from that side either!' Such was the sad exclamation in which Lady Adelina added her
testimony to that of so
many afilieted, and declared with them that human friendships
are vain in the hour of need.
She had sought comfort from one
united to her by the tics of kindred; in her she had found a cold
indifference and a bitter irony.
She had next applied to an. intimate friend of him in whose favor she pleaded; but Jte feared
fbrhis own safety, and felt no inclination to risk it in behalf of

former companion.

his

him

Yet Adelina well remembered hearing

commencement of the conspiracy, frequently asCuthbert that he would always stand
by him, happen

since the

sure Sir

what might.
The sun had set, but Adclina still remained at the open window. Her eye wandered over the garden, now in its full summer beauty and rested on the river, where many a
gaily-painted

barge glided along but the cheerful voices and merry laughter
which proceeded from the parties who were thus
enjoying the
cool evening air seemed only sad music to the
poor lady. For
the soul invests with its own sentiments the sounds and
.

objects

which impress

it;

and so what to one speaks of

joy, to

another

will frequently bring sorrow.

One
and

its

face constantly appeared before Adelina's troubled
vision,
recollection seemed to soothe her; one voice sounded in

her ear, and its tones were soft and sweet as those which
fancy
loves to impart to heavenly spirits.
The words it repeated were
We have a Heavenly Father,' it said, to
grave yet consoling.
whom we can always have recourse, and the
that it is
'

'

thought
should suffer brings consolation."
Yes, the calm happy look, the simple words, of Catherine
brought more comfort to Lady Adelina than all the gay and
powerful friends who, a few weeks ago pressed round her, but
now prudently held aloof.
To seek consolation in God was an idea quite new to that poor
"afflicted soul
In days of prosperity she had seldom thought of
Him; never as of a Father full of compassion for His en-ing chilUlx will that

dren.

The

we

dislanee between

the Almighty Creator of the
universe and a weak creature seemed to her so great that she
dared not implore His assistance. Could her sorrow touch His
heart? Would He deign to listen to her prayers? She doubted

CHAPTER
SHORTLY
while the

XXI.

after the unsuccessful attempt of Lord Essex, and
of that unfortunate nobleman and his acconiphees

trial

almost exclusively occupied the public attention, Master Alwin
received secret information that Father Ralph would say Mass at
his house on the following Sunday.

was then the middle

of the week; the intervening days were
and Barbara days of solemn and anxious interest,
for they dreaded that those hours were to be the last they were
ever to spend together. But steady to her purpose, the young
girl frequently reminded her little pupil of the good instructions
she hnd received, and earnestly conjured her never to neglect
It

to Catherine

them.

Thy position will change, my little Barbara,' she said, 'but
God's law does not change, and thou wilt find in thy new station
duties to perform just as much as thou dost here."
'

He will be
Saturday evening came, but no priest appeared.
here to-morrow,' said Master Alwin as he retired to bed after
waiting up an hour later than usual to receive his expected
'

;

guest.

Sunday morning passed, as had the previous evening, without
bringing any intelligence of Father Ralph. The merchant and
his household concluded that some urgent need had called
him elsewhere, or that he had not deemed it safe to come; but
a whole week had clasped without their gaining any knowledge concerning him, they began to fear that he had been
apprehended.
During this time Lady Adelina was plunged in a like painful
uncertainty as to what would be the fate of her husband; access
to him had been refused her.
She was one day musing on the events which then occupied
most people's attention, and which had, for her in particular, so

when

keen an

interest,

when her

favorite

waiting-woman entered the

room
Bring your work here, Jane,' said Adelina, 'and sit with me,
Hand me
for truly I feel most sad and lonely when by myself.
that embroidery; it might perchance divert my (noughts, if only
But what is that piece of paper you hold
I can fix them on it.
'

in

your hand?'
'

It

was about that I came, my lady.
it was from Sir Cuthbert, and

A

man brought

it

here

'

saying

'Give it '.o me!' exclaimed the poor lady, interrupting the
speaker; and with trembling hands she hastened to unfold the
paper, inside which was another piece, tout nothing appeared to
be written on either.
'What can this mean?' she said, appealing to her maid.

'Who
'A

'

brought

it,

say you?

strange man,

Thomas

told me,

who went

off in

a great

hurry."

Adelina remained

silent,

turning the paper round in her hand.

the words of Catherine returned
again and again to
'Surely,' thought she, 'that Heavenly Father of

Fortunately for her the waiting-woman had more quicki:
than her mistress, and suggested that the mysterious note might

spoke with such confidence will not be

be secret writing. 'If you will it, my lady, I shall put it in
water or hold it by the fire, and perchance something may ap-

moment of filial love inspired by Catherine's words, and
own ni-L'i ni in
of consolation and help, Adelina threw
herself on her kneos, and she prayed.
What words she uttered
.she scarcely knew, but that
they were heartfelt is certain. The

pear thereon.'
It being summer there was no fire at hand, so the lady pronounced in favor of the trial by water. How anxiously she
watched that scrap of paper as.it floated in the bowl!
'There, I see something!' she exclaimed, as a few faint char-

but

it;

still

her mind.
whom the young
deaf to my cries.'

girl

In a

In

r

gloom was fas'
all was husliod

i

il

;

the voices from the river had ceased;
still she knelt motionless
by the

jn silence; but

acters

became

visible

on one of the papers.

They were

written

%

lemon

in

juice,

and wore, even

niter

.n

watc

r,

de

diHiciilt

spending :"inc time in the ta.-.K am
cisin^ much patience. A ill 'linn iii in- cm -uceeeiicil in reading the
words oa the smaller of t!u: two pieces, which were as follows
to decipher; but after

i

i

1

was arrested last week. The lady who will bring you thin
the child's aunt.
;>n:y you bid Catherine nut. to fear to let
God's blessing bo
)IIT take l.arbaru to her father ill France.
'I

is

I

with you

all!'

KALI-IL'

'inirev occupying the phiee >.! tl
Manor; but now, when the poor lad\
her yoUH
row iin
was all forgotten, and
longed

pray thec, madam,' she repealed kindly.
speak to one Master Alwin if he lives here,' said
the lady in a low but earnest tune.
What if" you lack, ma'am? cried the apprentice at the pitch
of his voice.
'Cloth or woolen goods? White or dyed? High
'

Kilter, I

'I desire to

'

or low priced?'
'

You have made

a grievous mistake, Jane," she said
Cannot have been intended for me.'

" See the other
paper,
it

my

lady,' replied the

'
;

this

note

woman, handing

to her.
'All, that

commenced

'

his writing, indeed! exclaimed Adelina; and she
reading the note, the perusal of which caused her no
is

astonishment than had the

less

lirst.

Sir Cuthbert, after regretting the impossibility of seeing his
wife, which forced him, he said, to commit to paper that which

he would much prefer to communicate by words, told her that
he had found a friend the intercourse with whom had, together
with the lessons of adversity, changed many of his sentiments,
and notably those which he had entertained towards his
where his little daughter is, and
brother.
I know,' he added,
I wish you to return her to her father; he is in France.
Fear
not to leave the city where I am, for your presence in it can
avail me nothing, whereas this act of reparation will doubtless
bring a blessing on my soul neither let the length of the journey deter you, for God will be with you. Write when you have
'

'

;

seen our uiece.'

Alwin, to
read

whom

To

was added the address of Master
Adelina was to give the paper which she had
this epistle

first.

This was strange news indeed; the beautiful child which Lady
Adelina had so desired to possess at Penzance was in London,
and her aunt was at last to have her. How the thought of that
child brought with it recollections of the past! The old Cornish
Manor, the chapel with its stained windows and its carved angels, even the monotonous country life which she had found
wearisome, appeared enviable when compared with the anxious
and sorrowful existence she now led she thought of Cuthbert's
hunting-parties, and wished he were once more chasing the deer
through the woods of Bron-Welli.
;

Turning from the quiet sadness of past recollection to the
emergencies of her present situation, she felt puzzled how to
She
act, and the idea of going to France quite alarmed her.
read over again Sir Cuthbert's letter.
Ah, if fie has found a
friend in prison, that is more than / have found in the world.
Would that I had some one whom I could consult!
At that moment the words of Catherine sounded in her ear;
'We have a Heavenly Father to whom we can always have
'

'

'

recourse.'
'

ing

She bade the waiting-woman leave the room, and then kneel-

down

dons none

half aloud a prayer to Him who abanthat trust in His mercy. When she rose she felt com-

she

murmured

forted; she resolved to go immediately to see her niece at the ad-

dress Cuthbert bad given her.
When she stood before the entrance of Master Alwin's shop,
she at once recognized the house where she had rested on the

way to her cousin's.
What do you lack?'
Lady Adelina

cried the apprentice at the door.
courage failed her; the

hesitated to enter; her

errand on which she came seemed such a strange one. At (hat
moment Catherine stepped forward, and in that cheerful gracious manner which is so winning, she prayed the timid visitor to
enter.

The young girl had quickly perceived, both on this and the
former occasion, that the wife of Sir Cuthbert had gone through
severe trials, and it was to those in affliction that her warm and
generous heart fell drawn. At Penzance it had cost nature a
struggle to view with charity Sir Culhbert arid Lady Adeliua

t"

heart.

bcrt.
'

owners of the

i

'

Lady Adelina was bewildered; what could this possibly
mean? The writing and signalure were not those of Sir Cuth-

'd

(

Hush!

'

said Catherine; 'the lady wants to speak to your
The dame is
turning to the visitor, she added,

master,'

And

up-sl airs,

and Master Alwin will be

'

in

shortly; will

you

plca.-e

come up?'

to

Adelina followed her young guide to the room where Dame
The good woman received her very politely, wondering all the while what purpose had brought her.
"Tis you, madam, methinks," said she, 'that rested here one
Cicely was working.

day a few weeks

since.'

You

are right,' replied the other; 'although, until I came to
the house, I did not know it was the same. Is this your hus'

band?'
Master Alwin had at that moment entered the room. Lady Adelina went towards him, and handed him the note, which he rend;
she then explained who she was, and the motive of her visit. She
gained courage, and her trembling voice became calm
proceeded. The benign and fatherly countenance of tb
merchant inspired her with confidence; he listened with the utmost attention; and when she had finished he turned to Cather'You have heard what he lady says; now read
ine, saying:
this, and tell us what you think, for the child was intrusted to
i

you therefore

I

;

would not act otherwise than

as you judge right.

What thinkest thou?'
What think I? replied
'

'

Catherine, folding again the piece of
'What other
just read.
thought could I have than to obey the word of him whose counsel even would be a command to me.'
paper, the contents of

which she had

Frequently since Lady Adelina had entered the house her eyes
rested on Catherine.
She could not think what rendered
Features mor
the young girl's countenance so attractive.

had

ular, faces

more

handsome she had

strikingly

among her own acquaintances and

certain!',

the ladies of

Queen

Kli/a-

beth's court; but the maiden before her possessed, besides ;he
freshness of health and youth, an undefinable expression of inno-

cence, a look so childlike and yet so full of intelligence.
Is that your daughter, good dame? she at length inquired.
Not so,' replied the old lady; 'she is from the country parts,
'

'

'

to us some time ago with Barbara, Lady .Margaret de
Courcy's daughter. But perchance, my lad}', you would like to
see your little niece? Wilt thou fetch her, Kate?

and came

'

The young

the room; and

Lady Adelina took this
opportunity to question Master Alwin and his wife concerning

The

her.

girl left

old

man

related

what

his friend

Andrew had

told

him, ami what he himself had witnessed of her dcvo|edne>s to
Barbara; the dame milling the testimony of fur knowledge of
The re-entrance of
Catherine since her arrival at their house.
the girl, accompained by Barbara, interrupted the convei
The former whispered something to the child, who at once approached her aunt, when Adelina embraced her tenderly, and
tears lilled her eyes as she beheld the daughter of that sister-inlaw whom she would never know on earth, and of that brother
for whom her husband bail entertained such bail feelings, and
from whom lie now so earnestly desired forgiveness.
'Poor little tiling! she said sorrowfully.
7V/-w laws must
be cruel that drove thec from thy home; and those feelings
wrong
that rendered a heart insensible to a brothers woes.'
The child looked up with wondering eyes at the speaker, whose
'

words were

'You

'

to her a mystery.

love each other

tenderly?' said Adelina turning

to

fine.

The

bright smile that crossed the

little

one's face, the earnest

manner

in

t

and kindness

:

replied,
Truly we do. my lady,' asniece had found anionu slr.-u

which Catherine
in

which her own relations had

thought

devoted her-elf

It

the care of l.ady

Tailed;

a

am

glad that

should return toher family.'
'But when yon were at Peuzance,' answered the lady, 'you
would not let the child come to me. who am her aunt. I did not
at first recognize you, but now I remember how unwilling you
were that she should even couu' to tli,; Manor, and how you and

-me went away with her sooner than let me have her.
i
thought it was your great affection, and that you could not bear
to pan with her.'
'

My lady, it <rn affection,' replied the young girl, smiling.
Affection for that in her which is most precious her faith.'
'Her faith.' repeated Adelina thoughtfully.
You Catholics
think much of that.
You supposed that I should force her to
'

'

be a Protestant?"
I

I

tin

know not, my lady, whether you would \\a.\e forced her; but
know that you could not have taught her rightly, and a

child so

'her

young would naturally have followed the

religion of

lit

last,

'I don't like the n

do

I,'

who

rejoined her Iinsl>:md,
'

I

for

without her.'
'

does.' replied Catherine; 'yet, for her sake, I

you know,' said the (Lime

:ini vexed \vilh mvself
wandering in the same direction.
o llie lady tins afle:
having encouraged lirr |.,
But methiuks tlic little Lad}- Barbara would never have

this child?'

,-h"

'

lid

losin

and

poor \ourn; girl had
'Alariian t's daughi.

while

!y,' s.-ud

from

self

that,

had only sought, to prolit by her parents' misfortune.
she. 'it must cost you much to separate your-

i-rl

.

to

'

Indeed,

I

would

not,' said the child.

But thou wilt let Kate come buck to us? suggested the old
man.
'
Barbara shook her head.
No, I cannot let sister Kate leave
'

'

me.' she replied.
'

Catherine, Catherine,

Dame

I

iear

we

shall

never see thee again,

But if thou dost return to this country,
thou wilt find a welcome here.'
The young girl thanked her kind friends, and said that, although she could not promise to return, she would always remember their goodness to her, and always love them. Master
Ahviu then brought out one of his large account-books to exsaid

'

Cicely.

plain to Catherine how her money matters stood: a .subject on
which the old merchant often blamed his young friend for being

too indifferent; so she now lent her utmost attention, while h.
told her how much money he had in hand belonging to her offering, if she remained in France, to send the amount through a

French house of business.

those around her.'

Lady Adelina was about to answer that tJtal would have been
no misfortune, since it would have secured the temporal yvelfare of her niece, but the remembrance that Sir Reginald had
been willing to sacrifice ad, even his life, sooner than relinquish
his faith checked her, and she remained silent.
shall

make

'

necessary inquiries,' she at length said, as to
the journey into France; and I wish to go thither as soon as posThe child must be
sible, since such is my husband's desire.
'I

all

ready to start, and let me know if she wants anything. I do
not take her to my house, for I should not like to deprive you of
her duriiiL' the time she still remains in England.'
As Adelina .spoke she looked at Catherine.

The young

girl

thanked the lady.
to Catherine,

she

said,

now

eyes and tried to smile as she
Little Barbara, who had been standing close
left her side, and going towards her aunt,

raised her

with joined hands and a face expressive of intense

earnestness'

(). 1113-

lady,

do not take

me from my sister,

Lady Adelina, who had nearly reached

Kate, I pray thee.'
the door, stopped and

CHAPTER

XXII.

AMONG the many pleasant and picturesque old towns of France
none perhaps possesses greater attractions for the lover of ari,
and antiquity than tile ancient capital of Normandy
But if.even
's have denow, when revolutionary fury and modern improvi
tracted so much from its venerable appearance, Rouen .still retains many monuments worthy of admiration, what must have
been its glory in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries?
/;

"\Ve

are told that, previous to the Revolution,

thirty-six churches: scarcely half that

number now

/<

it

po-

retain their

and often the pious and artistic visitor in Rouen
grieved by sight of one of those noble monuments of faith con
veiled into a warehouse, or turned to some other porfane use
The din of commerce and worldly affairs vibrates with a strange
and unhallowed sound through the narrow aisles and along the
original destiny;
is

vaulted roofs of such sacred edifices, where once echoed the holyof Ood and constant solemn chants. The sculptured saints

turned back.

word

You shall not part from her my niece,' she exclaimed, struck
by the beautiful affection which existed between the child and
her young guardian.
No, 't\vould be cruel to separate you; if,
therefore, your friend will come to France, it will please me
well to take her; and I cannot doubt but that my brother-in-law
will be happy to reward one who has been so devoted to his

might seem to look down from their fretted niches with pitying
sorrow on the busy men who hurry to and fro, bargaining nnd
disputing where their ancestors once knelt in profoundest

'

daughter.'
'

need no reward,' replied Catherine. ' To see Tier good and
happy; surely tlmt is sufficient recompense.'
(J'lod she may be, returned the other; 'but happy she will
not be, unless you come with her, were it only to accustom her
to her new home; and then, as I shall soon return to England,
you can, if you wish come back with me.'
Catherine looked to those around, uncertain what answer to
Little Barbara whispered, 'Come sister, come.' Masgive.
ter Alwin and his dame smiled approvingly, and remarked that
she, could return to them again.
Adelina once more pressing her
uy her niece, Catherine, prompted by her own heart
inly with such earnest solicitations, consented to start with
Sir Cuthbert's wile whenever she wished.
This being decided,
ly bade farewell to the inmates of Master Alwin's establishment, and returned Home.
Thai evening all were more than usually serious at the old
The j;ood merchant and his wife sat silent; Catherine
shop.
bent over her work, while her tinkers, following the quickness
of her thoughts, moved with unconscious rapidity.
'

I

adoration.

But at the time of which we are writing none of these painful
changes had taken place, and Rouen still gloried in its numerous
churches and convents. Some eighty years previous to the date
of this story the Cardinal Georges d'Amboise had completed the
magnificent Cathedral.

The famous

bell

which bore

name

his

melodious peals from the southwestern tower. At
early morn its solemn voice floated over the silent town, raising
holy thoughts in the minds of the awakening inhabitants; at,
nooa too it was heard, and at its sound men took off their hats,
women made the sign of the cross, and even little clildren joined
their hands and repeated the prayer their mothers had taiiirht
them. For a moment all was silent, each heart was withdrawn
rang out

its

objects, and it seemed like a brief visit paid bv immortal souls to their future abode; and when they again returned
to the concerns of lite we cannot doubt but that they brought,
with them some memento of their heavenly flight. And when
tin- ii:iv w: s well 7iii:!i spent, the Angelns once more revived in

from earthly

the heart-; of the faithful the memory of St. ("Jalirid's salutation
sweet echo of an amrel's voice'!
to our I'lc-sed Lady

Lonijd id the great bell continue to mingle its tones, no\\
joyous, with each important event in the lives of the citizens
of Rouen, until a day came when it was declared to be a menu
|

now

'

,'

mi>nt of viinity.' and as such melted into cannon-balls
pieces hearing llic d;ih; 'All II de, I'KL'iilite.'
I5esid<'s ils

r/-;

w; ritrxr.

and sou-

Koucn is not deficient in specimens
Not far from the ancient 1'alais de
parliament of Normandy was wont to assem-

noble churches

Justice,

where

tin-

stands, an antique clock gate-house it
spans the street, joining on one side the tower of the Belfroi,
from which the curfew tolls every evening. Seen through this

ble, there stood,

and

still

;

archway the narrow street looked particularly picturesque, as
the last rays of autumnal sun were darting over the high-pitched
roofs and fell on the bright costumes of the inhabitants as they hurried to and fro. Now and then the passers-by turned round to look
at a party whose foreign dress and appearance excited their curiosThe strangers seemed no less astonished at the novel scenes
ity.
they beheld as they gazed at the houses and people; often they
raised their eyes towards the lace-like sculpture of the Cathedral
towers, which rose high above all the other buildings of the

town; and it was, in truth, towards this edifice that the travelers
were now directing their course. After rambling through a
labyrinth of torturous streets, they emerged into a small square,
and found themselves at once in front of the north entrance to
the Cathedral, just opposite that beautiful door called the Portail
des Libraires.' They paused to view the magnificent structure;
but scarcely had the silence of wonder given place to words of
'

admiration, when the clear tinkling of a bell made them turn
their eyes towards the open doorway, from whence the sound
proceeded. Shortly a boy wearing a white surplice issued from
the Cathedral he was followed by other youths bearing lighted
tapers; in the midst walked, with downcast eyes and reverent
demeanour, a priest robed in handsome vestments; and a rapid
;

glance assured Catherine that he bore in his hands the Blessed
Sacrament. For a moment she forgot that she was now in a
Catholic country, and looked around with instinctive terror,
fearing that the priest and his precious burden would be insulted
but she was speedily reassured on seeing that all the people near
were on their knees awaiting the blessing of their Saviour, as He
;

went to be the comforter of some dying person; and when He
had passed many rose and escorted Him on the way.
Catherine, Barbara, and her aunt likewiseknelt; it was the first
act of adoration that Lady Adelina had ever paid to Jesus present
in the Blessed Sacrament.
During the journey which she had
just made she frequently questioned Catherine concerning the
Catholic faith; and although the grace to throw aside her former
errors had not yet been granted, her mind wavered, and now,
as she knelt beneath the shadow of the old Cathedral, and heard'
amid the religious silence that reigned around the footsteps of
the priest, who passed quite close to her, she felt
thought that perhaps Jesus too was passing by.

awed

at the

As for Catherine, tears of joy filled her eyes as she witnessed
the freedom of Catholicity in France; it presented such a contrast to the state of constraint and terror in which those who
were obliged to live in the country she had left.
she had penetrated into the Cathedral, and saw the
lamp burning before the tabernacle, the faithful praying, and
priests passing fearlessly backwards and forwards, we can well
With what gratitude did she thank
imagine her happiness.
God for allowing her to behold the consoling spectacle of the
it

practiced

And when

holy faith honored and respected, and the Blessed Sacrament
surrounded by all the magnificence that piety and Christian art
could device! Perhaps her thoughts might wander from the
splendid Cathedral, from the sculptured altar before which she
knell, to the hidden chambers where, in secret and with fear, the
scattered faithful in England were wont to assemble for the
celebration of the sacred mysteries, and then she would pour
forth an earnest prayer that the Catholic religion might one
flourish (here again.

day

While she and Barbara had been engaged in prayer, Lady
Adelina and visited the various parts of the edifice, and she now
returned to her

thy
'

all left

young

'

and reminding them of the hour,

the church.

U'ell.' said she,

outside.

friends,

addressing Catherine as soon as they were
to feel happy here, for your religion is held

you ought

much honor among

and to one who, like you,
solemn and a joyful sight.'
'And I hope you too, my lady, will one day believe, and feel
the sume happiness that 1 do in seeing our Saviour Ihus honored,'
in

believes in

of CHIC (Joiliic architecture.
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its

truth,

it

these people,

must be

a

replied Catherine, smiling.
'
I know not; at times methinks the

words you have

PI

me are true; but then it fades away, and I remember naught
but my sorrows, which, it seems to me, arc too heavy to allow
my mind to rest on other things. Catherine,' she added, after a
to

moment's pause, we must seek Sir Reginald so
the inn, and make inquiries as to his residence.'
'

:

Our

let

us return to

homely inn
There was a large fire in the

travelers therefore retraced their steps to the

where they had passed the

night.

guest room, for the evening was sharp, in spite of the suuniness
of the day.
Lady Adelina's attendants had disposed things as
well as they could for the comfort of their mistress, who, nevertheless,

wished herself back in her London home, as doubtless

her waiting-women did also.
My lady,' said one of them, as she drew a seat to the fire for
Adelina there's not a person in the house who understands a
word that is said to them. I do not know how your ladyship
'

'

wretched country.'
Well, never mind,' replied her mistress,

will ever live in this
'

I

wish

that I

to

speak
need her.

to the hostess, to try

'

it is

not for long.

and make her understand

'

in a few minutes returned in company
with the inkeeper's wife, a clean cheerful-looking woman, who,
with much courtesy, hoped Madame found herself comfortable.'
Lady Adelina, whcu a young girl, had acquired some knowledge of French, but having passed many yeais without speaking it, she now found much difficulty in making herself understood; however, owing to her own exertions, and the willingness of the landlady to try and discover her meaning, she contrived to make the latter aware that she wished to ascertain
whether an English gentleman and his son resided in the neigh-

The maid obeyed, and

'

borhood.

The good woman was

quite delighted to find

out

wanted; and now told her with great rolubility that an Englishman and his son had stopped at the inn
about three years ago, and that they had taken an old chateau in
She had often seen them since, she said, at the
the country.
church of Saint Ouen, and their servant used to visit the inn
when he came to town for provisions; but the young gentleman
had entered the army, and his father had left the chateau about
All this was pronounced with such rapidity that
a year ago.
Lady Adelina comprehended but little of it; and it was not until she had asked many questions, and had heard the whole account slowly repeated, that she understood the truth of the case
Had her journey, then
Sir Reginald was no longer at Rouen.
been in vain her sacrifices useless? And must her husband's
desires remain unfulfilled? Must she return to England without
having obtained for him the pardon which he solicited from his
brother, and without restoring to the latter the child of whom he
had been so long deprived? Such were the thoughts that traversed Lady Adelina's mind. Those around, although they had

what the lady

really

not understood the conversation, saw by her look of despair lhat
she had heard some unwelcome news.

'What is it, my lady?' murmured Catherine, who had stood
by, anxiously awaiting the result of the inquiries.
She was soon made acquainted with the facts we have stated

;

but while she fully shared the poor lady's disappointment and
grief, her hopeful nature made her trust that their mission might
still prove successful, and she tried to inspire Adelina with a
like confidence.
'Perhaps Sir Reginald," she urged, 'has not
removed to any great distance, and some one in the town must
surely know where he has gone.'
Lady Adelina confessed there was probability in this last observation, and therefore prayed the mistress of the inn to ascerif possible, where the English gentleman now
resided;
which she readily promised to do.
It was settled that our travelers should remain a few
days at
Rouen, both for the purpose of resting themselves and to allow

tain,

time for the necessary inquiries to be

made concerning

Sir

Re-
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Although Lady Adelina had appointed one of the two maids
traveled with tiicni to wait on her niece.-, Catherine could
not bear to relinquish her post, nor would Barbara have \\Pexchanged the devoted care of her young guardian for the
formal services of a maid; so the former continual her alTcctionShe also
aie watchfulness over Lady Margaret's daughter.
found scope to exercise her charity in consoling and encouraging Adeliua; for the poor lady was in painful uncertainty conceniing her husband, and regretted her lengthened absence from
Kngland, and more than once during the six days she spent at
Rouen she had almost determined to return to London without
prosecuting inquiries for Sir Reginald, which appeared fruitless;
and in these moments of despair Catherine was like an angel of
lingly

at

On

her

side.

the seventh day after their arrival, their perseverance re-

The weather had become in
ceived an unexpected reward.
-ely cold, and the flakes of snow, which for upwards of an
hour had been falling at intervals from the gray ana threatening
sky, betokened an early and a severe winter.
shivering by the fire; her little niece stood at the

the peasants

who hurried by

Lady Adelina sat
window watching

heedless of the inclement weather;
the hard ground attracted

wooden shoes ringing loudly on

their

the wondering attention of the English child.
noise in the courtyard, the high-pitched tones of the land-

A

and the louder but deeper voice of a man, made Barbara
window and look towards the door. In another
moment it was thrown violently open; a sweep of cold air blew
iuto the room, the entrance of which was immediately on the
lady,

turn from the

court.
'

O,

how

cold

it

kind

is!'

exclaimed Adelina.

'Pray shut the

at

the great eliurc!

his re\

tleman who lives in what them
Master Austin was much u

calls

a

"chateau."

Well,

my

the family of the " chateau,''
he
leal
nl
to
till, sure,
speak like a native; and he and Sir Reginald would have In en happy enough if the death of the mi
In ly,

who

hope

the town, and Sir Reginald, wh"
gantly. went to gee the priest who lives

ith

loss of Lady Barbara had not oftentimes made them
About a year ago the son of the French gentleman was
going off to the army, and Master Austin said he would like to
go also; the end of it was that they both went together to serve
the French King against somebody else.'
Well, and where is Sir Reginald? inquired Adelina.
'That's the very thing I was after telling your ladyship.
The
poor gentleman felt terribly lonesome entirely when the young
master was gone, so he thought to move elsewhere; It's to the
town of Evreux we went, and Sir Reginald is there still. One

and the

sad.

'

'

"
day after our arriving, "Larry," says he to me, I am thinking
of going to England; I have now been absent four years; surely
1 am forgotten, and could safely pass through the country, iind
make an effort myself to find my little daughter." "No. "says
I, "begging your honors pardon, it is /c^safe toT yotltogO; hut,
with your leave, I will go, and try to discover the child, and
bring her to you." Well, my lady, the end of it was that the
master let me start.
I have been to the Land's End, and seen the old Manor all in
ruins; a sad sight it was, sure! Then to Exeter I went, and learnt
that good Mother Bridget the Lord have mercy on her soul
had died of the plague, and that you, Mistress Catherine, had
gone to London town so back went I and searched the city;
but 'tis very large entirely, as yourself knows, and mighty hard
for a poor creature to find any one in it, though there is a power
'

!

;

of people in the streets.

is the weary day I've speii
what matters past storms when a

Many

I left his honor; but, sure,
man is sailing into harbor?

'

door.'

A man wrapt

in a large cloak, from which he shook the snowhe crossed the room, advanced with rapid strides

flakes as

towards the fireplace, the landlady following close behind.
Here," she criud in an excited voice, 'here is all madame
'

wauls;

will tell

fie

you

all;

he

monsieur's servant.'

is

'

exclaimed the
new-comer; and then, seeing the astonishment which his sudden
appearance caused Adelina, he added, in a more subdued tone,
I beg your ladyship's pardon, but it is searching the country
through for Catherine Tresi/.e and the master's little daughter
I've been these six mouths past, and there they are, glory be to
'

Sure, Mistress

Catherine,

that yourself?

is

'

(

;<

id

in;";

This

'

home

is

a

happy day, and

I not expecting

it

at all,

but corn-

quite downcast.'

While the good man stopped

to take breath after this speech,
Catherine explained to Lady Adelina, who had not yet recovered
from the bewilderment into which this unexpected arrival had
thrown her, that the person before them was a servant of Sir Reg-

whom

she had frequently seen at the Manor-house.
'And
Larry O'Toole,' she added, will be able to tell us where his

inald,

'

masl.er

now

'

That I can,' replied Larry.
Ah, the Lady Barbara does not
remember me, nor how I used to carry her in my arms when the
mistress may peace he with her soul! went to the farmhouse.
;n: was wont to do.'
Barbara neither remembered the faithful servant nor the
to which he alluded; indeed, all reminiscences of her life
previous to her removal from the Manor seemed completely obliterated from the child's memory.
So you are Sir Reginald's servant,' said Lady Adelina, adThis is a good fortune for which I was
dressing Larry.
wholly unprepared. I am his sister-in-law, and have under'

'

taken this journey to restore to him his long-lost daughter.
Is your master
Fray tell us how you chance to lie here.
'

.iig?

No, my lady, not he; but after he came to this country, he
and Master Austin settled in a queer sort of a house just outside

XXIII.

Sxow snow lying deep on the roads; snow crowning every
hill and house-top, and clinging to every tree, and worse than
blinding snow-flakes drifting rapidly along; such was the
cheerless scene through which our travelers were passing a few
days after the unexpected arrival of Larry O'Toole at Rouen.
all,

The lumbering wagon which conveyed them had toiled through
snow for upwards of two hours, since they had left the last

the

where the party had stopped

village

to

change horses.

Urged

niggled slowty on; more
than once the clumsy vehicle threatened to fall over, its wheels
sinking in the deep ruts, over which the snow had cast a treach-

by the

postillions the tired animals

si

erous covering, and on such occasions much time was lost, while
considerable efforts were needed to extricate them.
muttered Larry, as
It's buried alive in the snow we will be!
he helped to raise one of the horses which had slipped. The
Irishman's fears seemed likely enough to be realized, for at that
'

'

moment

resides.'

'

CHAPTER

the

made by
The screams

a desperate plunge

wagon on

its side.

the frightened horse threw
of the women inside, the

shouts of the postillions, the struggles of the horses, added to
One of the men had received some
the confusion and alarm.

on being thrown to the ground. The travelers
were extricated with much difficulty from their perilous situation,
and happily they were more frightened than hurt.
slight injury

After fruitless
tillions

right the carriage, one of the posthat he would try to find his way
there obtain assistance.

efforts to

made Larry understand

and
Unharnessing one of the horses, he mounted and rode away.
Gloomy indeed was the situation of Lady Adelina and her party.
ut some of
The servants had succeeded in d
and furs belonging to the travelers; wrapped in
walked up and down, afraid to rest lest the cold should benumb
their limbs and the feeling of drowsiness which oppressed them

to the next; town,

be changed into the sleep of death.

run-: TO TRUST.
It.

was

heroin;:.

ing,

Perhaps the poslillion had lost his way; perhaps
.\a.-,
no town or village near where lie could demand aid,
o spend the
and so Ihr unfortunate lra\ eier would h.
liight whore they \\ere, should they persist, in awaiting his rePossessed by this: fears, Larry proposed that the}' should
turn.
endeavor to push their way on.
Having thrown cloaks over (he
as a substitute for saddles, Lady Adelina mounted; Catherine and Barbara shared the same horse; the maids rode in turn
the remaining one.
Larry, leading the foremost horse, w aded
through the deep snow, now encouraging with his voice the
lip.

;

1

'

it is

Sure,

now

trying to allay the fears of his companions.
not far we will have to go now; we imixt come to a

soon,' he would say; and when Lady Adelina, after
straining her eyes in every direction, replied that she could descry nothing but snow on all sides, ho would still bid her hope.

village

'It's so dark, that sure it's in a cottage we might be before
your ladyship could see it at all."
Suddenly Larry stopped and the horses stopped, for in front
of them rose a mountain of drifted snow, which completely
blocked the road, and forbade farther progress. All hope of
advancing was gone, and there seemed no alternative hut death
from cold and want. As well as they could, they cleared a space

snow; when Lady Adelina, despite the recommendations
and entreaties of her companions, laid herself upon the ground,
declaring that she was too fatigued to stand or walk any longer.
in the

Soon, indeed, her fellow-travelers, losing all hope of escape, followed her example, and yielded too to the drowsiness which
cold and weakness had produced.
Barbara was beside her faithful guardian, who had wrapt her
Let us pray,' said Catherine to
own cloak around the child.
her companions. At such a moment, when human aid seemed
impossible, it needed no persuasion to turn the hearts of the forlorn travelers towards Him who alone could succor them, and
from that dreary waste, where they were awaiting the cold embraces of death, rose the silent meense of prayer. The numbness which dulled the senses took from them the feeling of fear
which their awful situation would otherwise have created. The
'

fall with bewildering quickness.
oppressed by sleep; her weary eyelids closed of
themselves, and in vain she strove to rouse herself; once or twice
she pressed Barbara close to her, then drew the cloak more
tighly round the poor little thing, and her look still resting on

snow-flakes continued to

Catherine

felt

tli.

pale face of the child,

she

murmured when
.

all

'

Heavenly

father,

have pity on us!'

recollection of the past,

all

knowledge

of the present, nil thoughts of the future, vanished.
When she again opened her eyes, there was no snow

wrapping

her frozen limbs, and fatigueing her tired sight by its dazzling
whiteness.
No, she was now surrounded by dim panelled walls,

and she found herself lying in a lied; but she was too weakened
even to feel astonished at the change; her limbs ached and her
thoughts were confused. Still one thing she did recollect, which
hat when she had fallen asleep Barbara was by her side; and
she looked anxiously round for her little companion. At that moment a person advanced across the room; her dress was peculiar,
such as Catherine had never seen before; as she approached the
bed of the sufferer the latter remarked the beautiful expression of
her countenance AVhen she spoke her voice was grave and sweet;
but. tin; young girl could not understand what she said; so making

came

nighl

following IIH/I
ing by her bed.

to

her like the singing of angel.
'hit

gfc

mil

,

1

She embraced the child with

0, that dreadful snov

sister, that

'

They

we did

How

covered;

-

tired steeds,

which seemed

When

are

all

not die in

are the

it!

MS wen my
i.iinn-d;
Thank God you *

iittlu

re-

oli

nearly well,' replied Barbara.

'And

it

w

you took off your cloak to give it to me that your sufferBut, <) sister, this is such a beautiful
ings were the greatest.
e

I have been all over the house with one of the ladies who
wear thai curious dress. I went with her to the chapel, and they
were singing so sweetly.'
'It must be a eonu 'iit, like those I read about in the old life of

place!

St.

Bega,' said Catherine thoughtfully.

The young girl was not wrong in her surmise. When, guided
by the postillion, some charitable townspeople had ili-<mend
the unfortunate travelers, and brought them to Evreux, they
could think of no better place to lodge them than in the Convent of Si. Michael, whose door was never closed against, the,
destitute and the homeless.
There they received every attention
and care which Christian charity could suggest.
On the second morning after their arrival, Larry, who, being
known in the town, had been conveyed to Sir Reginald's, presented himself at the convent grill, and asked to be allowed to
speak to the travelers.
Lady Adelina went to see, and heard
that Sir Reginald was acquainted with their arrival; that he had
prepared for their reception at his chateau, and anxiously awaited,
their coming.

'His honor would have been here himself, but he thought it
welcome ye at his own house. It is only a step; it is
not snowing now, so perhaps ye will come.'
They all agreed to start; and having thanked the hospitable
nuns, they set forth. The term of their journey was nigh. Adelina had frequently and earnestly wished to reach it, and yet
now that so short a distance separated her from the much-desircrt
The
goal, she would willingly have deferred approaching it.
thought of meeting her husband's brother brought to her mind
many painful recollections; she had never heard him spoken of
but with a bitterness which had little inclined her to form a fabetter to

vorable opinion of him.
And although she had since blamed
Sir Cuthbert's want of feeling for him in his misfortunes, she
figured to herself that Sir Reginald
vidu.'.ls

was one

of tnose stern indi-

who

rigidly accomplish what they consider to he their
are devoid of the kind and amiable -sentiments winch

duty, but
render virtue pleasing and this, she persuaded herseit was the
cause of his brother's dislike to him.
Thoughts of a different

character occupied Catherine; thoughts which made Her aKo
Her hopes and wishes were about to be realized in the.
return of Lady Margaret's daughter to her parent, and she conid
serious.

fancy that the loving mother looked down from IK a\ en with
pleasure to witness her little one restored to its lather and yet,
despite her efforts to dispel the feeling, a sadness crept over her
at the thought of parting with that child, whom during so IOHL;

had regarded as her own sister.
After about a quarter of an hour's walk through the snow, the
party reached one of those picturesque old chateaux, with

a time she

high-pitched roof and mansard windows, often to !;e met with
It was nestled amidst tall
still in the country parts of France.

of the cherished

shrubs and evergreens; the place looked much ncL'lccIcd, and
the condition of the house showed that it had long bee n

-d her meaning, and
The st.ran
smiling, pointed to a
bed, where Catheriu" could distinguish the golden hair of Lady
The charitable person now gave her some
iter.

The grounds were extensive; here and UK re rose ciui,
pied.
of trees and bushy underwood, while considerable space was
voted to orchards of apple-trees, from which the lamed cider was

it

effort

she faintly ejaculated the

name

-Barbara.

warm

drink, and

making signs

that she

was

to

he

still,

retired to

made,

of a river.

of footsteps along a stone corridor were distinctly
audible fora few minutes, and then a soft and solemn chant

abode.

The sound
I

round the
I,

lied of

the

young

girl

and lulled her to

rest.

partly in sleep, partly in a state of quiet con-

during which she saw women, all wearing the same
moving to and fro. Occasionally she heard the same chant-

distance a row of tall poplars marked tin
Such was the spot where Sir Reginald had fixed

in the

another part of the room.

his

Lady Adelina need not have drawn back trembling as the hall
ned; for no sooner had the father seen his long-lost child
than, without noticing the rest of the party, he took her in his
arms and carried her to the drawing-room. Herauut
vine
i

followed

;

the latter retired into one of the deep

r-

the

<

Tlll'K

windows, glad

to

remain unnoticed while she

(juictly

TO Tlil^T.

witnessed

the joy of Sir Reginald.
As lo Barbara, In
manner
bore the impress, of that sweet gravity wliicli at all times charactcii/ed them she readily replied to the questions of her father,
1

but confessed that she did not recollect him, or her deceased
mother, except by what Catherine and Bridget O'Reilly had
told her of them.

Pardon me,' said Sir Reginald, turning to Adelina, if the
happiness which I experience at seeing my daughter has made
me for a moment forget your presence. From what my servant
told me, I believe I have the pleasure of speaking to my brother
'

'

Cuthbert's wife.'
'

should remain where she was until the snows had melted. A vul
her patience, however, was (his forced absence from Lon-

trial to

don, where so many interesls called her.
One afternoon Sir Reginald asked Catherine lo accompany
his daughter to the convent where they hud received so much
hospitality.

The child had been greatly delighted with the kindness of the
nuns and the beauty of their chapel, and the quaintness of the
house, so different from anything she had seen in England, had
interested her; she had therefore begged her father to allow her
to go and see them again, to which he readily consented.
The
establishment was large, as it possessed, besides an orphanage
hospital, a school for the education of young ladies. With
these Barbara was permitted to amuse herself, while Catherine

Yes,' replied Adeliua timidly; 'and I come,' she added with
some hesitation, 'I come on his part, first to bring your little

and a

daughter, ami then to implore your forgiveness for him
'1 have
'O, do not speak of fitiyiniicxs,' replied Sir Reginald.

accompanied one of the nuns to visit the sick. The good religious soon remarked the willingness of the young foreigner to aid
in their works of charity and join in their devotions; and nl
though, owing to her ignorance of the French language, they

'

always had for Cuthbert the affection of a brother; and

I shall

only be too happy to be able to give vent to my feelings
with regard to him. Why has he not himself come, that I might
embrace him at once? That would complete the joy of this

happy

day.'

could not exchange

many words, they nevertheless conceived a
made her and Barljara understand that
they were welcome to visit them again when they pleased, a
great regard for her, and

Tears rolled down Adelina's cheeks; she no longer felt any
dread of her brother-in-law, but the kindness of his manner
touched her deeply. She briefly acquainted Sir Reginald with

permission of which they readily availed themselves. The more
Catherine saw of the holy and peaceful life of the nuns, the more
she felt drawn towards it, but she knew not to whom to d

Cuthbert's position, and as she finished speaking handed him the
which he had written from the Tower, and which had determined her coming to France with Barbara.

her wishes.

letter

'

'

Poor brother, poor brother! repeated

peared

much

affected.

'

Would

Sir Reginald,

who apYou

that I could relieve himl

had great courage,' he added, addressing Adelina,,
taking so long a journey at this season of the year.

'

in under-

May God

reward your charity in risking so much to restore my little one
to me!'
He was anxious that I should express to you his sorrow for
the past,' replied the lady.
'Do, I pray of you, say that you
pardon him; he will be better pleased to learn, when I return,
that I have exactly fulfilled his wishes.
Well, then, to satisfy you and 'him, know that I do pardon
him from my heart, whatever grief he has caused me, but ill-will I
have never borne him. So much for the past; now let us forget
it, and look only to a bright future, when our family circle,
which has been for a time divided shall, I hope be united; and
if it be not granted us in this
if,' he added in a graver tone
'

'

'

world, I trust it may be in the next.
Adelina was too much affected to

mind

make any reply, but her
that the object of her journey was accomBarbara, while her father was speaking, had left the

felt easier

now

plished.
scat where he

had placed her by his side, and going to the window, where Catherine was standing, took her by the hand and

led her to Sir Reginald.
Father,' she said gravely,
'

'

this

is

Catherine.'

With

the simplicity of childhood she judged that the name of
her devoted friend needed no comment, and that others must
know as she did that the word Catherine' expressed all that was
'

dearest to her in the world.

Her father

smiled.
It is more than
probable that he had forgotten the child who used to come to
the Manor-house to work for Lady Margaret, or, at least, he
would have failed to recognize her in the young girl who now
stood before him; but Larry had already told him that Widow

O'Reilly and Catherine Tresizehad taken charge of his daughter,
and that since he death of the good dame.it was the latter on whom
the sole care of the child had devolved. He therefore thanked her
I

words of heartfelt gratitude for her devotedness to Barbara,
he hoped she would never leave.
I have, indeed, done nothing to merit such thanks,"
urged the
young girl, who felt both surprised and confused at the praise
ived on what she deemed but a very simple action.
in

whom
'

Lady Adelina, her mission accomplished, was now desirous to
return as speedily as possible to England; but the severity of the
weather, and the danger which she had already incurred on the
journey from Rouen, made her more willing than she would
otherwise have been to agree to Sir Reginald's proposal, that she

To speak to the religious, whose kind faces inspired
her with confidence, was impossible until she should have gained
further knowledge of the language. Lady Adelina could not, of
give any advice on this important matter, and then,
again, Barbara would be so lonely without her, and the inmates
of 'the chateau' were so kind that she felt loth to say that she
would leave them. Yet the life she was leading did not suit her.
course,

Sir Reginald, full of gratitude for the services she had rendered
Barbara, wished that she should be treated in the same manner
as his daughter; she had not, therefore, opportunity for most of

which she had hitherto been accustomed. There were no poor at hand whom she could relieve,
no children whom she could instruct. There was Barbara,
But
indeed, and to her education she devoted most of her time.
She feared lest the object
here again arose another difficulty.
of her care might not receive the varied instruction nor acquire
the different accomplishments usually taught to those in her
rank of life; and her straightforward conscientious nature made
those active employments to

her anxious that Sir Reginald, who trusted his daughter so enof imagining her
tirely to her, should not be under the mistake
possessed of a more extensive fund of information than was
She expressed her fears on this subject to Lady
really the case.
Adelina, who, while admiring the delicacy of her feelings, reassured her by saying,
My niece is very young, and for some time at least will need
no other instruction than that which you can impart; and when
she is older her father can, if he wishes, have her taught those
'

accomplishments of which you are ignorant.'
Days passed on, the frost continued with unabated severity,
and the snow still lay deep on hill and valley.
Adelina watched it at first with impatience, then with a settled
sadness which those around her vainly sought o dispel
Reginald shared her anxiety for his brother. One day, as he sat
alone in the drawing-room, musing on the strange events which
had led to the recovery of his lost child, the door was suddenly
thrown open by Larry, who gave admittance to an old genileman of diminutive stature, erect, neat in his attire, and with a
face closely resembling a rosy apple on which a light sprinkling
of snow had rested. The little visitor stepped in with the air of
one

who

feels quite at his ease.

'Now
'I fear I disturb you,' he said politely.
stir; with your leave I will take a seat by the fire.

pray do not
This is cold
weather for a man of seventy-two to be traveling, eh?
'Yes, indeed,' replied Sir Reginald, 'and nothing but imhave made one of your time
portant business could, I feel sure,
of life undertake a journey at this inclement season.
May 1 ask
'

to

whom

'

have the honor of addressing myself?
As to important
that is my name.
'Mr. Cyril Algernon
I

//,'/

you are

business,
I

have

right, as fur as tin*

tivijuciitly

more trying
'

my

Yes,

sister

As

Sir

<le

m

journey

is

1

conic now.

Oourey Who la
law of that name

I

<:in
sir,

1 1)

luit,

she had Been her

al

aid us to support,

all

to

His holy will he done!
the turned her ao

Bl

believe, here.'
is

bore.

warn her

I will

'

words the

these

Reginald said

door opened, and

Adelina, accompanied by Catherine and Hai-bara, entered the
She Stopped, and uttered an exclamation of surprise
apartment.

on beholding one

The

away.

little

whom

she had fancied

many hundred miles
who seemed as cool and self-pos-

old gentleman,

daughter was timid and sensitive, quietly begged
her not to be alarmed.
Restrain your tears, my dear Adelina, I pray of you; surely
as his

'

'

you cannot be grieved to see me?
'Far from it, father bull have had many sorrows since we
last met; and then your arrival is so unexpected, it has quite
taken

me by

surprise.

I shall recover

myself in a moment,' she

down.
That is right, murmured Mr. Algernon half to himself; but
were better still not to lose oneself. However, we are not all

said, sitting

'

'

it

And

of one nature.'

Adelina did not inherit her

in ST.

1

umstano 'S

concerned;

m

10

lucre p.easun-

1'or

daughter Adulma
of your arrival

undertaken

/,

Master Alwin's shop,
althelions;
'

//.

v,

'

O,

my

lady,

(!

,

murmured

the poor lady HIM
rarda her lathei.who continued
I know what your feeling and your grief must nave neen (ruls reOi
.riy Lord Essex
ing the. time which ha
I

'

anxiety and much we::
you and to Cuthbrrt also, and sonic spirits there
Some there an; whose heart
are who can ill brook misfortune.
can break, but will not bend; your husband was one of those

They have been

<

doubtless, to

characters.'

V//' exclaimed Adelina; 'was! Then he in no more!
In spite of her father's precautions, that one word had at OIK c revealed to her the calamity which he sought to communicate by de'

'

11

She had indeed from the moment of Ins arrival
greM.
that he was the bearer of evil tidings, she had thought that her

husband was condemned; but so long as Cuthbert

lived, th<

of obtaining his pardon, or at least of seeing him ono
taincd her.
that she learnt that he existed no more, her

Now

cup of sorrow was filled, and its bitterness overwhelmed
She fell back in her chair fainting.

her.

father's, that is

certain.

'Father,' resumed the lady, when the first emotion caused by
the sudden visit of her parent had a little subsided, father, I
'

should have gone to you, and acquainted you with
misfortunes and
plans, ere I left London, but you were as usual,

my

CHAPTER XXIV.

my

'

on your
I know, I know; I have heard all concerning you and Cuthbert, and I could not have given you better advice than to do
that which you have done, although I marvel how you, ever found
travels.

'

courage to undertake this long journey.'
But, father,' said Adelina with the voice and manner of one
who longs, and yet fears, to know the truth, may I ask the mo'

'

your visit? Do you bring news of my husband?
There ensued a moment of painful silence, each looking anxiously at Mr. Algernon, eager to hear his answer; but none felt
the terror of that moment of suspense so keenly as did Adelina
And she, too, could better read in the countenance of her father
the sentiments which agitated his mind; she caught the uneasy
'

tive of

look of his quick eye; she marked the expression of those firmly
closed lips, which seemed unwilling to reveal the secret, of
which he was the bearer. Had a violent and bloody death ter-

The thought was
support; her cheek grew pale

minated the career of Cuthbert de Courcy?

young wife

too fearful for his

to

and her head sought rest against the high back of the chair on
which she was seated.

My poor child," said her father, 'you are too much excited
and moved by my sudden visit for me to converse with you now.
sir,' he added, addressing Sir Reginald, 'I should like
'

it,

The two gentleman

rose,

and

left

I

'

My lady, shall I retire?' inquired Catherine,
her presence might be considered intrusive.
No, no; Hike thee near me,' was the reply.

who

feared that

'

Adelina, my dear daughter,' began the old gentleman, in a
voice which, in spite of his utmost efforts to appear calm, betrayed his emotion, 'we must be prepared to support every misfortune which befalls us; this world is full of them, but we must

meet them with fortitude

you well know that I never could
endure either pain or grief; it is useless to speak of fortitude to
one wno never possessed any.'
Alas!

round

her, she

listen

gladly to the young girl,
Lord or of the'sorrowsof
His holy Mother. Catherine endeavored to draw this afllicted soul
towards religion, and not without success, for Adelina lent a will-

who spoke

would, nevertheless,

to her of the Passion of our

ing ear to the truths she brought tohernotice; but when IK
friend began to urge that she should embrace a Faith which, by
her own confession, alone helped to console her, ncr timid and
i

vacillating character made her dread coming to a decision and
that not only because she thought it would displease her father,

a staunch Protestant, but, in a great measure also, because she
was naturally averse to anything which cost exertion, whether

mind or body.
Since the painful scene with which our last chapter closed,
Adelina had learnt from her father the particulars of ncr husband s death; they were as follows; Mr. Algernon, on returning
from one of those lengthened tours on the Continent in which lie
loved to indulge, and which rendered him a subject of wonderof

in an age when traveling was neither so easy nor so general
has since become, had heard of the rebellion of Lord Essex,
The unfortuin which Cuthbert was so deeply compromised.

as

the room.

In about half an hour they returned; both looked grave and
concerned; however, Adelina had become more composed.
Catherine was landing by her, doing her best to strengthen and
console her, and o prepare the fainting heart of the poor hidy
fur the dreadful trial which both foresaw, but to which neither
dared allude.

1

She seldom quitted her room, and the only member of the household in whose company she took pleasure was Catherine; when her
heart was saddest, and she could scarcely bear the sound of voices

ment

speak in private."

t

widowhood were passed by Adelina in
THE first months
a grief so intense, and so complete a prostration of body and
mind, as to render her almost insensible to all external o!
of her

'

'

interrupted Adelina,

O. my lady,' whispered Catherine with that sweet persuasiveness ot manner which had hrst won Adelina s confidence when

it

nate nobleman had already suffered the penalty of his dnnng at
tempt, and Mr. Algernon naturally feared for the safety of ms
With some difficulty he obtained permission u> visit
son-in-law.

when he found him dangerously ill, and, indeed, u WHS
was beyond hope.
plain that his recovery
Cutbert was quite resigned to die; he expressed great remorse
for having abandoned the Catholic Faith, to which he had been
him.

This
reconciled by his fellow prisoner, Father Ralph.
priest had occupied a cell adjoining Culhbert's, and having learnt
from his goaler the name of his neighbor, and aware that he was
Sir Reginald's brother, he had pleaded so earnestly to ne anowed
to see him, that the man at lenirlh irramcd his mjiicst
in
one of the interviews that followed this permission t'utnneit UL
Courcy heard Ibe history of his brother's escape to France, aiiu

became acquainted with the place of abode of his little niece,
which intelligence he communicated to Adelina, with what result the reader is already aware
The hardship and privations which lie endured in the Tower,
with anxiety and melancholy which oppressed nun. combme.i

la few months after
Kalph were permitlc d
uere calm; mill Adi

iii'r

he

haii

Ifl

could

lina.

when

Mr

Al"er

his de;;'

she heard that

the holy peace enjoyed by the departing
iic
had solicited, in his name, from

had made in restoring liariier father.
'My husband saiil it would bring a blessing
marked to Catherine: and the feeling of having
ited to make his end happy was a relief to her sorrows,
and

his

to ihe reparation she

and took away the pang of the thought of her not being present

The

soul of Sir Reginald's brother was the last that Father
for his Heavenly Master, for shortly after, this faith-

Ralph won

was himself called to receive the reward of his laHaving been found guilty of saying Mass and reconciling
persons to the Catholic Faith, he was sentenced and died, and his
ful servant

.as

added

to the

list

long

of martyrs

who

shed their blood

for religion during the reign of ICli/abeth.
Let us now return to Adelina, who on one of the brightest of

-orrowfully in her room; Catherine was with
Both had kept silence for some time; suddenly the young
girl let the work she was doing rest on her knees, and raised her
head to listen. A bird had just lighted on the branch of a tree
H
window, and was pouring forth his joyous lay;
Catherine watched the little songster and lent a willing ear to
her.

!i

by an unguarded movement she put him
She then approached the window to see where the
bird had gone, and stopped to ga/.e on the landscape which the
return of spring had rendered so lovely.
O, my lady! she exclaimed, turning towards Adelina, 'it is
so beautiful out; would it not cheer you to descend to the garden? I see Barbara there, at her old employment of training her
favorite' periwinkles, as when we lived with poor Mother
his sweet strains, until
to flight.

'

'

Bridget.'
Yes, child,

I

will go,'

answered the lady, rising slowly from

her chair and following the other.
ome time they walked to and fro in the alley of lime-trees
near the house, and then seated themsejves in an arbor at the

which was

aid,

just

coming

Here they were joined

into leaf.

Reginald and Mr. Algernon.

Sir

Adelina, I am glad to see you out; and since we are
Your
together, 1 should like to speak of our future plans.
is better now; the weather is all that can be desired for
\Veil,

all

we have long

trespassed on Sir Reginald's generous
therefore propose that we should start next week
for London; indeed, my own affairs, and the settlement of yours,
nt on us to reach home as speedily as possible.
traveling:

1

hospitality.

\

lo<-

ra-

unhappy; t/tct would be ill rewarding your dcvoledm
wards Barbara. Speak, therefore, without fear.'
Sir,' replied Catherine, encouraged by the kind manner of
Sir Reginald,
aeetns ungrateful of me to wish to leave you
and it (!/><* pain me to part
all, who have been 90 good to me
from Barbara, nor would any worldly consideration make me do
so; but,' she added, and there was something more than usually
gra\e and earnest in her tone, 'but there are calls to which the
soul cannot with safety turn a deaf ear.
It ha- long seemed to
me that God wished me to embrace a life entirely consecrated to
His service and devoted to works of charity. I did not know
how I could accomplish this until I saw the life led by the nuns
at the convent yonder; and even then, I hesitated, having no
one whom I could consult. At last I have spoken to the priest
had a vocation for a rethere, and he having assured me that
'

it.

1

life, I

ligious

make known

resolved to

to

you

the Convent of St. Michel.
Scarcely had she finished these words

my

desire to enter

when

the listeners

gave vent to their astonishment in various exclamations.
O Kate, you will not leave me! cried Barbara.
'
It would be better to come with me than to shut yourself up
in a convent,' remarked Adelina.
'
Very strange idea, certainly,' said Mr. Algernon half to
'

'

himself.

remained silent for a moment; and then, turning
daughter, who with joined hands was praying of
him to tell Catherine that she must not go away, he said: Catherine has chosen the better part, and it shall not be taken from
Sir Reginald

to his

little

'

her.'

O, thank you, sir,' murmured the young girl.
The following days were spent by the inmates of the chateau
in preparations for two departures that of Adelina and her
'

;

'

by

hesitate to tell us so.
Much as T should
on Barbara's account, I would not for any eoiiMdi
tion press you remain, if doing so should tend to mal

do not

to you,

your

that followed her arrival at Ihe chateau,

day

ilnilc

Her,

on

his arrest

to a-.M-t at

You

will lie ready, will you not, Adeline?'
Yes, father, I shall be ready whenever it pleases you to start.
And you, Catherine,' she added, turning towards her: 'you re-

father to England, and that which was to place an eternal sepAdcliua looked foraration between Catherine and the world.
to her future lot with much less confidence of heim; happy
than did her young friend, who seemed perfectly satisfied with
Before Adelina the pro-peel v-as less
the path she had chosen.
She was about to bid farwell, perhaps for ever, to kind
inviting.
and sympathizing friends; to leave a spot to which she had,
during her short stay, become attached; e\en ihe sorrows which
she had there suffered had endeared to her the old chateau and
And what awaited her on her return to her native
its precincts.

ward

A

home? Alas, she was now alone, and a widow; and
vast apartments of her London mansion would pcem the
more desolate when Cuthbert was there no longer. And friends?
Alas, who among those whom she had called by that deceiving
land?

the

tions, that I

the society of the fallen rebel's wife? or how,
with her sorrow-stricken countenance, could she even show
herself in the gay circles in which she had formerly shone?
These thoughts pressed sadly on her, and she mentioned them
to Catherine, who urged her once more, and with still greater
earnestness than before, as the days which they were to spend
together were nearly at a close, to seek comfort not in creatures,

how

but

'

member
I

that ere

you were

we

left

England

to return

with me.

it

was agreed

Not only

that

shall I

if

you

be happy

to take you, as I promised to do, but shall pray you to live enYon have so consoled me in my recent afflictirely with me.

cannot bear the thought of losing you; but I know
attached yon are to my niece, so I can scarcely hope you
And yet,' added the lady sorrowfully,
will consent to leave her.
xlif is young and happy, and stands less in need of a friend than
Ido.'
'

'

you

in

God.

You

are right,' replied the lady sadly;

no more with me,

are

to

'

but

I

encourage me,

feel that

I shall

when

fall

into

despair.'

Catherine has already promised to stop with Barbara,' said

Sir Ke'dnald.

The young girl remained silent; she looked serious and somewhat troubled, leaving tho:e around her in doubt whether she
<l

or not to accept

who had

Lady Adelinn's proposition. Barbara,
Ailing while her aunt was speaking, feeling

Bl

quite sure that her (fear friend
at

anxiously
Catherin
is

that

her,

now

looked

ir

Reginald kindly, you know that my demy daughter; but if you

you should rcnnin with

think such an ar
./r if

would not quit

her.

'

sire

name would value

the proposal of

'!d

my

not contribute to your happi-

sister-in-law appears

more pleasing

'Would you accept, my lady,' said Catherine, 'an old book
which my mother left me? It will console you, I am sure.'
Without waiting for an answer, she left the room, and soon returned with a handsomely bound old volume of the J'clivtr iny of
di/'i.i/.

and placed

My name
'

is

in

it
it.

in

Lady Adelina's hands.

but you can scratch it out,' she said.
will not; but I shall write mine under

My dear child, I
with the date and place when you gave
it will always be precious to me.'
'And you

to me.

it,

For your sake

wil; read it?" said Catherine.

Lady Adelina smiled
ised to

it

at

do as she desired.

the earnestness of her friend,

and prom-

Tin
The departure
ilV

i-:

TO nil

8T.

of Cat herb

concerning Karbara.

In-

encli revolution,

had

I

he wel fare of his

little d

cm!
'

arced to

>

ii;.

om

i

hi

'

.

heart to

MI icli at

row up

\\

idlcm

in

ignorance; ami fecl'm j unequal to tin: task of edncal
he at lust resolved to deprive him. .elf of tlic pleasure, which
:ii-.h one. (if havunder these circumstances wou!<!
I

self,

.

ing her at home, anil determined to place her under Ihc charge
of the kind and enlightened religious into whose ranks Catherine
l.arlmra was delighted at .the proswas about to be received.
pect of being near her friend; and a few days alter both entered
the Convent of St. Michel, the one as a scholar, the other as a

Den \sho, iu the i>am<
a swa\ OTOF the lives and
their rank marl.ed out 11- lit objects of
]

L'Ab
soon became known
rival

;it

to lie

a time

V<

with joy

,|

i

v,

hen there

:

.'and.

which the Abbe had brought with him,
herine.
It inn
was the pon
worth while transpie
strange that he thought
cumbersome and not very valuable painting but. there it hung
on the wall of his modest chamber, and, save an
it was the only mural adornment the room
As Monsieur de leant sat one afternoon reading his Breviary,
he beard a knock at the door, and. bis only M rvani
time absent, he proceeded to admit the visitor, who proved to
be a Catholic gentleman with whom he had become intimately
lie introduced the visitor with that dignity and
acquainted,
which char
French priest the
of
manner
urbanity
bc>t chair in tin: room was placed at his disposal he
assured of the pleasure which hi
afforded; and .Mr. Al-

Among

the objects

in bis hasty flight,

it,

1

;

I

CONCLUSION.

I

YEARS

glided by so quietly, so calmly for the inmates of the
St. Michel, that the footfall of Time was scarcely
That relentless measurer of human existence
audible to them.

Convent of

seemed

with softer tread through the silent cloisters than
among the scenes of ceaseless agitation and constant turmoil of
Xot that the hours hung heavily on the hands
the outer world.
to pass

of the religious; on the contrary, they were so well

one brought

its

tilled,

each

appointed duty with such regularity, that their
sudden transformations, those unforeseen events

lives lacked those

those crushing sorrows, and those dazzling moments of success
which form marked epochs in the existence of those less-favored
individuals whose lot is cast on the wild ocean of the world; for
them. Time appears to redouble his speed, and to take a cruel
pleasure in snatching from them the few moments of happiness

they possess.
But let us return to the convent of

Michel.

The

novice,

'

whole appearance and manner denoted a happy but thoughtful
nature, endowed with deep but not passionate feelings.
She had a taste for painting, and received instruction in that
art from one of the nuns.
Among Barbara's most successful attempts was a portrait of her. loved friend Catherine, in which
she faithfully rendered the intelligent and expressive eyes, the
noble forehead, and the heavenly smile of the young nun. That
picture she took with her when she left the convent to return to
her father's house, to be the comfort of his declining years; and
when a fresh sphere opened itself to her virtues in the duties of

a wife and a mother, the likeness of the faithful guardian of her
childhood occupied an honored place in her new home. Her
children, the eldest of whom bore the name of Catherine, loved

on the sweet face of their mother's friend, whom they
Some years later another genfrequently visited at the convent.
eration of little ones crowded eagerly around grandmother,' to

to gaze

'

never failing interest, to the tales of her childhood: they
learnt how the good Catherine, who had now passed to a bettor
life and whose portrait hung over the old chimney round which
they were wont, to Leather, had taken .Madame de Kraut (once
Barbara de Courcy) from the Cornish Manor, when the cruel men

listen with

;/.od her father and the priest; how Catherine had promised Lady Margaret to care for and love the poor forlorn child;
and how nobly she had fulfilled that promise.

i.m passed

away:

(lie

descendants of

Sir Reginald's daughter had long ceased to speak the 1,-ie
of Barbara and Catherine they were French by name and race,
;

and French

and feelings: but one, thing conccrnin
they had not forgotten; namely, the history of
And thus
jiin.'Cgirl who had watched over her childhood.
the picture and the tradition were preserved for well-nigh two
hundred years, until the once numerous family of the De Reauts
was represented by only one individual, who, at the dawn of
in heart
i

gernon

natural

felt all his

stilin.

b

beneath the genial

warmth of his friend.
The seat which the new-comer occupied was opposite

th

frame which encircled the sweet countenance of the nun; the
Time had softened the lints of
setting sun lit up her features.
the oil-color, and as Mr. Algernon gazed on the portrait he
thought he had never seen a more lovely face; the'e\
fixed on him with a calm happy look, and the lips, on which
played a smile so full of kindness and intelligence, appeared
to speak.

St.

Catherine Tresize, is now Soeur Marie,' and Barbara had passed
from childhood to youth.
At seventeen Lady Margaret's daughter displayed in all her
person the same candor and innocence, the same gentle gravity
which had marked her earlier years. Although not gifted with rare
Her
talents, she possessed a serious mind and a clear judgment.

Generation afn

.

v.

;

'What

a pleasing picture!' the Englishman at length exDid you bring it with you from France'/
Yes, sir,' replied the Abbe with a sigh, as his thoughts n
to his native land.
Yes, I could not consent to part with It I
claimed.

'

'

'

'

;

owe

much

so

to

it,'
'

Well, I fanO, to that nun, I suppose,' retorted his friend.
cied that picture was a much older production than is po
I should have said it was
if you knew the person it represents.
hundred
a
ago.'
years
painted
'

'

And you may

say nearly two hundred years

;

that

is

about

its date,'

Mr. Algernon was fairly puzzled, and, having nothing to anHis
swer, remained silent, with his eyes fixed on the picture.
friend hastened to satisfy the curiosity which he had awakened
in the Englishman's mind.
'Sir,'

he said.

of vours;

hr

it,

'

I

count

among

was who painted

rny ancestors a countrywoman
the picture there, you will see

her name in that corner.'
Mr. Algernon read with some difficulty the words, Barbara
de Courey, Evreux.'
The priest then continued the narrative of Catherine Tr<
life, such as it had been handed down in the De Reatit family
from father to son since the days of Louis the Thirteenth.
Barbara de CourC)
Catherine Trcsizi
'

'

.

non thoughtfully, when his friend had finished speaking. 'I
think your good nun has done something for in'i fan.ily also,

we
one of whom many generations back man
have in our possesion some old plate bearing iheir crest and the
But here is something which proved moi
initials ('. de C.
nable to us than the plate;' and he drew from ir
\ery
d it. and sh
old volume of the
the Abbe the lly leaf, on which was written in a ];::
band. C'al herine Tresize,' and lower down iu much .smaller
Adelina de Courey, Evreux. ll
characters.
Mr. Algernon proceeded to give ai. elaborate account of the
m;inner in which he h;:n-i If was related to this Adelim
sir,' he added,
that
through her to the 1)
;

.

'

'

vntly distant eonnec
The good Abbe, although he confessed unable to follow the
long genealogy traced by his friend, willingly agreed hencefor:

VAT/-;

rn

to look on him as a distant cousin.
The latter continued
"This Catherine Tresize can be no other than the nun whose
Xo\v the book she gave to my a;
portrait is before us.
was the cause of my fathers conversion to the Catholic Faith,
and pei-haps also her prayers in heaven obtained for him the
to profit by the words he read."
'The deeds of the just live after them,' remarked the Abbe.

ward

:

'
And now I must explain what I meant when I said that /owed
much to that picture. It used to hang in my father's chateau,
it, beside
it, below it were portrayed, in various dresses, the bygone generations of theDe Reants: there were
fair ladies, once doubtless the admiration of the society in which
they moved there were courtiers of the days of the 'Grand

near Evreux; above

,

Monarch,' clad in costly velvets; and grim warriors of a more
remote date, who gazed sternly from their frames. Concerning
all these there was little to be said: this one was famed for her
beauty, that one for his wit; of many others nothing was known,
save that they had lived and died, and borne the name of Do
Reant. But of this poor woman of obscure birth, who had come
from a foregiu country, the deeds had been recorded: over and
over again did my mother tell me of that holy life always spent
in pleasing God, and
of St. Michel, which

finally consecrated to
existed in Evreux

still

him

in the

when

I

Convent

quitted that

town; how long revolutionary fury will let it stand I know not.
\Vell, the
thought that worldly grandeurs and frivolous
pleasures pass, to be forgotten in this world by our posterity,
and to be remembered in the next life, perhaps to the eternal
shame of the soul who revelled in them, sank deeper each day
'

mi

^T.

my

into

and

at length
the priesthood.

heart,

God

made me

resolve to dedicate

my

parents wondered at m.<;
with tearsand entreaties they endeavored to turn me from the
path I wished to follow; they bade me consider that 1 was the
last of a noble family; that large revenues and an extensive
to

life

in

.My

domain would one day be mine: but the happy countenance of
the humble nun was ever before me; like her I rejected the
allurements of the world. Sir, had I done otherwise, what
would now remain to me of them? It is true, the storm which
has hurst over my unhappy country has driven me into exile;
but God is to be found everywhere, and none can deprive me of
sacred character.

my

that picture that God was pleased to foster in
my
germs of a vocation; that is the reason whv I could
not bear to part with it. And you see,' added Monsieur de Heant.
smiling, it has been the means of my finding a relationship
where I little suspected one; and since I have no near connections, the picture of the mutual benefactress of our families shall
be yours when I die.'
Mr. Algernon thanked the priest, assuring him the legacy
would be most acceptable, only he hoped he should have to wait
'

It

was by

soul the

first

'

many

years before receiving

'

Sir,'

he

'

said,

it.

what you have

told

me

of the life of Catherine

would make a pretty story."
Yes,' replied the Abbe; 'and it might serve
the words of the Psalmist: "The just shall be
Tresize
'

remembrance."

THE END.

1
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her gentle voice was lost, stifled by her tears.
O tears, pious tears, divine tears, precious gift of the CreaWoe to him to whom you come not to refresh, to sotor
!

lace

divine pearls

!

The young man wept,

too,

but he strove to moderate his

Don

.1

{,'rii'f

"

so as not to heighten the pain of bin sad companion.

Undoubtedly our dear mother is in great danger," lie con" Believe
me, clear sister, I
tinued, after n moment's silence.
share your grief; but I don't know why I haven't yet lost
nil

hope.

First of all that holy unction that the priest, in his

solicitude, gave her yesterday, and that Holy Communion that
fortified her body and gladdened her soul to-day, may they not

'

"

but too true, Joseph; only what shall wo do, what can
We can only offer the
poor children that we are
Church our prayers and our tears. Besides, has not the Lord
promised to watch over His eternal spouse to the end of a
and will lie not save her from the attacks and insults of hell
were He Himself, to that end, to multiply miracles ?"
"
Assuredly the Lord sees and measures the sufferings of
His Church. Aud, when the hour of His vengeance shall at
length have come, He will give her victory and confound her
It is

we

do,

!

bring her precious solace and powerful succor ?"
"
Assuredly, Joseph. Only wouldn't it be rash on our part
to hope for a miracle ?
And it would indeed be a miracle if enemies. But He also asks and it is only justice, sister
she were preserved to ias, if she were restored to health.
The that creatures shall aid Him by their submission, by their
doctor says so, brother."
efforts; and it is only very rarely, you know, He has recourue
But here we are approaching to miracles."
"Assuredly, my poor sister.
"I
the place where they invoke her who is justly named the
know, dear Joseph; only why, at this single thought of
Health of the Wei.k and the Comforter of the Afflicted.
Let the perils and sufferings of the Church, do you let yourself bo
us fearlessly address to her our most fervent prayers, and, be- overcome with such bitter grief, when you have only your
"
lieve me, sister, even if it is a miracle wo ask, it will not be the prayers to give it ?
first obtained by the Queen of Heaven in favor of filial love, of
"Nothing but my prayers, do you say, dear Bister? Ah do
all love the humblest and the purest.
Let us pray, then, I they give nothing else, those devoted men, those heroic youth
repeat, with love, courage, and confidence, for something tells our Belgium has produced, or those who abandon their beautime we will be heard. The omnipotent God, who, when He ful countries, France and Ireland, and many other Catholic
pleases, opens the abyss of the tomb under His creature's lands, too, to defend the common Father of the faithful
foot-steps, can He not also snatch them from it if such is His against the avidity of usurpers or the hatred of His enemies ?
will ?"
They know how to iind, at need, other arms besides prayers
!

Talking thus, the pious children stopped before the chapel
Immaculate Virgin, and, kneeling on the wooden seat
For the health of
outside, began to pray in profound silence.
their sick mother they invoked that other Mother, the incomparable Mother of men and of God.
During all that month of sunshine and roses blessed mouth
of the

consecrated to the Queen of Heaven their pure and fervent
prayers were breathed forth at the foot of the altar of that
Blessed Mother.
Now the sun was about to set, and the first
shades of the evening were slowly descending over the plain ;
yet their fervor was even increasing, their zeal abated not; and
they still remained kneeling in silence near the threshold,
offering the Lord their tears and prayers for the health of that
tender mother.
And the last rays of the sun had faded away; and night had
The distant sounds of the Angelus, borne on the
come.
breeze, floated melodiously over the plain, inviting the laborers still occupied at that hour in the silent field, to salute the
Immaculate Mother with a prayer and an expression of love

before returning to their rustic dwellings to repose after the
day's labors.
The sweet tinkling of the Ange'us had probably interrupted
Mary's prayer, for the last vague far-off sound had scarcely
died away in the air when she turned towards her brother continually buried in a mysterious reverie.
good Joseph, it is time we should return to our
"
mother.
The young man shuddered at these words as if he had started
up from a dream, although his calm, serious face still preserved the expression of prayer and recollectedness.
"
Brother," continued the young girl, who looked at him with
a surprised air, " how beneficent, how incomprehensible, inI begin to feel calmness and
deed, is the power of prayer
confidence revive within me; and you seem to me even more reassured, more tranquil, than when we came here."
" It is
true, dear sister; but do you know for whom I have
just now implored the Virgin Mother ?"

"My

!

"For whom yon have prayed ?
"

For our mother, no doubt!"

Certainly; but I have addressed other supplications also to
the Queen of Heaven and her Divine Son. Oh! my dear sister,
are we not at least I sometimes tliink so too exclusive, too
selfish in all our earthly preoccupations and griefs
For you
'?

and tears

they joyfully place their blood, their

;

feet of the Sovereign Pontiff,

him

if

Providence required

and would joyfully
it.

Yes,

lives, at

the

die to save

those generous

sister,

at length succumb to the superiority of numbers; but they will fall without a groan, well knowing that
the laud will not be bedewed in vain by their innocent blood.

volunteers

The

may

voice of their blood, Mary, will be their voice and their

prayer, much more powerful, much more glorious too, than
"
the greatest victory acquired by force of arms.
"
My good Joseph, your words are generous and noble, but
they make me tremble. Would you leave our poor mother at

leave your sister; an orphan and alone,
your hard-hearteduess, and weeping over her

Would you

this time.

thinking of

tomb

?

"

" I do not
say that such indeed may be my resolution, dear
sister; still, I confess, I cannot forbear envying the glorious
destiny of those brave fellows who try with such ardor to tlio
martyr's death. The thought of them inflames my heurt; I
And yet
burn with the desire of following their example.
Providence has marked out my place here beside my sick
mother's pillow, and nothing less tuan that sacred duty of unbounded devotion and filial love would hinder me from flying
When I was at colto the succor of that other dear mother.
of
hundreds
times
those
to
read
used
I
eloquent words,
lege

Dulce

et

decorum

cat

pro patria morl. Oh how much more
it must be to die for the faith, for the
!

honorable and sweeter
"

Church of God
Poor Mary, incapable of sharing those heroic transports,
was content to keep a deep and painful silence. Joseph, fearing to disquiet her by his desire of communicating to her a
little of that generous ardor, said no more, and retraced, by
!

her side, the way to the village. They were not long in reaching the first whitewashed cottages of the little town of Sehrambeck.

There they met Teresa, the old crippled beggar-woman,
who, stretching out her hand to receive the destined alms,
eagerly availed of this opportunity to wish them good evening, although she scrupled to disturb their painful reverie.

"

How is your mother ?"

she asked in a really sympathetic,

anxious tone.

"HI, oh

!

very

ill,

my poor Teresa.

I

beg you won't forget

know we have another mother too, the holy Church of Christ, her in your prayers."
"
for whom we shall have good reason to wuep, and perhaps
My good Monsieur Joseph, how could I forget her ? Who
tremble. However, I know well this mother cannot perish; then helped me when all had abandoned me? Who then
but she may have to undergo very cruel trials, very bitter suf- nourished and clad me during that rigorous winter ? No, no
!

and

for instance, t what dangers is
she not exposed in the person of her visible chief, our first
ferings;

pastor ?"

at this

moment,

>

Believe me, the poor old cripple will never be ungrateful.
May God protect"you, my poor children, and bless your excellent mother, too.

KIMt'K.

'

.1

And

the pood old worn;'.]!, stipporttd by
e (hure'i ol' Cons; .liition, us
towiinU
!

Kelira-.uboc.k

ha\v cullod

it,

t.) ol't'c r

her crutch, limped

food }'
up her prayers and VO
tho,

and vows of filial love.
and this fine fresh evening seemed so
much the sweeter mid moro tranquil. Most of the, villagers
were at their doors at that hour, partly attracted by the desire
of hearing the news usually communicated to them at that time
griiti.ii'ie.

after

i

heir prayers

The day Lad been

hot,

the evening by old Piquet, <jarde-<;hampftre of the little
in the
town, for the good man was accustomed to take his seat
able
to
was
which
he
after
the
to
read
de
Cafe
papers,
1'Aigle
answer the eager questions of the peasants curious to know of
the events that lately occurred at different points in this vast
ol'

world.

The good inhabitants of Schrambeck, seeing the two young
their salutations, their gespeople approaching, testified by

tures and their glance, their affectionate interest and real symdesirous of knowing the state
pathv. They were particularly
But Joseph and Mary only briefly replied
of the poor invalid.
to those kind question's they were longing to return to their
;

dear mother.
Alas at the very threshold of their house, Kika, the servant,
awaited them, crying and wringing her hands.
!

CHAPTER
A

II.

VOW TO MARY.

Dael, mother of those two poor children, wac
the widow of a just, honorable, and much respected man, who
had long filled the functions of notary in the little town of
Schrambeck. He was already ten years dead at the time we
a moderate inspeak of, only leaving his widow, along with
come that might ensure her a modest competency, the sym-

Madame Van

But

'

<!',

when they cnme to

tell

him

ingthn entire extent
of the 'peril that threatened their beloved mother at Umt moment, had l'.-1't her to perform at tho accustomed hour their
pious pilgrim;:;^: t'> tho Chapel of Consolation, he immediately
imt of courage, aud hastened In
n 'prouehed himnelf with his
hia patient lo watch by her bed, awaiting the return of the
(he widow's

thai,

i.\\o

poor weeping children.
Tho venerable cure of Schrambeck, who was always ready
to go to the house of mourning, had also repaired b the widow,
upon whom hn lavished his cares and consolations. The old
scrva-il, llii.a, seeing her mistress in such good Imuds, hud
withdrawn for an instant, stopping at the doorway to at length
give vent to her tears and apprise the two children as soon as
she paw them returning.
They had no sooner remarked the dejected and disheartened
>

expression of thefaithful servant's features, tho tears stream. ng

from her eyes, the convulsive trembling of her hands and lips,
than their tears that had stopped for an instant recommenced
to flow.

" our
Rika," they cried, seized with a new dread,
"
mother our poor mother is much worse again ?
" Alas! I'm afraid sheconld
scarcely be worse than she is,"
" O
she replied, weeping.
my good mistress, my dear childIf I
Oh! if God took pity on us!
ren, what' 11 become of us?
could die for her!
But Joseph had rushed into his mother's room, and with
choking sobs, knelt by her bed.
"O
mother, O mother, surely you're not going to die," ho
cried in his grief, pressing one of her worn hands convul"

Oh

!

sively to his lips and breast.
"
son,
poor dear child,
murmured in a feeble voice; "but if

my

My

who
it

told you that?" she
must beso.Joseph, may

the holy will of God be done: may it be blest!"
The sad Mary, unable to speak, had seized her mother's
other hand and silently covered it with kisses and tears.
1

of his neighpathy of his numerous friends, and the respect

quite moved, was also weeping in a corner, and
the doctor himself, with the back of his brown hand, was
stealthily wiping away the tears that began to gather in his

bors.

eyes.

Dael, dating from the time of her widowhood,
had constantly lived in close retirement, only receiving a small
number of intimate friends, and devoting herself entirely to tha

Madame Van

education and happiness of her two beloved children. An affection so devoted, a solicitude so constant, had been rewarded
with the happiest results. Joseph and Mary were truly and,
her heart, and
indeed, deserved to be the sole pride and joy of
their names were always cited by the good inhabitants of
Schrambeck when they mentioned the most virtuous, the most

The cure

,

" Corno

my children, be calm, "he said to them, at last; "all
hope, I assure you is not lost. But be calm. I repeat. Your
groans and tear only increase the fever, and consequently the
peril that threatens your mother." In uttering these last
words he had lowered hia voice, so that they should not reach
the invalid's er.r.
Then Joseph, after a long kiss.letting go the feeble hand he
pressed to his lips, rose, mode- a sign to the doctor, and lirew
him into a corner of tho room.
" Dear
doctor, I conjure you, don't deceive me," he mur"
mured;
speak fearlessly, in the name of God; tell me the
whole truth: it can only more or less confirm my presentiments
i

submissive of the young people of their age. Thus long years
of profound peace and
glided by for the widow in the midst
sweet tranquility; her calm, modest happiness had never been
troubled except by the bitter remembrance of the love and vir- my fears,"
" All
tues of the husband who had so soon left her on this earth.
hope is not lost, I repeat, Joseph," replied the physi"
And even then the earnest, tender piety that inspired all the cian;
however, this last hope is ve:y uncertain, very weak.
thoughts and sanctified all the virtues of the noble woman, Besides I ought to tell you, I await a crisis, a very grave cribut if your mother bear up against it, and
brought her powerful consolations; a deep and tender calm that sis, this night
told her to raise her weeping eyes from the tomb to heaven, struggles on until to-marrow morning, I can, in all probability
where the blessed spirit of the dear departed henceforth, bhe answer for her life."
This answer of the doctor, however fatal the forebodings it
doubted not, watched over his children aud his widow.
But for some weeks a new grief had overwhelmed the vir- contained, and however imminent the peril it seemed to antuous inhabitants of the modest house. Madame Van Dael had nounce, appeared to give this dejected young man a ray of rebeen stricken with a dangerous malady that increased from day viving hope and courageous confidence
he raised toward
to day; and henceforward the poor mother, groaning and de- heaven a calm, earnest glance, imploring its protection and injected, seemed to have no more strength to struggle against tho voking its succor.
" And
now, Lord, life for life," he murmured in a low,
malady that menaced her life.
The physician who attended her, an old and faithful friend earnest tone so that no one could hear him.
" The dean and
of the family, had not, it is true, yet lost all hope ; still he had
I," continued tho good doctor
"we have
not the courage to tell the poor despairiugchildren and weeping resolved for this night not to leave you until'
and here
" until
friends that he momeufarily, expected a last crisis that might the woithy man hesitated,
your mother has passed the
certainly offer some favorable chances but would be fated to crisis, the crisis that threatens her."
" Oh! a thousand thanks Bless
with it a more complete prostration, a nioro imminent
you both for that act of de;

;

'

!

d;u:;;ei',

and perhaps death.

votion and generous friendship

"

!

nvi
left the dark
i-y bull
whither they had retired for an inst.mt, ami quietly dr<
i

/./:

SACRIFICE,
seemed to have lost her senses. We will say nothingthe feeliugs of Joseph and Mary a happin
plete, so pure, may be imagined 1ml cannot be described.
In all justice we ought to state here that the good doctor,
far from attributing the marvellous cure to his attentioi
tiie resources of his
art, hastened to recognize, on the contrary,
that a more powerful hand than Lis could alone have snateln d
in a word,

'

1

;

invalid's bed.

The most complete silcnco reigned in tho sad house. A careshaded lamp shed a Bofteued light in the invalid's room.
The brother and sister, praying nud weeping, knelt by their
r's bed.
The priest read hits Breviary in a cjrner by the
Tho poor servant, telling h; r beads, from death the much-loved invalid of whose recovery he had
p:i!e light, of the lamp.
from time to time let a sigh escape. The doctor had unfolded despa-'red from the first moment.
A few weeks passed by, and Madame Van Dael's health prca paper over which he ran hi eyes confusedly, interrupting
fully

himself every instant to east his eyea on the invalid's bed, anxious to watch the least changes iu the condition or fealur, s of
the invalid.
The night that solemn night was already
advanced. The deep find gloomy silence was only interrupted]
from time to tiir.e., by the sibillant and oppressive breathing,
or the still more ranking cough which made the widow's chest
But those sorrowful closed eyes had at length
painfully.

opened, for the doctor quitted liia chair and quietly approached
the bed. He held the invalid's hand firmly clasped in his,
and felt her pulse with visible anxiety.
"
"O
cried the brother and sister together,
mother, mother
bathed in tears. "Bless us mother. Lord have mercy on OB I"
At that instant a glance from the doctor arrested the words
!

on their lips.
But Mad an Tan Duel had heard that cry of filial love,
wrung from such fervent attachment, such bit'er anguish.
She raised her trembling hand over the fair heads of the prostrate children, and murmured iu a scarcely audible voice:
"

O Joseph, O Mary, may God bless you, my dear children
Farewell, farewell, loved ones, until wo see each other again in
"
the sojourn of the blessed along with your father
And tie feeble hand, icy and motionless, fell back heavily
and the doctor again clasped it between his fingers.
As to the priest, he fixed a look of sadness, and deep anguish,
!

!

first

on the

livid

if

to ascertain

by that

,

"

!

they cried, growing pale.
triumphantly replied the physician in a joyful,

tremulous voice.
The decisYes, saved indeed by celestial mercy and power.
ive crisis had happily ended; the danger had henceforth disappeared; the patient soon fell into a deep, calm slumber, and
the grateful priest began the Te Deuni of the hour of the
Matins.
Along with this hymn of glory and benediction a
tender and ferve:.t prayer, breathed from those beating hnn-tH,
arose to heaven.
Oh what a glorious day was that which followed that
solemn night
The rays of a charming summer sun glittered
in a clear sky; the glad birds hopped ai:d chirped in the shade
of green branches, the young flowers expanded their cups to
!

!

shadow of the

corridor,

murmured

in his ear:

Don't delay any longer, I beg, Monsieur le Doyen
time
presses I can't wait promise me to speak."
The priest, consequently, as soon as he had carefully closed
the door leading to the lobby, replaced against the wall the
'

;

;

Mary had prepared for him at his approach, took anothand established himself quite near Madame Van Dael's

chair
er,

arm-chair.

He had to summon up all his courage to accomplish the
mission the devoted'iess of a good sr>n had confided to him,
and he deemed it more prudent to preface this difficult avowal.
with a few words of paternal solicitude and affectionate sympathy.

" And how are
you, to-day, dear Madame ?"
"
Quite well, I thank you, Monsieur le Doyen.

single

glance what was to be hoped or feared.
Some minutes passed without any abatement of that solemn
expectancy that dreadful anxiety.
The poor weeping children saw nothing, heard nothing more,
aiid scarcely breathed.
Rika, prostrate in a corner, cried an it
her heart would break. The cur6 already stretched forth his
hand to give his last benediction to the dying woman when suddenly the doctor dropped the hand he had until then held in
his, and the two children trembled, moved by a sudden dread.

"Dead

in the

countenance of the invalid, then on the altered

countenance of the doctor, as

" Saved "

rapidly towards a complete restoration. A slight palewhich decreased from day to day, mid an in< \
weakness, that would so n disappear, alone revealed to
tive eyes the suff 'rings she Lad undergone and the deadly
danger she had run.
The good cure, too, continued his visits, for he was in the
habit of often visiting, as pas' or and friend, all the invalids
and weaklings of his dear tlock.
The moment he presented himself one evening at the
widow's quiet dwelling, the two children quitted their mother's room on seeing him enter, and Joseph, passing him by,
.!

ness,

My

strength at present is completely restored," replied the widow,
with a joyful look and accent.

"

Poor mother!" marmured the priest in an undertone;
poor mother, how little you foresee, how little you divine,
"
the price tha; marvellous cure is to cost you
"

!

"

Explain yourself, sir," she cried, deeply moved "your
words seem to announce to me O my God
a new trial, perhaps a bitter grief."
" Christian
mother," resumed the cure in a solemn voice,
" do
you know to whom you owe strength and health, cure,
and life ? "
"
Assuredly I know it it is to the ineffable goodnes
;

!

;

omnipotence of my God."
"
Undoubtedly. And I may justly add that this great
celestial mercy lias been granted to you in consideration of the
prayers and merits of your children. It is to their til.al love,
above all, you owe this happiness and this grace."
" Oh I have no doubt of
How I thank God,
it, father.
who, in giving me such children, has given me happiness and
!

glory."
"
Yes, you are justly proud of them you ought to be happy
too; and yet, I repeat at this moment: Poor mother poolmother! a cruel wound is soon to pierce your heart.
;

!

me you can't understand me. Alas know
what a degree those dear children love you ? Listen to
me, and pray with me to the Lord, who in His goodness will
give you strength. Your son, your beloved Joseph, has offered himself to the God of mercy and love, in hope of obtaining your cure, your health, your life. The day you were in
the greatest danger your noble child made a vow opposite the
Consolation at day-break, to pray for the restoration of her altar of the Chapel of Consolation to take service in the ranks
worthy benefactress. The brother and sister met her kneeling of the Pontifical Zouaves if the Lord deigned to restore you to
piously before the modest altar, and told her the joyful news, health. I should add, dear madaniej that ho first consulted
which she immediately went away to communicate to all the me, and I only authorized him to contract that vow on this
houses round about.
Imagine the joy, the delight of the condition, that you should give his generous project your full
widow's numerous friends
Above all, the good Rika's happi- and entire approbation."
ness was indescribable; the poor girl laughed, wept, cried, and,
At this sudden declaration, this terrible disclosure, the poor
the golden light of the dawning day.
Oh how radiant, and
charming that calm nature, the good God's beautiful earta
deemed to the widow's children
They had taken no repose during the remainder of that
Should they not, before anything, go to thank their
night.
divine Mother, their august Queen, our Lady of Consolation ?
Teresa, the old beggar-woman, had gone to the Chapel of
!

!

!

don't understand

you

to

;

!

A

i>orr,i.i:

mother was seized with a profound consternation. At. first a.
|>read hetOOUntenanoe, almost as i|iiirl. ly
deadly pale:
fired with u feverish flush.
She lio\ve,l her head, clasped hex
and was for sin instant on tbo point of fainting, under
the pressure of thin violent interior emo'ion.
" not
" Your
haviug the courage
son," continued the priest,
to communicate to you his pious resolution, charged me with

SACRIFICE.

m.
"PRO

,

speaking to you, poor mother, in his name. I thought it more
prudent to wait. You were for a long time too wc:tk, still suffering too much, for it to be possible to inilict upon you at
that time this news, this bitter grief. At length, however,
yielding to Joseph's prayers, his reiterated entreaties, I decided on making known to you this sacred vow, on revealing to

you the

secret.

And now, dear madame,

it is

for

you

to de-

Shall Joseph depart or remain with iis, grieving o
doubt, but half resigned and obedient to his mother's will'"
"Where is he ? where is my amiable, my generous child ?"
" Ah I knew
cried Mailame Van Dael, her heart palpitating.
well he loved me notTa doubt of it but could I ever think he
cide.

i

!

loved me BO tenderly, that he was willing to snerifico for me
his future, his life, and perhaps his whole happiness !"
" Here I
urn, mother," gently responded Joseph, who had
fallen at Madame Van Dael's knees, taking the him 1 of that

beloved mother and kissing it fervently; " shall I go, good
mother? Oh accede to my prayer ; say I may go !"
"All! my child, what love! My Joseph, thou fillesi my
heart with joy and sadness."
"But you'll not retain me, you won't, dear mother?
Heaven itself wills it. The Lord, who heard me, has sub!

scribed this engagement and poured down His graces on us.
The first part of that vow is already accomplished; say when

be permitted to accomplish the second ?"
Alas a painful struggle must then have certainly wrung the
wid w's heart; but it was easy to foresee that pious resignation,
fervent Christian heroism would in the end triumph over paternal regrets, affections and tears.
The widow's sad glances
at one time were raised to heaven
at another time rested on
her sou; then, as it were, a ray of joy, pride and hope gleamed
in her eyes.
The huml'.le and valiant Christian, the devoted
mother, was going to unite her sacrifice to that of her sou.
"Could I retain you, my son!" she cried. "Oh! no; I
don't wish to appear less valiant, less generous than you. As
well as you offered yourself for your mother's safety, I wish to
offer my mother's love and tears on the altar of my Lord for
th" safety of the Church, His spouse, and our common mother.
Go, my son. My love, my thoughts, nay benediction shall not
e.-ase to follow you.
Oh certainly, your sister and I will
suffer deeply, cruelly by your abseuce; but the God of goodness to \vin iin we give you up to-day will undoubtedly grant us
stivngt.li to bear it.
Go, and when you shall have the happiness of saluting the. Holy Father, te.l him if I had millions I
would joyfully send them to him, but not having them, I send
shall I

!

!

t-ou.
We pray God earnestly that He may restore
And, my son, if it should please God that you
should sacrifice your life in His honor, be resigned to that holy
will, and face danger with a joyful heart, for, know well, that I
join heartily in your sacrifice; I bless the intention, I accept
the consequences, and 1 would esteem myself happy if you
io perish for the triumph of Christ and the holy faith.
Kriy all that on my behalf to the Holy Father, and ak him for
me, in exchange, his prayers and his benediction. And now,

him

my

only

h.ni tons.

my

beloved son, go
i

r,

your

whom you

fearlessly,

joyfully,

hopefully;

your

have saved, confirms your vow and joins in

saeri

the.
it

affectionate

to his heart.

1

i

with the hero of our

Let our readers kindly allow us to introduce him

We ore in a large,
of an elegant
ilile

to

superb gallery <>e<-upying the fir
house in the city of Antwerp. The m-pert of this

appartment, sumptuous aa

t

it is,

il

somewhat stningn.
and appearance of the

ia

to distinguish the color

pestries on the walls, for tho large shelves disappear
selves under the mass of books, big and little, old and
bound and unbound, ranged in order and with a certain

>ov

ta-

ele-

gance.

Allow us to examiSe for an instant this chamber and these
books; for when we are opposite to a bookcase it
a few moment's examination, to ascertain the t.

is

easj
tud-.-s

and opinions of him who has accumulated and consults all
those works.
Qui se ressemble a'asscmblr, says the old
French proverb.
Now what books do we find here ? Voltuiie,, Bor.

A little further
Diderot, Volney, dangerous acquaintances!
on; Dante, Tasso, Milton, Shakespeare, Vondel;- these titles
are more reassuring.
The ihird compartment contains purely literary works, written in different languages
ish,

German, &c.

Flemish, French, English, Swed-

No need to give

the catalogue.

Here, further on, is an imposing collection ef scientific
books, history, antiquities, natural sciences, jurispn:what not. To my thinking it might be that that grave studious person for the moment seated yonder and studying at his
a libredesk, was only an indiffereutist in matters of religion,
as it is called uow-a-days.
Assuredly it is a great rarity among our
libre-penseur
good people of the Campine! And, honest Catupinese who
listen to me, if ever you come across one of these r;iro birds,
put on your spectacles directly and contemplate him with all
due respect, for it is an object interesting to look at and curi-

jx-ii.-ir.iir

A

!

t
etudy, the instructive and amusing sight of which
recompense you for your pains.
A libre-penseur is then a particular species of animal,
indulges in and imagines many things, but, however,

ous

i

will

;h;:t

':

very wire of being able, to justify his title that is to say, to
think freely.
But wo have not yet done examining the room.
In tbe centre are placed low tables supporting glass cases
only a narrow passage separates these crowded cases from the.
bookcases in which are ranged the volumes we have examined.
;

Here are placed and classed, according to their importance
and antiquity precious collections of medals and coins from
the time of the Bomaus down to our days, and all shapes and
countries ; these round, oval, octagonal or square those of
Here and there
gold, silver, or copper, or even nickel.
antique urns of pottery, marble, or stone, containing a littlo
grey ashes or fragments of broken bones ; then flint hatchets,
all

rusty swords and poniards, trinkets, and pieces of anno/.

Further on still, carefully classed and ticketed, we see skeletons of animals, great and small, and quite a multitude of
stuffed birds, from the ostrich, roamer of the desert, to tho
humming-birds those melodious winged flowers then eollee;

tions of insects, minerals, seals, portraits, pos
a word, this cabinet contains acollection of collections.
at the very

The voice of the courageous mother died away in pricing these words. The new Pontifical Volunteer, transported
with gratitude, happiness, and love, seized
mother's huiid, clasped it warmly and pressed

We have not yet baoome

end

of the gallery, a multitude of small
v ry like those children draw

,

is

;

iu

L
wooden

on their
dans books two big dots forming the eyes, a stroke the
mouth, and another stroke the nose. Beneath these !u
" Falso
grotesque figurues we read the following inscription
figures, rudely carved,

:

divinities of the

But where
Saviour

You

is

North American

.savages.''

the image of the true God, of the Crucified'

?

will look in vain for it

;

it is

nowhere

to

be found in

:

DO I'll LK

.1

V

i\v

we cannot doubt

it

any lunger

we have actually pene-

:

trated iiiuler the roof of a libre-penxeur.

Only

this librc-penscur possesses

more merits and

virtues

;

reserved, his exterior serious

and becoming; his private

M. Morren is
strictly moral.
mind too proud to believe without
and

ination and reverence mysteries that so
the narrow limits of his reason.

" What a
And how are they all at
happiness to see you
Sehrambeck
Your mother, then, is now so well thi.t you
could both leave her ? You came, no doubt, by express ?
Thus they greeted the two young people with such a great
number of questions that they hardly knew which to an!

'>

Monsieur Morren that's
than many people perhaps think.
his name is only indifferent and forgetful of the worship of his
God he is careless of his Christian duties and the destiny of
his immortal soul, but he has, at least, received an excellent
duration in his youth, and has remained an honest man in the
rigorous acceptation of that word. His manners are grave and
peaceful, honorable,
ii
philusophc, with a

X.

much exceed

life

simply
exam-

in depth

Nevertheless, he is just and tolerant, and sincerely desires
that all men may be able to guide themselves according to

So he
their lights and the bent of their personal convictions.
sees no inconvenience in his wife openly devoting herself to
those holy practices of piety that make an accomplished
Christian woman so worthy an exemplar. In that respect, too,

swer'

" You
got our letter, telling you of the happy recovery of
our mother, didn't you ? "
"
Certainly, but we never thought her cure was complete
"
and her convalescence so rapid that
" It
pleased Providence, however, dear aunt; otherwise we
shouldn't have had the great pleasure of embracing you today."

"

|

Meanwhile, be seated,

my children," interrupted M.

"

Mor-

See, we are so surprised, so glad to
see yon, that be even forgot to make you take some refreshment, and rest yourselves. It is indeed a surprise, a plearen, pulling the bell.

Barbara" addressing the servant who made her ap"
pearance at the door,
bring us directly two bottles of the
sure

!

best wine and some cigars. "
"
and entire liberty to his only son, Victor, whom
Yes, sir," replied the good woman, hurrying off as quick
as
her old limbs could carry her.
his mother's example encourages and sustains in the way of
"
Barbara, take my cigars, I recommend you," cried out
salvation, and who, in truth, has nothing of his father's tastes
For
Victor, after her, following down stairs the good old creature
and leanings but his ardor, his enthusiasm for learning.
M. Morreu we must repeat and, besides, have we not divined who had nursed and cared him when he was a child, and
was always passionately since then cherished a mother's love for him.
it from the sight of his library alone
devoted to study, to learned researches; and, alas it was
Mary and I are going down to the garden," said Madame
" There's such
this thirst of knowledge, his ardent desire to be his own in- Morren.
splendid weather to-day that it will
be
a
real
pleasure for us to rtst under the shade of the arbor,
structor, that ended by driving this man of sincere and upright
mind who needed the assistance of a prudent counsellor, a acd while Joseph will tell you all the particulars of his
mother's happy cure, Mary will tell me."
good guide in the ways of error.
The two ladies quitted the gallery just as Barbara reapBut when, twenty-five years before, he had received the
hand of the amiable Kos'a Verbruggen, sister of Madame Van peared bringing in the wine and cigars.
" Our visit seems to have
surprised you," said Joseph,
Dael, he was still true to the calm faith of his childhood, to the
"I have told you first of all that
had
never
rethe
Kosa
his
otherwise
of
God
pmiling to both his friends.
pious
holy law
It was only long after, through a the attendance of our servant Kika is amply sufficient for my
solved to be his spouse.
gradual series of doubts and denials, that the fatal teachings of mother in the very favorable condition in which she is at preBut we have another reason, too, for making this little
a false philosophy succeeded in extinguishing the light of faith sent.
in his soul.
journey. My dear uncle, my dear Victor, I have come to bid
"
M. Morren had always had a marked predilection for the you farewell perhaps forever.
"
To bid us farewell, Joseph ? How? What has happened,
study of languages. Of the seven or eight languages that had
been the object of his persevering studies and profound re- then ?"
searches, he spoke English, German and Italian with most ele"Very appropriately you have a volume of Dante there on
gance and facility. In this respect his son Victor seemed to the table. Well," I am going to see the country of the great
have inherited the dispositions and brilliant faculties of his Florentine poet.
" What
But what are you going to
father.
you're going to Italy
At the time our story opens, young Morren, absorbed in the do there ?"
"Fight for the Church and against the ^Revolution shed my
reading of a sublime, a divine poet, was leaning on a little
table in a corner of a gallery, while his father was writing, blood, sacrifice my life, perhaps, for the holiest of causes. "
M. Morren was about to reply, when the conversation was
seated before his desk. A moment after, the studious young
man laid down his book, and, raising his head, said
interrupted a second time by a knock at the door. Alrn<>.-t im" How sweet and melodious is this beautiful Italian tongue
mediately, two young men, evidently admitted to the intimacy
Let me read these verses to of the family, if elegant manners, graceful appearance,
And what a poet is Dante
you? Aren't all the features of the picture reproduced in the and dressed in the height of the fashion, made their appearharmonious sounds !"
ance.
"
Two more friends !" cried the master of tbe
This sudden interruption could not but be p'easant and
Very good
was
fond
Morren
ears.
M.
to
"Good day, Tommaso; welcome, Ernest; come, my
house.
passionately
paternal
agreeable
of his son, was very proud and pleased when ho saw his dear friends, be seated."
The v sit of these two new comers, however, did not seem so
Victor devote himself with ardor to his favorite occupation
the study of literature and languages.
agreeable to Victor as to his father. At tlie sight of them a
The reading of the passage in question, however, was sud- visible expression of discontentment, perhaps of conteni|.
denly interrupted by a slight bustle outside, and a few discreet depicted in his face, although he strove to keep his counte-

he leaves

full

' '

!

;

!

!

:

!

!

!

:

knocks.

nance.

"

Come in," said M. Morren at once.
The two strangers began by making their excuses; they had
And the door opened, and Joseph and Mary, accompanied simply dropped in to bid good day to their good friends, they
by their 'good aunt, Madame Morren, appeared on the thresh- said; but, as M. Morren was then occupied, they would retire,
and not trouble him any longer with

old.

"

Victor," cried the good father joyfully, "here's a pleasant

Our goo \ friends from Schrambeck !"
"
The " Diviua Goiumedia immediately fell with

surprise

!

all

its

weight on the table, and Victor, transported with joy, came
forward, and cheerily clasped the hand of Joseph Van Dael,
his cousin and the friend of his childhood.

"Upon my honor, you'll

the.r presence.

d> nothing of the kind," replied the

master of the house, with pleasant courtesy; "you'll surely
give us f-ome minutes a half hour, at least.
Corne, my dear
Tiimmaso, I know you are an Italian of the Italians
Well, I
have the honor to introduce to you my nephew, Joseph Van
!

J):iel,

who purposes

vititiug

your beautiful country very souu.

1

_/>,>></!/./:

.v.i

f/, //'/''/:.

My

dear nephew," continued M. Moi-ron, addressing Joseph,
"Sir," Joseph replied calmly rind with dignity, "Twill take
"these gentlemen are uiy friends, Ernest Van Dormael uml good care not to KI il. tu conli'^ilic: you. Aw far as I n
Si^nor Tommaso di BoOOabiBDOO.
Ronally roni'iTncd, I consentt:>
m-y or two,
I would always be very happy, my good uncle, to make the but indeed eighteen centuries, if need be, behind, if, to 1m
counted among the \vite men, the adepts of tho present time,
acquaintance of your best friends."
it I'M absolutely
"Come, gentlemen,
sciitod, nnd let us drain a glass tonecessary to enrol one's self in the ranks of tho
"
We'll afterwards go into the drawing-room,
con- libree-penteur.
gether.
Only," he continued, with increasing mertinued M. Mcrrcn.
gy, "pleasi :ili';t,uin, I beg, from wounding iu this my reliBut the young Italian had fixed a strange piercing glance on gious sentiments, from turning into derision my most-cherthe honest face of Joseph, after which he exchanged with ished, icy holiest beliefs; that is a rush impiety a Christian
Ernest another glance, which seemed to say: "This young can not tolerate. Do you then thin ;, sir, you can shake,
man cunnot be certainly is not one of our friends."
weaken, by your doubts, your railleries, that august and holy
This haughty Italian with the tawny visage and aquiline religion which has been the strength and consolation of man"
profile was none other than a Carbonaro, formerly affiliated at kind for so many hundreds of years ?
" In
Home to many secret societies, and since then a refugee in
any case I hope I am free to express my opinion, to
Belgium. There he had introduced himself under the sonor- give my advice. Why do you wish I should respect your
ous and pompons name of Tommaso di Boccabianca.
I who do not believe in them ?"
rites, your mysteries
" Ah
The drawing-room in which M. Morren and his guests assemyou do not believe in them
Well, I predict a day
bled was particularly remarkable for the number and beauty will come when you will regret not having believed
an hour
of its old masters.
One of the walls was covered with gilt will come when you will invoke with the supreme anguish of
leather hangings; the other disappeared under the floating remorse and despair, the presence, the succor of a minister of
fold of a precious old tapestry bearing this inscription: "Bey- God.
But that God you shall have contemned, will He then
daurs fecit." Chests, sideboards, and old oaken coffers admir- grant you those precious means of sslvation, those all powerably carved completed the furniture, at once grave and sump- ful graces you shall have so often turned into derision ? He
For my part I pray He may deign not to retuous, and presented to the dazzled eye exquisite specimens of alone knows
Chinese and Japanese porcelain, Limoges enamel, and Vene- member at that hour the blasphemies uttered by you against
His heavenly goodness. "
tian glass.
"
It was not long before the conversation, which had flagged
But, allow me, my dear Joseph," said M. Morren here
for a moment, was resumed with renewed spirit and vivacity.
interrupted, eagerly desirous of giving another turn to this
"
They all spoke Flemish, for Tommaso, who had resided for conversation so awkwardly begun, what, I beg have all these
years in Belgium had readily enough acquired the explanations in common with the resolution yon have taken of
Flemish language, not only understanding it with the great- going to serve at Borne ? Don't you know that to devote
est ease, but even using it without the least difficulty.
yourself to the defence of the Pope is to embrace a party
"You told us now, my good Joseph," resumed M. Morren, without support and without hope to dedicate yourself to a
" that
you were on the point of entering the Pope's service. desperate enterprise, a lost cause ?"
"As I told you, uncle," replied Joseph, become calm and
But what motives could have determined you to take such a
"
" I enter the
decision ?
serious,
Sovereign Pontiffs service in order to
fulfil
the vow solemnlv formed by me during my mother's
It was easy to see that the young man, thus questioned, felt
a very natural repugnance at the idea of having the secrets of illness. But how, I beg, do you discover that the sacred cause
his heart exposed to the light of day, in presence of those two of the common Father of the faithful is, as you say, a cause
strangers.
Nevertheless, after a moment's hesitation, he without support and without hope ? Let us suppose that one
of your neighbors let him be named Jean Broron or Victor
replied:
"I offered myself to God, my dear uncle, in return for that Emmanuel without more ceremony, prepares to take possesimmense benefit He has deigned to grant me my mother's sion of your orchard, your garden, your meadows, alleging that
he wants those different portions of laud to enlarge his estate.
cure."
"Ah! that's it! And do you really believe then, my child, In that case would you look favorably upon those of your
your offering, your prayers co-operated in that cure? It was a neighbors or friends who would appear disposed to sustain
As to ruy cousin Victor,
miracle took place, then, according to you, my young friend. those exorbitant pretensions ?
Come Joseph, how can you, an intelligent, sensible lad, de- would he really deserve to be called your son, if he would not
"
lude yourself with such imaginings'?
entirely devote himself to the defence of your rights, even to
'Allow me, my dear uncle I by no means affirm that in exposing and sacrificing his life ? And now, when a usurper,
that cure a miracle took place.
The recovery of our good whom the just sentence of history will brand, when a crowned
mother might very well have been owing to natural causes, invader has ravished from my Father the possessions that rights
frequent and regular. However, if God willed to accomplish the most imprescriptible, and contracts the most sacred, havo
a miracle in her favor, who then, tell me, I beg, could have guaranteed him, could I, ungrateful child, degenerate sou, re"
solve to look on with folded arms while this act of violi
hindered Him doing it?
"A miracle, indeed! What an absurdity! Miserable old this work of treason was accomplished and the idea no
"
occur to me of upholding my glorious flag, defending my
prejudices, old women's tales!
" Tales in which
Oh in that case would I not,
many learned men, many heroes, Father, drawing my sword
Tell me was the
many sages have believed.
great bid farewell to my glorious name of Roman Catholic ?"
"Bravo! Joseph!" cried Victor; "well said' you aiv tho
Englishman, Shakespeare, your favorite poet, an old woman ?
Well, it was ho who said, There are more things in heaven worthy descendant of the old Crusaders, our fathers. See now
nuil earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy.' what consequences the consecration of those soi-dlsant prins I refrain from affirming that there was a real prodigy,
ciples of the extension of nationalities they are so audaciously
Let the Emperor Napoleon
a miraculous intervention in my mother's cure.
However, si riving to apply to Italy entail
the doctor has declared that this cure took place contrary to discover some day that it is quite natural and perfectly legitiall his fears.
all hi.s foreoastingB, and, alas
For my part I mate to fix no other limits to his empire than its natural
would be tempted to attribute it to the beneficent influence of frontiers iho Bhiue, the Bhoue, the Alps and the ocean.
what'll become of Belgium then, and what'll she have to
.the sacrament of Extreme Unction."
say ?
" Better and better,"
interrupted Ernest Van Dormael, with Isn't that as clear, gentlemen, as the sun at noonday?"
" M. Van
"
" There's a
a mocking smile.
No, caf>pfri ! cried the young Italian.
Dael, I see, is actually two cengreat,
He imagines an invalid can be cured, a notable difference between the two hypotheses, Monsieur
turies behind the age.
thanks to the nw.n elluu
Victor.
Th" Unita cT/ta#a my dear sir, don't forget
1
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Italy

to

ought

bo Italian

you

can't

Ah

deny

it,

and

for thnt

All
the unity of Italy
wish it.
Italians desire it
Corpo di JSac<-<> ! Tho interest
of an
ought not to prevail against the interests of
nil.
The Pope, whether ho wishes it or not, will bo forced to
i

she ought to bo one.

!

!

Our beautiful country has bnt too long groaned under
yield.
the yoke of foreign tyrants, nobles, and priests."
"So, sir, it is the unity of Italy you want, it is that you
wish lor V" replied Joseph, with a slight smile. "And yet you
know it is a dream a chimera to which all the audacious attempts, all the triumphant arms of the Revolution can never
give reality or life. Your ardent Carbonari hardly believe in
and

it,

their

Would you

more

intelligent chiefs believe in it still less.

know what the great men the zealous leadmovement have said of this soi disant unity

like to

ers of the Italinu

of Italy, applauded in every accent, popularized in every form ?
'The independence and unity of Italy,' wrote the Freemason
Felice, then residing at A ncona, in 1829, 'are only vague dreams,
vain Utopias. But in the demanding of those rights, iu the
claiming of those impossible possessions, we find precious
means of agitation, excitement, enthusiasm, and, consequently,
we can make use of them.' Moreover, this avowal from the
lips of the tribune, the great agitator, Vindici, at Castellamare,
iu ]8oK, dissipates all doubts, tears aside every veil from the
'We have re;cies and final aim of the Revolution:
solved,' said that factionist, 'not to allow in future a single

Christian to remain on the face of the earth.

The Church

our enemy; we will hurl it from
valiant hands dig its grave.' Rash

and with our

its

throne,

is

madmen Didn't even the
experience of eighteen centuries teach them that the Church, at
the moment of the most imminent danger, triumphs over the
apparent death in which it is thought to be sunk, and suddenly
arises, radiant and glorious, scattering widespread ruin over the

Ah to be sure, your
may be pompous and sonorous, but,

Knives of her persecutors?
'

C'nita

d

Italia,'

!

!

device,
ind< ed,

sinister look has to mo (ho very
a dangerous nvei.
Thai

and his
ator

of a rabid

;\\\-

<

with its
sonorous syllables is it actually his
real name ? It may be doubt
At this moment Madame Morren, who had re! r.i-u -d iY
her dear Mary, c.une in. The c
i, accompanied by
Ration then became more intimate
they talked pnrticu!

romantic taiirnurf,

get,

ils

;

Madame Van Dael,

of Joseph'w approaching departure, and of the state of things in Italy.
M. Morren, finding he had henceforward to sustain and defend single-handed his opinions against a number of adversaries so justly formidable, had at length
'/*: that tho
Pope's cause was not so bad nor so desperate as ho had at first
I

ipy

J

ec jvery of

affirmed.
He, ueveitheless, persisted in blaming, in a
his nephew's resolution.
"You are doing a foolish thing, my poor child," ho aaid,
" there'suo doubt of it. But it is a
generous and heroin i'olly.

I venerate and admire the
life in

defence of his

faith.

man who knows how

to sacrifice his

"

The hour of departure at length struck. The young ]
took affectionate leave of Madame Morren, their good aunt'.
Joseph walked in front, giving his arm to Victor, while M.
Morren followed at some distance, escorting his niece Mary.
The two young men seemed to engage in a serious and
estiag conversation; they were evidently interchanging
intimate, perhaps their most secret thoughts.
When they reached the station, the (rain was about to start
so the brother and sister had hardly time to take leave of their
friends, and address a last friendly salutation, when the train
;

already moved off.
"
Adieu, adieu, my children," cried M. Morren.
"
Addio," repeated Joseph, quite proud of his first con
"
in the domain of the sweet Italian tongue.
Adieu, until wo
meet again in one country or the other."
Again they exchanged a salutation, a glance, and the train

I tell yon, beware of uplifting it on
it is vain and illusory.
your flags, at the head of your battalions, before our more
For the See of
modest and more Christian 'Pro Petri Sedc'
Peter' for, be convinced, if you were so audacious, you might
expect the final humiliation of an irreparable defeat, all the
more bitter and decisive after the ephemeral pride and ex-

disappeared.

altation of a fleeting triumph."

upon an open letter placed upon the table before him. He
a
took up this letter and read it, and then grew visibly pale
rush of blood mounted to his cheeks and as quickly
peared, leaving them livid; his lips contracted violently, his
teeth gnashed, a gloomy glance flashed from his half-'

'

The conversation, thus begun, continued in this strain for
several minutes longer, during which nothing was talked of
but the political and religious situation of the Sovereign Ponand the conditions of the existence of his temporal sovAt length, Joseph, supported by hia cousin Victor
who, during this discussion, had displayed an exact knowledge of the situation and of tbe facts, as well as a noble spirit
of equity and remarkable good sense overwhelmed the two
Liberals under the weight of arguments so solid and reason-

tiff,

ereignty.

But when M. Morreu we.nt into his library next morning at
the accustomed hour, he remarked at once, to his very
While the v;
surprise, that his son was not there.
motives that might have caused the absence of his d.'ar Victor
at that

hour passed through his mind, his eyes chanced to

fall

;

i

eyes, beneath his frowning brow,
he hurriedly rang the bell before

and stretching out his hand,

him

at the side of the mantel-

piece.

ings so happy, that they soon prepared to take leave of the entire company, and at length withdrew, giving unequivocal signs
of discontent, spleen

and rancor.

CHAPTER

"Per Bacco!" murmured

the Italian Maso, as soon as they
had gained the door, "if in place of finding myself now in
Antwerp, I was in Italy, I would have recourse* to my good

dagger to promptly close the mouth of that odious soldier of
the I'ope. And, upon my faith, your friend Victor Morren
would deserve it just as much. What business had he meddling?"

"Joseph," observed M. Morren to the young man, who remained with him in his room, " I'm afraid you havo greatly
irritated those gentlemen by your discourse and your violent
retorts.
You are a valiant champion, my good nephew.
Woe to him who dares attack your principles in your prcs-

IV.

THE CHILD OP THE EICH AND TUB CHILD OF THE POOR.

news?" asked stout Sn
J, Father John, what
blacksmith of Schrambeck who, in tho midst of a group of
impatient villagers, awaited with curiosiiy, the
coming one fine evening of old Piquet as he let:
Tavern.
"What news, Oh great news, my boys But I inu
you, I didn't get it from the papers."
" What is it then
Tell us, Father John, don't keep us in
>

!

!

wuspencc."
believe me it is for your sake alone I sinwhat ha passed; but, as for those gentlemen,
they only got what they deserved."
"
"My dear, good cousin, you
Certainly," replied Victor.
iiave fought valiantly, with a sincere heart and loyal arms.

"My dear uncle,

cerely regret

'['hat

Maso, with his eoua-itcd

airs, Ids

provoking audacity,

tell me, do you know the Pope of U
no, not at all," cried several voices in the crowd,
" we do not know
" Thai is to
nay," replied Tist, the baker,
such folk as to
we're
not
bo
sure
but
him personally;
you may

"Well, then,

"No,

be ignorant
" That's

of his

all

name and

that'ii

ea

necessary," aeoteatiouBlj responded old

the Italians have resolved

"WeU, know then,

Piquet.

him

{,r;\.

"Ah!

di

every acre of

liimi i.o

brigands!" cried the blacksmith.

tin!

to de-

" Ah

had them stretched oil my anvil
"
When I'v.> iloiu; every
Silence, SUH, and let me iinit.li.
told von, the
one will be free to say what he's got to say.
Italians have resolved to seize upon the Cope's entire d
of
iora, inasmuch as they want to make one i:u->e kiu,".d'iui
id it'.s
Italy, to which they naturally wish to give a
the city of Rome they've thought of fur that, 'i'iicy want to
compel the Pope, then, and tin- other princes, io give to them
I

<

id territories
if

they've

up?"

asked AVouters,

the

lit

It is as clear as daylight,"

will

take

them

forcibly.

J

answered the blacksmith; " but

no more

will it

Know that

at this

yon say, and
to suppose.
fall of
of young
seem

.

be so

eaf-ily

done as you

"

1

then

I'.oth

lei

-'d

'

:

Martin, my son, yon must go (< K
" I to
lint' T don't know
Koine, mother?
" What
my poor boy do you think I'm

how

My

:

to

r<

ad,"

!

tob"

JJo.no;

>:1?

c,

to light.

'tis

want yon

1

there."

But when

fight?

when

U hy

to,

foolish

it's

and scalps

didn't

:ne

tell

you

it

'

to

the streets.

in

You'll

i:of fight

you'll fight for the

;

"

with

light

But

has

it

b:
not),

ing to do

on your own ace

I

What are they going to do
me so badly to fight for

mother?

Pope, then, that ho wants
l'i;ey're going to take

moment a large number out

young
r ?

\

idlers

tin

I wat!

'

was

with that now.

(he same time, its H.S black as the face of the devil himself."
" it doesn't seem to me a8
" As (o
that," replied old Piquet,

clear as

;.on ;icc'.-npa'

.

"Certainly,

;(er.

'Then," observed Tist, "they
That's (lie way uow-a-days."
'

"couldn't

you,"
"
" [fere r !im
What is it, mother
" Vott'll know.
:',.llow me."
Cornel:,'

"To

stiil

they won't give them

to advance,

'

"

" And

him

|

away

his States i'rom him,

aren't they eapab e of
dare to attack him ? ^i

of Koine, his capital,

to

the

dm

i

i*t you
who
remember what I told you when you were only y< a very little
tect the Holy Fii
boy that (he Pope is our father, aud that we ought to love,
" To be
So, my son, just
sure, I know that," retorted tl e short, stout, fat- honor and help him as onr father?
would have had to help and protect your dead father, you
fs;ced proprietor of the Cross- Bow Tavern, in n disdainful tone.
"
seems !o me you think yon arc the on' v one tha! leads the now go and defend the Pope."
" You've
But what have these affairs in common with your
already said it, mother. But what good would I do
papers.
':"
the
Schrnmbeek news
Pope if I go thus all alone to help and defend hi:n ?''
"
"
Well, since you won't wait for the news i'i question, here
But, foolish boy that yon are, you'll not go all alone. Just
Duel
is
it is
Van
to
leave
the
here
going
Joseph
village
now, in every country in the world, there are. volunteers who

mn,

geous as

lions, are

hope and

going to

resolution, strong and courato light the Italians and pro-

those malefactors

Home

t,

;

.l-t

:

He's going to

in a few days.
vice."

"Bravo
they

!

Rome

to enter the Pope's ser-

number

it'.s

well of him.

Joseph Van Dael is a brave lad

!"

all cried.

"For my part," continued Father John, in a mysteri us
"I would readily bel eve nud indeed teems to me I
it,

tone,

heard

that

Home to protect ihe Pope; already there's a large
our own country. Well, what do you want now?
Why do you look so embarrassed; you don't hesitate to go to
enlist
I hope ?"
are going to

go ng to serve ;.t JJome, mid light the
a vow he made to obtain from (iou his mother's

Joseph

Italians, to fulfil

is

"

in

Hesitate,

moth

Oh!

r ?"

certainly not; for, at all events,

the Pope is tin- Pope, and we are all his children.
"
but mean ?"
\Vell, what doe.s that
'

"But

I don't

But

'

know the way.

I have never

been there," cried

cure."

Mar'.in,

"Better still. Joseph Van Dael is a good son !" cried all
these fine fellows.
Teresa, the old beggar-woman, attracted by all thi.i noise, had
approached the group.

Joseph Van Dael is goin
and you'll keep him company.
Take pood care
happens to him, for it is to you I commend him. I hope you
haven't forgotten to whom your mother owes her life.
Now,
yon know, I couldn't by myself pay Madame Van Dael nil I

"

Well, Mother Teresa, do you know the news? Joseph Van
is going to Home," said the carpt.-u';T to her.
Vs if I didn't kuow it," replied the beggar-woman, burst"
ing out laughing.
Well, what is there to say to that? Johas
a
Van
Dael
right to do so
ph
and, besides, he'll not be
tue only cue to go there I hope."

Duel
'

;

,.
disdain)!'?,' any clearfT explanation, she, hurried off at
once, knocking her crutch noisily on the pavement, sis s
her way to the hamlet of Laarhoven, in (he neighborhood of
inbeck, to visit her sou Martin, who -.van in service with

iier.

" I would like to know what he'll
say to my project,, my
" And
poor dear boy," the murmured as she limped along.
then the farmer, and his wife and children, who like my g od
Martin so mueh! Ah! who'd ever have, th night it'. Bui, isn't
it i\-ally him I see there near the hedge, with fanner Andries?
Yes, yes; I'm not mistaken."
The young man the cripple had seen was a fine, vigorous
lad, with well-developed muscles, broad shoulders, aud round
I with a forest of fair
massive h<
curly hair,
him who would have aroused the anger and fallen into the

despa ringly.
" Hah what nonsense
!

!

owe her. But the mother's debt is the son's debt: so, if ever
you happen to see any danger threatening the widow's son, defend him, sacrifice your

"Enough, mother
"

It is only Just, In.'wever, to
ant, tlmt athlete!
the brave, robust Martin had a frank, open b
and a quiet, honest look; that the glance of his blue e;
pressed the benevolence, peace, and gentleness of a good and
This big Martin the
loving heart, and a tranquil conscience.
laborer e.eemeil indeed to unite the strength of tlae lion to 'ho
:

it

vl ',

iartiu,"

said Teresa,

going up to him, aud motioning

necessary, to save his."
Y'ou needn't say any more.

life, if

I go.

And

yet
"

Well, what nest ?" interrupted Teresa, impatiently.
" It is when. I'll h ve
gone, mother, you'll find, yourself without any support, and a 1 nlone in the world."
"
Come, come, don't let such a little thing disturb 3-011, my
I'm only a poor woman, it is true, but I'll get on
brave, son.
very well as long as I huve life, and if I conn- to die, ,-onie,
good Christian soul will be found to give, the old beggari

woman

1

"v

!

yo:irs"lf

six feet of eaith.

with sucii

Once more,

trifles.

you're really ready to go ?"
" It's all
right, mother.

'I'm going to find Joseph,
him, I'll come back and fetch

my

Ho, every thing

And when do

don'i

hid,
is

arrange d, and

\\e

and, when I'll
you, that yon mav have an nnI

Mow. go tell the farmer from mq that
you're obliged to leave l,im."
At the same hour that Teresa was limping towards the hamlet of Laarlioven, u moving and painful scene, R solemn colloqny took place between an allhcted father and son in the
The old man
library of M. Mourn, our old acquaintance.
held in his trembling hands the fr. gmenjs of he letter he
had found on the table. Before him stood his son Victor, disned and abashed like a criminal ia presence of his

still

judge.

t

10

:

"

in:iu.

can

Is n,

in

68

nr reason, my son ?" stammered the old
he yours
this inter I've found that I've

il

my

just anger

The testimony

?

of uiy eyes

x.irr ///</:.
"

Oh forgive me, father; I respect you, I love yon, I'm not
"Oh if i could o:dy ti
ungrateful," cried poor Victor.
how much I love you !'"
;

!

"You love me, cruel child And you say you want
me I should me
How can I believe you ? Still, I'm wrong to irritate mvhave otherwise, acquainted you of my resolution my wishes
1 feel it and confess it.
Felf
It's myself alone
ought to
1'iit F feared to a!H:et
I alone am guilty, since I allowed your mother to
blame.
you, and I hadn't the courage."
assures me, imlee<l, and yet I

"Dear father,

csiu't

believe it."

that letter is mine.

t.

!

Forgive

;

"

cm

I

But how had you the audacity to
easily believe it.
me in writing your mad projects, your absurd

unieate to

.

folly ?"

"

i

bring you up in the vain, foolish practices of her bigotry and
It is she, I'm sure, has inspired this culpable
superstition.
extravagance, this

My folly,

>

!

mad

resolution."

"

No, father, I swear to you," Victor hera interposed, raising
you qualified
the generous notion of my cousin Joseph; but you qualified it, his head with calm dignity, aud extending his hand as if to call
" Your
time, as a generous, an heroic folly ? Now, should heaven to witness the truth of hia words.
suspicions
this act which, being done by your nephew, seemed to you nre unjust; my mother has had nothing to do with
my resolubecome absurd aud reprehensible ouly because tion. I haven't told her of it, and to this moment she knows
1> i.iseworthy
your son purposes doing it ?"
nothing of it."
I repeat signal madness, manifest aberration,
;ly,
"And, now," continued the unhappy old man, "I would
phantom, of a sick mind and a feverish imagination," cried M. crown a long series of weaknesses and imprudences by an act
Morreu, striking the table and pacing from one end of the of signal folly I would expose your life to chance, to the fury
After a few moments he seemed to be- of the Revolution, for the sake of I know not what divine
gallery to the other.
iiualenly calm, and placed himself, still and immovable, rights, I know not what principles
No, no. Let us speak no
more of it, Victor; and, remember well, if you should now ask
ite the unhappy Victor.
" And
you como to ask my consent at the moment of accom- my consent to go and fight under the flags of Garibaldi and
Victor Emmanuel, you'd obtain it just as little."
plishing this act of signal madness ?"
"
"
But, father," resumed the young man, hesitating alittle as
Certainly, lather; such, I know, is the duty of a submissive
"
if he regretfully recurred to this argument to gain the
son, and
victory,
"A submissive son, say you? Irony, temerity, falsehood " didn't you say yesterday you always had n sincere respect, a
Yes, you are a submissive son ; yes, you are as docile as profound esteem, for the man who sacrifices his 1 fe iu di i'ene.i
.pent rending in its rage the bosom of the benefactor who of his faith ? So, don't you see you contradict yourself now?"
"But what is your faith ? What are your principles ? reijBprndently-wnrmed.it, Then what do you say to me in this
epistle? That you have heard the voice of the Lord plied the father, at once confused and irritated.
"Nothing
but bigotry, superstition, illusions, falsehoods
In fine I despeaking to your soul, and ordering you to quit everything
your father, your country to go to fight, to suffer, perhaps, clare it is useless to discuss it any longer. Don't count on my
that you will not remain deaf to this consent
This is my last word, and
for the holiest of causes
you'll never obtain it.
All these big words admit it frankly do they not you know I'm accustomed to keep my word."
" O father !" cried the
young man bursting into tears and
clearly siguii'y that, to follow the impulse of your blind fauatvou are quite resoved to keep no account of my advice, embracing his angry father's knees. "Have pity on your
but put in execution, at any cost, your culpable and insane son, don't look inflexible. I shall die of regret, of lan:;iv>r, if
,:ion ?"
you refuse me. Can you pronounce my sentence of u nth,
"
Certainly not it's not that I meant, father. I have asked my best friend, my father ? Could you, unmoved, see your
son suffer and die, because he sacrificed his heart's emotion s to
-,-nur consent, I ask it again on my knees, by my prayers and
father

!

It is thus,

you

recollect,

!

!

..

!

'

:;'

!

;

;

;

O
got it, you'll not see me go.
great temerity in consideration of my
you not afraid of having already too long off. nd il heaven by your doubts, your sarcasms, and your iudif"? Oh! don't place yourself between me and my duty,
between me and my God, I entreat, I conjure yoii. Don't
my

tears, aud, before I've

father

!

,

forgive
are
.n

me my

;

me from my

Saviour, to make me, in turn,
uiigraicful ami faithless; for, father, if I were retained and
turned asidj by yon, I'd be afraid God would justly smite you
with sonic unforeseen adversity, some sudden and terrible chas-

seek to separate

icnt."

A

truce to your menaces, your sermons, I beg," M. Morhere interrupted, ill a cold and disdainful tone
"you
ought to know I am not disturbed by the one nor moved by (he
But you say, don't you, that you'll not leave if you
other.
'

i-en

;

don't obtain

How

ea

my consent?
''

you

.

s.i|

pose

Then I'm easy you'll never go.
audhere the agitated old man recom-

mence. to travirsa the room, with hasty steps "how could
yon have, supposed I'd bo so weak and senseless as to sacrifice
my son my only dear child, the pride of my old age and the
1

And for what good cause, too, would I saciibeg? For the def uce of priests and monks whom
"
IT liked, mid whom I cau'c beur
"
sake
for
"leather,
pity's
interposed Victor, with bent
brow and suppliant voice.
" For a
foreign Pontiff, a Pope of Home, for whom I don't
You're pleased to call him aren't you ? the Father of
care.
the Faithful but am not I your father I who reared you, I
who nourished yon, I who have loved you? And, ungrateful
And, pray tell me what has
fellov,-, you want to leave me?
the Pope done for you, that his interest, his authority should
thus supersede mine ?'"
joy of

my

hi'e ?

liee lain, I

your paternal

will ?"

M. Morren knew well his son's extreme sensitiveness, which,
at the same time, did not exclude a remarkable firmness of
At that moment his father's heart began to be
character.
touched; he knew well that a fatal issue was possible and
might perhaps be near.
"
he cried
"Unhappy child

in a voice husky from love and
"Victor, O my son Victor, you'll drive me ma
haps kill me. After all, happen what may, it doesn't n
I prefer to see you die of languor by my fide than send you to
a dislant land to fall miserably under foreign bullets. Besides,
I'm mad myself to entertain such fears; one dies not so ca.-ily
Go away and drive those projects, those absurd
at your age.
visions from your mind.
Go," he repeated in a severe an
I've had but !wo
irritated tone, "or I'll leave the place.
much kindness, too much indulgence for your rash discourses
!

anger.

1

and foolish visions."
The young man, without replying then left, with bent brow,
and teurs in his eyes, while his father, a prey to painful emotion, continued to pace the room, his head drooping on his
breast.
But Victor, turning towards the staircase, suddenly
found himself in presence of his mother, who glanced at him
with lively astonishment. They descended together, and repaired to the lime-tree grove where, seated on a verdant bank,
Victor repeated to his mother all that had occurred.
"
"
My deal- Victor," she said, your father is very far from
of
nn
opinion
you they are only vain \n rds, unhaving such
reflecting accusations that escaped from him iu his anger.''
" But the vow JL have formed
my resolution, mother, that
my father will never, never, alas permit me to aec;impli h?"
" Your
God uloue knows how it
resolution, my sou ah
And yet should I hesitate a mogrieves a mother's heart
1

,

;

!

!

!

!

n

.1

ment

(o let

1

/:/./:

(hut, act, of devotion, of w
requires of you since He )
No, I should not be lews resigned, less strong

yon accomplish

God certainly

sacrifice that
h::B

1

inspired

it.

and courageous than Joseph's mother my dear, noble sist v.
And, Victor, my 4ear son, if your devotion should only bo
crowned in heaven
if the most painful of all trials wore imposed on me, I'd still esteem myself Lappy to be the mother of
a martyr. But, as you say, my poor child, I fenr you can't ob;

He

doesn't understand, like us,
the duties, the sacred mission, the will of God imposes on yo
Be assured, then, my sou, of all the goodness and indulgonco
tain

your father's consent.

.

God, who will certainly exhibitHin satisfaction at your good
your generous idmegatii n, nnd will not demand
from you an account of that vow your father's wishes shall
"
have prevented you accomplishing.
" Then the
justice of God will weigh heavily on my father.
Oh I would a hundred times rather be the only one to expiate, the only one to suffer."
"
Well, my dear Victor, let UR redouble our zeal, piety and
of

x.

i

ci;

ll

secret pangs, those holy, saddening aspiration;;.

man

with the rosy
'ul, yet robust

..

I

he brilliant

The young
tin;

light,

phiee to a sad

,c

i.

gJU,

dreamer, a fr il exilo who seemed drooping towards th
the tomb.
Now this complete change, as sudden as
IVarl ill, naturally could not
!t
r;,;
father's eye.
Tho old
man grew anxious, afllieiiV, and yi would not give in.
"
"
"
he repeated after each
My consent No, never never
new terror, each new grief. Indeed, could a skeptical and indifferent, incredulous and unbelieving father, consent of himself to the accomplishment of that suen.'a-e of an
only and
tenderly loved sou ou the altar of faith and love ?
)!'

,.

(

I

!

!

in eutions,

CHAPTER

!

we pray for the salvation, the conversion
the Lord will at length be touched by
many tears we will triumph, my son

fervor, every time
your father. Oh

many

prayers, so

secret

hope

tells

!

me

lie cried

so

a

to reflect for

:

Mother I must

'

I ought to go !"
" But
your father forbids yon. Where is then your resolution ? Will you persist in braving the paternal authority ?"
"Oh certainly not. Bi.t thi< consent, I feel I ought to obtain it at any price.
Mother, I must go, I ninst God calls
me. All if I could tell you everything But no it is a se!

;

!

!

cret that belongs not to
me into the tomb."

me

;

that I ought to bear with

alone

Madame Morren here fixed a glance of profound
ment upon her son.
"
What, Victor secrets from your mother Oh
!

!

astonish-

at length dawned.
It wan one of the
the sun had ever adorned with its radiant

believe

is

!

My child, my

you'll know you'll blame me no longer." And here lie
bent over close to his mother's face, and blushingly i:* in-mured Bfmo words in a low, tender, and almost inaudible voice.

when

His mother's countenance beamed with the light of heavenly
a look of ecstasy and love glanced through her tearful
joy
the azure depths, the
eyis, and doubtless reached, through
throne of the Divine Majesty.
"
what a treasure heaven
Oh, Victor, my dear sou Oh
has given me
Yes, my dear son, yon shall go, even if your
mother were to address her last prayers to heaveu, and shed
;

!

The whole

village of

Schrambeck was en

fete.

From

the

overshadowing the great market-place depended the
Belgian tricolor, or Pontifical banners displaying on a white
The facades of several
ground the Tiara and Cross-keys.
buildings and some large houses were decorated with devices
expr 'ssive of joy and prosperity to the defenders of the Holy
Father. Some of the-townsfolk were putting the last finishing
trees

touch to the decorations of their dwellings; others, including
several of our old acquaintances, were assembled near the

church door exchanging comments and
" What are
for so
?

reflections.

they waiting
loi-g
They ought to be here
already," declared the hostess of the Cross-bow.
"Bah they can't be long now," replied the rural guard.
" Half an hour
ago I saw Martin, happy as a king and newly
!

!

bad, this is unheard of, and above all very cruel
beloved son, give me what belongs to me, give
me my part, let me lighten your burden or share your pniu. "
" since
"
Well," replied the young man resolutely,
yon wish
shall know all.
Listen, dear mother, and
it, mother, you

me, this

The much-desired day
calmest, purest,
light.

an instant, observing a
suddenly, trembling and raising his head

;

THE DEPABTtTKE.

of

so."

The young man seemed
profound silence

;

;

V.

!

!

her last tears for you !"
And, pressing him to her heart, she imprinted on his brow
the holiest, the tenderest, and sweetest of holy maternal kis-es.
" Alas !" resumed the young man sadly, " my father will
not consent hj'll keep his word."
" God will
we'll unite our prayers, my son.
I'll
help us
Go J
undertake to speak to him ; to renew your entreaties.

accoutred, going into Madame Van Duel's."
"Was his mother with him ?" asked the baker's wife.
" Not a doubt of
"
it," replied the blacksmith.
Truly that
old Teresa is a brave woman."

"She's a good soul any way," said Wouters, the carpenter.
"But, don't yon know Madame Van Dael and Joseph spared
neith; r applications, trouble, nor efforts to get that poor old
Teresa into the alms-house ? It's certainly a great happiness
for her; she has now an asylum and a morsel of bread for the

rest of her days."

" Indeed those Van Daels are excellent
peop'e," continued
" If I could be
the blacksmith, Sus.
any use whatever to the
lady, in Joseph's absenca, she may count on me; I am entirely
devoted to her. There's nothing I'm not ready to do to pie se
her."
" What a
pity Victor Morren can't accompany them !" sighed
"The poor lad would have given his right
old father John.
hand to obtain his father's consent; but that stubborn old

Go,

Morren wouldn't listen to him." 'Twas Joseph told me, for he
got a letter from his cousin, who'd be here now rejoicing, and
ready to go, if his father -were more tractable.
" Here
here they are !" suddenly shouted the
they are
For
spectators grouped in the high street of the village.

now, and rest yourself and resign yourself to the protection of
God and your mother's efforts."
Madame Morren had no doubt presumed too much on the
influence she ordinarily exercised over her husband's mind.
M. Morren remained deaf to all arguments; indifferent to all

following with her son Martin.
Tho young volunteers were received with clapping of hands
as well as vociferous and sympathetic acclamations.
OKI
Pierre Piquet, who had made his way to the front, applauded

reasonings, insensible to

witli all his vigor, to

;

;

will i!o the rest

;

confidence,

my child,

and good hope.

all

prayers.
resolution is immovable," he re" Let Victor cease to solicit me
in a determined tone.
;
I'll
let him be resigned ;
never, never, consent to this de-

" Such

is

my

will

;

my

1

parture."
And Victor appeared to be resigned, and ceased to importune, his father. But a few days had not passed by when the
wearied look of his young face betrayed the fatal traces of the >se

!

Madame Van Dael approached

with Joseph and Mary, Tere.sa

show the sincerity ( f his enthusi:.
"Bravo Joseph, bravo! Martin; you're an honor to Schram!

beck !"
"Indeed, my friends, you're too good beluve me, we don't
deserve such honor;" said young Van Dael, cordiully shaking
hands with Piquet and his honest companions.
" You deserve much
more," responded Piquet iu a determined tone. "I served under Napoleon, and you know I'm
;

DOUBLE
f.f

I

All

i'

but I'd he

;

]iv

I'd hl;o to he able to

nder

still

il'

I

could

si

pe and us.

T

And

.

tr

umph

midst of

!.

\v:iy

same

w.'M! all

just,

beg him to send his benediction to
"
Sehramlx ck.
Her.) Joseph's voice was
u tumult t;f bravos, huzzas, and joyi'ul ac-

Pope,

his children in

my

volunteer;
at

work together
noble, anil holy
arrival in Rome, I shall bo

In this
of tho

as soon as, oil

to the

iteil

nil

tlii>

ifcvy

I'll

/:.

began Magiiznri's

Then a

these

mother and

No ma ter, my friends," replied tho young
" while we'll be
fighting yonder, you'll not forget,
[

7; //.'/r

ii

y

j.;o

"

pray

ir

rve In

witliyoii
lo ilo service.

!

,V.

fine

last clasp of

son, sister

and

popular

b:-ol!>or,

(he " FTyrnn to

air.

the hand, a

la:-

1

embrBC

were separated for

,

and

n

time; huts, Land
,>,[
jn
"
air; and a great shout of joy burst from the crowd.
Lonrj
e rontili'King!
FareLong live his v
iy
well! farewell!" iind "Come
," were tho
,

|

;

noolamations that accompanied them as

the.

train

moved rapidly

off.

But what had become of Victor all this tinic
The young man seemed completely metamorphosed, his face
ed with such hope and confidence.
His mother and'he

ins.

m

Already the majestic sounds of the organ floated in long had struggled so courageously, prayed
humbly, t;
cadences under the cluirch roof one hud sa:d a hymn of Morren had at length yielded to tho influence of that mute
y blending with the meek and humble murmur of an despair, those tender and fervent prayers. Besides, his philoprater breatlied by angel voices. At one time the sophic pride triumphed over his obstinacy.
Nothing irritated
:;ius of a sweet arid impressive melody rose witu a
him so much as the justly merited reproach ot" partiality and
delicious Ji:ir:uo:,y and (lew to heaven on the wings of the inconsistency, and his wife
continually insisted on the 1!
i;t aiioth.
contradiction between his actions and his
r, resounded the metallic notes of the trumHe
principles.
to tho enemy, while the always professed, and loudly proclaimed, as an essential
! et, proclaiming deadly vengeance
higubnoii; ami sonorous roll of the solemn, far-sounding maxim, that every one was free to act according to his condrum, broke on tho ear, like the mutterings of the thunder, victions; he even looked on the man -who did not conform his
acts to his principles, at any cost, as a coward and a poltroon.
menacing, at God's command, tho guilty and the impious.
new volunteers accompanied by their relatives, had Yet he refused Victor leave to act according to the inspir
d tht! church, where most of the inhabitants of Sciiram- of his conscience and the bent of his mind, and thus
bcck }vd already assembled, and knelt side by sideat the foot himself in contradiction with his principles.
nerable cure, vested in his white surThus, paternal love long struggled with the austere stoicism
.

;

i

i

was not long making his appearance, emerging from the
r.acristy, and slowly approaching the altar, where he knelt und

of the philosopher in that lacerated heart.
Then the
the free-thinkers Pride of Reason triumphed. Still,

ni ( 'fi ctur, while hig voice, trembling und; r
profound emotion, blended with the majestic
strains of the choir, invoking the power and favor of the Lord

love, it must be admitted, had its share in thatdecisive victory;
for 31. Morren could not witness, without a lively emot-o
habitual state of lassitude and suffering that, from day to day,

plicf,

i

fiie

Hi

;;w::y

\'<

of

Armies.

!'

notes of the solemn hymn had ceased to resound through tho church, the priest, turning towards the
warriors, addressed them in his paternal language, at
\Viien the

l;tst

limple iiud eloquent, tender words of adieu in his name
t nil the inhabitants of the
parish, vividly and touch;>o;-b-:iyi:ig the sufferings and
oppression that overwhelm: u the Church and See of Peter, and the glorious mission

who courageously devoted themselves to its de
"
Go, children of my love," he pursued,
go, fly to

those,

ol'

'

f'tllof / ul and valor
The God of Armies will
environ y .;i with His strength and His glory He will ovtr,ou with i!is wings, at once your rampart and your
is
given His angels charge over yon, to keep
you in nil your ways. In the midst of the combat, pie will
in- side
and you may then see accomplished those
words of the sa- -red volume: "A thousand shall fall at thy
,

!

;

.<:

;

thy right hnud; but it shall not
shalt consider with thine eyes,
and shalt see the reward of sinners.' .And, dear children, on
your joyful return wo will intone the Te Detail of deliverance,
ill solemn still, than that
hymn of invocation
we havo implored God's benediction and graces."
Tho priest descended from tbe altar, the congregation left
;d at

But thou

.igh thee.

and the stirring strains of the Schrambcck band
nati iiial airs, caught up by the. crowd
i;r an
neated

incredible vigor, afi, singing and chipping
they proceeded to the railway station in the midst of a
it of joy and enthusiasm, filled tho air with

,

uiili

They were not long

near tho
M and Martin shook hands several times
Timrki
with their friends and acquaintances, and then withdrew to bid
their families a last fiuvw. U. Madame Van Dael was pale but
linn; Joseph w;v< eqmdiy courageous and resigned; but
d torrents of tear*.
T
nungey ami v.
a Martin aside, and placed in his liands a
ling twenty-five francs she dad got from Madame
Van I/
charity, and which she sent as;..
in reacli ing the station, quite

:

gravely menaced Victor's health, and seemed to presage a fatal
issue of this struggle between the aspirations of the son and
the repugnance of the father.

"After

all, Victor is of age, and consequently free to do as
likes," said he one day, irritated and fatigued by this use"I consent then to his going if lie
less resistance.

he

his design.
But let him not imagine, however, that I crm ever
"
approve of such conduct.

Desirous of avoiding as

krain

"Oh how happy you
!

you

"

!

he

struck,

hand

cried,

"No thanks,"

going

have made me and how much I thank
and clasping his h;

in,

interrupted the old

man

weak-

"my

harshly,

know

<>
well, only deserves reproaches.
r.nhanpy
child," he continued, in a geutler tone, his eyes already tilling
with tears, "you, whom I have loved so much, and \\lio, in

ness, I

!

i

!

return have given me such pain, may you bo happier in v< unhazardous enterprise than your father
Farewell! don't tor"
get us, and may I soon see you back
" O
father, I have strong hopes of it: God will grant us that
And let me tell y u a time
the greatest happiness of all.
will come, I'm sure, when you'll bless that favorable and
happy hour when you k-t me go, and then you'll know
!

!

"

surely know how much I love you
And here Victor, tenderly clasping the ha d extended to
him, dropped a loving tear upon it. The paternal firmness
ou'll

!

could not resist such sincere affection, snob ioneinng tenderM. Morren threw his trembling arms around his sou's
neck and pressed him to his breast.
All this occurred the day before Joseph's departure; consequently there was not time enough for A i.-tor to go to SeliramBut he hoped to be able to join his friends at Brussels
beck.
when- the train was to stop; so it was agreed he should start
ness.

that evening.

Meanwhile, mother and son, their hands clasped

but u

l

For poor Victor,

iiV!

and

too, it

was

a

each

in

silently tasted the sad joy of a last conversation,
'.

drew up, the clock

as possible painful
parting

away for some days end not
Rome; but intimati.-d that if

Victor wished he might come and say good-bye.
Victor hastened to respond to his father's summons.

'pe.
1.

much

scenes, he had resolved to go
return until Victor had left for

'.11

At

'.

paternal

.

\ery trying moment;

-nough

to

.i

:--i

mated and sustained

of

nocr.i.i'.

ble huniiiH love

ihiii

\<'i:n

fi

ani-

p.'iny

IIIH Kitil.

At length Yi. -tor, tremblingl", broke silence:

Mother, it in time. At last we muHt piirt !"
The poor woman's hands for a moment shook with a painful
trembling; then, controlling ln>rsrif wi h a powerful effort, she
replied in a calm, fir in, but ii\< ffably tender voice;
"
Well, my dear chil 1, my beloved Victor, m:iy (lod's \vi,l lie
done
Let in separate, full of I'.-ith and confidence, lii.e l!:e
early martyrs.
who loves you."

nmin

itir

'

by her

><[

a

Tnen when ho had
CO >:n,

he;-

add:-es:-ed

sou io

him

for

'

of

fee',

d out

(!>

all

her he

,

i

in a

torp

i

reevere to the end.

p-

As Victor

from the mother

to

v.-li

0111.

;

and

'he streets,

ditiappenr

"d hands

!

take this last

A

re.'

]

words.

"

And

and
and oven

w.-is

,ho

was recognized by two

s Iran

" I
Here she gave him her portrait, on the back of which Him
say Ernest, isn't that young Victor Morren T'
had traced with a firm hand these words: '' (to, my sou; obey o'le of them.
V is, in .Irnd, it is he.
the call of onr God
1! i'a
May His angels watch over you every
fog iotlie railway. Where
instant of your life.
Fear nothing, ;ny child, but Ciod and sin. can he be going, M.iso ">"
P< bwro .'" suddenly exclaimed fle> f.'arbonarn, bethinkFray for your
Pray for us all, and particularly your father.
mother, who blesses you from the bottom of her soul, who will ing himself, "isn't this the day that young S;-li
..,>"
constantly pray for you, and wlio-e love, whose heart, whose wan to set out for Borne ? Mightn't Vie;
's
simple enough to do so, I think. But it's easy en
thoughts will follow you nuce.isiugly wherever you shall be.
Your mother and :riend, Hose Morren. Mary, I confide my for us to ascertain. Let us go at once to Mm r
A tew momenta later they knocked at the door. Barbara,
beloved child to you; preserve from all evil, I entreat you, his
Ask your Divine Son to deign to still -weeping, hastened to open it.
pure and innocent soul.
" Is M. Morren at home 1"
such is His Divine will. But,
restore him to ufi, at least
"
the
ever
word-t
of
above all, l(t ,ny son
remember
No, gentlemen; he went to the country yesterday."
Queen
"And his sou?"
Blanche to her royal pupil, and be happy to die rather than
"Alas! he left for Rome only a moment ago!"
offend God."
And, at
" Oh
thanks, thank?, mother," cried Yictor, deeply moved. these words, the poor servant shed a deluge of tears.
" I'll never
The two visitors feigned the profoundest sympath;
forget that advice in those noble words.
Thisgjft
t-) givo Madame Morren
it will surely protect me
their most respectful compliments,
of your love will rest on my heart
and without waiting any longer went their way.
against the poniards and balls of the enemies of the Church
" Maltdctto
and if God grants me the grace of one day joyfully returning
Papallno !" cried Maso, clenching his Ii-nid.
" He shall
to embrace you, I will triumphantly deposit it i;i your hands
pay for it, Ernest; yes, he shall pay for it, I
to you."
And -while he spoke, his eyes gleamed with li
as a glorious ^nn nir of the holy crusade."
"May God grant you that grace, child," oriel the poor fury, like those of the tiger greedy of carnage a^d re;
mother, sobbing; "but Victor, oh! Victor shall I see you fling itself on its timid prey.
"
As to Victor, when he rejoined the young Pontifical Volunagain t
" Let us
The Lord is omnipotent, and teers ut the Brussels Station tiie same evening, he was al one
linpe so, mother.
t ikes
care of His own. Don't afflict yourself with vain saluted with & chorus of joyful acclamations.
'

!

'

i-

it'

!

;

;

i

-

"Hurrah

alarms."

"

my dear son

No,

not give
and, even

I'll

you
ness

;

;

have no fears of me.

I've already told

to a culpable despair, an unworthy weakthe greatest of all sorrows should be reserved

hope, will give me grace and strength to say
happy to bo the mother of a martyr. Xo, my son,
vision will not be bounded by the narrow horiaoii of this
ftod,

.

!

that I -am

my

short

iife

it

;

will

!

here's Victor," they cried in a transport

"Welcome!" repealed Joseph,

way
if

hurraii

!

of joy, surprise, r.nd enthusiasm.

"

tears.

My

abandon us

And

joyfully, and

dear Victor, something told

here.

"

moved

me you

evr-u to

wouldn't

cousins, mustered under the standard of
the same God, were clasped in a fraternal embrace.
ti;e t\vo

young

bo elevated, if need be, to the pure regions
you triumphant t the foot of God's

of eternal light, to behold

throne

!"

CHAPTER

"And

now, mother," interrupted Victor, kneeling before
" in the name of
her,
my father and yours, give me your blessing." And a tear gushed to the lad's eyes, as he thought of
that absent father who had refused to bless him and follow
him in his glorious enterprise with the eyes; of faith and love.
The mother then raised her eyes to heaven, whence she
sought strength and grace to calmly pronounce these solemn
words, and in a voice husky from deep emotion, said
"
May the Loid bl ss you ns your mother bl sses you, my
beloved child
Fight valiantly for the cause of God and His
Holy Church remain faithful and devoted to the love of your
iner
faithful and devoted unto death if the Lord redo all this, as I do it, in the nam;< of the Father,
it
and of tli<' Sou, and of the Holy Ghost." And with her still
trembli;:g hand, the noble mother traces the sign of sar.
on the pun: brow of her sou.
"Amen, amen !"' Bobbed Victor, and, having gone down iulutehen to take leave of Barbara he rushed into the
garden to give free vent to his tears.
Madame Morren followed her sou to the door, aiid, in the
midst of her tears gave him her last kiss and embrace. At,
the young man tore himself from her embrace, mur!

;

;

;

,

'

ig

:

I'm

:.

"Adieu,

O
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K.

A

few months had passed since the departure of (.lie young
The Morrens had, as usual, retired for the summer to their beautiful seat at Schramneck, where M
Morren cou d observe the progress o. her sister's coi
volunteers.

.

:

;

l

1!

VI.

my

Au

-iirage

rcrn:r

.'"

d'-ar child,

adieu!

until

we

Since Victor's departure, M. Morren was singularly res:
1
and d-.-jecied, oi'ten passing whole days in his li; rury,

d;i

where no one wa;,
.ed to intrude.
He
a word to hi-t wife when they met at meals: au 1 even th
dropped were extremely few and frigid, and tinctured w.th a
secret bitterness.

was certainly very painful for this loving spouse, this
mother, to meet with nothing but coldness and injustml in her geneice; but she -was resolved topcrseve..
rous sacrifice, ai.d strove to be calm and courageous,
laying
her burden and her cross every day at the bleeding feet of
Christ and the Mother of Sorr
M. Morreu, despite all, was too upright and L
It

afflicted

,

heart, Do; to perceive the injustice, the foliy
so,

wi.cn his irritation began to abate,
.-imiifss

;

May

God':

-

more

ath'iiiiv,

<.f

sticli

conduct;

when he gradually

and m.

;

re-

once

V am]

SA<mn-i<'i:.

II

who hrul never ceased to bear his coldness iind inwith
the
most amiable indulgence ami the most perfect
justice
meekness.
It is true he had not onee uttered Victor's name since 1
of his departure.
But let it not be imagined that the flame of
patient wife

1

Although
paternal love WJIH utterly extinguished in his soul.
the proud reason of thephtlosophe was very far from avowing
itself vanquished, there was a secret struggle between the
restless nolicitude of the father and the apparent indifference
So, immediately atVr Victor's depart-

of the obstinate stoic.

M. Morren, without Baying anything about it, had
privately written to an artist friend in Rome, begging him to
:ifier Iris son and Feud him news of him.
The husband and wife were scarcely two days installed in
their Schrambeck residence when they already expected letters
Tho villagers of Schrambeck
from our young volunteers.
ure,

shared the impatience of both families in this regard,
At length, one morning, at the very moment Madame
Morren reached her sister's, the long-expected message arIt win a letter bearing the Roman post-mark.
rived.
With feverish impatience they tore open the envelope, and
immediately two sheets of paper, covered with small close
Victor, judging his parents
writing, dropped on the table.
had repaired to Schrambeck without delay, had joined his
letter to his cousin's.

"

We have just

" and we don't

A:ter quitting Paris on Tuesday evening, we reached Lyons on
Wednesday morning, and Marseilles that evening. As there
was no direct line, we had to go to Civita Vecchia by Leghorn,
where we disembarked on Friday evening. As our vessel had
to remain r. day at anchor in the port, we availed ourselves of

Leghorn. We had delightful weather going
to Civita Vtcchiu, where we arrived on Saturday.
Oh what
was our happiness, what joyful transports Wf re ours, when at
length we were permitted to tread that sacred soil so long the
We spontaneously flung
object of our dreams and our desires
ourselves on our knees to cover with kisses that sacred land :.s
dear and as precious to us as Palestine was to the valorous
But we carnot describe to you the vivaCrusaders of yore
our rapture when, from the window of the
city, the intensity of
train when traversing the banks of the Tiber, our eyes saw
outlined against the blue sky first the grand basilica of St.
Paul, then the noble old church of St. Mary-Major, and in fact
most of tbe fine churches of Rome. We alighted at the Porta
Portese, where we were received by a large number of outbrave compatriots who bad preceded us some months." "At
" Tasso's fine verses describthat moment," continued Victor,
at
the
dcrs'
the
Crus
sight of the ramparts of
transports
ing
Jerusalem occurred to me. Rome, our Jerusalem, lay at our
feet, disclosed to our gaze, and I could find no other words to
express the transports that filled our hearts than the words of
the sublime poet :- this delay to visit

!

!

!

'

Ecno apparer Geruealcm si vede,
Ecco additer Gerusalem Bi ecorgq ;

K

.

The
happy

letter

went on in

no more than

this pleasant strain,

to

wear

which showed the

dispositions of our young Zouaves, who concluded by
promising very soon to send a. longer letter, and requesting a

prompt reply from

their dear friend*.

had added:
dear mother, that our separation, your
absence, are and always will be very pa'nl'ul to inc. Still, from
the fervent desire that decided me, I diaw an invincible
strength, an ineffable consolation, and I thank (he Lord, who
has so paternally pointed out to me the way I should go, the
sacrifice I was to make.
Dear mother, may those same
motives, those same hopes be your refuge and your consolation!
Have no uneasiness on my account; don't afflict yourself; hnpo
in Providence, and draw your courage from the same source
whence I have drawn mine in the thought of the holy duty
it is given us to accomplish."
A few days after their arrival they were incorporated
in a batta ion of Zouaves but were allowed to remain some
time at Rome to visit the principal monuments of that sacred
Victor, in a postscript addressed to his mother,

" Let

me

tell

you,

city before joining

their

companions

at the

camp

of Col-

lescipoli.

Penetrating into the dark passages of the Catacombs those
monuments of the heroic piety of the early Christians
in a transport of holy respect and tender fervor, he
prostrated himself before the tombs of the martyrs who had beglorious

arrived in Rome," they wrote with filial alaclike to let to-morrow morning's mail go
out without hastily addressing you these lines, which will fully
inform you of the principal details and incidents of our voyage.
rity,

this journey to Rome.
Really it costs
out a pair of old shoes in walking." *

YI

il:i

mille voci imitazucntc.
ealutar ai scute.'

Gerusalemme

'But wo mustn't forget that good Martin," continued tno
brave young f Hows; "you can't think how happy he is. He
says continually that now, for two thousand francs, he wouldn't
wish to return to Belgium. The excellent lad is sometimes
comical to the last degree, and has amused us prodigiously en
When we asked him if he hadn't some message to send
route.
his mother, he promptly replied: 'Pray tell her that all's for
the best; that I'm very well; that the twenty-five francs are
When we asked him, on the
still untouched, safe and sound.'
way, what lie thought of the cities we had passed through, he
contented himself with replying: 'Bali! it seems to me I am
It is not such a great thing after all,
at Liege or Antwerp.

queathed him their examples, and, in presence of their venerated relics, renewed the vow he had formed in
consecrating
like them his youth and his life to the defence of the faith.

One day, in the catacomb of St. Callixtus, having knelt before the sepulchre of that glorious pontiff, he
suddenly arose
radiant and as it we e transfigured.
He thought he Lad
seen those immortal martyrs arise from their tombs and, joyfully displaying their wounds and their crown?, pour upon his
head and into his veins, with their benedictions, some raj a of
that celestial fire that, in the days of their earthly life, had

animated them and guided them to the port.
Another day, accompanied by Joseph and Martin, he went
to the basilica of St. Sebastian, where he prayed
long and
fervently, feeling inspired and doubly fortified at the remembrance of the heroic end of that glorious saint who of all
others first merited the honorable title of the Defender of tho
Church.
His happiness was at length complete when he obtained
audience of the common father of tho faithful, the good
and beloved Pius IX. With what tender eiaotiou, with what
jo\ful tears, he knelt to receive the benediction cf that paternal
tbe

hand to which the Lord had deigned to confide the keys of
But his happiness was to be still
kingdom of heaven
!

greater, as this letter to his mother, written

a few days later,
shows;
"
My dear mother, imagine, if you can, my joy and happiWe Joseph, Martin, and I have just had audience,
urssj
of the Holy Father.
Indeed I don't know how to give you aa
idea of his affectionate affability, his paternal kindness, and
the deep impression his noble and saintly presence made on

our hearts.
" It is to the
we owea,
obliging intervention of Mgr. S
not only this inestimable favor of seeing and conversing with
the Holy Father, but also an additional favor, a very special
happiness, of which I shall presently have occasion to speak
to you.

"We have been admitted to the presence of the Holy
- preceeded us to anFather this evening. While Mgr. S
nounce our hour of arrival to his Holiness, we remained in tiio
ante-chamber a long t:uperb gallery, crowded with domestic
prelates, chaplains, almoners, &C., all clad in violet, like bish'

^~~~^~
i

"The

author her*1 attributes to the two cousins, Victor and Joseph,
were really written, almost textually, by young Belgian Zouaves during their
sojourn in Rome. Nothing has been taken from, nor added to Martin's words,
which were littered on a similar occasion by a brave and honest volunteer i rom
letters the

a village of the

Oampine.

A
I

ops.

hod a long conversation with one
Boutane, also wore a ring

<>f

IXHT.I.I: ,s.ir/////,

"Then

them, who, be-

of (ho

IS

/;.

the Holy Father b

to blrBH .some beads

snme

whom wo

in,

EUli

and
i.t,

<

vr-n

d'

with us; after

naturally took for a bishop, tilling him Montime our couversali
lasted, although he hadn't
tin pectoral cr,>f>s.
Wo afterwards asked tlio chaplain of St.
Peter's the name of tho worthy bishop with whom wo ehatho informed us that that prolate was simply
tcd NO long

which ho permitted ns one
:id we left
the chamber.
But suddenly a chamberlain hurried after me,'
and said the Holy Father desired to upon); with
" Would
dunce
yon believe it, my dear 1:1
had read my noul, hu had discovered, diviii"d

one of his Holiuess's chamberlains, and we were much amused
at this innocent niistako.
came cut of the inner
"A few moments after Mgr. S
apartment and invited us to follow him into the presence of
the Holy Father. At that instant wo were seized with a midden and violent emotion one might have heard the hurried
beatings of our hearts, which trembled at once with dread and
We were then introduced into a small unjoining
pleasure.
chamber, furnished with the greatest simplicity, and, after having accomplished nil the prescribed ceremonies, at length found
ourselves at the feet of tlio good and noble Pius IX. I can't
describe to you the supreme, profound emotion that overmastered ns at that solemn moment. O mother, I am now

secret

and

m

Bigiior nil the
1

;

lire,

ha

prostrated myself before him
Go in peace, my son; the Lord is with you; you have
ihatd love on your side.
The peril is grc-::t, pei
but the work is noble and holy, and you will trium
" O mother mother those
words of hope
hit ion
fi'nco then constantly resound in
Wan i; ni t our
my ears.
:

1

;

amply recompensed

for the

anguish and bitterness of

!

my

" The
Holy Father, after having permitted us to kiss (he
ring he usunlly wears on his finger, tapped us gently on the
shoulder, saying, wi.h a paternal smile
"
'Well, my dear Zouaves, you are all Belgians, I sup:

about that now

'

'

and our families have
sent us here to throw
your Holiness's feet, and
assure you of our profound seutimen sof respect and affection,
and devotion to the holiest of caiises.
"The Holy Father then interrogated us with a solicitude
thoroughly amiable and paternal, speaking to us of our
country, our friends, our parents. He appeared deeply moved
whi 11 he learned that Joseph had made a vow to serve him to
obtain from heaven his mother's cure. As for me, I spoke to
him of you, my good mother, and of my father also he then
I answered,
ourselves at

Holy Father,

Yes,

'

"Surely he was right our bravo and honest Martin. And
assuredly we are very happy in having seen our well-be
Pius IX. to-day, in having conversed with him liko children
with their father; and to receive to-morrow the
Body and
Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ from his paternal hand."
"Will our compatriot's wish be one day accomplished ? I
don't know; but in any case I hope, my good luothc :.
you sstill feel courageous enough to be the mother of a m
if God, in His wisdom, should have so decreed it.
" And
now, farewell, dear mother; I must prepare t-> receive
my Redeemer to-morrow. You know well my moi-t fervent
prayers will be for you, for your consolation, for your happi"

;

me

to pray for

you both.
"But when we had delivered to him poor Teresa's

offering

Martin, in his simplicity, wanted to put the purse into
his hands the moment we had entered the room together), a
(for

tear glistened in his eyes,

emotion
" This

and he exclaimed w ith a voice

of

ness and

:

truly the widow's mite, and who would have the
courage to refuse it ? But, my children,' he continued, 'it is
quite necessary that I should do something in turn, (o
worthily recognise your devotion and your faithful affection.
Stay ; here's a little souvenir I charge you to transmit, in my
'

!

straight to heaven."

'

promised

:

All I desire more is to see the Holy Fa; her
again, to receive Communion from his hands, and then die for
him. In that case I hope the good God will consent to coll me

?
'

!

Lord Himself who deigned to speak to me by the voicu of Ilin
minister and representative on earth ?
" It is
impossible for me to describe to you here the sentiments of joy, gratitude and ecstasy that filled our hearts after
this visit to the Holy Father.
Martin, the simple;- 1 ami least
eloquent among us, was the one who knew, however, how to
express them in the Biiblimest manner when he answered at tho
moment when, traversing the Vatican, we wanted him to admire all those marvels of art and nature: 'It's little I card

sacrifice.

pose
"

1

I confided to you in the garden bei
and which so deeply moved your Christian heart.
And
9 were now humid, and his tender
a:.d emotional
a prophetic tone when ho murmured in my ear, while I

my father's.

Victor, having finished his letter, was thinking of the great
joy, the inestimable favor that awaited him with the first

is

glimpse of morning, when he fell into a sweet, peaceful deep.
But this sleep was soon troubled by agitated dream:), by a
strange vision

!

The young man saw

'

name, to your parents.
"And speaking thus, he gave us three gold medals.
"
But," he resumed an instant after, addressing Joseph, I
forgot that you have a sister. Stay, my son; here's something
for her, too.
It was n beautiful mother-of-pearl rosary, which
Joseph no doubt will send to Schrambeck.
"He still coutinued.for some moments, to speak tons of our
dear and beautiful country, for which he has told us he has
After that I ventured to make
always had a deep affection,
known to him our dearest and most fervent desire, which until
then we had not dared to manifest, fearing to importune the

stretching before him, farther than his
eye c.juld reach, a limitless ocean, whose giant waves swollen
and agitated by the breath of a powerful storm, rose hoarseresounding to the clouds of heaven, scattering everywhere
Naked rocks, dark and daup-crdread, destruction and death
ous, lifted their menacing ridges high over tho troubled w
lingo fierce birds flew along the crests of th<> billows, and enorinous marine monsters, with scaly baclis and confused and hor-

Holy Father.

tempest.

'

'

'

!

,

rible forms, raised their gaping mouths above the surface
the waves in the hope of gulping down the unfortunate

wrecked marineis who

of

shipwere to bo the sport of this horrible

Father," I said, 'we wonld wish to solicit a very
precious favor from your kindness. Could we have the happiness of receiving Holy Communion from your hands, an in
that way obtain the graces and benedictions of the Lord for

Sti.l in that vast chaos of light and darkness, clouds and
foam, u noble vessel floated, cleaving tho roaring waters and
preserving in its course a sovereign tranquillity and indescribable majesty.
Despite tho fury of tho windy and tho mighty
our present enterprise ?'
wrath of the waves, it traced, in the midst of the sombre
rocks,
"'
'Beat Mass in my chapel to- its broad and luminous track ns it might have done on the bosom
Assuredly," he replied.
How could I ever refuse anything to my of some beautiful blue lake on a peaceful summer evening. One
morrow morning.
had said that all the mariners who manned it were
dear Zouaves.'
tranquilly
"
we are sleeping, for none of them was seen in the lofts or rigging the
Holy Father,' we all answered with one accord,

"'Holy

1

'

'

;

and
you
>:d kindness, and we hope in return, with the help of
\y.\ nbld to serve
(}od,
you as becomes good and loyal Belgians that is to say. a:i true, and devoted soldiers of Christ.
profoundly grateful to
1

for all these proofs of

interest

,

'

majestic vessel seemed to steer, bend and move (f its own accord without anybody's help. However, calm and soli
ary, a
m. n was seated at the rudder; it was a venerable old
1

whoso

features, at once august

man,
and gracioiu, very closely re-

'i

Ifi

had admired that very day on the noble
Ucr of the faithful, and which
on his miml.
luul made such a profound and last
uiiK man was rot slow to perceive that he himself was
cm board thin majes'ic vessel, sheltered from all danger, in company with some friends and bin beloved mother. But, oh terror in
a glance of horror and pity on that tumultuous
nd
efaaos, on those foaming \\aves, ho sees, faint, inanimate
halt' swallowed down, ft Cswta-way whom the angry waves at
Bomb'

.

ii

i

!

;

on their crests at another clasp in their siuuous coils iiiul suck down into their whirlpools, while around
him the monsters of the abyss grind their .sharp teeth, their
gnashing jaws, and icake ready to devour liim.
O p wers, O decrees of heaven That miserable wretch is his
ouetii

!

father

plied. "Well, suddenly, n few
to lose his
it was im,>

tie

.

I

ness without the help of that, poor bea.-t.
"Oh yes, yes, Pietro Mariui, I r

1

had tho misfoviur,"
t.> uo hi:

him

[
'

him well," here
cried Carlotta, one of the youngest little
girls of the gmnp.
'He's a poor man wlu soils sand, and brings it in on old
cart,"
!

"That's him, just," said Nina; "but before calling him
end of the tw ry. I'i.-tro, as J've t Id you,
was, us well i.s his wife, plunged in profound grief on
'poor,' wait for the

thai loss, when all at once, starting up joyfully, and, in
citemeut, giving himself a thump iu the head, lie svi.l

i

1

Maddalena, I was a fool to annoy myself so.' A:i
I'm
Yr.s, it's just :<s 1 say,
garded him with satisfaction
but a fool,' he pursued.
Don't you know, and didn't
the Holy F.'
too, that we've an excellent neighbor here
And he doesn't want for horses, mid he'll not refuse me one if
I ask him. Quick, give me my Sunday clothes. II
they say I'm going to see him, to speak to him a
you'll see, Maddalena, if I don't bring back a horse.
"And did he really go there ?" interrupted Ursula, one of iho
'

i

'

:

'

I

!

anguish, and
already he has launched plunged in the midst of the waves,
the
iriig les with all the strength of despair agains',
waves, the winds, and the sea monsters. The screaming birds

The courageous Victor has uttered a cry

of

of prey wheel before his eyes and over his head, the monsters
of the deep set upon him furiously, rending and bearing away
few more
strips of flesh from his body; still he struggles on.

A

struggles, another effort,

and he

will

have saved his

father.

.

i

'

youngest

.

girls.

believe

'^1

''

so.

He went

but as
Never-

straight to the Vatican
him at the gates.

a gigantic wave, breaking over him, flings him back.
His strength fails him; an icy shudder shakes his exhausted
limbs; already the cold hand of death seems to clasp him and
He has resolved, howdrag him down into the abyss. .
At
Courage, forward forward
ever, to conquer or to die.
But
last
at last he has rejoined, he has seiznd his father!
the unfortunate old man struggles against him, writhes convulsively, and seems to want to draw him with him into tho
Victor, poor Victor, shall yon then Le
depths of the gulf.
vanquished in that supreme combat of devotion and love? No,
the heroic child has cast a prayerful glance towards the noble
vessel; he sees his weeping mother pointing to heaven with a
radiant countenance, and the divine pilot turns towards him
and smiles. Then he utters a cry, murmurs a prayer, and im-

you may well

At last ho
ploring heaven's succor, makes a last effort. .
has succeeded in rinsing the old man in his arms and drawing
him out of the reach of tho hungry monsters seeking to tear
He has regained the vessel he has
him to pi9ces.

to the Sovereign Pontiff, and I'll do my best to influence him
Return to-morrow, my child, nud I hope to
in your favor!

Alas

!

.

!

!

.

.

.

placed the poor castaway in the arms of his joyful, weeping
moth'-r and falls fainting, exhausted, dying at the feet of tke
divine pilot, who, at that moment, gives him his last blessing.
The hand of death is on him, but his father is saved
And then, as dusky vapors mingle with tho splendor of a
golden .sky, the mournful images of the dream vanished in the
!

But was it indeed Victor, but a
midst of a calm
p.
vain dream, a fleeting vision, that at that hour eould thus disturb yon?

think, they stopped

man ^as not discouraged at such a little
'I
'I must speak to the Holy Father!' lie cried.
must converse wi h him at once and treat with him on an important subject." Now these words of Pietro weren't long in
drawing the attention of a moosignor who, passing close by,
had ajready reniar, ed the brave man on account of his conThe pr<
fident bearing and his frank, honest face.
him why he desired to be admit! ed to the Vatican. ' I'll very
willingly explain the mat;er to you," he replied. And, without
theless,

our brave

tbing.

waiting to be pressed, he immediately related the misfortune
that had happened to him, and the idea he had of imploring
It was an exe
the Holy Father's aid on that occasion.
I'll transmit your request
idea,' replied the worthy prelate.
'

'

have the happiness of announcing to you the success of your
request.' Pietro, as you may ima;.'iue, did not wait to
be told twice. The next day he wns at his post, hopeful and
joyful, and the good Pius IX., touched to the heart by the
Jrathfr.l confidence his neighbor testified towards him. not only
sent him a horse out of Liu stables, but also a good sum of

humble

m nev to help

him to harness it. Now, I leave you to think if
He sprang with a bound on
Pietro was proud and content.
the beautiful horse, a glorious present from the Holy ]'.
and triumphantly riding through the Trastevere, shout, d
:

stable

Iva P'KJ \oiio
' "

He

.'

has given

me

a horse out of his

own

t.

!

The Holy Father is really very good,' observed a Tristeverina named Julia
particularly to little oues and the poor.
One day, accompanied by a single prelate, he took n walk outCHAPTER VII.
side the gates of the city, wlun he met a simple peasant
THE CAItBONABO.
along quite joyfully, making great strides and munching a big
Good day, my son,'
piece of black bread under his teeth.
One fine Rummer evening, several young girls of the Traste- said the Holy Father, at once pleased with the frank and
vere had come to draw water from the fountain Paulina, called by countenance of the hou.-st countryman.
The latter, too busy
the Romans Fontana di Sun Pietro iu Montorio. Laughing, gos- with his mouth full to answer, nodded familiarly and
'

'

'

'

\

siping an; r-portiug together, they did not seem in the least Lurry
to finish their task and go home. One of them was remarkable
for her regular and energetic features and lurge dark brown
i

'iied to indicate rare and firm courage; she
looked as it' she had not counted more than fifteen summers,
and her companions called her Nunziata.

But the
telling the

eldest of the young girls were chiefly occupied in
news of the day, and babbled joyously, like so many

swallows."

"

Do you know what

has happened to that brave Pietro

Marini?" said Giannina, the gravest.
"
No, indei d. Tell us, Nil:
" You know him we 1- that
worthy,

on.

at a turning on the road ho suddenly perci
carriage with liveried lackeys and two of the

But, lo

handsome

!

'

'

'

"

very graciously gives him his blessing-.
At these words Julia broke off and Ursula suddenly cried out
" Look here's a foreign Zouave walking with a gentleman

:

!

!

tei ir to
This trait of tbc Scnvrriuii Pontiff * beneficence \<
:i
to which our story referfi; but the reader will jiarden tbic inucnent
1

1

h.

Holy

Fatlu r's chamberlains.
Surely,' he said to himself, it must
be the Pope.' And, without losing lime he throws himself on
If you're the
his knees and cries out with all his might,
And
Pius IX.,
me
benediction.'
Father,
give
your
pray
Holy
at once understanding the good man's words, turns asid

nii-ru,

A

DOUBLE

fVo what a handsome soldier, and what a noble dignified,
-us air he has?"
Nuuzi.ita, turning round, joyfully exclaimed
"
Loi:g live the ZituavcH, those generous and valiant dofenders of the Holy Father !"
But hardly had sho glanced at the young Zouave and his
young companion than, without even waiting to bid adieu to
Lor companions or stooping to lift up the pitcher left near the
fountain, she dashed off rapidly in the direction of the narrow
streets adjoining the Trastevere, where she instantly disapcourage

:

peared.

was Victor Morren, accompanied by Maso

di Roccabianca,
the young girls.
They
seemed to be coming from the Lungera quarter and going in
the direction of the Porta San Pancrazio. The
young
Romans, grouped under the shadow of the arches, followed
them for a moment with their eyes, and then promptly reIt

who

thus attracted the

notice of

sumed their pleasant chat.
" But
why did Nunziata fly away BO hastily?" observed
"
Carlotta.
See, she was in such a hurry, that she has forgotten her pitcher near the basin."
" Who can know what's on her

mind

?" replied

Giannia.

" She's a
singular child, that Nunziata. At one time she's
at another she's gossiping
pensive, grave, and almost Bad
and singing, laughing and joking. Really I could never un;

derstand her."

"

creature"
said Julia.
as an angel, and at other
You retimes rash, irritable, and untractable as a demon.
member at the last fire that took place in the Trastevere, how
Yes,

indeed,

" Sometimes

she's

she's as

a

strange

meek and kind

courageously she rushed into the midst of the flames and
burning ruins, where even men did not dare to venture,
afraid of sacrificing their lives, and, at the danger of hers,
succeeded in saving a poor little child whote parents had
And with what glad afperished, devoured by the flames.
fection, what loving emotion she afterwards pressed the dear
little innocent to her heart, as a sister, a mother wou.d have
,

done !"
" Do I remember?" retorted Carlotta " I should think so
She placed it
I saw the child last Sunday walking with her.
in the orphanage of the Immaculate Conception, where she had
The poor little child loves
it maintained at her own expense.
her beyond anything and calls her his mother. You bhould
see her dance with joy when he gives her that name !"
;

Just at this moment a young man quitting the Trastevere
passed by the fountain, making for the Porta San Paucrazio in
all.

haste.
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began their walk.
" What's be.como of
my father ?" he asked. " How is he ?"
" His health is
always good, but he's really inconsolable at
"
your departure. Listen to mr, Victor, resumed Maso, after a
"
and
with
moment,
your father gave me
apparent hesitation;
a message for yon, in case I should meet you; but, truly, I
"
don't know whether it's right to make
"Don't let anything embarrass you; apeak frankly," the
generous young man at once interposed.
"
Well, since you wish it, pray don't be annoyed with m
then, and believe me that, in acting thus, I'm guided only by
the interest I have in yov.rself, your respectable father, and all

Your father, conquered by your entreaties, at
you to take service in the Pontifical army
but after your departure, after seriously reflecting on the subject of your resolution, he charged me with speaking to you
in his name, and sparing no efforts to get you to renounce this
your family.

last allowed

;

deplorable determination."
Now Maso, in speaking thus, was guilty of an odious and
Since Victor's departure he had not exflagrant imposture.
changed a single word with M. Morren, then at his Scham-

beck
of

villa.

tliis

So Victor was by no means convinced

of the truth

assertion.

" Monsieur di Roccabianca " he
replied, "I don't believo
my father ever retracts his word solemnly given; such conduct would be in direct opposition to his principles, his acts,
Besides I would dishonor and despise myself
his entire life.
if I were ever capable of failing in my engagement. No, Maso,
nothing could ever make me betray my duty; my father himself wouldn't wish I should break my oath in so shameful a
manner. Spare yourself then the trouble of urging it any
longer you'll never persuade me."
replied Maso, who was resolved to draw
his perfidious arguments, or, in case all his
ruses should fail, to wreak upon him, the ferocious vengeanoe

"But,

my friend,"

nway Victor by

he had so long pondered "but, my friend, how can you feel
yourself engaged by a decision taken haphazard, in haste, in
complete ignorance of the situation, the circumstances, the
Don't you see how this cause is
cause you had embraced ?
unworthy of you, unworthy of the constancy and devotion of
brave men ? Don't you perceive, in fact, that our age of progress and enlightenment is thoroughly resolved to bear no
longer the tyrannous and odious yoke the Papacy imposes on
the ancient city of the proud Romans, a free people ?"
" Listen to me, Maso," here
interrupted Victor, flushed with
anger, indignation and disdain; "the subject to which you
have just alluded is one that cannot be discussed between us
the words you have uttered profane and sully this august and
;

resumed

"there's

Nimziata's
What can he have to do at this hour outside the
brother.
Really, one
gates of the city that he should be hurrying so ?
would think he was running for his life."
All this time Victor and his companion, conversing uninterruptedly, had passed the Porta San Pancrazio and were
Maso had met
rambling in the direction of the Via Vitellia.
the young Pontifical volunteer in the Lungara, and had corHe came from Belgium, he
dially shaken hands with him.
said, anxious to revisit his country, whose dearest interests
were actually at stake. At the same time he had not told Vic-

"Stay!"

,v.irA'//7r

Julia;

Stefano,

tor that for two days ho had been looking for him in every
But he feigned a lively interest and deep
corner of Rome.
sympathy for the young stranger, and hastened to give him
news of his friends at Antwerp whom he had recently quitted.
" And where do
you intend going now ?" he asked.
"I
purposed visiting the Church of San Pancrazio to-day,''

The glorious cause I defend is the cause
justly blessed land.
of my conscience, the cause of all Catholicity, in brief, the
cause of my God !"
"A
very glorious cause, indeed I" retorted the Carbonaro,
with an ironical smilo "that of a decrepit old man, a few
What
bigoted monks, and some credulous or idiotic women.

honor will yon owe it, if you die for it ?
With what glory
would it crown you even if it triumphed which it never will"?
Do you wish to embrace a noble and a just cause, to exhibit a
sublime aud generous devotion ?
It is a
Fight for Italy.
grand aud noble cause, that of a people breaking its chains

is the cause of liberty opposed to the cause of
slavery.
Followme, Victor; join those generous and intrepid combatants
who came from all parts to do battle and triumph in holy
patriotic combats; cast away from you fanaticism and error
those Tain idols of your fathers; break the shameful bonds of
that gross superstition in which a fatal education has too
responded Victor,
long
" 'Twill be a real
" I'm
You have a grand and generous soul, a soul
pleasure to enchained you.
delighted," said Maso,
There is a delightful walk to it. I'll show capable of understanding and appreciating the
accompany you.
sublimity of
Come then, abanyou, on the way, the Vascellos and the Villa Corsini, where such an aim, the beauty of such devotion.
the French opened a way to the ramparts of Rome in 1849. don those crumbling altars, those decrepit dogmas hasten to
Besides we can talk more at leisure of your country and your ranga yourself under the flag of Italy to be revivified at our
"
sides by the breath of liberty !"
family.
"
Victor could not expect to find very much pleasure in Maso's
Enough !" replied Victor, in a firm voice, interrupting th
"
y; npvertheloRH. he received him cordially, and they both
believe me, I know those
tempter with a motion of the hand;
it

;

:

D

A
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Ciarihaldiau Wands thoroughly
just
d to
I consider, then, as an iusult, any propo.
engage me to join those adventurers and cmHlrtttii-ri "f our
<

;

value.

c^poch, lialf soldiers, half bandits.

Enough

I

tell

you you
Such solicitahave perhaps spoken without a bad intention,
tions are, nevertheless, enough to bring the blush of shame to
!

;

At these words the

irritated

Carbonaro bit his

lips so angrily

Thou
that his blood tinged his white teeth clinched with rage.
he slipped- his hand under his coat as if looking for a weapon;
but the road they were then walking on doubtless did not
appear to him deserted enough for the accomplishment of Ids
Teugoance; so ho pursued with apparent calmness:
"Very well, sir, let there be no more talk about it. Believe
me, however, I had no intention of offending you. Haven't I
told you at the outset, that my interest and sympathy in yourself as well as your respectable parents was my sole and only
"
motive ?
" but
" I believe so "
you arc strangely misreplied Victor,
that
think
taken if you
earthly honor, thr.t fleeting, fragile
and contemptible glory, of which you spoke to mo just now,
is the sacred end to which I aspire, the motive that determined
me to this resolution. Other careers more peaceable, more
brilliant, in which I wouldn't have to sacrifice my blood, my
but I have preferred sacrificing my whole
life, are open to me;
to the august and sacred cause for which
all
hopes,
my
future,
I have offered myself, and I will gladly persist in this supreme
resolution, even if shame and death were to be my only reward
here, for I should have at least confessed my faith and satisand my conscience and my faith are the
fied my conscience,

"
sole judges at the tribunal to which I am summoned.
profound silence followed this solemn avowal. Victor

A

had

ceased to speak, aud, absorbed in his thoughts, kept h's eyes
As to the guilty Maso, lie knit his dark
fixed on the ground.
on his young companion, seemed
riveted
and
his
eyes,
brows,
to dart flames.

There was a lonely, silent csuntry around them; not a murmur, not a sound no breath of wind waving the branches, no
sweet song of birds among the leaves, no cricket chirping
among the tall grass; nothing but a deep, sinister silence.
Our two promenaders had left the Vascello and the Villa Corsini behind,- and without Victor perceiving it, had quitted the
high road and penetrated into a solitary path which Maso

knew well.
They were approaching a dense copse where

the young

trunks grew thickly, and the branches interlaced. Suddenly
a light bref ze made the leaves gently rustle, and then died
away without leaving a trace, like the icy breath, the last sigh

"

And

that fault sound gone, everything relapsed

resumed Maso

a strange accent, and
designedly laying stress upon his words, as it were to give
" Listen to me. There's
noththem a sinister (significance.
ing before you but defeat and death if you persist iu this deListen, Victor,"

ki

Poor dupe that you are," he
plorable disastrous design.
" how could
continued, with a disdainful smile,
you have
thus abandoned your father and your country to die unknown

and dishonored,

iu

some forgotten corner

oj

this foreign

laud."

"Maso, Maso, stop, be silent," cried the incensed Victor.
" You
blaspheme, you insult the Divine Majesty audaciously;
you make me blush with shame and indignation for you.
Know well that th.it death with which you threaten me in your
blind rage has no terrors for me, for I am prepared for it,
ever since the day God inspired me with this pious resolution.
I shall behold it as a benefactress, as a friend supporting on
those green palms of victory, a thousand times
its wings
more pleasing and more glorious than all the crowns lavished
on earthly conquerors. Far from me such weakness
far
Who could fear to die fighting for the
from me such terrors
holy cause of God and the Church ?"
"
Well," cried Mato, no longer restraining his fury, "as
;

!

you wish

it,

my

vengeance

here

is

that

benefactress,

that friend

!

She'll

!"

And

before the astonished Victor had time to def< nd himself, the robust arm of the Carbonaro had seized him i;iid
clasped him in its iron grasp.

The young

my face."

of one dying.
into silence.

not keep you long waiting, wretched fanatic, pitiful maniac.
come at length, the hour of thy death with the hour of

It is

volunteer, however, did not lose his braver

He had first grown pale, but at once
self-possession.
his eyes to heaven as it were to offer his last sacrifice to

"Ah

r;
v

accursed," continued the Carbonaro, " I haven
turned in vain to this fatal city.
If I've consented to
!

cim>.%

was because I hoped to rejoin thee, to be revenged
coward die, maniac and may all the enemies of Taly
"
!

!

!

like thee

it

;

pi

!

Aud Maso

raised his arm, and over the young
glittering blade of a poniaid.

Zouave's

head flashed the

But a cry

of paiu and distress
suddenly resounded aloi
the terrified Carbonaro let his arm fall.
"Genuaro, Gennaro !" cried the voice, drawing near.
assuming a beseeching tone.
" Who calls me ? " murmured the
" Who's
assassin.
here,

path, an

1

tken, that

knows

my name ? "Who

dares

name Gennaro

with-

''

out dreading his vengeance
Suddenly, as if iu answer to his question, a man wit'n
bevelled hair, dusty clothes and flashing eyes, emerged from
the thicket and met his gaze, arriving at the supreme moment
like a messenger of fear and justice.
This man was Stefano
Nunziata's brother.
At the s ght of him the Carbonaro grew dreadfully pale,
trembled all over, as if a thunderbolt, hurled by the hand of
God, struck him.
" Stef
ooo," he murmured in a feeble voice, "Stefano, is it
really you ? Ho'.v did you come here ?"
"
Gennaro," answered the uew-comer. " At least I see you
still recognize me.
Whatever power has guided my foot-steps,
I'm fortunately come in time to spare you a crime. Genuaro,
are all traces of that blood clinging to your hands then
effaced,
that already you're thinking of soiling them with a second

murder ?"

The guilty Maso or Gennaro, for henceforward we know
him under his real name seemed totally disarmed, humiliated,
vanquished by the voice of that stranger who thus spoke so
His still flashing eyes were coul'usr
on the ground it was easy to see so
secret influence ai rested and overpowered the blind
fury that
bitterly to him.
averted, then fixed

;

boiled iu his breast.

As to Victor, scarcely had the vigorous arm of tbe assassin
relaxed its grasp, when he fell upon his knees,
thanking God
with all his heart for his sudden deliverance. Then he regarded with surprise the strange and unexp<
him. He could not understand by what singular chance if
indeed there was really nothing but chance in all this this unknown liberator had appeared so suddenly, and just at the
supreme moment, nor what were the circumstances that pave
this stranger such a mysterious influence over the mind <>f the
assassin.

Meanwhile Stefano conversed rapidly with the Carbonaro in
a mixed dialect utterly unknown to Victor. He spoku with
evident solicitation, entreaty, and, at the same time, authority which did not prevent him lowering his voice and gazing
anxiously around him, as if he feared some one iu tho depth
the thicket could have overheard him. As to Gennaro he
only murmured in an irritated undertone some words that did
not appear to calm Stefano's indignation. The latter at
length this time iu Italian, without being any longer afraid
that Victor would overhear him replied
"
Well, let it be BO, as you wish it, God knows, despite all,
I don't desire your ruin and your shame. Ouly, listen to me
and don't despise my advice. Quit Rome immediately, or
I declare, Gennaro, nothing shall restr.-.in rne. It' tomorrow's
:

<

sun shall find you under our

wall, neither the affection
the laws of nature inspire me with toward.-, you, nor
thought of the dishonor that would full on our name,

ti.

;;',

(

all

DOl

A

I

me denouncii;,'r yon and delivering j-ou up to justice.
" if
now," <">n:inu"<l Stefano with a mournful ;;lane<>,
awakens
in
r
to
or
moves
heart
nothing
you
repentance
yon
yon t<> weep for your crimes, may I havo seen you for (ho last
time ou earth or in heaven. Farewell, farewell, Gcunaro
lot
us separate without any further delay. Here's your road."
And, with a gesture of uuthoity, he pointed to the pathway
leading to the Poita Portese, then made a sign to Vietor and
v, allied before him along the
road which, turning in an opposite direction, led them hack to the city.
For some moments Victor and his courageous guide observed
a profound silence; but scarcely had they emerged on the highroad than Victor, seizing the hand of the bravo Stefano, pressed

prevent

'

Your good words

A; id

;

it

respectfully to his lips.
"Oh, my noble liberator

"
!

ho

cried,

"

how can

I ever thank

your kindness?"
you
" What's the
good of speaking of those things, Signer,"
"I have only done my duty;
replied the brave young man.
and, believe me, I am sufficiently rewarded by the thought of
having been fortunate enough to prevent a murder."
"I shall do as you please," Victor quietly responded, "but
for

nothing shall prevent me vowing a sincere friendship, a lively
gratitude towards you. But by what mysterious and divine
will of Providence were you there precisely at the instant
when a crime was to be prevented, and how comes it supposing, however, my question is not indiscreet that rny adversary
who, for many years, has habitually resided in Belgium, is so
intimately

known

to

you ?

"

"

to that place," replied Stefauo.
Know then, Signer,
that your perfidious enemy is noi:e other than my own
brother, a real prodigal son, who has long overwhelmed us
with shame and sorrow.
Judge then, after that, if I ought

to esteem myself

happy

despite the profound grief his un.t
having arrived in time to save him a

worthiness causes me
crime
O my poor, dear brother, we have known him before
to be honorable and virtuous, but the fatal influence of some
treachtrous friends, aud particularly that of bad societies he
frequented but too often, led him as! ray, corrupted him, and
!

brought him to ruin. Then terrible occurrences, leaving traces
of mourning and sorrow in our memory that will uevtr be
effaced, compelled the unfortunate fellow to abandon his
country.

For many years

kis fate

my

was unknown to

us,

and we

were not aware of his return to the country, to the Eternal
City, until to-day, by God's visible permission, my sister Nunziata saw him passing with you near the Paulina fountain,
where she had tarried.
Although she was still quite a child
when he left us, she recognized him in a moment, for in our
happy d^ys our little Nunziala was Geuuaro's favorite, and
sad years passed in error and crime could not have so
changed our brother's features that it wou'd be impossible to
recognize them when they were forever engraven on one's memBut, having seen Gennaro in company with a Pontifical
ory.
volunteer. Nunzi.itafelt immediately moved by a fatal presentiment, and hastened to return home to tell me what she had

ami hope to me, and pour

ri

heart."

'I'h. M, as
they drew near the city, elasping each other's
hands, they observe'
The chnzou of San Pietro in Montorio IOM before them in
the shadow they entered to pour out before God the gratitude and love with which their hearts were animated.
Htefnno
knelt before the altur of the Virgo della Lettera.
1

;

prayed for his brother Vietor implored God's grace and pardon for his enemy, and, mindful of the peril that menai- d
him, returned thanks to Providence.
Meanwhile Gennsiro had lied, blasphemy on h's lip", rago
in his heart.
In his fury he multiplied his mad maledictions
and exclamations, raising his hand to heaven as if to threaten
;

God

himself.

" The coward has
escaped me this time ;" he cried at last,
stopping exhausted, his forehend bathed in perspiration, his
" bnt I'll meet him
aguiu, and destiny, I'm coneyes glaring,
will
not
fident,
always protect him. Forward, forward, on my
fatal road
Courage I'll meet him ai ain. Thou wilt have
!

;

thy reveuge, Gennaro, before hell claims thee !"
And his infernal laughter resounded in the evening stillness
like the dismal chuckling of a damned soul
Then, as if ho had taken a sudden resolution, he continued
his way in the direction of the Porta Portese.
Alt at 01
!

a turning in the road, a
herself before him.

"Gennaro

" It was indeed an
inspiration of Divine Providence that led

me

into

!"

young

girl

rushing on hastily found

she cried.

" Nunziata !" he
repeated, for he had recognized his sister
by the sound of her voice.
" Genuaro, have
you seen Stefano have you spoken to

him

?"

"
" Have I
he replied, transported with rage
spoken to him
"
at that name, at the recollection of his brother.
Back, Nunziata all is henceforth broken off, all is ended between us.
Stefauo has baffled me, he has snatched away my revenge from
me. He has threatened, in his stupid anger, to bring shame,
exile, and death upon me."
"Wretch!" cried Nunzia'a, "I wasn't deceived You were
Your confiding victim trusted
going to shed innaceut blood
himself to you
Genuaro, Gennaro, have you stilled forever
That bleeding, livid shadow
the voice of your conscience
that shadow you knew BO well docs it never rise before you?
"
Does it never trouble your dreams ?
!

!

I

!

!

!

"

"Back, back, mad

girl
inte:rupted the Carbonaro trans"Let me pass, Nuoziata, or I'll crush you
ported with fury.
beneath my feet, to chastise you for your insolence."
!

But, at this threat, the courageous child, in place of recoildashed before him, exasperated, indomitable, like a lioness
caught in a snare.
"
"
she cried with all the intrepidity, all the noble
Courage
ardor of a Roman maiden.
"Courage! Now raise your hand
I'm not afraid of you, Gennaro, and you shall
to your sister
"
ht!ar me to the end, despite your fury and all your threa'.s
ing,

!

!

!

"
" Once
he stammered, rudely
more, back away maniac
I instantly felt it my duty to follow you, hoping to find shoving her aside and throwing her down on the road.
seen.
"Go,
an opportunity of conversing with my brother, to whom I tell that stupid Stefano, who has robbed me of my revenge,
But when I saw you quit the high- to beware, if ho will, of the consequences of the hatred I
wished to speak alone.
road and disappear with Gennaro into the thicket, a profound henceforth bear him."
"
You know the rest,
terror seized me and I bounded after you.
"Hate me, too, then; replied the courageous girl at once
of
hand
God
saved
!"
was
I
who
first robbed you of your revenge.
the
it
for
you
Signor; it was
rising,
" It
guided yours, my friend," replied Victor effusively. God knows that in crossing your path, I had no wish but to
" It is to
O Stefan how touch your soul; but I see, wretched brother, that your heart
you I owe safety, life deliverance.
can I ever repay you ? Let me at least speak to you, heart to ia closed to me. Your hour is not yet come. Alas when will
And, if you like, Stefano, we'll it come?"
heart, as to an old friend.
"
Yes, when will it come then the hour of revenge!" ho
pray together for your unhappy brother."
Stefano wept. It wits a good, true Christian he had had repeated, as he walked away from her.
the happiness of saving he saw it dearly then, for the true
"Wretched being, it is not that I await; it is the hour of
servants of Christ alone are capable of pitying, loving, suc- salvation, the hour of grace," she replied, heaving a deep sigh.
" O, Gennaro, Gennaro, formerly you loved me so much
In
coring those who persecute them. In his emotion the words
died away on his lips, but his heart beat tenderly, and he the name of the happy past, iu the name of our old affectiun,
sed Victor's hands.
r.'fa'.l to what end I speak these words, I address to you this
"O thanks, thanks!" ho murmured, drying his
By your regrets, by your repentance forestall the
prayer
!

!

' '

,

!

;

!

i

:

20
were it only a aingli- moment !"
she stretched outlier hands towards him. weeping bitBut the guilty cue did not deign to listen to her, and
terly.
sud nnd solitary she returned to her dwelling in the city. She
had scarcely entered when Stefauo and Victor appeared.

hour

CHAPTKl; Mil.

of justice,

And

brother, I've spoken to him, but he would listen to
nothing," she cried. "Oh my God, my God is there no more
Pardon, pardon, Signer," she stammered,
hope for him?
perceiving atStefano's side the young foreigh Zouave, at whose

"Alas

!

!

!

THE SPIRIT OF OOOD AND TUB SPIRIT OF

EVIL.

The old castle of Schrambeck, of which we have spoken at
the outset of this story, is an
antique and venerable remnant
of the splendors of the Middle As:es.
It is a vast quadrangular
building, flanked, at each of its
angles, by a large round tower, joined by a wing, iu tin' center of the facade, with a fifth
tower, an immense formidable
struotnre that looks like the eternal sentinel of theold chaN-ui,
the outran.
overlooking iho approaches anj

threw herself, blushing and confused.
"Pray, rise, Signorina," responded Victor, painfully moved
by this huaiblo attitude, those passionate demonstrations.
defending
"Don't I owe my safety to your brother here ?"
large moat nearly surrounds, the vasi and gloomy edifice; a
"Alas tie too he's my brother," she murmured, "bending very lofty i^reuulated mid turretrd wall completing the line of
defence.
The rusty vanes, half bent on their rods, creak on
low and blushing deeper.
"He's a stray the tops of the turrets the old oaken doors are bending on
"And he is also mine," replied Victor.
brother for whose return we will constantly pray with our their hinges the walls are falling in in many places
and
the tall weeds, sown by the breath of the
whole soul."
tempest, wave their
At these tender words the astonished Nnnziata glanced green leaves from the base of the posterns to the summit of
feet she

.

!

;

;

;

A

No threatening
earnestly at the young Christian soldier.
cloud, no perceptible expression of rancor or anger darkened
Victor's brow, and his frank open visage, breathed nothing
but love and pity, generous indulgence, and divine mercy.

the battlements.
p rtion of tlie old edifice is already a heap
of ruins ; and time, which is doing its
work, will not be slow
to destroy what remains.

Nunzinta, to get a better look at him, wiped away her tears
for a moment.
"O, Signor, you're an angel," she cried, sobbing.
" Alas I'm
very far from resembling those pure spirits of
" And
heaven," he replied, with a gentle, modest s iiile.

ter,

!

don't call

me

'

Signor,' I beg, but simply Victor, for I earn-

estly desire that you and Stefano should regard me as a
brother.
True, in a few days
duty summons me to the

my

Rome

but I shall certainly return, and
I do hope I shall then be treated by you aa one of the family.
You'll grant me that favor, won't you, dear Stefano?"

camp

rather far from

;

Some time

before

M. Morren and

tli3

events related in the preceding
chap-

his

friend,

Ernest Van

Dormael, were

taking a walk towards the close of day, along the hills to the
north-west of Schrambeck. Ernest had arrived the
evening
before on a visit to his friend, purposing to
lay a snare to
draw the proud philosophe further into the dark abyss of impiety and error. But since his arrival he had not had an opportunity of talking to his friend Morren alone ; so, desirous
of creating a favorable occasion for the execution of his
plan,
he proposed they should take along walk together to the ruias
of the old chateau.

Now, on their way was the Chapel of Consolation where
The young Italian's only reply was a warm pressure of the they saw old Teresa kneeling at the threshold and praying
hand extended to him. Victor was not long without meeting fervently.
" Ah
true friends in this new land.
you're thera, my good Teresa," said M. Morren,
Out of regard for this amiable family as well as compassion who knew the old woman well, and never refused her an alms,
for the wretched maniac, the young Pontifical volunteer only for he had an excellent heart.
"And, as I perceive, always
It seems, my good woman, that you've
disclosed the dramatic circumstances in which he thought he praying.
nothing else
!

Joseph and the faithful
Martin, who both promised to have a watchful eye to bis
would have

lost his life to his cousin

safety.

The next day Victor received a long letter from
who said that for some days she had remarked a

his mother,

strange and
extremely satisfactory change in her husband's conduct. M.
Morren had pointedly betrayed, in every thing that concerned
his son, a deep estrangement, or, at least, complete indifference but, suddenly, he seemed to have reverted to better
sentiments, and impatiently asked to see Victor's letters to his
;

mother. Then he recommended his wife to write immediately
to Victor and request a prompt reply, warning his son to care" for the latfully avoid the company of Maso if he met him,
"intends
to
he
child."
added,
ter,"
injure my poor

do than recite your Avea. "
" A
poor, weak, old woman like me has nothing else to do."
"
she replied, rising and leaning on her crutch.
But, do you
know" ehe continued, " for whom I am praying, just now ?
" How should I
know, my good woman ?"
"
Well, I'm going to tell you. I was praying, just now,
for our children who are at Rome
for your Victor, Monsieur
Morren, and then for Joseph and Martin."
"
Upon my faith, your poor Martin oughtn't to be very
much obliged to you. Didn't you send him there yourto

'

;

self ?"

" And do
you think on account of that," she sturdily re" that I haven't a true mother's love
for my poor child?
plied,
Believe me, sir, the rich can't love their children more nor
And do you imagine the thought of my
Victor, overjoyed at receiving such pleasant news, hastened better than the poor.
to answer his dear parents, in order to dispel all their disquiet- dear absent son isn't enough to occupy my days and trouble
that I'm not every instant disturbed with a thounde, and, (without, however, imforming them of the danger my nights,
he had run) completely reassured them in his regard for all sand uneasinesses, thinking of the hazards and dangers that
Maso's projects, he told them, had come to nothing and evap- await him, far from me ?"
"
Well, foolish woman," interposed Ernest, with a look of
erated in smoke.
" in that
case, then, whom have you to blame but
But how had M. Morren been led to suddenly conceive such disdain,
a lively sob'citude in regard to his son ? And who could have yourself ? Isn't it you you've said so who decided him to
informed him of the sinister projects of the Carbonaro, who undertake that adventurous expedition ? Why didn't youkeep
had not announced his departure to him, and besides would him near you, far from hazards, far from dangers? You'd
all those useless afflictions and those
Lave taken care not to disclose his reason for going to Rome? then be spared
barren
"
;

prayers.
At these words old Teresa fixed one of
glances on the new-comer.

" Are
you a Christian ?" she asked.
"
would say you never were
" One wouldn't be far

her keen, curious

"To

hour you, one

out, perhaps," Ernest replied,

smil-

ing disdainfully.

" In that case

you'll not understand me.

And

yet

I'll

try

lil.f:

to explain to you tho reasons that deoidei me in not.
sou at home. It was" she continued, in a slow,
I

my

tone,

And
er.

" because I'm not

keeping
:

I'm a Christian, too.
it mother
only
was a Christian even before I was a mothAnd when, not only the Father of all Christians, linf the.

\.\t

/,'//

Had
.1

;

I can't forgot I

religion of Christians, too, is so seriously threatened, could 1
have the heart to bo wanting in every duty, in keeping my

lie

his feet y

I'liund his tomb suddenly opening
That solemn hour of which he had bten just rewas it already come ? These gloomy thoughts dis-

already

<

tins poor wretch, who,
losing at that mohis presence of mind, forgot that his friend, M. Morren. not seeing him returning, would immediately institute an
ncli\e search.
In I] s terror he saw nothing before him but

turbed the soul of
ill

;

sou alongside me in the hour of danger, depriving our Holy abandonment, oblivion, despair, and death.
JJropH of cold
Father of a devoted defender ? And if I were so weak, selfish, Kweat rolled down his livid face as ho strode round his dingy
and cowardly, couldn't God punish me for my indifference cell, making the dark arches rewound with the echo of lug
by depriving me of my son even if he were at my side V On broken voice. Suddenly he thought ho hfard a slight noise
the other hand, can't God reward my devotion, by guiding far overhead, at the top of the walls, and held his breath that
and protecting my child, and preserving him safe and sound, ho might hear the better.
" Who's there ? Answer !" cried a tremulous voice
even in the thick of the fight, under fire of balls ;md bullets?''
tarough
the
crevices of the old wall.
M. Morren turned round greatly astonished at old Teresa's
" Oh for
words he had never heard her express herself with such
pity's sake, save me, save mo !" he replied, reAs to Ernest Van Dormael, covering hope at the unexpected sound of that human voice.
force, nobility, and eloquence.
" Who are
his lips essayed a contemptuous, mocking smile.
you ?"
" God
" I'm a
" God
ho
murmured.
It's
stranger, who came to visit this chateau and havo
again
always God,"
"
the only word by which you explain yourself. But where is unfortunately fallen into this cave
" Ah
ah
it's
it's
Have
ever
seen
him
?"
come
at lost God's hour
God
?
Well,
you.
you
your
" Can't we
believe, then, in the existence of things unless of which I apoke to you just now, the hour of expiation, tho
hour of vengeance !"
we see them, sir ?" she replied.
" I never had the
And Teresa, who had recognized the sound of his \
pleasure of seeing you until to-day, and
yet didn't you exist ? Surely it is impossible for us to see God, thus smilingly answered the captive's entreaties.
" Ah don't
"
and yet everything around us affirms His existence."
speak so !" cried the unhappy Ernest.
No,
" Come
have pity on me, pray, help me. You'll
It's not possible
along, Morren," interrupted Ernest, at once con- no
"
founded and irritated by the logical appositeness of the old not bo sorry for it. I'll give you lots of money.
" Bah What do I want of
woman's repartees. " What's the use of losing our time here,
money?" retorted the old woman.
"
disputing with that old fool ? There is no God that'j all
Now, tell me do you believe there's a God?"
"
about it. Let us resume our walk.''
Help help !" he cried.
"
" Call as often as
No, sir, it's not all," pursued Teresa earnestly, raising
you like I'll not help you and no one will
her voice so as to make herself heard by the two men, who come here from the fields nor from the village, for all the vil" Take care the hour doesn't come
were walking away.
lagers think this place is haunted."
At these words the unfortunate man groaned with anguish,
when you'll wish with all your heart to be able to believe in
the existence, the providence of God. But will that last grace and Teresa on the top of the wall began to laugh heartil v.
"
"
be given you ? I hope so, sir, but I don't believe it.
Now, do you believe God exists?" she repeated.
" Save
Ernest walked rapidly away, raising his shoulders and bitme, save me, for pity's sake !" he replied beseechIt was already the second time a direct and men- ingly.
ing his lips.
" I'll not save
acing allusion recalled to his remembrance the dark, fatal
yon unless you consent to recognize the exhour of death, and seemed to forebode only anguish and des- istence of God. Remain, if you like, in that well
In that
pair at the deceive moment of that fatal passage.
case, good-bye to you, and I abandon you to that All-power"
Nevertheless, a still more painful misadventure was reserv- ful arm that will know well how to wreak its vengeance on you.
" Wretched woman horrible vixen !" he
ed for him on that 3ay, A* messenger from the Schrambeck
cried, "well, yes,
"
villa soon overtook them, running in all haste, and begging I recognise
1 believe there is a God.
"
M. Morren to return to the house, where a pressing affair
Very good. Now, I'm going to get you out of this. AYait
awaited him. The free-thin leer was then obliged to postpone for me quietly a moment. You have my word."
to a more favorable moment the conversation he calculated oil
And she went as quickly as her legs could carry her tobut he still continued his wards the garden of tho farm adjoining the old castle.
having with his indulgent friend
" there's a rat
" Father
wa!k around the ruins of the old castle, and, having found one
in tho
Nelis," said she, going in,
a
in
other
fine
of the large iron gates open, unceremoniously entered.
words,
city gent fallen into tho Specwell, or,
At first he wandered at random among the rubbish of the tre's Tower. Come wi!h mo; wo must get him out."
"
" In the
I'm sure I'll not go
old chateau, passing through several empty apartments ho
Spectre's Tower
replimet on his way, until at length, in an angl;; of one of the tow- ed the good farmer, terrified.
"
For shame, father Nelis whoever could have put such
ers, he saw a winding stairs, which he ascended, until he had
reached the second iloor of the turret. After examining its foolish things into your head ? I'm sure you're not a child;
little vaulted chambers a few moments he descended the turhow could you have the heart then, to let a poorwretoh perish,
ret by another stairs
but, before reaching the bottom, was simply because you're afraid of a spectre that never existed
plunged into complete darkness. At the same time, the steps except in your imagination."
he Was treading suddenly shook and crumbled beneath his
So the courageous Teresa succeeded, not without difficulty,
feet
ho felt himself suddenly precipitated, tumbled down in- in persuading him to accompany her to the old ch.-itenn, whero
to the darkness found himself one moment arrested by the she shewed him the place where Ernest had
fallen, and helped
fragment of 1111 arch, which soon yielded to the weight of 1m him to make an opening in the dflirin encumbering the stairs
body and, at length, from fall to fall, reached the bottom of at the end of which he had slipped into the c
a dark, subterranean passage or kind of cave.
Van Dormael heard his liberators accomplishing his deliveHe was at first slightly stunned by the suddenness of the rance it seemed to him a deadly weight was suddenly lifted
shock.
However, he soon recovered his senses and was glad off his breast ho raised his head and began to breathe freclv.
ha he had received no bruise. But his position was
Without losing any time Teresa threw him a strong rope.
" Tie it
not loss critical, as he soon perceived with profound terror.
firmly round your wnist," she cried. "And now pull
A dim light doubtless thut of the sky shone very high the rope. Hoist him up cautiously, father Xelis, for the arch
overhead. But all around him in the darkness he could feel is half demolished.
One, two, three there, thank God, hero
tin: thick walls of his stone prison.
No stairs, no door. 110 he is !"
no meun^ of
but ia thoec mom'
Dorma;:! v.-as saved
-ilia!

;

!

!

!

!

!

!

;

!

!

!

!

;

!

!

;

;

:

;

t

:

;

A DOUBLE
he vdwod vengeance against h's li!>peasant, fiat beggar-woman,
shamefully vanquished him him, the pr >ud frr-o-thinker, the
triumphant unbeliever had not she forced him to an act of
weakness, to do homage to the greatness of God a homage, it

tiou half

dead by

Had

oratrix.

not

terror,
tlint

common
;

heart belied ?
Still Ernest, before going away, threw her feme gold pieces,
but she kicked them away from her with a disdainful gesture.
" and take care in fu"
Keep your gold, sir," she replied,
ture not to blaspheme so extravagantly, for you see how the

is true, his

drend of death easily made you change your tone. Father
Nells, have the goodness to accompany the gentleman as far
I'm sure my society wouldn't be
as the turning of the road
"
And she turned her back contemptuously
agreeable to him.
oil Ernest and hurried away.
One can easily believe, from this adventure, that the unlucky free-thinker was not pleased with his stay at Schrambeck ; so he experienced a real feeling of relief when, on that
very evening, he was on his way to the railway station.
It seeme d to him a favorable opportunity for putting his
;

" Believe
me,

my

friend, that's

what I said

repeated a hundred times. But
conviction is immovable
they believe

what

I

nt the lodge

all that's

no u

Their

-e.

To
well founded.
put an end to this misunderstanding, here now is what I pro;

pose to you

it's

your interest and your honor you have no doubt

:

require that those shameful calumnies should be publicly and
triumphantly refuted by you. Follow my advice, then I engage you, and from this moment enrol you in our glorious
society.
Acting thus, yon will allow us to recognize in
you the courageous free-thinker, the adept in progress, whom
we have always so cordially esteemed. You will thus close
the mouths of your calumniators, the enemies of your
good name, and at once regain the confidence of all your old
;

friends.

"

"

Ernest," replied the old man quietly, "I'm thankful to
you for your advice inspired I'm sure by your friendship for
me; but at the same time I declare to you I can't follow it.
You are long acquainted with my opinions on this subject.
As a bold free-thinker as you are pleased to call me -my
reason and my heart, which h ve refused to accept the austere
despotism of faith, equally kick against bowing down under
plan into execution.
'
the tyrannical yoke of Freemasonry. True, several of my
he
clear
as
soon
as
the
train
had
friend,"
began,
passed
My
the last houses of the village, "circumstances haven't allowed friends ure Freemasons, and I see nothing bad in their carryme, until now, to inform you of the principal motive of my ing out their principles, just as I'm not displeased at seeing
my wife strictly practise the observances of her religion. But
present visit."
" The
principal motive of your visit ?" interrupted M. Mor- I absolutely refuse to acept for myself that yoke and these
" had
ren, with some astonishment;
you then any other than bonds. I have not resolutely quitted the ranks of the Church
the very natural one of first coming to see me, and then to impose upon myself this new slavery."
"We are not slaves," stammered the Freemason.
taking some recreation by a little excursion into the coun'

try?"
" it is
"
Assuredly," replied Vau Dormael,
my earnest desire
esteem
and
to
to testify
regard in every possible way
you my
You know, my good
that determined me to come to you.
friend, that a large number of the most honorable and inti-

'

It's useless to

fectly well I

interrupt me, my friend.
society as well as you

know your

You know perknow it yourself.

Tell me, is not the solemn oath
real slavery ? And the severe

by which you bind yourself a
punishment menacing any of
yon who breaks his engagements ? And the secret which you
mate of our common friends form part of the powerful society feel bound to surround with all your rites and ceremonies ?
of Freemasons.
Now, every one knows you've allowed your Tell me, then, why doesn't each of your Freemasons loudly
son to enter the Pope's service. Allow me to tell you in confl- profess and proclaim his opinions as I profess and proclaim
uence that this conduct has damaged you in the minds of our mine ?
"No matter," replied the irritated Van Dormael, whose
companions. They accuse you of weakness, lukewarmness,
aiid conclude that you've ceased to be consistent with your tone betrayed ill-concealed vexation and secret rancor.
"Your
'

principles."

dear Ernest, don't they know, on the other
hand, that the profound respect I profess for the sacred rights
of man, for justice and liberty, obliges me to leave my son entirely free to select a rule of conduct for himself ?"
"All that would be very well if they believed that you sim-

my

"But,

ply restricted yourself to letting that mad-cap have his way;
but, on the contrary, they think your secret leanings, your inmost sympathies, adhere to that detested party, that foolish
enterprise. This paternal weakness which you have exhibited,
;das! in the opinion of onr friends is called cowardice, and
from that you may assume that the? can't pardon your thus
associating yourself, were it only distantly, with the Pope's
zealots, the Church's defenders."
"
They may, however, be thoroughly convinced," Morren
c .Imly interposed,
resolution.

Only

" that I'm far from
approving Victor's
and I frankly admit it I have leit him

completely free to select his

flag, his cause, his

career."

"I
sincerely believe it," resumed the crafiy tempter. "You
my dear friend, it would be impossible for me to doubt
the truth of your words. But our friends don't share my conCome, I'm going to
fidence, my security, as regards tuat.
speak frankly to you; it's worth while. Several members of the
powerful society of which I spoke to you just now, who are
strongly opposed to you beeause you have always refused to
unite with us, have profited by this circumstance avd Victor's
departure to represent the matter in its blackest colors. They
say you have cowardly forsworn your beliefs, entirely deserted
the Party of Progress, and are disposed to eturn to the vain
superstitions, the devout errors that cradled your youth."
"But those are only false calumnies empty words,"

know,

)

--t>lied

M. Morren, whom

ed.

Ernest's persistency had visibly

honor requires that you should submit to this obligation. "
" Do
you think so ? For my part, I'm very easy about it.
My conduct will suffice to show everybody I haven't changed
anil that I'll remain to the end attached to my principles and
faithful to myself."
"Still, I repeat, they

have ceased to believe you to have
Besides, the pretended slavery of which
you speak is very different^ confess it from that of tho
Church. Moreover, they'll take care to leave you full and
confidence in you.

"
entire liberty.
" But it is useless

ceeding on

my

to

insist

part, I tell

you

on it any longer. Such a profor the last time, is completely

impossible."
' :

At

least, don't

decide absolutely. Believe me, your own
you to follow my advL-e. You love, your
Well, by your entering into our powerful

interest will induce
son, don't

you ?
you can

effectively protect him against very grave
dangers."
"
"
Against the balls afad bullets of the enemies
interposed
the old man, smiling disdainfully.
" At least
against the dagger and poniard of the
eties
arms often employed, ;md moiv t. ruble than tlx.M'. you
society,

!

:

speak of," quickly responded Ernest, whose glance at that moment assumed a strange, dark expression.
At these words, M. Morren bent down his head thoughtfully,

and seemed for some instants plunged in a deep reverie, to
the great joy of the Freemason, who thought this powerful
argument, reserved for the last, had fouud a way to the paternal heart.

"

Do you

think, then," the old man at length resumed, in a
" that
yoxir recommendation in power-

grave, thoughtful tone,
lul enough to protect

my

son from the dangers with which

your Italian friends threaten him

'!"

'

"Most undoubtedly."

replied the Freemason.
fcer diures, he whispered io-a mysterious tone,
" I'm
ra in the ears of the agitated old man:
going to reto you, on this subject, a secret that has be< M confided to

leaves un-

:

>

me, and of which, as a friend, J feel bound to inform you.
J.I;!;.
ili Booeabionoa, with whoso
lofty sentiments uud ardent
Ho purposes,
patriotism you are acquainted, has left for Italy.
<,i.tiug Victor, who at his first visit to you, morThere is only one power thufc c.m Must
tally insulted him.
the upraised urm and turn aside the Carbonaro from his sinisThere is only ouo way of
ter designs, and that power ia ours.
disarming IMaso, forcing him to submit to an authority lie rebecome a F:eeinason.
Join us my friend
spects and dreads.
Entrust nio with the duty of informing the society of your adhesion to our statutes, our principles, our dogmae, aiid I swear
to you, upon my honor, your son is saved."
" And
you are certain of Maso's obedience to the orders of
the lodge ?"
"
responded Ernest, whose eves at last
Perfectly certain,"
began to glisten with a ray of hope.

til

li-

" Make n<
be thy

let it

into

a profound

He

silence.

let his

a visible expression of anguish and hesitation was
depicted in his features ; a painful and desperate struggle
raged in his heart it was the solemn conflict of conviction and
love, of philosophic firmness struggling with paternal af;

;

fection.

Probably Victor's prayers had already been heard in heaven,
Morren was not slow to raise his head.
"
No, no let us Ray no more about it. It is useless to in"
he replied.
sist, I cannot
"You are determined cot to consent?" replied Ernest.
"
Ki)')w, then, thut you have pas-sod sentence on your son.
Henceforward, I can do nothing to protect his life,"
" I'll write to
" But I
son re1
said Morren.

for old

;

my

can,"

commending him

carefully avoid the society
cowardliness to weave plots against his life."
to

which has the

Hwe

compromised the ferocious emissary's sinister projects of vengeance. Nevertheless, he strove to dissimulate his vexation
and rancor as best he could, for it was all important not to
quarrel with his friend Morreu, with whom he had contracted
various obligations, and was to some extent indebted. Only,

when they reached

their journey's end, he hazarded a last observation before leaving him.
"You nr.iy write," he said, "but your letter will arrive too

Be assured, we alone, thanks to our secret communicacan cause our instructions to reach Tommaso before he
Besides, if Victor had the luck to escape him now, that
would n t savo him from an inevitable danger.
The
Carbonaro'a dagger, sooiiqr or later, strikes, and strikes withlate.

tions,
acts.

out mercy despite every precaution to escape its strike.
Ooce more, I conjure you, my good fiiend," continued the
" consent to take this
hypocrite, imploringly;
salutary resolution that every one expects of you, or know that all my
friendship, ail my devotedness, will henceforth be useless to

;

new

entreaties, the poor father, deeply affected,
for an instant; then instinctively raised his

hands

No one
eyes to heaven. Wus it a prayer he uttered then ?
but with bent head ho almost immediately replied:
possible, Ernest, impossible; I've said my last word.
,;

And

I

if

ct
,v

way

to

can do nothing for

aad guard him

my poor child, may

God,

at least,

!"

moments later Victor's father was slowly wending his
hid Schrambeck dwelling, while Ernest returned to

town, with a heart full of rancor, vexation and bitterness.
n M. Morren reached the village, he experienced an
unusual quietude and repose, and congratulated himself on
his courageous resolution.
Noiselessly opening the door leading into his sister-in-law's garden, he foui.tl on the arbor
nloiigsidc a worK-baeket

probably

left

God

will

but

wjt

sufficiently

defend

F<>r he whom God will help, no man's malice can hurt.
" If thou canst but hold
thy peaco and suffer, thou shalt
v.ithout doubt that the Lord will help tl
known the time and manner of delivering thee, and,
t!u
fore, thou must resign thyself to Him.
i-<

"

It

belongs to

God

to

help and to deliver us from

all

confusion."

M. Morn-n riad and meditated, with profound attention,
on the remainder of this chaptt r. What a marvellous doctrine
was this
humble and modest, and, at the eaiuo time, so
serene, so consoling that it poured confidence and hope into
his heart like balm, despite his customary disdain and inWhat an admirable and precious philosophy, so
credulity.
grand and sublime in its simplicity, that after it all novel
theories, all audacious systems, faded away like vain dreams
The more the freethinker sought to penetrate it, the less he
was able to comprehend it, and was well-nigh amazed. And
yet he himself had studied and practised this doctrine in tho
happy days of youth when he had faith; but ho had long forgotten and despised it, having given up his heart and leason
to all the sophisms of incredulity, error, and licence.
Still ho
!

!

forbear

not

could

recognizing the

divine

teachings

of

Christianity, that doctrine of hope and love he had formerly
professed. And he felt the desire of again learning to love and

revere it revive within him, for hiaphilosnphe'g heart was not
not yet irretrievably perverted, and that heavenly doctrine!
alone,

had brought some solace

troubled

to his

saddened heart and

spirit.

The philosophe, however, was not

At these words, Earnest grew pale with anger, and bit his
In making this impradent revelation to Victor's father,
lip.'j.
he had himself destroyed his own plan, and, at the very least,

you."
At these

and thy care that God may be

"

;

M. Morren relapsed

.ge:
;

Im.^u.r ss

rythiag thou <l
a good conscience, and

"

>

head droop

,

there

by Mary

co verted.
Dense clouds
obscured his reason, and he had, unfortunately, too much
pride, too much obstinacy, to openly recognize the emptiness
and inanity of that darkness that had so long been his light.
still

He was still seated in the arbor, abandoned to painf ul and absorbing reveries, when Mary lightly tripped in unobserved.
"Ah! dear uncle," she said laughing, "yon want to give
me a fright What you came in here stealthily, without saying anything, crouching in the shadow of the vine stalks in our
arbor like a stranger !"
" You're not
displeased to see me here, I suppose," he answered gently, folding his niece's hand in his.
" But what's the matter with
you, dear uncle?" she cried.
!

!

" You seem
troubled, your face

is

so pale.

Has any mishap

occurred to you ?"
"
No, no, don't be uneasy," he answered mildly. "I only feel
a little tired, agitated, and triste. Mary," he continued in a

low voice, after hesitating anil reflecting for some instants,
" aren't
you sometimes uneasy about our poor Zouaves who
are so far, away from us in Home ?"

Judge

of Mary's surprise at this unexpected question

!

Up

moment M. Morren would

not let anyone speak to him
of his son, and here now, far from appearing to dread the subto that

he touched on it himself.
Certainly, I don't forget them," she replied, "and very
often I suffer more than I could say, thinking of all the
dangers they are exposed to. Still, I try to put away those
ject,

"

sal gloomy thoughts as much r.s possible. In the midst of my
affliction, I turn towards the Lord, praying Him to extend His
divine protection and omnipotent arm over those young soldiers armed in His defence ; and I confess, dear uncle,
)

me good courage, firm hope, and great consolation."
"So you believe, then, my child, your prayer can draw down

gives

upon them the favor and protection
"

of

heaven?"

Assuredly, uncle. Doesn't it belong to God to succor and
protect His servants ? And what can the violence and wickedness of men do against him whom God wishes to save ?"
As Mary uttered the very words he had read ic the holy book,

A Del
Victor's father, deeply struck, bent
remained silent for a few moments.

down

Ilia

n/.l-

self that he folt a quietude and antisfnction of mind
that lie
had not known for a long time. And yet,
thinking of the dangers Victor was running, ho sometimes endured
heart-breaking
anguish and bitter grief but in those moments he
he

head, sighed, and-

"

How happy you are, my child," he sighed, "to believe so
firmly in the powerful intervention of God and His providence!"
==t^;<,t,^ himself
i,;
<>u at
(
*u= words
,-,!
!,
,-^o.^^t;,^!And !,,, astonished
those
he

A^ here,

m

he hastened

uttered,

to

add

"
:

thought
heard close to him the voice that dictated those words of tho
holy book: "For he whom God will help, no man's malice can
;

instinctively

But, unfortunately,

all

SACRIFICE.

those

consoling beliefs are only vague reveries, vain imnginings.
It is only blind chance, aud not divinity, that governs thia

hurt."

The spirit of good and the spirit of evil contended for the
philosophers heart on that day. Assuredly, tho bad angel was
very far from having plucked the palm and carried off the vietory; but stiil the free-thinker was not yet converted, although
deeply moved.

world."
" Blind
chance, uncle ? Are you speaking seriously?" cried
Mary, who had not failed to perceive the favorable impression
her words had produced on this wavering soul. "If our splen-

sublime unity and its majestic beauty, had
and governed by blind chance, would thera
not, in that fact alone, be a miracle much more evident and a
thousand times more incomprehensible than that great miracle
of the creation of the universe by the omnipotent, perfect, and
did universe, in

its

only been create

eternal

owe
owe

1

God ? And

if it is

impossible that

all

CHAPTER

created things

IN CAMP.

their origin to chance, it's just as impossible they should
their perfect maintenance and preservation to it.
Get

Some weeks have passed

since the events narrated in our last
Victor and his companions, after their farewell visit
to Stefano and his sister, have quitted the Eternal
City for a
time, and repaired to the camp pitched between Terni and

along, uncle, it's no use talking like that; you're far too learned,
far too clear-sighted, I'm sure, to believe chance alone created,
directed, and organized the universe."
" I knew
"
Indeed," M. Morren smilingly interrupted,
long

chapter.

Collescipoli.

Both Joseph and Victor took care to keep their Schrambeck
friends informed of all the leading events and
interesting dotails of their new life.
For their part, the villagers impatient-

dear little Mary is as intelligent and as learned as
good, but I'd never have expected to hear her reason so logically
and BO accurately. Really, little girl, one would think you
had studied philosophy. No doubt" he added, pointing to the
"
Imitation," yon have studed
your system, and drawn your

ago

my

when it might be expected the postJean Pierre,
bring news of the young Zouaves.
the old rural guard, never failed, every day after Mass, to ask
Mary if she had heard from Joseph or Victor, and when he
had o'utaiued some fragment of a letter, or, at least, some
valuable information from the young girl, he hastened to comly watched for the days

man would

'

reasonings from this little book ?"
"
" That
precious book," she modestly replied,
undoubtedly
contains those dogmas and lessons, with a number of other
less
sublime and
not
truths
consoling.
However,
we have no need to search so far for them when we
'
Our Father
wish to find them. Don't we every day invoke

Heaven' that His holy will, which we revere, may
be done in heaven and on earth,' and whom, at the same time,
we pray to deliver us from all evil ?' Ah dear uncle," she
continued, fixing a glance of love and solicitude on the man's

who

art in
'

'

!

' '

face,

I would like to

make a

request of you that will apBut pray, think of my
and don't reit to me
so
who
loves
you
tenderly this
goddaughter,

pear, perhaps, rash and importunate.
which has dictated
affection for you

fuse your little
Blight favor !"

IX.

municate

it

to his enthusiastic auditory.

But old Sus, the

farrier, not feeling satisfied with the recapitulations of the old soldier, who could only transmit some
disconnected scraps of correspondence, boldly asked Mile. Van

Dael to please lend him such of Joseph's letters as did not
contain private details, to read them in public.
The young
girl, far from refusing his request, hastened to place a packet
of her brother's letters in his hands. So the Sunday
following,
after High Mass, old Jean Pierre triumphantly accosted the
ordinary members of his little Scbrambeck society, and joy" Hurrah
here's
fully flourishing the packet of letters, cried:
!

" What is
news of our Zouaves !"
it, then ?" asked the old man, whose curiosity
Then with profound gravity he took his spectacles out of his
was aroused, " Believe me, my dear Mary, if it depends upon
me to satisfy you, that it will be impossible for me to refuse." pocket, carefully wiped the glasses with the skirt of his coat,
" And it's
really such a little thing," she interrupted. majestically placed them on his nose, and with becoming delib"
Only promise me to say every day a Pater and Ave for eration, unfolded the first sheet.
"First of all," he began, "here's how Joseph briefly relates
my intention, and also and particularly for tho<se dear
I'll tell you very
their march to the camp
Zouaves."
briefly our march
The old man's face darkened and it was some moments be- on Terni. We have left Rome at night to halt at daybreak.
Then in a trice, they fetch the water and wood, the fire crackles
fore he replied.
" this is
"
at
childhe
and the coffee boils every one holds out his porringer and the
said
first;
child,"
only
Impossible, my
breakfast's over, and we're again on tho march wilu arms and
ishness, pure superstition."
" First of
baggage. The atmosphere is glowing, the perspiration iuuaall, it's not impossible; in the second place, there's
not the least trace of superstition in it; and lastly I've not dates our foreheads and streams through eveiy pore, our
You wouldn't wish throats are parched with thirst, and our tongues adhere to our
forgotten it you've given me your word.
to make me believe you were afraid of the secret power, the palates, our legs bend under us and our feet are swollen.
But what's the odds ? We're only the more gratified when tho
magic influence of two poor little prayers ?"
" what harm could
Halt !' in some shady valcaptain raises his voice and cries
"Certainly not," he replied, laughingly
ley.'"
your Pater and Ave do me ?"
"
"That's right," cried the carpenter. " They're bravo lads,
Then," said she, caressingly, "why refuse me V"
little
enof
true solders, there's not a doubt of it."
refusing you,
"Well, after all, who's thiuking
"
" And
resumed the guard, continuing his reading,
then,'
chantress," he replied in a half-bantering, half-reluctant tone.
" I'll do
to
and
since
I've
do
the drum beats, the bugle Bounds, which natinsist
on
if
have
music
we
it,
promised
it,
you
At length the
it."
urally increases our enthusiasm and gaiety.
" On
music stops, and to lighten our march we sing we siug in
your word of honor?"
"
Flemish as well as French, for we Flemish were in great force
Well, yes, on my word of honor."
At these words Mary again raised towards heaven a lingering in the detachment going to Terui. It was on the evening of
the first day, I recollect, that approaching the town of Civitaglance of joy and gratitude.
As to M. Morren, when he maturely reflected at night on the Castellana we felt BO exhausted, so overcome by fatigue and
various incident* and experiwocs of that day, he owned to him- heat, that all our courage aud gaiety vanished, and a profound
'

:

;

'

:

'

'

:

;

t

IHH

silence reigned in our ranks a strange tiling and quite
But Martin, who, as you know is a great enemy to sadness,

and, besides, knows not fatigue, suddenly struck up, near mo,
in a ringing voice, our popular song, Klaus en Irmivat, zijn
leven niet.
Thereupon the entire company burst out laughing

and

all our comrades from Flanders chorused the refrain of
our jovial companion.
"But, as yon may imagine of all our national airs, it is the
"
hymn of the Belgian volunteers, For the See of Peter," we
with
oftenest
and
most
Victor, who, in his
repeat
plensure.
leisure moments, sometimes takes to rhyming, has translated
So the hymn of
it, and turned it into a kind of Jlrabanconne.
victory of our dear native land arises and resounds every day
among us under the beautiful Italian sky. I hasten to transcribe the national and poetical work of our friend Victor in
this letter, so that, in remembrance of us, our good friends may
may sometimes repeat the refrain to the echoes of our fair
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/;/,/,'

banish fatigue and recover Htrmigth; half an hour hasn't
full of vigor,
I,
passed when t' ry re-appear, quit'
\: ami animation, with renewed eiitbn.supsm and
gE
for nri instant than one of us
Scarcely
'

i

;

play tin' llu'.e, a third rises and grasps his
companion's hand or pinehi H his ears playfully, and thru rings
In

out,

from

our joyful gronpl, (he grand Cry of

all

the Holy Father
'

Long

!

"Long

live

live the valiant colonel of the Pontifi-

'

Zouaves
"Hurrah," suddenly shouted the blacksmith in a thundering voice, interrupting worthy Jean Pierre in the middle of a
"There are brave yonng fellows, true soldiers,
paragraph.
Ah you'll see, they'll beat the revoit's easy to know them
cal

!

!

!

lutionary armies just as easily as a piece of red-hot iron

on nn anvil

In at.eu

"

!

"'Then,

in the course of the evening,'" continued the
ng his reading, "'we delight to wander

rural-guard return

back in thought to the plains and villages of our dear C-impine,

land.'"

"Bravo! bravo!"

cried all the bystanders unanimously.
and learn it from this day."

" We'll
copy it
" We'll
begin this very instant," said the blacksmith.
" That's not the
"I supquestion," interposed Jean Pierre.
pose you'd prefer first to hear the rest of the news. Listen,
"here's what
then," he continued, unfolding a second letter
Wo are now
Joseph writes on the subject of their camp life
camped a short distance from Terni, where the staff are stationed.
We sleep under tents, and when we came here we had
first to learn to pitch them.
Now, in this respect, our education is complete so henceforward we devote ourselves to other
occupations.
Hardly have we finished the exercise and ma;

'

:

;

you we can't forget it: a true son of the Campine remains faithful at once t his creed and country. Then
we sing in chorus some one of the songs of our country, or we
discourse always with renewed pleasure either of our ancient
legends or old national customs, traditions, and manners, or of
the numerous friends and acquaintances we havo left behind
us at home. Among other things, we have devoted an entire
evening to recalling the popular surnames, and sobriquets
that, as you know, the different towns of the Carnpine lar.
iudesciibab'e joy and emotion
But, above all, we feel a
every time we speak of our dear Schrambeek, its old manor,
for I needn't tell

>

its

pine forest,

its

green prairies, and particularly

when we disperse in different ways to look forward, inhabitants so sincerely beloved.' "
" That's
cried the carpenter.
draw water, and buy provisions. Our hardest task is in proright

its

good

noeuvres

'

!

viding ourselves with water, fc.r, unfortunately, the springs are
a great way off, in the neighborhood of Coilescipoli, a small

perched on the t'ip of a steep hill, three miles from our
camp. Wo generally use large wooden pails to draw water
from the spring, but jovial Martin finds those enormous pails
Haven't you got
infinitely too light for his robust shoulders.
anything else to give me ?' he cried, with a burst of disdainful
These little half-pints hold no more water than I
laughter.
could carry in the hollow of my hands.
Our captain then
placed at his disposal a regular trough, nearly as large as an
Without stopping or stumbling he brings it
ordinary wherry.
back full on his back, and it's u pleasure to see all our thirsty
village,

'

'

'

companions, impatient for their share of the refreshing liqu d,
which he generously dispenses, crushing around him on his
return.

Now we've got to clean our belts, polish and furbish up
our arms, and perform a thousand other little occupations incidental to camp life.
You see by that our days are very well
occupied, and that we can't be dull in the midst of sucli pn-' '

'

And yet, despite so
petual activity and constant diversity.
ma^y fatiguing exercises and incessant manoeuvres, such a
multiplicity of duties and toilsome labors, we have never been

Wo

happy or contented as we
our modest and laborious

are now.
wouldn't exchange
life for all the grandeurs and
Aren't we working, and shall we
triumphs of the universe.
not henceforward bo suffering, for the Church, the divine
so

spouse of Christ; and isn't there consolation, joy, and sweetness in that thought alone to render all our sufferings light and
our privations supportable.
Ah of what isn't man capable
when he works for God and with God
" The Pontifical volunteers for the most
part belong to rich
and noble families; they have been reared in the midst of idl
the luxurious comforts, delicacies, and delights of prosperity.
One might expect, then, to see them disheartened by privations so severe, or become weak and emaciated, and succumb
to such constant fatigui s.
For instance, when they return
!

!

'

from the morning exercise, after marching, running, leaping
and climbing for six or seven hours, without taking breath,
they re-enter the camp harassed and weakened, \\ ith eyes
swollen, lips burning, mouths gaping, and chests heaving.
And yet a moments' repose, a few instant*' sleep, suffice to

" That's what I like

Mademoiselle Marie she
mustn't forget to write to her brother to tell him from us that
we're never so glad as when we receive good news of our dear
Zouaves."

Jean Pierre take care to

to hear.

tell

"Certainly, I'll not fail," responded old Piquet, greatly
by the interest and pleasure his reading excited.
Then ho paused for a moment, readjusting his spectacles and
looking through the packet for a fresh letter, leaving his numerous auditors leisure to exchange reflections on what they
had heard.
"Ah ah I" he cried at last, "here's a passage about Victor
'
in this letter.
I must tell you,' writes Joseph to his mother,
of an adventure of which our dear Victor was the hero,
There's a butcher at Terni who, on account of his extraordinary strength, as well as ferocity, has, with good reasons, become the terror of the entire town. Truth compels me to say
that he is by no means a friend of the Zouaves
howilattered

!

'

;

ever he consents to sell them his beef, pork, and mutton,
provided he gets a good price. Now, it being Victor's dii'y
lately to go and pay him the disbursements of the
pany, this Hercules of the block, thinking to easily intimidate
<

our young volunteer, claimed much more money than was due
to him.
Victor distinctly refused to give him a ha'penny
than the actual amount. The angry brute then became furious, and brandished his cutlass with a horrible tinprei-

'Dome

the

fav,.r of

to nim.

At

putting

tin so

down your

words the

knife,'

said

\

thinking hi
stronger and braver than our companion, flung hims, If upon
h,m with tho intention of plunging the blade into his heart
but Victor, exhibiting the greatest coolness at that terri'.ilo
moment, parried the blow with his left arm, and used his
right to deal the murderer a blow, full in the tare, so well
aimed that the latter, v.ith smashed teeth and bleeding lips,
went spinning along the pavement, having, as hr
received an excellent lesson, which Will make him less do.
sirous in future of a fuller acquaintance with our Zouave's
lista.
This adventuie, as you may well think, has resulted in
still fuither increasing the general esteem and
sympathy for
our dear Victor, who posses* everyone's good opinion, and was
not long in being raised to the grade of corporal, to our unani-

qu

et.ly

ruffians,

;

mous

satisfaction ?"

Ol'BLE
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And

the old purtrd, w

fullest extent,

his

-field

i

(it

the end of

c

undertake to drive every conspirator out of

:

But tilers was an aspect
upon which Joseph's exir.
i

of the lifo of
:

piflty, the constant and teii'l
things, animated the young volunt

admirable

above

all

.1

that,

There
Certainly there was nothing strange in that.
no donbt our friend Victor nnd his two companions \vi:
all three so generously vowed to the defence of the Church

CHAPTER

i

of

themselves, even in the midst of that
rude camp life, by their constant fervor and perfect purity.
But they were not the only ones to give such grand exAll the Poutilieal /.
amples of virtue, zeal, and piety.
were as much distinguished by their devotion as bv iiieir firm
courage; many of them slightly concealed, under the soldier's
rough uniform, the halo of the saint and the white wiugs of an
Christ

di

1,

ti

'HE

THE

X.

Hi

.i

The Piedmontese Fanti

ultimatum*

fill

1

to the General-in-Chief of the Pont

afterwards the Houaves, as well
at the camp at Terni, marched to Fulign
IK; Macerate, to form a jr..

troops preparing to defend Ancoua against the Piedmontese

angel.

"In the ranks of the Zouaves," writes Bresc aui, in his
"Olderico," "were found in great numbers v.diant young
men of truly angelic innocence and purity who had voluntarily
offered themselves as holocausts to the great God of bi
.ing joyfully to die in defence of tho rights of tae Holy
Rverywhere might have been encountered then,.', young
men an 1 intrepid combatants, animated with holy j
triumphant ardor, but, at tha same time, preserving that calm
dignity and wise restraint that alone become Christian heroes
Tn the evemarching to the perils of a glorious enterprise.
tliey thronged the churches to assist at Benediction of
;

the

Most Holy Sacrament, and

in the morning, those
hastened to town to hear Mass.

who

On
spare a half hour
awaking, they never failed to kiss with pious respect the medals
for which they were indebted to the loving solicitude of a
a sister or mother, on their departure, and many of
i;nolt at the head of their bed reciting the three Aves in
honor of the Immaculate Conception of the Blesssd Virgin.
c-oiild

-

.

When the new Zouaves who

carne to be enrolled in Home after
the battle of Castelfidardo presented themselves at th-of Monte Eotondo, their first care was to assist at the Vespers
the clergy of that town were then celebrating in the church
after which, as is customary in many parochial churches in
;

Pimodau's Zouaves quitted Maccrata on tlin night of iN<
ber Oth, and camped a short distance from the town and sanet;::n-y

of

1,

teto.

But

tv

.

ici

;he

number

of

thousand, had already seized on the town of Pesaro, heroically
led by Colonel Zappi and his twelve hundred br..
lows.
By notorious tie, ichery, they
of a virtue:
victory at Perugia, crowned by the m
innocent minister of God; in fine, they had seized on t
del of Spoleto, which, commanded by the valiant Irish Captuin, Mills O'Reilly, made, to the last, a vigorous def;

But wo must confine ourselves to rapidly advert!
occurrences all of which contribute their share of
honor to the Pontifical legions, and of shame to the
eso generals and soldiers and hasten to rejoin our Zou;
Evening was come, and darkness was spreading over the
The camp in which the valiant little army w
plain.
trenched presented, at that moment, a spectacle well worthy
of attracting the attention of angels and men.
.

M. de Becdelievre, Commandant of th
assembled around him, to address to them the following
words:

"My men, at length we approach the eve of t!
and much longed-for d y whc n we are to testify befor*
before the Church, before Christian Europa and
world, by the feivor of or.r zeal, the courap
the steadfast and unswerving resolution with whit-'
;

'

Belgium and France, th. y ranged themselves at both sides of
the choir and chanted psalms and canticles in a loud voice.
All the faithful assembled in the church felt penetrated with
t and emotion, hearing those
young soldiers sing'
ing to defend the standard of the faith against tho
s of God with as much fervor and recollectedness as if
enemies who confront us ten against one, and thre;:
their arms.
they wore the soutane and chasuble instead of uniform.
Many among us will certainly appeal
When they kept garrison at Temi, and later, when they en- throne of Gcd to-morrow. Let us strive, tht-n, in \
camped in the neighborhood, it was a sight at once moving raid supreme moment, to sound and interrogate our
sublime to see this valiant and faithful army at evening pray- purify our souls, in order that baptism of our blot
er.
Then, in the centre of each battalion of Zouaves who had pear more meritorious and acceptable in tho eyes of ih>formed squares, its chaplain took up his position to say pray- nal Majesty the Eternal Purity
I hav
There was nothing more beautiful and edifying to see that duty at Foligno; whoever wishes to again perform ].
ers.
those young and valiant soldiers fatigued from the labors of only to go and find the chaplain."
(lie day, exhausted by the multiplicity of exercises, manoeuhi a little corner, separated from the rest of the camp by
vres, sham attacks and assaults, marches and counter-marches two thick hedges and a deep trench, was our
thoughtful, prostrate and with heads uncovered, humbly di- liCV. Mgr. Sacrd, chaplain of the Zou:v
i

'

!

g their glances to h< aven, raising their voices in prayer to
the Lurd, thanking Him for all the benefits accorded to them
during the day, asking grace for days to come, and renewing, in
ii is
presence, the offering of their hearts, their blood, their

brave young fellows, respectful, modest, a:,d full oi
cdness, came in turn humbly to his feet, and v,
ceived absoluiiou, rose j lyuilly, and went to kneel

after that, could be astonished a* seeing those
g Christians so grand i,f sou!, so pure of conscience
marching to the combat one against ten despite their num-

ance.

Who,

!

bers casting terror into the ranks of their enemies, and, if they
could not triumph, selling their lives dearly
'
When General LamorioieTe visited the camp at Terni, where
he found the Zouaves assembled the German battalion and
he ordered a sham assault oil the heights of
!ical Legiou
The Legion defended the little town which the
cipoli.

sod some distance

The general, witnessing the incredible ardor, address, impetuosity, and
brilliant courage those heroic young men displayed, cried out
ns

and /onaves were to simultaneously attack.

and piously perform the prescribed pen-

While the minister of the Lord distributed the benedir
and
young soldiers on their !:j.
Martin, who had finished their
g in a

of heaven to the

i

.

*

!

:

off,

ad re-

upon the

The

fical

Mini.-:
Court, ordered Generals ra;i:

L

h at the

before even the Court of Rome h;i.l tin:: to renly, the G
Sardinian army addressed liiK suidurium',
Christ, in presence of tlie triumphant revolution an
'IT will recollect the

by

c':ivnur, Fanti, Cialdini,
<:

;

and how nobly

unmerited reproaches

098 tho

he:i
1

ail,

to the Ponti:

,

f

of the

uf Josus

opprol
and the journals in t'r' int^rest of th
their conduct viiidkutcd their characters frui.

.1

".IP,

about

ity of

fifty

D
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Hi"
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''IV

As

to Victor, ho h.
iug his penance aside,

of

i

plunged in a profound meditati
absorbed in prayer. His glances rested on
dome that shields the modest and holy lion
Mary. That noble cupola, tracing ke sombre oi.lline on the
bine background of the clouds, seemed clearly point!
heaven with its tapering spire. With hands crossed upon hi*
breast, and his face beaming with faith, hope, and fervor, ho

Our

U

al!

:,

name

of the

Mother

of

God, the

lie:

At length he arose and joined
"

Well,

\c

1:

now prepared
tlie sacrilicer

;

and, in

all

Wo

await nothing now bnt
probability, he'll not be long com-

for the sacrifice.

ing."

"What sacrificer ?" replied Martin. "Do you mean the
general enemy? Well, he has only to come and all Ms soldiers
with him. I promise them, it'll not be with little lambs and
weak, gentle sheep they'll have to do."
At these words the giant rose rapidly, stretching out his
enormous arm* before; him, proudly raising his head and throwing himself at a single bound into a posture of defence with
contracted brow, fury and disdain in his face, and blue eyes
dilated.

Keep up yonr courugj my brave Martin," Victor

resumed.

"

We are

quietly

certainly soldiers as well aj victims, aud,

at least, we'll sell our livvs dearly.
Bnt, you know,
far tuperior in number to ours.

the ene-

No

my's forces are

of us, to-morrow, will have to

seal,

doubt,
with their blood,

solemn engagements contracted before God and the
Church. I know it, I am prepared /or it, and yet, let rne own
so happy !"
it, I never felt BO tranquil-

'

,'UO,"

Martin anxiously.
" I don't think
" Bnt the
Vwtor.
so," n pi
papers will
not hav failed io inform them of the I'iedmonl
r
disloyal conduct.
" Poor mother
dear friends
Nothing for them but
I

i.

!

I

!

!

"(

his friends.

;

many

II;.

we

are ready," he cried out to them, as he drew
"
ii' ar.
Here, at least, is a go< cl work done, i-n't it.? 8", my
"
he continued, in amore serious tone, ''the viet
friends

"

"

and tribulation

Mary.

{ho

lout their

t

lovingly repeated the

',(

!

will c.ime to

ioii
t

!" *i

;>h.
I

heir aid

promptly resumed.

"

we've so long besought Him !"
if we should die on tho

And even

",[ by
away from them, they'll still
by hope, by the divine promises of heaven an.
But my father, my unhappy
certainty of rejoining ni thre.

battle-field, far

i

faith,

father

I

!"

cried the noble ami

generous fellow, wln>
"
whom I have

frayed heart-rending sorrow;
my fatter,
so tenderly aud whom I cannot save
Oh
!

!

where

he be

will

eteruily? Shall I see him again ? My friends, my
brothers, you will pray for him along with me to-morrow, at
tho feet of Mary, won't you ?" and ho broke down, covering his
for

all

face -with his hands, to stifle his sobs.

"Confidence and hope, my friend," said Joseph to him,
" Don't
grasping his hand,
you know the divine po
the
prayer above all,
prayers of a C-ild for a father? Who
tells you your father's heart hasn't already felt the
mysterious
iulluence of grace ?
Doesn't your mother tell you he's comCome, my dear Victor, I can't tell you why,
pletely changed.
but a secret presentiment tells me that your father will recover
the faith aud return to God. Don't despair, then courage and
,

confidence."

"

Thanks, Joseph, your good words fortify and console me,"
"May that consoling promise be
I, too, would like to be able to hope
"
" It is the same -with
me," interposed Joseph.
Besides, and yet, each time I think of my father it seems to me that the
is'nt
our
future
when
regarded with the blade of a poniard buries i^sel in my breast, I experience such
destiny,
my friend,
of faith, truly happy
thoroughly desirable? Whether doubts, fears, disquietudes, and grief."
But darkness had soon overshadowed tho horizon, veiling all
victory crowns, or death smites us, we arc equally cer tain to
triumph. If we must die, wo fall at leas i fearlessly, with the the details of the picturesque and graceful tableau of UK in
palernal benediction of the Vicar of Christ, and from the plain and plain, and our threo friends rose to rejoin their companion*
crowned by the humble house of Nazareth, soar upwards to who were preparing Jor sleep, with the earth for a pillow and
tho sky for a tent.
the glorious tabernacle of the heavenly Jerusalem."
"
Before his departure from Foligno, Victor had written to his
Really, Joseph, how weH you're able to speak!" cried
"
"All parents.
My good father, my fond mother," ho wrote,
Martin, seized with admiration at his comrade's words.
" these lines are
11 be inconsolable if I sho.ild
fine
that
1
so
is
perhaps the last you will receive from me.
really
you say
We are going to encounter the enemy who is coming to meet
happen to survive to-morrow's battle."
The two young cousins could not h-lp laughing at this us with very superior forces. And yet, my dear parents, don't
be grieved. Whatever may happen, you and I are in the
of their valiant comrade.
simple but touching exclamation
"You're right, Joseph," resumed Victor, after a few mo- hands of the Lord, and doesn't it belong to him, as the Imita"Our lot is really enviable and thoroughly tion' says, to succor and protect is children in their disi
ment's silence.
For
my part, at least, I'd not exchange the destiny Aud then, you kuow, already I've long offered the
happy.
that awaits me for all the glories and pleasures of the universe. my life and blood to God I renew this offering to-day, with
Haven't I had the honor of kissing the venerable hands of the th same k-auquility of mind, the same resignation aud, if
Father of the Faithful. Hasn't he graciously given me his this sacrifice of blood is soon to be demanded of me, I hope t<i
Haveu't I prostrated myself before be able to prepare lor it with calmness and accomplish it with
prayers and benedictions
As to you, my very dear parents, don't despair, I implore
the blessed relics of the martyrs and apostles, and on the earth joy.
bedewed by their precious blood ? And shall I not have the yon, if this sacrifice should also be imposed on you, but
of seeing Him descend your eyes to tho Lord a;:d put your hope and confidence in
happine s, the ineffable joy, to-morrow,
within the shadow of those very walls where, according to the Him.
My dear mother, didn't you tell me thu; you'd h;e
word of the angel, he descended into tho immaculate womb of oourage to thank God if ywu were one day to be the mother of
His holy Mother ? I have only one grace, one happiness more a martyr ?
"Father, forgive me, if I now dare speak to yon with n
to obtain, to hope for, and perhaps I'll render myself worthy
of that happiness by joyfully dying for my faith and the glory ual liberty. Far from me the thought of laying aside the respect.
of Christ.
It is to that end I have offered my youth aud my doe to you, but the moment is 80 urave, so solemn, that, it will be
I
use.
O father, don't resist any longer the voice of (iod;
blood, my heart and my life to God ? Aud have nothing more
of 'Mary, when I shall go to kneel in her house to-mor- draw near to Him
your only refuge don't remain deaf to
the only prayer perhaps the last prayer
of all."
>f
your poor child
row, than this grace the greatest
Here tin- three friends kept silent for some instants, for they don't refuse to fulfil his last wish, the most ardent desire of
his soul.
Father, if sometimes the thought of death, appears
were deeply moved by Victor's words.
" Do
e U I feared that I
I was thinking of that moment?" Vic- to me bitter and s nister, it is I.
whom
know
yon
"Well my thoughts w..udered very should be separated Irorn you for all eternity. But it won't be
tor at length resumed.
I seemed to Bee our dear BO, will it it, dear father ? You'll be moved by the fervent
far from me to our native laud.
their

replied Victor, rising.
realized
Believe me,
!

;

'

1 1

>

;

;

!

;

;

.1

vil'Xl

of

son

ad Jove,

for;:

Then, when shr
:i,ioutof her sleep at
Bathed in a cold perspiration and choked with
under the influence of somo horrible dream, she, again pros-

and sustained by tlmt

trate d herself boforo the
sacred image of the Queen of
Angels, and again sought courage and consolation in prayer.
One night a'no was so terrified that she sought refuge in her
mother's rjoin. Madame Van
r
prjtracted and distressing sleeplessness, had at length fallen into a slumber.
"
Mary, my dear child, what has happened to you?" she

my

victorious

my

heavenly country.

nud happy soul

follow you, us well

,

S:\ntiFiri:

to that (!od
loved nud served iu
For a voice upeaks iu my heart rind

you'll return lo Clod

;

whom you have

the days of your youth.
kella me to hope ; henceforth, consoled
divino hope, I can joyfully return to

Then, dear father,

:

iis

my

will coubelovid mother, so

then our transient separation will
foinily and justly cherished
have lost all its bitterness and severity, and will bo followed
;

Immaculate.
i

i

1

by the never-ending joys and delights of an eterial re-union. asked, somewhat star. led at this sudden apparition.
And in that s\vtet hope, adieu, adieu, fond father, beloved
"Oh, mother, I was so terrified!" she/ murmured. "I
mother. Your Victor."
dreamt I saw Joseph dying on the battle-field. He smiled
As Victor anticipated, the papers had published details of gently upon me for the last time, and thenthe I'ledmontese invasion, and, at the news of this sacrilegious
i, nil loyal souls and generous hearts in
every European
home were transported with indignation.
M. Morren, from the very first, was greatly irritated.
" The misfortune I foresaw has at
O unlength occurred
happy child How could he have allowed himself to be over!

!

come

to

be carried away by such a

And I,

blind, senseless father !" lie continued, beating his forehead in his angry
transports "why was I so weak as to let him go ?"
folly

?

.Nevertheless, at that moment all his paternal affection
awakening in his heart, dispelled the bitterness of his resent-

ment, and aroused his indignation against the invaders of the
Church's patrimony.
" The
traitors, the cowards
They don't blush to go into
the fight tea against one !" he cried, striking with his clenched
fist the paper containing Cialdini's manifesto, which he had
" And those
spread out before him on the table.
usurpers,
have
tho-e traitors,
the signal audacity, too, to insult my noble
Victor and his innocent cotnptnious, whom they treat as 'bri!

drunken foreigners.' whom the love of gold and the
booty have brought into Italy.' Shame on those
calumniators, shame on those fools who thus outrage an assem'

'

Here Mary's voice was

lost in a torrent of tears.
pressed the poor child affectionately to
her heart, and wiped away the tears that coursed down her

Madame Van Dael

cheeks.

dear child, why torture yourself thus ? "
" Those visions those
images
dreams you ought to strive aud bauish from your
my dear child, hope. Our Joseph will certainly
'

My

forced calmness.

God and Mary

happy and healthy.

will

she said with
are only vain
mind. Hope,

return to us,
at the

restore

Mm

united prayers of his mother and his &ist>;r. "
The young girl then returned to her room, somewhat consoled, and str ^ve to forget her terrors in sleep.
In the course of the same night, Madame Morren, after
weeping a good deal, at last fell asleep, about daybreak, when
a terrible dream disturbed her tardy repose. She thought she
saw her dear Victor surrounded by wild beasts with tawny

manes

bristling,

an

1

eyes flashing; tigers, lions, white bears,

and panthers, all crowded round him, seeking to
devour him, and stretching forward their formidable jaws and
leopards,

The young man, exposed

gands,'

sharp claws.

thirst of

blage o devoted, courageous, heroic young men !"
And the unhappy old man, in his indignation, hast ly seized
the paper and tore it in pieces, after which, leaning sadly on,
the table, he sighed.

defended himself; nevertheless, his strength
aud blood were beginning to be exhausted, his sight was failing, his breathing slow and sibilant. Suddenly, an enormously
large lion rushed at h>m, flung him dotvn upon the ground,
aud the troop of monsters, simultaneously flinging themselves
upon the innocent victim, soon left upon the p Jiiii nothing but

see

shapeless, palpitating, bleeding remains.
The terrified mother awoke in the midst of the horrors of tlrs
dream, and wildly gazed around her, as it she still expect id

?

"
"
Victor, O my Victor," he murmured,
hope of my old age,
honor of my house, alas! what is to become of you? shall I

you

p.gain ?"

From that moment there was no more repose for that afflicted
heart. And yet the studious philosophe thought he could rind
He opened, by chauce, a voliy a remedy for las grief.
ume of Voltaire, and his eyes alighted at the place where these

to see the dreadful vision that

aye inscribed: "All our actions are subject to fatality;
the empire of necessity rules all man's movements, and t^e
wo lii's too."
He iluug the book far away from him with a

of pain.

gesture of disdain.
" O
proud, vain reason,

which affords no tolace to

my

Imt

faith in a ferocious necessity
a blind instinct equally governing the most illustrious men and the comt

heart,

he murmured, with a mournful sigh. " Oh
how much snbiimer, sweeter, and more consoling are the
words of Mary'^ bo k !"
'

animal

!"

i

!

words, he rose, his forehead burning, his
All the rest of the day ho \vandeml aSout
anywhere for his bruised feet, no consolation

(lifso

'Ppressed.
the lic-lds, n rest
>

illt-J

From

grief.

day the papers communicated the fatal in ws to the
they repaired every evening to the Chapel of ConsolaThey)] VIT failed to meet T rasa, tin' boggar-woma
and the three poor mothers, anxious but trustful,

ladies,
tion.

the,

,

ber prayei
t

L

wo brave

to

I

:

r
i

the safety of their children.
culm, courageous, aud resigned.

Carefully dissembling their grief, they always knew how to
find words of hope? to keep up poor Morreu's sinking courage,
or dry this good and affectionate Mary's tears.

Mary seemed

to grow yet more uneasy nnd suffer
laughing, joyous child had lost her gaiety, n-ra, and vigor.
Retiring into her little room every ev uing, she passed long hours on her knees praying to Mary
ico lively,

<

their

to

ferocious

attacks, valiantly

had troubled her sleep unfold
her gaze. But the rosy rays of morning already shed
their pearly tints on forest and plain, and the unhappy
mother, half-quieted, humbly prostrated herself near her bed
itself to

"

O

Mary," she cried, raising her eyes to the image of the
"
you see the tears I am shedding, the anguish
that tortures me. You know, O Mother ,f God, what a moiuer
Upon Golgotha you havo drunk to the very
may suffer
dregs tho deepest chalice of grief nnd abandonment th:
Have pity on inn; ask of
ever presented to maternal lips
God to grant iv.e courage to boat to the end the so. rows of the
Virgin Mary,
!

!

my son to my love, m God, if such is
but in all things, and at all times may Thy will
be done
Lei Thy providence decide what is most necessary
to our salvation and happiness !"
At the time his mother was praying for him, Victor knelt,
along with his companions, in the sanctuary of Lore o, where
s has been miraculously preserved the Immblo
t> TJVHtrial dwelling under whose roof became incarnate tho Diviuo
Preserve

sacrifice.

Thy

will

,

;

!

Word.
Iu the interior of that temple was about to take plac.
scene as moving as solemn, worthy of the glorious times of the
Crusaders," said a holy French priest, to whom it was given
to

be an eye-witness of it.
" At four o'clock in the

whole

staff,

flugelmen,

morning, Larnoricie.ro

i

'i-no ".an.

tho

Dutch and Franco-Belgian regimentn,

Foreign Legion, Italian artillery aud guards, r. cvived tin
saw
Our Lord in the Most Holy Sacrament of the Altar.
them thoroughly recollected, most of them pi-o:. (rated on the
have
pavement of that church which illusti iou
of

I

>.

>

Don
Above all, the r
Heetedri'-ss of the
already tin often fouehed.
two generahs was so profound, so calm, sn sublime, that
not repress my emotion at tli.' wight of them.
Des'des, most of
the officers who surrounded them shed abundanc of team."
Who, indeed, could have restrained his tears iu
such devotion and courage united to such faith and pi y ?
Who would not have felt moved at the sight of so irmny heroes,
who, prostrate at the feet of the Mother of God, renewed in her

"Say

of

mtese.

mi r

eneiiu.

'

'

-

i
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mult

of

they were about accomplishing it.
Joseph and Martin slowly withdrew from the

moment when
with pro-

altar,

found recolleotedness and touching fervor. As to Victor, one
had taken him ior a ir.arble statue, so absorbed was he in fervent prayer, anil completely indifferent to all that was passing
arouud him. At that solemn n oiuenthehadonly one thought,
one wish he was praying for his father.
And when at last he recrossed the threshold, going, -with his
companions, towards the place of combat, he stopped for a
moment to turn aside his head and glance again beseechingly
towards the smiling Virgin on the altar, murmuring: O father,
'

father

!"

tlii!

now

that

(

i

(
,

might you
ill

'.

',

hiw:i

the tu-

unhappy one had
,

after

!y

his

paused and appeared

joined the

departure

to n-flert for

I'

Tr-

some

instants.

At

length he replied:

" Indeed I have ft
List
vengeance to wreak.
I shall not h
Orazio: I'm going to tell you niy history.
Have you not
blush before you, for I know you, my friend.

obeyed one c >inuiai>dinent of our pociety, which orderplunge your poniard into the heart of youmwn brnti
a convulsive trembling
O'-a/.io lr re
g ew pale
his limliH. and his brow drooped under th:; sharp glancto

;

upon him.

iiaro fixed

" Bon't be afraid

you have nothing to fear," quickly resumed the latter, with an indulgent smile " only I wished to
show how far I had the pleasure and honor of knowi ;g you. I
even know something more I know that at first, at that supreme moment, the poniurd fell from your hands, and that, if
you again raised it to boldly execute the order given; it was bocause you feared our powerful society, frustrated in its designs,
would wreak its vengeance upon you. Well, Orazio, have I
;

;

;

CHAPTER XL

spoken the truth 1"
"
Certainly," stammered the miserable
and terror "

THE ABYSS.

cessive confusion

While Lamoriciere's valiant little nrmy halted for an instant
under the shadow of the sanctuary of Loreto, the Pieumoutese
forces, who were manoeuvring to surround them, distributed
themselves in great numbsrs through all the neighboring vilAlready Orsino, Camerano, Castelfidai-do, and the inlages.
tervening hamlets had been occupied by the enemy's regiments,
who, confidi .g in their immense numerical superiority, saw,
undismayed, the moment of combat approaching.
On the evening of the appointed day on (hut very evening
when Victor and his companions, to prepare for battle, were
reconciled to God iu the sacrament of Penr.nce two Piedm iii'-se soldiers, quitting their comrades' noisy groups, were
walking hide by side to the top of one of the hills overlooking
the town of Caste fldardo.
One of them, who looked from twenty-five to thirty years of
age, had recently arrived utthe Piedmontese camp, and seemed
be a native of the outheru provinces of Italy. He had presented himself at the camp a few days before the invasion of
the Pontifical frontiers, and af er a rather long interview
with the General-in-Chief, had been incorporated in an infantry
t (i

:

company.
No one knew this new-comer and the mystery surrounding
him was not slow to excite general curiosity.
To what end
had he come, and what secret mission had he to fulfil Several
of the officers of the army, wishing to appear more far-sighted
and better informed in their comrades' eyes than they really
were, maintained that this stranger was none other than one of
;

'i

the chiefs of the

C

rbonari sent by Garibaldi to carry out in
Bo
rmy some project known to the revolutionist alone.
that as it may, they knew nothing positive touching the rrigiu
and plans of that unknown one who, moreover, appeal
tremtly reserved and very uncommunicative towards his com(

panious-in-arrr.s.

seemed, however, from the first, to exhibit a very S]
confidence in one of the soldiers of his company the 1'iedmontese Orazio; so they were often met walking and chatting
The Piedmoutese, very probably, knew well the
together.
history and antecedents of his mysterious friend; but he was as

mute as the tomb on that subject.
At the moment we speak of, the two

friends, having reached
plateau that crowns the summit of the
mountain at this side, had stretched themselves on the
little

;

it

was so dark

know?"
You see nothing escapes our
however, has nothing in common with my

then how could you
" What's it to
?

you

But

this,

Let us come to the point, then
heart in telling you upo:i

;

it

whom I

society.
hi

seems to me I'll solace my
wish to revenge myself, and

I've come here.
My f imily is of Neapolitan origin.
happy childhood glided by in the cool and pleasant shade

why

villa situated

a short distance from that

name was

Benedetta,
their second son ; I've

my

father's

city.

My

My
of a

mother's

Bernardo Biauchi

;

I w. s

you ray childlno.lwa careFortune smiled upon us we had friends.
less and happy.
My father passe 1 with good reason for the most eloquent advi'eate in the city, and every day pleaded several causes brilHowever, this peaceful hap;
liantly and successfully.
was not to last long. My fat'jcr, however honored he wa had
a" ready

told

;

;

.

1,

circulated malevolent rumors, hateful calumnies adroitly, dissimulated about him, and the number of those
who esteemed and it spected him was not slow to sensibly doWhat
crease, while the influx of clients and cases diminished.
could one do under such circumstances? Bring a legal action

enemies.

They

against the calumniators ? But unfortunately, the plot was so
so cleverly discarefully woven, the source of the calumnies
sembled, that it was impossible to discover it by such means.

sinking under the weight of auger and
poor mother, cut to the heart, decayed and lauAlas, she was not long iu succumbing t her sunvr-

My father felt hims-'if
despair
gni hed.

;

my

>

mother, justly cherished, how much I lost iu losing
O-i
you loved me so much, too tenderly loved per-

O

ing.

you
haps

!

!

!

" Our
sojourn in our native city had become odious to my
father
Immediately after my mother's death he
abandoned it for ever, and came to establish himself in
afilicted

!

"

Ho then attributed, I don't well know why, the infernal
calumnies of which he had been the victim to the powerful inrcl societies he had always combated with all
.er of his eloquence, and hoped t shelter himself from
their dreaded sway by establishing hiins 'It' iu the capital of
Christendom. Besides, he had bade adieu forever to the labora and du.ios of hia profession, and only wish' d to pass the
rest of his days in the hum 'le tranquility of the domestic
>

hearth.

" As to
mother lived, I had remained
mo, r.s long as
faithful to the habits of order, prudence, and moderation
childhood. But
parents strove to make ir.o contract from

my

rest.

"

What a fine evening !" cried the stranger, after
" And it
precedes n clay still finer the day of my \

But

his ex-

iu

fratricide

certainly.

Borne.

He

the edge of a

think of

1

fi^ht V"

battalion.-.

io

>r.

p'-rsoird veli^eane:-,

for that

iiaro

I

pres< neo the sacrifice of their lives at the very

ih the

i.i-mornm

i

;

my

my

1:1.1-:

scarcely was I left to mysolf than, unfortunately, I

made bad

soon abandoned myself to idleness, deMiig, unbridled licence-, and all kinds of excess
One of my new companions, whom I'll content myself with
He wns
calling Silvio, had then very great influence over me.
..ml

tall and weakly looking, hi-i lips pale, thin, and close
KT, his nose aquiline, his eyes fnll of fire, and his
glances penetrating. Such was the tempter who was to grad-

rather

Bravo Geuuaro drink fast and
ually lead me to my ruin.
me
in
his
strident voice when by chance, I
he'd
to
on,'
cry
play
.lup notes and gold piee H l/eforement the gaming table.
Courage !' he murmured in my ears when fortune had betrayed

,v.i <'

"

you, Gennaro Bianehi.' said he as soon as he saw
you've co ae at last?'
" At these words of the old man I felt seized with
such a
profound astonishment that at first I couldn't answer him.
How could this stranger who was so completely unknown to me

'

!

Drown your vesntion in wine, and then confidence and
You must learn to persevere nud learn to conquer
!'

and persevered. Very soon I
I hadn't the
debts of honor, considerable debts
courage to expose my situation to my father, to confess my delinquencies to him. My father himself, moreover, coftldn't
have helped me we were very much reduced, and lived straggling on some of my good mother's savings in prosperous
Alas

!

I followed tho'-e counsels

had debts,

!

;

times.

" I saw the
abyss open before me, beneath

my feet,

and I

didn't hesitate to plunge deep into it every day.
Silvio, my
bad genius, wasn't chary of his advice. Despair at last seized

my remorse in debauchery and
saw my creditors, irritated by such a long

me, and I tried to drown

drunkenness, when I
delay, were going to pursue me,
' '
One evening, sad and silent, I took refuge in the lower
room of a caf6 in the Piazza Navone, when Silvio entered,
and, as soon as he saw me, came up.
"
'Ah, my good Genuaro' he cried 'what has happened to^
you that you look so very sad.'
" Alas it's not without reason; I'm
very unhappy.'
"'
Come, tell me. Let me share your troubles,' he continued, resting his sharp glance upon me.
" '
Well, Silvio, I've debts.'
"
Really nothing else ?
" ' But listen to me
now, Silvio: those debts are consider-

'

'

instiint,'

'

'

'

" And
you've no other subject to annoy you, I again repeat ?'
"
But, Silvio, I have no money.'
"
some must be found.'
'

'

'"Well,

"

easy for you to say that, but I'd like to know how.'
I replied with some bitterness.
"
Money, I assnre you, my dear friend, is not so rare. So
Gennaro, you want some?" he continued after a pause; "well,
come with me, we'll look for it.'
'

It's

'

" Where are
you taking me ?
" What need you care, provided you're supplied with funds
'

'

'

enough, not only to provide for to day's expenditure, but also
for future eventualities?

'

"I followed him mechanically.

Necessity, fatality, drove
Oughtn't I avoid pursuit, prison, shame at any cost ?
"When Silvio had led the way through several' streets for a
good while, he stopped about the middle of the Via Kipetta beHe rapped and a domestic at
f re a rather flue-looking house.
once appeared and opened the door.
" Oh it's
you then ?' he said, seeing Silvio.
"
But tell me, is he here ?' The lackey nodYes, you see.

me

on.

'

!

'

ded affirmatively.

We followed him, silently traversed a rather

number of passages and corridors, and at last knocked at
a carefully closed door.
" 'Who are
you !' was asked from within.
"' Friends -faithful unto death !' responded Silvio.
And,
as if those words had exercised a really magical power, the
door turned of its qwn accord on its hinges, and opened before
large

us.

" In the centre of the
apartment into which we entered was
placed a long table covered with papers, at which an old man
was then seated. A heavy grey moustache shaded his upper
his lofty forehead was almost entirely bald the expreslip
;

;

sion of his face was affable and benevolent, although the
glance of h'H bright black eyes was sharp and piercing.

you with him

murmured

;

present situation ?
the affair will be concluded in an

Silvio in

my ear.

" The o d man n 'tided
assentmgly,
" Gennaro
Bianehi, he resumed, when we were
:

'

alone,

you're just the man we're looking for.'
" I
conjure you, signer, explain yourself more clearly,' I
How can you know me, 8ii.ce I don't know you?'
replied.
" Do I know
you, my young friend?' he replied with a
'
smile.
For some time I haven't ceased to watch you to
follow you. Stay,' he pursued, handing me a sheet of paper
upon which, among a list of names, mine was inscribed,
" I seized the sheet and
what should I tell you, Oraread,
It was a detailed and perfectly accurate description of
zio?
'

'

'

'

character, faults and capacities !'
see I know you,' continued the old man. ' And now,
Gennaro, you want money don't you?' And his glance, which
seemed to go to the very bottom of my smil, rested upon me.

my person,
"

'

"
"

You

'

Assuredly' I murmured, without daring to raise my eyes.
my friend you shall have it and on
one sole condition. All I ask of you, Gcnnaro, is that you
should consent to enrol yourself in the ranks of our glorious
'

Don't be uneasy,

;

and actually working

society, devoted to

the deliverance

out,

of Italy.'
" At those

words of the old man, I stepped back, I trembled with horror. I thought I saw tho phantom of my beloved mother suddenly rise before me, imploring and con-

me

juring

from

to fly

to resist this temptation

this fatal

place,

"

No, no, never !' I cried. 'If it is on that condition you
consent to aid me, let me go!'
" And I dashed towards the
door, wuen the old man,
bounding after me, seized me with a vigorous arm that seem'

me

ed to nail

able.

my lad,

!

my name and my

leave

I

'

!

it's

!

Well

have known

!

me.

'

me.

'

hope

Ah

'

"

'

Go

!'

he

to the ground.
don't think of
cried,
'

it,

Gennaro.

You'll not

leave this before you're ours.'
" Let me let me
go !' I cried.

'I'll quit the city; I'll
not betray you.
Here the old man's brow darkened his glances, hitherto
tranquil, assumed a ferocious and menacing expression.
" ' Maniac I' he
cried, placing the barrel of a pistol to my
breast, 'silence, or I send a ball to your heart to make cer'

your silence !'
" I
dropped half fainting upon a chair.
"
Gennaro,' continued the tempter, re-assuming his sweet,
insinuating voice,' why make such a to-do, why resist so, when
it only concerns your legitimate satisfaction and prosperity ?
Poor child, you know neither the aims nor the intentions of
the Carbonari. They are noble sons of Italy generous, devoted sons, devoting themselves to defending this land of libtain of
'

this

erty

common

mother.'

In vain he sought to move, to persuade
ger strength nor wish to answer him.

"
Geunaro,' he at length resumed,
between submission and shame !'
'

" And
yet I
not to

let

me

me

'

select,

;

I had no lon-

wretched man,

But the tempter was determined
employed persuasion, remonstrances,
everything with infernal tact, with consum-

still resisted.

go.

threats, promises

He

Could I resist him, Orazio I weak, despairing,
art.
without strength and without defence? When I departed from
that dark abode, I was no longer my own I was altogether'
the society's ; I was a Carbonaro I, the son of Bernardo Bianehi, who had sworn an eternal hatred to that powerful asso-

mate

ciation

"

!

From

that
sentiments, in

moment a complete revolution

took place

i

I had a
mind, and in my heart.
younger than myself a faithful and living image of our poor
mother. Until then, my charming sister had been the object of

my

A

my

Jint

dearest hopes anil fondest affection, her joy;: were
ifs;
pleasant smile ph>^ tog up<

,

my joys,

;i.

ai;'

in''

lie

da.-

In

ter:

Nunziata

tluiu

tho

"

iv

'

do you promise

and His Ch: rch
'

'

I

face

tin:

t

them

1,1'

'

!

"

from

p online.

,-

:

imself

:

" 'Do
you promise

\vas still

to labor with all

j

nani'

"

very young at that time, but had always disf.rnsibrit y ami penetration, nfi wr 11 as unpl:,
coninn n energy. She gonnded me at once, but saw nothing in
me l)i!, K ime great cvauge that had taken place. Still I made
every effort to bn alvnys the same, to her, uud only show her a
I carried
seivnc brow and smiling lips.
Impossible, Orazio

She

I placed
two wit-

Do you pn

'

your

Gem
'

my

f,

word, Orazio, I would have
for Nunziata, my beloved sis',1 times
hiug in tho world dc.uvor to
pe;u-e and happiness of her brother
.

gh

I

i'<

1"

break

utility that

may

all

the ties of family,

still

retain

you

relation-

?'

'

F

;>:-nmisP.'

" 'Do
you promise to employ all your strength to
far si-; yii can
ev; ry man hi i,r. n God and his own
,

al:

ma

;

|

my breast, rernorso gnawed at my heart. Despite myI tvaa dull, taciturn, impatient or silent aud reserved,
Oh what I would not Lave
even bt-fore that loved sinter.
given to be able to reverse that fatal resolution, to resume my

d

hell in

self,

piti.et-s

' ;

my trauqnility,

ble; henceforth, I

and

my independence

mnst always march

!

Still

impossi-

on, always bo silent

and

To ithdraw had been to pronounce my death-sentence,
for! knew that in c;ise of faltering, revolt or treason, the Car"-

obey.

I'

infallibly
I
rwanl, then, forward
!

abandoning his mind a;;d soul to hell
" At
first, Nunziata was content to follow me with her eyes,
At last she ventured to ask the reato
16 in silence.
This question irrison of the change that took place in me.
tated me; I harshly replied that I'd never allow a child to
Poor Nunsiata ^;e never murmured,
criticise my conduct.
But her tears fell like a weight
but quietly wept in silence.
!

'

!

promise.'

"'T.-'.ke the

oath then.'

And, at these words, the old man, drawing aside a ei
which disclosed to my gaze, a kind of altar, pointed out to
a P'uiia.-d placed upon a marble table in tho midst of
torches.
Upon one of tho faces of the triangular
1

was

suspended over my head.
resided myself to my destiny,
I stiflad my rem: ree. And yet, before succeeding in hardening
my he::rt, I had a long and painful struggle with myself.
Orazio, man is not born for evil; he has to suffer much before
bonaro'.s poniard

'

'

!

liberty,

creature, like the serpent of the great forests laid

tho lion of tho deserts?

i-iignivcu

device, 'Death
to traitors !'

this word,
to tyrants

'

upon the second
upon the third, 'Death

Fraternity,'
'
!

and

I

finally

"

The old man first put this poniard in my hand; the:i
back and placed it upon tho altar.
" Kest the
palm of your hand on the point of this p<
said he 'and repent after me the words I am going toe
E
swear to faithfully fulfil all the promises I liavo made. If
ever 1 break my oath, may this blade, piercing my heart, punit

'

)

.

-.-,:

me

ish

for

members

From

it.

this

of this society

moment I authorise
who shall judge mo

thoM? of

.

iml'aithlul to

revenge themselves by striking me, as I shall strike, without
upon my
regret and without fear, all felons and traitor:;
"1 repeated the words of tiie oath after the initiator; thin
"Perhaps Nunziata acquainted my fath r with tho fears she
had con- eived, for he sent for me, and interrogated me with a the old man proclaimed me a friend and brother, impressing a
I then lost all kiss upon my forehead. >The last s ep was taken; I had tumseverity he had never yet shown towards me.
'

i

!

self-possession, all respect for paternal authority, declaring I
iyed to no longer brook a needless control aud insup-

portable tutelage.
" It was a last
I had sucstep taken in the bad way, Orazio.
cessively disdained my sister's affection, despised the advice
and ignored the authority of my father. What curb could re-

bled into the abyss.

" The
morn:ng had scarcely dawned when I returned
impressed by the events of the night, sustained and aniinmated by a new exaltation. Besides, inebriation
ning to produce nervous excitement, for they \v,-re not, sparing
}

still

when a new comrade was

iu their libations

to

bo feted.

I

me ? My family henceforth saw in me only an immoral opened tho door noiselessly, and glided furtively into ray
young man a miserable debauchee and were very far from chamber, thinking mrely no one had heard me returning at
strain

suspecting I was enrolled in the ranks of a secret society. I
took the greatest precautions to prevent my secret from being
discovered; my companions, moreover, had strictly enjoined
prudence. Aud yet my father hadn't long to wait to learn that
his son was henceforward included in the Carbonari.
"Little by little, I ceased to observe so rigorously all
the precautions with which I had until then surrounded myself.
Besides, I only went to our meetings about midnight,

when everybody under our

roof

fast asleep.
No one could
It is probable, however,
so.

was

me then; at least I supposed
the secret of my nightly excursions
see

such an early hour in the morning.

"

moment

I crossed the threshold, I stood tremwere, thunderstruck.
"
father was there, erect and motionless, at the head of
my bed. His face was livid, his forehead buthi d in perspiration, and he fixed upon me his dark, gleai
"At this sight, I recoiled, seized with profound terror.

But, at the

bling, and, as

it

My

"

do you recoil, Gennaro? Do you no longer recognise your father?' he demanded in a hoarse, hollow voice,
whose measured tone and bi ter irony made me shudder.
'

Why

And why, pray,
had not escaped the pierc"'What do you mean?' I stammered.
Nunziata.
should I no longer recognize you ?'
my
" I had
"'
quitted the house one night, directing my steps toGenuaro,' my father then continued, without answering
wards the place of our secret meetings where I was to attain to my question, pray where are you coming from now
a higher grade at the ezpense of a new oath, when at tho mo"'I'm coming after taking a walk, 1 r.-.4i d, assuming a
inomeut of entering the hortee in the Via Ripetta I saw, at the tone of indifference. ' I felt somewhat indisposed to-uight, and
coiner of a bye-street, enveloped in a large mantle, a shadowy thought a little excursion iu the air
"
I
figure which seemed to dog me and following at a distance.
'Ho, you stopped nowhere ?'
"
turned round and hastened to retrace niy steps, desirous on my
Nowhere, I assure you."
"'You lie, wretch,' he said, in a loud, ringing voice.
part of closely examining tho unknown one who followed me,
but I couldn't discover any thing the spy had disappeared, the ' You're after being at a meeting of the Carbonari
Hencestreet was solitary
no trace of the passage of that shadow forth, you belong to that infamous secret society. O misery,
was distinguishable, even on the surface of the pavement. Then O grief, O shame
My sou, a Biaiichi, is a traitor my sou is
i-o
ioning my researches, I walked, with a tranquil step, tomy son is accursed !'
) our
,-,l
"Silence! You li,
d, my blood boiling with shame
meeting-place, into which I reidih
by
of the password.
The hall was already full the cere- and fury.
" I
mony began.
lie, say you !' he replied, with a bitter smile and a broing eye of

'

sister

'

'

'

'

'

!

;

;

!

!

;

'

ken-hearted lo.k.
'So my son is not leagued with tlxoBe infiimous Carbonari, bo has riot inflicted th:tt eternal disgrace
upon his father's name, ho lias not enrolled himself in the ranks
of the enemies of his Church, the enemies of his family, the

enemies of his country? But if I lie, Genuaro, these papers,
however, do not lie,' he continued, showing me a bundle he
luid taken oil the table before him.
Ah my son is not a Carbonaro iny son is not nu accursed one !'
" I cast iv startled look at the
manuscript. It con sined various plum and secret documents that had been entrusted to
'

!

"

with surprise and terror.
lly father made no reply, but looked at me ironically. I
rushed at him, Orazio ; I was distracted with ran:e, and had
'

only one idea, one object to recover those papers from him.
" The hand of the demon was on me. I
flung myself like a
madman upon my unhappy father. Ho wrestled courageously ;
he struggled to the last, disputing with me the possession of
that fatal manuscript.
" Give me
up those papers, they are mine,' I cried. And
carried away as I was by my blind fury, I gave him such a
violent blow in the chest that

he immediately reeled back-

wards and

fell inanimate upon the carpet, while a stream of
blood spouted from his lips.
" At that
moment, my sister, awakened by the noise of the
struggle, rut-hed into the room.
" 'Gennaro father father !' she cried
distractedly in a
heart-rending voice, and fell unconscious upon the old man's
!

!

body.
" The

spirit of darkness overmastered ms at that moment.
I had become mad, furious, ferocious. I snatched the papers violently from my dying father's hand, and rushed out of
the house I had sullied with the, crime of parricide.
"
During all that dark day, I wandered through the stree's
of Home, unable to find shelter or repose anywhere.
When
evening cime, however, I felt drawn by an irresistible force
towards the peaceful hearth I had deluged with blood, and
where I was but too soon to learn the result of my crime.
" I had
scarcely opened the door when my brother Stefano,
severe and menacing, confronted me.
My brother's character
had fil ways inspired me with profound respect, and even a kind
of terror, for he was as wise and prudent as he was resolute and

intrepid.

"

'

Gennaro,' said he, in a restrained tone,

to-day, and, dying, left a
message for you. Will you
to

which you belong ?'
"I
refused.

distinctly
tions were to have

no

Those

effect.

'

our father died

supreme recommendation a last
abandon for ever the fatal society
entreaties, those representa-

What arguments

could touch the

heart of a parricide ?
"
'Well,' iny brother concluded, when he had lost all hope
of convincing me, ' since you feel neither shame nor remorse
for your horrible crime, engage to quit this country; break for

ever the ties (hat
dishonored, or,

still

unite you to a family

you have forever

not, I'll deliver you myself into the hands of
will know how to make you expiate your crime.
if

which
Attend to what I tell you now, Gennaro; up to this, everybody
thinks Bernardo Bianchi died of a fit of apoplexy. If you
quit this house and this city immediately, your precipitate departure may arouse suspicions, I require you, then, to remain
a few days longer with us; it is a precaution due to the honor
of our family.
Oh !' he continued, looking at me, with a bitter
I know well that, in acting thus,
I'm warming a
smile,
serpent in my breast, and that some misfortune may happen

justice,

'

But I warn you, Geunaro, I've taken precautions
against that. In case cf murder done by you or your friends,
my sister's blood or mine will be immediately avenged.
Whereas, if, in a few days, you elect to abandon this country,
wo promise you to be as silent as the tomb about all that has
to us.

occurred, BO that the honor and reputation of the Bianchi

may

'

Yes, I consent,' I replied, really glad to quit that cursed

city.

"'It

is,

indeed, the safest thing,' retorted

my

brother;

your hardened heart is henceforth inaccessible to every feeling of remorse, pity, and shame; still, may I have, the happinoHs cf finding you some day converted and penitent
Tlieu,
Gennaro, but only then, can I offer you my hand, as to a
'

!

friend, a brother.'

me by

the society, and which, in my pre-occupation, I had left
ou the table when leaving home.
"I made si furious bound, like a lion caught in a trap.
" ' Give me
np those papers,' I cried in a voics choking

Are yon

remain unblemished in the eyes of the world.
Gennaro ? Do you consent to go ?'

resolved,

"

The Carbonaro paused

at this part of his story.

Ev<

moment, the bitterness and aeuteuess of those mournful
memories seemed to make his voice falter and to move his
that

soul.

"

Rome,' he pursued, after my father's funeral,
and repaired to England, where I was to fulfil a mission with
which I had been charged by our Italian br ithers. I met
Mazziui in London, where I wasn't long in beiag affiliated to
'

'I quitted

It was thenceforward by incessant
another secret society.
activity, by continual efforts placed at the service of the cause
I
I had embraced, that I strove to stifle the voice of remorse.
took an infernal pleasure in drawing men out of the safe and
regular pat ii, in making other souls young, generous and
fall with me into the abyss.
A
p. re as mine had been
treacherous instinct secretly told me that I should feel solaced
when I had succeeded in kindling in other hearts the dull and
fatal flame that little by little consumed mine.
i

"

How many sincere men brave, loyal young men I have
drawn down with me into the bottomless gulf of Freemasonry!
And I was proud of my triumph, I rejoiced at their ruin ; I
laughed at their fall, at the anxieties the present brought them
and the evils the future had in store for them.
" I didn't remain long in England. I afterwards repaired
Rotterdam to put myself in communication with the Dutch
soc eties, and from thence to Belgium, where I proposed
to

remaining several years.
" Thanks to the letters of recommendation with which the

and Dutch lodges had abundantly supplied
me, I wasn't long in entering into relations with a largo number
I went into
of Freemasons belonging to the opulent classes.
the elegant society of the cities where I successively resided as
Italian, English,

new friends got me pupils,
professor of music and Italian; my
and soon under the counterfeit name of Tommaso di Roceabiauca I passed for a first-class linguist and a musician of
high reputation.
" But I took care to add other instructions, other precepts,

had to give my pupils. My new profession supplied
with an opportunity of enlisting new adherents in our soto be engaged in forming linguists
ciety, and, -while appearing
or musicians, in reality I was procuring adepts for Freeto those I

me

masonry.
''One of those young men, nevertheless, was not slow to
His name was Ernest Van Dormael, and
become my master.
I confess to you, Orazio, he was really superior to me in many
It was the ardor, the impetuosity of my passions, that
points.
had fatally hurried me on to my ruin. He, Ernest, knew not
He did evil in
passion, and seemed even ignorant of ardor.
cold blood, after having measured the extent and calculated the
consequences; and he did it for the pleasure of insulting the
I sometimes heard the harrowCreator, and injuring others.
often made vain
ing voice of remorse arise within me, and
He,
efforts to escape the dull anguish that tortured my soul.
his
Ernest, seemed never to have heard that voice; he pursued
end
with
his
to
calmness,
marched
coldness,
complete
route,

and

impassibility.

entirely banish the idea of God from my mind
pupil, this new friend, was a confirmed
heart, while
with the most radical principles
atheist, an atheist penetrated
of universal negation.
friend,
pupil,
"Van Dormael had gradually become
I experienced a secret satisfaction

"I could never

nor

my

my

my

my inseparable companion.

my

more wicked
thought of meeting on my way a being
than myself, and yet he had never assassinated his father!
at the

A
ides,

h"M have no need

of

fathe,

"

it.
:

him one

ic,

DOl

J.I.I'

From his childhood,
an athi

Ilia

Ernest,' I asked
">ve an obstacle

d.i

'

y,

if it

t

'!'

'

ther

"

?'
'

Well, what of that !' lie replied, with the same coldness.
he continued with an infernal smile, 'assassination i.< a

'Still,'
el

umsy

process, to which

it

would bo

difficult

to

tempt me

to

Lave recourse, because it rarely succeeds. Believe me there
are other ways by which one strikes harder and revenges himself

more

'

safely.

" So
you

see, Orazio, I

had found

my

master.

But I

re-

Van Dormael.

His chosen weapon was
calumny, with which he excelled, and with which he destroyed and blackened at pleasure his friends and adversaries.
Still, he employed it oftenest, not so much against private
persons as against entire classes, Whom ho rendered suspected or obnoxious in public opinion, placing them in a false
This was FO much the more easy to him, us he had nclight.
cesa to the columns of several journals in which his infernal
malignity and cleverness, his great command of style and rare
power of invention, enabled him to pour poison, gall and
mud upon the wounds his scathing (iurts Lad caused mid
which nothing could cure. Above ail he attacked with most
violence, fury and acrimony, the men and things of God reBesides, he had been one of the
ligion and its ministers.
founders of the socie'.y of the Solidaires. Such, in fine, was
the friend I was to meet in Belgium, und who was undoubtedturn to

my

ly sent to

friend,

me

"

byhcll.

He presented me in all the circles in which he habitually
moved, in the recommendable houses in which he was received, and, thanks to him, I was not slow to become acquainted
with the Morreu family, of whom I shall have occasion to
speak.

" The head

of the family

obstinate philosophe

was a loyal

libre pcnscur, an old,
to keep his rea-

who proudly pretended

independent of every prejudice and exDespite all our efforts and all our
persuasions, he had firmly refused to submit to the yoke of
Freemasonry, which he said Lad only bonds and slavery to
son strong and

empt from

free,

all restraint.

him, as displeasing and unacceptable in every respect as
those the precepts of Christianity could impose upon him.
But, for the rest, we knew well that, though refusing to join,
Le would never oppose us ; so we were content to see him
remain as he was independent philosophe, obstinate libre
offer

penseur.

"But as to Lia Bon Victor, whom old Morren left entirely
free to select the faith and dogmas that suited him, and who
was educated under the eyes of a pious mother, he opposed an
obstinate and absolute resistance to all our efforts, all our soWe were even
licitations, despite our zeal and perseverance.
quite resolved to leave him thenceforward iu peace, when a
fortuitous circumstance occurred, which changed the indifference I had until then felt towards Victor into a deadly, implacable hatred.
"One we met at the old phttosopJic' a one of his nephews,
a mad devotee, who had come to tell his uuolc of his engage-

army and his departure for Italy. Our
our hopes, the grand and holy cause of fatherland
I defended it as long and as well as 1
then came in question
could.
But, being quite out of myself in a strange house, I
was at last, by courtesy, c nstraincd to beat a retreat before
that Joseph, that young maniac whom his cousin Victor supand I left that bouse in a state of indescribable rage
ported
ment

in the Pontifical

projects,

;

,

and

fury.

"Unfortunately, that was not all. That young bigot, Joseph h':d prevailed on his cousin Victor to accompany him,
.e old philosophe foolishly allowed his son to carry out
I then decided to abandon Belgixim and rehis resolution.
turn to Rome, where I hoped to find an opportunity of pon-
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iarding those t\vo dreamers.

"

were necessary
a man who was in your way
would you
before any act of violence. let us Kay a murder
"
By no means, I assure you,' he coldly replied.
"'But if the man you were to strike WHS your own fa'

A.f

Cndeod,

I

v.:

in

him, him particularly I

meeting Victor

wi:;l.cd

to strike.

in
If

Home.

It

was

wero lucky

I

him

fall under my poniard, I could easily abanone of my accomplices. I easily prevailed
upon my victim to :i<-r..m];a:!v me l'<;r a walk outside' the city
walls
1 had already led him to a
rolitary plaee where I could
strike him and a dagger was gleaming above his head, when
:ly my brother Stefano placed himself between mo und

h to see

don his friend

to

;

my

revenge.

"At

first,

I was tempted to assassinate him, too

;

it

was im-

possible; there were then two against me Stefano, courageous
and strong as n lion, and Victor, ever calm and brave.
brother wishing, before all, to protect the honor of the family,

My

violently reproached me iu our Neapolitan dialect, not easily
understood by a stranger.
He reminded me of my criu>e, of

the solemn promise 1 made to him and which I had infringed,
asked me if my heart was forever closed to every sentiment of
justice, shame, and repentance, and at last threatened to deliver
mo up to justice if I didn't as quickly as possible quit the city
and tho Roman territory.
"Prom that moment, my hatred of Victor naturally only increased; rage, vexation, the bitter feelings of abortive revenge
inspired all my acts and boiled in my breast. I took a solemn
oath to wipe away my shame in the blood of my enemy at any

and wherever I'd have to follow him.
" I had met at
Rome, Silvio, the bad genius, the infernal
temptor, who had formerly corupted my youth. I had pointed
out niy victim to him and Le hud promised me to make him
promptly acquainted with the point of his poniard. But, uncost,

fortunately, the pursuit of the police constrained him to withdraw frr-m Rome before Le couldfiud an opportunity^ keeping

Lis promise.
"As for me, I

^

hastened (o fly that fatal city, whose very
walls seemed to salute me with the name of parricide. First,
I joined Garibaldi's bands, Loping under their flags to find an
opportunity of wreaking the vengeance so long awaited ; but

when

I learned that the Pudrnontese were going to invade the

Pontifical frontiers at several points, I hastened to enrol
myself in their ranks, hopitg at last to meet
enemy face to

my

face."

Gennoro here finished Lis story, which Orazio Lad silently
and attentively listened to. The Piedmontese soldier, Lowever hardened Le might Lave been, felt penetrated with fear
and surprise at the recital of the adventures and crimes of Lis

new companion.
As to Gennaro,

his countenance, his gestures, his attitude
betrayed no other sentiment than that of a ferocious hope and
infernal joy at the approach of that decisive day when ho was
at last going to have an opportunity of striking his
enemy.
" Orazio " Le
resumed, iu a grave tone, after a few instants'
" I'd never Lave made such
disclosures to you if I
silence,
You've understood
hadn't, first of all, to ask a service of you.
liaven't you ? I must wreak a double vengeance on the
it

persons of these madmen. Joseph, like Victor, must die.
Henceforth, I'll taste neither repose nor happiness until I've
seen their accursed blood flow and their two corpses stiffen
before me. My friend, will you help me to accomplish this
"

work, this useful and glorious vengeance ?
"
Undoubtedly," replied the Piedmontese. "But how shall
I recognise your two foreign Zouaves in the confusion of the
battle

?

"

" D. m't trouble
yourself about nothing; it is I I alone
who take upon myself to meet them, were they concealed in
the bowels of the earth, at the bottom of hell itself
Don't
embarrass yourself my friend; leave that to my vengeance.
!

" he
pursued iu a sinister tone, "Once already, O
yet;
But what matter ?
sorrow, that vengeance has escaped me
A secret presentiment arises within me and reanimates me.
To-morrow, to-morrow, for me revenge or death
Yes, I'll

And

!

!

know how

them

we

meet it is I who tell you.
Then, you'll take care of Joseph; but Victor Victor is mine
alone
Let him tremble; he shall die to-morrow "
!

to find

;

shall

!

A
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oftln
iiud HO furiously that
to retreat,

The enemy, seeing them recoil, emerges from the wood and
advances. But suddenly the heroic battalion faces about,
steadily awaits the Piedmontese, directs against them a mur-

CHAPTEK XIL
CASTEfcFIDABDO.

derous and well-sustained fire, and with revived ardor rushes
attacks them with the bayonet. Cialdini's soldiers,
astonished at this heroic resistance of an enemy very inferior

upon and

It was the 18th of September, 1860.
The heroes of CnstelfiJardo -were at last about to hail the dawn of the holy day, the

day of martyrdom. The General-in-Chief of the Pontifical
troops, after serious consideration, had determined, if they
could, to open n way through the enemy's forces in order to
reach Ancona by the coast.
Alas only that chance of safety remained, and that, too, ac!

companied by many

iu uumb'Ts, falter, hesitate, recoil, and at last leave i'iinodan's soldiers sole masters of the ground so valiantly reconquered.
But their gallant general is wounded his face is pale and
gaunt ; the blood is flowing from his forehead. Still he keeps
at the head of the column.
;

"Forward,

obstacles.

First, their valiant little
little river that rises in the

army had

limates and crushes them so powerful!}
they are almost immediately constrained

to cross the

Musone, a

mountains to the north of Loreto,

and extends towards the south in the direction

of the sea into

which, swollen with the waters of another river, the Aspio, it
Both these rivers have very steep banks.
Deep, narrow valleys, intersected by drains and covered with

flows.

stretch along both banks of the Musone, while,
quite near the junction of the two rivers, opens out n plain
about three miles in extent. At this very spot, the mountain

timber,

diers

"

my

lads?" he

cries.

"Forward brave

sol-

!

"Long live Pimodan !" they all unanimously respond with a
burst of enthusiusm.
" Don't
" but still advance
!"
shout," he replies,
At that moment a bullet shatters his right arm ; he at once
seizes his sword in his left hand.
"Forward, my lads! God is with us! "he continually repeats.

that crowus the village of Castelfulardo divides, separating the
valleys through which both rivers flow, the Musone watering
one side, the Aspio the other. On the western slops of this

Near him, Colonel Becdelievre, on foot, in the midst of his
men, quietly folding his arms, gives his orders with admirable
coolness and perfect tranquility.
For the third time the Zouaves attack the farm, and for the

mountain, and nearly opposite the church and town of Loreto,
are the two large farms of Caseino and Crocetto, around which

third the heroic
his leg.

the fury of the fight was to concentrate itself.
the environs of Loreto, the mountains and valleys,
swarmed with. Piedmontese troops. On the Gamcrans side

repeats, as, stiff

"

all

All

those troops occupied the summits, and, consequently, commanded the valley. Moreover, they had seized upon the
bridge that unites both banks of the Musone, and established
several batteries there to hinder access to it.
About half-past eight on the morning of the 18th, the first
division of the Pontifical troops formed in columns, rind began
The second
its march under the orders of General Pimodau.
division was to follow at nine.
The right bank of the Musone was not occupied. The general and his brave men sooa had crossed that little river; and
scarcely had this valiant column planted the last piece of artillery at the other side, when the general ordered his troops to
take possion of the two farms occupied by the Piedmoutese on

the heights of Castelfidardo. Fiery, irresistible, and rapid a.i
the lightning, the Zouaves rush to the attack, supported and
accompanied by about a hundred of the Irish light infantry
and the advanced guard of the Eoman infantry. They charge
up the mountain under an incessant shower of shells and bullets, fall upon the Piedmoatese bersaglieri, overthrow and
repalsa them, and make a hundred of them prisoners, including one officer. Thin they hasten to place two pieces of cannon on the height to provide against u fresh attack, and plant
two howitzers under the guard of Lieutenant Daudier before
the house

itself.

Four cannons and two howitzers of Richter's battery had
been placed on the top of the Oastelfldardo hill. From that
elevated post, Colonel Blumenstile directed a murderous firo
on the enemy's army, while the valiant Daudier, by his courage as

much

as

by

hig strategic.il knowledge,

made up

for

any

Colonel Eichter, who
insufficiency in the Pontifical artillery.
had been struck by a Piedmontese bullet, had nevertheless
refused to abandon his post on the field of honor.

But the moment had come to attack the second farm. Piinodau gave the word of command iu a loud firm voice, and his
valiant little troop began to march.
Bat, alas it did not foresee the nui nl> T and gravity of the obstacles it was to surmount.
In the wood those brave fellows were to traverse, an entire
!

army blocked

At their approach a hailstorm of bulshowers down on
and grapeshot
enemy's ranks placed out of reach in the depths

the way.
ulls,

them from

tlio

:

Pimodan

Young men, God

is

receives a bullet that lays half

with us

!

and motionless

Courage,

still

in his saddle,

open

onward

!" he
ho precedes

them.

But the Piedmontese,

more compact and numerous
The Zouaves fought
desperately, like heroes, facing the enemy like lions entrapped;
but the cavalry and the Swiss, cssayiug a murderous fire, had
retreated in disorder, and re-descended int^ the plain.
The brave Daudier alone remained at the entrance of the
in still

ranks, thronged round these brave men.

farm; all his soldiers (writes his noble companion,
Tresvaux de Fraval) were dead or dispersed.
A cannon w::a
abandoned at about fifty paces fro:n the enemy.
"
Let us save the cannon I" cried the heHelp, Tresvaux
roic officer.
Tres=vaux rushed forward, followed by Le C
Saint-Brieuc, and another of their gallant compatriots.
under a shower of bullets they detach the cannon, drag it to
first

!

the edge of the rocks, hurl
of the valley,

it

down

the declivity to the

and then, intrepid and

1

resolute, rejoin thcii

pauious.

The

becomes furious, confused, and the battle rages.
two hundred brave fellows who will no:
are ready to die; on the other, hordes of Piedmontese, who
seem to rise out of the ground at every instant, still more numerous, still more savage. And yet those two hundred heroes
still tight with the same valor, the game ardor.
But, alas

On

fight

one

!

there are gaps in their ranks at every fresh attack.
Still Pimodan, whom nothing discourages, orders a frc.
But at that instant, a fourth bullet, striking him on the
sault.
This
right side, traverses the body and comes out on the left.

time the wound was mortal.
"
Beuueville," said he to his aid-de-camp then, for th
" I'm
time, tottering iu his saddle
dying ; go on iny pa:
get together our infantry."
Among the heroic soldiers of Castlefidardo was the ;
Ernest Maestraeten, a young medical student of the University
of Louvaiu.
"During the entire fight," he wrote si
qucutly to his parents from the prison of Alessandria, "I had
two duties to discharge that of surgeon and that of ser

Our ambulance was

stationed at about five hundred
I was incessantly going from m\
hospital, according to circumstances, tra-

the line of battle.
to

my

!

side,

wounded comrado, firing my gun, chargin.
or dressing wounds iu a word, doing whatever
;

came, to

my

]

:

DOUBLK SACE11

A
was most

nutl

The
five

general,

worn
'i,

i<

,

who

for n whole hour defended that perilous post again

|

who

hU

war. losing nil
Mood. B
it to the rare of
this young

luul obtained tin'

an.

aud

:

A

'

fe.w i-teps

from them

|>hy..ieiaii.

)But at the very moment when the two doctors wen- coing to
dress the general's wounds, they :nv the Pontifical troops f.-illiug back in disorder, abandoning the field of battle to t!

Maestraeten'e companion saw the dan-

ger.

" Let us

fly,

my

friend.

It is time to go,"

he cried in ex-

treme, terror.

"1 go ? Never !" replied the noble young man.
abandon the general nor our poor wounded."

"I'll never

Bat, without answering, his colleague hastened to escape.
need scarcely tell you he wasn't a Belgian," observed
And the young Zouave,
jrat'straoten, writing to his parents.
himself slightly wounded, alone remained with his dying
general and his mutilated companions a prey to acute suffer-

"I

ings.

The ambulance then presented a truly heart-rending spectaThere were about thirty wounded officers and privates in
those who were first brought in had their wounds washed

cle.
it

;

an

.1

dressed

;

the others w> re waiting their turn.

Blood flowed
cries even

on all sides, pain and delirium wrung piercing
from those heroic combatants those martyrs

>

and yet they 'wavered not, bat still fought on. Their
sant volleys thundered one after another, and every shot
brought down an enemy.
"Ha! look out there!" cried the Zouave d'Hout, and the
Sardinian rolled on the ground, drowned in blood, aud thus
twenty-one Picdmontese fell on- after another.
Their guns burned their hands, and might at any moment
But before them the dead and
explode, killing themselves.
dying lay heaped upon the farm-yard, and they continued to
spread around them in terror and damage. They were
those,
swayed by the spirit of war, by the genius of v
eight heroes with faces blackened with p->wder and perspiration, eyes glaring, lips compressed, and chests heaving.
Suddenly a discharge of artillery resounded and tore away
half the roof.
A cmnon ball falls in the middle of the room;
the floor shakes, the wall crumble, a torrent of flames and
clouds of smoke burst through the opening. Tho Piedmon:

.

tese,

force,

were not slow

sides.

' '

cause.

To crown

their misfortunes, the Piedmontese

"Then those self-styled soldiers of civpleased to accuse the Pontifical volunteers
of cruelty and perfidy, signalized themselves by strange and
odious conduct. Although the black flag adopted by the ambuto surround the house.

ilization,

who were

lance had been hoisted on the housetop, those ferocious assailthrough the door and the

ants, rushing to all the outlets, fired

windows upon the unfortunate wounded, repeating those

atro-

cious volleys

which, rather badly directed, however, produced
little effect
But all hope was lost, and those heten times.
roic re inmv;ts of an army of heroes, fainting and abandoned,
were constrained to surrender.
The illustrious Pimodau, whom Bresciani justly compares
to Judas Machabeus, made no allusion to the gravity of his
At his
condition, and awaited death with admirable calmness.
request, Cialdini consented that the
remain by him to the last.

' '

!

midnight." God had crowned His soldier, and summoned him
to heaven to make him partaker of His glory.
The General-in-Chief of the Pontifical troops tried, however,
to rally the straggling and scattered fugitives who jostled each
other on the battle field. He had vainly striven to form them
into a battalion behind the stone fence and around the farm,
where they were protected from the ravages of the artillery.
But he could not succeed in reforming them, and had to order
what troops remained to retire behind the heights of Musone,

and cross the river in the direction of Umana. These dispositions having been made, he returned to the farm where he was
the last time, the hand of his friend, the noble
;o, for
dan.
"
they have fought
General," said the dying man then,
"
is
safe Farewell
like heroes; the Church's honor
Lanioriciijiv next ordered the retreat to bo sounded; then, as
!

the farm of Crocetto could no longer be defended, he charged
Colonel Coudenhoveu to hunt up the troops who still remained
and direct them up towards the river, making every
These latter comeffort to save at least the heavy artillery.
batants covering the retreat in the battle field, fought with
of lions and the vigor of athletes.
Soon, of the
-two last defenders of the Crocetto farm, only eight reul! the others having been wounded; but those eight

!

surrender

"
!

they cried out to them on

all

"Rather die a thousand times!" replied Le Camus and
Tresvaux, discharging their pieces through the windows of the
burning house.
But the fire is sprendin^r, the flames coil upwards, the beams
At this sight the
crackle, and the walls burst assund-r.
wounded cannot repress a feeble groan.
Bage then gave place to pity in the hearts of the valiant,
Zouavis; they wave a white handkerchief, knotted round the
butt-end of a gun, through one of the windows.
The 1'i.dmontese c^ase firing, and the Zouaves, placing the wounded on
their shoulders, emerge from the ruins of the crumbling house.
They then glance around them, looking for their comrades,
their generals, the remainder of tii3 army; no moi
them, no more hope the Pontfical camp was completely
together;

eral suffered cruelly,"

I

Surrender

" At

young Maestraeten should destroyed.

The genthe end of that hero was very near.
wrote one of the young Belgian prisoners a few days later, "but did not cease for an instant to bear
his sutt'eriujrs with the patience, courage, and resignation of a
martyr. Exhausted by pain and the loss of blood pouring
through five wounds, he drew his last breath a little before
And, alas

despairing of reducing this little handful of heroes by
had set fire to the roof that sheltered them.

a good

in

tnary Maze up to the top
brcalh of wind might blow those burning
of of the farm and scatter them among them,
t

:

torious Piedruoutese.

t!

"and

least

our honor

is

blessed ba our dead

they all cried
they repose in the

safe,"

Lord."

Thus ended that glorious combat, of which, strange to say, all
the honor reverts to the martyrs, to the vanquished, to the defenders of the persecuted faith, while, since that day, an
ineffaceable stain remains on the hands and brows of the
conquerors.
Moreover, the illustrious General-in-Chief of the PontinVal
army had, despite all, succeeded in carrying into execution his
bold and ingenious project. Collecting around him Hie tl< /<//;
of hi& valiant little army, he had cut his way through the
enemy's ranks, and before nightfall was safe under the walls of
the fortress of Ancona.
"When Lamoiiciere saw that all was lost, he hastened to
gather us all around him," writes M. Kesimoat, a young
" Uncavalry officer, on the subject of that brilliant retreat.
til then we had remained in our ranks on the field of battle ;
but as soon us the order was given we filed off, two bytwo, and
galloped rapidly away, to prevent the enemy cutting off our
retreat.
The road we took was impracticable for cavalry, but
at that moment such slight obstacles didn't stop us. We flung
the rein?) to our horses, which bounded over (streams, hedges

ami ditches aud yet, to my great astonishment, there were
only three or four riders unhorsed and flung from their waddles.
Still, they escaped a; iy tser.ous accident, aud got off with tho
loss of their head stalls.
" The Pio'lmonteao had
already occupied the heights by
which, if the battle was in our favor, he would have withdrawn
in the dm.ction of Aucoua. Nothing remained for us, theu, but
to follow the shore road; and soon an entire regiment of Sardinian lancers, charged with cutting off our retreat, galloped
;

A

DOVBLE SACRI1

ntiuue
heels.
Despite ev. ryili
a few ]>:uvs when we found
our route, but wo luul hai.
ourselves taken between two iii-ex. All resistance was r
ble. What could a weak handful of combatants, oppose 1 to nil
We closed up our ranks, then, behind
entire army, attempt.
the General, and, abandoning the road, iled to tho mountains.
But at that place the route became totally impracticable no
road, no pathway. We were obliged to dismount and load our
horses by the bridle through thickets and gorges, slopes aud
ravines. Nevertheless, after about an hour's march, wo reached
the Convent of the Camaldolese, where the dull and distant
booming of the bombardment of Ancona reached us from time
to time.
At that moment our situation seemed desperate.
Our retreat was obstructed by the enemy's troops; it might be
that Ancona, the only port of safety that then remained to us,
was likewise blockaded from the laud.
Still, forward! forward
Such was the word of command of our illustrious captain.
Our enthusiasm revived, and success crowned our
efforts; we arrived without any impediment."
Meanwhile, the second division of the Pontifical army. that
which began to march later, and had no occasion to take part
in the fight had retired under the walls of Loreto; and the

upon our

:

!

pious edifice dedicated to Mary was, at that hour, encumbered
with the wounded and dying. That very morning those heroes
had come there to seek divine grace, succor, strength to meet
their bloody martyrdom; they had now returned thither,
bleeding and mutilated, to ask the Heavenly Consolatrix to
procure them grace to remain patient and faithful to the end.
Noble and courageous soldiers, chosen combatants of Christ,
who had united the strength of the lion to the meekness of the
dove
For their heroic courage had excited the admiration of their
enemies themselves. "Those troops," wrote General Cialdini,
in a report to General Cacchiari, "attacked us with superb enthusiasm and real fury.
The fight, it is true, was short, but
!

bloody and desperate."

And besides, the generosity, the tender compassion of those
valiant soldiers has been attested by numerous testimonies.
" Alas

said one of them to his companion, in the heat of the
" I'd never have the
courage to aim at that poor young
Piedmontese I saw yonder. Look; he's so young; no doubt he
has a mother a mother who will wear mourning for him. No,
no; I'd not have the strength to kill him."
And yet victory had been denied to such magnanimous
The storm was over now, it is
efforts, such pure devotion
true; but the poor flowers, crushed and bent down, strewed the
!"

battle,

!

soil.

ANI>

THE CHRISTIAN'S VENGEANCE.

and courage during their entire action.
the same company and fought side by side.

were in

by
They

The robust Fleming, Martin, made many an enemy bite

"Joseph!

Victor

!"

he cried out, in his

distress,

bitterly

reproaching himself, "I've broken my promise, I've abandoned you
Oh, mother, mother, mother, shall I no longer
be allowed to watch over them, to keep my word to you ?"
And the unhappy Martin, in his excessive grief, wandered
hither and thither over the battlefield, forgetful of danger u:;d
exposing his life twenty times, seeking to fulfil the duty his
mother's will had imposed upon him.
Joseph and Victor were indeed separated from their companion in the confusion and tumult of the retreat. At length- i
they reached the borders of the wood in whose shade they were
out of the reach of the enemy's fire, when Joseph, stopping to
take breath, saw two Piedmontese soldiers following, and, at
that moment on the point of reaching them. Thenceforward,
!

was impossible and had been shameful. Why, morecombat ? Their numbers were equal.
" To
" we are
arms, Victor !" said Joseph,
ptrsued !"
But before they could assume the defensive, the two Piedmontese rushed upon them, sword in hand.
"Ah! cowards! bigots!" they cried on their fury, '"we
have you at last the hour of vengeance !"
At the same instant blades leaped to light out of their scabbards and sabres crossed. The profouudest silence reigned in
the wood around them; only one might hear from to time in
the distance a solitary shot from the Piedmoutese camp.
Gennaro had attacked Victor Orazio, struggling vigorously,
sought to disarm Joseph. But the two young Zouaves defended themselves well, like good and brave soldiers. Joseph,
on his guard, parried with marvellous dexterity all the strokes
of Orazio's sword, which, formidable as it was, could not draw
a drop of blood from his courageous adversary.
But it was a furious, desperate combat between Gennaro and
All the ruses, all the efforts of the Carbonaro w
Victor.
His eyeballs, swollen with fury, became bloodshot, his
vain.
flight

over, decline the

;

<

face livid, his lips pale, firmly compressed, only parted painfully from time to time to emit a hollow groan.

However, the courageous Victor, who continued fighting,
began to gradually lose both his vigor and energy. He was
ready to succumb to fatigue and heat, alter the arduous trials
of that day of combat, and the indomitable ardor that had animated him on the field of honor, as long as he was fighti:
the holy cause of the Church, seemed to abandon him little by
little when the young Zouave was only fighting in his own dei

ing that misguided, that impious, that miserable enemy to eternal damnation.
Suddenly, the Carbonaro, having thoughtlessly sprung forward, lost his equilibrium and fell heavily upon the ground.

In an instant Victor's arm was
the

dust, not with his sabre, but simple with his enormous fist,
while using his gun to cast destruction and death in the ranks

Victor and Joseph took aim and fired with
a precision so exact and a self-possession so remarkable, that
each of their shots brought down an enemy.
of his adversaries.

The three friends at that moment seemed endowed with supernatural strength. In vain the balls and bullets whizzed
over their heads ; they appeared to see nothing, hear nothing,
and applied all their strength, attention and ardor to repulsing
the enemy. Often, isolated groups, small detachments of Piedmontese tirrailleus, attacked the three valiant companions,
over whom they hoped to gain a very easy victory, but tho. e
assailants were always received with a murderous fire, which
forced them to retreat.
;

And

lie

post he had valiantly conquered. But when at length lie ivjoined them, ho was suddenly astonished and startled at not seeing his two friends.

!

Victor and his two companions distinguished themselves
their coolness

u.s if

uubers and join their companions, who were beginrotrt-at.
Martin wit luhvw slowly, step b>
could n,t make up his mind to abandon the ath

beat a

fence, and, if fate favored him, to plunge his adversary's soul
into eternal torments. Alas was his life so dear, so S-H
precious to him, that he should seek to preserve it by e.\

CHAPTEB Xin.
THE CABBONABO'S REVENGE

i

yet our three friends were at last compelled to yield to

raised, and Victor's sabre,
gleamed over his head. All at once he stopped.
"
" could I assassinOh, Stefano, Nunziata !" he murmured,
ate your brother ?"
But the enraged Carbonaro had already arisen, 1<
heard the exclamation of his gauerous vanquisher, and those
noble words only redoubled his hate and rage.
" One of us two must
die, and die here !" he cried.
And in a paroxysm of rage he rushed at his noble adversary,

who, exhausted, irresolute, overpowered by fatigue, defended
himself with difficulty. The hour so longed for the hour of
vengeance had come nt last
The other two combatants seemed to redouble their efforts.
Orazio had received a large, deep wound, bat the sight of his
blood only aroused his mettle and redoubled his li; rci
The point of his sword darted hither aud thither, like
of lightning, menacing the young Van Dael on all sides.
Sud!

i;

ill.r.

a rash of blood suflfused the
K.vord

i.T till)

1'iediii'iute

-I-.

>;vhead.

"

J

()

at,

.

IHH

li

;

hand to his side, grows pale, totters, falls.
But Martin has heard that cry of anguish, and bounds

for-

ward.

"ah!

brigand,

ah!

tlii

assassin!

Now it's

thy turn !"
And he falls with all his strength upon the Carbouaro, who
And, felled
lunges forward to give his victim the hi>t thrust.
by that powerful hand, (ieuuaro falls backward and rolls upon
the ground, stunned by the shock. .But it was only a slight
blow; he rises at once and springs with rage at his new
Joseph, meanwhile, hastened to help Victor, forgetting the
rather light one, however, for Orazio's
paiu of his wound
But the unfortunate Victor
sword had only grazed the ilesh.
lay unconscious upon the ground, motionless and perhaps lifeThe blood that spouted from his wound reddened the
ss.
1-

his clothes.

" Oh wake
Victor, dour Victor !" cried Joseph, weeping.
so
die
see
a
death
I
!"
And
he tried to
Must
painful
you
up.
'

!

wound with 1m handkerchief, and stop the blood
which gushed from a krge hole in the broast, near the region
bandage, the

of the heart.

Martin and Gennaro, foaming and furious, and interlaced
two serpents, continued to struggle desperately. The

like

Italian, feeling his strength going, felt for his poniard in hi
breast; at last his trembling fingers met the handle and drew
it

out of the scabbard.

Already the glittering blade gleamed
But Martin has disengaged

ho valiant Z, uave's head.

his right hand; he sees the flashing

steel glitter before his eyes,

summons all his strength, raise his formidable fist, and Gennaro, stricken with a mortal stroke, totters and falls to the
ground in the midst of a stream of blood, The giant has sent
;

him

to rejoin his victim.

Our poor friend

' '

is

"

avenged,

said he then to Joseph,

ping his forehead.
" Silence !'' murmured the latter.

And

mop-

both, attentive to

movement, leaned over him and examined his
For some instants they hold their breath and listen
wound.
O happiness they have heard the indistinct
attentively.
murmur of his weak and broken breathing.
O my God, my God, I thank Thee !" cries Joseph,
" He
lives, he lives
perhaps he will be saved.
rapturously.
us
let
She
Oh
implore the holy Mother of God in his favor.
him that good and loving Mary."
And the two young men, hardly cut of danger, knelt down
humbly, with faces turned towards the Holy House of Loreio,
and for some instants remained motionless, with cla ped hands
and an expression of ardent and profound fervor.
But their prayer was short, and when they had ended they
,1
to lavish their cares on their unfortunate friend.
Martin ran to the stream that Mowed hard by at the ase
of ;he mountain to draw water to bathe the temples and forehead of Victor, who gradually revived.
"Where ami?" ho murmured at last, in n broken voice,
Victor's slightest

!

'

!

,

1

K t'U

looking cautiously about,
f >r
nitered the
>ss.
thed upon the bl-iodall(

t

slowly
him. Suddenly he shuddered,
-

i

tried

'

'oily.

"Oh!
Hist

me.

soul

!"

i

Jn \aiu his companions wanted to

In

he repeated, " but rather an-

"

don't h

1'erhnpti there is yrt

<iod, his

'

a painful rattling in the throat
dies' of Gennaro, who

fact,

miscd the

from time to timo
,

udually coming to

life.

"

O my pood

Joseph, and you, Martin, help me, I beg," cried
"He lives, he lives, my God, and I'm

Victor, iu his anguish.
"

not avenged.
And, by an effort, he succeeded in getting on his feet,
near him.
His two friends dashed after him, seeking to
restrain him.
"
" let him lie
there, I beg. It's
Victor, Victor, !" they said,
too late think first of your own safety."
"But his soul! Think of his soul," repeated the noble,
'

young man.
Then he knelt on the grass quite near the dying man.
"

Gennaro,

"Who

my

friend," he said, in

calls uie ?

wounded man,

iu a

Who

weak

hi-i

gentle voice.

mo thus?"

replied the
'.'Who calls himself II

speaks

voice.

ft wretch, an exile?"
" I'm
your friend Victor.

of

adversary.

ground aronud him and saturated

he

'IMS,

draw him

nute Orazio, as if thunderstruck, fell at his feet, his lie:id fuicMartin'.", stout
tnred, mid vomiting torrents of blood.
done its work.
Geunaro looked aside, saw his companion stretched on Uio
ground, uud trembled. Was his hist joy, h's n\<
He then put forth all his strength, .-ill his
to escape him, too?
rage, in a supreme effort ; with a bound lie dashes sit Victor,
who had turned aside, occupied and distracled by this HOM>|
And the young Zouave, taken unincident in the struggle.
awares, has let his nrm drop, and the Carbomiro's poniard is
-plunged in his breast. Victor has uttered a cry he puts his

cries,

\ml

i

I

1

,

'

St.'

I'.T

"Ah! coward!" he

37

!!,'

o

I.,

h;i,!

an instant, but was not slow to re;iiiu>
rive
At that moment, a loud Oiy suddenly resounded
side; then he beard a dual shout, a dreadful shock; u

wavered

U

;;

to

Don't you recognize me, Gen-

iiaro?"

" Victor

repeated the Italian, choked with anger. "Victor,
lie
t've killed him, your Victor. Now, let me
die in peace; I've got my revenge at last."
" You're
wrong, Gennaro. God has spared my life in arresting your sword, and here I am near you to sustain you."
At these words the Carbouaro opened wide his dud eyes,
say yon

!"

You

?

and fixed them for an instant on the young man's face.
" Are
" But no he exyou really Victor ?" ho murmured.
ists no longer; I've killed him.
It's his ghost that returns
from the region of the dead to snatch my soul i'rom me. Back
horrible spectre, back, back, cursed vision
Oh it oppresses,
it stifles me
I, then, going to die ?"
And, at these words, a stream of dark blood spouted from
the lips of the poor wretch, whose drooping head fell back!

!

!

Am

wards.
" O

"

my God, my God !" sighed Victor; he's going to appear before Thee, and he dies unrepentant !" And clasping
his hands, he burst into tears at this terrible thought.
Joseph and Martin, terrified and motionless, silently regarded
mournful spectacle. Quite near them lay the bloody body
of the miserable Orazio.
But if their glances could have lieheld the radiant world of spirits, they would doubtless have
seen tho good angels of heaven moved, in the midst of a
respectful silence, at Victor's noble devotion and sublime venthis

geance.

*

For the second time the young Zouave bent over the body
of the unfortunate man.
"Gennaro, my friend, my brother, the Lord calls you, invites you to repentance," said he, in a suppliant voice.
"The Lord ?" replied the dying man, bitterly. "Yes, I see
it now. But He does not call me; He curses, He threatens me.
He holds His thunderbolts ready. He's going to plunge mo
forever into hell

"Undeceive
invite

"

!"

yourself, Gennaro.

If

He

"
you to repentance and penance.

No, no,

it is

threatens you,

it is

to

" There is no
more parhave hated and blasphemed

too late," he replied.

don or repentance

for

me.

I

sacred things; lam now damned; let me die in
peace."
But, Geunaro, think of your noble brother, of your beloved sister Nuuzlata !"
" Don't utter their names. I see them
they are serpents ;
they have stung me they have driven me from my homo and
plunged me into the n'
all

"

;

"Gennaro, think,
pious mother T

at least, of

your venerable

father,

of tho

DOUBLE

,1

"

All

!

n1!

!

my

TheWoodsl:

"My

father,

his face, his

:i

lips,

!

him

assassinated others, too

many

others," contin-

ued the unhappy being, a prey to dreadful delirium. " There
He
hold, along side my father here's Victor Mor. en.
by my hand. Look he uncovers his breast, and from
1

his breast, his lips, his eyes, burst forth flames
All that's to consume me !"
everywhere

fire

!

Flames and

!

And the miserable parricide wrung his hands despairingly,
uttering hollow groans and cries of rage and pain, and rolled
convulsively on the gra^s, reddened by the streams of blood
that flowed from his wound.
At the sight of

this appalling spectacle, not one of our three
friends could retain his tears.
Victor wept bitterly; Joseph
anil Martin covered their fuces with their hands to conceal

their emotion,
ing creature.

and withdrew in horror from the miserable dy-

"All human succor
"

sadly.

die before I'm avenged

And

henceforth useless, "murmured Victor
us pray. My God, don't let him

is

O my friends,

let

brother,

"Oh!

may you one day be

able to forestall, were

it

my

I

no, no,

heart," said Victor, in a

hand.

,1

thy blood," he

in

moving

r<

plied,

now

JUHI

,-ek his

.

it wa
hand with a
1

terri-

fied gesture.

But Victor had already

seized it, held it in his, and covered
with tears and kisses.
And the heart of the guilty one was touched; divine charity
had at last triumphed over hellish hate; the hour of
it

an

for

instant, forestalled the

hour of

justice, as

Nuuziata had

hoped.

But
"

at that

moment death came to claim his prry.
good Victor," gasped Gennaro, "I'm dying

very

Victor, oh,
friend forgive

pray for

give, forgive, father.
them to forgive me

Mary
And

me

And

that I

"

for

tell

an unhappy sinner,

Ste'ano

Xiiuziata

O my God

for-

that I

and you

beg

Jesus

!

the poor wretch's drooping head fell back.
Victor
Gennaro Bianchi was no
tremblingly clasped his hands.
more.
Victor and his companions knelt by the body of the unfoitunate Gennaro Bianchi, and commended his soul to God in
the midst of a respectful silence. Then Victor rose and gently
closed the eyes of the dead, while he dropped tears of compas-

and love upon his pale visage, and quietly kissed those

sion

!"

turning towards the Holy House, began to
The dying man was already breathing his last sighs
pray.
and uttering his last groans ; the fatal instant was near.
" Oh
all three,

id

(She me your hand, brother."

And

blood in his hand and flings it in my face. My
Know you, then, who assassinated him?
father, yay yon?
Don't you see the
Well, it was I, Gennaro, the damned one
bluish bloody stain that soils his breast? Well, it was I who

with

a

f<

him--

yes, I see
his breast

collects that

struck

"I

father, indeed,'' interrupted the wretch, with

a burst of hellish iMi^ht'T.
ho

'ICE.

lips,

forever closed.

"

"

and may
Sleep now in peace, poor friend," he murmured,
I have the happiness of transmitting the last words of repentance that have fallen from your lips to your brother Stefano

and your sister Nunziata !"
But a sudden weakness seized him at the moment he n
those words a livid paleness overspread his brow, a shadow
veiled his eyes, and he fell back motionless upon the ground.
" He's
dying, he's dying !" cried Joseph despairingly, while
The dying man suddenly opened his eyes. He seemed at Martin, in his excessive grief, wrung his hands convulsively,
that instant to be animated with new strength. It was the and blubbered disconnectedly, " Oh, my God my God t:ike
last spark of life that scintillated, the last moment of
what
hope be- me instead poor mother and unhappy father Oh
fore the end before death.
a sorrow for you what a dreadful day !"
"
The Carbonaro cast an anxious and wandering look about
Victor, dear Victor, don't you hear me?" whispered Joseph,
him but with an expression less ferocious and despairing.
pressing his cousin's hand. And gradually that hand M
"
" What have I
done, then ? he murmured, raising himself to return that gentle, caressing pressure, and grow warm in
with difficulty upon his knees, and resting on his elbow. " Oh his. Suddenly Joseph uttered a loud cry a cry of surprise
heaven " lie cried, after a moment's horrifying silence, " Oh and joy for the young man had re opened his eyes. With
heaven, I'm an assassin I have put an innocent man to throbbing heart the two friends knelt close beside him, so as
"
death
to catch his last words. "My friends," he murmured in a broAt these words he tried to hide to hide himself from view, ken voice, " fly, I conjure you for my last hour has come;
to conceal his face, but his hand fell heavy and nerveless
by it's approaching I feel it fly, without any more delay, the
his side. Victor, moved even to tears, tremblingly approached dangers that threaten you !"
" But
him. There seem to be o ray of hope in the poor wretch's last
you, my dear Victor?" asked Martin.
words. He tenderly pressed his already icy hand, and held it
"I I shall die here, far, far away from my countiy from
in his arms.
my home, but at least near the Holy House of Lo/, to. Go
"
Hope, hope, my friend," he murmured, in his gentle, ten- away my friends, my brothers, for from one moment to another
der voice.
"You haven't killed me look, I'm here, alongside the enemy may come and make you prisoners."
only for a single instant, the terrible hour of justice !" Nucziata had said to the guilty Gennaro.
But could such an impious one as he receive that gift of the Supreme Mercy ? No
doubt he was very far from having merited it ; but the heavenly goodness of the Lord is unbounded.

;

!

!

!

;

!

!

"Abandon you

What
You can pardon me
And those
Impossible
words, interrupted by the death rattle, issued spasmodically
from Genuaro's lips. "But even if you would, what use
would be your pardon? God does not pardon lost souls

thus, without consolation, without help?
they both replied.
" But I shall soon have ceased to live and suffer. "
"
No, no, Victor. Never, never. And the Piedmoute;
come if they like," the faithful Martin hastened to add, "hut
may the thunder crush me if I budge from here, Victor from

damned

you."

of you, quite ready to lavish

my

"

my care upon

you, to offer you

Never, n ver

pardon."
"

!

!

souls like

!

mine "
!

!"

"Be silent, unhappy man. Don't blaspheme, Genuaro. I,
And at these words they could see the eyes of the wounded
who am only a miserable sinner, pity and pardon you
Oh, man fill with tears, so touched was he by these proofs of fidel!

brother, undeceive yourself; that omnipotent God, on the contrary, only waits for a sigh, a tear, a sign of irue repentance,
to overwhelm you with love, to admit yoii to His bosom as a

long lost child returned to his father's hearth. O Genuaro,
"
Gennaro, don't shut your heart to the voice of His love
"
My God, my God, should it indeed bo possible?" cried
the unhappy man, palpitating, distracted, while bitter tears,
the first he had shed in years of callousness, error and passion.
rolled down his cheeks and fell upon his breast.
"And you
!

!

will

pardon me, too
alas
unto death "
!

!

you

whom

I have hated, persecuted,

ity

and sincere attachment.

at that moment the sound of approaching steps, the
clanking and clashing of horses and arms, was heard in the
ft
distance, and the startled Zouaves, listened attentive! y.
was not long before they saw one of the enemy's divisions,
which had dashed off in pursuit of the Pontifical army in the

But

hope of making prisoners.

" O henveus !" cried
Joseph, "the Piedmontese are coming
O God what's to become of us, what shall w.- do now V"
!

"
fly,

good friends," murmured Victor, "leave
I beg of you !"

My

me aud

fly

DOUBLE SACRIt

A
" Oo
away
"But God

without yon

?

will protect

me

We'll never consent,
He'll help

;

mo

fi>

in

Unit."

your

"

Anyway,

dear Victor we'll never abandon you.
will BOOH lie over."

1

not

from

here,"

Well,

trees in the forest, anil

perhaps J'll escape them that way."
"
Yes," cried Joseph, very bitterly; " we'd lay you thero to
let you clio like a dog, friendless and
helpless.
No, u<>
God would never forgive us, and I'd never forgive myself,
;

Victor.

lind

some

;nt it !"

replied Peter,

t,

"

retreat,

hop":

.1

niurmiu-' d

some

Hadly,

shelter

responded Victor, "lint,

my

good

M
Why

and disturb you, and weary

not leave

remove mo then under the

.-iil]>;

be safe."

;

budgo

MO!,

'

resolutely.
'

we'll wii.n

my sufferings
I'll

could

i

'

insist,

li

>i,

al>-

seni

" Useless to
" But
think,

39

me

that very, very

lure

ray fate ? BelLeve me,
strength, or blood, or

all

little

,-donn to

Hie."

"I

think

we may

rest for

an instant," interrupt

they drew nearer and nearer to (he eeatre of the
they had penetrated into a narrow valley, or rai
" I think
ravine, shaded by tall trees and carpeted with grass.
we'd bo very imprudent if wo ventured to pass the limits of the
!

that, a<

,

And the noise and the steps seemed nearer, but none of tlw
courageous young men thoughtof flight.and the wounded mun in wood before nightfall."
vain redoubled his prayers and entreaties.
They then gently laid him in the shade on a bed of cool grass,
" don't
don't ruin while Joseph, seated at his side, raised his head and placed
"Fly," he repeated,
expose yourself
yourself for me, for whom there is no hope of cure or safety in on his knee.
Then, taking out their beads they both in
this world !"
their good Mother in heaven to deign to favor their f!k;hl, and
The danger indeed was imminent. One moment's hesitation solace their comrade and
Victor, weak as he was, heartily
or tielay, and their flight would be impossible. Suddenly a
in their
with his affectionate

it,

;

;

joined

ray of

hope glistened in Martin's eyes.
" if I took
Victor," lie cried,
you in my arms and put you
on my back, would you be able to endure the fatigues and
dangers of flight?"
"

"

But what's the use of asking, my friends ?
Perhaps so.
I'd only embarrass you in your retreat
only delay you.

glai
prayers, ,and
to thank them.
Besides, Joseph was not slow to lavish his
care upon him. He removed the blood-stained linen he had

hastily bound round his wound, carefully washed it
with a new bandage, and the poor invalid, half-solaced
,

by

theve kindly cares, soon fell into ft deep sleep, while Joseph
was engaged in dressing his own wound, which, as we have
said, was not serious.

Leave me here, I conjure you, and fearlessly entrust me to the
care of God."
Towards night they resumed their route, and soon reached
"
No, no, Victor, we'll never abandon you."
the border of the forest. They had just passed it, when, to
" Let it be
so, then, as you wish it," murmured the young their
great tenor, they saw five Piedmontese soldiers, who
muu, to whom the hope of seeing his good and devoted friends HI enied actually coming up to them. They had only time to
at last take to flight, seemed to give renewed life and strength.
again beat a retreat into the interior of the wood to conceal
"Let us go then," said Martin, " altogether, and with the themselves.
help of God."
And, thanks to Joseph's help, he succeeded in raising
him and placing him, as well as he could, on his broad
shoulders.

Before going away, Victor cast a glance at the body cf the
unfortunate Biauchi.
"Farewell, poor Gennaro," he murmured, "we'll meet
again before long in another land."
Ail Martin, a few paces in advance of Joseph, proceeded as
quick'y as he could towards the outskirts of the forest, where
they were not long in disappearing behind a green curtain of
branches.
<
It was time ; for at that very moment the enemy's division
halted about a hundred paces behind them on the ground
they had just occupied.
"(apperi! There's been fighting here," cried the Piedmontese commander, perceiving the two dead bodies.
"Yes ; here are two dead, two of ours," replied one of the

" Hold
stooping, so as to see better.
per Bacco, this
the
actually
mysterious stranger who recently joined us.
And here is his friend Orazio, the only one of our company in
whom he ever deigned to confide. Upon my faith, I'm better
officers,
is

CHAPTEK

XIV.

THE HERMITAGE.
But the Piedmontese soldiers probably had not seen the
three fugitives, fox they soon moved off in another direction
without pursuing them.
Our poor friends humbly thanked heaven that had preserved
them from this imminent danger, and halted rather long in a
dense thicket, doubtful whether they should pursue or suspend
their journey.
Still their position

was very critical. Night had come, darkthem in its mysteries and shadows,
and they were puzzled to know where to find an asylum, not
only for themselvts, but for poor Victor, who, in present state
of suffering and weakness, woald infallibly succumb to the rigness was going to envelope

ors of a night passed in tho woods, in the open air.
And yet, calm, confident and resigned, they pursued their
way, plunging as far as possible into the depths of the thick-

pleased it's them than me, since their 2nilitary career was to
end thus."
ets, avoiding beaten paths and open glades, until not far from
"
They must have been killed by some Pontifical Zouaves them they saw a venerable man bent under the weight of
whom tiiey were pursuing. Yes here's one of their rifles. years. He slowly advanced along a solitary avenue, stopping
Rut where the, devil can they have concealed themselves, the from time to time to pick up the herbs that grew in the waj
villainous birds of prey ?"
His furrowed brow was bald, his beard thick and gray, his
"
eyes deep set under the arching eyebrows. The simple and
"Probably in these woods if we were to try there
"
Oh, no useless. Forward," the captain replied. "They peaceful dignity of hia whole countenance, the sweet affable
must have long since got safe away elsewhere, for, you see this expression of his features and glance, betrayed a soul as sim"
;nulthe commandant pointed to Orazio's body ple and innocent as that of a child, and at the same time loving
fellow's In idy
" is
already stiff and cold. As to the other, he must have and devout as a good father. He wore a robe of gray serge at;

r

.

;

;

Huff red a long tim<: after receiving that terrible

wound."

Meanwhile, our three fugitives hastily withdrew into the
thick of the wood, and recommending themselves to God, kept
a profound silence.
Victor rested his pale drooping head on
when shaken by an
Martin's robust shoulder, and
involuntary jolt or a slight shock caused by the uueveuness of
.

i,

tached to the body by a leather cincture.
The fugitive Zouaves felt, they knew not why, suddenly
The old man
filled with hope and confidence by his aspect.
stopped as they approached. He recognized the Papal uniform at a glance, and hastened to greet the new comers, speaking with the purest French accent
;

"Goodnight,
HTI\

my

dear children.
me what can

I'r:iy, tell

You've escaped, then,
I ilo

for

you

"We

th-i

?''
'

said Joseph.
are homeless fugitives, as you see,
" Please show us some
place of refuge, where \vo may
the enemy who is pursuing us."

"Ble'sed be God, then, who sends you to me," responded
"Indeed, I've very little to offer you, but
Follow
I offer it to you with all my heart, with sincere joy.
It's far from
me, my children, my hermitage is quite near.
bring a. palace, indeed, but it will certainly shelter you more

the old man.

agreeably than, perhaps, a palace."
Joseph arid Martin expressed themselves profoundly grateful
to the venerable unknown.

"Your comrade, I see, is severely wounded,'' pursued tho
worthy man. "I have, fortunately, some notions of medicine,
and, perhaps,

I'll

succeed in curing him, with the help of God.

I'd send for a surgeon to the nearest village, but that wouldn't
be very prudent, I think; for almost all our country doctors

are ranged under the flags of our turbulent patriots."
The hermit then led them into the thickest part of the wood,
and soon stopped at the entrance of a kind of grotto, which

opened naturally in a mass of rocks, but was afterwards
A
opened out, enlarged, and built up by the hand of man.
simple wooden cross was raised upon the summit of the rock;
The rustic edifice was
a little kitchen garden lay at its base.
backed against the side of a rather high hill, whose top spread
out in the form of a plateau overlooking the entire country for
several leagues round.

" is the
hermitage
Here, my children," said the old man,
WelFra Paolo; it's a name the country people give me.
"
come under the old hermit's roof.
The little room they entered was poor and almost bare, but
very neatly arranged. A wooden table and two chairs, a little
prie dleu, at the head of a straw bed, and a crucifix attached
to the wall over an image of the Blessed Virgin, composed all
"

of

the furniture.

But the hermit hastened

to

open the door of a

second room.

"Bring your poor comrade
nately I have a softer bed than

sometimes

offer to

some

in here, my children.
my own in this retreat,

traveller

who

is

Fortu-

which I

fatigued or has lost Irs

be obliged to content yourself with
way.
my poor pallet and one or two bundles of straw, until I find a
But
more comfortable and safer asylum for you to-morrow.
let us first think of your comrade's wound."
And the good old man approached the bed upon which the
Victor strove to mutter his
young Zouave was already laid.
thanks in a weak, trembling voice, but the pious hermit im-

As

for you, you'll

mediately stopped him.
" Above all
remain

things,
perfectly calm and silent, I beg,"
he said gently. " It will be time enough to-morrow to thank
me, although the little I've done for you doesn't deserve such
Any Christian in my place would have acted like
gratitude.
me."
And removing the bandage, he examined the wound, Joseph
and Martin, profoundly anxious, silently fixed their eyes on
him, and soon siw him shake his head with an uneasy and
mournful expression.
" is all
" Well !" asked
hope lost?"
Joseph, in a low voice,
"I wouldn't like to deceive you," replied Fra Paolo, serious" If the wound extended
only, the breadth of a finger in
ly.
this direction, it would now be all over with your p: or coinra !e.
Aa things are, I've still hopes of saving him; above all,
with the help aud by the grace of God, which you and I will
"

frequently implore.
The holy man then, having washed the wound, spread a kind
of balm on a piece of white linen aud placed it over it, rebandaging it with the skill and address of a practised surgeon.
In a few minutes the wounded man, soothed by these efficacious means, fell into a sweet, peaceful slumber.

"Now

your turn, my friends," resumed the generous
" The
supper I've to offer is no doubt very simple
and very frugal, but such a day as yesterday ought to sharpen
your appetites marvellously. Only, my friend," he continued,
hermit.

it is

" let me first dress
your wound; my balm
Oh
-only a si
And
vb"may thank God you got oi

addressing Joseph,
will soot hi- you.
scratch.
You

!

it'.--

my

young friend, you've <>
perils of that, terrible combat ?"
"Thoroughly Kufo and sound,"

you,

"

Martin,

from the

ui

responded the brave
only one or two spent balls struck me her'

there."

As a fact, the simple and valiant Campinese had r<
four balls, which, fortunately, lodged in his clothes but tho
extreme disquietude he had felt until then, thinking of his
friends, h:id prevented him from thinking of himself.
<

;

The modest

repast was soon prepared, a; ci our two friends
Then, yielding to the good hermit's earnest
entreaties and reiterated orders, they stretched themselves on
his bed, and were not slow to forget, in the midst of a pro-

did honor to

it.

found sleep, the

perils,

agonies and fatigues of the day.

With the first glimpse of morning, Joseph and Martin rose
and were greeted by the hermit with a cordial "good-day,''
and a crowd of questions concerning their families, their
country, and the various incidents that had marked that fatal
day passed on the battle-field.
The young Zouaves had not done describing the battle of
Castelfidardo, when a 1 at once they saw the door open and a
young girl made her appearance at the threshold. At the
sight of the two strangers she quickly drew back, exclaiming,
" Accidcnte ! " a word that
involuntarily escapes from the
lips of every Italian in moments of surprise, admiration or
terror.

"Come in, Marietta," said the hermit at once, smiling, to
" Don't be
the young girl.
afraid; these brave men that you
pee here have only come to defend the cause of the Holy
Father."
At. these words, Marietta, her fears dispelled, resolutely
crossed the threshold of the cabin and smilingly advanced,
saluting the foreign Zouaves with unaffected cordiality.
"Good day, Fra Paolo," she said. " My mother sent me to
"
ask how is your health.
"Very well, my child," replied the worthy man. -'And
"
me, how are they at home ?
"Oh! noue of us are ill," replied

pi-ay tell

the young

"only

girl,

we were
ful

terribly frightened yesterday all the time that dreadAnd tell me, were these signori also
battle lasted.
"

engaged in it ?
"Alas! yes, Marietta, and I was fortunately able to offer
them shelter after the battle. But you see my poor hermitage
is too narrow for such a number of guests and good friends.
Fcr, unfortunately, I have to care for a wounded man, one of
If there's a family in tho
their brave companions in arms.
neighborhood upon whom I couid rely to perform this act of
charity along with me, it is certainly yours, my dear girl,
isn't

it?"

How
Fra Paolo, what a good and hnppy thought
happy my dear parents will be to be able to aid the defenders
of the Holy Father ?"
"Oh

!

!

" Is
your brother, Lorenzo, at

home

?"

" Not at this
moment, for he had to go with a message to
But he'll be back shc.rtly before i.oon.''
Loreto.
"Very well; in that case we will not fail to hear the news.
You'll tell him, Marietta, to come to me this evening, so that
before nightfall he may be able to guide these young men, and

introduce them, without danger, into your peaceful dwelling,
where, I hope, they'll receive a cordial and fraternal hospitality, wi.h which they'll have every reason to be satisfied.
But Marietta made no reply ; she seemed thoughtful,
and, with her eyes fixed on the ground, kept a profound
'

silence.

"What
dreaming,

are

you thinking

little

of,

my

child?

You seem

to

be

one ?"

"I was

thinking of the comrade of these x/r/w//-/ that
tell me, Fra Paolo, could I see him ?"
"Certainly, my daughter," replied the good hermit. Aud he
at once introduced her into the room where Victor was repos-

wounded Zouave,

A
in?;.

sAfi.- i/'ic/:.

r>i:i',i.i;

Joseph and Martin following.

The young man was

stiil

r

buried in n swe<

t,

pcne

and light oolora were beginning

The young

"

,

.

girl knelt

child, the help of

i

d.ay

O

for his euro.

of astonishment

"

the poor

young

HIM

v,
,

hut

a.

nontese?"
Tin Sardinian soldiers, you may bo sure, had
ae bettor acquainted with the ;
oayonThey were content to post videttea on the tops of our E
to

taint)

watch their moveme

lie's

liituhitioii

On!y HIM morn Ing your com1'i' umunteNe relative to
\\liieii \va.-i to he carried out on

'.-

.

of the place,
that the Pontifical

thi' sole condition

and cast ;i look
But he perceived his two friends,

invalid opened his eyes,

about him.

;

1

panions have begun to treat with the

SIMI-

pity

irmy.it re-

"

No, nignor.

cts.

nil

to pass throng!.

t.

" Were oar comrade*
puraned bj

him

for

companions, alone was able
road \\m open. Ab

In:

tired to Lori tn.

your prayers ?"

I'll perform a novena
"Undoubtedly, Fra Paolo.
to our Lady of Pity, and I'll offer up my Communion

wounded !"
At that moment the

Al..

faithful

!

my

the ene-

fill s-!n

(o tinge his <-\\<
and
near tho bed, fixing a look of admiratiou, mingled with pity, on hi:i noble, eonnlcn
" O the
poor young man !" Him inuniinrcd, with a deep High.
And tlien turning towards the softened hermit: "Oh you'll
euro him, my good Father, won't you '!''
"I hope so, Marietta. But you'll promise me, on your part,
lips.

ii

:

soldiers should

with arms and baggage."

Joy sparkled

and recognized the hermit.

in Jos<

ph's eyes at this consoling news, which

made him hopeful.
"But it's impossible

"O
thanks, thanks, holy man !" ho cried, in accents of profound gratitude. " It is you who snatched mo from the bloody
hands of death."

for me to describe to you what I havo
seen at Loreto," continued I.erenzo.
"I had entered the
Church of the Santa Casa. Oh what a heart-rending spec"Don't speak of it, my child," interrupted the hermit. tacle met my gaze
The ground was strewn with mattresses,
" Tell
me, rather, how you find yourself after your rest last carp<:! s, coarfo linen cloths, and bundles of straw, which
served as beds for an immense number of wounded soldiers.
night ?"
"Oh !" murmured Victor, deeply moved, "I already feel Those Christian soldiers rested their icy-cold foreheads and
my wounds considerably assuaged with the help of God and bleeding hands against the marble walls or on tho altar steps.
thanks to your excellent balm."
They were God's holy victims immolated in his defence.
" That's
It's not the first time, thank Scattered through their midst the noble Sisters of St. Vincent
just what I expected.
God, my balm did miracles. Now try to sleep, rny dear son," eagerly lent their snccor, their attendance their prayers; and
" We'll soou re- all the time the
said Fra Paolo, preparing to leava the room.
Holy Sacrifice was offered for them at the al"
turn to see if you want anything.
tar.
The sacrifice of those valiant soldiers was united to that
" O
of the Lamb of God, tho unspotted Victim, and arose like inpovcro Giovanni," sighed Marietta.
The same evening Lorenzo presented himself at the hermi- cense, to the porch of heaven Oh as long as I live I'll never
He was a robust, agile young man, with open air, brown forget that scene of glory and pain, that pious, that heroic and
tage.
His countenance was simple In art- rending spectacle."
hair, and brilliant black eyes.
and modest, but resolute, and he held his head firm and erect,
The good hermit and his guests were deeply moved at
as if he did not fear to look his friends and enemies in the face.
this account of Lorenzo, who, overcome; himself by the recolHe approached the hermit with every mark of sincere em- lection of it, was obliged to break oil' for an instant.
"The most heroic calmness, the most perfect resignation,"
lircasement and profound respect then cordially shook hands
witli the two Zouaves.
he continued, "reigned in that sanctuary of suffering and
" Bravi voi.'" he
cried, "you're valiant soldiers, you and faith.
Sometimes, in the midst of the silence, was heard some
your comrades. Ah we shall be very happy and very proud half-stifled moan or involuntary groan wrung by pain from the
to see you in our midst.
But tell me, Fra Paolo, where'sthat unfortunate wounded, dressed or amputated by the surgeon.
poor wounded fellow ? Marietta has told us sj much about All these poor wounded were equally calm, equally serious,
him that I'm longing to shake hands with him as with a thoughtfully awaiting tho command of their God, after having
"
brother.
obeyed the command of their general."
" what's become of the
"Follow me," said the old man, going towards the door.
"IJut tell me," interrupted Joseph,
"
here's
a
friend
come
to
new
who's
visit
havo
received
the
last
dead ? Taey
Victor, my child,
rites, the hon >rs Catholio
!

!

!

;

!

charity reserves for

you."
But, before even the hermit had done speaking, Lorenzo, in
his enthusiasm, had rushed towards the bed and embraced
Victor with respeciful compassion and i\al affection.

" O caro
ferito!
Fra Paolo ? "

It's

a holy martyr of

the.

Lord,

isn't

it,

them everywhere."

"Alas! undeceive yourself," cried Lorenzo.

"Indeed, all
Didn't General Cialdini boast of having a great number of dead on hia
Hasn't he refused the Pontifical
hands after the battle ?
soldiers the sad privilege of burying their dead comrades?
Hasn't he thrown all their bodies, j.ell-niell, into one common
grave, thus depriving fathers and mothers who tearfully toiled

my blood

boils in

my veins, when

I think of

it.

"Yes, my child ; but a martyr we shall cure, I hope."
Indeed, the condition of the invalid was already sensibly improved, tuanks to the good attendance of the man of God, who up the paths of the hill the consolation of weeping over their
had formerly studied medicine. So the young man, rising children's tomb's? Besides, the Piedmontese commandants
with difficulty, hastened to thank his visitor and his host for have refused the chaplains of the Pontifical army authorization
the affectionate sympathy and interest they manifested towards to exercise their holy ministry over the wounded and dying.
him.
If the rabble want priefits, onr chaplains are there,' he re" But
" who could be so
'But, General, the French, Belgians, Irish and Gerwho," cried the generous Lorenzo
plied.
insensible and senseless as not to be moved at the sight of the mans don't all understand Italian; they want priests of their
prodigious enthusiasm the Pontifical troops have displayi d, own countries who'll understand them.
'Come, come,' coniheso ragamuffins who fight for priests
and the barbarous treatment the victorious enemies have made cluded the General,
them endure ?"
hardly deserve one should take such trouble with them
"
"
Alas, you say right, Lorenzo," replied the good hermit. Soldiers take care of them they're your prisoners of war.'
" But sin oe
" O
heaven, what barbarity !" murmnn d the hermit, with
you come from Loreto, tell us what you've seen
and heard there. And first of all, tell us was Lamoriciere able upraised hands.
"And those are the men who pretended to
to reach Ancoua ?"
deliver Italy from the tyranny of the prie
"
"And yet, despite such contempt, such sufferings," conHe slipped through their
Certainly, my good Father.
tinued tin; young man, "the Poutific.il solely is preserved to
fingers just like a needle, and entered the fortress ye:.-md event:
iheirhiT'
Accomevening."
"How could he do that?" interrupted Joseph. ''Have panied by my frieud Antonio, I entered the church at Castel'

'

'

-

:

.

OVBLE

12

lo,

s. ir '////

whore the wonndod, without beds or banda>

"After having been miserably transferred from one

Then-

another, without ever having
>w at Genoa, oompleb

fl

,

among

ml,

red for us, shut

others,

with
!

that poor Gnitton, n Belgian

was ho seriously wounded?"
"A
>rman!
1

.

:

y, iiiul

!

Tell me,

Lor-nzo,

and

n
what do I say ?

the surgeon gave

less tlrn;

him up.

of tho

;

tor.

"
Precisely he had been wounded in the che^t. While he
was crawling painfully along by the church, he suddenly heard
himself called. That voice, coming from an obscure corner,
u to issue from a colorless and formless heap of blood;

What,

my

1

m:

nnin, without linen, without money,
without a hope of ever teeing our fair

CHAPTER

I couldn't
i in a
lively discussion with a Piedmontese.
understand what they said, but it must have been something
comical, for the Zouaves laughed heartily."
" It must have been Tresvaux de
Fraval," interrupted Joseph "he's the best fellow I know always gay, always conI never met him a single
ti'tit, and, above all, always talking.
time that he didn't greet me with some pleasantry."
" Another of those
young men," continued Lorenzo, "was
.1, I think, Paolo or Poli."
" It's
Poli, no doubt, the noble Oscar Poli," replied Vic-

poor Poli, don't

you recognize

'

No, indeed, my
plaintive voice.
'
frii nd.
I'm your comrade, de Lacarie.' ' What it's you !'
'Yes, myself.' 'Aren't you dead, then?' 'No, not that I
know.
The poor young soldier who lay in that corner had been
that

the destiny

XV.

abr.n-

Holy Father."'
" But -would
you believe it, Fra Paolo," continued tho narrator, "all those brave young men had still the coiuvgo to jest
and laugh ? A Zouave, whose body a bullet had pierced, Lad

bandages.

of

n>,

in inl'erfed

p:

rei

was not that the fate of a crowd of other heroes who
had to undergo, on the one side, the (.augers of fatigue, and,
ou the other the horrors of captivity ?

pon."

me ?' murmured

fixed

!

Ther

"Courageous boy!" murmured Victor, "lie had
iudies and his class-rooni to fly to the defence

'

n

hind."

There were not

1
other Belgians, too, whose names I don't remember,
He told me lie reexcept Laigniol, a young man of eighteen.
ceived a liall in the arm, aiid that it was then ho dropped his

I

up

Inul

PRISONERS

rUGITlVKS.

Victor and his two comrades, much more fortunate th'.n
companions languishing in merciless and shameful captivity, and suffering every ill-treatment from their barbarous
oppressors, were peacefully sheltered under the good hermit's
roof, or at the hospitable hearth of honest Luigi.
Now, one evening, a few days after the battle of Castelfidardo, Joseph and Martin went to the hermitage to see their
wounded companion. Suddenly there were some knocks outtheir

The hermit immediately rose.
" Who's thtre ?" he asked.
" We're
poor strangers, we've lost our way. Couldn't we
rest an instant under your roof to ask you for some directions
side.

about our way ?"
Fra Paolo opened the door.
"Zouaves! Zouaves!" he

cried, joyfully, at the sight of
soldiers standing on the threshold three poor fug" Welcome !" he continued extives of the Pontifical army.

three

young

" welcome !"
tending his hand,
And they followed him into his modest dwelling.
" Here are comrades
he
friends,

my son,"

taid, addressing

'

!

'

hit

1

a bullet that pierced both his cheeks.
Antonio and I were
t that moment.

iv
;

He was a ghastly
moved

to tears,

Victor.

Our young Belgians had hardly glanced at the first of the
when they all exclaimed joyfully " It is you,
Van Gameren welcome !"
And Joseph and Martin rushed forward to shake hands with
But the valiant Antwerpian tore
their companion in arms.
himself from their arms to cast himself at the wounded comrade's p How.
three fugitives,

:

!

most surprised us was to see those young men, despite
their captivity, misery and suffering, with still courage and animation enough to laugh and jest, simply and joyously, as if
they were in the midst of some feast.
"Victor, my dear comrade, I see you're wounded, you're
" But aren't
how I thought of you, how I trembled for
they]ij;ht, my friend?" interrupted Victor, suffering ? Oh
" Their hearts are
smiling.
pure, their consciences tranquil, you when I lost sight of you in the retreat !"
and death is for them only a blessed invitation to the never
"I believe all hope is not lost, my good Leo," replied the in" I've been wounded in the
valid.
side, but I aireail
ending feast, the glorious triumphs of heaven."
Lorenzo continued, for some time longer, to relate to his bitter, and to-day, for the first time, I have been able to le^vu
auditors everthing inter, sting he had seen at Castelfidardo and my bed."
Meanwhile, Fra Paolo hastened to place a seat for the young
Then, when night came, ho brought Martin and
'i to his
father's home, where they were received with Zouaves.
" And
the greatest heartiness, and the sincerest affection.
now," said the old man, "tell us the news while I
and
Marietta's
was
a
father,
Luigi, Lorenzo's
good, honest prepare a modest supper for you."
" Tell
about fifty. Bettina, his wife, a brisk,
me, first of all, Leo," said Victor, "what occurred to
utj apparently
was
as
as
Weren't you wounded as I feared?"
little
and
as
woman,
messing
good,
affable,
yourself.
"No, thank God, my good friend. I didn't receive even the
sincerely obliging as her husband himself.
The two Zouaves had hardly entered this hospitable roof, slightest scratch. Only since that time my right ear's deaf.
when they were received as if they really belonged to tho It is the fault of a cursed ball that carried away a very little
family.
They were glad to learn that the Piedmontese, after bit of the ear, killing a man alongside me. But tho fight the
Ah what a dreadful sight I've seen almost all
having long explored the environs, had gone away in the di- massacre
Our battalion wax
rection of Aucona.
Marietta's brother, however, was not in my companions fall, one after the other.
a position to acquaint them with the indignities to which the almost entirely destroyed. And the Pope t e unhappy Pontiff
(intese then subjected their unfortunate prisoners in the has lost all his possessions, for everywhere victory favors the
hospitals of Oscina, Alessandia, Genia, and many other places, Piediuontee."
1

!

'.

!

!

!

"
True," replied Joseph; "but Ancona still holds out, for it
what one of those valiant Belgians Verecken, is ably defended by our own heroic commander. LOIVUJJO (old
the Piedmontese weren't able to
Hevraerfc, Lacraix, and Callebaut, who formed part of tho live us to-day that up to this time
hundred and fifty picked men with whom Colonel O'Reilly, for make a breach as large as a foot in the wall on the inland
too.

Here

is

twenty-four hours, defended the citadel of Spoleto against an
army of fifteen thousand, and who were afterwards led prisoners to Genoa, where they arrived on October 4th wrote:

side.

" But that
noble, that heroic resistance is now, alas aimless
at least, unless prompt succor guarantees and
!

and hopeless

i

.1

protects the

"

My

Holy Father's

xi

,'/;/,/;

,

of advancing in the direction of Koine, unfortunati
(lured not
quitted the neighborhood of Loreto.
:

r.

Dg man ba

ibe to

.

"all thai, \ve had lo BVJ
you," resumi d the
Wo were H.
that dangerous flight.
the army while it was retreating on Lor to; aim"
of escaping the enemy, we tied to the mount:,'
to conceal ourselves for several days in tin; eaves and ft
dt' (lie rucks, all that time living only o'l wild roots mid
We
mid old broken biscuits we. hud brought away with IIH.
even ventured from time io time to quit out retreul a|
and to advance into the interior of the country. Hut, after
having wandered about for several days, we saw that, in place

Wo

i.

not exist without their company.

last possessions."

friend, it \vould be impossible lor IP
1

,v

1

op

to

)<!

sympathy for the brave M.u'i'i.
rable, and although it wan not
ii, was a
mired the prod:

vaeity

'i

\

.

undi-i

|

olendid stature of

tie

volunteer.

"What
to see

a splendid soldier!" he rri< d. "Oh, Martin, I'd lib
(Jar iialiii.
Without any (lattery, I think you'c

you hug

settle his business

!'

Marietta like to talk to Joseph, who spoke to h; r
of his dear native laud, of his behned mother and hi
i

I

sister.

"

My sister's name
"

" and

get a guide for fear of meeting traitors, who'd bare given UH
At the simple sight of tlio cross surmountup to the eueniy.

nearly

the hermitage, wo felt emboldened to knock and implore
succor from the generosity of its inhabitants."
"
here. Our
it was the hand of God

"Oh how I should like to know her."
"That would be a little difficult," replied Joseph, smiling
"but when I shall have returned to Belgium, I'll send

ii;g

brought you
good
Truly
hermit who received U8 and eared for us with a fatherly fondness, will give you every information you may desire."
" He'll do us a
great service, for all wo want is to get to

Rome as

quick as possible."

o

is

Mary,

like yours,"

he

said,

sheii

r age.

!

j

her what affection and devotion Marietta ant
her respectable family have shown towards the poor voli.'
and she '11 pray for you, I assure you, for sbe is as pious ant
good as your mother's children."
Marietta blushed at this unexpected praise, and to give t
turn to tho conversation, she asked, in a timid voice
portrait.

I'll tell

At that moment Pra Paolo entered, inviting his guests to a
modest repast. At first, he tried everything to get them to re"Is Belgium a flu.; country?"
main at least one night more; then he gave them every exAnd then Joseph described to her the beautiful landscapes
tion he could to enable them quietly to pursue their way
and tho charming views of the Campine, recounting to hej
and reach Rome without danger.
" lint
why do you want to go away so soon ?" he repeated. their memories, traditions, manners and customs. Often, when
" Wait at least until the
the evening came round, they sat together before the door oi
morning; youjl rest to-night."
"
No, no, my good father; Rome, Rome, nothing but Rome," tho cascina, to take the air, and Marietta then, accompanying
herself on the harp, siaig one of those touching e;/.:o/<
aided the three Zouaves.
Joseph and Martin vainly joined their entreaties to thoso of heai s so of ten sung by the fresh voices of the villagers under
c hermit. Van Gameren and his companions, us soon as they the beautiful Italian sky.
Then it was Joseph's turn, and the
had sufficiently rested, took leave of Victor and all their friends young man entoned tiie war song of the Belgian volunteers,
while Lorenzo, Marietta and Martin chorused the refrain.
at the hermitage.
" We'll
Then, at nightfall, Joseph and Martin, in company with
rejoin you at Rome as soon as we can," cried Victor
after them.
Lorenzo, went to visit their friend at the hermitage. Victor, iu
'Well, au revoir, then,"
turn, as soon as he was able to walk, was accustomed to follow
" Au
Success to you and a safe them from time to time to the caacina, where he passed a
revoir, my friends,
"
whole day with them.
journey.
"Poor fellows!" sighed Victor, however, as soon as they
The good hermit found it difficult to accustom himself to
were out of hearing; " I'm very, very much air id they'll soon Victor's absence.
He had devoted an unbounded affection, a
fall into tho hands of the enemy."
real father's love, to the young invalid. The noble lad was not
He was deceived, however. Van Gameren and his two com* slow in opening his heart to him, speaking of his love, for his
paniou although exposed to the cruellest fatigues, and sur- parents, his father's errors, and of the grief this depl
rounded with perils, reached their journey's end safe. " I wish blindness caused him.
" I had
you had pe'.n me," wrote Van Gameren to his brother.
"Hope, my dear son, your father will be converted," the
all the look of a mendicant, a beggar.
clothes
were
fallhermit responded.
My
"Oh may VOIT words come true, Father !" murmured the
ing off me
my handsome Zouave's uniform, which I had put
on quite new scarcely a month ago, was literally in pieces. young man, overcome. "I would willingly give my lift- to obtain that supreme favor.
Fortunately, they've given me another.''
But, alas will God deign to accept,
Victor's health appeared to improve day by day.
Thanks to to bless my sacrifice ?"
" Huvo
the hermit's doctoring, his wound was already almost cicatrized,
confidence, my child; who knows but the Lord has
and he would have been able to proceed towards Rome along
In any case, I assure you, you may
iy heard you?
with his companions if he had not been sensibly weakened by sooner or later safely count on your father's conversion."
:

t

i
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!

;
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the copious hemorrhage.
But tho hermit would not listen to their going.
"
Wait," he said to them, "wait, my children until your
friend's strength is completely restored and the surrounding
country quieter. You mustn't forget the Piedmontese are still
scouring the country."
They said tho same thing at Luigi's. The young Zouaves

then were constrained to yield to these entreaties, and defer
their departure.
They were greatly distressed, thinking how
v their Belgian friends would be on their accoun'.
And
yet they could not make up their minds to write a few words
with a view of reassuring them ; for they wen; afraid, by so
doing they would reveal the place of their retreat to thei,

they could have got rid f this auxietv, they
happy life with their good friend
ail vied with each other in testifying their respect, intere
affection for them.
Lorenzo and Marietta particularly could
inicH.

Besides,

if

would have led a

quiet,

<

When

they talked this way, Victor usually ascended the hill
which the hermitage was built, and kneeling on
the summit, from which he could perceive the
holy II.
Loreto, lie prayed to the Mother of Orace and Goodness.
At last, when the day of their departure came, iu the
at the base of

ning of November,

all

the inhabitants of the ca

plunged iu grief.
Fra Paolo, accompanied by Victor, had quitted the hermitage on the preceding evening, and both passed the nigh

The young men provided theie
b'a roof.
with arms, as they might have to measure swords with
the enemy's soldiers on their way.
As to Lorenzo, li
firmly resolved to be tl:oir guide ; at least as far as the f r.
of the Papal States.
S

" I don't want
you to fall into
You've c.allSfd us too
And it would be for the sake of these

"No, no," he

cried, smiling;

the

Piedmontese.

lids of

anxiety on that account.

A DOl'BLE SACRIFICE.
much troubh
"ouud about us as well

Ires so

as

my

full

ing into R profound

!

drawing hope and consolation at the foot

r
oods, the gorges an
mo, we'll traverse them without risks and

right hiiinl, ihe

hil!

it, and was gradually
While his wile,

could not bear
melancholy.

,

-

i-

before tho

humble

altar of

t

iio

county a

}>ivy to

},.

of
<,f

(,od,

he was

Withou

roaniin

They could not refuse him this last, favor. Next Jay, at
dawn, tho four companions, dressed as peasants, wore ready to
start
but the separation, ns one may well think, was ery
One would have thought beloved children were
piinnil.

long hours shut up in his chamber, silent, motionless, and
with his head buried in his hands. Although the seas
already advanced, he had nnt v t been able to make up his
mind to leave his country house, ju the first place, lie knew
his wife found some consolation in her sister's
company. As
for himself, he had not tho courage to tenr himself
away from
ic Mary, who by her simple affection and
loving solicitude, alone could sometimes dissipate his sombre melancholy.
Dear uncle, why are you always so sad ? " said she
tionately, trying to conquer her own gr.ef in order to sou; no

>

;

quisling the paternal roof without a hope of returning.
Bettiua. and Marioitu wept bitterly.
Luigi was in a very
bad humor, for that was his way of showing his grief.

Fra Paolo, leaning on a stout oak

glanced sadly at

stick,

'

Victor.

"

My

child, my d'^ar child," said he, in a low voice,
pray
for the old herinir, who'll always pray for you."
The young travellers, at the moment of crossing tho

threshold, knelt at the venerable old man's feet.

his.

" Alas!
my poor child, how could I be merry ?
never more see our poor unfortunate exih

We'll never,

" Give us
your blessing, Father," they said.
Fra Paolo raised his eyes and hands to heaven, and made the

You know every day
Still, uncle, all hope is not lost.
young Zouaves whom one thought dead are writing to their

Then they
hand.
Addio, dear children !"
Farewell, farewell
And the young men, crossing the threshold, went away in
the direction of Kome.

relatives or returning their families."
" I know
it,
good Mary, and that's exactly why I'm despondent. All those who've come back were at first prisoners
of war, and none of then have como across oiir poor friends.
They haven't been seen either at Genoa, Alessandria or

C

tho

exchanged a

over

cross

last greeting,

their

n,

bowed heads.

last clasp of the

'

!

'

my

other prison.

now ?

CHAPTER

on the

XVI.

And

Tell me, Mary, tell

They have

me what hope

any

remains to us

certainly been killed in action,

abandoned

field of battle."

the

unhappy father stopped abruptly, and vainly

strove

rushed to his eyes, while, strange, to
say, Mary felt a mysterious peace, a supernatural strength
understanding that God had made her the only support and

to restrain the tears that

END OP A FREETHINKER.

;

The henceforth illustrious names of Castelfldardo and the
Cvucetti had resounded throughout Europe.
The glory of the
courageous martyrs of light and justice, ns well as the shameful triumph of the conquerors, were published everywhereEvery one heartily admired tho heroic courage of tho volunj'S and the
prudence of their brave generals, and recognized
crushing numerical superiority of the enemies as well as
the ferocious severity and implacable rancor of the chiefs who

had led them

to battle.

how many tears and sighs of regret was that
There parents were weeping for a son of
glory accompanied
whom the murderous bullet had deprived them ; elsewhere sis-

And

yet,

with

!

were going into mourning for a brother of whose fate they
were ignorant or perhaps it was a husband or betrothed -who
n on the blood-stained battle-field, or dear friends septers

arated forever.

But who could paint the constant and painful anxiety

of re~

and friends without tidings of their dear ones? What
become of those for whom so many tears were being shed ?
Were they dead, or severely wounded ? Had they escaped
ives

were they languishing in prison? Alas! who could tell?
JKvery the time the papers published a new list of
wounded, they were eagerly snatched up. each expecting to Bee
his fears happily dispelled or fatally conSrmed.
And for many

those cruel tortures of doubt and uncertainty were prolonged;
y could not find the names of their children, brothers,
nds in the list. All hope was then lost they were dead
;

i

unhappy

father,

whose heart was closed

to

every hope from heaven, and w ho was consequently every instant on the point of succumbing under the burden of grit f.
"
Still, nobody has seen them fall upon the battle-field, dear
" Even those of their
uncle," she resumed.
companions who
fought by their side up to the close of the action say they
didn't lose sight of them until the moment the retreat commenced, Favored by the disorder that prevailed in the ranks,
couldn't they have

escaped and found some secret hiding-

place?"

How

could they get safely p. way
"No, no,
poor Mary.
in a country invaded by a victorious army ? Besides, wouldn't
they have written since then to relieve us of any uncertainty as

my

to their fate ?"

" Who knows?
Perhaps they are concealed at Loreto itself
or in the neighborhood, and won't write for fear of making
known their place of retreat to the Piedmontese commanders !"

"Alas [poor child,'' pursued the unhappy father still more
" it is the voice of
your love that, despite everything,
you in these consoling illusions. You'd like to make
the me share them to calm and sustain me by the shadow of a

liad

i

consolation of this

buried in the inglorious trench drg for them by tho cruel
of Cialdini's soldiers.
How else account for their sie?

'.la

sadly,
cradles

hope."
"
No, no, my very dear uncle, I'm not deluding myself; but
a firm and pious confidence tells me to believe and to hope, so
long as hope is possible and confidence allowable. I am obeying the voice of faith, pure and potent faith, which tells me of
a mysterious Father in heaven who -watches over all His children, and protects them even in the midst of tho greatest danIt is this divine confidence and
gers, tho most terrible trials.
faith I wish to communicate to you, my good uncle; not to
cherish vain illusiocs in your heart, bi.t to engender a sweet,

It was this doubt and uncertainty that for several weeks
wrung (lie hearts of our Schrambeck friends. Since the papers
had conveyed to tueni the deplorable news of the Casteilidardo stiong hopefulness in your soul."
"
v, not even doubtful news of their three volunteers
My good and dear Mary, I heartily admire your resignation
had reached tlum. Days passed in indescribable anguish and courage, but I can't share them; for me it is too late! If
awaiting the moment when the last glimmer of hope would be the God -whom you adore really exists, and controls and directs
extinguished for who knows whether they should ever hear tho actions of men, He can only be to me a severe Judge
ie fate of their children?
a pitiless Executioi; er, and not a kind and loving Father; for I
The three mothers and the sisters, however, bore this great have outraged and insulted Him; I have denied His existence,
"
grief calmly; faith compensated for joy and hope; but the despised His power, and defied His wrath.
"
the
()h
unhappy father,
proud pliit<nn>ii!tc, who had nothing to
my dear uncle, don't speak .so. Banish those melanrest on but his human courage and his cold, austere reason,
choly thoughts; know better that God love you. He is, with!

SACRIFICE.

:

out contradiction,

1

in

quently, detests

iy

and

ini;

and punishes everj

,

;

that

iojaatico;

lie

de Victor

mercy

iuflnito;

Ho

is

never deaf to the

p.

the bumble soul. Oh if you would
believe at last, t<> jield
!

moved to hope and

hut, l>e

who invites mid culls you !"
At these touching words, the old man bent his head
made no answer, but remained lout in thought.
confe- s lii bhii.in; SH, to reo
taiuly cost him too much to
he was wrong and yet that pardon 'which his niece Y <vords

:ik

:

,

that promise of pence from a Divine roioe
unknown, alas to the unhappy mini for many a
ami that hope in the goodness of the Almigh'y all those
graces and benedictions fell like the dew of heaven on his siul!

dencd soui and showed him clearly what treasures he h;
in voluntarily separating himself from the failh of the Kternal
God. Aud, once more, the spirit of darkness and the spirit of
light struggled secretly iu his soul.
Besides, as often an Victor's father conversed with Mary, the
sombre veil that darkened his features, his countenance and his

seemed withdrawn, and a ray of hope appeared to
brighten his pale face. But he soon relapsed into his usual
melancholy, and wandered sad and lonely through the forest
to the east of Schrambeck, or stopped, dreamy aud motionless,
before the hill where the demolished castle raised its ruined
glance,

walls.

Walking one day near the Chapel of Consolation he met
Teresa there praying. Handing her an alms, and without
:

"

Pray for our children, my good woman, and don't forget
me."
And he walked rapidly away.
The beggar-woman raised her head and looked after the old

man

in

fatl

\.

'

u-mael'sdoor.

Friend

aied to have lout all his

d

d to auuouuce

murmured geutly

and hopeless, the unhappy man

him

li::

;

looking at her, he

"eta

All this way. c rtain!

voico

It.

rd of

i

profound astonishment.

I

A

jiiind.

,f
;

I

it.

it's you?
But, alas! at what
she cried, astounded.
low? What's the matter with him V" replied the ol.i
.; such a
reception.
"Ah! don't you know V Monsieur Ernest is dying.
.ill as you or I.
Oh if yo
very morni.
It's really a dreadful thing !"

"Monsieur Morren
i"

I

!

" Can I sea
him, then !"
"
All his friends are with him wii
Certainly, sir.
wait a moment? I'll go and announce your vi-it."
And she iutr iduced him into the parlor, went up
him
first ll.ior, and in a few moments returned, request! n
1

..;

to

follow her.

The sick man, stretched on his bed, was at that u
fering from excruciating cramps; his face was con
bis distorted
becoming gradu lly blue; Ids eyes >,
fea'ures bei rayed the most dreadful anguish, aud ii
:

his forehead were swollen horribly, and, as it wen.',
Around the unhappy man's bed several p rs

i\\:

1

o\v
(irs., h:s sister; then his eldest brother,
house; (he family physician, all dressed in black; and, lastly,
a friend of the dying mar. a so-called friend, c me then; with
the intention of carefully stifling all the aspirations, pious do-

bled:

All these
"Ah, Monsieur Morren, Monsieur Mo rren, your day will sires, aud remorse that might awaken in that soul.
" make
your mind easy; others beside me are men assembled around his bed formed part of the
come," she said,
society of the Holidaires.
They had come to carefully w. itch
praying for the poor wanderer."
Madame Van Dael, to whom that departing soul up to the last moment.
It could riot be otherwise.
M. Morren had hardly crossed the threshold, when the
Mary related the conversation her uncle had with her in the
f

garden, joined her fervent prayers to those of her daughter and
Madame Morren, however, de. pile the
Victor's mother.

man

strength of soul she constantly displayed, was beginning to
succumb tinder the burden of her griefs and heart-rending
One morning in November, when, after a night
disquietudes.
tears
and
iu
sleeplessness, she came down to breakfast,
passed

"Oh! Morren, my friend," he cried, "a priest!
me die thus, without consolation, without succor !"

she looked so completely downcast that her husband at once
exclaimed
" In the name of
heaven, my dear Rose, what's the matter
You really frighten me you are eo pale, so
with you?
:

,

changed !"
The poor woman, touched by his solicitude, tried to smile,
but at that instant her strength failed her, and she could only
murmur, through her tears, which fell abundantly
"Oh, my Victor, my poor child, what can have become of
:

him?"
The

old man made no reply, but bent his head, and both
were silent for some minutes. At last, he rose, and seemed to
have taken a sudden resolution.

"I'm going to town, "he said, decisively. "It appears a
volunteer has just arrive,!; perhaps he can give me some inforu
some news.
Meanwhile, keep up your courage.
As long as we're not certain of our boy's death we may, we
ought to hope. Who knows but I shall bring you some consoling

already stretched out his hands towards him, fixing upon

him a look almost

Don't

let

"

It's only a momei
But, Ernest, you'll not die.
Your friend, the doctor, can't fail
position, a passing illness.
"
to cure you.

"

No, no, don't believe him; it's death; I feel it alread
ready its chill freezes me; already its hand is drawing me
A priest, a priest, I conjure you. They won't send for a priest,

and

still I can't die like a wretch, like a dog."
"Sir," said the old man, then, in a graver tone, adai
" You see as well as I do what
Ernest's brother.
your brother
wishes ia tiiis; still I think you are in all jus,
to do
what he wants. You'll be guilty of real barbarity iu refusing
to comply with his last wishes."
"
Come, come," said Van Dormael in a tone of indifference.
"Can we bother ourselves with such childishness? Krm st
himself will blush at such puerile solicitations when he has rcd his health. Hasn'the often recommended us i;
yield to such entreaties, were ho to repeat them aliundrcd times
under the svray of a complete aberration a suddeu w.
i

of

mind?"
" But at this moment

"And my

news ?"

of despair.

b.9

formally expresses his will."

will in the ease is as formal.

thank

He'll

me

own grief to arouse his one day for not having acceded to his request."'
" A
A few moments later he left for
wife's courage if possible.
ah! for pity's sake a priest!" interposed the
priest
he
from
the
train
when
and
had
town,
hardly alighted
wretch, writhing in his bed. The physician drew near and
the search. But his fleeting hopes were soon disappointed. wanted to administer a soothiu draught. But all his efforts
were uselos. Tlie dying man iu the' midst of his
Vainly he multiplied his walks and his visits; h

Thus he

strove to dissemble his

!

-;

:

about the IP
indeed, a good deal of information
end tie
of the Zouaves, the number of the dead and v.
sufferings of the prisoners, but not a word to reveal the fate

tinned wriiliing and repeating despairingly: " For
a pri.
.Mr.

Morren, contemplated with irrepressible horror this

dreadful scone, turned towards Ernest's sister,
ing in a corner.
,"

M

who

w:is

h:\ "couldn't you at least try to
wish ?"

/..-lid

your or
"Alas! wo

fulfil

>>

li'-r's l:ist

ilou't

know auy

sighed the unhappy

priest,"

girl.

passor-by could printout one."
consent to follow me to a freethinker, as

lu'

we

nro

called?"
"

rndoubtedly, niy good child. Go quickly, make haste, if
would spare yourself everlasting anguish."
"A priest! a prii-st !" repeated the dying man at that instant in a voice BO loud and terrible 'hat the young girl fled
from the room and rushed out to satisfy his last wish.
.

"

Know that the priest shall not enter here," cried the eldest
brother rushing after her.
Meanwhile. A'ietor's father drew near the bed.
"What are you suffering from, my poor Ernest ?" he asked
"

[passionately.

This morning I was in
Alas, my friend, I don't know.
All at onee the hand of death has seized me,
perfect health.
my whole body seems to have become his prey. Oh
!

i

Morren, Morren, I feel it is a chastisement, a vengeance from
heaven. A few days ago I mounted guard just the same at the
>i.le of one of my friends.
He, too, asked for a priest, and
I pitilessly, cruelly refused him. I brutally shut the door in
hi my malignant
the face of the messenger of the Lord
obstinacy and guilty indifference, I let my friend die like an
;

abandoned wretch, like a pagan, an animal. Wretch that I
am," he cried, wringing his hands and gnashing his teeth, in
his excessive despair: "the priest will not come, and I'll die iu
"
and he pointed out the three
These fellows
the sMue way.
" these fellows have come to
friends ranged around his bed
guard me. I have richly deserved it !"
Ernest's brothers and his two friends quitted the bedside to
place themselves before the door.
" to die like a vile
" To
die, to die so young," he repeated,
of
life
felt
etill
full
and
animal when I
strength
Oh, woe, woe
!

me
Wbat
to

And

!

is

me, what will happen to nie after my death ?
there beyond the tomb, Morren, do you know ? What
tell

have I to expect ?"

The

pJiilusopItc, dejected

vulsed.

" The
No, no, the priests will not come," he cried at last.
insulted
and disI have persecuted, calumniated,
priests
dained them at my pleasure. Yes, I have done it; and they
know it. They know well the freethinker, their adversary,
their enemy, and they'll refuse me their succor.
And, even if
they should accord them, what use would they be to me? It is
I have delute; I feel it; no more hope or pardon for me
nied everything, blasphemed everything, sullied everything
"

!

!

my

disdain,

!

my insults."

And the, wretch, speaking thus,
hnir in despair.

wrung

his hands

and tore his

I'm suffering

yes,

a great deal.

Come

!

a priest, a

"Get out of this house this instant, hypocrite !" fried Van
" withdraw this
Dormael, furiously;
instant; or
" But
"
you can't deny that 've been called in
"No one has called you in. It is I alone who dccid.
"

I"

.1

here

"

Consequently your victim is not entitled to my prayers, to
my assistance, nor to the exercise of his liberty that SIM
liberty of which you are resjlved to deprive him with so much
hatred and fury ?"
"Don't argue with me go !" retorted the wretch furiously
"And go without delay, or else my people, whom I am going
to call, will kick you out of doors."
At these words the venerable priest, undismayed by these

unworthy menaces, drew himself up to his full height proudly,
and with great dignity replied
" You
may do what you like, sir, but you will not succeed in
frightening me, in driving me away from my post beside this
Christian soul. It is an urgent case, gentlemen, and I call upon you in the name of that liberty of conscience you vaunt so
loudly, to give me free access to this sick man's bed."
"
Enough !" interrupted the solidaire, who no longer restraining himself, furiously snatched a pistol fixed to the wall and
"
took aim at the venerable priest.
Depart this instant, or recommend your soul to your God."
Victor's father, out of himself, rushed forward, flung himself upon the wretch, wresting the pistol from him.
But in
vain they strove to recall him to himself in vain the unhappy
young girl threw herself on her knees, bathing his hands with
her tears and imploring his pity he rcpul.-ed them both fuMeanwhile the physiriously and would listen to nothing.
cian and his companion, tach seizing one of the poor priest's
arms, drew him out of the room, and hastened to close the door
behind him.
:

;

;

"
Sir," said they to him, "please observe that we can bear
witness if necessary to your rash and entirely inopportune intrusion into this house where you were not invited, and ar<
solved to depose to your inexplicable conduct before a court of
justice if you don't leave this instant."

hope was

lost, and the noble old man, going
withdrew, with tears in his eyes and a
prayer on hia lips. But he had hardly crossed the threshold
of the house, when the door of the sick man's room again
opened with a bang. This time it was Van Dormael's
brother, the solidaire himself, who bounded wildly down

Henceforth,

and confounded, remained mute

The miserable Ernest, in his mad transports,
with horror.
writhed in his bed ; all his members were dreadfully con-

with

Oh

command

'I'.r.t 111" first

" Would

"

weep-

down

all

stairs, fclowly

stairs.

"

Horror, horror

mad he wants

!"

he

;

"

cried.

to assassinate

me

Help,

my

friends.

He's

!"

The two companions, thinking he was just seized with a violent fever, sought to restrain him.
"It's no longer a man it's a demon !" he cried, terrified.

" Let us
he will tear us to pieces."
fly, let us fly, my friends
The room of the dying man presented at that moment a
dreadful spectacle. The unfortunate Ernest, stretched on the
floor, was trying, by convulsive efforts, to escape from the arms
of his sister and M. Morreu, who was trying to hold him
;

The door suddenly opened, and Mile. Van Domiael reback.
appeared, accompanied by a priest.
"Let me go," he cried, "I'll follow them; I'll punish them
"This way, sir," said she, introducing him into the room.
the monsters
The ecclesiastic who accompanied her was a fine, robust old
They have sworn to deliver me alive to eterBut before he could even cross the u.il torments ? Where are they that I may tear them in pieces?
man, calm and dignified.
threshold, the three associates, pale and menacing, stood before They've sent for a priest to mock me, to mock my sufferings.
No, no, I don't want a priest. I know how to die bike a brave
him, barring the way.
" Get out of this !" cried Ernest's
brother, in an angry voice; man I am a freethinker !"
"
The wretch was delirious. Large, reddish blotches now
you'll not cross the threshold of this room while I'm here."
At first the servant of God seemed surprised at the exclama- spread over his livid face, his bloodshot eyes seemed starting
tion; but he eoon resumed his modest confidence and self- from their sockets, and a whitish foam gathered on his already
blackened lips.
possession.
" Where are
"
they where are they? Let them come the
Gentlemen," he replied, "I'm told there is a dying man
"
" I'll take care
freethinkers and the priests !" he cried madly.
here wants to see me.
" You're
of
he
wanted."
them.
Ha!
ha!
ha!"
in
a
not
burst
of hellish
pursued,
wrong; you're
" let them come the cowards let them show theni" But this
;
poor invalid seems to suffer so much," interposed laughter,
1
pelves if they dare I"
uum, pointing to the unfortunate ErneKt.
!

;

DOUBLE

A
Tn a few

moments

was exhausted, and M. Mor-

his strength

and n placing him in
l>
il.
lie then stood beside his pillow in such a -way as to \>;
able to restrain him if another crisis unpenened.
But, Midi ;\
Initiated on
precaution .sei'iued no longer u>
his deathbed, motionless, spi-eeh'ess, and a,ni[>.4 lifeless.
Only from time to time a oomvnlsivb shuddering shook his limbs
the hist flickering of the flame.
His month was already wido
liis eyes
open, his checks hollow and iivid, his lips waxy pale
ii'il

in

raisin.'.;

in

Iiiiu

47

Ills iiriim

:

is

still gleamed vividly, while, his fare alternately
blackisii or blueish, livid or purple hues.

With folded arms, gravely and

silently,

assumed

M. Morren kept

his

eyes fixed Badly on the dying man. He saw death rapidly approaching, and would have wished to allay (lie poor wretch s
Bufferings, but he had not in his heart a single word o;
latiou to address to his friend.
He was foreed to d> dine the
combat, and leave Death that implacable enemy, that jini-ie
of all sinners free to torture this condemned patient, this unfortunate victim.

Victor's father, too, was scnrcely conscious of what was going on around him. At one moment he thought himseif
stretched in his turn on that bed of pain awaiting the visit of
his Sovereign Judge, struggling with death.
All his resolution and all his courage were beginning to fail him ; an enormous load weighed on his chest ; he felt ho was on the point
of being suffocated, and instinctively sighed for a purer air, a
calmer nnd more invigorating atmosphere.
The freethinker's sister was sobbing loudly, with her face
bent over the pillow she dared not fix her eyi s on the convulsed countenance of that brother whose errors she had shared
and whose miserable and dreadful agony she now contem;

plated.

Thus the moments passed. The sick man, from time to
jtiontime, shuddered painfully; the phi/osophc, grave mid

m

meditated in silence; the young girl wrung her hands in
despair; below stairs the three terrified iolidairee emptied
many a bumper to give themselves courage, but nobody
prayed in that accursed house.
And a sad and solemn silence had long reigned in that room,
when at last a half-stifled rattle was heaid in the dying man's
throat.
The young girl then raised her head; but at that moless,

Dai

*

That

too.

him,

Tt

br.-ast.

was I who

Via

s

mid

thn

!>

*

was I yes, it was
dec. d.'d MILNO t<

i

"id feeble!
ir tVi t,

I

in his

ti'

1

I'

me; undi-r tin

kuow

I

with

n,

the mounters, the tigers,
their

I,

i.

()]i! tln-y are ci

!

I,

th'y nr

-lit !''

;

alone

Van

nephew,

your

woman ami

And In' east his arms about f-vi'i-ishly and l>r
while a convulsive gasping distended his Ihrout as

-fully,

heavy biiiden was crushing him down.
..at moment the door opened and the sentinels of
d 'them and fixed
,i'd.
Tho dying man
i

'nice

some,

if

]:<

o

upon his perfidious friends.
" here

"Woe, woe!"

they are, the accui
to carry me away."
And, as if hi; felt the hand of death upon him at that moment, as if ho wished to escape his inevitable fate, lie bo
out of bed, dashing forward with all the frenzy of desp.dr.
But it was in vain. The poor wretch fell heavily i:pon tlio
floor.
Tho fibre pcnuevr the freethinker was dead, and
Victor's fiitlr r lied precipitately out of that accursed hi
When he returned home that night In
scene of grief and tears. He had scarcely end
wingroom when he uttered a piercing cry of pain and nugush. His
wife, se .ted sadly in a corner, was weeping in the arms of her
sister and her niece.
"What's the matter? What's the matter ?" cried the old
:

the demons of hell

who

are

coming

i

man distractedly.
Madame Morren,

with a trembling hand, gave him a
bearing the stamp of the Pontifical States. Tho uni
father had no sooner ghmced at it than he uttered a
rending scre.im, and, prostrated with grief, fell upon the near'

:

est seat.

mute

GHAPTEB

THE TWO FATHERS.

ment Ernest's

features had n less feverish and ferocious
expression; consciousness, no doubt, was gradually returning.
" shall I call back the
"Ernest," she murmured in his ear,
'

?

priest

" The

fury, as

priest !" repeated the dying man in accents of rage and
that word alone ha:l awakened all his hatred.
"No,

if

no, the priest begone J Haven't I told you already he can't
that there is no longer
help me ? that I am condemned, lost
!

!"

any possible pardon
M. Morren, then approaching the unhappy man, strove to
calm him.

"Go away,

go away; it's all over," said he, with a horrible
burst of laughter. " It's come at last that hour your nephew
told me of before, you remember. 'An hour will come, 'said he
tome, 'when you'll wish in vain to believe; vihen you'll implore the assistance of a priest entreatingly, despairingly. But
who knows if God will then consent to hear you ?' Yes, yes, I
see it; that hour has come at last.
Here, here" and, speak-

ing thus, he clasped his hand across his burning
feel a fire

burning

me

here;

me

it's

breast"!

like a foretaste of the fire of

For I see it now. Morren,
there is a hell, and there is a God, don't you know ?
Well,
if you don't know it, it is I who tell it to you
I, the enemy of
There is a God
the Christians; I, the libre penscur
and there is a hell !"
And he writhed convulsively on his bed, striving, in his
anguish, to hide under his bed-clothes his brow, already inundated with the cold sweat of death. Suddenly, as if some horrible vision was unveiled to his sight, he shud.
'fully,
his eyes aifrightedly, and stretched for.h his arms conphantom.
vulsively, as if to drive away some in.
*
*
*
"Look!" he cried; "look! here they are
hell that will soon ingulf

.

.

.

.

.

!

;

!

.

XVII.

Good

day, dear Nina,"
day, Carlotta. And where are you coming from now,
neighbor ?"
Thus spoke, one pleasant December morning, two of the
young girls whom we met in a previous chapter in the midst of
'

" Good

their pleasant chat near the

Acqua Pauln.

'And what do I see?" continued Nina, without giying her
"You've certainly been crying, for
friend time to answer.
your eyes are quite red."
"Alas lyes; and if you were with me, neighbor, I'm cerI've left the Bianchi's, where I had
tain you'd have wept too.
been to see Nunziata, who is always busy nursing that young
Zouave. Oh Nina, one would have th night it was no
a man but an angel he's so sweet and patient and calm and
and '' here she began fobbing, covering her face with her
!

1

handkerchief"
of

my

heart

is still

ready to break when I thiuk

it !"

" But I
really thought he was getting better since yester-

day
"

!"

I'm afraid the
Alas, no
him to his heavenly Paradise."
!

.

.

Lord

will

soon

summon

"

And yet we were so hopeful a. few days ago when we went
with Nunziata to pray to the Madonna di A'i7>j Agostino to
life
How moved Mas at the grief of that poor
Nunziata when, weeping so bitterly, she began to recite the
How fervently we all respondLitany of the Blessed Virgin
ed to her humble prayer
Grnzia, grazia, good Mary. You'll
grant us grace, JMothor of the Divide Saviour.'"
There is a pious aud touching custom at Koine among the
women of the people in the Trastevcro quarter. When one of

preserve his

I

!

!

'

:

inn
i-

b, ih

/>/,//

neighbors or friends is ill, the young girls of the neighod assemble, and repair iu a body to the Church of Our

tli //' < irtu, or tlio Pantheon, or more particularly to St.
Augustine's, to pray for the speedy recovery of tho sufferer.
Most of them prepare, by confession, for this work of charity,
and, in token of penitence, go barefoot to tho church. There
tlu-y kneel humbly before tha holy image, aud, if tho church is
y empty, repeat in a, loud voice, one after another, the
Litany of tho Bles.-eil Virgin, to which all the others join, re"
(irazia, Mary, Mother of God ; grasponding in chorus:
zia.
IVni't let us go without hope, -without consolation ; grant

Ludy

:

1

us this grace,

"And

O

Mother

!"

yet, I repeat, I believe

our Lord means to

call

him

to

Himself," npli. d Cniiotta, bowing down her head at those
words of her fri< ml. " For that young man is an angel really
an angel. He's too virtuous and innocent to remain on this
earth.
But I wish you saw with what affection and devotedness Nunziata cares for him night and day. Indeed she couldn't
do more if it was her own brother."
" But how is it that this
stranger is so well known to the
Bianchi that they should treat him as one of the family ?"
7-7 <-hi lo sa t
Stef auo and Nunziata never told me why, and
I suppose you don't imagine I could be the first to ask them.
That would be nice, indeed
No, no, Nina; my father,
'

!

Maestro Toto, brought me up too well for that, and my mother,
Sura C'ecca, whom you knew well (may she rest in peace) took
care to

recommend me always;

meddle with other persons'

'

Carlotta,

affairs,

unless

my

child,

they

don't

wish

to

them to you." But I think I can tell you that this young
is none other than that young foreign Zouave whom we
saw passing one day near the Acqua Paolo with an unknown

tell

mau

signer."

"

Do you

For

really think so?

my

part I've no recollec-

I* 1 1"

" But I I
recollect," promptly retoited the young babbler,
" and I remember the
better, because, during the afternoon of
of the same day, I saw Stefano returning in company with that

same Zouave, and entering along with him the Church

of St.

"

Peter in Montorio.
But, while the young girls wei-e talking, Joseph and Martin, leaviug the house along with Stef auo, passed by them on
their way lo town.
"I
"Exactly," resumed Carlotta.
forgot to tell you that
these two young men are the comrades and friends of the poor
sick Zouave.
They come from a very distant country, called
Belgium, as Nina has told me, and are so attached to each
other that they never quit their companion day or night.
They're going to the station now, along with Stefauo, to re-

young man's
the poor mother

ceive that poor

parents.

Unhappy

parents, and

How they'll suffer when they
particularly
see their child ciying so far away from home !"
But it was too true. The young invalid was none other than
!

the fatigue and difficulties of the journey, and parAppeuiues, had overpowered the poor
convalescent, whose health was s'ill very precarious, and resulted in a sickness which left little hope.
The first days of the journey had passed pleasantly enough,
but Victor soon began to experience extreme fatigue and acute
pains in the chest and side. The three friends had then to rest
;

ticularly, crossing the

nr,.

It was easy to perceive that his languor and suffering increased from day to day. Frequent weaknesses and a painful dry
cough, accompanied wi:h an acute pain in the side and chest,
showed that the lungs were beginning to bo affected.
On their arrival in Rome, a violent spitting of blood added

and deprived his friends of
according to Victor's earnest desire,
they all three immediately repaired to Stefano's to bear the repentant Carbonar .'s farewell message, and announce the Christian death of his unfortunate brother.
They had just entered the Bianchi's house, when Victor was
seized with n fatal hemorrhage which rapidly exhausted all his
remaining strength. So, at Stefauo's earnest entreaties, the
young invalid was placed on a good bed in a quiet cheerful
room at his new friends', who vied with each other in lavishing
their care and devotedness upon him.
But it was easy to see that the poor patient's condition became each day graver and more painful. Joseph then hastened to write to his mother, begging her to break tho news as

to the

young martyr's

their last hope.

sufferings,

Still,

cautiously as possible to Victor's parents.
Madame Van Dael then, in her brother-in-law's absence,
went to her sister's to fulfil the painful mission with which she

was charged.
"

We

have news at

she reached the door.
"

our children." she said, as soon as
Unfortunately this news is not the

last of

"

most reassuring.
"Alas our children are dead

!" cried the poor mother, seized with a painful presentiment.
"Very far from that !" responded the widow "they've arrived at Rome. Joseph has written to me."
"And Victor? He doesn't write? You see he must be
!

;

dead."
" I assure
you,

"The

tion."

Victor

*>.!(

letter

!

my dear sister,

show me the

he

letter.

is alive."

Otherwise I couldn't be-

lieve you."

The uuhappy mother took

the letter and read it.
Lord, omnipotent God, Thy will be done," she murmured, returning it to her sister, and weak and speechless, fell
into her arms.

"

O

It was at this moment the father arrived
and he was plunged into a state of indescribable stupor at the sight.
" What's to become of us? What shall we do 5" he
cried,
when at last he had summoned up his courage.
"Ah let us go let us go to Romo !" cried the distracted
mother, who seemed to derive new hope and strength from this
At least, our poor child shall not die alone,
sudden thought.
without having the happiness of seeing and embracing his pa;

!

' '

God will permit him to live until we shall
rents again.
have aeen him, that he may sleep in peace in his mother's
"
arms.
M. Morren could not fail to approve of his noble and pious
The next day they were en route, having
wife's resolution,
taken c

:re to

write beforehand to Joseph to announce their

approac'iiug arrival.
It was a great consolation to Victor to be able to indulge in
the hope of soon embracing his good and loving mother. This
pleasant prospect even seemed to have a favorable influence on
his health, and his friends grew hopeful as his
began to wear an air of calmness and serenity.

woru features

The house the Bianchi occupied, and which Stefano had
just left in company with Joseph and Martin, was distinguished
perplexity Martin's broad shoulders were from the other houses in the Trastevere by its modest and

more frequently, and they were still afraid of falling into the
*nands of the Piedmontese they had to continue the journey
;

any cost. In this
once more placed in requisition, to the great grief of Victor, comfortable appearance and its extreme neatness. And yet the
.who, to spare his devoted comrade this trouble, pretended to family was very much reduced from its former opulence since
be stronger than he really was. He avoided as much as possi- its departure froai Naples it could only be classed with the
ble speaking of his fatigue, and yet, several times, after an painc or petits bourgeois of Rome. However, the modest
hour's marching, his trenbling knees gave way under him, and competence it still enjoyed would have enabled it to occupy a
ho was forced to rest under a tree.
house in the finest quarteo of the city. Nuuziata and SteBut according as they approached the longed-for destination, fano's father had preferred to select his dwelling in the midst
the joy and happiness of reaching it seemed to give him of the Trastevere, where he could live more quietly with his
It was tho last-wish, the secret desire of his heart,
children.
strength.
to go to jvpoHO in (l.id on that ground bedewed by the blood of
In a room on the second floor, in which the white curtains?
so many glorious martyrs.
were carefully drawn down, Nunziata watched and prayed by
at

;

'

A
the bed of the young Zonavo.
rested on her knees, aud
i

IP

i-

lii'.nl

tieni.

:L!i,l

i'rom li:n,

ID tim

',

Her prayer-book,
i.

of

fixing her

llio

4S

" You've

\vid<

me

iuld

know only

HO already, but I

we

too

silence she

glances on

ID divinu iliH

:

DOW
licr

away

il

\vi

that,
ides,

On a table next the bad was placed a statue of the I;
Virgin ami a rich ivoxy crucifix a souvenir of belt:
The portrait of Victor's mo! her iv: ied at the foot of the crucifix
thus the young man had phiend tho purest and most
ardent of las earthly affections under tho protection of tho
>

;

Suddenly ho moved, arid Nunziata, closing her book, raised
her head.
" Do
you wish for anything, Victor ? What can I do for you?'
1

she asked with visible solicitude.
" I don't wish for
"
anything," he replied.
No, absolutely
nothing, unless that you should mako yourself more easy.
tears, my poor Nuuztata ?"
Why so much sadness and
"Alas!" she replied, " can you ask me? Can I forget the
name, the crime of him who has put you in that state, Vic-

tor?"
"
Banish
Always the same fancies, the same imaginings
those sad thoughts from your mind Nunziata, I entreat, unless
you wish to make me very unhappy."
The poor girl made no reply to those kind words, only, bow!

ing down her head, she began to weep.
"You distress me very much, my poor Nunziata," he continued sadly.
"
" how
But, Victor," she resumed, in the midst of her sobs,
can I help crying, when I see you perishing, languishing, and
suffering thus ? Wasn't he my brother, my own brother, he

Or
iw

I-

sight of yo
girl

;

lapsed into a profound mil-tic
" What's the m
(hi
<

then.

,

tried

ilis-

that tho

rr.iich '!"

Bnttheyonng

She

cross.

am! only try, ffl
to appear mori Joyful.

t

>

yon

in vain.

raise her

who seemed to have re-

1

i

V"

pur mil

Xiin/iata

" Have

Victor.

I,

'<"

head to answer him,

lint

burst out sob-

bing.

"
I

can't forgot," she cried in the miilst of her tears, "that

it

was a brother's hand
"
But, Nuuziati," Victor

hastily interposed, "believe me,
not the author of my death."
" But
who, then, was tho cause ?" she murmured.
.

" Your
brother, my friend, was only the instrument of '.oil's
providence. Ami, besiiles, wasn't my wound rapid!;,
trised? Wasn't it the fatigues of the journey- that 1<
God so willed it took away all my strength and reduced me
<

to this extremity.

But don't

forget, all

that

God

ordains

is

and just and intended for our happiness, for our ever
Blessed be God's providence that has given mo, for heaglory.
ven and el.eruity, a, brother for whose salvation I'd have giveu
my life a hundred times But I expect another grace too from
the sovereign goodness of God. You know, Xunziata, for whom
I've another soul to gain
I've often asked your prayers.
another victory to achieve, and then I'll return to my heavenly
country. While you bewail the unfathomable decrees of tho
KOI id

!

Almighty, of the

God

wound

of mercy,! secretly bless tho

that

whose resentment, whose ferocious hatred pursued you to the has been and will yet be, I hope, a source of benediction and
death ? Wasn't it his hand that struck you struck yon to and eternal happiness to me. Do you wish that I alone should
Was I deceived, then,
death perhaps
Haven't I reason then to weep and suffer, rejoice at the mercies of God?
thinking that he whom I loved so tenderly on this earth has Nunziata, in counting on your fervent piety and perfect resigthus persecuted and stricken down an innocent and noble de- nation ?"
fender of God and Holy Church, and that at the very moraent
Here, exhausted by the efforts he had made, he stopped for
he had committed that dreadful crime he was summoned to an instant to take breath.
'Come," replied Nuuziata rising, "I promise you to bo
appear before his Creator and his angry Judge."
And as she spoke, Nunziata bowed her head, and again calmer, and more resigned in future. Who could resist your
burst into tears. Victor, who heard her in silence, first gave touching exhortations, your good words of hope and consolation ? But now," she continued more gaily, "I must call you
her time to grow calm.
"
" I to order, and scold you in turn, for you're exhausting
Nunziata," said he at last with the utmost gentleness,
yourself
to console others."
repeat, your affliction is too acute and certainly unfounded. in trying
Why do your dread the sentence, the rigor of an inexorable " "That doesn't much matter," he replied with a gentle smile;
the time I've got to pass on earth is very short, and I ought
Judge ? Haven't I described to you the repentance, the profound sorrow of poor Gennaro in his last moments ? I have to employ it usefully."
" Oh don't
no fears for his soul, for he died, in my arms, contrite and penspeak so such ideas terrify me. We'll succeed
in
the
of
the Lord is sovereign and infinite. Becuring you, Victor, with the help of God. We'll pray feritent, and
mercy
"
lieve me that the God of goodness has not granted him the vently and perseveringly.
"
he
of
in
vain.
Gennaro
dead
to
Nunziata,"
interrupted gravely, "for myself I wish for
grace
repentance
earth, now lives
the life of heaven; he has led me to you. Don't let his death af- neither cure nor life I feel that God calls me to Himself, and
flict you, Nunziata, and tne thought of eternal justice make
wish for nothing but the accomplishment of His holy will.
Would you, then, weakly despairing of your Ouly I desire to see and embrace my dear parents again, and
you tremble
brother's repentance and salvation, place in doubt the they'll be soon here."
In fact, at that very moment, Joseph opened the door and
sovereign power and infinite goodness of your Saviour Jesus?"
entered softly. As soon as Victor saw him, he cried out
" Where are
Here the exhausted invalid broke off for a moment. Nunzithey ? Oh! let them come don't detain them
"
ata then raised her head, which, until then, she had covered any longer.
with her hands, and a smile of hope and consolation played
Then they both entered tremblingly.
"O
over her pure features in the very midst of her tears.
Victor, my child !" they cried, mingling their tears and
"
continued
the
kisses.
brother
generous
Certainly,"
Victor, "your
may have fallen he may have committed faults, errors, but
My father my dear mother !" he cried, as they pressed
his repentance, his profound and sincere contrition have cer- him in their arms, and their sighs of joy commingled in the
Oh if you had seen him as I saw him midst of a profound silence.
tainly effaced them.
"I return Thee thanks, O Lord," exclaimed Victor at last,
then weeping for the faults, the errors of his life, and im" for-the
supreme joy Thou hast given me to-day. Now, blest
ploring God's grace and paternal mercy, and begging your pardon and Stefano's, you'd be as sure of his eternal salvation as by Thee, I shall sleep^iu peace."
I am myself. No, no, be assured, poor sorrowing sister, Gen"O my child, my child, don't speak so !" murmured the af"God won't take you from our love. We'll
naro, the child of so many tears, so many vows and prayers, flicted mother.
cure you you shall live to be the support and honor of our
can't be lost, can't be damned."
"O Victor, good Victor," replied the youug girl with a sigh old age."
of gratitude, "you are really good and merciful as a saint, an
"No mother," he replid, " I shall not be cured I feel it, I
of God."
The Lord will deign to accpt our common sacrifice.
it.
'i

!

;

;

!

:

'

!

;

!

.

;

;

I

s

And you'll ho r
The pool- woman
ix

c

His holy will, mother,
miulo no reply at that trying moment her
failed her
nhe could only press her son iu her arms,
;

;

weeping bitterly. She sat riear the bed, still holding his hand,
and placing her pale face on his breast, with au expression of
affection and grief impossible to describe.

"And you, too, my dear father. Thanks, thanks, for not
wishing your child should die alone !"
The unhappy Morreu, to whom these words of gratitude
were addressed, kept standing next the bed, with folded arms,
sombre and motionless. Ho could not account for the conflicting sentiments and powerful emotions that at that moment
moved

his soul.

Throughout the entire journey he had unceasingly fought
against the divine inspirations, against the grace that was
At first he bitterly
sometimes beginning to touch him.
reproached himself for having allowed Victor to accomplish
unrestrainedly his deplorable resolution -for having, in some
But, at that susort, sent him to perish in a foreign land.
preme moment, his paternal affection was stronger than his
rancor and resentment.
" O Victor,
my poor child !" he cried, shedding a torrent of

can I reproach you, when I find you wounded and dyOh no, no," he continued,
ing on your bed of pain ? .
" I'll not infuse
gall
casting himself iuto the arms of his son,
' '

tears,

.

!

and bitterness into your last moments.
Only, you
What consosure, I'll not be long after you.
lation, what joy, can remain to me $hen you are taken from
.

.

may be

.

.

.

.

A

-I'

II It

I-

.

siwrnmnuts to-day if I were not afraid that RU
approaching hemorrhage might put an end to his suffering."
Meanwhile tho physician's sentence had been communicated
sist

to the

young

"I

.

patient.

ardently desire to receive those divine helps," he said,
" and I would have asked for them
myself long since if I were
not animated with the secret hope of again seeing my dear parents.

"

Then Stefano went

for the priest, while Nnnziata, with the
help of Joseph and Martin, prepared everything necessary for
the solemn ceremony.

The unhappy, dejected, and disheartened father stood mute
and motionless at the foot of the bed, while his wife, with
maternal care, arranged the snow-white pillows and warm bedclothes around the wasted frame of her poor child. That
heroic mother, who seemed for an instant ready to succumb to
the dread and anguish of this approaching separation, had now
recovered all her courage, calmness, and firmness. The irrevocable decree which the physician had pronounced, and
which, to all appearance, should have broken her heart, seem-'
ed on the contrary to have inspired her with supernatural
She had knelt for a moment
trauquility and divine strength.
before the crucifix, imploring the calmness and courage necessary at this trying moment; she had then seen her portrait,
placed by her son's hands at the foot of the cross, and recalled
that other Mother of Sorrows who in the midst of her dreadful
agony contemplated her Son suffering and dying for the salvation of men.
Thus, in her profound grief, but calm and re-

me!"
signed, she had united her sacrifice to the bloody sacrifice of
" God will remain to
you !" said '.he young man in a grave, sol- Calvary.
"
emn voice, as if inspired, " God, the great Consoler, the hope of
Mother," said Victor, in a scarcely audible voice, when she
bent
over him to press her lips to his forehead, "mother, are
never
of
the
weak
who
and
the
the despondent
God,
strength
O fath- you satisfied now with all the Lord has willed and done? "
abandons those who confide in His goodness.
" O
be the
my dear child," she replied, " why shouldn't I be satiser, father, if you only knew how short and light will
.

.

.

"

you so happy, so resigned, so calm
"
"Mother," said he again, do you believe we'll be heard at
"
well
I
what mean
The philosophe moved, but not convinced, kept a profound last? You know
"Let us hope," she replied. "Let us always pray and
silence.
separation which is only the pledge, the promise of future reO dear father, will you not turn to God ?"

union

fied,

seeing

!

!

let

your sou die in the dread and sorrow

hope."
"O mother, how happy I'd be to die if that cherished hope
"
my son," interposed the mother. were at last realised
At that moment the priest entered, and, as he crossed the
"The Lord has always miraculously preserved you until now.
"
" Peace be to this house "
He will grant this favor to our prayers and tears.
threshold, said:
"
"
"
And to all those who inhabit it?" responded the acolyte
My dear mother," Victor calmly replied, do not let yourclad iu B white tunic.
self be deluded by the illusions of your love, but rather preAll those present then quitted the room, leaving the young
pare for the accomplishment of that Divine will which I am
invalid to confess his sins to the servant of God, and, a few
sure has led me here and has really called me. And then
mimites after, the pure and innocent soul beamed calmer and
my sacrifice, mother, my sacrifice !"
Aud it seemed Victor had spoken truly, for, from that purer still, thanks to the benediction of the minister cf the
moment, a rapid and fatal change took place in his condition. Lord.
The priest then re-opened the door, and Victor's friends,
The last faint ruddy hues disappeared from his hollow cheeks.
The unFirst a painful oppression stopped his breathing then a. rack- silent and deeply moved, came to kneel by the bed.
and
almost beside himself, had dropped
terrified
and
his
last
sadfather,
fainting
happy
strength,
which,
draining
couj.>h,
ing
on his knees in the darkest comer of the room. Not a tear
dened the hearts of those around him.
The physician, who only came onca in the course of the day, came to refresh his dry eyes and burning cheeks, although he
was immediately sent for, and, on his arrival, shook his head would have given all the world to be able to cry. Victor's
had resumed her place at the head of the bed.
mournfully when he saw the patient. However, he applied mother
After a short pause the priest began to recite the touching
the stethoscope, and attentively examined him, while Morren
and his wife anxiously watched every movement, striving to prayers of the Church. Meanwhile, Nunziata had spread over
the invalid's bed a fine damask cloth of dazzling whiteness, and
read their fate iu his eyes, in the expression of his face.
At length the physician drew near Stefano and the two Zou- while the acolyte recited the Confiteor, the priest prepared to
administer to the young martyr the Holy Viaticum the bread
aves.
" I'm
of angels, the bread of the strong, the divine nourishment.
the
of
a
new
blood
afraid
of
much
vessel,
rupture
very
said he.
"In The young man's eyes suddenly beamed with joy, hapj
a new

"Father, will you

of an eternal separation ?"
"But you will not die,

!

!

;

hemorrhage to-night,"
and, consequently,
opinion they ought not to put off any longer the " administration of the sacraments to this poor young patient.
"
So, sir," said M. Morren, addressing the physician,
"you have just pronounced sentence. According to you there

my

ia

no other remedy
" Believe
itis

;

all

hope

is

then lost ?"

and ecstasy when the priest presented to his gaze the divine
of God, the holy Host, sacred pledge of our redemp-

Lamb
tion.

The Divine Heart of Jesus reposed on the
All was over.
heart of His dying servant in that moment of indescribable
Suddenly the young martyr's brow
ecstasy and happiness.

very painful to me to be obliged to deprive
but I think I am acting honestly in telling aeemed illumined, as it were, with a dazzling aureole one had
hope
you
It is true, sir, your son may live some said a reflection of the eternal beatitude crowning him one of
the
whole
truth.
you
days yet, and I wouldn't have insisted so earnestly on his re- the elect.

me,

of

a

last

;

A
The priest then began

Doriu.i: SACRIFICE.

"I assure yon I have
Victor, d"<-]>ly moved.
nothing to reproach you with, nothing to forgive! you. WHS
not your whole
spired by the sincere love you Mt
And now that, he is sincerely reconciled to
foryour child?
God you a.sk me if I can love that fal.h'T whom I have always

administer Extreme Unction, folre, which, despite its profound
beart-rettding sorrow, ( xhales a perf inno of confidrncr no invert, to the Christian soul.
The pe),,r father, in his obscure corner, listened; and it seemed
that each of those divine words fell lik<> In-Hvenly dew upon his
long-hardened he-art, until ;xt last he found solaces in n torrent
" A
of tears.
At the moment the priest uttered the words
sacrifice to God is Bn afflicted spirit; a contrite and humble
it seemed that a ray
he-art, O G id, Thou never wilt despise,"
from heaven scattered n cloud that had long been before the
old man's eyes.
The priest continued to pray but the repentant sinner heard no more, aud seemed to be no longer
conscious of what was going on around him.
Ho hud buried

lowed by

to

interrupted

tl)

i

i

so tenderly

mercy and

:

face in his hands,

and big burning

tears

ii

arms of his son, whom,

in his joy,

he covered with tears

" It's all
it's all over," he sobbed.
have
I
I
believe
as my
believe,
God;
conquered.
you
my
beloved Victor."
Another cry a cry of victory and happiness responded
like a triumphant echo to this joyful exclamation, and Victor's
mother, intoxicated with joy and surprise, mingled her tears
of gratitude with the tears of her dying son and her converted

O

Victor, dear Victor,

over;

spouse.
But Victor soon disengaged himself from his parent's arms.
He gazed
truly heavenly joy irradiated his countenance.

A

moment affectionately on the loved faces of that father
whose blindness and errors he had KO long deplored, aud that
noble mother who had so courageously shared his sacrifice
for a

;

.

then raised his joyful eyes to heaven.
" And
" Thou wilt let
now, Lord," he cried,
Thy servant die
in peace, for his eyes have seen Thy salvation according to
Thy holy word. I return Thee thanks, O God of Goodness,
for Thy constant protection, Thy infinite mercy.
O God, Thou
hast heard my prayer, and accepted my sacrifice. For I can
now reveal the mysteries of Thy goodness I can henceforth
loudly proclaim that before leaving my home and country I
;

had

Thee

obtain from Thee the most prcciouv
conversion of my beloved father. O
mother, mother," he continued, turning towards the happy
spouse, "did I not tell you that evening under the tunnel
that the voice that called me was truly the voice of
of

offered

Thy

graces

my

infinite

of his error* ?

love-,

O

father,
nf

where the God
has descended and

my heart,

life to

the

ion.

pious young man felt his strength decreasing and his end approaching, he had requested the priest who had come to adThe
minister the sacraments to him to procure him this fave>r.
carriage having stopped before Stefauo'a door, the two priests
alighted and bore, the holy image into the sick man's room.
Then the young martyr's eyes were seen to beam joyfully at
the approach of the good fathers and the image of the Saviour.
He humbly bowed his head to receive tho benediction so ar-

dently desired, while a prayer of thanksgiving, as pure as it
was fervent, arose from the bottom of his soul to the throne of
the Eternal.
Another favor, too, was reserved for him the Pontifical
blessing sent by the Holy Father to his expiring son.
"O
"
mother," murmured Victor in a broken voice,
mother,
I am very, very happy.
now I can die.
.
.
.
But,
my good mother, we must not

...

Aud here, as if destiny was hastening to bear witness to
the truth of his words, a kind of convulsive hiccough, ami dull,
suffocating rattling suddenly smothered his voice.

These

fatal

symptoms were soon accompanied with a painful oppression

mouth.
At this eight the unhappy father uttered a terrible cry, and
rushed forward as if he wou d have protected and defended
against the approaches of death that tenderly-loved sou

!

towards his cousin, " it was your generous devotion, your
courageous resolution that inspired me with the thought of
sacrificing myself to obtain the salvation, the happiness of my

;

every instant the rattling seemed to rise and increase in intenSuddenly, a dreadful fit of coughing tore at
sity and power.
the invalid's chest, and that very instant, according to the
doctor's fatal forecasting, a stream of blood issued from his

whom

God ? Oh happy are we to have faithfully obeyed that voice his calmer and more courageous wife heroically sustained
And thanks to you, my good Joseph," he continued, turning her arms, gently pressing his drooping head to her breast.
!

let

" Here's the Tiambino of Ara
Coeli," cried several voi<
In fact, ut that moment, a large brown carriag", carefully
closed, and with the doors veiled with long red hangings, might
It contained two
bo seen advancing at the end of the street.
religious of the Order of Friars Minor, one wearing a stole,
while the other held iu his haud a lighted taper.
This carriage was that of tho Jiimitiiitn eif Ara Cooli, or
mirae-iilems image of the Infant Jesus, greatly venerated by tho
When tho
KonniiiH, particularly at the approach of death.

kisses.

"

His

1st

of the house.

trickled through

Long, very long, he remained given up to this solemn
meditation, plunged in a profound contemplation, motionless
and distracted. The priest had already left, carrying with him
the Holy of Holies, and followed by his acolyte, when the old
man, radiant, aud, as it were, transfigured, suddenly raised hia
head, and fixed a wandering, dazed look on the bed of sufl'erThen he stood up, took a few steps forward, and fell ining.

and

in

{.'ruci-,

to

Suddenly, confused clamors arose outside, before the door

his fingers.

to the

i

my arms

a loving kins unite) us tlirev in pe>ae:e; with Him !"
Tin ii, gently clasped iu each other's arms, they f
for :i fe-\v moments tho profound anguish of the approaching

;

liis

I

mother, come to

in

Night had come, and Nunziata rose aud lit the lamp, while
the profoundest silence reigned throughout that chamber of
mourning.

The hemorrhage seemed to havo brought momentary relief
The unhappy Morren had no sooner heard these words, to the poor young invalid, who lay upon his bed, pale and
which revealed to him the secret of Victor's heroic resolution, weak, but calm his cheeks sunken, his features drawn, iiis
tban for the second time he felt suffocated by his tears, as- lips livid, big drops of cold perspiration trickling every instant
tounded and prostrated by the sublimity of that filial devotion over his brow, while the counterpane moved every time his
father

!"

;

which, in his culpable incredulity and blindness, he had not
even suspected.
"O
Victor, Victor, what love !" he cried through his tears.
" Oh woe to me
me, impious wretch, who dared, in my ignorance, to accuse you of ingratitude, to compare you to a serpent

chest rose with his broken breath.

whom I had

breast, while at that very moment
about to consummate this supreme sacrifice for me

moments was silently turning over the pages of his Breviary.
The unhappy father, overwhelmed with grief, felt all his cour-

dear child, noble child," he continued, falling on his
knees by the bedside; "can I ever console myself for having so
far doubted your love
Forgive, forgive me, my child, my
Oh! can you still love your wretched father?"
dear Victor

age vanishing at the approach of the terrible and inevitable
separation but the mother, courageous like a true Christian
mother, seemed, iu t. e moment of trial, to have recovered all
her calmness and firmness. She knew that the Lord willed
that she should give up her sou to Him, and in her admirable

!

you were

Oh

cherished in

my

I

!

!

!

"

Enough, enough, dear

father,

your words rend

my

heart,"

It was about miduight
Joseph and Martin, Nunziata and
Stefano, began to pr.iy, next the table at the end of the room.
The weeping parents had not quitted their place at tin
side.
priest who had come to attend the invalid in his last
;

A

;

submission, in her heroic tv instancy, she hud suo/vvded in subduing all sentiment, all natural weakness, in order tli
easily to resign herself to the accomplishment of God's adorable will.

The young man htul moved on
" Are
you suffering much, my

bed of pain.
child ?" she asked.

his

"

Yes, mother, much, God be praised for it," he replied with
And then, after a short pause: "Do you
great calmness.
think, mother, that I shall suffer much longer ?"

"

It will

be as

God

shall wish," she responded.
"You are right," he replied. " I desire only the
God
Do with
plishment of Thy divine will,

O my

!

accom-

me

ns

Thou wilt, and as lout? as Thou wilt,'' And ho piously kissed
the crucifix that his mother presented to his lips.
" What
day will to-morrow be ?" he asked after a moment.
"Saturday, my child."
" Oh so much the better.

my Immaculate

Mother."

At these words the poor father burst into tears.
" Oh
Victor, my child, what are you saying ? You
die

!"

he

shall not

"It is impossible my son should die."
dear father," interrupted Victor, "how can you be BO

"Oh,

nth.

"

Mother, I am dying," he murmured. " Life is going. . .
"
I am dying
"
My child," she replied with heroic firmness, "our God is
good and great may His holy will be done. We will r cite
the Te Deum for your deliverance,
my son."
;

And that glorious and triumphant chant, the finest and snbJimest victorious hymn of joy ever inspired, was breathed at
that moment from the lips of that heroic mother
the
by

bed of her beloved son.*
bene

"O mother,

cries.

last

of the Lord.

was

begin

.

.

of thanksgiving
extended to give the last
its

journey.
with a last glance
will meet again in the glory and
peace
O my
.
.
Saviour, I love Thee

father,"

" we
smile,

.

And while the hymn

:veu, the priest's hand
liction to the soul about to

and a
I shall die on a day consecrated

!

to

out his nnns towards his mother.
A more violent rattling then
at his throat, and a torrent of
frothy blood issued from

t >re

murmured

Victor,

My

!

God, Jesus, and Mary !"
And the soul had received the kiss of peace from the lips of
the body, while the body, stretched motionless and
lifeless,
now reposed in the shadow of death.
But the martyr was already crowned the peace and brightness of heaven caressed his pure and tranquil brow, his noble
;

and weep when I feel so happy ?
Yes, what
happiness, what inexpressible happiness !" lie repeated after smiling countenance, with their divine rays.
an instant's pause. " My God calls me to Himself and wishes
Next morning the converted philosophe and his afflicted wife
to rejoice me with His Divine Presence !"
alighted from a carriage at the gate of the Vatican.
But still the old man wept bitterly and would not be conVictor's father desired, first of all, to pour his
grief into the
soled.
bosom of the noble Pontiff. When he was admitted to the
" O
father," resumed Victor, hi a caressing tone and with presence of the Holy Father, he immediately threw himself at
"
Why do you abandon yourself to such his feet, which he bedewed with tears.
angelic tenderness.
" O
bitter grief ?
You love me, however, and desire my
Holy Father," he murmured in the midst of his tears,
"
when the Pontiff, profoundly moved, gave him his hand to kiss,
glory and happiness before anything.
His father had not the strength to reply immediately to "our child hn s kept his word he has sacrificed
himself; he
those tender words.
has died for his two fathers !"
"
think our separation will be short.
Father," he continued,
CanYes, short, and, above all, happy, my dear father.
not you console yourself in thinking that you have a son in
CHAPTEE
heaven who died for the honor and glory of his God ?"
The poor father raised his head a calm smile of resignation
CONCLUSION.
shone through his tears. He now understood the divine language of faith.
The yonng martyr's parents, who now occupy their country
The dying man then stretched oat his already icy hand to
house at Schrambeck all the year round, still suffer from the
his companion in arms.
"
My dear Joseph," he murmured, " thanks for love and af- deep cruel wound the premature death of their beloved
Remember me to your good mother and sis- son inflicted on their hearts; but time is gradually softening
fectionate care.
And you, my dear Martin, you who have so valiantly ex- the anguish of that sorrow, which they bear like Christians.
ter.
At the foot of that bed of death, where he saw his son smile
posed your life to save mine, receive my thanks; don't forget
upon him and sleep in peace, the philosophe bade adieu to all
your friend."
the vain errors of his proud reason. Before quitting
He then turned to Stefano.
Rome,
" And
lie was solemnly reconciled to God, and the tears he shed over
you, generous friend," he continued in a voice still
his son's tomb were the humble, fervent, patient, sincere tears
weaker and more tremulous,
you and your amiable sister
who, in caring for me, have given me another home and anoth- of a Christian. He is now the friend of the venerable pastor
er country, let me thank yon a thousand times for your kind- of Schrambeck, and the members of the Society of St. Vincent
de Paul have elected him president of their confraternity.
ness and affection towards a poor stranger.
Farewell,
with his amiable wife, he has become the support, eonI'll not forget you in my
friends; farewell, all.
heavenly Along
and visible Providence of all who suffvr and mourn.
As
to
solation,
he
turncountry
you, father,"
continued,
" remember
me, I conjure you in your The dwelling of the libre-penseur of former days has become
ing towards the priest,
the refuge where the sick and indigent seek health, consolation
prayers at the altar of God."
"And you, my dear child," replied the old man, with af- and hope; and the prayer of gratitude daily ascends to God
fectionate gravity, " remember me when you are before His from more than one grateful heart, invoking His benediction on
afflicted

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

'

.

,

' '

.

throne

.

.

!"

Then

there was a long silence, broken only by the stifled
Bobs and murmurs of the young man's friends.
The clock already marked the first hour of day, when the
harsh, hollow death-rattle was again heard.
"
Mother," murmured Victor, "The moment is now ap"

proaching
" Well must we
pray, my child?" she asked.
"
Yes, mother, thanks."
She herself then began the prayers for the agonizing, and
her maternal voice, which had ceased to tremble, was sweet
and consoling to his dull < ar.
Suddenly he was seen to shudder and tremble, and stre'.ch

that justly -revered roof.
Joseph and Martin, on their return to Schambeck, were received with lively demonstrations of joy and sincere
respect.

Since then Joseph has married; he had the happiness to liud
an amiable and charming wife, who united her efforts to those
of her husband and his pretty sister Mary to make Madame
Van Dael's old age as calm and happy as a fine summer e\i-ning.
Indeed, the good lady seems to grow younger every day,
she is BO proud, happy, and contented to see a charming little boy, whom she is accustomed to call Joseph
although in
memory of his grandfather he bears the name of Henry play-

ing about her.
Thin

is

au

historical fact.

MARIE.
As to th good and brave Martin, he bnd the misfortune to loso
hi* mother, old Teresa, a few months ftffcer his return.
On
her death-bod the pious mendicant, having mado him draw
near, addressed to

him (heso words:

5.3

Those few worda

my

readers

all

they wish to
which, in
a labor

r;tory,

developments and details, has been to me
and love.
Our age, indeed, in an ago of selfishness and cowardice,
uptiim and error but, n
honor, and virtue, by God's grace, are, seen glit.t.ering lien: and
,ver the surface of this marsh, in the midst of thai
Ami bare sought according to the measure of my D
to draw from its obscurity, and fashion and
ily
one of those priceless pearls, that it might shine, in all its

all its

<

ion

"

My dear child, I am sati fin] with you: you have done
your duty. You have saved our good Joseph's life, ;md if Victor Morren is dead, it is not your fault.
But have, another
advice to give you now. As Boon as you will have laid
the ground, take care and go to Kome. When you went (hero
first, it was not so much to sc rvo the Pope as to pay your old
mother's debt of gratitude this time you will go simply for
love of our good Father, the glorious Pius IX. limp" ;.>>.i
1

;

know how to find your way without anybody's help."
Martin made it his duty to obey these last inntrnctionH.

will

After having prayed over his mother's grave, ho hatei
return to Italy, where he resumed his place in the ranks of the

;

I

;

splendor, before the, eyes of the world.
Otln r pens m "ra capable, other vol.
I know, likewise celebrated (Ms devotion

But what mutter

my voice

be

?

feeble,

Zouaves.

Although

my lips

my name

and these virtues.
be obscure, although

shall rr

.mil valiant,
year glory,
champions of faith, champions of the

irate

on arriving in Koine, was to visit his friend
Stefauo, who now alone occupies the house in the Trastevere.
The good and amiable Nunziata, whose sincere piety, after Victor's death, became still more fervent., has separated herself
forever from that world which had filled her youth with so
many trials and sorrows, and consecrated herself to God in the
silence and solitude of the cloister, where she soon became a
model to her pious sisters, thanks to the tender chcrity, humilwhich characterise her whole conduct, and
ity, and devotion
where every day she never censes to join, to the offering of her
virtues, that of her prayers, to obtain from God th soul's rest
and heavenly beatitude for the unfc.rtnnate brother to whose
salvation she had devoted her efforts, her vows, and her life.
His

suffice to toll

first care,

>

ons of justice,
tiuth

<

(

.

!

When impious conquerors strove to erase from tho pa;
history the sacred principles of rel gion and right, you replied
to that challenge by arming for the holiest cause on
When rash enemies combined to shake the foundations of
you raised like a rampart of steel around the See of Peter your
brows, your arms and your breasts. When vde enemie
to declare war against the omnipotent God, yon shed your generous blood and gathered the martyrs' palms. May e.
glory be given you, victims and heroes in peace and in war
The olive and laurel branches unite to form the diadem where!

with you are crowned.

MARIE.
friend Valentine was sitting with me one day, and we
were speaking of a imm loaded with benefits, who that
very morning had been arraigning the justice and mercy of
God.
These murmurs of the prosperous always raise strong

in two, leaving a little island not

my heart. On recalling the conversation some
had passed, I coul I not help censuring it in a
manner which might be thought excessive.
My friend remarked it, smiling s if he were wiser than I was, although he
was my junior by four or five years and his naturally good
temper checked me, when he feared that I was becoming too

reached a pool below, whence it quietly continued its course.
It required no effort to spring from the meadow to the little,
island, as the stream just there was very narrow ; and I can
hardly explain to you the pleasure I had in taking possession
of my newly discovered domain.
I threw myself at the foot of
a tree which proudly raised its head from amidst the bushes
with which the islet was covered, and for an hour lay there
doing absolutely nothing; the murmuring of the water and tho
sensation of perfect repose, threw me into a half-dreaming

MY

indignation in

hours after

it

e.

;

bitter.

" Like
you," he

said,

"

I cannot see, without

some

irritation

a man make an imaginary misfortune a ground for bringing an
accusation against God.
But because of this feeling, I think,
that when. we are removed from the st ciety of those that do so,
it is best not to recall their melancholy words, bnt to endeavor to think of actions prec'sely the reverse. Both you and

I detest from our hearts the bin of ingratitude towards either
God or man ; well, let us seek an example of the contrary virtue, and that will profit both of us much more than condemnFor my part, I have a story all ready.
Now,
ing the vice.

up the lire, and I will begin.
" You have not
forgotten when we first became acquainted.
It was at your native town, where I happened to be residing
for a few months, studying medicine with a good doctor there.
Having been brought up entirely in the country by my grandfather, I was somewhat shy and reserved, and did not seek to
.;-iy acquaintance.
My ihief pleasures were rambles in
the neighborhood, and on the sea-shore; and I have it( n
hours lying on the grass, or sitting ou the rocks, but
My walks ha
always with a favorite book in my hand.
dom any particular object in view and so it happened, that
>y I found myself in n narrow valley watered by a bright
with one side bordered by fields, and the other by astir

<

I

;

i,

more than four or five yards
in the ground produced the prettiest
cascades imaginable, the water dancing and sparkling over tho
moss-covered pebbles, until, in a shower like fine rain, it
across,

state,

and a sudden

fall

most pleasant to experience, yet

"I was roused at

difficult to describe.

and looking through
the bushes, I saw a little girl clinging to the back of a largo
Newfoundland dog, who was bringing her to my island. The
child's lit ad rested on the animal's back, and her fair curls
mingled with the rough coat of her robust companion.
They
got safely to shore without perceiving me.
However, when I
arose and approached the little girl, who was sitting on a bank
of convolvulus, her faithful guardian gave a low growl, which
The
sufficiently intimated his suspicion of my intentions.
ehiiil, too, though she endeavored to smile, was evidently not
very well satisfied with my appearance, and pale as she was
when I first fcaw her, she blushed rosy red as she tried to
her poor little bare feet with her wet frock I thought at first
last

by n

slight noise,

was fear of me that prevented her rising, as she still remained in ths: same attitude, leaning on her elbow, half hidden

it

by the tall grass.
" Go and fetch
'

them, Neptune,' she said, pointing to the
other side of the stream.
" Before
obeying, Neptune fixed his large, anxious eyes on
my face, and then came to lick my hand, as if he iutem.li

M.

i

inh> the water, and returned in a few seconds, carrying in his
mouth a pair of little crutches.

"The

child was paralytic.

"Nothing inspires one with deeper pity than the sight of
these great liumau afflictions in the .young.
In old age wi- expect to see the limbs refusing to bear their weight, to see the
eyes dim, if not quite dead to the light of the sun those privations loosen the attachment of the soul to the earth, which she
soon leave

niutst

but to see these

infirmities in

one whoso

life

only just opening, is very melancholy; and I needed nothing
more to induce me to address the child with pity and comShe could not mistake my feelings, find
passion in ray voice.
having raised herself from the ground, with the help of her
hands clasping Neptune, she allowed ine to take her to the
shade of the tree under which I had been so long resting.
"I wished to know what brought her to the little island. She
told me that while her grandmother was seeking mushrooms in
the meadow for the market, she, on her part, assisted to fill the
basket by gathering watercresses and crocuses, which met with a
ready sale. This occupation would have been dangerous
for the infirm child, had it not been for the vigilant assistance
of the dog, who seated himself gravely close to her c n the edge
of the stream, and was alwavs ready to seize her dress in case
of an accident.
Besides, the water was very shallow. The
child surprised me by saying she was nine years old ; she did
not look more than six, she was so small and thin. Her face
alone showed vigor, and notwithstanding the paleness, it was
is

/;//;.

and as her ey<s sparkled with the precocious inlelliWM Ihiuking on
gence so often displaced in sickly ehildr> n.
the unhappy lot which Providence appears to have assigned to
some amongst us. Marie had continued making up her nosegays while she was talking; and as her grandmother had now
adv need to the opposite sido of the stream, she threw over to
her the fruits of her industry. SUe then prepared to regain
the field on Neptune's back; but I rai ^e<l her in my arms, and
si r nging across, deposit d her safely by her grandmother's
side, who could not find words to thank me sufficiently for
what she was pleased to call uuch condescension.
story;

I

"After exchanging some friendly words, the old woman
yoked the dog to a little chaise, into which she lifted the child,
and then heaped around her the spoils they had collected.
Flowers yellow, lilac, and pink formed a kind of frame for
the child's sweet pale face, which I followed with my eyes
until they had reached the gate which led into the road, when,
turning the angle, they disappeared, Marie to the last waving
her little hands in sign of adieu.
" In
my childhood I had been taught to love visiting the
poor, and now that by necessity I was separated from my dearest friends, I eagerly seized this opportunity which seemed to
be presented to me, of putting in pra?tice the lessons I had so
This old woman, with her wrinkled J'ace and
early received.
back bent with labor, but still supporting herself and her
afflicted grandchild by her honest industry, was precisely one
of the class which had been pointed out to me as eminently
fall of intelligence.
deserving of the respect and help of those above them in
A child's confidence is quickly gained. It was sufficient worldly sti^ion. I am sure that it is a most happy circumfor me to caress Neptune and to reach a remarkably fina bunch stance for a young man, living alone as I was, to find two or
of watercresses, which being in a deeper part of the stream, three poor families on whom he can bestow a little money, a
she could not otherwise have obtained, to hear the history of little time, a little friendship; if he chooses, he can draw
all her family.
down abundant blessings on himself through such intercourse.
" Mrs. Lemaire dwelt in a
" Grandmother is named
Lemaire,' Marie said to me, 'and
v^ry small cottage, much out of
we both live on what she can earn by a little washing, and by repair, close to the convent of the Sisters of Charity. I genselling the mushrooms and cresses we get here and in some erally went to see her when Marie had returned from the
other fields. I hardly remember father. I know that he was Keliool which the good nuns had the charge of. I often amuscoming home from a voyage, very happy, because he knew that ed myself with hearing her repeat the lessons, and was astonho should find a little baby, for mother had written to tell ished at the aptitude she displayed for learning, and especially
him si. Mother went up the cliff to the lighthouse, to see hia for religious instruction. The faith of this dear child was so
ship enter the harbor. There she met a foolish woman, who lively, that the Gospel histories, which she could repeat by
asked her what ship she was looking for. My mother told her. heart, were often finished by a burst of tears she could not
'
Oh do you not know that ship was wrecked just round the repress. We were reading together what we are told of our
point, and every soul on board was lost?' A ship in full sail Lord receiving little children:
was just coming in, which mother, while going up the
"'Oh! if I had been there,' said Marie, Neptune would
taken for tte one she was expecting (which it have managed to get through the crowd with me, and so I
cliff, had
really was), but now she thought so no longer. She came down should have been able to touch the hand of my Saviour with
What do you think He would have done when He
the hill, and when she got home lay down on the bed. Grand- my lips.
mother said, Take courage, because of the child our good God saw my little crutches ? Do you not think that He would
is going to give you ;' but she would not listen to her, and have cured me directly ?
" The
turned her face to the wall, that she might see nobody. She
idea, almost the hope of a miraculous cure, frequentwa-, lying BO, very ill, and the doctor with her, when she heard ly returned to her.
However, her infirmities never impaired
her bright happy disposition. These very misfortunes prolather's step in the passage.
"
Two days after mother died, kissing me for, do you know, cured for her certain little privileges which at once flattered
I wasthebatiy she had promised father he should seo. He went her innocent self-love, and filled her little heart with gratitude.
to sea again, and I have seen him two or three times between his One winter's day I met her coming from school, surrounded
voyages but I only remember one thirg about him, and that by the other children, who were all engaged in a friendly conwas how he cried when he found I was paralyzed. Grandmo- test as to who should be the closest to her, and most completether used to say to me, Do this to please father," or 'Learn ly protect her. Marie explained to me that there was a boys'
that, because father will be glad when he comes home;' but school close by, and that the rude boys there amused themone day she put on me a black frock, and told me that father selves by pelting with snow-balls the little girls of the school.
was gone to heaven where mother was.
I was very sorry; However, as if to prove the falseness of the saying of a c
aud grandmother asked the neighbors to let their children writer, that childhood is an age without compassion, as soon
come in to play with me. These children jumped and danced, as these unruly lads saw Marie pursuing her way with diffiand when culty on the slippery road, a cry arose at once from ni>.
and ran about as much as they liked
No pelting until she II:IH
Let the lame girl pass!
used
to beat me them,
I
could
not
do
the
found
that
same,
they
they
Marie thanked the boys with a smile and inclination
and call me sulky. The children have become much kinder piif.Bcd
n-iw they are older, but they teased me so much, I asked of her Lead; and her grandmother, on hearing the story, expergrandmother not to let them come to our cottage, for I liked ienced a kind of pride in the misfortune of the child, which had
much better to listen to her stories, and to play alone with checked evea these rough boys in the midst of their
Neptune. He was only a puppy then; and father had brought amusement, and called forth for the moment their
him from a long way off on purpose fo/ me.'
dispositions.
" These are almost the exact words in which Marie told her
"I fancy I can still see Mrs. Lemaire's room. A largo bed
'

'

!

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

'

'

!

;
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thn end, a little crib between the fire-place and tin- v.
one of the corners an old chest, in the other :i cuckoo clock.
On the table in thi> window was an earthen dish with rosea'

in

which the good woman had placed in the sun to
Three chairs of the humblest description were neai the
dry.
flro-place, and over it, on-tho shelf, was an linage of <mr Lady
in plaster, who, all through the slimmer, held a bunch of wild
flowers in her Laud.
There wag one picture on the wall the
Flight into Egypt. Marie had an immense admiration for this
picture; and she also cultivated a great intimacy with the cuckoo>
who clapped his wings and cried cuckoo as each hour ramo
round. You must excuse these minute details; but the recollection of this humble market-woman and her grandchild, who
loved me well, ami whose example was most salutary to me, is
a bright spot in my heart. For two years I never passed a
week without at least once taking a seat at their friendly hearth;
leaves in

it,

they imagining themselves my debtors for the trifling assistance
I afforded them, while, in reality, I owed them much which I
could never repay.
The old woman frequently expressed her
astonishment that I found time to visit them, when what she
considered the best society of the town was open to me. I endeavored to change her opinion, by pointing to her, in its true
colors, the ordinary intercourse of the world.
" 'True
friendship,' I said to her, 'may be found in all
ranks; but these very fine ladies and gentiemen, who profess so
much, if they heard I were ill and dying, would send their
compliments and enquiries to me, and go to a ball iu the evening as cheerfully as ever; while you, I know, would watch over
me like a mother, and Marie would hobble to the church, and
upend the last penny in the house for a candle to burn for me
before the altar of our Lady, Help of Christians.'
"Mrs. Lemnire listened attentively to what I said, and the
child, fixing her large eyes on me, thanked me by a look,
which expressed much more than words could do. Neptune,
too, licked my hand, as if he wished to assure me that he
joined iu the affectionate regard of the cottage.
" Some
people say that anxiety for the necessaries of life
d:ies up the hearts of the poor; but I have seen many times
proofs of the contrary; and I affirm that a thirst for pleasure
and luxury has made mora selfish beings than all the poverty
in the world.
I must tell you of their charity to those poorer
than themselves. This old woman, who was obliged, when she
returned from the fields or the market in a heavy rain, to wear
still her wet clothes on her limbs, stiffened with rheumatism,
for want of others,
this woman, I say, in the midst of her inMuch
digence, found a thousand opportunities of doing good.
of the produce of the fields, which she gathered with so much
She was
labor, found its way to the.sick of the neighborhood.
famous for her skill in preparing those infusions of herbs which

country people still have so much faith in; and many a night
she passed by a sick bed, when the patient was too poor to engage a hired nurse. Other and higher assistance she was also
well able to afford, for, she herself n model of patience, submission, and confidence in God, was listened to with gratitude
and hope by many a poor sufferer in need of learning to practise

these virtues.

" I have now arrived at the
period when the event occurred
which is the point of my story.
" Marie was now eleven
For some months she
years old.
had been under instruction, and now, in a week, she was to
make her First Communion.
I was on my way to call at the
At a side altar,
cottage, but passing the church, I went in.
on which was the image of our Lady, I saw the child kneeling,
A ray of sun shone full on her
quite absorbed in her prayerd.
face, and I was so struck with the expression of ardent faith
and the sweetest tenderness of devotion, that I could not help
Often I have given her a
speaking of it to the old woman.

/

nil is persuaded (hut, she
out crutches on the day of her 1'irht

"This

declaration,

made

will

bo able

Communion

'.it

walk with-

!'

silenced

in a brol.

mo

for

aent.

" The old
uji

sighed, called in Neptune, who
outside, shut HM
loOT, and

woman
:in

was

sleep-

1

her knitting, she went on with her story with more com-

poitu
" Marie has been so
enjoying the idea of your surprise, for
I have unt been able to persuade her that it is p
This
good God may not see fit to grant her what she asks.
'

morning she begged me not to tell y^u anything about it until
after her cure.
Poor darling; yesterday, in play, she put the
end of one of her crutches into the fire. I called out to her to
take care lest it should bo burnt. She said, 'In a week I shall
want it no more, but run about like other children.'
"Mrs. Lemairo turned her head away, and taking off her
I must get some new ones, she
spectacles, wiped them.
Her sight,
I am growing old, and my sight is dim.'
said;
indeed, was dim, but it was with tears.
'

'

'

" Wo have all heard of
many miraculous cures,' I replied,
'
with some hesitation.
How is it that Marie- h ;s not imparted
to you some of her strong hopes, as it is from your pious
example that she has learnt to indulge in them ?'
"'lean doubt neither the power nor the goodness of
I can only think of her own unworthiGod,' she answered.
ness, and, I fear, presumption, in asking for a miracle to bo
'

'

wrought in our favor; and I much fear that Marie, when no
In the midst
longer infirm, may lose her habits of devotion.
of my toil I think of heaven, where I hope to go with my
grandchild; and then all the troubles of this life appear as
If I
nothing compared with the glorious hope of the future.
have lost my son and daughter, I know that I shall find them
again; and this thought supported me to bear their departure.
If you tell me that I am old, and Marie has not been well a
single hour since she was born, and that we must bear with
many privations, I only say, a little patience, and we shall both
soon be in the world where there is neither pain nor want. My
darling'* infirmity cost me at first bitter tears, but I have since
discovered that this very infirmity drew her more closely to
me, disposed her to more holy and Christian thoughts than wo
meet with in children free to do as they will with their young
limbs; and I have often thought that, instead of wishing it
otherwise, I ought rather to thank our good God for my parIn my mind, it is best for us poor blind
alysed child.
creatures to pray to Him who sees and knows all to do as He
wills, not as we would wish.'
" She was here
interrupted by the return of her grandchild.
She entered joyfully, and seating herself on Neptune's back,

patted his great head. The dog rose gently, and carried her
across the room, barking with delight.
Marie threw to souin
distance one of the crutches, and then leaving her seat on NVptuue, instead of supporting herself by the table and the wall,
as she had always been forced to do, with the help of one
crutch alone she succeeded in reaching the other, which by
this time Neptune had got in his mouth.
The grandmother
made a gesture of astonishment. Marie then seated herself by
the fire, without making any remark upon her having, for the
first time in her life, -walked with only one crutch.
Before
leaving, I pressed Mrs. Lernaire's hands between mine.
" I will return
to-morrow,' I said, 'and every day until the
'

first

"

Communion

My heart

emotion I

is

made.

'

beat so quick

!

I cannot describe to

you the

felt.

" The next
day, and the next, the same scene took place,
and I could no longer contain myself.
" Dear
Let us try if you canMarie,' said I, I know all
trifle of money to assist her in preparing some little signs of
not walk down the street with one crutch. I will be close at
She hand, in ease you should need assistance.
festivity on the great day of Marie's First Coiumunson.
" I will
became pensive, and with some hesitation, said
go to the church,' said the child, with extraordinary
" I
to
it
but
I
tell
about
must
firmness.
To-morrow I shall not want even one crutch.'
promised
say nothing
you,
" We shall
to whom I tell everything. Marie began yesterday a Noveiia t.
see,' said the grandmother, pale with anxiety ;
our Lady, Help of ChristioiiK, to obtnin through lr
and I echoed her words' We shall see we shall
'

'

!

'

'

:

'

'

;

'

!
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"The

trial

then began.

Marie vent on in front, and I folI do not know whether those

;rnndniother.

me walking with the poor old
looks troubled Me little
1 was
too
ard them.
I saw nothing ml' the child walking before us, and every now nnd then turning her Lead, with
a triumphant smile era her lips.
reached the church in
nil went to kne"l at the altar of our Lady, Help of
i.

luit tin ir

I

/

" I was
going on, but stopped short b fore the earnest look
of the paralysed child.
:

murmur!' she

'

I

Oh

no

!

cried.
'I pray with less confidence
never will I act thua, though 1 huve committed a great
!

fault.'

"The child cast down her eyes,. and a bright blush came
over her sweet face, as I gently inti
her.
" Before
my cure,' said she, 'and while I was praying to tho
How earnestly I prayed
Christiana.
Holy Virgin to help me, I felt my heart all on tire. I was
"The grandmother, with her forehead on the pavement, was cured
Well, and then I returned thanks to her at the altar
in the convent chapel.
I was much distressed, and could not
sobbing bitterly.
looked for day was the next. The ceremony was pray as I UK> -d to.
Even while kneeling before her ime
to take place in the parish church, which was much farther off was thinking, not of the goodness God had shown to in
than the cl.urch of the convent which Mrs. Lemnire and Marie of going to the little island where I first saw you without tho
dly frequented ; but notwithstanding the greater dis- help of Neptune; and then I fancied mysi-lf in the little play-lie had to walk, all
happened as the child had predicted. ground at school, running with the other girls, and playing at
She had no other support but her grandmother's arm, either
I was so
dore, instead of sitting alone in a corner.
in going or returning.
The neighbors, from their windows, happy that I forgot to be grateful. But our good God saw all.
1 her with
friendly interest and the most lively expres- He knew that I should not give Him my heart if I recovered,
sions of sympathy and pleasure.
Neptune alone appeared anx- so He sent back my infirmity, that I might be wholly His.
" I have
ious and uneasy at seeing his little mistress depart without the
preserved the exact sense of this explanation, so adsin ports he believed essential to her.
He peized the edge of mirabio in iU Christian humility; but I regret that I 0)
Mrs. Lemaire's best gown, and endeavored to drag her back to give it to you in Marie's own simple words. Was she right iu
read in the Gospel, that of the ten lepers
Hago, and making a hundred circles round M.'iric, skeined her conjecture?
to try to remind her of what she had forgotten.
Finally, the cleansed, nine departed without one word of gratitude and
prudent Neptune was obliged to be locked np. As for me, I thanksgiving or the great benefit they had just received; but
and so great was my confi- \vi; iii'n not told that, the disease fell again on these men, in punscarcely knew what 1 did for joy
dence, that the evening before I had written home a long ac- ishment for their neglect. Mrs. Lemaire had charged me to
count of the events of the last few days, of which I had been a reprimand, if necessary, the dear, infirm child; and I, instead,
witness.
had received from her a lesson of confidence and filial submis" The child
V\
returned, after hearing a Mass of thanksgiving, sion to our Lord's will, which I hope never to forget.
so much fatigued, that she went to bed.
A good night told the grandmother of what had passed, she seemed relieved
way all feeling of weariness; but when she set off for of a great burthtn. For this old woman no misfortune was
school tho next morning, she found it impossible to advance, without its consolations, so full was her heart with the idea of
even a few yards, without the help of one crutch at least. For the eternal justice of God.
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lays this assistance was sufficient, and she then became
and in much the same state ns she had always been,

;,

the last fortnight, and the other crutch was resumed.
Marie wept almost without ceasing; her grandmother was not
licteil; but herjihief trouble was her fear lest the child's
faith and confidence should be shaken by this sad termination
until

to her hopes.
" I had
just received

"I was obliged next day to sail; and as I knew no one to correspond with in the town, a year passed without my hearing
The recollection of their poor
any news of my two friends.
dwel ing, and of the little island, came to me, however, as
often as that of my old home, where my grandfather and sister
were expecting me.
When I purchased, at the ports \vc
stopped at, little artic!eij of the manufacture of different conntries, I never forgot to set something aside for Marie; and I
already fancied I heard her expressions of pleasure and gratitude, while the ship was entering the harbor, and I saw
the familiar lighthouse on the cliff, at the foot of which stood
the convent chapel and Mrs. Lemaire's cottage.
''I waited until evening before visiting them, for I had quite

an appointment as surgeon on board a
and I was preparing for my first voyage, which was exMrs. Lemaire acknowledged
pected to last fourteen months.
to me that she could not speak to Marie upon her feelings,
the state of which she so much desired to know; and, yielding
to her importunities, I promised to try to fathom the depths of
the child's innocent heart.
This commission was most dis- a large package of presents to carry. On drawing near, I saw
I have seen men who thought themselves the a light in the well-known window, a:nl I hasti-ned on, full of
tressing to me.
wisest of moralists, models of firmness and courage, b
A dog was scratching at the
pleasure and expectation.
they bore with exemplary fortitude the misfortunes of their door and howling; and I was astonished to find that poor
A sudden fear cam
neighbors, so long as they suffered not by them; but this is tune was shut out and neglected.
not my nature, and I cannot help participating largely iu the me; when the dog recognized me, and ch:.uged his howling in:,f those I know and love.
It was, then, with much pain, to a low moan, like the sobbings of a child.
I opem
iving the child a pretty agate rosary my sister had sent door, and ho crept in with me.
Nobody was there but two
One of aged women: one was sitting by the bed, reading with difficulty
her, that I seated myself opposite to her by the fire.
her little crutches was under her arm, and the other lying at a chapter of the Imitation 1o her dying friend.
" Mrs. Lcrcaire raised herself at the sound of
her feet; and as I cast my eyes on it, they filled with tr
my voice, and
"Not knowing how better to begin, I plucged at once into fixed on nie a look full of alii ciion.
" 'Marie is
a few days ago; in nurssubject.
gone first,' sad she
''
'said
have
Marie,
I,
you prayed to our Lady, Help of ing her I took her sickness, and Iv fore to-morro\v night I shall
have rcjoiutd my darling.
If our child li;.d been cured by a
Christians, sitiee your Mass of thanksgiving
" The fiiild rested her head
on her knees, and her sobs for miracle, as we once thought she was, if she were still living,
some time prevented her from answering. I could not re
:ixiety it would give mo to have to leave her expo
my own tears, and they fell fast on her thin littlo hand, which till tho snares and perils of the world. Old ns I was, I could
held in mine. Poor Marie saw my grief, and recovered her- not have expected to be able to protect her long.
But what
OIHT than I could.
docs our dear Lord do ? Instead of granting us a grace full of
He calls the child to Himself, io crown her with His
"'To-day I have wept for the last time; for I will not
afe with Himself forever.
Hi'
hi-ni -tits, and to
grieve rny dear grandmother nor you.'
The way not to grieve us,' I replied, is to pray constant- shortens her separation from me, whom she lov?d so wi-ll.
Last night she came to summon me hence, and 1 fe!t her little
ly to our Blessed L dy with great fervor and confidence, and
'o murmur agm
h aid pass acrosw niy forehead.
There seemed to be 11 ray of
holy will."
vessel,

'

'

'>'

I

,

i

'

'

1

'
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STORY OF A PMT; or noors.
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room.
all around me, nnd a sweet odor filled the. po
" The
neighbor wbo was watching by Mrs. Ler
side, and who had stopped in her reading ou my entrance, now
beckoned me mysteriously to the hearth.
" It -will be
The death-watch is in the
to-night,' said .-In'.
hear
it
souml
?'
not
do
you
chimney;
"I he.iitated, ami heard distinctly the voice of a mirdl bird,

sunshine

>.

and
"
is

at regular intervals uttered a little cry, very melancholy
sweet.
'
You think it is the death-wntch,' said she; 'but to me it

my

darling's voice, telling me of tin- goodness find glory of
and begging me to stay no longer here. Oh it is in-

God,
deed no bird it is Marie. You know how often I used to call
her my little dove
" There was
nothing dreary or painful about this death-bed:
all that we saw was a tranquil farewell to the troubles of this
earth, and a foretaste of celestial joys, and a song of thanksgiving for trials patiently endured, and for p: omised happiness*.
Mrs. Lemaire died the following morning, just at dawn. I followed her coffin to the cemetery, amid a crowd of j oor neighbors, whom she bad so oft:-n succored, ami who formed a
!

'

!

deeply afflicted yet orderly little procession.
"I have now finished my story of Marie and her grandmother; and I can assure you when, unhappily, I sometimes
hear men declaim agnirst Providence, I always recollect, that
a poor old market woman and her paralytic grandchild found
no grounds for crying out against the judgments and mercy of

The Story

this old

woman mid
;
.

I'M

!,

up
let,

I

nil
nil

t<>

child

-ult,

for nil

nt,

.ample of

i!

in

m<

Ji

le,

to overcome,

.r

if

I

have

it

to

repeat to myself thr words c,f Marie, when hlie hart given
hopo of a cure; and before murmuring ajjr.inst !)
examine themselves \\.-ll, to KM: what their gratitude

has b
Valentino having finished his story, I said:

"However

true your story may lie, it will find many incredthat such virtue and elevating thoughts have been

ulous,

found in the poor cottage, and from tho lips of its povertystricken inhabitant!).
However, will you allow mo to write

down

for

friends

my

thu history of Mrs.

Lemaire and her

grandchild ?"
" Yon
may -write for generous souls, for sincere Christians,"
" who are. to be found in all ranks of f
said Valentine,
for those who remember that tho Mother of God could not
sifl'ord a lamb for tho ransom of her Divine Son, that the Apostles were laborers and fishermen, and that many a saint has
been engaged in hard work to earn hia daily bread. What
say* the sacred Scriptures, in the eleventh chapter of I.,
asticus: 'The wisdom of the humble shall exalt his head, and
Praise not a
shall make him sit in the midst of great men.
man for his beauty; neither despise a man for his lo k. The
bee is small among flying things: but her fruit hath the chiefest sweetness.'"

of a Pair of Boots.

alms given with discretion is like a, bill of exchange
heaven, and which is never protested. It is
often, indeed, paid before the time, and usually with large inThe hero of the present story will furnish us with an
terest.

ANdrawn upon

example.

There was once, in the year 1848, in the military hospital of
n large town, which some reasons prevent my naming, a soldier
called Francois, belonging to the
(the same reasons oblige
me to be silent as to the number of the artillery regiment which
was then garrisoned in that town). Francois, n, native, of a little village of Alsace, in

ho'irn of weariness find din'

my

ions are liable

'

'

who

In

(iod.

the department of the Bas-Khin, was

The doctor who attended him mainlying sick in the hosptal.
tained that tlie extreme pleasure he felt at the idea of returning
k> his village (for Fra^ois had obtained his dismissal) was the
cause of the serious attack with which lie had been seized.
Excess in anything is a fault. Be that as it may, Francois was
as good a Christian as he was a brave s aldii-r.
During tho
seven years he had passed in his regiment he had never been

was for having given
seriously reprimanded but oiice; and that
a sabre thrust to one of his comrades for speaking irreverently
As for himself, he had long thought this
of sacred things.
blow, given ill so good a cause, acceptable to God.
The evening before his departure, when Francois, now almost
convalescent, was preparing to quit the hospital and return
home, he perceived in one of the long corridors a st. auger n
iu travelling, had
tall, robust young man, -who, from fatigue
This
been obliged to remain some days in the hospital.
stranger, named Thomassin, also intended leaving on the morrow, and his departure was at that moment the subject of conversation -with the chaplain.
" Monsieur
1'Abbu," said he to the priest, "I have recovered
my health in this house; complete the work of mercy by giving
me a p:<ir of shoes, for the rough roads have wurti mine out.
shoes, which you may be good enough to give or obtain
for me, will, perhaps, conduct me on the road to fortune."
"I will willingly give you those that I wore in the conan werod
1:1! in the winter, to keep me from the cold,"

but they will not go oa your feet: you a r.: bigger
than I am. lind L will Bee I will fetch them."

'
Do not go, Monsieur I'Abbe" !" cried Francois, approaching
the speakers; " I have found what you want."

"Where?"
"In my bag."
" But do not
yon need them

yourself '"

"I
only want one pair, and I have two. It is true, they are
boots; and if Monsieur, whose foot seems about my size, will
"
permit me to offer them, they are now at his service.
The traveller willingly accepted so kind an offer; and, giving
his name to the generous soldier, he asked for his, and that of
his country and his village, saying, "Who gives to the
poor
lends to God."
" Which our
Heavenly Father will return a hundredfold,"
said the abl

n

;
.

Early on the morrow the stranger and Frr^ois, each with
their bags at their back, sticks in their hands, and in
complete
travelling costume, met accidentally in the chapel of the hosBoth were good Christians; and both, on the point of
pital.
commenciug a long journey, wished to put themselves under
the protection of Him whose powerful hand could preserve them,
from danger.
Whilst Francois his heart joyous and his purse lightjourneys on, singing one of the songs of his childhood, let us
follow the

young

traveller

who

is

sadly leaving his country to

push his frrtune among the gold mines of California. The joyous child of Lauguedoc, Thomassin, still young, had
lost, with
tins last

father

member

had

left

of his family, the mode:-

B

his

dying

him.

Carefully taught, by the care el the old
cure of his village, the first elements of -a religious edue
he had learnt later at school the art of drawing,
by which he
would be aided in gaining un honest livelihood. Thoi:
might have been an artist, if he had not been dazzled by the
the goL.en dreams which pointed to California as a l.iiid of

Behold him, then, launched on the road of
promise.
prise, sad withal, but strong in health, well clothed, and above
all, well shod.
.

One

of his countrymen, a friend of his
childhood,

in a ship at Havre ready to sail for the Calif o;
uud in this he purposed to embark. From the

was mate

'!

town wL

TUI-: ,vyv>/.')'

58

was
dr<-d

to Havre,

it

was morn than

:md u hun-

n hirnlr*

]

ir

'

A

traveller,

who,

\villi

ut his legs at his di

Thomassin, nothing frightened by so great u
<l from
bravely on, eating one day the piece of bread
the last, and moistening it with water from a
at night n hospitality paid for the next morning by :\ i-ndo
drawing representing the portrait or caricature, as it happened,
of the landlady, Travelling in this manner for fifteen days, our
i

;

<

'

courageous youth arrived at Havre the evening before the vessel
sailed. His friend received him cordially, and soon installed him
On the morrow they
!>tant in the cook's department.
and Thomassin, standing on
set sail, favored by a line br.-eze
deck, piously uncovered his head before the cross of Noire
Dame de Grace, the modest chapel, so dear to the mar ner,
His eyes full of
that crowns the -wooded hills of HonnVur.
tears, but his heart beating hopefully, he now addressed a last
adieu to tho shores of France.
;

II.

Let us pass over the incidents of a long voyage the squalls,
the tempests, the dangers, and the grumbling of the ship's
e >'.'k at his assistant;- let us pass over all that, and introduce
our voyagers to the harbor where they arrived in the early
and
part of September, 1848. Thomassin, strong vigorous
and his
gifted with great courage and energy, soon set to work,
undertakings, blessed by God, whom he never ceased to invoke
night and morning, were crowned with Bucc9ss. Prudent,
economical, avoiding the seductions which smiled on his path,
and renouncing those pleasures on which so many of his unhappy companions made shipwreck, he saw himself, at the end
of fifteen months, the possessor of a considerable sum realized
He was, in fact, n rich man.
in gold.
Thomasain, after offering fervent thanks to Him who had

blessed his labors, set out on his return to France. While he
voyages under the mild rays of the star propitious to mariners
the stella. matutinalet us return to the other traveler,
whom we left singing on the road to Alsace.
III.

Happier than his companion at the hospital, Francois, the artillery-man, had returned to his village, his old father, and his
But three days before his arrival the paaffectionate mother.
ternal house had been devoured by flames, and his family at

moment were completely ruined. This sad event mingled
a few bitter tears with those he shed on embracing his old parents ; but strong in adversity, with the strength that comes
from above, he found at the bottom of his heart words of hope
that

and consolation.
" Ra-assure

r.Mi; <>v
and the brigadier had not yet
the north win
the large trees of the neighboring fon *t; and at JMl.crxulei rain,
mixed with hail, dashed against the windows of the house,
where the happy family waited with an i:
-ting to uneasiness, us the church clock struck nine.
aid not keep quiet; he bent time with his thi;His wife, seated in a largo arm-chair, whose
the lattice panes.
yellow stuff probably dated as far back as tho reign of good
King Dagobert, wr.s devoutly reading a book of prayers. The
grandfather, ixn old grenadier, was in the corner cleaning his
face
gun the old grandmother, on her side, was v
" Poor little
of the child, and covering it with kiwic?, savin,*,
how it resembles its father !" All new-born babes
angel
resemble their father that every one knows.
Mnrie, the
young sister of Fra^ois, was contemplating with emotion the
colored portrait of a dragoon, in lull uniform, framed in
walnut-wood.
"
Decidedly Simon will not come this evening," said Francois, suddenly breaking the silence which for some moments
had reigned in the room where the family were assembled
"tho rain increases, the roads are frightful, arid the sky black
as an ink bottle.
Let us go to bed."
"Yes, but it will soon be ten."
"Let us wait till then."
At that instant a bright flash of lightning lit up the sky, and
The three women crossed
peals of thunder shook the house.

had struck on the

village clock,

The night was dark

arrived.

;

:

i<;

;

!

;

themselves.

"Come, let us go to bed," repeated Francois, "it has
struck ten Simon will not come;" and, wishing his mother
and father good-night, he was preparing to retire, when,
all of a sudden, the gallop of a horse was heard in the distance.
"It is Simon's horse," said the old man, "I recognize his
pace."
" More

rapid than usual, because he is late."
approaching nearer and nearer, soon stopped at
the door. Francois hastened to open it, and cried out, "It is

The

noise,

not he !"
Instead of Simon, it was a tall stranger, wrapped in a largo
blue mantle, his face encased in a thick black beard, and his
head covered with a glazed hat.
"It is not he; that is true," said the stranger; "but
it is his representative. I am charged with this letter for you."

"
" In that case
you are welcome," replied Frai^ois.
Pray
the
enter
house."
and
alight
While the old man conducted Simon's horse to the stable,
Francois rapidly read the letter, which was as follows
:

"My GOOD OLD

Pardon me if important
reasons, that you will soon know, prevent my naming your
child, and as it is necessary to have a godfather for your

-COMRADE:

members of his fam- daughter, I send another, also called Joseph, so that you will
"Godwill not abandon not have to change au iota of the names you agreed on. In
Him, and our house will be this manner the little one and everybody will gain by it I

yourselves," said he to the

ily

who were assembled around him

;

you. Let us fervently pray to
raised from its ashes the hail will spare our harvest, and the
;

You will see."
fertilize our vines.
Meantime, God sent to console him one of those sweet angel*
a young and pious t irl, whom he had called in former days
his little sister, but was now to call his wife.
The first care of Marianne now Madame Francois was to
raise from its ruins, with the money of her marriage portion,
the desolate house of her new parents and as the hail spared
the harvests, whilst the sun fertilized the vines, the family had

sun will

;

hopes of being again well off. They had not, inde rd, twenty
crowns but they had" paid all their debts, and Madame Fran9ois had just given her husband a charming little girl, as pretty
as her mother.
She was to be ba tized on Saturday morning,
and called Marie in honor of the god-mother, Francois' young
an old
sifter, and Josephine in honor of the godfather,
comrade of the child's father an excellent man, lately retired
from servicein a neighboring village.
The god-father was to come on Friday to pass tho night at
the parents' house to be introduced to his god-daughter, and
to bo all ready for the time of tho christening.
Eight o'clock
;

;

alone shall lose the pleasure I promised myself ia accepting

one

title

more

to

your friendship.
Adieu,

my old

friend,

Always yours,
SIMON."
"

Marianne," cried Francois after attentively reading this
" Offer Monsieuv
the best, you
somerhing to drink
understand." Then approaching the stranger, he took him by
the hand, saying, "Once more welcome, since you come on
the partof my old fellow comrade; and pardon me if the hospi al;ty we poor peasants have to offer is not worthy of you."
" Make
yourse f easy," answered the stranger; "I am not of
high birth like yourself I am the son of a simple husbandman, whose name to-day I am an pnud in bear as I shall be tomorrow to give mine to your beloved child."
At eleven o'clock, the representative of brigadier Simon, well
dried externally, by n largo wood firo which had been re-lit on
the hearth, and warmed intemnlly by the corteuts of an old
bottle of wine, asked permission to retire.
" Do as if
you were at home," said Francois and exchaugnote,

;

f

;

;

A7V/.T

Till';

ing a second shake of the hand he conducted
ber prepared for his friend Simon.

him

to tho

A

\V.\Tl

cham-

il.iori

undrrsliioii

.71

'II.

pn>dn<" d by

"And this is why,"

IV.

On the

morrow, the storm had completely censed the nKy
was magnificent not a cloud was to 1>o ween the Countenance
of the stranger, reflecting the happiness which illumined that
of his new friends, was also serence.
All was joy in the littie
the church had. the appearance of a fete and
village of
;

;

;

;

;

joyous notes. Tho baptism took place
at ten, and was immediately followed by a repast, which, to
the friends of thefamily, is always indispensable. M. In Cu'C-,
seated in the place of honor, presided on the occasion with
much gaiety the scene was an animated one the well storked
cellar was not spared ; happiness in a village is never miserly ;
the heart, they say, is always in tho hand.
Franrjois, whoso
fke voice every Sunday at the chorister's desk made the schoolmaster, who was director in chief of the music, envious, was
asked for a song.
At first he begged to be excused, at last lie said, "I will give
you a little romance, that a comrade, who was ill from a
"
and in a loud
fall, taught me in the hospital of
voice he sang one of those beautiful chansons of M. da
the bell sent forth

its

;

;

;

Hegur.

The stranger, being invited in his turn, excused himself,
"
However," added he, "as I ought
saying he had no voice.
to pay my reckoning I will relate, if you like, between the
fruit and the cheese a true history."
As so mas the dessert
had been placed on a tablecloth, of snowy whiteness, Simon'
representative spoke as follows
;

:

"

(I:

belter

!":

>

--d.

t.li.'

eaid a

entering the

in

f

" this is
chamber;
why the ex brigadier Simon yielded his
old comDo you uuo
rights to your friend.
,'.

,

rade

"

?

"You

are come too lute, Simon," said Fra^ois, extending
hand to his old oompauion-in-aniiH.
"It is never too late," said Simon, " when we arrive in time
to witness the happiness of our friends; m.il while there remains a glass of wine on the table to drink their health."
his

V.

"

is not finished," resumed the rieh Biranger.
words I pronounced on taking leave of the generous
FriinroiH were these:
Who gives to the poor, h nils i<> God;
and the chaplain of the hospital added: Which our good God
will repay a hundredfold,' and He has sent me to-day, my dear
Francois, to pay His debts. Saying this, he took out of his
portf lio a packet of bank notes, which he divided in the fol"
lowing manner:
"
Twenty notes of a thousand francs for Fran9ois; twenty
notes of a thousand francs for Madame Fran9ois; and twenty
"
notes of a thousand francs for my god-daughter.
The worthy people would have refused this recompense from

My history

" Tho

last

'

'

'

their grateful friend, if the curd had not forced
what he called the debt of the good God.

them

to accept

At that moment the village postman brought a letter to Mademoiselle Marie; it was dated from Rome. By turns pale and
red with emotion, she hurriedly perused it; and uttering a joyful cry announced to tho company that Andre the cavalier of
the llth dragoons, had quitted Borne, and embarked at Civita
1

two years and a half ago. A
poor traveler coming from a distance, exhausted by fatigue,
and emaciated by hunger, not having a sou in his pocket or a Vecchia, to return home for good.
" Bravo
sole to his foot, was obliged to stop at the hospital of the town
my children !" said the curd; "all is indeed happio As he was young and healthy, some days rest soon ness to-day," and he added, whispering to Marie, "when shall
set him up again.
He wished to continue his journey but the wedding be ? "
" Ask
his
illness
his
during
purse had not re-filled, nor his shoes
my mother," said she, blushing like a rose in May.
been re-soled; the road that he had to travel was long. What
"In a month," answered the good old woman.
" And I will
should he do? Should he leave it all to God? Yi s, that's
pay the violins," said the rich stranger, throwwhat the poor traveler did, and the blessiog of God came to ing on the table twelve bank notes.
hi's aid and sent him one fine morning a pair of new boots.
A
"If you go on in this manner," said Fra^ois, "you will
brave soldier who was about to quit the hosp.tal at the same keep nothing for yourself."
"
and opening
But the most precious treasure of all, look
time, to return home, was on this occasion the instrument of
God's mercy. This man, named Frangois, is to-day the father with a small gold key suspended from his neck, a box of ebony,
of my god-daughter."
richly inlaid with mother of pearl and ivory, he took out a pair
" But how did
"
you learn this story?" said Francois, his face of old boots; " This," said he, is the foundation of all; with
as red as a Mon morency_ cherry; " the poor traveler is dead, these bo ,-ts, I have made my fortune."
no doubt from want in California, where he went to seek his
The following year, about the same day, brigadier Simon
fortune."
a
presented at the baptismal font of the little church of
" I learnt it from
himself, for he has not forgotten it," said fine bov, the son of Madame Francois, and whom his god-faththe stranger.
er promised to teach the military exercise when he was six
" Is he still alive?"
years old.
" He
Francois, the best of sons, the happiest of husbands, and
is, and what is more is rich, for he found the fortune
the most tender father, is now mayor of his commune. Whenhe went to seek."
" Where is he at this moment ? "
ever he meets a beggar on the road, he never fails to give him
"
" In
cried the stranger, pressing to his bosom charity, and murmur in a low voice these words:
your arms
" Who
gives to the poor lends to the Lord."
him, whom he called his first benefactor.

My story commences nearly

,

.

;

'

I
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The Story
sad events which changed the destinies of France, dea larger fortune than that of the hero of

TIHEstroyed many

but it could not have reduced to destitution a more
deserving family. At the time that Captain Gerbaut held an
honorable rank in the army, Madame, his wife, kept the postHe was dismissed, and his wife
office in a provincial town.
Whilst the fallen captain was uselessly seeklost her office.
ing some humble employment, his family, in the meantime,

this story;

of a

Watch.

economised as much as possible. More than a year had passed, and their resources were nearly exhausted.
Gerbaut, overwhelmed by these misfortunes, and discouraged by v
success, fell ill; he would have died, had not his wife, with the
courage of despair, devoted her days and nights to work as
It was piteous to see such
laborious as it was unprofitable.
a feeble creature oppre-scd with so many cures, fatigues, and
Gerbaut suffered all the tortures of a sensitive
anxieties.
;

THE STOI;Y or
mind, and only supported the bunion of life hi the liopo of
his poor companion, and finding mean;;
for

1

she could to

liido

their

p.

the world. She imposed upon herself the
most cruel privations to keep up a decent appeal-am
This
'ii shame lit an hono'-able
poverty, than fn
sonal dignity, and ;i desire cot to afflict her husband and her1

.'.

with

th-'
harrowing spectacle of their deep <li
Gerbaut thought, too, and perhaps with reas n, that
pity is not a promoter of success, and that the merer their
misery was known, the loss chance her husband would have of
obtaining employment. Their dwelling, therefore, was
f

le

rather than, poor; a scrupulous attendance to iieahu:
order excluded the idea of extreme misery.

Though the captain was no longer young, he courageously
resolved to undertake anything that came in his way. AH he
wrote a good hand, and was an excellent accountant, he occasionally obtained manuscripts to copy, or accounts to make up;
but these resources were very uncertain. Nevertheless, this
in his heart.
He returned happy to
when he brought the means of procuring his
companion some days of repose. The children also had their
With what
fetes, more delightful because they were so rare.
ness the poor father saw them jump and shout joyously
him
How- affected he was in contemplating their
little happy faces, when ho could say on entering, ''Julie,
L
ave met with something good." Then ho displayed

work
hi.i

w.trnr.

coat; he had, besides, a real esteem for

whose honorable

bauf,

(':-.

appreciated b'
of his corps.
of a
The general's party on this daj
dozen Choice companion*. During dinner 1.
turnedrial improvement.
French activity had then
begun to impart to the arts of pf r
t'li'ieen ye.irs on the field of battle
throughout
ch::

1

'Hit did all

Ma.'

PC

A

raised

some hope

dwelling,

I

!

1

.

1

charmed gaze beautiful fruit, pretty cakes, and sparkling bonbons; round which they merrily danced before eat'ng.
But soon the future began to show itself under a moie severe
aspect, to these young daitghters of Captain (lei-bant; they
grew up aud began to work, aiding their mother in making
tapestry for the manufactory which furnished her with emplovment. All three carefully repaired the linen and clothes
which still remained with them. Sad as was this occupation,
it employed them, and gave them the satisfaction of having
His
performed a duty. The captain was the most unhappy.
wife, knowing how accustomed he was to an active life, saw
him with distress becoming a, prey to inaction, find despair
to their

amounting- almost to rage, at the idea of being not only useless, but a charge to his family.
Every day she invented a
new pretext for his leaving home; and to distract his
thoughts, urged the necessity of some plan, some, visits, giving
him often a hope which she had not herself.
But this man,
so brave before the enemy, showed a want of cjurago in exhimself to icfusal or humiliation; he could not proclaim
verty, and would solicit with too much delicacy and discretion to succeed; he was too proud to be importunate.
Thus, he had kept up a friendship with some of his old conipa: ions in arms, particularly with a general, who was indebted
,'

A

1

Europe.

The general happened

to have a valuable piece of mechanwas a very curious watch, of great price. <>u oc
of the multiplicity of its delicate wheelwork, and tlm subdivisions of time, indicated on its several faces.
The bijou was

ism.

It

passed in turn to each of the guests; the conversation then
changed, and after discussion on other topics, they returned to
the drawing-room.
On entering, the general remembered his watch, and, ringing for his valet, ordered him to take it from the table where
it was left, and place it in safety.
After a few moments the
man returned, quite frightened; ho had not been able to find
the watch. The general, much surprised, went with Baptiste
to the dining-room, but was not more fortun
" Some
one, M. le general, may perhaps have brought it by
mistake to the drawing-room," said Baptiste.
" I do not think
so; but it is easy to ascertain.
A new search was made, but witli no better success.
"What I fear," said the general, " is that, through some
carelessness, the watch may be injured or broken."
" We will not leave this room till it is
found," said one of
tho guests in a serious tone.
"This decision is not fair," laughingly answered a young
man who, perhaps, had some other engagement for the

evening; "it seems to me somewhat hard on the general's
I propose u
part, and that it rather trespasses on our liberty.

more

certain and expeditious measure ;
searched."
A loud shout followed this proposition.

"

The

!

;

'

up

1

who

at first opposed this pleasantry, ended by
Each new search furnished fresh subject for
amusement. The captain took little part in these jokes he
joined in them with a constrain-, d and melancholy air, and

general,

laughing at

it.

;

kept himself in the background as much as possible, without
being remarked. As the search proceeded, he seemed mere
disturbed; one would have thought he wished to elu.i
turn and perhaps he flattered himself he would be able to do
so, iu the midst of this noise and confusion ; but it was not to
On the contrary, after all his companions had submitted to this ordeal, they turned towards him with red.
clamor, jokingly signalising him as the culprit, siuce he came
;

>

last.

were not then felt.
The children were more jovful
than usual when they saw their father thus apparelled, and ;dl
1) lieved themselves less miserable.
However, each day made these miracles of economy more

severity in this last examination.
"Baptiste, this is the decisive

fortr.nr

1

One Thursday,

(it was the captain's fete day)
with inexpressible grief that the old
coat, so religiously preserved for great occasions, would
soon refuse to serve its master.
It would then bo impossible
to present hi self at the house of the general.
This little cir-

difficult.

Madame Gerbaut saw

ancc, which rrca'l"d a long series of misfortunes, the
ttrm of which it would bo impossible to foresee, quite overhe courageous wife.
Sho could not avoid weeping, as
she repaired the button-holes and decorations of this c -al, iho
witness cf better days aud sweeter hopes.
She endeavored to
smarten it up with a little ribbon which had many times
the same purpose.
At length the captain departed, and
reached the abode of his entertainer.
The general ah
:athe been a soldier, and
was not the man to measure his consideration by th.
t

;

bo

agreed !" they all cried and the young man, givthe first, insisted that the valet, in his o
doiianicr, should make a strict examination of his pock.

Agreed

ing himself

to the empire for a splendid fortune.
cover was alwa ,~s laid
for the captain, at his abundant table.
On that day dame
Gerbaut assisted at her husband's poor toilet. The reve:

M

to let ourselves

The

captain, pale and uneasy, stammered forth some excusesi
lost in the noise.
They urged Baptiste to stricter

which were

tiste,

be on your guard

olher.

"Expose

chance

The

is

the best

moment

!"

cried one.

we have our eyes on you

the criminal.

"

Bap-

said

an-

Courage, Baptiste, the

last

!"

!"

but Gerbaut, crossing his arms on his
;
trembling voice, that unless by violence,
no man should lay hands on him.
A profound silence succeeded this declaration, when t!
" Tne
era! advanced, saying,
captain is right; this childish
I demand an exemption both for him
play has lasted too loiig.
valet

advanced

chest, declared with

and myself."

.

Gerbaut, unable to speak, scarcely to support himself,
thanked his friend by a grateful look, and left the room
:

shame and embarrassment of his position.
The general, after his departure, made no further remark,

ceal the

ami the guests imitated his reserve but every fae
and their host himself seemed uneasy and thoughtful.
dked SOD!'ing home;
;

curiosity,
(

:

BROTHER
he wished to be aloi,,-, and to riihn ihe agitated feeli
In- was u prey.
II is mind was conl
U with
difficulty he could arrange
resolution.
It was late when he returned homi
bis wife, who was -eagerly expecting him, could
strain a cry of alarm on seeing her husband enter pale and dis-

63
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continued; "

'

I

:.m

My misery is at
a burden t<>

its

height; !)I<TO

"

What has happened ?" sli.> exclaimed.
"Nothing, nothing," said (irrbaut, sinking upon a
exhausted with fatigue and emotion, a. id placing on tlr
a little parcel. ''This has cost me very <le:ir," he added.
In vain Madame Gerbaut, seeking to calm him, wished

my

ex-

sup; ort.

A

all

I only partake, with

interrupted the general, quite overcome.
and saw nothing; it' he had ceased ho
Could not have finished, perhaps, and tho most painful part

"Captain

!"

I

all."

;

What might

?

it

riot

cost

liim

to

ecnl'ess ?

seemed impossible to support the weight which almost
crushed him. Ho tried a hundred different ways of commencing his terrible confession. With what words should he accost
the general, to prevent an accent, a look, that could never be
The reception from tho valet de
pardoned or forgotten?
chambre he cared nothing for; with him all explanation was

It

Gerbaut was nearly mad when he arrived.
It
was not Baptiste he met, but another domestic, who went forward to announce him. He knows not him.', lie thought. What
Will the general receive me ? Yes. He is ushered
anguish
He assures himself that
in. Gerbaut dared not rai^e his eyes.
the door is closed; then, without hesitating, in a deep and
impossible.

!

rapid voice, like a

he began

"I

.your table, where this heartrending picture pin
of carrying to my poo:
yield. 'il to tin! irresistible desir
portions of what was oll'-red me. That was my
u yesterday evening, and I should have died
yourgue-ts and household had been witnesses ,f the
ment to which poverty had caused me to descend; but in your
I could not rest with the BUSJH
fiener.d,
eyes,
ui's voice faltered, and ho spoke with less volubility.
The general answered:
"Thirty honorable years, my excellent friend, have
That answers for everything;"
you iibovo nil suspicion.
and he showed to the astonished eyes of Gerbaut the missing
:ii

;

In the morning the captain took tho roai to tho hotel where
he had dined the evening before and though he walked resolutely forward, an inexpressible sorrow agitated his poor
mind. How should he present himself? How would lie
be received? Should ho go alone? Would it be better
write

b,i told.
Hurried on by despair, lie
reproached myself for having partaken of !i
than those who share my cruel di :;tiny.

remained io
t

to

;

.

thife

continued:

the particulars.

;

to

shud.!'

still

" to-morrow wo shall we;
To-morrow," answered he
will go out early.
Leave me, and rest easy to-morrow I will

you

>

lint (icrbant, heard

ordered.

tell

oar pom: children,
bread of aitiieiion."

id for

I

"

t

.

u-cely. In

I

know

'

li

l

i

man who

is

accomplishing a cruel

sacrifice,

]

watch.

me

your pardon," continued the general.
it in my pocket, where
I found it in the evening, in presence of the amazed JJaptiste."
" If I had but
known," murmured Gerbaut, petrified.
Ki-givt nothing you have said," answered the general, ox" I have now learnt v hat
you
tending his hand to his friend;
ought never to have hidden from me; and it is fortunate that the
fear of a disgraceful supposition has urged you to make known

"It

is

for

to ask

"I had, without thinking, placed

It is a friend
the misery you are enduring.
"
to 3*ou; you shall soon hear from me agaiu.

who has

li.

home less agitated, but still all in confusion.
after this incident, he received another invitatiou to
dine at the general's table. The guests were those of the last
(lerbaiu went

Some days

:

"I cannot deceive myself, general," he said; " I well know
how strange was my conduct yes:erday evening, and the suspicious to which it gave birth; I can no longer support the idea,
and cost me what it may, I am come to confess to you the extent
of my misfortunes, and the humiliation to which I am reduced. "

The general, who at first endeavored to interrupt, now let
him proceed; and Gerbaut, becoming by degrees more excited,

The veteran did not fail to relate his inexcusable absence of mind with regard to the watch; and the captain, placed
near him at table, found in the folds of his napkin, a nomination to an honorable and easy post, which would henceforth
secure to himself and his family, the means of a comfortable

visit.

existence.

Brother Joseph.
SIMON,

M. .Du Casse,
vice-admiral, and at last lieuten-

in his Memoirs, mentions a

SAINT
commander of a vessel,
who

died at a very advanced age, much respected
whole
in 1715, the same year in which the death
the
court,
by
The brave officer having amassed
of Louis XIV. took place.
a large fortune during his promotion to these several grades,
was enabled to render good service to the King of Spain, both
with his sword and with considerable sums of money, for which
he obtained the Collar of the Golden Fleece, " an honor which
ant-general,

ever awarded," adds Saint Simon, " to persons
of his condition." Du Casse was the son of a dealer in hams,
at Bayonue, and the history of the rise of this individual, carefully preserved in the family traditions, lacks neither interest

was scarcely

nor instruction.
of Du Casse, a citizen of the town of Bayonne,
a widower with two little sons, Joseph and Bruno.
latter, who afterwards became the sailor, was three years

The father
was

The

left

older than Joseph, and had consequently experienced more
keenly the evil effects of the neglect of discipline, which had
arisen from the old shop-keeper being entirely immersed in the
affairs of his business.
Among tho inhabitants of this country
there was a great liking for the naval service, and the town of
Bayonne wus full of that disorder and comiu ;tion which always

follows in the train of sailors and soldiers. Bruno, who was left
completely to himself, was forever running about the st
i

and

frequenting the taverns, under the pretext of transAt length old Du Casse
acting his father's business.
opened his eyes to what was going on; but it was too late the
twig was bent; and remonstrances, reproaches, and even punishments, were alike vain.

There was but one human being for whom Bruno appeared
any feeling of consideration, and that was his little
brother Joseph.
Being older and stronger, and more
courageous than he, it often fell out that he was called upon to
defend him against children of his own age, and most nobly did
he acquit himself of this duty.
This species of protection cemented their natural affection. It must be admitted that nothing could exceed the sweetness, and gentleness, and beauty of
poor little Joseph. He was so thin, so fragile, so timid; he
had such lovely, golden hair, curling all over his head, that no
one could see him without feeling an interest in him and of
this his brother was very proud.
But with what loving tenderness did not little Joseph repay
his brother's care i>f him
When Bruno w:u driven home constantly with harsh and angry reproaches, followed up by a
severe thrashing, the poor child sat crying in a corner; ami, un-

to entertain

!

I:I:<>TJU-:I;
this at length became
of daily occurrence.
Casso was alarmed at the bad turn his son hud takeu. and
like many other fathers iu his walk of life, could think of u
other method to reclaim him than a harsh severity. Whenever
Bruno was sent to his gnrret, as a punishment, -without any
supper, a meaning look would pass between the two brothers,
fortmiritely,

Du

)

and Joseph would adroitly manage to drop half of his portion
into his pocket, and take it up to Bruno when he went to bed.
But there was another less laudable feature in these children's
attachment: Bruno very often took advantage of the innocence of Joseph, and of his devoted affection, to implicate him
in some of his evil deeds.
As he knew himself to be iu his
father's black-books, and that Joseph was the favorite, he

him

to accomplish many little pilfering feats, and made
a complete "cat's-paw" of him; not from any treacherous motive, for they equally shared the profits arising from the trans-

trained

Bruno merely sought to divert the channel of his
wrath from himself, and that was all he cared about.
Aud so it chauc d that a whole string of potargos disappeared
from the chimney-corner, one by one, cut away, in fact, by
Master Joseph; and when, after a month, the misdemeanor
was discovered, poor Bruno became the sole sufferer, and a
whole shower of blows fell thick and fast upon his luckless
head.
They used to get up in the night to forestall their paaction:

father's

as represented by the hams in the shop;
they devoured jars of gherkins, to which Joseph's tiny fingers
could alone gain entrance through the narrow aperture; they
treated the whole establishment as a conquered country; they
ternal inheritance,

levied taxes on their father's territory, and declared open war
whithersoever they penetrated; they even went so far as to
melt a pewter dish upon a shovel, for mere wanton amusement.
Imagine to yourself, if you can, the devastation carried on by

tUese two children, impelled as they were by ignorance and
love of mischief.
Joseph, with his childish consciousness of right and wrong,

would be frequently tormented with scruples; but when his
brother had determined on a thing, he dared not resist him.
Often the poor child had to suffer in consequence of their great
inequality of strength, and often he became the victim of his
If they played toadvantages.
gether Joseph's blows were little more than caresses, whilstthose
of Bruno were wounds, from which the blood flowed, where the
elder would lightly jump with his legs tied, Joseph would fall
It is true that after any of these
down flat on the ground.
disasters, Bruno would run towards his brother, pale as death,

brother's superior physical

and tearing his hair, on which poor Joseph would restrain his
unable to bear the sight of such passionate remorse and

tears,

despair.

ly unavailing.

If

Bruno appeared touched fora moment, ho

speedily betook himself to hiHwor::

nanions, nn<l re-

turned apparently more hardened than before. At last Joseph
gave him up in despair of being of any use.
Bruno was wounded to the heart.
Believing himself to bo
deserted and betrayed by the only being in the world who had
loved and cared for him, he fell into a dull and
melancholy
state; and one fine day, after having frequently threatened to

home

to leave
tion,

and

in his

fits

of passion, he put his threat into exeIt must be confessed that the

finally disappeared.

old man did not experience any very lively sorrow at the departure of his son, for he had long despaired of his reformation and been prepared for the worst
but Joseph's anguish
was sharp and poignant, and he felt it the more, inasmuch as
his tender conscience reproached him, lest the unavailing efforts he had made to reclaim his brother
might have been the
;

very means of driving him from home.
His father and he inquired everywhere, and endeavored by
every possible means to gain intelligence of Bruno's movemeats. It was reported at last that he had enlisted as a sailor
but in what service ?
He had sold hi :n self to a captain of
buccaneers, and had gone to join a most desperate and daring
band of those sea pirates, bound for the West India Islands.
These reports were indeed but too true.
Bruno embarked
with the rest of the captain's crew, who were men of pillage
and slaughter, in a crazy vessel, which arrived almost miraculously at the headquarters of those men, after a voyage of four
months' duration.
These pirates commanded by the most daring and able captains, were, at that period, the terror of more than half the
world. They bad carried devastation into Spain, and laid
waste North and South America, besides other ravages, which
have filled many volumes of history.
Eobust, courageous, and of dauntless resolution, Bruno Du
Casse had nothing to fear or to lose; and in three months he
became one of the most renowned members of the band.
Though but slightly skilled iu the practice of arms, he, with
ten others, axe in hand, captured a Spanish frigate. Burning
with a desire to distinguish himself by some brilliant exploit,
he one day threw himself all alone into the midst of a huge
vessel, and threatened to blow it up with an incendiary shell.
The terrified crew surrendered, and Bruno made a signal to
his comrades to come and join him.
In two years he accumulated live hundred thousand crowns,
which he invested in the various banks of Europe, and which
were but the first fruits of his immense fortune. We will not
follow him through all his expeditions, which had already
attracted the attention of the navy of Louis XTV. and made
that monarch desirous of attaching such a man to the royal
His name was but too well known in the New World,
service.
and an enormous reward had been offered to any one who
would deliver him up alive or dead. The terror he inspired
,

Old Du Casse became more and more perplexed as his sons
grew older. Bruno's circle of evil acquaintances had increased;
he no longer condescended to play with his younger brother,
feeling it beneath his dignity to be seen amusing himself with
such a child. His father had apprenticed him out two or three
times, but he was always turned off in a great hurry, and
thrown again on the old man's hands, who was utterly at a loss
to know what to do with him.
At this juncture, an old canon, who lodged in Du Casse's
house, took pity on Joseph; the good priest instructed him in
Latin and in the Church chant, and gained him admission into
The child had very good natural
a religious community.
parts; he soou showed himself to be studious, devout, and full
But what result did all this produce between
of intelligence.
these brothers, BO attached to one another ?
Joseph became painfully conscious of the terrible disorders
that reigned in the paternal abode, and his devoted affection
for his eldest brother

to arouse

,/O.VAV//.

was an additional incentive

him by gentle remonstrances

to endeavor

to a sense of his un-

worthy conduct. Bruno, however, repulsed them at first with
a sort of rough brotherly bluntness.
He defended himself,
denied the accusation, and blamed his father.
Joseph was in
no way discouraged; he returned to the charge again and
I], but his prayers and
entreaties, as well as the most ingenious devices that his affection could suggest, proved utter-

was so

great, that it was only equalled by the desire of capturing him. But up to this time every oursuit and attack had
but turned to his greater glory.
One day a small vessel, containing only six men, bore down
suddenly, close to land, upon a pirate ship, richly laden, on

They had only time to pour one
broadside into the pirate sloop, but it was done so effectually
that it sank to the bottom. A long boat was then launched
to pick up the pirates, whom it was in contemplation to hang
Bruno endeavored to knock out the
up to the yard-arm.
brains of the chief officer, but they hoisted him up like a
shark to the deck, where he underwent a strict examination.
board of which Bruno was.

They found some important documents in his possession, and
he gave up his name. Two only of his crew were
hung. The captain of the vessel was but too happy to have
at length

the great luck of carrying the great buccaneer chief to Europe,
and he carefully confined him hi the hold of the ship, with

heavy irons on his hands and

When

feet.

in sight of the coast of Portugal, a privateer belonging

most formidably equipped with artillery, 01
an attack upon them. The Christian crew, consisting of Spanto Barbary,

BRorm
Sards find

Portuguese,

numbers, p; rfonue
tain was prepared

a]

-.really inferior

in

point of

I left

home, and I had a ln<
n<nv what it is
I.

<

brigand lay in chains, and offered him his liberty on condition
would engage in defence of the ves-el. " Indeed," said
" I shall have tho
I
Brnno,
greatest pleasure in helping yon.
assure you I was getting v< ry Kick of being in {he midst of all
this uproar without being able to have a finger in it."
that he

Tho Spaniard exacted from him a promise that he would not
make his escape before they arrived in port. Bruno tic
his chains were struck off, and the freebooter mounted tho
But it was too late; tho Turks had
deck, sword in hand.
already boarded tho vessel, and were crowding the JerV-i.
Bruno fought like a lion in tho midst of these miscreants, and
he piled up their corpses in the form of an entranehment, behind which ho resisted manfully, long after tho rest of the crew
were lulled or taken prisoners.
A moment after, and lie too

was carried down again to his place of confinement.
are two of us to play at this game now," said Bruno.

"There

The

privateer reached Algiers in safer?, and the captain and.
Bruno, who had struck up a great friendship, wens sold to dif-

The pirate chief, when

came

bo known
who he was, fa-ed very badly, and he suffered severely from
ill-tieatment and hard labor.
Before a month was over he had
three several times attempted to make his escape, at w'. ich the
whole town was up in amis. Ho was wounded, recaptured, and
thrown into a dungeon, heavily chained, where the bad air, tho
heat, and the want of food, soon reduced this strong, powerful
man to the weakness of a child. Tho Turks regarded him as a
refractory subject, and despairing of obtaining his rausom, they
suffered no doctor to go near him, in hopes that death would
soon put an end to his existence. But the strengtli of his constitution was so great, that it bore him up through a space of
it

t

>

fivo -mouths.

Just at this juncture, some Beligious of the Order of Mercy
Kedemption of Captives arrived in tho states of BarThe poor wretched prisoners were assembled together
bary.

for the

parts of the town of Algiers, and amongst
the dpaoish captain and the remainder of his crew.

from

when

i

to ilio rather than yield, and I!
precious part of his cargo, tho object of all thin Moo.!
But the cannonade of the Turks
UUCP, was tho pirate, Bruno.
was battering tho vessel to pieces; the deel. ,va:: covered with
the dead and tho dying; nil was lost; destruction
Tho Spanish rapiaiii nlered tlio hold wh
evitablc.

ferent masters.

////.

all

them were

After all
preparations had been made for their departure, and tho ranBom agreed upon they were iu haste to depart ; but the captain could nowhere discern amongst his unhappy companions
He spoke of him at length to the good
the famous Bruno.
Religious, who applied to the Turks, but they appeared to
to know nothing of the matter, and supposed the man in ques-

must be dead. They made further enquiry, and entered
into communication with his master, who, at last, drew from a
noisome dungeon, a kind of walking skeleton, whom he led
tion

it

do not speak

to

t.

"

lh of
probably fair
Mnle down tho
hi;; tear, which hn vainly xtnr.o to rr ;,|.
hollow cheek of the pirate, who, o
of tho ji
out wiih choking sobs, "My brother, my
;

A

;:,

!"

ph

The
The

captain, lunch affected, raised his head.
i

who w.'S Hei/.eil with a sudden treniblii
he staggered for a moment, and then,).
.did, with arms extended, he cried out
Bruno I am he !"
,

c:m;e deadly pale

;

:

" ISruno

!

!

Thii two brothe
.I'd motionless for a
length of time,
wrapt in a ch;so embrace, and no sounds eseap
htilled groans and sobs, and inarticulate wordn.
The Spanish
Meanwhile Bruno passed his hands
captain wept like a child.
over (ho I'aro and shoulders of Joseph, without being able to
give vent to his feelings otherwise than by broken accents.
" It is
indeed yourself poor child Joseph 1 cann it speak

How

is all this?
How wan it that I did not r<
yet I loved you, although I know not who it was.
heart spoke.
But yon yourself? "
"I did not recognize you at first eight you were soch
tho ravages of disease had made such fearful havoc

.11

And

;

but

your uamo was on onr lists, and when I came to examine your
features while you were sleeping "
What ? have you known this for a whole week ? V.'liy
havo you so long delayed ?"
' '

" i'ou must ask the
captain,

were reduced

;

who knows to what a state you
would have been the death of you, "
would have cured me."
it

"Oh, no, it
The two brothers again threw themselves

into each other's
arms, and hold out their hands to grasp those of the brave
Spaniardi
"But how is this," snid Bruno, " what habit do you wear ?
You have become a monk."
" You went
away to become a pirate," said Joseph, with a
sweet smile; "You were liable to be taken
and it

behoved

me to possess

"Oh, my dear

little

the

prisoner,
of ransoming you."
!" cried the other,
taking

means

Joseph

him

iu his arms, as if he had been a child.
"I inu>t have lost
You see, captain, I come of
sight not to have known you.
a good stock, and that there are some very
worthy people

my

my family. But make your mind easy, my little
your example has had a very good effect upon me. I
mean now to become an honest man, and to enter the
king's
amongst
brother,

service."

They then spoke of their father. The good man had died a
few years after Bruno's departure, upon which Joseph had embraced the religious state, where his prayers had doubtless
been answered by tho restoration of his brother.

When

the ship set s.dl Bruno was
perfectly restored to
and he was able to take part in tho
customary proon the return of captives, walking by the side of his
shuddering to the sea-shore. Every care was lavished on this
a
with
largo taper iu his hand- and amongst the crowd
death-like object, who, however, revived with the fresh air and brother,
wholesome food, and, above all, with the hopes of liberty. who assembled to witness the ceremony, there w~as scarcely an
The Spanish cap. aiu hastened to him, and watched beside his individual who did not shed tears at sight of this spectacle,
when their history became known.
pillow night and day, together with the good lleiigious.
Bruno Du Casse, who was still in the flower of his
age, did
When Bruno had regained his health and strength, the capnot immediately enter into the maritime service of the kin<
that
ho
should
tain proposed
accompany him to Spain, no Ho could not
yet bring his mind to present his petition to the
longer as a prisoner, but as a partner in his gains, and offered
to push him forward in the service.
One day when he was Court of Versailles. Even hia brother failed to overcome his
scruples upon that point; he dreaded a refusal, and affirmed
talking to him on this subject, notwithstanding the prohibition
that he had sunk so low, that it was
necessary to stoop to
of the Brother of Mercy, who was unwillin. that the sick man's
lift him up ayain.
He only obtained the command of a corconvalescence should be disturbed by considerations of this
sair ship of war at Marseilles, and the
captures she effected
kind, he said
greatly increased his fortune, which he had nearly recovered
'
As you have no longer any relations, I presume that you
Three yearn later he was presented with a captiu
.ssion
have no inducements to return to Fran.in tho kind's service; he then became
" God
vice-admiral, and finally
" No relations?" said
knows
that."
Bruno;
only
lieutenant-general, and frequented tho Court, where ho was
"I
thought you told me that you were unmarried, and that specially beloved by the
sovereign, and respected by all.
It is hardly necessary to add, that after ho had
yon were an orphan ?"
experienced
" I do not remember
my mother, but my father was living the happiness of saving his brother, Joseph made several other
;

:

;

?

Tho

health,
cession

r,4

the States of BnrBary.

He

died there, indeed, of

was not without the sweet consciousness
that he had doubly ransomed his brother, for he left him lending a most pious and Christian life.
For the rest, wo sum up in the words of the Duke Do
tin-

plague,

and

it

speaking of Lieutenant-General Du
Casso, in mentioning his death, which took place in 1715:
" Du Casse died at a
very advanced age, worn out with hard
Neither the uniservice, and covered with honorable wounds.
versal esteem which he had acquired, added to that of tho king
and his ministers, nor the great influence which his ability and

Samt Simon, who

in

his successes in the naval service

had gained

for him, ha 'i

able to spoil him.
He was n tall, thin man, a Coinman
Saint Louis, who combined with the air of a corsair, and with
considerable fire and activity, a most gentle, polished, affable

He was
demeanor; he was never known to forget himself.
very obliging, and possessed a large share of intellect, with a
species of natural eloquence, and this extended beyond the
range of his

own

profession.

There was always something

He lovod t e.
pleasing and profitable in hii conversation.
State, and whatsoever was good he valued for its intrinsic
"
worth, which, alas has become a thing of rare occurrence.

THH END.

!

THE LAMP OF THE SANCTUARY.
CHAPTEE
ITS
"

Who will

grant

me

that I

and thus were the solitary traveller's thoughts atof life)
tracted to the sphere where his guiding-star burnt clear before
the mercy-throne of the Lamb, there to offer, in spirit, hom-

I.

!

BRIGHTNESS.

might be according to the days in which Qod kept
my head ?" (Job, xiix. 2, 3.)

age

;

or led to think on that wakeful

Eye of Providence which
upon our joyless way, to

me, when His lamp ihined over

darts its ray from a higher sanctuary

the recesses of the Pyrenees, not far from the Spanish
border, there was (our tale is of the last century), a small
rural chapel situated on a hill, known by the name of Mont-

cheer and guide us thither.
The chapel was under the care of a hermit priest, who lived
in an humble dwelling beside it, and minibtered to the spiritual wants of the neighborhood, as the parish church was at

IN

The chapel itself was simple and unpretending, solidly some distance.
On the road which we have described, and about two miles
and of considerable antiquity. The inside was, however,
The altar had silver furniture, and the walls from the chapel, was a poor small mountain hamlet, inhabited
richly adorned.
round it were covered with votive tablets, and with silver chiefly by woodmen who worked in the forests around. Among
donatives, hung in commemoration of favors piously believed the cottages which composed it, one was remarkable for its
to have been received through the intercession of the blessed neatness, though as poor as the rest and the young couple that
Indeed occupied it were no less distinguished as the most industrious,
Mother of God, to whom the chapel was dedicated.
it was celebrated through the neighboring country for many
the most virtuous, and the happiest in the place. Vv'hile Piermiles round, as a place of great devotion, almost a pilgrimage. rot was sturdily working among the hills, his wife Aunette wa
Orer, but behind the altar, on which was a rich tabernacle, sitting at her wheel spinning incessantly, unless bus ed with
stood an image of the spotless Virgin, bearing in her arms her domestic cares while at he* feet sat their only child, not yet
Divine Son. It was nearly as large as life, of white marble and three years old, but already giving tokens of great sense and
of ancient workmanship.
Every one who looked at it with a virtue. Like every other child born under the tutelage of
favorable light pronounced it a matchless piece of art, a work that chapel, she had been called at baptism Marie. The child
of highest inspiration.
Nothing could be more benign, more was the delight of her parents, for with great liveliness of dissweet, than the expression of the Mother, nothing more win- position and cheerfulness, she united sweetness of temper and
gentleness of miiid^ It may be easily imagined how they
ning, yet more majestic, than the countenance of the Child.
In the midst of the sanctuary, before the altar, was hung a watched her every look with the anxiety of fond affection.
It was with dismay, therefore, that about this time each
silver lamp, an is usual in Catholic churches and oratories,
paburning day and night. Never, on the most tempestuous rent observed a notable falling off in her good looks and in her
night, was it known to be extinguished; for it was abundantly spirits. For some days neither durst speak on the subject to
supplied, by the piety of the people, with the purest oil from the other but at last it became manifestly necessary to call in
the olive-yards of the country. And this to many of them was medical advice, for the child was growing every day paler and
a matter of great importance. For the lamp was a beacon and thinner, and was losing strength. But every effort of human
It was, therefore, so skill proved vain, and the physician declared that
a sure guide to the traveller at night.
nothing short
hung that its bright radiance shone through a round window of a miracle could save the child. The parents w re disconsoover the door, and could be seen to a great distance. late, and seemed distracted with their grief, till, finding no
The path which led from several hamlets to the comfort on earth, they turned their thoughts more fervently
main road in the valley, passed near this chapel; it to heaven, where, however, they had all along sought help.
was a narrow rugged track along the mountain's side, skirtIt was a fine autumn evening, when the heart broken
paing a precipice and the direction given to the traveller was rents were seen slowly walking along the narrow path
so
as
the
of
the
forward
was
visto go boldly
we have described, evidently directing their steps towar.ls
light
long
chapel
but so soon as it disappeared by a jutting of Mont-Marie. The mother bore a precious burthen in her arms
ible before him
a rock, to turn sharp to the right and fearlessly descend, as the lighter indeed than the one she carried in her heart. It van
precipice was now exchanged for a gentle slope that led to the her frail and sickly child carefully wrapped up, though the afwider road. So certain was this rule, that no accident was re- ternoon was warm.
membered to have ever happened along that path. Thus did
When they reached the chapel it was still day, and n:
a beautiful symbolical rite of worship lend itself to a most the peasantry were there making their evening visit as t
turned from their work. The door was open, and
beneficial purpose, and become the cause of great social good
thus did the altar of God send abroad its cheerful brightness sun streamed iu full glory through it, and steeped the 'uterior
how like that of the place with a golden lustre, givins: to (lie i>uiuim"ti aud
to light up the dark and wearisome path, (alas
Marie.
built,

;

:

;

.

;

;

;

:

;

!

:

mi-:
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hangings, and the bright ornaments of the altar, a richness
and magnificence truly royal. It seemed as if it was the hour
of majesty, the time for urging great and noble suits at the,
throne of power the presenee-ehamber of the King of kings
1
gorgeously arrayed to hear the song of the joyful heart,
and to dispense the treasures of redundant blessings. And
each and every one of those peasants, kneeling in scattered
groups in fervent worship, scarcely able to bear the dazzling
sparks of light which the sun-beams struck from the silver
;

tabernacle, was at that moment ennobled and graced beyond
the richest and proudest of earth's lords. Their rustic costume
was embroidered by the golden pencil of heaven, their honest

heads surrounded, and, in a manner, crowned by a flood of
glory, and their countenances upturned with glowing features,
and moistened eyes, towards that Presence, before which all

And now the organ pealed forth its
is base.
powerful notes, and all united in a simple, but overpowering
strain of evening thanksgiving.
It was at this moment that Pierrot and his wife reached the
threshold of the door ; and both instinctively paused as if unable to enter in. That sparkling light, that golden atmosphere, those joyful looks, those swelling notes, accorded not
with their errand, sympathized not with their hearts, jarred,
broken, fretted as they were. They were not coming to urge
high and peculiar claims, but to seek pity, mercy and peace.
In a moment, however, they both felt confused at their apparent want of confidence
and, assuming boldly the privilege
ever granted by Catholic feeling to the distressed, advanced to
the steps leading to the Sanctuary. On these the mother laid
her helpless burthen and both, kneeling down, covered their
streaming eyes from the overpowering, though fading, splendor
that oppressed them. Long, deep, and breathless was their
earthly royalty

;

;

During it the music had ceased, the peasants had one
glided out, and the hermit having closed the door, and
with it shut out the last dying reflection of the western sky,
whispered to the afflicted father as he retired, "I have left the

prayer.

by one

door unlocked, stay as long as you please. Have courage, and
the intercession of His
may God comfort you ; and, through
"
He was not like Heli
blessed Mother, hear your prayers.
that good hermit, who chid Anna in the temple because of her
troubled supplication.
At these words, both uncovered their faces and raised their
They were alone with their child a perfect silence
eyes.
reigned around them. There was no light but what was shed
by the lamp of the Sanctuary, between them and the altar.
Hanging in mid-air, this seemed as a fountain of mildest radiance, not shot forth in rays, not scattered abroad in fiery
sparks, not playing wantonly hi unsteady flame, but, softly
and equably diffused from its source on every side, filling the
centre of the holy place with a halo of serenest, purest light,
and thence overflowing in a more subdued and blander stream,
It
into the remoter parts and angles of the roof and walls.
:

light that appeared to exert a stilling, hushing power on
nature - one could not conceive noise or disturbance going on
under it ; a laugh, a harsh word, an angry murmur would
have sounded sacrilegious, if they could have been possibly
attempted. It created an atmosphere of its own as though
that soft attempered light diffused a corresponding warmth
through the air, which the frost without could not chill ; for
no one could feel cold beneath its genial glow. It gave a softness and beauty to the commonest objects; the rude memorials
of benefits received that hung around, and the poor paintings
which adorned the upper parts of the walls, had their imper-

was a

;

and their more prominent features
brought out in a subdued tone, that made them look like
masterpieces of art; and countenances which by day looked
But it
stern, by this mild light, were gentle and engaging.
was on the inward feelings that its kindliest influence was
shed. It seemed to kindle in the breast a holy light like unto
itself, beaming, serene and soothing, over its disturbed affections, subduing pride and loftiness of spirit, calming auger,
engentling austerity, and smoothening the folds of the crafty
It uuriifili'd, it softened, it melted the soul, and
thought.

fect details concealed,

SANCTUM;)'.

tender and gentle emotions.
thus feeling all without them in perfect harmony
with their own thoughts, the unhappy parents raised their
eyes towards the image of their Redeemer and His Mother, the
full radiance of that lamp upon it revealed features so full of
fitted it for

And when,

love and compassion, that never did this representation of
them appear so lovely, or so truly a portrait of what in their
hearts they now wished to find them both. For they felt that
this was the hour for appeals for mercy and pity on distress ;
here was the inner audience-chamber, where the petition of the
poor would be kindly received face to face, whispered into the
ear.

Long and fervently did the parents pray over their child
under the solemn inspiration of the place and hour. There
was more of depth in the father's fervor, more of tenderness
in the mother's; but both made together a joint petition, they
If the child recovered, she was for
offered up a common vow.
the next seven years to be clothed in white, as an emblem of
dedication to the purest of maids, brought up ever in piety
and devotion; and her parents would fast once a week during
the same period.
"
Yes," exclaimed Pierrot, in the simple poetry of nature,

" she shall be white and
pure as the lily, whose root has been
by the mountain snow; she shall be as a flower before the
altar of God.
She shall shine in His sanctuary as the lamp
that now hangs over her; her virtues shall shed a mild lustre
through the holy place, as she kneels in conscious gratitude,
where now she lies. Extinguish not the light of our eyes
and let not death presume to touch her now consecrated to
Thee, any more than a sacrilegious hand will ever dare to
"
quench this holy flame that burns before Thine altar
While the parents were engaged in prayer their child
seemed to be en joying a slumber calmer and healthier than she
had for several weeks and in this they saw the first symptom
It was late when they returned home, but the
of recovery.
and next morning she was evidently better.
child still slept
In a few more days she was at her usual place by her mother's
knee. She was now what is called in France vouee au blanc,
clothed entirely, according to vow, in virgin white. Ami
she grew from day to day in sense and virtue, so was she
looked upon by all the good people in the neighborhood,
one dedicated to God, and privileged by grace. Hence, by
common accord, the place of honor seemed granted to her in
church, the spot in the centre on which she had been laid in

fed

!

!

;

;

her sickness.
There, as she grew older, she would kneel immoveable for
hours, and when at dusk the crowd of peasants who filled the
oratory, in the dark costume of the country, formed a confused mass, her form, arrayed hi dazzling white, in the full
radiance of the mystic lamp, shone bright and clear as if ful-

her father's prayer, and seemed itself to shed a light
upon the darker objects around. In silent meditation and
filling

fervent prayer, hi the soft glow of that sacred lamp, her heart,
The glories of the evening sun, the clear
too, found delight.
splendor of the summer noon, had no charms for her, like to

softened ray. It seemed to her to shed around a light so
chaste and pure as could brook thoughts none but the holiest
and most angelic ; nor could words, save the most warm and

its

Heavenly spirits seemed
tender, bear to be breathed thereiu.
to bask hi it, and the cherubs were playing on the cloud of
glory that hung around the flame. Nor was it to the eyes
alone that this mysterious and symbolical light appeared so
With it there seemed to come music to her ears,
beautiful.
voices whispering prayer hi accordance with hers, songs sub-

dued and tender, as of spirits striking softly upon golden
harps. And it seemed to scatter ever the sweetest fragrar
a balm, an incense pure from every gross and earthly partiIn fine, no place to her appeared more closely allied to
cle.
heaven, and no situation raised her on wings of holy desire so
gently from earth, as did that lonely sanctuary, enjoyed in
the light of its

own

dear

star.

been observed that persons living much together come
to contract a certain resemblance t a unc tuiother, so as to ba
It has

j

THE LAMP OF
often taken for near relations; and so did many think, that by
frequent and long kneeling before that beautiful image of tho
spotless Virgin Mother, with gaze intent upon it in that mild
light, her features gradually moulded theniBelvesinto th.

meek and modest
aa that

was

expression, as though she \v< re the living,
the lifeless portrait, of the same original.

T1IK SANCTUMS'.
has accompanied this

'iTS

Nearly six years had now passed over since the vow was
spoken; and they had been years all of joy and happiness,
when a change came over the household of Pierrot, which
blighted it sadly, and brought with it sorrow and woe.
A little before this time, two strange men came with their
families to settle in the neighborhood.
They were a rough
They took a piece
set, and no one knew anything about them.
of land at some distance from any other dwelling and built
themselves large huts of timber, much like those of others ;
but while they were working at them they seemed jealous of
any one's coming to look at them; and when they were finished
The men did not seem to
they never invited any one inside.
have any particular occupation, and the women were idle and
slovenly; yet they always seemed to be better off than their
neighbors, and on Sundays made a very dashing appearance.
Nobody knew what to think of them, but it was clear there
was some mystery about them.
A few months after they had settled there, a sensible alteration in the character of Pierrot was observable by his wife and
He went to his work with less cheerfulness, and
daughter.
got apparently through with much less of it, for his earnings
He was thoughtful and reserved, almost
clearly fell off.
moody, and for the first time had evidently a painful secret
which he concealed from his family. Instead of returning
home as soon as his work was done to enjoy their society, they
would have to wait for some hours in silent grief, and
when he came in, he was cold and silent, and made some poor
excuse for his lateness. At length one day when he went to
"
Annette, I shall probably not rework, he said to his wife ;
turn till very late to-night so don't sit up for me. I have im"
He
portant business which may even detain me all night.
time
for
but
hurried
no
forth.
Oh
what
remonstance,
gave
a sorrowful day was that for mother and daughter they
scarcely spoke all day, and each tried to hide her tears from the
other for the child, though eight years of age, had sense
enough to know that things were going fearfully wrong. Towards evening, therefore, both, guided by the same impulse,
took the road towards Mont- Marie, to pour forth their grief
and seek consolation at the foot of the altar. There Marie
knelt in her usual place behind the lamp she raised her eyes
and her heart, and was soon absorbed in meditation. And her
meditation was this
She thought of the desolate home which awaited the blessed
Mother of our Lord as she descended from Calvary ; the joyless chamber, the restless couch, prepared for her after a day
of anguish and of blight.
There, comparing sorrow with
sorrow, how trifling appeared her own affliction beside hers
There, eyes that fall on garments sprinkle, 1 from the winethere, ears that yet
press, trodden that day, of God's justice
ring with the clang of the hammer, forcing nails through the
quivering flesh ; there, a heart pierced through with a sword
Of grief panting to its core with the keenest of material soi!

!

:

;

:

!

;

;

there, body and soul staggering under a weight of anthat would have cuished a frame of iron and a mind of

adamant, but can be borne up by her unresisting pal
And in the thought of such an ocean of sorrows, how small a
drop did those appear to that child of grace, which the heavenly
And now, after each kind friend that
Father had allotted her
!

nee of

than years had

woe,

tear,

(

!

celestial

which

eon:,

pale,

of

<

ai

watching

eye,

it

'.

alone

>

thing that cheers and sheds a ray of comthrough the dreary chamber and the drearier
And, in her childish thoughts, she blessed that pale and trembling light which then gave Mary comfort and felt as though
the little Hume above her, shining now upon her and upon the
sacred representation of that Queen of Sorrows
were the faithful representative and descendant of that which
then lighted up and cheer*
"taary at homo. Its calm
twilight thus exercised its soothing influence on the innocent
child's spirit, and associated her afflictions with the holiest that
earth had e\
She felt as though she tiiiti'. r< d in
and
company with tho noblest and bless-ng women
;

DARKENING.'

" May the counsel of the wicked be far from me.
How often shall the lamp
of the wicked be put out, and a deluge come upon them, and Ho shall distribute
the sorrows of His wrath." (Job, xii. 17.)

Irows

humble home

solo

her,
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.irdenof

more
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left.

her

beaming npou
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that day has written
from

CHAPTER

so-

parted, nhe seen her
night, with the lamp

1

;

tho total darkness which had before overspread her soul, was
lighted up by a cheering ray, mild, serene, and pure as that
which tempered the shadows of night within that sanctuary.
She felt that she could return to her desolate home, with resig-

nation at least, after what she had contemplated.
But before she rose from prayer, she had made an ottering to
the Almighty, through the hands of the Blessed Virgin, which
she did not tell to her mother for some time after. She felt as

though it was accepted, and she was comforted.
Let it not be thought that we have described conduct or
In the world we orfeelings beyond the age of such a child.
dinarily have no idea of the maturity of grace to which children
brought up under the Church's wings, are sometimes brought
"
by Him who out of the mouths of babes and sucklings bring"
eth forth perfect praise.
We hear often amongst us of precocious talent, seldom of precocious virtue yet one is as natuBut not only do the lives of
ral in its own order as the other.
Saints, as those of St. Rose of Lima, St. Mary Magdalen de'
Pazzi, St. Catharine of Siena, present us with instances of intelligence and spiritual illumination in even au earlier age, but
at this day are yet such examples to be found, and that within
the compass of our own knowledge. And if parents, mothers
in particular, knew how to train their children from the cradle
for God if instead of fondling their infant humors, and caressing their very passions and caprices, they turned the first
dawn of their reason to the knowledge and consideration of the
Divine goodness and shaped their lips to utter as first sounds
the two sweetest names in human speech, many who now have
to weep over the follies and vices of their offspring, might be
thanking God instead, for having blessed their family with a
;

;

;

Saint.

But to proceed when the mother and daughter returned
home, they were far better able to encounter the melancholy
of their cottage than when they left it
nor did its gloom appear so deep, especially to the latter. She seemed almost
cheerful, as she bade her mother put her trust in God and in
the intercession of His Blessed Mother. It was late next
:

;

morning, when Pierrot suddenly entered, with a p.'lound haggard look ; cast a purse upon the table at which his wife and
daughter were sitting, and hurried without uttering a word
into his bed-room.
They both gazed loug in silent amaze

unwonted sight and when Pierrot after a few
hours' troubled rest came back, he was surprised and
fled at finding his purse lying untouched where he had thrown
rnent at the

;

:

it.

"

What

the meaning of this?" he asked with some bitterpurse for some venomous animal
yon
that you have been afraid to touch it ?"
"
" how is it
Pierrot," answered his wife,
come by?"
"
Honestly I assure you" he replied. " You do not, I
ness.

is

"Do

mo callable
"Cod forbid !"

think
little

work

of late

hope,

of

:

rejoined his wife,
;

and

"

bill

lone Very

it

with great industry, to an

an.

\
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that, got in one night, looks,
"

yon

will

own, to say the

least,

suspicious.

;

" Then make
" it is
yourselves easy," said Pierrot,
honestly
come by. I 'have fallen in with acquaintances, who have put
me into the way of a successful commercial speculation and
;

these I hopo are only

At length they unfolded their schemes more openly,
and he was startled.
But for this they were prepared and
after the first shock was over, they began to remove his
scruples.
They told him speciously that they were French
subjects, and consequently not bound by the Spanish laws,
which alone forbade the introduction of goods across the
boundary that, consequently, with them this could not be
wrong, but was merely a commercial speculation, attended
gestions.

its first fruits."

The poor woman was glad to receive the comfort of
But though she looked contented and put up

words.

his

the

'

She
purse, she could not bring herself to use its contents.
^redoubled her industry, and wore herse f to death at her wheel,
to keep up appearances and ward off famine but neither she
nor her daughter would touch the suspicious gold. And often
would Pierrot bring more, after having been out a night, and
sometimes two and the intervening day
and yet the store
remained untouched. For one sign was in their eyes decisive
;

;

;

Pierrot was no longer the same.

He

neglected every religious
duty, was seldom at church except on the Sunday, and then
seemed to have no pleasure in its duties.
Once it happened, that his little daughter enticed him in
the afternoon to Mont- Marie, where taking her usual place
she prayed earnestly for him, and renewed the offering of herself before alluded to ; she prolonged her prayer beyond dusk, by
the favorite light of the Sanctuary lamp; but on rising from
her knees, she found her father gone. He was waiting outside,
and on her affectionately remonstrating with him on his impatience in leaving the church, he replied:

;

with risk of seizure, just like a venture in tune of war, or a
ship's freight sent through the boisterous ocean in winter.
Pierrot was at last engaged to join in one of their expeditions ; they took care that it should be a safe, easy, and
pleasant one; and he received as his share of the profit the
purse which he threw on the table of his cottage.
Although
his conscience was ill at ease, the love of money had now
struck deep root in his heart; and he was soon so surrounded
with the toils of his artful seducers, that he had no longer
strength to disentangle himself or to break through them.
Such is the history of many a weak but good mind, that has
but listened to the arts of a deceiver. Its very goodness makes

an unequal match for well-trained cunning arid daring
After its first fall its powers are broken, and it
allows itself to be led by the will of the eusuarer.

it

profligacy.

After Pierrot's visit, described above, to the Sanctuary of
Mont-Marie, his companions, afraid of his escape from them,
and of his betraying them, determined to involve him still
deeper in crime. First, when they had again prevailed on him
to join them, they took him upon a more venturesome expo lition, which, as they had foreseen, led to an encounter with the
revenue-guard shots were fired, blows were struck, and the
pass was forced by sheer violence. A few days after, placards
were posted in all the neighboring villages, offering rewards
for the discovery of the offenders, with free pardon to accomPierrot's tyrants next showed
plices who should betray them.

"For my part, I wonder how you can stay so long, and pray
by that dim and dismal light. By it the church looked to me
like a dark sepulchral vault, so gloomy and oppressive.
The
pictures on the walls stared at me like so many ghosts, or
appeared to frown upon me. It made even the image of the
Blessed Virgin look cold and stern. I could not stand it, and
came out to breathe a mouthful of fresh air."
The child sighed, and said, "Ah! dearest father, you used
not to speak so. There must be something amiss in that him
breast that loves not, or dart* not, to pray

the Sanctuary's lamp

"

!

by the

still

light of

^

;

these,

will, to

and threatened, on his

carry

him over the

first

frontier,

attempt to dispute their

and deliver him

to the au-

thorities.

He was now their victim, their tool in any wicked enterprise.
Pierrot walked home in silence, and for some weeks was
more steady at his work. But he soon relapsed into his former He had no longer a will of his own he seemed to have delivhabits, and even extended his absence from home to longer ered his very soul into their hands, and there was no extent of
;

It is time, however, that
periods; to weeks instead of days.
we explain clie cause of his unhappy change. The new com-

whom we have mentioned, belonged
rough and unprincipled class, that hang (especially in
mountain districts) about the frontiers of foreign countries.
They were contrabandists or smugglers, who contracted for a
certain profit, to carry French goods over the Spanish border
without paying duty; and this was often done by large parties on a great scale, in spite of the vigilance of revenue officers,
whom they did not scruple to attack and fight in case of surThese two men and their families were old offenders
prise.
and experienced hands. Being too well known at their former station, and having observed, in the neighborhood of MontMarie, passes comparatively but slightly guarded, in consequence of the honesty of the peasantry, they had determined
to turn tee circumstance to their advantage, and came to
But to succeed, they saw it was
settle in that neighborhood.
necessary to get some one to join them who was well acquainted
with every nook and track among the crags and mountains ;
and having taken some time to pick up acquaintance with the
ers to his neighborhood,

to a

characters of their neighbors, they fixed upon poor Pierrot as
their victim, not only as he was an expert mountaineer, but
because his very gentleness of character, the result of his vir-

would enable them, could they but once corrupt him, to
keep him more completely under their power, than one of a
rougher and sterner cast.
tue,

They began, therefore, artfully to insinuate themselves into
his familiarity and friendship, by expressing an interest in him
and his family, and their pity at seeing him toiling all day for
for a paltry pittance, when, by commercial undertakings, sure
of success, he could put himself in far better circumstances.
Pierrot listened at first -with iudifference, and then with curiosity, which soon grc\ up into eagerness, to their tempting sug-

crime, short of murder, to which they did not lead him, at their
pleasure. They had at length ventured to unveil to him their
real characters, as outlaws and banditti.
They made him join
in their midnight robberies ; but he sickened at the very

them

thoughts of polluting his once happy dwelling with the fruit
of his villanies he refused a share in the spoils, and whenever
he returned home, it was only with more haggard looks, more
tortured conscience, and an empty purse.
He loathed his very life, he gnawed his very heart in sorrow, and the most desperate thoughts, even of self-destruction,
began to haunt his mind. His companions saw him sometimes
looking over the edge of a precipice, as if deliberating whether
to throw himself nead-loug, or feeling the point of a dagger, as if
meditating a self -aimed blow. But a cold shudder would creep
over his frame he would draw suddenly back, or cast the
weapon away while his companions would break into a coarse
peal of laughter, and dare him to accomplish his thought.
Yes thanks to Heaven, Pierrot had not yet lost his belief in
eternity he remembered that there was a bottomless gulf below the depths of the precipice, and that there was a sword of
divine justice, keener than the dagger's point.
But his companions saw that they would soon lose their hold
on him, that his desperation would drive him to some deed that
would betray them.
They, therefore, with artful villany
assured him of their willingness
course.
their
They
changed
to release him from his painful We.
One, only one more enhim to join, it was an easy and safe
terprise did they require
one and after that they would quit the neighborhood, and he
should be left at peace. At peace little did they know or
care, how effectually they had driven this from his heart, how
;

;

;

!

;

:

!

Still, to him there was
they had banished it from his life
comfort in their words ; and he almost longed to commit the
crime which was to be his last. A day wus fixed for it, jt ft
!

Till';
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Nor could
off, and this seemed like au ago to Pierrot.
any entreaties prevail on thorn to communicate to him the nature of their intention. Only he clearly saw preparations makand in
ing at their houses, for a complete and sudden flight
this he felt he had the best pledge and security for the truth
month

;

of their promises.
Let us in the mean time, return to consider his poor wife
and child. Every month of the period, over which we have

traced Pierrot's evil course, had sunk them deeper in misery
and in sorrow. Of the character of his crimes they had no
evidence for as he never brought home his share of plunder,
;

and as he kept a moody silence and reserve, they had no ground
on which to suspect farther, than that lie was engaged in something very wrong. Even when at home, he could get but little
and so his once
work, for now no one cnred to employ him
neat and happy dwelling bore marks of poverty, neglect, and
And within, too, all was sorrow and distress no cheerdecay.
ful conversation, no smile, no confidence.
The mother and
the daughter, indeed, understood one another, but it was more
by silent sympathy, than by exchange of sentiment for each
feared ever to swell the other's grief, and generally stifled her
inward feelings, and repressed the gushing tear, or wept alone.
And let this be added to the praises of the poor, that none better than they have the inborn delicacy to honor virtue in distress, and refrain from sarcasm and reproach against those
whom bitter trials oppress. Never was the conduct of Pierrot,
though now notorious and a public scandal, cast into the face
of these two forlorn ones, morally indeed a widow and an orphan. But rather it seemed as if a tacit honor was paid to
their suffering innocence
every one made way for them;
every one seemed to soften his voice as he addressed them
;

;

;

;

;

present, artfully conveyed, so as to repress all
sense of obligation, made its way to their cottage to soothe their
distress ; and many a kind hope that God would console them,

many a

little

was whispered

And He

at the

ekurch door in their

did, in truth console

them

:

ear.

for without

His Pre-

sence, His Grace, His Light, His Food, their hearts would
long since have been broken by despairing sorrow. Again and

again did they kneel at evening before the altar, and there
ever found they the calm and peace which resignation to the
Divine Will alone can give. It was on one of these occasions
that a new association of ideas led our little contemplative to
consoling thoughts, akin to those which we have seen the
Sanctuary's Lamp had before suggested ; only from the sorrows of the Mother, it guided her to those of the Son. She
had oeen reading in her little rude picture-bible, and had
there seen illustrated the vision of Zacharias (chap, iv.) in
which is described the. golden candlestick before the altar, on
side whereof stands an olive tree, the over-hanging branches of which, through golden funnels, feed the sacred lamps, with an unfailing light and unction, (verse
To this her thoughts reverted as the soothing light
12].
of the lamp fell upon her ; and wearied much with sorrow, she
fell into one of those calm moods of meditation, in which the
thoughts wise spontaneously, and pass, as on a mirror, before

either

mind, seeming but the reflection of objects presented by an external, but invisible, power. It appeared to her as
though the lamp before the altar were enlarged in its dimensions, and became a golden font, in the midst of which burnt
a flame, celestial in its purity and brightness ; while over its
edge flowed on every side, a rich amber wave of purest oil,
some of which was caught up by unseen hands in
the Church's
phials, and borne away as a precious treasure into
stores ; whence dispensed, in a triple stream, it hallowed the
the
child, consecrated the high priests of God. #nd anointed
dying wrestler against the powers of hell ; while some fell in<

it, and distilled into it, from its ptirp!<i fruit, thick, clanv
drops of hoaling juice. And when again she wondered
looked
whence this chosen plant derived its H>
l><h<M<)n>
naturally down towards its twisted
11 in fun' run Id not ho seen,
prostrate as in anguish uml pi-uyr.
for His pale forehead touched the ground
lint Hin dark robe
seemed ae studded ith princely gems, rubies, or carbuncles, ol

hung

my

i

;

And by def/i
increased in HJJW
and began to flow, trickling, as a dew, upon th:it
ground. For they were the first life-drops, earnest of a fullei
flow, which burst through those pores, whenon virtue went
out to heal all. By these was fed and enriched, while it was
hallowed, that tree which first, after the deluge, put forth
branches of promise, of peace, and of hope, and sent by the
dove the first tidings of reconciliation to the world baptised.
And hence the fruit of that tree was made third in order of the
earth's most precious produce, joined ever to tho "corn and
the wine" in the threats and in the promises of prophecy,* and
forming with them the triple power, whereby men are multiplied and strengthened in sacramental life.t
To that thoughtful child's heart the re seemed as clear connection between this consecration and its fruits, as there was
between our Lord's descending into the waters of Jordan, and
sparkling brightness.

the mystical sanctification of that cleansing element.
The olive
consecrated by the holy unction of our Redeemer's first blood,
became to the Church a sacred tree, whose juice can soften,
nourish, heal, render at once supple and strong, the soul
sacramentally, as the body naturally, and alone is fit,
with the produce of the industry of the virgin bee, to
light
up the Sanctuary of God.f These musings of
the sorrowful child brought their consolation, by lead-

her thoughts
even agony of mind

that scene of sorrow, in which
learn resignation. And this thought
If in the courts of the heavenly Jerusalem it shall

ing

struck her.

be said to holy virgins, spouses of the Lamb, " God, thy God,
hath anointed thee with the oil of g'adness," shall it not be
said that here below there is an oil of affliction too, with
which the servants of God are anointed, and rendered thereby
no less pleasing ? And happy the virgin who, waiting for her
Bridegroom, has her lamp trimmed with this holy oil, aye, and
plenty of it in her vessel too, lest it be extinguished, And if
it fail her, oh
let her hasten in tune thither, where best it
can be found and procured, to the Mount of Olives, the hill of
unction and of light.
While the youthful contemplative was enjoying these
thoughts, and praying that her lamp might be found burning
whenever the summons should come, her mother touched her
shoulder, and admonished her that it was time to return home.
The visions of her childish imagination melted away, and she
found herself once more, basking in the mild lustre of the
!

Sanctuary's lamp.

CHAPTER m.
ITS EXTINCTION.

the

l

drops like balm upon her and others, and where i fell closed
a wound, or healed a sore, or soothed a pain, or stilled a throb.
It dropped upon her lips, and it was bitter with the bitterness
of myrrh, but withal savory, and as a cordial to her breast.
Then as she wondered whence came this marvellous overflow of
,

abundance (like the filling of the widow of Sarepta's vessels),
she saw above a branch of a dark and gloomy olive, which over

to

may

" The

light

be put out."

hall be

Job

dark in his tabernacle, and the lamp that

if

over him shall

xviii.

IT is a trite remark, that as a lamp will shine the more
brightly in proportion to the darkness which surrounds it, so
will virtue appear more brilliant when the
gloom of adversity
has closed around it. Or, still drawing our illustration from

our subject, we
Deut.
fpe.

iv.

xi.
;

:

8.

14

;

may say,
and

xxviii.

"By the

that as the lamps of Gideon's soldiers
:

51.

Jer. xxxi,

fruit of their corn,

been multiplied."
JTo burn gas (as the lamp) before the

:

12.

Os.

wine, and

ii.

oil,

:

8.

they have

altar, or

upon it, is not ouly in,
and symbolical principle, but
With what can it associate the mind ex-

contradiction to every mystical feeling

seems positively unbecoming.

cept with the bituminous and sulphurous classes of natural productions,
and with the exhalations of the depths of the earth things and
places
more akin to the awful, than to the consoling,
dealings of God with

man?

v///:

ti

in

which

w their dazzling brilliancy,
wen- inclosed had been

tln-y

till
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the vessels of clay
broken, iind

bruised,

rrot'swife and dan^hwith increased lustre, the more their pomdown, the mure tlu'ir bodies wore wasted
humanity \
with want, mid their hearts broken with affliction. Upon that
of the daughter a new gr'
now to have come; but
occasionally like a cloud over her brow, sufficiently distinct not to escape her watchful mother's eye, yet
ihvays succeeded immediately by abright serenity, which
While they were
clearly came not from earthly consolation.
sitting together at their work in silence, a sigh would escape
her, a tear would steal down but the next instant her hands
would drop upon her knees, her eyes and countenance be upturned toward
right smile would beam upon her
features, and her lips would move as if addressing some one
In those moments her mother ventured not to address
near.
her, but would, gaze on her in admiration and awe, believing
her to be in close communion with better spirits.
At length, one day she asked her what now so much occupied
her thoughts. " I will conceal nothing from you, my dearest
" the truth
mother," replied the child ;
is, I can hardly bear
to think that in a few days my term of consecration, under
your vow, will expire, and that I must put off my white garI'orth

i

',

I

;

1

1

>

.

ment, and resume that of the world."
" And
" it is better for
yet, my child," her mother answered,
us all that it should be so. You are now getting strong enough
to go to work in the fields, and this is impossible in your present attire. Nor can I go and leave you alone at home. It is
indeed necessary that we should exert ourselves more and
more for" she paused, for what she was going to say would
have been a reproach to her husband, and that she would not
utter.
But her tears expressed her meaning. Her daughter
;

replied

" It

:

not that I grudge toil, or shrink from being what I
in truth am, a poor peasant girl ; but I feel as though, in putting off this religious attire, I shall be exposing myself more
completely to the dangers and temptations of the world ; and,
perhaps losing some claim to that protection of the Queen of
is

But once aga-in, we must withdraw our reader's attention
from the contemplation of the virtues of mother and daughter,
to trace the ruinous course of the unfortunate Pierrot, and see
him plunged, at last, into the lowest abyss of guilt and deThe month was expired, which had been agreed
gradation.
on before the commission of the crime, promised to be his last.
The day in fact was come, n the night of which it had to be
perpetrated, and still an impenetrable secret was preserved
by all around him us to what it was to be. By this time,
every thing worth moving in the house of the two accomplices, was packed up for instant flight, and mules were in
readiness to carry their baggage and families over the fronAs to himself, he had not taken any measures, to fly
tiers.
or to secure himself against the pursuit of justice; not merely
because he was in such ignorance about the crime, that he
knew not how he could best shape his course, especially with
his family on his hands
but also, because he was almost
reckless as to consequences, and hardly cared what the result
might be. A prey to remorse, to shame, and to bitter grief,
he would have preferred a prison, the galleys, or the
his
state
and forgot ail consescaffold, to
present
quences and risks in the assurance that, after this one
crime
he
should
be freed from
his present thraldom. During that last day of his partnership in guilt,
his companions strove to occupy his thoughts and divert him
him from unpleasant anticipations by their wild discourse and
after their meal they plied him with drink, which, if it did not
actually intoxicate him, dulled his faculties, and heated his
blood.
He was ready for anything, and he seemed to have
made up his mind for any crime, in a desperate mood of excitement, almost amounting to frenzy. And still he shuddered
within himself at thinking that possibly murder might be demanded from him ; no other wicked deed now seemed to him
terrible or impossible.
And yet, when the proposed crime was
unveiled to him, it was as much beyond his thoughts as
this, and appeared to him no less frightful and he shrank from
<

;

;

;

;

with a trembling horror that staggered his very companions.
It was not till late that night, when on the
point of starting
from their house, that the object of their expedition was
revealed to Pierrot. It was no less than to plunder the church
it

Heaven, as whose child I have been till now brought up.
" But it is
time, my dear mother, that I should tell you of of Mont-Marie, to strip it of its silver donatives, its rich altaran offering which I made on that night when, for the first time, plate, the ornaments of its image and its tabernacle, and carry
he absented himself from home, and have often since repeated the whole over the frontier into Spain. They had made all
before the altar. There I have again and again prayed that I necessary arrangements for concealing or melting down their
may never be allowed to put off my white garments, but may rich booty, so as to escape detection.
Had a thunderbolt struck the head of the unfortunate Pierbe allowed to bear them down into my grave unstained, and
" I have
farther" she hesitated and faltered as she added,
rot, he could hardly have been more stunned than he was on
begged of God to take my life in exchange ior my dear father's hearing this. The moment he was a little recovered from his
conversion and return to virtue. I cannot help hoping that first amazement he began to storm and protest that no consideration on earth should ever prevail on him to commit so horrible
my prayer and offering have been accepted."
Her mother was greatly troubled on hearing this, and has- and so ungrateful a sacrilege. But his companions now knew
"Beware, my child, lest you tempt Heaven. their power, and dealt with him as a skilful angler does with a
tily answered
May God hear your prayer on behalf of your poor father, but fish that feels the first smart of the hook they gave him play,
not on that condition. Indeed," she added, after a moment's and allowed him to vent his feelings and then, wheii he had
" I do not see what reason there
exhausted his first burst of passion, began to draw him into
reflection.
canjae to fear it
For this purpose, they
for never, in spite of our sufferings, did you seem to me the full gripe of their wicked might.
represented to him that it was too late to draw back for if he
stronger or in better health."
It was now, notwithstanding, finally arranged between attempted it, they would immediately fulfil their threats of
mother and daughter, that on the morning of the anniversary delivering him up. They told him that it was mere folly
of the vow they should proceed very early to the church, so to shrink from the commission of one crime more, which they
to enjoy a few hours' silent prayer, by the light of the sacred had promised him should be his last that if ever he repented,
lamp, which the child loved so much, before receiving Com- it would be as easy to repent of this as of its predecessors if
munion in thanksgiving after which, she would change her not, that he was fully lost by what he had already done, and
white dress for the ordinary peasant's cloak and so return could not make his case worse. Many other wicked arguuents
home. And these preliminaries arranged, and the priest's con- and persuasions they employed, and when at last all else had
sent obtained, who was to leave the church door open for failed, they savagely threatened to wreak their vengance upon
to proceed at once to murder his wife and
them, they both forbore to revert again to the subject. Only his family, and
Marie seemed ever intent on it, in her thoughts, now occupied daughter.
in preparing the dress in which she would make her last apThey had two motives for this cruel earnestness, in wishing
as their accomplice.
First, from his conversations
pearance, as one consecrated to God, that its whiteness and to have him
purity might be perfect; -and in weaving a garland of choi- they had ascertained that he knew accurately what was of real
cest flowers, as her last offering, to crown the image of her and what of apparent value among the ornaments of the
church what was really of silver and what only of baser metal.
Lady and Patroness.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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often assifitod as voluntary sacristan there in his betThey, on the contrary, had never taken more than

a cursory glance at the riches accumulated in the sanctuary
enough to inflame their desires but not to guide them in the
selection of spoil.
But, farther, they had a still baser and
blacker motive ; they had only valued Pierrot aa a tool, and
having no farther use for his active services after that night,
it was their intention to make him serviceable as a victim,
by
fljing themselves, and leaving him behind to bo seized on by
public justice, so themselves to elude its pursuit. His connection with them, who would, of course, be suspected, and

the weakness of his character, which would

make him at once

own

his gnilt, would bring down upon him the vengeance of
the law, which would thus be less eager in its search after
them. Such were the fiendish feelings of his companions for

him such, in other words, is the friendship of the wicked
The terrible menace of the ruffians was uttered w ith such
!

;

and yet in so determined a tone, that, with Pierrot's experience of their character, he saw it was made in earnest, and
would be unscrupulously carried into execution.
His resolution failed him ; the thought of all his past neglect and cruel
abandonment of those whom in his secret heart he still loved
and actually reverenced rushed upon him. Must he in the end
prove their death, their murderer in some sort ? He could not
bear to think it, and in an agony of contending feelings, and
rage,

with a protest to heaven, he chose what he thought the lesser
curse, and consented to accompany his tyrants.

TJff'l

A'.

into

liin

from

it

I

;

AV77 '.!/,'>.

bosom

into IUB heart, that

they hod u voice that

came towm
it

H]I<

that

though tenderly. However (lie brsuiiH might play
around objects beyond and around, and dance and linger on
their way, to him they came direct and rigid, and swift as arrows from a bow, cutting through the darkneHH between, and
not enlightening it, but leaving it darkiienn Htill.
seemed to him as an angel's gaze the look of the heavenly
Watchman deputed to keep ward, and pay honmgi; thn
-1 treasing the silent hours of night the Guardian ol
ure, but whose power was only to mil den
strike or to destroy,
And even thus did that light moi
due him and make him coward. Sooner would lie have focod,
it seemed to him, a seraph brandishing a sword of
angels with scourges in their hands, than this uoine!'
harmless protector of the Sanctuary and its treasures. Is not
grace about to triumph in him ?
This succession of thoughts and feelings in Pierrot's mind,
occupied in reality but a few moments but these were quite
1,

;

;

.

;

the patience of his companion, who, though
clearly overawed, had not the same associations to work, nor
the same heart to be worked on, as Pierrot. He soon broke in
on the reverie which held him entranced, and shaking him by
the arm, said in a whisper yes, the ruffian durst not speak, in
that light, in a higher tone

enough to

tire

:

"

Come, come, comrade, we are losing time let us begin."
" I dare not."
I cannot," said Pierrot, in the same voice
Nonsense !" gruffly urged the robber ; " are you a child ?
;

'

;

'
had lost much of the night in this contention but still it wanted some hours to day, and the robbers Kemember your promise.
To work, then, at once."
" I will
" Not for the world
durst not now put off their enterprise. Silent and sullen they
not," replied his poor victim.
reached the church-door, and it was agreed that one should will I rob her who here gave me back my daughter, on a night

Time urged,

for they

;

stay outside with the mule, and keep watch, while the leader
with Pierrot should enter, and bring out the spoil.

like this.

"

"

And do you wish

to murder her on such a night, too ?"
They found the door unlocked but this did not surprise growled the savage, with set teeth, and the look of a tiger.
them for no one in the neighborhood ever dreamt of the pos- "If you will not remember your promise, remember my threat.
sibility of sacrilege.
Cautiously and silently they opened it, Ten minutes will take us to your house, and five more will
and entered in. Both paused upon the threshold, as if over- finish our work there. Befuse, and in a quarter of an hour
awed even the hardened robber seemed afraid to advance. So you will be a childless widower."
;

;

;

Pierrot's heart quailed, his heart shuddered and quivered at
deeply still and silent was that lonely sanctuary, that Pierrot
eould actually hear his heart beat against his side, as it throbbed the thought. The moment of grace was over; the> demon had
in remorse and fear.
The flame of the lamp was burning again triumphed, and in the recklessness of despair, he exbright and clear, and the entire holy place basked in its tem- claimed:
"Beit so, then; let me accomplish my doom! To work;
pered radiance. Never, in his days of virtue, had it looked to
him more sacred, more venerable, or more lovely, than it did but not by this light: no, grant me this at least not by this
Never did the silver light."
on this night of his basest treachery
"
"
and jewels of the altar beam more joyously, never did the saints
Why not ? asked the other. " Is it not enough ? "
"Never mind," said Pierrot ; "but not by this light. Let
from the walls look down upon him more softly, never did the
image over the altar seem to gaze upon him with a sweeter, it be in total darkness, if you please: that would be better.
blander smile, than now that his mind was bent on sacrilege ! But rather uncover your dark lantern, that will be best. " And
"Ah, Judas !" they all seemed to say to him in words of soft as he spoke, he shaded his eyes with his hand, that he might
" wilt thou
reproof,
betray the spouse of the Son of Man with not see the lamp.
a kiss?" He could not bear the sight, and he cast his eyes
The robber, muttering something to the effect, that he too
upon the ground ; and there he thought he saw his infant child, did not like that light much, uncovered his lantern. Its lurid
as she lay seven years before on the steps before him, slumber- red gleam streaming through the coarse smoked
glass appeared
ing once more the sleep of health, and himself kneeling in at once to contaminate the chaste light that before illuminated
Yes, every thing around him the holy place. It was like a stream of blood defiling, on a
quiet gratitude beside her.
looked to him now just as it did then all except his own sudden, a crystal fountain; or the glare of a burning
cottage
He flung his vision, by breaking into the summer moonlight. Yet it was comforting
breast alas how changed was that
and
from
his
raised
histo
a forcible effort,
imagination,
Pierrot, and seemed to dispel his fears.
His companion
eyes ;
and in doing so, encountered the steady gaze of the lamp, saw it, and cheered him on, saying:
" Come
which shed all this beauty and mysterious charm on every obon, we must make up for lost tune. I see you do
"
is to not like that lamp.
Ha ha we will get rid of it at once. It
What the eye of a man " the light of his body
ject.
his other features, even that did the pure solitary flame of the is silver, I have heard you say; so pull it down, and untie
it,
sanctuary's lamp appear to Pierrot's mind : it was its eye, while I take down the candlesticks from the altar."
Pierrot hod just the same thought. So with
through which it looked keenly, yet mildly upon him ; as if to
desperate resosee whether or no he would have heart to do his wicked deed. lution, and still shrouding his eyes, he advanced to the
lamp,
Whatever spell there is in the human eye to arrest the murderer's pulled it violently down, and, with one powerful
breath, exthat
same
did
this
beast's
or
the
it.
assault;
power
savage
eye tinguished
stroke,
it charmed and fixed
In the same instant, a shriek rent his
of the Sanctuary exercise over his soul
ears, so sudden, so
him immovable to the spot ; not all the promises or threats of harp, and so full of agony, that it did not seem to pi
earth would have influenced him to attempt a crime so long as from human utterance, but to come from some
being of an
it beamed upon him.
Nay, to his sight, it was a superhuman world. Whether it cam* from afar or from near, from the
sky
intelligence that darted from it ; they were rays that penetrated above, or from the ground below, or from the country around,
!

;

!

!

!

!

;

I

////;

or

/'///:

who he

was, she started not, and turned not towards him, but
kept her eyes fixed in the samo direction.
" Annette !" he
distracted with this new

For it was instantaliis companion could tell.
was neither prolonged nor repeated. But Boimlid it follow, or rath.
my, the extinction of
naturally
hut. both 1'ierrot and his companion
the two occurrences together, aa cause and effect.
nor

,

still

u:id

>

"what

sorrow,
you looking a! what is there below thare,
that so rivets your sight and mind
She replied not, but only pom ted at a white object belnw.
" What is that V" ho
again asked: "a white stone? some
sheep in the valley ?"

i

ted.

SANCTUARY.

are

'.'

'.'''

"

Yes," she replied, and they were her first words "our own
Marie."
" what is she
" How ?" cried out the wretched
man,
doing
there?"
At these words her sense seemed to return to the unhappy
mother, and turning round, and calmly confronting her husband, she said to him
" Pierrot
you have no doubt forgotten that this night is the
seventh anniversary of our dear child's miraculous recovery.
This morning we were going to our Sanctuary to pray a while
in silence, by the dear light of its lamp, before she put off her
white robes. She was tripping lightly and securely before mei
when suddenly we lost sight of the light from the lamp ; and
she naturally thinking (as I should have done had I been first)
that it was time to turn, did so, and ftll over the precipice. I
:

CHAPTER

IV.

lamb

ITS BE-KINDLINa.
" Aecende lumen
eensibue,
Infunde amorem oordibus."

:

" Restore Thy

And Thy

light to the fading sight,
love impart to the fainting heart."

Hymn.
Her lamp

shall not

be put out in the

-.night." J>rov.

xi. 18.

The fearful cry which we described at the close of the last
into the breasts of the sacrilegious robchapter, stojick terror
The ruffian leader shook, with affright, from head to
bers.
and the lantern fell from his tremfoot, his teeth chattered,
Both he and Pierrot
bling hand, and was extinguished.
There
out.
hurried
and
door
the
to
they found their
rushed
companion equally terrified with themselves.
"Did you hear that ?" they both exclaimed.
'

gave but one shriek, and fell down senseless."
In a
Pierrot felt as if a sword was driven through his heart.
tone of agony he exclaimed "I have, then, this night murdered my child it was I who put out thelamp !" and before his
" Hear it ?" said he, with a trembling voice. " Aye, and do wife could
stop him, he had flung himself over the edge of the
not wioh, or intend, ever to hear it again. Let us be gone
precipice and seizing hold of the weak shrubs which grew
I will have nothing more to do with robbing churches. I from its clefts, he let himself down from crag to crag, by a
never liked the job much from the beginning."
path which the most daring hunter would not have ventured to
Both the robbers were now thoroughly alarmed, and fled as try. Fragments of rock crumbled from .under his feet and
towards their homes, leaving Pierrot to rolled down with terrible roar, the bushes crackled and
quickly as possible
first impulse should have been, to give
His
himself.
shift for
crashed as he tore through them, regardless of bruise or tear
thanks to God for his own escape from the actual commission and in a few moments he stood or rather kneeled, by the object
of a dreadful crime, and fcr that ef his wife and daughter at which his wife had pointed.
from the vengeance of his brutal comrades. But fear, as yet
It was the body of his daughter, lying placid as if asleep, in
froze up every other, and every better feeling, and he only a soft brake.
Not a limb was broken, not a feature discomthe scene of his wickedness, and
or rent inflicted on her or her garments
a
scratch
not
thought of running away from
posed,
terrible cry which rung in his imagi- the
finding shelter from the
very garland she had borne as an offering was still in her
and
nation.
Instinctively he took the road towards home,
hand, and her white cloak was gathered gracefully around her.
carried by angels to Mount SLiai,
of St.
hurried along it in the dark, as quickly as his trembling knees The
:

!

;

;

;

;

His remorse gave him no peace, and he
fancied himself pursued ; every howl of the wind in the deep
as the voice of an angry multitude in
.ravine, sounded to him
chase of him, every waving branch and quivering bongh looked
Yet, still he
to him aa a sword or staff shaken over his head.
halted not but on, on he ran in breathless haste.
He came to the place we have before described, where a gentle slope led up from the wider road to the narrow path
He ran up it in breathless haste
skirting the precipice.'
.the grey twilight was just beginning to appear, when by it he
before him, a wild-looking
saw, standing on the narrow path'
find garments streamed to the wind, immovfigure, whose hair
able as the rock that overhung it. He paused and staggered.
The words of Scripture which had onoe terrified him in an elo-

would allow him.

;

;

1

Catharine,
body
could not have been more gently laid down by their hauls.
For so light and brisk had been her step, that she did not
stumble or slip over the perilous edge, but flew over clear of
its surface ; and life must have been extinct without pain, long
before she reached ground below.
Pierrot knelt by her side, for some time, in deep anguish,
but in earnest prayer ; then taking her in his arms, as reverently as he would have handled a sacred relic, proceeded along
the valley, till he came to the same slope which he had ascended, with very different feelings, a few moments before, and
returned along the path to the place where he had left his wife.

He found her still riveted, as if entranced, to the spot. When
he brought his precious burden near her, she shed not a tear,
she gave not way to a single expression of womanly grief her
" Fiat via illoto his thoughts.
came
mouth
mind seemed absorbed in the consideration of what had ocpreacher's
quent
'rum tenebne et lubricum, et Angelus Domini coarctans cos."* curred, which seemed to her something more mysterious than
He thought of Balaam stopped by an avenging angel in the a mere accident or human event.
narrow path. It seemed to him, as if the same judgment had
She pressed her lips with deep devotion, on the pale, but yet
overtaken him in the most perilous pass. And yet the terror warm, brow of her child, and addressed her husband in these
'he had left behind him urged him on, and he determined, at words
"
all risks, to face any danger before him, so that he might reach
Pierrot, the words which you just now spote, are buried
He rushed forward at once to the object of his ter- forever in the faithful bosom of your wife. But, they have rehis home.
not he stood close to it, and it stirred called to
ror, but still it moved
my mind the words of your prayer just seven years
He gazed with mingled terror and anxiety it was his ago, when you begged for your child's life, until some sacrinot.
Do you
.wife
legious hand extinguished the lamp before the altar.
There sne stood as if bereft of sense and speech, on the very remember ?" Pierrot's frame quivered, as he made a sign of
brink of the precipice, looking intently down into its depth. assent. She continued " Then your prayer was heard to the
She saw him not, she heeded him not and even when he had letter and you have no right to complain.
arm and addressed her by her name, and told her
," But she, too, hath prayed long and earnestly for two fa-.
and one at least has been granted. She hud entreated,
* "
yors,
May their way be dark and slippery, and an Angel of God straiten;
dot to be permitted to put off the wliite garments which conseem." P.
i

1

^

:

:

;

!

:

;

;

:

LA.Mr

////;
crated her to

God and His

<>/'

Blessed Mother, but to be laid in

them on her bier. I thought but a few hours ago, that them
wns no danger of this being granted. But in the hearing of
your prayer, hers haw received its boon. She made another,
1

but I know not yet its result.'
What was it?" eagerly asked Pierrot. She replied
" She offered
up the life which she prized HO little, as n

too,

"

:

ritice,

to obtain your return to grace,

in id

nac-

virtue."

" Then she has been heard," answered with broken nobs, the

unhappy
He had

9

rut':

tho corpse was placed, in its ^now-white spotless
hands it h her crueilix placed between them, and
.don the breast; her
her beads twined around them,
.ders, mid thn wreath
long silken trcKKcs Honied
which she herself hail twined was placed upon her head.
the

niter,

dress, the

On either Hide knell one of her now broken-lit ailed parents!
but Pierrot soon passed to the knees of the venerable
tears
where ho poured forth with deep contrition an
i

thn history (if his past crimes, an
'nging
of a remorseful conscience, for thn tender consolation
of loving repentance, and assurance of pardon by the absolu-

worm

Pierrot.

scarcely uttered these words, when a bright light
darted to the eyes of each, as if a bright star had on a sudden
arisen.
They looked around in amazement it was the light
of the lamp rekindled in the Sanctuary, and again shining on
Both hailed the omen, or raththe narrow and slippery path.
er the emblem and token of returning grace.
The good priest had been awakened by the cry that had
;

>f

Clirist's minister.

He was

again at his former post, kneeling by the b
But now her spirit seemed to him to hover in (lie
soft radiance above him, and to smile upon him in the
the sacred lamp.
He could imagine it mingling with a
choirs descending to rejoice over, the sinner brought to repentance, and flittiug around him, hand in hand with that guardian
his child.

He
startled the robbers, and had arisen to ascertain its cause.
went first to his chapel, and to his astonishment found it dark. spirit who had never abandoned him in all his wanderings.
It was some time before he procured a light, find had in that And as he looked, to assure himself of the reality of his state,
momer.t relighted the lamp. On finding it drawn down, and to the bier beside him, it seemed to him as if a new smile
had played upon her features, and a tinge of life had returned
still more on perceiving that the door was open, and discovering the lantern on the ground, he saw at once that he had had to her countenance.
a narrow escape from sacrilege. How this had been prevented
Morning was come, and tke well-known death-bell sounded
he could not conceive, and he remained examining every from the little turret of the chapel. The neighbors stai ted at
the strange circumstance, when he per- its voice, for they had heaxd of no illness near them, and
place, and pondering on
His alarm was changed into crowded in kind anxiety to the Sanctuary. They faltered aa
ceived footsteps approaching.
it was Pierrot and his wife, the former
that
saw
he
when
grief,
they entered, in astonishment and sorrow. The tale wa
bearing in his arms the dead body of his daughter.
whispered from one to another the flight of those naturally
It was long before his sympathising sorrow allowed him to suspected of the attempted sacrilege, confirmed all their conShe told it at last with- jectures, while Pierrot's being with his wife and dau^htei
listen to the mother's tale of affliction.
out mentioning her husband's name, except where she describ- screened him from suspicion.
ed him as madly rusaing down the precipice to recover his
Many tears of unaffected sorrow graced thatfur.eral, but sheii
But the good old man now saw his own, and a no less more in sympathy for the survivors, than from grief over hei
child.
Mothers held up their little ones to
beautiful, solution of the mysteries of that night than that of whom all now envied.
the parents, as he said:
Icok upon that corpse and instead of shrinking from it in ter" Now I understand it alL Not
only has her wish been ror, they stretched out their arms to ask to embrace it.
There was long in the cemetery of Mont-Marie a grave
gratified, of never returning to a worldly garb, but she has
proved the guardian and protecting spirit of this her favorite greener than all the rest, and decked each day by children's
Sanctuary, which she so much adorned. But for that fatal hands with the faireat flowers and if you had asked auv of
accident to her and the pang it caused her mother the robbers, the little laborers whose it was he would have told you with
whoever they were, would have accomplished their work. For, wondering eyes that it was Marie's as if no one else had ever
no doubt, the cry which awoke me, scared them. By her been called there by that name.
death she has saved this holy place from pillage. She was
After some years there were two other graves near the favoherself as a second Lamp of the Sanctuary; how natural that rite spot they were those of her parents, honored
by all for
virtue and venerable old age. Pierrot left it to be told after
putting out of one should cause the extinction of the other."
Their plans were soon arranged. A bier was placed in the his death how his virtue and his happiness, his crimes, his
middle of the church, on the very spot where she loved to punishment, liis repentance, and his forgiveness, had been
kneel, and covered with a black velvet pall.
Upon it, facing wonderfully connected with the Lamp of the
;

;

;

;

Sanctuary.

GRANDFATHER KEROUAN.
had the happiness

INEVEB
died a few hours

after

of

my birth.

knowing

My

my mother;

relatives

were

she
all

very poor, and my father owed his honorable position in the
After distinworld entirely to his own talents and industry.
guishing himself at the bar by his eloquence, he was, in 1816,
elected Attorney-General.
Being a widower, and constantly
occupied in the duties of his office, he was obliged to entrust
me to the care of strangers; but his affection made him wary
in the choice of instructors, and the school which sheltered my
infancy proved his tender solicitude.
At the age of fourteen I was removed to an establishment
for more advanced students, where the sciences were taught
and youths prepared for the learned professions.
This house, situated in one of the most beautiful suburbs

was deservedly celebrated. The terms were high, on
account of the first-rate masters who attended, and the domesof Paris,
tin

hich warp, far Knne.rior. in

noiiit,

of comfort.

to the generality of schools.

It

was rather extraordinary that

one so poor as myself should be placed in such an establishment, but in this respect my father might, perhaps, have done
more than his circumstances warranted, and his love for me
was so great that he would, if necessary, have deprived himself
of every comfort to give me a complete education.
On my arrival I

was kindly received and welcomed by a youth

of

my

His counfrankly offered me his friendship.
tenance was mild and prepossessing, his manners cordial and
elegant; and sad as I was at the separation from my father,
whom I had been visiting a month, and depressed at the idea
of being thrown amongst so many boys so much older than
In our
myself, I gratefully and eagerly met his advances.
youthful years, before distrust chills our affections, a few
days intimacy is often sufficient to form a friendship, and
Henri, for that was the name of my young companion, soon
became verv dear to me.
Mv friend hud. hnwRver a fan If

own

age,

who

f,'lf.

I

.V/>/.'.l

77MV,'

perhaps, in the eyes of some, but in reality one <>f
since it invariably more or less corrupts the
of those infected by it.

triilinu,

r

Henri's beMtting sin was vanity, and unfortunately he enwhich givatly contributed to foster
joyrd in:
and encourage thia fault, nor did he make the slightest effort
His Cither was said to be imeither to conceal or subdue it.
mensely rich, and Henri was more favored than the other pu.

pils.

In addition to the lessons which we shared, he received
others from first-class masters, and his purse, always well tilled,
.'uerosity of his father, as well as the prosperous
state of his finances.

spent his

poor
In

money

It must, however,

nobly.

He was

be owned that Henri

always ready to

assist the

and

to oblige his school-fellows.
our various conversations, Henri often spoke to me of his

of the neighborhood,

prospects ; he was astonished, he said, to see his father persist
in continuing his trade ; and he was still more surprised that
he should purchase good farms at high prices rather than some
old castle, which would have raised his position in

given him importance

life,

and

in society.

KEBOVAN.

"Oh! do

not weep thus," said he; "depend upon my fri>
your tears break my heart."
At this moment tho ringing of the bell announced a visitor.
Mr. Georges was in the parlor, and Henri went to him.
A quarter of an hour had scarcely elapsed when I was summoned. On my entrance, Mr. Georges came forward to meet
"
me, and, affectionately embracing me, said:
Young man, I
am rich; you shall share as a brother with my son, until you
"
can, yourself, provide for your necessities, and as tears choked
my utterance, he again tenderly embraced me, repeating, "I
will be your father."
Oh how noble and beautiful I now thought the countenance
which I had so of ten deemed coarse and vulgar. Kind anil
worthy man
May God reward him for all the benefits lie
showered on me
to him I owe a profession which I fondly
love a profession which enables me to defend the widow and
ship

!

!

;

;

protect the orphan.
I remained the brother and intimate friend of my good
Henri, but I soon perceived that his unfortunate defect increased with his years, and I was incessantly obliged to remonstrate with him, calling to
aid his reason,
which was still excellent.

my

Mr. Georges, however, completely disregarded these vain
ideas of his son ; he was a worthy man, his countenance was
intelligent and benevolent, but his figure was extremely vulgar he was very short, prodigiously stout, and his dress was
invariably negligent and badly chosen.
These latter were certainly not the characteristics of a noble
chatelain, such as poor Henri would have wished to depict him
to our imaginations.
Generally, when he visited the school,
;

he was first subjected to the impertinent criticisms of his son,
whose attention was invariably directed to the dress of his father, and Henri would often exhaust, in impertinent and
foolish remarks, that time which ought to have been delightThe good
fully spent in the interchange of mutual affection.
man would listen to his son with patience, then, with an expression of reproachful pity, he would slightly shrug his
shoulders, and abruptly change the conversation.
This improper conduct, on the part of Henri, was so often
repeated, that at length it aroused the malicious curiosity of
the pupils, and there was a daily deluge of jokes on the unknown trade of Mr. Georges, a trade which all agreed in pro-

and especially

his heart,

For along period good Mr. Georges seldom came; his manner
towards his son became reserved, and occasionally he seemed to
have a difficulty in checking expressions of evident, disapproval
of that odious vanity, which, with all its hideous results, at
length became so evident to his eyes; but an entreating look from
Henri would make him pause, and the affectionate father
seemed to shrink from inflicting humiliation on his son.
One day, as he was bidding Henri farewell, after they had
been walking in the college garden, an ignorant and conceited
youth, newly arrived at school, inquired
man could possibly be.

who

that vulgar old

Feeling more wounded in his vanity than grieved at this insult to the best of parents, and, yielding to his wicked fuult
Henri blushingly replied that the man was his father's stewl

ard.

In his confusion and anxiety Henri had spoken loudly
enough to be heard good Mr. Georges went away grieved
and dejected, and for a whole month he never visited us, but
after the expiration of that time all the pupils received an iiivi.
;

nouncing very lucrative, but of which no one could discover
the nature; for Henri would endure no raillery on the subject,
and roughly silenced every question relative to this delicate

tatiou to Bellville.

point.

ordinary event.
On this occasion our generous host even exceeded his previous kindness and liberality.
The whole of his house was
placed at our disposal, and every conceivable amusement was
Henri's vanity was perfectly satisfied with
procured for us.
the luxury displayed by his father; twenty times he endeavored to thank him, but Mr. Georges always silently and
quickly turned away from him.
After dinner we all assembled in the drawing-room; in the
middle was a small table, on which was placed a magnificent
ebony box inlaid with silver.
Every eye was immediately attracted towards this beautiful object.
It had evidently been
placed where it was to serve some especial purpose, and our

Mr. Georges was in the habit of giving an annual fete chamthe pupils, without exception, and
petre, to which he invited all
a happy day it was for us.
Early in the morning our kind host would send carriages to
take us to his country house, at Belleville, where a magnificent
breakfast awaited our arrival; after a part of the day spent in
various games, we had a splendid dinner; the evening concluded with a concert and ball, and the whole was arranged
with so much taste and kindness that, for a month at least, the
most malicious and discontented could not find the least cause

For nearly two years I had been the constant companion of
Henri, and our friendship had never once been disturbed; for,
without the fault I have mentioned, my friend would have been
perfect; and yet I did not appreciate him as he deserved.
I had still a long course of study before me, and I was anticipating the enjoyment of my friend's society for at least
eighteen mouths longer, when, one morning, the principal
called me into his study; ho held in his hand a letter, sealed
with black
My father was dead and I had not been summoned to receive his last blessing, or hear his last wishes
!

!

I had only some poor relatives, who resided at a distance, and
my father had died insolvent; I was a beggar.
I must leave the college before having finished my education;

must renounce all hope of an honorable profession,
and endure the misery of a life of poverty, and I was but
I

sixteen

!

Overwhelmed with

grief,

I tiew to Henri for consolation.

As usual, there was to be a dinner and ball, and in addition
an illumination, to celebrate, as the note expressed, an extra-

curiosity was greatly excited when Mr. Georges, taking his
son's hand, placed him by his side, and spoke as follows:

"You know, my dear young friends, that I have always great
pleasure in welcoming you here; you are the companions of
my Henri, and this alone would give you a claim to my attention, for you know how I love him.
"On this day he completes his seventeenth year; he is no
longer a child, and he ought to be able to make a worthy use
and title bequeathed to him by his ancestors.
This box contains the title deeds of our family, and I wish to
of the fortiuie

them to Henri in your presence.
May these precious
be respected by him, as by myself; and may the banner
of our ancestors incite him to imitate their honor and their
deliver
relics

virtues.

" And
now, my dear guests, allow me to relate a short
tory, which is both instructive and amusing.

his-

GRANDFATHER KEROUAN.
"

On a cold, gloomy December morning, a poor man left the
village of Glomel, in Brotagne, and, pursuing the pathway
leading to the mountains, lie slowly toiled up tin; rock \

1!

and the ashes are used in various
manuring !im<l, and it is called animal
"'Oil, this is Rood for nothing,
the broken neok of a boHle which \m\
"
it
M
burnt

;

art*,

and also for

li

1

i-

,

throwing away

Although the cold wan excessive), and his clothes were covered
with hoar frost, yet the poor man often stopped to wipe his
It was poor Kerouau, a brave und worthy solheated brow.
dier, who had lost one of his legs in the service of the first re-

pi'-ees of glass
'But, pick
up my boy,'
are melted, and are bought to mix \viih new gl:isn, for glass,
heated to a certain degree, beeome.s liquid, like water; it is

public.

then put into moulds, or blown,

" When the old veteran had reached the mountain

he

form.'

rapped with his crutch at the door of a poor cottage. The
door was immediately opened, and three boys, of whom the
eldest might be about fourteen, threw themselves into the old
man's arms.
" 'Good
morning, grandfather !" they exclaimed in one voice.
" 'Good
morning, children, good morning.'
"Saying this, Kerouan took the heavy wallet from his

" In

top,

back.

" ' Alas !' said he in a low
voice,
I cannot walk as I used.'

'

I

am

getting very lame,

dren.

But, as he was very industrious, he was soon able to do
without the assistance of others ; he brought up the boys
honestly, sent them to school, and they soon learned to read
'

and write very nicely.
" When Kerouan was
seated, he took off his large round hat,
shook the frost from his long white hair, put on an old woollen
cap, and dividing into equal portions the bread for breakfast,
he spoke thus to his grandsons:
"
My dear children, you ore now old enough to gain your
livelihoo J remember that it is disgraceful to beg, and God
only allows it when it is absolutely impossible to do other'

;

we

e

crossing a wood, they saw some wild cherries and mushThe old soldier taught them to distinguish tl,mushrooms from the poisonous ones. 'Never

rooms.

1

which change their color when broken, and h
acrid, disagreeable smell. All good mushrooms smell lik<
newly ground one may say that nature, like a good mother,
tells us which to take or reject."
"
Peter, Charles and George were soon accustomed to this
distinction, and carried to a neighboring market all the mushrooms they had gathered they also often took thither moss,
bouquets of roses, and various herbs useful in medicine. The
said he,

'

;

;

" The old soldier had lived a
long time in this cottage with
his son Simon, who was a fisherman, his wife and his three
children.
One sad day poor Simon was lost in a storm at sea,
and his wife died of grief.
" The
poor children had now no one to provide for them
but old Kerouan, and he was without the least resource. The
villagers were, however, very kind, and Kerouan accepted their
alms for a time, not for himself, but for his poor grandchil-

wise, for if we beg unnecessarily,
who are poorer than ourselves.

him.

i,

:

deprive those of

bread

"'
Peter, you are now fourteen, you are strong and healthy,
you must work. Charles, you are twelve, you are active, and
your eyes are good, you must use them. As for you, my little
George, you are only eleven, but you have famous strong legs,
you must exercise them."
" 'But what are we do ?' exclaimed the three
we
boys,
do not know any one, and we have not been taught any trade.
'

apothecaries at length employed them to procure the roots
they needed, and paid them for their trouble; and the. buys
carried on their trade with so much industry and honesty, that

everyone was anxious to employ them.
" In the
winter, they gathered into one large heap dead
leaves and withered plants, and sold it for manure to the neighboring farmers.
" Wool left on the
hedges by sheep rubbing against the
thorns ; the hair of cows or oxen, which they chanced to see,
was picked up, carefully put on one side, and sold to carpet and
mat trass makers. They bespoke horse-hair from the neighboring
farmers, who, wishing to encourage their industry, frequently
gave it to them without charge, and they were enabled to dispose of it very profitably to coach-makers und saddlers. Pigs'
bristles

were collected and sold to brush-makers pieces of
woollen and linen rags were readily
;

leather to collar-makers

;

bought by paper-makers.
They gathered old horse-shoes,
pieces of iron and broken nails, and carried them to the iron
founders, who gladly purchased them at their full value. -In
short, nothing escaped their attention, not even a feather fallen
from the wing of a goose, that might serve for a pen, or a morsel of down for a cushion.
" It is
easy to see that, in this manner, their profits would

Sometimes they chanced to find valuable things that
had been lost, then Grandfather Kerouan would employ the
town crier, and restore them to their owner.
" Thus the well-known
honesty of the whole family gained

increase.

'

"

'

Listen, my boys; there are many occupations of the poor
which interfere with no one ; I have hitherto supported you,
but I can do so no longer, for I am old and infirm. There are
many things lost in the world, because no one thinks of making

them

useful; but with industry

we can

derive benefit from

all,

will show you how it is.
Thus, I have been enabled to
bring you up, and I think you have no reason to complain of
me.'

and I

"The boys embraced him tenderly.
" 'You shall now
see,' added Kerouan,
;

hundred and forty francs.'
" 'We will follow
your advice, dear grandfather,' said the
boys.

" As soon as the
severity of the season had passed, GrandKerouan commenced his journey with Peter, Charles
and George. He first directed their attention to all the old
Pick them
bones, which had been thrown away as useless.
up," said he, for with the whitest of these bones cutlers and
turners make all kinds of articles for their trade, and they are

father

'

gardeners,

who use them

The

discolored bones are sold to
to fasten their trees to the walls, bone

pegs being better than wooden ones.

The

they

and acorns, which they sold to feed pigs and
turkeys they filled sacks with horse chestnuts, aud took them
to the mill to be ground, much to the amusement of the country people, who fancied they were going to eat this bitter and
nauseous flour but onr youths let them enjoy their joke
sold their chestnut meal to bookbinders and other workmen,
who used it in their trade.
" In the winter
they employed themselves in destroying in.
jurious animals, such as martens, foxes and wolves, selling the
skins to furriers they also made nets, and caught wild game,
and sold it to the neighboring towns.
" With all these various
occupations, Kerouan found time to
teach them how to make willow baskets and chairs, straw mattrasses, and hats, etc.
"The labor of the three boys soon produced more than sufficient for the support of the whole family; their good gramlfatker could remain at home, and their little cottage
collected roots
;

;

'what may be accomplished by strict economy if you can succeed in saving fifteen
centimes daily, at the end of the year you will each have amassed thirty-four francs, and in ten years that will amount to five

often mistaken for ivorv.

general esteem.
" When the autumn
approached our three boys were very
busy collecting wild fruits, with which to make vinegar and
other things. Along the roads they gathered brambles and
nuts, taking care not to injure the hedges ; in the woods

refuse is sold to be

;

scarcely contain all the various articles they collected and
brought there, like little birds when building their nests. By
degrees they became well known to persons who purchased
from them, and understood the value of their merchandize.

Tin:
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portable shop was
His stock consisted of

little,

tlicu

(.-'>!.

bought ami lm\vl
combs, needles,

lanes,

!>h:.\

!.">

to

francs, 15 centimes.
a merchant iu the

He immetovui.

y/\

approached, and inquired whether Baptiste Kerouan lired in
llage.

pins,

and this also added to
tapes, etc., for the neighboring villages,
their savings.
At the end of the year Grandfather K'TOuan
opened the money-box, and found that, after nil expensi s wen'
paid, there wi.uld remain
diately carried this sum

i. v.i.

/>///;

w: o

for it.
\\illingly consented to take the money and give interest
"Imagine the joy of our youths; never had they seen such a

"'He

is here !' exclaimed several voices, and on looking
round they perceived a carriage stopping before the door
of the old man's cottage; three young men stepped out, and,
hastening to the old soldier, embraced him tenderly.
"
My father my father do you not know us again,' said
'

I

!

they.

" I
'

am

Peter, your eldest son; I have a large silk factory at

8111)1.

Lyons.'

Kerouan attended

the following year they succeeded still better; old
to the household concerns, and sold the mer.
chandiee collected by his grandsons. At the end of four years

chant at Corbeil.'

they found themselves possessed of 1,200 francs, gained by
their industry and labor alone.
" But human nature is weak and
frail, and as the three

child, I am richer than
brothers, and have gained great
wealth in Paris as a wholesale rag merchant. I have come to

" Ami
'

"During

brothers increased iu prosperity, so did latent seeds of selfishness spring up iu their breasts, causing frequent qiiarrels, much
to the grief of poor Kerouau.
"
'My children," said he to them one day, as they were sitting round the fire, 'you have now reached the age of manhood;

you have gained industrious habits, and enjoy good health, for
which you are indebted to temperance and a regular life. Let
each of you take two hundred francs, and seek your livelihood
The remainder of the
in the way most agreeable to you.

money shall remain with the banker to whom it is entrusted
until we need it, and the interest will every year increase the
You have already experienced that, with industry,
capital.
youth and health, you could support yourselves, even without
any money to begin with.'
" The next
day the brothers embraced and separated. Peter

directed his steps to the East, Charles towards the West, and
George to the South.
"Many years passed, and Kerouan heard nothing of his grand-

sons ; he often regretted having sent them from him, but like
a good father, he would not touch his children^ money. Being, however, attacked by severe illness, he wrote thus to the
banker: I am very ill; for several years I have not received
any tidings of my grandsons ; they are, doubtless, dead, and I
'

feel that I shall follow them.'

" The banker
rich, for

'

I return you your money, you are
your capital has increased by degrees, and now exreplied:

ceeds 4,500 francs.'
But the old soldier was sad and dejected; every day he
wished for death. Alas !' said he, I shall have no one to close
my eyes. Oh that I had my little George with me, he would
support and console my old age !' But Kerouan did not die.
" On a
lovely Sunday evening in summer, the old soldier
' '

'

'

!

chatting sorrowfully to some neighbors about his children, when a servant in handsome livery

was seated under a

tree,

"' And

I,'

said the second,

'

am

said the youngest,

I,'

Charles, I

am

a corn mer-

'am George, your cherished

my

fetch you, my dear father, and I have a dear wife
will both love you.
care of you.

We

who

will take

He

raised his

'

" The
poor old f oldier burst into teal's of
hands and blessed his grandchildren.
" It is to
exclaimed

joy.

we owe all our
they,
you alone,'
you had not taught us to pick up and turn
happiness.
to profit, wild fruit, feathers, and rags, we should now be
'

'

If

beggars.'"
After this recital Mr. Georges paused.
" And
now," continued he, after some minutes' silence, "my
dear Henri, open this box and look."
Henry slowly advanced to the ebony box, opened it with
trembling hands, and drew out a greasy and worn linen
wallet.

with a mischievous smile,
good man Kerouan, for I
am his youngest grandson, George, the rag merchant."
Poor Henri's brow crimsoned with confusion, and his father
added
"
Kemember, my son, that vanity is the appendage of folly
no one ought to blush at any condition of fortune or birth
He who is rich ought to consider
which he cannot control.
himself the debtor of the poor and assist them whenever an op-

"Behold,"
"the banner

said Mr.

Georges,

of your ancestor, the

:

;

portunity presents itself; that alone is true superiority.
Henri, with tears in his eyes and repentance in his heart,
threw himself into the arms of Mr. Georges.
" This lesson has been
" but I
severe, my father," said he,
have deserved it; be sure it shall never be forgotten."
I can assure my readers that Henri kept his promise.
Re-

from business, he and his father live upon the most affectionate terms, and their house is the rendezvous of artists
Henri pursued the surest method of corand men of letters.
tired

recting the vanity which his wealth might have fostered, and
that was frequently to repeat during desert the history of

Grandfather Kerouan.

THE GOLDEN PHEASANT.
ON

the Eve of Saint Lawrence, in the year 1719, there was
held high festival in the ancient Hall of Montbard, a small

village in

Burgundy.
This beautiful residence was the country seat of Counsellor
his parliaLeclerc, who had, for a few weeks, withdrawn from
his
favorite
at
he
that
at
duties
might spend,
Dijon,
mentary
Moutbard, the feast of his patron, Saint Lawrence, and also
whom he had
enjoy the mirth of a large party of young guests,
invited thither, to welcome home his only son George from
school.

The old Hall rung with the sound of twenty merry voices
nothing was heard from the top f the house to the bottom,
from one end of the garden to the other, but jokes and joyous
laughter. The relatives of the party, bewildered with the upth
roar, were occasionally displeased; but they soon forgave
merry offenders, and the joyous tumult was redoubled.
Yet in the midst of this turbulent excitement, the happiness
;

George was of a calmer character he appeared grave, and
even thoughtful, and with an absent air would frequently wander away from his companions, to the most distant extremity
of the garden.
There, screened from the grounds by a thick
yew tree hedge, was a large flower bed.
The air was redolent with a thousand sweet odors, and
plants of every hue and species were flourishing in rich luxuArrived at this enchanting spot, George soon became
riance.
absorbed in attentions to the brilliant colony.
If he perceived a poor plant hanging its head to the earth,
of

as

;

if

tion,

confiding its sufferings to the common mother of vegetahe gently raised it, gave it water, or freed it from inju-

rious insects.

Sometimes, with

much

apparent wisdom and

gravity, our hero would select some plant, perhaps the youngest and most beautiful of all, and with a sudden blow, cut it

down, by the side of its blooming companions, who had, but
a moment before, surrounded it and incensed it as a queen ;

Til A

<;<>i.

DK.V

then picking it up, and tearing it slowly to pieces, he appeared as though he sought to di.sn.
''sting seer
der each cicatrice and membrane.
The fre.jueut absence of George at length aroused the utd -ntion of his young friends.
The most inquisitive proposed to
follow and discover the indefatigable il.--scTt.er.
This proposal -was received with general assent, and each executed his part of the plot so cleverly, that George suddenly
saw himself surrounded, questioned, and even ridiculed, just
at the moment when, kneeling before a rose tree, he was gating intently at a notch he had made with his knife in one of its
branches.
"Oh, George !" exclaimed a pretty little girl, "are there

any bonbons hid

me
"

in these trees?

If

find any,

you

do give

some."

Perhaps

a magic lantern you are looking at through

it is

that large hole," said a young boy.
" Have
you seen the sun, do you see the

moon

?" shouted

a

third.

And

bursts of merry laughter resounded from the group.
George, humbled but for a moment, arose, and replying to their

a short and contemptuous tone said:
" I shall not tell
you what I have been looking for here, nor
what I have found, because you could not understand me.
raillery, in

You, young ladies, eat your bonbons; and you young gentlemen, admire your magic lantern."
" are
"
Flowers," replied the orator of the band,
certainly
their
but
and
smell
society is rather
sweetly,
very pretty,
"

stupid.

George's face flushed -ith anger, and he hastily exclaimed,
Dare not to speak thus of benevolent and industrious nature, the admirable servant of God to whom you are
indebted for that long fair hair that shelters you from
He who has given you
cold, and of which you are so proud.

"Stupid!

" Oh of
course, I thank God for his gifts, and admire the
wonders of his Providence, but in regard to these plants
" Well is not
every living, breathing thing under His con!

!

trol ?"

" What !" exclaimed a
young girl, in the greatest astonish" do
ment,
plants breathe and are they fed like us ?"
"Yes, my dear Emma, they have a food which is proper for
them, and suitable organs to receive it."
" Have
you seen them eat?"
"
No; but I read in a beautiful book, that gives the history
of flowers and animals, that it was so; I doubted it, but I tried
"
it and found it out.
the incredulous girl, "how did yon find it
continued
"But,"
out that the book was true ?"
" Ah that cost me much thought," replied George, proudly.
" I reflected on it for moro than a fortnight, and now I hope to
;

!

receive the fruit of

"

my

Here the boy was

at a loss to

find a

sonorous, to increase his importance

by

word

sufficiently

brilliancy of lan-

guage.
"
Meditations," suggested a poet in embryo, who had gained
the first prize in orthography.
" Meditations
yes."
"
Oh, tell us how you found it out."
" Yes
do, do !" exclaimed the children in chorus.
no,"
replied George, "it would not amuse you like
"No,
the magic lantern, and my experiment is not so good as a box
!

of

bonbons."

was very evident that George was wounded by the raillery
companions. Alas that superiority should be so often
It is the thorn on the rose, the smoke that
Bullied by pride
obscures the brilliant flame.
Bemember, my dear readers,
It

of his

!

!

should you, in future years, attain an elevated rank in science,
that a modest great man is doubly
art, or literature; remember
This may be said without casting the slightest slur on
great.
the character displayed, later in Life, by the man of genius,
whom we have chosen for the hero of our tale. Let us now refiirn tj- nnr vnnncr frifimlH.
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CO was entreated, praised, caressed, and he at length
consented to reveal the Heeret, which he Intel been burning
with a desire to impart. Commencing in a dictatorial tone, he
;

"I have

told

cane, tliey

you that plants are fed. You will say that, in
must have mouths, and that you have never

them."
"
No, indeed, never."
" And
you will not make us believe they have any.'"
" I will do
more, my dear friends; I will show tkem to

you."

"What will you pretend
now cut, has a mouth ?"
!

to

show that

this rose tree,

you just

"

Perhaps he will, next Easter or Trinity," said the poet.
"Tliis very moment," replied George, "I will show you that
this rose tree has not one mouth, but a thousand."
"
Well, wo are impatient to see the wonder, "said a little girl,
in a sneering tone.
Young Leclero tore

up

the

that part of the stem which

timied

little

rose tree, and pointing to
in the ground, con-

had been

:

"You

see this sort of tuft, composed of filaments or threads;
each of these acts like a pump, and supplies the plant with
necessary nourishment; and these I call the mouths of plants."
A murmur of admiration ran through the circle surrounding

George.

" But

"

said a young logician,
you must prove this."
"Certainly, "continued George, "and now I come to the experiment, which has cost me so much meditation; you shall
all judge whether I have succeeded."
Every head was bent forward in an attitude of the
deepest attention, as George raised his voice, and continued:
" The water which is
poured on plants mixes with substances
immediately surrounding them, and is absorbed by the roots.
I selected two plants exactly alike, but placed at a sufficient
Around one I poured a red liquid, the remainder of
distance.
which you see in this bottle; around the other plant I poured
pure water. We will now open the two stems, and if we see any
difference between them, or any sign revealing the presence of
the red liquid in one, I shall have reason to be satisfied, and
still,"

also."

you

Then George, with

great gravity and trembling hands, took
plant and broke it; two or three limpid, transparent
*
The second plant shared the
drops oozed from the stem.
same fata, but this time George's fingers were slightly stained.
He pressed the two extremities of the stem, and from each
dropped a rosy pearl

the

first

A frenzied hurrah rewarded

this discovery.

was proved that plants take their meals.
George turned pale, emotion choked his utterance, but had
his power to speak been equal to his desire, all attempts
to obtain a hearing would have been in vain.
The questions,
exclamations, and cries of admiration of his friends would have
drowned even the long-wi hed-for sound of the large dinnerbell, had not a little incident occurred which at once changed
the course of their young imaginations, attracted, as they had
been for a moment by the irresistible spell of science.
Mr. Leclerc's gamekeeper was seen at this moment passing
the hedge, which we have before said screened the flower-bed.
He was carrying something under his blouse, which he appeared most anxious to conceal his attempt, however, was unsuccessful, for beneath his vestment was seen a magnificent
plume of feathers, in which appeared red and gold mingled
It

;

with bright blue.
In an instant the old man was surrounded by the childram,
and George himself was led on by the general impulse.

THE SAP. In order that plants may be nourished, food Is required. TkU
food, in a crude state, enters the roots by a process of abanrptiun or im tn'Mcwnj
of the plant to another; by means of ta
It is then transmitted f r
i

> !

tition

or jir.

,

^ the

ap,

it

roaches the leaves, and

is

then*

submitted to the action of light and air, which constitutes the functicw
of respiration; and thus the fluids are anally fitted for the process of
assimilation, and form various vegetable products aud secrtlione, BALrca's

_
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" Dear
Gerald, Bhow us what yon have got there. Look
look ut the bountiful plume. No, it is the tale of a bird. Oh!
how large and handsome it must be !" Such were the excla!

ou

iis

all sides.

stupefied with the noise, vainly sought to stop
both his ears with one baud, the other being oocupie 1 with the

burden that caused such excitement.
"Silence! don't clatter like so many magpies," said he;
a surprise I have contrived for my master. So let me

it is

"

go on my way.
"
No, indeed, no one passes thus over our ground without
paying a fine. We sentence you to show us your treasure.
"
The fine the fine or you shall not pass here.
And twenty little hands, like crab-claws, seized the legs and
arms of the unfortunate keeper, who saw at once that he was
caught in a trap, from which there would be no release but by
!

!

"Well, take good care this time," said the keeper, "that my
pheasant does not fly away. Ha ha I"
" Be
quite easy, Gerald, the devil is very sly and malicious,
but he shan't trick me to-day. This lock will answer for your
"
game, and the key shall never leave my pocket.
After laughing heartily at the adventure, the children re-

sumed their games.
The day appeared

as if it would terminate without any other
when, towards the end of the afternoon, Martha made
a sudden irruption into the room, where all wera assembled.
Exclamations of surprise welcomed this apparition, and

incident,

truly the appearance of the good
astonishment.

woman

justified the universal

Her cap only covered one side of her head, over which it
Her eyes rolled like billiard balls, and
entirely flattened.
her long chin shook like the pendulum of a clock. In one
hand she held a basting spoon, and in the other her empty
was

concession.

"

the poor cook mournfully took an enormous pinch of

!

The poor man,

"

And
snuff.

"

Well, children, since you will have

if
it so," replied he,
for
you will promise to restrain your tongues until supper,
"
there my present will shiue, I will gratify your curiosity.

We all promise,

snuff-box.

good Gerald you may be satisfied we
"
on your head.
will swear it, if you like
blouse
a bird nearly as
his
beneath
from
drew
The keeper
of which elicited loud
l:irge as a cock, the magnificent plumage
bursts of admiration. Its head, of a shining ash color, was
surmounted by a little helmet of feathers, its neck was covered
with beautiful green feathers, and the rest of the body with
The tail of the bird shone like a water-spout
silky brown.

"Madam," said she, in an agitated voice, to the mistress of
the house, " I am come to take my leave of you."
"What leave us, Martha, after being with us fifteen years?

gilded by the sun.
" What a beautiful
parrot !" exclaimed the
had before displayed her simplicity.

makes the thing so

'

little

girl,

who

"Foolish child," replied a little boy, who, quite as igno" it is a
peacock."
rant, had better have remained silent
" You don't know what you are talking about," added a
" I have seen one before in the Duke's park."
third,
"
what is the name of the bird ?"
;

Well, then,

Every eye turned instinctively towards George.
The latter went to the keeper with affected indifference, took
the bird, and examined it for some time with great attention ;
at length he said
" If the
engravings in
:

golden phe$sant.

It

was

book are correct, this bird is a
first seen on the banks of the Phasis,*

my

from whence it derives its name."
"
" Bravo !" exclaimed
my young master has
Gerald,

at

once

I don't, however, know
of the bird.
pheasant was found on a vase I never heard
so before. However, be this as it may, I have killed this bird
with my own hands to surprise my master game is scarce
so I shall
here, and to-morrow is the feast of St. Lawrence,
take it to Martha, who will, I hope, make a beautiful roast
told

you the right name

whether the

first

;

;

of it."

the culinary art, secrets which she flatIn her joy she emtered herself she thoroughly possessed.
braced old Gerald, and even the pheasant, who was utterly
unconscious of the honor.
"I
"
Well," said the keeper, delighted at his first success,
killed the bird at the first shot; you must now cook it in your
tise all the secrets of

best style, and our master will be satisfied.
do you remember the pike last year ?"

Ah my
!

r

since.

But I say, Martha,

" I have
regretted it
poor pike," sighed Martha.
I should have made a capital dish of it.
Only

imagine, children, to keep it fresh I put
wanted to cook it, I found the ice broken

it

in ice.

When

I

"

" And the
pike also," said Gerald, laughing.
The children joined in his merriment.
"
and

!

fifteen years

I have lived

in your house, I have never seen such a thing."
"
Well, what have you seen ?"

" I have seen

why, I have seen nothing at

all

frightful, so incredible, I can't

!

so that

understand

it."

This scene, although so ridiculous, excited pity; everyone
thought poor Martha deranged.
"Come, come, my poor Martha," said Madame Leclerc,
"
try to recollect yourself, and tell me clearly what has hap"

pened.

"Nothing has happened to me, Madam, but something happens to everything that comes into my kitchen, and I warn you
that your house is bewitched."
" What nonsense
you are talking."

"

Madam, was the disappearance

of the pike last year non-

sense ?"

" Well has it come back
again?"
"No, but the pheasant has gone to join
!

"The

pheasant

it."

!"

"Yes, Madam, a pheasant which old Gerald shot; and as
the bird was intended to be sent to table, in honor of Saint
Lawrence, I prudently shut it up in the large closet. When I
wanted to cook the bird, I unlocked the door, and
it was
gone."
"

Oh, is that all?" said Madame Leclerc, "what a noise
about a trifle
A dog has carried off the game; there is the
"
end of the mystery.
" But to do
that," said Martha, drawing an imaginary pinch
from her empty box, "the dog must have got through the
key-hole, for the closet was locked, the key has been in my
pocket, and I have never left the kitchen."
If the children had not seen Martha lock up the bird and
take the key, no one would have believed her tale; but as it
was, everyone went to look at the mysterious closet.
The door was opened and shut twenty times, the lock care!

children followed him into the kitchen, that they might
continue to admire the beautiful bird, so mercilessly condemned to the spit."
Great was the joy of Martha at the sight of such a delicate
It was a delightful opportunity for her to pracmorsel.

The

"

!

What has happened ?"
" Ah
Madam, during the whole

1

"

broken, gone, anything
Yes,' replied M;ir;ha,
I h:ive never heard anything of it to this day."
i/l.

Min.lr*.li

you

like,

fully examined, every corner of the kitchen rigidly investi-

gated, all the dogs summoned, but without the slightest sign
or trace of the truth being discovered.
" God
" It must be the
devil," said Martha,
protect us !"
Madame Leclerc had great difficulty in reassuring her old
cook; everyone explained the matter according to his own
idea; no one believed the opinion of his neighbor, and all separated in the evening completely puzzled.
The mystery was not explained until thirty years had
elapsed. During that time George had seen the doors of the
French Academy unfold before his genius. The oration which
he pronounced on his entrance has been, and ever will be, remarkable amouest academical harangues.

MATT
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When we speaK of George Leelere as being the author of
the most beautiful work on mitiir/il
i'oiinder of The Jar.liu des I'hmteH, our reader will B
<

him

aizo
bratecl

as the

(Joiint,

(it-

HiitVon,

;i

name

Thirty years
academician owned

CHAPTEB

A SCHOLAB OF THE FIFTEENTH OKNTUBY.
the end of the month of
TpOWAKDS
-L

December, 1484, a

lit-

country boy, about fourteen years of age, entered the
His clothes were covered with
city of Berne, in Switzerland.
snow, his naked feet were stained with blood; cold, fatigue,
tie

and hunger had

But although

left their traces

his clothes

on his palo

faee.

were ragged, his carriage was digwere

his eyes
nified, his figure was neat and well-made, and
After having wandered
full of vivacity and intelligence.

some

time in the streets, he perceived the cathedral, which he immediately entered, and was soon absorbed in prayer.
It was dark when he left the ancient and stately church, and
the few passers-by were hastening to their homes.
Seeing himself alone, without home or friends, without
money, in the deserted streets, the poor boy began to weep;
To protect himself from the
his courage abandoned him.
north-east wind and blinding snow, he took refuge in the angle of a door-way, and there, weakened by hunger, shivering
under a freezing sky, he crouched down, murmuring a prayer,
and would have died a miserable death, if a poor woman who
lived in the house had not opened the door on hearing his
moans.
"
" it is a
"
and a
exclaimed

Holy Virgin

one too

pretty

child,

she,

!

"

!

She assisted him to rise, and taking his arm, led him into
her humble dwelling. The boy, benumbed and half stupefied
with cold, had not strength to thank his benefactress, and she

To stir up
unwilling to question him in that condition.
seat the, young boy near the chimney, and give him
some food, which he ate with avidity, was for the good woman
the work of a moment. But when her little protCge, revived
the warmth, and refreshed by food, looked at her with eyes

felt

fire,

by

full of tears of joy

and gratitude,

" he is saved !"
praised," said she,
all
the tenderness of a mother,
with
him
Then, embracing
she said
" Now tell me how it
happened I found you deserted in the

God be
:

Have you no
you ?"
" Alas
My name is Matthew
no, good and kind mother.
Schinner, and I was born at Sions, in Haut Calais, twenty
leagues from hence. After the death of my parents, (poor and
worthy people, may they rest in peace,) I was taken care of
And now, as I have
and educated by the cure of our parish.
been fortunate enough to profit by his lessons, I have come to
streets.

You

are certainly not of this country.
you no one to take cure of

Have

relatives ?
!

complete

my

studies at Berne.

I have heard that there are at

this university celebrated professors, and, perhaps,
less labor, I also may become learned."

"Hum! hum!

by

cease-

ideas!
Our
soldiers, who have performed their duty so well at Gransou
and Murat, did not know their alphabet, and yet the powerful
Duke of Burgundy was obliged to fly before them. But no
It appears that the
one now knows what he would invent.
;ins

scholars have

These

have discovered

at

Mayence the Art

of Printing, as
"
invention of the de.vil

call it; I hope it may not be an
The good woman made the sign of the
hand of her young guest

they

'

fine

cross,

then taking the

nn\:
bird,

lie

had profited by the

mi.
;

,

I

I

in-

fire to steal

run off With the golden pheasant.

u

:he.pike,

1.

George was equally desirous

willing t> beto possess himself

it.

SCHINNER.
"
"

I.

U-,

before the

lieve that little
of

f.

and form of the

i

.

II.-

MATTHEW

"

when

deserved!;

tho lows of tho pheasant, tho learned
himself the guilty cause of poor Martha's

1:1;.

,

beauties

throughout Europe.
after

the

AY 'iu.\.\

"

How did yon

travel so far as this, my poor little one?
The shepand asking alms, my good mother.
herds on the mountains allowed me to sleep in their huts, and
no one ever refused me a bowl of milk and a piece of bread;
but I am very much afraid," added the boy, sighing deeply,
" that
the inhabitants of largo towns
"Come, come, little ungrateful one, be silent, there are

On

foot

'

I am not rich, so much the worse;
tfond people everywhere.
but I will never abandon any of God's creatures who have
need of me. Remain here, then, my child, until you can tied
a better home; we will share our daily bread."
This proposal was accepted with tho greatest gratitude.
The joy of Jane (that was the name of Mathew'a protecThis poor woman, so
tress) was almost as great as his own.
isolated, without either family or friends, living by her labor
It
from day to day, was glad to attach herself to an orphan.
is amongst those who suffer that
misfortune most fre-

quently finds cordial and spontaneous assistance. Jane became the adopted mother of the little wanderer, and lavished
on him all her long-restrained affection. On his part, Matthew
was not ungrateful; indeed no gratitude could be more ardent,
more attentive, or more delicate. On Sundays he accompanied
Jane to divine service, and afterwards in her walks on the
banks of the Aar; on other days he never went out except to
the university; and as soon as his studies were finished he returned home.
Beading and writing, day and night, he still
found time to assist his adopted mother in her household
labors.
In the evening, seated by the fireside, he talked to
her enthusiastically of science, the mistress of the world, and
related to her his ambitious dreams for the future.
The good woman sometimes shook her head, saying that the
Holy Scriptures ought to be sufficient for a Christian; but
Matthew read to her such beautiful histories, translated from
the Latin and Italian, that she at length became reconciled to
profane authors. She embraced her dear son, and encouraged
him with a sweet smile to persevere in his labors.
This peaceful and laborious life was, however, sometimes
clouded by misery. Jane's spinning wheel supported both
herself and the student; but when work failed, the bread chest
became empty. Then Matthew, at the close of his day's study,
would go to beg in the streets, and frequently returned with
His appearance was so neat and genhis purse well supplied.
tle, that no one refused his modest petition.
At the period of time of which we are writing, there was
nothing digraceful in this kind of mendicity. For a long time,
knowledge coidd only be obtained by great industry and pi ivations, and the poor students who had not a fellowship in a
college were obliged to have recourse to public benevolence,
in order to continue their studies, and procure a subsistence.
After studying four years in the university of Berne, Matthew, whose desire for knowledge was insatiable, determined,
notwithstanding his great affection for his adopted mother, to
go to Italy, where the arts and belles-lettres had received new
encouragement and cultivation since the arrival there of the
Greek savants, who had been driven from Constantinople by

Mohammet

II.

Great was the grief of Jaae on learning this resolution;
what wonld become of her without her little Matthew ?
He
also hesitated to separate himse f from his benefactress, but
his affection for her was conquered by Ms love of knowledge.

MATTHEW
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"
Adieu, my dear mother," said the young student, tenderly
wiping the tears from her cheeks; "I shall never forget you,
mid
God grants me life, I -will soon see you again; but then
I hope to be rich and powerful."
" that is
" Be
always a good man, dear child," replied Jane,
my ambition."
it'

She accompanied Matthew some distance from the town, and
when at length he left her, she watched his receding figure until distance hid him from her sight; then, weeping bitterly,
she returned home, and for many days her cottage appeared
her more dreary, and her poverty harder to endure.

CHAPTER
THE CARDINAL OP

H.

SIGN'S DDOTEE.

Several years after, on a beautiful spring day, the good city
of Berne presented a noisy and animated spectacle, which conThe streets were filled
trasted singularly with its usual calm.
with an immense crowd; countrymen and citizens, laborers
lords, were all clothed in their holiday garb.
cause of this unaccustomed agitation was the arrival of

and noble

The

the celebrated Cardinal of Sion, who had been sent, by Pope
Julius the Second, as legate extraordinary into Switzerland.
This high dignitary of the Church enjoyed great influence at
Home, and actively seconded the policy of the Sovereign PonThe Bernese, therefore, offered him a reception, worthy,
tiff.

SCHINNKK.
About noon, (for in the sixteenth century, people dined at
that hour) the Cardinal of Sion left his palace, followed by his
gentlemen, the magistrates, and the nobles of Berne. The
preparations for the banquet, executed by the major-domo in
so unusual a manner, had excited the public curiosity to the
highest pitch. The streets were crowded with people, and
regardless of the respect due to the ambassador of the Pope,
more than one citizen had not hesitated to say, that his Emi-

nence did not appear in the perfect enjoyment of his senses.
The astonishment of the noble cortege was extreme when they
saw the Cardinal direct his steps towards the poorest quarter
of the town.
Every one thought him mistaken, and the Mayor
ventured to address to him a very humble remonstrance; but
the Carninal interrupted him, saying, with a smile:
" I know the
city as well as you do, and I beg you will be"
lieve that I also know whither I am leading my guests.
arrived
at
the
little
from
which
his
steward
Having
cottage,
had expelled the poor woman in such an expeditious manner,
the Cardinal stopped, and deep emotion was depicted on his

Unbroken silence reigned in the crowd; they
countenance.
awaited some unexpected occurrence; they were at last to learn
the great secret, the object of so many comments
The legate, who appeared to seek some one, and whose emotion momentarily increased, invited his guests by a gesture to
follow him into this novel banquet hall, when a cry of joy and
astonishment was heard, and the old woman of the house, rushing from the midst of a group standing near the door, flew towards the Cardinal, exclaiming :
!

The clergy, the

"
My little Matthew My Matthew Schinner I shall become mad with joy."
Great was the astonishment of the crowd, when this great

decorated for his reception.

dignitary of the Church, after embracing the poor woman,
turned with tearful eyes to his noble guests, and said
" Noble
lords, this is my mother, you will dine with her to-

not only of himself,

but of the Holy See, which he represented.

senate, the university, and the corporation,
went in great pomp to meet the prelate, and conducted him,
with great respect, to the palace, which had been splendidly

The first magistrate of Berne would not yield to anyone tho
honor of entertaining such an illustrious guest, and invited the
prinpipal inhabitants of the city to dine at his mansion with the

The Cardinal, in order to show his gratitude for the
kind welcome he had received, invited all the nobles who were
then present to a grand banquet on the following day.
At daybreak on the morrow, the major-domo of his Eminence
was seen to pass hastily down a narrow street, which the prelate had pointed out to him, and rap at the door of a very poor
house. Workmen of all kinds accompanied him.
Au old woman opened the door, complaining bitterly that
she had been disturbed so early.
"What do you desire, sir?" said she, greatly confused at
speaking to a person so richly dressed.
" His
Eminence, the illustrious Cardinal of Sion," replied
" intends to dine at
the steward,
your house to-day, with all
the nobles and magistrates of the city. It is a great honor for
you, my good woman; but you must understand that so many
noble lords cannot be entertained in such an humble dwelling.

legate.

I have orders, therefore, to prepare for their proper reception.
Come men," added he, " to your work, time presses."
Immediately, disregarding the cries, complaints, and exclamations of the old woman, who could not comprehend this extraordinary caprice of the Cardinal, the workmen began their
labor.
They knocked down the partitions, removed the furniture to a neighboring granary, and formed in a few hours the
whole of the house into one large hall, which they hung with
beautiful tapestry, and then prepared the banquet.

!

I

:

day."
will have recognised the adopted mother of
student of Berne), confused at her audacity, threw
herself at his feet; but the Cardinal kindly raised her, and offering his arm, led her, amongst the acclamations of the crowd,
into that house where so much of his youth had been spent.
At table he placed her at his right hand, called her mother,
and begged that she wor.ld as formerly give him the simple
name of Matthew. At length, to satisfy the curiosity of his
guests, the illustrious prelate related to them how the good
old woman had received him, when a poor child wandering in
the streets of Berne. He added that he had never forgotten
her maternal care, and that constant labor had prevented him
But being made Cardinal of Sion (it was
visiting her before.

Jane (our reader

the

as

little

we know his

of the Pope,

birth-place), and sent into Switzerland as legate
he had hastened to Berne to see his adopted

-.*******

mother.
"

*

*

*

*

"And

now, Jane," said the Cardinal, embracing her ten" was I not
right when I told you that with education
derly,
nothing is impossible to man ?"
On his departure he left her his furniture and the plate which
had been used at the feast, and settled on her an annual pension of fifty ducats, which was a large fortune at that
period.

Jane lived many years happy and respected, relating to
strangers how she had the honor of dining in her own house
with the Cardinal of Sion.

LYD
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AN INTERESTING TALE OF THE SECOND CENTURY.
we find

PREFACE.
How

beautiful to behold the silent

dawn

of morning, lighting

in Athens at this time.
Forthe propagation of ChristianGreece
was looked upon with as much importance as Italy:
ity,
In the latter, politics had their seat, in the former, spiritual

summits of the Gloetchers. Height after height
begins to wear the first beams of the rising sun. While the bases
of these mighty mountains are hidden from the view,
by a thick

power and

blue mist, naught appears but their lofty heads peeping,
were, from amongst the clouds.
similar spectacle discloses itself to the eye of Faith, when it casts a
glance into the

Paul journeyed to Greece.
scene of the incidents.

golden morning of Christianity, and discovers those gigantic
heads surrounded by the brilliancy of the Sun of Justice. An

itself in

and Grecian paganism, and incomparably nobler were the

invigorating air wafts across from them to us, upon our remote
point of view we are astonished at the characters, firm as a rock,

gious views of the new Platonic schools, than the coarse faith
of the Romans.
The researches of the Greek sages were not

which

fruitless; various as

up the

solitary

veil of

as

A

it

;

them above their cotemporaries, and imagine we hear
the blood gushing from their hearts, and falling into the stream
raised

of the general martyrdom. This stream flowed on for three hundred years, and formed the boundaries between the heathen and
the Christian world. Such a look as this, did the writer of these

pages cast into that golden age. But as the succession of these
great men stretches out, like a lengthened chain of precious
gems, he drew for his purpose a more confined perspective, and
chose that period, in which the Emperor Marcus Aurelius

wielded the sceptre.

This period embraces about twenty years
from A. D. 161 to 180; the most renowned heroes of the Faith,
which occur in this time, are St. Polycarp of Smyrna, the Philosopher Justin of
Bishop Pothinus.

Rome, and the Apostle of the south of Gaul,

The martyrologies that mention these men are, above all
come under our notice, the most to be relied on.
The untiring Irenacus is a connecting link between the Eastern

for this reason, the princes of the Apostles chose both
these countries for their missionary labors.
The courageous
Peter ventured to remain in the imperial city, but the learned
;

Therefore

The Hellenish worship may

excite

a heathen sense.

is

There

is

Athens chosen as the

some interest, as it explains
a great chasm between Roman
reli-

were their systems, they were at least all
united in the same opinion, that the perception, which the
people
of the earth then had of the Divinity, was
unworthy of it. In
addition to

this, the Grecian Mysteries, which could be traced as
back as to the primitive history of the people, preserved their
ancient faith
and perhaps after this, it was the Eleusian Mys-

far

;

saved those remnants of past knowledge which
may
be looked upon with justice, as a divine revelation. But
apart
from those most important mysteries, into which almost all those
who bad any pretensions to refinement were initiated, there
teries that

flowed in the principal Greek towns, another source which assisted in altering the ideas of inferior

paganism, and

in

showing

in

purity the image of the Divinity. There were not only communities of Jews at that time in Delos, Kos, Milet, and other
islands,

but their religion was practised in the great Corinth, also;

Paul found a synagogue even in Athens.* Who would
therefore doubt, that just the most renowned Grecian thinkers
and teachers of the people, have not drawn from this source?

others that have

and

and Western Churches.
Pope Soter in Rome, Dionysius of
Corinth, and the learned Athenagoras, who, from a follower of
the Grecian philosophy became a disciple of Christ, lived also in
the time of Marcus Aurelius. But in order to bring these
pro-

All this philosophy then, this Judaism, and those mysteries,
had worked together, in cutting off, piece by piece, this Anaconda of paganism, which bound up the Roman world, until

fessors of the Faith,

who with

that "Sun-clad

separated from each

other, into the

St.

same compass, it requires
were cotemporary with the

Woman, "stepped forth from the house of David,
and for ever crushed the serpent's head.
The most remarkable events of Marcus Aurelius' time have not

above mentioned men, like the

veil of mist that obscures the
depths, of the valley, and scatters itself round the foot of the

been passed over, particularly the war against the people of the
Danube, which for each descendant of the ancient Germans, is

This person is Lydia, an Eastern slave. Some difficulty occurred at the question, in which of the numerous cities
of the then kingdom of the world, the connecting points of the

no small importance, and is circumstantially described;
whereby much of their ancient manners and customs, according
to Tacitus, have been made known to us.
It is now some years since Lydia began to tread the insecure
path of publicity. In her wanderings she has been nowhere received with coldness; in many places, greeted most
warmly, and
in all, treated with that consideration due to her sex.
Unhappy, persecuted Poland gladly availed herself of her consoling presence, and looked upon her as a suffering sister in the

the personality of one,

whose

respect to place, are so widely

trials

mountain.

tale

should

lie.

Rome, the

chief city of the immeasurable empire, would have
the one most suited, and it dares not be

been above

all others,

forgotten.

But, the seat of refinement and the asylum of worldly
to be found at that time, neither in Rome nor in

wisdom, were

but in that once great city of Greece, Athens.
In the time of the Anthonys, the imperial court at Rome so
highly appreciated the Hellenish refinement, that the best teachers
Italy,

were called from Greece to instruct the heirs

to the throne, and
Everything that laid claim to refinement was
from Greece, just as with us, the French language has become
the mother-tongue of high life. Marcus Aurelius was himself
a disciple of the Grecian school of philosophy, and wrote
" Maxims" in Greek.
his
Herodes, Atticus, Demonax, Athena&oras, Aristides, Lucien, Pausanias, and other illustrious writers,

the higher schools.

of

The maid, the wife, the mother and the widow, have
been alike instructed by her good example. The desolate and afflicted have found in her all they could desire; for while
her
Faith.

generous hand dispensed a temporal blessing, it was ever accompanied by a word of consolation and advice.
Thus Lydia ventures, with timidity, 'tis true, to place her foot

on foreign soil. Do not discourage her by a cold
She comes not in the train of Discord but of Peace.
*

Acts of the Apoetlet
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CHAPTER

YD I A.
Were I to offer you the little
you would not be contested But I remember
now, I have a treasure a great treasure one I have inherited
and which can be divided between you and me, without dec -reusinterview with her beloved child.

I.

money

THE YOUTHFUL CAPTIYE.
A. D. 165.

THE

confused cries and clamors of a thronging multitude
till the slave market of ancient
Smyrna. In one part an overseer screams himself hoarse upon the superior
qualities of his
merchandise, whilst another of his caste beats poor children

most unmercifully, and the sobs and winnings of these
unhappy
ones mingle with the imprecations of their castigator.
Each one set up for sale has a placard suspended from his
neck, on which all his qualities are written. On many of these
cun be seen the words " Calligraphos " or
"Pedagogos," because

ing.

I

I

possess,

can give you as

as you grant

my

much

of

it

as

your heart

"Extraordinary promise," replied he.
that treasure?

desires, as

soon

petition."

" What

is

the value of

"

"Of more value than this terrestrial orb, even were it of
Diamond." The jailer's countenance brightened up. "In any

wearer possesses the necessary acquirements for either a Tutor
or a Teacher.
The upper end of the market is occupied

"
case a great exaggeration," said he to himself.
Still it can
reach to a diamond ring." Then turning round, he seized upon
his keys, and gave Charitana a sign to follow.
They passed through long and vaulted corridors, where nothing broke the silence that reigned around, save the hollow echoes

by Africans, from burning Lybia, with dark skin and woolly
hair; deplorable creatures! their ears pierced, and their feet

row door

tliu

chiefly

chalked

a sign that they have crossed the sea.
Close to these,
in laths and cords are young
Negresses, from the in-

cooped up

terior of Ethiopia

black as ebony. They seat themselves on a
checkered carpet, crouching closely and
anxiously together.
Bread, fruit and wine are placed before them, but few partake
thereof, as they were told that those good things are merely
given them for a time, to make them robust, that they may afford the gormandizing Romans a dainty meal.
At the lower

end the eye

falls

upon

known country under

entire herds of white slaves, from
every
the sun.
Amongst these are the ema-

ciated Isaurians, formerly pirates in the
Mediterranean, looking
most piteously. In striking contrast stands the athletic
Cappa-

docian, proud of his race and stature; frivolous and faithless
'tis true, but as his
placard jestingly remarks: as the bearer of
a litter, most useful, and as well beloved as the horses of his
country. In the midst of this multitude of slaves, of Greeks

nchly apparelled, and of Romans eager for purchase, might be
seen passing on, a modestly attired female, of noble
bearing, but
whose dress, that of a widow, bespeaks her of the middle class.

Her scrutinizing gaze lingers long upon the youthful forms of
the captive Christians but she finds not whom she
seeks, and
wanders on by the nearest way to the public prisons. "Shall I
complain," sighed the afflicted one, " that I
found her not amongst them, or whether, after six
months, is
she still in prison, or have they reserved her for the
coming festival?"
Merciful God! suffer not my child to be torn to
pieces
by wild beasts, amidst the jeers and scoffs of an applauding
multitude!" Agonized with such thoughts, Charitana reached
the gates of the prison, knocked with
trembling hand, and
craved admittance.
She informed the jailer, that she was in
search of a daughter, named Seraphica, who,
immediately after
the execution of Polycarp, had been cast into
prison: and that
for several months she had heard nothing of her fate.
"
the daughter of a purple-dye merchant?"
Seraphica!
growled the jailer, "and one of the Christian Religion, and but
seventeen years old? Yes, you can see her in a fews
days: She
will then celebrate her wedding on the feast of
Mercury, with
a young and beautiful panther; the most cheerful
Ethiopian that
can be found."
Pale as marble and trembling with horror, Charitana stood
before the savage jailer, from whose scornful
lips she had just
heard the probable fats of her only child.
"I see you have some fruit," continued he, "I'll
it berejoice, or shall I

place

fore her at the feast already mentioned."

"

Unfeeling man, you mock me! Has icy death never torn
from thee a beloved child?
Have you never stood by the
death-bed of one dear to you? If not, you can never understand
what I now suffer. Oh! I conjure you to grant me this
solitary
consolation! Allow me' to speak to Seraphica before she leaves
the prison for the festival! "

"

Where is your purse?

"

asked the

" If

ft be well filled,
jailer.
matters can be favorably managed."
No, heartless man gold and silver have but sparingly fallen to
my lot, but the laws of Rome, which grant to the condemned a
feast before death, are not so severe as to
refuse a mother a last
!

of their footsteps.

At length they stood before a low and

unlocked the bolts withdrawn
the presence of her daughter.

and Charitana

naris in

O, happy moment! a sweeter in this place of sorrows none
had ever known! But silence! Yonder sits the youthful captive
not suspecting who is near. Her right arm is chained the
" Ah
left supports her head, and she is in a deep slumber.
per" thou
haps," murmured Charitana in a low voice,
already
knowest what awaits thee in a few days! Perhaps fearful visions are even now passing before thy weary eyes! Yet, no,
those features speak not of fear: that countenance is as a mirror
In her fettered
reflecting interior peace and holy resignation."

hand, she loosely holds a girdle; upon which she had evidently
been ruminating: and so had sunk to sleep. She drops the hand,
and the girdle falls from her listless fingers. She moves smiles

and holds converse with

herself.

"Yes

yes,

never to be for-

gotten Polycarp! Not on parchment, but on far nobler material
have I written all thy words! Polycarp! shall we meet again?
Soon? O it will be some time yet! " Until then let us have hope
ever before us,

and never

lose the

pledge of our righteousness."*

Charitana having placed the fruit upon the ground, stood immovable before her dreaming child. But as soon as she heard
the words "Oh it will be some time yet," she could no longer refrain from shedding a flood of tears.
At length in a subdued voice, she pronounced her daughter's

name, "Seraphica! do you know who ishere?"
The young girl answered dreamingly and slowly, as though
"Here? Here are
she felt obliged to reflect on every word.
peace and solitude."
"Seraphica, thy mother!" "Mother? No she has fled!" and
sighing heavily, she dashes a tear from her pale cheek, and casts
her half closed eyes on the girdle at her feet. Suddenly she
perceives a form before her, she shudders and quick as lightning raises herself from the ground, and exclaiming: "God of all

"Do I dream,
goodness!" casts herself into her mother's arms.
or art thou really she, or art thou an angel who visitest me?
Wondrous! through closed doors in this gloomy dungeon!"
"Yes, dearest child, it is thy mother! Life without thee
seemed more painful than death itself. Six anxious months have
I wandered through the mountains, where I found true and loving hearts; one alone was wanting and that was thine. But
I will not leave thee until I know thy fate.
"Since that dreadful day, thou hast been ever present to my
mind. When I heard that thou wast seen in the Amphitheatre,
Oh, what anguish did I not endure! Hour after hour passed on.
My worst fears were verified I heard that thou wast taken
"Yes mother," replied Seraphica, "though most unprisoner."

now

worthy, I have been chosen to suffer imprisonment and chains
It was a dreadful day, yet one
for the sake of my Redeemer.
replete with blessings.
"O hadst thou seen our venerable and saintly Polycarp! Couldst

thou but have gazed on those features of a hundred years,
glowing with charity, peace and simplicity!
"Many feared that his great age would have rendered him
unable to reach the place of martyrdom, with that heroic forBut how
titude expected from one who had led a life so holy.
These were the words of

St.

Polycarp to the Philippitns.

groundless was that fear!
Saint iu death

O, mother! hadst thou but seen that

'

Still,

my

child,

hud the happiness to meet our holy Bishop

I

suburbs ot the

was driving

city, n t-hort

time before.

and Nicetas, his
Both were trying to induce him to call the
Emperor the most high God, and to offer incense before his
But finding their entreaties vain, with savage fury they
statue.
dashed the venerable old man from the chariot, and his face
coming in violent contact with the pavement, was deeply
wounded. He arose covered with blood, but proceeded on hia
way us joyous, as if he had suffered nothing. This was the lost
'

lie

in

the chariot of Herodus,

father sat near him.

time I beheld him.
" The
sanctity of his life is ever present to my mind. I think
hear
I
him still, relating the conversation he had had with St.
John and others, who had seen our Lord, and all they had told
him of His doctrine and miracles."
" But dearest
mother, thou wast not witness of his last hours,

Thou

of his farewell discourse.

didst not see

him

as he passed

companions, who were
the first that suffered, and stood before Quadratus who, in a
'
voice of thuder, said to him, Swear by the fortune of the Emperor, despise Christ and I promise thee thy freedom! Swear I"
the bodies of

young Germanicus and

his

this command the spectators pressed forward, in breathless
expectation of his answer. Polycarp replied with a slow and
solemn voice:

At

and eighty years have I served my Lord, and
He has never yet done injury to me, but on the contrary. He is
always heaping favors on me. How can I curse my King Him
Who has redeemed me? But knowest thou not ol the future
judgment and of that unquenchable fire, lighted by eternal
"
The people burned with the
lustice, to torture the wicked?

"Already

six

desire of seeing the judicatory inquiry at an end.

"They had

already looked on blood, and drunk from it a new
At this moment a voice was heard from one
of the principal seats of the Amphitheatre, Let wood be con-

desire for murder.

'

Wood!
veyed hither!' This was echoed by a thousand voices.
Let wood be conveyed hither!
In a few moments a huge pile
was erected: Quadratus gave the signal: and Polycarp, turning
to his faithful followers, bestowed on them his last Benediction,
unloosed his sandals, removed his girdle, and with a firm step
ascended the pile; a living testimony of the words of St. Paul:
'Who then, shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall
'

'

tribulation, or distress, or famine, or nakedness, or danger, or

As it is written: 'For thy sake we
persecution, or the sword?
are put to death all the day long, we are accounted as sheep for
the slaughter.
But in all things we overcome, because of Him
that hath loved us.

For

iho
Quadratus saw that Polycarp was untouched by
All waited
sign to one of the executioners.
one of the
anxiously for the fresh commands, mid in nil instant
executioners, appointed by the Proconsul, sprang upon the pile
like a
upon his prey, and plunged a dagger in the old man'*
fire,

I

in the

"

nm

sure that neither death, nor life,
nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, neither things present,
I

nor things to come; nor might, nor height, nor depth, nor any
other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God,
which is in Jesus Christ our Lord.
" As the executioner was in the act of
binding him to the stake,
he said in alow voice: 'This precaution is unnecessary. lie
gives me strength to bear these flames, will also give
strength to bear them patiently.

who

me

"He then commenced his dying prayer: 'Almighty God,
Father of Thy dearly beloved Son, Thou God of angels and the
Powers, Thou God of all creatures! I thank Thee, that I have
the happiness to partake of the Chalice of Thy anointed One.
Accept me into the number of Thy martyrs, receive me as an
agreeable offering. I praise Thee for all things, ami glorify and
magnify Thee through the High Priest, Jesus Christ. To whom
with Thee and the Holy Ghost be all honor now and in eternity.'
"
" While
many of the faithful, who were present continued
Scraphica, "were offering up their prayers with him in silence,
there arose suddenly a clear, bright flame on high, which caused
a death-like stillness in the multitude, and behold the miracle!

When
he

mudo a

tiger

Polycarp stood motionless, but as his breathing became
from his wound into the
quicker, the blood flowed profusely
flames beneath. He sank at length upon his knees, closed his
to Him who gave it, and his body
eyes, rendered his mighty soul
breast.

to the flames.

"

Here Scraphica was silent; the strongest emotion for some
minutes overpowered her. She leaned her head upon her
mother's shoulder, and her raven hair fell upon her pale face, like
"Let us be comforted," sobbed forth
a veil ot mourning.
He was an
Charitana, "Polycarp has won the crown of life.
unwearied champion, and now his eternal sabbath has begun.

He

fought the good

and went to receive his reward on

aphica would follow in the footsteps of the holy Bishop, continued: "The life of every good Christian is a martyrdom,
which ends but in death." Scraphica. whose mind was wholly
occupied with the last hours of the holy Polycarp, heard but
on her ear, and she continued
little; her mother's words died

"The sanguinary deed was scarcely comuninterruptedly:
cried aloud.
the
when
Long jive the Proconsul
people
pleted,
and Roman justice!' The multitude applauded, but we Chris'

tians

wept

in silence.

" His sacred relics were scattered to the winds
by the excited

AVe still lingered on, and felt as though Polycarp
his holy ashes, and overshadowed
phoenix-like, had risen from
The sandals,
his orphan children with his protecting wings.
staff and girdle of the saint, lay untouched before us.
people.

We

Some had already
hastened to secure these precious mementos.
possessed themselves of the sandals and staff, whilst I. endeavoring to seize the girdle felt, in the same moment, a hand upon
my shoulder, and a rough voice spoke aloud: 'Behold this is
one of the poisonous plants that spring up from such seed!'
and in the twinkling of an eye, the girdle was twisted round my
arm I was bound, led across the Arena, and cast into one of
This then dearest mother,
the dark cells of the Amphitheatre.
is the girdle of which I speak; and these are the spots of his
holy blood." Charitana took the sacred relic and pressed It to
her lips. Tears fell from her eyes, but they were not, so much
for Polycarp, as for her noble-minded daughter, who seemed to

luspcct nothing of the probable fate that in a few days awaited
" Well
Scraphica," said the mother, on returning the girdle

her.

" When
our Heavenly Father
and
resumed
her former discourse:
she answered,
wills it!
" As I was being led from the
Amphitheatre to prison, one of
our tricuds, Irenseus, the priest, who was Polycarp's beloved
He recognized me, drew closer, and admondisciple, met me.
" when shall

we meet again?"

"

ished

me

in Latin as follows:"

"Hold

firmly the doctrines of

your Saviour, which the Holy Ghost hath imprinted in thy
heart."
"Yes, I will preserve it Yes, to my last breath."
"When shall we meet again?" repeated Charitana, "which of
"
us shall be first called hence Thou or I?
Seraphica perceived the anguish with which the question was
"
We shall
accompanied, and seizing her mother's hand replied:
die iu that very hour that God wills, and not when man
conjec-

On my account cease to be anxious.
1 shall not die yet.
have besought our Lord not yet to call me to my eternal home.
I wish te suffer, but not to die; I burn with the desire of showing to the world, in the mirror of a pure life, the doctrines of
our Redeemer, and to relate to many of the unbelievers, what
the Son of God has done for manf and not till I have fulfilled

tures.

I

that mission, shall I be called hence.

The roaring element arched round

God has heard my

swelling with the wind. A
the crowd, as they perceived this visible and miraculous interposition of the God of the Christians,

time to

the saint, like a mighty sail
deep sound of horror echoed through

fight,

the very day, on which the Eastern Church commemorates the
death of our Redeemer.'
Charitr.na, thinking it possible, that in a few days more Ser-

It

may

be long

till

then!

and my Guardian Angel has revealed
it to me."
Suddenly loud knocks were beard at the door. The
jailer commands Charitana to depart, and does not even give her
take,

prayer,

leave of her beloved

child.,

L TD
" Which
Seraphica was again alone; she reflected on the words:
"
first be taken hence?
but the answer gave her no
y.
Casting her eyes on the lovely fruit which her mother

of us shall

brought, she took a pomegranate, and on dividing it, she
uvertd in the center some pieces of prold- they were evidently
I'tfd there for Seraphica, that she might therewith soften the
rt of her savage, jailer.
She tasted the fruit but could not eat,
for she was unable to swallow.
;

The jailer detained Charitana at the door of the prison. " Well,
seems you have forgotten the promise you made before I allowed you to enter. Did you not speak of a magnificent diamond that you were to .give me? Come, where is the precious
it

stoue?

"

J

A

.

is

it

also related that in by-gone times, the sun stood

the heavens for three days.
Polycarp was before your

sell

again in their

own

country.

Quadratus was a man of mean education, and very superstitious; he continued to dwell upon the witchcraft, which according to the priest of Isis, lay in the hands of the Christians; and
as the heat increased, his anxiety

I will

At

ket? those are the cries of the Christians
undergoing the lash.
Thou, fool, art also a Christian, and one of the worst. I overheard distinctly your conversation in the dungeon, and this
very
evening I shall hear the gold and silver I shall receive for your
detection jingling in
one into a cell, and

my

pocket.'

He

then thrust the unhappy

slammed the door with such

violence, that

the noise echoed like thunder along the corridors.

CHAPTER

II.

THE EARTHQUAKE.

AFTER the conquest of Asia Minor by the Romans, Smyrna,
one of her most celebrated cities, was obliged to pay her share
of the yearly tribute imposed on the province, in wool,
carpets,
mohair, tapestry, nut-galls, and above all, gold dust from the
rivers Hermos and Paktolos, and whatever luxuries the extravagant Romans could desire, in Asiatic perfumes and cosmetics,
which were brought to the harbor, and shipped for Rome, as
were

also slaves in great numbers.

Notwithstanding this heavy tax upon the people, trade flourand the population became so numerous, that the
shady
gardens and capacious quays, which surrounded the lovely bay,
could scarcely accommodate the various classes of the inhabitants,
ished,

who

thronged there, for their evening promenade, to enjoy the

cool sea-breezes.

Here

might be seen the Roman Proconsul, Statius QuadIt was to him the merit
ratus, attended by his body-guard.
also

was due, that the

in

when

treasures, passed them on their way to the city, there to
deliver them on the coming market-day, and to reload with other

you a gift of
more
composed of diamond. This treasure is the mystery of Faith, and those who possess it, become a free people yes, become
kings and princes.
impart to thee those mysteries."
"
How, fool? Will you take upon you the part of Apollo who
once stuck upon the Phrygian king a pair of
long ears? You
want to make a Midas of me! No no, you must be the cheated
one, not I. Do you hear the noises coming from the slave Mar-

still

this Spring,

its

wares, to

are right," replied Charitana, " I promised
value than this terrestrial globe, were it

was only

tribunal, a
mysterious von.'
spoke to him, which was distinctly heard by all pv>
But thanks, a thousand thanks to you noble Proconsul, who
have granted our petitions, and well rid Smyrna of that sorry
scoundrel.
Ha! look at them bound in the ship yonder! O
"
may Isis grant thee for this, health, happiness, and prosperity!
Both advanced a little further up the walk, which led to the
shore.
Several caravans returning from Arabia, and laden with

'

You

It

last

you

he stood

see that

priest's

arm.

became the more intense.
and looking towards the West said "Do

still,

strange

"Look

appearance?" convulsively seizing the
unusual red, covering the heavens!

at that

It cannot possibly be the reflection of the setting sun, which apWhat are the gods about to send us? "
pears yonder on Argos.
Asmenes looked in silence on the spectacle. Deeper still be-

came the glowing red, the higher it rose in the heavens, till it
ended in a deep violet hue.
On the extreme verge of the horizon, a pale yellow gleam extended along the North, West and South, until it approached
the East.where it was scarcely visible and little bluish vapors
The
rose from the sea, which became larger as they ascended.
;

temperature then changed into that of a rough, sharp harvest
season; small clouds danced, spectre-like, here and there, upon
the surface of the water, and rising in the air passed over the
city, and spread themselves on the neighboring hills.
" Do I deceive
myself," said the Proconsul, "or are we actuLet us hasten
ally in a thick fog? I feel fearfully cold too.
home, I fear the worst, either pestilence, or war, or a gem -ml
devastation." "It is the departure of the Christians," said
"
Asmenes,
they are preparing all this for us; I have expected
nothing less, than that their departure would be connected with
some such display. Thus, when in old times, they fled out of
Egypt from King Pharaoh, they did similar things, and even
divided the Red Sea, so that they passed through, as if on dry
land; while Pharaoh and his whole army found death in attempting to follow them. And it is very possible that their depart-

ure now, will also be accompanied with bad consequences."
With this apprehension, they separated, the priest to his dwelling,

and the Proconsul

to the palace, for consolation

from Herod,

the Irenarch.

A number of dark Smyrnians were passing along the streets,
some seeking the open air, others the harbor; for the oldest inhabitants understood the signs, and remembered that they were

to the Proconsul,

always followed by a greater or lesser convulsion of the earth.
Quadratus, accompanied by his body-guard, then hastened
home. His palace formed a wing of the citadel, which was so
He durst not
elevated, that one could scarcely fear any danger.
trust himself in the open air, for he dreaded the unusual excite-

tell

ment

tribute flowed in so freely.

Quadratus turned aside from the crowd, and walked towards
the shore, when he met Asmenes, a priest of Isis, who had been
educated in Egypt, for the service ef that goddess. He bowed

who said to him: "Well, Egyptian naturalist,
me whence comes this oppressive heat, at this unusual

season of the year?"

"A difficult question, replied Asmenes, "although in the
calends of November, we have a heat, which seldom occurs in
the height of summer. I did suppose the
evening would have
become cool, but it seems just as if the heat increases in the
same degree as the sun recedes. I wonder whether the Chriswho fare but badly in the market, have not used some
mysterious means against the sun !"
"What do you mean?' said Quadratus.

tians,

1

'It is said," replied

Asmenes, "that the Thessalonians are masnecromancy, and that there are more soothsayers and
magicians amongst them, than amongst any other people. But
for my own part, I think that the
greatest are to be found amongst
the Christians. It is beyond doubt, that at the death of their
great Prophet, the sun withdrew his light for three hours; and
ters in

called forth

amongst the greater portion of the inhabitants,
No sooner had he

his cruel persecution of the Christians.
arrived at fhe citadel, than he ran anxiously

by

through

all

the

apartments, and looked out at the starry heavens, first through one
window, and then through another. He, who has so often
proudly rocked himself in his Sella, and laughed as he looked on,
while the combatants in the Arena are torn to pieces by lions,
or the condemned Christians cast to wild beasts, has now become

own life in jeopardy.
preferred to watch the opWhen all was silent and motionless, he
erations of nature.
mounted his steed, and rode with some friends to a beautiful
valley outside the city, which to the present day is called the
a trembling coward, as soon as he sees his

Herod showed more courage.

He

"Valley of Paradise."
As Polycarp entered the Amphitheatre, a
"Take courajjc PolycarpI"

voice was heard from Heaven

LTD I A.
Midnight was approaching; the heavens were beautifully clear,
stillness reigned around. All listened with breathless attention, yet no sound could be heard of that hollow, subturraueous rumbling, which usually precedes a convulsion of the

and a solemn

Even one amongst

uarth.

the party,

who

laid his ear close to the

ground, could not discover anything to cause alarm.
Herod suddenly thought that he heard, not far distant, someHis friends were divided in their
thin:; lie could not define.
to be the reiterated barks of
was
soon
discovered
till
it
opinions,
The barking
a watch dog, on the roof of an adjacent villa.
echoed along the valley, and became gradually stronger and
quicker, till it broke out into a loud, tremulous howl, which was
"A
soon taken up by several other dogs in the neighborhood.
remarkable omen," said Herod, as he shook his head thoughtfully.

On

a sudden, the horses, with manes erect

reared, plunged,

and dasbed with

Close to the city,

pawed

the ground,

their riders,

foaming on.
the greater part of the inhabitants, weary of

watching and exhausted with anxiety, returned

While some wondered

that

the

to their dwellings.

appearances were

EO

much

dreaded, others were enquiring if the same signs had ever been
observed before, without having been followed by evil consequences. The more cautious took balls of stone or metal, and
suspended them by threads or long hairs from the ceiling of their

rooms, in order to detect the first motion, and save themselves by
immediate flight. Watches were placed on nearly all the houses;
but the silence was unbroken save, from time to time, by a footfall, or the anxious whisperings of human voices.
Although the
guards were numerous, still they were insufficient to protect the
property of the inhabitants from plunder. Thieves were lurking

hoping to profit by the general consternation.
priest of Isis, on his return home, discovered
that a great robbery had been committed in his absence. Occupied with the things that were then passing, he had forgotten to
in all directions,

Asmenes, the

his effects carefully, and behold! he found himself
robbed of his new golden Sistrum, or "Isis-rattle." Complaining

lock

up

own property, and
burning with rage, he armed himself with a sharp knife, and ran
down to the vestibule, thinking probably, that a second attempt
would be made on his house. He waited there a long time. The
cheerfulness, wherewith a little company of captive Christians
were wending their way through the Hercules Street, towards
the sea, formed a striking contrast to his fury. The slave mastors, fearing the worst, wished for greater security to put them
aboard the ships, and send them out to sea when the signs became
to his goddess, that she did not protect her

sufficiently alarming.

The procession approached an arch, with two torch-bearers in
advance. The captives were entoning one of the beautiful canticles of their persecuted church, as they passed along. Asmenes

behind a pillar, and as the words: " Laudato Dominutn om"
nes gentcs, fell upon his ear, he muttered to himself: " These
are the blasphemers, the robbers, the cannibals, who are bringing
stole

so

much misery on Smyrna! Now

they approach! Nemesis will

tuary of Homer, which was soon densely crowded. The
reached its height; flight was impossible, on account
innumerable piles of smoking ruins, that everywhon

<

tiion

the steps of the

unhappy

fugitives.

Men, women and

chilil

every class, whom terror had deprived of their
The
seen, here and there lying among their fallen dwellings.
dead were carried into tho open places by hundreds, still greater

was

the

number of wounded,

bruised,

and maimed: and

li>

art

rending were the agonizing shrieks of those, who were lying half
buried beneath the scorching ruins, unable to afford themselves
the slightest assistance.

The increasing darkness suggested the necessity of seeking tho
aid of torches; and he who was fortunate enough to pick up one,
hoped by its means to find his way out of the city. But the endheaps of rubbish, the rising exhalations, and the clouds of
Even where a free passage
dust, rendered escape impossible.
was left, the red flickering light of the torches served only to
less

make

In several parts of the city, tho
the 'darkness visible.'
burst forth again with redoubled fury, and destroyed, with
incredible rapidity, everything within its reach. Some maintained
that it proceeded from the earth, whilst others thought it was

fire

caused by the fires of the forges and of the dwelling houses burEach one had something terrific to reied beneath the ruins.
late and many were of opinion that the end of all things was at
hand, and that the world was about to be destroyed by fire.
Suddenly cries were heard from the quarter, where stood the
palace and citadel a fresh chasm in the earth was issuing forth
another destructive fire.
Statius Quadratus hoped to save himself by taking refuge on
the highest terrace of the citadel. . But he hoped in vain
for
:

,

;

whilst on bended knees, he was imploring the protection of the
gods, a roaring flame issued from the foundations, and forced its
the palace

way through

till

it

reached the terrace, where he

Terrified at the sight he drew back so far, that lie had no
other choice but to cast himself down from the height, or to

was.

succumb

who

A

to the devouring
"

"Ten thousand

fire.

sesterces to

him

But the flames had already claimed their victim.
helps me!
scream, a faiutmoan, and Statius Quadratus has finished his

wicked

career.

by the fall of the above mentioned masses of
dwellings, no less than the tenth part of the inhabitants lost
Those who had sought refuge in the Temple of Hotheir lives.

Up

to this time,

mer, were nearly all crushed to death by the falling of the roof
pillars; but what appeared most strange was, that the
bronze statue of the poet himself, was split from head to foot.

and

More fortunate was

the lot of those, who, like the Christians,

sought in the first instance, to save themselves by sea. The unusual calmness of the waters formed a striking contrast with the
destruction and devastation which raged on the shore.
Two hours after the tremendous shocks on land, the sea began
to heave and swell at the
tide

was then

at the ebb,

mouths of the Hermos.
it

rose,

Although the

with the greatest rapidity, far

deliver

them up to my vengeance: an agreeable sacrifice to the
Shade of Hades!" Seizing his knife, he darted forward, exclaim"Thieves! give me back my Sistrum my golden Sising
turn!'
and crash! a terrific rumbling like thunder, rolls beneath.
The earth no longer able to restrain the pent-up element,

above the highest flood-mark. On a sudden, a volcanic force beneath, raised the foaming waters mountain high, and bearing the
ri< lily laden vessels on their convulsed bosom, swept them as if
triumphantly across the stone pier and cast them into the city.
Then gainine a height of more than eighty feet, they passed

bursts asunder at the very feet of the heathen priest He totters
The fiery element, just
falls, and in an instant finds his grave.
liberated, rushes with ungovernable fury along the street.
An-

over the highest buildings still standing, and, in their course,
quenched the volumes of flames, which were issuing from all
As if the sea were charged to complete the
of the city.

house after house heaves
towers totter: Castles
are rent asunder, and street after street are heaps of ruins.
But what of the wretched inhabitants? They run to and fro in
wild despair: they call on the gods to help them:" Help! help!

work

other shock:

ye gods, or

:

we

are lost!"

Some, in frantic

hurrying to
the shipping; whilst others seek refuge in the mountains, or in
the adjacent fields.
The darkness increases the horrors of the
awful scene.
haste,

Tin; upper part of the city remained still undisturbed.
The
massive edifices and principal temples, had as yet withstood the
fury of the element. Many of the people fled on the wings of
terror to the temples of their gods; particularly to the great sanc-

parts

of desolation, its waters receded slowly, leaving the shat* and in its
return
tered vessels mingled with the smoking ruins;
bore back in thousands, the dead bodies of the inhabitants. In

such horrors the night passed on.

At last, impenetrable darkness, gave place to the morningdawn. The earth was at rest, and the sea had resumed its
wonted calm. The survivors, although they had lost all, looked
upon themselves as enviable mortals. Strangers embraced
each other, as though they hnd been dear friends meeting after
It was a sad mingling of Joy and sorrow.
a long separation.
*Ono h-:

-i

:

''1

VI-MC!

was found

in the ceritro of the rained Theatre.

/,
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On

one side could be seen fathers and mothers weeping over the
dead bodies of their children, on the other, children inconsolable for the loss of their beloved parents. The morning sun rose
in splendor, and the sparkling waters danced in his beams, as if
rejoicing to meet again.
What form is moving yonder on the heights? pale and slender,
robed in white, enriched with the golden hues of the rising sun;
bearing a broken chain on one arm, and a girdle on lr other.
It seems as though it were the guardian spirit of this once great
t

mourning

city,

on,

till

Slowly and thoughtfully she passes
smoking ruins of the citadel. She

o'er its fall.

she reaches the

still

pauses, and casting down her soft dark eyes, surveys the desolation that lies before her.
The spectacle surprises her, but
her mien betrays neither fear nor horror.
Her expression is
that of silent resignation to the will of Him, who makes the earth

His

it

was

of

my

he, "the captive is free. After one had opened the door
prison to announce my approaching death, another mightier than he, rent its strong walls asunder, and I was liberated.

now

stand gazing on a city, whose splendor has vanished from
Even whilst I am now speaking, I see several buildings falling into ruins. Irenaeus, is not that my mother's dwelling? Oh what of her, revered master? Is she amongst the living or the dead?"
I

the earth.

"

You could scarcely wonder," replied Irenoeua, "if she had
shared the fate of so many. But no, Seraphica, she is saved,
but saved by slavery. She and some of her companions in the
were, last night, shipped for Rome. But delay not to save
yourself; your chains show that you are a captive."
faith,

tradition runs, Pallas, the tute-

goddess of Athens, was at one time fully occupied in ordering materials for building the Acropolis, whicu was dedicated
ISIie was
to her.
carrying even the Lycabett in her arms when
a crow fluttered round, and announced to her the birth of Erichthonius.
Seized with terror, she let the mountain fall, close by
Athens, where

now

it

stands.

At the

foot of this mountain, from the summit of which, the
traveler has a charming view of Athens towards the citadel, and

Roman

of the blue sea, were the palaces of the Greek and

who had

no-

and one which occupied the first
place amongst them, was that of a Greek matron, named Metella.
It stood not far from the principal entrance to the famous aqueduct, built by Adrian, and a little higher than the magnificent
royal citadel outside Athens, which strangers still admire.
bles,

She was roused from reverie by a voice exclaim-

footstool.

ing: "Seraphica here! The captive at liberty! The victim of
death, standing over the tombs of her persecutors."
Seraphica answered with a gentle gravity:" Yes, Iremcus," for

As

with thorns and brushwood.
lar

Like
of

all

Roman

settled there;

the edifices of Adrian's time, Metella's palace
still the better taste of the Grecian

architecture:

was
was

not wanting in the lightness and elegance with which the design
was carried out. Inserted on the front of the vestibule, was a
marble slab, on which might be read the name of the owner.

Over the door of the principal entrance, stood a brazen
" Dum
with the
representing Hope,
" As
long as I breathe

I shall

statue,

spiro spero,"

inscription,

hope."

Guarding the porch or entrance hall, was a slave, beautifully
attired.
He bore handsomely wrought fetters, which he rattled
from time to time, thereby to give himself the appearance of a
door-keeper. His walk, and the ease with which he swung his
chain, proved that pride knows how to govern
society, down to an ignorant door-keeper.

all

classes of

Metella tarries on the Pergula, a name given to a pavilion on
the roof, and which is supported by gilt pillars.
The lady, in
all her natural elegance, reclines on a couch; and near her

An hour later, Seraphica was seen standing on the deck of the
only sailable vessel to be found in the harbor. She was on her
way for Greece. One look as the vessel receded from the shore,

stands a marble table, on which lies an unfolded book-roll.
It
is the work of a Roman poet, her darling Virgil, whose eclogues

was the last, upon the ruins of a
her few and momentous years.

down one

and

it

city,

where she had spent

She could discern her mother's half destroyed dwelling on the
projection of a hill; but the palm trees and little garden had dis-

And

appeared.

behold! while she was

gave way, the roof
loved home.

fell in,

still

casing, the walls

and nothing remained of her once

CHAPTER

of Athens had, at this time out-grown itself, and
towards her ruin. But even then she was in possession of all the intellectual acquirements of the past ages, and
to tend

enjoyed the results of the thoughts, actions and labors of her
the ripest and most beautiful
the sun increases in beauty, whilst
it is

As
period in her history.
the West, so did Athens
sinking

m

when verging on her down-

fall.

The Emperor, Adrian,
in his vast dominions;

loved Athens more than any other city
all the magnificent edifices and new

and

regular streets on the other side of Adrian's Arch, extending
wide, and forming, as it were, a second city, were the work of

After this vast addition, Athens could acAdrian's Arch which thus con180,000 inhabitants.
nected the old city with the new, and which to this day is
good preservation, proclaims the later history of Greece in that
this great

Emperor.

commodate

m

of development, in which the Roman life was bound up
with that ot the ancient Greek, and which had blended both nationalities into one.

Outside tne

old city, to the north-east, was a pyramidical
at the present time it is over-grown

mountain caned Lycubett;

"

Sicilian Muse, begin a loftier strain!
Tho' lonely shrubs and trees that shade the plain
Delight not all.

and mighty

years,

begun

their flrst orb, in radiant circles run.

The base degenerate

The fame

this reason,

which her eye, and the movement of her head, show plainly,
that the depth of some of the poet's words are not clear to
But some of the verses please her so much, that she reads
her.
them aloud.

Koll round again,

celebrated in the poet's song, to the land of great generals and
lawgivers, to the cradle of philosophy, to the seat of the Muses,
and to the place of refuge for the Faith.

For

She raises herself, and taking her pen, writes
reading.
of the most beautiful passages, on the reperusal of

From

WE will now conduct our readers to charming Attica, so often

forefathers.

is

The last great age, foretold by acred rhymes,
Renews its flnish'd course; Saturuian times

III.

METELLA.

began

she

iron offspring ends;

A golden progeny from

*

heav'n descends:

The

lovely boy, with his auspicious face,
Shall Pollio's consulship and triumph grace;

Majestic months set out with him to their appointed race.
bunish'd v'rtue shall restore,
And crimes shall threat the guilty world no more.

The father

The son shall lead the life of gods, and be
By gods and heroes seen, and gods and terocs
The jarring nations he in peace shun bind,

And

see.

with paternal virtues rule mankind.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mature in years, to ready honors move,
O of celestial scedl O foster son of Jove
See lab'rin;* Nature calls thee to sustain
The nodding frame of Heav'n, and earth, and main;
See, to their base restored, earth, seas, and air,
And joyful ages from behind, m crowding ranks appear.
To sing thy praise, would heav'n my breath prolong,
I

Infusing spirits worthy such a song;

Not Thracian Orpheus should transcend my lays;
Nor Linus crown 'd with never fading bays;
Though each his heav'nly parent should Inspire;
The Muse instruct the voice, and Phoebus tune the

lyre."

*

"Virgil, thou speakest beautifully," says Metella, "but I cannot understand thee. Nearly fifty Olympaids have passed since

thy death, and
to expiate guilt,

I

know

and

to

nothing of that child of the gods

redeem the world.
Dryden'i Virgil.

There

art-

who

is

a people in

/.

Asia,

who

fame

to

"

believe that a

an

When

1> I

}'

will the

human mind

find truth

upon earth?
it,

for that

.

At

god has lived amongst them, hut ho

evil end.

ever stand before an enigma, and never solve

A

It will

enigma

is itself."

this

moment,

Mctella's

blooming son and future heir, entered

lie saluted his mother and informed her, that her
the pavilion,
slave-master, Bogus, had just returned from Smyrna; but that
he had brought nothing she had ordered, except an Asiatic slave.
He added that Bogus had related wonderful things of Smyrna,

entirely destroyed by an earthquake.
thought and astonishment, rose from

in Qreek, an old work on history, which
She has
misfortunes of Cyrus, king of Persia.
scarcely read a few pages, when she seeks another chapter, nor
does that content her.
"Always the same," murmured she,

which was almost

"Cyrus hroke up and advanced: here he commenced; Cyrus
and wished that you also might partake of the

some features of her life.
Metella was by birth a Greek, and before her marriage, bore
the name of Chrysophora. She was acquainted from her youth
with all the works of the ancient writers. Her father was Atticus, who was born at Marathon, one hundred and four years

She takes up a hook,

relates the

liked this,

enjoy ment.
" No

1'

"

Xenophon," she exclaims, thou art ever bread without
and unpalatable."
She seizes the scrolls and casts them down on the polished
Mosaic floor, so that they roll against the marble balustrades of
salt, tasteless

the balcony.
"O time!

Metella, full of

relate

after the birth of Christ,

ted

generation to anotherl
" But

his country.
I

rich in temples.
" Countless statues hide the
sanctuary of Pallas from my view.
Through gratitude to the gods, under whom ^Egides fought and

conquered, our forefathers erected the Parthenon,* and its
founder, the immortal Pericles, speaks from every column.
an earnest assurance to future ages, that a nation is never so
strong nor so powerful abroad, as when its religon is strictly
observed at home.
" Behold in the
centre of the Parthenon, the colossal of the
Athenian Promachos. Her gigantic form, towers above terrace,
dome, and cupola; and her brazen plumed helmet and shining
spear, announce to (he distant lonely fisherman of Sunium, that
thou, lovely Athens! art under the protection of Pallas. f
" ATHENS
THOU AKT JUST and whoever doubts this; let him
look at the Areopagus on yonder hill, in whose hall of justice
I

lUc

Archons, during the solemn silence of night, assembled
judgment on the crimes, committed against

and was one of the greatest

mm

of

Greece, a famous orator, a Roman consul, then tutor to Marcus
Aurelius, and at last, Prefect of Greece.
Although this celebra-

O time!" she continues, "how unjust thou art
sometimes with the works of the human mind! How of ten dost
thou break to pieces in thy iron mortar the best and most beautiful, and scatterest it to the winds, scarcely leaving a remnant
for us, whilst thou carefully preservest in thy sanctuary, the
insipid and wearisome works, presenting them anew from one
what want we with a book in this city
"Athens lies open at iny feet a book of which Cecrops,
seventeen hundred years ago, wrote the title page, and Theseus,
the first chapter A work, each leaf of which tells of wisdom, of
power and of character. O let me read in thy pages, thou great,
thou lovely city!
"ATHENS THOU FKAREST THE OXJDS, and earnest the traces of
thy piety written on thy marble forehead on that Acropolis,

her

couch, and leaving the pavilion sought Bogus, for further news
of Smyrna's fate; with whom we shall now leave her, till we

man was such

a favorite at the court of Home, and could

boast ef the personal friendship of the two Anthonys, he still remained thoroughly Greek and prided himself on his noble birth,

which he traced as far back as Miltiades, who conquered the Persians on the plains of Marathon.
Like a true Greek, he strove to keep up the renowned sports of

The spectators assembled for the Olympic games,
were often parched lor want of water, and he caused an aqueduct to be built for their convenience, at Olympia, by which he

won

the applause of all Greece. In beautifying Athens, Atticus
gained great merit, but little thanks: the famous Odeon at the
entrance of the Acropolis, the ruins of which are still standing,
have immortalized his name. He had also the merit of erecting

an hospital, and cf beautifying the Stadium,* which accommodated 20,000 people.
In 'Adrian's time, there lived in Athens an estated Roman,
Metellus, a man of noble descent, who could trace his
origin to that Metellus, who in the year 147 B. c. gave the deathblow to the freedom of Greece. He had reached a middle age,

named

and retired into private life, where he first found time to think
of marriage. Whilst in Rome, he had told Atticus, the then conShe was
sul, of his desire to espouse his daughter, Chrysophora.
an only child, for her brother died young, and her mother.
The negotiations in this business,
Regilla, soon lollowed him.
were attended with obstacles which could not be removed by
the suitor. The young and rich heiress, according to her father's
desire, was to give the preference to a son of Greece, to which
choice she evinced but little inclination, and Atticus was
In
obliged to take the petition of the suitor into consideration.
addition to this, both Metellus and Chrysophora had attained
that age, recommended by Aristotle for a prudent marriage, f

nothing

Chrysophora had been seldom in Athens, while her father,
she always accompanied, was generally in active service.
Metellus having for some time sojourned chiefly in Greece, had

of thy. fame, that statue of Apollo yonder, would break the silence, and retail to him, how the youths leaped and wrestled
thrc. iincl how they are to this day, a subject of astonishment to

not seen her since her chidhood.
The circumstance of the betrothed, not knowing each other,
although they were shortly to be united, is frequently met with

the Romans.
"
ATHENS

amongst the

in council, to pass

religion

"

and the

ATHENS THOU ART BRAVE! and

Thy

whom

state.
if

a barbarian

knew

THOU AUT THE SEAT OF SCIENCE, AND or WISDOM

!

Theatre, thy Lyceum, thy Sculpture-Halls, thy Academies,

thy Colonnades proclaim it.
"
Truly all thy monuments are leaves in this wondrous book,
which thy sons have written, to declare to future ages, of what
greatness of mind mortals are capable."
\\ liil.-t

Metella

was

in this excitement,

thesun had moved nearer
between Athens and the sea, casting
a rosy hue upon the thousand statues of the
Acropolis, as if they
were blushing at the praises Metella had just bestowed
upon
to the olive groves, that lay

them.
The Parthenon

suffered the greatest devastation, In 1687,

lakiimof Athens, threw a bomb-shell into the powder
magazine of the
Acropolis, by which the roof of the temple was blown iato the air. Still, at the
lay. a forest of magnificent columns stands: a splendid edifice over
which SWO years have pussrcl without entirely rti'stroyiiir; it.

a sight of his bride. Atticus excused her, as she was still
occupied with her toilet. In fact, she had just ended her morning dream, as she was aroused by her slave, who announced to
her the unexpected arrival. Chrysophora, wishing to appear
in full holiday charms, ordered her slaves to bring forth her
*

:

md

standing in the

names for Minerva. This famous etatue was
fourth century, aft* the departure of AlrfMc.

Pulla- arc cither

Stadium, where the bull fights were held.

t Aristotle says Vol.

vii. 18, that

Iho

woman

should marry at

18,

and the man

at 87.
t

i I'ronni. !n>-

as the

when the Venetians,

at Die

till

ancients. J

aged Atticns had signed the contract for his
at once to Peloponnesus,
daughter's marriage, Metellus, journeyed
where Atticus so frequently resided towards the close of his life,
It was
to go through the ceremony of the betrothal.
early in
the morning, when he reached Elis. the longed-for house; and
he impatiently entreated his-future father-in-law to let him have

As soon

be

We
MTU

nre nllowcd to try
Btone jug be/ore we purchase It, but the
i.-i-t ihe
she in token home. Theophrajt oy.
iiiiu'ht not please, befor

Hyeronyui. Jovim

:

i.

48.
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and to seek from her caskets the richest pearls.
While one was occupied in preparing the rouge, another was

costliest robes,

powdering richly with gold dust, according to the fashion of the
times, her raven hair, until it had attained a reddish hue.
slave passed even Atticus without a token of respect, so great

A

was her haste
with the

in carrying to her mistress, sandals

embroidered

pearls a sign that the toilet duties would soon
But as the blooming girl, desired to please still more
terminate.
by her natural charms, than by her ornaments, she left on the
finest

renowned cosmetic of bread and milk, with which she covered
her face every night before retiring to rest, until her toilet was
completed, contrary to the usual custom. Atticus concluded,
when he saw the slave carrying his daughter's sandals, that the
important task was finished. He then thought of complying
with the earnest entieaties of Metellus, and led him to his daughter's chamber.
Conceive her terror, when she heard loud steps xipon the
stairs!
A slave hurried to the door, to stop the entrance of the
guest, but he, driven on by exhausted patience, to see his long
chosen one, forced the slave aside, and stood before the horrorBtricken Chrysophora. The terrified slaves, instead of gathering round their mistress to screen her from his view, concealed

themselves in the remotest corners of the room. There stood the
vain Chrysophora gorgeously attired, with the fatal paste
hanging in fragments from her lovely countenance, showing here
and there a strange contrast, between the delicacy of her complexion, and the grey hue of the cracked and dried-up cosmetic,

which stubbornly adhered to the right cheek,
and round the left eye.

to the forehead,

Her heaving bosom betrayed the passion that raged within.
Her eyes, or rather eye, for the left was half concealed behind
its casement of dried bread and milk, flashed with rage.
At
length her tongue found utterance, and her wounded pride sought
consolation in declaring, that she would recall her promise, and
break the contract.
We see that even in this hour of dire humiliation, her woman's
tact did not wholly desert her.
She feared that this discovery
would lessen the esteem of Metellus, and furnish a plea for breaking the contract. So she took care, in the midst of her confusion,
to threaten the dismissal of her lover, when she thought he was
likely to dismiss her, and it required all the flowery eloquence of
an Atticus, to make clear to her, the folly of her resolution.

Metellus' cool deliberating character took advantage of the

confusion.

He

enjoyed a privilege which any

Roman would

have envied, that of seeing his bride before marriage, and seeing
Her majestic form was his
beau-ideal of perfection, and the visible portions of her charming
countenance, exceeded his most sanguine expectations; so that,
making every allowance for the little ebullition of temper he had
just witnessed, he concluded that he had the greatest reasons to
congratulate himself on the choice he had made.
Having now
fully satisfied his curiosity, he put on an embarrassed air, and
making an humble apology for the intrusion, left his affianced
lady to finish her toilet, and to distribute due castigations

her too in an unguarded moment.

amongst her trembling slaves.
After this dilemma, the ceremony of the betrothal was comof his fupleted by Metellus placing a ring on the third finger
ture bride's left hand; for the ancients believed that a nerve
passed from that finger to the heart.
A day in the coming June was decided on for the nuptials, as
that month was regarded as the most fortunate of all the year.
The haughty bride attired herself on that day, commensurate with her youth and rank and the solemnity of the occasion.
She wore, according to the custom of the Greeks, a long white
robe that fell in rich folds, confined at the waist with a woolen
Her feet were provided with sandals brought from
girdle.
Morocco. Her hair parted into six long curls, was beautifully
interwoven with wreaths of flowers, and her entire dress was
over her
completed by a rose-tinted veil, which fell gracefully
majestic form.

The marriage ceremony was performed
at El is.

in her father's house,

Sacrifices were offered to the goddess Hera, and the gall of the
victims was thrown away, as a sign that all bitterness was to be
banished from this union.

The marriage was confirmed

in the presence of several wit-

which the guests partook of the wedding feast.
There was one sad heart amongst them, that of the aged Atticus.
To the left of the table where he sat, was a cover for one,
which remained untouched during the feast: it was that of his
departed son, whose place at table, although he had been many
years dead, remained unoccupied. There is so much that is
nesses, after

touching in this

trait of Atticus' character, that

even the histor-

who

loved to dip his arrows into the sour dregs of
Attica Sarcasm, here would have refrained from it. A custom
was still observed amongst the Romans, which descended from
the ancients who, as it is known, robbed the Sahines of their
ian Lucius,

Therefore in imitation of this, the bride was taken
during the feast. In some cities this custom is still practiced.
Young girls accompanied the bride to her chariot, one of
whom carried a distaff, to remind her that spinning and household affairs are the proper portion of a matron.
The festivities commenced the following day, at the house of
The bride herself received presents from
Metellus, in Athens.
her friends, and began to enter on her duties as mistress of the
house. The old Hellenic principle was also to be observed by her:
that it was for the man to speak and have authority, while the
woman's duty was to devote herself to her husband and children, and to superintend the domestic arrangements.
The bride now took the name of Chrysophora Attica Metella,
or for brevity, Metella.
But with her name she did not lose her
desire for knowledge, which she had sought after from her childhood. She knew how to unite it, in a fitting manner, with the
daughters.
off

duties of her state.

Time spared Metella's youthful charms, but for a few years.
Her beauty faded, and various misfortunes told her but too soon,
is ephemeral, and that he cannot with certainty,
count on the morrow. Still her desire to please was nearly as
ardent as before; but she sought to gratify it in another form.
As she could no longer boast of her personal advantages, she endeavored, by the depth of her knowledge, and by the greatness
of mind, to attract admiration and as riches came to her assistance, she soon had numerous friends, who enjoyed the luxuries
of her table, and bestowed in return, what to her was more agree-

that man's life

;

There was scarcely a lady in
Athens so much renowned for learning. She not only read the
works of all the poets and philosophers of Greece, but also studied them under the careful guidance of the best masters, and
Later on, many troubles
above all of her renowned father.
crossed her path; first, she lost her beloved parent, who had
Kephisia, where he
passed the remnant of his clays partly
possessed a magnificent estate, and partly in his birth-place,
Marathon. Her husband quickly followed.
Lucius, a very talented and excellent youth, was the only fruit
He had attained his fifteenth year, when he
of this marriage.
was called on, according to custom, to perform the most melancholy of all filial duties to hold, with averted face, the funeral
torch, and set fire to the pile on which his father's remains were
His mother deeply felt the loss of her husband,
to be consumed.
for although he had little taste for learning, still itneverdisturbed
the harmony that existed between them.
Scarcely a week passed
able, their unqualified eulogies.

m

"

Sacred Street," or
that the faithful wife did not go to the
"
Cemetery" to adorn a tomb, on which was an inscription begin-

"
Pause, O Traveler! "and which covered
ning with the words:
the urn that contained the ashes of her lamented husband.
These bitter blows of fortune, proved fruitful towards the development of her soul. From this time, her former longing to
shine in learned conversations and disputes, considerably les
sened; and a strong desire awoke within her, to ornament her
future life, through noble works of virtue, which somehow
seemed to her, brighter and higher in value, than learning. This

We

her soul.
find here in
great desire had only lately inspired
Metella three developments of character, and who does not often
discover these changes through life? First there' was the love of
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then followed the love of the endow-

xterior natural gifts:

ments of the

and

iiuiiil

lastly

came

love of the adornment of

the soul

Now let us glance at the newly arrived travelers. We have
been informed that there was a young Asiatic slave, just come
from Smyrna. It is no other than Soraphica. In the consternation that reigned in the harbor of her native city, it was not
difficult for the Merchant of the vessel in which she sought refuge, to claim her as his own property; and as he had large dealings with Metella, he made a present of the young stranger to
his rich customer.

Metella had scarcely looked on Seraphica's youthful and attractive form, than she gave an approving nod to the slave-master

I have
replied Lucius, "but no wonder!
but
the loss of the latt.
as
well
head
as
Toga,
my
my
favorable omen." He lifted up his Toga and again appr<
"This is exactly what I would beg that y<.
his mother.
on
allow me to doff altogether this Toga of the boy and to put
that of the man." And looking big with importance he drew
himself up to his full height, and with head erect marched up
and down the room followed by the eyes of his mother who,
with maternal pride, thought there was only one Lucius in the

"Oh how stupid!"

lost

He stopped suddenly before her; "dear mother," said
" I should like to be a soldier, and
join the campaign, young
he,
older than I am, and he has
Quintus, the Proconsul's son, is not
world.

last that

me that he has leave to go."
Metella lose
"Quintus' father has other children but should
her darling Lucius," she said, placing her hand upon his head,
"she has no one on earth to love. Say, my dear child, can you

that too,

cause

As she was born in Lydia, she
birth-place.
to be called in future after her province,
"Lydia." The

and asked him her

was

Seraphica held as her own, was her Christian name and
must vanish. She stood a stranger amongst strangers
far from her native land, from her kindred, and from her companions in the Faith She who now commands her is a heathen.
Nothing more then, remained for her, than a look towards the
blue heavens common to all, and to place her trust in Him
whose throne is beyond the stars. For His sake she has given up
all,

therefore her trust in

Him was

boundless.

For He who could

speak naught but truth, gave her the holy assurance, that she
should receive a hundred fold in this life, and life everlasting.

(Matthew

xix.)

Just told

me

so

much anguish?"

Lucius, a

little

daunted, answered in a subdued tone:

"Ah

mother, must then all be killed who go to the war?"
"
Perhaps," said he, taking courage from her silence, "I may
never meet with such a chance again in my whole life as to go
to war with an Emperor Two Emperors think only two

Emperors, mother!" Lucius saw that he was gaining ground,
" Do
and continued:
you remember how as a school-boy instead
of writing on my tablet the names of great men, I used to draw
Don't you see then that the military propensity
little soldiers?
was born with me." Metella shook her head with a sorrowful
smile.

CHAPTER

IV.

"Dear mother, you do not expect me to become a Stoic, an
Academic, Peripatetic, or even an Epicurean? No! by the sacred oak of Dodona," shaking his head jocosely, and with a hearty
" I have no vocation for
I think I see myany of these
laugh,
self reflecting on the works of nature staring at the heavens,
with mouth half open, and head thrown back at the risk ot injuring my spine, and measuring distances between the stars! No!
no such tame occupation for me that I will leave with pleasure
I never see the tombs of
to the philosophers and astronomers.
the heroes at Kerameikos without envying their immortal tame.
For the future, I shall be like Themistocles, who could not sleep
at night, for thinking of the fame of Miltiades. My grandfather,
Atticus often related how he was descended from the great Miltiades; and you, dear mother, have assured me of the same, a
hundred times. Do you remember what my father said to me on
his death-bed
When thou becomest a man, be faithful to the
1

THE TIROCINIUM.

;

IN the magnificent square near Adrian's Stoa, the people of
Athens might be seen crowding about a porphyry pillar, on
"
which hung a decree, beginning with the words Bonum Factum." Those who stood near the placard, could scarcely be
induced to leave it; whilst others did their utmost to copy the
contents, and those at a distance, though they stood on tip-toe,
still could not see to read more than the two words, "Bonum
Factum." "A good deed." At last, some who stood nearest to
the pillar turned round to those at a distance, and called out.
"

War is

publicly proclaimed against the barbarians!

"

Almost at the same instant, a herald passed through the square,
and in a voice of thunder, announced the Emperor's declaration
of war, against the people of the Danube; and that both EmperMarcus Aurelius, and Lucius Verus, were to head the
ors,
armies in person. Scarcely" had the herald ceased to speak, when
the people expressed their unqualified approbation, by loud and
continued applause.

Amongst those who were

thirsting for war, was the youthful
wore the long Toga, Prcetexta, striped with purWith glowing cheeks, he hastened to some companions of
ple.
his own age, to relate the news, and to consult on what part they
were to take in the matter.
At this time, Metella was completely ignorant of what was
passing in the city. She was at home, and for pastime, according
to the singular custom of noble ladies of that day, had a tame
serpent coiled round her neck; and was feeding it with crumbs

Lucius,

who

still

:

'

:

Emperor till

am

accompany

the

army

to Aquileia.

And

al.

the

preparation."

"

"

"

you storm as if you were
replied Metella,
Mars himself. Do you not know that the sages never repeated
anything so often to youth, as: 'Not so fiery!' you have left
Quietly

my

son

your Toga behind you. pick

it

up."

you

must certainly get my white Toga
whole Winter, in the

exercises, the

Therefore, dear

of Mars.

1 beseech

to say, yes!
"

dear mother, the Toga Vinlis!
Yes, mother, the man's Toga! Think

I'm seventeen!

only
"

Patience, patience,
at the proper time."

my

son,

" Rut
now. dear mother, not
"No, no:"

my

to

to join in the Spring, I

field

he had .just finished, and laid it on her richly chased silver table.
While she was reading it, Lucius rushed in with flying Toga:
"
Mother, Mother! have you heard the great news? War against
the Marcomanni and the two Emperors are themselves, to be in

and

'

now, and go through the

"

action

"

but he quickly added; and obey your mother.' "
"But, mother, you know the campaign will not start this
Autumn not till the coming Spring. By that time, you will be
able to reconcile yourself with your son gaining a few leaves
from the Laurels of his immortal ancestor Miltiades. But if I

of bread, whilst with her foot she beat time to distant music.
At this moment her copyist approached with a sheet of news

youths capable of wielding a sword, are called on to make

death.'

"O yes!

Therefore,

"Well

then,

dear son,

you

shall

when

have your man's Toga

the others are gone? "

I go to the wars? May I, dear mother? "
you believe that this will secure your happiness,
let it be so.
Go! and may the gods protect

may

if

you!"
At these words, the afflicted mother tenderly embraced her
" Remain
son, saying:
always my child, as long as I remain thy
mother, and I trust thou wilt ever be a good one, and well pleasing to the gods."
The joy of Lucius

knew no bounds. He saw himself in spirit
a Freeman of Athens, and one of its bravest warriors; and could
scarcely await the day, on which he was to stand before the
Proconsul, and receive from his hand the manly Toga.
"
"
don't you think that, in
.Mother," said he,
eight

days,

it
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iO
will be time to

change the

Tow?

Until then

I'll

conduct myself

youths were

now assembled
At

awaiting the Proconsul, to rec< ivo
he appeared and seated himself, when

right well."

the Tot/a

Metella laughed at this acknowledgment, and ordered a calendar to be brought, that she might see what festival was to be expected in Autumn. She found that the festival of the siege of
Troy would be celebrated on the 15th of October. "That is for

one youth after another accompanied by his friends, advanced
towards him, laid down his Pne'cxta, and received from his
hands the Togu Virilis, which was of white, bordered with purple.
The Proconsul exhorted each one separately on the significa" The
tion of doffing the Toga.
purple stripes of the boy's Toga,
said he to them, have always reminded you, during your boyhood, that you were to lead such a life, that when you became
men, you might deserve to wear the purple bordered Toga, as a
You must also never forget
sign of higher service in the state.
that you are the descendants of those renowned Greeks, who delivered their native country from the hands of the Persians."
After the duties of a citizen had been impressed on the minds of
the youths by a most eloquent address, they were then surrounded
by their friends, who vied with each other in offering them their
Lucius with his friends, ascended the heights
congratulations.

a seeond Achilles, just the very day," added the mother jestingly.
" On that
day you shall become a recruit."
"
of
exclaimed Lucius' " that will be an

On the 15th
October,"
important day! True, there are several weeks till then, but the
15th of October will be a magnificent day! That will be a day of
"
" Now I must hasten to
So said the fiery youth.
rejoicing!
Quintus. Farewell, my own dear mother, farewell," and in a
moment he was out of sight.
Metella studied how she could make this festival, called Tiro-

cinium, sufficiently important, that it would leave an indelible
impression on the mind of her son; and she resolved on asking
the Proconsul to make his address of exhortation for the occaShe next remembered all
sion, most impressive and affecting.
the friends she would have to invite, not one of whom she dared
to forget.

The Tirocinium

of the ancients,

was a

festival

which made a

deep impression on every youth. It was intended to celebrate
the transition from youth to manhood. In a solemn public address, they were exhorted to fulfil the duties of thoroughly good
citizens. The great deeds of their ancestors were set before them
and if their forefathers were not renowned, they were reminded
;

When it happened that some cit
on account of a misdemeanor, the
remind him forcibly of the resolutions and

of the virtues of their nation.
izen

was brought

to justice

judge took care to
promises he had made at his Tirocinium.
We shall now see how the young Lucius celebrated this feast.
A number of the noblest youths of Athens were summoned to
All Metella's friends and relaappear before the Proconsul.
tions were already assembled in the palace, but the lady of the
house and her son, for whom the feast was given, were not yet
visible, for they were still in the Lararium or temple of the
household gods; where Lucius might be seen standing with outstretched arms, in fervent supplication, imploring a blessing on
life.
During a solemn prayer dictated to him by a
he vowed to the gods to treasure virtue above all things,
and to hate vice. Then full of awe, he touched the knees of the
statue, turned himself round to the right, and remained again
standing before the divinity. His mother prayed by his side in
She wrote down on a waxen tablet, a promise to the
silence.

his future
priest,

divinity, that if her son lived to return from the wars, she would
offer to the gods the spring produce of all the herds on her es-

Her prayer ended, the wine offerings commenced. The
burned on the small marble altar; the youth seized a golden
cup, and tilling it with wine from the sacrificial vessel, cast a
portion into the flames, the remainder he poured at the feet of
the divinity. He then placed a cake upon the altar, and whilst
it was burning, he strewed the choicest incense from Arabia on

tates.
fire

the flames, which diffused a delightful perfume through the

whole sanctuary.
The mother then advanced towards her son, and took from hit
neck the golden amulet, placed there by his father at his birth,
and which was meant to keep him in constant remembrance of
filial obedience, and to serva as a preventive against danger and
Metella placed it as an offering at the feet
certain diseases.
of the divinity.
Lucius still dressed in his Prsetexta with a
cheerful countenance, left the Temple, and joined his friends,
who were anxiously awaiting him. After having received con-

on all sides, and covered with a thousand blessings,
was numerously attended on his way to the Proconsul's.
At this period the Athenians BO longer held their usual assem

gratulations
lie

blies,

as at the time of the Republic, outside on the Pnyxhill,
and which was celebrated by the re-

rich in historical memories,

nowned
To

thi

orators, but in the theatre of Dionysius,*

where many

day the high and beautifully flushed orators' stone, upon which
i

I.

ar-

\vell a--

;i

u'rt .if

number

of Auiphitheatriral

men

Ptone

on the I'nyxhill. The Forum in Rome scarcely affords
more interest, than this place of assembly of the people of Athuii-.
.t

ti. In'

*ri-n

I'irili*.

last

of the Acropolis, there to recommend himself to the protection
The Cella of the Temple was open, and they devoutly
of Pallas.

approached the Prostyhon, the so called Sanctorum, the vaulted
roof of which was painted blue, and studded with stars; this
was a portion of the temple set apart for the most solemn rites
of their worship. Here stood in all her imposing splendor, and
elevated to a considerable height, the ancient and renowned
statue of Pallas, covered with immeasurable quantities of gold
and ivory. The devoutly inclined, prayed before her with great
fervor, while the less devout feasted their eyes on the magnificent statue, the master-piece of the celebrated Phidias, and then
on the elaborately chased golden lamp, that hung belore tne
goddess.*

Lucius on his way home, looked every now and then with put
complacency on his Toga Virilis, and smiled upon his
friends for approbation, who gravely assured him. that lie had
already quite the appearance of a citizen, which he was loo modest to acknowledge, but did really think so.
"A beautiful feast" said he to them, as he descended the
superb marble steps of the Temple, "but there is one thing I
ticular

The
keenly as I invoked the goddess, protectress of Greece.
Greek youths must submit to be invested by a Roman magistrate,
of Rome, and accept an Emperor, who
fight under the Nobles
looks upon Greece as a province, and calls her Acacia.
" It was otherwise informer times! O that it were still so.
If
grandfather were now living, he would speak to-day at
felt

my

table,

of nothing but the Field Generals of

How would my

ancient Hellene.

mother rejoice, if she were to see the ancient
That was the reason, without doubt, that she

Hellenes arise!
looked so sorrowful to-day, when we parted with her, previous
to our entering the theatre of Dionysius."
But these serious thoughts quickly vanished, for Melella met
nnd welcomed them cheerfully; and after a repeated exhortation
the attendants to announce
to the son of her heart, she ordered
The guests presented Lucius with
that the feast was prepared.
rich gifts, after which they sat down to table, where nothor amusement. There were jesters,
ing failed in either delicacies
each contributing his mite to the genmusicians,
and
jucglers,
Here might be seen the difference between Creeral

many

hilarity.

cian and

Roman

enjoyment. The Greeks found the noise ami
with the customs of their nation; whilst
their intellect than in their sensual

jesting incompatible
the Romans, poorer in

in this amusement, and in feasting the highest
appetite, found
entertainment. Many of them would have been perfectly conundisturbed a sucking pig
tented, to use Lucian's words, to eat
and sweet cakes, and in place of learned conversation, sink their

head heavy with wine, upon the cup they were holding.
From this time forward Lucius attached himself to distinwell versed in the art of war, and who
guished men, who were
* Piiusanitis, the disciple of Herodus Atticus, in his description of Greece i. 86.
n golden lamp for the goddess, wmcn contained
says: Kalimiachus completed
and night. I'lie w.ckwas
Miflicicnion for a year, although the lamp burned nay
Over
flax, which has he quality of not bems consumed hy fin
of

nude

p.pai:sli

I

the vaulted
lamp arose a l.ronze palm winch reached
unoke upwards and then dispersed it.

the

ceiling, atir;,,

LTDIA.
exerted themselves in training their client as a first rate soldier.
his military exercises
every day in the field of
Mars, full of burning desire to face the enemy, and to tread in
the renowned footsteps of the great Miltiades.

He performed

CHAPTER

V.

SOME months had now

passed, since Lydia had entered Metella's service as a poor slave.
Slavery was to her as a wilderness, that stretched its parched surface under the
scorching rays
of the sun, far beyond where the
eye can reach. But as once in
olden times, the pious Ruth wandered alone over the
stubble
fields of Booz,
gleaning after the harvest, so Lydia wanders

over her wilderness,
carefully endeavoring to garner up the
good works. The character of Metella was just one
that gave her sufficient
opportunity to practice self-denial. For
fruits of

those who appear so amiable and courteous to
guests and friends,
are often severe and cruel tyrants towards their
dependents.
shall soon be acquainted with Metella's
private character.

We

Lucius had just been called to the field of
Mars, to take part
in a greater
display than usual of military tactics. In passing by
his mother he greets her
affectionately, and begs of her to witness
the field exercises from a
neighboring building. He had scarcely
left the house, when an invitation arrived
from the Proconsul,
inviting Metella to Join some guests who were to meet the
generals at his house, after the exercises of the
day.
Metella called a domestic, and as no one heard
her, she
whistled * for a slave outside to enter.
She then gave orders

have

prepared for her, and to arrange her best
jewels: for the Proconsul according to Lucian, was a man that
fitting attire

steps, Arpis, the head mistress of Metella's
attendants, hastened to her lady's dressing-room,
brought forth a white tunic of the finest Milesian wool.'
first had short sleeves, which
covered the

flying

personal

and

The

merely
upper
up the middle and fastened with
to
the
golden clasps, according
old Doric style. The neck and
skirt of the shorter tunic were trimmed with a
stripe of double
dyed Sidonian purple; a distinction allowed only to matrons of
noble birth. The part of the under tunic which
appeared below the knee, fell to the ground in ample
folds, and was terminated by a rich fringe. Arpis was at
great pains in providing
her lady's dress; and with wonderful
dexterity she raised it on
ft stand and
fastening the white girdle round the waist, saw that
part of the arm, and were

the tunic

slit

hung over

the cincture in graceful folds.
second slave exerted herself in arranging the head
dress,
and fastening the diadem, under which the hair was to fall
in
on
the
light ringlets
temples.
magnificent bodkin of

A

A

gold,

chased

surmounted with a figure of

pleted the head-dress; but

it

Iris

in carved

was not added

till

ivory,

the toilet

comwas

completed. The bodkin was a much admired piece of workmanship of an ancient sculptor. The figure measured four
inches,
and was finished in all its parts with the choicest and most
ela-

could be screwed off, and roplaced
by another,
according to fancy. With a reverential awe she placed the
preborate carving;

it

cious bodkin on the toilet table.

with

it

possible care; for

all

She had good reason for
doing
on one of the gold chains called

Cathedra, which ran round the upper part of the
dressing chair,
was a whip of plaited wire, which, when occasion
required was
quickly brought into action. It was just as though Juvenal had
Metella in his eye when he wrote on the
cruelty of Matrons to
their slaves.

"Poor Psecas decks her hcnd.t

And

her

own

locks

all

herself in (ears
round IHT cars

dangling
Her neck uncovered und
llcr shoulder* bare
Not saved from vengeance liy her utmost, cure.

Why

Is

day, used paints, and ordered :in oval mirror to be placed liefore her, so that she might improve and soften off witli a hair

The order was scarcely given, when the unhastily to bring it.
happy slave, in turning suddenly round to fulfill the command,
knocked against the toilet table, and the bodkin rolled, fell and
The unfortunate slave had no time
lay on the floor in pieces.
to litter a word, before her mistress, inflamed with anger,
springs

from her chair, and in a state of frenzy, pounced, like a beast of
prey, on the terrified Lydia, and stuck her long pointed nails into
her arm. She then with abusive words seized the
whip, and
swinging the metal knots in the air to give her blows greater
force, struck the poor slave lying at her feet most unmercifully,
till she was covered with blood.
Her groans excited no pity,
and she was carried insensible from the apartment. The lady
continued to storm, and even the slaves who were present could
not find sufficient words to express the full extent of the offence.
But to appease their infuriated mistress, they out-vied each other
hi bestowing a volume of praises on the magnificence of her
attire, and the gracefulness of her slender form.
Such flattery
never failed to pacify her.

The

nothing more remained to be done but to
light white mantle, which hung hi graceful folds over her left arm, and reached the
ground.
toilet finished

throw around her the

All this time, six powerful Syrian slaves were
waiting for her
in the vestibule, with a long and easy sedan.

The

thin lock,' the mistress storms, 'too hirii ?'
~

Poor pirl she rues the crime one hair's awry
What's Psecas' fault ? is she to feel vour blow's
If 'tis your will to quarrel with
your nose ?"
:

Juvenal, Sat.

vi.

it more agreeable to have themselves caron men's shoulders, than to be drawn by horses

ancients found

ried in a litter

paid great attention to exterior ornaments.

With

Lydia brought the shoes, and then arranged some of the folds
of her mistress' dress.
Metella, according to the fashion of the

pencil, what her maid had begun in rougeing as well as in tin:
shading of her eyebrows. It suddenly occurred to her that she
had a still deeper black which could be used with a greater effect; and as there was not much time to be lost, she called Lydia

TUB HAIR BODKIN.

to

n

through clouds of dust. In addition to this, the streets of all
the cities in the South were so narrow, that
carriages were nearly
useless.
Those narrow streets were, notwithstanding, most advantageous, as they afforded a cool shelter from the sun, nearly
the entire day.
Metella's sedan

was made of finely polished Citron wood on
the upper part of which were two poles drawn
through, for the
convenience of bearers. The interior lined with
;

costly stuff,

was

sufficiently large for reclining,
cushions and a footstool.

and was provided with rich

The lady descended from her toilet to the sedan, and on her
way through the vestibule, her roguish parrot in his ivory cage
greeted her with his well-conned speech of flattery.
boy placed a footstool before the sedan, while the waitingmaids, arranged in a double row, with their arms crossed on
their breast, bowed her off, with all reverence and with no small

A

Metella folded her highly perfumed mantle round
motioned for her little Maltese dog to be brought to
her,
which she half covered with her mantle,
remarking with a smile
that her little favorite has a cold, and sneezes often.
Metella
petted her little darling, and tantalized him with her golden
bracelet.
She reclined in five sedan, so that she could remain
unseen by those whom she wished to avoid saluting.
The lady has taken her departure, and it is now time to
inquire
after poor Lydia.
She was in her little room resting on a cushion.
pleasure.
her.

Ophne, her assistant

shoe department, hastened to wash
and to give her all the
comfort in her power. She expressed the greatest
pity, and assured her, that she had herself often been made to feel the
effects
of the whip.
She then began to relate Metella's
cruelty in
former times, and seemed to find ft consolation in
doing so.
Lydia listened for a few minules, and interrupted her savins;:
"This time, dear sinter, our good lady had cause to be
displi
Think only of my awkwardness, whereby this disaster
hapjv
and then of the loss she has sustained. We must be just,
()]ihnr
and keep in mind the good qualities of our mistress. Think of
the discipline and order she observes in her house: the
blessings she bestows on the poor; and the religious dutic
the

wounds

in the

of her maltreated friend,

;

A cnetom
*

in those days.

Her miilrem' R.

P.

Origen greatly disapproved of

it

for Christians

performs so conscientiously every day."

Ophne was astounded

LTDIA.
at such a moment.
never bestow on our
When she is absent, we relaU
But I have remarked that you
to each other her bad qualities.
never flatter her; on the contrary, what you say sounds more

of
Lydia had often heard this very exhortation from the lips
the holy bishop, St. Polycarp, who wnne Hie sunn: in a letter to
" \Ve cannot rise v, iih &rj*t if \vc do not avoid
the Philippi;uis:

But one thing you must acknowledge sincerely: Is
not true, that you feel rather stormy within, whenever you
think of her cruelty, and that you will never forgive it." "In a
I have never to foriin sense, clear Op-aue. you are right.
I never feel myself offended."
Ophne
[five anything, because
to herself, 'I
tcil for a moment, and repeated the words

Ophne has returned and brought the parchment
draws the line
Lydia commences to arrange the sheets,

at hearing such words from Lydia,
that
"Those arc praises," said she
mistress, unless in her presence.
'

and

we

like blame.
it

have nothing to forgive, because I never feel myself offended.'
She could not understand how a poor ill-treated servant, who
dares have no other revenge than that of the heart, could resign
She was far from suspecting that the man who bears
that also.
But
faith and hope, suffers also with a holy love.
in
patiently,
currier's
she resolved that she would, while on her way to the
reflect on the sentiments she
shop, where she was just going,
had heard. Turning to her fellow slave, she gave her a hearty
" You
gentle lamb, give me some
kiss on the cheek, and said:
I should wish
remedies that will help me to conquer my anger,
10

in this respect."

be like you exactly

"For a

Christian there are

own

of one's

many

remedies:

imperfections;

knowledge
ou the sufferings of our Redeemer; and

first

the clear

secondly, meditation

thirdly, forbearance

and

of our neighbor."
indulgence towards the errors
but for
" No
my dear, I do not want remedies for a Christian,
a heathen, such as I am."
" that a certain
-' I heard once" replied Lydia, with a smile,
was much given to anger, determined on carphilosopher, who
so that when anger darkened and disa
rying about him mirror,
behold in it their ugliness, and
he

might

torted his features,

the far greater deformity of the interior.
thereby conclude upon
" One word more Ophne, does not the currier to whom you
sell sheets of parchment?
Pray be kind enough
now
are

going,
to bring me a few."
" What has a sandal-maid to do with parchment,
"and where shall I get the money to purchase it?

said Ophne,

'

the parchment, dear child, I cannot tell
can give you the money for it. I have a
which my mother gave me when I was a capfew'picces of gold,
that thereby I might be able
tive in Smyrna, probably thinking
the jailer. I did not avail myfrom
little
a
civility
to purchase
in my dress, and brought
self of it, but kept the money secreted
it in Ophne's hand.
Athens."
to
placed
me
Lydia
it with
" what are
" But
you going to
you must tell me," said Ophne,

"

What I want with

case
you, but in any

I

assure you I'll come
do with the parchment. If you don't, I
looked
upon you, as my dearest
back empty handed. I always
friend you may say
a
to
and
prudent
in
misery,
companion
"

anything.

" Well then," said Lydia, " if it must be so, I'll tell you.
" Our mistress asked me lately, when I told her that I was a
her the famous defence,
if I could not procure for

Christian,

and delivered to the
written by the Christian philosopher Justin,
I have in the mean time, through
Pius.
"Antoninus
Emperor
received the writing.
the kindness of our bishop, Quadratus,
with it on
And now I should like to copy it, and surprise Metella
that I am a
know
not
does
She
her approaching birth-day.
and her joy will perhaps be the greater, when she
calligraphist,
And now, child, you know all. go
her library.
in
finds the roll
before her fellow
and bring me the parchment." Ophne stood
a
With
enchantment.
gentle pressure
transfixed
by
slave, as If
on leaving the room,
of the hand, she gave her to understand
how clearly she had seen into the depths of her heart.
such as the good
But a sweet feeling of heavenly enjoyment,
a generous deed,
have
when
performed
they
alone experience,
to her as though a
flowed through Lydia's soul. It appeared
" This time thou hast acted wr.ll,
divine voice whispered to her:
executhe
cross, I prayed for my
for when I was fastened to
their enemies, to do
commanded
disciples to love
tioners- I

my

and
good to them that hated them,
iecuted and calumniated them."

to

pray for those

who

per

<

rendering

on the contrary
.show mercy unto us."

evil for evil:

God may

that

we must show mercy
with

her.

for writ-

instrument in her practised hand and copies the
" Sent to the
Emperor Adrian." She hoped to be able
to bring in Justin's defence on a few rolls and was lost in adand the
miration, as she proceeded at the beauty of thought
clearness with which the mysteries of the Christian doctrine
ing, takes the

address,

She rejoiced at the favorable impression
were explained.
which the writing was likely to produce on the mind of her
She found herself unable to write more than the sumistress.
trembled violently at every letter and
perscription, as her hand
in addition the night was far advanced.

Laying down her iron

style,* her

mind reverted

to the actions

of the day just at an end. Now and then she cast her eyes upon
the simple cross which hung in her room, and was tastefully encircled with the girdle of St. Polycarp, with which her hands
had been bound, when she was taken captive in the Amphithe-

her crucified
Smyrna. She knelt down before the sign of
Redeemer; for she had much to say to Him, ere she completed
With what delight did she fulfil the
the duties of the day.
mandate of our Lord; to pray for those through whom she had
become one merit the richer! "Accept, O God! the little affliction of this day, as if my dear mistress had suffered it for the
love of Thee. If my pat ience were agreeable to Thee, do not as-

atre of

And should she ever deLord! punish not her but me! I ofOne grace grant unto her, O Lord! The
fer up
and
Thee, our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
of
loving
knowing
grace

cribe this

serve

little

merit to me, but to her.

anger, then,
myself for her.

Thy

O

Christ."

While she was thus praying, she did not perceive that a hand
had drawn aside the curtain which concealed the door of
her room a few minutes, and it was again closed softly and
unheard by Lydia, and Metella passed noiselessly along the
corridor.

During the entire time of the military exercises, and the evenwas greatly discontented with hering entertainment, Metella
The remembrance of her cruelty towards her poor slave
self.
soul and it appeared impossible tor her
pressed heavily on her
to retire to rest without finding some excuse to say a friendly
;

word

to the ill-treated one.

But as she found Lydia on her knees pouring out her griefs to
her God, she was seized with a holy awe. and departed without
She withdrew into her private sanctuary,
uttering a sound.
there to be reconciled to her offended deity for her conduct, and
some frankincense, she strewed it at the feet of a statue,
lighting

She
and intermingled the action with penitential prayers.
with shame to the feet of the staforehead
her
glowing
pressed
to recede from her: the sculptue; but the cold goddess seemed
tured form had neither heart nor consolation lor the oppn

The poor heathen, with a heart full of contrition,
supplicant
resolved on performing an especial act expressing the deepest
Such an act which we never meet with in suc.

compunction.
in it most humiliaceeding centuries, and which had something
She bent her head and spat three times into her bosom.
ting.
Then she arose, and retired to her chamber, f

This was a penance amongst the heathens which had its
foundation in the idea of showing themselves before the divin
after having committed a wicked
ity in the deepest degradation,
the
Christian
religion we have some such custom xn
deed. In
the striking of the breast three times to express thereby, that
to be
as the heart is the seat of our injustice, so it deserves

punished.
*

The pen

t

Sec upon

of that time.
this, Bottii)cr's

"

Sabina," A. M. 0.
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CHAPTER
THE SACRIFICES

THE warlike exercises already mentioned, were earned on
throughout the entire Winter and Lucius applied himself to the
duties of his vocation with such zeal that he hud already gained
the reputation of being a well disciplined soldier
The Spring of the year 107
which the imperial troops
the north of the Adriatic were to meet on the Alps, had

m

Duranus, the l>y wh"

rika Hie

hours on

the Clepsydra, slipped between tin- rich Indian curtains hanging
before the entrance of lier apartment and announced the hour to
her so that she might hold herself in readiness to attend the
sacrifice.

com

What a magnificent and exhilarating sight it was to see the
thousands crossing the plains outside Atliens, on their way to
the Temple! The vivid Hashes from the Meel helmets and naked
swords, the shields, glittering in he rising sun the helmet plumes
dealing gracefully on the breeze and above the heads of the
thou -.ands, halbcrts, lanci
warriors, could be seen In
standards, and banners of golden- winged envlo, waving and

banner of the Korn;itn to the eastern banks of the
to announce the fame of the Ticlorious arms to the

Danube, and

IS

.

from

menced Orders were issued from Aquileia. near to where the
two emperors had passed their Winter that the people should
use all the means in their power to invoke the favor of the gods
The greatest importance was attached to this campaign. It had
to carry the

A

Metella now berran to n -t!> -i-t <<! lously on the approaching war.
On the unfavorable aeeoiint at the- Augurs, the probable fate of
her only child, and on the sad farewell that awaited her in a few
While she was buried in these melMiieholy thoughts
days.

VI.

THE TKMPLE OF JUPITER

IN

1

surrounding barbarians as far down as the land of the Jazygan,
now called Hungary, and the woody shores of the Theiss. The
enemy was known to them; and the renown of Ariovist, the
general of the Marcomanni and of Armin's victory, were well
remembered by them and could they have forgotten the bravery
of the Germans, they had a memento of it, in the annual procession of the Capitoline geese, which by their cackling once saved
Home from, a nightly attack of those barbarians. Countless
sacrifices bled on the altars of Aquileia, as well as at Athens.
All the purifications customary since the time of Numa, were
performed. There was also a Lektisteruium of seven days celebrated, which consisted of meats being offered to the gods on
small tables, before which the statues were left lying, but those
Of the goddesses were placed sitting. * To the east of the Acropolis uot far from Adrian's Arch, where to this day, sixteen
gi;

I

fluttering in the

morning

air.

The

legions arriving at the Tern-

ranged themselves in order before the altars erected outside,
which were richly decorated with wreaths and flowers. A herald stepped forward, and with a stentorian voice commanded
"
profound silence. After the cry, Javcle linguss," the priest of
in
robed
a
Jupiter,
purple mantie, appeared before the entrance
pie,

of the sanctuary, and the sacrifice began, which, this time, wao
to be all the more solemn, as Jupiter had not inhaled the vapor
of sacrifice from Olympia for a long time.
The incense was

already burning on a hundred altars, and the smoke ascended
from countless thuribles. Then the priest, with a loud voice

and raising

his hands to heaven, addressed a prayer to Jupiter
imploring the defeat of the enemy, and the triumph of the
He promised that a portion of the booty, il the
imperial arms.
Romans conquered, should he appropriated to Father /upitcr and

Those who stood near the

gantic pillars of Corinthian architecture stand, was the magnificent temple of Jupiter Olympus. This edifice was supported by
a forest of pillars, one hundred and twenty in number, and was

his Temple.

two thousand three hundred

many made a circle several times round keeping their
on their lips in sign of their devotion.
When this was at an end, a number of magnificently attired
servants, whose duty it was to attend to the sacrifice, walked in
procession up through the centre, which was lined on each side
by the warriors. Amongst them was Popis, with lucked up garments, who led a white, gilt-horned bull, which was without
blemish, and was so gorgeously decorated with precious stuffs
and rich ribbons, that he could hardly be seen. Whilst the animal was standing opposite the magnificent statue, which represented Jupiter grasping the thunderbolt, and seated on a throne
of ivory, incense was again thrown up and cast upon the fires
which burned on the altars. The smoke was so dense that the
pillars became invisible, and the rich vestments of those who officiated, shone through the clouds of incense like sparkling gos-

rian

who completed

feet in circumference.

this ancient building.

A

It

was Adnumber

countless

of statues ornamented the whole, but the one which held the first
place, was the famous colossal statue of Jupiter Olympus, in

gold and ivory, finished by Phidias. In addition to this was the
stupendous memorial to the Emperor Adrian, which had just

been erected by the grateful city. This colossal structure could
be looked upon as one of the seven wonders of the world, although not counted as one, and the ruins, to this day, make an
astonishing impression on the traveler; which can only bo exceeded by viewing the remnant of the Acropolis a city of gods
reduced to fragments!
clear morning
smiled^rom the heavens, the sun had scarcely
appeared above the horizon, when the men of Athens tit to bear

A

arms, assembled together in their coats of mail and brazen helLucius was also ready, and
mets, glittering in the morning sun.
whispered mysteriously in his mother's car, that the Augurs complained, the day previous, that the sacred chickens would not
feed,

and that at the last augury, neither a raven nor crow had
"Obstinate ravens," added he, "at other times they

appeared.
will croak

all

the day lung."

"Therefore,
the

gods,"

we must pray the more for the assistance of
Metella, who was just having a parsley

replied

wreath twined through her
" is a serious

said she,

Have you
claimed

"O,
Croesus

"

hair.

"An

unfortunate augury,"

matter, for thereby people lose courage.
not heard what the oracle at Delphi has pro-

?

the oracle," said Lucius, "that knows no longer whether
is boiling a lamb or a tortoise, f
The golden treasures

would be more acceptable to us now than its leathern
and a Pythaulus is more thought of in those days than

of Delphi
oracles,

a Pythius."t
Stolberg's History d. R.

I. viii, 8.

73.

of the Oracle in the time of rnrsns. who sent a
messenger to Delphi to ask what he was doing at home at that moment. The
Oracle gave a correct answer: "That the king was standing before a cauldron
boiling a lamb and a tori'

tA jest on the famous words

There were at Chla time, according to Pausanius. t<>n books, great treasures
Pvthaiilus the combatant with tin- l>:
:i> called
ton
.!-.)
The Oracle gave ita last answer abom ih<- yr;irof our Loni
Julian the Anotate: " Say to your kintr that Plio'bus imi no louircr a shelter."
$

altars

touchca them in

sign of consent; others embraced the statues of the gods, mulli
tudes of which were to be found amongst the pillars of the temple,

whilst

fingers

samer. The priest of Jupiter advanced, sprinkled the animal
with lustral water, scattered meal mixed with salt upon his head,
then took some finely powdered incense, and threw it on the
forehead of the bull, between the gilded horns. lie then tasted

some of it to the other priests who were
standing round him dressed in white robes. After the hull had
partaken of a libation of this wine, some of the hairs above his
forehead were plucked out, and cast into the dames.
During this ceremony, Popis stood with his well sharpened
the wine, and gave

On each side
knife, awaiting the commands of the high priest.
of the bull stood the firm-handed assistants of Popis. who
partly
had to lay hold of the animal at the moment of killing, and
partly to catch the b'lood in the sacred vessels, and to pour it on
"
the altars.
then asked the
Popis

who answered: "Do

it."

At

this

high priest, "Shall I do it?
command, he plunged, with

a powerful hand, the sharp knife into the n-.rk of the
uimal,
and during the bellowing, the warm blood of the victim was
;

caught in vessels and sprinkled on the altars
As soon as the beast had bled to death, the

office of Augurs
commenced. They began to examine the entrails and took out
the heart and liver, but they examined the latter with the

rtuess. as b

us.*

in Delphi:

* Alor,' a'lvan.

,(i

"U

i

at the seat of mysterious

RLTH or omeni.

why

the liver

Wit'!

was look^~uuoa
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immense establishment, and give them a

rious mfen, they divided it into two parts, and repeatedly cornplumed, that this time, it failed entirely in a certain tlushy protuberance. But the heart of the animal and the well-arranged

this lady's

gave more hope for a happy termination of the war.
The future was ascertained in this manner, and those parts of
the victim which belonged to the gods, were sprinkled with flour,
wine and incense, and placed upon the dickering embers. Upon

yard, were an unusual

the people approached and laid down their gifts, which
were also burnt in honor of the gods; amongst these offerings
were the most costly gold and silver ornaments.
But as this day's sacrifice was too important for only one bull

The duty

entrails

this,

the characters and

To commence

mode

then

Maids were

mestics of the house.

and we leave

it

to him, to

judge of the religious

ele-

ment of the action.
Only one remark we wish

to add upon the fundamental
thought of the action. Sacrifice is the centre, not only of the
Christian but also of the Mosaic and even of pagan worship.
He who makes the offering acknowledges that he is unworthy of
the gifts of the divinity.and that he has forfeited them by sin.
Therefore he places on the altars, the most beautiful substitute
of the gifts of the deity, fruits, animals and treasures, in humble
acknowledgment that he is unworthy of such blessings. The

anger of God, according to the ancient faith, was to be entirely
appeased only by a sacrifice of life, and hence came human sacthe blood of man was looked on as the bearer of life,
rifices
and poured upon the altar. Later on, the blood of animals was

human blood, therefore the offerings of animals, according to the ideas of the ancients, and also of the
Israelites, were a substitute for many human offerings.

offered instead of

its

little

idea of

principal inmates

In those buildings surrounding the court

they had not the satisfaction of seeing her enjoy them.
of carrying them to table devolved upon youths of the
finest form, purchased from the distant North, with their much
admired blue eyes and flaxen hair. Next was a capacious hall,
the occupants of which remind us of our own unhappy factory

for the priests, and the remainder for the people, who sat down
round the temple waiting for the feast, with the music of pipes,
The feast at an end, prayers were said
cornets and flutes.
aloud, the wine was handed round, and then the people were

We

of

tress; yet

people.

sacrifice;

life,

number of cooks, all of whom were well
experienced in preparing delicacies. They spared no pains, this
very day, in serving up favorite dishes for their afflicted mis

to serve, so the heathens sent Jupiter a countless number of heifers, the principal of which were to be offered to the gods, others

" You are allowed to
dismissed with the words,
depart in peace."
have now in a few lines, placed before our reader a pagan

of

sitting

behind a long row of looms, weaving

and partly for the numerous doIn the garden were a still greater number
of slaves, some planting vegetables, others weeding flower-beds
and looking after the fruit trees. But in Metella's olive-gardens,

stuffs, partly for their mistress,

vineyard, and in her country houses, both at Kephissia and
E!eusis, one could only form a perfect idea of the number and
occupations of her dependents.

After this general survey, we will now place some of the above
mentioned beings individually before the reader. We will first
introduce him to our favorite, who is just now standing in penance in the corner of the front impluvium, the fair-haired Duranus, whose duty it is to stand near the Clepsydra, or water-clock.
When he perceived that strangers were coming, he hung down
his head in confusion upon the little board, suspended from his
neck, upon which was written the fault he had been guilty of.
As it had gone well with him for some weeks, he took down the
whip that usually hung on the balusters, and mischievously secreted it in one of the arbors of the garden. At length his
conduct required it, and it was no where to be found, till the
severe Bogus discovered it, and deeply impressed it on the shoui
ders of the youth. In addition to this, a log was fastened to his
foot, and he had been already standing half the day in a corner
of the colonnade.

Although he then looked downcast,

usual aspect was cheerful.

still

his

He

bore a strong resemblance to the
His
happiest, when climbing trees

religious ceremony we have just described in the Temple
to conciliate Jupiter, father of the gods, with mankind, and thereby to make them worthy of his assistance in the
coming war. For the same reason, we see the people of Athens,

playful squirrel,

was intended

gentle disposition often expressed itself in the soft plaintive tones
he drew from his Tibia.*

offerings, at one time in
the citadel of Pallas, at another in the massively built temple of

and drum upon

Mars,* aud in numerous other temples of the city.
At length the day dawned in which the soldiers were to take
shipping in the harbor of Piraeus. It was the day of separation
from family, friends and country. Fathers reminded their sons

This Bogus was a rough, hard hearted man. He had spent
some years in the army, of which he was not a little proud, as
could easily be seen by the care with which he kept up his mill
He is Metella's slave master, and carries a
tary deportment.
staff in his hand as the sign of his office, and has the superintendence and power of punishing the slave. A cap firmly pressed
down on his head, and tightened round his full bloated face,

The

one day after the other, making their

of the old saying of the Spartan,
the shield."

"

either to return with, or

on

With blessings Lucius extricated himself from the tender embraces of a mother, who loved no one on earth more ardently
than the fiery youth, who now, for the first time, took the field.
He knew how to comfort his mother, by placing before her, the
honors which the present war
soon see how he found, that youthful

glorious future, and the high

would

secure.

We

shall

enthusiasm resembles a glittering soap-bubble, which only too
soon sinks into a drop of muddy water.

CHAPTER VIL
CHARACTERISTIC SKETCHES OP THE SLAVES, AND THEIR MODE OF

WHEN

Lucius departed, his mother gave way to excessive grief.
now felt, for the first time, how tenderly she loved her son.
While we leave her in solitude, retired from the world, with an

She

ear for nothing else but the language of a mother's afflicted heart,
we will take our gentle readers through the domestic portion of
The

Athene is considered to be
and in usually called the temple of
Professor Doctor Kosse mentions that this temple was dediaaud to

beautiful Doric temple

on tho west

of the best preserved rains of antiquity,

the god of war.

is

When
ibte

mischievously inclined, he would take his tambourine,
it with all his might, till Bogus gave him a senhint, that it was time to strike the hour on the Clepsydra.

is no longer a slave.
Formerly
he was one, having been taken prisoner of war, with other soldiers, and made to pass under the yoke, in the market-place of
Athens. He was sold as a slave to Metellus, from whom he had
afterwards received his freedom. A scourge would have suited
him better than a staff, for nothing gave him greater pleasure
than to tie a slave up to a pillar, and fasten a heavy weight to
order that be might have him in a straight immovhis feet,
able position, to receive an uncertain number of lashes. His
This Emperor one day,
cruel disposition resembled Caligula's.
ordered several youths of the best families of Rome, to be lashed,
and then put to the torture, and this merely for pastime. His

gives one to understand that he

m

was only equalled by his cringing serand uncomfortable politeness to his superiors.
A similar situation to that which Bogus had once enjoyed with
Metellus, his deceased master, an old female slave, nearly sixty
years of age, named Selina, enjoyed with his mistress. She was
an African by birth, and had passed more than half her life
with her present mistress. She had known Metella as a child,
and was purchased by Atticus in the slave market of Rome, to
nurse his little Chrysophora. Her dark brown African counten-

severity to his interiors,

LIFE.

oi.i

which

dele of

vility,

A musical

inrtrament of that day.

/,

r

it i

anCe formed a humorous contrast with the fair delicate complexion of her youthful charge; uml Adieus never thought that his
little daughter looked lovelier than when she was reclining in
the arms of her ugly nurse.
Seiina, therefore knew tin: whole
of her mistress, and had so great an affection for her, that
she preferred living as a slave with her, than to accept the freedom proffered her. IJut this affection was almost her only good
life

quality, for in

consequence of her

evil

dispositions,

which

in-

creased with her years, she made herself perfectly insupportable
to her fellow slaves, and was so uncharitable, that she could not
have a servant near her, to whom she did uot speak in confi-

In spite of this,
should
it was to her a matter of the first importance, that slie
On the other hand,
bear a high character in the eyes of all.
she was such a hypocrite, that she poured forth her flatteries, not
only on her mistress, but on the very meanest of the slaves.

dence against every other person

in the house.

This cringing character is a quality in the Africans. Though
so old, she daily used a number of superstitious means to preserve her dark beauty, and being ashamed of her short woolly
As she
hair, she concealed it with a handsomely folded turban.
had been so long in service, she was able to put by a considerabla sum, for she received monthly wages, in six measures of

money. With her savings she had her
of speculating, and resembled the Indian ant,
which, it is said, collects gold out of the earth. She bought,
from time to time, a cheap slave, made some profit by his labors,
corn and

own

five florins in

peculiar

way

and then disposed of him

at a great gain.
Her last purchase was
gold embroiderer, who cost her but forty florins. She
knew so well how to save her money, that she never, without abNevertheless all this
solute necessity parted with a farthing.
hoarding could secure her, in this life, no further distinctiou
from her fellow slaves, and none after death, save the solitary

a

first-rate

privilege of having her
that our gentle readers

body consumed on the

pile.

But

in order

not imagine that all Metella's slaves
were like the grey-bearded Bogus or the swarthy Seiina, we will
now say a few words of the gentle Ophue, of whom we have al-

may

ready spoken, and of Thrax, the dwarf.
Oplme, during the few yeais she had spent in the service of
At firgt,
Metella, had passed through a series of difficulties.
she was employed in the lowest manual labor, then she was
Her next
raised to the dignity of dusting her lady s sandals.
step in the advancement, was that she learned to work in leather,
so that she could finish off sandals to the perfect satisfaction of
her mistress. With extraordinary facility, she could imitate the

pattern of everything she saw in the way of needlework, and complete it equal to the original and one had only to give her a sign,

A
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well as her son, hud always treated

him with great kindness, and

had only to say something
he tenderly loved, and he would
and hide either in a corner of the garden, or
iiist.-intly disappear
somewhere in the house, to give vent to his feelings.
It was useless to talk of freedom, either during the ancient Reany one

who

ret|iiireil his departure,

of the absent I.iieius,

whom

public, or during the tune Koine,
know that this freedom was built

was an empire; but when wo
upon the servitude of the two-

To
thirds of the population, we begin to change our opinion.
Demetrius
give an instance: Athens in the time of the governor,
Phulercus, 300 it. c., had about 21,000 freemen, 10,000 bulf- treemen, and 400,000 slaves. Therefore there was a glaring disparThe following is another hisity between freemen and slaves.
torical example, which casts a blemish on the highly-lauded freedom of ancient Rome. It was a law, that, when a master was
murdered in his own house by one of his slaves, and that the
murderer could not be discovered, all the slaves of the house

had to die. The rich Podanius Secundus of Rome was thus
murdered by one of his slaves, and four hundred were according

The people objected to its being carried
unhappy creatures; but the Emperor
Nero, to whom the shedding of human blood was a pastime, had
the way by which the condemned were to be led tc death, lined
to law,
out,

put to death.

and sought

to save the

with soldiers; and the cruel sentence was fully enforced. A rcc
ord is still extant, from which we may infer how great the
number of slaves was, which one master could possess. Tho
law strictly forbade that a master, in his last testament, should
grant freedom to more than one hundred of his slaves, if he had
"
" He is a
poor man," cries Seneca, who can
twenty thousand!
find pleasure in a service of slaves more numerous than the army
of a warlike nation, and in private edifices the circumference of
which exceeds great cities, and when he compares what he already possesses, with what he still desires to have, he is in com"

parison a beggar
With so immense a
!

number

of the oppressed,

we need

not be

surprised, when the Roman history informs us, that from time
For example, the insurrection of the
to time they rebelled.

Eunus and his sixty thousand followers, and later OD that
of Spartacus, who met the Romans in the field with forty thousand. They were conquered, and put to death by the sword, or
crucified by thousands.

slaves

Some hundred years later, we hear the rattling chains fall
from the hands of the slave; but who, many will ask, helped
them to war and to freedom Eunus, or Spartacus, or One who
stands higher than all Roman Emperors God?

;

and she brought exactly what was required.
It was irresistibly droll to see her, when chosen to accompany
Metella on a walk. Fearing that her numerous friends would
not observe her in company with her mistress, she bustled along,
fanning her most attentively, then nodding to her friends, first
to the right, then, to the left, so that her perpetual motion would
lead one to suppose that quicksilver ran through her veins.

Thrax. the dwarf, stood in direct opposition to the lively
Ophne. At the age of five, he was purchased by a Greek slave
merchant, and his being extremely small for his years proved his
His diminutive size suggested to his masgreatest misfortune.
For tliis purpose, he
ter the idea of training him for a dwarf.
was put in a dwarf -case, as Phinius expresses it, that by constant
pressing and a sparing diet of fruit, he might not exceed the required height three feet. After having ben trained, he was
offered for sale in the public market place of Athens, where the

good Metella purchased him at a high price, but much more
through pity, than for a household fool. Thrax not being a
dwarf by nature, had not their usual qualities of wit and sarcasm, but was, on the contrary, a gentle, harmless little fellow.
A smile played round his lips, which kept up a medium between
laughing and crying. In the goodness of his heart, he willingly
allowed each one to make merry at his expense: but at the same
time, although he answered in a friendly manner the questions
put to him, one could see by the tears starting in his ryes, that
hU feelij*s had not been stunted with his growth. Metella, as

CHAPTER

VIII.

JUSTIN'S APOLOGIA.
It was Metella's birth-day, and all vied with each other in preGraceful
senting marks of affection to their good mistress.
garlands were twined tastefully round the colonnades leading to

The most beautiful fruits and flowers that field and
garden produced, were brought in ornamental baskets, and
placed in rich profusion. Some were occupied m strewing leaves
and flowers, while others were mixing perfumed artificials,
procured from the Egyptian florist, with the green garlands.
The newest and best works were exhibited; garments, girdles,
sandal-ties, and fans, all of which were received by the lady,
with great condescension and acknowledgment of th industry
the palace.

displayed.

But a present that she found the evening before in her bookher more than all the rest. It was a roll of
parchment, on which the following inscription was beautifully
case, surprised

written.

To

the

Emperor Titus

./Elius

Adriamis Antoninus Pius An?

ustus Cmsar; and to Verissimus his son, the philosopher ami
to Lucius the philosopher, son of Cicsar by nature, of Pius by

adoption, a lover of learning; also to the Sacred Senate', and the

LTD I A.
whole

Roman

People

:

in behalf of those,

who

of

all

nations, are

if for the future you attend to my head rather than
have therefore, resolved from this day forward, to
make you my reader." This advancement filled Lydia with anxi
fly. being convinced that every preference excites envy, and

attainments,

now

I, Justin, sou of Prisons,
unjnstly hated and aspersed.
grandson of Bacchius, of Flavia Neapolis, in Syria of Palestine,
one of their number, presents this volume and address.

When

I

'.

to find

that this would also draw down discontent.
She, therefore determined, from that moment, to be more obliging and friendly
than ever, towards her fellow slaves, well knowing, that an

slave

obliging

her noble revenge.
" If the Christians thus reward
injuries done them," said she
to herself," they cannot possibly be guilty of those crimes, which

property and dispose of

from

Metella read this long title, she immediately guessed
But she was still more astonished
the present came.

whom

that it was written by Lydia Lersclf.
Her Christian
had already made a deep impression on her mind, since the
time she discovered her on her knees before her cross, in her
little room praying for one, who had just treated her so cruelly.
She then formed a high opinion of her exalted virtue, and this
opinion was not lessened, when she received this last proof of

manner blunts the arrows of envy.
"I know, also," continued Metella, "that I have to make
reparation in some way for my unkindness towards y>u, a
little time back.
But to show you that I am not insensible to
your own
you please." Lydia was too sensitive not to feel receiving payment for the trifling pleasure she
had afforded her mistress in the parchment roll.
To refuse the
valuable present would offend Metella, therefore she accepted it
with humble thanks, and gave her mistress to understand that
fine traits of character, accept this silver mirror, as

are attributed to them."

Metclla then ordered the writer to be called into her presence,

and assured her that she admired more the motive whence the
gift

proceeded, than the gift

she

knew how

it

as

to value the gift.

Seliua witnessed this interview from an adjoining apartment,
and could scarcely refrain, when she saw Lydia leave the room

itself.

" This
" I have
writing," said she,
long wished for, but
never could procure it till now. We must read it together in a
quiet hour: I value Justin so much, because he had the courage
to proclaim his convictions.
Although Plato stands higher in
my estimation than all the other philosophers, still there is one
thing in which he is blameworthy, and that is that, notwithstanding his belief in the great Creator of the world, he sought

with her present, from recalling her late awkwardness again to
the mind of her mistress, and from adding her charitiililc
remarks.
The next day, Lydia entered upon her
menced by reading the Apologia.

new

office,

and com-

"Is it not true," said Metella, "that the philosopher,
was a follower of Epicurus? "

in a speech delivered to the Athenians, to inculcate the popular
belief in the plurality of gods, fearing that like Socrates he might

Justin,

"Justin," replied Lydia, "is a philosopher, and if I do not
he wears, at the present moment in Rome, his philosopher's
He is a
cloak, and gives instruction in the Christian doctrine.
native of Neapolis in Samaria, and formerly gave himself to the
study of Plato; but as it did not content him, he became a convert to the Christian religion. As such, he wrote his Apologia for
"
the Christians, to the Emperor Antoninus Pius and the Senate
err,

lose his life.*

"

Would you like to know the doctrine we hold? Perhaps it
approaches nearer to yours than you suspect. We believe that
Jupiter is the Beginning and the End, and that all things proceed
from him.f Our school accepts also that Jupiter has subordinate
gods, like messengers, who execute his commands. We therefore, are widely separated from the doctrines of the lower
Their folly cannot
classes, and from the flighty Romans.
stand

" We'll now read. But
God."
She commenced *

first

of

all

impart to

me

Justin's Chris-

tian ideas of

:

"We acknowledge the true

God, the Father of Justice and of all
and

poets have no right to make new gods, to embellish the
history of their lives, and to force them on the people as truths.

virtues, in

Homer and Hesiod ought

worship

whom there is no mixture of evil. We reverence
Him and His Son, who came down to instruct us,

also the

Holy

The

have been branded as impostors and
after, according to them, invented
new gods, so that now we have trouble enough to remember
even their names. There is no such thing as a god with goat's
to

Each one

sent into exile.

feet."

"With respect to this,
"
that very important oracle of the dead Pan?

After a short pause, she said:

know
"

do you

Certainly," replied Lydia.

about it? "
" In the
reign of the Emperor Tiberius Epitherses, the father
of the orator Aurelian, together with many others, found himself on board a merchant's ship, in the vicinity of the islands
The sun had gone down, when not far
called the Echinades.
from the island of Paxos, a voice was suddenly heard which
called to Thamus the helmsman, who was an Egyptian, and
whose name was scarcely known on board. A general astonishment seized all present, and the helmsman remained silent to the
first and second call: the third time he answered, whereupon
the voice swept loudly along the surface of the waters, and said
When you arrive at Palodes announce that the great Pan is

"What do you know

:

'

dead.'

" Not far from
Palodes,

Thamus turning

his face towards the

from the far end of the ship: 'Great Pan is
dead!'
Scarcely had he uttered these words, when a general
lamentation issued from a multitude of voices on shore.:): It is
"
that this extraordinary circumremarkable," added Lydia,

land, called out

stance took place, just at the time of Christ's death."
Metella listened to her slave with pleasure. After a
of praise, she said: " It
in culls this

would be more

few words
comformity wilh your

a punishable denial of Plato's better convictions.

rtutions to the Greeks.

1 '

upon the

fill

Virgil /.

"
" This
faith," interrupted Metella,

of the Oracle.

is

without doubt, very

But still more unlike, and it is said even
immoral, are the customs of the disciples of Jesus Christ."
Lydia read in answer, the following passage:
" Now let us relate in what manner we have dedicated ourThose who
selves to God, having been created anew by Christ.
different

from

ours.

promise to live according to the precepts of Jesus Christ are
taught to pray and to fast, and to entreat from God the remission
of their past sins, we praying and fasting with them.
Then they are conducted by us to a place where there is water,

and are regenerated, being washed in that water, in the name of
God, the Father and Lord of the universe, and of our Saviour
Jesus Christ, and of the Holy Ghost. We there pray earnestly
for them in common; and salute one another with a kiss: after
which, to him who presides over the brethren, bread is brought,
and a cup of wine mixed with water. And he having taken them
sends up praise and glory to the Father of all things, through the
name of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, and employs mucli time
in offering up thanks for having been deemed worthy of these
things by Him: when he hath ended the prayers and the thankstheir assent by saying,
giving, all the people present express
Amen, which in the Hebrew tongue, signifies *> be tt. Then
who are called among us Deacons, give to each of those

they

and wine mixed with water over
which the thanksgiving has been made, and carry away a porThis food is called amongst us,
tion to those who are absent.
is
alk/wed
to partake, but he who beone
no
whicli
of
Eucharist,
lieves that what we teach is true, and has been washed in the
and unto rcgen
laver (of baptism), which is for irmlssion of sins

bread
present, a portion of the

eration.

t Doctrine of Orphiger.
} Ptntarch

in

and

Spirit."

*

and

who

lives us Christ lias delivered.

\\hut follow arc but frusrmpnt* from

8t. Japtin'

renowned Apologia.

/.

)
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For wo do not receive these tilings as common bre;ul and coin
nion drink; but as both flesh and blood of that same incarnate
Josu.s.

remarked Lydia, "we are taught, that
as soon as the thanksgiving is pronounced over the bread, it becomes the flesh and blood of Jesus Christ, and passes over into
our flesh and blood, to nourish our souls. " " The Apostles," she
read on, "in the memoirs composed by them, which arc called
Gospels, have delivered, that Jesus gave them this injunction:
This do
that, having taken bread and given thanks, lie said;
in remembrance of me; this is my body, and that, in like manner, having taken the cup and given thanks, He said: Thts is my

We have also,

on that day, which

is

called after the sun, an

assembly in one place, of all who dwell in the cities or country,
and the memoirs of the Apostles, or the writings of the prophets
are read.
Then, when the reader has ceased, the president delivers a discourse, in which he reminds and exhorts to the imitation of these good things.
We then all rise together and pray;
and when we have ceased from prayer, bread is brought, and

wine and water; and the president m like manner, offers up
prayers and thanksgiving with his utmost power, and the
people assent by saying, Amen. Those who are able, give money,
according to their means.

The

president takes charge of the

and distributes it to the orphans, the widows, the
those in prison, and to strangers: in short, he is the

collection,
sick, to

guardian of the oppressed.
This meeting is held on Sunday, because this is the day on
which Jesus Christ, our Redeemer rose from the dead.
" So far as this
appears to you truthful and reasonable, so give
it due esteem.
If it appears to you only empty talk,
despise it.
But do not condemn harmless men to death as enemies. But
we tell you beforehand that as long as you persevere in injustice,
you will not be able to escape the judgment of God. But we
exclaim let it be done as it pleaseth God."
learned Grecian listened to the Apologia with attention.

She knew well the impression it had made on the noble Antoninus Pius, and that the Emperor had sent out orders to Athens,
Larissa, Thessaiomca, and other great cities, forbidding them to
persecute the Christians. As soon as the Apologia was finished,
the young Christian was obliged to answer numerous
questions
put to her by her mistress. For example, she required information on the life and miracles of Jesus Christ, and on his family.

Above

all, she admired the Pounder of Christianity, on account
of the calmness and greatness of soul, He exhibited in His
ag"
such a death seemed
onizing death.
"Formerly." added she,
more fitting for a malefactor, than for a great man. But Plato,
who has also described the Just One, has taught me: Virtuous
'

death, he will be looked

upon as perverse and unjust, and as
such scourged, tormented and fastened to across.' *Since, I have
made myself more familiar witli this view of Plato, I am more

till
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reconciled, with

the sort of death that your God suffered."
she had not the most distant idea of
becoming a Christian, still the Apologia, which held the highest place
amongst

Though

was a means by which she became
more intimately acquainted with the Christian doctrine.
Lydia recommended her mistress to speak on the religion with
the most learned men. and named for that
purpose, the then
Bishop of Athens, the pious Quadratus, whom the Church now
reckons in the number of her Saints. She offered to make the
humble Bishop acquainted with this wish, but said, if she prewritings of that description,

ferred a conversation with a Christian
philosopher, Aristides
one, and he also had composed an Apologia which, according to Eusebms, the writer of Church History, was to be found
in the hands of many.
There was also the renowned philosopher
of Athens, Athenagoras, who had written a book on the resur-

It js well known that the ancients were strangers to the luxury of glass mirrors, for the Phoenicians, afterwards called Tyrians, who first discovered the art of making glass, kept it a secret amongst themselves; and it could only be purchased from
as
them, for its weight in gold. It is recorded that evtn so

i|te

the time of Nero, it was so expensive, that this Emperor paid
50,000 for two small drinking cups of transparent glass.
The mirrors of those days were made of burnished gold or sil-

ver for the nobles; while the lower classes had to content themselves with highly polished baser metals, or by looking at their
Later on, as the love of spienreflection in a vessel of water.

dor became the order of the day, mirrors were made as large
as the human form, and were at hist set
precious stones. A
single mirror cost a lady more than a dowry, and the daughters
of poor generals were provided with this commodity at the ex-

m

pense of the city.*
The mirror which Lydia had received as a present from her
mistress, was of an oval form, and although it did not sparkK
with precious stones, still it was one of great value. Looking
in it one day, affected her with more than ordinary melancholy
for her own features recalled forcibly to her mind, the calm but
Lost in thought, her im
suffering countenance of her mother.

m

a naragination carried her to distant Rome, and placed her
Returncell, wrapt in the embraces of her captive parent.
"
O, could I but know
ing to her sad reality, she exclaimed:
whether slavery or prison separates us. how gladly would this

row

precious mirror be parted with, for thy ransom." At this moment she was interrupted by the friendly Ophne, who entered

with a large parcel of ribbons, which she had just purchased.
"
" You look
melancholy, dear Lydia," said she, but I'll tell you
something that will cheer you. The man, from whom we purchase our leather, has a grown-up daughter, named Aspasia; she
is as light in her character, as she is handsome, and on this account she is known throughout Athens. Only think, Lydia, she
inquired most particularly after you. She would like to know
if agreeable, would bring you
But remember, she belongs to those of

you, and

into

much company.

light character, or as

others say, she is one of the noted persons of Athens, and if I
had not a solemn dread of your morality, I could tell you much
more about her." Lydia was silent, and the other continued:
"I have heard of her for the last two years. Latterly she
thinks of entering the married state, but she must first have a
good sum, and as she cannot get this, she must go on in the old
way." Lydia still preserved a dead silence, and Ophne receiv" Now I must
ing no encouragement said
go to my mistress and
show her these beautiful ribbons, and give her back the remainder ot her money." f
An opportunity offers itself here to speak a few words upon
:

the moral state of Athens, at this time. Still it is an ungracious
task, to call up mouldering bodies to the light of day, and
where would you come to an end? Therefore let this alone be
understood, that the Athenians, immediately after the Persian

war, put up a painting of Venus, under which was represented a
procession of the Athenians, and below, the following inscripThese called on tne godtion, written by the poet Simonides
dess Venus, and for the love of them, she saved Greece.' Solon,
himself, the Stoic Law-giver, caused a temple to be built to the
shameless goddess; and in a short time, the entire of Greece

was

was a scene of abominations.

rection of the dead.

From the time that our young Christian had received information of Aspasia, she made a firm resolution not to oppose the
wished-for acquaintance. But how different were the motives

Metella promised to think further on the matter, and for that
day, put an end to the conversation.

In Athens, honorable marriage no
longer found a sanctuary. Vice was thus raised into a religion,
and therein lay the worst and most horrible of all errors, of
which the heart is capable.

Seneca's Meditations on Nature, 1st Book.

Rousseau acknowledges, in hie Emii,
feature for feature."

i.

4

'

Plato paint* here, Jesus Christ

+ At this period silk was as expensive us glass, and the
Emperor Amelias re
faced Ins Empress a robe nf th( main

/,
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The one had the intention to defew
the
other
to
save.
evenings later, Lydia and Asstroy
in
pasia were actually seen at the corner of a street engaged
deep conversation. , Lydia was not a severe judge of morals, for
she knew that the human heart, even if under the pestilence of

These broods of hungry Christians assemble together in tinit.
holes of the rocks, they sent themselves on the bones of their
slaughtered children, and devour their flesh. That the magpies
sometimes steal money is well known, and I'll not enquire what

blossom after blossom, still receives an
impulse from God to bud anew, and like the barren fig-tree,
which stood by the wayside, was not to be cut down immediately.
She quickly discovered the untainted and redeeming qualities of

not long since for a birth-day gift. Her secret depravity of life,
Not long since.
I have at last discovered, thanks to the gods!
I saw her with a certain Aspasia, who is well known in Athens
as the finest berry on the Upas-tree of vice and later on, in the

and joined the better she advised, to the good altimes she expressed a wish to hasten as
Several
ready
much as possible, the marriage she had in view. Aspasia was
touched with such rare kindness, and although she had no idea

evening

of becoming better, this language, which she heard for the first
time, was to her heart, as refreshing as the nightly dew to a
scorched heath.
During this conversation, one of Metella's slaves passed by

Night increases the suspicion, and to this most
guessed at.
suspicious person, by whom we shall all lose our reputation you
make presents, and distinguish her above all your other slaves."

which drew them together.

A

temptation,

the erring

it

has

lost

girl,

there.

without their observing her, and she could scarcely believe her
eyes when she saw the young Christian speaking with a votary

was old Selina.
of Aphrodite.
Her astonishment was still more increased on meeting the
same party, some days later close to the Charon gate.* Aspasia's position, had so touched the heart of the zealous Lydia,
that she turned over in her mind, day and night, how she could
in any way assist the strayed sheep, and snatch her from the

money purchased the sheets of parchment, which were written on

"

than her pay for three years' servitude, and that at
moment, she could not dispose of it better than for the
Then she thought of her absent
salvation of an immortal soul.
mother, and of the possibility, lhat the mirror might release her
from her chains. But the trust she placed in Divine Providence,
gave her confidence for the future, and decided her on parting
value
that

with her mirror for the present emergency. Religion also suggested to her, that her love for an unhappy erring soul must
not be inferior to that which she bore for her own mother. According to her resolution, the following evening, she carried her
one Eye alone witvaluable mirror concealed under her cloak
nessed the act, an Eye that knew and appreciated her intention.
a touching impression did not this present make! How expressively, and with what child-like simplicity did not the donor
assure the receiver, that the mirror was not stolen, and how often did she entreat her to say nothing of the matter
Aspasia
had not wept for years till then. She gave the promise to have
her present converted into money, and to change her way of

What

!

There was now a sort of friendship cultivated
immediately
between two souls, who, in word and work were without doubt
widely different, but still resembled each other in tenderness of
life

feeling.
act, a heavenly cheerfulness played in Lydia's eyes,
interior happiness, the cause of which she imparted to
In this silent enjoyment of her heart, she performed the

After this

and an
none.

daily duties of her state, at one time writing, and at another reading for her mistress, but while these occupations were going

on she knew

little

of the judgment that was passing on

in the

house.
Selina had been long -waiting for a favorable opportunity, to
impart to her mistress in secret, an affair which as she said herself, not only threatened the reputation of the domestics, but
This opportunity at length presented
also that of her mistress.
itself.

" Not
many days ago, noble

lady,' so

began Selina,

"

I

was nn

eye-witness to a detestable affair. Your wisdom will scarcely
believe it possible, that one of your domestics has rewarded your

goodness with the most shameful ingratitude. Others have labored for nearly half a century, to gain your favor, and have
scarcely once received a present, while that black-eyed Asiatic,
who is scarcely two years in your service, has the most valuable
articles from your gracious hand.
Young Lydia is just what we
always suspected her to be. She had the courage to attach herself to a doctrine, which not only permits vice, but commands
* Charon BO called because

It

led to the place of execution.

confidentially with each

Metella at once perceived Selina's malice, and calmly replied:
Silence is the ommeut of woman.'

Sophocles says:

'

"Where did you see Lydia?
"At the end of the Hermos

It

errors of her ways, or at least help to the sum necessary for her
marriage. It occurred to her that the silver mirror was of more

met them again speaking

I

What she whispered in that girl's
other in the open square.
ear, who is not ashamed to po through the market laughing and
dressed in her suspicious-looking gay costume, is easily to be

near Stoa's

"Do you

pillars,

really

"
street,

noble lady, at that place

where stands Lucian's magnificent dwelling."
" that Christians combelieve," said Metella,
"

mit the worst crimes, like our (Edipusr
" O
that (Edipus did not know
yes! but with this difference,
what he was doing, while the Christians premeditately commit
Before
all sorts of crimes, and are forced to it by their priests.
well how to conduct herself, hut let her
you, Lydia knows very
have the ring of Qyges, which is known to make one invisible,
and then, she will give herself up to all sorts of wickedness."

"One solitary cause of suspicion, is not sufficient. Selina, to
it will quickly be
punish the accused. If she be really guilty,
discovered, then she can be scourged, and if that does not do,
she can be put to death."
The last expression pleased Selina so much, that she ended
this conversation by a lengthened encomium on Metella s severe
sense of justice. As Selina herself was doubtful whether she
should be able to detect Lydia again in the company of Aspasia.
she ordered every slave in the house to have a sharp eye upon
For this purpose, she related to them, all that she saw
her.

with her

own

eyes at Adrian's Stoa, and begged them to

tell

at

moment, if they ever discovered her with Aspasia. The
in trying to persuade Selma,
good Ophne was zealously occupied
or wrong in the matter
of
atom
not
an
was
there
injustice
that
the

But in order that Lydia should be able to defend herself, she informed her of the reports that were in circulation about her.
When Lydia received the information, she expressed herself in
" I must remind Selina not to
spread
terms, as tollows:
gentle

false reports

concerning me;

"but

for the rest she remained as

and gave all to understand, that she did not bear
quiet as before,
the slightest revengeful feeling nor even a dislike towards her
" Sensitiveness," she used to say, " belongs only to little minds,

sword and a pliable heart, will bear bending without
blade snaps when used in battle.
breaking, but an untempered
Act well, and suffer
To me the saying is as precious as gold
" that it was a
" It is
to herself,
blame."
possible," she added
a sinner; if
the
bands
of
loosen
to
mine
of
ridiculous notion
had met this sinner, she would scarcely have deceived

A good

'

:

Polycarp
him.* Possibly he would have called her in his short way, the
Perhaps she is so. and that I have greatly
first-born of Satan.

deceived myself. But there are errors which tend more to the
honor of man than to his shame; Yes 'more precious than wisdom and honor is a little foolishness for a short time.'t Therefore I shall be able to bear my error in this case."
Nevertheless she began sometimes to think the language of
" You have lost
your country, your mother, your
despondency

One thing only remaster, your freedom," would she
mained of your temporal goods your reputation and this
seems also to have vanished." But she would quickly reproach
herself for this language, and call to mind how much the disci-

say"

"

who nsked him
St. Polycarp one day met the heretic Mamon.
" You are the first-born of Stttan."
Yen," said Polycarp,
tKcrles.

x. 1.

if

he

knew

hi*.

;,

>
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tread joyfully in the blood-stained footsteps of my Redeemer,
who was condemned by the Jews as a blasphemer, and by the

be appreciated, as the queen of virtues, is silent innocence
crowned with the thorns of calumny.
A few weeks after, while Lydia was reading, one evening, to
her mistress, the sounds of music reached their ears; they found
Unit it proceeded from the bridal purty, which was just ]>
Both stood up to
under the window where they were sitting.
see it more distinctly, Metella leaning on the shoulder of her slave.
The bride suddenly stopped and drew aside her veil: it was
her
Aspasia, who cast a look at Metella's palace, and perceiving

Romans

benefactress,

She would oust a look through
pies of our Lord had suffered.
her open window at the Areopagus, where, St. Paul once stood
"
Unknown God," und say to
mid preached to the Athenians the
" What did not St. Paul suffer? Four times he suffered
herself:
stripes, three times he was whipped with rods, onee he was
stoned, and at last ended his life by the sword: and shall I feel
oppressed, when I receive an injurious word? Ought I not to

poor

as a rebel against the authority of the State?

from the

heart, seek thy consolation, not

lips

Therefore,
of thy fellow

from the sufferings of thy Creator and Redeemer! "
In this reflection she found continued peace. Thus has the sight
of our crucified Lord through centuries, comforted the oppressed
and raised their courage: and as the dove, when chased by the
creatures, but

eagle, saves herself in the crevice of a rock, so

the persecuted

from the calumny of the world, and seeks peace and
comfort in the sacred wounds of her dear Redeemer.
Months had passed w- ay, and Metella could discover no fault
in Lydia. not even that she had become less friendly. When the
heart

flies

old Selina, one day sought again to rouse the suspicion of her
mistress against Lydia, by saying that her silence was a proof of
"I
her guilt. Metella lost all patience:
know," said she "your
venomous sting, and know also what to think of you. Quilt
tries to

defend

but innocence prefers to be

itself,

convinced, from

from her

waved her hand; then dashing a

and

passed on.
Metella thought she recognized in the features of the bride, the
so nobly suffered, and turning, quickly
girl for whom Lydia had
perceived by her slave's countenance, that she had conjectured
and unable to disguise the joy
rightly. Fearing to be questioned,
of an approving conscience, Lydia asked permission to retire.
She sought the solitude of her chamber, and kneeling before her
for Aspasia's perseverance in a
God, for having made her the
humble instrument of drawing a soul from vice.
cross, offered

up a fervent prayer

virtuous

and

life,

in gratiude to

CHAPTER

silent."

Metella was perfectly,
moment, that
was no truth in the vile accusations against Lydia, and
came to the conclusion, that just as her Christian slave was

of gratitude

tear

with her veil,
eye, she covered her face again

X.
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that

there

own

house, so Christianity was calumniated
in the world; and as she bore all these accusations with equanimity, nay even with cheerfulness, she won the increased affec-

calumniated in her

tion of her mistress,

known by the life of
it so much the more,

who thought that Christianity was best
a good Christian; and the pagan esteemed
the more beautiful the, virtues were, that

she saw practiced by her Lydian slave.

one of her friends, and
A few weeks
saw, to her great astonishment, the silver mirror she had given
With an impaas a present to her slave, lying on a small table.
tient curiosity, she sought to discover how her friend had obShe said that it was brought to her by a certain pertained it.
son called Aspasia, and offered for sale.
later, Metella visited

So, thought she angrily to herself, my slave is really then
"
in connection with this wretch!
O, I beg of you let the girl
be sent for who sold it you! She will tell us how the mirror

came

A

slave returned in a few minutes
into her possession."
who related that a Christian girl made her a pres-

with Aspasia,

ent of the mirror, on the condition that she would, without de"
This, and
lay, enter upon a previously intended marriage
the petition of a Christain maiden quite unknown to me, that I
would change my course of life, not a little surprised me, and
I shed a flood of tears.

my

life,

and what

I

Then

I

vowed

have vowed,

to the gods to reform
that I will conscientiously

war with the Parthians, A. D. 166,
The soldiers returning from
the East, carried with them the plague, and infected all the
provinces through which they passed. Even distant Gaul suffered under this pestilential devastation, and it was so dreadful

The termination of

brought with

it

the

a lamentable evil.

in Italy that in several parts, as
;

contemporary writers

culture was abandoned, and famine had set
dead bodies were conveyed out of the city in

in.

relate, agri-

In Rome, the

immense numbers,
and interred at the public expense. Athens also, and the whole
of Greece experienced the horrors of this evil, in greater or
lesser visitations which returned for several years together.
The cases of death this summer, were so numerous, that
Metella determined at once to remove from Athens to one of her
estates in the country.
Previous to her departure, letters

from the

seat of

war were

brought by carrier-pigeons to Aquileia, where they were detained

The orignals were
and copied, as the delivery was doubtful.
kept, and the copies attached to the pinions of these peaceful
messengers, which were allowed to continue their journey to

Rome or Athens,
By this means,

laden with the tidings of war.

Metella received intelligence from Lucius. Sitting one calm evening at her open window, occupied only with
the thoughts of her absent son, she heard a gentle fluttering, and
raising her eyes, she beheld the faithful little courier waiting to
be relieved of its burden. With the letter in her possession, she
retired to her apartment, to enjoy it undisturbed, where we shall

keep."'

leave her for a time.

Metella listened to this declaration, and felt abashed that even
for a moment, she had suspected her virtuous attendant, who
had borne so much in silence. She returned home, firmly resolved

to rest, and night was closing in, as Lydia
her little chamber finished her task of writing. While the leaves
were drying, she advanced towards her lightly-curtained window,

never to utter a sentence of what she had just heard. She acknowledged herself conquered by the virtues of a slave, for she
could not believe herself capable of practising such greatness of
soul.
Yes, she even doubted if in all the heathen philosophy, a
solitary example could be brought forward, to compete with
the modest virtue of her Lydia, and was at a loss to know

opened it, and gnve herself up to meditation.
All around is still, save the slight rustling caused by the waving of the palms, with their long and graceful branches, bending
till they kissed the earth, and bounding back again upon the

to admire, the delicate purity and patience, or the
strength of character displayed in observing a profound silence
The last quality, bearing
in the midst of her persecutions.
wrongs patiently, appeared to her without doubt, the pearl of

expanse of Heaven, Night, the silent widow of the Day, is seated
on her throne. Her face is hidden by a veil of stars, and hei
sable mantle hnn.es in graceful folds upon her darling universe.
She illumines softly with her lamp, the moon, her plague- infected
client, and bedews her with her widow's tears.
To return to Metella, who having finished* her letter, leaned
her head carelessly on a cushion and began to reilect ou il
At length she closed her weary eyes, and sank into a
tents.

which most

Lydia's virtues.

How

beautiful

is chastity,

when

she

lifts

her clear eye to

How

adfeeds on the contemplation of her God!
mirable is meekness, that rewards hatred and contempt with
prayers and charity. But it is not to be denied, thftt doubly to

Heaven and

The sun had sunk

in

bosom

In the court-vestibule are heard
of the jealous breeze.
murmurs of the gurgling fountain. High in the wide,

the soft

gentle slumber.

Tlie letter

which

lay beside her,

commenced

/,

)' II

with the words:
"From the camp Lucius to liis beloved
mother, health and happiness."
ny months have passed since I have crossed the Alps and
lie clouds of heaven so near at hand.
But, dear mother,
6 me, that not a day passed without my thinking of you.
1 remembered you particularly, when first I beheld the Danube
from Noricum.* You once read to me, as a boy, from a Roman
Historian, that towards the end of the world, this river will no
longer flow at the foot of the mountain, but will swell to the sumYou
mit, tear up rocks, and carry with it chains of mountains.
can imagine with what ideas I reached this renowned river, yet
;

i

notwithstanding its great breadth, I was still disappointed when I
saw, that it was no wider than our flower garden at Kephissia.
You have already heard how matters stood in our tedious war,
before

we reached

Aquileia, and that the

Marcomanni had gained

a victory over the Prefect Vindex, who with twenty thousand
Romans, was killed, and the retreating army pursued as far as

This had

I

A

.

are trained

most

;

swamps and
is their

But incomparably worse than all this,
so cold and damp, that we have a fog
At home in Athens, months pass on, and the

morasses.

climate,

which

is

nearly every day.
heavens cheer us with their clear blue, whilst in Germany, we
O
find even in the midst of summer, scarcely a cloudless day.
how I now prize our clear Grecian climate! The fur cloak you

me by Bogus, is of the greatest service to me, particfought our battles
ularly when we sleep in the cold damp.
best in the hot summer days, for though the Germans bear hunger and cold with heroic patience, they succumb to thirst and heat
have sent

We

quicker than we do. Their food would not suit our Athenian epicures. Many of them are satisfied with crab-apples and
thick milk. But if they had as much beer to drink, as they can
take, we could vanquish them better by their drunkenness than
In their time of peace, they give themselves up
by our arms.

much

to idleness or to the chase.

The

principal difference existing

between the Romans and Germans, is that the former are masters
Not long since, we discovin eating and the latter in drinking.
ered in a field a large mound, and on a nearer approach, we curiously examined it, and found beneath, huge stores of apples,
pears and corn. Suddenly the ground gave way, and some of
the soldiers

fell

into a subterraneous cave, whence alas! they
were obliged to leave them behind us,

never more came out.

We

and discovered, when too late, that the Germans, with wives,
children and cattle, frequently dwell in such caves, to protect
themselves from the inclemency of Winter. Dear mother, would
you could see these gigantic hardy men, one like the other!
Their clothing, and the effects of the climate, render them unsusceptible of sickness.

The land
t

They

to the cast of the river

generally die of old age.

Inn in Bavaria,

A part of the present Styrla as far as Hungary,

They

on

little

of a god.Tuisko, who sprung from the earth, and that he had a
Also
son, called Mannus, and these they style their ancestors.

Mercury

is

held by them in great veneration, and they bring into
and sacred groves, all those taken in war, to

their dark forests
offer

them

to

him

The

in sacrifice.

reputation they have gained

A

for morality is well founded.
female may be as beautiful and
rich as you please, but if her reputation be once sullied, she falls
into general contempt.
virgins, and the

them.
"I

acquired booty.
You can scarcely believe, dear mother, how difficult it is to
The trumpets of war are to them
finish with such an enemy.
an agreeable music they entrench themselves behind their forTo fear, they
tifications, and wait courageously for the attack.
are strangers.
They tie up deserters to the enemy, but cowards,
and those who take to flight, are suffocated without mercy in the

have been able to learn but very

the subject. They have ancient poetry from time immemorial,
and this is the only trace of knowledge they possess. They sing

Marcomanni and Jazygan were well humbled. Another time,
the Danube was free of ice, we wished to frighten the barbarians, and sent amongst them some lions we had just received
from Rome. The animals crossed the stream, and attacked the
enemy, who bravely met their antagonists, and killed them with
their clubs, and stood laughing and exulting over their newly
the

when

such endurance and hardihood, that for the
spend a thought on either their clothing or

to the present time, I

marry

all

in

their food.
May those souls and bodies which know nothing of
effeminacy, riches or debauchery, receive wisdom and well ordered armies. Perhaps, dear mother, you would like to hear
a little about the religion of these barbarians? I regret, that up

occurred previous to our leaving
Athens, It is now nearly five years since the Emperor entered
Pannonia.f and we have been watting week after week, expecting
to come to a decided engagement, which is to conclude the campaign. Our conquest over the Jazygan was accomplished in a
droll manner. The barbarians held us at bay on the frozen Danube, trusting that they could fight famously on the masses of ice,
their horses being much better accustomed to slippery ground
than ours, but we threw our shields upon the ice, stood on them,
and then drew over to us our horses and riders at once, and we
fought a magnificent battle. Also in the two succeeding battles
the Adriatic Sea.

up

part, they never

There are tribes amongst them that only
after the death of their husbands

widows

remain single. Should a married woman injure her husband's
honor by incontinency, the husband cuts off her hair, and whips
her with rods out of his dwelling in the presence of her relations.
This morality of the barbarians, dear mother, we do not find
amongst our cultivated people. But I can assure you, that in
our legion, in which there are many Cappadocian Christians, quite
as great a morality reigns as with the barbarians.

They

are very

industrious, they neither drink or swear, nor make what are
called soldiers' jests.
They believe in only one God, and pra) to
Him daily. Nothing is more interesting than to live amongst
r

suppose you have heard that Verus is no more? He was
with Marcus Aurelius, when he was struck
with apoplexy, sank on his shoulder, and expired. His body
was not embalmed, but buried in the land of the barbarians.
The day previous to his death, I had the honor, with some Greek
I acknowledge, that I
nobles, of being invited to dine with him.
sitting in the chariot

was not a little rejoiced at the invitation, after having been
nearly five years without tasting a morsel of wholesome food,
leaving delicacies out of the question. The banquet far exceeded
our expectations; and not one amongst us could comprehend
how it was possible in this country, to keep so luxurious a table.
The Emperor was very gay and jested with me, asking me, as
each dish was placed on the table, if I knew its name; to my answers in the affirmative, he always replied, "Ah! missed the
mark! " and then gave the dish its German name: so that we always doubted what we were eating. Still more choice were the
wines. Verus had three cups beside him, one was of Alexandrian crystal, the second of oriental Myrrha, a material unknown
to any of us, the third was of gold, and set with precious stones.
When we drank the health of the Emperor, he gave us a sign
to keep our cups.* After wine, we played at dice till the morning dawned. Claudius Pompeanus, son of a Roman knight, was
my companion at table. He was astonished when he heard my
name, and assured me, that he had known you in Rome. That
must certainly have been a long time ago, and when I told him
that I intended to send you, my dear mother, a present of my
valuable cup, he begged that I would afford him the pleasure of

having some verses engraved on it.
"
Bogus, who arrived here, two months since, and offered himself as volunteer in the cavalry, could relate to you what beasts
Not long since, he was dreadfully
there are in the dark forests.
beaten through mistake. Being very cold he sought to bring
down a bear for the sake of the skin. On our arrival at the
camp one evening, after an engagement, Bogus, with some others,
returned again to the hills, where we had left some dead bodies.
To entice the bears out of the adjacent forest, he cut the head
off a German, and seizing it by the hair, threw it down the hill,
and it rolled to the edge of the forest, he repeated the experiment
and at length he succeeded, for a hungry bear made his appearAs soon as he attacked the heads, Bogus laid him low
ance.
with an arrow. He stripped off the skin and clothed himself
It is related that this
iot each,

Emperor once before presented

and also with chariot

drivers.

his guests with a char-

at once.

and awoke with the screaming of the owl

The

cars."

So muffled up, ho arrived at the camp towards
were taking their evening meal which consists (if bread and cheese, and beer, a beverage, which tli'
mans prepare from barley and corn. Suddenly seeing something
approach that had the appearance of a bear, they started up,
rushed out upon him, and did not discover their mistake till he
had been severely beaten. He was dreadfully injured and I
doubt much if he will ever recover.
" But
now, my dear mother, I must conclude; the cold prevents me from writing more. What should lie nearer to my
O how
heart, than to assure thec of my unbounded filial love
great is the distance between thee and me ? yet my mind, that
with
dusk

it

soldiers

"

still

ringing In m;

bcin
tell me what is the meaning of that magnificent
see
did
I
and
with
m,
heart
surrounded
and the
why
rays;
"
Lucius reclining at the foot of that shepherd?

Now

Lydia did not dare to trust herself, in giving the signiflcatio
of this dream, and therefore answered.
good mistress
of
do
not
feel
me
if
I
you
interpreting
capable
myself
pardon
of
to request the explanation of it from thew
dream. I

"My

boundaries of the globe.

beg
you
more capable than I am. According to your descrii
revealc<
tion, it was, perhaps, the Son of God Himself, who has
He was designated while on earth a
to you His magnificence.
the Good Shepherd' and his followers flocked round Him lik
lambs.
Once they beheld Him on the summit of a mountain an
shiniuglike the sun. But I am quite unable to explain the er

self as far as here.

tire vision.

I

travels without the aid of bark or wing, is ever near thee.
You
arc in the south, and I, in all probability, am on the northern

The human race has only extended itmay be possible, that after a few hundred
may be cleared away, and cities be reflected
It

years, these forests
in the waters of the

Danube; and that civilization will extend
from one end of the world to the other. For the present, I beour poets, that Delphi is the central point of the
and that there mankind thinks and works longer and

lieve with
earth,

therefore they are more cultivated.
lies in this growth of nations, and
ceives,
self as

What

a secret dear mother,

what an answer our mind rewhen it returns to the cradle of our origin, and asks itto the beginning and end of the world's history.
But

where ami?
"I
hope s few months will see me return rich in years, in experience and in the deeds of a brave soldier, to give a lasting
proof of

my

filial

gratitude to thy loving heart.

Farewell

little

apartment, listening to the playing waters of the foun-

admiring the majestic silence and beauty of the night.
" I must have dreamed then that I neard an owl
cry Do you
understand the interpretation of dreams? Perhaps as a Christian you can explain to me the meaning of mine.
Listen to me:
After having finished reading my son's letter, I sank into a soft
slumber. It appeared as if everything were dark around me. I
wished to go forward, but I was without alight, and I could not
find a road, because of the darkness.
You were near me, and
were my only guide. Over my head I observed a light, which
gradually increased in brightness. This light proceeded from a
mountain, at its foot was a flight of marble steps, which appeared to reach to the summit. I perceived at a great height a
magnificent garden, in which were an immense number of female forms, clothed in white, and they appeared to be in constant motion.
Far beyond these, I saw a most dignified being
clothed as a shepherd, and seated on a magnificent throne.
His
appearance though imposing, had nothing in it to terrify. His
throne was so high, that the white-robed multitude appeared far
beneath him, while they with uplifted eyes gazed unceasingly on
his loving countenance.
His garment changed suddenly to that
of a dazzling white, his heart was visible, round which
rays far brighter than the sun, which cast streams of light

were

upon

the worshipping multitude, who sank ever and anon upon their
knees before him, and looked like little lambs round their shepBut what was most strange, at his feet I saw a youth who
herd.

who beckoned me to join him, a
and he was reclining on his shield.
Then a longing desire seized me to climb the marble steps. I
pressed forward, but I felt as though my feet were bound to the
You then conducted me to the steps; but as I apearth.
proached, a dragon, with eyes flashing fire and licking a deep
wound on his left side, prevented my ascending. Retreating
with horror, I perceived an owl perched on the protruding
branch of a decayed tree; it flapped its wings and si
angrily at me; my strength failed, I lay prostrate on the earth,

my

son Lucius, and

naked sword lay by

his side,

'

We

have

Athens holy men, true disciples c
and can tell you much o
be able to explain your dream correctly.
in

their Master,

who know

Him.

will also

"

They

their Lord,

Do you

believe Lydia," said Metella," that the philosophei
Athenagoras, who became a Christian, and who formerly visile
me, would still consent to hold converse with, and advise

heathen?

"

" Dear
mistress, as a Christian he

more

is

at

your service tha

ever."

"Then if you
He is certain to

think so, send to-morrow early and invite him
be found in Plato's Academy; I meet him ther
"
sometimes, standing at the tomb of the immortal philosopher.

"

tain,

resembled

are

!

Such were the contents of the letter that Metella had lying before her on the table.
She is dreaming, she starts, and shrinks
as it were from an invisible hand.
She raises herself from her
couch and quickly gives a sign for Lydia to enter.
" Have
you not just heard the angry screaming of an owl?"
said she, as Lydia approached.
Lydia answered in the negative,
and added that she had been standing at the open casement of
her

who

CHAPTER

XI.

ATHENAGORA8.
Lydia was only too happy to convey Metella's desire for an it
to the renowned philosopher, who cheerfully an
promptly accepted the invitation, and at the appointed hour h
terview,

found himself seated by the side of the
learned

illustrious matron.

Thi

man was

ern and

as well read in polite literature, as in the East
Grecian philosophy. He hung so ardently on Chrh

some years later, he advocated the cause of th
Emperor Marcus Aurelius. A philosophe
of the Eclectic School, he collected from all systems what agree
most with his ideas. He besought the Emperor to observe th
same clemency towards the Christians, he exercised towards th
tianity,

that

Christians with the

religions of so

many

other nations under his sway.

menced the conversation by assuring Athenagoras,

Metella corr
that she

di>

not belong to those who despised Christians, for she had ofte
heard from her deceased father, that the Christian doctrine mad
those who lived according to its dictates, moral and happy;* an
that lately she had an opportunity of becoming better acquaints

with it, and her esteem for it was increased. She said that on
of her slaves was a Christian, and she had often related to he
"
But yesterday, having ha
about the Founder of her religion.

an extraordinary dream, which my slave would not undertake t
interpret, I availed myself of an assurance she made me, tha
you would solve its meaning. It appeared to me as though
saw a shepherd, who was at the same time a king, in the midst
<

a host of beings clothed in white. I felt a holy awe before thi
shepherd, worshipped him in the distance, and felt that I love
him. O teach me to know him!" After having related to hit
her entire dream, she begged the philosopher to explain to lierii

meaning. After a moment's reflection he told her that
sidered her dream as a favor from God and one which ii
respect would carry that good with it, that from the present
1

tini

forward, she would entertain a new interest for
Christianity
From the details of her dream he took occasion to speak to ht
who
is
the
about Christ,
truly
Shepherd of His flocks, and t
describe to her the happiness of the life to come.
"
" Do
that that king is the only
you know," said he,
:-

\iiic.iiM\vnsolii'

approbation of

Clirintianil y.

'v in

writing to the

Empror Antoninus
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God, and of the same nature with the Father and the Holy Ghost.
Are you acquainted with the doctrine of the unity of God in the
Trinity?"

Metella replied, "I

know

the Platonic doctrine of

existence; and I know also that Plato commanded us to
swear by God, the disposer of all present and future things. I
am ;i\vare also, that the Christians consider that the statue of
ii

Jupiter at Elis, with its three heads, has some signification. But
allow me to say what I think of such doctrines. I think that no
mortal is capable of comprehending the existence of the DivinIs

ity.

not that a beautiful inscription that the Egyptians have
God at Sais,"* " I ani the All that

written over the statue of the

has been, that

is,

and that

and no mortal has yet

is to be,

raised

my veil.'
me if I know the Christian doctrine of the Triune
could not have been explained to me in fewer words,
than I heard it not long since, by a comparison from my Christian slave,
God said she, is one in His nature just like
the tree; the roots, stem and branches of which are penetrated
with the same existence. As the stem proceeds from the roots,
so is the Son generated by the Father, and as the branches of the
tree proceed from the stem and roots, so does the Holy Spirit
Bui Athenagoproceed alike from the Father and the Son.'
ras how many things can be made clear to us by comparisons.
Allow me to expatiate a little longer on my comprehension of
the Divinity. Man is the world in miniature, his body is the
picture of the earth, and his soul the reflection of the Divinity.
Whoever has formed the human body has taken the earth for his
model. We have a proof of this in our own members our
bones and flesh are of earth, our veins are the streams, the waters
The air is converted into breath,
of which are called blood.
and in order that the sun and moon may enlighten all this, and
be reflected in the human body, he has given us eyes. But one
remark more, Athenagoras, and then I conclude. Of this magnificent body, this masterpiece of visible nature, an invisible
You

'

ask

It

Deity.

'

'

'

;

spirit takes possession;

and penetrates

it

governs

And

it

in

all

its

be one, and only
one, who created this visible world, and this one we call Jupiter
Jupiter with his divine spirit and divine understanding. So
you have another comparsion. or if I may say so, more than a
comparison a proof of the unity of God."
" and I
" You are
right," said Athenagorns,
participate in your
views. We Christians, say also there is only one God, as the soul
parts,

and

man

this spirit is one.

so

it

may

one; but have you forgotten that this soul of man is a
" "
three in one?
How so? " asked the heathen. " One" replied
of

is

''

Athenagoras,

is

the

memory, another the understanding, and

man and yet our thinking, understanding
and willing though three, are only one."
Helena reflected
"Oyes, I remember Plutarch also defended
If the soul be created after the image
the three powers m man
the third the will of

;

of God, so also can the Trinity be already in the Soul, an ordering,
willing and loving God. Possible also that our own hearts are a
reflection of the heart of that loving Son, who out of pity for
sinful man, as you say, took our nature upon Him, and became

But

the Shepherd of the people.

whom
who

I

saw

m my dream.

stood round

His feet! Tell
divine

"

Him! and

O

my son. who clung to
Lucius obtain admittance into this

so lovingly on

me how did my

company?

us return to this shepherd
lie looked so mild upon those
let

"

"

that your son, during this
Perhaps,' replied Athenagoras,
campaign, has made himself acquainted with Christianity, and
has united himself with confidence to its Founder by which he

enjoys undoubted peace and feels himself supremely happy."
" But what does this mean? " said
"I

saw him raise his
hand and beckon to me so earnestly as if he would say
Come
to me.' Durst then a heathen entor where those blessed beings
owdmg round their King? When he beckoned, he thereby
expressed his happiness and a wish for you to participate. To
aiiiiin the height on which Christ had His throne, two thintrs
deter you; and it appears to me that now I come nearer to the
meaning of the vision. By the dragon that you perceived on one
side, and the owl on the other, the first signified, according to
she,

'

.

1

'

Plutarch

Is. 9.

our books of revelation, no other than the origin of all evil, from the
beginning of the world, whom we call Satan.* He tries to hold
man down to the earth, leads him to sin, and tempts him to it,
and those who give themselves to his service, he brings at last
altogether in one place, where they are perpetually tormented
He also seeks to deter you, he does not
like your Tantalus, f
wish that you gain Christ and the happiness of Heaven. The
Redeemer has weakened the power of Satan, but has not
entirely destroyed it; and therefore Satan resembles a wounded
dragon, as you describe. But it is not he alone that separates

you from Christ, there is also another hinderance which makes
your union with Him difficult, and this is signified by the owl.
Minerva, the goddess of wisdom, and the guardian of this our
city, which is acknowledged to be the asylum of the intellectual,
It signifies human wisdom, which is
is represented by the owl.
God. Philosophy endeavors to acknowledge this
and would like to attain through its own strength, the
But for this its wings are too weak. Ol how
altitude of truth.
'One must
modestly Plato expresses himself when he says:
bring together the best of human proofs, and then venture upon
them as on a raft through the tide of life, but still he thinks one
can sail more securely, and with less danger in a stronger ship-on
a Divine Word' \ This divine word, Christ has spoken, and this
firm ship is the Church."
" You must
pardon me, Athenagoras, if just like an ignorant
What did you
child, I ask you many things about your system.
mean when you spoke of a bad principle and of a Tantalus, torment prepared for the wicked?"
"As the good," answered he, "will be one with God, the
source of good, for all eternity, so must the wicked be with the
father of wickedness, for all eternity, and for ever separated
from God. As the reward of the good will be without end, so
will punishment of the wicked be everlasting; and this is one of
the most important dogmas of Christianity."
"In this respect," replied Metella, "Christ and Plato quite
agree; both teach, that the good will be happy, and the wicked
Those who have led a pure and wellunhappy. Plato says
ordered life, receive the gods as friends and guides, and dwell
with them-, while those, who on account of their greatness of
crimes remain impenitent, sink their fate in the well merited
Tartarus, whence they never more return.' But Plato mentions
another place, Acheron, whither all the imperfect were sent.
Those who are there' said he, will do penance for their faults,
folly before
contest,

'

:

'

'

If then there
and when they are purified will be liberated'
are those different places, do you not believe that according to
mv dream, my son will one day be counted among the blessed?
" No
doubt," replied
for you know I saw him near your God."

"

Athenagoras.

And

I," said Metella,

"

if I

attend to the advice

where he wills that no one shall change the religion of
his ancestors, and remain a heathen, do you believe that I shall
one day be received iulo tliu Kingdom ot Ligiil where my sou feels
of Plato

himself so happy?"
"

When you have once learned what Christianity is, and by
means of grace have acknowledged it as the one truth, then
Metella, the Divinity and your own understanding will require
from you to proclaim this truth openly, and not till this happens can you hope to attain this heavenly enjoyment; but if
after this, you persevere in error through a vain fear of man,
you will never be one of that company, in which you beheld
the

your son."

"What, Athenagoras, do you think
could

feel

himself happy,

if

it

possible, that a son

he thought that his mother were

in

misery? Oh what a sorrowful happiness would that
be for my Lucius, to know that his mother was in a place of
"
torment!
"As the rain falling into the ocean, partakes of the quality of
eternal

*

Apocalypse,

c.

K-

28,2.

t Tantalus tormented with a pnrching thirst bends to the wave which each
time recedes from his lipe and returns as he removes his head. Odyssey, XI,

5SS.
J

Semmias

5 All

to Socrates in Plato's Phsedon.

these three states are taken out or Plato's Pheedon.

i.

r

/> i .1

the water with which it mingles, BO do the souls of UK: just
or the Divinity, and consepartake so much of the qualities
of justice, that they hate what. He hates, and
(juently of the love
love what He loves, and it would displease them as much as

God

himself,

it

the

wicked were

to

he rewarded with eternal

happiness.''

can guess
merely a relaBut how could
tionship, either with the f?oo(I or the wicked.
or
I avoid drawing down upon me the hatred of some one
other of the divinities, were I to worship the God of the Christians and thereby fail in my fidelity, to the religion of my ancestors?" "You speak now, Metella, of several divinities, which
there
you confidently look upon as servants of the great Jupiter:

"I do not understand this exactly, but I
what you mean that there is in the other

thinlt I
life

no hatred amongst the gods. You are still
unable to attain the conviction that all power, in Heaven and
on earth streams forth not from a plurality of gods, but from
one God alone, and just in that respect is the difference between

are no god

therefore

the

numerous miracles He had worked. Therefore, uQuwlrntus

his writ
former Bishop of Athens* declares in one of
to 1.
tfl
tl,
brought
the sick whom Jesus healed, and
remain'
those
tor
persons
very
vision,
not
a
were
passing
Him upon earth, and some, added the same Bishop, liv
our Lord, hut even up to his own
only afler the ascension of
We all acknowledge this belief with joyful hearts,
time.
assu
and it affords us comfort in this life, and a happy
tin-

of a better."

" Not so
that

Dryas and even the reed its Syrinx. On the contrary, according to Christian doctrine, there reigns in Heaven and on
earth but one Almighty God, and the spirit of this same God
shines forth in the sun, and moves upon the face of the waters.
He has care for the tree and the flower, and forgets cot in His
The thoughts
fatherly protection, the smallest blade of grass.

of

God

center

are shed in millions of

whence

all

beams on

proceeds.

all

creatures,

Yes, Metella,

God

is

He

is

the

only one,

one God requires from you, that you acknowledge Him
with your whole heart.'
"Beautiful and dignified as the doctrine is, Athenagoras, and
though it agrees so much with my spirit, 1 feel myself as yet too

and

this

weak

to acknowledge it opeuly."
" is a
Faith," continued Athenagoras,
gift of Divine Mercy
Faith
it
is
but to obtain this gift of
necessary that you should
withdraw yourself from the pleasures and distractions of the

"

world, and give yourself
tude.

Thus have

ail

to

up

those done

prayer in

who

silence,

and

strove after the Truth

soli;

yes,

The voice of God
even the disciples of our own great sages
the soul of man, when all is
allows itself only to be beard
still; but if God has once commenced to speak, His voice is as
loud and audible as the rolling of the thunder in a spacious and
desolate mountain valley."
"
Athenagoras can you answer me one question more? I see,
that those who call themselves Christians are ready to sacrifice

m

their lives for their Faith.

With

the cool blood of the Spartan,

and the tranquility of a Socrates, they undergo martyrdom and
death for Christ. Whence comes this resolution, this living
"

conviction?
" You
put questions, Metella, which convince me that this is
not the first time you have spoken on Christianity. All those
who seal their Faith with their blood, are fully convinced that
Christ gave proof of His misChrist is truly the Son of God.
sion, as clear as the sun, often during life and particularly in the
He told the Jews publicly that He
last days before His death.

me."

CHAPTER

'

'

Way
"

'

Thriasische Field;" and although not a drop of rain has fallen
some months over this land, still the corn, refreshed by the
rich beauty, and the country has not
night dews, stands in all its
desolate appearance, which in Greece
that
exhibited
weary,
yet
returns every year, with the beginning of the second harvest.
Upon this plain, stand various-sized statues of Pan.f twined with
the Acanthus and wild flowers, which the artistic taste of the

lor

how to arrange, and which thereby diversiotherwise monotonous appearance of this flat country.
Countless numbers of sunburnt hands are everywhere occupied
the gifts of Ceres, to store them up for the Winter.
in

Greeks knew so well
fied the

collecting

in the cisterns, and
In the distance are to be

Here we meet beasts of burden, watering
drawing

their heavily-Laden

wagons.

seen herds of goats, feeding on the rich pasture; while the
On the
on their reed pipes.
goatherds are playing cheerfully
sides of yonder little green undulating mounds, long terraces
are erected, for the cultivation of the vine, of that peculiar sort,

which grows
dirty

little

and the fruit of which is exported to
under the name of currants. On the top, are

in Corinth,

different countries

fellows, dressed in goat's skin, lying lazily about,

under the shade of the elm-trees, and refreshing themselves
the vine.
The higher hills
occasionally with the first fruits of
towards the North, are covered with palms and other forest trees;
"
and in the background, the scene is completed by the
Hoenzug
to
the
and
itself
of the Katharon" uniting
rugged
light blue
Parnassus with its cloud-capped summit.
Metella's charming Villa was situated on a gradually sloping
hill-, at

the foot flowed the silvery waters of the Saramanta. on
banks flourished in abundance, the laurel and the

Himself on many occasions to several hundreds of His followAll those who saw Him believed in Him, and they preached
ers.
Him to the world; and not alone those proclaimed His doctrine,
but all whom He had strengthened, previous to His death, "by

for the so-called

Matt. xivi.

EI/ECBI8.

seat, which
BEFORE the rich Domina arrives at her country
"
Theretron," or Summer-Seat,"
bears the simple appellation
we will invite our gentle readers to visit this magnificent Villa,
It is only half a day's
situated at a short distance from Eleusis.
be as easily attained across the
can
and
from
Athens,
iourney
"
Piraus and the sea, as by the so-called Holy Street' or Sacred
Outside Eleusis is a rich and well watered plain called the

whose

tell

XII.

THE COUNTRY BEAT AT

was the Son of God, He said to them beforehand that He should
be put to death, and that on the third day He would rise again.
Yes, and He was brought before Pilate, and conjured by the
living God, to say if He were really the Son of God? He maintained it, although He knew that His death would follow the decAfter his death His side was pierced with a lance, and
laration.
His body laid in the grave and that grave was guarded by solBut on the third day, as He had, already said, He rose
diers.
again by His own power, appeared to His disciples, and showed

"
The High Priest said to nim: I conjure Thee by the living God that you
m if you are the Son of God." JCBUS answered him: " Thou Last eaid it."

t<

of
in reflecting diligently on the dignified doctrine
to whom you
unknown
God,
the
of
and
daily beg
Christianity,
known to
have drawn me nearer, that He wUl make Himself

me

help

According
the faith of the Christian and tha, of tne heathen
to the views of the heathen, Heaven has its Jupiter, the sun his
Helios, the sea its Posidon. the lountains their Naiades, the tree
its

Athenagoras, but so far you may
to retirement,
your advice with regard
i

fast,

1 will follow

fertile

dark myrtle and the slopes were studded with clumps of the
Tamarisk and box-trees. The Villa was surrounded on every
of palms.
From
side, except that facing Eleusis, with groves
the centre of the building, rose a high turret, whence a charmcould be obtained. On one
ing view of the surrounding country
side, the level plain opened to the sea, on whose shore-

town of Eleusis, in the centre of which n
imposing grandeur, the renowned temple of Demetrius, famed
the rich trading

"

Eleusian Mysteries." Every year at th
mencemcnt of October, agreat procession was formed at Eletisis:
and four days previously, the festival of Demeter was celebrated
This Bishop Quadratic is not to be understood as the Qnadrains of
The above was- the successor of St. 1'uhlius, and was appoint'
Episcopacy of Athens 125 years alter tne birth of Christ.
period.

t Pan, the god of the fields.

LYDIA.
On the sixth day, the child of the goddess was, in
the midst of rejoicing, carried out through the sacred gate in a
wicker basket. Priests and officials accompanied the statue, and
at Athens.

would have had quite another

aspect.

And yonder, where now

the light-hearted fisherman times his song, thoughtless of the
past, once flourished on the shores of Corinth, the two cities Hel-

those in the procession bore agricultural implements and ears of
corn.

earth,

On the seventh night of the festival, the form of consecration
took place, and the vows of those about to be initiated into the
Eleusian Mysteries were received. The charm of this worship
lay in the mystery of it, in the lively dramatical representations,

behind.*
To observe some order on our entrance to the Villa, let us first
visit the Urbana or Castle, thsn the Rustica or
Stabling, and
lastly, the Fructuaria or Granaries.

in the co-operation of all the arts and artistical enjoyments of
music, song and dance, in the dazzling illuminations, in the effective decorations, in the most refined enjoyment of the senses,
and above all in the promises of a happy future after death. If

what these mysteries consisted, antiquity gives no satIt was strictly forbidden to reveal them and
isfactory answer.
whoever did so, had every reason to dread the punishment of
death. Plato was suspected of guessing the mysteries. wl>Ti>y

you ask

in

we may

infer, that the doctrine of his

philosophy resembled that

So far, it is certain, that the foundation of tHs
ancient worship, which existed as far back, as the time in which
the lonians moved from Attica to Asia Minor, rested on a certain belief in a future state. "In the Eleusian," says Ciwro,
"one learns not only to live happily and holily, but to die with
of the Eleusian.

" Thrice
" are
a cheerful hope."
those
happy," says Sophocles,
seen
these
who
have
before
mortals,
consecrations,
they descend
For them alone is lii'e in the next world, for others,
to Hades.

only sorrow and afflictions." The more noble and refined were
of opinion, that their happiness would consist in being constantly
occupied in sweet devotion: but the greater number thought with
Plato, that they would have a continual enjoyment of the senses,

and endless intoxication.

But we cannot be very

far

wrong

in

concluding, that those mysteries took their origin from the ancient Patriarchs, and that corrupt actions and doctrines mingled
No wonder then, if the
later, with the original true worship.

ambitious Romans, such as Octavius, Adrian, Antoninus, and
Marcus Aurelius, had themselves initiated into these mysteries.

In Athens, according to Lucian, A. D. 176, there was but one
man at that time, who did not belong to this worship.*
Westerly from Eleusis, expanding wide, are fields of rice, with
its dark red blossoms, which add to the beauty of this flowerenamelled plain. Like a sheet of silver in the distance, shine the
smooth waters of the lovely bay of Salamis, and the blue moun-

and Buris, which in one eventful day, vanished from the
and sank beneath that blue sea, leaving not a trace

ice

The

entire front of the villa, presented to the

view a princely

palace, built in the form of a hollow square, and bore a strong
resemblance to Metella's mansion in Athens.
The windows

were of a transparent material, f and sheltered from the sun by
framed blinds.
The gate-keeper was standing near the Corinthian pillars, which
were twenty feet in length, supporting the vestibule, and beside
him was a majestic watch-dog of the favorite Eperean race.
The dog appeared to be a vigilant guard. Over the entrance
was his likeness in Mosaic, and under it the following inscription:

" Protect
yourself against the Protector."
The entrance hall was profusely ornamented on each side,
with numerous busts. To the right, were the ancestors of AttiThose in Parian marble,
cus, on the left, those of Metellus.
and particularly the ones of more recent date, were finished in a
style worthy of a Scopas or a Praxiteles.
Peeping from behind
the statues, were the laughing faces of lovely little boys, painted
on the Lotus flower, with the finger on the lip, and with an expression of caution on the countenance, which clearly conveyed
to the visitor, the idea, that the statues of those great men must
be approached in silence. In another part of the Hall were copies of Polygnots, from the Stoa Poikile in Athens, amongst
which stood the Philosopher Zeno, who, when living, might

have been seen in that gallery of paintings.
Alabaster statues, crystal vases, large candelabra of white marnumerous smaller figures in transparent stone, or the famous
Corinthian bronze, stood here and there in this richly decorated

ble,

After having passed this hall, which ran right through the
front portion of the palace, we enter the square court-yard which
was enclosed on every side by the wings of the building, and
with a treble pillared colonnade all round. What a mass of

hall.

curiosities here present themselves!
Inside the fluted pillars, were to be seen a little forest of the

charming island rise in majestic beauty, thinly
veiled with the vapors of the sea.
To the East, is the " Sacred Way," that leads from Athens,

choicest shrubs, varieties of grasses, cool mossy turfs and rustic
The centre of this square was occupied by a fountain,
seats.

and winds itself, serpent-like along the shore. Where it once
Here and there,
lay, are now, in many parts impassible swamps.
at prominent points of view, could be seen magnificent monuments containing the ashes of renowned Greeks. Those tombs
in the "Sacred Way," extend as far as Kerameikos, interrupted
now and then by little oratories to Jupiter, Phoebus, Aphrodite,
and to some of the great heroes; so that this scene transported
the traveler to the" Via Appia," in Rome, so great was the

again into an expansive basin, refreshed all around. In smaller
basins, supplied by water from the fountain, were sparkling gold
fish, sailing about in the cooling fluid, and turning to the sun in

tains of this

resemblance.

How deceptive is the seal

It smiles at

times as friendly as a

There was a day, on which the waters of Salamis ran red
with the blood of the Persians. Thousands of them found their
death in this bay their iron, their gold, and the Eastern decorations of their generals, lie buried in its depths, whence no
hand can draw forth the sunken treasures.!
To the present day the Greeks look down proudly from the

lake.

heights of Salamis, when they think of the conquests of the ancient Hellenes, without which the entire history of Europe
*

As the Christian Emperor Valentinian, A. D.

their nocturnal solemnities.

370, forbid the

heathens to hold

Prsetextas. Proconsul of Greece, petitioned that

the Elcusian Mysteries, might be an exception. The reasons he gave were, first
that without these mysteries, the people would lead a comfortless life, a life that

would be no

life,

because

it

would be deprived of those ceremonies which were a

ymbol of a future and everlasting life. Second, that to separate the life of man
from the comforting belief of a future, was only to be compared to a living death.
t On the last day before the final battle, Themistocles took three captives, ne.
phcws of Xerxes king of Persia. , At a sacrifice not long after, be drank a quantity of Oxen blood to which Plutarch ascribed his death.

whose playing waters

rose to an

immense

height, and falling

Birds without number,
playful gamboling their fiery scales.
warbling in the shrubs, and bathing in the cool waters of the
fountain, completed the charms of this little paradise.

Over the grand hall which projected from the house, was n
spacious dining-room furnished with slanting lounges, upon
which those at dinner could recline at full length, leaning their
elbows on a high cushion, and supporting the head on the hand,
Together with this dining" coenaculum."
The third
the entire story was called
story, except the Sacrarium, in which a light was kept constantly
burning, was occupied by the slaves. It consisted of a number
according to the ancient custom.

room

little rooms, the front windows of which looked out upon the
open country, and the back upon the court- yard already menThose looking towards the court-yard reached the floor
tioned.
and opened on a terrace which ran the whole length of the

of

wing.
Independently of this court-yard, the edifice boasted of a second one, of the same size and somewhat further back, separated

from the

first,

by an intermediate building, called the woman's

department. In this second court-yard was an elaborately finished marble bath, sheltered from the sun by an awning. The
*

This event took place A. D. 370.
mineral called moonstone was used by the ancients for windows, previ-

tA

ously to the invention of Glaus.

L Y
pavement round the bath, was Mosaic, and represented animals,
fruit and flowers.
Generally speaking, the principal floors of
this Villa, particularly of the reception rooms, were of Mosaic
workmanship \\hlchhad the advantage of keeping the apartments cool.

We

the out-offices, adjoining the palace.
What
most attracts our attention in those, are the numerous rows of

next

visit

windows.

This portion was occupied by Metella's male slaves,
the charge of the flower gardens, meadows olive garUnder this dwelling were the stables, the
dens, and flax fields.
doors of which we only open hastily here and there.
They

who had

were

,

with an abundance of horned cattle, horses ami a
sort of black swine, with soft shiny skins, such as can be seen
at the present day, lying about in the streets of the Grecian
cities.
Then again there were vaults for hures and rabbits, and
Others for geese, turkeys, and all sorts of poultry.
After this, follows the " Villa Fructuaria " which excites in
filled

many

respects greater interest, for it contained large and various
wine cellars. In the back cellar were several goat skins filled
with the wine, so much valued by the Greeks, called Lesbos,
these were sealed with pitch.
Rhodian and Lydian and also the
beloved Falarian were not forgotten.
Other cellars of the
Frur.tuaria contained stores from Metella's olive gardens, which
were partly delivered to the great merchant ships, and partly
sold at the new Market of Athens. The store-rooms for corn,
hay and garden fruits, occupied a large space in the Fructuaria
and enclosed off this part of the Villa. Lastly one look at
Metella's garden.
It may appear strange that two hundred
years after the birth of Christ one met with the same artistic
ornaments, which are to be seen in the ninteenth century particularly in France and Holland, where the tasteless custom prevails of cutting one tree like a pyramid, another like a Lion, and
ft third like a crowing cock, so that one imagines he Is
entering

a menagerie rather than a pleasure ground. The peacock, the
favorite bird of the ancients, struts about here in au his pomp,

and proudly swings his tail on high and spreads it out in the
form of a fan. The villas of the rich are a clear proof of the extravagance of Greece, which with sculpture and all works of
gave occupation to the greater number of the half-freemen.
Every flower-bed had its peculiar attendant, a white or colored
The flowers change according to their species, and their
statue.
quantity and variety would have embarrassed a Greek of ordinary
education, to name only one of these children of Flora, so loreign
were these plants to that country. The ever blooming gardens
of Egypt provided nearly all the country villas of Greece, with
bulbs, seeds, and cuttings.
Italy also sent her charms here a
art,

waves its balmy perfume from the flower -beds of
and Metella's garden offers you a bouquet of Spikenard,
Myrrh, and the lovely Ac*anthus.
soft breeze
Sicily,

1> I

A
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.

We see
will ever

here but slight grounds for supposing that Metclln
or a lover of self

become

Yet a few days

later,

she

made a

.lence of

by
an example.
as she was walk-

slight beginning,
shall give

which we

:i

On the following morning, after her arrival,
ing in the court-yard, and fanned by her maid with an artistically
woven peacock's tail, she saw, at the end of the interior court,
which was somewhat hidden by an ornamental shubbery, a poor,
Ilix
but very cheerful old man, sitting near the kitchen door.
flowing hair, and peculiar woolen mantle bespoke him to be a
sort of artisan.

He

While sitis a potter by trade, and his name is Hyllos.
a pillar,
the
and
on
cool
Mosaic
leaning
against
ting
pavement,
he little thinks that a stranger is observing him closely.
Poor Hyllos had just brought to the palace, some kitchen
utensils from his work-shop, and had ardently hoped, that he
would have received payment for them on delivery. But it was
not so, and after his long walk, he had only received a piece of
dry bread from one of the cooks. A little annoyed, as he had
not had anything to eat that day, he seated himself down close
" Well
to the kitchen, and commenced talking to himself.
old
blockhead!
but
arc
a
you have
poor, pitiful
Hyllos!
you
overworked yourself the whole week, and now you have nothing
more for your trouble, than a bit of dry bread. Oh, hunger
bites but stop! you growling old fellow! don't you smell an
amazingly good odor from the kitchen? what more do you
want?" and, taking a long sniff, "oh! tit bits, roasted or
steamed! ah! if you were not a discontented rascal, you would
"
So saying, he took
be satisfied with your share of the feast!
his bread from his bag, and with a long draw, sniffed up the
good smell, and then ate his morsel of bread, and after a pause,
as if to test the quality of taste and smell, said: "Of course
you've had a good dinner! You old fool, to be grumbling for
nothing! Why the bread dipped in the smell from the kitchen
Ah we have only to sop it in the deliis quite another thing.
cious broth of a healthy imagination, to enjoy it with an understanding." He repeated the bite and sniff several times, and by
I

1

the help of his imagination, began to feel himself not only satisso much so, that he seemed to fear it was
fied, but satiated

amounting to gluttony, and rising from the ground began to admonish himself. "Come, Hyllos, don't gormandize, you have
had more than enough for this day," and throwing his bag over
his shoulder, commenced his journey home with a cheerful
countenance.
Metella was forcibly struck by the piteous scene she had just
This poor man thought she, is contented with the
odor that proceeds from the food preparing for my table.

witnessed.

What

wealth

chase

it?

lies in

contentment! and yet what wealth can purvisit the poor man without de-

She firmly resolved to

own humble dwelling.
was on one of those hot dry harvest days, such

lay in his
It

CHAPTER
THE POTTER AND

XIII.
HIS CHILD.

In a magnificently gilt chariot, drawn by white horses, Metella
drove up to the entrance of her Villa. Could we then have seen
the number of her attendants, standing on the marble steps, and
the majestic form and haughty look of this noble dame, as she
gracefully ascended, recognizing neither to the right nor to the
left, a single slave amongst those who stood in crouching seron the breast, to welcome her arrival,
vility, with arms crossed
a doubt would have passed through our minds, whether this
proud lady would ever tread the thorny path of our Faith.
But Divine Providence has always means at hand to humble
our pride. As the autumnal winds strip the trees of their
withering foliage, and mingle it aye that of the mighty oak,
with that of the meanest shrub, and leave them bare and desolate
till the coming Spring, so, the Providence of God is wont to
blow away with the winds of affliction, all the vanities of man,

and

level his

desolate,

proud heart

and bereft of

all

to the dust, leaving

consolation.

it

for a time, empty,

as are often ex-

perienced in Greece, when the heat of the sun, the wind, and
the sandy dust, vie with each other which shall conquer, when
Metella gave orders for her favorite slave to hold herself in readiness for an evening walk.
Ophnc brings with her a long handled sun-shade which with the ancients played so important a

and which has been handed down to the Greeks of the
She cannot help feeling anxious
present day in a smaller form.
whether she will be able to move it about with the necessary
agility, in order to protect her mistress as well from the rays of
the sun, as from the thick clouds of harvest dust.
She consoled
part,

herself with the reflection, that latterly her mistress had become
far less sensitive, and that very day, during the entire
walk, she
did not hear from her a single complaint.
'

Ophne," said Metella, as they had been walking for Some
''
do you know the house of poor Hyll<".
time in the hot valley.
of
to
whom I sent Lydia not long since?
the potter
Corinth,
"He has a little sick boy and if I do not err, yonder is hN
I should like to visit the old man ami
poor clay-built dwelling.

him a little present."
Ophne was not a little astonished to hear from her gr;
Domiua, that she was going to the house of a poor potter, and
give

to

L

2(5

YD I A.

"
bestow a charity with her own hands.
Undoubtedly," said
"
Ophne,
Hyllos dwells there on the other side of the moor. He
well off, and used to provide the potter market at
with his goods.
But since he has become old, his
i'l
activity fail him, and he finds great difficulty in sup, himself. In addition to his poverty he has a child to provide for, whom he also instructs in his trade, and in the rudiments of reading and writing."
r

Hyllos, who was just then in the work-shop finishing flowerpots, saw the gracious lady with her slave, while they were still
at a good distance, and hastened to thank her as she was passing

But how
great was his surprise, on seeing her approach his humble dwellShe entered smilingly and enquired after himself and his
ing.
The little Askanus, who was scarcely six years old, sat in
son.
a corner on a broken flower pot, and held in his arms a young
rabbit, which he was sleeking down with his hand.
"Are you contented Hyllos? " asked Metella, and before the
potter could give an answer, Askanus frightened his little rabbit
away by whispering in his ear. Are you contented she asks.
by, for the

many

blessings she

had sent him

lately.

Then the child ran behind the wooden pillar or support of the
house and every now and then stole a glance at the lady, when
he thought he was unobserved.
" What have
"
you had for dinner to-day Hydos? asked Metella.
"A cake of bread madam, onions and watercresses, a little salt
and a drink from the wind-pipe fountain in the pine forest."
" You have a sick
boy I heard lately, how is he?"
While the potter commenced

to relate all the particulars of his

sought to conceal his face behind
Metella then called the little boy from his

child's illness, the little fellow

his

bound up arm.

He approached the strange lady bashfully, and
endeavored by retreating slowly to hide himself behind his
hiding place.
father.

it

Metella drew from her girdle pocket, a piece of gold, and held
up before the boy. At the sight of the gold all embarrassment

vanished, and calling his healthy arm into action, he eagerly
seized the offered gift.
The tears of the potter showed
Metella the joy she had afforded a poor old man.
He con-

how his little son's malady had fallen into
hand and arm. and that the doctor declared amputation was

tinued to relate
his

indispensable.
At these words, Metella
operation.
said that,

showed a decided repugnance to the
" the horrid man
Yes, yes," said little Askanus,
and went away, but shortly after the good Lydia
"

came and brought me a large sweet almondcake."
Metella
laughed at the childish prattle, which brought to her mind
that of her darling Lucius at the same age.
"And then," continued Askanus, "the good Lydia said to
me that cutting off my hand would not be so dreadful, and
would come herself
so much."
that she

"

And

to me, that

it

might not pain

me

Lydia really come to help you?"
asked Metella. The boy nodded silently and began to cry.
The old father answered for him, dried his tears, and sard:
"
O, of course, gracious lady, or we could not have gone on
with the operation, if your servant had not helped us. To us
poor people, such a help comes seldom. I am a poor, ailing old
man, and I could not possibly have held the boy, when lie put
his hands imploringly together, begging that we would not hurt
him. How also could a father look on at a sharp knife passing
then did the good

through the arm of his dear child? I still tremble at the remembrance of it. O nol your Lydia kept her word, and came

and was here before the doctor arrived."
" and
Yes," added Askanus,
brought father a couple of red
and
some
and
sweet seed cake."
herrings,
grapes
" But still
sweeter were the words of comfort," continued the
old man, ''that she brought to the sorrowful father and his
Ah! poverty seldom finds a friend! but the few friends
child.
it does find, are as true as
gold for they do not "love us for the
sake of gold or honor, but for one's own sake. Such a friend

at the stated time,

"

servant had been to us.
When the doctor began his work,
she told the boy to be firm, and held him during the entire oncra-

ymr

with a heroic courage. How affectionately she wiped tho
perspiration trom his brow, and how piously she prayed to the
(iod! For she hud other gods as well as we. ami called the
highest God not Father Jupiter, but God the Father, and his
tion,

i

Then she repeated so
attendant gods uot gods, but angels
often to the little fellow, patience, only another moment's patience,

we have

jusl finished!

'"

touched by this description, and a sensation passed over her cheeks like a cool breeze, but as old Hyllos
was about to show her the arm, that she might see how nicely it
Metella

was

felt herself

healing, she quickly gave

"

bandage.

No, no, Hyllos,

him a sign not to remove the
we must go now."

let it be,

Askanus stood quite close to the strange lady, and his little
jumping about at his feet. The boy looked embarrassed,
first at his little pet, and then at Metella, and on his blushing
cheeks could be read that he had something else to say. He
cast an enquiring glance at his father, and twisted his fingers in
his nut-brown locks.
" Well little
one, what is the matter, now?" enquired Metella
in a most amiable tone.
With increasing confusion, the boy
stooped down, took his dear little rabbit on his arm, and thinking the lady would be pleased with a present of his favorite,
offered it to her.
She accepted the little animal, gave it to
Ophne to carry, patted the boy on the head, and hoped that
Heaven would always preserve to him his good heart.
Had Ophne been told that Thrax had become a giant, she
would have believed it sooner than that Metella had become condescending, but seeing was believing and her own eyes were witAt the commencement of the scene, she was
ness to the fact.
seized with convulsions of laughter, which she concealed with
This was soon changed
difficulty from her haughty mistress.
into silent admiration, and ended with veneration and love.
Metella on her way home was lost in thought, which allowed her
rabbit

The
lively little slave to indulge in her own reflections also.
tongue not being called into action, left the thoughts a double
The interview she had just witnessed filled her with admiration and astonishment. The self that twines round her best
thoughts and actions intruded here. Dear Lydia is so perfect,
duty.

thought she to herself, that everything I did contrary to her noand wrong, I was snubbed for often enough in the
day, but mercy on me, what is to become of me now, when my
Domina begins the same sort of life! It will be, Ophne don't be
tions of right

Ophne, keep your temper Ophne, a silent tongue 13
an ornament in a woman, till at last, poor Ophne might as wcU
be one of the statues in the pleasure ground, looking at every
Well, I think one Mentor is enough
thing and saying nothing.
Howlor any poor slave, and I am quite satisfied with Lydia.
ever too much thought injures the health, and I shall have plenty

too curious

of time to think of the troubles when they come; so casting off
began to fan her mistress with redoubled zeal. But to

care, she

return to Metella This evening her respect for Lydia.whom she
usually called the bee of Hjmett, on account of her many aots
She felt an ardent desire, not
of virtue, rose higher and higher.
only to be esteemed by such a soul, but to be ardently and sincerely loved. Though she believed her slave was attached toher,
In
still she thought that she was not tenderly beloved by her.

any case the love that she received from her was not of that enthusiastic expression which she looked upon as true friendship.
She then reflected on the two sorts of benevolence, which the

poor potterliad received through her and her servant I gave
him gold, said she to herself, a small gift, which has made me
nothing poorer, Lydia on the contrary, had no gold to offer, but
she gave what was more valuable, her personal services. I would
rather have given the unhappy father ten pieces of gold, than do
lor him what she did, and therefore her acts of benevolence are
far greater than mine, and certainly before God her work has by
far a greater merit.
O, if I were so ardently and sincerely beloved by her as that child "of Hyllos! The old man was right;

friendship to the poor

and earthly greatness
trust the love of man.
their heads, the

without self-seeking, but the more riches
raise us, the more reason we have to mis-

is

The higher

those lofty mountains raise

more densely arc they enveloped

in

fog and va-

L,

por, while the darting rays of the genial sun, pass
heeded, to reflect themselves in the modest valley.
fies tliis

bowing and cringing

tals like ourselves,

when we

servility

fU

them by un-

What

signi-

bestowed on us by mor-

don't possess

fit

I

A.

He has had some words of comfort, touching tin?
please me.
death of my beloved husband, engraved on it. Before you pour
in the beverage, you may recall the verses to my mind."

her a true friend or

A

a single heart to love us?
Such reflections rendered her melancholy and dejected, for when she looked back on her past life,

poor, that the greatest

among

the inhabitants would visit them,

and try to comfort them?
The rich matron does this merely because she begins to experience a pleasure in a doctrine, that commands us without distinction to love every one as we love ourselves, still more willingly

would she hasten

to the poor, if she

knew who He

is

that says:

" What
you do to the least of these my brethren, you have done
to me."
So poverty in the Christian world, has quite another position,
than that which it had in the pagan. Poverty gives virtue a
patent for nobility, love, vassals, and in the naked God-Man on
the cross, she beholds her oldest and most renowned Ancestor.
The poor themselves have at all times acknowledged this privilege througu the Redeemer, and have therefore been from one
century to another, the most affectionate and faithful children
of Christ and His holy Church.

CHAPTER

XIV.

In a shady part of the extensive garden, is a bower formed of
palm trees, and their projecting branches fall in graceful profusion over the arched roof, and mingle in pleasing con-

trast with the lighter green of the Acacia, and the blooming roses
of Psestum, which with their full buds insinuate themselves
through the dark foliage of the interior.

surrounded by a wilderness of beauties,
was Metella, reclining on a soft couch, and taking her morning
this lovely spot,

Close to the sofa, sat Lydia, reading to her mistress.

She held a portion of the Gospel of St. John in her hand. Although the early Christians carefully preserved the Gospels from
the heathens, still Bishop Quadratus allowed Metella to read all
At her feet, on the skirt of her robe,
their religious writings.
lay her little Maltese dog. It had its little brown paws stretched
out at a full length, on which it rested its tiny black nose, and
Sehna is seen approaching up the
settled itself snugly to sleep.
shady walk accompanied by a sweet looking boy. She carries
which are beautiia her hand a perforated silver fruit basket,
ful peaches arranged on fresh vine leaves, and surrounded with
blue and yellow figs, and Arabian dates. The boy carried a fine
towel of Pelusium linen on his arm, he held in his right hand a
tankard, and in the left, a massive golden cup. Behind Dura-

m

Thrax, bearing a muscle-shaped dish of rose colored Sardonyx, filled with clear ice. All were laid on the black
marble table; the slaves bowed themselves backwards with arms
crossed on the breast, and retired.
"
My Lucius is a good son," said Metella taking (he golden
cup in her hand. "He sent me this cup lately the present of
the Emperor Verus, and he begged me to use it daily until his
Also Pompcianus, whom I knew in Rome, and who
return.
now fights on the Danube with Lucius, guessed what would

nns stood

little

routine,
id

seen

plough
With tollKome pain, thine acrc furn-v through.
Thu mU'ringn mix with itute, and through the mind
Wail In cad accent*, like the moaning wind.
lu

,

tfr.nnl

i.

Death forc'd thy noble n|x>uo from tbce to part.
And In the dark tomb uleepa liin faithful heart.
IM.tcllu Mill thcm'st joy

Bloom

amldKt thy

gri.-r,

and to thy heart
Ahl may not that joy thoa>t iniined

May

to thy cheek,

Lucius' fac

'

.iitne.

Proud ornaments of

iii

relief:
tic

brief.

"iifht, for there

hrixht traite appear,

that afflicting blcr.

After Lydia had repeated them, she poured the red wine into
the cup, and dropped in a few crumbs of ice to give it an agreeable coolness.

Lydia related as an introduction to the paragraph, that she
to read that morning, that Jesus returned willingly to His
friend Lazarus, who lived at a short distance from Jerusalem.
Lazarus was at one time dangerously ill, and his afflicted sisters,
Martha and Mary sent a special message to Jesus, to obtain His

was

After this introduction
divine assistance for their sick brother.
she began to read the touching account of the raising of Lazarus,
and added that this resuscitation stood in close connection with
the imprisonment of our Lord.

This wonder, and the solemn reception of Jesus into Jerusalem, roused the envy of the High Priest, and the death of our
Redeemer was the result. But just as Lazarus was only a few
days in the grave, so our Lord was but part of three days in the
tomb, when by His own power He rose from the dead. So will
our souls be united to our bodies, never to be separated. The
hope of meeting again is a consolation to us, when standing by
the side of those graves that contain all we loved on earth.
While Metella interrupted her frequently with questions, she

He commenced with an agitated voice
grateful disciple.
to say, that the Proconsul in Athens had just received news from
the seat of war, and that the conquest of the barbarians was at

most

majestic

repast.

life'a

perceived that in front of the garden, coming towards her with
hasty steps, was a man of rank. As he approached, she recognized him as her old domestic friend Pausanias and her father's

SAD INTELLIGENCE.

In

limy hour* of

LaborioaH T>

she found that all her good works grew on no other soil than
that of her wealth, and because those riches were not her own
merits, but at the most, the mere possessions of her ancestors, it

appeared to her as though she had passed a useless life. She
therefore saw herself in effect poor in good deeds, and n feeling
of shame and sadness took possession of her. It appeared to her
that great souls must think little of her as she had nothing else
to offer for another life, but fleeting treasures.
Then she understood for the first time that there could be that man who would
look upon riches as an imperfection, and that the Qospel was
right in connecting perfection with a renunciation of temporal
goods. Even a Roman noble, Minutius Felix, expressed the same
sentiments.
Whence all at once would such an honor come to the

niilKt tin:

oftli:.

completed; which conquest was particularly attributed to
the bravery of the " Legio Fulminatrix," which many Greeks
had joined. The wonderful assistance of the Divinity was everywhere spoken of, without which, the whole army must have
last

succumbed

to the savage force of the barbarians.
Also news of
the accounts to
Lucius, who fought bravely was contained
the Proconsul.
He had scarcely said these words, when with
extraordinary haste, he drew forth a note, and laying it on the

m

little table,

"

News

took his immediate departure.
"
asked Metella and cast an anxious look

of my son?

upon Lydia.

" for
he fought bravely.
Probably joyful news," replied she,
dare
break
the
Pausanias departed so
note;
open
scarcely
quickly, what can it signify? I tremble! O withdraw to the
shady walk and pray to your God for me. In the meant imc I wih
occupy myself in a few minutes with my darling Lucius." Ly"

I

dia obeyed.

"The opening

of that

little

missive can give

me

unbounded joy or plunge me

into the deepest grief! There it lies
in prophetic silence, bearing in its simple folds, a secret to
me,
yet, the knowledge of which may for ever dash from
lips the
cup of joy It still says nothing, and yet contains what?

my

perhaps

more than I shall live to bear."
The longer she delayed opening the

missive, the greater became
her anxiety. Pausanias stood ever before her; his mien, his
confused look, his hasty departure, were all doubtful omens
She seemed incapable of thought, not even one to Him on hieM
to i^rant a gracious termination to her
melancholy fears,

darling son, what shall I know of thee
perate struggle, she broke the seal.

A considerable time

now?" and with one

<Ks

had passed, and Lydia heard no
sound,

L,

r

she began to look impatiently towards the arbor. She heard the
ig barking piteously as if he had been hurt.
Whining,
ami with sunken head and soft steps, the little animal ran along
:

the walk, and scarcely had he joined Lydia,
retrace his steps, drag his tail along the ground,
looked back to see if Lydia were following.

when he began

to

and now and then
Lydia concluded
that the dog's howling signified something, and she resolved to
return, though uncalled, and drawing aside the branches, looked
"
into the arbor, and uttering a cry of horror, exclaimed:
My
"
She entered, and called her again and again
dear, dear mistress!
bj name, but received no answer. She then raised her head
gently, but her eyes were still closed, and she held in her half
little missive.
Lydia now guessed all. The
deadly paleness of Metella's countenance told her the contents of
the letter. Lucius was slain
At this moment a feeling pervaded
her entire frame, to which she had hitherto been a stranger, since
her painful separation from her dear mother.

open hand, the

1

Placing Metella's head upon her arm, she took the napkin from
the table, poured on it a little wine, and with it chafed her lady's

The

sprang anxiously upon his mistress, and
dragging with his paws endeavored to arouse her. Lydia knew
that a cry for help would be useless at. this moment, she therefore remained supporting the head of the afflicted mother, awaiting the return of her senses.
The good slave continued long in this position, anxiously looking for a change. She pressed Metella's head to her heart with
tender affection, that she might once in her life have the happiness of being near her. At lust she observed her breathing
oftly, and her eyes gradually opened.
Metella cast a vacant look around, and knew nothing of the
past, but inquired if she had been dreaming.
Lydia answered
"
No, dear mistress, it is only a little weakness that will quickly
vanish." She then offered her the golden cup, and begged of
her to drink. The lady sipped a little, and looked inquiringly
temples.

little <iog

:

in Lydia s eyes.

"

My child,

pened

me

to

you?

rest a little

you are crying? Say, has anything hapAh! I feel as if I should cry with thee! O let
on thy arm!
"Has not some one been here with

I believe

'"

She asked, after a long pause; "Was there not a stranger
here, and 1 imagine he said something about Lucius? O yes I
remember now he said that all was well with him." Lydia
turned aside to conceal the bitter tears that flowed without

us?"

ceasing.

"

Child," said Metella,

"

why are you

silent?

Why do

you not

me to remember what is passing?
"Lucius fought bravely of course he fought bravely, or he
would have been an unworthy scion of a noble stem But there
is a something more.
Some one spoke of defeat. Lydia, why
are you silent? again this letter! Lydia, am I in my senses, or
help

1

''

does this letter speak of my son?
Lydia dares not trust herself with one look, but supporting her
dear mistress still on her arm, remains motionless. Metella again
seized the note, and with a fixed gaze reads on. "My child fallen?

The desolate widow without a son! The hope,
the joy of Her widowed life, to come no more! Is she then never
more to hear that voice again? that buoyant step that spoke the
gladness of the heart, that honest tongue, its truth speaking from
his flashing eye! that docile wdl bending always in obedience!
and does that loving filial heart beat now no more? Alas poor

few moments loud lamentations were
for Pausanias had informed the gatekeeper of the news he had brought. The letter that the dwarf
took from the arbor, passed from hand to hand, but no one
ventured to approach Metella, who had just been carried to her
leave the arbor.
iicanl

through the

In

a

villa,

apartment by her sympathizing slaves.
After the violent grief hud a little subsided, Lydia sought to
stammer out a word of consolation, but as often as she tried to
Metella saw that her affectionate
speak, her voice failed her.
servant wished to console her, and she discovered in the midst
of her sorrow, that her wish to be loved by Lydia as a dear
friend was more than fulfilled.
It was difficult for Lydia to utter a word; "dearest lady," said she, "your suffering is great,
but you do not bear it alone those who know the secrets of thy
noble soul suffer with thee, and share this pain with an intensity

you would scarcely credit." By her affectionate attention
she changed her mistress' pain into sorrow, and the tears began
to flow."

that

"My eyes," said

"

will become a dried-up spring."
she,
of comfort," a-dded the Christian slave, "makes
the eye clear again to soe the dear departed one. Between the
present and that moment, there' is only a little space, then the

"Till the

mother

God

what a treasure of comfort,
"
mistress, lies in this truth?
" Did I not believe
"
this," replied she,
grief would annihilate me
I am fully convinced of the immortality of the soul.
will be united to her child:

my dear

my

O, it is a melancholy Religion that places in the hand of a sorrowing mother, the shroud o* her son, and in it buries her
last consolation.
The belief of again seeing the lost one" and
"
suddenly starting up, she continued,
Lydia, Lydia, my dream!
perhaps Lucius was then dead."
" And at that time
" for he was
already happy," replied Lydia,
reclining near Christ, the Son of God, and that same Christ iliai
gave back to Martha her brother, who had been four days dead
can also heal thy wounds and give thee back thy son."
"I wished to go to Christ when I saw Him, but I was nol
Who win
able, you sought to help me, you were also too weak.
lead

"

me?

O

if I

never could approach

my

son,

how hard

how

dread

would it be! I should be the most miserable of mortals: I
should wander about lamenting through all parts of the heavens,
and the lower world. I should sob and call for the child of my
ful

heart, never tire calling for him, if even for an eternity
O,
son!"
dear child, do you lead me to
arm,' replied

"

my

"My

1

is
too weak, but grace, when it enlightens you, can
Lydia,
send you a strong angel from Heaven who will drive away all
hindrance, and lead you to the happiness of your son."
Up to this time, the Christian slave shared the sufferings of

her mistress, not like a servant, but like a faithful friend. For
without knowing it, she was no longer the servant, but the comforter of Metella.

Lucius slam?

Mother, thy only hope

is slain!

Thou

hast nothing

more

to love!

All, all is desolation here," placing her hand convulsively on her
beating heart. "The link that bound me to this fleeting world
I have nothing now to care for!" Melella was
is broken!

roused from her anguish by a voice outside the arbor weeping
like a child.
A little form sought to get a glimpse between the
foliage, it was the Thracian dwarf, the most faithful follower of
the fallen Lucius
Then came Ophne, and cast herlittle Thrax
self at the feet of her afflicted mistress, pressed her robe to her
face and sobbed aloud. Thrax hid himself behind her, and took

He appeared by his imploring countenhe might read it. Metella by a sight inclination
of the head gave assent, and he and Ophne were motioned to
i

he letter from the table.

ance to ask

if

CHAPTER XV.
DIONY8ITJ8 OF CORINTH.

METELLA was too well known in Athens, not to excite the
deepest sympathy amongst her friends, at the melancholy tidings
from the seat of war. Some of them started for the villa, to exAmongst
press in person the share they took in her afflictions.
was the venerable philosopher Athenagoras, whose condo
fell on the withered heart of the noble sufferer, like a mud
sunbeam. Although Athens, where she had her numerous friends
was not far distant, still she did not carry her sorrows vhere lor
in misfortune, the heart of man prefers solitude ana finds but
few friends to keep it company. Athens was the last place she
would wish to visit, as there were preparations making there, to
celebrate the conquest over the barbarians, and these would nave
opened her wounds anew.
Athenagoras promised to introduce her to a man, who was hon-

these
lence

/.

ored by the faithful of Greece, us a worker of miracles.
Corinth, and therefore was not very

in

fur

from the

He

>

lived

Villa.

Meiella accepted this intention with gratitude.

The Legends introduce to us two Kislmps of Greece, who bore
the name of Dionysius. The oldest is lie well known Dionysius,
the Areopagite, who through the address that St. Paul made A. D.
61, before the Areopagites, was converted to the Faith, and became his disciple. He was the first Bishop of Athens, and died
A. D. 117.
Centuries later, a church was built to his memory on
I

the Areopagus, but
The Dionysius of

it is

now

in ruins.

whom

Athcnagoras spoke, flourished in the
reign of Marcus Aurelius at Corinth, and distinguished himself
his great zeal and brilliant oratory.
He was not contented
to live solely for his church, but wrote several epistles to distant
congregations, the most renowned of which were those to the

by

Lacedemonians and the Athenians. Those to the churches of
Nicomedia, Gortyna, Amastris, Gnossus and Rome, letters full
of Apostolic zeal, wherein were frequently exposed the errors
and heresies of that century, are for the greater part no longer
Eusebius has only saved some remnants of them in his
extant.

Church History.

Dionysius encouraged the Athenians in his
epistles, to a firmer faith and to an evangelical life; he mentions
their former Bishop Publius, who was martyred, and his successor Quadratus, and of the latter he gave testimony, that he
had again lighted up the sinking faith of the Athenians. This
holy Bishop opposed those heresies which arose in the first and

second centuries, and was renowned for inquiring into every
particular of each sect that started up, from what writings their
founders drew them, and in what they consisted.
Some of his writings were wilfully misrepresented by his opponents, of which he complained: "I wrote some letters," said
he, "at the petition of my brothers, but they have been falsified
by the messengers of Satan, who found it their interest to make
additions and omissions. If they cannot pass unimportant
works without injuring them, it may not be much wondered at,
if from the same source the text of Holy Scripture becomes
hacked and maimed."
"With just this view, to fix the Faith and plant Hope in a soul
weighed down with grief, the saint found himself urged on to
suspend his widely spread activity for some days, and visit
Metella. Detached as he was from earth, this visit was to perform
no earthly duty. Nothing but an immortal soul found value in his
eyes, and little did it trouble him, whether he had to seek it in a
Let us follow the holy man,
palace, or in a wretched hovel.
bent with the burden of age and heavy duties, wending his way
slowly towards Theredron.
In his aged countenance shines forth a soul inflamed with
With' a magnetic power, he draws all to
the love of God.
Him, and gains the esteem and love of those with whom he

had been accustomed from her earliest
years, to -mix with those of the highest rank and deepest learning, she had never met one who had made so great an impression upon her, or who had inspired her with so much awe, as
this venerable man.
It appeared to her, as if a more than ordinary spirit was conas Metella

cealed within his breast.
She expressed her gratitude that her affliction was shared in
"
so sincerely from the side of the Christians.
My mind," said
" is in the same
wrecked condition as my body. It
she to him,
appears to me as if the God of the Christians, whom I saw in a

was drawing me up to His glory of streaming light.
But scarcely have I raised my thoughts to Him, when I seem

vision,

to behold the gods of Greece looking angrily at me, and that
Jupiter on that account, has allowed this lightning of misfor-

tune to strike me, for having forsaken him, and turned to the

God of the Christians.
"I totter like a child, who

is just

learning to walk,

first

leaning

to one side, and then to the other.

"

"Revered master, unloose
which it 1ms H<.
"
It would lie a vain lln.i.

and give my mind a rest,
Give me the trite faith.

this knot,

'

1

'!"'!

after

'

"

were
lie,
Faith comes from
the Faith.
is lie who fjiv.
to believe that.
God alone, and is the greatest gift He can bestow on mortals
if

a Christian

it.

some, He gives it in a greater degree, to others in a lesser.
Faith is a light that illuminates the spiritual darkness, yet in
each, it is but a weak lamp till lighted up in the great Luminary,
Jesus Christ Himself.

To

" For
some, the

oil is

scarcely sufficient for their

own

necessi-

to pass through the dark labyrinth of life; they can scarcely
BCD a few steps before them on their pilgrimage to the other
world, much less to light themselves with it into Ihe glory of

ties,

Heaven.

lamp

Should the fuel of

Apostles experienced
increase our faith

this

heavenly light

we must

threaten to entinguish,

this, as

they

fail,

and the

not lose courage, even the

once expressed

it:

'Lord

'
I

"Concerning the question of whether misfortune comes from
God of the Christians, or from the highest god of the heath-

the

Suppose that Jupiter sends the misfortune is it not incomprehensible why he does not punish all the Hellenes that do
not believe in him, in so much that many of the learned have
forsaken the religion of their forefathers? But above all, Jupiter would have to punish the Christians, who intend to annihilIf your misfortune be sent you by the
ate his altars and temple.
ens.

God

"How! Does
of the Christians, it Is easily explained."
is called the source of all good, send misfor-

your God then who
tune and affliction

to

them?

"

"

and cuts

off

its

withered

asked the heathen.

"God

is

a

who

lays the knife to the vine,
branches, that it may bring forth

vine-dresser," said Dionysius,

stronger fruit.
feel the wounds he inflicts tis true, and they press out
most bitter tears, like the drop that falls from the pruned vine.

"We

'

But we must bear in mind, that this Vine-dresser cuts
only, which is hurtful and unfruitful.

off that

" If
you will raise the veil of your conscience, you will discover that the divine love has seen also something in you that
must be pruned, to make you truly fruitful."
" What do
you mean, revered master?"
"
Perhaps it was the love of the world, or the love of riches,
or the love of the creature, that held thee enchained, so that the
thought of eternity was stupified by that of time.
Perhaps,
since this trial has happened to you, that you think much oftener
on the God of Heaven, on your last end, and on your son, who
has found peace by the side of his God."
" O how
truly have you spoken! Does then the Divinity send
sorrow to lead us to truth and happiness? That is an act worthy
of the highest Being.
" But Plato did not
suppose that, when he said that the human
I right,
mind stands still, when it reflects on wickedness.

Am

converses.

As much

It 1 .1

And yet there can be but one true God either the God of
the Christians or the god of the heathens. For the truth has
this peculiarity that no second truth stands near it.

Dionysius, to believe that the
"
loves me more than ever?
" Without doubt, Metella

Divinity in thus afflicting me,

whom God

punishes,

He

also

loves."

"O, how willingly would I bear each punishment, were I
certain that the Divinity would thereby lead me to the happy
plains!

"

But do you believe, revered master, that God sees through
the immeasurable extent of my anguish? No language on earth
is capable of expressing the misery of a mother's sorrow, at the
loss of her only child."
Dionysius now drew forth a scroll, upon which he had writsome words, with the intention of giving them to the afflicted
matron.
They were taken from the Gospel of St. Luke, and were on
the touching sympathy our Lord expressed towards an afflicted

ten

widow. He read aloud:
" As Jesus came
nigh to the gates of the city of Nairn, behold
a dead man was carried out, the only son of his mother; ana
she was a widow: and a great multitude of the city was with
her.
Whom when the Lord had seen, being moved with mercy
towards her, he said to her:
Weep not and He came near and
'

'

'

30

/,

1)1 A.

)

bier.
And they that carried it stood still, anil He
Youiig man, I say unto thee arise,' and he that was
dead, sat up, and began to speak. And He gave him to his
mother."
" who felt
" That same
Lord," said Dionysius,
pity for the af-

touched the
'

said:

Nairn, feels also for thee, and the

widow of

flicted

come, in which He will say to thee:
restore to thee thy beloved son.
Metella felt herself gaining

wonderful event

me

:

new

and with the

'

Weep

not,'

moment

will

and He

will

strength, as she heard of this

saint's explanation.

that Athenagoras did; he
should yet be united to the blessed in Heaven."

same hope

also the

"

Certainly, if you fulfil
the crown of happiness."

the conditions on which

"You

give

God

grants

'

in a cooling spring.
There is something dignified
on the things we have read, that we may come
nearer and nearer to the truth. But virtue leads you higher
than wisdom. Worldly wisdom is a deep sea, many draw from

knowledge as
in reflecting

the pearl of truth, but many, death."
" But what virtues do
you recommend to

me

in particular, in

secure for myself the happinsss of Heaven? "
" sent
"
a letter once to our Church in
holy pope," said he,
which
still
on Sundays. It commences thus:
we
read
Corinth,
The all-wise Creator of the world knows the multitude and

order that I

may

A

'

beauty of the Heavenly enjoyments. Let us strive to be found
amongst the number of those who wait to partake of His promised gifts.

How

shall

we

attain thereto?

If

we

in the faith

on God, if we reflect upon what is pleasing and agreeable to God, that we may accomplish His holy will. Let us
walk in the path of truth, and cast aside all injustice, covetoushold

fast

wickedness,

ness, discord,

lust,

loquacity, hatred, arrogance,

pride, vain-glory, and self -sufficiency.'*
Metella listened with profound attention,

man

rising to depart, she promised
the virtues he had just dictated.

him

derision had a paralysing effect on Metella's soul, and she longed
for nothing so much as death, and then she knew not whether
she should die as a Christian or as a heathen. So far, doubt

had brought her
finds

it

not,

to practice zealously all

it

has no

natural desire for truth, and as
long as

rest,

and

feels

only melancholy and a

The mind of man strives after truth as his
death-like anxiety.
heart does after love; but when a doubt is in the case, two elements mingle together, error and truth, which form such a
miserable state in the mind, that it can only be compared to the
chaotic mixture of earth and water.
Metella's corporal strength

sunk under such sufferings. She scarcely touched food, and
medical aid was resorted to in vain. She wasted away, and was
no longer able to leave her apartment without the assistance of
her attendants.
"I feel'it," said she one day, " that surly Charon is pushing
off his bark and waits for me at the sea of Acheron.
Do not

The light
forget to put the Obolus (penny) under my tongue.
of my eyes, the flash of which has made hundreds of slaves
tremble, will soon be extinguished. Existence here below has
no charm for me. Sorrow has one advantage, it frees us from
the fear of death."

In this state she had but one wish left to see Dionysius. He
had an intense desire to see Metella converted before he died,
and he was convinced that she would be a pattern for the Chrisalso

and therefore, he petitioned God to spare her
for the honor of His Son, and to grant to the much-tried
one her health, as well as a believing heart. On his way to

tians of Greece;
life,

Eleusis, he continued his fervent prayer
of Metella's Villa absorbed in meditation.

and ascended the steps

On

entering her apart

found her lying on a sofa apparently at the point of
death, and the slaves sobbing round theirdying mistress. Theirs
was not the grief of hirelings, for she had lately won their ten-

ment

lie

derest love.

and on the venerable

to the brink of despair.

The human mind has a
it

anxiously occupied about Him. Whoever is acquainted with
the one sister, will most certainly be introduced to the other.
Form a friendship with Christian virtue, and that virtue will
soon lead you to faith. Will you know if my doctrine is from God
said Christ, so observe it." It is something beautiful to occupy
one's self with study, and to refresh one's self in the treasures of

it

listening to a single Grecian declaimer, became
so insane, that they spoke ever after in the spirit of Sophocles,
and even in the streets, talked only in Iambic measure. Such

Aldum, who, by

suid that I

Faith and virtue unite themselves to our Lord, like the two
sisters, Martha and Mary, while OUR sits at His feet, the other is

'

would pull down again, and particularly the intellectual Lucian,
just returned from Egypt, did not fail to set up Christianity to
He compared the Christians with the inhabitants of
ridicule.

Amongst them stood Lydia, a monument of

silent

resignation.

one could discover whether Metella was in a swoon or
She lay there like a fallen oak, that once stood proudly
on the hill, till the storms came and laid it low.
Dionysius wept as he beheld this fading hope of the Church.
Casting himself on his knees, he continued long in prayer, and
At last he rose as if lie had reall the slaves knelt with him.
He raised his eyes to Heaven
ceived a command from above.
and passed his aged hands noiselessly over the sick bed. The
bystanders felt a holy awe, as they saw the trembling hands and
He then uttered aloud
In
uplifted eyes of the saintly man.

No

sleep.

Report soon circulated amongst her friends and acquaintances,
was about to adopt a religion which was nothing short
of folly.
They used their utmost endeavors to dissuade her
from such a step. Her ancient nobility, her dazzling wealth,
the fame of her learning, the displeasure of the Emperor all
these, they said, should deter her from becoming a Christian.
She was placed in the most agonizing position. Doubts
gnawed again upon the freshness of the soul, and it appeared
to her as though she must sink under the combat that was
that she

passing within.

of our Lord Jesus Christ." At these words Metella s
and a delicate blush suffused her cheeks. She sat
opened
eyes
"
Oh, I have
up, seized the hand of the Bishop and kissed it.

the

name

much to say to you, my venerable friend before I pass away
Faith in the Divinity of Jesus Christ is the broad chasm over
which I can find no bridge. Human wisdom has its limits.
She can imagine the Divinity, but cannot prove it, because she
!

CHAPTER

XVI.

THE CONVERSION.
passed, since the Greek matron had received the
melancholy intelligence of her son's death. Harvest and Winter
had come and gone, and she was still at her Villa. Pale and re-

duced to a shadow, she wandered through her costly apartments
clad in deep mourning.
Nothing could charm her now. She
often sat in the court-yard for hours, gazing
listlessly on the
of the fountain, or wandered by moonlight
seeking con<m in the soothing and melancholy strains of the nightinirilc.
Dionysius endeavored to raise her depressed spirits by
-

but his pious sister Chrysophoru, as he called Metella,
noi be comforted.
What he built up, Metella's friends
Pope Clement

in tan letter to the Corinthians, Chap.

human. Oh Dionysius! who will cast this bridge across, if
God Himself will not in a wonderful manner let me know Hun.
Yes, show me the Divine power of miracles of which you have

is
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so often spoken, and I will believe
yet believed."

believe as no heart has ever

Dionysius replied with a heavenly calm,

" God has
just given

you a proof."
Metella looked round, and could not describe how she felt.
All present were trembling, for they saw the wonderful effect of

God's power with their own eyes.
She gazed around as if about to ask how she was cured; the
"Not tiy
saintly man quickly answered her inquiring look.
human, but by Divine aid you have been restored tci health.''
Metella now perceived for the first time, that she had risen as if

LTD 1 A
fromthe crave, andthat a new life had diffused itself through
her entire frame
She arose and walked wil.lioiit any asistance
The astonishment of al tin-sent was a pledge to her thut she
did not dream.
She confessed that her lost strength had been
restored to her in the

name

of the

and she

l>

He

His own promises, and that whatsoever is asked
of the Eternal Father in His name shall be granted.
"From this moment I believe!" exclaimed Metella; "yes. I
believe that Christ is more than man, and I wiii preserve this belief to the end of my days."
Diouysius made the sign of the cross
upon her forehead, she knelt down, and that once proud head
bent humbly, and petitioned to be numbered amongst the tollowfulfils

and to receive baptism. It was the custom in
the Church from the very commencement, that those who wished
to receive baptism, were obliged beforehand, as Tertullmn says:
ers of Jesus Christ,

to prepare themselves by diligent prayer, lusting nightly watchand the confessing of their sins.* Dionysius decided that
the Neophyte should be formally received into the Church on the
ing,

coming Easter eve, and ordered her to prepare lor the solemn
occasion by religious practices.
Every day enriched her in
works of perfection clearer and clearer rose the heavenly truth
out of the chaos of her former

ideas.

God

created the world

and man through love, and through that same love, He sent His
only begotten Son for man's redemption. To allow God to love
us, and to love Him in return, form the Heavenly bond on earth,
which we call Religion. Love is all the issue, means and aim
of

all things.

A few days before Easter, Metella assembled her entire household of slaves, and presented them with their freedom; that treasure so much prized by man, and after which many of them had
sighed for years, but never had hope of obtaining it in this life.
Many

of Metella's inferiors had already enjoyed these first fruits
Some returned to
soil of a believing mind.

tin-

place of

It is

iin-

'Iti'li,

Die

1.

coiiiiii'iiiliiii

A

I

before the grace of

God brought you

foolish creature shining like a

house?
gods, and worshipped by

many

fools.

srilded

Indeed

I

into

my

statue of the

resembled that

Temple of Jupiter at Athens. From without, it appears to be composed of nothing but gold and ivory,
and before which each one stands in astonishment and awe, but
bend yourself and look into the interior, and what do you there
behold? Nothing but wooden rafters, nuts, wedges and clumps,
a quant .ly of such stuff, not to say anything
pitch and clay, and
of the rats and mice that take up their abode in the vacuum.
Such was I, my very dear child, in the hidden depths of my soul.
If I am otherwise now, the merit is thine." She broke off the
discourse, and hastened to her apartment, deeply affected with
grat itude and sorrow.

colossal statue in the

TcrtuUton on Baptism Chapter

iz.

the.

'

Chiirr-h.

to be present nt

:

"

Knerlers," as they
knelt for a time after the sermon, toree-ivi- the prayers and bless"
Klcct." The
;led he
ing of the Bishop. The, third c:I.;
Hie
after
church
till
the
Credo, when
in
last mentioned remained
"
Go, the mass commences,"" IM
at the command of the I), aeon.
-1

tin:

I

missa est" they are obliged to leave.
The spring approached, that time of grace in which the Church
The resurrection of the
celebrates the greatest of her festivals.
Son of God coincides with the resuscitation of dead nature, and
the conquest of the heavenly Paradise by the second Adam, is
yearly announced by joyful verdant May, which animates again
This rejoicing
the mountain valley, thicket, brake and forest.
of nature strikes in each breast the responding chord, but where
so vividly and melodiously entoned as where it thaws the
covering of self, and when a new life of grace begins to bloom
over benumbed egotism, when the angels unite themselves as
guides, and begin to announce to the awakening soul their songs
is it

ice

of the heavenly spheres.

These days, previous to receiving the sacrament of Baptism,
Metella
It

summoned

all

her servants to attend.

was an ancient custom

that

on the

feast

of Saturn in De-

cember, and on the first day of the month ot August the slaves
were served at table by their masters
Since the death of
It
Metellus, this feast had not been celebrated in Theredron.
was now going to be solemnized in a more touching manner.
Our Divine Lord, King of Heaven and earth, had a short time
before Easter, prepared a feast for His disciples, and showed
himself as the servant of

"What was

nf

the second cla: --.

them.

Concealing the indescribable agony that this separation was
causing her, Metella, although it appeared t o her to lie the great
est she could offer, was still willing to lay this sacrifice on the
altar of her God.
Placing her hand on Lydia's shoulder, she
''Do not let us think of anything sorrowful during these
said
days of peace. I never supposed that so many ties of gratitude
and friendship could ever bind me to a single mortal.

vvh'

centiin

they had only permission

Those of

longed for homes and to their families, but the greater
number having no homes, offered their services anew for the
same wages as before. As soon as Lydia heard of this gracious
act. she was not a moment in doubt as to what she would do.
iShe had already been many years in slavery, and had saved as
much of her wages as would have purchased her freedom. With
this money she now intended to seek after her mother in distant
Rome. Then she resolved, that if her money were insufficient, to
offer herself as a substitute for her mother, thereby to release
her, and secure to her a quiet evening of life.
Metella asked her one day what her views were for the future,
and she answered with an embarrassed air: "It will cost me
much to leave my present home, but the duty I owe my mother,
requires this sacrifice, and therefore I am resolved on journeying to Rome."

first

three

springing from the
their

[t the nun

As she had been l->r some time ran'
the catechumen*, si- fullr

received into the

In

This is the signification of a miracle:
praise and glorify Him.
that it is performed in the naine or Jesus Christ, a proof to man
that

.

all.

In commemoration of

He washed their feet and

waited on

Metella ordered her servants to
sit at table, took, according to the custom of a server, a towel,
The feast at an end,
girt herself therewith and waited on them.
she begged pardon of all in general, and each one in particular
this,

whom

she had offended through her natural hastiness of temper,
and she practiced thereby one of the most beautiful virtues:
these acts of humility being most painful to nature, are therefore
It is a noble act to acknowledge our faults,
the most meritorious.
and for a noble action, no one is too noble.
We will now accompany our Neophyte to the threshold of the
church at Corinth. There she stands like the lowliest among
the petitioners, asking to be received into the communion of the
Church. The Bishop reminded the supplicants of the perse,

them on earth, and of the triumph that
awaited them in Heaven. He then stepped forward, as in former
times Baptisms were only administered by the Bishop, and
laid his hand on the head of each, as Ananias did once on
the blind Saul, and signed each one on the forehead with the
cution that awaited

As the faithful pronounced the words
which a noble Neophyte once said to Philip, " I believe that
Jesus Christ is the Son of God." They then abjured the devil,
after which they were exorcised and reminded of the words:
sign of Redemption.

" Heal the

sick, raise the dead, cleanse the Lepers, cast out dev-

While repeating the Credo, the Catechumens entered the
church, where they were anointed with oil. and they then proceeded to the Baptistery, which in ancient times was very capaEach one was taken sepcious and amply provided with water.
arately by a deacon or deaconess and immersed three times: So
ils."

the expression "Bath of Regeneration" signified in the actual
sense of the word, a bath of water. This immersion required fresh
it was then the newly baptised received the white
robe, the figure of a spotless soul, and which garment they wore
till the eighth day after Easter, which is called, "Dominica in

garments, and

Albis," or the Sunday in white.
Metella was instructed in each particular ceremony, until her re
generation was perfected in water and the Holy Spirit.
new covenant into which she had just entered, must now be sealed
!

/.

that

)

I) 1

most dignified of

nil mysteries, the Holy Eucharist.
of Christ," said Dionysius. ami he
placed the Blessed
Eucharist in her hand. He then took the golden chalice and

by

"The body

with the words:

" The
chalice, or cup of Life"

and Metella deemed herself truly

blest to drink of the blood of

held

it

to her lips

This heavenly beverage brought her into a new
What deaffinity, the blood of the Messias flowed in her veins.
light sparkled in her eyes, and what joy diffused itself over her
countenance! Her past sufferings and her agonizing doubts
were at an end! How rich did not the Faith render her! What
life with its sorrowful events had taken, grace had indemnified
in rich measure and flowing over.
Death deprived her of a husband, and grace bestowed upon her in the Redeemer a heavenly
Bridegroom. Death tore from her a dear son, the only hope of
her future life, grace opened to her the prospect of being united
with him again.
The prayer of the venerable and saintly Dionysius was heard,
the Redeemer.

and the precious soul was,

after great wandering, brought into
the one true fold. The joy that beamed on his aged countenance
expressed the feelings of his heart. He raised his hands on high

and invoked a blessing on Metella, and on the humble Lydia,
whose virtuous example urged her to seek after, and find the
Way, the Truth and the Life.

CHAPTER

XVII.

MARCUS AUHELIUS' CONQUEST OF THE MARCOMANNI.

A

.

Aurelius was most intent on preserving the old religion and
encouraging learning. If he were in anything blameworthy, it
was in his great indulgence to his son Commodus, as also towards his wife Faustina, and the absolute authority which he al-

lowed his officials in the provinces, to exercise. Neither can lie
be exonerated from cruelty during the war with the Marcomanni, some of his officers with their men stood once before him
and informed him, that they had killed three thousand of the
enemy, and had taken great booty, but as they had received no
commands for this, the Emperor ordered them to be crucified for
having broken through military discipline. There arose amongst
the soldiers loud clamors of displeasure, but the Emperor
:<
Well then
sprang into the midst of them unarmed, and cried
me
to
death,
and
add
a
new
crime
to
the
one already
put
committed." He also ordered many thousands in Seleucia to be
executed during the Parthian war. His reign was a most unquiet

The Catti, the Marcomanni, the Scythians, and other
one.
people were constant disturbers, and in addition several cities in
his dominions were desolated either by earthquakes, plagues, or
famine. The heathen priests sought in every possible way to appease the anger of the gods, but without effect, and at last, they
threw all the blame upon the Christians, who were consequently

up to the public persecutions.
Amonst the wars which Marcus Aurelius had conducted, the
one against the Marcomanni and Quadi was the most stubborn.
No battle that was ever fought since the foundation of Rome,
was so remarkable as that over the Marcomanni. The following
delivered

a short account of it, and is taken chiefly from Dio Cassius.
In the year A.D. 174, Marcus Aurelius, with his soldiers found
himself in the heart of Germany. The barbarians pressed his
army into a deep valley, that was surrounded on all sides by
is

WHILE
had

till

Metella was enjoying this peace of soul, to which she
then been a stranger, the troops returned from the dis-

and were received amidst the rejoicings of the
a magnificent triumphal procession was prepared for the Emperor, and in all the other cities of his vast
dominions, the conquest was celebrated with public feasts, proAthens
cessions, sacrifices of thanksgivings and bull-fights.
also opened its numerous temples, and offered sacrifice.
Public
games and festivities continued for several weeks, without intermission.
The Athenians even thought of introducing the combats of Gladiators, but old Lucian said to them contemptuously,
" Don't resolve on this till at least the altar of commiseration be
done away with among you." *
Before we relate anything of this memorable conquest, which
the Romans gained over the Germans, and which was much
more a conquest of Faith than of arms, let us introduce a few
remarks on the character of the Emperor. At an early age Martant campaign,

people.

In

Rome

quarries and steep rocks, having completely hemmed them in,
they ascended the heights and looked down upon them with sav-

age exultation. The courage of the Romans sunk still deeper,
as the dreadful effects of the climate added to their distress.

They had already been for five days without water, so that they
were almost consumed by a burning thirst. In this extreme distress, the

the

commander-in-chief of the Prffitorian Cohort sought
said to him: "Csesar, a portion of our troops

Emperor and

the Melitani Legion, consists of Christians, to them nothing is
"Let them pray," said the Emperor, and in an inimpossible."
stant the Christian soldiers to a man fell upon their knees. They

conjured the true God to let His name be known and glorified
Their prayer was scarcely ended, when dark
in that hour.
clouds collected, the thunder rolled in the distance, and peals

cus Aurelius distinguished himself by the qualities of his mind
He was but a boy of eight years, when he was reand heart.

re-echoed against the rocky walls of their mountain valley
The lightning, in vivid flashes accompanied by a heavy hail

ceived into a particular confraternity of priests, in whose society
He always declared
he received his first religious impressions.

himself to

storm struck the rocks where the barbarians were posted. The
flashes were so terrific, and followed each other in such rapid
succession, that in a few minutes the enemy fell into disorder.

he

But

bean advocate for public worship, and on that account
sometimes compared with the pious Xuma Pompilius.
Once weeping over the death of one of his teachers, to the astonishment of those present, and of which some of the youths complained, the

upon the parched Romans,
held out their helmets to receive it, and drank in copious draughts of the refreshment sent them from heaven. Dio
Cassius, a heathen writer, has assured us that fire and water

replied,

descended from Heaven at the same time.

is

Emperor Antoninus, his adopted father, beautifully
"Allow him to be human, neither philosophy nor imperial dignity ought to deprive him of feeling.
In the second year of Antoninus' reign, he married him to his
daughter Faustina, and took him shortly after into the consulMarcus was but only 20 years old, when the Emperor beship.
stowed upon him the honor of the Tribuueship, and even the
Regency, which though not publicly proclaimed, still was actually
His affection for the Emperor was so ardent, that he never
so.
once left him, during the twenty-five years which elapsed from
his adoption to his death.
He was forty years old when he beHe was an Emperor
gan first to wield the Roman Sceptre.
favorable to philosophy, and thought with Plato, that those people
were happy whose philosophers were kings or whose kings were
philosophers.
According to the wish of the new Emperor, the
Roman Senate took his adopted brother Lucius Verus as colk-airiio, but he troubled himself more about his eating and drinking, than the
Lurtiw, D.

happiness of the people.

N

57.

in the valley, a soft rain fell

who

Our army, said he,
refreshed, the other was consumed; for the water that feL
upon the Romans in refreshing showers, fell upon the barbarwas

Although inundated, they
ians with the fire, like boiling oil.
cried loudly for water, and at every attempt made to extinIn their despair
guish the fire they received great injuries.
the midst of the Romans, where
they cast themselves into
alone the water was drinkable, and the Emperor exercised the
towards them."
greatest clemency

In memory of this battle, Marcus was proclaimed Emperor for
the seventh time. He issued commands, that the Melitani Letime forward the "Legio Fulgion should be called from that
"
minatrix" or
Thundering Legion, "and not contented with this,
he imparted the wonderful event to the Senate, and published an
edict whereby he put a stop to the Persecution of the Christians.

The
tant,

which lasted but a short time, is still extitle of the then Lord of the worM.
Marcus Aurcliua, Antoninus, Augustus Par-

edict, the force of

and

it

gives us the

Imperator Cresar,

L T
thicus, Gerraanicua, Sarmaticus, Pontifei

Jf

Maximus, Tribunitine

remarkable battle, the Roman Senate had
a colossal pillar erected, on which the event was depicted in basrelief.
On the top was Jupiter with a long beard and extended
arms, bearing the thunderbolt in his hands. A little lower down
were the two armies, one in disorder, the other pressing forward
;v

memorial of

this

preserved to the present day, and
It stands on the Piof the greatest ornaments of Rome.
Colonna, in the northern part of the city, and consists of

sword
it one

A

.

ways (in Oompitis). Metella and
wen- luiulin;.' at a
from Klm-i
returned
just
Lydia,
and on
window, ami looking down upon the altars of offerings
Before the portico of tin- hou:-.c, u ;r
the pagan processions.
vant is seen arranging luggage for a journey; on the opposite
side of the olive groves, in the distant harbor, flutter the pencause

was held

it

The

in hand.

pillar is

azza
28 blocks of marble, which extend to a height of 136 feet. It
was restored in the time of Sixtus V., and a statue of St. Paul
substituted for that of Jupiter. Peacs being concluded with the
people of the Danube, the attention of the Emperor was drawn
to the province of Syria, where the General Avidius Cassius
usurped the imperial puiple. He set out immediately for the
East, but Cassius

had already been murdered by

his soldiers.

He

pacified the provinces, and hastened back through Greece towards
Rome, there to celebrate a glorious triumph. In the midst of such

a

variety of affairs, and during the most fatiguing journeys he
wrote " Meditations on Self," in twelve books, which was a rich
treasure, containing the moral maxims of life, and which won
him the renown of being the most famous of the sages of antiqIn the first book, he related how he learned to conquer
uity.
bis passions, and particularly anger, from his parents, friends
nd teachers, and how he labored to attain each virtue. He kept
in view, in a most attractive manner, temperance and the reigning virtues of Antoninus Pius, whose adopted son he was. He
then offers a rich collection of the most beautiful moral instruction, such as never emanated from the pen of a heathen.
Virtue,
aid he, constitutes the fame, the perfection and the happiness
of a nation. Nothing is more dignified than the divinity dwelling within us. As soon as nature has become master of the passions, and knows all that could excite them, she has, according
to the words of Socrates, torn herself from that which chains her
to sensuality, and charmed, she submits herself to the gods, and
has for mankind a tender solicitude. He defines as the original
destiny of the soul, knowledge and lore of God, to have but one
will with God through resignation and a constant practice of virMan must do what is his to do, just as the fig-tree or the
tue.
A virtuous
bees perform that for which they were destined.
man never troubles himself about what people say of him, think
of him, or do against him, but he is contented when his actions
are upright, and accomplishes with love what his vocation requires of him. Free from all excitement he has no other will
" I will act
than the law of God. "What a falsehood it is to
say,

openly 1" What do you mean by that
read in your eyes what rests in your

my

friend?

One must

soul, just as the lover
is passing in her heart.

reads in the eyes of the bride what
hypocritical openness or candor is a concealed

A

dagger.

One

man and yet be unknown to all. Never lose sight
Make
of this principle, the happiness of life consists in a little.
use of the short time you have. Yet a little while and the time

can be a pious

is given you to do good, will have passed away.
Perform
each action as if you were to die at the same moment. It sits
badly on a wise man to express a talkative contempt for death.
Th igh the entire collection of his moral maxims, Marcus
Aureh*- showed that he was far nearer to Christianity than he

that

1

himself imagined.

Rome in search of her
"Good child." said

DEPARTURE.

IN the first days of May, a season in which the southern clime
pours forth its blessings, the Greeks begin, according to the ancient heathen custom, to prepare for their processions in honor
of their gods on all the cross-ways, to petition for a plentiful
harvest.

was to be found, either in the cross-streets
there the people assembled in holiday attire, to
Thi feast was called the Compitnlien, betheir offerings.

Wherever a

mak

statue

fields,

Metella,

"I was

lately at the

cemetery

of Kerameikos visiting my
grave, and my thoughts
turned on the change and trials of my eventful life. I reflected
on the melancholy hours that the future promised me and could

have wished to lame the wings of time, to postpone this our
While thus thinking and wishing
separation for a little longer.
my eyes fell upon the trunk of a pine-tree, on the bark 01 which

something inscribed. On a closer inspection I disto be the initials of my beloved son's name,
and from each letter the gum of the tree fell down in golden
tears.
This made me feel your departure doubly heavy.
Every one whom I prize leaves me: father, husband, son and
I perceived

covered

friend,

it

and

I

hope

also to depart soon,

and then

at last I shall

But one thought comforts me, that perhaps a great joy awaits you, when you again meet your mother.
O tell her that I was often very unkind to you, that I often
But you must
grieved you and not seldom treated you badly.
not refuse me two requests, they are the most earnest I have
ever made. The first is, that you accept the means for your
of your sojourn in
journey. The distance is great, and the time
find a resting place.

Rome very uncertain. I have placed amongst your effects a sum
of money, sufficient, not only for yourself, but to purchase your
mother's freedom, which when you have purchased, then my beloved child and this is my second petition return with her to
with me." "

I know,"
Athens, and you shall spend happy days
continued Metella, "that you have a longing to return to your
native land, but for a widow who has much sorrow, Christian
friendship will not hesitate to deny itself a satisfaction in the

cause of charity."
Lydia took the hands of her mistress reverently within her
own, and lifting her eyes to Heaven, sobbed forth: "May God
bless you according to the goodness of your noble heart NothI

owe

beloved mother, could sanction
this separation, and nothing but death, dear mistress, shall prevent our return." At this moment Duranus struck the hour,
and Metella and Lydia retired to the oratory to pass the last moing but the duty I

to

my

ment together in prayer.
In the Lararium the lamp burned,

as in former years, but the

protecting house gods had disappeared, and their place was occupied by the true and living God, Jesus Christ, under the speAn emblematic picture concealed the tabernacle,
cies of bread.

wherein reposed the treasure of the faithful, for it was allowed
to the early Christians, to keep in their own homes the Heavenly
Manna, particularly in troubled times, and to commune themMetella advanced reverentially towards the tabernacle,
selves.

and drew

aside the curtain that concealed the Holy
the tabernacle shone a silver dove, whose
wings were raised as if in flight, and the breast was richly set
with sparkling diamonds. Within this, was the Holy Eucharist,

opened

it,

From

of Holies.

little
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mother.
father's

and near

LTDIA'fl

:

,

nant and flags of a large merchant vessel, which is preparing to
to
set sail in the evening, and is the one destined to carry Lydia

it

of the case

or in the

in the cross

who had

PotestatU.

\s

1

was lying a reliquary and chain of
was set with one magnificent large

reliquary," said Metella,

Bacred Bread.

May

our God

gold, the centre
pearl.

" In

this

" I have
enclosed a portion of the
accompany you on the waves, and
"

At these words,
she placed the chain round Lydia's neck and concealed the case
in the bosom of her dress.
protect

you from the

scoffs of the heathens 1

Lydia observed the pearl, and drawing forth the reliquary
" It is a
it and said to her mistress;
thought full
of meaning, that you to the gold which encloses the great pearl
of divine love, have added on the exterior, a pearl, as a type of
again, kissed

the interior.

your

may

jewels,

But dearest mistress, it is the most costly of all
and perhaps a remembrance from your ancestors,
"

I return it?

LTD I A.
" in
Rome, if the price of thy moreplied Metella,
so
will
not
be
ther's
great as I expect, but thou hast
merited infinitely more, as you have led me to that field in which

"Do so,"

freedom

part of Greece, and is appropriated to the support of the silkworm. The}' then struck out on the high sens in the direction

loos-

of the distantly situated Malta.
During the last months, tlie crowd uf circumstances in Lydia's
life had so oppressed her, that she was glad to be aione and un-

bosom the seeds of faith. I
was a cast oft piece of rough marble, in which a noble image
slumbered, but which could only be brought to light by a good

observed, that she might recall to her mind the events that had
She would sit for hours on
so quickly followed in succession.
the deck, apparently watching the foaming waters, but her

Dearest child, thou art that chisel, never to be forgotartist that guided it is the Creator of the world, who

far distant, and busily occupied taking a retrospectview of the chequered scenes of her own eventful life. IIow
much richer was she now in experience, after having passed
through such a school of affliction At the time she was captive
Now experiin Smyrna every pulse throbbed for martyrdom.
ence taught her, that than; was a still greater martyrdom than

I discovered the great pearl of our holy Faith.

"
way," continued she sighing,
ened the soil, and placed within

chisel.

till

I

was

ax a beaten

your prayers and tears

its

The

ten.

formed the body of Eve, and placed it at the head of the creation.
Blow after blow fell upon thee, thou patient instrument, and
upon me the hard unformed stuff. Still the longer our martyr-

dom lasts,

the nearer

is finished,

we

are to

therefore the chisel

its

is

completion.

Now

work

the

to be put back to enjoy

its

well

merited rest."
After a most affectionate embrace, and with heart-felt thanks,
Lydia tore herself from the arms of her benefactress. She departed from Athens after having passed in it ten eventful years.
Metella ascended the pergula to have a last look at the dear

The sun sinking in the west, cast a rich glow on the
distant Piraus; a soft evening breeze rose, and gently swelled
the sails of the vessel.
traveler.

Lydia was accompanied to the harbor by several of the domesof whom loved her tenderly; and close to her side, was

tics, all

the faithful Ophne, whose loquacity never ceased, till they
reached the harbor, nor would it then, had not the noise and
confusion attracted her attention. The sailors were putting all
in order, some were hauling in the ropes and unfurling suffi-

while one with more authority than the rest, calls
who have the care of stowing in the luggage, to
keep a sharp look out for goods still left on the landing place.
A tight little fellow, although one of the crew, slips from the
labor and confusion to a distant part of the ship to hold converse
with a friend on the opposite side of the water, which seemed no
cient

sail,

those to order

easy task, as their questions and answers were almost drowned
by the noisy waves and the freshening breeze. The hour for departure at length arrives, and the sailors are bustling to and fro,
shouting with all their might, to tighten up and clear decks.
The farewells were of a varied description. A mother could be
seen parting with her only son, and in floods of tears, invoking
for him the protection of the gods.
Husbands taking leave of

and families, to seek in foreign land a support for
them, which was denied at home. Men were amongst the number, who by their countenances clearly showed, that loss and
their wives

sum
for when the

gain were the

total of their

alone,

heart

is

existence here.

They were

absorbed in the goods of this

life, it

closes itself against the tender ties of family and friends.
Wealth
is their god, and sacrifice is made to the
deity of their sordid

minds.

The

principal passengers consisted of rich merchants, trading

between Greece, Rome and Italy. Jews also, with their merchandize and invalid Greeks, who then, as now, sought the restoration of their health in the balmy climate of Malta.
L3 dia joined
herself to some Christian families who were bound for Rome.
The decks being cleared, the trumpet blew the signal for departure, and Lydia waved a last adieu to her friends on shore.
" A
"
happy journey," screamed out little Ophne, and a quick
return ;" and she dried up her falling tears, and returned penr

sively to the palace, regretting the loss of her dear friend.

The

second signal sounded, and loosed from its moorings, the vessel
floated on with
sail.
They anchored at Delos. This isswell^ig
land of the Grecian Archipelago, and so famous in ancient history,
is said to have been at one time a floating island.
Being the birthplace of Apollo and Diana, it was always held sacred on that account by the pagans, and used as an asylum for all living creatures.
In the distance was lovely Syra, rising above the blue
waters, like a citadel on a rock. This friendly and well-known
island, famous in ancient times for its commerce, has even in
our own days become a place of staple commodities. From
Delos the ship sailed by the most southern point of the Morea,
BO called

from "Morus,"a mulberry

tree,

which abounds

in that

mind was
ive

!

sword or fire; and that to a certain extent, her life as
a slave had been nothing but a continued one, which had ended
How unmistakable did the lovin the conquest of the Faith.
ing dispensations of Providence present themselves before, her
mind She had been appointed as an humble instrument towards the conversion of one of the most illustrious women of
that of the

I

Athens.

God had prepared

this

soul to

embrace Christianity

by the death of her husband and son trials over which her
wealth had no control, but these drew her to the possession of
that which neither temporal prosperity nor the gifts 01 the mino.
could purchase for her the one Faith. The human heart has &
necessity to communicate with those after death whom it loved
in life, and this communication is only possible when the bene.
This was the first motive thais in the immortality of the soul.
But what Christianity
attracted Metella towards conversion.
was, and in what manner it was to be practised in order to prepare man for a supernatural life, she learned from her slave. At
length God showed her the truth of His revealed Religion, by
His holy servants, and confirmed the doctrine ot the same by
the wonderful interference of His own divine power.
If a voyage be long, and for the greater part monotonous
how can a meditative mind fail for a subject, when it beholds in

m

the immeasurable waters of the deep, the beauties ot nature
The sea itself gives ample scope tor contem
their wildest form.
Is it not in its calm, as well as in Us loud anger, in its
plation.

in its unfathomable depths, a
type of the Divinity? And is not the vessel that sails on the
bosom of the waves, between the blue nrmament and the yawning unknown abyss, a figure of man who wanders through afo
between the heaven of grace and the depths 01 depravity <

immeasurable extent, as well as

When

the great luminary ot the day sinks in the

West ana

leaving to the wide expanse of Heaven his reflective rays, a\
most as varied in color as the rainbow, does it not give the soul

a longing desire to wing its flight above, and bask in the eternal
sunshine of its Creator!
What loving soul that has ever gazed on the starry Heavens
when on the sea, can say that he was ever more deeply impressed

with the majesty of God and his own nothingness, that at such
a moment? He is as a mite on the face of the waters, wondering at the immensity of its Creator. It seems as though the
soul would burst its earthly bondage, soar on high, and mingle
with the starry host. That milky way where the stars rojl as in
a cloud of vapor, draws our mind along, higher and big \.T, until it

arrives at the palace of the Almighty.

It

is

only a heart

can appreciate all this. Just as in the darkness of night, a million of worlds appear to man, which by the
dazzling light of day are to Him invisible, so, dispensations of
the power and wisdom of God disclose themselves to the single
eye of the believer, in the hidden darkness of life, a government
full of faith that

of which the enlightened mind of the wise ones of the world,
has not the slighest conception.
The passengers could as yet see nothing of lovely Malta, save
the tops of the sloping hills that were just appearing above the

As they approached nearer, its steep and rugged coast
excited no small degree of alarm stmong the passengers.
On
those rocks, thought Lydia, the vessel that was conveying the
great St. Paul as prisoner to Rome, was shattered by a storm,

horizon.

leaving

its

<;rew pensioners

on the bounty and hospitality of

its

LYDIA.
iiiliiLhiiimts, who first looked upon the great Aposa murderer, mi seeing a viper cling to his ami, hut on beholding linn <-:ist. i.hc reptile from him, into the lire, without his
having received any injury, they looked upon him as a
While the vessel anchored, to land the passengers destined for
the island, Lydia felt a strong desire to place her foot upon a

35

benevolent

CHAPTER

tle as

hallowed by the presence and miracles of such an illustrious
convert; but as she could not gratify this laudable desire, she
implored the protection of the Saint for the remainder of the
journey to that renowned city, where he was twice imprisoned,
soil

and scaled his labors by his martyrdom. As the vessel receded
from the shore, Lydia gazed on the watery clement that lay before her, and never did the Providence of God appear to her
greater than at that moment, when she reflected that a number
of human beings were assembled together in a fragile vessel,
moving upon the face of the unfathomable waters, with nothing

but a few planks between them and eternity.

Land had again

entirely disappeared, and nothing could be seen but the blue
vault of Heaven, closed in on every side of the horizon by the

expansive waters. A few birds of passage were the only living
creatures to be met with untiring travelers! they cut through
the air and seek but a moment's rest, on either the masts of the

Unwearied as these birds does time
vessel or a water-plant.
also fly, and when we think he lingers with us, we find ourselves
carried

away by him much

quicker.

In Syracuse, the passengers received a more exact account of
the glorious conquest by the Emperor, and the soldiers returning
home to Sicily, lauded Marcus for his extraordinary generosity
Between hope and fear,
in bestowing presents on the troops.
the vessel anchored off the eastern coast of Sicily, where not far
distant, rose in gigantic heights the imposing ^Etna, which sent
forth in deep draughts, black clouds of smoke in graceful curls,

darkening the blue ether. Pretty little barks, with their dazzling sails, were to be seen in numbers floating by, and stopping
at the several places of their destination along the shore.
Dolphins bounded over the surface of the waters touching the sides
of the vessel in their playful gambols.
Higher up, the anchor
was dropped at the famous city of Catania, so beautifully situated at the foot of mount ^Etna, and which to this day, ranks as

one of the elegant cities of Europe, though it has frequently suffered from the volcanic eruptions of its majestic neighbor.
Having landed the passengers bound for that city, they steered their
course to the Straits, this passage so much dreaded by the ancients, but through which they passed in safety, and leaving a
cluster of islands to the West, found themselves again on the

broad water, making rapid sail for the coast of Italy.
They
passed by the matchless bay of Naples, with its city partly seated
on the declivity of a hill,- and its broad shores studded with beauteous villas and lovely gardens, presenting an unrivaled assemblage of the picturesque and beautiful, and bearing a strong contrast to the rugged Vesuvius in the background.
Few voyages could present more interesting variety, than the
one our travelers had just completed, and yet it was with joy
that they saw themselves nearing their destination.
Those for Rome were landed at Ostia, a distance from Rome of
fourteen miles, and Lydia for the first time set foot on Italian
soil.
After having passed a day at Ostia, she proceeded to Rome

by land. The nearer she approached its walls, the more intense
became her feelings, an alternate hope and fear agitated her
With a holy awe she approached that city, which was
breast.
even then the center of the Christian world. And who would
not feel a more than ordinary interest on finding himself in the
city o' *he Csesars? Rome, as a late writer on this "Eternal
-sses

City,"t

link betw^t-

man under

the

himself in one of his works, is the mysterious
">
worlds, wherein is represented the history of

ie of paganism and of Christianity and as
wards the ocean, so run in the divine,
as in the human order, all events of the ancient, as well as of the
modern history, out of one city, and this city is Rome. Rome
can therefore say of itself, " I am the world "

on earth

all

it.

_

;

rivers floV-..

!

THE TBIUMI'HAI,

XIX.
1'llOCEBBION.

who
Lydia landed in Italy, she heard that the Emperor,
short
a
after
from
the
stay
had,
had already returned
campaign,
accompanied by his wife, Faustina, on a visit to

WHEN

departed again,
On his
UK; Kast; but was expected back to Rome in a few days.
arrival he was to celebrate his conquest over the barbarians.
The feast promised to be one of extraordinary magnificence;

because he had been so little in Rome for the last eight years,
mid secondly, that on hi* recent journey to the East, he had suffered a misfortune in the sudden death of his wife Faustina, who
met her fate at the foot of the Taurus mountains. The sympafirst,

thy of
edness,

Rome upon
was

the death of this

woman, renowned

in the exterior only, for in private

for wick-

they congratulated

themselves upon the happy event.
Marcus Aurelius gave himself up to intense grief, and had a
temple built in her honor.
The Emperor was waited for by the Consuls and Prsetors
in Drundusium, one of the most renowned seaports of Calabria.

Thus Rome, "City of the World," expected with .impatience
and anxiety, from one day to another, the arrival of its Emperor.
A violent storm was the cause of the delay, which, as the historians relate, placed the vessels in the most imminent danger.
Comniodus, the Emperor's son, was at that time sixteen years
He and his
and for his age, remarkably tall and robust.
eldest sister Lucilla, the young widow of Verus, went to meet
their father, with a numerous retinue, and congratulated him
In this very place he invested his son with the
at Prfemeste.
dignity of the Tribune-ship, and commanded that he should
stand beside him on the golden chariot during the triumphal
old,

procession.
Upon the

Campus Vaticanus in Rome, where now stands the
Pope's Palace, the procession was arranged. All the Senators had
Behind them were
assembled there to receive the Emperor.
numerous animals for sacrifice, white bulls with gilt horns.
The spoils of war were dragged along then came the inscripand figurative representations of the generals and the conquered Germans. Then followed the unhappy captives, who
were brought to Rome, when the campaign had terminated.
"
" Have
you already heard," was the saying, that it is actually
Helusians
that
and
Tacitus
what
relates,
Oxioners, have
true,
heads aud faces of men, but that the remainder of the body is a
"
wild animal? Come let us see them!
Bands of musicians were filling up the time with their drum*
and fifes, and changing alternately with the singers. The Lietors then arrived in their purple tunics, and their fasces were
entwined with laurels; they took their places immediately behind
the captives. A great company of jesters filled up the rear, and
immediately before the triumphal chariot, which was unoccupied, stood rows of priests attired in all their festive solemnity, and carrying the insignia of their gods, the vessels for sacMasses of people from the city and from
rifice and for incense.
tions,

the country, forced themselves into all the elevated positions'
where could be had a clear view. The field of Mars, as well as
the Vatican Hills on the other side of the Portus Triumphalis,

then the hill of Marius, the bridges and all the surrounding
heights were crowded with spectators. The public places where
the procession touched at, and the windows of the houses in
those streets through which
all ranks.

it

passed, were filled with people of

The musicians commenced anew, when a hollow sound, that
aroused attention, passed through the dense crowd, and shouts
reached them from the distance announcing the arrival of the
conqueror.
"
" lo
Triumphe! triurnphe! cried out the people.
" Vita et victoria
magno Imperatori." Life and victory
the great Emperor

to

!

The triumphal car was drawn by richly caparisoned elephants.
Marcus Aurelius wore a purple mantle bordered with gold, ana
ft

toga embroidered with stars.

Be

lield

ia the left

Hand an

L TDIA.
ivory sceptre headed with the Roman eagle, and in the right, a
palm-branch. The crown that encircled his brow was of gold
and precious atones, and made so as to represent laurel leaves.

Commodus was dressed

such force, that the blood streamed
thank his red mantle for not being himNo wonder that the cithern and
self a subject of laughter.
pipe players who surrounded the pautomimist. moderated their
What was taken from the enemy in helmets, arms and
leaping.
vessels of the temple, in gold and bronze, was of little value.

down, and he had

precisely similar.

A herald

went on before, commanding silence, and behind
him were boys who sung the song of triumph, and men repeated
each time the last words of the strophe. The hymn lauded the
bravery, the paternal care, and the immortality of their divine
car had not yet reached the triumphal arch, when young
looking several times up at the heights of

Commodus was seen

the newly built Moles Adrian!, now called Angel's mount and
laughingly drew his father's attention to a sight that presented

Immediately behind the nobles, the cohorts of the
captives.
victorious soldiers followed; the foot and cavalry were crowned

was Brutus

Prsesais with his daughter Crispina,
who occupied magnificent seats under the imperial tents. The
daughter, who was about thirteen years old, uttered a cry of joy
Itself there.

It

They sing songs in praise of their arms, and
wine and delicate morsels which were now and then
Whatever houses the procession
offered them by the nobles.
passed, were ornamented with garlands, flowers, and tapestry,
on which the initials of the Emperor's name were richly emThe cries "lo triumphe! Vivant Patres Painter
broidered.
Triumph! triumph to the father of the fatherland!" echoed from

with wreaths.
seize the

as the procession approached, and waved a flag unceasingly, unBut when she saw
til she drew upon her the eyes of Commodus.
his face painted with vermilion, * she burst into loud laughter,
and ran to conceal herself behind her father. That very Crispina

was Rome's future Empress, and was married a short time after
to Commodus.
How little did she suspect at the time, what her
fate would be! f
The more the Emperor and his son enjoyed the scene, the more
did the African, who stood behind the Csesars, fulfil his duty.
According to the ancient custom, a slave, who held in his hand
a golden crown, and who stood behind the car, had to call out
" Remember that thou art
frequently during the procession:
mortal."
As the African crown-bearer repeated these words several
times in the ear of Commodus, he pushed him back in his rough
" I am no common mortal."
manner, with the words:
The procession had turned round the Via Triumphalis, where
Adrian's Mausoleum could no longer be seen. But tears so bitter as those that fell from the captives, the soil of Rome had
seldom drunk. That the pain and sacrifice of a tedious war
should end for them in such disgrace! The captives walked along
carrying on their arms heavy chains, and derided and mocked by
Their
the most flighty and contemptible men in the world.
dark blue eyes shaded with bushy eyebrows, were cast to the
earth, and only raised to throw an expression of the deepest hatred on their deridfrs. Their auburn hair flowed proudly down
Their national costume,
their muscular backs in natural curls.
a simple woolen mantle, or the skin of a beast fastened on the
breast with a buckle or strong clasp, increased their Herculean
appearance. Young Commodus almost envied them, as he liked
Some of the barbaso much to be compared with Hercules. $
rian generals and princes had on a richer costume, and by their
mien, and every motion of their body, showed the proud national
Women and children
feeling that pervaded their whole frame.
were also amongst the captives. The women wore the same
costume as the men, except that some of them were clothed in
white linen, which here and there was colored fancifully with
red.
Their garments closed tightly round their shoulders,
leaving part of their arms uncovered.^
The cries of the children were most touching, and they were
clinging closely to their mothers and calling for help, thereby

redoubling the pain of their parents. To increase the hatred of
their captives, there was a pantomimist, who in the midst of
leapers and jesters, ornamented with golden chains and manacles,

mimicked the gestures

of the barbarians.

The grinding

of

their teeth, the thrusting with their clenched fists, and the whining of their children. He runs first before, and then behind, de-

On the bridge
peivling upon the protection of the Lictors.
crossing the Tiber, one of the scoffers got a blow from an iron
The face of the conqneror was painted with vermilion like the statue of
Jupiter on feast days. Plin. zxxiii.
was

banished to the island of Capri, and there murdered.
called himself the " Roman Hercules," ran
about at night dressed in the akin of a Lion, and struck all thoee, be met, with a
t Crispina
t

later

When Emperor, Commodus

club.

to

Amongst their arms, the native spear of the conquered excited
some attention. It was of small, short, but very sharp iron.
The shields were also considered remarkable, because of their
form and rare variety of ornaments.
The distinguished Romans, who accompanied the triumphal
car, were a cheerful contrast to the despairing gloom of the

ruler.

The

in his face with

chain

all sides.
'

*

was thickly strewn with
resembled a flower-garden. In addition to
for from every temple the
this, the air was heavy with perfume,
incense rose in clouds, but from the Pantheon of Agrippa, and

The pavement

flowers, so that

of the different streets

Rome

from the Capitoline Hill it was dense.
The Emperor was so affected at his reception, that he called
out to the people several times; "This is the happiest day of
"
my life! and he kissed the golden Bull that hung upon his neck
as a preservative against envy.
At the foot of the Capitol a large statue of Faustina was erected,
before which the procession halted, and the Emperor descen-

ded from the car of triumph and offered incense. Then he ascended the marble steps of Jupiter Capitolinus; when ascending
the Moor presented him with the golden crown and the conqueror
laid it at the feet of Jupiter with the words "The gods have conthe crown."
quered; to Jupiter Pluvius belongs
The animals that followed in the procession were here offered
:

At

in sacrifice.

the

same moment

The procession

the other temples.

sacrifices
at

commenced

in all

an end, the feasting com-

On

this, and on the following days, public festivities
were celebrated, whereby old and young, high and
themselves up
low, and particularly the common people, gave
to all sorts of gaming, and the most far fetched revelling and
and which were indigenous
gormandizing in the customary way,

menced.

all sorts

of

The plays, says an ancient writer, which
people.
for the people, were magnificent, and
had
provided
Emperor
one of them appeared not less than a hundred lions for com-

to the

Roman

the
at

Notwithstanding his great efforts to make himself pleasing
he opposed them in their desire of gladiatorial comHe took their swords, and exchanged them for the rapier,
bats.
and maintained that they could prove their skill equally with
would be less frequent
them, and that the muiders
bat.

to

all, still

The

feast

was concluded by Marcus making presents

No Emperor in fact, held them in so
people.
He mentioned in a speech to
tion as he did.

much

to the

considera-

them his several
who
were
some
and
listening to him,
Rome,
from
years' absence
The Emheld up eight fingers and called out, "eight years."

orders for each one present to receive eight
peror gave immediate
the value of a ducat, in remembrance of those
of
of
gold
pieces
Aurelius had him titled
nearly a year later, as Marcus
government, received from the senate, the honor"
a title of which he was as unworthy
able title of Father of the Fatherland,"
who was sole Emperor at 18
an the Senate who conferred it. How Commodus,
can be 8ecn by the following example: Once he
the
Senate,
old
treated
years
off its head and returned to his seat with
killed a bird in the Amphitheatre, cut
head of the bird to the Senators, who
his bloody sword; then he showed the
them by menaces to understand that he would
and
near
*

Young Commodus,

Augustus and partner

were

sitting

in the

him,

gave

Dio Caseins who relates the circumstance, sat under them,
at. the comii- scene, by stuffand declares they could only suppress their lanshter
laurel wreaths, which they pulled from
their mouths with the leaves of their
treat their

heads

ing

their hair.

The

BO.

cost them their Hvei.
laughter would have

The

eight years.

provincial towns, as Dio Cassius remarks, and

ularly Smyrna, that
l>y the Emperor.

had ju.st risen from

ashes, -were richly
munificence, the coffers
its

Through such
were so much exhausted, that at lost he had
n
money. He therefore put up his imperial jewels, his plate,
:iini even Faustina's
jewels and wardrobe for public sale.
"

.rcus Aurelius

i

Inasmuch as Marcus Aurelius gained the favor of
nity, so

much

the

his people,
his dig-

much as he labored to establish
more was Commodus hated by them:

by his generosity, and as

so that

the intentions and labors of the noble father were wrecked on
the worthlessness of the son. He was wanton, cruel, unjust, and
all

rapacious, and in every respect bore a striking resemblance to
his tyrannical and depraved predecessor, Domitian, and his great-

ambition was to be styled: "The conqueror of a thousand
gladiators." Commodus' wicked career was terminated by a sudden and violent death, in the thirty-first year of his age after a
est

,

reign of thirteen yours.

CHAPTER XX.
1.YDIA IN

SEARCH OF HER MOTHER.

LociAir remarked once in speaking of the Christians; "It is
scarcely to be believed, how these men, so indifferent to the duties of the state, can run, the moment the neck of one of their

own
him.

sect is in danger; they assemble together like ants to save
They are persuaded that they are immortal in soul and

body, and are taught to believe that they are all brothers."
How could it be difficult under such circumstance for one of
thoir faith, entering the imperial city as a stranger, to find a hospitable reception with sympathizing brothers.
Even as it is to this day, where the members of that community settle themselves near the church, so we find that the Chris-

tians of that time placed themselves near the sanctuary,
too on the east side of the city.

and that

The Viminal

Hill could perhaps be called tho first spot where
a colony of Christians settled. "Already in the time of the
Apostles there were in Rome, places consecrated to God by some
;

by others churches, where, on every first day of
the week, a meeting took place, and the Christians who prayed
there, heard the word of God, and received Communion."*

called oratories,

At the
"Church
wards

foot of the Viminal, stood the church, called the

of the Shepherd." In this church, which was aftercalled St. Pudentiana, St. Peter had officiated a hundred

8 8.
years previous, and there celebrated the sacred mysteries.
Peter and Paul, during their sojourn in Rome, converted to Christianity the Senator Pudens and his daughters, and those two
daughters, Pudentiana and Praxedes, who clung to the Faith
with a holy zeal, appropriated, not only their dwelling places, but
(he entire of their fortunes to religious purposes.

At .this day, eighteen hundred years later, strangers find in
Rome, not far from the famous Bazilica of S. Maria Maggiore,
two churches called St. Pudentiana and St. Praxedes.
Although Lydia was a stranger in Rome, still she found in
the above mentioned oratories several Christians, who with the
greatest kindness assured her of their services, for they were at
that time as in the Apostles; "One heart and one soul." She

hastened to impart to her first acquaintance, how her mother
had been torn from her several years back, at Smyrna, that she
was a Christian, and her name Charitana, and that she was

The number of the Christians
probably a slave in Rome.
was then so great, that it would have been difficult in so large a
in all probability changed her forc'ty, to find a slave, who had
mer name. Besides the rich families were, for the most part, in
t

he country during the

either in the

summer months, seeking change

mountains or

at the sea-side,

of air

where they were

at

nl by the greater number of their domestics.
Lydia resolved to remain in Rome, and to seek her mother un
ee is-in-.rly until she had found her, or till she had received certain

news of her

i'(.

Proi>riiini

fate.

Sanctorum

In dcdlcul.

JJusil

as. tMmimuiB.

few days the feast of St. Mar
and that for this purpose, many of tho
Christians would assemble in the Catacombs near the
Way, for divine service, and that she would probably U
ccive more certain news of Charitana.
At these words Lydia's countenance brightened, and si.
herself the happiest of mortals, and imagined herself already
in the embraces of her dear mother, from whom she hud
long separated. This hope did not deter her from making inquiries of all the Christians she met, asking them if they
She went first of all to u pious
or heard anything of Charitana.
and wealthy matron, named Fchcitas, to whom she was recommended by Bishop Dionysms, and was received by her as if hc
had belonged to the renowned family of this much-tried woman.
The circumstance that she was the daughter of one sold on account of her Faith, was a sufficient recommendation. Felicitas
promised that she would introduce her to the Roman Bishop,
Holer, at the next meeting of the faithful, and added that perhaps he could give her some intelligence.
She was
would bo

told that in a

celebrated,

1

1,

We will now accompany the Christians to the nightly meeting,
which on the above named day took place in the Catacombs m
the Appian Way. It is two hours past midnight, and Rome is
sunk in sleep, but here and there can be seen a straggler who
had been tempted to linger with his dissolute companions, far
beyond the hour prescribed by usage. Aproaching footsteps
echoed along the deserted streets, and some females from the
house of a wealthy Roman solicitor, Minutius Felix, were wending their way in profound silence along the Esquilme hill, and
passed the Coliseum. This gigantic structure, erected by order
of Vespasian, is said to have been built in one year, by the forced
labor of 12,000 Jews and Christians. It consisted of three orders
of architecture, the Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian, and was sixteen hundred and twelve feet in circumference.
It contained
eighty arcades, and was capable of accommodating a hundred
thousand spectators. Their road led to the new and extensive

baths built by Antoninus, and then across to the Via Appia towards the Almo river. The females to the left, advanced towards

m the valley of Egeria,

where were some monuments
Romans, and a temple to the Deus Ridiculus.
The pious company had not yet reached the Catacombs, when
Lydia interrupted the long silence of her companions by remark" I wonder If I shall see
my mother again in this world!
ing:

some

villas

to the departed

How that I expect to hear something of her, I feel myself opOur
pressed with an unusual heaviness and anxious sorrow.
wandering here in the first dawn of morning, as well ns tie
I

tombs here
self, whose

in the

Appian Way, yes the memory of the saint her
feast we are going to celebrate all remind mo of the
journey of those holy women, who before it was yet day, departed from Jerusalem to visit the sepulchre of our Redeemer.
Perhaps our way will also lead to a grave."
"Why such melancholy thoughts," interrupted Felicitas,
" remember that
Magdalen found Him living, whom she sought
in the grave. We are also going to the graves of the saints. \\ ho
lie in the Catacombs, and perhaps
you will find her whom you
seek amongst the dead, also living." The nearer she appr
the entrance, the more animated became the streets which led to
the subterraneous churches. Christians from all parts were assembling at that early hour to join in the solemn service. The
women passed through a door to the subterraneous streets anil to
the last resting places of so many thousands of the faithful deA youth was keeping a careful watch at th
parted.
offered them a taper. The air was thick and oppivthe heat of summer did not tend to lessen, and the M,

The grey walls
mouldering bodies was scarcely to be borne.
of the alternately small and large passages, which ci
other a hundred times, were full of apertures in the form
coffins, some of these apertures which were carried
side in several tiers were covered with stone sl.ilis.
which was an inscription in I;atin or Greek. In .some p,
little earthen vessel was placed before the
inscription
a martyr rested there.
There were in .several pi
bleins under the inscriptions, such as a deer
thirsting for
<,

,

wutcr.

L
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or a pair of palm branches, or a ship in full sail.
On
Libs the initials of our Lord's name could be seen.

YDIA.
of

Therefore, great as Lydia's joy would have been, had shefoun-l
her mother amongst the living, still she was no less dil

hud already gone through several of these subterranean
when at length the sound of music fell upon their
ears.
Furl her on, the space widened, and a subterranean
church, lighted up with lamps and wax lights, opened to their
view. The length of the church was considerable, and contained
two divisions, one for the clergy and men, the other for the

had suffered death for the Faith, by which she h
cured the immediate possession of God. Charitana as we Imvu
already related, was shipped for Rome on the night of the earthquake of Smyrna, and was there purchased by a former Prelect
As long as the persecution was quiet, Cresentius would not betray
that she was a Christian.

many

.

that she

The philosopher

females.

At

the conclusion of the singing, an aged priest advanced towards the altar, and turning from the people, commenced the

The arrangements of the prayers were for the
most part then, as they are now. After the holy sacrifice, a great
number of those present retired to an adjacent hall, to hand to
the Bishop charitable gifts, or to consult on the affairs of the
faithful.
Lydia had looked round in vain to see if her mother
were among the number of those present. Felicitas turned to
one of the Deacons, and begged his permission to speak to the
aged priest who had just celebrated Mass, Her request was
granted, and she informed him that a Christian from Smyrna had
arrived in search of her mother, who was also a Christian, and
named Charitana. and after whom she had up to the present,
made fruitless inquiries
At this, joy and pain were alike depicted on the priest's countenance, for he doubted not being able
divine sacrifice.

information she required. The young stranger
stood motionless before him. Her eye anxiously fixed upon
every movement of his lips. She expected that the thousand
conjectures which had so often 'harassed her mind were now
about to be confirmed.
"O thou happy child! " said the old
"
in
been
in the school of St. Polycarp, and
man, happy
having
threefold happy, because thou art the daughter of a Saint! "
His voice began to falter which Felicitas perceiving, understood at once what was to follow, aud turned aside to conceal
to give the

Justin wrote a letter of defence about this

it to Marc us Aureliug and the Senate.
Soon
he was cast into prison, together with several other Chris
tians.
Cresentius, in order to ingratiate him'self with the Proconsul Rusticus, sent his slave Charitana to him, telling him
that he might do with her what he liked.
The Proconsul ordered Charitana, whose strength was already greatly impaired by
anxiety, to be sent to the same prison with the other Christians.
When Justin with six of his companions in the Faith was brought
before the Judge, he commenced speaking, and declared openly
and frankly that they would preserve their Faith to their last

time, and addressed
after

To offer sacrifice to the gods as the Emperor had com
manded, Justin held to be in opposition to the commands of the
Redeemer. Rusticus questioned him as to what sort of learning
occupied him. Justin gave the answer that is to be found in the

breath.

acts of

martyrdom, "I exerted myself to attain knowledge of

all sorts

but as

I

could not therein find the truth,

I at last

devoted

myself to Christian philosophy, although it displeases those who
allow themselves to be blinded by errors and prejudice. I glory in
it, because it has afforded me the advantage of walking in the
of truth."

way

When

asked by the Prefect about the place where the Chris"

tians usually assembled, he answered:
They assemble when and
where they can. Our God is not bound to any certain place, as

He

is

invisible,

and

fills

Heaven and

earth,

He is praised and wor-

her emotion. Lydia did not understand the meaning of his words,
her heart beat violently as the old man rose and motioned to them
to follow him
They went through long passages that crossed
each other at intervals, till they came to one somewhat wider;

shipped in

all

Christians

by the mercy of God.

nere the priest stood still. He brushed away a tear, and motioned to Lydia to approach. With deep emotion he drew her
attention to a square stone, upon which the light of the torch

Proconsul, turning to Justin, "that you will ascend to Heaven
Justin answered in the
if you be scourged from head to foot?"

fell,

and helped her

to perceive

her beloved mother.
" Charitana the
martyr

though

name

of

a Saint among the Saints.
Rejoice in the Lord and pray

lies here, as

She died on the Ides of April.
for us!

indistinctly, the

"

Lydia read the inscription and turned with a look full of vague
sorrow towards Felicitas. Her eyes betrayed a doubt as to
whether she was not mistaken and looking at her friend, she
suddenly uttered a loud scream that echoed through the vaults,
and cast herself convulsively into the arms of Felicitas where
she remained motionless for some minutes. At last she began
to realize her position.
She was standing at the grave of her
mother, Charitana; in that very hour in which she had hoped to
find her living, she had found her tomb.
A phial of the mar;

tyr's

blood stood near the

much

slab.

What

hast thou not to suffer

tried daughter, before thy

body sinks beneath the burden
of thy trials! Thou earnest from Athens to Rome to seek thy
long lost mother, and thou hast found nothing but her tomb.
O! that thou also couldst rest here in peace! Faith and affection
struggled within her, affection grieved nt not having her beloved
mother on earth, but Faith rejoiced at her triumph. The hitter

conquered and the daughter sank upon her knees and pressed her
hands on the stone that covered the remains of all she held most
dear.
Many and strong were the feelings that agitated her heart
sorrow and pity struggled for mastery, but the joy that the departed one had gained the crown of Martyrdom, silenced every

At that time, as well as now, a lively faith penetrated
hearts of the believers, and the separation between the living
and the dead did not appear so dreadful. Fervent Christians
million.

r-idered a good death as the greatest gift from God, and what
can any one wish for those be loves, more than the possession
of the highest of all gifts. God Himself
I

places."
The Judge put similar questions to the others who were imprisoned with Justin, and they all answered that they were

" Are
you convinced," said the

"Our sufferings will hasten our happiness, and
carry us to that judgment-seat before which all will have to ap" It
is useless to keep us longer waitpear." The others added:
are Christians and will never sacrifice to the gods."
ing.
affirmative.

We

the Perfect saw that they persevered undauntedly in their
refusal, he condemned them to be first scourged, and then, according to the Roman method, he commanded them once more

As

The martyrs were
to sacrifice to the gods: but they all refused.
then led to the place of execution where they received their glorious crowns.
Justin had already fallen, and five of his companions had
fate, leaving Charitana alone standing in the blood

shared his

She bent her head to the earth, in ah
of her companions.
humility, crossed her arms upon her breast and remained in
As she returned no answer to the many questions
prayer.
put to her by the judge, Rusticus gave a sign to the executioner, and immediately his rough hand seized her fainting
form by the shoulder, cast her to the ground, and in a
moment her head lay severed from her body.
The legends have preserved to us the names of these six
martyrs who suffered with Justin, and they are: Charitana,
The
Euclipistus, Hiernx, Pawn, Liberianus, and Chariton.
vear
Justin

of
is

this

event

is

given

as

A.

D.

honored by the Greeks on the
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13th of April.

1st of June.

us return again to the grave
daughter to it, is already
departed to join the meeting which was usual after the sacHe is no other than the kind and pious Pope, Soter, who
rifice.
is like the Good Shepherd in the midst of his threatened sheep,
and whose bare appearance is a loud exhortation to all to stand

After this short digression

of

Charitana.

He who

led

let

her

Church history praised this holy Pope in a particular manNot
on account of his mildness and fatherly tenderness.
only to the menbers of the Church in Rome did the pope extend.

firm.

ner,

/.

his earn, but also to each one individually,

he

That same Dionysius

came.

r

no matter whence

whom we

his

vided for the support of the poor brethren in the

mines,

and thereby proved yourselves true imitators of our great
Your Bishop, the highly venerated Soter, far from
Master.
preventing this praiseworthy custom, has himself on tho
contrary, given it a fresh impetus, and he is not only careful
to distribute alms collected for the support of the

but he comforts with the tenderness of a father,

who go

to

all

Christians,

the faithful

Rome. "

How

consoling it was for Lydia to witness the truth confirmed
of all she had heard in Greece of Soter's goodness. There was
not one in the whole assembly for whom this holy man had not

word of encouragement and

a

edification.

None amongst them

It was one
truly in need, because all arc rich in love.
same, faith which called the Christians of the only true
is

and the

Church

such meetings, and if they were threatened with worldly power,
so one and the same hope made each danger small, nay insigniBut that the calumnies which were to be met with everyficant.
where in the heathen writings were without foundation, we can
see already from the letter which Pliny the younger, addressed
to the Emperor Trajan, in which amongst other things he says
to

"The

Christians assure us, that their entire guilt consists in
on certain days before the rising of the sun. they as-

this, that

semble to sing a hymn in honor of Christ, the Son of God.
Therefore they would not have solemnly bound themselves to
treason, but on the contrary refrain from theft and adultery, and
the denial of that which is entrusted to them." The faithful

withdrew separately to return to the city. The Pope still remained in the meeting-hall to arrange the collections. Lydin advanced to the holy father, cast herself at his feet, and thanked
him for what he had done for her molher. At the same time
she had learned that as Soter had been a friend of St. Polycarp
and in consideration of Charitana having been his spiritual
daughter, he gave orders himself for her burial and tomb. The
kind Pope exhorted Lydia to imitate the virtues of her mother,
to persevere with firmness to the end, in imitating her DiShe then visited the tombs of Anicetus and of sevvine Master.
eral other Popes, and returned with her companions through the

and

entrance of the Catacombs to the Via Appia.
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listened to her pious Instructions, and the raptures with
which she spoke of the happiness that
prepared in
who serve God faithfully on earth. Then the

nn<!

i

1

thanks to the faithful in Home for tho
" From tlio
donations they had forwarded to him at Corinth.
"
you wore acbeginning of Christianity," he wrote to them,
customed to assist the faithful in every possible way, and
You have also proto supply the wants of many churches.
tinned, sent

I)

XXI.

SOLITUDE AND HOLT PLACES.
LYDIA, after the events of the last few days, sought retirement
a little room appropriated for her use in the house of the
pious Felicitas, there to recover her strength in silence, and to

in

impart the results of her visit to Rome, to her much valued and
now only friend on earth, Metella. She felt it her duty to give
a detailed account of everything she saw and heard to her dear
After God, it was the only solace ieft her, to commumistress.
nicate her inmost thoughts to one whom she so tenderly loved.
Rome was at this time peopled by nearly a million of inhabi-

<

I

r

brance of the sorrowful hours she spent at the bedside of a
In
father, whose pious exhortations sank deeply into
mind. Then how she sat at the feet ot those holy men
with the Divine Spirit, to be instructed by them in the faith, and
who afterwards shed their blond in its defence.
But she became doubly afflicted when her thoughts turned

But this wa-i
last meeting she had with her mother.
an end, and her heartbeat with emotion as she looked
heavenward, and represented, to uersclf the glorious trhnn

upon the

now

at

the saints;

and she knew that

in

the

number

of the elect, .shehixl

an advocate that would never forget her. If a breath of temptation
passed over her pure heart, the bare thought of this, her advo
cate, was a strong shield against all the suggestions of the evil
So should all Christian mothers become the guardian
one.
heart of a well
spirit of their children here on earth, and if the
trained child find itself inclined to

commit

remembrance
warn it against

sin, the

of a mother's pious admonitions will never fail to
the seductions of the common enemy.

The beloved parent of Lydia had given her during lite, a
model of what a Christian ought to be. and continued n

perfect

by her holy death. God did not accept the sacrifice of Lydia s
freedom, which she had come from Greece to offer, but the merit
was no less, for God accepts the will, and in that the sacrifice
was included. Therefore the pious daughter could from thai
time forward perfectly enjoy her freedom, the greatest an:
all the temporal blessings, and that which is the most difficult
to resign.

No Christian would leave Rome without visiting the tombs ot
"
" In
my youth," said Ilierouymus, when I studied
the
tombs of the Aposin Rome, I used to spend my Sundays at
How often have I visited the crypts where
tles and Martyrs.
the saints.

their sacred remains lay side by side, and surrounded
"
ness that impressed the visitor with a holy awel

by a dark

of 8 S. Peter and Paul first claimed Lydia's atten
According to Pope Gregory, the two Apostles were first
buried m the Catacombs, two miles distant from the city.
Soon
afterwards, the body of St Peter was brought to the Vatican
After Lydia had
hill, and that of St. Paul to the Ostian way.
visited the tombs of the Apostles, before which so many thousand Christians had their faith strengthened, she then desired to
see the spot where her mother's blood had been shed.
Felicitas
who accompanied her on the way, showed her the temple of
Jupiter on the Capitonne Hill under which were the dark prisons, where so many Christians, Lydia's mother amongst the numThese vaults were hewn out
ber, had suffered imprisonment.
of the Capitol ine Hill, and to the deepest there was not even a
passage, and the condemned had to be slipped into the vault on
planks: this can be seen at the present day. In one 01 these subterraneous prisons was also St. Peter, and wherein he baptized
a jailer with water from a spring which he in a wonderful man"What
ner, like a second Moses, brought forth from the rock.

The tombs

tion.

a multitude of thoughts did not the sight of the Roman Capito.
Above was the temple of Jupiter, surrounded by a
occasion
multiplicity of little shrines, dedicated to the numerous idols
beneath, as it was then thought, was the tomb for Christianity

above, the signs of unlimited self love, which as St. Aucustine
says, reaches to self -deification; beneath, the signs of the love ot
God. which humbles and annihilates self. At a short

Who

that she

then can describe the glorious combat
who could name the thousands that heard
their sentence here?
On reaching the Forum, Lydia knelt down and kissed tie

larly as

ble flags

and although its magnificent palaces and temples, its pubbaths and pleasure grounds could not be surpassed, still Lydia
preferred to renounce the immediate seeing of those gnat eights,

tants,

the Forum.

lic

were here fought, and

might reflect upon the wonderful ways of God, particuthey had been revealed to her withm the last few days.
She was accustomed at all times, as often as a remarkable event
occurred, that broke through the monotony of her hidden life, to
retire into herself, and seek to discover the cause, by a close un
ion with God. The sweet remembrances of her joyful childhood
passed like phantoms before her eyes. She thought of the time,
when as a cheerful happy child, she sat on her mother's knee,

which covered this memorable place, for from thn.
her mother's soul had ascended to Heaven. Felicitas ad\
a little, and showed her where the Prefect's seat was at that time,
where Justin had stood, and where her mother had shed her
'

"When

Rusticus saw," continued
iie ordered her to be scoi
would not
i\
punishment, my child, that a greater than we bad to bear, long
i

LTBIA.
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before u* She then placed herself close to her
companions, and
prayed unceasingly with bowed head. She was so lost in prayer
that she never moved her position, when the head of Justin was
held up to the applauding multitude.
At last when her turn

Before the tombs of these holy

women

petual chastity, and resolved as a

she took a

vow

of per-

handmaid of the Lord,

to

devote herself to His service.

came, she stepped forward, and answered the two questions:
For whom do you die? and, does death appear so
agreeable?'
Her answer was: For my Faith in Christ, who is my Redeemer
and my All.
It is sweet to suffer for a friend, but to die for
'

'

God

heavenly delight'" Lydia with tears in her eyes, looked
at one time on the earth, at another towards Heaven.
How willingly would she not have resigned her life at that moment, to be
happy with her mother. Occupied with these thoughts she left
the Forum, and Felicitas led her to the great
ampitheatre of
Nero, which from the adjacent high Colossug was called the
Coliseum. How many hundred Christians, true to the faith have
stood on this Arena, how many lions and leopards have here
lapped
up the blood of the martyrs, and how did the applause of ninety
thousand spectators thunder forth, when such amusements were

granted to pagan Rome! There were still two other tombs in
which Lydia felt the deepest interest, although in latter centuries
the veil of oblivion has passed over them.

About twenty years before Lydia's birth, there lived in a Province of Umbria, a noble and richly endowed
widow, named SabThis pagan matron had a Syrian slave, who with a rare zeal
clung to the doctrines of the Gospel. She never ceased, so says

ina.

the legend, praising the beauty of
Christianity to her mistress;
and as she exemplified it in her own pure and chaste
life,
she overcame the prejudice which her mistress had for

many

years entertained against the Christians.
Sabina became a
Christian, and by the brilliancy of her virtues, was one of the
brightest ornaments of the

Church

in the second century.

The Emperor Adrian

published an edict for a persecution of
the Christians, and in consequence of this, the Governor of the
province of Umbria imprisoned Sabina and her slave, Seraphica;
and as the latter was the cause of Sabina's conversion, he had her
beaten with rods till her tender body sunk under the
and
cruelty,

8he was finally beheaded.
Seraphica's mistress, who was released
from prison in consideration of her high rank, procured the
body
of her martyred slave, and gave it honorable interment. After
this, she led a more retired life than ever, and
night and day,
besought her departed friend to obtain for her the grace of martyrdom. Her prayer was heard, for in the following year she

was summoned by

Elpidius, the

new Governor

of

Umbria

to

appear before him, and he having shamefully maltreated her, ordered her to prison; when she arrived there, she found herself
"
filled with a holy Joy:
And is it then possible" she exclaimed,
" that I am to
be admitted to a participation of the
glory enjoyed
by my Seraphica? She has obtained for me this great
privilege."

She was again summoned the following day, but Elpidius
finding
his entreaties vain, condemned her to be beheaded.
She
suffered on the very day upon which, in the
preceding year, her
companions gained the crown.* Although this Syrian slave bore
a great resemblance to Lydia in her
glowing love for Christ, and
by the conversion of her mistress, still she had another tie upon
her affection having been baptized after that
saint, whose name,
it will be remembered, she bore
till she became a slave in
all

;

Athens.

Lydia was seldom so oppressed with sorrow as now, standing
before the tomb of this ranch-tried virgin, who bore the miseries
of slavery to her last breath. She cast a look
her own in-

upon
and read therein what her patron must have suffered, and
also the joy she must have experienced when she saw her mistress one of the "True Fold."
With what ardor did not she
terior,

lha.ik St. Seraphica, for the
protection she bad afforded her
through her past life, and recommended not only herself, but
n1ao her newly converted mistress to the
powerful protection of
both martyrs.
*

Not

CHAPTER
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Bftbina

from the Snlplce bridge, there was a beautiful church built to St.
some hundred years later, and near which the Dominican
monastery now

elands,

commanding a

church

ii

far

dated

lovely view of the magnificent city.

u far back

A. o. 430.

The

erection of the

LYDIA was now occupied in making preparations for her return
was receiving letter after letter from Metella,
entreating her to delay her departure no longer; and urged by
to Athens, as she

this last request, she sallied forth at once, to

make

inquries

on

what day the next ship would sail for Greece. On her
way, she
was surprised to meet one whose features were familiar to
her,
and on a moment's reflection, she recognized no other than ths
priest Irenffius, whom she last saw on the ruins of Smyrna.
For many years he had preached the Faith in the South of
France, by the side of the aged Pothinus, bishop of Lyons,
had been a disciple of St. Polycarp.

like him,

who

Immediately

after the persecution had commenced in
Smyrna, a number of
Christians from Asia Minor, wandered to the south of
Gaul, and
Irenteus was one of the number.
Trade and traffic had muile

way between these two distant lands, where as the seed of
Christianity began to shoot, a tempest of persecution threatened
to destroy it forever.
their

Notwithstanding the Emperor's decree. A. D. 177, in favor of
Roman Governor and the people of Lyons and
Vienne, still raged against them with dreadful cruelty. Roman
justice, as Church history informs us, was, in the first three centuries very vacillating, and the immense extent of the
Empire,
the Christians, the

easily explains how the Emperor's decree was carried out in distant provinces, with greater or less exactness,
according to the
dispositions of whatever Governor was in authority.
The position of a Governor depended more or less on the favor of the

people, who it is well-known, had a downright passion for sanguinary combats, and that their cry became: "Panem et Circenses." "Bread and the Circus. "During war, Rome stained its
sword in the blood of its enemies, during peace, in that of its
own citizens. These were the gladiatorial combats and the
per-

secutions of the Christians.

We

need not doubt that some Christians were to be found

lier in

was

Gaul, still it
shed on the

is

soil

ear-

no Christian blood
of France, before the reign of Marcus

worthy of

credit, that

Aurelius.

The lights of the new faith were Pothinus and Ireureus.
These two great missioners of Gaul carried the Faith thither
from Asia Minor, where they received it from St. Polycarp and
because Polycarp had been a disciple of St. John, it might with
truth be said, that they received it from the Apostles themselves.
The labors of St. Pothinus were carried on, almost in silence,
and he was already a venerable man of ninety years, when the
persecution commenced.
Except in the Church records in
Smyrna, wherein there is an account of the death of St. Polycarp
and his companions, we have not so remarkable a memento of
Christian antiquity, as the famous account which the churches
of Lyons and Vienne have left us, upon he persecution of the
Church in Asia Minor. It is thought that Irenneus was the writer
of those epistles, and that in the same year in which the
persecution took place 177, he was sent to Rome to impart to the
Pope
I

the minutice of the sanguinary proceedings.
Soter was already
dead, and in his place Eleutherius had undertaken the guul
ance of the Church.
It

was the custom of the

first centuries to read the acts of the
Christian assemblies, for the edification of the
faithful, and what Ireneeus had witnessed with his own eyes, he

martyrs in

all

wished on his arrival in Rome to deliver verbally to the faithful.
The day on which he was to hold the funeral oration on the
death of forty-eight holy martyrs, was announced in the assein.
blies, and the church of St. Pruxedes, that asylum and
oratory
of the early Christians, beneath which the bodies of *K0
mar-

LTD! A.
tyrs lay burled,

was

ofeosen for thi

purpose.

Lydto was also

there, and she took with her the precious girdle of St. Polycarp,
to become the possessor of which had cost her eleven
of

Christians
'

years

heart, she passed the Theatre of Flora,
ignorant of the shocking scenes that took place there, scenes that

often brought the blusl. to the most shameless countenances, and
she stands already at the entrance of the house of Ood.

How

was

Care and labor, not years, bad
furrowed his countenance, and had given him the appearance of
an aged man.
altered

Irenseusl

"It would be in vain to describe," commenced Irenams, "the
upon us in those latter days: The Christians in
Lyons were formally proscribed. They were hunted forth from

trouble that fell
their dwellings

and the blue heavens given

They were not allowed

to

them as a

shelter.

appear in public places without being
put to shame, not even the refreshing comfort of a bath wa
granted to them. If any of the people ill-used one of us in
to

blind fury, the officers of justice had no ear for his troubles, on
the contrary, it was the officials themselves who led the Chris-

and there asked them what their faith
was, and then without anything further, had them cast into
On account of this treatment, one of the senators, urged
prison.
by a holy zeal, petitioned one day to speak in the hall of justice,
tians to the public places,

in

defence of the Christians.

which

He

did

it

with that vivacity

and his youth dictated, and stood as
witness that the Christians were not guilty of the vices ascribed
to them.
But the people interrupted the speaker with vehement
groans, and the Proconsul, who also sat in the Hall, asked the
defender if he himself were a Christian. Vettius, so he was called,
answered in the affirmative; he was immediately seized, on a
sign from the Proconsul, and sent to join the Christians already
his feeling of justice

On this the public judicial persecution commenced.
The following days the Proconsul ordered all the prisoners to
bo led bound before him. He addressed them in the most violent language, upon the horrible crimes
they had committed, and
threatened them with the most dreadful tortures if they did not
in prison.

abjure Christianity. When the executioner placed before their
eyes the favorite instruments of torment, and explained the use
of them, some of the Christians
began to tremble and grow
pale.

The Proconsul

by their agitation, ordered incense to be
placed in their hands, and alas! many of them sacrificed to the
The apostates were ten. This act filled us with unspeaksods.
able grief.
We suffered a further humiliation through some
slaves, who, with their Christian owners, had entered the
Church, although as yet they were not thoroughly instructed in
profiting

the doctrines.

Frightened by the threatened punishments, they
not only related what they saw in the Christian
assemblies, but
several of them hoped to gain their freedom
by becoming false
witnesses.
They were therefore, not ashamed to maintain before
tin; people, that
they saw with their own eyes, how we, like

Thycstes eat the flesh of children, and practised vices that my
At this speech, some of the people
lips would refuse to utter.
applauded, others were indignant and also those turned against
us, who, up to that time had some faith in our
holy doctrine.
The torture was next applied to many of the prisoners "in the
most cruel manner, and not alone the torture but also red hot

were pressed down upon the sufferers in great
brutality,
until the bodies were no longer to be
recognized. Others were
put into the stocks, and their feet stretched till the sinew* tore
irons,

asunder.
" So
passed a portion ot the month of May. But more sorI must now speak of the death of an
rowfully did it terminate
old man,
carp,

"

With anxious

slavery

who amply

and as

fulfilled the

in life, so in

hopes of his great master, Polydeath he trod in his holy footsteps.

Although the last events greatly affected him, still a youthful
vigor seemed to take possession of his aged limbs; this was but
lent to him, that he might leave behind him a remarkable examThe city authorities sent armed soldiers for this old man,
ple.

and had him brought through the public streets from his dwellAn immense concourse of people, children, and the aged,
ing.
followed with ferocious crise, amidst cures and opprobrious lan-

When

guage.

the Proooorol
he answered

aked who wa> MM Ood

will know God when you are worthy of it.'
The pagans no sooner heard this reply, than they

of the

You

set

upon

the aged Bishop like wild beasts, and so inhumanly treated him
The Governor then saw that the
that he sunk to the ground.

people were embittered, and that they were even arrogating to
themselves the office of judge, he therefore ordered Pothinua

back to prison. There we taw him for the last
us with the sign of martyrdom, by pressing
his bleeding lips to our foreheads.
Two days later the Church
of Lyons had to mourn her Bishop and one of her principal
pillars." At these words, the speaker thought of the loss be had
himself sustained by the death of his beloved and venerated
friend.
All present participated in his grief, and loud sobbing
was heard in the assembly.
to be carried

time.

He signed

"Amongst the prisoners," continued he, "were some Roman
who claim protection from public contempt by priviThe Proconsul sent the information to Rome and begged
lege.
a command to retain as well the citizens as the other prisoners.
When we were informed of this, our hopes were raised, for we
citizens,

was still fresh in the Emperor's mind in what
whole army had lately found themselves, and how
the prayers of the Christian Legion drew down the
refreshing
rain from Heaven which saved them from a parching death.
How bitterly did the Emperor's commands deceive usl Marcus
Aurelius decided on the death of each one that persevered in the
trusted that

it

situation his

The Proconsul resolved that at the next
public sports, at which a great multitude was expected to as
semble, the prisoners should be brought forth, and that the
Roman citizens were to be beheaded, but that the others should
be reserved for the wild beasts.
confession of Christ.

" As

we saw

at this investigation those also

appear

who had

already declared that they would offer sacrifice to the gods, our
hearts beat in anxious expectation. Quite close to the
judge's
seat we observed a doctor of Lyons, Alexander of
Phrygia, who

was most beloved by the

His presence there astonished
people.
and perplexed us, for he was known to be a man of apostolic
spirit. While the apostates were questioned anew, if they abided
by their former declaration, some of them unhesitatingly acknowledged, that they had been guilty of great injustice by
their apostasy, and were now firmly resolved to offer
up their
lives for the Faith.

"

Alexander, who stood opposite to them, bowed his head in
a friendly manner, and showed by the motion of his whole
body,
how ardently he wished them to remain firm in their good resolutions.
This was a great comfort to us, and but few, who
were never very much in earnest, remained apostates. So this
admirable Alexander saved many from destruction, not thinking of the danger in which he was placing himself. The people
had observed him, and were roused almost to madness, and the

Governor putting the question to him if he were a
Christian,
Alexander answered in the affirmative, and
immediately his sentence was pronounced. He who loses his life in this manner it
sure to find it

" On the
following day all met at the sports in the amphitheaalas it was a sport as in Nero's time. Two from Asia
Minor
were to be led to death, Alexander and Attalus from
Pergamus
who was formerly so vehemently persecuted. As he was
placed
on a red hot iron stool because he was accused of
being a cannibal
he turned to the spectators and said to them in the Latin language: 'Behold this is what you may call consuming men, you
are guilty of this inhumanity, but we are no cannibals.'
Alexander next suffered. But now, dearest brethren, for an
edifying
example of two youns; persons, one was a very youthful and
tre

;

I

beautiful girl, named Blandina, she was a slave, and of so
delicate a constitution, that she caused in us the
greatest anxiety
and yet this remarkable servant of God, had from the earliest
dawn till late in the evening, defied her tormentors, who relieved each other at intervals, and when the
savaees sent her
back to her prison, she spent her whole time in
attending aud

L

YD I A.

aasoling her companions to the entire forgetfulncss of herself.
ilrutli had been
previously decided on, but a remarkable cirrnn,-.- iN<v prevented its
taking place. She bad been even tied

CHAPTER

Her

tin- mi. Idle of the Arena, to be attacked
by wild
-rood there with outstretched arms, a true follower
of her crucified Lord.
At one moment she raised her eyes to
Heaven, at another she fixed them on the panther, just liberated

XXIII.

THE INVALID.

i

from

who

its rage.
The beast was less of the savage than the jailer
liberated him, for the moment he beheld the maiden, his fe-

rocious nature gave way, he turned suddenly from her, and
crouchingly retreated to his cave. This failing, she was then
led. tc< her with Ponticus, a youth of fifteen years of age, to
i

and they were desired to offer incense. But
still Blandina thought not of her own sufferings, she
pressed her
chains piously to her bosom, and whispered to her youthful
companion smilingly, words of comfort. The youth suffered
with a cheerful mien all sorts of torments, and terminated his
Different altars

young life by a heroic death. Now Blandina stood alone, that
she was stronger than all the instruments of torture, excited the
people to the greatest fury, but the last hour struck for her also.
She was scourged, next torn with iron hooks, till her entrails
appeared, she was then tied in a net, and dragged about by a
wild bull, and at last was put sitting on a red hot stool. Finding she still breathed, her sufferings were terminated by the
sword; and it was acknowledged by the pagans themselves, that
no woman had ever been known to endure such torments with
so

much
"

constancy.

Forty-eight martyrs thus sacrificed their

were thrown

to the dogs, their
'

into the Rhone.'

God

Lei.

will resuscitate

us

them

lives.
Their bodies
bones burnt, aud their ashes cast

see,' said

again.'

the heathens,

"And

if

'

whether their

we were

able," con-

cluded Irenaeus, "to cast a look above the blue vault of Heaven
that separates us from our happy brethren, we should behold on
the head of each, a sparkling crown. For as often as a
persecution breaks out, the portals of Heaven open, and the crowns of
glory descend on the bleeding temples of the well-tried combatants."

When

the holy

cast themselves

on

man had

ceased speaking,

all

those present

their knees, beseeching the assistance of the

martyrs, to obtain strength, if God so willed them to suffer a
similar death, but they were not called upon to
suffer, as the
persecution ceased for a time.

This sermon made an indelible impression on all present, and
one after the other left the church in deep thought. Lydia
waited for the moment that Irenseus would cross the v threshold
of the sanctuary.
Many years had passed since he
bound with the girdle of his martyred master at

saw her

Smyrna.

This

precious relic she carried about her, and suspecting that Irenseus
would have a death similar to that of St. Polycarp, she resolved
to renounce all claim to the relic and present it to
him, who
his talents

and virtue

by

filled

so high a position.

Irenaeus gazed at her inquiringly; for a moment he
appeared
as if he had to recall by-gone days, to bring back her features to
his mind.

Suddenly he exclaimed: "this is a child of St. Polycarp, one whom I last saw on the ruins of Smyrna," Lydia was
silent.
Felicitas who stood near her, spoke for
her, and related
in a few words, her sorrows and the cause of her
journey to Rome.
"
Revered disciple of our
Lydia taking courage addressed him;
great Bishop! dare I venture to offer you a remembrance of
Smyrna? Behold the girdle which St. Polycarp took off before he
ascended the pile! The first amongst his followers should
possess it, and when the last hour shall strike for
him, may the protecting spirit of the patron saint of my native city, hover round
him!"
Irenseus accepted the gift, and pressed it
silently to his Iip8.
Thanking Lydia for the precious and unexpected present, he bestowed upon her and Felicitas his blessing, with a fervent
hope,
that after the trials of this life, he would meet them in the world
'me, where separation is no more.

What sadness filled the house of Felicitas! The dearly loved
emancipated one prepares to return to Ataens. Her hostess had
firmly attached herself to her guest, because she had shared with
her in this life, the same dangers, and had for the future, the same
hopes. The last good wishes were exchanged, and Lydia placed
the casket before her which contained the great pearl; for, according to the pious custom of those days, she commenced her

journey accompanied by her God. Hark! there is suddenly a
loud knocking at the gate, and Lydia distinctly hears a mans
voice.
He is asking in an excited lone, if the young Athenian is
to be found here, or if she is already on her
way to Greece.
"Well, God be praised!" said the stranger, and entered the

"God greet you," said he to Lydia, "Where is the
emancipated slave who served the rich Metella? I have soma.
thing to impart to her."
The rough manner in which the stranger approached her, and
on the other hand, the look of astonishment that his features exStill it appeared to
pressed, quite confused her.
Lydia, an
apartment,

though she had seen the wounded man lately in one of the assem" Are
"
you" continued he, the enfranchised of an Athenian lady, who had a son named Lucius, a blooming son, who died
blies.

fighting against the Marcomanni?"
Lydia cast a trembling look at Felicilas,

who whispered to her
not be alarmed, my dear cluld, the
man is a Christian, we can give him a trifle, and he will be contented." "No, no!" replied the inquirer smilingly, "I aman overseer in the baths of Timotheus, and am an invalid, but
in her

Greek language; "

Do

througn

Emperor and some good people, I manage
to live.
My arm was wounded by the arrow of a marksman, so
that I was useless for warlike service.
How gladly would I enthe benevolence of the

gage myself again in such a cause, face to face with those rebel"
lious people of the Danube
"
"
Perhaps you knew the son of Metella?
inquired Lydia hasthe
struck
for
that
the
man could probably tell
her,
thought
tily,
her something of Lucius.
"Of course I did! "replied the invalid, "Of course I knew
Lucius, and on that account I have come here to-day. Alas
alas! he died too soon."
!

I

Felicitas thought that the visit of the poor invalid, was
only
for the purpose of obtaining a small gift, on the plea of his having known Lucius, and as the moments were precious to her, she

sought to put an end to the interview by saying; "Now good
man, you are very poor, and perhaps you would like a small
gift from Metella's enfranchised."
"
"
By no means," answered he, If I am poor, I am contented,
and I comfort myself with the thought, that the Redeemer of
the world Himself belonged to the poor, as long as He was on
earth."

"You are a Christian?" said Lydia.
"O
yes! and one of those who fought in

the Legio Fulminatrix,
and therefore I have the privilege to confess my faith everywhere without fear."
"
" You have
perhaps spoken to Lucius?
" No doubt of
it, we belonged to the same Legion, and were
under one commander. The son of Metella, equally enthusiastic
in virtue as in the honor of war, will ever be remembered by us
all.

his

Oh, I sec him still! How, after a battle was won, he rode
foaming charger over the ice-clad field of action, and so cour-

ageously, that his heart beat strong enough to burst the buckles
Then flew an arrow from the secret ambush
of his coat of mail.
that struck his charger, and a second brought down the rider.

We hastened

We

had a Christian commander,
behind. This commander
loved Lucius with an enthusiastic affection, and met him often
during the Winter quarters, that he might explain the truths of

named

to his assistance.

Cornelius, he

was

alas, also left

Christianity to him.
" Oh! he was a rare
youth.
mission, that if he were once

How

often he gave us the comto carry him off to the

wounded,

LYDIA.
field

and baptize him!

For

r:ider
;

:i's

lle.uvu

at first

ho was afraid to receive bap-

himself

suflieieiilly instructed."

was riveted, ;ui<l .she
i;;h to
she would now, as she had often done before,

attention

as

if

pray for Lucius' baptism.
"
"
Continue," said she,

you speak

liko

u messenger from

Pot h promised never to loosen tho firm band of r
other, if they were never to in

easy ono.
love,

and wi

"

the better Land."
happy
tome! Ever memor:
And now, farewell, ihon
those who have tarried within thy walls, and offered up
prayers at the tombs of thy Saints!
earth, a

'

.

I

Heaven."
Oh! his life was too short! the arrow did its work quicker
than we had expected. We drew it out, washed the wound,
which began to bleed, and the youth then awoke as if from a
He signed to us with half closed eyes, and exerted himself
sleep.
to utter a few words. I did not understand him, and had through
downright anxiety, forgotten his last wish.
At length one of my comrades understood him, and said hurhe asks you to hapti/.e him! Oh, had you but seen the
riedly.
seraphic smile that played upon his dying face, when he found
his words were understood!
We then struck his spear deep into
the earth, and raised him against it on his shield in a reclining
No vessel being at hand, I took off my helmet, and
position.
his eye anxiously watched my every step, as I went in search of
water.
I returned quickly and knelt by his side, the dying
youth summoned up all his sinking strength for one great effort;
>ke distinctly: 'I believe in Jesus Christ, the Son of God
O baptize me in His name!' With heavy sobs I poured the
contents of my helmet upon his head, and baptized him, in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.
He .smiled, bent his head in thanksgiving, and placed his hand
in mine, he then fell into his agony, and seemed by the move'

'

he in fervent prayer. He opened his dying eyes
and motioned that he had something still to say.
One uf my comrades placed his ear to Lucius' lips and heard
with difficulty: "Love to my dear mother, and say I died a
Christian." These were his last words; he then closed his eyes
and expired.
As I hoard the other day, that an emancipated Christian
slave was here from Athens, I sought you out, to beg that you
would deliver the last message of a good son to his mother."
The poor invalid felt deeply affected the remembrance of his
fellow combatant, whom he had accompanied to the threshold of
Heaven, and was then obliged to bid a long farewell, grieved him

ment of his
:

i

lips to

lore.,

intensely.

ejaculated Lydia, "how? Metella's son one
Lucius died a Christian? Baptized on the
"
field of battle?
Her bright eyes sparkled and filled with tears.
"
tell
his mother that she had a good and brave son,
Yes, yes,
who was the darling of the whole Legion, and tell her also that
this son died a disciple of Christ."
Lydia informed the invalid, that Metella had also become a
".Merciful

God!"

the faithful?

of

and that perhaps be, who was so tenderly loved by
had petitioned for her. " So are the ways of Him," continued she, " who carries the destiny of the world and all His creatures in His hands." The brave soldier was taking leave, and
Christian,

her,

wishing the traveler a favorable journey, when Lydia considered
that in the name of her good mistress she was bound to reward
the bearer of such joyful tidings. She had scarcely entertained
the thought a moment, when she opened the golden locket that
she had suspended from her neck, and took out of it the large
and valuable pearl, a present of Metella's, and offered it to the
invalid in the

name

He

of her mistress.

refused to accept a re-

done to a dying comrade, but as Lydia bad
assured him that Metella would send him a reward from Athens,

ward
if

for a service

he did not accept the present she offered, ho then received the

generous gift.
At such unexpected and joyful news. Lydia was stunned, and
was obliged, as soon as the stranger had departed, to reflect a
little and convince herself, if what she had just heard were a

their

CHAPTER XXIV.
THE BET URN.
TJTERE was in the time of the ancient Greeks, a much approved
of and peculiar sort of ship, of remarkable height and bulk, to
which they gave the name of Kerkyra; from the island of Korcyra where they were originally built. Such a trading vessel,
bearing the name of Ccntaurus, was just launched in the harbor
of Ostia, and was the one which Lydia had decided on, for her
return to Greece. Rich Romans came along side in their gilded
barges to visit this triple-oared galley.
At the call of the Hortators the rowers take their seals and
beat time with their oars to the flute-players on deck.
To judge by the dress and appearance, there were many
Asiatics

among

Some were

the travelers.

returning from Gaul,

in consequence of the persecutions there, to their homes in the
East.
They had not words to express the manner in which the

Proconsul of that province consented to the most abominable
requests of the people, and this, principally to ingratiate himself

with them.

Some of them carried the traces of martyrdom on their bodies,
many seals of their faith, and as if the days in Lyons had

like so

given them no previous warning, they continued in the practice
of their religion, regardless of the judgment of the heathens.
Irenseus and Hegesippus, both of whom were journeying to
Smyrna, were, so to say, the spiritual pillars around which tho
faithful heroes crowded.

The learned Hegesippus
Saints, although his

is

not

unknown in

works are not

extant.

the legends of tho
He was a Jew by

and became afterwards a member of the Church in JerusaHe had traveled much, and had acquainted himself
thoroughly with the most remarkable events of Church history:
and completed, in the year 133, a history of the Church in five
volumes. He resided in Rome till the year 177, therefore to that
year in which the persecution took place at Lyons.
Amongst the above-named Asiatics, who were returning from
Gaul, one claims our particular attention. He sits motionless
the entire day, with a fixed gaze on the blue waters. Now and
then he raises his head and sighs deeply. His strained arms,
and the scorched flesh on one side of his face, clearly showed
While all were cheerful, and
that he had suffered the torture.
even gay at meals, this gloomy individual, dressed in a thin overall garment, sat eating a hard biscuit, that he dipped occasionally
He touched no other food the entire day.
in a cup of wine.
Lvdia studied this man for some time, and then took courage to
address him. Pie looked at her frowningly, listened to her question, then turned himself towards the sea. and gave no auswcr.
How delighted she would have been to help him, but he kept a
Some days after, she made a second attempt,
sullen distance.
asked him where he came from, and who he was. He answered
" am
I
an unhappy Christian, leave me
with a measured voice:

birth,

lem.

in peace!

"

He was a

Christian, nnd in the last persecution in Gaul, he denied his Fnith. amidst the pains of the rack, and as he was threatened with still greater torments if he refused to reveal the secret crimes of the Christians, he, against his conscience, uttered

scandalous

lies

of crimes which

lie

said they

hud committed

her eyes, the
happiness this news would afford her mistress, and if her depaittire had not. heen fixed for that day, she would have had to summon all the slri-n^th of her will, to coin pier the desire with which

At this acknowledgment he was
their secret meetings.
ted, he took to flight, and waited for an opportunity to leave

She hastened with Felieitas to the harshe longed I'or Athens.
node her separation au
bor of Tiberius. The late iu'

and some of them had seen him sacrificing to the
withstanding, they despised hischaracter and refused

dream or a

reality.

Already she

p!

..re

province forever, and return to Asia.
in tin- ship, said his

name was

in

t

he-

The heathens wh

Melissos; they

knew

his

1,

<

to associate

LTS1A
him. Of course the Christians had a still poorer opinion of
him, so that the unfortunate man was proscribed on all sides.
irith

itionfor tin
As she disLytli.-i felt li
covered the cause of his melancholy, she addressed herself to
ippus, who usually sat on the stern of the vessel, writing
down the thoughts that occurred to him during the voyage. She
informed him of the sad state of Melissos, and begged his sympathy. He sought to address him, spoke words of comfort to

him, and reminded him, thai even the prince of the Apostles
three times denied his Master. But also that this denial Peter
made good, by his redoubled zeal for Christ, and by his acknowledgment to his Lord, after His resurrection, in the presence of the Apostles three times, to love Him more than the
rest.*

Melissos replied in a hollow voice: 'I hope to be freed
the wicked spirits, by a baptism in the sea," and in asullen
ner turned from the historian.

from
man-

There was a Christian youth on board, who unmindful of the
heathens present, went through his religious duties without fear.
He was liked by all, not only on account of his wit but also for
his enchanting voice, with which he knew how to amuse every
one during the long voyage. He seemed to make a sad impression on Melissos, and to awaken in him many remembrances of the
past.

One morning

and began

the youth sat in the scuttle

to

sing the following', whilst the sun was rising:
Night

With

apace: lol

flees

now

the ruddy dawn,

morn.
winds are whistling wild,
Whilst in the trim bark sails a lonely child.
rising sun, breaks sparkling Into

O'er the blue sea

Where golden

spring glows warm, and gladsome May
Blooms without cease, and decks the glitt'ring bay."
seel

what nymph

starts up,

and from the rocke,

Trips on the wave, and shakes her fragrant locks?
Enchanting songs my soul with joy so move

That

my young

heart well nigh will break with love."

The

heedless boy, though love and music mock,
Salutes the sprite, and scudding for the rock

Spreads all his sails, and steers with eager hand,
Then joyous sets his foot on Siren-land.

Whilst hnsh'd he bends to hear the warbling strain,
The deadly spell steals o'er his soul amain.
Holds him with charms bound fast to magic land,
And chains with joys unblest, his nerveless hand.

Rousing at

He

sees his

m

The

hapless boy sinks sobbing to a seat.
Beneath the rocks where foaming billows beat,
Casts o'er the sea his eyes, and wails unchecked,
And breaks his heart, as first his bark was wreck'd.
then, O lonesome youth! and guard with care,
Lest to the Siren's Bong thou lend an ear,

Watch

enchantments lure and love's pretence.
fragile bark to wreck thine Innocence.!

dire

The effect of this song on Melissos was remarkable and observed by all. Night came on, and each one had retired to rest,
gave the helmsman and the Hortator, who stood on his elevation.

A dark figure crept along
vessel,

the deck till it reached the end of the
and began to talk aloud: "O Thou never-sleeping Pro-

tector of the universe, lend

me

thine ear!

Thou

listenest to the

chirping cricket and providcst for it, and even the powerless
butterfly, that flutters from flower to flower, is an object of thy
tender care. Thou beholdest me also. lam the butterfly, that
should have ascended to yonder Paradise of delights, but whose
wings have been burnt off under dreadful torture, now I am but

worm a miserable worm! I have lost faith and hope, the
wings of my soul! Bereft of these, I now crawl, a pitiful worm,
on the earth
Man mocks me, and Thy Divinity will crush me.
a

*St John xxi

did 1 think, and who held me back in tin
should have gained the crown? She who is now wandering
on the Asiatic shores, sleeplessly and anxiously watching for the.
Site is
sails that are to bring to her him she has so longed for!
the Siren that took my heart and senses captive, and wrecked my
bark when steering foMhe land of the Saints! She is the slender
that gnaws at the stem of my faith, and bites off the bark.
O! that death had pursued her, before she had annihilated my
virtue! And when I do arrive, she will no longer love, but curse
"
the cripple and the Atheist!
"
O, seal O, sea! thy cool embrace, thy melodious song! Thy
liberating baptism! Dissolve this immortal being called soul,
and spread it over thy immeasurable waters. In foaming billows will I then beat on the Asiatic shores, kiss her feet, and cool
her longing. Dissolve this immortal being, that it may rise on
high over thy surface as a mist, and as storm-whipped clouds in
myriads of drops, fall upon the locks and robes of my complainAnd then he bent himself forward lower and
ing Syrinx!"
lower, and vanished in an instant.
The Hortator near the ship's lamp, was looking at tfie apostate and said to the young Christian who had not yet retired:

Roe

" Listen to the
Phrygian fool! He is declaiming a monologue."
" I did not observe
him," replied the youth, and both looked
inquiringly towards the front rail, where he had been standing.

They lost sight of the stranger in the darkness of the night,
but on the waters they heard a gentle splashing, which ceased
by degrees.
"
Melis"Help! help!" cried out a clear voice from the deck,
sos has thrown himself into the sea, "and almost in the same mo
ment, the supple youth sprang into the rowboat, loosened it from
the ship, and made towards the drowning man. By ropes thrown
to the youth from above, Melissos was drawn up just as he was

on the point of sinking. He lay in the bottom of the boat, without showing the slightest sign of life. His pale features half
shrouded in his dripping hair, clearly portrayed the agony of
mind that drove him to the deed. The occurrence caused great
confusion. They looked upon the drowned man as a madman,
and complained of the imprudence of allowing him his liberty

among

Others expressed the suspicion that the
the passengers.
who did not seem to think much about htm, had

Christians,

purposely sacrificed him.

and trembling with affright.
doom, and takes to rapid flight.

last,

Seeks for his little bark, but seeks
vain:
The bark is gone, its planks bestrew the main!

And
Thy

On whom

I

shrill

Cheerful the boy plies well the ready oar;
*'
I'll turn my helm for port on yonder shore,

" But

Eternal God dost Thou still know me? I am an ohjcct of Thy
hatred and all Heaven must detest me! For whose love did I
oiler incense on the altar.- <>( the gods, in whom I have D

17.

Tlic transistor is indebted to the Itev. H. Palmer, O. 8. D. for putting the
above into proper metre.

In the mean time, they left him lying there, and returned
again to rest. The deck cleared, and all restored to quiet, Lydia
came forward from the stern of the vessel, with uplifted luuuls;
she cast a sorrowful look around her, and wept and prayed.
O if I had but followed the dictates of my heart! Had I but
'

you would not now

sacrificed the least respect to the greater,

a victim here to our insensibility! Alas,
thee! Almighty Father if still a spark of

why
life

did

we

lie

not save

be in him, fan

it,

and give him back to Thy flock! It becomes Thee as the alt
Holy One to judge the sinner, but it becomes us to look upon
htm ai our brother, and to love him."
rose clear, and the waves, as if naught had hapdanced
Flying fish rose from the
fondly in her beams.
pened,
dark waters, saluted the splashing boat, and the sails of the veslittle higher, and sank again to their watery
sel, then fluttered a

The moon

home.

An anxious feeling agitated the heart of Lydia. Nature
looked so peaceful, the body so pale, and the deed so dreadful.
Overwhelmed with anguish, she sank upon her cushion, and
throwing a veil over her face she began to reflect on the fate of
Melissos.
Suddenly a ray of hope darted through her frame,
mild as the morning beam that kisses off the dew from the flower.
She rose and approached the body, which appeared to her as if
"Good Father," she exclaims, "he
its posture had changed.
raises himself, he sinks his head upon his arm! Melissos, you return again to life!" "Yes," replied he, after a pause, and looking
round, "and again to hope." "No, all is not yet lost, I feel it

L T9
"

"

placing his hand upon his breast
Regenerated," then
" return back to
aid Lydia,
expiate Mir injuslirc done."
Melissos recovered, his d<'-imquerrcl by the language

here

of sympathy, and the cure In siuwcil upon liitn daily by the pasIlls lost peace returned and In: willed towards bis Asiasengers.

home another man, and with
ceived again into the Communion
tic

Two months

passed,

the resolution, there to bo reof Saints.

and the longed-for land was still at a disthe mast, and scans the broad sea

A cabin hoy sits above on

tance.

He looked long
down from his

but at length
rooking ship-cradle:
"
" The mountains of
Greece are visible! all hastened to the foreIn the
castle, to convince themselves that the shores were near.
greatest haste the announcer descended from the mast, to claim
reward for his joyful tidings.
Although land was distant, the
pilot looked around him unconcerned, for he had now another
sea-mark by which to guide his ship; as long as he was on the high
seas, he had nothing but the stars, he now had the mountains,
and he steered courageously by them towards Syros, where some
of the passengers disembarked.
Melissos was of the number, who, on taking a respectful leave
of Lydia, with tears, expressed his gratitude for her sympathy,
and made a firm promise, with Qod's assistance, to be again of the
in the direction of Achaia.

his clear silver voice culled

in vain,

"

One fold." Those who were journeying to the East, went by
another vessel, and those destined for Attica continued the voy-.
It was a soft pleasant morning, such aa
age in the Centaurus.
we never see in our foggy North when the ship arrived at Pineus.

The sun was

still

slumbering

in the East,

and the Hymettus on

the other side of Athens, resembled a grey veil, behind which
the rising sun was still concealed. At last, Aurora waking, drew

" the curtain of the morn."
The king of day scatters his
golden gifts over mountain, sea and plain, and sheds a new life
aside

upon

the earth.

How

majestically the Centaurus neared the shore

1

The morn-

ing breeze swelling every sail. The last commands given to the
weary crew, were in a tone that said: "fellow laborers, our
work is done!" Lydia was almost the first to touch the land, and
greet the ruins of the once great arsenal, and the walls of Cyclops, destroyed

by

Sulla,

and now she pictured

which united

Piraeus with Athens;

to herself in the liveliest colors, the meet-

ing that was just at hand.

One

of Metella's servants

was

to be seen for

some days on the

heights of the Acropolis, looking anxiously towards the harbor.
At length the mast of a vessel appeared above the horizon, and

1

A

.

and how did
"
mother!

I

have

friend, there

Ophne was

sent immediately to the harbor,
and Lydia had scarcely landed, when she found herself in the
embraces of her affectionate friend, who overwhelmed her with

loved child.

questions, which she herself answered, and imparted a volume
of news relative to the changes that had occurred in her absence,

and ended by declaring

that there

was one

secret, she

was most

her, but she dared not, and so she went on,
talking unceasingly till they reached the palace.
Feeling has a language in all places, and through all ages, and
this language expresses itself in the acts of that ardent tender

impatient to

tell

am

I

is

name

another

certain for the future, will ac-

names

lady, not
that stands higher than all these
on earth sounds sweetest, and by

that

which of

this

sweet name you shall ever

"What

all

the

now

call

me The name

of Mother!

not a thing of momentary affec
tion; ever since I lost my son, I have thought of how I could
hear again the sweet name of mother I have chosen you that
you may be to me a daughter, a tenderly beloved daughter, preI offer thee

is

me by God Himself. I have always called thee Lydia,
but you received another name, far more beautiful in baptism.
Therefore take back thy name Seraphical yes, my only daughAll that belongs to me in future belongs
ter must be Seraphica!
to thee, and as thou hast a daughter's possession of my heart
so shalt thou have the possession of all the temporal trifles that
I call my own.
Long did the court of Athens hesitate to acknowledge you as my heiress, because you had been a slave,
but I proved that you were free-born, and never purchased in
public places, that you came to my house a fugitive, and found
sented to

and that without having any right, the roaster of
Smyrnian vessel, on which you sought your passage to
Greece, took you aa captive, and sent you to my house. All is
now arranged, and you are acknowledged as my adopted child,
and heir to all I possess. O may you be for the inhabitants of
Athens, what I should like to have been for them, and you'll
be a pattern of a benevolent Christian, and when death draws
shelter there,

the

you

near,

will look

The deeply

upon the poor of our city as your children
Lydia composed herself, and without be

'

affected

ing asked, pressed a kiss on Metella's cheek for the first time
"My faith, "said she, "left me once an orphan, and the same
1 shall never forget that it
faith has again given me a mother.

was thy boundless love

that liberated the slave,

and from an

enfranchised, raised her to be thy child. And now I can no
longer suppress the joy that fills my overflowing heart. I have

dawn

itself in full sail, steering

a mistress, who,

and who will never abandon me."
cept my
Metella embraced Lydia tenderly: "not mistress, not

much

showed

it

still

service,

now

degrees,

When

I

I

A look gave Metella to understand with what resignation and
peace of soul the daughter bad borne the loss of her parent.
home
"My child," continued she, "as happy as is the return
"
'
I have
so much those you have left behind, ftcl your loss
"
but
no one now on this earth to whom I belong." said Lydia,

towards the coast.
approached near enough, he recognized in the flags and
pennants the expected ship. Duranus hurried down breathless,
to announce the tidings tjp his mistress.
Metella answered with
a cry of delight, and hastened to the threshold of the inner gate
of the palace, where she waited impatiently, the arrival of her

by

had them ever near me. What an Interest
you have i;one throiu;h Bince we parted'
grieve at the news, that you could not find your

precious to me. that
have taken in all
I

to tell

you the

particulars of the

happy death of your son.

Lucius! this is not the first day, that you have been a mother to
a Christian child."
Metella did not understand what the words signified, "You
had a Christian child, before you yourself thought of being one.
Yes, your son reposed in the

bosom of

his

Redeemer before the

of faith enlightened his mother's heart.
O, remember the vision! Thy Lucius slumbered at the feet of

Redeemer."

his

"

"

My son? I suspect
" Your
suspicionsare happy truths. I myself spoke to the veteran in Rome who baptized him. His last words were: I beO baptize me in His name;'
lieve in Jesus Christ the Son of God
Love to my dear mother, and say that her
and before he expired
1

'

'

;

"

son Lucius died a Christian.'
Metolla was astounded, and a holy awe ran through her

When
wherewith one heart unites itself to another.
Metella and Lydia met, they lost all power of utterance, Metella
stretched out her arms and her newly found child sunk nearly
After a few moments, both retired
senseless into her embrace.
to the oratory to pour forth their gratitude to God,
Having
spent some time in prayer, Metella motioned Lydia to follow her
"How have I not sighed
into one of her private apartments.
for this day that would bring thee back to Athens! The silent

whole frame. She rose hastily and speechless, seized Seraphica's
hand, and hastened with her to the oratory. He alone who

all the stars
valleys, the solitary groves, the purling streams, yes,
in the blue vault of Heaven, can witness
longing for thee!

O,

ness,

my

The letters, dear child, that you sent me from Rome, were a
w*k indemnity for your own dear self, and still they were ao

searches the depths of the heart, knows what she felt
pouring forth to Him the effusions of a grateful soul.

What

when

a double joy for Metella! God had already commenced
upon her "The hundred fold in this life." She had

to bestow

now one

child an advocate in Heaven, and another a sweet so-

lace to her

how

on

Her life was beginning toher anew, but
The pleasures of Chrysophora were very

earth.

changed!

from those of the Christian Metella. In former years
was her first consideration, now it was her last so wonderfully did Faith transform this noble soul, that she was scarcely

different
self

L

4ft

to he recognized.
to a mild

The haughty and

iraperimis

YDI A.

bearing was

and modest dignity. The fiery Metella of
:UT days, is no longer heard to speak to the meanest of her
She spends
lu)ld in aught but gentle and consoling words.
->

hiT days with her adopted child, doing good to nil, dispensing
the temporal blessings which God has bestowed upon her, like
the faithful steward of a liberal Master.
Lydia was delighted beyond measure when Metella told her

I burn with the desire of showing to the world, in the mirror of
a pure life, the devotion to our Redeemer, and to relate to unNot till I
believers what the Son of God has done for man.
have fulfilled that mission, shall I be called hence. It may be
long till then God has heard my prayer .my Guardian Angel
!

has revealed

it

to

me!

Ophne had become a Christian, and that Duranus was then
she knew immediately that this was Ophne's seThe joy of all the domestics on the return of Lydia, knew
cret
no bounds, particularly poor little Thrax, to whom she had al-

"

that

a Catechumen

CHAPTER XXV.

;

THE CONCLUSION

ways been most kind.

Lydia took upon her the laborious portion of their charand the sick and needy were the objects of her
most anxious solicitude.
The poor potter was no longer poor he had been removed with
his now dying child, to one of Metella's out-dwellings, approIn Lydia's daily
priated to the male portion of her domestics.
them.

itable labors,

who gradually declined after the operation
already mentioned poor Hyllos learned to believe, from the conversations she had with Askanus, who loved Lydia dearly, and
who always entreated her to tell him something of her .God, that
Jupiter and Minerva were no gods, and therefore unable to help
him. And when Askanus became throughly instructed in the

visit to his little son,
,

duties of a Christian, and begged to be of the same religion with
his benefactress, his father added an earnest petition that he might
also

have the same happiness. "Yes Hyllos," said Lydia, "I
you one of the true fold, but you have

shall be delighted to see

yet to be instructed."

" Dear
Lady, have

I

not been present each day that you talked

It is

more

beautiful

Thus we see in a slave, weak in sex, in age, and
to practise it.
above all, in her state of life, to what an elevation grace can raise
the heart. God has chosen the weak ones of the world to confound
the strong.* Suppose Lydia had not been rewarded for this triumph of virtue by any temporal gains, by honors or dignities

what consequence?
Earthly splendor, and exterior recognitions are a mere accidental gift of the interior moral greatness, which could neither
be raised nor lessened by her.
Notwithstanding, it thus generally happens that honor likes to
attach itself to virtue, and follows

it,

as

though

it

were her

shadow.
This much tried girl could tell what wisdom lies in affliction.
She would never have reached that degree of virtue, had she not
passed through the flery ordeal of suffering. If virtue is to appear in its beauty, she must for a time suffer oppression. The
martyrs of our holy Church would never have died so resigned
and joyful, if unutterable sorrows had not led them through the
dark labyrinths of their lives to the open gates of justice for

them the

gates of triumph.
Witness Polycarp, Justin, Blandina, Pothinus of Lyons and a

son? Old Hyllos has still a good memory
so beautifully to
I dont forget a word of all you've said." To Lydia's astonishment,
on questioning him, she found him thoroughly prepared to re-

multitude of others.

ceive baptism, and promised that his name should be added to
that of Askanus, for the Bishop's approval.
After having ministered to the temporal comforts of her poor
invalid, she left their little dwelling, and in crossing the court-

who was
beautifully explained by the words: "Miserable he,
never miserable. There is not an anguish, if we begin with the
of treachblighted hopes of youthful loving heart, down to that
torture and the laceration of a despairing mind, which will not

yard, on her way to the palace, she heard loud sobbing behind
one of the pillars, and wondered to see little Thrax bathed in

there find a complete expression. Every injustice is an admonthe oftener it returns, the
ishing voice in this valley of tears, and
more we long for our departure, which, correctly speaking, is our
home. But a friendship with death is the greatest triumph

my

"

Poor Thrax could give
has happened, Thrax?
"
"
no other answer than I'm only a dwarf! I'm only a dwarf!
"A caged dwarf, Thrax, not one by nature." "O but I was
" "
No; Thrax! you were sold to
bought only to be laughed at!
be laughed at, but purchased by a feeling mistress, to be treated

tears.

'

peraeta juvat, sed pracstat tradita posse.
beautiful to know what is noble, but still

NOSSE

Metella and Lydia spent their days alternately between Elis,
Athens and Eleusis, in each of which places they had the haprising up around
piness of seeing a little colony of Christians

"What

with every kindness. Your dear young master, Lucius, was
always your best friend."
"
O, there it is! there it is! I want to see him again, but I can't,
I can't, I'm only a dwarfl Askanus told me the other day, that
if he were good, he would soon be where my young master is,
and 'hat is where I want to go, but I am only a dwarf, I'm
"
only a dwarf! continued he wringing his hands.
Lydia could scarcely conceal her emotion at the faithful and
affectionate remembrance of the departed, and found great difwas no obficulty in persuading Thrax, that his diminutive body
His
rle, to his being one day united to his deceased master.
countenance began to brighten up at this assurance, and he
.cd if he tried to be as good as Askanus, to whom he had become greatly attached, might he not soon know all about the

happy place of which they were always talking?
Lydia told him lhat he could come with her every day to visit
Askanus, and receive instructions, but that the God of the Christians was to be loved for Himself, and not for any other conation.

now leave Thrax on his way to Christianity, and rehow faithfully Seraphica fulfilled the duties for which
ardently petitioned when in the dungeon at Smyrna.

will

'

>

T

,

yet to call

me

have besought our Lord not
eternal home; I wish to suffer, not to die:

shall not die

to

my

God

visits,

purifies

It is, in fact,

and

perfects.

the truly gifted souls whom
This very truth Seneca so

ery,

way

of the
is

human mind

over the terror of nature.

the sun surrounded by stormy clouds

How magnificent

when

sinking to the

West! But while one hemisphere admires his departing beauty,
another, at the same moment is cheered by his rising splendor
thus sinking and rising are one of the same. With man it is
even so; his departure from this world is a hymn of joy to
Heaven and a kiss to death, which eternity gives to the approachindissoluble espousal.
Through the
ing soul, as the seal of an
of
life of our slave, a warm zeal animated her for the salvation

She had the lamp of faith lighted up in the sun of revecarried it as well in her humble dwelling as in the paland
lation,
ace of the wealthy. The love by which it was animated, conw
"I passed by thee, and saw thee, said the
quered all obstacles.
" and behold
time
of
lovers, '-f She wan
the
was
time
thy
prophet,
dered on the thorny way imprinted with the footsteps of the Lord
souls.

,

and when she saw a loiterer, either to the right or to the left she
called to him: "Thou slow of heart, why delayest lliou, come
without fear, without hesitation, be not timid in treading on
Such are
thorns, which fell from the crown of your King."

God wills them, not those who loiter about inactively
our days, the
counting the grains of sand. O how is, also in
number of the afflicted so large and our love so small! "Ye
shall be fishers of men," said the Lord to His disciples and He
Himself went out before them as a divine model. For he once
souls as

in the fulness of time

looked down from the highest Heavens on

yet, I

*

1

Cor.

i.

27.

t Oz. xvi.

8.

/.

)

the dark ocean of the universe, where myriads of worlds were in
Motion. Looking also on our planet, winv;e Inhabitants were
sighing after light and truth, lie- lowered His iloeirine in the

net of mercy, and drew us nil to Him. His disciples followed His
example. The Prince of the Apostles, while hanging on UK:
cross, admonished bis third successor, Cletus: "Never forget to
preserve your own soul, in saving the souls of your brethren."
The same duty is also laid on tlio conscience of each one of us.

"Salvando Salvabimur."
While we describe the

bitter trials of a single

unbloody mar-

tyr in that century of affliction, another picture of incomparably
The bride of
greater martyrdom presents itself to our eyes.

Was

not the Church herself
that slave, who already in her earliest youth carried the chains
of slavery ? Unsheltered, this orphan wandered about, after her

Jesus Christ

the holy Church.

paternal home, Jerusalem, was laid desolate, of which Smyrna's
destruction was a mere painting. As a fugitive maiden this
same bride journeyed across the Mediterranean Sea, and entered

1) 1
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and compatible with the peace of our time, that
whatever ii
e to worship
he will, and that hereby no sort of religious worship in
excludi d
"
In addition to this, whatever concerns the. Christians ii
Unit, their
ticular, we have, found it good to determine.

For

i9

it

clear

;

!

tales Uiey formerly
houses of assembly, B
which, according to certain edicts, feli into the hands of the law
or otherwise, shall be returned gratuitously and if the JM

must apply for
possessors ask for compensation, they

it

to the

imperial governor."

Strangers admire to the present day, the ruins of the triumphal
"
Liberator of the city:"
arch which the Senate erected to the
and who can behold Constantino's arch without being moved at
the remembrance of that day!
But now there shall be a new contemplation of things, a lasting reconciliation made between religion and temporal power.

The arm

of the

Church henceforward

shall be free,

equal to

*.nto

the service of an imperious, sensual, and crowned mistress,
rolling in superfluous prosperity: and the name of this mistress

that of the State; both arms shall have one and the same pulsaThe two highest institutions
tion, the spirit of the Redeemer.

is Rome.
She served there nearly three hundred years, during
constant ill-treatment, mockery, and persecution and tortures even
to the heart's blood. Who imagined then, that from this obscurity

of the earth, a Christian Church, and a Christian State- these
two arms belong to one and the same body, Jesus Christ. For

and after such contempt, so powerful a life, so rich in influence
would unfold itself? Thencauio the time in which this proud mistress submitted to be taught by the low and persecuted maiden, a
time in which princes abjured their tyranny and absolute will,
and shared with the slave the possessions of the world, and both
named themselves: Christian Empire, and Christian Church.
This remarkable day, the most important since the day of our
Redemption, was the 2Uth of October, in the year 312. "It ap-

hand through the Church,

pears to be almost a general law," said an observer of the people,
" that the
prosperity or success of things is connected with acertain obscurity."* What a coming forth, after three hundred

years of secrecy and silence! That effect was not accomplished
by physical strength, not by the sword, but by B power called
Christian charity. For this charity is of nil powers the greatest
on earth, and what she fails to conquer, is unconquerable.
It was a conflict to be, or not to be, which was kept on from
Nero's time to that of Constantine. After the conquest, the
last of which was gained over Maxentius on the Tiber, he passed

in

triumph through the

streets of

Rome

and, with

him brought

the Faith victorious to the "Eternal City."
lance-bearer walked before the chariot of the conqueror,
holding on high the bleeding head of the conquered it was

A

" Not
head of fallen heathenism.
captive strangers,"
remarks a writer of that time, " swell the triumph, but armies of vices which had hitherto filled the city conquered
the

crimes, perfidy, haughtiness, cruelty, pride, scorn, voluptuousud unlawful desires, all these were bound in iron chains.

more remarkable and less known than one would
marine, is the edict which Constantine and his partner in power,

But

still

"

appointed to be proclaimed in Nicoincdia.
As we have known long since.' said the Imperators "that
freedom in religion is not to be denied, and that the practice of
which, is left to the will and views of each one, so should we
iji.Mnius,
'

have sooner commanded that like all others, the Christians
should be free to hold their religious views.
" But as this
permission has been granted on many and various
conditions, so

has perhaps happened

that

by a constrained

the Messias Himself will rule

with the other through

the world for the future with one

iu distributing the gifts of the spirit,
the State, caring for the temporal inter-

So will He, as Master of the world, guide
His children to the home where He has prepared mansions for
them. The period of that torturing conflict, in which Church
and State seemed to bleed to death, was symbolically expressed
His two hands intended to
in the figure of the Crucified One.
bestow blessings, were pierced, and the blood flowed down from
the cross for three hours, He who wished to embrace all lovingly
ests of the people.

The Church too, which was intended to raise
crucified.
man, and lead him towards his high destination, was galled by
the State for a period of three hundred years.
After the Resurrection, our Lord appeared to His disciples,
raised His hands, showed them His wounds and said Pax
and after the Church and State had celebrated their long-hopedfor resurrection, they had also uo words more beautiful to proclaim to the world, than the same peaceful salutation: "Pax
was

'

Vobis."

Peace to the people, by the right that had its origin in the
Divine will, and peace to each individual through religion,
which with right took root in one and the same soil the heart of
Jesus.

This

new

ordination of

all

religious

and

civil

events was

first

through the merits of the Son of God; to Him therefore the first
thanks are due. But after Him these intrepid combatants claim
our next thanks those who shrunk not from any sacrifice to
call forth the

sighs,

and

est of all

new

state of things.

how much

good

gifts.

How many

tears,

how many

blood were necessary to obtain this greatWhat did it not cause to save this prec

lous inheritance from the shipwreck of the states, from the pestilential breath of heresy, and from the torrents of so many revo-

This inheritance has passed on to the present century,
and we are the possessors of it. Thoughtless is he who has
never taken into consideration at what a price it has been purchased, and the deepest contempt falls to his lot, who sullies the
treasure of talth with the rancor ot mockery.
But we have in-

lutions!

practice

herited this treasure unscathed, to deliver it over to our descendThe light of our eyes will be soon extinguished, but when
ants.

eration all that concerned the security of the public welfare, we
believed ourselves obliged before all things else, first to arrange

our graves will have disappeared, and our very names will have.
faded from the memory yes, when the temples erected, and
palaces of our royal cities fall to ruins, then will the later gene,
rations still reflect on the champions of the first century, and

it

of their religion, many have been repulsed. As we
therefore, I, the Emperor Coustantine, and I, the Emperor Licinius arrived happily together in Milan, and as we took into consid-

what concerned the worship of the Divinity, so that we gave to
the Christians the same freedom as to all others, to follow that
religion, which they considered best suited to their views and
happiness. In order that whoever is the Divinity in Heaven,
that He may be gracious to us, and to all our subjects.
AH
former proclamations contrary
,

to this, are to be null

Attempt of a philosophy of History.
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and void.

their hearts will beat stronger at the soul-stirring
thought:
"
are the descendants of Holy Martyrs 1
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